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D of J Integration Stand Seen Bar to Cons

U. S. PROPOSES OISCRIMINATII OURE
U. S. Pix Gain in Foreign Screen Time; Receipts Fall

1,738 Features Produced

Abroad in 1939; In-

i

crease of 39
' While U. S. pix showed an in-

'crease of two per cent in foreign
markets screen time during 1939,
receipts from abroad decreased by
jabout 10 per cent, it is revealed
by Nathan D. Golden, Chief, Motion
jPicture Division, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, in his Re-
iView of Fox-eign Film Markets Dur-
ing 1939, released here today. Screen

(Coittiniied on Page 18)

IGARY THEATER MAY

FIGHT SUIT OUSTER

; Chicago—Dismissal of the Gary
[Theater Co.'s anti-trust suit against
jColumbia Pictures, et al., by Federal
Judge William Holly on Friday may
be appealed to the Circuit Court of
Appeals, it was indicated when de-

fense counsel entered formal excep-
tions and reserved appeal rights.

The Court, sustaining the defense
findings of fact and conclusions of

(Contintted on Page 15)

Picture Pioneers to Hold

j
Spring Dinner on Apr. 26

1 Spring Dinner Conference of the
Picture Pioneers will be held April

i;26, Jack Cohn said following the
imeeting of the Executive Committee
lat the Hotel Astor Saturday. New

(Continued on Page 15)

RKO's *'Photo Finish"
Due for the Dye Vat

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO Radio will dip

"Photo Finish," race track romance to
be produced and directed for the 1940-
41 program by David Butler, into the
dye vat. Story is by Butler, James
Kern and James Edward Grant who
will also do the screenplay. RKO
Radio cameras registered Seabiscuit's
victory in the $100,000 Santa Anita
Handicap for the pix.

RKO CONCLAVE
OPENS MAY 27
Four-Day Sales Parley Will

Be Held at Waldorf

RKO will hold its annual interna-
tional sales convention at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City,
on May 27-30. Division, district and
branch managers, as well as repre-
sentatives from some foreign offices

will attend.
It will be the earliest convention

RKO has held since 1932 when the
annual huddles were called for May
16. A. A. Schubart has been named
chainnan of the 1940 conference ar-
rangements. Delegates are due to
arrive on May 26.

Five More Radio Giveaways
Referred to Justice Dept.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Five additional radio

lottery programs, deemed to violate
provisions of the Communications
Act prohibiting lotteries, were
turned over to the Justice Depart-
ment yesterday for scrutiny by the
FCC. They are "Musico" broadcast
by WGN, Chicago; "Songo," broad-

(Continucd on Page 18)

Control of Licensing to Newly Acquired Theaters

Said Advanced in Department of Commerce's
Suggestions for Consent Decree

By MILTON F. LUNCH, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—A remedy for the alleged practice of discrimi-
nating against independent exhibitors by distributors and meth-
ods of controlling the leasing of product to newly acquired thea-

ters by circuits are among the im-
portant proposals of the Department
of Commerce as a basis for settle-

ment of the Government's equity
suit, it was disclosed Saturday by
sources close to the situation.

Subject to Arbitration

When an exhibitor claims that a
Terre Haute, Ind.—Release of the distributor has discriminated against

$10,000,000 in 16 mm. shorts—com- him over a period of time in favor
prising 590 shorts—made available (Continued on Page IS)

through the MPPDA to American
schools last July will be extended
by Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.,

distributing agency, to teaching
(Continued on Page 4)

SCHOOL SHORTS USE

FOR YMCA CLASSES

Jos. Bernhard to Resume
Warner Duties This Week

Joseph Bernhard, Warners' theater
chief, returns from Miami early this

week, and shortly will resume his

official duties. Bernhard, who un-
derwent a serious operation here
some weeks ago, recently has been
recuperating in the South.

Equity Suit Aimed

of the Trade, D
at Fundamentals

of J Aide Asserts

Select Attractions, inc.

May Produce Own Pictures

Select Attractions, Inc., distribu-

tors, is planning to produce its own
pictures, possibly starting later this

year. Six stories, all authored by
Bernard P. Arons, are being con-
sidered. Titles are "Dead Man's
Auction," "Whispers of Warning,"

(Continued on Page 18)

Possibilities of settlement of the
Government's equity suit became
slimmer in face of conflicting state-

ments made Friday by Paul Wil-
liams, Special Assistant Attorney
General and Judge Thomas D.
Thacher, attorney for Paramount,
as to ultimate aims in the suit.

Williams said "we believe that the
integration of production, distribu-

tion and exhibition by the five large
producer-exhibitor companies has

(Continued on Page 18)

SCANTY PRODUCTION

DATA, ADMITS U. S.

Paul Williams, Special Assistant
Attorney General, in fighting an ap-
plication Friday by attorneys for

the majors before Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard, conceded that

(Continued on Page 15)

Distribs. Expect Decision

on Australia Import Rule

American distributors are watch-
ing with interest the outcome of

Australia's import licensing regula-

tions which closed a four-month
(Continued on Page 4)

$16,500,000 Gross
Registered by GWTW
CWTW's gross receipts reached a

total of $16,500,000 over the weel<-end.

Picture was reported to be doing a

strong business in Metropolitan subse-

quent runs. All negative charges have
been paid off on the picture and net

profit equal to 100 per cent on the

negative cost has already been realized,

as the picture continues its fourth

month of exhibition.
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iQVOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MAR. 29)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat lO'/t lO^/g lOVi
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 73/4 75/8 75/g + Va
Columbia Picts. pfd. 2I1/4 21 1/4 21 1/4 — %
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 152 151 '/z

151 1/2

do pfd 171 171 171 + 1

Ccn. Th. Eq 13 IZ'/g 12%— Va
Loew's, Inc. ...:.... 35% 35% 35%
do pfd 108 108 108
Paramount 75/8 TVl IVi — Va
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 93/8 9Vi 9%
Pathe Film 113/8 ll'/g 11% + %
RKO I'/s 1% 1%
20th Century-Fox ... 11 'A 11 'A H'A
20th Cenhiry-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 105 103 105 -f 'Vi
Warner Bros 334 33/4 33/4 -f %
do pfd 50 48V2 50 + 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.102'/4 102% 1021/4

Loew's deb. S'/zs^e. . .104V2 104'/2 104V2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 Vis47
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % 3^ 3,^ — ig

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15 15 15 — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 5% 5% S^/g — Va
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 73 74
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 653A 67%

Columbia to Pay 68^/^c

Columbia's board has declared a
regular quarterly dividend of $.68%
per share on the $2.75 Convertible
Preferred Stock, payable May 15 to
stockholders of record May 1.

m The Broadway Parade 11

Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Pare Lorcntz)—4th week Belmont

The Earl of Chicago (Metro-Cioldwyn-Maycr)—3rd week Criterion

The Road to Singapore (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount

Virginia City (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

It's a Date (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

The Primrose Pathe (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week ,r°'^^
The Human Monster (Monogram Pictures)—2nd week Globe

The House Across the Bay (United Artists-Wanger)—2nd week Loew's State

Broadway Melody of 1940 (Metro-(Joldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol

Rebecca (United Artists-Selznick International) Music Hall

Zanzibar (Universal Pictures) .Rialto

The Showdown (Paramount Pictures) (a) ..Centra

Killers of the Wild (Times Pictures) (a) Central

Pinocchio (RKO Radio Pictures-Walt Disney) (a-b) „,
The Courageous Dr. Christian (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Ckine With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—16th week Astor

FOREIGiV JLAJVGl/AGE FEATURES
The Human Beast (Juno Films)—6th week 55th St. Playhouse

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—6th Week World

Harvest (French Cinema Center)—5th week (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

Pa Kryss Med Albertina (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)—2nd week (a). 48th St. Theater

Flickorna Fran Camla Stan (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)—2nd week (a)

48th St. Theater

Claudine (French Pictures, Inc.) Litte Carnegie

FVTVRE Oi'ElMl^iMS
The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—April 3 Fine-Arts

Outside the Three-Mile Limit (Columbia Pictures)—April 6 Globe

It All Came True (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 5 Strand

If I Had My Way (Universal Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox)—April 5 Roxy

Dr. Clyclops (Paramount Pictures)—April 10 Paramount

Adventure in Diamonds (Paramount Pictures)—April 4 Criterion

Isle of Destiny (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto

Strange Cargo (Metro-(joldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitcl

Bullet Code (RKO Radio Pictures)—April 3 (a) Central

Hidden Menace (Principal Pictures)—April 3 (a) Central

Grapes of Wrath (Twentieth Century-Fox)—April 4 (a-b) Palace

Free Blond and Twenty-One (Twentieth Century-Fox)-April (a) Palace

Odio (Azteca Films)—April 5 48th St. Theater

Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—April 4 Cinecitta

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Scully and Heineman, "U"
Sales Exec, on Coast

Accompanied by William J. Heine-

man, Western sales manager, Wil-

liam A. Scully, Universal's sales

chief, planed to the Coast at the

week-end. Scully will confer at the

studio on 1940-41 product plans, and
upon his return, should they be well

advanced, 'will announce the place

and date for the company's sales

convention.

Form Todo Picture Corp.

to Distribute French Pix

Announcement of the formation
of Todo Picture Corp., to sell and
distribute French films in this coun-

try, South and Central America, -was

made Friday. Firm has lineup of

five French pix which will be of-

fered shortly. Ely Todorow is presi-

dent of the company, the treasurer's

post is filled by A. Robert Mizzy, and
A. E. Lowe is the general manager.

WANTED
Information leading to the where-

abouts of Charles B. Howard and John

Russo. Reimbursement will be made
to informant for any warranted ex-

pense.

Please Communicate

DOUGLAS ROTHACKER
729 Seventh Avenue New York City

National Film Carriers

to Meet Here May 12-14

Seventh annual convention of Na-
tional Film Carriers, Inc., will be

held at Park Central Hotel on May
12-14. Members from all the key
cities will attend. There will be an
executive committee meeting May 12

and the regular convention business

meetings May 13-14. The usual an-

nual luncheon for the branch super-

visors of the exchanges will be held

on the closing day.

An important matter up for dis-

cussion will be the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's new safety reg-

ulations. Election of officers will

also be held. James P. Clark of Phil-

adelphia is the retiring president.

cominc nno GOinc

SIDNEY R. KENT and MRS. KENT return

from Florida this week.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, Warner theaters head,

returns from Miami this week.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales chief,

and WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN. Western sales

head, arrive on the Coast today. ,

RALPH BUDD, Warners' home <k person-
nel manager, returned from Burbanr. Friday.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, central division man-
ager for 20th-Fox, returns to the home office

this week after a Florida vacation.

HERMAN SCHLEIER, Eastern business man-
ager for the Hollywood Reporter, leaves for

the Coast today for a three months' stay at

the paper's Coast office.

FRANK McGRANN, exploitation manager for

Columbia, and FRANK ROSENBERG, his assistant,

flew to Williamsburg, Va., to plug "Tree of

Liberty."

J. J. FELDER, New York Monogram branch
manager, has returned from Florida.

LINDA DARNELL returned to the Coast Sat-
urday after a short stay here.

EDWARD GOLDSTEIN, Screcno executive, is

in Miami for a vacation.

HARRY FUCHS, is leaving Tuesday for Miami
Beach, Florida.

RICHARD CARLSON is spending several days
at William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va., in

preparation for a new picture.

MIKE RUDIN is vacationing in Miami.

CONSTANCE BENNETT flew to the Coast Sat-
urday via American Airlines.

GEORGE STEVENS is at the Waldorf.

RUDY SANDERS is spending a vacation in

Miami.

A. A. SCHUBART, RKO manager of exchange
operations, left Friday for a vacation in Florida.

MRS. SCHUBART accompanied him.

Fight on Chi. Censorship

May Reach Federal Court

Chicago—Civil Liberties Commit-
tee plans to start Federal Court
proceedings shortly against the Chi-
cago police censor board to permit
showing of the Hoffberg release,
"The Living Dead," it was stated
Friday by Ira Latimer, secretai-j-

of the organization. Picture was
banned on several grounds despite
the fact a Hays seal had been given
and it had been passed by censors
every place else where it has been
exhibited.

"Parole Fixer" Teasers fl

Cost Cortland Exhib. $50

Cortland, N. Y.—A plea of guilty
and a $50 fine wrote finis here Fri-
day to the case of Garson Jaffa, lo-

cal Schine manager, arrested on
complaint of the State Parole Board
that classified teaser ads. plugging
"Parole Fixer" (Paramount) con-
stituted misleading advertising.
Teasers, taken from the film's press
book, appeared in a local paper and
were taken seriously by con'victs in

Attica State Prison, the Parole
Board charged.

Edington Cocktail Party fl

Harry Edington, RKO's executive
producer who arrives this morning
for his first visit to New York since

appointment to his post last Decem-
ber, will meet the trade press at a
cocktail party at the Sherry Nether-
lands this afternoon.

REQUESTED
Information leading to the recovery

of four reel 16 MM. print number
five entitled "Nickel High Lights" and

one reel 16 MM. print entitled "This

Changing World." Informant will be
reimbursed for any warranted expense.

THE FILM DAILY BOX 1710

1501 Broadway New York City
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U. P/^.•(Paramount's famous ^^Union Pacific'^)

was the tops. We thought so. You thought

so. Old Man Box Office k €^^ thought so.

But now this slap-bang (^!d>^/^ comedy ro-

mance teaming Bing and "^^^^ Bob for the

first time and co-starring Dotty in her grand-

est role ... is topping ^^U. ^."

from coast to coast...45 cities

\iihave already shown ^^Road

well out in front of ^'U•P.'^••proving Paramount

knows how to make 'em laugh.. .which means

Paramount knows how to make you money.

kX

'.'*^^ 43rd street to 8th AVENUE. ACROSS TO ^^

;,v/v^avoaa ox »ova avm 3hx
'^'^'^

.^^^

PAUAMOUNT

SPRINGS ANOTHen

sphin

Jack, and Phil Harris and Andy
Devine and Rochester, yes, and
even Carmichael, the Benny Bear
right out of the No. 1 radio show
of the year into the No. 1 gag, gal,

and gun-play picture of the year.

Ellen Drew plays the role of the

girl who gave the gate to Benny in

the wild and not so woolly west

Preview audiences label this heart-

tugging story of two kids and a
dog, a "sleeper." This is the picture

Paramount filmed on location in

the Georgia bird dog country.
Watch the trade papers for the

announcements of the big Georgia
World Premiere . . . biggest event
in that state since the premiere
of G. W. T. W.

Another in the Pafamouhf S|>nng

parade of money-makers . . . tested

in six cities and found to be th?

top exploitation picture of the ysa
, . . Get the "Dr. Cyclops" ps^e?;

book and get the payoff on ^ -

make money the "Dr. Cyclop

IT'S It FAKAMOUNT^f
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SCHOOL SHORTS USE

FOR YMGA GLASSES

(Continued from Page 1)

classes in all American YMCA's,
it was announced here yesterday by
Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy.
Hays came here to deliver the

dedicatory address at the opening; of
the city's new YjVICA building. De-
cision to extend the releasing scope,
Hays said, was the result of a re-
quest recently made by the MP
Bureau of the National YMCA Coun-
cil.

Inquiry developed. Hays said, that
less than 50 per cent of the city
YMCA's in the U. S. have individ-
uals enrolled in formal educational
classes equivalent to 125 colleges
with 500 students each, with $250,000
more members enrolled in discus-
sion groups. Latter will be served
by 75 special character education
shorts prepared recently from dra-
matic sequences in non-current fea-

ture pictures.

The same safeguards against the-

atrical competition will govern
YMCA use of the shorts as apply
to schools. Hays stressed. Leasing
fees start at $5 per reel for two
weeks or less and range to $30 for

three full school years.

Distribs. Expect Decision

on Australia Import Rule

{Continued from Page 1)

trial • period at the week-end. The
regulations, if continued, might limit

the number of pictures that could be
imported into the country and, in

turn, would affect the exporting of

money from Australia. Decision is

expected shortly.

The test period was put into effect

in order to ascertain in which cate-

gory film would fall. The regulations
became effective in December for a
two-month period and then were
extended for another two months,
to expire at the end of March.

Okay Atlas-Curtiss Mergers
Directorates of Curtiss-Wright

Corp., Wright Aeronautical Corp.,
and Atlas Corp. approved on Friday
the merger plans of the companies.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 1

Charles E. McCarthy
Wallace Beery
Harry Green
Leon Janney

Dorothy Revier
S. Loiterstein

ALCNG THE

WITH I^HIL M. DALTi
T

• • • THE modern history of 6th Ave. and 50th St where

snuggles the intimate li'l Radio City Music Hall. . . .can be very tersely

written: "1939: El razed by LaGuardia 1940: 'Rebecca' raises

'ell"

T
• • • ON the basis oj the powerjul publicity-ad campaign

which rode in advance of the New York engagement of

Mister Selznick's newest opus and on the basis of the tre-

mendous popularity of Daphne Du Maurier's novel plus the

fact that the said Mister Selznick has a fine way with him
in turning out potent pix this corner knew that "Rebecca"

would be both a b.o. lure and doubtless send the cash cus-

tomers home with high satisfaction But what this corner

didn't realize was the EXTENT of the power "Rebecca" packs

But this wasn't long in showing itself

T T T
• • • FIRST inkling this corner had that "Rebecco" possessed

super-magnetism was the eve of last Thursday's Music Hall open-

ing Mister Arthur Hirsch bobbed into town from north of the border,

up Montreal way where he's a Paramount partner and pilot of the

Palace, Princess, His Majesty's, and Capitol Theaters Mister

Hirsch, shortly after landing at Grand Central Terminal, ran into Mon-

roe (UA) Greenthal The latter exclaimed: "Arthur, I want'ya to

see 'Rebecca'!" So did Arthur whereupon the UA solon con-

fidently phoned the Music Hall for reserved seats "We're all sold

out for Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and—" chirped the

voice at the other end of the line Hirsch, who was returning on

the week-end to Montreal allowed as how he (^preciated the in-

vitation to Selznick's latest but on the face of things he'd

better wait to see "Rebecca" until it goes down into the subsequents. . .

.

up in Labrador

T T T
• • • THAT "Rebecca" shattered the opening-day record

of the Music Hall that the cash customers brought camp-
stools and sawed-off chairs whereon to park in the blocks-long

waiting lines until they could get to the afar b.o. windows
and that a hard-pressed battalion of cops delivered soul-stirring

pleas to thousands of fans, who obviously couldn't get into the

y)iow, to "please go away!" is now history Maybe
Arthur Hirsch's Labrador idea ain't so dusty 'cause there's

no indication as to when the storming of the Music Hall is gonna
cease

T T
• • • SOME producers in light of the present crop of bi-

ographical films have been inclined to the belief that musicals

are on the wane but that's just one of those ideas which in

actuality is crushed under the weight of evidence F'rinstance,

take a look at the box office demonstration which has, and is still

being, put on by Paramount's "Road to Singapore" In addi-

tion to sporting a story geared right to public taste this attrac-

tion teams Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, and La Dottie Lcrmour and hence

has tremendous pop appeal But it has something more in its

treasury of entertainment namely, a bevy of swell musical num-

bers li producers think musicals are not b.o. magnets it would
be enlightening to them to see the enthusiasm oi the crowd in the N. Y.

Paramount Not only hereabouts but in some 40 other keys

"Road to Singapore" has been rolling up slick biz in many
instances topping Para.'s ace grosser of last year, "Union Pacific"

which proves that there is always room for good musicals from

any producer and at any time

«REVI€UJS»
'Florian'

with Robert Young, Helen Gilbert, Charles

Coburn
Metro 91 Mins

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

REFRESHINGLY DIFFERENT PICTURE
SHOULD CLICK WITH FANS^ "'^ ALL
AGES. \

Here is a refreshingly different picture

that should appeal to fans of all ages
Figuring very prominently in the story are

the famous Austrian Imperial horses, with

Florian, prize Lippizan stallion, chief

equine actor. Producer Winfield R. Shee
han, who was the first to see picture pos

sibilities in Felix Salten's novel, "Florian,"

provided unusually good production values.

Edwin L. Marin has done a splendid job

of directing, providing warm, sympathetic

guidance of the human and animal actors

Robert Young does fine work as the

trainer, who handles Florian from his birth,

and Helen Gilbert, in her biggest role to

date, is convincing as a member of the

Royal family, with whom Robert is in love

An outstanding performance is turned in by

Charles Coburn, as the philosophical veter-

inarian and a staunch friend of Robert

Reginald Owen does his usual good work

as Emperor Franz Josef of Austria. Mak
ing her screen debut, Irina Baranova radi

ates oodles of sex appeal and gives an ex

cellent performance as a ballet dancer,

friendly with Lee Bowman, who performs

splendidly as a member of royalty.

Lucille Watson, William B. Davidson, Rand

Brooks, Soke Sakall and George Lloyd re-

among the capable principals. Noel Lang-

ley, Geza Herczeg and James Kevin Mc-
Guinness fashioned an interesting screen-

play, based on the novel by Felix Salten.

Florian, trained in the Spanish Riding School

in Vienna, exhibits the steps taught him-

self and his ancestors for nearly three

centuries. He is the pet of the royal fam-

ily, but with the World War, followed by

the revolution, Florian is placed on the

auction block. He is sold for $75 to

George Lloyd, an American carnival man,

and shipped to New York. Young and

Coburn learn of the sale and shipment

and proceed to New York. Florian is

sold by Lloyd to a junk dealer, who, in

turn, sells the horse for shipment West.

Young and Coburn arrive at the freight

yards in the nick of time and buy Florian

While Young is exhibiting Florian to a

group of socialites, Helen Gilbert arrives

for a happy reunion with Young.

CAST: Robert Young, Helen Gilbert,

Charles Coburn, Lee Bowman, Reginald

Owen, Lucille Watson, Irina Baranova, Rand

Brooks, Soke Sakall, William B. Davidson,

George Lloyd, George Irving, Charles Ju-

dels, Dick Elliott, Adrian Morris, Jack

Joyce.

I

CREDITS: Producer, Winfield Sheehan;

I

Director, Edwin L. Marin;: Author, Felix

. Salten; Screenplay, Noel Langley, Geza

I

Herczeg, James Kevin McGuinness; Cam-
eraman, Karl Freund; Art Director, Cedric

I Gibbons; Associate, Randall Duell; Editor,;

Frank Hull; Musical Score, Franz Waxman.

I

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

M. J. Derby Funeral Held
St. Louis—Funeral services werei

held here for Menard J. "Buns"j
Derby, former film salesman and'

manager.



ALL THESE NAMES

ONJOnR

TBIS

srsiNG

SUMMEB

RKO-RADIO

GINGER ROGERS • • GARY

GRANT • • • IRENE DUNNE

ANNA NEAGLE • • • • JOEL

MCQREA • RONALD COLMAN

MAUREEN O'HARA • • RAY

MILLAND

MENJOU

ADOLPHE

RAYMOND

MASSEY • • ANNE SHIRLEY

HERBERT MARSHALL • • •

RANDOLPH SCOTT • • GAIL

PATRICK • ROLAND YOUNG

ALAN MARSHAL • • • MAY

ROBSON • • BILLIE BURKE

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

• •



The Play That Shocked

New York And Rocked

BroadwayWith Laughter!

GINGER
JOEL

Produced and

Directed by

u.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
HENRY TRAVERS
MILES MANDER
QUEEN IE VASSAR
JOAN CARROLL
Screen Play by Allan Scott

and Gregory La Cava

GREGORY LaCAVA



-^

"In Her Sweet Little Alice

Blue Gown, She'll Be

The Toast of Your Town!"

Screen play by Alice Duer Miller.

From the Musical Comedy, "I RENE"
Book by James H. Montgomery.
Music and Lyrics by Harry Tiernoy

an^oseDj^cCarth^

ROBSON-BILLIE BURKE

ARTHUR TREACHER • MARSHA HUNT

ISABEL JEWELL- DORIS NOLAN
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

HERBERT WILCOX



i

o

& BILL OF DIVORCEMENT
MAUREEN O'HARA • ADOLPHE MENJOU
FAY BAINTER • HERBERT MARSHALL

and DAME MAY WHITTY • PATRIC KNOWLES • C. AUBREY SMITH • ERNEST COSSART
Produced by Robert SiSk • Directed by John Farrow . screen Play by Oalton Trumbo • From the Play by Clemence Dane



Undoubtedly One of The

Biggest Hits On Tlie

RKO List of Big Ones!

IRENE DUNNE
GARY GRANT

MT FAVORITE WIFE
with

RANDOLPH SCOTT • GAIL PATRICK
Written for the Screen by Bella & Samuel Spewack

A LEO McCAREY PRODUCTION
Directed by Garson Kanin

mw^



TheTwo Stars Above All

Others Your Folks

Want To See together! /ij-

GINGER ROGERS
RONALD COLMAN

LUCKY FARTHERS
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

DIRECTED BY LEWIS MILESTONE



Sidney Howard's Prize-Winning,

Two-Season Stage Sensation

ry
CHARLES LAUGHTON
CAROLE LOMBARD

m

THEY KNEW WHAT

THE7 WANTED
mM

PRODUCED BY ERIC POMMER. DIRECTED BY GARSON KANIN



One of the Great Best Sellers of All

Time Screened in All Its Wide Appeal!

TOM BROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW

JIMMY LYDON . JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
ERNEST COSSART . GALE STORM . Directed by Robert Stevenson

Produced by GENE TOWNE and GRAHAM BAKER

O



The Picture Acclaimed By Press and Public

As One of The Greatest Of Our Time!

^

ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS
with

RAYMOND MASSEY
GENE LOCKHART • RUTH GORDON • MARY HOWARD • DOROTHY TREE
HARVEY STEPHENS • MINOR WATSON • ALAN BAXTER • Produced by

MAX GORDON • Directed by JOHN CROMWELL • screen Play by Robert E. Sherwood



Beloved "Anne" Returns In A Story Even

Better Than Her Famed "Green Gables"

ANNE SHIRLEY
ANNE OF WINDY FOFLARS

ALL THESE SHOWS
R ;< o
RADjQ
PICTURES

V
FOB YOUR BEST FLAYING TIME THIS

SPRINI! ANB SUMMEB FBOM BKO-BABIO

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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SCANTY PRODUCTION

DATA, ADMITS U. S.

^Continued from Page 1)

he Government has information
mly of a general nature as regards
uirges of monopoly and discrimina-
in ip /^reduction. The statement

>''s rw--y after Williams said that
iivestigdtions into production by

, jovernment agents had ceased in

j!,936.

The D of J was forced to admit
hat it had not obtained specific in-

tances of what independent pictures

lad been discriminated against in

iistribution in its investigation of

noduction. Information obtained
rem the 23 independent producers
lad merely covered generalities and
government agent's reports so

itated, it was learned.

Charges were made by defendants
;t the hearing that the Government
lad proceeded with its suit without
)btaining evidence in production to

jack its claims.

Judge Goddard, in passing on the

ipplication of the majors for fuller

mswers to the defendants' consoli-

jated interrogatories, stated that

he D of J had failed to answer
hem completely and suggested that

he Department make efforts to corn-

3ly. Williams, in response, said

hat he would consult his files and
;erve additional answers within a

veek's time.

Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, re-

ently retained by Warners as trial

ittorney, stated emphatically that

he information at hand was insuf-

icient to advise the defendants of

ivhat charges they would have to

neet on trial. Other attorneys made
he same contention.

Question of pre-trial conferences
A as also discussed, with Judge God-
Jard asking for co-operation by at-

:orneys in eliminating issues which
.\ere not controversial. The Judge
stressed the necessity of shortening
the trial, and remarked jocosely

that he felt that attorneys would
<:omply despite the fact that a num-
ber of them were being paid by the

Jay.

Attorneys for the defendants
stated that they would submit to

ihe Government counter proposals to

DC stipulated before trial. Subse-

t^ll^uent discussions will then be had
on this subject, the Court said.

tA
preliminary application of Co-

umbia to compel the Government
answer 10 interrogatories was

also heard. As a result of Judge
Goddard's suggestion, Columbia's at-

torneys will confer vdth the D of J

in an effort to adjust them amicably.

"Our Constitution" Ready
First release of the Academic

Film Co., "Our Constitution," two-
leel subject dealing with events
leading to the Constitutional Con-
vention in 1787, is ready, it was an-
nounced yesterday. National release
for the subject is being negotiated,
it was said.

Commerce Dept. Proposes Arbitration

As Means of Settling Discrimination

(.Continued from Page 1)

of a competing affiliated house, the
question would be subject to arbitra-
tion, according to the proposals.
Then, under the provisions, if the
arbitrator should find that the in-
dependent theater is a better house
than the competing circuit theater
and that discrimination is evident,
an award will be issued prohibiting
the offending distributor from leas-
ing pictures to the circuit house ex-
cept under a separate contract for
each picture or group of pictures.

It also is reported that the award
shall further provide that the of-

fending distributor shall not impose
upon or accept from the offending
circuit theater, as a condition of
leasing pictures in other circuit the-
aters, the lease of pictures in that
circuit theater. It is understood
that such awards may be appealed
to the appeal board of three, reported
provided under the arbitration set-

up advanced.

To Control Leasing

A definite policy in respect to the
leasing of pictures to newly acquired
theaters is proposed by the Com-
merce Department. If an individual
or corporation leases, builds, buys or

acquires an interest in an additional

theater in any situation, a distribu-

tor may lease its pictures for ex-

hibition in the additional theater
only under a lease agreement which
relates solely to the said additional

theater "as if said theater were an
independent theater and not part of

a circuit," informing sources assert.

Additional Theater Defined

Going further into this subject,

the Department of Commerce pro-

poses, it is said, that "where any in-

dividual, firm or corporation ceases
to operate a theater or theaters in

a situation and replaces or substi-

tutes the discontinued theater or

theaters with a newly acquired the-

ater in the same situation, the sub-

stituted theater shall not be con-

strued as an additional theater with-

in the meaning of this provision if

the seating capacity of the substi-

tuted theater is not 25 per cent
greater than the total seating capac-
ity of the discontinued theater or
theaters. However, if the seating
capacity of the substituted theater
is 25 per cent greater than the total

seating capacity of the discontinued
theater or theaters, the substituted
theater shall be regarded as an ad-

ditional theater within the meaning
of this provision."

Can Appeal Award
Disputes arising from such a con-

dition or involving "advantageous
treatment" of the additional theater
will be subject to arbitration and
the award appealable to an appeal
board of three, it is proposed.

Separate Contracts

To further the purpose of these
provisions, it is provided in the
proposals that should any individual,

firm or corporation "be engaged to

lease motion pictures for additional

theaters, then and in that event with
respect to such additional theaters,

a distributor may lease its pictures

for exhibition in each of the addi-

tional theaters only under a lease

agreement which relates solely to

each of the additional theaters, pro-

vided, however, that if one or more
of the said additional theaters had
a common ownership, on or before

the date the proposals take effect,

and continued to be so owned, the

distributor may include the said com-
monly owned theaters in a single

lease agreement if the theaters are

located in the same exchange dis-

trict."

It is pointed out that "no distrib-

utor shall lease pictures to the addi-

tional theaters as a part of a lease

involving the lease of pictures in

other theaters, nor shall the distrib-

utor impose or accept as a condition

of leasing pictures in other theaters

the leasing of pictures in the addi-

tional theaters." Upon complaint of

an exhibitor, the distributors shall

arbitrate the question of whether

they have violated any of the pro-

visions and the award shall be ap-

pealable to the appeal board.

Gary Theater May Fight

Ouster of Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

law, in effect found that the evi-

dence failed to prove restraint of

trade on the part of the major dis-

tribs. and unreasonable clearance in

favor of the affiliated circuits.

Suit, filed in July, 1938, by _V. U.
Young's company charged indie ex-

hibs. in the Chi. area were prevented
from showing pix until 10 weeks
after national release and four

weeks after Loop first-run.

Fields in "Bank Dick"
Hollywood — W. C. Fields will

make "Bank Dick" for Universal un-
der a new pact.

Lowell Bank Night Case

Headed for Upper Court

Lowell, Mass.—Michael J. Hurney

of Quincy, manager of the Tower

Theater here, was convicted in dis-

trict court last week of lottery pro-

motion in connection with a Bank

Night and was fined $50.

He was released in $200 personal

recognizance for a superior court

appearance after his counsel said he

was prepared to carry the case to

the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Hurney had entered a plea of in-

nocent but through counsel agreed

to accept the guilty finding for a

test case.

THE >VEEr IN
REVIEW
D of C Consent Plan

- B7 L. H. MITCHELL ^^^-^^.^

DOMESTIC
EQUITY CASE: Commerce Dept.

reported to have worked out a con-
sent decree plan providing for arbi-

tration "with teeth" ... As Gov't
started notifying its equity case wit-
nesses, majors demanded more Gov't
answers to interrogatories . . . W.
F. Rodgers told Gov't, in his exam.,
there had been no sales policy con-
fabs at Hays office parleys, while
Neil F. Agnew asserted that duals
were "bad policy," and Loew's filed

answers in Washington giving its

indebtedness at $16,081,000 ... In
his annual MPPDA report, Will H.
Hays stated that the pix industry
was too complex to split production
and exhibition.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Film Year Book,
just off presses, gives industry pay-
roll in 1939 at $410,760,000 . . . 20th-
Fox announced a 1939 net of $4,146,-

813; RKO's 1939 net was $1,234,523,
with K-A-0 net profit at $976,627 . .

.

Republic announced its revenue for
1939 had increased 7 per cent to $7,-

962,334 . . . UA's 30 pix for 1940-41
will cost $29,000,000 company stated
. . . Claims against RKO are expected
to reach $2,500,000.

THIS AND THAT: lATSE de-
cided not to call a walkout in the
Warner-musician situation in Philly
. . . Local 306, operators, obtained
15 per cent wage increase over a six-

year period, with a present 8 per
cent jump retroactive to Sept. 1,

1939 . . . FCC revoked its order per-
mitting commercial tele next Fall,

while RCA offered a compromise
which would allow one station each
in New York, Chicago and Los An-
geles to operate . . . NBC filed ap-
plication for three tele stations—in
Washington, Philadelphia and Chi-
cago. NBC exec, asserted that a
year's supply of pix for tele was
available.

FOREIGN
QUOTA: Future of the British

Quota Act was up for consideration
last week with likelihood of decision
being forthcoming this week.

* * *

FRANCE: Government reported
considering plan to finance motion
picture production.

Picture Pioneers to Hold
Spring Dinner on Apr. 26

(Continued from Page 1)

members elected are, R. J. O'Don-
nell, W. Ray Johnston, Gilbert Jos-
ephson, Douglas D. Rothacker,
Charles L. O'Reilly, P. J. Morgan,
Jack Bowen, Lou B. Metzger, Jerome
Safron, J. L. Barkey, J. R. Malcolm,
Louis W. Schine, J. Myer Schine and
Samuel Strausberg.



site's On Her Wayli



II

I IT PAYS TO FEiY

~i

.

FLASH!
Last night the luxurious TWA Skychief took

off from LaGuardia Airport for Caiifornia with

a load of 1940 FILM YEAR BOOKS, all per-

sonal copies of studio executives located in

Glendale, Hollywood, Culver City, Universal

City and Burbank!

There's nothing like first class passage

for a first class passenger!!
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U. S. FILMS GAIN IN

FOREIGN SCREEN TIME

^C .inl\ini,-tl from /'./</.' 1 )

time for 1939 is shown as 67 per
cent of the total, compared with 65
per cent in 1938. Revised figures
established the two per cent gain,
the 65 per cent beinff used in Gol-
den's first checkup on March 21.

Industry's Number One foreign
market problem is the lack of ade-
quate foreign exchange for remit-
tances to home offices, according to
Golden, who points out that the situ-
ation is bound up with mazes of
detailed regulations imposed by the
several sovereignties.
Exports of American film de-

creased 34,600.000 linear feet or 17.8
per cent during 1939, with 160,-

582,315 feet of sound positive and
negative being shipped abroad, com-
pared to 195,237,129 in 1938. Value
of the raw stock was $3,400,057 in

1939 and $4,268,818 in 1938.

Foreign Production Gains
Features produced in 39 foreign

countries increased by 32 during
the year. The report shows 1,738

features made in 1939 and 1,706 in

1938. Production increases were in-

dicated for the Far East, Latin-
America, and Near East, while Eu-
rope showed a decrease.

Intensification of censorship was
indicated by Golden, who said that
belligerents are super-careful of the

screen fare showTi their populaces
while neutrals are bending over

backwards to avoid offending war-
ring governments. The stiffer re-

strictions are reported, however, as

merely "troublesome," with no real-

ly substantial percentage of U. S.

films banned from foreign screens.

Reviewing repercussions in Europe
from the outbreak of the war, Gol-

den comments that the first severe

decrees and regulations have been
toned down, due to the character of

the war, and the authorities' realiza-

tion that entertainment is an in-

dispensable element of morale.
Report holds forth an optimistic

thought for American exporters in

indicating that shipping difficulties

and production curtailment in Eng-
land and France have made nations

which formerly used a good propor-

tion of British, French and German
product, look to the U. S. for a

greater proportion of their screen

time. This is said to be particu-

larly true in Latin-America and
the Near East.

France Abolishes Quota
Additionally, Golden pointed out

that France has abolished its quota

limiting the number of American
films entering the French market,
and that England, while maintaining
its quota provisions, has made con-

cessions in allowing some U. S. re-

ceipts to be remitted to home of-

fices.

Legislative restrictions imposed
during last year include quotas in

Estonia, Greece. Latvia, Spain and
Switzerland, and a contemplated
similar action in Hungary. PMnland

and Malta issued license or permit
regulations. The Italian monopoly

Huge indoor Skatitig Rink with Seating
Capacity of 25,000 Planned for Philly

Philadelphia—Exhibs. hereabout face another competitive headache this summer.
Ground will be broken tomorrow for the Philadelphia Garden, to be erected at Broad
and Lehigh Aves. by Ray Fabiani, sports promoter, at a cost of $500,000. Garden, to be
open in mid-June, will have 27.000 square feet of sun-proof ice for skaters, and seat-
ing capacity of 25,000. Fabiani says he will present Sonja Henie, the Shubert-produced
"Hell's a Poppin on Ice," which will have its premiere here; Dorothy Lewis, Helen
Chandler, Behta Turner. Adele Inge, Armand Perrin and Edwina Blades, among other
skating champs. Gov. Arthur H. James and Mayor Robert E. Lamberton will preside at
the ground-breaking.

Conventions Give GWTW
Tenth Week in Cleveland

Cleveland — GWTW, scheduled to
bring its record nine-week run at
Loew's Stillman to a close Thursday,
is held for one more week. Change
of plans was occasioned by the fact
that two conventions, in session here
this week, included GWTW as one
of their major attractions. Conven-
tions are the American College of
Physicians bringing 5,000 members
and the Cleveland Dental Clinic
bringing 2,000.

Pittsburgh — GWTW closed its

first-run engagement here, after a
nine weeks' run at the Warner The-
ater, on Thursday, during which time
it played to approximately 300,000.

Five More Radio Giveaways

Referred to Justice Dept.

(Cor.tinucd from Page 1)

cast at WIP, Philadelphia; "Espe-
cially For You," broadcast by WFIL,
Philadelphia; "Sears' Grab Bag,"
broadcast by WISE, Asheville; and
"Dixie Treasure Chest," broadcast
by KRLD, Dallas. The programs
all involve some giveaway scheme.

The Justice Department also has
the "Pot 0' Gold" and Meads Bakery
programs under consideration on the
same grounds. Exhibs. are among
the complainants.

OF J STAND SEEN

BAR TO CONSENT PLA^

(C 'Htliiturd from Ptiijt' 1

)

directly brought about a violatioi
of the Sherman Act."

"This integration," Williams said
"has resulted in inequality in dis

tinct violaton of the act. Av re an
now two classes, the affiy/ ' anf
the independents. We wui striki

out against the fundamental condi-

tions of the trade. There is a fail

ure of open competition for botl

buyei's and sellers. We are not cor
cerned with isolated cases, but wit!

the fundamental situation."

Judge Thacher, in rebuttal, said

"we claim that this discriminatior
charged by the Government is law
ful and necessary, although it ma;
be termed monopoly by the Gov
ernment. After presentation of oui

evidence on trial, we expect to con-

vince the Court of its lawfulness.'

Expect RCA Will Show
Gain in First Quarter

Present indications, at the close
of the first quarter of 1940, are that
RCA, continuing to employ a series
of operating economies that enables
the corporation to carry the ma.ior
portion of a 10 per cent increase in

gross income directly to net pi-ofits,

will show a net income slightly
higher than that recorded during
the corresponding period last year.
The corporation's two most profit-

able subsidiaries, RCA Manufactur-
ing Co. and NBC, continue to op-
erate at continued increases in

gross incomes.

Select Attractions, Inc.

May Produce Own Pictures

(Co7itiiiued from Page 1)

"You Little Rascal, You," "Between
Us," "I Did It," and "Out of Luck
With Love."

Pari-Mutuel Enabling Act

Goes to Governor Lehmar

Albany, N. Y.—The State Legisla-

ture on Friday passed the pari-

mutuel enabling act legislation anc

sent the bill to Governor Lehmar
for his signature.

Will Reconsider "Mice"
Chicago — The Chicago Censor

Board will take a second look at "Of
Mice and Men" with a view to mak-
ing cuts that would remove the
"adults only" pink ticket.

GTE to Pay 20 Cents
GTE directors Friday declared a

dividend of 20 cents per share on the
capital stock, payable April 18 to

stockholders of record April 8. Last
dividend was 15 cents, paid Dec. 18.

was transferred from ENIC to the
National Organization for the Ac-
quisition and Importation of For-
eign Films.

Foreign exchange rulings, which
did not always affect films, showed
up in British West Indies, Chile,

Argentine, Peru, Uruguay, Vene-
zuela, French Morocco, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Burma, Cey-
lon, Palestine, French Oceania and
Egypt, in addition to other coun-
tries with holdover exchange regu-
lations.
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iGov^t Discloses 103 More Exhibs. as Suit Witnesses

m PLANS 52 PIX, WITJLBUDGET AT $2y00,000
rJriFFltli Interests Add 30 In Oklahoma and Missouri
lew Company Takes Over

Isley-Moran South-

(
western Circuit

I

Oklahoma City—Thirty theaters
' Oklahoma and Missouri operated

P^' > Southwestern Theaters, Inc., have
31 feen acquired by a new company
^aded by L. C. Griffith. The new
m is known as Griffith Southwest-
fn. Inc., with T. R. Isley and W. P.
oran retaining interests they have

I

eight houses in Tulso and three
ire, and others in Picher, Paw-
iska, Chickasha and Springfield.

ATHE FILM'S 1939

I

NET AT $424,489

,Net profit in 1939 of $424,489.34
ter interest and federal taxes was
'jrhed by Pathe Film, financial
ktement for the year ended Dec.
[ shows. This figure is an increase

j

$347,331 over the net of $77,158
Tned in 1938. After deduction of

'4,230 to cover dividends on the
jtstanding seven per cent cumula-
re preferred stock, earnings re-

kining equalled 64 cents per share
! the 581,270 shares of common
lick.

JDividends received by Pathe dur-
f (Continued on Page 7)

y to Give Two Talks Here

I

Today on FCC's Tele Stand

jTames L. Fly, FCC chairman, is

pected to explain the Commis-
(in's position in the television
jiabble occasioned by its order res-
ding the limited commercial op-

(Continiied on Page 7)

sney Preferred to be

Offered at $25 a Share

\shington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ashington

—
"Walt Disney Prods,

terday filed an amendment to its

itement with the SEC providing
150,000 shares of $25 par 6 per

{Continued on Page 7)

Warners Plottinff Industry's Most Unique
Sales Convention; Sears Oft to Set Plans

"Plans for what well may be the most unique sales convention in industry history

will be the subject of discussion with Burbank executives this week and ready for an-
nouncement in complete detail upon my return." Grad Sears, Warners' general sales

manager, said before entraining yesterday for the Coast where he will huddle with H. M.
Warner, Jack L. Warner, Hal B. Wallis and Charles Einfeld. Accompanying Sears is

S. Schneider, home office executive. Another phase of company activities to be huddled
over will be the merchandising plans for Spring and Summer product.

MONO. SALES MEETING MAXWELL MAYFLOWER

IN DALLAS APRIL 20-21 STOCK SOLD TO RKO

Monogram will hold its annual
sales convention in Dallas on April
20-21, allowing the franchise hold-
ers and branch managers to attend
the Variety Club convention activi-

ties prior to the huddles.
Production plans, sales policies and

the 1940-41 lineup will be revealed
at the convention.
Meanwhile, an important meeting

of the board of directors is scheduled
for today.

Three Majors Ask Dismissal

of Waldo Corp. Trust Suit

Portland, Me.—Loew's, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and RKO Radio have filed

motions for dismissal of the charges
against them contained in the $250,-

000 anti-trust damage action
(Continued on Page 7)

RKO has purchased John Max-
well's stock in Mayflower Produc-
tions, giving the American company
a substantial interest in the British
organization, it was said yesterday
by Erich Pommer, Mayflower ex-

ecutive, who will produce at least

five pictures for RKO release next
season.
Pommer said that his contribution

to the season's product would be of
(Continued on Page 6)

"Pandora," New Fleischer

Feature, to Start June 1

Miami—Max Fleischer will start
work on his second Paramount car-
toon feature, "Pandora," about June
1. Screenplay is by Edmund Se-
ward. Dan Gordon will direct. Pix
will cost about $1,500,000.

GoY^t Expects Its New Witnesses

to Show Coercion in Theater Buying

Five Studios Will Start

Eight Features This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eight new pictures

are scheduled to go into" pi'oduction

this week.
At Columbia: "Babies For Sale"

(Continued on Page 8)

Supplemental names to the already
voluminous list of Government wit-
nesses were filed yesterday in Fed-
eral Court by the D of J in the
equity suit against the majors. The
list of 103 names of exhibitors filed

shows instances where the Govern-
ment claims that majors acquired
theaters or interest in them through

(Continued on Page 8)

Harry Edington Will Supervise

20 A's; Six More Also

in "A" Class
A minimum of 52 pictures cost-

ing between $18,000,000 and $20,-
000,000 will comprise RKO Radio's
1940-41 program, it was revealed
yesterday by Harry Edington, ex-
ecutive producer, who is in New
York for a brief stay. Current sea-
son's budget was set at $20,000,000
and the new lineup's budget will cost
at least that figure, if not more, it

was said.

At least 20 pictures will be in-

cluded in the group to be supervised
by Edington in the "A" class. Six

(Continued on Page 6)

GTE REPMfST939

NET OF $696,062

Consolidated 1939 net profit of
GTE, after all charges including
Federal income tax and a $51,665
reserve against investments in and
advances to subsidiaries not consoli-
dated, amounted to $696,062, accord-
ing to the annual report sent to

stockholders yesterday by Earle G.
(Continued on Page 8)

May Seek to Overturn

Mohawk's GN Purchase

Efforts to have the awarding of
Grand National's picture assets to

Mohawk Film Corp. set aside is re-

ported to be in work. Bidders whose
off"ers were rejected in favor of

Mohawk's bid of $17,500 advance
against 30 per cent of the revenue

(Continued on Pane 7)

Krieger Quits "U" Post

in Cincy; Rosian Named

Cincinnati—Col. Paul Krieger, for
more than 10 years manager of Uni-
versal exchange here, has resigned.
Krieger's shoes will be filled by Peter
Rosian, from Universal's Cleveland
ofiice.
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Kahn, Weiss on Tour
H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard C. Kahn and

Louis Weiss, of Gateway Produc-
tions, are making a country-wide
tour of exchanges in the interests
of two series of six pictures each
and four exploitation pictures they
will make for the 1940-1941 season.
Their first stop is Dallas.

III. Pix Legislation Threat
Chicago—Gov. Harry Horner may

include film legislation in his call for
a special session of the Illinois

Legislature this month.

Morgan Walsh, San Francisco

Circuit Executive, Expires

San Francisco — Morgan Walsh,
veteran film executive and vice-

president and general manager of

Redwood Theaters, National The-
aters Syndicate of California and
Associated Theatrical Enterprises in

association with George M. Mann,
operating more than a score of
houses in the local and surround-
ing territory, died here at midnight
Sunday from a heart attack, fol-

lowing a year of failing health. His
widow survives.
Walsh at one time headed Fox

Film's Los Angeles branch, resign-
ing to enter the theater field in San
Diego. He then held the Warner
franchise for California, but sold out
to become Warners' Western dis-

trict manager, and afterwards took
over the T & D Theater in Oakland.
In 1932 he engaged in the enter-

prise in which he took an active in-

terest until his death.

Bert Lytell Heads Equity

Slate to Succeed Himself

Complete slate of officers to be
voted on by Equity members at the
forthcoming election was selected
yesterday by the nominating com-
mittee. Bert Lytell heads the slate

to succeed himself, but other candi-
dates will not be made public until

later this week after acceptances
have been received.

"Brigham Young" Romantic

Lead Assigned to Power

Tyrone Power, arriving in New
York yesterday for the "Johnny
Apollo" radio preview of the CBS
Kate Smith Hour Friday night, re-

ceived telegraphic notification from
the studio that he would have the
romantic lead in "Brigham Young,"
in which Dean Jagger will play the
title role.

"Florian" Premiere Said

Set for Dayton April 12

"Florian," Wiirfi^ld Sheehan's pro-
duction for Metro, will have its

world premiere at Loew's, Dayton,
0., on April 12, it was reported yes-
terday.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

A F of L to Revoke Charter

of Agencies-Employes Union

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE HUM DAILY
Hollywood — President William

Green of the A F of L has notified

Kenneth Thomson, executive secre-

tary of SAG, that the charter of

Amusement Agencies and Employes
Union, Local No. 1 has been made
inoperative since March 18 and that
information supplied to the A F of L
justifies the move and that the
charter will be revoked.
On behalf of the AAAA Thomson

had urged nullification of the charter
charging that the organization was
a small group of booking and em-
ployment agencies appearing in the
guise of a labor union. The union
had attempted to resist licensing of
booking agents by the AGVA but
AGVA members had voted to deal
only with agents licensed by it.

Majors' Counsel Summing Up
in M & R Monopoly Suit

Boston—Edward McClellan. main
attorney for the majors, held the
floor yesterday at the federal build-
ing, Boston, as summation started
in the anti-monopoly actions brought
against major distributors and the
M. A. Shea circuit by the Morse &
Rothenberg circuit and b^ George
Walsh and Louis Anger, former op-
erators of the Metropolitan in Provi-
dence.

It is estimated that these closing
proceedings will take upwards of

two weeks, at the end of which time
Philip Hendrick, Master of the U. S.

District Court, will take the litiga-

tion under advisement for report

and recommendations to the court.

Actor Unions to Seek Deals

with Fair's Concessionaires

With the New York World's Fair
holding that it can not legally in-

struct concessionaires to sign closed
shop agreements with member unions
of the AAAA, it was reported yes-
terday that the unions would move
against the concessionaires individu-

ally.

Warners Closes Two-Year
Pix Deal With Associated

Cleveland—Ted Mendelssohn, lo-

cal Warner branch manager, an-
nounces that he has closed a two-
year all product deal with the As-
sociated Theater circuit. The deal,

first importanrt Warner circuit deal

closed in Cleveland this season, in-

volves 24 houses.

Para. Signs Grace McDonald
West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has signed

Grace McDonald, young Broadway
musical comedy actress, for "Dancing
on a Dime."

Open New London House
London, Ky.—Minnix & McClure

opened their new Southland yester-

day.

cofflinc nno come

GRAD SEARS and S. SCHNEIDER left for

the Coast last night.

S. BARRET McCORMICK. advertising and pub-
licity director for RKO, returned from the
Coast over the week-end.

HERBERT J. YATES and JAMES R. GRAINGER
leave New York today for Lawren«|^ "an., te

attend the premiere of Republic's vui : Com-
mand," returning here Monday. ^^

LOUIS BROMFIELD has returned to his home
in Ohio after completing a writing assignment
on the Coast.

TYRONE POWER and his wife, ANNABELLA
arrived here yesterday for the broadcast of

"Johnny Apollo" Friday night at the Kate
Smith show.

arrives here tomorrowLOUELLA PARSONS
from the Coast.

H. A. DeVRY and his wife leave for Mexico
the end of this week for a six-week trip com-
bining business and a vacation.

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, Metro cameraman,
leaves the Coast April 9 for a two-week stay
in Boston and New York.

GEORGE MURPHY arrived yesterday from
Hollywood.

T. H. COOKE, BBC official, arrived here
yesterday on the Washington.

res here today on the

'I

GARY GRANT arr

Santa Elena.

AL JOLSON is at the Sherry Netherland

BROCK PEMBERTON is vacationing in Florida

LILLIAN BERQUIST, RKO reader, has arrived
on the Coast to join the studio staff.

ROSALIND RUSSELL returns to the Coast this
week after a month's vacation in the East

WILLIAM WYLER and his wife have returned
to Hollywood after a trip to South America

WILLIAM HORNBECK, editor for Alexander
Korda, has arrived on the Coast.

JOS. R. VOCEL returned to his desk at Loew's
yesterday after a Havana vacation.

HAROLD RODNER, Warner exec, and vice-
president of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
at Saranac Lake, has returned from the Coast

Flood Danger to Theaters
in Penn. Less Threatening

Flood danger to theaters along
the Susquehanna River was less

threatening yesterday as the higl^

water began to recede. Risingj

streams on Sunday were worrying!

upstate exhibitors.

The Comerford office in New Yorhl

yesterday reported that it believed|

the danger had passed although conn

cern was felt for its houses in Kings-
ton, Sunbury, Williamsport an(^

Wilkes Barre up to early yesterday]
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The ear-splitting salvo at the un
advertised Hollywood Preview
started the applause that will

be heard round the world for

Warner Bros.
AND

MERLE OBERON • GEORGE BREN

with

PAT O'BRIE
GERALDINE FITZGERALD
BINNIE BARNES • FRANK McHUGH

Dir««te4l by EDMUND GOULDING • SerMD Pl>y by Warran Duff* Prom u Oritinai Story by Robert Lord

A Waraar Broi.>Firtt Natioaal Pietvre
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N THE AIR..AS NEWEST

;HES SCREEN

!

Latest Crossley rating of radio pop-

ulc^Jty gives ''Dr, Christian" pro-

gram, over CBS network, a new all-

time high figure . . . meaning more

presold customers than ever for this

second of the film feature series^

•

The well-loved central characters

of the radio drama, brought to the

screen in a heart-warming story ofthe

type that has made the doctor and his

intimates eagerly awaited and wel-

comed callers in millions of homes.

DOROTHY LOVETT • ROBERT BALDWIN • TOM NEAL
MAUDE EBURNE • A STEPHENS-LANG PRODUCTION
Directed by Bernhard VorhaUS Original Screen Play by Ring Lordner. Jr. and Ian McLelian Hunter
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RKO PLANS 52 PIX;

20 MILLION BUDGET

(Ciintiinit-d f'om Pope 1)

others will be included to come under

the "A" classification. Those who
will make product under the "out-

side producer" classification are Max
Gordon and Harry Goetz, Herbert

Wilcox, Towne and Baker, Orson

Welles and Harold Lloyd.

Pi'esent commitments call for

two Charles Lauffhton pictures, two
Carole Lombards, one Ronald Col-

man, two Anna Neagles, two Gary
Grants, two Ann Shirleys, two Mau-
reen O'Haras, one Irene Dunne, one

Lucille Ball and at least one each
from Laughton and Carole Lombard
and Laughton and Elsa Lanchester.
At a press conference and cock-

tail party yesterday for Edington
and Erich Pommer. at the Sherry
Netherland were George Schaefer,
president; R. C. Patterson, chairman
of the board; Ned Depinet, vice-pres-
ident; Phil Reisman, vice-president;
Cresson Smith, S. Barret McCor-
mick, Rutgers Neilson, William
Clark, Harold Hendee, Henry Holms,
Arthur Willi, Leon Bamberger, H. M.
Richey, Terry Turner, W. J. Mer-
rill, John Farmer, M. G. Poller,

William J. O'Shea, Erich Pommer,
Gunther Lessing and Harry Gittle-

son, all of RKO; Chester B. Bahn
and Al Steen, Film Daily; Martin
Quigley, Sam Shain and Sherwin
Kane, Motion Picture Daily; Floyd
Stone, Jim Ivers and Mike Vogel,
Motion Picture Herald; Jack Harri-
son, Hollywood Reporter; Herb Gol-
den, Variety; Dave Golden, Boxof-
fice; Bob Wile, Showmen's Trade
Review; Lew Mentlik, Jay Emanuel
Publications.
Edington leaves for the Coast Fri-

day.

To Distribute Spanish Pix

Formation of the Spanish-Amer-
ican Film Center with offices at 723
7th Ave. to handle Spanish produc-
tions in this country was announced
yesterday. Company will handle
films produced by Sono Film and
Lumiton, Buenos Aires organiza-
tions. Firm is headed by Raul An-
cona.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 2

Charles B. Paine

Arthur Hirsch

W. Arthur Rush

T T T
• • • IT pays to advertise particularly with well planned

copy and art This biz axiom is brought home with a bang via

lamping the hundreds o{ noozepapers which pour into this li'l

.ole trade publication each week via a most impressively large "ex-

change list" Examining said noozepapers' amusement pages and

r.o.p. colyums one cannot help but marvel at the manner in

which circiiits and individual exhibs. the land over have been

using the ads outa the press book of Warners' "Virginia City" It's

all most unusual and here's why

T T T
9 9 % IN many instances regardless oj the film attrac-

tion theatermen are given to changing press book ads

—sorta "adapting" them to theoretically meet local needs In

light of this practice it's significant to note hoiv houses

everywhere have been using the "Virginia City" campaign copy

verbatim together with the accompanying art Outlets

have merely added to the WB mats the individual house's

sig and patron info such as b.o. scales and time shows

commence

T
• • • there's always satisfaction resulting from a job well done

so 'tis only natural that WB's od forces should feel a bit blythe

o'er the wholesale employment of their brain children by Mr. Exhib.

The latter should feel a bit blythe, too, re his astuteness in

wrestling with the problem of getting maximum patronage for "Virginia

City" ond in solving that problem in the manner of the best

wrestlers —by "going to the mat" The answer is that the im-

mensely entertaining "Virginia City" has been given over 300 dates

in important stands and in some 95 per cent of these the at-

traction has been held over!

T T
• • • OVER Brooklyn's Harbor Theater there's a shadow

which is of more consequence to patrons and management
than those which move upon the house's screen —for

"Pop" is ill "Pop" is 10-year-old Charles Pfeninger

who, in his brown and eggshell uniform, long has taken tickets

at the door and endeared himself to young folks and grown-
ups alike Since "Pop" was taken sick queries re his

progress back to health have come in such an avalanche from the

Harbor's customers that the management has found it neces-

sary to give daily bulletins about his condition from the

stage! . . . • Mitchell Rawson of Warners' h.o. promotional

forces is taking music lessons and is rapidly becoming a

pianist of note —one note

T T
• • • LION Swallows Trailers which is to say that the Metro

basketball quintet devoured National Screen Service's sharpshoot-

ers for the local championship last Sat'day night by the count

of 39-34 on the court of the Riverside Plaza Hotel Contest, which

was a thriller, had its coterie of big-wig fans Charley Moskowitz,

Marvin Schenck, Eugene Picker. Mike Rosen and La Patricia Reis were

among the rooters for the victors while Herman Robbins & Son plus

the Gaston Stems were prominent in the NTS cheering section

Hy Malitsky, Metro co-captain, was high scorer with 14 points

Heads held high even in defeat, the NTS boys are looking to next year

for revenge for having been sunk by the Lion their battle-

cry of the future is: "Remember the Mane!"

« « « » » »

MAXWELL MAYFLOWER

STOCK SOLD TO RKC

(.Continued from Page 1)

the lower budgeted class but that il

was expected he would make morj
important pictures next season. His

first feature will be "Have it Youl
Own Way," an original by Vick;
Baum and featuring Maureen
O'Hara, Louis Hayward, L</Me Bal
and Barbara Read. Vi»} •

Pommer returns to the Coast to-

morrow.

Krellberg Signs Joe Louis

for Role in "Zombies" Serial

I

Joe Louis, world heavyweight
champion, will play a leading role

in Sherman S. Krellberg's 15-episode
serial, "The Sign Of The Zombies,"
it was disclosed yesterday.
Aimed for presentation in both

white and colored houses, pix is con
cerned with G-Man activities

routing out racketeering gangs wh^
prey upon negro communities.

In addition to the serial, an eight*

reel feature version of the film will

be made. Production is scheduled

to start on May 1.
|

Machamer Cartoon Will

Plug Hope and Goddard

Paramount has made a tie-up with
the McNaught Syndicate wherebs
Jefferson Machamer's cartoon stri]

and Sunday feature wall carry i

three-week continuity revolving
around Bob Hope and Paulette God
dard, stars in "The Ghost Breaker.l
Continuity, which will appear jusi

before the release of the picture^

will run in 60 key city newspapers,
reaching an estimated circulation or

35,000,000. It's said to be the first

tieup of its kind.

Warner Studio Bowlers ,

Entered in ABC Congress!

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILT
Hollywood—Warners' studio bowl-

ing team—William Swank, Vincent
Togneri, Carl Stoerkel, Michael Hel-

ler and Harold Magnuson, with Max
Stein as captain—leaves at the week-
end for Detroit to bowl in the ABC
Congress. H. M. Warner is the

team's sponsor.

Fire, Fire! ! !

Thick clouds of yellow smoke billow-

ing from the roof and windows of the
New London factory building which has

been serving as M of T's studio for

the feature "The Ramparts We Watch,"
greeted 14 RKO and Time, Inc., execu-
tives on their arrival Saturday. How-
ever, except for some slight strains in

the execs.' nervous systems, no harm
was done—seems it was just Producer
Louis de Rochemont's idea of a pre-

April 1 gag, done with smudge pots

and the co-operation of the local fire

laddies!

In the party were Ned Depinet, Phil

Reisman, Andy Smith, Cresson E. Smith,
Roy E. Larsen, Daniel Longwell, C. D.

Jackson, Richard de Rochemont, John
Wood, and Albert Sindlinger.

i
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Iaajorsaskdismissal

if waldo trust suit

(Continued fiotn Page 1)

Tought by the Waldo Theater Corp.

If Waldoboro.

''f Other defendants in the action,

ased unon the claim of inability to

btain -st-runs, include Joseph

)iondis'*and the Rockland Amuse-
lent Co. of Rockland, M. & P. The-

ters Corp., New England Theaters
ic. and Publix-Netoco Theaters
orp., all of Boston; Paramount, Vi-

igraph, Inc.; United Artists, and

igl
(niversal.

re

'
'—

(flocky Mt. Exhibitors' Unit

Defers Business to Summer

J Denver—The Theater Owners and
lanagers of the Rocky Mountain
ijegion, Inc., decided its few diffi-

ulties could be easily laid over to

he Summer convention, so it just

iiostponed discussion and threw its

ill effort into making the Founders'
iay Celebration of the Rocky Moun-
ain Screen Club a success.
Founders' Day banquet at the

ihirley hotel attracted more than
70. With Frank H. Ricketson Jr.

cting as toastmaster the principal

peaker was Robert J. O'Donnell,
hief barker of the Dallas Variety
Hub. Local screen members are
nulling over the idea of joining Na-
ional Variety. Hai'ry Sherman,
iroducer of the "Hopalong Cassidy"
ilms, with Russell "Lucky" Hayden,
vere present at the banquet, and
Sherman made a short talk.

Paramount was the host at lun-

•heon at which Sherman, Hayden
md O'Donnell were guests of honor,

vith exchange and theater men as

quests.

Midnight premiere at the Broad-
vay theater of "Abe Lincoln in II-

inois" had a $1 admish with pro-

!eeds going to the Club's charity

und.

Roxy Holds "Primrose Path"
"Primrose Path" in the first three

lays of its second week at the Roxy,
;opped the first three days of the

nitial week by 15 per cent and is

being held for a third week.

WEDDING BELLS

Ji'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Van Nuys, Calif.—Noah Beery,

Jr., and Maxine Jones, daughter of

ftlm actor Buck Jones, were married
on Saturday at the Jones ranch
here. Wallace Beery, the bride-

groom's uncle, was the best man.

Springfield, Mass,—The engage-
ment of Miss Emma E. Goldstein,

.daughter of Samuel Goldstein, vice-

ii president of the Western Massachu-
" Isetts Theaters, Inc., and Mrs. Gold-
« stein, to Dr. Stephen L. Gumport of

j
iNew York, has been announced.

Col. to Dip *^In Old Monterey*' in Dye Vat
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—With "Arizona" to be made in black and white instead of color, Co-
lumbia will dip "In Old Monterey," Charles R. Rogers production, into the dye vat. It's

to be an outdoor musical spectacle, with Rita Hayworth as Lola Montei. William
Pierce will do the story.

Fly to Give Two Talks Here
|

Files "Swanee" Plagiarism

Today on FCC's Tele Stand
\

Suit Against 20th-Fox

(Continued from Page 1)

erations, in two speeches today. Fly
will address the New York Advertis-
ing Club at 12:30 p. m. extempor-
aneously and speak on the same sub-
ject tonight over a nation-wide
radio hook-up at 9 p. m. Mutual and
the Red network of NBC are expect-
ed to carry the evening talk.

Hearings are scheduled to start
on April 8 on the FCC charges that
RCA's merchandising program is

retarding the development of tele-

vision.

Disney Preferred to be

Offered at $25 a Share

(Continued from Page 1)

cent cumulative convertible prefer-
red, through underwriters at $25 per
share and to employes at the same
price. The statement also provides
for 155,000 shares of $5 par common,
resei'ved for conversion.

Four New Race Tracks

Loom in New York State

Albany—Highlights of the three
months' session of the state Legis-
lature were adoption of pari-mutuel
enabling- legislation and the size of
the two Assembly thumpings handed
outdoor advertising control bills.

While exhibs admit patrons who
pay from a dime to 40 cents for pix
are not likely to be driven in droves
to bet on horses with minimum ad-
mish of $1.50 and no passes, the Dun-
nigan-Penny bill permits two new
tracks upstate and two in the met-
ropolitan area. Likely spots upstate
are either near Buffalo or midway
between the Bison City and Roches-
ter and in the Syracuse region. Syra-
cuse already has the State Fair track.

The Senate passed and sent to the
Governor the Mitchell bill providing
for a limit of 75 cents above printed
ticket price on all admissions.
Condon projection booth measure,

applicable to localities whei'e no fire-

proofing provisions now are mandated
and making more stringent future
construction of booths failed to come
to a vote in the Senate, lying on
final passage order for the few days
before adjournment.

Fleischman Rites Held
Philadelphia—Funeral service was \

held here yesterday for Gilbert
|

Fleischman, 44, who died Sunday
after being ill for some time. He
had been in film biz more than 20
years.

Suit charging alleged infringement
was filed yesterday in Federal Court
by Earl Hobson Smith against 20th-

Fox. Plaintiff, who asks for an in-

junction, accounting and damages,
claims that the 20th-Fox film "Swa-
nee River" infringes upon his play

"Stephen Foster, or Weep No More
My Lady."

Walter C. Miller Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Walter C. Miller, 48,

film actor, is dead here. His screen

career began with the old Biograph
Company under D. W. Griffith, and
was one of the first actors to receive

a salary of $1,000 a week.
Miller's body will be sent to Chi-

cago for services and interment.

Col. Signs Miriam Hopkins
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Miriam Hopkins, yes-

terday was engaged by Columbia
for the feminine lead in "Singapore,"

(temp, title) opposite Melvyn Doug-
las.

PATHE FILM'S 1939

NET AT $424,489

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the year on the 25 per cent of

the outstanding Dup'ont Film Manu-
facturing Co. stock which it owns
amounted to $455,000. Earnings for
Du Pont during the year amounted
to $1,650,273.97, equal to $165.02
per share on the outstanding stock,

according to the Pathe financial

statement.
Statement also discloses that an

outstanding loan of $500,000 had
been reduced during the year until

its total as of Dec. 31 amounted to

$125,000.

May Seek to Overturn

Mohawk's GN Purchase

(Continued f:om Page 1)

derived from the pictures are un-
derstood to be considering a move to

have the auction reopened.
At a previous meeting, it was

said, Referee Peter B. Olney re-

fused to consider a percentage bid,

but at a second meeting he accepted
the percentage offer of Mohawk. A
flat bid of $27,000 was rejected.

Dorothy Lemire Expires

Detroit—Dorothy Lemire, biller at
20th-Fox, is dead.

">

...THE KIND

OF HEART
TROUBLE
AUDIENCES

LOVE!

"Equilibrium" for Metro
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Metro has purchased

"Equilibrium," unpublished story by
Ladislaus Vajda, for 1940-41.

LOR[TTAYOUNG*RAYMILLAND

Screen play by George Sea*on and Ken Englund

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • Produced by William Perlberg

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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WRITER GROUPS WOULD

CONTROL TELE RIGHTS

Writers' ornanizations, following
the lead of actors unions, are seek-
ing to obtain control of television

rights to i-adio scripts, plays and
scenarios, although all arrangements
have been conducted without fan-

fare. Unlike the actor unions, the

writer organizations are not strug-

gling for jurisdiction, athough it is

possible that such problems may de-

velop as the field grows.
Because of the large membership

in affiliated groups, organization ex-

ecutives believe that definite scales

and conditions will be developed as

television progresses. It is possible,

however, that eventual tangles may
develop between both %va-iter organi-

zations and picture or play produc-

ers and telecasters because of intei'-

pretations of rights.

Trial of Buffalo Ex-Mayor's

Bingo Organization Starts

Buffalo—Trial began yesterday in

county court hei'e of Old Vienna,

Inc., former Mayor Frank X.
Schwab's organization operating

Bingo in the former Gayety theater,

in conjunction with film shows. In-

dictment of corporation and three

men, Schwab, Richie Roth and Sut-

tell charges violation of anti-lot-

tery laws.
First 30 jurors, were withdrawn

by Judge George Rowe after a mo-
tion for a mistrial by defense coun-

sel because of remarks by the As-

sistant Prosecutor. Defense wanted

trial postponed also, but Judge

Rowe insisted on continuing, and ob-

tained another panel. Trial will take

the rest of the week.

Bickford Story Bought

for John Charles Thomas

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Producers Corpora-

tion of America has bought Charles

Bickford's original story "Make
Your Own Miracles" to star John
Charles Thomas. Bickford will also

appear in the picture which will

follow "Kingdom Come," Thomas'
initial starring vehicle for Producers

Corporation of America. Latter is

by John M. March, and David

Boehm will do the screenplay.

Bloff Counsel Seeks Writ
Chicago—Counsel for Willie Bioff

has filed application for a writ of

supersedeas and bail bond pending

Illinois Supreme Court review of his

conviction.

Election Free Beer
Too Much for B. O.

Detroit — Business in Hamtramck,
Northeastern suburb with about a dozen
theaters, was poor last week, despite

anticipated Eastertide pickup. Local

election with counter-attractions of

tree beer and sandwiches at two dozen
meetings is blamed.

Gov't Expects Its New Witnesses

to Show Coercion in Theater Buying

coercive methods. The
list was filed under a stipulation
which provided that the Government
would serve additional names of wit-
nesses of whom the Government had

(Continued from Page 1)

Upplemental .lames K. Chiiuvin, Wallac- Hepler, Fux—
Ilniima (Paramount); Paul Ulanchct. Koyal,
i.ilierij — Lafayette (Paramount); William
Kreisle. New Oi)era House- -Morgan City
( I'aramount) ; Harry Suddalli. .\niusu

—

Malcliiioches (I'aramount); Kalil .Slinara,

, J , 1. .^ ^t r!!- ^, Kvangclinc -.Vew Iberia (Paramount); C. &
learned .subsequent to the hling of

!

( Knterprises, Inc., Glenwood, Centenarey
the original bill of particulars, which

l
Shrcvcport (Paramount)

identified some 550 witnesses

At the same time the D of J filed

a supplemental bill referring speci-

fically to Columbia. This additional
statement set forth 68 instances
where Columbia allegedly permitted
an exhibitor to overbuy; five in-

stances where Columbia allegedly
prohibited theaters from showing its

pictures as part of a double feature
program, and finally, 38 instances
where Columbia allegedly fixed min-
imum admission prices to be charged
by an indie theater.

The additional witnesses named,
names of the theaters which were
subjected to purported coercive ac-

quisition by majors, addresses, and
the names of (defendants who ac-

quired interests in the theaters in-

clude:

ARKAXS.AS—R. V. McGinnis, \ew--
Hope (Paramount) ; Saul Harris and Ike
Kempner, Gem, Royal and Kempner—Little

Rock (Paramount) ; Arkansas Theaters, Inc.,

Arkansas— Little Rock (Paramount).

ARIZONA—Xick Diamos. unknown—Bis-

bee (Paramount).

CALIFORNIA — Russell Rogers, Nile—
Bakersfield (20tli-Fox) ; Russell Rogers. Pal-

ace—Long Beach (20th-Fox) ; Arnold Schaak,
Long Beach—Long Beach (20th-Fo.x) ; Dave
Bershon, Leimert—Los Angeles (20th-Fox) ;

Max Schotiner, Melrose, Ravena, Parisian

—

Los Angeles (20th-Fox) ; A. L. Gore, and
Mike Gore, Irish—Los Angeles (20th-Fox) ;

Robert Gumbiner, Tower—Los Angeles (20th-

Fox) ; H. Herond and Mark M. Hanson,
.Vrroyo. Western—Los Angeles (20th-Fox) ;

Joe Leo, Los Angeles—Los Angeles (20th-

Fox) ; Gus Metzger, Fairfa.\—Los Angeles
(20th-Fox) ; Simon Lazarus, Lyric—Monrovia
(20th-Fox) ; Roy Hunt, Golden Gate, River-

side, Rubigous—Riverside (20th -Fox) ; Russell

Rogers, Mission, Plaza, Aztec—San Jose
(20th-Fox) ; George Nasser, New Mission. New
Filmore—San Francisco (20th-Fox) ; Simon
Lazarus, Rialto, Ritz—South Pasadena (20th-

Fox).

COLORADO—DeWitt C. Webber. Webber
—Denver (20th-Fox) ; Charles Mclntyre.
.\merica—-Sterling (20th-Fox).

FLORIDA—Jesse Brown, Wallace—Bra-
denton (Paramount) ; M. Pitman, Clearwater
—Clearwater (Paramount) ; E. C. Hall, Del-
ray—Delray Beach (Paramount) ; Herbert
Wales, Euston—Euston (Paramount) ; Charles
Walder, Tivoli—Miami (Paramount) ; M.
Beacham, Beacham—Orlando (Paramount)

;

Guy M. Ragan, Garden—Sarasota (Para-~
Gore. Nebraska—Tampa
E. Gore, Garden—Tampa

Gaston, Lincoln —

—Idaho Falls
Rialto, Cap-

mount) ; B.
(Paramount) ;

(Paramount).

GEORGIA—O. O.
Thomasville (Paramount)

IDAHO—Joseph George, Ri^

(20th-Fox) ; A. B. Grosman,
itol—Pocatello (20th-Fox).

ILLINOIS—Joseph Desberger, Gem—Al-

ton (Paramount).

INDIANA—Lewis Cochavety, Blackstone
—.South Bend (Paramount).

IOWA—Vern S. Brown, Rialto—Missouri
Valley (Paramount) ; Ludy Bosten. Uptown
—Muscatine (20th-Fox) ; Bruno Pierce, Joe
Stack, Mahaska, Princess, Rivoli, Strand

—

Oscaloosa (Paramount) ; A. B. Friedman,
.Sol Shulkin, Iowa. Hipp— Sioux City (Para-
mount).

KE.NTUCKY—Lee W. Moffit, Saville-
Owensboro (Paramount).

LOUISIANA—W. S. Samuel. Lamar Har-
grove, New Realart—DeRidder (Paramount) ;

.\I.\I.\E Willard H. Harwood, Strand

—

(lardiu-r ( Paramount I'ul)lix) ; .\braliam Gf)od-

! side. Strand-Portland (Paramount-Publix).
I

.\1ASS.\CIIUSETTS — Walter V. Little-

tield, Eggleston Boston (Paramount); Na-
than Vamins. .Nathan Vamins Theater— Fall

River (Paramount-Publix); George Ramsdell.
Granada. Strand, Mystic, Orpheum—Maiden
(Loew's).

.\IICHI(;.\N- W. A. Cassidy, Frolic. Mec-
ca—Midlands (Paramount).
MINNESOTA—Joseph Friedman, Tower

— St. Paul (Paramount).
MISSISSIPPI— H. H. Ale.xander. Cres-

cent— Belzani (Paramount); E. D. Lawrence,
Ritz—Laurel (Paramount) ; Mrs. F. L. Mar-
shall, Strand—Temple, Paramount) ; Inde-
pendent Theaters, Inc.. Strand—Vicksburg
(Paramount) ; Mrs. A. J. DcZoto. Yazoo

—

Yazoo Citv (Paramount).
MISSOURI—G. L. Hooper. Tiger—Carth-

age (20th-Fox) ; Frank C. Grubel, Para-
mount—Joplin (20th-Fox) ; A. C. Bowman,
Arbo—Nevada (20th-Fox).
NEBR.\SKA—George L. Monroe. Rivoli

—Hastings (Paramount); George L. Monroe,
Empres.s—Kearney (Paramount); Ralph C.
Goldberg, Omaha, .State—Omaha (Para-
mount).
NEW JERSEY—Eugene Mori, Landis —

Vineland (Warners).
NEW MEXICO — Joseph Barnett, Sun-

shine, Chief—Albuquerque (Paramount); Vic
tor Bachechi Kino, Messa—Albuquerque
(Paramount).
NEW YORK-—B. S. Moss, Criterion-

New York (Loew's) ; Benjamin Bordenaro.
Palace—Olean (Warners) ; W. W. Farming,
State. Erie, Strand, Van Curler—Schenectadv
(RKO).
NORTH CAROLINA—Ellis Blumenthal.

Granada — Lexington (Paramount) ; Ellis

Blumenthal. Carolina — Lexington (Para-
mount).
NORTH DAKOT.A—Benny Berger, Metro

politan, Strand, Orpheum—Grand Forks
(Paramount).
OHIO—Theodore and Gus Chifos. Strand

—Middletown (Paramount) ; Earl Seitz, State.

Sandusky—Sandusky (Warners).
PENNSYLVANIA—Harry Fried, Subur-

ban—Ardmore (Warners) ; Joseph Wodozk.
County—Doylestown (Loew's) ; Charles Se-

gall, Bromley — Philadelphia (Warners)
;

George Graves, Carman—Philadelphia (War
ners) ; William Freihoffer. Nixon, Tower,
Frankford, Roosevelt — Philadelphia (Para-
mount) ; William Goldman, Terminal—Phila-

delphia (Warners). H. A. Batastiny, Alpine
—Pun.xsutawney (Warners) ; I. Ouslander,
Pinebrook — Granton (Paramount) ; Harry
Fried, Wayne, Saville—Wayne and Grenmore
(Warners).
SOUTH DAKOTA—Richard H, Wagner.

Topical, Royal—Sioux Falls (Paramount) ;

Carl P. Knudsen, State—Watertown (Para-
mount).
TEXA.S—R. P. Condron, unknown—Har-

linger (Paramount) ; W. H. Powers, un-
known—Henderson (Paramount) ; I. V. Adel-
man, Delman—Houston (Paramount) ; Ruben
Frels, Victoria, Uptown—Victoria, Normana
—El Tampo, L'.A.rcade—Yorktown, Orphic

—

Columbus, Alamo—Bellville (Paramount) ; Z.

E. Hann, State—Wichita Falls (Paramount).
UTAH—W. Vosco Call, Capitol, Brigham

Citv (20th-Fox).
V'^IRGINIA—J. V. Trent, Trenton—Lynch-

burg (Paramount).
WEST VIRGINIA—Don Tapulias. Capi

tol—Wheeling (Warners) ; J. M. Ulmer.
Capitol—Wheeling (Warners).
WISCONSIN — William L. Amesworth,

three unknown theaters—Fond du Lac (20th-

Fo.x) ; J. Zanias, Myers—Janesville (20th-

Fox) ; August Berkholtz. New Menasha

—

Menasha (20th-Fox) ; George Fischer, Na-
tional, Milwaukee — Milwaukee (Warners) ;

Edward F. Mertz, Zenith—Milwaukee (20th-
Fox) ; Harry Perelwitz, Astor, Jackson—

-

Milwaukee (20th-Fox) ; Joseph Luntz, Up-
town—Racine (20th-Fox).

GTE REPORTS 1939

NET0FS696,062

{Continued from Page 1)

Hines, president. Net profit was
equivalent to approximately $1.17
per share on 592,887 shares of cap-
ital stock outstanding at the year-
end and compares with Hff-'i net
profit of $507,267, equivalvui .o 85
cents per share on 597,887 T.Viares.

The 1939 net includes dividends of

$185,600 received on the corpora-
tion's investment in the common
stock of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., which was one-half the
amount received in dividends on
this investment in 1938. The re-

poii; explains that currently no divi-

dend is being paid on the common
stock of 20th-Fox.
During the year the corporation

retired 5,000 shares of capital stock
in the open market at a cost of ap-
proximately S9 per share, charging
the cost to paid-in surplus.

Five Studios Will Start

Eight Features This Week

(Continued from Page 1)

with Rochelle Hudson, Glenn Ford,
Miles Mander and Isabel Jewell;
Wesley Ruggles' "Arizona" starring
Jean Arthur with William Holden,
Peter Muncie, Warren William and
Porter Hall; Frank Lloyd's "Tree
of Liberty" starring Cary Grant.
At Paramount: "A Night at Earl

Can-oil's."

At M-G-M: "Strike Up The Band"
with Mickey Rooney and Judy Gar-
land.
At 20th Century-Fox: "Four Sons"

with Don Ameche, Nancy Kelly, Alan
Curtis, Eugenie Leontovich, George
Ernest, Robert Lowery and Lionel
Royce.
At Universal: "South to Karanga"

with Charles Bickford, Dick Foran,
Luli Desti and John Sutton; "No
Exit" with Wallace Ford, Donald
Woods, Kathryn Adams and Mona
Bam'ie.

Auto Injuries Kill Lacy
Detroit — Edward M. Lacy, 62,

checker for M-G-M, died in Receiv-
ing Hospital as the result of an au-
tomobile accident. Lacy was chief

of staff and a former commander of

the Department of Michigan, United
Spanish War Veterans. His widow
and one son survive.

A daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Saul Jacobs, March 24, in Port
of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.L, where
Jacobs is branch manager for Para-
mount. The child has been named
Diane Margaret.

Milwaukee—Dick Pritchard, man-
ager of the Amusement Mart, book-
ing agency, is the father of twins,

a girl and a boy.
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Mew England Exhibs. Take Stand Against Consent Plan

CONGRElMAY GET REVlfD D OF C CONSENT PLAN

Franchise Holders To Acquire $100,000 or Mono. Stock
f. C. Davis Elected to Board;

26 Features, 24 Westerns
for 1940-41

j
Plan whereby Monogram fran-

jhise holders will acquire stock in
;he company in excess of $100,000
vas disclosed yesterday by W. Ray
'Ifohnston, prexy, following a board
Jneeting. It was also announced that
the annual franchise holders' sales
Ineeting would be held in Dallas
^A.pril 21-22 at the Baker Hotel fol-

lowing the Variety Club convention,
,«fith the contemplated program for
itiext season to comprise 50 feature
pictures.

Col. T. C. Davis, an officer of
(Continued on Page 7)

ATLANTIC CITY MEET

FOR "U" IN PROSPECT

Atlantic City is favored as Uni-
versal's convention city, it was
learned yesterday. Parley, it is un-
derstood, will open about May 15
if present plans carry.

Definite decision and announce-
;ment awaits the return from the
Coast of William A. Scully, sales
chief.

Floods Close Theaters

in Three Penn, Towns

Flood waters along the Susque-
hanna River yesterday caused the-
ater business to be suspended in

Sunbury, Plymouth and Kingston,
Pa. Theaters were operating in

Wilker-Barre and Scranton, although
the situation was such that condi-
tions might change during the night.

Court Directs Dismissal

of Lloyd Plagiarism Suit

Dismissal of the infringement suit

of William Jordan Rapp and Lowell
Brentano against Harold Lloyd and
Harold Lloyd Corp. was ordered yes-
terday by Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard after trial lasting several

{Continued on Page 7)

Missouri Supreme Court Denies Writ
of Review in IVich and Weston Ouster

St. Louis—Missouri Supreme Court en banc at Jefferson City yesterday denied

last week's petition of John P. Nick, vice-president of the lATSE, and Clyde A. Weston,
deposed business manager of local 143, operators union, for a writ of certiorari for

review of the decision of the St. Louis Court of Appeals upholding their removal from
control of union affairs.

The review was sought on the ground that the ruling of the Appellate Court
was in conflict with controlling decisions of the Supreme Court. The Court of Appeals
decision Feb. 6 affirmed a judgment by Circuit Judge Ernest F. Oakley ousting Nick
and Weston and appointing temporary receivers for the union.

Fly Defends FCC*s Order Rescinding

Start of Commercial Tele in Fa
Television officials were asked not

to sell "this stripling—television

—

down the river" yesterday by FCC
Commissioner James Lawrence Fly
at an address given at the Adver-
tising Club's radio luncheon. Fly
made a vigorous defense of the

FCC's recent action in rescinding its

order regarding limited tele commer-
cialization, basing the FCC's action
on his belief that public interests

were at stake. Stating that the FCC
was charged with fostering research,

{Continued on Page 6)

Kurtzman and Raymond
New Loew Div. Managers

Joseph R. Vogel, Loew executive,
yesterday made two appointments in

his district manager staff. Charlie
Kurtzman, Loew manager in Pitts-

burgh, was named as division man-
ager with headquarters in Boston,
filling the vacancy caused by the
resignation of H. M. Addison. In

(.Continued on Page 7)

Election of Davidson

Faces Court Challenge

Federal Judge Samuel Mandel-
baum will be asked to vacate today
the designation of James A. David-
son as trustee of Educational Pic-

tures, Inc., on the ground that he
was not properly elected by credi-

tors of the company. The applica-

tion, which is made by Harry G.

(Continued on Page 7)

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., Notifies

Jackson It Opposes Any Consent Plan

To Complete PCC Conclave
Program at Meet Tomorrow

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Final meeting of the

program committee for the first an-
nual convention of the Pacific Coast
Conference of Independent Theater
Owners to be held at the Ambassa-
dor Hotel on May 8-10, has been

(Continued on Page 6)

Boston—The board of directors of

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., yester-

day presented a unanimous front

against the granting of a consent
decree in Government equity suit.

The organization met on film row
yesterday in company with a num-
ber of invited non-affiliated circuit

representatives.
Frank Lydon, president; Arthur

K. Howard, executive secretary; and
(Continued on Page 7)

Commerce's Proposals Still in

"Talking Stage," Says

D of J
B7 PRESCOTT DENNETT

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Further revi-

sion of the Department of Com-
merce proposals for out-of-
court settlement of the New York
equity suit against the majors and
their submission to Congress looms
as at least a possibility, it was
learned last night.

Such a move, of course, would
tie in with House consideration of
the Neely bill, and its possible

(Continued on Page 6)

METRO SALETPARLEY

IN CHI. ON MAY 20?

Metro's sales convention may open
about May 20 in Chicago, scene of
last year's parley, it was reported
yesterday.

Metro's branch managers in the

East will convene today at the New
York exchange to discuss GWTW
from the subsequent-run standpoint.

Industry Execs. Attend
Louis Frisch Luncheon

Testimonial luncheon was tendered
yesterday to Louis Frisch at Dinty
Moore's by a number of industry
execs, upon the circuit exec's return
from Florida. Arrangements for the
luncheon were made by Edward
Schnitzer and Roy Haines.
Among those present were Samuel

(Continued on Page 7)

Central Casting Corporation

Slated for Reorganization

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—^Association of Mo-

tion Picture Producers will appoint
a committee to reorganize Central
Casting Corp. which has been se-

verely criticized by the SAG.
Association has arranged to place

(Continued on Page 3)
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Call Police and Patrons

in Buffalo's Bingo Test

Buffalo — Contention.s that Old
Vienna, Inc. the former Gayety The-
ater, i.s operating within the law
vied with assertion.s that it.s three
operators .showed old cheap pictures
and made $1,000 a month apiece
marked yesterday's Buffalo Bingo
test case in County Court. One
highlight was admission b" a po-
lice lieutenant that the public could
participate in prize distribution with-
out buying dollar admission tickets.
Numerous police and patrons are

scheduled to testify today. County
Judge George Rowe has put the 12
jurors and an alternate in the charge
of sheriff's deputies and quartered
all at the Statler Hotel. Interest
is high because former Mayor Frank
X. Schwab is head of the corpora-
tion. He always has insisted that
operations have been as prescribed
by Appeals Court rulings.

H M
MnnnciflL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat. 103/s IOV4 lOSg
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 71/2 71/2 71/2

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 1 1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .. lO'A lO'/g lOVs — '4

East. Kodak 151^4 151 ^/g 15134 -|- %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13 I21/2 121/2— Vi
Loew's, Inc 37 3638 3634 + 1/2

do pfd
Paramount 73^ 7% 75/8 — Va
Paramount 1st pfd... 913/8 91 913/g — i/g

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 9'/2 9'/2 9'/2 4- '4

Pathe Film 11 34 11 1/2 11 1/2

RKO IVa I'/s I'/g

20th Century-Fox .. 115/g IIV2 11% 4- V4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 1051/2 105 IO51/2 -f- 1/2

Warner Bros SS/g 35/8 35/8

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46,102i/2 IO21/2 IO21/2 + 1/4

Loew's deb. 3i2s46. 1045,8 104% 1045/8 + Vs
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 314547
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotcne Corp 2 2 2 + Vg
Technicolor 15 143^ 143/4— 3/g

Trans-Lux 13/8 13/8 13/8+ l/g

Universal Corp. vtc... 534 5% 534 + i/g

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 73 74
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 6534 6734

Two Consolidated Houses
in Bronx Passing to Met.

Deal has been closed by Metro-
politan Playhouses to take over the
Tuxedo and Mosholu theaters in the
Bronx, it was reported yesterday.
Houses were formerly operated by
Consolidated.

"The Boys From Syracuse"

to Have Syracuse Opening

"The Boys From Syracuse," Jules
Levey's first production for Univer-
sal, will have its world premiere in

Syracuse in August, with the up-
state city already giving a thought
to the high jinks. Martha Raye,
Ritz Bros, and Allan Jones, of the
cast, will attend, the Coast delega-
tion including as well virtually the
entire "Syracuse colony" if plans
carry. Other industi->' figures with
Syracuse antecedents are expected
to come on from New York for the
civic celebration, centered about the
premiere, tentatively set for the
K-A-0 Schine Keith's.

Story of "The Boys From Syra-
cuse" has nothing to do with the
up-state Salt Citv, but Jones for a
time was enrolled at Syracuse Uni-
versity, making everything perfect.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joe Penner has been

signed to appear in Jules Levey's
RKO production^ "The Boys from
Syracuse."

Va. MPTO Sets Conclave
for Old Point Comfort

Richmond, Va.—William F. Croc-
kett, president. MPTO of Virginia,
has announced that the Mid-Summer
convention of the Association will

be held at the Chamberlin Hotel,
Old Point Comfort, on June 24.

Committee on arrangements in-

cludes Syd Gates, chairman; Graham
Barbee and Leo Greenwood. Nor-
folk, and Leonard Gordon, Newport
News. Prexy Crockett says that he
will increase the committee later in

time to participate in the final ar-
rangements.

Oriental Keeping GWTW?
Chicago—Oriental theater mav ex-

tend the run of GWTW which to
date has played to 500,000 attend-
ance.

Trans-Lux Ad-News Corp.

Incorporated in New York

Albany — Trans-Lux Ad-News
Corp., formed in Manhattan, has
been issued incorporation papers by
the Secretary of State here to con-
duct a general advertising business.
Stock issue of 24,000 shares of com-
mon at |1 each, and 1,000 preferred
shares at $10 each, was approved.

Directors are given as Percy N.
Furber and Percival E. Furber, 1270
Sixth Ave., and Robert L. Daine, 60
Hudson St., New York, while sub-
scribers are Allen G. Miller, Frank
J. Zito and Helen F. Tuohy, 120
Broadway, New York. Attorneys
filing were Hunt, Hill and Betts.

It is understood that the new cor-
poration will handle biz attending a

recently developed ad machine for
outdoor advertising. Company is an
associate organization of Trans-Lux
Corp.

Producers Releasing Corp.

Incorporates in New York

Producers Releasing Corp., suc-
cessor to Producers Distributing
Corp., has been incorporated as a
New York organization. Capital is

listed at 1,000 shares of no par
value stcok. Incorporators are Rob-
ert S. Benjamin, Seymour Peyser
and Sidney Freidberg.

Other incorporations announced in

Albany last week were Empire State
Industrial Corp., Twin Theaters,
Inc.. and Popular Theaters, Inc., all

of New York City for the purpose
of exhibiting motion pictures. In-

corporators of the trio were Thelma
Gedan, Philip Weiss and Louis Drell.

Papers in all cases were filed by
Continental Lawyers Albany Service.

Chi. Indie Circuits Talk
Elimination of Triples

Chicago — With Illinois Allied
tackling the triple feature evil gen-
erally, the GCS circuit, the Melt-
zer Bros, chain, the Oscar Brotinan
theaters and the Time theater man-
agement are conferring on triples

elimination in the Logan Square dis-

trict.

RKO to Rush in "Lincoln"

as Stage Show Quits Chi.

Chicago—With "Abe Lincoln in

Illinois," starring Raymond Massey,
about to terminate one of the most
successful stage engagements of
the season here, it is expected that
RKO will rush in the film version
for an extended run.

Truck Traffic Limitation

Proposal Hit by Carriers

Chicago—Petition by the railroad
unions to the Illinios Commerce
Commission that truck trafl[ic be pro-
hibited over main highways Sundays
and holidays is being energetically
protested by film carriers.

K

comiHG nno Goinc

DAVID 0. SELZNICK arrives here Friday morn
ing from the Coast.

SAMUEL BRONSTON flies to the Coast today
returning here next week.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, ALAN MARSHALlE,
CARY GRANT and RICHARD Cj-j^SON arrivi

^

in Williamsburg, Va., today t' ^k on se-

quences for Columbia's "Tree 0. /4Certy."

FRANK LLOYD, director of "Tree of Liberty,'

also arrives In Williamsburg today.

HERB MclNTYRE, captain of the RKO Ned
E. Depinet sales drive, HARRY MICHALSON,
short subjects sales manager, and L. M. DEVA-
NEY, arrive in Montreal today for a branch
meeting.

LOUIS FRISCH has returned from a Florida

vacation.

ERNEST SCHOEDSACK. director of Paramount s

"Dr. Cyclops," arrives here today from the
Coast to attend the premiere of the picture at

the Paramount on April 10.

LLOYD BACON will vacation here as soon
as he completes his current directorial assign-
ment at Warners where he is megging "Brother
Orchid."

WILLIAM RIPPARD, Farmvillc, Va., exhib.,

has returned to the city after a vacation on
the Coast.

CHARLES BOYER leaves the Coast in two
weeks for New York.

KEITH GOLDSMITH, of the 20th-Fox foreign
department, leaves New York this week-end on
an assignment to the Mexico City office.

CHARLES 6LETT, vice-president of General
Film Industries with headquarters in the East,

returned yesterday from California.

AL CHRISTIE has arrived in New York from
the Coast and is stopping at the St. Moritz.

H. M. RICHEY, RKO's director of exhibitor
relations, will speak today before the Civic
Club of Philadelphia.

HERMAN ROBBINS
vacation.

is back from a Florida

GEORGE STEVENS, director, is in town.

MAX WEISFELDT, Columbia's short subjects
supervisor, returned yesterday from a Florida
vacation.

Asks Distribution Bids

on "The Fight for Life"

Invitations were sent out last night
by the United States Film Service
to 29 distributors throughout the
country to submit proposed term.=
for the domestic market release of
Pare Lorentz' production. "The Fight
For Life." It was indicated earlier
that the government would ask for
distribution bids on the picture.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 3

Sam Katz

George Jessel

Heath Cobb

Maurice Kann

Duncan Renaldo
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tRENGH PIX THEATERS

UP 52 DURING 1939

Paris (By Cable)—Total amuse-
ent tax received by the French
Government during 1939 from film

leaters amounted to 81,018,000
rancs, oy, $170,000 at the present
xchang'—^te.

Numbe' of houses operating in

fance, including the North African
lonies of Algeria, Tunis and Mo-
cco, as of Jan 1, w^as 4,151, check-

!l ii) just completed, reveals.

,^^ During 1939, 52 new^ film houses
'ire constructed in France, 19 being
lilt in the Paris area. In the North
'frican colonies, 14 more were
ected.

W'^DAILYz

il

ixe Adds Fourth House

,
to String In Milwaukee

Sj I,

'—

—

'Milwaukee — Saxe Amusement
anagement. Inc., has increased its

* 'eal circuit to four by annexing the

'^den, formerly operated by Fox.
jeven other local houses are op-

iated under a Warner-Saxe tie-up.

ET May Pay On Common
'Toronto—^Business of the Eastern
Jieaters, Ltd., since the first of

je year has shown considerable im-
ovement over the similar period

1939, R. W. Bolstad, vice-presi-

.nt, told shareholders at the an-

ial meeting. Bolstad said it was
!ped to resume a dividend on the

Jmmon this year. Lease on the
loperty housing the Imperial The-
ter in Toronto had been renewed
jr 21 years.

j

Earl Askam Stricken
Ut Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Earl Askam, a raem-
ijr of the cast of "Northwest Mount-
Police," was stricken with a fatal

rt attack while playing golf with
irmit Maynard. He was a brother
Perry Askam, concert star. His

jdy will be sent to San Jose, Calif.,

r burial.

\Velcome for Frank Lloyd
Williamsburg, Va.—Local commit-
3, headed by Gov. James H. Price,

11 tender a reception here today
Frank Lloyd and cast members of

ilumbia's "Tree of Liberty," on
eir arrival. Sequences will be
:ule locally this week.

Pink Ticket Stays
Chicago—The local Police Censor
s refused to remove the pink ticket

Dm "Of Mice and Men," keeping
e pix in the adult category.

Credit, iVo Cash
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Bureau of Internal Reve-

nue yesterday determined that the Charles

Chaplin Film Corp., Los Angeles, was
over-assessed $22,989.17 in income tax
and surtax on undistributed profits for

1937. Chaplin receives credit for that
amount with the Bureau.

ALCNe THE

WITH i:)HIL yVi. DALy;

"Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean' bear:

Full many a flower is born to blush' unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.".

—Thomas Gray.

T T T
• • • WHY the poetic outburst? Well, it's 'cause we're con?

vinced that what's true of gem and ilower. is true of a certain

current feature filum being distributed by one of the major com-

panies It seems to this corner that the attraction despite its

high quality is destined to enjoy an unmerited degree of obscur-

ity for the unfortunate reason that the producer-distributor is not

giving the property the promotional backing it deserves

T T
• • • WE can understand how a picture of initially great

promise can go somehow awry in the production processes

and turn out to be a hybrid But when a picture emerges

entertainment-packed from a studio ..... .only to be treated pro-

motionally in the manner of a Casper Milquetoast .we uionder

if it wouldn't be better by the yardstick of showmanship

if the opus hadn't been born at all .rather than have its

development carelessly arrested The film to which we refer

is playing to big biz in a parcel of situations .and is truly

swell box office BUT who knows it?

• • • THE picture is the kinda baby that'll do a load MORE
biz if properly advertised and exploited to the exhibs, of the na-

tion and, further, do a helluva lot to further strengthen its com-

pany's standing in the minds of the men in whose hands rest the

buying of successor product in the tomorrows! ..... .Yep, this in-

dustry of ours is still geared and will be so that every Main Street

of modest size is vitally interested in the business barometer

which tells how a feature fares along the bigger Main Streets ...... To

give a fine picture a casual campaign (if any) to sell Mr. Exhib. is

like giving a highly capable, profit-creating individual a lukewarm

letter of recommendation The individual can't be expected to land

the "job" nor, by the same token, can the picture get the bookings

You folks who read this colyum'll say: "That's the new so-and-

so picture" and in that you are doubtless 100 per cent right

T T
• • • PEN and Pencil: Jeanette MacDonald, la pix star,

has authored the newly published book. .titled "No Royal

Road to Song". . . • And Annabelle (Ward & Elliott Circuit)

Ward's book, "Guatemala, Ancient and Modern" is just off the

press. . . • Further, Gene Axitry, currently 'pearing in Repub-

lic's "The Gaucho Serenade" is now recognized as one of

the nation's leading "doodlers" since a samiple of his idle

scribblings leads-off the movie section of .famed iliustratpr

Chick Thorndike's book on the subject. .....•,,
T T T :,..,... .:

• • • That list of stars to make p.a.'s at thfe Press Photogs'- Dance

and Entertainment on April 12 in the Hotel Astor has grown

to such proportions that it's a swell opportunity for Uncle Sam to

take a show biz census that night. . . • UA's "Rebecca'' has grabbed

another record 'Tis the sole film ever to garnei: three layouts in

Life Mag namely, a feature on Hitchcock ditto on' Dave Selz-

nick and a picture-of-the-week layout. . . • Short, Short Story:

.",.,.:.,.Just watch the way "The Baker's Wife" grabs that dough! -

CENTRAL GASTING

SLATED FOR REORG.

(Continued from Page \)

10 free beds in Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital as a part of Will Rogers
Memorial plan. The hospital plan

will be administered by MP Relief

Fund.

Producers' organization will also

lend financial aid to "I Am An
American" Panegyric Foundation
which will hold its second Ameri-
canization program at Hollywood
Bowl in June.

'Virginia City" Held Over
For Third Week in Frisco

San Francisco — Warners "Vir-
ginia City" has gone into its third
holdover week here, moving for a
continuous first-run to the St. Fran-
cis following a two-week engage-
ment at the Fox.

Parisian Biz on the Rise
Paris (By Cable)—Opening here

at the Le Paris theater of "The
Rains Came" brought an optimistic
note to the film industry when the
picture broke all house records for
grosses in its first week of exhibi-
tion, despite the fact that only 60
per cent of the theater's seating ca-
pacity was used. Theater business
generally in the Paris area has
showed a decided upturn in the past
few weeks.

Jane Winton for Operetta
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jane Winton has been

signed on a contract by Peggy
Cleary, who is producing "Milan In
May," operetta, that will open at
the Las Palmas Theater, Holly-
wood, April 22.

Cleveland Holds "Rebecca"
Cleveland—Loew's State theater

is holding "Rebecca" a second week.
This is only the second time in 10
years that a picture has been held
a second week. Other hold-over
was "San Francisco."

Mrs. Sherman Dies
. Mrg. Bertha Sherman, mother of
Al Sherman, editor of the Columbia
Mirror, died Saturday in Newark
and was buried Sunday, it was
learned yesterday. Two sons and
two daughters survive.

Cohan as Cohan?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners is continuing its

efforts to enlist George M. Cohan in

a film story of his life. Lloyd Bacon
will leave for New York shortly to seek
Cohan's services as associate producer
and director on the picture.
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"Lights Out In Europe"
Mayer & Bursfyn 66 Mins.

POWERFUL DOCUMENTARY FILM

CONTAINS A STRONG ANTI-WAR PLEA.

Europe preparing for war last summer and

fall, and Europe actually at war are pow-
erfully depicted in this film. The material

is excellent and the editing job is fine.

A fine narrative has been written for the

picture by James Hilton, and an equally

fine commentary is given by Fredric March.

Picture was produced and directed by Her-

bert Kline with Peter Mayer acting as his

assistant and associate producer. Taken
in Poland, Danzig, England and France,

the events depicted, and the people them-

selves, are a grim reminder of the horrors

of war. Studies of peasants are particu-

larly telling as the camera depicts the hope

for peace, the terrible shock of war at

first, and then the bitterly grim expres-

sions of hatred and sullen fear of the fu-

ture on their faces. Innocent victims of

war-mongers, nothing more than pawns in

the fate-dealing hands of the dictators and

politicians, it is these people that more

truly represent the actuality of war than

marching troops. Bloodied corpses and

death-dealing bombers also play their part

in the film, with the camera unrelenting

and uncompromising to public taste as the

stupid brutalities inflicted on innocent peo-

ple are depicted. No hatred theme for

one side or another is preached in the film,

but by the very dispassionateness of the

grim presentation of the facts the camera

found, the picture tells a more eloquent

story than any outright propaganda picture

could. Naturally the picture will have ex-

hibition difficulties in any country that is

at war, but it should serve the purpose in

this country of reminding every person who

sees it that eternal vigilance and impreg-

nable might is the only guarantee of peace

in the world today.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Her-

bert Kline; Associate Producer, Peter

Mayer; Cameraman, Alexander Hacken-

schmid; Production Manager, Rosa Harvan

Kline.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

'Zanzibar'
with Lola Lane, James Craig,

Eduardo Cianelli

Universal 69 Mins.

RIP-ROARING ADVENTURE STORY IS

FIRST-RATE THRILLER FOR THE ACTION
TRADE.

Replete with every possible type of ac-

tion that could be encompassed in one pic-

ture, "Zanzibar" is first rate action fare.

Picture has a shipwreck, jungles and wild

animals, savages, sacred skulls, intrigue,

murder, romance and a few more items to

make it entertaining. Film has a good
pace and rousing climax when a volcano

erupts. Exhibitors should be able to ex-

ploit the picture in a big way as it offers

unlimited possibilities in this field. Lola

Lane, a hunter, James Craig, an adven-

turesome American, and Eduardo Cianelli, a

spy, head the cast. Able support is pro-

vided by Tom Fadden, Clarence Muse,
Robert C. Fisher, Henry Victor and Samuel

S. Hinds. Harold Schuster directed from

an original screenplay by Maurice Tom-
bragel and Maurice Wright. Lola is com-
missioned by the English consul to try to

find a sacred skull during a hunting trip.

Craig joins her party against her wishes,

and Cianelli also joins it. Their ship is

wrecked after Cianelli murders the captain,

and the survivors are further decimated by

jungle animals before they manage to reach

a native village. Here, Cianelli tips the

sultan to the real object of Lola's trip and

she and Craig are trapped when they

search for the skull. However, after a

rousing climax in which they escane death

at the stake, a volcano erupts, Cianelli is

killed and they fight their way through

a mass of crocodiles, they manage to make
a safe getaway with the skull.

CAST: Lola Lane, James Craig, Eduardo

Cianelli, Tom Fadden, R. C. Fischer, Clar-

ence Muse, S. S. Hinds, 0. O'Shea, A.

Biberman, L. Pape, E. Brown, H. Stubbs,

Mala.

CREDITS: Producer, Warren Douglas;

Director, Harold Schuster; Original Screen-

play, Maurice Tombragel and Maurice

Wright; Cameraman, Milton Krasner.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Killers Of The Wild"
with Joan Valerie, James Bush,

Le Roy Mason

Times Pictures 57 Mins.

CORKING ANIMAL FILM SHOULD GET
FINE REACTION FROM ALL TYPES OF

AUDIENCES.

With a magnificently trained police dog.

Silver Wolf, as the leading actor, this ani-

mal film has thrills, beautiful outdoor loca-

tions, plenty of action, an interesting story

and an able cast of Hollywood talent in

support. A trained eagle named Goldie

also contributes largely to the film thrills.

There is also a trained crow that is a

finished performer in his own right.

Produced by Fine Arts Pictures, this film

should get a good reaction from all types

of audiences as it is different from the

usual film fare and is highly entertaining

at the same tme. Directors Vin Moore

and Charles Hutchinson also get a hand

for their painstaking work with the animals

in the film. The human story in the film

is routine, with Le Roy Mason, a trapper,

and James Bush, a naturalist, both suitors

of Joan Valerie. Mason kills his partner,

Trevor Bardette, and blames Silver Wolf
for the killing, scarring the dead man's

face and throat with the fangs of an ani-

mal they had trapped. From there on the

dog is hunted, but he proves to be faith-

ful when he rescues a little girl taken by

the eagle and returns her to her home.

The dog is also vindicated of murder by

evidence produced by Bush, and Silver

Wolf disposes of Mason in his own fashion.

CAST: Joan Valerie, James Bush, Le Roy

Mason, Ruth Coleman, Jill L'Estrange,

Trevor Bardette, Fred Santley, Lyons Wick-
land, Silver Wolf, Goldie.

CREDITS: Produced by Fine Arts Pic-

turse; Directors, Vin Moore and Charles

Hutchinson; Story Charles Diltz; Screen-

play, Hilda May Young.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Ghost Valley
Raiders"

with Donald Barry, Lona Andre,

Le Roy Mason
Republic 57 Mins.

ACTIONFUL WESTERN WITH DONALD
BARRY STARTS NEW SERIES OFF WITH
A BANG.

First of a new series of westerns Re-

public is producing with Donald Barry star-

ring, picture is first-class action meller

that should please the cowboy fans. Don-

old Barry is acceptable as a western hero,

being aggressive, able to ride and shoot,

and possessed of a pleasing personality.

Picture itself has plenty of action, a fast-

moving story, able direction and a capable

cast. Supporting Barry are Lona Andre,

Le Roy Mason and Jack Ingram, two first-

rate villains, and Tom London. Barry, a

government agent, is secretly sent to a

town where an unprecedented wave of un-

solved stage robberies has crippled busi-

ness. He arrives posing as a noted outlaw

after pictures of him have been plastered

over the town offering a reward. The ruse

works and he gets in with the gang as

they have blamed the stage robberies on

the outlaw he is impersonating and they

don't want him captured. Barry discovers

how the gang operates and after a number

of complications the sheriff helps him round

up the entire gang.

Cast: Donald Barry, Lona Andre, Le Roy

Mason, Tom London, Jack Ingram, Horace

Murphy, Ralph Peters, Curley Dresden,

Yakima Canutt.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and Direc-

tor, George Sherman; Screenplay, Bennett

Cohen; Original Story Idea, Connie Lee;

Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor, Lester

Oriebeck.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
GOOD.

"The American Gang
Busters"

Times Pictures 60 Mins.

FACTUAL ACCOUNT OF SMASHING
OF PUBLIC ENEMIES BY "G" MEN IS

SLIPSHOD EFFORT.
Comprised of a number of newsreel clips

and a few posed scenes, this release deals

with a number of notorious public enemies

liquidated in one form or another by the

FBI and other law agencies. Material used

is sometimes exciting, and it undoubtedly

points out a moral lesson, "crime does not

pay." But the camera work is often very

bad and the picture as a whole has little

value as entertainment. Probably the gang-

ster minded and morbid type of fan who en-

joys pictures of this ilk will go to see it,

and smart exploitation may increase the

patronage, but the film will be decried by

most audiences as a cheap effort to exploit

lawlessness, which is certainly black eye

enough to the country at large without

pointing it up and showing material of this

type to children. John Dillinger, Machine

Gun Kelly, Bruno Hauptman, Pretty Boy

Floyd, Alvin Karpis, the Urschel kidnappers,

Raymond Hamilton and others are seen in

the film. Of particular interest is the

court scene of the sentencing of the Urschel

kidnappers.

CREDITS: Produced, Edited and Directed

by Captain A. F. Dion.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Poor.

"Texas Stagecoach"
with Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Bob Nolan

Columbia 59 Mini

BALLADS, BULLETS, FAST RIDING ANl

FIST FIGHTS APLENTY FO th(
IE WEST

ERN FANS. ^
Latest of the Charles Starrett series Ct-

lumbia produces, this release measures u|

to what the western fans expect from theii

cowboy heroes. Starrett fights, shoots an}

rides rapidly across the countryside win
equal aplomb. His supporting cast, inclUQ

ing attractive Iris Meredith, Bob Nola|

The Sons of the Pioneers and the villaii

Dick Curtis, are all adequate. Joseph Lew
directed. Starrett and his father run a sta{

liae, with Iris and her brother, Nolai

friendly business rivals. MacDonald, loc<

banker, and his stooge, Curtis, start a roa

building race between the two stage com
panies to a new town, causing trouble be

tween them at the same time. One thin

leads to another and open warfare breal

out between the rival stage lines, but finaR

ly Starrett sees what is happening behinc

the scenes. His father is murdered by Cur

tis and MacDonald closes down on his loam

to Iris and her brother, taking their stag<

line away after blocking Starrett's. How
ever, Starrett rounds up Curtis and gets i

confession that clears everything up, ano

peace reigns once more with wedding belli

in the offing.

CAST: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith'

Bob Nolan, Dick Curtis, Kenneth MacDon
aid, Ed Le Saint, Harry Cording, Francii

Walker.

CREDITS: Producer, Leon Barsha; Direc

tor, Joseph Lewis; Original Screenplay, Fred

Myton; Cameraman, George Meehan; Edi

tor, Charles Nelson.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, GoodJ

^ fORCicn ^

'Claudine'
(French dialogue, English titles)

French Motion Picture Corp. 84 Min

NEW YORK POST: Appealing pio
tare, more of a character study
adolescence than a narrative wit]

plot.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Utterly ca]

tivating Gallic film, may come to ran!

with other French triumphs.

NEW YORK TIMES: We mu:
label "Claudine" a film of douhtfi
value, on its own cinematic face.

WORLD TELEGRAM: Acting iil

good, hut direction is static and un-
imaginative.

CREDITS: Producer, Jacques Haik; Di-

rector, Serge de Poligny. PLAYERS: Blan-

chette Brunoy, Max Dearly, Margo Lion.

RKO to Trade Show "Irene
RKO will trade show "Irene" u

all exchanges in the U. S. and Can-
ada, Ned Depinet announced yes-

terday. Picture is slated to be re-^

leased late this month.

m^ mttat



Recent Developments in

THE LAW OF MOTION PICTURES
By LOUIS NIZER

Prominent motion picture attorney

A 28-page documented treatise on motion picture law, conveniently divided into such

convenient classifications as:

Censorship • Libel • Literary Property • Trademarks • Restraint of Trade

Unfair Competition • Remedies of Distributor Against Exhibitor • Lotteries

Author Versus Producer • Negligence of Theater-Owner • Taxation • Patents

Disparagement and Inducement of Breach of Contract

What is the extent of a theater owner's duty to patrons?

May_distributors cooperate in dealing with an exhibitor?

May exhibitors cooperate in dealing with a distributor?

How can an author protect his copyrighted novel or play?

Mow may theater owners advertise legitimately?

What is the position of the inventor in the industry?

What state or local regulation of exhibition is permissible?

The answers to these questions^ and to a host of other legal

problems will be found in the 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK

THE 1940 YEAR BOOK IS NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED

TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS
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D OF G CONSENT PLAN

MAY 60 TO CONGRESS
(Continued from Page 1)

amendment, a course first advanced
by Co-operative Theaters of Mich-
igan and exclusively reported by
The Film Daily on Feb. 8.

At the Department of Commerce,
it was emphasized its part has been
to indicate to the film industry
changes in practice and procedure
which it felt necessary to place the
industry "on a satisfactory basis,"
and that the matter essentially was
up to the Department of Justice.

D of C "Very Hopeful"
It was also stated at the D of C

that high departmental officials are
"very hopeful" of a settlement ef-

fected on the basis of the depart-
ment's report as the same would
represent pioneer success and open
up "exhaustive work" in this direc-

tion by the D of C for the benefit of
all American industry.
At the D of J, officials declared

they had "neither approved nor dis-

approved" the findings in the report.

They added the entire "Commerce
plan" is still in the "talking stage"
and that no agreement has been
reached.

Neely Bill Way Clearing
Meanwhile, work on the Wheeler-

Lea Transportation Bill—chief ob-

stacle to action on the Neely Bill

before the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee—is in

its final - stages, The Film Daily
learned. The Neely bill is the next
order of business after the transpor-
tation measure is disposed of.

Conferees on the Wheeler-Lea bill

are scheduled to meet this week to

formulate a final draft, it was
learned, after which the Neely bill

will receive consideration, unless

headed off by the current Justice-

Commerce-Industry negotiations.

Senator Matthew M. Neely, Demo-
crat, W. Va., told The Film Daily
late yesterday he would watch with
greatest interest any consent decree

worked out by the Government and
majors as a settlement of the New
York equity suit now scheduled to go
to trial May 1. On studying such
decree settlement, Neely said, he
would then decide what effect it

would have on his pending legisla-

tion.

Senator Neely Skeptical
"I must say," added Neely, "that

knowing Will Hays and Charles
Pettijohn as I do I cannot believe

they would be a party to a consent
decree which would achieve the ob-

jectives of my bill. In such a case,

Fly Defends FCC's Order Rescinding I COMPLETING PROGRAM

FOR PCC CONVENTIOIStart of Commercial Tele in Fall

(Continued

developments, and in elevating stand-
ards, Fly then proceeded to answer
the question: "Why are we so con-
servative in respect to television?"
He declared that although the mo-

tion picture, radio, automobile and
other industries have made great
progress, such advances were made
without causing losses to the general
public, but television. Fly declared,
is a "key and lock" proposition. Car-
rying the analogy further, the FCC
spokesman said that if the lock or
transmitter is changed, "where does
that leave the key" or receiver?

Although voicing confidence that
television has a great future, Fly
said that FCC critics have batted
1,000 per cent wrong, because no
other industry is comparable to tele-
vision. He emphasized that he be-
lieved that haste was not desirable
that time was needed until engi-
neers would agree on standards.

Emphasizing his belief that should
standards be set now, "no one would
have the guts to change them be-
cause of the great cost to the public,"
Fly discussed the possibility of fu-
ture changes. He also declared that
television was too important an in-
dustry to risk for immediate gains.

from Page 1)

\ although he conceded that he found
it an "awfully entertaining device."

In his second speech yesterday,
broadcast at 9 p.m. by MBS and
NBC-Red, Fly stated in part: "... I
do believe, however, that the Ameri-
can public would deem the Commis-
sion unfaithful to its trust if it

adopted, or standing by, permitted
at this time the crystallization of,

any set of standards for television
contrary to the engineering opin-
ion of the industry and without ade-
quate trial, or that did not give
promise of reasonable satisfactory
public service over a reasonable per-
iod of time. .

."

Declaring that the FCC wanted to
be perfectly plain on the question of
public participation. Fly stated that
the Commission does not wish to dis-

courage set sales now, but that it is

important for the public to know
that in purchasing sets that "they
are definitely partaking in a pro-
gram of experimentation. . . I do
not believe that persons in a posi-
tion to afford television entertain-
ment at this time will be unduly de-
terred by that knowledge from get-
ting the immediate benefits which
are now available in areas served by
television transmitters."

(Continued from Page 1)

set for tomorrow at the Ambassa-
dor.

In attendance will be Rotus Har-
vey and Ben Levin of S;-n Fran-
cisco; Hugh Bruen of V^Mbittier;
Jack Y. Berman of Los*L^ngeles;
Robert H. Poole, executive secre-
tary, and Nat Tanchuck.
The Ampa has authorized an in-

dustry dinner to be held at Warners
studio in conjunction with the con-
vention.

George "Daddy" Hines, 82-year-
old manager of the Ambassador The-
ater, said to be the oldest active
U. S. exhib. has been appointed
chairman of the membership com-
mittee of the Independent Theater
Owners of Southern California and
Arizona, convention hosts.

Serving under "Daddy" are Harry
Vinnicof, Milton Arthur, S. Steck,
Irving Carlin, Harold Glass and Alex
Mounce of Los Angeles; George
Bourke of Sawtelle; E. S. Calvi of
Haw-thorne; Glen Harper, Corona;
Al Minor, Burbank; and Earl Strebe,
Palm Springs.

Those Were the Days!
IVesf Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Irving Cummings, who just

completed directing the "Lillian Rus-
sell" production for 20th Century-Fox,
is sending his intimates duplicates of the
old-time cigaret pictures of Miss Rus-
sell.

And if they don't mean anything to
you, "ask Dad, he'll know" because he
used to trade a Lillian Russell for a

Delia Fox even up, and then wonder
if he got cheated on the hip measure-
ments.

Kostelanetz Warner Plug
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Andre Kostelanetz

will devote his entire half hour
"Tune Up Time" program on CBS
to Warners picture, "It All Came
True," next Monday. Ann Sheridan,
Jeffrey Lynn and Humphrey Bo-
gart of the cast will appear on the
broadcast.

Harry Michalson Weeks
As part of the Ned Depinet Drive,

RKO has designated the period from
April 13 to April 26 as Harry Mich-
alson Weeks, as a tribute to the
company's short subjects sales man-
ager.

Buy Story for Boyd
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "Doomed Caravan,"

an original scenario by Johnston Mc-
Cully and J. Benton Cheney, has
been purchased by Paramount as the
second vehicle of the season for
William Boyd in the "Hop-Along-
Cassidy" series. It will follow "Three
Men From Texas," which starts
Api-il 15.

C. H. Brown Estate to Wife
Zanesville, 0.—The will of Cald-

well H. Brown, general manager and
treasurer of Zanesville Theaters, Inc.

here, who died recently, filed for
probate leaves his estate to his wife

"Lights Out in Europe"
Set at Little Carnegie

"Lights Out in Europe," documen-
tary film made in Europe last Fall
by Herbert Kline and Peter Mayer,
has been set to open at the Little
Carnegie April 13. Picture will be
handled nationally by Mayer and
Burstyn, although negotiations are
still being conducted by the company
with several majors who have been
dickering for distribution rights, it

was said.

Feature picture on Borneo will
also be released some time this ear
by the company. Approximately 100,-
000 feet of film taken in Borneo has
been bought by Mayer, with feature
to be edited from this material.

I will of course keep on plugging
for my bill, while viewing with the
utmost interest just what is pro-
duced in New York. Let me add that
any settlement that does not pro-
hibit blind-buying and block-book-
ing will not achieve the objectives
of my bill."

Neely declared that had his block-
booking bill been law there would
have been no New York equity suit
and added that enactment of his pet
measure "will free the motion pic-
ture industry from litigation by the
Federal Government for long years
to come."

Ford Introduces Editorial

Meanwhile yesterday Representa-
tive Leland M. Ford, Califomia Re-
publican, introduced in the Congres-
sional record an editorial opposing
the Neely bill, from the Argonaut,
San Francisco, entitled" Legislative

Sabotage Threat to Movie Industry."
In introducing the California edi-

torial Congressman Ford declared it

"presents strong arguments against
the proposed Neely block-booking
bill from a non-partisan point of
view."

After demolishing the moral and
economic arguments of Neely bill

proponents the editorial concludes:
"Perhaps the motion-picture indus-
try has not devised the best way of
distributing its products, but to
other than a minority of busybodies,
it has been quite satisfactory. The
product placed before the American
public in recent years has constant-
ly improved, and at times has
achieved real greatness. These
methods, which will also improve
with time and not with legislation,
must be given the credit. We should
like to advise Congress, in the name
of common sense, to keep hands off."

Added Time for Three
Lincoln, Neb.—Extra playing time

became the custom, rather than the
uncommon here this week. "Young
Tom Edison" went 12 days at the
Stuart. "Road to Singapore" drew
9 days at the Lincoln, and "Too
Many Husbands" garnered 14 days
at the Libez'ty.

Chi. Operators' Delegates
Chicago—Local Operators Union

has elected the following delegates
to the lATSE convention in Louis-
ville. Prexy Peter Shayne, business
agent John Smith, Neal Bishop,
vice-president Jack Mulvaney, Rob-
ert Burns and Frank Galluza.

Cecil Shepherd Dead
Chicago—Cecil Shepherd, 33, man-

ager of the Apollo at Belvidere is

dead. His wife and daughter sur-
vive.
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IWCHISE HOLDERS

TO GET MONO. STOCK

(Continued from Page 1)

tandard Statistics Corp., was elect-

d a member of the board at the

iieeting. , /Fohnston stated that more
Dp bra ^==; pictures are planned for

ext season than were on this year's

rogram, with product lineup to con-

;st of 26 features and 24 westerns,

nal details of which will be an-

ounced at the Dallas meeting,
eorge W. Weeks will produce eight
f the westerns scheduled.

Johnston plans to return to the
^'ifoast in a few days to speed up pro-

'action on the 11 features remain-
ig on the current season's program,
'id to finalize plans for the fran-
chise holders' convention. Attend-
g to board meeting were: W. Ray
phnston, T. P. Loach, 0. Henry
,riggs, J. A. Sisto, William B. Jaffe,

amuel Broidy and John Mangham.

jKO Launches Newspaper

J

Feature Plugging Shorts

, RKO Radio has launched a series

1 movie quizzes covering its short
Objects in the form of a newspaper
trtoon feature. The cartoon mats
ill be sent to publications and fans
•e to be queried on various phases
! RKO shorts.

1 From Sage to Orchids
lest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
.'Hollywood — Smiley Burnette,
hose principal hobby is horticul-
:re, is supervising the construction
a greenhouse at his San Fei-nando

alley ranch home. The rotund com-
lian, whose natural film habitat is

igebrush, will make a specialty of

lising orchids.

vlary Hughes in "Four Sons"
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mary Beth Hughes
ill have the lead opposite Don
meche in "Four Sons" in place of
ancy Kelly.

Rep. Bowlers Still Lead
Chicago—With three games re-
aining on the schedule, Republic's
'wlers continue to lead the local

P Bowling League. National
reen trails by one game.

Star, Davenport, Burns
Davenport, la.—Damages totalling
0,000 resulted from a fire at the
ar theater.

It

uma, Ariz. — June Lang, film
;ress, and John Roselli, were mar-
id here on Monday. The bride
;ned the license with her real
jme, Winifred Vlasek.

10,500 Titles in ''Reserve'' of Studios
open to non-affiliates, now has approxi-
story, according to Will H. Hays' annual

MPPDA's Title Registration department,
mately 280,000 cards, each telling its own
report.

Included are 10,500 titles in the file of unreleased pictures, indicating the extent

of Hollywood's title reserve.

N.E.EXHIBS. AGAINST

ANY CONSENT DECREE

Kurtzman and Raymond
New Loew Div. Managers

(Continued from Page 1)

Kurtzman's territory will be Boston,

Providence, Syracuse, Rochester, To-

ronto and London, Canada.

Charles Raymond, who for many
years has been managing foreign

theaters for Loew's, was appointed

district manager with headquarters

in Cleveland. Raymond succeeds

Col. Harry Long, who because of ill

health is taking an extended leave
of absence. Raymond's territory in-

cludes Cleveland, Toledo, Canton and
Akron. Raymond's last assignment
was the Empire Theater, London,
England. Before that he was at the
Loew house in Johannesburg, South
Africa.

Industry Execs. Attend
Louis Frisch Luncheon

(Continued from Page 1)

Rinzler, Frisch's partner, Carl Les-
erman, John J. O'Connor, Max Fel-
lerman, Phil Hodes, Roy Haines, Ed-
ward Schnitzer, Fred Meyers, Max
Cohen, Harold Blumenthal, Dave
Levy, Leo Abrams, George Skouras,
Emanuel Frisch, Louis Frisch, Wil-
liam Phillips, Milton Weisman, Har-
old Rinzler, Irving Kaplan, Jack
Birnbaum and Irving Goldstein.

Also William Sussman, Harry
Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Morris Sanders,
William White, Sidney Deneau, Jo-
seph Felder, Nat Cohn, Saul Trau-
ner, Joe Hornstein, Irving Wormser,
Sam Lefkowitz, Harry Decker, Jerry
Schnitzer, Arthur Sexton, E. K.
"Ted" O'Shea, Tom Connors, Moe
Streimer, Jack Bowen, Ben Abner,
John Benas, Milton Kusell, Henry
Randall, Bob Wolff, Herman Gluck-
man, Bill Moses, Marvin Schenck,
Andy Smith and Eugene Picker.

Election of Davidson

Faces Court Challenge

(Continued from Page 1)

Fromberg, trustee of Grand Na-
tional Pictures, criticizes a vote cast
by Erpi, creditor of Educational to
the extent of $250,000. Fromberg
opposed Davidson at the hearing in
which the latter was selected as a
candidate for trustee.

Geyer Opens New House
East Troy, Wis.—A. L. Geyer has

opened his new $25,000 Troy the-
ater here. Exterior walls are of
Waylite blocks; front is of Oriental
plaster, trimmed with vitrolite
structural glass in cadet blue, tan
and white, while the stage arch and
front are treated with acoustical
plaster.

Court Directs Dismissal

of Lloyd Plagiarism Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

days. Plaintiffs had charged the

plagiarism of their work, "Greek to

You," in the film, "Professor Be-

ware." Judge Goddard ruled that

the film was adapted from a play,

"The Road to Jerico," and said, "I

think it is plain that defendants have
not copied plaintiffs' work."

Phillips & Nizer were attorneys
for the defendants.

Monty Westmore Buried
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held here Monday for Monty West-
more, makeup artist, and brother of
Perc, Ern, Walter and Hamilton
Westmore.

Brandt Books Duke
Paul Duke, internationally known

magician who recently appeared on
NBC television, has been booked
over the Brandt circuit.

(Continued from Page 1)

Nathan Yamins, chairman of the
executive board, directed proceed-
ings at the three-hour conference.

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., sent
to Attorney General Jackson the de-
tails of their stand, putting them-
selves on record as being against a
conciliatory consent decree for the
following reasons:

"The monopoly in the motion pic-
ture industry rests and has rested
upon: 1, Restriction of feature mo-
tion picture production; 2, Compul-
sory block-booking and blind-selling
of such feature pictures; 3, Owner-
ship and or control of first- and
subsequent-run theaters; 4, Unreas-
onable and oppressive protection re-

quirements in favor of producer-
controlled theaters; 5, Onerous and
oppressive sales policies such as pre-
ferred playing time, forced short
subject sales, score charges, arbi-

trary percentage allocations, etc.,

made possible by clauses one and
three above."

Frank Hornig Renamed
Baltimore — MPTO of Maryland

has re-elected Frank Hornig as
prexy.

"TlieDARKCOMMAND"
RAOUL WALSH • DIRECTOR

wilh

CLAIRE TREVOR ^ JOHN
WAYNE • WALTER PIDGEON
ROY ROGERS • GEORGE HAYES • PORTER HAll

MARJORIE MAIN • RAYMOND WAtBURN

^

/ ''"

/PICTURE
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FEWER FEATURES SEEN Short Subject Reviews
BY TRI-STATES EXEC.

Des Moines, la.—G. Ralph Bran-

ton, general manager of Tri-States

Theaters Corp., returned from an ex-

tended trip to Hollywood, predicts

better pictures because Hollywood is

"discovering- America."

Branton said that because of the

loss of foreign markets since the

outbreak of the European war, pro-

ducers have been forced to revamp
production schedules and concen-

trate on stories for the domestic

market.

"You are going to see a lot more
pictures like 'Dodge City,' 'Trail of

the Lonesome Pine.' 'Union Pacific'

and 'Virginia City'," Branton de-
clared.

If, as some producers have pre-
dicted, the double feature goes out
of existence, Branton said it will be
because fewer—and better—pictures

are going to be made.
The pictures will be fewer in num-

ber, he said, because labor is being
paid more money, actors who are
good box-office are getting larger

salaries, and more money is being
paid for good stories.

The movies are moving fast to

take their place in drawing North
and South America closer, Branton
said. The South American market
is being worked hard, he declared,

and some companies are even talk-

ing of producing movies there.

"Biscuit Eater" In Demand
Atlanta, Ga.—Fifty prints of "The

Biscuit Eater" will be delivered for

showing in more than 100 theaters,

principally in Georgia, during the

week following the world premiere
of the picture at the Albany The-
ater, Albany, on April 11, it is an-
nounced by John Kirby, local Para-
mount branch manager. Maximum
number of prints of a picture or-

dinarily handled by Kirby's office is

five.

WB Drops Hornell House
Operation of the Majestic The-

ater, Hornell, has reverted to its

local owners, Mr. and Mrs. Fred F.

Peters. Lease held by Warners ex-

pired.

Tom Gaffney Stricken

Boston—Tom Gaffney, operator of

the Casino theater at Taunton, is

dead.

What? Only Films? ? ?

Cleveland — Douglas George, manager
of the Winadeer. an Associated Theaters

circuit house, thinks he is playing a

unique policy. He regularly shows sin-

gle features, and he offers no games, no
premiums, no giveaways of any kind,

and claims to be the only local sub-
sequent run indie house playing such a

policy. Neighborhood PTA is backing
him.

"Swing With Bing"

(Produced and Directed by Herbert
Polesie and Bing Crosby)

Two-reeler 13 mins.

This is a very cute little short
which will be of interest to golf fans
because of the glimpses of some of
the game's biggest names in action,

and to picture fans because of the
tuneful warbling and merry antics of
Bing Crosby as he is without benefit
of grease paint and a script. There
is little eff"ort put forth to tell a
story. Arthur Q. Bryan, of the radio,
playing a comedy role, a dub golfer,

helps carry the audience through the
maze of big names, assisted by a
clever narration by Roger Keene.
The whole picture has the charm and
informality of a day on the greens
with good friends. Appearing, in the
film, produced by Bing Crosby and
Herbert Polesie, and photographed
well by Al Wetzel, are Ty Cobb, By-
ron Nelson, Jimmy Thompson, Bud
Ward, Walter Hagen, Clayton Heaf-
ner, Jimmy Demaret, Jug McSpaden,
Lawson Little, Ed Oliver, Frank Ro-
dia, Leo Deigel, Tony Penna, Scotty
Chisolm, former golf champion,
Henry McLemore, sports writer, and
Richard Arlen, screen-star-golfer.
An original song, "The Little White
Pill on the Little Green Hill," by
John Burke and James Monaco, as
rendered twice by Bing in the pic-
ture, should become very popular.
It's a natural Crosby number with
lots of swing. The short was made
at Crosby's Rancho Santa Fe course
with the co-operation of The Pro-
fessional Golfers Association of
America.

* commcRCiflL *

"Aristocrats of Fashion"

Al Bondv 10 Mins.

"Working on the Railroads"

"The Country Goes to the Dogs"
(Going Places No. 73)

L-niversal 9 mins.

Satisfactory

Elimination of the "clickety-clack"
sound as railroad cars speed over
the tracks due to a welding process
on -SQ-foot rails comprise the first

part of this interesting short. Reel
shows how the replacement of the
old tracks is increasing the pleasure
of i-ailroad travel. Second half of
the reel shows how dogs get expert
care in a Long Island dog hospital.

Scenes at the swanky Morris & Es-
sex dog show in New Jersey also
are shown. Dog lovers should like

this one.

Excellent Ad Short

Resplendent in the hues of Tech-
nicolor, this fashion reel,—a Roland
Reed production for the account of

the American Bemberg Corp.,—is

manna for the feminine eye and
heart. Consequently, it is a "na-
tural" for women film patrons every-
where, depicting as it does the ver-
satility, tastefulness and practicabil-

ity of rayon in the style creations of
today. The particular modes pre-
sented in the footage are those con-
ceived by the eminent Tobe, whose
designs are world-famed. While the
reel is, of course, aimed at exciting
the feminine gender, nevertheless it

is one of those rare fashion shorts
capable of interesting the male co-
terie of fans. This quality is due
both to the physical beauty of the
production itself, plus the physical
beauty of the bevy of John Powers
models displaying the garaients.
Throughout, there is smooth, natural
action which impresses even the most
professional eye with the fact that
it represents a far cry from the
stitlted, wooden-like fashion produc-
tions which, of yore, brought little

grace to film programs. "Aristo-
crats of Fashion" is, in brief, ex-
pertly styled and thoroughly in the
mode of currently advanced show-
manship. Film will be made avail-
able without cost to first-runs,—one
in each key city.

"Darkest Africa Comes to Light"

(Going Places No. 72)

Universal 9 mins.

Worth While

Rhodesia, a land carved out of

veldt and jungle, is revealed in this

informative short. Due to Cecil

Rhodes, who foresaw the possibili-

ties of the fertile plains, this coun-
try in .50 years has become a land of
rich cities and modern industries.

A panorama of this prosperous Af-
rican territory is unfolded in an in-

teresting manner. Graham Mac-
Namee narrates.

"Tree of Liberty" Start

to be Plugged by 2 Nets

start of production on Columbia's
"The Tree of Liberty," will be sig-
nalized by broadcasts on major net-
works on successive nights, the pro-
grams emanating from Williams-
burg, Va., used for location.
On Monday, NBC's "True or False"

program, in which Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, Richard Carlson, Frank Lloyd,
and pix cast will participate, will be
aired from the College of William
and Mary campus. On Tuesday, at
9 p.m., remote control broadcast is

set via CBS from the "Tree of Lib-
erty" location site. Latter will be
re-broadcast at 12:30 a.m. for West-
ern audiences.

Nortown Scale Boosted
Chicago—With B & K's Nortown

theater going into "B" week from
"C," b.o. scale has been upped from
20 to 2.5 cents for matinees and from
25 to 40 cents evenings.

Two Circuits Book "Face"
Both RKO and Skouras circuits

have booked "The Face Behind the
Scar," according to Norman Elson,
sales manager of Film Alliance of
the U. S.

MPPDA AIR PROGRAMS

GET WORLD APPLAUSE

Weekly broadcasts on American
pictures, inaugurated in six langu-
ages last July to Latin-America and
Europe over NBC and CBS short-

wave facilities "have I'thr. excep-
tionally well received H.M 'isteners

all over the world," WilTH. Hays
has informed the MPPDA board.

Scripts for the broadcasts, now in

their 40th week, are prepared by the

Hays Office Public Information De-
partment under Ken Clark's direc-

tion from material submitted by the

majors. According to Hays, the

MPPDA has been advised by one of

the nets that "the quality and quan
tity of the material thus furnisheJ
has surpassed anything of the kin|
done for us by any other indus-

try."

Hays informed his directors, "Not-
withstanding the war, a large por
tion of the letters received from for

eign listeners commented especiall;

on the movie broadcasts prepared bj
the Association."

m
Hays Office Com. Service
Dept. On Coast Active in Radi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL%

Hollywood—MPPDA's Community
Service Department here is becomj
ing increasingly active in the radic

field.

During the past year, scripts pre-

pared and distributed on request to

hundreds of community workers in-

cluded:
"Americanism the Keynote foi

1939 Pictures," "Reviewing Motior

Pictures," "Films for the Family,'

"Newsreels Cover the World," "Se-

lecting the Family Picture," "M*;
tion Picture Music," "Americana ill

Motion Pictures," "Motion Picturi

Research," "New Faces in Holly

wood," "Films from Stage Plays,'

and "Children Making Screen Mu
sic."

In addition there were man;
script based on outstanding picture:

and technical sidelights in studios.

Eastern Hoodlums Trying

to Muscle in on Extras:

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL"

Hollywood—Sheriff's office here
investigating reports that Eastei
hoodlums are trying to muscle in al|i

extras and bit players, followii

complaints said to have been filed 1
i

SAG members.

Hamden Opening Apr. 10

Hamden, Conn. — New 936-3ei

Whitney "Theater Corp. house
open next week.

'w

(Un)happy Vacation
Cincinnati—While vacationing in Flor-

ida, burglars broke into his Norwood
Theater three times, and a fire in the

stock room caused $100 loss, to Andy
Hettisheimer.
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Forecast 12 Per Cent Busmess Gain For B & K Last Year

ALLIEDWEIGHS D OTC'S CONSENT PUN
,1

Bare All Master Contracts In U. S., Mori Case Order
it '

haintiff Scores Signal Victory

in N. J. Anti-Trust

Action
Philadelphia—Plaintiff in the Mori

ijVineland, N. J.) anti-trust suit

cored a signal victory when Fed-
ral Judge W. H. Kirkpatrick ap-
pointed David Bachman a Special
laster, and announced that begin-
ning Tuesday, April 9, the plaintiff

an examine, before the master, the
ollowing books and records of the

efendants, Warner Theaters and
lajor distributors.

All clearance books, indicating

learance in the Philadelphia area

ince 1935 up to the present; all

(Continued on Page 7)

ilNSBERGlADS PARA.

STUDIO OPERATIONS

\est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
i
Hollywood— Henry Ginsberg has
;en appointed general manager of

,udio operations at Paramount. His
ppointment does not conflict with
ieorge Bagnall's work as executive

i'eneral manager of the studios.

larry Kadis Coming East

in Court Contempt Case

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After conflicting testi-

mony between Federal officials and
efendant's medical expert as to

hether it would be injurious to the
ealth of Harry Kadis, a former
. S. revenue agent, to return to

ew York to answer a charge of

bntempt of Federal Court for fail-

re of Kadis to appear to a subpoena
pfore the New York grand jury in

icome tax matter concerning Hol-
(Continiied on Page 7)

[ourt Reserves Decision

in CFI Stockholders Suit

I
New York Supreme Court Justice

Jaroll G. Walter yesterday reserved
ecision after a two-week trial in

(Continued on Page 6)

UA REMAINS
WITH MPPDA
Hays Re-elected; Wanger
New Board Member

United Artists and the MPPDA
have patched up their differences and
the distributing company will re-
main with the Hays organization, it

was indicated yesterday when Mau-
rice Silverstone, UA top executive,
was re-elected to the MPPDA board
of directors. It had been reported
that UA had sent a letter of resig-
nation to become effective March 1.

Will H. Hays was re-elected pres-
ident of the "MPPDA for the 19th
consecutive year and Walter Wanger
was added to the board, increasing
the directorate to 17, whereas 16
comprised the board previously.
The board meeting yesterday was

a continuation of the session held on
(Continued on Page 7)

Illinois Supreme Court
Nixes Willie Bioff Plea

Chicago — Application of Willie

Bioff, lATSE exec, for a writ of

supersedeas and bail, pending final de-

cision in his case, was denied yester-
day by the Illinois Supreme Court.

Counsel for Bioff immediately an-
nounced that they would file a mo-

(Continned on Page 7)

Failure to Accept May Block Suit Settlement—First

Units to Act Emphatically Opposed

—

Conn. Demands Trial
By MILTON F. LUNCH, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Department of Commerce proposals for settle-

ment of the New York equity suit via a consent decree have been
under advisement by national Allied's board of directors for

several weeks, it became known yes-
terday.
D of C action in transmitting the

proposals to Allied is regarded as
tacit admission by the Department
that Allied approval is as vital to
successful culmination of the con-
tinuing negotiations as the okay of
the Department of Justice and ac-
ceptance by the major defendants.

Allied Reaction Negative

Thus far, while no Allied board
meeting has been held and no for-

mal action taken by National Allied,
(Continued on Page 6)

$21,537,577 PROFIT

FOR EASTMAN KODAK

Eastman Kodak Co. enjoyed in

1939 the third most profitable year
in the existence of the company and
its predecessors,—a span which
commenced in 1880,—according to

the organization's annual report, re-

leased today.
Consolidated net of the company

and wholly-owned subsidiaries
(Continued on Page 6)

Nova Scotia Repeal Move
Halted by Lynn Objection

Toronto — Delay in having the
Legislature of Nova Scotia repeal
Bill 92, giving Nova Scotia Govern-
ment the power to regulate the ex-
hibition end of the film business in

that province, has occurred owing to
objections raised by E. E. Lynn,

(Contimied on Page 7)

72 Per Cent Increase in Business

In 1939 Over 1938 Seen for B & K
Bert Allenberg Named Prexy

of Artists' Managers Guild

M'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bert Allenberg has

been elected president of the Artists'

Managers Guild; Frank Vincent,
vice-prexy; John McCormick, secre-

tary, and Leiand Hayward, treas-

(Continued on Page 6)

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—Preliminaiy reports in-
dicate that B & K will show about a
12 per cent increase in business for
1939, over the previous year. In
1938, the circuit earned $1,133,159
as against $2,052,653 in 1937.

Preferred dividends of $91,427
were paid last year on the 13,061

(Continued on Page 7)

GARMES TO DIRECT

JESSEL-HECHT PIX?

Lee Garmes is slated to act as
director and head cameraman for the
Ben Hecht-George Jessel Eastern-
made picture, "Before I Die," it was
reported yesterday. Negotiations
between the Hecht-Jessel interests

and Garmes are said to have been
completed.
Garmes recently produced "Be-

(Continued on Page 7)

Leon Fromkess Appointed
Aide to Rathner at PRC

Appointment of Leon Fromkess,
former Monogram treasurer, as ex-
ecutive assistant to Harry Rathner,
president of Producers Releasing

(Continued on Page 7)

British Statement on Quota
Now Expected Next Week
London (By Cable) — The long

awaited statement by the Board of

Trade on the quota situation and do-
(Continued on Page 6)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat IQS/s IQS/g lOS/g + 1/4

Col. Picts.vtc. (21/2%) 75/8 75/8 75/8+ I/g

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 21 Vi 211/2 21 'A
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. lO^g 10'/4 10% -f- V4
East. Kodak I52V4 151 1/4 1521/4 -f 1/2

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 13 13 13 + Vi
Loew's, Inc 373/8 365/8 371/4 + 1/2

do pfd
Paramount SVa 7% 814 + %
Paramount 1st pfd... 91 1/2 91 91 1/2 + Va
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 934 91/2 934 -f 1/4

Pathe Film 12 lis/g 12 + 1/2

RKO IVs 11/8 11/8

20th Century-Fox . II34 1 1 14 llVi— Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd. 24 24 24+1
Univ. Pict. pfd 106 105 105 — 1/2

Warner Bros 37/8 35/8 3% + '4

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46.104% 1043^ 1047/8 + Vi
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. CV.31/4S47 90 877^ 90 -f 2
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 8978 8974 897/8 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts 11-16 11-16 11-16—1-16
Sonotone Corp 2i'8 17/8 21/8 -|- Va
Technicolor I51/4 15 I51/4 -1- 1/2

Trans-Lux }% 11/4 1 1/4 — Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. 5% 53^ 534
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 73 74
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 6534 673,4

Trotta and Gould Named United Artists Listing 19
to Fill Ampa Slate Gaps Producers; Neville Added

Amjja's nominating committee yes-
terday named Vincent Trotta of Ad-
.ertising Accessories, and Joe Gould
of UA, as candidates for the of-
fices of vice-president and secretary
respectively on the orRanization's
ifficial slate.

Trotta and Gould were designated
following; requests by Lou Pollack
of Universal and Kenneth Clark of

MPPDA that their own names be
withdrawn as nominees. Currently,
Trotta is Ampa vice-president and
has consented to serve another term
in office, if elected.

Elections are scheduled for April

11. Because of the necessarv inter-

val before elections, prescribed by
the constitution, there will be no

Ampa meeting- today, it was asserted

by President Paul Lazarus, Jr.

Indies' Giveaways Bring

Price Cuts as a Counter

St. Louis—As a competitive move,
occasioned by indie resort to give-
aways, some houses in the St. Louis
Amusement Co. string have slashed
their prices. A few triple feature
programs also ax'e being used.

Bank Night Decision Held

Favorable Despite Reverse

Des Moines, la.—Theater opera-

tors using Bank Night view as fav-

orable a Iowa Supreme Court opin-

ion involving a dispute over a $275

prize, although the high tribunal re-

versed a trial court which absolved

the theater from paying the claim

and ordered a new trial.

Exhib. angle is the Supreme Court
based its decision on a previous case

which held that Bank Night was not

a lottery. The court could have held

that Bank Night was a lottery and
upset the present setup.

In the present case, Mrs. Ruth
St. Peter of Jefferson, la., sought
the $275 prize from the Pioneer
Theater Corp. Iowa Theater at Jef-

ferson.

Court Refuses to Dismiss

Waldo Anti-Trust Suit

Addition of Neville E. Neville,

English producer, to the United Ar-
tists roster, the company is listing

19 producers to date for the 1940-

41 season. Neville recently formed
Aurora Pictures, Ltd., having for-

merly been associated with Aldwych
Productions, and will make three pic-

tures.

Mary Pickford is listed among the

19 producers although she has no
production plans for this season. The
others include Charles Chaplin, Sam-
uel Goldwyn, David 0. Selznick,

Walter Wanger, Hal Roach, Edward
Small, Sol Lesser, Ernst Lubitsch,

David Loew, Richard Rowland,
James Roosevelt. Gabriel Pascal,

Armand Denis, Aldwych Productions.

Neville E. Neville, John Ford and
World Windows.
"An Englishman's Home," which

was made by Neville, will be re-

leased in the U. S, by Columbia un-

der the title of "Invasion." but will

be released elsewhere by UA.

Boston — Motion brought by
Loew's, Inc., RKO and 20th Centui-y-

Fox seeking dismissal of the $250,-

000 anti-monopoly litigation brought
against them and other major dis-

tributors by George S. Ryan, attor-

ney for the Waldo Theater Corp.,

operating the new Waldoboro, Me.,
theater, has been dismissed by the
Federal District Court sitting at
Portland, Me.

M. P. Film Editors Win
10 Per Cent Wage Tilt

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Members of the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Film Editors
have been granted a 10 per cent
wage increase retroactive to Feb. 20.

In the event the lATSE unions re-

linquish their 10 per cent wage in-

crease, the editors also agreed to

rescind their pay checks.

Single Feature on Tele
NBC's television program for next

week sees feature fihns down to one—"Rainbow's End," Hoot Gibson
western, to be televised April 13 as
a night event.

Maurice Silverstone, head of United

Artists, yesterday announced that

"Rebecca" was one of the biggest

grossing pictures the coinpany has

had in its 20 years of operations.

Browne, Radway in St. Louis

Seeking Local 143 Adjustment

St. Louis — George E. Browne,
lATSE prexy, and Joseph Radway,
its general counsel who also repre-

sents the A F of L, are in St. Louis

in an effort to reach a settlement

with the new officers of Local 143 of

the differences that resulted in the

ousters of John P. Nick and Clyde
A. Weston from control of the Local.

In the event a settlement is

reached as to the status of projec-

tionists now employed in certain

Fanchon & Marco theaters, picket
lines in front of those houses will

be withdrawn in a few days.
It is understood that under no

circumstances will the anti-Nick
faction accept any settlement that
would permit Nick and Weston to
resume control of the Local, but it

is possible some compromise may be
worked out as to the $48,399 Circuit
Judge Oakley ordered Nick and Wes-
ton to pay to the Local.

Examine Montague Today
in Gov't Equity Action

Adolph Zukor will appear tomor-
row in the Federal Court for ques-
tioning by Paul Williams, special
assistant attorney general, in the
Government's equity suit. Abe Mon-
tague, Columbia sales manager, will

testify today.

cominG nno Goinc

SIDNEY R. KENT and MRS. KENT returnt
yesterday from Florida.

LOUIS D. FROHLICH returns to New Yoi
today from the Midwest.

ARTHUR KELLY is vacationing in Bermuda.

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' Western ai

Southern sales manager, has retuy t- from
two weeks' trip through this terri^'iste

GEORGE MURPHY and his wife '^are at t^

Sherry Netherland.

LUPE VELEZ arrives here Saturday for a p.;

at the Paramount next week.

JOAN CRAWFORD plans a New York vaca
tion the latter part of this month.

VINTON FREEDLEY leaves for a Florida vacj
tion tomorrow.

Soundmen Threaten to Call

Strike at Republic Studios

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Soundmen's Local 659

has notified Republic that unless it

meets the Local's tei'ms by Monday
morning Republic soundmen will be
called out on strike.

Court Orders Night Session

in Buffalo Bingo Tria

Buffalo—Seeking to expedite th
Bingo trial of Old Vienna, InQ
charged with violating the state I(J
tery laws. County Judge George S
Rowe ordered a night session la?
night.
During the day the prosecutio

placed on the stand four policeme:
and a woman. The latter told o
winning $60 in one Bingo game. Sh
testified the $1 admission alway
was paid when she went to the form
er Gaiety Theater housing Old Vien
na on Bingo nights.

Patrolman Arthur J. Pesch testi
fied he entered the theater on Nov
17, 18 and 20, bought a $1 ticket eaci
time, sat through the motion picture
and played his Bingo card, but didn'
win a prize. He said the winner
drew various sums of money am
turkeys. The patrolmen said th
money distributed as prizes rangei
between $500 and $600.

Mother of Scott Dunlap
Dead; Coast Rites Heli

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
^

Hollywood—Funeral services tool
place on Tuesday in the Hollywood
Cemetery Chapel for Mrs. Louisi
Dunlap, 80, former musical comedi
and vaudeville singer, and mother I
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president I

charge of production for Monograi|
Mrs. Dunlap died here last Sund;

at her home, 5734 Carleton Wa;
following a long illness.

FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Tostar
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL
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THE NEW
CAPITOL

HIT!
'"Broadway Melody of

1940', another M-G-M
lavish musical splash

. . . Eleanor Powell and
Fred Astaire dance bril-

liantly . . . Cole Porter's

music is worthy of his

genius, and the settings

and costumes are as

striking and effective as

any we've seen."
—Herald Tribune

UL

"M-G-M's 'Broad-
wayMelodyof 1940',
melodious, sensa-
tional; funny gags
throughout. The
kind of merry musi-

cal movie which can
not miss." —Post

"Astaire and Powell new dancing
team in a happy musical. One of the

pleasantest in a long, long time . .

.

replete with good music by Cole
Porter." -Mirror

"Even M-G-M hasn't done a better

musical unless it was 'Great Zieg-

feld'." —Brooklyn Eagle

"Gay, lively ... A treat of major
proportions." —Daily Newt

"Audience enthusiastic. Gay and
sparkling entertainment."

— World-Telegram

"It's good to welcome Fred Astaire,

Eleanor Powell and George Murphy
back to the screen. Big musical
numbers, with laughs and expert

dancing."' —Sun

"Superior... Mr. Astaire's rhythmic
arabesques even more fascinatingly

intricate than ever before! Miss
Powell blends in beautifully."

— Times

"Handsome, racy and tuneful . . .

the routines leave you gasping with
their brilliance. Effervescent screen

entertainment." —Journal-American

FRED
II

ASTAIRE ELEANOR POWELL
in BROADWAY MELODY of 1940"
GEORGE MURPHY • FRANK MORGAN • IAN HUNTER
FLORENCE RICE • LYNNE CARVER . Screen Play by Leon
Gordon and George Oppenheimer • Lyrics and music by Cole Porter

Directed byNORMANTAUROG • Produced byJACKCUMMINGS
Capitol, B'way & 5 1 st St. Major Edward Bowes, Mng. Dir. DeertopenlOA.M.

Plenty of newspaper space brings results at the Capitoll



M-G-M's GREATEST TRANSi

MULE
//

WALLACE BEERY, star of

M-G-M's giant dramatic thriller

20 MULE TEAM'' launches this

amazing promotional triumph
in Los Angeles today!
Greater than M-G-M's world-famed "Trackless Train"!

Greater than M-G-M's sensational Travelling Motion
Picture Studio! Today M-G-M once more electrifies the

industry with another nationwide showmanship scoop!



Continental tour

TEAM
//

T AY! Starting

from Los Angeles
on its way across

America!

Wallace Beery

as Skinner

Bill Bragg,
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D OF G CONSENT PLAN

WEIGHED BY ALLIED

(Continued fom Page 1)

the Allied reaction has been distinct-

ly negative. Both Independent Ex-
hibitors, Inc., the New England unit,

and Allied Theater Owners of Con-
necticut have gone on record as em-
phatically opposed to a consent de-

cree.

It is understood that national Al-

lied headquarter.^ has received other

individual views from Allied lead-

ers, but these have not been divulged,

liending unit action.

Connecticut Allied, at a meeting
in New Haven Tuesday, adopted by
unanimous vote a resolution expres-

sing "unalterable opposition" to a

consent decree and declaring "in

favor of the Government prosecut-

ing to the fullest extent the case

against the motion picture monop-
oly."

The resolutions were transmitted

to Thurman Arnold, Assistant At-

torney General and chief of the

D of J anti-trust division, with the

added significant statement, "Our
views regarding any possible set-

tlement are expressed by our Gen-

eral Counsel, Abram Myers."

Myers Maintains Silence

Myers, however, has made no com-

ment upon the D of C proposals and

is not expected to do so until formal

action is taken by Allied's board,

"if and when."
This much, observers believe, is

certain: Failure of Allied to go along

with the settlement move, whether

by consent decree or some other

avenue, virtually precludes accept-

ance of the D of C proposals—fully

and authoritatively outlined in The
Film Daily last Friday and Monday

—by Arnold and his superior. At-

torney General Robert Jackson.

D of J's 100 to 1 Shot

Coincidentally, one high-ranking

Justice Dept. official told The Film

Daily he would gamble 100 to 1 the

New York case ^\ill be tried, adding

that if any settlement is effected it

will come after May 1 when the

case is scheduled to go to trial.

"We have never postponed a suit

due to negotiations for settlement,

he said.

AL€Ne THE

H^lTfi PtilL yH. DALYi

$21,537,577 PROFIT

FOR EASTMAN KODAK

IVeely Has His Own
Cabinet Selections

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sen. Matthew M. Neely,

D W. Va., proponent for anti-block-

booking and blind-selling legislation,

may or may not have the Presidential

bug. but he told a luncheon group at

Monongah in his home state this week

that if he were in the White House, he'd

make John L. Lewis secretary of the

Navy and World's Champ, Joe Louis,

secretary of War.
Observers on Capitol Hill point out

that as a Cabinet maker, Neely seems

to have derived inspiration from a speech

made here in January by William Mather

Lewis at the Alfalfa Club dinner. Lat-

ter proposed an all-Lewis cabinet, with

Joe as war secretary and John L. as labor

secretaiy.

T T
• • • THE musical score that Arthur Honegger distinguished

French composer wrote for Marcel Pagnol's "Harvest" will

have its world radio premiere tomorrow night over WOR under

Alfred Wallenstein's baton And thereby hcmgs a little story

When Charles Johrblum was cutting the lilm he liked the music so

much that he wrote to Honegger suggesting a concert ver-

sion Honegger accepted the idea the concert version being

essentially the same arrangement used in the film If 'will be pub-

lished as "Suite from the Motion Picture Harvest"

T T
• • • LOOKS as though the 11th annual dance and

entertainment o/ the Press Photographers Association of

New York at the Hotel Astor a week jrom tomorrow

night will drain Broadway of its celebs Dated up to

appear already are John and Elaine Barrymore, Eddie Can-

tor. Ruth Gordon, George Jessel Joan Edwards, Milton Berle,

Henny Youngman, Adrienne Ames, Harry Heshfield Kate

Smith, Nick Kenny, Julie Haydon. Bob Ripley, Lew Lehr

Wynn Murray, Fred Waring, Arthur Boran, William Gaxton,

Marion Pierce Benay Venuta, Don Popikoff, Molly Picon,

Clyde Hager Dinah Shore, Bert Wheeler, Benny Baker, Ella

Fitzgerald, Teddy Wilson Will we be seein yuh, too?

T T T
• • • AS an example of smart timing we nominate the

decision of W. Ray Johnston, Eddie Golden, et al to stage the

1940 Monogram sales convention in Dallas this month on the

very heels of the national Variety Clubs conclave Call it the Show-

man's Perfect Blend 100 proof Business and Pleasure. . .

• Book oi the Month Club's June selection is announced as "I

Married Adventure" title of which is identical with that of Osa John-

son's new Columbia picture

Beatrice Votes Sunday
Films at 6th Election

Beatrice, Neb.—Sunday shows, an
issue for the sixth time in 10 years
in this Nebraska key town of 10,000,

hauled interested citizens to the
polls here Tuesday in city election

and vote was 2,472 to 1,873 for the
proposal to open the box-offices to

Sunday trade.

Beatrice is one of the biggest
towns west of the Mississippi River
to hold out so long against open
Sundays, yet it's a very movie-con-
scious place and has been ever since

giving a native son, Robert Taylor,
to the screen.
Sunday shows have been more

than an election issue, and for the
past several months, many of the
leases in the town have been made
subject to whether or not open Sun-
days carried at the polls. Holders
of leases agreed to pay more if the
vote -went over this time.

Calais, Me.—Local voters rejected
Sunday motion pictures by a vote
of nearly two to one at the annual
city election.

Court Reserves Decision

in CFI Stockholders Suit

(.Continued fioni Page 1)

the minority stockholders' suit
against Consolidated Film Indus-
tiies. Inc., Republic Pictures of Dela-
ware, Setay Co., CBS and Cajo Co.
The plaintiffs claimed during trial

that Consolidated lost approximatelv
$2,000,000 in deals with Republic
and CBS.

Bert Allenberg Named Prexy

of Artists' Managers Guild

(Continued from Page 1)

urer. These with Charles Feldman
comprise the executive committee.
Bill Woolfenden will represent as-
sociate members at meeting of this
committee.

EF Application April 10

Application to set aside the desig-
nation of James A. Davidson as
trustee of Educational Films w-as
adjourned yesterday to April 10.

(Continued f-otn Page 1)

amounted in 1939 to $21,537,577,
equal to $8.55 per common share,

after deducting dividends paid on
preferred. This compares %vith 1938
consolidated net of $17,339,40?,^ or

.$7.54 per share. hstej
Total consolidated sales 6j. 4he

company and wholly-owned subsid-

iaries in 1939 amounted to $140,-

331,990, an increase of 9.4 per cent

over 1938 when sales were $128,-

262,832.
The report discloses that the ama-

teur photographic field led total

sales with 33 per cent, professional

and commercial bracket accounting
for 21 per cent; motion picture

film, negative and positive for the
motion picture industry, 16 per cent;

cellulose acetate products, 14 per
cent ;

photographic accessories,
6 per cent; chemicals, 6 per cent;

and miscellaneous, 4 per cent.

Sales of the company and wholly
owned subsidiaries in the U. S. were
$104,470,778, equivalent to a 17 per

cent increase over 1938. Sales of

foreign subsidiary companies and
branches (exclusive of those located

in Germanv) amounted to $35,861,-

212 in 1939 as against $38,995,828

in 1938. Depreciation in the value

of foreign currencies accounts, it is

asserted, for this loss, which is de-

scribed as not appreciable.

Pursuant to the approval given by
the Eastman directorate on March
13, last, for the issuance of 225,092

shares of common at a price of

$127.50 per share, the report dis-

closed that 98.27 per cent of the

shares offered were subscribed for

on warrants issued to the stock-

holders, with the small balance taken

up by the under-mriters.

British Statement on Quota

Now Expected Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

mestic production was deferred yes-

terday until next week. In all prob-

ability, the announcement will be

made on Tuesday.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 4

Harold B. Franklin

Agnes Ayres

Carmel Myers

Al Lichtman

Rosemary Lane

Gene Reynolds

Richard Rosson
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BARE MASTER PACTS,

IS MORI CASE ORDER

{Continued from Page 1)

master contracts throughout the
United States between the defen-
dants; all records relating' to ac-

quisition of theaters by Stanley-
Warner in this area, with names,
lo(^^y ns, dates, etc., and specific

qut ons to be answered.

Defense Can Quiz Gene Mori

The defense is also allowed to ex-

amine Eugene Mori, one of the plain-

tiffs. Manager Herbert Lubin, and
all records of the plaintiff's.

Date of trial has now been set

back to May 6.

The defense attorneys particular-

ly fought against introduction of

,a]l master contracts in the country,

'as it believed that this is the first

time, aside from the Government's
equity case, that this had been al-

lowed by the Coui't.

The plaintiff's attorney maintained
that this was necessary to prove
tthe alleged monopoly and splitting

iup of operation centers by the de-

fendants throughout the U. S.

Settlement Talked, but Doubted

Bachman, prominent referee in

bankruptcy, will act as special mas-
!ter and will decide on all arguments
jthat might arise during the course

iof the inspection of the records. In-

Ispection will be made in his office.

Gossip here is to the effect there

is still possibility of a settlement,

but those close to the situation state

that Mori, operating the Landis at

Vineland, is determined to see the

whole matter through.

Leon Fromkess Appointed

Aide to Rathner at PRC

(Continued from Page 1)

Corp., was reported yesterday. Pro-

lucers Releasing Corp. is new name
)f Producers Distributing Co.,

ihange being effected recently.

Company also plans to move from
its present quarters into the Para-

lount building the latter part of this

onth, it was said.

IPathe Film Stockholders'

Meeting Set for April 30

Annual meeting of the Pathe Film
!orp. stockholders has been set for

-pril 30 in room 735, RCA Building,

d, 2 p.m., it was learned last night,

^'rincipal business before the meet-
ing is the election of the board of

jdirectors, with entire board up for

ite-election, with no indication any
phange will occur in the present di-

rectorate.

Camerons In Dual Suicide
Boynton, Fla.—Bodies of Charles

It. "Pop" Cameron and his wife were
discovered in an auto here by their

daughter, Helen. Camerons were of

the Four Camerons, vaudeville head-
liners for years. On vaudeville's

fadeout, Cameron operated the De-
iwitt Night Club at Syracuse, N. Y.,

for a time. Official decision was
dual suicide.

One Weeh's Attendance at Toronto Theater
Brings Enough Giveaways to Furnish Hotise

Toronto—Height of giveaway and premium activity for any theater either in Tor-
onto or in Ontario has been achieved by the Queen Theater, local nabe, which is doing
a land office business. Every week at the Queen, dinner-set pieces are given
on Mondays and Tuesdays; on Wednesdays, the giveaways include satin comforters, fine
tablecloths, electric toasters, wool blankets, fancy mops and glass sets; on Thursadys
and Fridays, hosiery Is given; on Saturday nights, the giveaways include five-piece steel

bridge sets, silverware, table lamps, electric irons, wicker hampers and smoking stands,
and at the Saturday matinees for children, free candy is the lure.

FORECAST 12% BIZ

GAIN FOR B& KIN '39

Harry Kadis Coming East Nova Scotia Repeal Move
in Court Contempt Case Halted by Lynn Objection

(Continued from. Page 1)

lywood figures, Kadis agreed to leave
the Coast Friday and to be in New
York next Wednesday.
Agreement was made because of

long distance telephone conversa-
tions before the hearing between
Kadis's counsel and Assistant U. S.

Attorney Kostelantz at which time
Kostelantz agreed to try to quash
the contempt charge and expedite
Kadis's questioning and his return
to the Coast.

A $500 bond was posted with the
U. S. Court Commissioner David
Head to guarantee Kadis's appear-
ance in New York.

UA to Remain Member
of the Hays Organization

(Continued from Page 1)

March 25 when Hays issued his an-
nual report.

Elected directors were Bai'ney
Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack
Cohn, Cecil B. de Mille, E. W. Ham-
mons, E. B. Hatrick, Will H. Hays
(chairman), F. L. Herron, Sidney R.
Kent, Sol Lesser, Hal Roach, George
J. Schaefer, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Maurice Silverstone, Walter Wanger,
Albert Warner and Harry M. War-
ner.

General industry problems were
considered at yesterday's meeting.

D. E. Griffiths to Direct

Sales of GWTW in Britain

"Gone With the Wind" will have
its British premiere in three London
theaters on April 18, it was learned
yesterday. D. E. Griffiths, former
Warner Bros.-First National mana-
ger in London, has been appointed
by M-G-M to supervise the sales of

the picture in England.
The opening will be held simul-

taneously in the Empire, Ritz and
Palace Theaters, policies calling for
two shows a day at the Ritz and
Palace and continuous shows at the
Empire.
Admission prices at the Empire

and the Ritz will be, under the nor-
mal rate of exchange, 87 cents for
matinees and $1.12 for evenings. At
the Palace, the top price will be
$3.12.

Chi. La Salle to Pass?

Chicago—Demolition of the LaSalle
Theater building, now under consid-
eration, would leave the Jones, Lin-
ick & Schaefer circuit with only two
Loop houses, the Oriental and Mc-
Vicker's.

(Continued from Page 1)

Strand Theater, Sydney, N. S., who,
although a member of the Nova
Scotia Conciliation Board, now takes
the stand that the independents in

Nova Scotia need the protection of

such a statute.

Recently, the independents held a
meeting and requested the repeal of

Bill 92, believing it had served its

purpose in view of the fact that the
conciliation plan set up as an alter-

native during the best part of a year
had worked out satisfactorily.

Illinois Supreme Court
Nixes Willie Bioff Plea

(Continued from Page 1)

shares of seven per cent preferred
stock outstanding and $1 a share
on the 264,206 shares of common
stock.

A small amount of serial notes,

bank-held, are being paid off rapidly.

Both common and preferred stocks
of the company are strong, the cur-

rent market is from 55 to 60 for
the common and 106 bid for the pre-

ferred. Very little stock is changing
hands, according to a leading Chi-

cago broker who has been unable
to obtain stock to fill standing or-

ders.

B & K is calling all seven per cent

preferred stock at 110 and accrued
dividends on May 31. Funds will be
provided mainly through a bank
loan.

The annual stockholders meeting
will be held here next month.

(Continued from Page 1)

tion with the Court to reconsider.

Unless the latter is acted upon be-

fore Monday, when Bioff is to ap-

pear before Judge John Prystalski in

Criminal Court, the labor leader

must serve out his sentence, it is

said.

Garmes To Direct Eastern

Pix for Jessel and Hecht

(Continued from Page 1)

yond Tomorrow" for RKO, a picture

which originally was scheduled for

production in New York but later

was shifted to Coast studios. "Be-
fore I Die" is to be made at the Bio-

graph studio and will be released by
Columbia.

THE DOCTOR

TAKES A

PULSE . .

.

LORETTA

1^

YOUNG -MILLAND

Screen play by George Seaton and Ken Englund

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • Produced by William Perlberg

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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OF ANY TRAVEL SUBJECT stej
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3ritisli Exhibitors in Drive for Lower Film Rentals

9 OF C'STLAN no substitute FOR BIL-NEELY

L). S. Gets Order For Subpoena Service On Witnesses
-Jodkinson, Rowland, Chad-

wick Among 14 to be

Called to Testify
I The Government yesterday took a
jDng step in its preparation for

tial of the New York equity suit

Irhen it obtained an order from Fed-
'ral Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
srhich directed the U. S. marshal to

(erve subpoenas upon 14 witnesses

lor their appearance at the start of

he trial on May 1. It was also

earned that over 100 subpoenas will
(^Continued on Page 3)

LASKY'SYlTFiLM

I AS WARNER RELEASE

}yest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

\

Hollywood—Jack L. Warner yes-
terday announced the conclusion of

im agreement with Jesse L. Lasky
whereby Lasky will produce "The
^.mazing Story of Sergeant Alvin C.

aork" at the Burbank studios in as-

1

(Continued on Page 6)

powdin, Blumberg Renamed
by Two Universal Boards

Boards of directors of both Uni-
\ /ersal Corp. and Universal Pictures

I
Co. yesterday re-elected all officers

'of both corporations.
, Universal Corp.'s officers are J.

{Continued on Page 6)

Hot Dog! : ! !

Albany, Ca.—Paramount will put on
the dog, literally, for the world pre-
miere of its "The Biscuit Eater" at the
Albany Theater next Thursday. Twenty-
four blue blooded hunters, evenly split

as to sex, will be decked out in formal
attire and, escorted by local dignitaries,

will ride in state to the opening, a la

Hollywood. Also in good, old Hollywood
custom, there will be 40 or 50 every day
mutts in fan and autograph seeker roles

awaiting them at the theater. Mayor
W. B. Haley will welcome the hounds.
Canines will see the pix and then have
a buffet supper of bones, biscuits and
water in the lobby.

P. S.—Para. Is arranging for a "large
special fireplug at the curb."

'^If There Must he Gov^t Regulation, Let
B of Che Agency,'' \iew of MPTOA Prexy

Columbus, Miss.—Proposals for trade reforms through the instrumentality

of a consent decree in the Government's New York equity action, including

Federal representation on a three-man commission administering the arbitration

machinery, brought this reaction yesterday from Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy:

"I am opposed to all Governmental regulation of our industry, but if we
must have it, the Department of Commerce is the proper agency."

Michigan Construction Boom Grows;

Plans Disclosed for 6 More Houses
Detroit — Six new theaters are

to be erected in Michigan in addi-

tion to the dozen or more already
planned around Detroit and prev-

iously reported.
Wisper & Wetsman, who are cur-

rently starting construction of the

Royal in partnership with United
Detroit Theaters, will start work at

once on a new 1,500-seat house in

the west end suburb of Dearborn,
hall a mile west of their present
Calvin Theater. Charles N. Agree
is the architect.

In addition, United Detroit The-
aters signed a 15-year lease for

the new 1000-seat house to be erected

in Birmingham by the new Bloom-
field Theater Corp. Plans for this

(Continued on Page 8)

Retention of British Quota
and Admish Taxes Forecast

There will be no change in the
present status of the British Quota
and there is little likelihood that the

Government will agree to exhibitors'

petitions for reductions in admission
taxes or representations for reduc-
tions in film hire in the opinion of

Harry Curry, British distributor and
(Continued on Page 6)

One-Third of Columbia's

Customers Buy 100 Per Cent

Only 33 per cent of Columbia's
customers buy 100 per cent of the

season's product, A. Montague, Co-
lumbia sales manager, declared yes-

terday at his examination in the
Government's equity suit. Montague
disputed a Government inference
that exhibitors were compelled to

(Continued on Page 5)

Senator Sees No "Enduring

Benefits"; Opposes Five-

Feature Blocks
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^Department of Com-

merce proposal for a settlement of
the Government's New York equity
suit against the majors struck an-
other major snag here yesterday
when Sen. Matthew M. Neely, D.,

W. Va., turned thumbs down.
Neely, who said he had obtained

a copy of the draft submitted by the
Department of Commerce as a ten-

tative consent decree from "an au-
thoritative source," declared that,

"If this copy should be agreed upon
as the basis of a consent decree, no
enduring benefits would follow com-

(Continued on Page 6)

GROUP THEATER WILL

SEEK FILM FINANCING

CEA General Council Will Get Rental

Course of Action at Meet Next Week
"Our Town's" Premiere

at Music Hall May 24

"Our Town," produced by Sol Les-
ser for UA release, will have its

world premiere at the Radio City
Music Hall on May 24. Pix is now
in the cutting room.

London (By Cable) — Exhibitor
agitation here for lower film rentals

is scheduled to crystallize into defi-

nite action next Wednesday when
the General Purposes Committee of

the CEA will report a definite course
of action to the General Council.

Rentals have been moving upwards
(Continued on Page S)

For the first time since the Group
Theater was formed, that organiza-
tion will seek a finance alliance with
motion picture interests of Holly-

wood, whereby a major producing
company would back Broadway plays,

(Continued on Page 3)

Slot Machine Projectors

Said in Development Stage

The nickel-in-the-slot film projec-

tion machines to be introduced under
Roosevelt-Mills auspices are "mere-
ly in the development stage," ac-

(Continued on Page 5)

Mass Tele Protest
Radio and television retailers are plan-

ning a mass protest of the FCC's action

in barring limited tele commercialization

when hearings reopen in Washington
next Monday, it is learned. The groups

are aroused over the speech made by
Chairman James L. Fly Tuesday when he

defended the FCC move. While there is

no announcement as to the plan to be

followed, it w'as learned that the re-

tailers will offer a joint protest at the

inquiry.

wjmn
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THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Pot 0' Gold" Air Show
to Change Giveaway Plan

Horace Heidt's "Pot 0' Gold" air
show will modify its present format
starting with the April 30 broadcast,
but will continue the "telephone
technique," and prize money, an ex-
ecutive of Stack-Goble Advertising
Agency, which handles the account
for Tums, disclosed yesterday. Pres-
ent plans call for the elimination of
the wheel device in the weekly $1,-
000 award show, but it was said
that this arrangement may not be
final as other changes have also been
considered.

There have been consistent reports
of possible changes in the show
because of Department of Justice
and other inquries. Lewis-Howe Co.,
sponsors it Tuesdav, 8:30-9 p.m. on
NBC Red.

Pollock vs. Bamberger
for Presidency of Ampa

Opposition slate for the forthcom-
ing Ampa election was announced
yesterday, with Louis Pollock nomi-
nated to run for president in oppo-
sition to Leon Bamberger, candidate
for president on the slate picked by
the regular nominating committee.
Other candidates on the slate are
the same as the regular ticket -mth
the further exception of the nomina-
tion of Rutgers Neilson to oppose
Paul Benjamin for a post on the
board of directors.

Defer Anti-Neely Radio

Show Till After Hearings

Radio campaign against the Neely
Bill will be withheld until after the
public hearings in Washington, it

was learned yesterday. If the bill is

reported out of committee, advocates
of the air campaign are of the opin-
ion that the programs will have more
weight with House members. In
any event, it was said, the plan to

use the radio in the drive against
the Neely Bill has not been dis-

carded.

A. H. Blank's Tri-States

Expanding in Des Moines

Des Moines—Expanding here, Tri-
States Theater Corp. has closed a
partnership deal with Lewis L. Lepo-
vitz involving the Iowa Theater,
East Des Moines. Deal gives the
A. H. Blank outfit its ninth local

house and first in the East Des
Moines area.

Tri-States also will build a new
nabe in East Des Moines in the Fall.

The Iowa will be renovated and re-
equipped.

"Russell" and "Maryland"
Release Dates Moved Up

Reshuffling of release dates by the

20th-Fox slaes department yester-

day moved up two of the company's
forthcoming sjiecials. "Lillian Rus-
sell" was moved forward to a May
24 release date, originally being
scheduled for release on June 14,

and "Maryland" will be released July
5 instead of July 19.

Release .schedule for May, June
and July now stands as follows:

May 3, "So This Is London"; May
10, "I Was An Adventuress"; May
17, "On Their Own"; May 24, "Lil-

lian Russell"; and May 31, "Mar-
riage In Transit" (temporary title).

June 5, "Earthbound"; June 14,

"Four Sons"; June 21, "Charlie

Chan's Murder Cruise" and June 28,

"Lucky Cisco Kid."
Julv 5, "Marvland"; July 12, "Girl

In 313"; July 19. "Sailors' Lady"
and July 26, no release.

Sue for Negatives' Loss

In Storage House Blaze

Charging the loss of 13 negatives
by reason of the defendant's negli-

gence, Atherton Productions, Inc.,

Peck's Bad Boy Corp., Serial Pro-
ducing Corp., and Principal Pic-

tures Corp., filed suit yesterday in

the New York Supreme Court
against Twei-itieth Century-Fox Film
Corp. and De Luxe Laboratories, Inc.

Atherton seeks $42,864 damages;
Peck's, $29,700; Serial, $4,768; and
Principal, $5,014. Loss of negatives
was allegedlv caused in a fire on
July 9, 1937, at defendants' film

storage house in Little Ferry, N. J.

Ann Rosenthal, Former GN
Counsel, Now Cal. Lawyer

Ann Rosenthal, former counsel for
Grand National Films in New York,
has passed the California bar ex-
aminations and will be sworn in as an
attorney today, she has informed
friends here. Miss Rosenthal has
been with the William Morris office

in Beverly Hills as an assistant to
Harry Friedman since November.

Fred Leahy Quits Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Leahy, who has

been with Paramount for the past
14 years, has resigned as produc-
tion control manager. He is succeed-
ed by T. T. Glennon who will be
studio manager.

1S60
Broadway

BRvANT 9-4153-4

cominG nno coind

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK has returned f.

Florida.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK and WILLIAM COE
are expected here from the Coast in about '

weeks.

ARTHUR JACOBSON, head of Paramot
ent department, arrives here Sunday fotp ,h

stay.

NAT WACHSBERCER, vice-president of F

Alliance, has returned from Europe.

RAY MILLAND and ELLEN DREW arrive h

Monday morning for a guest appearance on
Kate Smith show next week.

THUNDER CLOUD. Indian actor, flew b

to Hollywood last night.

HAROLD CLURMAN, director of the Gr
Theater, left yesterday for the Coast.

FRED LANGE. Paramount's continental Europ;
manager, and LEWIS BUDDY, Paramount Nev —
head for the continental division, sail tomoii

row on the Washington for their respectik

posts.

PETE
Beach.

HARRISON returns today from Pali

AL STEFFES is in Washington.

SAM FORMAN, of the Grand and DeIrs

Theaters, Detroit, is in town.

DAVE IDZAL of the Fox Theater, Detroi
has returned to his home after a brief sta

in New York.

M. RICHEY has returned from PhlladelH.

phia.

JOE PASTERNAK and LOU POLLACK wei
due back last night from Washington.

A. H. BLANK returned to Des Moines Ia9

night.

JOE ROSENBERG and AARON STEIN. Allie
attorneys in the Chicago Adelphi trust sui

case, are in the East for conferences.

Jones Heads Entertainment
Com. for Allied Conclave

Chicago—Jack Kirsch, prexy a

Illinois Allied, yesterday appointei

Johnny Jones as chairman of th(

entertainment committee for thi

June national Allied convention here

Van Nomikos was designated chair!

man of the housing committee. Othffl

chairmen will be named over th<

week-end.

//
GIVE ME

Pick up your phone
1

and express the]

preference of dis-
^j

criminating advertis-

ers who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK
Telephone COIumbuj 5-6741
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.j.S. SUBPOENA ORDER

fOR EQUITY WITNESSES

(Continued fiom Pat/e 1)

e issued for other witnesses within

^he next few weeks.
The Government order was ch-

ained on an affidavit of Special As-

isl__^ Attorney General Paul Wil-
' diryj /\vho stated "that the testi-

lony of said witnesses is material
ind necessary in the trial of the

uit, and without the testimony of

-aid witnesses the U. S. can not
afely proceed to trial." Those
amed in the order were

:

if William W. Hodkinson, Carlsbad,

alif.; Richard Rowland, Los An-
cles; T. L. Tally, Los Angeles; I.

;. Chadwick, Hollywood; Chris Lam-
los, Farrell, Pa.; Joseph, William

i;nd Al Weiss, McKeesport, Pa.; Wil-
am D. Davis, Triangle Theater,
ittsburgh; Thomas A. Gilbert, New
akland Theater, Pittsburgh; Charles
[orse, Boston; H. A. Batastini, Al-
ine Theater, Punxsutawney, Pa.; M.
. Ouslander, Pinebrook Theater,
cranton; and Harry Stahl, Nu Luna

i

heater, Sharon, Pa.
fi The order to subpoena witnesses
required under the Federal Code

:' Procedure, because the witnesses
;side over 100 miles from the place
' trial. Other witnesses, who live

aarer to the court will be served
iithout a prerequiste permissive
•der.

New Title for "Flotsam"?
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David L. Loew and
Ibert Lewin, who will make Erich
aria Remarque's "Flotsam" as
eir first UA release, conferred with
Raymond Everitt, vice-president
Little, Brown & Co. regarding a
ssible title change.

Cortez on "No Exit"
. v/ Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stanley Cortez is pho-

' graphing "No Exit," at Universal,
le picture is being directed by
larles Lamont and the cast in-

ades Wallace Ford, Donald Woods,
athryn Adams and Mona Barrie.

Besf wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 5

Spencer Tracy Estelle Bradley
Melvyn Douglas Mike Simmons

APRIL 6
Walter Huston J. C. Nugent
Dudley Nichols Arthur Cozine

APRIL 7

Irene Castle Neal Hart
Walter Winchell Gavin Gordon

ALCNG THE

WITH riilL M. DALTi

• • • WHO should bob into our oiiice yes'day but Fred Perry

and we don't mean the tennis player although the Fred

Perry we mean has certainly shown some excellent net results (forgive

the pun) managing plus publicizing pix houses Down Bing-

hamton way. Mister Fred Perry has carved a nice niche of prestige for

himself as a guy who knows both how to run a house and

to head herds of folk toward the b.o to lamp 'most ony kinda

film attraction In short, he's a go-getter who gets 'em to go.

T T T
• • • THIS corner has vivid recollections of Mister Perry

in the days when he was serving under the banner of

Kornblite & Cohen whose houses eventually found their way
into the Mike Comerford camp with Dave Cohen as asso-

ciate 'Twas in those days that Mister Perry began a bevy of

brilliant ballyhoos which really put the "Bing" in Binghamton

How'd he do it? Savvy and initiative, yes but

more than that —free rein His employers operated on

the wise theory that a theaterman should be a showman
and that a showman should know not only how to manage a

house but how to manage the matter of bringing in the cus-

tomers The Messrs. Kornblite & Cohen figured further

that if they managed to refrain from interfering with the man-
ager everything would be hotsy-totsy The result was

RESULTS
T

• • • MISTER Perry must have enjoyed at least one grand and

glorious feeling in that he didn't have to make a long distance

phone call to a district or home office every time he wanted

to buy a mazda lamp or a phial of metal polish Perhaps

that's why he had the time and heart to go out and mingle with

the local newspaper gentry and build contacts, and effect tie-

ups, with community folks who could render valuable assistance

to the theater materially and on the score of good-will

T T
• • • FEW appreciate the many house managers there are

who, frankly, are fettered not merely by the gnawing fear

of spending a few bucks here, there and legitimately

but by a commensurate fear that they are forever under unneces-

sary scrutiny on duty and off House personnel at large

oftimes is "fear bitten" We recall particularly the instance of

a New England house Some years back, a great genius in a

circuit h.o. got the brainwave to employ some idle college gals. . .

.

whose "intriguing" duties rivaled Mata Hari Out went the

spying femmes disguised as plain patrons to get anything they

could on theater personnel One gal uncovered a terrible

scandal which amounted to the fact that the fiancee of a

house publicist called for him one night at the theater The

spy reported that the gent was entertaining women in his office

after hours To the everlasting credit of the publicist

he paid his own expenses to New York in order to resign

where the resignation would be most emphatic

T T T
• • • YEAH, we're still getting phone calls from folks who
want to know what picture ^vas meant wrhen we talked Tues-

day about the failure to drive home its merits to the trade

Would you believe it some seven features have been guessed

thus for And in that, too, there is certainly siill more food

for thought

GROUP THEATER WILL

SEEK FILM FINANCING

(Continued from Page 1)

it was learned from reliable chan-
nels, coincident with the departure
yesterday for the Coast of Harold
Clurman, director of the Group The-
ater. Latter plans, it is asserted,
to remain in Hollywood for several
months for negotiations to be
launched and commitments ar-
ranged.
One phase of the Clurman plan,

it is said, concerns collaboration be-
tween the Group Theater and the
yet undesignated film organization
On the matter of suitable scripts.

These would be selected with an eye
to both stage and screen suitability,
with the services of top-bracket Hol-
lywood writers enlisted.

Clurman's departure follows close-

ly on the heel of the westward trek
of George S. Kaufman, whose mis-
sion is reported to involve the pro-
duction of "The Man Who Came to
Dinner." Kaufman and his asso-
ciates aim if possible to convert this
property to the screen themselves,
with release being handled by a ma-
jor outfit in the 1941-42 season. Re-
cent reports have it that the prop-
erty may go to 20th-Fox, although
bidding is understood to still be
open.
Film production of the Allan

Woods comedy, "The Weak Link,"
is assured by recent purchase of

rights by Warners for a reported
$15,000 as a vehicle for Eddie Al-
bert.

Ernst Lubitsch's negotiations for

screen rights to "Margin for Error"
are still in near-closing stages, ac-

cording to sources close to the Al-

drich & Myers offices, the other

principal in the proposed deal. Cur-
rent barrier is asserted to be an
agreement on price.

The picture rights to Aldrich &
Myers' "My Dear Children," are re-

ported being sought by David 0.

Selznick, who will arrive today. Any
sale would call for the film services

of John Barrymore.

"Primrose Path" Clicking

RKO reports that "Primrose Path"
is topping the grosses recorded by
"Gunga Din" in its early pre-release

engagements.

WEDDING BELLS

Engagement of Ruth Jean Bolle,

daughter of Otto Bolle, South Afri-

can manager for 20th-Fox, and Mrs.
Bolle, to Neville Edward Rocca
Sauer, a Johanesburg business man,
was announced this week.

Impending marriage of John Ring-
ling North and Germaine Aussey,
French pix actress, was made known
yesterday. Marriage is scheduled to

take place the latter part of this

month when Miss Aussey arrives

here from Europe.

M
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"It All Came True"
with Ann Sheridan, Humphrey Bogart,

Jeffrey Lynn

Warners 97 Mins.

INTERESTING STORY AND GOOD CAST
MAKE PICTURE SOLID ENTERTAINMENT
FOR AUDIENCES GENERALLY.

Exhibs. should do first rate business with

this picture. It is highly entertaining,

peopled with able and exploitable charact-

ers, well paced and effectively written for

the screen. The story, based on a novel

by Louis Bromficld, is interesting in plot

material and the continuity is good. Spe-

cial mention must be given Ann Sheridan.

Her performance is realistic, her singing

voice is highly effective and, on the bass

of this picture, she should loom much larg-

er as a box office attraction. Humphrey
Bogart turns in his usual capable perform-

ance and Jeffrey Lynn is effective in the

other top male role. Excellent characteriza-

tions by such fine performers as ZaSu Pitts,

Una O'Connor, Grant Mitchell and Jessie

Busley help to contribute to the picture's

caliber. Lewis Seiler's direction is grade

A and Michael Fessier and Lawrence Kim-

ble contribute a smooth screenplay. Ann
returns home to a boarding house for old

people run by her mother, Una O'Connor,

and her partner, Jessie Busley, after an-

other unsuccessful stage venture. Shortly,

Lynn, son of Miss Busley, also returns after

a five-year absence. However, he brings

Bogart, a gangster fugitive with him as he

must protect Bogart to protect himself in

a framed murder case. Life at the board-

ing house spruces up, and finally Bogart

decides seeing the people in the house is

better than being cooped up in his own
room. As a relief from his boredom he de-

cides to back the two women in turning

the house into a night club. Everything

works out fine with the exception of dif-

ferences between Ann and Lynn over his

mistaken interpretation of her attentions to

Bogart. The police catch up with Bogart

the opening night of the club, but in gra-

titude to the kindness shown him by the

two old ladies and other members of the

menage he clears Lynn, leaving him with

Ann, and a rosy future in prospect for the

whole family. Miss Sheridan sings two

numbers with a bang, "The Gaucho Sere-

nade" and "Angel in Disguise." Picture

as a whole is appealing, entertaining and

can be safely recommended as a film that

any audience will thoroughly enjoy.

CAST: Ann Sheridan, Humphrey Bogart,

Jeffrey Lynn, ZaSu Pitts, Jessie Busley,

Una O'Connor, John Litel, Grant Mitchell.

Felix Bressart, Charles Judels, Brandon Ty-

nan. Howard Hickman, Herbert Vigran.

CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack

L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wal-
iis; Director, Lewis Seiler; Screenplay,

Michael Fessier and Lawrence Kimble;

Cameraman, Ernie Haller; Editor, Thomas
Richards.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"The Showdown"
with William Boyd, Russell Hayden,

Britt Wood

Paramount 65 Mins.

WELL - FASHIONED, ACTION - PACKED
WESTERN WITH STRONG APPEAL TO
OUTDOOR FANS.

Several factors make this latest Harry

Sherman-produced drama of the cactus

country a treat for the devotees of West-
erns. The story is unusually good; action

is unflagging from start to finish; and there

is both substance and logic to the pulse-

quickening happenings. Further, the Sher-

man "touch" is omnipresent via backgrounds
of scenic magnificence, while Howard
Bretherton's direction of a thoroughly ade-

quate cast, and efficient photography by

Russell Harlen, are in the best traditions

of the "Hopalong" Cassidy series. Added
appeal is injected by the original story of

Jack Jungmeyer, based on characters creat-

ed by Clarence E. Mulford. initially must
be cited the fact that William Boyd as

"Hopalong" is a hard-riding, straight-shoot-

ing hero who uses his head for something

beside a rack for a ten-gallon chapeau.

This is evidenced in the exciting poker

game wherein his chief antagonist is the

villainous Morris Ankrum. The latter, Boyd

knows, is dealing from a phoney deck, but

Ankrum's machinations are spiked by Boyd's

strategy when he finds that four aces have

been dealt to him. Knowing that Ankrum
expects him to stand pat, so that the lat-

ter can get the two cards from he deck,

which will be a straight flush, Boyd breaks

up the four-ace combo and calls for two
cards, thus wrecking Ankrum's crooked

plans. The subsequent feud 'twixt Ankrum
and Boyd is fast and furious, with Boyd pre-

venting the villain from making off with

valuable blooded horses from the ranch

which rightfully belong to comely Jane

Clayton, who, with Russell Hayden, sup-

plies the romantic interest. Film has a

rousing climax to top off the consistently

exciting material.

Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Britt

Wood, Morris Ankrum, Jane Clayton, Wright
Kramer, Donald Kirk, Roy Bancroft, Kermit
Maynard, Walter Shumway, and "The King's

Men."

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Di-

rector, Howard Bretherton; Original Story,

Jack Jungmeyer; Screenplay, Harold and
Daniel Kusel; Sound Mixer, Charles Alt-

house; Editor, Carrol Lewis; Art Director,

Lewis J. Rachmil; Cameraman, Russell Har-
len; Music Score, John Leipold.

DIRECTION, Tip-top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Thomas Gaffney Dead
Taunton, Mass.—Thomas B. Gaff-

ney. owner of the Casino Theater
and pioneer operator of motion pic-

ture theaters in this city is dead.

He was a member of the city plan-

ning board.

Atlas and Curtiss-Wright

Merger Meets Opposition

"Considerable" opposition to the
proposed merger of Atlas Corp. and
Curtiss-Wright Corp. has developed,
according to Wall St. sources yes-
terday. Meanwhile, reports as to
the use of the funds the merger
would make available to Curtiss-
Wright differ. One insists Curtiss-
Wright contemplates the formation
of an aviation "General Motors";
another suggests the possible use
of the money to retire the new 5 per
cent Curtiss-Wright preferred.

"Black Friday"
with Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Stanley

Ridges, Anne Nagel

Universal 70 Mins.

CLEVER THRILLER YARN WHICH
SHOULD SATISFY FANS THRIVING ON
SCAREY" SCREEN FARE.

Built against a background of medical

science, or, more exactly, pseudo-science,

for the reason that the story is fantastic,

this meller represents the current perpetua-

tion of the chiller-thriller type of screen

fare, and as such will find a niche in the-

aters whose audiences relish that sort of

thing. To lure the patrons who like to

shudder, Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi, each

of whom is a screen symbol of the "scarey"

school of Hollywood acting, are in the top

roles. The yarn itself is an ingenious

affair, which recounts the transplanting of

the brain of a gangster into the cranium

of a professor. The astonishing transfer

is effected via the surgical genius of Kar-

loff, an arch-criminal medico. The man with

the "switched" brain is Stanley Ridges, who
commits overt acts of horror and murder, as

a result of the transplanting. The other

arch-criminal in the proceedings, aside from

Karloff, is Bela Lugosi. Action is swift,

stirring, and . . . impossible, but nevertheless

it's all entertaining. The cast members
give good accounts of themselves, and the

direction by Arthur Lubin and photography

by Elwood Biedell are impressive. "Black

Friday," title of the opus is derived from

the fact that upon that day of the week
the daring surgical experiment on the part

of physician Karloff is undertaken success-

fully. The latter lands high and dry in the

"hot seat" for his ruthlessness.

CAST: Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Stanley

Ridges, Anne Nagel, Anne Gwynne, Virginia

Brissac, Edmund MacDonald, Paul Fix, Mur-
ray Alper, Jack Mulhall, Joe King, John
Kelly.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kelly;

Director, Arthur Lubin; Original Screen-
play, Kurt Siodmak, Eric Taylor; Cameraman,
Elwood Bredell.

DIRECTION,
Ditto.

Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Metro's 20-Mule Team
Starts Across Country

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—M-G-M's coast-to-

coast exploitation tour, the 20-mule
caravan, left here yesterday on its

transcontinental trek. Wallace Beery,
star of "20 Mule Team," members
of the cast and Mayor Bowron offi-

ciated at the sendoff from City Hall.
The stunt is the company's biggest

since the trackless train and the
traveling studio. The caravan in-
cludes the original wagons used to
bring borax from Death Valley in
the 1880's and are hauled by care-
fully selected animals. Howard Dietz
originated the idea, which is being
carried out by William R. Ferguson
and Frank Whitbeck.

Co-operation of 20-Mule borax
dealers has been obtained in exploit-
ing the picture. The tour will cover
37 cities. "20-Mule Team" is sched-
uled for May release.

"Adventure In

Diamonds"
with George Brent, Isa Miranda, John Loc

Paramount 76 Mi[

CRIME MELLER HAS GOOD L' ~M
SUSPENSEFUL ACTION AND A tf^.A
CAST. ^'

Diamond thieves, the fabulous Kimberl

mines, in South Africa, suspense, romam
comedy and acton have been rolled up I

gether in "Adventure In Diamonds." P,

ture has good marquee possibilities a

lends itself readily to exploitation as it

entertainment for all types of audienc

George Brent, Isa Miranda, Nigel Bru'

John Loder, Elizabeth Patterson and M.
thew Boulton headline a well balanced Co

Loder is a particularly good bet for bet

roles in the future on the basis of his pi

formance. George Fitzmaurice direct

from a screenplay by Leonard Lee and Fra,

Schulz. A slight tightening of several

quences might have increased the ten-

of the picture as a whole. Brent, an Er

lish army flier, meets Miss Miranda

board ship. When she lands, she and I

confederate, Loder, who are planning

make a getaway with a haul of diamoi

cached at a mine by another accompli

plan to use Brent as a stooge. Howev
he gets away with the diamonds himsi

He turns them over to his police comm
sioner friend, Bruce, and they plan to r

Loder who has been the object of the pol

for a long time. Plans go astray and M
Miranda gets caught and goes to jail, fi

other jewel gang turns up and she promi

to help Brent trap them after Bruce I

agreed to her release. Their impersonaM
of a couple supposedly delivering jewels'

the gang is pierced by the jewel thieves i

they are trapped. Bruce comes to the resc

though, and everything is straightened

with her help winning her unconditio

release.

CAST: George Brent, isa Miranda, Jcj

Loder, Nigel Bruce, Elizabeth Pattersi

Matthew Boulton, Rex Evans, David Clyi

Rex Downing, Douglas Gordon, Harry Stuli*

Guy Bellis, Norman Ainsley, Nikolayeva,

Roberts, Walter Kingsford, Ralph Fortjj

Gerald Rogers.

CREDITS: A Paramount Production;

rector, George Fitzmaurice; Screenpl

Leonard Lee and Franz Schulz; Based oi|i

story by Frank O'Connor; CameraiW'
Charles Lang; Editor, LeRoy Stone.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPfj
Good.

Roach's "1,000,000 B.C." j

Bowing in at LouisviR
I

Louisville, Ky.—Hal Roach's "'\

000,000 B.C." opens in a special piij

release premiere here tonight, t(

first of an extensive national ca<

paign. Victor Mature, star of t|

picture, will make a p.a.

Mayor J. D. Scholtz and GovernI
Johnson will participate in the gs
festivities arranged for tonigh'

j

event.
United Artists is launching

large nation-wide campaign on t,

picture, leading up to the nation
release date on May 3. (
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{Continued from Page 1) .

urchase all of a season's product
'' the exhibitor wished to obtain Co-
iimbia pictures. His company av-
j.p^og 29 units to an account and at
cr=)ie makes the exhibitor select

is^^lctures at the time he signs a
antract, Montague said.

f He conceded that Columbia has no
Cancellation clause in its contracts.
When Montague took over the

ales managership, Columbia had
I
ecided on a policy of favoring large
idependent exhibs., he testified,

his policy, v^^hich had been inaug-
,

rated in New England, has suc-
ceeded very well, he stated, and the
Dmpany has continued to favor in-

ependents for the past seven years.
Ln independent account generally
ays better rentals and gives better
dvertising, he declared. Montague
Iso discussed clearance, and said
lat Columbia was not big enough
) change the clearance systems.
Columbia views clearance only as

) how it will affect its income, he
lid. Generally speaking, he con-
nued, Columbia finds it more
'•oublesome to fix clearance between
[dependents than between affiliated

)mpanies. Columbia splits product
ily in a town where there are two
rst-run customers, he said. The
lethod used, he added, was to allow
18 theater to make the division and
) allow the other to elect the half
hich he preferred. He completed
is testimony by detailing first-run

^counts in the Government's list of
3 key cities.

Adolph Zukor testifies today, and
'illiam J. Kupper and William
ussman vsdll testify following Zukor
1 Wednesday.

lot Machine Projectors

Said in Development Stage

(Continued from Page 1)

nding to a signed letter by Fred
'. Mills, prexy of the Mills Novelty
3., received by Mills distribs. here.
Mills says that the story broke

|"ematurely, that it was not released
\-r Mills, inferring that the Roose-
ilt interests were the source, and

iiiat "there are still a great many
ngles which -will have to be worked
it before we can go into produc-
Dn."

As to its effect on the phonograph
,

dustry. Mills says that the auto-
atic projectors' cost will restrict it

"an exceedingly small number of
gh-elass locations" and that "when

,

gets into production," it will be
ied "chiefly for advertising pur-

ilises."

REViEUJS OF neuj films

STORKS!
Pittsburgh—A baby daughter was
rn to Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Curry,
the Strand Theater, Monongah,

. Va., at the Clarksburg Hospital.

"Dark Command"
with Claire Trevor, John Wayne,

Walter Pidgeon

Republic 94 Mins.

EXCITING, FINELY DIRECTED HIS-

TORICAL SAGA WHICH IS SURE B.O. IN

ALL SITUATIONS.

Republic has a box office winner in this

reusing saga of the formative stages of

Kansan history contemporaneous with the

Civil War era. That it is the first big

extra-budget production since "Man of

Conquest" is significant both from the

standpoint of the company as well as ex-

hibition outlets both large and small. Under

the skillful aegis of Raoul Walsh, who di-

rected the picture, the action is swift, in-

teresting, and of a quality which urges

the onlooker to the edge of the theater

chair. Exhibition officialdom everywhere

whether presiding over one theater or a cir-

cuit will do well to make note of the power

and appeal of this attraction, for, in the

vernacular, it has what it takes to make
profits and send patrons homeward with

keen satisfaction. In short it's a "natural."

John Wayne, as the young justice-loving

Marshal and in love with Claire Trevor,

contributes what is undoubtedly the best

performance of his screen career. The
comely Trevor is equally outstanding, as

are the other principals, all meticulously

cast. Roy Rogers as the aforementioned

Miss Trevor's young and Southern-sympathiz-

ing brother gives a brilliant characteriza-

tion, as does Walter Pidgeon as the heavy,

who leads the legions of guerillas in their

raids on the Kansan towns. In structure

the story is simple and direct. Wayne
runs against Pidgeon for the office of

Marshal, and they are, additionally, rivals

for the hand of the lovely Trevor. When
the Civil War breaks out, Pidgeon leads

the outlaw forces against the helpless com-
munities of Kansas, and succeeds in marry-

ing Claire Trevor, but is only her technical

husband, since events keep the couple apart.

The climax sequence depicts the guerilla

raid on Lawrence, Kansas, in which Pidgeon

is killed by Wayne, thus paving the way
for the girl to find happiness with Wayne,
the man she truly loves. Any just review

of "Dark Command" must take cognizance

of the superlative performance turned in by

Marjorie Main, the mother of the villainous

Pidgeon, which is a highlight of the picture.

From start to finish the action is rapid and

exciting. Few historical dramas in film an-

nals have packed more popular appeal. This

reviewer has but one regret, and that is

that the villainous Pidgeon's mother was
deprived of the privilege of killing her ne'er-

do-well son, which would have been one

of the few instances in film history where
infanticide would have been justified. Not-
withstanding, "Dark Command" is a slick

drama which will rank high among the pres-

ent season's offerings.

CAT: Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Waiter
Pidgeon, Roy Rogers, George Hayes, Porter

Hall, Marjorie Main, Raymond Walburn,
Joseph Sawyer, Helen Mackellar, J. Farrell

Macdonald, Trevor Bardette.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C.

Siegel; Director, Raoul Walsh; Screenplay,

Grover Jones, Lionel Houser, F. Hugh Herb-
ert; Author, W. R. Burnett; Adaptation, Jan

Fortune; Production Manager, Al Wilson;

Cameraman, Jack Marta; Supervising Edi-

tor, Murray Seldeen; Film Editor, William

^ FORUGn *

"The Life of

Giuseppe Verdi"
(Italian dialogue, English titles)

Esperia Films 112 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Interesting biogra-
phy with music excellently simg.

NEW YORK JOURNAL AND
AMERICAN: Film portrays with
warmth and understanding the im-
portant stages in the life of the com-
poser.

NEW YORK TIMES: Music is

haunting and theatrically powerful.

NEW YORK POST: Picture is a
reverent, highly musical and literal

translation of the composer's career.

CREDITS: Produced by Grandi Films; Di-

rector, Carmine Gallone. PLAYERS: Fosco

Giachetti, Gaby Morlay, Germana Paolieri.

BRITISH EXHIBS. SEEK

LOWER FILM RENTALS

Morgan; Art Director, John Victor Mackay;
Musical Director, Victor Young; Costumes,

Adele Palmer.

DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

(Continued from Page 1)

for some time, and while there have
been murmurings, it was left for

conditions created by the war to stir

the CEA into concrete action, with
the significant point that the major
circuits are believed to support the
general viewpoint.

Total abolition of percentages and
application of the Anti-Profiteering
Act to film contracts both have been
advanced. In lieu of the foi-mer, flat

rentals or a sliding scale are pro-
posed in some CEA quarters.

The London and Home Counties
Branch of the CEA has been leading
the fight for rental reductions, actu-

ated by the fact that 22 films either

recently or now being released are
being offered at 50 per cent.

Reasons cited for the higher ren-
tals prevailing at CEA debates are:

The Quota Act and restriction of

booking to six months; solidarity of

the KRS, the percentage system, the
number of theaters and the growth
of the circuits, competition and
greed of the exhibitors, high-powered
salesmanship and present methods
of renters, the weakness of the CEA,
because of its democratic constitu-

tion, large membership and lack of

loyalty, and shortage of films.

"TfceDARKCOMMAND"
RAOUL WALSH • DIRECTOR

with

CLAIRE TREVOR • JOHN
WAYNE • WALTER PIDGEON
ROY ROGERS • GEORGE HAYES • PORTER HAll

MARJORIE MAIN • RAYMOND WAIBURN

PICTURE
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LASKY'S YORK FILM

AS WARNER RELEASE

{ Cotitiiint'd from I'aiic 1)

sociation with Hal B. Wallis. The

picture will be a $2,000,000 produc-

tion and the World War hero will

be technical adviser.

The deal with Lasky marks the

advent of the second individual pro-

ducer on the Warner lot, the other

being Frank Capra, whose "The Life

of John Doe" will be filmed there
and released by Warners.

"IPon'l M «*•<«» 1 our littvkers' Woiiei/

—

If Antf,""

Says Los AttgeU's Weii/or to "Liiile Floiver"'
Los Angeles's Mayor Fletcher Bowron strikes back at Mayor LaGuardia's drive to

rejuvenate Eastern production in the current issue of Liberty, advising. "Fiorcllo, don't

waste any more of your energy or your backers' money— if any."

Mayor Bowron adds:

"The motion picture industry has years of bitter experience of the meddling in

production on the part of those who are interested solely in the financial side of the

enterprise. That experience has taught the wisdom of separation, as far as possible,

between financial backers and the actual artists and technical production of pictures.

Klollywood owes New York money; no allegi^ince. When the early founders of the

industry needed loans, they got them from California banks. It was not until after

motion picture production was on its feet that the New York financial interests began
to provide any substantial financial assistance."

"Verdi" Opposing "Verdi"
"The Life of Giuseppe Verdi,"

Italian film being distributed in this

country by Esperia Films, is now
running in opposition to itself in

New York, playing simultaneously at

the Fine Art Theater and the Cine-
citta, where it had its second open-
ing inside of a week. The version
playing at the Cinecitta is dubbed
in English, also a new move for an
Italian film.

No RKO Dividend Action
RKO board of directors yesterday

afternoon considered the matter of

a quarterly dividend payable May 1,

1940. Although earned in the quarter
by consolidated company, in view of

uncertain conditions in the indus-
try, particularly those resulting from
the war, the board took no action to

pay the quarterly dividend.

Frank Heacock Critically Hurt
ll,sl Cxist Biocou of IHR FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Little hope is held out

for Frank Heacock, a Warner pub-
licity man, who was critically hurt
in an automobile accident.

Retention of British Quota
and Admish Taxes Forecast

TEACHER OF
TEACHERSNED

WAYBURN
AND HIS CAREFULLY CHOSEN ASSOCIATES

ANNOUNCE THEIR

17th ANNUAL NORMAL COURSE
FOR ESTABLISHED

DANCING TEACHERS
AND FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO

QUALIFY TO TEACH
2 WEEKS—12 DAYS

STARTING

MONDAY, JUNE 17th, 1940

NOTE
THOSE WHO SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE
THIS COURSE WILL BE AWARDED THE

NED WAYBURN
Teaching Certificate

Call, Write or Phone for Information

NEW STUDIOS—FOUR FLOORS
NOW LOCATED AT

5 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
Near Fifth Avenue (BRyant 9-1133^

(Continued from Pai/e 1)

special sales representative of Spec-
tator Films, Ltd., who arrived here
this week from England.

I

Curry pointed out that war costs
I virtually prohibit any action by the

I

Government in reducing any form
' of taxation. He reported that vari-

ous plans are still being discussed
whereby Government assistance
would be granted film producers in

the form of a subsidy, but to date no
I

concrete action has been taken. He
said that Denham, Pinewood, Twick-
enham, Shepherds Bush, Elstree and
Waltham studios were operating to
seme extent, but no large scale pro-
duction program is being carried on.

' All restrictions have been removed
from theaters on seating, with
houses throughout the country now
allowed to -ise seats to capacity.
Hours have been extended to 11 p.m.,
however, patrons are still refused
admittance unless carrying gas

I

masks.
Spectator Films, Ltd., which Curry

is representing for world-wide dis-
tribution deals, is producing a seiies
of one-reel documentaries called

I

"Point of View," dealing with all

phases of England at war. He
brought the first four releases with
him: "Drifting in Danger," "Trans-
port on Trial," "Guns and Butter"
and "Why Work At All?" He also

i
has a feature-length documentary

I

made under the auspices of the War
' Office dealing with the British armv,
j
entitled "The Boys With the Guns""
He expects to conclude a distribu-

tion deal shortly, returning to Eu-
rope next week.

Cowdin, Blumberg Renamed
by Two Universal Boards

(Coiiliiiiicd from Page 1)

Cheever Cowdin, chairman; Nate J.

Blumberg, president; Charles D.
Prutzman, general counsel and vice-
president; Peyton Gibson, secretary
and treasurer, and Margaret M. Sul-
livan, assistant secretary and treas-
urer.

Re-elected officers of Universal
Pictures are Cowdin, Blumberg and
Prutzman in the same capacities,
and Mathew J. Fox, William A. Scul-
ly, Joseph H. Seidelman and Cliff
Work, vice-presidents; Peyton Gib-
son, secretary; Samuel I. Machno-
vich, treasurer and assistant secre-
tary; Ed Muhl, assistant secretary;
Hai-old S. Brewster and Eugene F.
Walsh.

CONSENT PLAN NO

NEELY BILL SUB,

(Continued from Page 1)

parable to the benefits which my bil

seeks to achieve."
The sponsor of the bill to outlav

block-booking and blind-selling latej

conceded that abolishment of/''"nd'
selling—one of the points ^: hu
Commerce draft—would represent
an "achievement" in the light of hi>

measure, but added emphatically:
"I will not consent to a modifica-

tion of the bill to allow five-pictun
block sales."

Neely, apparently taking cogniz
ance of the industry plan to cam
paign against the Neely bill on tht

radio, said he might make a radic

address on the film industry as wel
as his definite Senate speech.

"Fair System of Settling
Disputes" Favored by ITOA
The ITOA is in favor of any move

which will offer a fair and equa
system of settling industry disputes

'I

Harry Brandt, president, said yes-

terday in commenting on the arbi-

tration provisions in the Department
of Commerce proposals for a consent
decree in the Government's equit\
suit. By the same token, he added
anything that will remove litigation

and legislation from the industry i;-

a good thing.
"We are not in favor of eliminat-

ing block-booking," he said, "but we
are against blind-selling."

A^. Y. Post Opens Up on Neelu
Bill With Series by Meyer
Under the title, "Sense or Cen-.

sor?", the New York Post, via Ern-
est L. Meyer, columnist and feature)
writer, started a discussion of thel

Neely bill yesterday. Series of threet

daily articles are planned. Pointing
out that nowhere in the Neely biOl

is there a clause compelling an exhibit

to show the films which are stamped|
OK by pressure groups, Meyers says)

that the exhib. will continue to select}

pix as at present, and that this meansi—citing examples—1,292 exhibs. will!

cancel such films as "A Christmas;
Carol" while only 13 will scratchj
such pix as "The Last Gangster."

PC of ITO Completing
|

First Convention ProgramI

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The committee out-|

lining the program for the initial!

convention of the Pacific Conference
of Independent Theater Owners will

complete its work today. The
membership committee, headed by'

George Hines, is laying plans toj

bring out a large attendance.
:

Roosevelt Flying to Coast
Chicago—James Roosevelt and his

secretary are flying via TWA to

Hollj'vk'ood today. He says Globe-
Mills production of film-vending ma-
chines is going along satisfactorily.
He expects to start work on "The
Bat" at Hollywood studios as soon
as production plans are completed.
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Six More Projects Swell Michigan's Building Boom
Brings Total ot New Theater

Construction Enter-

prises to 18
(Coiiliniit'd from Fage 1)

house have been revised to enable it

to front on Woodward Ave., a busi-

ness thoroughfare.

Construction on the 3,600-seat
Television Theater is to start as
soon as the snow is otf the ground,
Saul Sloan, builder disclosed, to be
ready for a late Fall opening.
Sloan's new East side house, the
Alpine, will be started in the Fall,

with plans originally announced re-

vised from a 3,000 seater to a smal-
ler 1,200 seat house. Details of op-

erating leases for the new theaters

are not disclosed.

Plans for a new theater to be

named the Parkside w^ere disclosed,

with registration of the name by
Erving A. Moss, owner of the Van
Dyke Theater.

Wright & Rogvoy, theatrical ar-

chitects are completing plans for a

new theater at Plymouth for Harry
Lush. They also will prepare plans

for remodeling of two Detroit the-

aters, owned by Wisper & Wetsman.
Houses are the Frontenac, recently

acquired, and the Uptown.
The other upstate houses are

in smaller towns, each having one

small theater at present, in at least

one case operated only on Sundays.

Olson Bros, will erect a new 400-

seat Houghton Theater at Houghton
Lake, to open June 30, in time for

the northern Michigan resort season.

Han-y Hobolth of Imlay City will

erect a new theater at Davison, as

yet unnamed.

Second New Theaters Planned
For Morgan Park and Glencoe

Chicago—With the Gollos Bros,

circuit already planning a new house

in Morgan Park, announcement was
made yesterday that the Westmore
Amusement Corp. had closed a 20-

year lease on a second theater for

which Architect Ned Sosna is com-

pleting plans.

Another competitive enterprise

was disclosed yesterday for Glencoe

where Sam Myers will erect the

Glenwin, from plans by Rapp &
Rapp. Second Glencoe project is

that of George Vallos, formerly a

Gregory Circuit exec. Erwin G.

Frederick is the architect.

Lasker circuit is rushing plans for

a new West Side house, while the

State Theater Co. has been organized

at Fallon to operate the State The-

ater there. C. and M. Goldman and

GWTW Detroit IftarU
Detroit—Closing of CWTW yesterday

at the Wilson Theater set an all-time

record for Detroit, with 19'2-week run,

between the two-house showing. Film

closed at the United Artists Saturday.

Former record was 19 weeks, set by the

Annette Kellerman film, "Neptune's

Daughter," in 1914-1915

\'OHeans to Have First Drive-in Theater;
Jefferson tieiffhts Suhurbttu lloiisc Planned

New Oricans—Construction of this city's first drive-in theater on a lot near the

lake front was announced here yesterday through Charles Woolner on behalf of Modern
Theaters, Inc. which is said to operate also in Memphis. The lot contains 250,000
square feet and will hold 600 cars.

Suburban theater in Jefferson Heights will be constructed shortly by William
Castay, head of a theater supply firm here.

J. Leventhal are company's prin-

cipals.

FPC-Winter Will Build
New Moncton, N. B., House

Moncton, N. B.—A new theater
will be built here by the Famous
Playeis, in conjunction with F. W.
Winter, a veteran exhibitor. It will

seat between 1,000 and 1,200. Op-
eration will be jointly, by Winter
and the FP. This will be the second
FP new theater built in the maritime
provinces within the past six months.
There are now 10 FP houses in the
territory. Winter -was of Torrie &
Winter, operating the Capitol and
Empress, until linking up with the
FP.

metal baffles for the car locations.

Service and maintenance are also

included in the contract.

Chicago Company to Operate
Cleveland Newsreel Theater

Cleveland—Cleveland will get its

first newsreel theater as a result of
a leasing deal just closed by the
Newsreel Company of Chicago with
Union Properties, Inc., for a 500-seat
house to be located in a building at
241 Euclid Ave. Plans are being
prepared by Architect G. H. Bur-
rows.

Dobrow to Erect New Theater
Building, Refurnish Another

Pahokee, Fla.—A call for bids is

being made by Abe Dobrow of the

Everglades and Prince Theaters, for

a new sti-ucture to replace the pres-

ent building housing the Prince the-

ater. Bids will be opened April 8.

Plans also call for complete refur-

nishing of the Everglades theater.

Erecting Drive-in for Memphis
Memphis—A 500-car Drive-in the-

ater is being erected by Century
Theaters. Bernard Woolmer, presi-

dent, has closed a contract with RCA
Photophone for sound equipment
utilizing indi'vidual loudspeakers and

Allisons Replacing Rivoli

Ebensburg, Pa.—An entirely new
building, estimated to cost approxi-
mately $50,000, is being constructed
to replace the former Rivoli Theater,
a unit of the Allison Circuit, which
was destroyed by fire several months
ago.

K. F. Childs Will Build

Jacksonville, 111. — Kenneth F.
Childs of Streator, has announced
plans for the construction of a new
film theater here to cost about $45,-

000. Construction will be started in

60 davs.

Remodeling In Cazenovia

Cazenovia, N. Y.—N. L. Googin
is enlarging, remodeling and re-seat-
ing his To-vn Hall. To complete
the modernization he has contracted
with RCA Photophone for new
sound equipment.

New Hudson to Bow In

Hudson, 0.—Loren Solether of the
Falls Theater, Chagrin Falls, plans
to open his new Hudson Theater as
near April 21 as possible.

Hampden Adding Theater

Baltimore—The Hampden Amuse-
ment Co., operating the Hampden
here, is building a new house at
nearby Westport.

Interstate to Remodel Melba
Dallas—Plans are being completed

by Pettegrew & Worley, architects,
for the remodeling of the Interstate's
Melba theater. The auditorium will

be revamped, the stage and foyer
renovated and a new front built.

Post Office Into Theater
Barberton, O. — Nate Schultz.

Pastime Theater owner, has con-

Young Group Owns 62,387 Detroit Frowns on Police

Shares of Pathe Film Com. "Money Details" for Exhibs.

The proxy statement of Patho Filni

Corp. shows that Robert R, Young
and his associates own 62,387 shares

of common stock. Allan P. Kirby is

the beneficial owner of 2,100 .shares;

he is also a stockholder in a company
owning 1,000 shares, and this com-
pany is a stockholder in a company
owning 4.000 shares. Kirby has a

remainder interest in a trust which
owns beneficially 600 shares.

Detroit—Economy move of the De-
troit Police Department calls for dis-

continuance or reduction of "money
details,"—cops accompanying thea-

ter managers or treasurers carrying

box-office receipts. Order is intended

primarily to discourage the use of

free police service by theaters and
other businesses instead of armored
car service.

Two Drive-Ins Among Nev'

Houses; Remodeling in

Many Spots
eluded a 15-year leasing deal witlil

Nat Marcus of the Boston ChainI
Stores of Findley who has puiK ''..et

the old Post Office Building fcnl, jie

ater conversion. The new houS'

will have 700 seats. George Ebling;

Cleveland architect, is preparing tb
plans.

Rebuild Royal at Opp
Opp, Ala.—The new Royal Th|

ater, under construction on the sar

site where the original buildinjl

burned in March, is expected to opeil

early in June. The new building an<^

equipment will cost $27,000. Georg
S, Owen is owner-manager.

700-Seater for Goldberg

Flamouth, Ky.—Max Goldberg, i

erecting a new 700-seater here.

WB Erecting Exchange Bldg.

Milwaukee—Warners' new $60,00
air-conditioned film exchange build

ing will be ready May 15.

Ed Loomis Replacing House
Elk Rapids, Mich.—The Commun

ity Theater here, owned by E«

Loomis, will be replaced by a nev

400-seater, scheduled for late JuJ;

opening.

1,000-Seater for Sparks

Tallahassee, Fla.—E. J. Sparlj

president of Tallahassee Ente
prises. Inc., operators of State ai

Ritz Theaters, discloses his compai
has purchased a Monroe St. sii

and will build a 1,000-seater.

New Smith $75,000 Drive-in

Hathaway City, Mo. — Mid-Wd
Drive-in Theaters, Inc., Phil Smr
subsidiary, will open a new $75,'^"

drive-in here in May. Theater ^

accommodate 500 cars.

$186,000 San Leandro House

San Leandro, Cal.—The San Lean
dro Theater Co., subsidiary of Goldei

State, is starting construction of ;

new theater here which will entai

a total cost of $186,000.

1,200 Seater in Logansport

Logansport, Ind. — The AUiaiic

Theater Corp. is building a new 1,2'

seater here, to be ready June 1.

Fred Pennell to Build

Churubusco, Ind.—Fred Pennel
^

operator of the Busco Theater wil
^

build a new 450 seat theater here.

Matinees Get Men
Detroit—Business at the United Artists

is about 85 per cent male trade at mati-

nees, reports from the showing of

"Northwest Passage" indicates, reversing

the usual percentage. The house opened

the film Sunday to normal business, after

roadshowing "Cone With the Wind" nine

weeks. The UA will continue a single

bill policy, with 55 cents top, being the

only first-run to play singles.
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\mericon Companies Asking Quadruple Quota Credits

ACK OFlNITY BY MAMS SAID BAR TOCONSENT
:i

letter Domestic Biz Depends On Quality—Selznick
oan of Arc" May be Selz-

I

nick's Next; Plans Two
for UA Release

David 0. Selznick probably will

ke two pictures for UA release

ns year, one of them possibly "Joan
of Arc" for
which a $1,-

500,000 budg-
et h a s been
t e n t a tively

set, the pro-
ducer said at
a press inter-

view Friday,
following his

arrival here
f r confer-
ences both at
UA and Met-
ro .

DAVID 0. SELZNICK Selznick
touched upon

nultitude of subjects. He stated
(Continued on Page S)

140 IS NOT 1918,

ZUKOR TELLS GOV'T

idolph Zukor at a examination in

Government equity suit Friday,
,i confronted with a 1918 state-
it in which he opposed ownership
theaters by producing companies

£:il, at the same time, attacked the
tiBatened entry of exhibitor asso-
c ;ions into production and distri-
hfion. Asked by Robert L. Wright,

(Continued on Page 8)

\ill Rogers Theater Week
Start Deferred to Apr. 25

v'ill Rogers National Theater
ek will start April 25, one week

' '!• than originally announced, it

I

(Continued on Page 6)

^lung to be in Charge
of All RKO Scenarists

I ijlollier Young, newly appointed
li'ijd of RKO's story department,
vf be in charge of all scenarists at

\ (Continued on Page 8)

Legality of Bingo to he Fought Out Before
C/. S. Supreme Court via Appeal in Wis, Case

Milwaukee—Counsel for Mr. and Mrs. Edward Zrimsek, operators of the Bahn Frei

hall here, has been granted an appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court from a ruling by
the State Supreme Court holding Bingo to be a lottery.

Original action against the Bahn Frei was brought by Charles W. Trampe, head
of Monogram-Midwest Film Exchange here, who secured a circuit court injunction

against the games at the hall. in an appeal by the defendants, the high court
sustained the Circuit Court's ruling.

23 STARS SLAP NEELY FILM ALLIANCE WILL

BILL IN JOINT LETTER HANDLE 50 BRIT, PIX

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twenty-three of the

industry's top ranking stars have
jointly expressed their opposition to

the Neely bill in a letter forwarded
to Rep. Clarence F. Lea, chairman
of the House Interstate Commerce
Committee, it was learned Saturday.
Expressing inability to understand

why the bill was introduced in the
(Continued on Page 6)

Nick Quits lATSE Post

on Plea of "III Health"

St. Louis—Because of "ill health,"

John P. Nick has resigned as first

vice-prexy of the lATSE, it was dis-

closed here on Friday by J. A. Pad-
way, A F of L general counsel, who

(Continued on Page 6)

Film Alliance of the U. S. is pre-
pared to launch a three-point pro-
gram involving the distribution of

50 British pictures, production in

Hollywood and an enlarged distribu-

tion setup. This was revealed Fri-

day with his return from Europe by
Nat Wachsberger, executive vice-

president, who reported that the
present plans would place Film Al-

(Continued on Page 6)

New York Theater Lease

Sold by Consolidated

Consolidated Amusement Enter-
prises on Friday sold its lease on the

New York Theater, now under con-

struction at 43rd and Broadway, to

Davis Zimmerman, an attorney rep-

resenting an undisclosed exhibitor or
(Continued on Page 4)

Quadruple Quota Credits For Films

Costing £ 8 Per Foot, U. S. Request

Dave Fleischer to Direct

Original Cartoon Feature

Miami—Published reports to the

effect that Fleischer Studios would
start work on "Pandora," feature
cartoon, for Para, release on June 1

are described as misleading by Dave
Fleischer.

Fleischer says that the studios are
(Continued on Page 5)

London (By Cable) — American
companies are reported asking for

quadruple quota credits for films

costing- £8 per foot, it was reliably

learned yesterday on the eve of to-

day's momentous trade conference

summoned by the Board of Trade.

Continued delay in determining fu-

ture quota requirements, an impor-
tant factor in the British production

scheme, is irritating the industry no
(Continued on Page 4)

Pre-Trial Depositions Can Be

Used in a New Case,

D of J View
By PRESCOTT DENNETT

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Lack of unity
on the part of major defen-
dants in the New York equity
suit stands as a further virtually
unsurmountable barrier to its set-

tlement by consent decree, it was
indicated by the Department of Jus-
tice Saturday.

Recognizing the split among the
defendants on several vital points,

notably divorcement and theater af-

filiation, a high Department official

told The Film Daily pointedly,

"There's hardly any sense trying to

agree with some one who doesn't

represent the industry."
He referred specifically to the dif-

(Continued on Page 4)

LOU diaIndTpara.

EXEC. DIES SUDDENLY

Louis S. (Lou) Diamond, 48, in

charge of production of shorts for

Paramount, and president of that

company's subsidiaries. Famous Mu-
sic Corp. and Paramount Music
Corp., as well as director and or-

ganizer of dance orchestras, died on
Saturday, a few minutes after mid-

( Continued on Page 8)

Majors Denied Dismissal

of Vermont Trust Action

Boston—Distributor motions seek-

ing dismissal of the anti-monopoly
suit of Andrew Tegu, Vermont ex-

(Continued on Page 6)

De Luxe Would Oust Brown
as Educational's Trustee

De Luxe Laboratories filed appli-

cation Friday for an order to set

aside the designation of William S.
(Continued on Page 6)
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(QUOT.rnoxs as of friday, apr. S)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 103^ 10% lO^A
Col. Picts. vfc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10% 10 IOV4 — Vi
East. Kodak 155% 1541/2 1543^ -f 1%
do pfd 174 174 174 -f 3
Gen. Th. Eq 13 12% 13 -f- Va
Loew's. Inc. ....... 37% 371/8 37% — %
do pfd
Paramount SVi 8Vi 8V4 — Vi
Paramount 1st pfd... 931/2 931/2 931/2 + Vi
Paramount 2nd pfd... 10 9% 10
Pathc Film 11% llS/g llS/g— %
RKO 1% 1% 1%
20th Century-Fox . 12% 11% 11%— %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 241/2 24% 24% -f %
Univ. Pict. pfd 104 1031/2 104 —1
Warner Bros 4 3% 3%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3''2546.,.104Si 104% 104%
Para. Bway 3s55 51% 51 51% -f- 1

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3' 4S47 89 89 89
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 89% 89% 89%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp... 2% 2% 2%
Technicolor 15% 15% 153/4— %
Trans-Lux 1 ij 13^ 1%
Universal Corp. vtc. 6 5% 6 -f- %
Universal Picts

Pasternak Back to Coast
.Joe Pa.^ttrnak, Universal producer,

returns to Hollywood today after a
brief vacation in New York and
Washington. In Washinpton he was
the ^est of honor at a cocktail party
and was erreeted by Vice-President
Garner. He also visited the White
House.

N. J. Allied Meets Tomorrow
Allied of Xew Jersey will hold a

meeting- at its New York headquar-
ters tomorrow.

[1] The BiMiaitlway Parade H
Picture and Broadway Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Pare Lorentz)—5th week Belmont
The Ro.id to Singapcre (Paramount Pictures)—4th week Paramount
It's a Date (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Rivoli

The Primrose Path (RKO Radio Pictures)—3rd week Roxy

The Broadway Melody of 1940 (Mctro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—2nd week. .. Capitol

Rebecca (United Arfisfs-Selznick International)—2nd week Music Hall

It All Came True (Warner Bros. Pictures) ...Strand
Isle of Destiny (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Outside the Thrce-Mile Limit (Columbia Pictures) .Globe

Adventure in Diamonds (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

Bullet Code (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Central

Hidden Menace (Alliance Films) (a) Central

The Grapes of Wrath (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) • Palace

Free, Blond and Twenty-One (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Cone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—17th week Astor

FOREUilS LAISGUAGE FEATURES
The Human Beast (Juno Films)—7th week 55th St. Playhouse

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—6th week World
Harvest (French Cinema Corp.)—6th week (b) 5th Avenue Playhouse

Claudinc (French Pictures, Inc.)—2nd week Little Carnegie

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films) (d) Fine-Arts

Odio (Aztcca Films) 48th St. Theater
The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films) (d) Cinecitta

FUTURE OPEiVfiVGS
Dr. Cyclops (Paramount Pictures)—April 10 Paramount
And One Was Beautiful (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—April 10 Criterion

Dr. Kildare's Strange Case (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—April 11 Capitol

Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox)—April 12 Roxy
The House of Seven Cables (Universal Pictures)—April 13 Rivoli

Lights Out in Europe (Mayer Cr Burstyn)—April 13 Little Carnegie
King of the Lumberjacks (Warner Bros. Pictures)— April 13 Globe
Till We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 19 Strand
My Son, My Son (United Artists-Edward Small) (c) Music Hall

Gentlemen from Arizona (Monogram Pictures)—April 10 (a) Central
Secrets of a Model (Times Pictures)—April 10 (a) .....Central
Vigil in the Night (RKO Radio Pictures)—April 11 (a-b) Palace
Shooting High (Twentieth Century-Fox)—April 11 (a) Palace
Morena Clara (Spanish film)—April 12 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual Bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Dual run.

Penn. Chain Tax Refunds Majors' Sound Directors

Must Wait Until 1941 ; Arrive Today From Coast

Hari-isburg, Pa.—Theater opera-
tors and store owners w'ho paid in a

total of $.500,532 in the chain store

tax, declared unconstitutional last

July 19 by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, will have to wait at least

until after June 1, 1941, before they
can pet their money back, it has
been reported by the State Board
of Finance and Revenue.
Under the chain store tax act,

which was estimated to bring in

millions of dollars froin the large
chains, which were taxed $500 a the-

ater or store if they maintained 500
or more, into the general fund, and
all of it has been spent. Had the

money been segregated, the i-efund-

ing board could have made payments
long ago, but as matters stand the

revenue department said, the Legis-
lature of 1941 will have to pro-vide

the money before refunds can be
made.

Christie Rites Tomorrow
lVc<:t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Holljnvood—Funeral of Mrs. Mary

Christie, 89, mother of Al Christie,

will be held tomorrow. Producer ar-

rives today from New York to at-

tend.

Alvero Reyes Here
Alvero Reyes, Paramount's branch

manager in Bogota, Colombia, his
wife, son and daughter are in New
York. Reyes is here on both per-
sonal and Paramount business.

Sound directors of majors' Coast
studios arrive here today from Hol-
lywood as guests of Erpi to survey
and study sound recording equip-
ment under development in latter's
labs.

Contingent comprises Clifford W.
Smith, Hollywood vice-president of
Erpi; Douglas Shearer, M-G-M;
E. H. Hansen, 20th-Fox; Tom Moul-
ton, of Samuel Goldwyn; Loren
Ryder, Paramount; Bernard Bro-wn,
Universal; John Livadary, Colum-
bia; Elmer Raguse, of Hal Roach;
Jack Whitney, General Service; and
K. F. Morgan, Erpi.

Kuykendall, Cole Invited

to Address PCC of ITO Meet

West Coast Bureau of THE FIIM DAILY
Holly-wood—Invitations have been

wired to Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexy, and to Col. H. A. Cole, Allied
head, to speak on May 9 at the con-
vention of the Pacific Coast Confer-
ence of ITO. Further details of the
convention will be announced this
week.

"Westerner" Release Date
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Holly^vood—Samuel Goldwyn re-

turns today from an Arizona vaca-
tion and is expected to announce the
release date of "The Westerner,"
Gary Cooper starrer.

cominc nno coint

ŜAMUEL GOLDWYN returns to Hollywood fi

day from an Arizona vacation.

GILBERT MILLER sailed Friday for a si|

week tour of Chile and other South Americ
countries.

VINTON FREEDLY left Friday for a she
vacation at Palm Beach.

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT, European ma
ager tor The March of Time, sailed "^-'day

the S. S. Washington. Also sailr Ebn t

ship was MRS. JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, rinp«' t

chief of the London office of Columbia fictur'l

VINCENT SHEEAN. accompanied by MM
SHEEAN, sailed Saturday on the Italian Mr
Vulcanla for Europe.

j

GENE RAYMOND expects to return to ll

Coast next week for a role in RKO's "Cri(
Country Romance."

DAVID 0. SELZNICK is stopping at
Sherry-Netherland.

RAY MILLAND arrives at LaGuardia Field
morning from Hollywood.

MARK SANDRICH was due to arrive at Cra
Central Station yesterday for the "Buck Ber
Rides Again" premiere.

HENRY FONDA left at the week-end
Hollywood after a 10-day vacation in

York.

JOE PASTERNAK leaves Washington tM
for the Coast to start preparations for Deal
Durbin's "Spring Parade" for "U."

ELLEN DREW is due this morning on
Twentieth Century from the Coast.

BLANCHE YURKA left Saturday on a mon»
acting tour on which she will do a one-wo*
show.

JOE DIETZ, film buyer for Tri-Stafes,J
turned to Des Moines at the week-end. |

ARTHUR JACOBSON, head of Para.'s fsH!

department, and MRS. JACOBSON were due
from the Coast yesterday.

JACOB LASKER, head of the Lasker circ

and MRS. LASKER are back in Chicago a

a winter vacation at Palm Springs.

GARY GRANT and RICHARD CARLSON ioi

Director Frank Llloyd at Williamsburg, Va.,

the week-end for filming of "The Tree
Liberty."

BILLY WILDER and JOHN SZEKELY, P
writers, were scheduled to arrive here frort

Coast at the week-end.

DORE SCHARY is in Washington for resell

on M-G-M's "Life of Simon Bolivar."

A. H. WOODS is in Hollywood seeking ta-

for stage show, "The Cobra Strikes."

TOA of Carolinas' Meet
at Myrtle Beach June 9-

Charlotte, N. C—The North i

South Carolina Theater Own
Ass'n's directors have selected Myi
Beach. S. C, as the place for
Summer convention to be held Ji

9-11. Headquarters will be at Go
|

Forest Hotel.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 8

Mary Pickford Yola D'Avril

Victor Schertzinger Fred Levy, J'i

— -^,
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"TO MY DOG!"

yJonarous devotion lies benina his eyes,

His love's a magic charm

That safeguards me jrom^ harm;

His courage, faith ana deep abiding trust

^ill last eternal until we both are dust.

Stepnen Harkness

We're not poets... so we won't attempt to descrite in words tke power and glory of this

true-to-lite drama of two toys and tkeir troutle-making Jog- Instead, Mr. Exhimtor,

we offer tkis picture, "THE BISCUIT EATER," wkick we kelieve fully captures tke

realness and sincerity wkick made tkis Saturday Evening Post story so different from

otker stories, Paramount's "THE BISCUIT EATER" is a great keart picture. And tke

kuman keart and tke kox office keart keat ever tke same.

t

M^r.

...there is no romance in the world like the romance of a hoy ana. his dog.
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QUADRUPLE QUOTA

CREDITS ARE ASKED

'( .i.'fiinnii from I'aijf \)

end, but today's conference, de-
scribed as "final," is expected to in-

sure a full statement by mid-week.
The announcement may coincide i

with the meetinji Wednesday of the
CEA's General Council at which time
the Gcnreal Purposes Committee will

present its course of action on the
film hire issue, as exclusively pub-
lished in The Film Daily Friday.

The CEA is on record as favoring
retention of the present Films Act
with slight change. It is urging
the exhib. quota start at 10 per cent,
be progressive but provide a margin
of choice. Additionally, the CEA
suggests that American companies
be compelled to produce a minimum
of 40 features here in 1940-41.

(American companies, it is re-
ported, have offered to guarantee
the production of 14 features here
during the new quota year, and are
understood to be willing to double
that number if necessary.)
Other points in the CEA represen-

tations embrace approval of the pro-
posed Films Bank, seen as making
possible 40 productions in its first

year, and requests that the legality
of co-op production and pooling of

bookings be established, and that
non-British subjects — meaning
American companies—be prohibited
from acquiring control of British
theaters through the use of "frozen"
remittances.

Incidentally, the CEA is critical of

the remittance agreement now in ef-

fect, and has advised the Board of

Trade that, in its judgment, "a much
better agreement could have been
negotiated."
"We trust, when another agree-

ment is being discussed, greater
firmness will be displayed b-" the
Board of Trade and the resulting

\

document will afford greater protec-

tion to British film interests," says
the CEA.
The remittance agreement extends

to Oct. 31.

Saunders to Open "Wind"
Parleys in Chicago Today

Chicago — Ed Saunders, M-G-M's
Western division manager, open
parleys here today with field men in

connection with "Gone With the

Wind" subsequent dates. Approxi-
mately 14 openings are set for

April 17.

Industry Figures
Buylny Pix Stocks

Credence to the report that Indus-

try figures are buying leading shares

in film stocks is given by the Wall St.

Journal, which points out that such
stocks are more active and stronger.

Paper cites that many of the leading

seasonal releases have brought "ex-
cellent" b.o. response, with some records

broken.

AL€Ne THE

i= WITH PHIL M. DALTi
T T

• • • THERE'S a sequel to the colyum (hat appeared in this here

space last Wednesday in which we contended that it's a helluva

shame how a certain current feature of a certain major company

is being given only a weak-kneed, wishy-washy trade cam-

paign despite the fact that the attraction patently has a load of

merit and is capable of grabbing a lot more revenue if Mr.

Exhib. were informed about the film We said that the attraction

is going swell in a parcel of situations which is (rue and we
also said that ivir. Exhib. at large hasn't been told about the filum's

good record Consequently, he can't be expected (o buy a pig in

a poke which is also true

T

• • • NOW the sequel is this: Perhaps the company
doesn't know that it has a hit on its hands Perhaps it doesn't

care We don't profess to know But it doesn't make sense

that the picture is being treated as though it were a palooka

If it were there would be every justification for putting on the

soft promotional pedal We subscribe to the strategy that if

a picture is a palooka DROP IT! for that's the only

ethical thing to do 'cause any way you look at it it's a

shoddy practice to deceive the exhibitor and put him on the

spot with his patrons

T T
• • • YEP, if it's a palooka DROP IT! Mr. Exhib. takes

a lot of stock in the records pictures make in situations which are

ahead of him in clearance That means that he's interested in pre-

miere performance first-run performance second-run perform-

ance and, in the case of the small exhib. even what the picture

did in a nearby subsequent prior to eligibility for his own screen

Such all-along-the-line performances are used by Mr. Exhib

as a gauge of how much effort and cash are deserving of going info

the picture's campaign when he gets it So when he reads in his

trade papers' ads the success of a film in its various stages of

distribution he becomes really SOLD It's only loose lingo

to say that an exhib. is "sold" merely because he puts his John

Hancock on a license agreement Exhibs. ARE "sold" on product

ONLY when they become convinced of attractions' merits

and attractions in their houses live up to their advance reputations

T T T
• • • JUST this past week we were chinning with an
out-of-town exhib who allowed as how he was naturally

interested in how pix fare in the larger keys but, that to his

mind, this was not an altogether convincing yardstick because

the theaters oftimes are relatives of the producing company
and the full promotional heat is turned on to create big opening-day

patronage "It's the in-between stands which play the

film before I get it that furnish the yardstick for me"
He asked why the producer-distribs. didn't think it important

to tell exhibs. about strength and performance of pix in

such outlets It's food for thought

• • • AS we said,—if it's a palooka drop it but if it isn't

it should be promotionally supported to the hilt down
through distributional stages for there's no denying that in this

age of advertising it's REPETITION that builds REPUTATION

REPUBLIC STRIKE

QUICKLY CALLED 0[

H'csl Coast Bnnau of THE I-JLM DAI

Hollywood — The strike of sou
technicians at Republic on FricI;

lasted only an hour. Harold Smi
got in touch with William Bioff w
advised that the men go back
work. Bioff said he would hand
negotiations himself.
The soundmen's union c

Eb..
'rid4

signed new contracts with fJEl^ind
pendents—Gold Seal, Roland Ree
Pyramid and Techniprocess Spec!
Effects Corp.

New York Theater Lease

Sold by Consolidate

iContinittd fiom Page 1)

circuit. The theater is being coi

structed by the New York Life Ii

surance Co. and is expected to l

completed in two or three weeks.

"Flexibility" For Tele

Key to DuMont's Stan

Position of Du Mont Laboratorie
Inc., in relation to the present FF^
RCA controversy over television \

clarified in a statement released c.

the week-end. Du Mont, which
affiliated with Paramount Pictuiv
Inc., maintains that it is not oppo-
to the FCC's original approval
"limited commercialization" of teu

vision but that it favors "flexibility

in both receiving sets and transniii

ters so that standards will not b

"frozen." In connection with thi

stand, Du Mont officials emphasize
that their sets are capable of i\

ceiving 441 to 800 line images an
that a guarantee has been issued u,,

dealers in which it is agreed to in

sure sets against obsolescence untj

January, 1942.

At Local 702's Ball

Second annual entertainment an|

ball of Local 702, motion pictur
laboratory technicians, was hel«

Saturday night at the Edison Hotd
grand ballroom. A capacity attei

dance turned out for the affair.

John Wray, Actor, Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIi

Hollywood—John Wray, 52, actq

died Friday of liver trouble.

WEDDING BELLSl

Edward Farrell, of Intematioi!
Projector Corp., and Anne Murpli
secretary to W. C. Michel of 20th

Fox, were married on Saturda;.

morning in Holy Cross Church oi

West 42nd Street. Couple left im

mediately for Washington, D. C
where they will spend their honey-

moon.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIV

Hollywood— Eleanor Powell ^vi

wed Merrill Pye, art designer, nex

March.
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BETTER BIZ DEPENDS

I ON QUALITY, SELZNIGK

(toiitiiiiicd from Page 1)

that "GWTW" would play in Eng-
land on a 70 per cent basis, at two
(London houses at a reserved seat
ipolicy and a third on an unrestricted
policy. Picture will probably be
dubbed for some countries. He will

iiscij*<? foreign deals on both "Wind"
jnc^/ iebecca" while here and look
at SK,.sie plays.
He said that he had given up any

I'dea of buying "The Nazarene" due
;o prejudicial difficulties, and was
aot particularly interested in "My
Dear Children."

[^
Discussing pictures and costs,

jSelznick expressed the opinions that:
{;osts must be high for quality; with-
i,)ut quality domestic business will
;uffer; half of the foreign biz is lost

;o it must be recouped here; a
'ariety of admission prices is a stim-
dus to trade; higher admission
)rices are feasible on big pictures
vith big names and big stories, cit-

Eng a possible remake by Metro of
[Ben Hur" as an example of a sub-
ect that would deserve higher ad-
nissions; and if business is to pro-
fjress, exhibs. must be encouraged
n every way possible.
Continuing on the question of

osts, he advocated no attempt to
ut union costs; stated that a boost
n writing costs and story material
s looming, and writers deserve high
alaries.

j

He foresees a continued swing to

Independent unit production on an

I

acreasing scale, with more indie pro-
uction improving grade of product
s a whole, although not necessarily
•acreasing the annual Hollywood out-
jmt. He said that it had been re-
(orted on the Coast that Warner
5ros. were considering setting up an
idependent sales organization to
,andle the product it will get on
eals with indie producers. Selz-
ick foresees a revolutionary change
a the picture industry, resulting
rom general policy changes.
Decrying the synopsis clause in

he Neely Bill, Selznick expressed
he opinion that it might force bad
ictures as it is virtually impossible
|or any producer to adhere to an
riginal script.

Selznick said that the shorts he
; considering in conjunction with
obert Benchley would be made,
f'ith a release deal to be set in the

I

!ext week or two, possibly with UA.
I'le will remain here for several
I'eeks, starting work on the "Joan
' if Arc" script in eight or nine weeks.
;i[e expects to take a full four-month
acation before he actually starts
ny production work, however.

I

Selznick said he had no commit-
jients apart from his UA pact.

Strand Holding "True"
, Warners' "It All Came True," with
jlddy Duchin's ork on the stage,
itays a second week at the N. Y.
trand where the bill opened to ex-
|ellent biz Friday. Film had 174
ey city openings over the week-
ad.

THE WCEr IN REVIEW
Consent Plan Echoes—Sales Convention

. By L. H. MITCHELL ;

DOMESTIC
EQUITY SUIT: D of C's stand

against integration of production,
distribution and exhibition seen bar
to consent plan . . . Gov't proposed
discrimination cure in control of
licensing of newly acquired theaters
. . . Gov't disclosed names of 103
new exhib. witnesses through whom
it expects to prove coercion in theater
buying . . . Gov't admitted scanty
information on production . . . N. E.
Exhib. unit went on record as op-
posed to any consent decree, while
parent Allied body weighed the con-
sent plan of the D of C ... It was
forecast that Congress might get a
revision of D of C's consent plan,
while Senator Matthew M. Neely
stated that the plan was no substi-
tute for his anti-block-booking bill

. . . Gov't obtained order for sub-
poena service on its witnesses.

* * *

SALES MEETINGS: RKO sales
meet set for New York's Waldorf-
Astoria starting May 27 . . . Metro
meet will probably be held in Chi.
starting May 20 . . . Universal will
likely have an Atlantic City conclave
around May 15 . . . Monogram meet
is set for Dallas, April 20-21.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Pathe Film re-

ported a 1939 net of $424,489 . . .

Eastman Kodak announced a 1939
profit of $21,537,577 . . . General
Theaters Equipment net for 1939
was $696,062.

* * *

MISCELLANY: Henry Ginsberg
named head of Para, studio opera-
tions . . . Group Theater reported
seeking film backing . . . All master
contracts in U. S. ordered bared by
court in the Mori (Vineland) trust
suit . . . Gary Theater was reported
ready to fight ouster of its anti-trust

Dave Fleischer to Direct

Original Cartoon Feature

(Continued from Page 1)

working on an original story for
which he will function as co-producer
as well as direct when the film goes
into work, duplicating the setup for
"Gulliver's Travels."

Edmund Seward, identified as the
author of "Pandora" in the published
reports, worked with other writers
on a rough narrative for "Pandora,"
Fleischer says, but has not been asso-
ciated with the studios for some time.
Additionally, says Fleischer, no
screenplay has been written on "Pan-
dora."

Metro Buys "Mr. Co-ed"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Mr. Co-ed," original

by Kenneth Earl, Curtis Kenyon and
M. M. Musselman, has been acquired
by M-G-M as a possible vehicle for
Rosalind Russell and Robert Young.

suit . . . UA will remain a member
of MPPDA . . . RKO plans a $20,-

000,000 budget for 52 pix . . . Floods

closed a number of theaters in Pa.

towns . . . FCC's chairman defended

body's order rescinding start of com-

mercial tele programs in the Fall . .

.

Increased biz in 1939 of 12 per cent

forecast for B & K.

* * *

PRODUCTION: RKO to dip its

racetrack film, "Photo Finish," in

dye vat . . . "U" signed W. C. Fields

for another film, "Bank Dick" . . .

Select Attractions listed six titles it

may produce . . . Tyrone Power gets

romantic lead in 20-Fox's "Brigham
Young" with Dean Jagger in title role

. . . Para, signed Broadway actress,

Grace MacDonald, for "Dancing on a
Dime" . . . Metro bought Vajda's
"Equilibrium" . . . Col. signed Miriam
Hopkins for tentatively titled "Sing-
apore" . . . Frank Lloyd started
"Tree of Liberty" for Col. at Wil-
liamsburg, Va. . . . RKO will trade-
show "Irene" . . . Lee Garmes will

direct the Jessel-Hecht pix, "Before
I Die," at the old Biograph studios

. . . Roach's "1,000,000 B.C." to pre-
miere in Louisville.

MAJORS' DISUNITY

SEEN CONSENT BAR

(Continued from Page 1)

ferences among the majors and the

obvious fact that they were not

working together for a settlement,

and expressed the belief—quickly

echoed by another equally highly

placed D of J official—that there

will not be a consent decree before

trial starts.

On the legal question of splitting

of defendants, it was stated that

such a step could very properly be

undertaken. If some of the defen-

dants wished to accept a consent de-

cree and others do not, it was ex-
plained that the decree would be
entered against the willing parties
and the remaining defendants would
proceed to trial as planned.

Depositions now being taken
at the pre-trial examination in
New York can be used at a later
date and are regarded as public
testimony, it was stated at the
Department. The depositions and
any settlement arrangements
could always be introduced as
testimony in a new case, it was
explained. However, terms of a
settlement could not be held to

bind those not participating in

it, although it might be intro-

duced as evidence.

Annonneemeiit
Motion Picture and Allied rights in the literary

properties listed below, vested in certain indivi-

duals and corporations, are represented by the

undersigned as exclusive agent.

STORY OR PLAY AUTHOR
Manhattan Madness Frank and Chas. Dazey
My Lord of Double '''B'' Morton S. Parker
Ship of Souls Emerson Hough
Two Can Play Gerald Mygatt
Children of the Whirlwind Le Roy Scott
Scandal Street Frank L. Adams
Share and Share Alike Reginald Wright Kauffman
Substitute W^ife Katharine Smith
Self Defense Elizabeth York Miller
Wandering Fires Warner Fabian
Silver Lanterns Ethel Donoher
Shadow of the Law E. Lawing Masters
Writings Rufus King
Barriers Burned Away Rev. E. P. Roe
Great Conflagration L. M. Wachstetter
Her Market Value Frances Nordstrom
Omar the Tentmaker Richard Walton Tully
Keep Her Smiling John Hunter Booth
The Flame Richard Walton Tully
A Strenuous Life Richard Walton Tully
Gradiva Wilhelm Jensen and Sigmund Freud
The Pack (Love Master) Lawrence Trimble
The Sign (Flapper Wives) Jane Murfin
Brawn of the IS'orth Jane Murfin and Lawrence Trimble
Pawned Frank L, Packard
The Price of a Party Wm. Mac Harg

All rights of legal recourse for past or future

unauthorized use or infringement thereof are

reserved in full.

W. RAY WALKER
Phone: WH 3-3430 Room 3207, 70 Pine St., N, Y. C.

-^ -
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FILM ALLIANCE WILL

HANDLE 50 BRIT. PIX

{Continued from Page 1)

liance in a top spot among indepen-

dent distributors of foreign and do-

mestic product.

Wachsberger brought back the dis-

tribution rights to 25 completed neg-

atives from British studios and com-
mitments involving 25 other stories

to be made this year at the Den-
ham, Elstree, Ealing and other stu-

dios. "Let George Do It," a popular

anti-Nazi comedy, which Wachsber-
ger said was the No. 1 hit in Eng-
land, is considered the most impor-
tant of the picture rights he brought
over.

Two important European produc-
ers are scheduled to arrive in the
U, S. shortly to be associated with
Film Alliance, Wachsberger said,
adding that several French direc-
tors would join the studio setup.
Wachsberger leaves later this week
for the Coast to prepare for pro-
duction.

Norman Elson, sales manager, an-
nounced that in some cities Fine
Arts would operate its own ex-
changes and in others the company
would continue to distribute through
franchise holders.

Slot Ifiachine Ifiovies Face Chi. Censorship;
Police Board to I^iove into H-IH mm. Field

Chicago—Advent of nickcl-in-thc-slot films here will be the signal for the Police
Censor Board to exercise its jurisdiction in the 8 and 16 mm. fields, it is learned.

Board in the past has winked at both, although it is empowered to preview and censor
all 8 and 16 mm. footage. Board's standard inspection fees will be imposed.

De Luxe Would Oust Brown Will Rogers Theater Week
As Educational's Trustee! Start Deferred to Apr. 25

I Continued from Page \)

Brown as trustee of Educational
Films Corp. of America. The hear-
ing will be held Wednesday along
with an application to vacate the
designation of James R. Davidson as
trustee of Educational Pictures, par-
ent organization.

Earle Hammons, president of both
companies, was examined yesterday
at a meeting of creditors of Educa-
tional Films. He testified as to the
details of contracts which trans-
ferred the 35 mm. rights of Educa-
tional films to Grand National.

GE Orders Up 12.2%
Schenectady—GE first quarter or-

ders totaled '$97,490,047 as against
$86,882,953 in 1939, gain of 12.2 per
cent.

Film Carriers Comply
Chicago—Checkup shows all film

carriers operating out of here have
complied with the new state motor
law.

DNi ©mm%%oum
WEAVER BROTHERS and ELVIRY

(.Continued from Page 1)

is disclosed by Maj. L. E. Thompson,
campaign chairman. Shift was to

obtain the sei^vices of Bette Davis,
Judy Garland and Kay Kyser for
the campaign short, "If I Forget
You," which takes its title from a
number by Irving Caesar.

Three companies, Warners, Fox
Movietone and Metro donated the
use of studios and equipment. Coast
sequences were arranged for by Har-
old Rodner, vice-pres. of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. A. P.

Waxman, director of campaign,
handled all local production and ar-

rangements. Burke Symon, 20th
Century-Fox, directed the Kay Kyser
sequence of the short. Preparations
and settings were supervised by
Steve Fitzgibbon of Fox Movietone.
Eastman Kodak. Dupont-Pathe

and Filmex-Gevaert have contributed
raw stock for the short which will

be distributed by National Screen
Service.

Nick Quits lATSE Post

on Plea of "ill Health"

wfj

i voure sr>U aV.ve. \

.^^)^/'

JUNE STOREY
MARJORIE GATESON
THURSTON HALL
THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
DIRECTED BY FRANK McDONALD

(Continued from Page 1)

had accompanied George Browne,
lATSE prexy, here.

Disclosure of Nick's resignation
came on the heels of the restoration
by Browne of local autonomy to Lo-
cal 143, operators, which in turn
brought to a finale the 16 months'
struggle that resulted in the ouster
of Nick and Clyde A. Weston from
the Local's management. Harry
Barco and Robert Thomsen, leaders
in the fight to oust Nick and Weston,
have been elected prexy and business
agent of the Local.

Settlement of the F & M-Local 143
conti'oversy was indicated when
pickets were withdrawn Friday from
F & M and St. Louis Amusement Co.
houses.

Northern Ohio Picture

Council to be Weighed

Cleveland — Organization of a
Northern Ohio Picture Council will
be discussed and considered at a
forum meeting at the Hotel Statler
on May 2 in connection with the
third Motion Picture Festival of the
Cleveland Cinema Club. Festival is

set for April 28-May 4. Mrs. William
R. Thomas is Festival committee
chairman, Mrs. Frank R. Anderson,
prexy of the club.

FDR at Para. Premiere?
Albany, Ga.—FDR and the Gov-

ernors of Florida, Alabama, Tennes-
see and South Carolina have been
invited to see Para.'s "The Biscuit
Eater" bow in here Thursday.

23 STARS SLAP NEELY

BILL IN JOINT LETTE

(Continued from Page 1)

first place, the 23 declare, "We a
convinced that this bill is high
harmful to the American screen ai

against the best interests of t

American public."
Signers embrace Joan Crawfoi

Fredric March, Edward G. PgVnso,
Tyrone Power, Don Amecvin^Alil
Faye, Ralph Morgan, Billie BurkI
Conrad Nagel, Jean Hersholt, Jo-
McCrea, Madeleine Carroll, Bi
Hope, Gary Cooper, Joan Blond
Dick Powell, Eddie Cantor, Robi
Taylor, Norma Shearer, Walla
Beery, Ralph Bellamy, Jeffrey Lyi^
and Joan Bennett.
Asking that their views be broug!

to the committee's attention "at tJ

proper time," the stars write,
part

:

"Anyone acquainted with the mal
ing of pictures knows that the ai

vance synopsis section of the B:
is an absurdity. It would build
stone wall around production, d
stroy the experimental progress !

vital to the development of tl

screen and result in pictures heir
turned out like automobiles on a

assembly line.

"The finest, most entertaining pi

tures we have appeared in have bee
the ones in which there has bee
constant revision, gradual shapir
of plot structure, compromises 1

strengthen storj' values—in otht
words, exceptional pictures neve
are cut to a pattern. Under tl:

Neely bill every picture would t

cut to a pattern.
"Pictures are made to entertai

the public. We do not believe th

Congress of the United States woul
wish to be responsible for the in:

pairment of this service to all th
people. In fairness to our industr
—we have demonstrated that we ca

produce, under present methods
truly excellent pictures—the Neel
bill should be defeated. We can'

see why it was proposed in the firs,

place."

Majors Denied Dismissal

of Vermont Trust Actioi

(Continued from Page 1)

hibitor, have been denied followinf
federal court hearing at Burlingtor
Vermont. Also denied was a motioi
to void parts of original complain
which was brought by Attorne:
George S. Ryan.

Schary on "Bolivar" Mission
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAM]
HoUyAvood—Dore Schary left late

last week for Washington, D. C., or

a mission for M-G-M in connection
with the proposed filming of "Thd
Life of Simon Bolivar." The wi'itei

will confer with the U. S. Cabinet of-

ficers and Ambassadors from Latin-i

American countries on the approach
to the subject matter. He will re-i

turn to Hollywood in about tNVC|

weeks.



NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED
To All Film Daily Subscribers

The Recognized Standard Reference
Book Of The Motion Picture industry

THE 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK ot more than twelve

hundred pages covers the industry from every angle— Production,

Distribution and Exhibition. Between its covers will be found: A list of

more than 17,000 titles of pictures released since 1915— Credits on all

pictures released in 1939— Features imported during the past year— The

Ten Best Pictures of 1939 with all credits— Serials released since 1920—
under new titles— Short Subject Series— Producers and Distributors—
Personnel of Important Companies, Studios, Associations— Work of

Players, Directors, Authors, Screen Play Writers, Cameramen, Film

Editors, Song Writers and Dance Directors— Telephone numbers of

Players' Agents— Financial Structures of

motion picture companies— An up-to-the-

minute Equipment Buying Guide— A sur-

vey of Foreign Markets— Non-Theatrical

Section — A comprehensive Showman's
Manual of Exploitation— A complete list of

Theaters in the United States, Alaska and

Canada— Addresses of Producers, Distribu-

tors, Exchanges, Laboratories, Trailer

Companies, Insurance Brokers, Projection

Rooms, Agents, Play Brokers, etc.— Motion

Picture Publications— Books— The trend

in theater building and equipment— Tele-

vision and

a thousand and one other impor-
tant items of interest and value.

MORE THAN 1,200 PAGES

WEIGHS OVER 4 POUNDS

BEAUTIFULLY BOUND

IMPORTANT!
The most valuable asset you can have is a full knowl-

edge of the business in which you are engaged. There

is no better place to obtain such knowledge than in

THE FILM YEAR BOOK. The 1940 edition sur-

passes all others. Get it! Keep it for handy refer-

ence! It's worth its weight in gold!

THE FILM
is the BEST $10.00 investment
anyone can make who is interested
in the Producing, Distributing, or

Exhibiting of motion pictures.

Sign the coupon and mail it today
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1940 IS NOT 1918, REVIEUJS OF Hm fMitiS
ZUKOR TELLS GOV'T

(Continued from Pane 1)

Special Assistant Attorney General
whether he still maintained that
view, Zukor answered, that circum-
stances and conditions had changed.
The Para. exec, pointed out that

First National, a theater owning as-

Federal Judge Henry W. Coddard
Friday desitiiiated Room IJOfi as tlie

court room for trial of the equity suit

and ordered William B. Connell to re-

serve the court room for a May 1 trial.

sociation, in 1918 had made consider-
able progress in the production-dis-
tribution field by producing and li-

censing films and by jilacing talent

under contract. This situation. Zu-
kor claimed, had seriously threat-

ened Paramount, necessitating his

company's entry into exhibition. At
the present time, he added, costs of

pictures have so increased that a

producer must be assured of a per-

manent outlet for his product.
Zukor, who described his early

days in the industry, detailed his

negotiations which resulted in the

acquisition of a number of theater
circuits. He insisted that there had
been no national policy established,

but that each jjurchase was the re-

sult of an individual situation which
made it necessary. In 1925-26, be-

cause Fox was acquiring a large

number of theaters, Paramount, in

order to protect its interests, re-

newed its activity in that field, he

said.

Sidney R. Kent, will testify Wed-
nesday, along with William Kupper
and William Sussman. Efforts will

be made, the Government said, to

take the testimony of Charles Mos-
kowitz and Nicholas M. Schenck
next week.

Garber Succeeds Solomon
Chicago—Jack Garber has joined

B & K's publicity and advertising

staff, succeeding Eddie Solomon, who
goes to New York City to join 20th

Century-Fox staff. B & K press

department and friends, gave Solo-

mon a dinner and gift at the B & K
Employes Club.

Select Secures "Jealousy"

Select Attractions, Inc., has closed

contracts with Charles J. Hirliman
for the immediate U. S. release of

"Wrath of Jealousy." Select also

has closed with Unity Films to han-

dle "Lilac Domino."

And Who's Next?
FILM DAILY suggestion, via Along

the Rialto, that met. dailies printing

movie time tables as a reader service

include the titles of features with the

starting time, has been adopted by the

Brooklyn Daily Eagle. Paper is the

second to fall into line, the Enquirer

pioneering.

"Ma, He's Making
Eyes at Me"

with Tom Brown. Constance Moore,
Richard Carle

Universal 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE ENTER-
TAINMENT MARKED BY EFFECTIVE DI-

RECTORIAL TOUCHES.

This long-titled Universal production

probably proved a pleasant surprise to studio

officials who apparently didn't invest a lot

of money in it. It is a little gem, cleverly

written, and with that directorial touch that

makes good pictures out of cheap pictures.

Harold Schuster, with astute use of the

camera, and a swift, light handling of char-

acters and sequences, makes every moment
of the story telling thoroughly enjoyable.

Jack Otterson's sets are beautiful when they

should be, and altogether realistic at all

times. The original story, credited to Ed

Sullivan, is simple—done before—but credit

is due Charles Grayson and Edmund L. Hart-

mann for their witty dialogue and believable

situations. The music under the direction

of Charles Previn, featuring the old-timer

"Ma, He's Making Eyes At Me," is light

and pleasantly incidental. The story con-

cerns the efforts of Tommy Shaw (Tom
Brown) to prove his genius as a high-pow-

ered press agent to his now-and-then em-
ployer, C. J. Woodbury, played beautifully

by Richard Carle. Constance Moore enters

the plot as "Miss Manhattan," Shaw's

brainchild, who eventually pulls Mister

Woodbury's swanky emporium out of the

swank class—but out of the red. Several

excellent Variety turns are used to advant-

age; Richard Carle doing a hilarious old-

time song and dance number. Jerome
Cowan, as a columnist, swings through his

role with ease. Anne Nagle, also gives a

creditable performance as Shaw's secretary.

Fritz Feld does his usual good job, and
clocks many a laugh as a nance floorwalker.

There is a thrilling fight between Shaw
and actor Larry Williams at the tag, and the

picture ends with practically the entire cast

getting married.

CAST: Tom Brown, Constance Moore,
Richard Carle, Anne Nagel, Jerome Cowan,
Elizabeth Risdon, Fritz Feld, Larry Williams,

Frank Mitchell, Peggy Chamberlain, Vivien

Fay, Marie Greene and Her Merry Minstrels.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph G.

Sanford; Director, Harold Schuster; Author,

Ed Sullivan; Screenplay, Charles Grayson and
Edmund L. Hartmann; Cameraman. Elwood
Bredell, ASC; Art Director, Jack Otterson;

Associate, Ralph M. DeLacy; Editor, Ed.

Curtiss; Musical Director, Charles Previn;

Songs by Frank Skinner, and Sam Lerner;

Con Conrad and Sidney Clare; Richard Carle

and M. E. Rourke.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Keys Succeeds Factor
Chicago—E. H. Keys succeeds Max

Factor as booker for the Great
States circuit.

Lang, Architect, Dead
David S. Lang, 55, architect who

designed the new New York Thea-
ter, Times Square, is dead.

"A Bill of

Divorcement"
with Maureen O'Hara, Adolphe Menjou,

Fay Bainter, Herbert Marshall

RKO Radio 74 Mins.

FINE DRAMA WITH WIDE AUDIENCE

APPEAL AND SPLENDIDLY ACTED BY AN
EXPERT CAST.

When Charles Laughton "found" the

talented Maureen O'Hara, and launched her

without delay on the road to stardom, via

"Jamaica Inn," he performed a decidedly

good deed for filmland and its fans. It is

this same Miss O'Hara who contributes to

"A Bill of Divorcement" a resounding per-

formance,—one which makes the picture

stand out like a beacon light. It appears

that in virtually every decade,—like the

census,—Hollywood makes a version of the

Clemence Dane stage play, but it has re-

mained for Robert Sisk to really gild the

lily, for here is lively entertainment sur-

charged with human interest and emotion.

Additionally, the film is superlatively di-

rected by John Farrow, and acted by a

flawless cast. Exhibitors large and small

can mark this attraction down in bold let-

ters as one which will score heavily with

patrons. While Maureen O'Hara is the

answer to a producer or casting director's

dream, she is ably aided by fellow players

in the enacting of the tragic story of a

young girl who discovers that her father is

not a victim of shell-shock, but is suffer-

ing in a sanitarium from incurable insanity,

which, the girl is told by the family physi-

cian, would preclude her from marrying her

handsome suitor. Adolphe Menjou is

splendid as the father who escapes from his

20-year incarceration in order to come home
for Christmas, only to find that his wife

has divorced him because of his mental
disease, and plans to wed another man. The
wife is abetted in her purpose by her

daughter, Miss O'Hara. The latter informs

her own suitor, in a pulse-throbbing scene,

that they can never wed.

CAST: Maureen O'Hara, Adolphe Menjou,
Fay Bainter, Herbert Marshall, Dame May
Whitty, Patric Knowles, C. Aubrey Smith,

Ernest Cossart, Kathryn Collier, Lauri

Beatty.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, John Farrow; Author, Clemence Dane;
Screenplay, Dalton Trumbo.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

Set Powell-Loy Vehicle
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIJ.Y

Hollywood— William Powell and
Myrna Loy will next be co-starred
by Metro in "I Love You A.gain,"
which W. S. Van Dyke II will direct,
with Lawrence Weingarten produc-
ing. Walter Pidgeon will be fea-
tured.

Donat as "Jekyll-Hyde"
Metro, which has purchased the

rights to Robert Louis Stevenson's
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" from
Para., is planning a production for
England, with Robert Donat in the
dual starring role.

LOU DIAMOND, PARA.

EXEC. DIES SUDDENLY
I Continued from Page 1)

night, following a heart attack it

the Waldorf-Astoria's Empire Room
where he was attending the opening
of the engagement of Orrin Tucker 'f

Orchestra.
Diamond was stricken just as hi

finished dancing to a melody ."The

Isle of May," which he h( Eb.)ub-

lished. "inr"

He started his motion picture

career in 1915 with Pathe, and
joined Paramount in 1927, and for
the past decade had headed that or-

ganization's shorts department.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.

Celia Diamond; two sons, Paul, ol

New York, and Dick, of Hollywood;
and three sisters, Mrs. Anna Miller

and Mrs. Rose Kaufman, of New
York, and Mrs. Bessie Sperling, of

Hollywood.

Young to Be in Charge
of All RKO Scenarists

I Continued from Page 1)

the studio, Harry Edington, execu-
tive producer, said Friday in Newi
York. Edington said that formerly
only stories were handled through
this office while writers' agents made'
their contact direct with variougt

producers. Edington returns to the

Coast today.

Rename Balaban, Freeman
To Directorate of FPC

Toronto — FPC shareholders re-

!

elected the following directors: Bar-
ney Balaban, N. L. Nathanson, W. D.
Ross, J. J. Fitzgibbons, A. E. Dymentj
F. B. McCurdy, T. J. Bragg, R. W.:

Bolstad, Maj. A. P. Holt, Y. Frark''

Freeman. Prexy Nathanson saidi

first quarter returns were "encourag-'i
ing," forecast higher taxes.

M. Selznick Sues 20th-Fox
\

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILP
Los Angeles—Myron Selznick &j

Co., Inc., has filed suit in Superior!
Court asking an injunction to re-

strain 20th Cent.-Fox from continu-
ing its alleged boycott of the agency'sj
clients.

Frank Carey Dead
Lebanon, Ind.—Frank Carey, 52.

of Carey & Alexander, circuit opera';

tors, is dead. Widow and brotherl

survive.

Stahl Plans "Webster"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Stahl plans to

produce "The Life of Daniel Web-
ster," probably with Walter Huston |:

in the title role.

Pix-Turhey . . . Dinner
Ratcn, N. M.— El Portal Theater ad-

vertised "Theater Dinner Sunday" in

conjunction with the El Raton Restau-
rant, 75 cent ticket covering a turkey
dinner at the latter and "The Fighting
69th" at the former.
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forecast Italian Offer To Barter For American Films

lOUSE CM GEHING GOWRNMENTAL NEP VIEWS

\Vestern Indie Circuits Form New Corp.; Huish, Prexy
/ill Operate in 5 States;

Charter Permits Tele,

i Radio Activities

Salt Lake City—Theaters Security
orp. has been organized by a group
presenting four of the largest in-

ipendent circuits served out of the
ilt Lake City exchanges. The
!W company is expected to have
I important bearing on the opera-
on of approximately 35 theaters
id probably will own or control
her houses and affiliated lines of
isiness, including radio and tele-

sion.

Organization was completed re-
(Continued on Page 6)

EFEREE UPHOLDS

I GN NEGATIVE SALE

Referee Peter B. OIney yesterday
jfused to set aside the sale of
sgatives of Grand National Pic-
ires to Mohawk Pictures and ruled,
fter argument, that there had been
) fraud in the bidding which had
receded Mohawk's purchase. The
pplication to vacate the sale was
lade by Gustave De Lemos who
aimed that the bidders had been
isled and that the Creditors' Com-

{Continued on Page S)

ioast Production Gains;

i: 13 Pictures Set to Start

fest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
I

i Hollywood—Thirteen pictures are
heduled to go into production this

eek.

At Columbia: "Singapore" and
I

(Continued on Page 5)

estrictions on Juvenile

Attendance Proposed in Md.

Baltimore—Enactment of legisla-

m which would require labeling of
ins suitable for children under 16
"family pictures" by the Mary-

{Continued on Page 5)

I

British Hear Gov't May Restrict Imports;
U. S. Distrihs. Are Without Confirmation

Foreign departments of the major companies yesterday were without confirmation

of the report that Great Britain, in a further effort to strengthen its war-time financial

condition, was preparing to limit the imports on American-made pictures. Report,

which forecast Board of Trade announcement this week, was published in English

national dailies at the week-end, and was accepted as authoritative by American
correspondents and press services.

Loew*s and Para. Earnings Ahead

Despite Foreign Drop,Wall St. Holds
Wall Street sources assert that

earnings of Paramount and Loew's,
Inc., for the last six months are
ahead of a year ago, despite the drop
in foreign income due to the war
in Europe.
The Wall Street Journal estimates

that Paramount would report a big-
ger net for the quarter ending
March 31 than it did for the same
quarter last year when the common

stock earned 41 cents a share. This
is due, it is said, to production oper-
ations being in the black and the
company's theaters doing better
business than a year ago.
Because of GWTW, Loew's profits

this year may approximate the $5.37
a share earned in 1939, the Journal
predicted.
Warners' half-year net, ending in

(Continued on Page 4)

French Producers Shifting to Italy—Wachsberger

While production in France is at

a virtual standstill, French produc-
ers are gradually shifting their ac-

tivities to Italy, it was said yester-
day by Nat Wachsberger, vice-pres-
ident of Film Alliance of the U. S.,

who returned last week from Eu-
rope.

According to Wachsberger's obser-
vations, only three pictures were in

work in all of France but that there
appeared a definite move on the part
of producers to make Italy their

production headquarters. If the
war continues and Italy remains neu-

(Continued on Page S)

New Italian Plan Proposes to Barter

for U. S. Films^ Dr. Macaluso Reveals

Expect Shea to Take Over
Brown Zanesville Theaters

Zanesville, O.—An exchange of

options on each other's theater hold-

ings is reported to have been com-

pleted between the Shea circuit and
the operators of the four houses op-

(Continued on Page 6)

New plan for the barter of Ital-

ian pictures for American product
will be tried out shortly in this coun-
try, it is disclosed by Dr. Francesco
Macaluso, head of Esperia Films,
Italian distributing company in this

country, upon his return from Italy.

Esperia also is going to experiment
with exhibition here of completely
dubbed-in-English versions of lead-

(Continued on Page 4)

D of J, FTC Outline Stand;

D of C Waits; See Month
of Hearings

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Indicating that the

House Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee quietly has been obtaining
Governmental viewpoints on the

The Wall St. Journal yesterday de-
clared that the Neely bill had a 50-50
chance of being written into law at
the present session of Congress, ex-
pected to adjourn in early June.

Neely bill in advance of anticipated
public hearings, it is learned that,
in response to direct requests, the
Committee has received the reactions
of not only the Department of Jus-
tice but the Federal Trade Commis-
sion as well.

A similar request, transmitted
simultaneously to the Department of

(Continued on Page 4)

DROP BLOGHOGKING

GLAUSE IN PROPOSAL

A clause which would attempt to

control and limit block-booking has
been dropped from the Department
of Commerce's proposals for a con-
sent decree in the industry equity
suit, it was learned at the week-end.
The clause, as written, appeared con-
fusing to industry attorneys, and, it

(Continued on Page 6)

Diamond Funeral Today;
Interment to be Private

Funeral service for Lou Diamond
will be held at the Riverside Chapel
at 2:30 this afternoon. Burial will

(Continued on Page 6)

Philly Allied Opposes
Slot Machine Pictures

Philadelphia—Allied Theater Own-
ers of Eastern Pennsylvania has
gone on record, by directors' resolu-

(Continued on Page 6)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 113^ WVg lO'/a + Vs
Col. PictS.vtc. (21/2%) 75/8 75/8 75/8— 3/8

Columbia PIcts. pfd. 21% 21 1/2 Z'ys + %
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . IOI/4 9% lO'A
East. Kodak 15634 155 V2 156 — V2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 123^ 123^ 123/4

Loew's, Inc 37 361/2 361/2 — 1/4

do pfd 1091/2 1091/2 109'/2 + V2
Paramount 8I/1 8 SV4
Paramount 1st pfd. 933/4 933^ 933^ -f I/4

Paramount 2nd pfd. 93^ 934 93^ — %
Pathe Film IP/a 1 1 '4 H3/4 + 1/3

RKO 11/4 11/8 11/4

20th Century-Fox .11% 1 1 34 11 3/4— i/g

20th Century-Fox pfd. 24 24 24 — 1/2

Univ. Pict. pfd 104 103 104
Warner Bros 4 3% 37/3— Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 IO214 10214 IO2V4
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46.

. 1047/8 1045/8 104% + 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 90 90 90
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 9014 90 9014 -|- 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 214 2i'8 2% ....
Technicolor 15% 15% 157/3 .4- 3/g

Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/2

Universal Corp. vtc. . 6 S^/a 5% — %
Universal Picts

Dollinger Leases Liberty
Irving: Dollinger has obtained a

longr term lease on the Liberty The-
ater, Newark, N. J., from the F & R
Amusement Corp. Dollinger also op-
erates the Plaza, Linden, N. J.

Deal was set by David Berk and J.

Gi-umg-old, theater real estate brok-
ers.

Oscar A. Doob III

Oscar A. Doob, Loew ad head, is

confined to his home with a throat
ailment.

Magnetic Tape Machine I Rifkin Appoints Powell

Revealed by Bell Labs. to General Managership

A new magnetic tape machine by
means of which voices may be re-

corded and instantly reproduced
without the delay occasioned by
processing in sound tracks was dem-
onstrated for sound directors of ma-
jor studios at Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories yesterday. The directors,
who arrived here yesterday from the
("oast, were guests of Dr. L E. Buck-
ley, exec, vice-prexy. Erpi is the
group's host on the trip.

In addition the directors were
shown a variety of new mag-netic
materials; a sei'ies of recently de-
veloped sound measuring instru-
ments; a device for reproducing
sounds so high in pitch as to pass
beyond the range of hearing of the
ordinary ear; and finally some of the
recent advances which have been
made in the much heralded frequency
modulation system of radio broad-
casting.

Mexico Bans "Ninotchka";
Cuba Halts Anti-Nazi Pix

Mexico City—A protest by the
Confederation of Mexican Workers
is reported to have resulted in the
banning of Metro's "Ninotchka" by
the Federal Government.

Havana (By Cable) — Although
passed by the censors, "The Modern
Inquisition," Cuban title for "Hitler,

Beast of Berlin," has been sus-

pended at the Comedia Theater, due
to Nazi squawks.

Kent, Sussman, Kupper
Examinations Deferred

Scheduled examinations of 20th
Century-Fox executives in connec-
tion with the Government's equity
action against the majors were post-
poned yesterday to next week, it

was learned. Under changed plans,

William Kupper will testify a week
from today; William Sussman on the
following day; and Sidney R. Kent,
20th-Fox president will conclude next
week's examinations on Thursday,
April 18.

New York Theater Lease

Passes to Brandt Circuit

The Brandt circuit has acquired
the New York Theater, now under
construction in Times Square. It

was reported in The Film Daily
yesterday that Consolidated Amuse-
ment Enterprises, which held the
lease on the house, had sold its lease
to an attorney representing a cir-

cuit. The New York was erected on
the site of the old George M. Cohan
Theater.

MPPDA Defers Meeting
Lack of a quorum prevented the

MPPDA board of directors from
holding an adjourned business ses-
sion yesterday. Meeting may be
held later this week.

Springfield, Mass.—Herman Rif-

kin, president of the Liberty Theater
Corp., announces that William T.

Powell of this city has been appointed
general manager of his theater in-

terests which includes five theaters

in Spi-ingfield, as well as theaters

in Holyoke and Northampton. For
the past 14 years, Powell had been
associated with Paramount subsid-

Burnett Succeeds Kurtzman
in Pittsburgh for Loew's

Jos. R. Vogel of Loew's, yester-

day announced the transfer of Mar-
tin Burnett, manager of Loew's The-
ater, Dayton, 0., to Loew's Penn,
Pittsburgh, succeeding Charles
Kurtzman, newly appointed North-
eastern district manager. Sam Gil-

man moves from Harrisburg, Pa.,

into the Dayton house. Wm. Elder,

Bijou, New Haven, will replace Gil-

man in Harrisburg.

Kuykendall Accepts, Cole

Declines PCC of ITO Bid

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA prexy, has accepted the in-

vitation of the Pacific Coast Confer-
ence to attend its convention here on
May 9 and deliver an address. Col.

H. A. Cole, Allied prexy, was unable
to accept due to pressure of other
business.

500 Exhibs. Will Attend
Variety Club Convention

Dallas—Five hundi'ed exhibs. are
expected to attend the Variety Club
national convention here next week.
Convention, it is indicated, will have
a total attendance of about 1,500.

Week's Delay for Bioff

Chicago—One week delay on issu-
ance of a Court order that would
return him to jail was granted yes-
terday to William Bioff by Chief
Justice John P. Prystalski. Exten-
sion was granted to April 15 on plea
by BiofF's attorneys that no action
be taken until the State Supreme
Court has time to rule on another
phase of the case.
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GEORGE W. WEEKS leaves today or tomorrow
for the Coast.

ERICH POMMER has returned to Hollywood

MAXWELL SETTON has returned to the Coast

ARTHUR JACOBSON. Paramount tai»nt scout,

is stopping at the Waldorf.

HERB SILVERBERG arrives Yxex^^^ jiai b>

plane from Hollywood, having been grounded

in the West by bad weather which delayed his

arrival.

ROY BRUDER, manager of the B & K Chicago
Theater, and his wife, have returned to that

city after a vacation in Florida.

LEO BONOFF. operator of the Madison and
Saybrook Theaters, Conn., and MRS. BONOFF
arc vacationing in Miami.

WILLIAM F. RO[>GERS, Metro general salei

head, left Chicago yesterday for Detroit.

D. 0. BAMFORD, Metro exchange managei
in Chicago, and MRS. BAMFORD, are spendin

a spring vacation in Hollywood.

HENRY KING, directing "Maryland" foi

20th-Fox, is in Baltimore to shoot several se-

quences for the picture.

JAMES CACNEY has postponed his vaca-
tion at his Martha's Vineyard home to remail
on the Coast to start work in a new Wamet
picture.

TYRONE POWER and his wife, ANNABELLA,
have returned to the Coast after a brief stay

here.

HARRY B. PROSDOCIMI, Columbia branch|

manager in Panama, arrived here on the Anconi
over the week-end from Cristobal.

OLYMPE BRADNA, has arrived on Hie CoasI;

to start work in Edward Small's "South «l

Pago-Pago."

JOHN CARROLL has returned to Hollywood
after a three-week vacation in New Orleans.

E. H. GRIFFITH was due here yesterdayii

from the Coast on business.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales head;
arrived yesterday from the Coast. JOHN JO-"

SEPH, "U" ad. and pub. director. Is due in

today from the Coast.

HERB MclNTYRE, captain of the Ned E.

'

Depinet sales drive, and HARRY MICHALSON,
short subjects sales manager, have returned to

the home office after a nation-wide swing
which included stops at the 38 RKO branches
in this country and Canada.

EDDIE CANTOR is stopping at the Riti

Tower.

WANTED!
i

FOR
STEALI NG
"FORTY LITTLE

MOTHERS"

FROM
EDDIE CANTOR
NAME: Chum—Age 8 months

HAIR: Little CurlyTEETH: 3

mmmt
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HOUSE COM. GETTING

GOV'T NEELY VIEWS

iCoiitiniicd from Ptiiii' I)

Commerce, has not yet been an-

swered, it is reportod, the Depart-

ment evidently desiring to hold off

until it has an opportunity to weigh

the chances of a settlement in the

New York equity suit.

Texts of the D of J and FTC
statements will be released at the

public hearings on the Neely bill,

it is understood.
In all probability the hearings

will get under way some time in April
and, according to the Committee's
office, may run a month at the rate
requests to testify are coming in.

Meanwhile, it was learned that in

connection with the suit the D of J
has been broadcasting questionnaires
to theater owners requesting the
following information:
Theater name, address, when built,

or remodelUd; capacity in orchestra
and balcony; admission scales dur-
ing 1936-37 season; playing policy;

changes per week; pictures in the
program; general description of the
equipment and theater; approximate
number of pictures used during
1936-37 season released by indepen-
dent distributing companies other
than (the 8 majors); the signature,
whethej- owner, manager, etc.

Traverse City Business

Closed for Foster Rites

Traverse City, Mich.—As a mark
of civic respect, all business houses
here closed during the funeral of
Conrad H. Foster, 64, Butterfield
Circuit manager and former mayor.
Foster had been in show business
since 1889. and for 14 years was as-

sistant treasurer for Ringling Bros.
His widow and an adopted daughter
survive.

Maclntyre, Michalson Back
Herb Maclntyre, captain of the

Ned Depinet Drive, and Harry Mich-
alson, short subjects sales manager,
have completed their second swing
around 38 exchanges in the interest

of the RKO sales campaign which
ends May 10.

'^m-'l.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 9

Sharon Lynn
Allen Jenkins

William C. Stuber
Jeff Lazarus

ALCNG THE

— wiTii PlilL M. DALTi
T T T

• • • FOR quite a span now the forces of Leo the Lion

have been using that biz slogan: "The Friendly Company"

which phrase has a variety of interpretations 'cause the word

"friendly" has a number of definitions such as amiable

kind favorable serviceable et al but we pre-

fer Mr. Webster's definition "disposed to promote the good of an-

other" 'cause it seems that this has been the M-G-M platform

in the most important and practical aspects of Leo's commercial relation-

ships namely, with the public and with the exhibitor

T T T

9 # • THAT Leo has been disposed to promote the good of

the public since the company's very inception has been

lavishly demonstrated by the quality of production That Leo
likewise has been disposed to promote the good of the exhibitor

has been eloquently proved by the legions of customers who down-
right "lionize" him if you'll forgive the phrase We'll

go further and assert that Leo has been disposed to promote

the well-being of the industry irrefutably so Now, we'll

quickly prove all three contentions

• • • AS to point No. 1 (the public) just remember that gross

revenue is nothing more nor less than the sum total of coin which

has bobbed out of John Q. Public's purse voluntarily and if John

Q. didn't think a lot of the merchandise tagged "Leo" you couldn't

get him to part with dough like that! Too. just take a squint at the

solid, fine-textured attractions which have emerged year after

year from the M-G-M lot As to point No. 2 (the exhibitor)

he's gotten the good product plus a very sizeable share of

the coin plunked down at b.o. windows by John Q. Public Ah,

but there's yet another example of how Leo has been disposed to

promote the good of Mr, Exhib so Usten

T T T

• • • WHEN the present war broke out in Europe it

didn't panic the lion heart of Leo He said to himself tji

essence: "What is lost on the bananas (foreign markets) can

be made up on the oranges (domestic market)" Result:

better pictures for Mr. Exhib and greatly stepped-up promo-

tion to make those pictures better b.o. inagnets Addi-

tionally, Leo clarioned to the trade via impressive oft-repeated

salvos of advertising In effect he vigorously paraphrased

General Slierman's tenet that "War Is Hell" Said Leo: "To
Hell With The War" —and ordered full steam ahead In

this way, Leo proved his disposition to promote the good of the

INDUSTRY which is our point No. 3 for he demon-
strated that spirit and initiative can carry the day —that

fortune favors the bold

• • • ONE of the key gents in the Metro trade drive which

has been carried on hammer-and-tong by Howard Dietz's promotional

phalanx is ad ammunition-maker. Si Seadler vrho deserves

a deep bow for putting Leo through his paces year after year via

copy ideas vrhich grow in power and effectiveness with each succeeding

annum

ITALY PLANS BARTER

OFFER FOR U. S. Pll

iCoiiliiuicd from Page \)

ing Italian films, it was learned.

Dr. Macaluso expressed the op
ion that there might be sor^-> futi

modification of Italian la\^ ovei

ing distribution there, bul^ ^.ores;

no immediate changes. He stat

that there is marked improveme
in all phases of Italian productii

with the studios scheduling about 1

productions for this year, of whi
40 will be distributed in the U. S.

Esperia.

Loew's, Para. Earnings Up
Despite Foreign Decline

(Continued from Page 1)

February, probably will compa
favorably with the half-year eai

ings of a year ago when $l,665,0i

or 39 cents a share, was reporti

it was declared.

Rites for Wm. Faversham
at Bay Shore, L. I., Today

Funeral services for William Fa
ersham, 72, stage star and form
film actor, who died Sunday, will

held at the White Funeral Hon
Bay Shore, L. I., at 2 p.m. toda
Burial will be at Huntington.

Surviving are his widow, the ft

mer Edith Campbell, and two soi

Philip and William Faversham, J

both born to his second wife, t

late Julie 0pp.

Heacock Rites on Coast
Weit Coast Bureau of THE FILM D.AI

Hollywood—Funeral services f

Francis Heacock, 25, Warner stud;c

publicist, fatally hurt in an auro

accident, were held yesterday.

WEDDING BELLS

Albany's film row has a new e

gagement in Alice Smith, switc
board operator for Warner distri <•

uting group and Bill Gaddoni, M-
G-M booker. Date for wedding h;>

not yet been announced.

Pittsburgh—Floyd Bender, of the

Grant Theater, Millvale, Pa., was
married to Miss Olivette Webster
of DuBois, at the Millvale Lutheran
Church. They are an an Eastern
honeymoon.

Charleston, W. Va.—Mr. and Mi-
Gene Custer celebrated their 27th

,

wedding anniversary by attending

!

the wedding of their son Jack, per-

formed on the same day, at Charles-
ton.

« « « » » »

Pittsburgh—The marriage of Mar-
tin Seed, son of Hai-ry Seed, local

branch manager for the Warner-
Vitagraph exchange, to Miss Eleanor
Wolkin, will take place on June 25.
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lOAST PRODUCTION

GAINS; 13 TO START

{Continued from Page 1)

Block K Rides Tonight" starring

ill Elliott.

At V "-M: "Nick Carter In Pan-
na" i Nat Pendleton and Don-
d MeeS.

,At RKO-Radio: "Lucky Partners"
-starring Ronald Colman and Gin-

;r Rogers with Jack Carson;
thousand Dollar Marriage" with
;on Errol, Adele Pearce, Walter
itlett, Marjorie Gateson and Tom
=nnedy.

At Republic: "Wagons West-
ird."

At 20th Century-Fox: "The Brat"
th Jane Withers, Kent Taylor,
yse Knox, Katharine Aldridge,
ssie Ralph and Laura Hope Crews;
;isa Maxwell's Public Deb No. 1"

th George Murphy, Brenda Joyce,
ischa Auer, Charlie Ruggles, Elsa
axwell and Ralph Bellamy.

At Universal: "Bad Man From
d Butte" with John Mack Brown,
b Baker, Fuzzy Knight and Anne
vynne; "You're Not So Tough"
th Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Ben-
rd Funsler, Gabriel Dell, Bobby
rdan and Nan Grey; "One of the
ston Bullertons" with Nancy
!lly, Roland Young, Hugh Herbert
d Robert Cummings, and Jules
jVey's Mayfair Production, "The
ys From Syracuse" with Allan
nes, Joe Penner, Martha Raye,
semary Lane, Irene Hervey, Alan
)wbray, Eric Blore and Charles
tterworth.

Sig Neufeld's "Sons of the Finest"
th Gordon Jones, Joyce Compton

lid Craig Reynolds also starts.

|iench Producers Shifting

to Italy, Says Wachsberger

(Continued from Page 1)

.1, it is likely that most, if not
, French pictures will be made in

ly.

3n the other hand, Wachsberger
d, England is enjoying a produc-
n boom. Declaring that it was
:d to believe, Wachsberger said
it filming in England was three
les what it was before the war
m the standpoint of volume.

vieanwhile. Film Alliance is pre-

: :'ing to expand its distribution
i- up. Norman Elson, sales man-
i- ir, is preparing to establish Film
.:', iance's own exchanges in several
; 3ortant cities, while others will

i operated by franchise holders.

Ruggles Day
Tucson, Ariz.—Ruggles Day was ob-

served here Sunday with Gov. R. T.

jJones and 23 mayors of Arizona parti-

iCipating in the dedication of Columbia's
Ip500,000 adobe city of old Tucson for

fhe filming of the Clarence Budlngton
Kelland historical drama, "Arizona,"

jstarring Jean Arthur, William Holden
'ind Warren William.

Republic's ^'^Darh Command*' to Play Roxy
"Dark Command," Republic's first extra-budget production since "Man of Con-

quest," has been booked into the local Roxy Theater, it was disclosed yesterday by
sources close to the company. The date, it was stated, will be announced later.

Injunction Proceedings

Aimed at Buffalo Bingo

Buffalo —- After a jury disagree-
ment in the so-called Bingo test case
against Old Vienna, Inc., headed by
former Mayor Frank X. Schwab and
operating in the old Gayety Theater
here. District Attorney Leo J. Hag-
erty Monday indicated he planned
to pursue injunction proceedings in

seeking to obtain a final and au-
thoritative decision as to the legality
of the game as Old Vienna operates.

Plans call for application for an
injunction on the facts of the in-

dictment. Then a Justice in equity
term of Supreme Court would try
the matter, without a jury, and de-
cide whether the prosecutor is en-
titled to an injunction restraining
the corporation from operating.

It was reliably reported that the
jurors were evenly divided when dis-

charged.

Steinbeck and Kline Will

Produce Feature in Mexico

Feature dealing with the natives
of Mexico will be started next month
or sooner by Herbert Kline and John
Steinbeck, it was learned yesterday.
Kline stated that the picture would
have a story and scenario by Stein-
beck, and it would not be a docu-
mentary. It is expected that the
Mexican Government will co-operate.
Major distribution deal is planned
when the picture is completed this

Fall. Kline and Peter Mayer re-
cently made "Lights Out In Europe."

"1,000,000 B. C." Clicking
Louisville—In its pre-release show-

ing at Loew's here, "1,000,000 B. C."
played to biz comparable with that
done by "Too Hot to Handle" and
"Babes in Arms" which hold open-
ing day records.

San Diego—"1,000,000 B. C." in

its week's engagement at California
Theater established a new house rec-
ord for this season.

Neufeld's Starts First
iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sigmund Neufeld's,

Inc., starts its first picture this week
for Producers Releasing Corp., "Sons
of the Finest," story by William A.
Ulman, Jr., screenplay by George
Bricker. Sherman Scott will di-

rect and the cast includes Gordon
Jones, Joyce Compton, Craig Rey-
nolds, J. Parrell MacDonald, Robert
Homans, Guy Usher and Sam Flint.

M-G-M Buys Steinbeck Novel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has bought

screen rights to John Steinbeck's
early novel, "Tortilla Flats." Ben-
jamin Glazer will prepare the scen-
ario.

Sets Senate Commerce Com.
Hearing on FCC's Tele Action

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—As battle opened at

the Federal Communications Com-
mission yesterday between two pow-

erful competitors in the television

field, RCA and Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Senator Burton K.

Wheeler, chairman of the Senate's

Interstate Commerce Committee

scheduled a hearing for tomorrow

in the Senate on the Lundeen resolu-

tion to investigate the FCC's action

in reopening the television case.

Chairman Wheeler declared that

FCC's chairman, James L. Fly, and

David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
would be heard before the commit-

tee decides whether to report the
FCC inquiry resolution introduced
by Senator Lundeen.

Minneapolis "Birth of Nation"

Showing May Reach Courts

Minneapolis—Acting Mayor Kline
yesterday held a hearing between
opponents of "The Birth of a Na-
tion" and theater owners, but was
unable to decide on license revocation.
Attempt was made to get an agree-
ment to terminate the showing to-

night, but the owners want it con-
tinued until Sunday. Decision is due
today with court action probable.

B & K Stockholders Will

Elect Directors April 16

Chicago—Annual meeting of B &
K stockholders has been called for
April 16. Directors will be elected
for the year.

Jewel Decision Reserved
Decision has been reserved by the

State Labor Relations Board in the
Jewel Theater-TMAT case. The
union is seeking recognition as bar-
gaining agent for the theaters' em-
ployes and the theater management
contends all pacts must be made
through the ITOA. The TMAT is

now picketing part of the Five Boro
theater chain in a further contractu-
al dispute.

Semelroth Seriousil III

Dayton, 0.—Phil Semelroth, Sem-
elroth Circuit, is seriously ill, fol-

lowing a relapse from injuries re-

ceived some months ago in an auto
accident.

Jacobs' Condition Serious

Cincinnati—Milton Jacobs, M-G-M
rep., is seriously ill at Grant Hos-
pital, Columbus, following a mas-
toid operation. Lou Marks, student
salesman, is pinch-hitting for Jacobs.

REFEREE UPHOLDS

ON NEGATIVE SALE

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee had failed to act impartially.

During argument, Joseph Dannen-
berg, attorney for GN trustee, re-
vealed that there was $116,664 now
in the trustee's possession, subject
to a number of liens and expenses.
These liens are, he said, one for
$50,000, held by the National City
Bank and Arcadia Pictures, and a
$20,000 lien of the Chase National
Bank. Expenses incurred to date,
he added, total $48,000 without pay-
ment of fees on administration ex-
penses.

In addition, Dannenberg said in

pointing out that general unsecured
creditors will pi'obably receive noth-
ing, there is $54,000 in priority

claims to be paid.

Dannenberg defended sale to Mo-
hawk which had been made for $17,-

500, plus a percentage. GN will

probably receive between $50,000 and
$55,000 for total receipts for the sale

of its films, he declared.

Prior to the decision by Referee
Olney, De Lemos, in an effort to

obtain reconsideration, offered $37,-

500 for all GN assets remaining.

Restrictions on Juvenile

Attendance Proposed in Md.

(Continued from Page 1)

land Censor Board, with juve at-

tendance restricted to such films, is

proposed by the Citizens League for
Better Motion Pictures. League,
aided by the Federation of Women's
Clubs and the Congress of PTA,
will wage a state-wide campaign. It

contends the Censor Board has been
"very lax."

Willie Funeral Held
Fort Worth, Texas.—Funeral ser-

vices for Frank Willie, connected
with the Majestic Theater, San An-
tonio, for seven years, were held

here in his former home. He was
the father of Raymond Willie, dis-

trict manager for Interstate Cir-

cuit Theaters, with headquarters at

Dallas.

A. R. Warner Has Stroke
Detroit—Alton R. Warner, man-

ager of the Wilson Theater, is the

victim of a stroke. Alfred G. Wil-
son is managing the house, now
playing GWTW, personally in his

absence.

Mtlland's Precedent
Ray Milland, who arrived from the

Coast yesterday, will attend the

New York openings of three of his pic-

tures, each made tor different companies,
during the next three weeks. Pix are

"French Without Tears," Para.; "Irene,"

RKO, and "The Doctor Takes a Wife,"
Col. It's a situation probably without
parallel.
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INDIE CIRCUITS FORM

NEW CORP. IN WEST

(CoHliniifd fiom Paiit' 1)

cently at a meeting in Blackfoot,

Ida., and was incorporated under

the laws of Idaho. Application also

has been made for the corporation

to transact business in Utah, head-

quarters being- in Salt Lake City

and Blackfoot.

Authorized capital is $500,000 with

a stock par valu* of $100 each. C. E.

Huish, Salt Lake City, is president;

I. H. Harris, Hurley, Ida., vice-

president; Claude Hawk, Salt Lake
City, secretary; Paul De Mordaunt,
Blackfoot, Ida., treasurer. The board
of directors includes Hugh Drennan,
Rexburg, Ida., C. C. Voeller, Buhl,

Ida., L. C. Denton, Caliente, Nev.,

V. A. Gilhool, Salt Lake City.

Function of the new company is

to "own, lease, purchase and oper-

ate motion picture theaters in Idaho,

Utah, Nevada, Wyoming, and Ore-
gon, and may extend its operations
to any part of the United States;

may buy and distribute film or may
engage in the theater supply busi-

ness; may acquire television fran-
chises or owTi and operate radio sta-

tions; may purchase, lease or mort-
gage real and personal property;
or may acquire, hold and dispose of

securities of all kinds and stocks
in other corporations."

Adirondacks Exhihs. Expect Heavy Play
as Vacationists Girc ^40 Fair the Go-By

Albany—Adirondack Mountain area exhibs.. booking at local exchanges, tell THE
FILM DAILY that summer resorts find advance reservations much better than last year.

Reason, they say, is that steady repeat customers missed the mountains last year to at-

tend the Worlds Fair, but in writing for early 1940 reservations, have indicated they

arc not going again.

Expect Shea to Take Over
Brown Zanesville Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

erated by the late Caldwell Brown.
It is understood that if either party
wishes to get out of the town, the
other will have the right to acquire
the properties.

Shea has one theater in Zanes-
ville; the Brown interests have four.

Reports here indicate that Shea will

exercise its option shortly. E. C.
Grainger, Shea executive, is due here
tomorrow.

Gordon Morris Expires
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Gordon Morris, ac-

tor and author, is dead, following
a six months' illness. Surviving are
his mother, Mrs. William Morris,
two brothers, Chester and Adrian,
and a sister, Wilhelmina.

15 Galvin Tele Models
Chicago — Galvin Manufacturing

Co. has constructed 15 different mod-
els of tele receivers from which
final selections will be made for mass
production.

NEW YORKERS GOING TO DALLAS, TEXAS

PLEASE I^OTE

SUBJECT ; VARIETY CLUB NATIONAL CONVENTION.

WHERE; To be held at Dallas. Texas, on April 18th, 19th and
20th.

TRAIN ARRANGEMENTS ; A special section will be operated

via New York Central R. R. leaving New York, Tuesday,

April 16th at 3;35 P. M. from Grand Central Station and
running direct to Dallas without change.

DIVERTISEMENTS; A special diner-lounge reserved lor our

exclusive occupancy will provide the necessary space for

this party to get together and do the things they like to do

while we speed to Dallas and three solid days of celebrat-

ing with the Variety Club Conventioneers.

PULLMAN SPACE; A limited niunber of rooms are still avail-

able on this special section. Reservations should be made
as early as possible to insure proper accommodations.

MAKE YOUR PULLMAN RESERVATIONS NOW IF YOU WANT TO TRAVEL
WITH THIS PARTY. GET IN TOUCH WITH:

"CHICK" LEWIS
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

TEL.: BRYANT 9-5606

"Birth of a Baby" Again

Before N. Y. Appeals Court

Albany, N. Y.—Exposition of the

medical and educational auspices
under which "The Birth of a Baby"
was produced in the effort of sev-

eral medical societies to get the sub-

ject properly before the public was
propounded before the Court of Ap-
peals yesterday as the American
Committee of Maternal Welfare,
Inc., renewed its efforts to obtain the
overruling of Censor Esmond in ban-
ning the pix in New York State. De-
cision of the court is expected in

two or three weeks.

Paramount May Produce

Second Feature in Ga.

Albany, Ga.—Paramount is plan-
ning to produce a second pix here-
abouts, according to Jack Moss, re-

sponsible for "The Biscuit Eater"
which bows in here Thursday night.

Moss says James Street will write
the story in which Billy Lee and
Cordell Hickman, seen in "Eater,"
will also appear.

Moss is coming on for the "Eater"
premiere as are Billy Lee, Jean Cag-
ney, William Henry, Stuart Heisler.

From Atlanta will come William
K. Jenkins and E. E. Whitaker of

Lucas-Jenkins Theaters; R. B. Wilby
and J. H. Harrison of the Wilby-
Kincey Ciixuit; Charles Karr of the
Martin Theaters; John Harrell of
the Martin and Thompson Theaters;
William Pratt, manager of the Para-
mount Theater; Riley Davis and Sid
Reams of the Theatrical Printing
Company and Harold Wilkes and
John Kirby of the Paramount ex-
change.

Auto Injuries Kill Padgett
Remington, Ind.—Grover Padgett,

manager of the Remington Theater
here, died as the result of hurts re-

ceived in an auto accident. He was
returning from a trip to Chicago
where he had picked up film for the

HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE

ARE EASY TO GET TO BY

Tostat
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

^J»V TELEPHONE BILL.

DROP BLOCK-BOOKING

CLAUSE IN PROPOSM

(Continued from Page 1)

was learned, there were various in

terpretations of its provisions.

It was agreed generally, howevei
that the Commerce Dept. |ght t

regulate the situation by'ist jposin;

that where a distributor sold per

centage pictures in blocks of thre

or four, one additional picture woul
be offered on a single contract a

the same terms. The number o

single, or separate, pictures woul

be in proportion to the size of tb

blocks. For example, where th

block includes seven pictures, th

number of single pictures would fa

increased to three. The scale goe

upward, so that where 20 or mor
are offered in blocks, nine picture

would be offered separately.

While the clause has been elim;

nated, its text was as follows:

"A distributor who distribute

during a calendar year four or moB
feature pictures at more than 27^

per cent of the gross receipts

first-run pictures generally shall di<

tribute singly in each exchange di«

trict during the 12-month perio

starting April 1 of that calencta

year, the following number of pi<

tures: (The table was then given"'

Philly Allied Opposes
Slot Machine Picture

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, against nickel-in-the-slot mo*

ies and also against the use of thi;

atrical films in 16 mm.
The next general meeting of Aj|

lied will be held next Tuesday, whilj

the next upstate meeting will takj

place at Mount Carmel on Fridaji

Diamond Funeral Today
Interment to be Priva

i
(Continued from Page 1)

j

be private at the Mt. Pleasant cenMj

tery in Westchester.
The Paramount short subjects hi

died of a heart attack shortly af

midnight Friday while attending
opening of Orrin Tucker's orches

at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Mrs. M. Lewis Dies

Chicago—Mrs. M. Lewis, motl^

of Edwin Lewis, manager in Auroi
111., for the Great State Circuit

f

dead.

STORKS!
Indianapolis—Timothy Cleary,

G-M salesman is the father of!

baby boy named Patrick at St. V|

cent's Hospital.

South Bend, Ind.—Hugh Martin

manager of Great States Colf83|

Theater, announced with a smile th'l

arrival of a son, James.

iU
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Just what Loretta ordered!

Just what the doctor on
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house to know it*i
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LORETTA RAY

YOUNG *MILLAND
a

with REGINALD GARDINER • GAIL PATRICK
EDMUND GWENN • GEORGES METAXA

Screen play by George Seaton and Ken Englund

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • Produced by William Perlberg
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Theater Divorcement Bill-
Washington—Senator Matthew Neely, Dem., West Virginia, yesterday introduced a theater

divorcement measure in the Senate to supplement his block-booking bill, now awaiting

iction in the House. The measure would bar producers and distributors from owning, controlling, operating, or investing in film theaters.
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trithh Deny Planning Restrictions on U. S. Film Imports

CANDINAVIAN MARKETJENACED BY NAZLS' DRIVE

heater Construction Pace Accelerated in the South
'ara. Affiliate to Add Three;

More Projects in the

Mid-west
Theater construction boom, strong-

r and definitely shaping up in the
lid-west, will find something of a
arallel in the South, on the basis

f plans just announced or under
ansideration by circuit and indie op-
rators.

;

Meanwhile additional new projects

uontinue to be disclosed for states

ill the Middle West. Included among
'<aem is the ambitious program of

lie newly organized Starlight Pic-

ares, Inc., of Akron, O., which con-
(Continued on Page 8)

tiSK PIX SALES HEADS

TO ADDRESS PGG MEET

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The following film

ersonalities have been invited to

ddress the first annual convention
f the PCC of ITO in May:
William F. Rodgers, Herman Wob-

3r, Abe Montague, Neil F. Agnew,
;
'ed E. Depinet, James R. Grainger,

i, harles Reagan, Gradwell L. Sears,
/illiam A. Scully. L. J. Schlaifer,

(Continued on Page 6)

). G. Stoll is Renamed
Western Electric Prexy

,
C. G. Stoll was re-elected president

'. f Western Electric at a meeting of
Hie new board yesterday, following
n earlier stockholders' meeting. All
fficers were renamed with Stoll.

At the stockholders' meeting, all

rectors were re-designated with the
(Continued on Page 6)

24 Sheets for Boohs
Used bff Kritn Circuit
Detroit—And now they're 24-sheeting

||
Book Night. Krim Circuit, starting Book
Night at the Lasky and Harnony The-
aters—first to use it locally—used 16

]Q
24 sheets and 20O one sheets, plus 30,-
000 four-page heralds.

JLooU Magazine MaUes Entry in Film Biz
Through Tie-up With American Pictures

Look Magazine-American Pictures tie-up will launch its first feature production
on Saturday, to be followed by two completed shorts and five others in preparation.

"Lights Out in Europe," initial Look-Ampix release, opens at the Little Carnegie

on Saturday, the picture having been produced in England, Poland, Danzig, and the

Western Front by Herbert Kline, director of "Crisis."

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

USE PUT TO FILM BIZ

Characterizing the Bell Telephone
Laboratories' stereophonic reproduc-
tion of enhanced music as "the most
significant development in sound in

the last decade," T. K. Stevenson,
Erpi's president, declared last night
during the special invitation demon-
stration held under Bell auspices in

Carnegie Hall that it is now for the
industry to determine how rapidly
it is justified in applying the new
technique, of recording and repro-
ducing every sound that the ear

(Continued on Page 3)

Film and Music Notables

Mourn for Lou Diamond

Film biz and Tin Pan Alley joined
yesterday in mourning for Lou S.

Diamond, late Paramount exec,
when funeral services were con-
ducted at Riverside Memorial Cha-

(Continued on Page 6)

TWO EARLY MAY SALES

MEETS FOR UNIVERSAL

Universal now plans two sales

conventions in early May, with At-
lantic City and Chicago as the prob-

able choices, it was announced yes-

terday by W. A. Scully, vice-presi-

dent and general sales manager.
"U" will release the same number
of pictures in 1940-41 as were re-

leased in the present season, Scully

added.
New season product conferences

(Continued on Page 8)

Authors' League Passes All

7 Propositions Submitted

All seven propositions submitted
by the Authors' League of Amer-
ica, Inc., to its members were passed
at a meeting yesterday here by an
overwhelming vote, it was reported
by sources close to the organization
last night. The conclave was called

(Continued on Page 6)

Reports British Planning to Restrict

American Film Imports Said Unfounded

20th Century-Fox Executives

Off for Chicago Sales Meet

With some 248 delegates to the
20th-Fox annual sales convention
converging on Chicago tomorrow
from all parts of the country, the

(Continued on Page S)

1940 Film Year Book is now being distriboted

to all FILM DAILY subscribers.—Advt.

London (By Cable)—Reports pub-
lished in national newspapers to the
effect that the Board of Trade was
preparing to restrict imports of
American films in furtherance of the
Government's campaign to streng-

then Britain's war-time financial

condition are wholly unfounded,
(Continued on Page 8)

1940 Film Year Book surpasses all others.—Advt.

American Majors' Business in

Four Countries Said

$4,000,000

Fate of the Norwegian and
Danish film markets was a huge
question mark last night as
American film companies watched
with apprehension the latest devel-

Film stocks reacted to the spread
of hostilities in Europe yesterday by
registering declines, largely fractional.
Biggest drop was Paramount's first pre-

ferred, off two points; UniversaVs pre-
ferred dipped lyi and Loevfs com-
mon, 1.

opments in the European war. Oc-
cupation of Denmark and Norway by
German armed forces may mean,
temporarily at least, the end to one

(Continued on Page S)

BORIS MORROS FORMS

NEW PRODUCING CO.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Boris Morros has or-

ganized National Picture Corp. which
will make a series of pictures in-

dependent of his former organiza-
tion.

The partnership between Morros
(Continued on Page 3)

RKO To Have New Shorts

Series, Says Michalson

RKO will have one new series of
shorts for 1940-41, but the program
numerically will be the same as that
of the present season, according to

(Continued on Page 6)

Photoplay's Medal
Awarded to GWTW

CWTW gets the 1939 Photoplay Mag-
azine Gold Medal, the May issue, out
today, announces. Despite its late re-

lease the end of last year, it was voted
the outstanding photoplay of the year
by the magazine's readers.

Photoplay Magazine has selected a

Gold Medal Winner since 1920 when
"Humoresque" received the first Award.
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East. Kodak 1

do pfd 1
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Loew's. Inc
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91/2 93/3

111/2 1034
1 1/4 1 Va

113/8 11
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'

IO2V2
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71/2

913/4
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ll'/g
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35/8

IV2
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Para. Picts. cv. 3I4S47

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 90 90
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NEW YORK
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Universal Corp. vtc. 53^ 5^4 SV* — Va
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Benny Fix's Harlem Debut
Apr, 23 Honors Rochester

New York's Harlem gets its first

major world premiere April 23 when
Paramount will unwrap "Buck Benny
Rides Again" at Loew's Victoria

one night before the Benny starrer

bows in at the N. Y. Paramount on

Broadway. Harlem opening will

honor Rochester, otherwise Eddie

Anderson.

Regular slate of candidates se-
lected by the Equity nominating com-
mittee was announced yesterday,
with Bert Lytell running to succeed
himself as president. Annual meet-
ing and election will bo held May
24. Other candidates for executive
posts include: Walter Huston, run-
ning for fir.st vice-president; Flor-
ence Reed, second v-p.; Augustin
Duncan, third v-p.; Peggy Wood,
foui-th v-p.; Paul Dulzell, treasurer;
and John Beal, recording secretary.
Candidates for the Council were also
selected.

Any opposition ticket must be
filed by three weeks before the date
of election, with no opposition re-

ported to be looming.

Grand National Hearing

Set on Coast for Tuesday

H'est Coast Bineau of THE FILM DAILY
Holly^vood — Solvency of Grand

National Films and Grand National
Studios and the application for fees
and disbursements in connection with
the bankruptcy proceedings will be
taken up at a hearing in Los An-
geles next Tuesday. Ways and means
of winding up the proceeding and the
matter of reducing the trustee's bond
to approximately the amount of
cash on hand also will come before
the creditors and stockholders.

Gov't Adding U's Prutzman
as Equity Suit Defendant

Charles D. Prutzman, director and
general counsel of Universal, will

be added as a defendant in the Gov-
ernment's equity action, it was
learned yesterday. The Government
application will be made on Friday,
and at the same time the Depart-
ment of Justice will ask for an order
to dismiss the suit as against Charles
R. Rogers and Adolph Ramish. Rog-
ers was vice-president and a direc-

tor of Universal up to 1938 and
Ramish was a director up to 1939.

40 Dickinson Theaters

Under Griffith Ownership

Lincoln—All 40 theaters of the
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska Dickin-
son Circuit, with operations stretched
over 29 towns, became the property
of H. J. Griffith, of the Griffith Bro.s.

Amusement Co. this week. Estimated
value of the property is $1,500,000,
but buying price not disclosed. Grif-
fith has been operating the Dickin-
son string for nearly a year, fol-

lowing a 50 per cent stock interest
taken 12 months ago.

Para. Sues Don Ameche
U'rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollj^vood—Paramount has filed

suit against Don Ameche for approx-
imately $170,000 damages which it

alleges it sustained when Ameche
refused to play in "The Night of
January 16."

Intensive national syndicate and
trade paper coverage is assured the
world premiere of Paramount's "The
Biscuit Eater," at the Albany The-
oter, Albany, Ga., tomorrow night
with the departure today of ace re-

porters and photogs to cover.

Aboard the special Paramount
car of the Crescent Limited as it

leaves Penn Station early this af-

ternoon will be the following syndi-
cate, magazine and trade press rep-
resentatives: George Beal, UP;
George Lait, INS; John Dema. Her-
ald Tribune News Service; Frank
Gebman, Acme News Photos; George
H. Morris, Film Daily; Miss Hazel
Mieth, Life Magazine; Jay Emanuel,
Jay Emanuel Publications; Ben
Greenhaus, Times Wide World; Wil-
liam Ornstein, Box Office; Dale Har-
rison, George Mathews, Adams Syn-
dicate; James Cunningham, Motion
Picture Herald; John Lindsev, AP;
Roy Chartier, Variety; Fred Men-
augh, King Features Syndicate;
Fred Smith, Liberty Magazine; Sam
Shere, International News Photo;
Irving Hoffman. Hollywood Repor-
ter; Sam Shain, Motion Picture
Daily; Jesse Zunser, Cue Magazine;
and Kenneth McCaleb, Daily Mir-
ror.

Accompanying the foreeoing group
will be Al Wilkie. Tom Waller. Herb
Berg and Ed Sullivan, from Para.'s
home office.

Browne Back to St. Louis

to Untangle 143's Affairs

St. Louis—Final cleanun of the
tangled affairs of Local 143 Opera-
tors, that resulted from the regim.e
of John P. Nick, former interna-
tional vice-president of the lATSE.
probably will be worked out when
George E. Browne, lATSE prexy. re-
turns here this week for further con-
ferences with the local's new officers.

Among the matters still to be
ironed out are the dispute with cer-
tain F & M theaters, some arrange-
ment as to the $38,399 Circuit Judge
Ernest Oakley directed Nick and
Clyde Weston to pay to Local 143
and the additional $10,000 the court
ordered Nick personally to pay in.

and the question of what became of
thp original charter for No. 143.
Nick has been a member of Local

143 for many years and the question
of his continuine- as a member is

not at issue. He also has had a mem-
bership in the stagehand's union for
many years.

"Primrose Path" Looming
Up As RKO Top Grosser

RKO's "Primrose Path," now in
its third week at the Roxy. and wnth
a record of holdovers in many spots,
is shaping up as one of the com-
pany's top grosser? of the season, it

was learned yesterday.
Pix, which ran afoul of Detroit's

censor, has been okayed by all State
censor boards as well as municipal
censors in Chicago, Kansas City,
Portland and Boston.

cominG nno corn

SAMUEL COLDWYN has returned to Hollywi

after a vacation in Arizona.

SANDRICH is stopping at the W;MARK
dorf.

EDGAR E. LLOYD,
week-end for Chicago

distributor, leaves

business trip.on

JOHN AND CHARLES ROSSI, operators
the Strand, Schroon Lake, N. Y., have retun
there after a two-month stay on the Coast.

JOE PASTERNAK left for th,

night.

F. J. A. McCarthy returns

vacation.

»st I

from

J. R.

. here
McDONOUGH, vice-president of M
from the Coast.

FONDA has arrived here from W,HENRY
lywood.

WALTER BRENNAN and MRS. BRENN^
JOE E. BROWN, EVELYN KEYES and JO!

HOWARD, arrive in Atlanta this morning fr

the Coast for the premiere of Paramount's "\

Biscuit Eater" in Albany, 6a., tomorrow nig

GEORGE MURPHY and his wife have rehin
to the Coast after a short stay here at

Sherry Netherland.

LEILA ERNST leaves the Coast today
New York to resume her role in "Too M»
Girls.'

BALABAN
on circuit

of B &
business.

here fnJOHN
Chicago

ED SAUNDERS, Metro division sales manag
left Chicago for Des Moines last night.

JOHN P. FINDLAY, operator of Westerly,
I. and Mystic, Conn. Theaters, is vacatioRi

with his family in the Carolinas.

ROBERT MUNZNER, assistant manager at

College, New Haven, leaves April 14 for a w<
of trout fishing In Maine.

LOU GOLDING, Fabian Theaters, is in his N
York home office for a day or two.

Won't Dual in Cleveland
Cleveland—Reports current he

that the RKO Palace would try dus,

this summer are authoritetive
denied.

III. Legislature Called
Chicago — Illinois State 'Legislji

tui"e convenes at Springfield in sp"!

cial session on April 30. '

WANTED!

m-^
^ FOR
STEALING
"FORTY IITTIE

MOTHERS"

FROM
EDDIE CANTOR

'Js long a:

this baby is

at large, no ,

actorissafe!"

FORTY LITTLE MOTHERS
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! NEW PRODUCING GO.

(Continued from Page 1)

d Jacques Grinieff, French pro-
cer with whom Morros produced
'lying Deuces" will be dissolved.

Robert Stillman will be Morros'
incipal partner and vice-president
the new company. Stillman's

ther, John Stillman, an Arizona
neh^^ «ind A. Robert Simon will

on boai-d of directors. Mor-
; is president of National Picture
rp. and Sam Rheiner secretary.

'eiss Tells the FCC That
Commercial Tele is Needed

lihiiigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Television has ad-
nced to a point where commercial-
tion is needed as a "springboard"
)m which the public could be the
al judge of standards, Lewis Al-
Weiss, vice-prexy and general

nager of the Don Lee Broadcast-
• System, told the FCC commis-
n at yesterday's hearing.
vVeiss stated that a group of the-

I irs on the West Coast were sufR-
• ntly satisfied with tele reception
be willing to negotiate with Gau-
nt British for programs to be
ijected in their theaters.
larry B. Lubcke, engineer for the
i system, stated that the Don Lee

' apany was ready and willing to
any other format besides the 441
at may prove better." Hearing

ill continue today.

free of Liberty" Nixed
as Film Title by Critics

I .

Columbia's home office explained
: iterday that its Frank Lloyd pro-
f; ;tion, "Tree of Liberty," will be
I aased as "The Howards of Vir-
kiia," and that the change was
f ided upon after a poll of several
! idred film editors and critics in
ich a majority expressed the view
t the original title would lack

: )lic appeal. Title, "The Howards
(Virginia," was suggested by J.
' His Sayre, of the Seattle Post In-
igencer.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 10

George Arliss

Tom Geraghty
Joe Moskowitz

Harold S. Bucquet
Nick Stuart
Lou Rydell

Ferd KargI

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL yVi. DALTi
• • • IN the best spirit of the go-getter the local exec, army

of 20th-Fox hies out of Grand Central via a special train this

evening for Chicago where the company's annual sales conven-

tion'll be held in the Drake Hotel on April 12, 13 and 14 By

setting its conclave at this eorly stage the 20th-Fox legions are

serving notice that no grass is gonna be permitted to grow under

the company's tootsies in the matter of launching plans for the

1940-41 season which is being geared as the organization's year

of years The Chi. proceedings can best be described as a business

blitzkrieg for the h.o. contingent is slated to return here on Mon-

day morn T
• • • THERE is apparently no end to the marvelous

things Radio can accomplish Truth to tell, its ramifications

are frightening The most recent property the science pos-

sesses is the astounding ability to change film titles over-

night Let us explain

T T T
• • • YES'DAY your colyumist perched confidently on the

keys of his typewriter to punch out a phrase or three about Co-

lumbia's currently-being-manufactured opus, "The Tree of Liberty"

which Massa Frank Lloyd is shootin' down in historic Williamsburg,

Va where, 'tis soid, every one of the lovely Colonial buildings. . .

.

has a Rockefeller Foundation But just as the keys were about to

clack there galloped into your favorite trade paper's precincts

a Postal Telegraph Paul Revere with a publicity release which un-

ceremoniously asserted that Massa Frank Lloyd was now shootin' in

Williamsburg —"The Howards of Virginia"

• • • FOR a minute, we blinked and concluded that

Massa Lloyd was just taking advantage of the sunshine of

Virginia for fear he might not be carried back again very soon

to that ole State and had decided to make a double feature

while he was at it But it developed that this conclusion was
cockeyed and. the truth was that "The Tree of Liberty" had

been cut down for "The Howards of Virginia" which is the

new title How come?

T T
'

• • • WELL, it seems that on Monday night there wos a

big broadcast, Suh out of Williamsburg, Suh and the pro-

gram was hooked up with the radio feature, "True or False" which

is one of those rare quiz affairs Now just ' before the broadcast

went on the NBC Blue Network it was true that the opus Massa

Lloyd was making was "The Tree of Liberty" but when the

program got under way the title was absolutely false \Vhat

a wonderful thing Radio is! Incidentally, it was a wonderful hunk

of strategy on the part of Columbia to take advantage of a coost-

to-coast hookup to let Mr. and Mrs. U. S. A know, and de-

cisively, 'bout the Clle change

T T
• • • MORE big doin's will be on tap this week below

the Mason-Dixon Line for early this affnoon the Para-

mount Pullman pikes outa Penn Station with its impressive

cargo of scribes on wheel to Albany, Georgia, to attend the

premiere of "The Biscuit Eater" which is not to be confused

with the Georgia Cracker "The Biscuit Eater" is, by the by,

a honey of a picture, from all reports To wise exhibs we
hint: "Buy the BUY." ... • Today is also the second wedding

anniversary of Charlie (Leo the Lion) Cohen and we have

only to say by way of congratulations on this occasion that

Charlie is a helluva lucky guy having the affection of his

spouse plus the entire trade press

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

USE PUT TO FILM BIZ

(Continued from Page 1)

could have heard initially,—to film

biz.

Stevenson also asserted that as a

lesult of continued research by Bell

Telephone engineers that not only

can the entire range of such sound
now be recorded and reproduced

stereophonically, but that it can be

raised to any desired volume.

In addition to determining the

rapidity with which it will apply
the new development, Stevenson
said it was also up to the industry
to decide how dialogue and music
recorded with such volume can be
made commercially successful.

Gradual Changes Expected
"I believe," he said, "these changes

will be gradual in their impact upon
the industry which is always alive
to the possibility of improvement"
and that "they will not cause any
sudden revolution in the art as did
the advent of sound 14 years ago."
Further, he pointed out that the new
development signalizes continued
progress in the recording and repro-
duction of sound either in connec-
tion with motion pictures, or pos-
sibly without pictures, as a separate
medium for making the best music
available to audiences throughout
the country.

Last night's demonstration, which
will be repeated again tonight in

Carnegie Hall for special guests, was
the culmination of a long series of

researches by the Bell Laboratories
during which in 1933 a symphony
concert produced in Philadelphia was
transmitted over telephone wires to

Washington and there reproduced
stereophonically before the National
Academy of Sciences.

Practical Application by Erpi

Subsequent research supplied the
equipment and technique for record-

ing without loss of the original

music and with an actual enhance-
ment of artistic feeling. The list-

ener in Carnegie Hall last night had
the same spatial sense as to the

source of the sounds as if he had
been sitting in the original hall, and
in addition he heard the music en-

hanced by variations of loudness and
tone quality according to the in-

terpretation of the original director.

Practical application of the new
system will be in the hands of Erpi,

Western Electric's subsidiary com-
pany, it was explained by Dr. Prank
B. Jewett, president of Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories.

Kismet
Detroit—Running part of the first

reel of the first double feature as an
aftershow, to help empty the house at

closing time had an unusual repercussion

at the Michigan. Operator cut the

sound track as May Robson, in "Granny
Get Your Gun" yells, "Now, get out

of here!"
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"Curtain Call"
with Barbara Read, Alan Mowbray, Helen

Vinson

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL LAUGH NUMBER REPLETE
WITH GAG LINES SHOULD CLICK
EASILY.

If your audience is looking for laughs,

they can't go wrong buying tickets to see

this little number. "Curtain Call" is the

first production effort of Howard Benedict,

and the first directorial stint for Frank

Woodruff. Studded with a cast of fine

performers, the obviously corny plot is

padded so well with gag lines, which drew

a constant flow of belly-laughs from the

preview audience, that you can't help but

be entertained. The story concerns the

attempts of a Broadway producer and his

director, played in that order by Donald

MacBride and Alan Mowbrav, to keep their

one asset, their star (in the person of Helen

Vinson), from signing a contract with a

rival producer. They buy a bad play from

an unknown country girl (Barbara Read)

hoping to discourage the star from appear-

ing in it, thereby breaking her contract,

which will keep her from working for any-

one until, "She comes back crying for

mercy." The star professes to be crazy

about the vehicle, and from there on the

picture is wholesome hoke. Toward the

end the story bogs down a little, but clever

little bits of direction, and acting by Mac-
Bride and Mowbray, master muggers, keeps

the audience interested. Competent per-

formances in minor roles are turned in by

Frank Fayien, as a press-agent, Leona
Maricle, a secretary, Ralph Forbes, J. M.
Kerrigan, Ann Shoemaker and Tommy Kelly.

John Archer, Jesse Lasky protege, has a

few lines as the love interest.

CAST: Barbara Read, Alan Mowbray,
Helen Vinson, Donald MacBride, John Arch-

er, Leona Maricle, Frank Fayien, Tom Ken-
nedy, Ralph Forbes, J. M. Kerrigan, Ann
Shoemaker, Tommy Kelly.

CREDITS: Producer, Howard Benedict;

Executive Producer, Lee Marcus; Director,

Frank Woodruff; Author, Howard J. Green;

Screenplay, Dalton Trumbo; Cameraman,
Russell Metty, ASC; Art Director, Van Nest
Polglase; Associate, Albert D'Agostino; Edi-

tor, Harry Marker; Musical Score by Roy

Webb.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Charles Kurtzman Feted
Pittsburgh—Members of the local

Exhibitors Association and the Va-
riety Club tendered a farewell din-
ner to Charles Kurtzman, who was
recently promoted from manager of
Loew's Penn Theater here to divi-

sion manager in the Boston and Can-
adian area, at the William Penn
Hotel and presented him with a set
of luggage.

Andy Smith's Div. Leads
Andy Smith's Eastern division is

leading Cresson Smith's Western di-

vision in RKO Radio's "Smith
Month" contest based on combined
shipments of film against quotas.

"Son Of The Navy"
with James Dunn, Jean Parker, Martin

Spellman

Monogram 72 Mins.

NAVY PICTURE, AMUSING AND WELL
PACED, IS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
FAMILY TRADE.

Well paced, peopled by personable char-

acters and ably directed, this release is

good entertainment for the family trade.

The story material is amusing and the con-

tinuity is 0. K. Production value of the film

is good, and exhibs. should find it can be

easily exploited. James Dunn is highly

effective in the lead role and Jean Parker

capably fills the top female spot. A par-

ticularly good performance is turned in by

young Martin Spellman. The supporting

cast is more than adequate and director

William Nigh gets the most out of the

script and players. Dunn, trying to get back

to his ship in time to sail, meets up with

Spellman, fleeing from an orphanage. They
use a father and son gag to get a lift from

Jean Parker. However, complications im-

mediately ensue when she finds that Spell-

man has no place to go and she blames

Dunn for being a careless father. Jean and

the boy meet Dunn in San Francisco and

the proceedings get more lively and more
amusing as Dunn gets deeper and deeper

into hot water, at the same time not want-

ing to throw the boy out. A neat solution

is worked out after plenty of fireworks and

everybody is happy.

CAST: James Dunn, Jean Parker, Martin

Spellman, William Royle, Selmer Jackson,

Dave O'Brien, Sarah Padden, Craig Reynolds,

Charles King, Gene Morgan.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Grant

Withers; Director, William Nigh; Screen-

play, Marion Orth and Joseph West; Orig-

inal Story, True Boardman and Grover Jones;

Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Editor, Rus-

sell Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* fOREICn ^

"Legittima Difesa"
(Italian dialogue, no English titles)

Ernest Vergani 85 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Suspensefut drama.

NEW YORK TIMES: Admirers of
the golden voice of Beniamino Gigli
are sure to enjoy this film.

CREDITS: Italia Films production; Direc-

tor, A. Giacalone. PLAYERS: Beniamino
Gigli, Christina Heiberc, Rodolfo Platte.

"Sut A Nap"
(Hungarian dialogue, no English titles)

Hungaria Pictures, Inc. 85 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Plenty of music
and comedy, but hardly enough plot

for sustained interest.

NEW YORK TIMES: A truly rural
comedy romance, smoothly directed
and entertaining.

CREDITS: A Pegazus Production; Direc-

tor, Laszio Kalmar. PLAYERS: Aliz Hagy,

Lilly Berky, Janos Olasz.

"Bullet Code"
with George O'Brien, Virginia Vale

RKO 58 Mins.

ACTIONFUL WESTERN WITH MOVING
STORY AND ABLE CAST WILL PLEASE

O'BRIEN FANS.
Latest in RKO's western series starring

George O'Brien, this one will serve nicely

as fare for the western fans or as a second

attraction on dual bills. The action is

lively, the story moves rapidly and the cast

is able. George O'Brien mows the villains

down in his customary smashing manner.

Harry Woods and Walter Miller lend the

picture its touch of villainy, and Virginia

Vale provides the female interest. Bert

Gilroy produced and David Howard di-

rected from a screenplay by Doris Schroeder.

O'Brien believes he has shot one of his

own cowhands in a fight with rustlers.

He rides to the ranch owned by the cow-

boy's family to tell them, but stays to work

for them without revealing his secret when
he discovers they are in difficulties. In a

fast finish he finds out who really killed his

ranch hand, rounds up the gang with the

help of the sheriff, brings the ringleader

to trial and saves the ranch for his temporary

employer.

CAST: George O'Brien, Virginia Vale,

Slim Whitaker, Harry Woods, Howard Hick-

man, William Haade, Walter Miller, Rob-

ert Stanton.

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Direc-

tor, David Howard; Screenplay, Doris

Schroeder; Story, Bennett Cohen; Camera-
man, Harry Wild; Editor, Frederic Knudtson.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Five Little Peppers at

Home"
with Edith Fellows, Clarence Kolb,

Dorothy Peterson

Columbia 65 Mins.

KID STORY WITH HARD WORKING
CAST WILL SERVE AS PROGRAM FARE
IN NABES.

Failing to maintain the pace set in the

first release in this series, this offering

does not have much entertainment value

outside of the kid trade. Based on the

well known Margaret Sidney novels, the

story concocted for this release fails to

have interest for grown ups and is ex-

tremely trite in plot. Majority of the cast,

including Edith Fellows, Dorothy Peterson,

Dorothy Ann Seese, Clarence Kolb, Ronald
Sinclair, Charles Peck, Tommy Bond and
Bobby Larson, were also seen in the first

release. Charles Barton directed. Guests
at the home of Kolb, the Peppers are forced

to move back to their modest home and take
Kolb with them when he suffers a heart

attack and financial reverses. The Peppers
had hoped that a rich copper mine on Kolb's

property, in which they have an interest,

would pan out, but it doesn't. However,
some amateur prospecting by the youngsters
brings the copper vein to light.

CAST: Edith Fellows, Dorothy Ann Seese,
Clarence Kolb, Dorothy Peterson, Ronald
Sinclair, Charles Peck, Tommy Bond, Bobby
Larson, Rex Evans, Herbert Rawlinson, Laura
Treadwell.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc-
tor, Charles Barton; Screenplay, Harry Saub-
er; Based on a book by Margaret Sidney;
Cameraman, Allen G. Siegler; Editor, Viola
Lawrence.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"The Hidden Menace
with Otto Kruger, Gertrude Michael,

John Clements
Alliance Films 56 Min
WELL WORKED OUT MELLER SHOUL

PROVE ENTERTAINING FOR NABES.
Telling the story of an unusual intrigi

behind the scenes among variety artist

this import from England should serve nic{

ly as a nabe offering. The picfaB^has
capable cast of English actors ^^Vid 1

John Clements, with Otto Kruge^ffd Gei

trude Michael handling the other two tc

roles. In addition, the picture has an ii

teresting background and atmosphere th.

is different. Albert De Courville directe

turning in a workmanlike job. Otto Kruge

a magician, in love with Gertrude Michat
ruins the act of a wire walker loved I

Miss Michael by hypnotism. The wii

walker, Patrick Barr, turns over his coii

tracts and identity to a man in the san

profession and disappears. When Clemen
appears under the man's name it is a su

prise to both Miss Michael and Kruger, wt

thought him dead. Miss Michael and W
ments are attracted to one another, hi

Kruger once again almost ruins the attaci

ment through hypnotism, with the loi

absent Barr showing up in time to kill hii

CAST: Otto Kruger, Gertrude Micbai

John Clements, Patrick Barr, Barbara Blai

Gene Sheldon, John Turnbull, Norah Hov

ard, Alfred Wellesley, Dora Gregory.

CREDITS: Produced by Alliance PictureJ

Director, Albert De Courville; Screenpla

Elizabeth Meehan; Cameraman, C.

Greene; Editor, Lionel Tomlinson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHi!
Good.

"Konga, the Wild
Stallion"

with Fred Stone, Rochelle Hudson
Columbia 65 Mli|

SENTIMENTAL HORSE STORY EXPER'

LY FILMED SHOULD APPPEAL TO JUV«
Beautifully photographed in outdoor se

tings, this sentimental yarn about a hoit

should appeal to the juvenile trade,

should serve nicely as a second offering

dual bills for the nabe trade. There 9
some good action shots in the picture shoil

ing horses stampeding. Fred Stone does

good job in the picture. Rochelle Hudsj

is decorative, and Richard Fiske ably fij

his role. Remainder of the cast is adequal

Sam Nelson directed from an origiii

screenplay by Harold Shumate. Kon|

wild stallion owned by Stone, ruins a nei

bor's wheat field. Fences and bad blq<

cause further feuding between Stone ail

his neighbor, Robert Warwick. Stom
horses are attached for a bank debt, b

Konga escapes. Warwick hunts the ho^

down and in an altercation Stone kills hij

with a gun. However, he is pardoned fol

years later and discovers that Miss Hudsot

Warwick's daughter, has been taking caj

of the horse and is going to marry his sd

CAST: Fred Stone, Rochelle Hudsoj

Richard Fiske, Eddy Waller, Robert Wa,
wick, Don Beddoe, Carl Stockdale, Geori

Cleveland, Burr Caruth.
{

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direjl

tor, Sam Nelson; Original Screenplay, Halj

old Shumate; Cameraman, Benjamin Klin

Editor, Charles Nelson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.
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(Continued from Page 1)

f Europe's best markets for Ameri-

in pictures, while Sweden, whose
ar status was still in doubt, also

lay become a shrunken or lost mar-
et.

Foreign departments of the Amer-
';an ^ inpanies had not been in-

ormfc .s to their business opera-

ons in the affected countries late

ist night and department heads
new little more than what had ap-

eared in the newspapers.

U. S. Revenue Said $4,000,000

American major companies derived
pproximately $4,000,000 annually
cm the four Scandinavian coun-
ies, including Finland. Sweden
as seventh in importance among
le nations importing positive sound
Im in 1939, bringing in 5,252,630
?et valued at $126,239. American
istributors ranked the four coun-
;ies, in order of their business im-
ortance, as follows: Sweden, first;

•enmark, second; Norway, third,
nd Finland, fourth.
Six American companies operate

leir own branches in German-held
^openhagen; namely, Columbia, Fox,
,I-G-M, United Artists, Universal
id Warner Bros. Twenty-four other
istributing companies, some of
hich sell for American firms, also
perate in the Danish capital. There
re 346 theaters in the country.
even domestic producing organiza-
ons made 11 pictures last year.
In Oslo, also under the control of

fie Nazis as the result of yester-
;ay's invasion, 25 distributing com-
'anies supply the country's 270 the-
ters. Sixty-two per cent of the pic-
ures shown on Norway's screens
ere American-made last year.
hree Norwegian companies turned
ut five pictures in 1939. Para-
lount. Fox, M-G-M, United Ar-
ists, Universal and Warner Bros.
ave their own branches.

2,134 Theaters In Sweden
Loss of the Swedish market to

.merican companies would be a still

everer blow. Sweden has 2,134 the-
ters in which American pictures oc-
upy 60.1 per cent of the playing

; me. American companies having
deir own offices in Stockholm in-
jlude Columbia, Fox, M-G-M, Para-
lount, RKO, United Artists, Uni-
'ersal and Warner Bros. Eight
wedish companies produced 28 pic-
ares last year.
Denmark represents % of 1 per

2nt of the foreign market; Sweden,
•2 per cent and Norway .7 per cent.
An American neutrality proclama-

:

on, now in preparation by the State

I

department, would, in the opinion of
igal experts, nullify credits ex-

' landed by the U. S. to Norway and
j'enmark and would extend the neu-
rality zone to Scandinavian waters,
.Jiereby barring ships flying the

,
I'.merican flag. Film shipments
I'ould thus be affected.

"Blondie On a Budget"
with Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton,

Rita Hayworth
Columbia 73 Mins.

LATEST OF "BLONDIE" SERIES FALLS
SOMEWHAT SHORT OF ITS PREDECES-
SORS.

With the usual cast in their usual roles,

Penny Singleton as Blondie, Arthur Lake

as Dagwood, Larry Simms as baby dumpling,

the dog and Danny Mummert, the nosey

next door child, the latest of the series

is presented by Columbia. Undoubtedly,

devotees of the well known comic strip will

enjoy the film, and it is good ail-round

fare for the nabe trade, but it is lacking in

the general brightness of its predecessors.

Rita Hayworth appears in this one as a

dazzling charmer that causes considerable

trouble in the family. Frank R. Strayer di-

rected. Lake wants to join a trout club

in which his neighbor, Don Beddoe, is a

member. The sum of $200 is necessary,

but Penny refuses to take it out of the

family savings. When Lake wins the money
in a theater where he has taken Rita with-

out Penny's knowledge, the complications

really begin. Penny sees him picking out

a fur coat with Rita and takes the wrong
impression of everything. There are re-

criminations, more complications and a flood

of explanations and tears before everything

is satisfactorily ironed out.

CAST: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,

Larry Simms, Danny Mummert, Rita Hay-
worth, Don Beddoe, John Qualen, Fay Helm,
Irving Bacon, Thurston Hall, William Bris-

bane.

CREDITS: A Columbia production; Direc-

tor, Frank R. Strayer; Screenplay, Richard

Flournoy; Story, Charles M. Brown; Based

on a cartoon by Chic Young; Cameraman,
Henry Freulich; Editor, Gene Havlick.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Oyl is proud and happy in the pos-
session of a newly acquired goldfish

who oogles contentedly from a tiny

bowl. The piscatorial pet, however,
accidentally lands in the sea. Pop-
eye bravely goes to the rescue, which
is effected only after a most trying
session, culminated by his being en-
veloped by a great jelly-fish. But
spinach supplies the spark of

strength to escape and he lands back
on the ship with the goldfish who
was playing hookey. Dave Fleischer
directed this mirth-provoking opus.

"George Olsen and His Music"
(Paramount Headliner)

Paramount 10 mins.
Peppy Band Offering

There's plenty of zip to this tab
musical reel, which finds Olsen and
his outfit at their best. Program of
songs presented is nicely balanced
from the opening rendition of
"Horses" on through "With the Wind
and the Rain in Your Hair," "She
Broke His Heart of Oak 'Neath the
Old Oak Tree," and concluding with
a snappy and tricky arrangement of

"Ciribiribin." Thus a sentimental
ballad and a comedy composition be-
tween two essential dance numbers.
Jean Blair, the Harrison Sisters, the
Bachelors, and the electric organist,
Ronnie Mansfield, have specialties,

and contribute to the all around en-
joyment of the short. Leslie Roush
directed the reel skillfully.

"Ants in the Plants"

(Color Classic Cartoon)
Paramount 7 mins.

Amusing Subject
Out of the studio of Max Fleischer

comes this amusing, anticful reel
which recounts the invasion of an ant
colony by an ant-eater. The latter
is delineated in humorous, fantastic
fashion, with his vacuum-cleaner-
like "trunk," the sight of which
causes panic among the ants. How-
ever, both the organization and re-
sourcefulness of the insects stand
them in good stead, and the invader
is finally repelled, after his captives,
including the colony's queen, have
been placed in an imprisoning bottle.
But the ants' "suicide squad" effects
their release. It's lilting, light stuff,

which old and young will enjoy. The
color is excellent and adds immeasur-
ably to the reel's appeal.

"Females Is Fickle"
(Popeye the Sailor)

Paramount 7 mins.
Mirthful Adventure

Followers of the antics of the spin-
ach-guzzling Popeye and his gang-
ling spouse, Olive Oyl, will discover
them herein on shipboard. Olive

20TH-F0X EXECS. OFF

FOR CHI. SALES MEET
(Continued from Page 1)

New York delegation gets under way
this afternoon via a special train

leaving Grand Central at 5:30. Prexy
S. R. Kent is not expected to make
the trip.

Coming from the Coast will be
Herman Wobber, sales chief, Darryl
F. Zanuck, Joseph M. Schenck, Wil-
liam Goetz, and Harry Brand.

Leaving on the train from here
will be William Sussman, WilHam
C. Gehring, W. J. Kupper, Walter
J. Hutchinson, Truman Talley, Felix
Jenkins, Charles E. McCarthy, Spy-
ros Skouras, William J. Clark, Paul
Terry and Allan Friedman. Also
Ed Hollander, Jerry Novak, Arch
Reeve, Earl Wingart, Rodney Bush,
Morris Kinzler, Christy Wilbert and
Eddie Solomon.

Also S. J. Epstein, Eugene Mc-
Avoy, Jack Sichelman, Martin Mos-
kowitz, Jack Bloom, Harry Mersay,
Irving Lincer, Irving Maas, Leslie
Whalen, E. S. Frazier, Harvey Day,
William Wiess, Edmund Reek, Lo-
well Thomas, Ed Thorgersen, Lew
Lehr, Vyvyan Donner, Tony Muto,
E. H. Collins, Clarence Hill, Theo-
dore Shaw, Ed Zabel, William Pow-
ers, Elmer Rhoden, H. J. Fitzgerald,
Milton Hossfeld, Aubrey Schenck,
H. G. Boker and Percy Heiliger.

20 MILLION DOLLAR GERMAN
FIGHTING SHIP IN FLAMES ..

.

as naval giants bombard each other

with mighty projectiles of death!

Drama . . . as amazing as the Graf
Spee disaster!

j^:M^ /
^

MONOGRAM PICTURES
PRZStHJS

TORPEDO
RAIDER

FORMER TITLE "BORN FOR GLORY'

1
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ASK FIX SALES HEADS

TO ADDRESS PCG MEET

iContiniicd from Page 1)

Frank Capra, Bob White, Rothus
Harvey.

Also W. G. Ripley, A. West John-
son, John Levin, L. 0. Lukan, Hugh
Bruen, Bob Poole and Jack Y. Ber-
raan.

Lee Goldberg Celebrates
Cincinnati — Lee Goldberg, Big

Feature Rights, Inc. is celebrating
his 25th anniversary as an indie

distrib., having achieved the distinc-

tion of being the oldest Independent
in years of service in the mid-east
territory. The company was formed
February, 1916, and road-showed
"Battle Cry of Peace" throughout
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and Ten-
nessee. Col. Fred Levy, his first

partner, withdrew in 1935.

New Film Carrier for Ky.

Indianapolis—The Kentucky Film
Transit Co., with offices at 332 N.
Illinois St. has been organized for

the purpose of overnight delivery
service to Kentucky territory, out
of Indianapolis. R. W. Loser, has
been appointed resident agent for

the company. Other officers are Rob-
ert King, and Lawrence E. Smith.

Author Figures Rtidio Is Sub. for 13,333
Houses with 20 IftiUion ISightly Audience

Esrimating that 20,000,000 people listen to tour major broadcasts each evening,
with the proportion ot entertainers to the entertained at about 1,538,460 to 1, A. B.

Meany of Floral Park, L. I., in a newly published book. "Radio and Its Offspring: The
Present Depression," contends that but for radio the following would be required to

provide the same amount of entertainment for the same national audience:
13,333 theaters (average capacity of 1,500) and same number ot cashiers, ticket

takers, managers, stagehands, porters; 39,999 ushers (three to a house, as an average);
133,333 musicians (10 to the band) and as many instruments, and 20,000,000 tickets

and programs.
Mcany, so anti-radio minded that he won't carry 'em in his Queens Village electrical

store, claims radio has robbed 239,994 persons of jobs in the set-up for an evening's

entertainment, as he figures if.

C. G. Stoll is Renamed
Western Electric Prexy

<Coiiti>iiiid from Page 1)

exception of Charles L. Rice, who
retired from active service Jan. 10.

The vacancy will not be filled, it was
;

learned. i

Fiores to Relieve Sack
Albert Fiores, of the Sack Amuse-

ment Enterprises, formerly in charge
of the Atlanta Exchange, will take
over the New York office relieving
Lester Sack, who will return to the
Texas territory for an indefinite

period. Alfred Sack, president of
the company is expected in New York
in about two weeks.

Goldman Acquires Two
O'Fallon, 111.—Charles Goldman,

St. Louis exhibitor, has taken over
the State and O'Fallon theaters here.

m ©LP MlS$©yiifl
WEAVER BROTHERS and ELVIRY

Authors' League Passes All

7 Propositions Submitted

(C(i)itinucd from Payc \)

to consider proposed amendments to

the constitution and by-laws, and
i
proposed changes in the present

j

schedule of assessments.
Proposition No. 2 provided that

from April 1, 1940, in lieu of the
present assessment on sums derived
from the sale or lease of motion
picture rights in any dramatic ma-
terial that the following assessments
shall apply, namely, that if such

I

sale or lease is made under the pro-
visions of the minimum basic agree-

j

ment of the Dramatists' Guild, an
assessment of two per cent on sums
derived from the sale or lease be
ratified and approved. If such sale
or lease is not required under the
organization's basic agreement, the
present assessment of one-half of
one per cent on sums derived from
the sale or lease of film rights in
dramatic material shall prevail.

Proposition No. 3 provided that
the Council of the Authors' Guild be
instructed to take steps to set up

j

machinery whereby all contracts of
I members for the sale or lease of
film rights in any literaiy property
of members will be handled by a
negotiator; that from April 1, 1940,
pending the set up of machinery, in
lieu of the present assessment on
sums derived from the sale or lease
of film rights in any literary ma-
terial, an assessment of one per
cent on all such sums be ratified and
approved. Further, that from and
as of the date on which the negotia-
tor referred to in Proposition 3 is

appointed, the assessment shall be
two per cent, instead of one per
cent.

Since all propositions were passed,
they now go into force. Propositions
Nos. 2 and 3 are those most directly
affecting filmland.

Nazis Restrict Releases
in Move to Conserve Pix

Berlin (By Cable)—Moving to
conserve film consumption, the Ger-
man Government by official decree
has restricted release of features to
Berlin first-runs to two pictures
weekly, with a reservation that, if

necessary, three will be made avail-
able. However, under no circum-
stances will two A's be released dur-
in.g the same week.

RKO WILL HAVE NEW

SHORT SUBJECT SERIES!

(Continued from Page 1)

Harry Michalson, shorts sales man-j
ager, who recently returned from a'

swing around the entire RKO ex-l

change system. Michalson said RKO
is selling more short subjects than
ever before and the popularity of|

shorts in general are showing a defi-

nite upward trend. He sa^j^^finiu
proof of increased grosse^^^' the-

aters that advertised their short sub-

jects along with their features.
Demand for "Information, Please"

has been beyond expectations, Mich-
alson said. Indications are that t!

goal of 7,500 accounts on this st

ies will be reached, he declared.

Film and Music Notables
Mourn for Lou Diamond

(Continued from Page 1)

pel, with private interment follow-

ing at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, West-
chester.

Among those present at the Cha
pel rites were:
Barney Balaban, John Balaban

Stanton Griffis, Sam Dembow, Le
Netter, Leonard Goldenson, Russ-
Holman, Hiller Innis, Austin Keou.e
J. J. Unger, Charles Reagan, Al
Moss, Al Wilkie, Herb Berg, Di'!;

Murray, Ed Fay, Harry Royster, Ed-

die BrowTi, John McDermott, Frank
Meyer, Milton Kusell, Harry Nadel,

Leslie Roush, Justin Herman, Bob '

Weitman, Ben Griefer, Herman Lor-

ber, Arthur Dunne, Harry Kalchein,
M. F. Gowthorpe. I

Also Louis Phillips, Charles Zen-
'

ker, 0. 0. Dillenbeck, Lanny Ros
Jessica Dragonette, Leo Robin, Bei

ny Goodman, Kay Kyser, Franku
Masters, Phil Spitalny, John Paine
Sammy Kaye, Irving Mills, Gu
Schirmer, Carl Fischer, Benny Fielo

Jack Rosenberg, Orrin Tucker, Ginn;

Simms.

Donovan's Daughter Dead
Fredericksburg, Va. — Patricia

Donovan, 23-year-old daughter of
Col. William J. Donovan, New York
lawyer who has served as counsel

in numerous actions involving film«

land, died in Mary Washington Ho^
pital here on Monday night as a rj

suit of injuries sustained in an af
tomobile accident.

STORKS!
A seven and a half pound daughter,

christened Ruth, was born on Satur-
day in Lenox Hill Hospital to the

I. I. (Al) Altmans. Both mother
and offspring were reported yester-

day to be doing fine.

Al Altman is head of M-G-M's
talent department in the East.

Laurel's Waller Burns
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

T 1 Tv/rj TTr 1, , i

Holly^vood — It's a daughter,
Laurel, Md.—Waller theater here Daphne, for the Douglas Fairbanks,

was destroyed in a $50,000 fire. 1 Jrs
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BRITISH NOT PLANNING

TO RESTRICT U. S. PIX

Spring's Arrival Sees Construction TWO EARLY MAY SALE

Pace Accelerated in Southern States MEETS FOR UNIVERSA

(Continued from Page 1)

The Film Daily established yes-
terday.

The repoi'ts, made the basis of
American cable stories by press as-
sociations, created considerable anx-
iety in trade circles here, with Brit-
ish exhibitors no less than American
distributors expressing grave con-
cern.

Exhibs. Want More Films
The former for some time have

been campaigning for a larger rather
than smaller supply of American
films. Only recently, the CEA ad-
vised Sir Andrew Duncan, president
of the Board of Ti-ado, that Amer-
ican films registered from April 1

last to February 14 totaled 279 as
compared with 364 for the compar-
able period a year ago. At the same
time, it was pointed out that 535
films were released in the U. S. in

1939 and 550 in 1938.

The CEA observed, "This reduc-
tion in numbers occasions serious
concern among exhibitors." The
same thought is behind the CEA's
contention that the Government
should require American distribs. to

guarantee 40 British films during the
quota year which started April 1.

Strict Secrecy Enjoined

Sir Andrew enjoined strict secrecy
on Monday's confidential talks with
producers, exhibitors and labor. It

is understood that nothing particu-
larly important was advanced, the
Board of Trade prexy being con-
tent with acquainting himself with
all industry problems that there

might be quick action on quota and
kindred problems.

The General Purposes Committee
of the CEA met yesterday to draft

full recommendations on the rental

issue for General Council submis-
sion today. The Scottish branches
of CEA have suggested a "booking
holiday" as one means of forcing
lower rentals.

Jay Kaufman Leases Bldg.

S. Jay Kaufman, veteran publicist,

has leased the building at 42 East
53rd St., and will use the premises
as headquarters in handling indus-

trial as well as theatrical accounts.

Alton R. Warner Dies

Detroit — Alton R. Warner, 70,

manager of the Wilson Theater, now
roadshowing "Gone With the Wind,"
died yestei'day from a paralytic

stroke. His widow survives.

Bust; Eddie Albert
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eddie Albert's next War-

ners' picture will be "The Stuff of

Heroes," story now being readied by
Writers Delmer Daves and Abem Fin-

kel. Studio also has line-up for Albert,

"The Weak Link," "Four Mothers" and
"The Male Animal."

(Continued

templates a unique local circuit of
open-air theaters.

Latest construction reports from
Film Daily correspondents follow:

Lucas-Jenkins, Mion-Murray
Expanding Georgia Holdings

Atlanta—Lucas & Jenkins, Para-
mount affiliate, will expand via the
construction route, erecting three
new community theaters here during
the year. First to go up v^ill be a
1,100-seater, second will accommo-
date 1,300. Building investment
alone will approximate $100,000, it

is reported.
Mion & Murray, Inc., local the-

ater operators, will also extend their
holdings in the suburbs. Firm has
acquired 15-year leases on 800-seat
houses to be erected at Little Five
Points and East Point by Allan-
Goldberg Realty Co. Cost of the
two houses is estimated at $80,000.
Mion & Murray additionally have

closed a leasing deal for a $50,000
house, the Scott, to be erected at

Decatur. Term is for 15 years.
Scott, seating 750, is to be ready
July 1.

Opposition Theaters Planned
in Two Saenger Circuit Towns
New Orleans—Spring is bringing

a modest amount of theater con-
struction and quite a bit more of

redecorating and re-equipping in the
Gulf states.

Two rival houses on Mississippi's
Gulfcoast, at Gulfport and at Biloxi,

where the Saenger Theaters Corp.
at present has no competition, are
scheduled. Henry Meyer has an-
nounced he will open at Biloxi. At
Gulfport, A. L. Royal is to open.
Royal formerly operated in Hat-
tiesburg and in Laurel.
At Plaquemine, the Osage The-

ater, said to be the only house in

this section with a staggered seat-

ing system, was opened by Lionel

Delacroix.
The Majestic Theater at Quitman,

Miss., operated by Max Connett, has
installed a new front. Lauve-Boden
Amusement Co. will open a new
house to be called the Teche, at

Franklin. Tom Shannon is to man-
age.

In Minden, a new Negro house, to

be called the Ace, will be operated
by J. F. Rivers, while at Donaldson-
ville, Sidney Harp, who runs one
theater there, will open a Negro
house to be called the Harlem.
The Allan Theater at Oakdale is

now installing Western Electric

sound with 0. K. Weatherax super-

vising, while another WE installa-

tion is the Santa Rosa at Jay, Fla.

from Page 1)

operate outdoor theaters in the Ak-
ron district before the end of sum-
mer. Principals are D. E. Davis, C.

C. Lipps, and Ethel Young. First

new theater will be built on Arling-
ton St. near the airport, to be ready
to operate by May 1. Site on West
Hill is being considered for the sec-

ond house, and several others will

be constioicted in and about the city,

according to Davis.

Hukle Planning 600-Seater

Huntington, W. Va.—C. B. Hukle,
owner of the Roxy, vrill construct
a new 600 seater on Huntington's
west side.

English to Rebuild Seminole

Homestead, Fla. — Construction
will start at once on a $40,000 struc-

ture to house the Seminole theater;
the old theater was completely de-

molished by fire. New house vdll

seat 750 according to J. W. Eng-
lish, owner.

Moss Bros, to Erect Second

Detroit—Moss Bros., who opened
the Van Dyke as their first house
about four months ago, will build a
new 1,000-seat Parkside Theater.
House is across the street from the
new Parkside Federal Housing Proj-
ect, largest of its kind in Michigan,
and only theater within convenient
walking distance of the project.

$75,000 House for Elkhart

Elkhart, Ind.—N. N. Bernstein,
president of the Elkhart State The-
ater Co., announces the construc-
tion of a $75,000 theater to be ready
to open June 1. Bernstein also op-
erates theaters in Hammond, and
Waukegan, 111. Mrs. Winifred Frye,
of this city is the owner of the com-
pany.

Shafer to Build In Lacon

Lacon, 111.—The New Shafer, a

420-seater to cost about $25,0Q0 will

be ready for opening about Aug.
1, according to B. F. Shafer who
also has the Lyric here.

New Akron Company to Open
Circuit of Outdoor Houses

Akron, O. — Starlight Pictures,

Inc., has been organized to build and

Sosna Bros. Invade Mexico, Mo.

Mexico, Mo.—A 400-seat theater
will be opened here about May 15 by
Sam and Louis Sosna. They have
leased a building and are remodeling
it into a theater, at a cost of about
$12,000. Sam Sosna operates a the-

ater in Manhattan, Kans., while
Louis Sosna has a house in Moberly.

New Dunn House for Alma
Alma, Ark.—Cliff Dunn, who op-

erates a chain of film houses in this

territory, has leased a brick build-

ing and will open a film theater
here.

Maine Circuit Will Build

Bangor, Me. — Graphic Theaters
Circuit will start soon on a new
$45,000 motion picture theater at

(Continued from Page 1)

began in the Home Office yesterd!

with President Nate J. Blumber
John Joseph, ad director and Scul
in attendance. Joe Pasternak, wl
left last night for the Coast, al
attended the initial conference. Eas
em sales manager F. J. A._McCa
thy, who returns today frc|^H;'s v.

cation, and Western sales^Kd \

J. Heineman, just returned from
trip through his territory, yn\l a

tend all further meetings.
Balance of the current season

product was reviewed and set
the Coast session which both Scul
and Heineman attended.

"Buzz" Fawcett Now Prexj

Wilford H. "Buzz" Fawcett, J:

eldest son of Capt. W. H. Fawcet
founder of Fawcett Publications ai

president of the company until b
death in February of this year, wi

elected president by a unanimoi
vote at the annual stockholdei
meeting this week.

Schines Playing Whitemani
Syracuse, N. Y.—Paul Whitema

and band open at the Strand, Schini

operated, on Friday for a wesf

Martina's Empire, opposition hous

a stone's throw away, will counti

with Giro Rimac and LaConga Fo
lies.

Jimmy Cron Hospitalized
James A. Cron, advertising ma;

ager of Motion Picture Daily, is coi

fined to New Rochelle Hospital vni

a fractured knee-cap. Mishap of

curred on Monday at his home.

Dover-Foxcroft. Krokyn & Browi
of Boston are the architects. Til

general contract has been awards
to Arthur N. Olive of Boston.

Barnett Weighs New Building

Albuquerque, N. M.—New off

building, to house the Chief theate

is being considered by Joe Baraetl

prexy of Albuquerque Theaters, In "

To Revamp Sylvania's Princess

Toledo — Community Theatei
Inc., through its subsidiary. Sylvan
Theaters, Inc., will remodel and -

equip the Princess in Sylvania.

Pirtle to Add Another
McLeansboro, 111.—S. E. Piit

Jerseyville circuit operator, will bui

a new $30,000 518-seat house her

where he now operates the Capitc ,

Wai-wig & Hagel of Evansvilli
Ind., are architects.

All-Religious Bill
Detroit—United Detroit Circuit is set-

ting an all-religious matinee for one
special showing only—featuring a re-

vival of "Cloistered" with the current

March of Time release of "The Vatican
of Pius XII."
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ZtA Will Wage Finish Fight On British Rentals Issue

ULIEDlFLUENCE SEENl NEW "DIVlCE" BILL

>ees U. S. Pix Revenue Depending On Home Market
utchinson Sees Continual

Shrinkage of Revenue
from Abroad

{"Continual shrinkage of foreign
Vrkets may force American dis-

jbuting companies in the near fu-
jre to depend almost entirely on
mestic revenue, gauging their
isiness to that market, barring any
dden change in the foreign poli-

I'al scene which may bring peace,"
I'alter J. Hutchinson, director of
reign distribution for 20th-Fox,
ated yesterday when he left for
e company's annual sales conven-
)n in Chicago.
Stating that last year had seen a

(Continued on Page 6)

•LESH'TORTETROIT'S

LARGEST FIRST-RUNS

Detroit—Agreement was reached
jsterday with the stagehands' union
fr stage shows to go into the Mich-
an and Fox Theaters, largest lo-

1 first-runs. The Michigan ap-
ars definitely set, probably to start
iday, April 19, as soon as film
'Immitments allow. The Fox un-
i] (Continued on Page 8)

jrbers, Other Officers

Re-elected by Trans-Lux

All directors and ofl^cers of Trans-
IX Corp. were I'e-elected at stock-
I'lders and board meetings yester-

j

y. Directors include: Robert W.
[itkins. Robert Daine, George H.
chelberger, Harold P. Farrington,

{Continued on Page 8)

arbour Would Oust FCC
from Control of Television

[ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^Senator Barbour, R.,
J., asked the Senate yesterday to
ohibit the "bungling" Federal
tmmunications Commission from
gulating television in order that
le new industry may progress more
' (Continued on Page 8)

Quadruple Features Mahe Dehut in Chicago
As Schoenstadt Tests Policy in 4 Theaters

Chicago—Schoensfadt circuit, already using triple features at the Shakespeare
Theater, is experimenting with quads at three houses—the Atlantic, Midwest and
peoples.

Checkup shows 13 houses using triples, 18 advertising premiums and six handing
out books.

Wobber to Give 1940-41 Sales Policy

at 20th -Fox Sales Parley Tomorrow
Chicago—Sales policy to be fol-

lowed by Twentieth Century-Fox for
1940-41 will be outlined to the com-
pany's sales convention here tomor-
row by Herman Wobber, general
manager of distribution.

Delegates to the convention, num-
bering more than 250 from 37 branch
offices in the U. S. and Canada, be-

gan arriving today.

The West Coast group headed by

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
board, Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-presi-

dent in charge of production, Wil-
liam Goetz, vice-president and ex-

ecutive assistant to Zanuck, and
Harry Brand, studio publicity direc-

j

tor, were scheduled to arrive from
Hollywood on Sunday when the
product lineup of 52 features will be
discussed. Both Schenck and Za-

(Continued on Page 8)

Labor Dept. to Hear MPPDA Sax Forms Phono-Vision

Reps, on Wage-Hour Shifts to Enter Coin Pix Field

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William W. Owens

and Gordon E. Youngman, repre-

senting MPPDA, will appear before
the wage-hour division of the Labor
Department tomorrow to testify

during the hearing on redefinition

of executive and professional and
(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood;—Sam Sax, Frank Or-

satti and Sollie Freedman have or-

ganized Phono-Vision Corp. of Amer-
ica and are entering the coin op-
erated field. The new company will

make 1,000 machines here monthly
and negotiations are pending with

(Continued on Page 8)

CEA to Launch Propaganda Campaign

As First Step in U. K. Rentals 'Wa/
Inventor Winnek Tells TNEC
Third Dimension Pix Are Near

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Early advent of Tri-

Vision or third dimensional films

was predicted yesterday by Douglas
F. Winnek, New York inventor, who

(Continued on Page 6)

London (By Cable)—As grimly
determined to see it through as the
embattled Allies, the CEA General
Council dug in yesterday for a finish

fight on the rentals issue.

The Council received the report of

the General Purposes Committee be-

hind closed doors, with as much sec-

recy mantling its course of strategy
(Continued on Page 4)

Neely Says He Introduced

Divorcement Bill on

His Own
Sudden and unexpected introduc-

tion of a Federal theater divorce-
ment bill by Sen. Matthew M. Neely,
sponsor of the anti-block-booking
and blind-selling measure in the
House, was seen by industry observ-
ers here yesterday as indicating na-
tional Allied's rejection of any con-
sent decree settlement of the New
York equity suit on the basis pro-
posed by the Department of Com-
merce.

It was pointed out that Neely,
whose relations with Allied have
been unusually close for a period of

years, introduced his new bill after
two Allied units—New England's In-

dependent Exhibitors, Inc., and Con-
necticut Allied—had opposed a con-
sent settlement and demanded that

(Continued on Page 5)

FIRST OF 4 UA SALES

MEETS HERE MAY 13

United Artists will hold the first

of four regional sales conferences
in New York on May 13. This ses-

sion will be followed by three others
in cities and on dates not yet de-

termined, although it is possible that
(Continued on Page 6)

K-A-0 Directors Re-elected

at Stockholders' Meeting

Stockholders of Keith-Albee-Or-
pheum yesterday re-elected all di-

rectors and authorized an amend-
ment to the by-laws which would
permit the corporation to purchase

(Continued on Page 4)

Gracie Allen to be Speaker

At Nat'l V. C. Convention

Dallas—Gracie Allen, stage, film

and radio star, will attend the Na-
tional Variety Club convention here
on April 18-20 and will make a spe-

(Continucd on Page 6)
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Col. Picts. vtc. (2''i%) 7 7 7-
Columbia Picts. pfd. 21 V4 20'/8 20'/8 -

Con. Fm. Ind. .1 % '

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 91/8 9V8 S'/g -

East. Kodak ISSVi 155 155V2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq. 121/8 IP/a 12 -

Loew's, Inc 35 343's 35 -

do pfd 108 103 108 -

Paramount 71/2 7% 7!4
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd. 9% 9V8 9'/8 -

Pathe Film 11 IO3/4 lO'^ -

RKO 11/8 11/8 1 '/a

20th Century-Fox ll^a lOVg lOS/g -

20th Century-Fox pfd. 2234 221/2 221/2 -

Univ. Pict. pfd 103 103 103
Warner Bros. 3V8 35,8 SVa
do pfd 481/2 48 48I/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 88 88 88 — 2

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 8934 90
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 21/8 2 2 — Va
Technicolor 151/2 153/8 I51/2 + '/s

Trans-Lux 1 % 13,^ 1 3/g

Universal Corp. vtc. 51/2 5 5 — 34

— '/2— 11/2

-f 1/2

-'l'/2

600,000 See GWTW In Chi.

Chicago — GWTW goes into its

third Loop month, at the Woods
Theater (Essaness) and the Oriental
Theater (Jones, Linick & Schaefer).
It is estimated that more than 600,-

000 people have seen the film at
both houses. Negotiations are under
way with various circuits for subse-
quent Chicago showings.

no Offered for B-K PTd
Chicago—Stern, Wampler & Co. is

advising B & K stockholders it will

buy all B & K preferred stock of-

fered prior to May 24 at 110, plus

accrued dividends.

Coast Sound Directors

Shown Erpi Instruments

"Supersonic grating modulators,"
"harmonic analyzers," "tone synthe-
sizers," and a host of similar jaw-
breakers describe some of the com-
plex devices that Erpi is showing
to the sound directors of Hollywood
this week. All of the new instru-
ments contribute in one way or an-
other to the advance of sound re-

cording and reproduction.
During the course of the week, the

sound directors have made extended
tours of Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Erpi headquarters and of the West-
ern Electric manufacturing plant at
Kearny, N. J. Following a recapitu-
lation session today the directors will

be the guests of du Pont at its plant
in Parlin, N. J., tomorrow. They en-
train for Rochester, where Ted Cur-
tis will entertain the group at the
Eastman plant.

Geo. S. Kaufman Talking

Producer Deal with Warners

Segal vs. Standard Suit

Dismissed; May Re-file

New York Supreme Court Justice
Samuel H. Hoffstadter yesterday dis-

missed the breach of contract suit
of Harry Segal against Standard
Pictures Distributing Corp. and
George Leganes, with leave to file a
new complaint. Plaintiff had sought
$32,400 on an alleged three-year
contract to act as general sales man-
ager of Standard. Dismissal was on
the grounds that the complaint failed

to state a cause of action.

20th-Fox to Release 12

in May, June and July

Releases from 20th-Fox for May,
June and July will total 12 fea-
tures. Release dates and titles are:
May 3, "So This Is London"; 10, "I
Was An Adventuress"; 17, "On
Their Own" (Jones Familv); 24,

"Lillian Russell"; 31, "Marriage In

Transit" (tentative title). June 7,

"Earthbound"; 14, "Four Sons"; 21,

"Charlie Chan's Murder Cruise"; 28,

"Lucky Cisco Kid." July 5, "Mary-
land" (Technicolor); 12. "Girl in

.113"; 19, "Sailor's Lady."

Vogel Appoints Henson
to Akron Loew's Berth

Joseph R. Vogel of Loew's yester-
day announced several managerial
shifts: Frank Henson, formerly man-
ager of Loew's Theater, Canton, has
been appointed manager of Loew's
Theater, Akron, replacing Jack Flex
who is no longer connected with the

company. Orville Crouch, formerly
relief manager for Finney, has been
assigned as manager of Loew's The-
ater, Canton, replacing Henson.

Shearer-Taylor to Co-Star
IVcst Coast Bureau „f TH!' FIlAf DJIf-V

Hollywood — Metro will co-star
Nonnn Shearer and Robert Taylor
in "Escape." Nazi concentration
camp story by Ethel Vance. Mervyn
LeRov will direct. Shooting starts

April 22.

HV,.( Cy.i.v/ Il,i,,a:i of TlUi l-II.M DAILY

Hollywood—Warner Bros, repre-

sentatives admit that negotiations

are pending with George S. Kauf-
man, playwright and director, to be-

come a Warner producer, devoting

half of each year to producing for

that organization and that if the

deal is closed with Kaufman, War-
ners will get screen rights to "The
Man Who Came to Dinner."

Proposed deal for the rights to the

play is a straight percentage of

gross with Warners furnishing com-
plete production cost.

Seiter Reported Talking

Releasing Deal With UA

West Coast Bill can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William A. Seiter,

through John McCormick, Inc., is

reported discussing a United Artists

release for picture based on Winth-
rop Brown's Satevepost story, "Danc-
ing In The Air." Seiter has dis-

cussed his script with Fred Astaire

and Zorina, who have been offered

co-starring roles.

Weiss-Kahn Here on Deals

for Negro Serial Release

A 15-episode serial with an all-

Negro cast has been started on the

Coast by Louis Weiss and Richard
Kahn, who head Hollywood Produc-
tinos and Gateway Productions.
Weiss and Kahn are in New York
on distribution deals

Two Negro features also are in

preparation. It is planned further
by Weiss and Kahn to make four
roadshow pictures with a white cast.

Globe-Bronston Merger
Still in Negotiating Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Roosevelt ad-

mits that negotiations are pending
for a merger of Globe Productions
with Samuel Bronston Productions
but no deal has been completed as
yet.

The pioposed merger would aug-
ment Roosevelt's United Artists pro-
gram. He expects to have the final

script for "The Bat" ready by
June 15.

cominc nno Goini

COL. H. A. COLE, Allied prexy, has arril

in Chicago from Dallas to set national conv
j

tion arrangements.

t
RAY MILLAND is here from the Coast

a week's stay at the Waldorf-Astoria.

RICHARD DAY is here from tl'^^^' ast

is a guest at the Sherry-Netherlal.SSt,

ROY ROWLAND and FRED WILCOX le

Louisville today for Charleston and Wheeli
W. Va., to continue their talent hunt for

boy to play Jody In M-C-M's "The Yearlioi

Ben Jacobson and Felix Feist, of the East

testing unit, go from Erie, Pa., to Baltim

and Norfolk.

JOHN JOSEPH, "U" 3d and pub head,

here from the Coast tor two weeks of h.o. ci

ferences on new product.

WALTER BRENNAN has gone from the Co
for a month's vacation at the Grand Canyofli

DAMON RUNYON is scheduled to leave

the Coast in early May to confer with Ed
'

Selwyn on a new Joe and Ethel Turp story

M-G-M.

SPENCER TRACY is back at the Metro sfudi

following a four-week vacation.

TEX RITTER is making p.a.'s in Oklahar!
Texas and Louisiana.

ANN SHERIDAN has returned from vacat!

to the Warner studios for her next picfu

"They Drive at Night."

FRANK NUGENT, N. Y. Times film critic,

arrived at the 20th-Fox studios to fill a ye.

writing contract.

LINDA WARE has returned to the studio fp'

three weeks' p.a.'s for a to.e in Charles
Rogers' "Jane Addams of Hull House."

GEORGE H. MORRIS of THE FILM DAILYI
at Albany, Ca.

MORRIS LEONARD, B & K attorney, has

turned to Chicago from a Florida vacation.

Browne and F & M to Confr

St. Louis Operator Situatic

St. Louis—George E. Browne, i

ternational prexy of the lATSE i;

due to return here today for ne'

conferences with Fanchon & Mar,

execs, to iron out the projectionj;

situation at 13 theaters under tha

management. He will also discui

with new oflficers of Local No. 1

the amounts John P. Nick and Cly

Weston should pay into the loc

treasury to wind up receiver.sli

proceedings.

Max Slott Dead In Chi.

Chicago—Max Slott, 37, foiii:

Warner district manager and ov

of the Park Theater, died at Mien:

Reese Hospital yesterday. Hi

mother, father and brother survive

LIFE BEGINS
AT "FORTY

LITTLE MOTHERS II

M-G-M



TODAY
Special M-G-M Flash!

RIVERSIDE, CAL* Spencer Tracy again takes the

industry spotlight as a result of the preview here of

his most sensationally thrilling role in 'Edison, the Man/'

The spellbound audience gave this great Clarence

Brown production a reception never duplicated here

and today has brought a flood of Preview Cards for

"Edison, the Man" which are the most unanimously

enthusiastic ever received on any M-G-M picture.
Vi'!l'>f^.^':ijmi^f}}">^f^f"'

KEEP :RIGHT M-G-M
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GEA TO WAGE FINISH

BRIT. RENTALS FIGHT

iCotitinucd from Fane I)

as that enveloping the British Gov-

i rnment's measure to meet the seri-

ous situation presented by the Nazis'

invasion of Scandinavia.

Foilowinfj the meetinK. laig:ely at-

tended by branch representatives, it

was merely announced that the CEA
would launch a propaganda cam-

paign among members next week as

the first positive step of the rentals

battle.

Whether the drive eventually will

See the CEA resorting to a "booking

holiday," as proposed by Scottish
members, or an appeal to the Gov-
ernment for the application of the
No Profiteering Act to film contracts,
advanced in other quarters, is un-
certain, but the general sentiment
is such as to warrant the conclusion
that a show-down scrap with U. S.

Jistribs. is in the making.
Extension of the 70 per cent terms

for GWTW to Great Britain patent-
ly is a factor in the CEA move, al-

though it is only one of many. The
move to reduce rentals—or at least

prevent higher percentage terms—is

related to the exhibitor plight re-

sulting from the war. Labor costs

and general overhead have gone up
alarmingly.
A possible solution—increased ad-

mission prices—is complicated by
the Entertainments Tax. Under the
present levy, if the admission price

was raised from six pence to eight
pence, the Government would take
three ha'pence, leaving the exhib.

with a half penny. This has no ap-
peal to exhibs. Revision of the Tax
statute to give the exhibs. a better

break has been advanced, but such
a course, too, faces tough sledding.

Universal Sets Release

Dates for May and June

Universal has scheduled eight
features for release during May and ;

June, as follows: Mav 3 ,"If I Had
j

My Way"; 10, "Ski Patrol" and
|

"Black Diamonds"; 17, "Alias the

Deacon"; 31, "La Conga Nights."
June 7, "No Exit" (tentative title);

14, "Sandy Is a Lady"; 21, "I Can't I

Give You Anything But Love." 1

Defer Educ. Hearings
Applications to vacate the appoint-

ments of James A. Davidson as trus-

tee of Educational Pictures and W'il-

liam S. Brown as trustee of Educa-
tional Films Corp. of America were
adjourned yesterday to April 17 on
the request of contestants.

History Repeats
Chicago—Talk about history repeating!

Twenty-five years after it first played

there, "The Birth of a Nation" is back
at the LaSalle Theater.

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. W)Ai.y.

• • • ALL hands hereabouts will do well to appropriately

celebrate tomorrow night by putting on the ole "soup and fish"

and head for the Hotel Astor which is the venue of the

Eleventh Annual Dance and Entertainment of the Press Photogra-

pher's Association The event is always a wow since it brings

together a colossal collection of celebrities who sorta feel that they

should symbolize their appreciation of all that the news photogs

do for them each annum Hence, the celebs put in personal appear-

ances and put in, too, their best efforts to entertain the gathering

Not the least of the grand attractions anent his annual shindig

is the price of tickets —doubtless the biggest bargain since

the Dutch bought Manhattan from the Injuns

T T
• • • WHATEVER records are hung up by Columbia's

"The Howards of Virgiiiia" (the former title "The Tree of

Liberty") we shouldn't forget one already established in

connection with the opus albeit the record is strictly on the

Terpsichorean side It appears from a Williamsburg, Va., dis-

patch that Mister Cary Grant, who's the m.ale star in the pro-

ceedings, is the record-maker In the astonishing space of less

than half an hoar Cary danced with 700 co-eds at William

and Mary College which means that Mister Grant granted

2V2 seconds or less to each dancing co-ed That's the modern

age for you! Why when I was a boy (we can hear you say)

2V2 seconds was pretty good time in which to even get

your arm around a fascinatin' frail! Maybe Cary did it all

via a mass production Virginia Reel Ya'know that stuff

is indigenous to ole Virginny

T T T
• • • T'OTHER day, we also gotta dispatch outa Moscow
which allowed as how^ the Soviet film-makers had turned out a new
production in which the central figure is an American billionaire

You can't blame Joe Stalin's scenarists for thinking that billions

grow on bushes in our land Why right after we got the Russian

dispatch over from Loew's Criterion come news that in con-

junction with the engagement of "Adventure in Diamonds" there

a valuable diamond display has been placed in the lobby That

ought to be enough to make Red Joe pos-i-tive-ly green

T T
• • • UA-SELZNICK'S powerhouse, "Rebecca" which
is roaring along at the local Music Hall is goin' proportion-

ately as big out Chicago way in the UA Theater where
it opened last Friday night VA's promotional clan went to

town in that town via a terrific campaign in which the

big gun was the "Rebecca" Special Section which the insti-

tutional Chicago Herald American poured from its presses

and which knocked the Loop for a loop as well as the

rest of the Windy City

T T T
• • • SPEAKING of "Rebecca" we're decidedly of the mind

that it wouldn't be a bad idea if more Hollywood directors

ate bigger and better steaks At the drop of a hat or, should

we say, the rustle of a napkin Mister Alfred Hitchcock wraps
himself around a luscious hunk o'steer which may account for the

ultra-rugged directorial genius ond energy which he consistently

imparts to his productions

c< « «

K-A-0 STOGKHOLDERSi

RE-ELEGT DIREGTDR'

(Coiitituird from Paije 1)

its own preferred stock. It was ill

dicated that 3,000 shares would ll

l)urchased at $100 a shaie Ouf
standing shares total 64,30''^k>,

Re-elected directors are ^st,,.gg J
Schaefer, chairman; Donald K. DjI

vid, Monroe Goldwater, Malcolij

Kingsberg, John J. McCaffrey, Pet«|

Rathvon and L. P. Yandell.

Labor Dept. to Hear MPMX
Reps, on Wage-Hour Shift

(Cuntinned from Paye 1)

administrative employes in wholi

saling. The film representative
will speak about 20 minutes in pnl
senting the industry's view on s ;- '

employes under the wage-hour ii

Weeks Leaving for Coast

to Start Mono. Productio

George W. Weeks leaves today
the Coast to begin his proposed

;

I

duction program for Monogram
lease. He will stop off en rout'

Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit,
' well as at the Dallas franchise h

j
ers' convention. Eight westerns

,

planned.

Metro Said Talking Deal '

for Jackson-Garrett Plaj

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi

Hollywood—Metro is negotiatin
with Horace Jackson and Grant Gaj
rett for their newest play, "He Doei^

As She Pleases," as a possible sta^l

ring vehicle for Norma Shearer an)

Clark Gable. Jackson and Garre"'
wrote "Bedtime Story," which C'

lumbia recently purchased for Irei

Dunne and Cary Grant.

Ampa to Elect Today
Ampa elects officers at today

luncheon meeting at Dempsey
Rival presidential candidates a:

Leon Bamberger (RKO) and Lou
Pollack (Universal).

Mrs. Pat Campbell Dead
Paris (By Cable)—Mrs. Pati.

Campbell, 75, famed internatiom
stage star, who appeared in sev

eral Hollywood productions, is dea.

at Pau.

» » »

Minter House to Johnson
Detroit — Willard H. Johnsoi

Flint exhibitor, is taking over th,

Family, Flint nabe, from James M
Minter, circuit operator.

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh—Beverly Semenow, oi.

the local M-G-M exchange, and Gil''

bert Robins, D.D., were married.
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EE ALLIED BEHIND

I DIVORCEMENT BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

fe equity suit be brought to trial.

J (In Washington last night,

)Senator Neely told THE FILM
D -^^ that he had introduced
tht^ ~~h\ wholly on his own, and
that he had not been influenced

by Allied. Neely said that he
had long ago become convinced
of the value of a Federal di-

vorcement statute, and added
that he had not discussed it "At
the Department of Justice or

anywhere else").

In the Department of Commerce
commendations for a settlement

—

cently fully outlined by The Film
ULY—proposals for divorcement,
imary demand in the Government's
it, are conspicuous by their ab-

nce.

In some quarters, the belief was
pressed that the divorcement bill

is introduced as a safety measure
• the event that a consent decree
IS agreed upon. In case such an
reement did not reduce the power
the circuits to the extent that it

luld satisfy the independents,
•'ely's bill would, if passed, bring
iout the desired divorcement, it was
id.

Others looked upon Neely's action

a bid for publicity, inasmuch as

; Department of Commerce's pro-

sals had over-shadowed the im-
rtance of the Neely block-booking
1.

;

Ijon'f

Introduce Divorcement
msure in House, Says Boren
'ishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rep. Lyle H. Boren
j. Okla.) yesterday told The Film
ilLY he does not expect to intro-

pe a companion divorcement meas-
i 5 in the House.
Boren, who for several years has

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Congress will be ready

to adjourn bet-ii'cen June 1 and 10, the
President was advised yesterday by
Senate and House majority leaders.

n looked to as the probable author
a Federal divorcement bill, stated
would rather see action on the
ely block-booking bill first by the

;j'use Interstate Commerce Commit-
1'

,, scheduled soon, before taking
t ther steps on film legislation. He
i; ieves the best plan is to see what
"^elops in the hearings and other-

e on the block-booking bill before
. iming up the issue with another
? asure.

5oren stated that he expects hear-
on the block-booking bill will

rt around April 15. Meanwhile,
House Committee reports that no
e has been set and is still await-

I final disposition of the transpor-
t 'ion bill.

^ REVIEUJS OF THE nEUI FILfnS i^

I Ettelson Sells Theater
ijJhicago—Ray Goldstein, operating

t|! Olympia, has bought the Lake
Sijire from Ike Ettelson.

"Till We Meet Again"
with George Brent, Merle Oberon, Pat

O'Brien, Geraldine Fitzgerald

Warners 99 Mins.

SPLENDID PRODUCTION, EXPERT DI-

RECTION AND AN EXCELLENT CAST ARE

COMBINED TO MAKE PICTURE OUT-

STANDING ENTERTAINMENT.

Exhibitors can welcome this picture with

open arms as it has everything essential

to make box offices hum. A potent name

cast for marquees is provided and the story

itself is replete with tremendous emotional

and romantic qualities, with the story in

itself as a whole one of the best dramatic

yarns that have ever been filmed. Com-

parisons are odious, but certainly in this

remake of "One Way Passage" any com-

parison must be on the plus side. The cast-

ing of the film deserves special mention,

with every player perfectly suited to his or

her role. George Brent has seldom, if ever,

given a more moving performance than he

achieves in this pciture, both looking and

acting the part to a fare thee well. Miss

Oberon has depth, sincerity and feeling in

her performance, never overplaying or under-

playing a scene in a difficult role. Pat

O'Brien is perfectly cast as the detective,

determined to bring Brent back after trail-

ing him around the world, but still soft

in spots and appreciative that Brent had

saved his life. Geraldine Fitzgerald is

submerged in a role which does not give

her any real opportunity to display her

acting talents, but what she does is done

well. Binnie Barnes does a very nice bit

as a refined crook, and equally smooth per-

formances are provided by Frank McHugh
and Eric Blore in roles that provide some
comedy relief. Remainder of the cast is

fine. Director Edmund Goulding rates a

big hand for a smooth job, guiding the play-

ers deftly through scenes that could have

been ruined if the feeling had been over

or undertoned, and never allowing the story

to get out of hand. Technical aspects of

the picture are all plus, and Jack L. Warner
and Hal B. Wallis get the credit for the

combined elements of the finished job as

they handled the production reins. The
meeting of Brent, a condemned murderer

on his way back to die, and Miss Oberon,

living on borrowed time due to a bad

heart, and their falling in love, only to be

parted is the story, but it is in its telling

that the picture is powerful entertainment.

Women will cry and men will be mad at

the fates when they see the picture, but it

is safe to predict that all audiences will

vote it tip-top entertainment.

CAST: Merle Oberon, George Brent, Pat

O'Brien, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Binnie Barnes,

Frank McHugh, Eric Blore, Henry O'Neill,

George Reeves, Frank Wilcox, Doris Lloyd,

Marjorie Gateson, Regis Toomey, William

Halligan, Victor Kilian, Wade Boteler.

CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack

L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wal-
lis; Associate Producer, David Lewis; Di-

rector, Edmund Goulding; Screenplay, War-
ren Duff; Original Story, Robert Lord;

Cameraman, Tony Gaudio; Editor, Ralph

Dawson.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"Flycasting"

RKO Pathe News 9 mins.
Corking Sport Reel

Filmed in Idaho's Sawtooth range,
this is one of the best fishing reels

to come along. The fishing party has
to pack in to get to the location they
use for angling for the big ones,

rainbows weighing up to seven
pounds. The two expert rod han-
dlers give a neat exhibition of both
dry and wet fly casting, and the way
the fish come up to the lures will

make Eastern anglers green with
envy. The fish are there by the

thousands and it is just a question
of getting them to bite, which the

two experts do in convincing fashion.

The scenery is magnificent and the

reel is first rate in every respect.

"Way Back When a Nag
Was Only a Horse"

(Stone Age Cartoon))
Paramount 7 mins.

Mildly Entertaining.

Travesty on modern life via de-

picting existence in the Stone Age is

the basic theme of this series, and
is carried out entertainingly in this

instance via scenes of caveman
hubby going on a shopping tour with
his spouse in a pre-historic depart-
ment store, christened "Rock's Fifth
Avenue." Hvibby Henry is supposed
to wait outside the emporium's en-

trance to transport the bundles
home, but decides to kill time by
seeing the merchandise. He finally

lands in the music department where
he whoops it up with some cavegals,
only to be set upon by his irate wife.

Henry asserts himself as boss of the
family and carries both his better
half and her purchases back to their

cave. Short is mildly entertaining.

"Information Please"

(No. 7)

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.
Entertaining

The experts on the regular board,
Franklin P. Adams, John Kieran and
Oscar Levant, are augmented by
Clarence Budington Kelland in the
latest of the series. The gentle-
men are questioned by quizzer Clif-

ton Fadiman on subjects ranging
from Sally Rand to Mrs. Bluebeard,
with chemistry, the Alamo and nu-
merous odds and ends in between.
They maintain a high average in the
quiz with amusing, interesting and
educational results.

"Vacation Diary"

RKO Pathe News 9 mins.
Interesting Reel

Short tells the story of two come-
ly young secretaries who take a
Bermuda vacation. Leaving New
York they are seen on the boat and
at the famed resort, with all phases
of their activities covered minutely.

Swimming, dancing, sailing, picnick-
ing and numerous other diversions
are seen in the reel as the two girls,

and escorts they have acquired, make
the most of their trip. Directed by
Louise Rousseau, the reel is com-
prehensive in showing what is and
can be done at the resort, and done
in an unextravagant fashion. The
reel was produced by Frederic Ull-
man, jr. and supervised by Frank
Donovan.

"The Singing Dude"
Warners 18 mins.

Entertaining Two Reeler

Dennis Morgan is pursued by the
sheriff' for killing a gambler, and
with aid of his pal. Fuzzy Knight,
makes a getaway. They sign on as
hands at a dude ranch. The night
before the rodeo the top hand, who
was counted on to win enough money
to pay ofl^ a mortgage, is hurt in

an argument with Morgan. He rides

the next day and wins, also learn-
ing from the sheriff' when he expects
to be locked up that the gambler was
wanted by the Government. Miss
Lucille Fairbanks keeps her ranch
and everybody is happy. William
McGann directed.

"Men Wanted"
Warners 10 mins.

Interesting Travelogue

Dealing with Alaska and photo-
graphed in color, this one-reel sub-
ject is not only entertaining but
highly interesting. Reel opens in

Ketchikan, central base of Alaskan
fishing operations. Petersburg, a
fishing village built entirely on stilts

is shown. Juneau, capital of Alaska
and home of the world's largest hard
rock gold mine; Anchorage, the rail-

road head for the country and jump-
ing off base of the gold fields; Fair-
banks, a great mining center; Val-
dez, a ghost town; the Richardson
Highway; Alaskan railroads and a
number of other interesting things
are also incorporated in the reel.

Written and directed b" Ira Genet,
the narration is provided by John
Deering.

"No Parking"

Warners 10 mins.
Laughable Short

The Grouch Club hears the story
of a candidate in this short, one,

Wallace Jipper, who gets a ticket for

parking. He is just talking a cop
out of giving him a ticket for park-
ing when his good friend Al arrives.

Al insults the cop and fixes things
generally, with Jipper getting the
ticket after all. However, Al prom-
ises to fix everything. Then comes
a nightmare of entertaining the

fixers, hiding from the police, etc.

Finally, Jipper gets a jail sentence
because of his friend. Lloyd French
directed.

Bland Sells to Brotman
Chicago—The Bland circuit has

sold the Rogers theater to Isaac
Brotman Circuit.
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FIRST OF 4 UA SALES

MEETS HERE MAY 13

(Continued from Paye 1)

the second meeting: will be held in

Chicago.
Company's program, producers and

their productions and other data re-

garding the 1940-41 season will be
revealed at the conventions.

Inventor Winnek Tells TNEC
Third Dimension Fix Are Near

(Continued from Page 1)

i.s working with engineers of a lead-
ing motion picture company in his

Mount Vernon laboratory.
Winnek, in Washington to testify

before the TNEC on recent tech-

nological advances, showed members
of the committee still pictures, which
clearly gave the illusion of depth.
The third dimension methods used

in film shorts and cartoons thus far
have embodied a different principle,

Winnek stated. Under his process,

no outside agencies, such as special

glasses, shades, etc., will be neces-
sary for the patron to see depth on
the screen, he contended.

Metro Promotes Sharf

George Sharf, who while in the
Loew publicity department studied
law at night, was yesterday promot-
ed to a place in the M-G-M legal de-

partment.

Operate on Sonja Henie
San Francisco—Arrival of Sonja

Henie from Honolulu yesterday dis-

closed she had undergone a throat

operation at sea.

ti »»

Home office foreign departments were
still without information as to ttieir

Oslo and Copenhagen offices yesterday,
follcwing the Nazi invasion of Norway
and Denmark.

Pequot, New Haven, Sued
By Ascap, Music Firms

New Haven—Seeking $500 dam-
ages and injunction against the Pe-
quot Theater to restrain it from any
further alleged infringement of the
music copyright laws. Gene Buck,
jjicsident of Ascap, Irving Berlin,
Inc., and Santley-Joy-Select, Inc.,

have filed suit against Harry Lavie-
tes in the Federal Court here. The
complaint specifically charges un-
lawful playing of "Bye, Bye Blues"
and "An Apple for the Teacher"
early in the year. Attorneys for the
plaintiff announce this is the fore-
runner of a half dozen similar suits
in the near future.

Metro Casts "Old Lady 31"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
HollyAvood—Metro has set Billie

Burke, Helen Broderick and Beulah
Bondi for "Old Lady Thirty-One,"
Robert Sinclair directing.

Ken Murray to Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ken Murray will star

in "A Night at Earl Can-oil's," which
Para, starts Monday.
Murray's Para, deal is for five

years and two pix yearly.

Sequel for Lupe Velez
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— RKO Radio has set

"Look Out Below" as a sequel to

"Mexican Spitfire." Top names will
be Lupe Velez and Leon Errol.

"Biscuit Eater's" Doggy
Bow Attracts 350 Guests

Albany, Ga. — This dot on the
Georgia map takes on the aspect of

a little Hollywood and a metropoli-
tan Film Row today as 350 theater

men, players, company execs, and
press correspondents move in for the
program incident to the doggy world
premiere here tonight of Para-
mount's "The Biscuit Eater."

Street parade. Southern League's
opener, Albany vs. Americus on the
diamond, with Joe E. Brown tossing
the first ball, press barbecue at Bar-
ron Collier's Radium Springs Casino
and a special Vox Pop broadcast via

CBS are on the afternoon's card.

Pix bows in tonight at the Albany
and at the Ritz, latter having a
simultaneous all - Negro premiere.
Following the opening, guests will

attend the Hospital League Dance.
Here from the Coast for the do-

ings are Walter Brennan and Mrs.
Brennan, Evelyn Keyes, John How-
ard, Billy Lee, Jean Cagney, William
Henry, Jack Moss, producer; Stuart
Heisler, director, and Y. Frank Free-
man, Jr.

New York Para, contingent em-
braces Bob Gillham, Al Wilkie, Tom
Waller, Herb Berg, Ed Sullivan,
chaperoning a heavy press contin-
gent.

Rogers Signs Foster
li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screenplay for Charles

R. Rogers' Columbia production,
"Senate Page Boys" will be wi'itten

by Lewis R. Foster, author of "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington." Mel-
vyl Douglas will top the cast.

Floyd L. Clark Dead
Hazen, Ark.—Floyd L. Clark, 60,

owner of the Cozy Theater and in
the theater business here for 30
years, is dead. He is survived by
his widow, his mother, a son, Harold
Clark, two sisters and a brother.

Pressure Halts "Birth"
Minneapolis — Esquire Theater

closed "The Birth of a Nation" last
night due to pressure from Negro
organizations and a threatened
license revocation by the mayor.

Pastime, Chi., Passing
Chicago — Pastime Theater, last

Beck circuit house in the Loop, is

to be demolished.

PEOPLE WHO PREFER

FRIENDLY SERVICE USE_

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

CHIEF PIX REVENUE i

FROM HOME MARKET?

(Continued from Page 1)

peak business in foreign markets.,

he said that it was still too early for

anybody to predict what effects will

result from the Scandinaviaiak,-tua-

tion, or how badly foreign ^st.ketf
may be hit during the year.

Dwelling upon foreign business as

a whole, he said that any freezing

of currency in Australia was still

in a stage of discussion, with repre-

sentatives of the American distribu-

tors huddling with the Government
on the matter.
Truman Talley, Fox Movietone

chieftain, leaving on the same train,

reported that he plans to return tc

Europe May 2 on the Clipper. Hi

said that he had six camera cro

operating in the Scandinavian ai

but no word has come through
to their exact locations or safe

Concern was also expressed by Tony ,

Muto, of Movietone, over the where-
j

abouts of his brother, last heard from '

in Helsinki but believed to be in

Norway now.

Gracie Allen to be Speaker

At Nat'l V. C. Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

cial campaign speech for the presi-

dency at the formal banquet, accord-

ing to an announcement made yes-

terday by Bob O'Donnell, geneiu
chairman, and Paul Short, vice-chair-

man of the convention, upon theii

return from Hollywood.
Miss Allen has consented to be in-

terviewed by the editors of all tradt

magazines and local newspapers
She will be introduced at the ban-

quet by William McCram, formei
attorney general of Texas. She wil

be made an Admiral in the Texas
navy. George Bums will receive
commission as a Texas Ranger.

Balto. Likes "Ecstasy"
Baltimore—"Ecstasy" looks to av-

erage 2,500 admissions daily in its

week at the Lexway, 300-seater.

3 Weeks for Leigh-Olivier

Chicago—"Romeo and Juliet," co-

starring Vivien Leigh and Laurenoe
Olivier, will run three weeks at thf

Auditorium Theater.

STORKS!
Chicago—A daughter was born

to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fursten-;

berg at the Jackson Park Hospital.'

He is production manager for Film-i

ack Trailers.

Chicago—A son has arrived atj

the home of Walter H. Moore, nian-i

ager of the McVicker's Theater, i

Nick Bonardo of the Pequot, New
Haven, is father of a new baby girl.



MORE THAX
SPECIAL ABILITY

TRADITIONAL Eastman uniformity

backs up each film's special ability. That's

why cameramen place utmost confidence

in the three Eastman negative films—
Plus-X, Super-XX, and Background-X.

This reliability has made them the raw-

film favorites of the industry. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOVR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLCS-X SIJPER-XX
for generni studio use for ait difficuit stiots

BACKGROlJBfD-X
for bacitgrounds and general exterior wcort^

EASTMAX NEGATIVE FILMS
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WOBBER WILL OUTLINE

20-FOX SALES POLICY

I Co:ititiiicil fmm fane 1)

nuck will address the convention.
The East Coast unit arrived here

this morniiis' on a special train from
New York. It was headed by Wil-
liam Sussman, Eastern division
manager, William Gehring-, Central
division manajjer, and William Kup-
per, Western division manager. Wob-
ber also arrived from Hollywood this

morning.
Plans for the advertising- and ex-

ploitation of the next season's pro-
gram will be discussed by Charles
E. McCarthy, director of advertising
and publicity, at tomorrow's opening
session of the three-day meeting.
On Saturday, the program of fea-

ture pictures for the new season will

be outlined in detail by Wobber. In
addition to 52 features, the company
will have 52 one-reelers and 104
issues of Movietone News.

Sax Forms Phono-Vision

to Enter Coin Pix Field

(Continued from I'aiii- 1)

a Detroit firm for added output.
Phono-Vision will establish its own

distributing offices in 25 major cities.

Sax will supervise the product to be
made in Hollywood and 1 e also plans

to produce for Phono-Vision at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.

Twelve reels have already been
completed and each reel carries 10

subjects. These will be in black and
white and in color. A screen 16 by
20 inches will be used. Freedman is

the inventor of the Phono-Vision
projector.

No Separate Warner Sales

Body for Outside Product

West Coast Bureau of TUB FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Report that Warner
Bros, would establish a separate
sales organization to handle outside

product is denied.

Fight Ban by Md. Censors
Baltimore, Md. — Baltimore City

Court was asked to overrule a re-

jection bv the State Board of Mo-
tion Picture Censors of the picture,

"The Pace That Kills." Board held

the picture as "obscene, indecent.

Inhuman, immoral and tending to

debase morals and incite crime."

Ronald Hogan Expires

St. John's, Newfoundland—Ronald
Hogan, manager of the Capitol and
brother of P. H. Hogan, Para, ex-

change manager at St. John, N. B.,

is dead.

Serial???
Montgomery, Ala.—At the Empire Wed-

nesday: "A Child Is Born." At the

Paramount Thursday: "Brother Rat and
a Baby."

Ifliiestone Rating
Most unique system of critical rating

of films to come to industry attention
IS in effect on Successful Farming. II

rates films by the number of miles
film is deemed worth driving to see.

Maximum is 25.

Barbour Would Oust FCC
from Control of Television

Pacific Coast Conference
Sets Convention Features

West Coast liuieau of Till: I-ILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production, distribu-

tion, double bills, zoning and clear-
ance, advertising accessories,
"MPTOA Viewpoint," organization,
"The Government in Our Business,"
"Your Relations With Your Public"
and legislation are among the sub-
jects to be discussed at the fii'st an-
nual convention of the PCC of ITO
here in May.

Trustees of the Conference will

hold sessions May 7 to May 11 in-

clusive. General business sessions
are scheduled for May 8, 9 and 10.

A banquet will be held at Warner
Bros, studios May 7 with all studios
participating and with stars and
execs, present. A "personality pa-
rade" will be featured in the morn-
ing of May 9 for women guests, with
a dinner-dance at the Ambassador
Hotel on May 10.

Robert H. Poole is general chair-

man of the convention committees
and Hugh Bruen, Rotus Harvey, L.

0. Lukan and Bob White co-chair-

man.

Para. Du Mont and RCA
Scrap Before Senate Com'tee

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount Pictures

entered a pitched Congressional bat-

tle yesterday before the Senate In-

terstate Commerce Committee when
RCA's prexy, David SarnofT, charged
Paramount controlled stock interest

in Du Mont Television Corp.
Although Du Mont Attorney Rob-

erts denied Para, controlled Du
Mont, he nevertheless admitted Para,
held a large block of Du Mont stock
for which, he said, he "thanked
God," as it was the only thing which
kept Du Mont free from the RCA
monopoly.
The Para, interests, the Du Mont

attoiney explained, left the gate open
for talent and program material.

Local 164 Re-elects Four
Milwaukee—Elmer Klase, George

Whittmann, Oscar Olson and Aug-
ust Mommer have been re-elected

president, treasurer, business agent-
secretary and sergeant-at-arms of

Local 164, operators. Walter Behr
was named vice-president succeed-
inf Adam Schneider.

Rebuild Burned House
San Marcos, Tex.—The Palace

Theater, recently damaged by fire,

will undor.go remodeling to the ex-

tent of $15,000.

Lyric, Carlisle, Burns
Carlisle, Ky.—The Lyric theater,

owned by Mrs. G. A. Duncan, was
heavily damaged by fire.

i Continued fiom Faije 1)

rapidly. Barbour introduced a bill

to end FCC control over the new
communications medium as FCC's
chairman, James L. Fly, told the

Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee unlimited television broad-
casting would now prevent normal
development of the infant industry.

Fly defended FCC's recent re-

strictions on tele broadcasting when
the committee opened hearings on a

resolution by Senator Lundeen, Fus.

L., Minn., for investigation of the

agency's attitude towards tele.

In introducing his bill, Barbour
said that millions of Americans will

be deprived of early opportunity to

get tele programs unless Congress
"knocks some sense into the horse-

and-buggy FCC."
Barbour's bill would deny to the

Commission any power to control or

interfere with radio experimenta-
tion, research or development, or

with the use, manufacture or sale of

transmission or reception equipment.

'FLESH' FOR DETROIT'

LARGEST first-run;

Furbers, Other Officers

Re-elected by Trans-Lux

{Continued from Page 1)

Percy N. Furber, Percival E. Fur-
ber, Robert L. Gordon, Edwin G.

Lauder, Jr.. George H. Robinson,
Walter Siemers, and Leslie E.

Thompson.
Officers renamed: Percy N. Furber,

chairman of the board; Percival E.

Furber, president; Arthur C. Payne,
E. H. Unkles, and Robert Daine,

vice-presidents; Albert D. Erickson,
Treasurer; Aquila Giles, Secretary,

and A. T. Mulcahy, assistant secre-

tary.

Lenin Opens Frisco Grand
San Francisco—The Peoples' The-

ater Co. has just opened the new
Grand Theater on Mission St., near
23rd, within one block of site where
D. B. Lenin, president, operated an-

other Grand Theater in the early

silent days.

On Milwaukee Film Com.
Milwaukee—Henry L. Nunn, shoe

manufacturer, and Edwin A. Clau-
der, salesman, have been named to

the city motion picture commission
by Mayor Daniel W. Hoan. Nunn
succeeds Sen. George Hampel, re-

signed, and Clauder fills the unex-
pired term of the late George F.

Lorio.

Zanuck Names Raguse
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dari-yl F. Zanuck,

chaii'man of the Research Council
of the Academy, has appointed El-
mer Raguse, Sound Director of Hal
Roach Studio, to membership on the
Academy Research Council.

Illar Adds the Robey
St. Marys, W. Va.—Akx Illar, who

owns and operates the St. Marys
Theater in this town, has just taken
over the Robey Theater here.

(Continued from Page I)

doubtedly will follow suit, possibi

a week later.

Robert Corbin, Michigan ^-heat'

manager, is now in New Yj*^*^', pn
sumably arranging bookinj?^ 'jtail

An agreement was reached earlic

with the Musicians' union coverin
the Michigan only, but the Fox mar
agement is willing to make the sam
arrangements.

Five Michigan Theaters
Answer Duals With Vaude

Detroit— A half week of vaud«
ville is being started by four Dt

troit theaters and one upstate hou?
as one answer to dual bills. Wispt
& Wetsman Circuit are puttin
shows in the Tower, Oriole, Harp(
and Tuxedo, and may add the Ea;
town later—all in Detroit. Associate
Theaters is restoring stage shows i

the Rialto in Flint.

St. Louis and Fox Theaters
To Pay Standby Orchestras

St. Louis—A dispute between Far
chon & Marco and local musician
union over use of name bands at th

St. Louis and Fox Theaters has bee
settled with the agreement to ere

ploy standby orchestras during th

engagement of Ted Lewis at the S

Louis the week of May 3 and Ka
Kyser at the Fox the week of Ma
10. Local musicians will \os

through the shows at $78 per wee
each as the visiting music men d

their stuff on the stage.

Lewis had originally been set i

for the week opening April 12 bu

the dispute postponed his appea:*

ance. Standby plan will nick F & 1

for $1,404 at the St. Louis and $1 56

at the Fox. Lewis and Kyser bot

use union musicians.

John Crowley Dies at 79
St. John, N. B.—John Crowley, 7!"

theater owner and operator, is deai

Sole survivor is a son. Rev. Williaiij

J. Crowley, of Chipman, who in

herits the Crowley holdings.

Wilma Freeman Injured

Wilma Freeman of Warners honf

ofl^ce publicity staff is back at hq

desk with the assistance of a canf

Left foot is in a cast, following '|

fracture suffered in a fall. ''

I

Mrs. Pauline Polla Dies

Albany—Mrs. Pauline M. PolU)

72, stage and screen actress, is dea;

here. She was the widow of Williai

C. Polla, composer and arranger.

^1

Wotta ConihinationI
Chicago—Booker with a sense of hu-

mor gave the Newell & Retchin Howard
Theater this triple bill: "The Invisible

Man Returns," "The Housekeeper's
Daughter" and "A Child Is Born."
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.elznick Advocates Board to Revamp Production Code

IIOV'T SURPRISES PHILLYlHIBS. WITH UPOENAS
25,000,000 Production Budget Planned by 20th-Fox

: mpany to Spend $2,700,000
)n Advertising, McCarthy

Discloses

By JOSEPH ESLER
ILM DAILY Stajf Correspondent

hicago—On the eve of 20th-Fox's
i !s convention, which opens today
1 he Drake Hotel, it w^as estimated

last night
that the com-
pany's p r o-

duction bud-
get for 1940-
41 would hit

the $25,000,-
000 mark.
The Film

Daily learn-
ed on excel-
lent author-
ity that the
e X p a nding
war in Eu-
r o p e would
not affect the

any way. In-

HERMAN WOBBER

pany's plans in
(Continued on Page 8)

^iW FILM COMPANY

TO PRODUCE IN N.Y.

eature Pictures, Inc., a Delaware
) oration, has been formed here

,

the production of several pic-
s in New York. Deal for dis-

(Continued on Page 6)

A pa Elects Bamberger
as Pollock Withdraws

3on Bamberger of RKO was
lii pimously elected Ampa prexy at

lerday's annual meeting at Demp-
\ (Continued on Page 8)

Attorneys Study
Divorcement Bill

,

Attorneys for the majors yesterday
ere studying copies of the Neely di-
iircement bill, copies of which arrived

I
New York from Washington. Com-

ete text of the proposed law appears
I Page 8.

Protestant Press Conference Calls for
IVeely Bill Passage After Talk hy Myers

Washington Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Washingtin—Following remarks by Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, Mrs.

Mary Bannerman, of the Motion Picture Research Council, and Henry Atkison of the

Massachusetts Civic Federation, all vigorous proponents of the Neely bill, the Associated

Church Press Conference adopted a resolution favoring its passage. The organization

is composed of Protestant religious publications, and is meeting here for its annual

convention.

SCHAEFER RE-ELECTED

BY K-A-0,B. F.KEITH

Officers of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and B. F. Keith Coi-p. were re-elected
yesterday at a meeting of the boards
of directors, which are identical.

K-A-O's board declared a dividend,
out of operating surplus, of $1.75
per share on the 7 per cent cumula-
tive convertible preferred stock for
the quarter ended Dec. 31, 1937. Di-
vidends are payable July 1 to stock-
holders of records June 14.

Re-elected officers of both com-
(Continued on Page 6)

Leonard-Greene to Make
"Hobby Lobby" as Shorts

"Hobby Lobby" will be produced
as a series of motion picture shorts
by Leonard-Greene Film Productions
at Fox Movietone Studios starting

{Continued on Page 6)

MAY LIFT COMMERCIAL

TELE RESTRICTIONS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Restrictions against

limited commercial television may be
lifted within the next few months,
it was indicated yesterday by James
L. Fly, chairman of the FCC after

a conference with President Roose-
velt. Fly was hopeful that in that
time receivers capable of receiving
all transmitters would perfected,

thus removing an FCC objection to

commercialism at this time.
Hearings on proposal by Senator

(Continued on Page 8)

Conn. MPTO Polling State

Exhibitors on Neely Bill

New Haven—Connecticut MPTO
will hold a luncheon-meeting Tues-
day at Ceriani's Cafe Mellone, with
Arthur H. Lockwood presiding. Re-

(Continued on Page 2)

Present Code Outmoded , Selznick

Proposes Board for Periodic Revision

Mono. H. 0. Delegates

to Depart on Tuesday

Monogram's home office delegates
to the franchise holders' convention
in Dallas are scheduled to leave
Tuesday afternoon. Sessions will
get under way following the close
of the Variety Club convention on
April 20. Studio executives already

(Continued on Page 8)

Changes in the MPPDA Produc-
tion Code through the establishment
of a board which would meet periodi-

cally to bring the code up to date
and keep it in step with the con-

stantly changing conditions within
the industry itself and in the intelli-

gence of audiences, was advocated
by David O. Selznick, who is here
for conferences with United Artists

(Continued on Page 8)

Showmen Who Haven't Fig-

ured in Equity Litigation

Get Summonses
Philadelphia — The Government's

list of potential witnesses in the
New York equity suit—already num-
bering in excess of 650—is expected
to be further increased materially

Paul Williams, Special Assistant At-
torney General, mill arrive from Wash-
ington today, it was learned last night,
and is expected to file a further bill

of particulars in the Government' s equity
suit duing the day. The bill, it was
said, will detail alleged acts of coercion
on the part of the majors and otiier

info.

on the basis of disclosures here yes-
terday that the D of J was serving
subpoenas on exhibitors whose names
reportedly had not figured previous-
ly in the litigation.

Inquiry in exhibition circles estab-
(Continued on Page 6)

lATSE MlYlSURE

ENTIRE MEMBERSHIP

Comprehensive life insurance plan
by which all members of the lATSE
would be covered is being studied by

(Continued on Page 6)

Brandt Dropping Vaude
in Three Spots May 1

The Brandt circuit will drop vau-
deville in the Windsor, (Bronx)

(Continued on Page 8)

"The Biscuit Eater*'
Scores a BulVs-Eye

Albany, Ga.—Like an arrow piercing

the precise center of a target, "The
Biscuit Eater," Paramount's story of a

boy and his dog which had its premiere

at the Albany Theater here last night,

wings into the very core of the film-

goer's heart, and is destined to be
scored as one of the great human in-

terest attractions, not merely of the
current season, but in motion picture

annals to date. Adult patrons will be
thrilled by the story, as will the young-
er generation of fans. (For full re-

view, turn to Page 6).—MORRIS.
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MnnnciRL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 7 7 7

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 2034 2034 203A + s/a

Con. Fm. Ind 1 % 1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 91/4 9V8 91/4 + Va
East. Kodak 1583/4 156 I581/4 + 23/4

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 351/8 34y8 347/8 — Va
do pfd
Paramount TVi 73/g 73/^ — Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. . 9'/8 9Va 9Vs
Pathe Film III/2 1034 11 + 1/4

RKO
20th Century-Fox IO7/3 lOVg 103^ + i/g

20th Century-Fox pfd. 225'8 22''2 225/8 + Vs
Univ. Pict. pfd 103 102'/2 IO21/2 — V2
Warner Bros 35/8 3'/2 3V2 — Vs
do pfd 471/2 471/2 471/2 — 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 10214 10214 IO21/4

Loew's deb. 3Vjs46. 104 104 104 — S/j

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 314547 8734 873^ 873A — 1/4

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 151/2 ISI/4 I51/4 — 1/4

Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 Vj 1 % + Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. . 51/3 47/, SVa 4- Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st "46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45
. 72 74

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 643,4 67

Disney to File for Listing

of New York Stock Exchange

Walt Disney Enterpri.ses will file

for listing on the stock exchange
shortly, it was learned yesterday.
Roy Disney returned to the Coast
last night after completing all de-
tails in connection with the floating

of the stock issue on Tuesday.

—ALBANY. GA.

• • • SOME 60 days ago a devastating tornado visited this

Georgia town but last night a beneficient storm Paramount's

"The Biscuit Eater" roared across this scene and specifically

the screen oi the Albany Theater to climax a day of celebration

unparalleled in the community's history thus (he little film house

operated by the Gortatowsky Brothers joined the ranks of the

nation's theaters -which have presented notable world premieres

and last night's vras that in the highest, vndest and hand-

somest way thrilling the onlookers and presaging the glory this

production -will find in the cinemas of the entire nationTV
• • • PARAMOUNT'S proviotional solons headed by

Bob Gillham rode into town shortly after noontime accom-
panied by several scores of newspapermen from Georgia

and the surrounding states plus an impressive array of syn-

dicate writers, trade press representatives, photographic news
services and national mag writers who had journeyed from.

New York aboard the special Paramount Pullman The scribes

were feted upon arrival Reviewed a giant street parade

Attended the season's inaugural baseball game hereabouts and
were feted at a barbecue

• • • EVENING brought the big climax and the town was
bedlam with enthusiasm the picture received the greatest ovation

of any film ever to play the town Georgia's Gov. E. D. Rivers and

the chief executives of Florida, Alabama, Tennessee and South Carolina

were present additionally, Hollywood was strongly represented

by Billy Lee who plays so magniflciently the leading role

while Y. Frank Freeman Jr., Paramount production executive, Evelyn

Keyes, John Howord and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brennan were also on

hand as were 50 prominent - circuit heads and theater execs

lATSE, Circuits In Three Astor Names Managers

cominc nno com*

ROY DISNEY left last night for the Coa

ARTHUR KRIM. of the Phillips & Nb
office, returned yesterday from Chicago.

KING VIDOR arrives here in a few ii

after a short stay in Washington, where
arrived from the Coast. V'

GREER CARSON will vacation hi^g|._' .ortly.

BETTY FIELD returns to Hollywood next Wf
to appear in Paramount's production of Jose

Conrad's "Victory."

ELLEN DREW is at the Waldorf.

PAUL WILLIAMS, special assistant attorn

general, arrives here today from Washington

SONJA HENIE has returned to Hollywo

after a vacation in Honolulu.

GRACE MacDONALD has arrived on the Coi

to start work in a new Paramount productfc

JACK BENNY arrives here Tuesday.

EDDIE BRACKEN returns here today fn

the Coast.

Year Agreement at Reading

Reading — New three year con-

tract has been closed here between
the stagehands and operators and
the circuit interests, Warners, Loew
and Wilmer & Vincent. A new three

year pact has also been closed in

Chester by Warners with the com-
bined stagehands and operators
union. Minor adjustments were
made in both contracts.

Ed Sullivan's Troupe
Scores on Eastern Tour

Ucst Coast Bureau of THE FILM PAILY
Hollywood—Ed Sullivan's Holly-

wood troupe, on a personal appear-
ance tour in the East, grossed $11,-
977 in its week at RKO's Colonial
in Dayton, 0. The theater's average
gross is around $5,000.
The troupe is headlined by Bela

Lugosi and Arthur Treacher and in-

cludes Marjorie Weaver, Helen Par-
rish, Betty Jaynes and Douglas Mc-
Phail.

foi" Chicago, Milwaukee

Astor Pictures Corp. has named
Mike Godshaw manager of its Chi-
cago office and C. B. Koehler man-
ager in Milwaukee. The Chicago
branch has been shifted to 1235 S.
Wabash Ave. Astor formerly- dis-
tributed its product in Chicago and
Milwaukee through the Judell ex-
changes.

New York Theater Will

Open as Newsreel House

New York Theater will open a
week from Fi'iday as a newsreel
house, it was reported yesterday.
Earlier policy of first-run attrac-
tions had been announced for the
house.

Picture Pioneers Dinner
Set for Waldorf-Astoria

Spring conference dinner of the
Picture Pioneers, Inc.. will be held

\

at the Waldorf-Astoria, according
to Jack Cohn, House Manager. Date
is April 20.

Conn. MPTO Polling State

Exhibitors on Neely Bi

J

(Continued from Page 1)

cent Federal decisions bearing on
industry and postal regulations
garding theater circulars in

boxes are on the agenda for disco

sion.

Herman M. Levy, executive seer

tary, reports he has asked exhit

tors in the state to vote yes or n
without signature or reason, on ti

subject of the Neely bill, and thi

results of the survey will be printi

in the coming organization bulleti

Allied Theater Owners of Conne
ticut will also meet at luncheon Tue
day, at the Hofbrau Haus Resta

rant, with A. M. Schuman presidin

J. G. Hawks Expires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAll

Los Angeles—J. G. Hawks, fl

veteran film writer and story editc

is dead. At one time, he head*

Sam Goldwyn's editorial departmer

M'G-M's

''40 LITTLE MOTHERS"!
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THE BISCUIT EATER
CATCH YOU NAPPINGI

^s*-^"

CRITICS POINT THE WAY TO 1940's

SURPRISE HIT! READ THESE RAVES!

"NewYorchids to 'The Biscuit Eater'—

man's best flicker about man's best

friend !

"

— Walter Winchell,

Jamous newspaper and radio columnist

"One of the prize entertainments of

the year. Audiences will love it

wherever it is shown. Here is a pic-

ture on which Mr. Exhibitor can issue

a written guarantee to his customers

for enjoyment. Paramount has found

a new star in Billy Lee!"

—Hollywood Reporter

"It will carve a niche in Hollywood
history. It captivated the audience...

'The Biscuit Eater' rates high!"

—Los Angeles Examiner

"No picture within recollection deals

with the troubles and problems of

early youth— both in humor and
heart-break—more appealingly and

with greater understanding. Ranks
as one of the outstanding features to

come out of Paramount or any other

studio in a long time!"

—

Daily Variety

"Hard-boiled cinema critics broke
down and wept when "The Biscuit

Eater' was previewed. No finer com-
pliment can be paid this unusual,

yet downright simple little story of

a kid and 'man's best friend'!"

—Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles

Evening Herald and Express

\

"If it pleases the rest of the nation's

movie-goers the way it pleased pre-

view patrons, the return on the in-

vestment is well insured!"

—Jim Crow, Hollywood Citizen News

"Everyone, whether an avid dog lover

or not, cannot help but feel a definite

tug at the old heart-stringswhenview-
ing the new film!"— Lo^ Angeles Times

"Made up of a fresh approach in set-

ting and plot incident. The excite-

ment of the field trials and the

background scenes actually photo-

graphed in Georgia, established the

picture as one of the year's best!"

—Harry Mines, Los Angeles Daily News

Parqmounf's THE BISCUIT EATER
Billy Lee • Cordell Hickman • Helene Millard • Richard Lane • Lester Matthews • Snowflake
Directed by Stuart Heisler • Screen Play by Stuart Anthony and Lillie Hayward • Bated on a Story by James Street
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CRESTWOOD CARPET'S

DEMAND IS SUSTAINED

Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet

Co., manufacturers of Crestwood

carpet for film theaters, report vig-

orous demand for their floor cover-

ings on the part of motion picture

houses in every section of the do-

mestic market.

The sustained, sharp demand for

Crestwood carpet, it is pointed out,

is attributable in a large measure

to the popularity of the floor cover-

ing with architects and decorators

to whom has been accorded the re-

sponsibility of properly and practi-

cally equipping theaters in both the

new construction brackets and that

embracing modernization. Repeat
orders for Alexander Smith carpet

for the account of theatermen, who
have learned from experience the
extra-long life it has, also accounts
for brisk current business, it is as-
serted.

Tru-Tone colors used in Crest-
wood carpet lend themselves admir-
ably to the decorative scheme and
are effective and pleasing under all

light conditions.

C. ROSS
for

MOTION PICTURE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
RENTALS:

A full line of modern equipment to-
gether with a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small any time,
anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights

and floodlights, for premieres and gen-
eral lighting activities.

SALES:
Everything in the line of equipment

for motion picture and photographic
studios.

SERVICE:
We are prepared to offer the finest

service, equipment and technical advice
obtainable in the East. Your require-
ments taken care of to the last minute
detail.

A$ Sole Eastmrn DUtribuSorM, u>«

carry ihe full and complete line

of equipment manufactured 6y;—
MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

Hoil)nrtK)od, California

IncomparablB Lighting Equipment

EMtUnatms Cheerfully Glvmn

L»t Us Enlighten You On Your
Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
244-50 WEST 49th ST., N. Y. C.

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-1-2

Good Paint Job
Chicago—Theodore Cappctti, an em-

ployee in the paint department of the
Royal Metal Mfg. Co.. manufacturers of

Royalchrome metal furniture for film

theaters, has just completed an excel-

lent portrait in oils of Irving Salomon,
company's prexy. The artist studied tor

five years at the Royal Dutch Academy
and is a nephew of John Braaskensiek,
renowned illustrator.

Bell & Howell Introduce

New Long-Distance Lens

In "throwing" motion pictures
from a considerable distance, one of

the obstacles has been the decreased
picture brilliancy due to the small
lens apertures which heretofore have
been necessary in order to obtain
sharp images on distant screens.

With the introduction of a new,
fast, long-distance projection lens.

Bell & Howell claims to have mini-
mized this deficiency to a large ex-
tent, still maintaining the fine defi-

nition and sharpness which charac-
terized the slower, previous model
of this lens.

The new, 3-inch F2 Incre-Lite Pro-
jection Lens transmits a full 32 per
cent more light than its predecessor,
and the company asserts that the
lens approaches verj' closely the
speed of the brilliant 2-inch F1.6
lens which is standard on most Filmo
16 mm. projectors.

GE Rebuilds Fair Display;

$500,000 Estimated Cost

General Electric Co. is rebuilding
the general exhibit area of its

World's Fair display at a cost of ap-
proximately 3500,000, it is disclosed
by H. H. Barnes, Jr., commercial
vice-president, in announcing com-
pany's plans for the 1940 exposition.

New features will include enlarged
television demonstration, with double
the audience capacity of last year's
display, and a marionette show in a
small air-conditioned theater. The
"House of Magic" will be continued
as will the lightning demonstration
in Steinmetz Hall.

GOLDMAN, INTERBORO

SET FOR RCA SERVICE

Camden—Sound service contract

covering the eight theaters of the

William Goldman circuit which are

in eastern Pennsylvania has been

signed with RCA, it is announced by

W. L. Jones, RCA's national service

manager. Deal also includes parts

and tube replacement. William Gold-

man signed for the circuit while

RCA was represented by C. H. Tay-

lor, district service manager. Houses
specified were the Terminal, Band-
box, 56th St., and News in Philadel-

phia; Park, Hanover; Hi-Way, York;

and the Strand and Hippodrome,

Pottstown.

RCA also discloses consummation
of a new sound service agreement
embracing the nine houses of the
Interboro Circuit, New York. Pact,
negotiated by Stanley Kolbert for
the circuit and by W. W. Jones and
Bernard Sholtz, New York service
and sales executive for RCA, covers
the Dover, Manhattan; Fortway,
Vanity and Harbor, Brooklyn;
Island, Hollis; Linden, St. Albans;
Merrick Gables, Men-ick; New, Rock-
away Beach; and the Trent in New
Rochelle.

General Seating Chairs

Go in Eight Pix Houses

General Seating Co. reported this
week a number of recent installa-
tions of their chairs in film theaters
in various parts of the country.
These included seats for the Amljoy
Theater, Amboy, 111.; the Lamb, Mt.
Morris, 111.; the Model, Harrisville,
W. Va.; the Annex, New York City;
the Trojan, Troy, Mo.; the Harlan,
Harlan, la.; and the Island, Grand
Island, Neb.

Also reported was the installation
of General Seating chairs for the
account of C. H. McCroskey of the
Allied Theater, Dermott, Ark.

the Motion Picture Industry with

STILLS, SLIDES, AD PHOTOS AND COPIES

MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS, INC.
Samuel Stern, Pres.

443-445 West 41st St., New York, N. Y., BR. 9-0690
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believes, the consideration tl

that houses cannot be outm<

of practical commercial use \

Secondly, there must bep

"theater," and a better conci

or auditorium specially desilj

of a Shadow Play.

The industry's large coterl

land both generally and h.l

nerves of the human being

garish, ornate and non-fun

and marred,—theaters of t|
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as bodily comfort, and an ?
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to community architecture '
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the home surroundings of t

Such a suggestion, I am <
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ties,—together with depe

of common sense,—will alv..

IT
HAS been my observatiti

theater architects gene*'

rules and standards of art in

avoiding the stereotype da

have achieved a great deal oi

of color, and rhythmic vitalif

Medium, graceful lines,—

<

to the interior and exterior di

have produced some very won
accomplished by the architech

homogeneous effect is achiei

-i.
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"GET IT FROM NATIONAL"
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THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

ROSS READY TO LIGHT

PRODUCTION IN EAST

Plans fonnulated to again make
New York City a center of film pro-

duction for both features and shorts,

find one of the vital problems at-

tendant upon such an undertaking
already solved—that of studio light-

ing equipment availability.

Advocates of local production
have pointed out that there already
exists here a large and thoroughly
adequate backlog of the most mod-
ern devices for studio lighting in the
active and reserves stock of Charles
Ross, Inc.

The latter organization has, it is

cited, a full line of modern equip-
ment together with a staff of trained
men to handle any job, large or

small, and at any time. As sole

Eastern distributor for the full and
complete line of equipment manu-
factured by Mole-Richardson Co., of

Hollywood, the entire manufactured
resources of this company is at the
call of Ross, who has been the prin-

cipal source of studio lighting
equipment in the East for many
years.

Additionally, it is cited, the Ross
organization has generator trucks,
searchlights and floodlights for pre-
mieres and general lighting activi-

ties.

Victor Animatograph
Has Two Speaker Unit

Of interest to the educational and
industrial fields is Victor's new Two
Speaker Unit in one case and under
one handle. This arrangement by
Victor Animatograph permits use of
two speakers when they are re-

quired, and avoids inconvenience of
carrying two cases in addition to the
projector. Advance is significant in

that it increases ease of portability.

Company also has just effected
improvements in refinements in Ani-
matophone units and in Victor's Fa-
mous Film Trip.

BERfllfl
FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

IVext to Godliness
Managers of Warner circuit houses,

in order to assure that Spring house-
cleaning is meticulously carried out, and
embraces every nook and corner of the
individual theaters and their equipment,
have adopted the system of compiling
"check-lists" which outline work for

both janitors and house staffs. Unusual
results have been reported to date.

Smith, Schwalb and Mitchell

To Handle Vending Machines

Chicago—The Refreshment Vend-
ing and Machine Co. has been organ-
ized here by M. L. Smith, R. Schwalb
and L. A. Mitchell to handle distri-

bution of vending machines for the-

aters and other public places. Offices

of the company are located at 216

Institute Place.

Acme Supply Closed
Detroit— Acme Theater Supply

Co. has been closed. Joseph Ren-
nick, partner, has joined Oliver
Theater Supply Co., and Thomas
Napoletano, the other partner, is

handling service on theater equip-

ment only, at the same location.

95 MILLION PAYROLL

FOR WESTINGHOUSE

Pittsburgh—With the business out-
look regarded as "very encourag-
ing," payroll of Westinghouse this
year may reach $95,000,000, Prexy
George H. Bucher told the com-
pany's stockholders at their annual
meeting.

Bucher reported orders during the
first quarter totaled $65,250,000,
compared with $50,121,000 in the
corresponding period last year. The
company's backlog of unfilled orders
on March 31 was approximately
$83,000,000, an all-time high figure.

"Although complete figures are
not yet available," Bucher said,

"preliminary estimates indicate that
net earnings will be appreciably
higher thn in the first quarter of
1939."

He also described improvement in

air conditioning equipment, particu-
larly the Westinghouse 100-horse-
power compressor, which is only
about twice as large as an automo-
bile engine, yet can produce the
equivalent of 100 tons of ice every
24 hours.

Alexander Smith Carpet looks

soft and harmonious but it's a

pretty tough customer. Repeated

tests prove its amazing wearing

qualities . . . one reason you find

it in most of the country's suc-

cessful theatres.

ALEXA]\DER SMITH CARPET
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GOV'T SUBPOENAS

PHILLY WITNESSES

(Continued from Page 1)

lished that nearly 30 theater own-
ers and operatorsj hereabouts have
been visited by U. S. marshals and
served with summonses to appear in

Federal Court, New York, at 10:30

a.m. May 1. A majority are Phila-

delphia city exhibitors.

To some if not all of those sub-
poenaed the Government's action

came as a distinct surprise, inasmuch
as they had not filed a complaint
with the D of J nor had they pre-

viously been visited by D of J agents
active in preparing the evidence to

be used.
In certain instances, exhibitors

served had had difficulties with the
majors but had settled them, either

without suing or after starting suit.

In other cases, exhibitors who have
been squawking about alleged griev-

ances and threatening court action
found themselves on the D of J
witness list, willy nilly.

Trade observers yesterday pointed
to the comprehensive round up of all

these exhibs. as an inkling of the
eagle eye that the D of J has been
casting on the industry.

Zanuck Speaker at PCC Meet
Hollywood—Darryl F. Zanuck will

be a speaker at the convention of the
PCC of ITO in May.

Dramatic Tent Shotc
iVew? Di'troit Worry

Detroit— For the first time in years,

exhibs. here face competition from a

dramatic tent show this Spring and Sum-
mer. Veterans of Foreign Wars, if the

City Council gives the green light signal,

will bring in the troupe for 18 or 20
weeks, starting May 5. Site is in the

Northwest section, near the Dox The-
ater. Tent will have ),S0O seats.

Leonard-Greene to Make
"Hobby Lobby" as Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

April 18, it was announced yester-

day. Dave Elman will appear in the

films, while Burnet Hershey will han-

dle continuity. Production will be

made in association with Audience

Participation Productions.

Schaefer Re-Elected Prexy

of K-A-Oand B. F. Keith Corp.

(Continued from Page 1)

panics were: George J. Schaefer,

chairman of the board and president;

Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-chairman

and vice-president; Leon Goldberg,

treasurer; W. F. Whitman, secre-

tary; 0. R. McMahon, H. E. New-
comb, W. J. Kernan and William
Murray, assistant treasurers; Louis
JoflFe and Harry Pimstein, assistant
secretaries.

m ©wm%%©um
WEAVER BROTHERS and ELVIRY

NEW FILM COMPANY

TO PRODUCE IN N.Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

tribution by a major company is re-

ported to have been set. First pic-

ture gets under way shortly.

New company is headed by Louis
Grimm, 2nd, who formerly was as-

sociated with two affiliated circuits.

John J. Yrigoyen, formerly in the

advertising business, is vice-presi-

dent, and Ann M. Cervantes is sec-

retary-treasurer. Gordon Wiles is

producer-director. Wiles has di-

rected several pictures and has won
an Academy Award for art direc-

tion.

Pictures will have New York lo-

cales and will be shot against au-
thentic backgrounds. Approximately
50 per cent of the first picture will

be made outdoors. Interiors will be

made in a local studio not yet an-
lounced.

A budget of approximately $260,-

000 has been set for each picture
and all financing is reported com-
pleted. Important Hollywood names
are said to have been obtained. Tem-
porary executive offices are at 70
Pine St.

lATSE Has Plan to Insure

Lives of All Its Members

(Continued from Page 1)

the union, it was learned yesterday.
Survey is being made of the entire
membership in conjunction with the
Union Labor Life Insurance Co.

All data is expected to be re-
turned to the lA's central office in
New York before the convention in
June, with convention decision to
be sought. Insurance fees would be
split up on a pro rata basis, but
members unable to pay, would also
be covered by the insurance under
the plan.

James J. Brennan, sixth v.-p. of
the lA heads the committee that is

working out the plan.

«REVI€UJS>^
"The Biscuit Eater"

(ALBANY, GA., PREVIEW)
with Billy Lee, Cordell Hickman, Richai

Lane, Helene Millard, Lester Matthews
Paramount 81 Min
GREAT HUMAN - INTEREST STOR

PACKED WITH HUMOR AND ACTIOS
SURE-FIRE WITH ALL FANS, ^k', \

Like an arrow piercing the prist, j cen

ter of a target, this story of a boy an

his dog wings into the very core of th

filmgoer's heart, and is destined to b

scored as one of the great human interes

attractions, not merely of the current sea

son, but in motion picture annals to date

Despite the fact that the screen has fre

quently depicted the reciprocated devotioi

of man and his best friend,—the dog,-

it has remained for Paramount and Pro

ducer Jack Moss to give to entertainment

seekers, everywhere and of every age fron

nine to 90, the standout feature of thi

type yet filmed. Actually, "The Biscui

Eater," is so novel in treatment that th>

word "type" can only be applied as

wide generality. Adult persons will b>

thrilled by the story, as will the younge

generation of fans. If ever there was .

production which deserves the name
"family" picture, this is it. Circuits ant

indie operators should see that special pro-

visions are made in their advance bookiti)

schedules for this screen version of Jame;

Street's magnificent Saturday Evening Pos'

story. The film lends itself admirably h

exploitation, and should be backed to th:

hilt by exhibitors. Billy Lee turns ir

a grand performance as little son of Richar:

Lane who is equally effective, natural anc

convincing in the role of the superintendent

of the Georgia plantation whereon some ol

the finest of the world's hunting dogs are

bred. Lester Matthews is the wealth)

New Yorker who acquires the plantation

and, fancying horses more than dogs, orden

the hunters sold at auction, but changes his

mind when the sale is under way. Fulfill-

ing a previous promise, he gives Billy the

apparently worthless "runt" of a litter,

and the dog reveals tendencies to become

"a biscuit eater," namely a dog which'

forages for his food and is therefore :

menace both around the kennels and to

good blood-lines. How Billy, applying the

experience gained from observing his fatheri

train the Pointers and Setters, teaches hisi

"worthless" pet the fine points of hunting,!

and, after exciting and heartbreaking ex-

periences, actually wins the coveted grand
j

trophy at the field trials, is the story's i

essence. But in between there is throbbing i

action and humor galore, and all is capped i

by a splendid climax which represents cm'
of the truly fine emotional sequences ever

made. Cordell Hickman, a little Negro bof

!

who is Billy's "sidekick," is splendid. The i

entire film was made in Albany, Georgia,

'

under the superb direction of Stuart Heisler

and fortified with the grand photography

of Leo Tover. Theatermen, take note:—

"The Biscuit Eater," while mild in title, is

tremendous, fundamental drama!
CAST: Billy Lee, Cordell Hickman, Helene

Millard, Richard Lane, Lester Matthews,

,

Snowflake, William Russell, Earl Johnson, I

and "Promise," the dog.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Moss; Direc-

tor, Stuart Heisler; Author, James Street;

Screenplay, Stuart Anthony, Lillie Hayward;

Cameraman, Leo Tover; Editor, Edward

Douglas; Sound Mixer, Flarold Lewis; Art

Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops,
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"Listen, Joe, have you heard about those new 'One Kilowatt' High

Intensity Arcs?

They are made to order for the small theatre—just what we have

needed for a long time!

Now we can have the same high quality, snow-white screen illumi-

nation that the big fellows have at a price we can afford to pay.

Just think of it, Joe, only 'One Kilowatt' at the arc and High Intensity

light to boot. That's real economy and something to shout about.

You can get them in both alternating and direct current types

and they're really modern and up-to-date.

I am going to be one of the first to install this new 'One Kilowatt'

High Intensity Arc because my show will then be 'tops' in color pro-

jection. Of course we both know that the High Intensity Arc gives the

best projection of black and white. It's good box office, Joe. I'd advise

you to do the same."

1C^

r,ec^^"

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide MH^ and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Offices

. St. Louii

The ivords "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are registered, Trade-Marks of National Carbon Co., lap.
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20TH-F0X BUDGET

SET AT 25 MILLION

(Continued from Page 1)

eluded in the 52 features to be made
for next season will be at least two
Technicolor productions.
No radical departure in sales poli-

cies are in prospect, it was stated.

The 1940-41 sales plans will be out-
lined to the convention this morning
by Herman Wobber, freneral manager
of distribution.

The advertising budget for the
new season will approximate $2,700,-

000, it was disclosed by Charles E.

McCarthy, advertising and publicity

chief, also scheduled to address the
convention today. No increase in

exploitation staff is contemplated,
McCarthy said; major advertising
expenditures next year will be for

newspaper space, it was added.
Darryl F. Zanuck and Joseph M.

Schenck will arrive Sunday to ad-

dress the convention on production
plans.

Spyros Skouras and Will Powers
will speak today as will Felix Jenk-
ins, general counsel, Paul Teri-y and
Harvey Day of Terrytoons, Will

Clark short subject manager, Will

Kupper, Western division manager,
Truman Talley, Edmund Reek, Lo-
well Thomas, Ed. Thorgersen, Lew
Lehr, Vyvj'an Donner, Tony Muto,
Walter Hutchinson and Morton Levy,

latter will distribute the Kent drive

awards;

Mono. H. 0. Delegates

to Depart on Tuesday

(Continued from Page 1)

are en route to the convention city.

The New York contingent includes

Edward A. Golden, general sales

manager; Steve Broidy and Ben
Welansky of Boston; Harry Berkson,

Albany; George West, Harry Thom-
as, Louis Lifton, Lloyd Lind, John
Harrington, Norton V. Ritchey and
Edward Schieber, all of New York.
From the Coast will come Presi-

dent W. Ray Johnston, Scott Dun-
lap, production chief; Edward Fin-

ney, associate producer; Ralph Bet-

tinson, foreign representative;

Charles Bigelow, assistant produc-
tion head; Ernest Hickson, technical

director; Howard Stubbins, head of

Monogram Pictures of California;

Mel Hulling, district manager, and
the following contract players: Tex
Ritter, Fred Scott, Martin Spellman,
Ray Corrigan and Marjorie Rey-
nolds.

George W. Weeks, who is to make
a series of eight westerns, left yes-

terday by motor car.

Brandt Dropping Vaude
in Three Spots May 1

(Coiiliiiiicd from Paijc I)

Flatbush, (Brooklyn) and Carleton,
(Jamaica) Theaters on May 1. It

is planned to resume stage shows
on Labor Day. The Windsor and the

Flatbush will become foreign pic-

ture houses for the Summer, start-

ing with "The Harvest."

Text of Federal Divorcement Bill

Conijilele text of the Federal theater divorcement bill introduced in the

U. S. Senate by Sen. Mattheii M. Neely, D., W. Va., jollows:

S. 3735

A BILL

To prohibit producers and distributors of mo-
tion-picture films engaged in interstate

commerce from owning, controlling, manag-
ing, operating, or having any interest in

mot ion picture theaters in the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Rrprescniatives of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled, That the condition
which exists in the motion-picture industry
whercliy certain producers and distributors of

motion-picture films (1) produce and dis-

tribute in commerce a majority of the quality
films available for exhibition, (2) have ac-

quired control of or an interest in a large
number of motion-picture theaters, known as
"affiliated theaters," and (3) are continuing to

acquire additional theaters, is contrary to

public policy in that it (a) has resulted in

granting to affiliated theaters undue prefer-
ences; (b) has caused unfair discrimination
against independent theaters with respect to

the leasing of films in commerce; (c) has en-
abled such producers and distributors to ac-

(|uirc a virtual monopoly of the first-run the-

aters in the principal cities and a virtual

monopoly of subsequent-run theaters in certain
cities and sections; (d) interferes with the
freedom and opportunity of independent ex-
hibitors to select and obtain an adequate sup-
ply of quality films for exhibition in their

theaters; (e) prevents the people of the sev-

eral States and the local communities thereof
Irom inrtucncing such selection in the best
interests of the public; and (f) tends to create

a monopoly in the production, distribution, and
exhibition of films in commerce. The Con-
gress finds and declares that the condition
herein descril)ed and the methods and practices
bringing it about and resulting therefrom ad-

versely affect and constitute a burden upon
commerce, and it is the purpose of this Act to

eliminate such condition by making it unlawful
to engage in such practices.

Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act, un-
less the context otherwise requires

—

(1) The term "motion-picture theater" or
"theater" includes any place in which motion
pictures are publicly exhibited and to which
an admission price is charged.

(2) The term "motion-picture film" or

"film" includes all motion-picture films

(whether copyrighted or uncopyrighted), in-

cluding positives and negatives, and copies or
reproductions thereof, which films contain pho-
toplays or other subjects and are produced for

public exhibition.

(3) The term "person" includes one or
more individuals, partnerships, associations,

corporations, legal representatives, trustees,

trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers.

(4) The term "producer" includes any per-

son who engages or contracts to engage in the
production of motion-picture films for distribu-

tion in commerce either directly, or through a

controlled or affiliated corporation, or by an-
other person under contract or any other ar-
rangement whatsoever,

(5) The term "distributor" includes any
person who engages or contracts to engage in

the distribution of motion-picture films in

commerce, whether as seller, lessor, or licensor,

and whether the distribution is effected by
means of sale, lease, license, contract, or any
other type of agreement whereby the film is

supplied for public exhibition.

(G) The term "commerce" means com-
merce between any State, Territory, or the
District of Columl)ia and any place outside
thereof: or between points within the same
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia,
but through any place outside thereof; or
within any Territory or the District of

Columbia.
For the purposes of this Act (but in no wise

limiting the definition of commerce) a person
shall Ije considered to be engaged in commerce
if he engages in transactions whereby motion-
picture films produced in one State are by the
producer or a subsidiary or affiliated corpora-
tion of such producer shipped to film labora-

tories and to local exchanges in other States,
or are by the producer sold, leased, or licensed

at the point of production to a distributor and
so shipped to film lalx)ratories or local ex-

changes in other States, and, in either case, are
distributed by the local exchanges in the sev-

eral States to the motion-picture theaters in

various cities and towns throughout the United
States, the films moving from the studios to

the laboratories and thence to the exchanges,
thereafter circulating from the exchanges to

and between the various theaters. Persons
normally engaged in such commerce, and films

normally in the course of such commerce, shall

not l>e considered out of such commerce through
resort being had to any means or device in-

tended to remove persons or transactions from
the provisions of this Act. For the purpose of

this paragraph, the word "State" includes
Territory and the District of Columbia.

Sec. 3. It shall be unlawful for any pro-

ducer or distributor of motion-picture films en-
gaged in commerce to own, control, manage,
buy, or book films for, or operate, in whole
or in part, any motion-picture theater or thea-
ters located in any State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia, or to have any interest,

direct or indirect, legal or equitable, through
stock ownership or otherwise in any such mo-
tion-picture theater or theaters.

Sec. 4. Every producer or distributor of
motion pictures engaged in commerce shall file

with the Attorney General within thirty days
after this Act becomes effective, and annually
thereafter on or before the 15th day of Janu-
ary, an affidavit stating whether such producer
or distributor owns, controls, manages, buys,
or books films for, or operates in whole or in
part, any motion-picture theater or theaters lo-

cated in any State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia, or has any interest, direct or in-

direct, legal or equitable, through stock owner-
ship or otherwise, in any such motion-picture
theater or theaters. If the producer or dis-

tributor making any such affidavit has any
interest in or connection with any such thea-
ter or theaters, he shall state fully the nature
and extent of such interest or connection and
shall also state the name and location of the
theater or theaters in question.

Sec. 5. The district courts of the United
States shall have jurisdiction to prevent and
restrain violations of this Act; and it shall be
the duty of the several district attorneys of the
United States, in their respective districts,
under the direction of the Attorney General,
to institute civil proceedings to prevent and
restrain such violations. Such proceedings
may be by way of complaint setting forth the
case and praying that such violation shall be
enjoined or otherwise prohibited. When the
parties complained of have been duly notified of
such complaint, the court shall proceed, as
soon as may be, to the hearing and determina-
tion of the case; and pending such complaint,
and before final judgment, the court may at
any time make such temporary restraining
order or prohibition as shall be just in the
premises. The power to prevent and restrain
violations of this Act shall include the power
to order the divestiture of theaters or interests
in theaters held in violation of the Act. When-
ever it shall appear to the court before which
any such proceeding may be pending that the
ends of justice require that other parties
should be brought before the court, the court
may cause them to be summoned whether they
reside in the district in which the court is held
or not, and subpoenas to that end may be
served in any district by the marshal thereof.

Sec. 6. Any person who is a producer or
distributor and has any interest in or connec-
tion with a theater or theaters in violation of
section 3 of this Act, or who fails to file the
affidavit as and when required by section 4 of
this Act, or who knowingly makes any false
statement in such affidavit, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding
$5,000, or by imprisonment for not exceeding
one year, or by lx>th such fine and imprison-
ment, in the discretion of the court. In the
case of a corporation, the violation of this Act
shall \x deemed to be also that of the indi-
vidual directors, officers, or agents of such
corporation who have authorized, ordered, done,
or had knowledge of any of the acts or omis-
sions constituting in whole or in part such
violation, and upon conviction thereof any
such director, officer, or agent shall be pun-
ished by fine or imprisonment, or both, as in
this section provided.

Sec 7. If any provision of this Act, or the
application thereof to any person or circum-
stances, is held invalid, the remainder of the
Act, and the applicability of such provision
to other persons or circumstances, shall not
be affected thereby.

Sec. 8. This Act shall become effective
eighteen months after its enactment.

SELZNIGK ADVOCATES

REVAMPING OF GOD[

(Continued from Page \) I

executives regarding his future i ^

leases, in a statement yesterday.

"The Hays office has helpedMe in

dustry since it has brougP, ' bo i

the elimination of censor boards m

more than 20 states, and has p(

formed other services, but the co

is outmoded and outdated," Selznii i.

said.

"It was made more than 10 years

ego, and except for slight changes,

remains exactly as it was then,

without any thought having been

given to changing conditions and
the growth in intelligence and criti-

cal ability of motion picture audi-

ences," he continued.
"Not only should the Code be

changed now, but a board should be

appointed to meet every few years,

or at most every five years, to dis-

cuss advisable changes and revi-

sions," Selznick suggested.

Sees Restrictions Lifted

on Commercial Televisioni

(Continued from Page I)

Lundeen to investigate FCC tele-

vision policies were tentatively
closed yesterday by the Senate In-

terstate Commerce Committee, withi

the probability that they would be.

dropped.

Ampa Elects Bamberger
as Pollock Withdrawsli

(Continued from Page 1)

sey's following the withdrawal
Louis Pollock, opposing Candida
when the tellers reported a tie vi

registered.
Directors named were Paul X

Lazarus, Jr., retiring prexy; Rut-

gers Neilson, Eli Sugarman, Loui?

Lifton and Martin Starr. Herb Berg
was named trustee, Hal Home, dele-

gate to the national C of C.
Lazarus was presented with a

golf bag and traveling case in recog-

nition of his services during the pa *

year. Annual officers' report cited

that Ampa has gained more new
members in 1939-40 than in the last

five preceding years, that the organ-
ization was in the black, that lunch-

eon meetings had more than broken
even, and that attendance had aver-

aged a new high of 74.

Recommended were an enlarged
membership drive, dropping of "dead
wood," drafting of a new constitu-

tion, establishment of a relief agency
and restriction of membership to ad

and publicity workers.

Heisler Gets New Para. Pact,,

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILYI

Hollywood— Stuart Heisler, who|'

directed "The Biscuit Eater" forji

Paramount has been signed by that!;

company to a long-term contract.
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Gov^t To Establish GHQ For Equity Trial This Week

riTLESlT FOR 40 OLlFOX'S SZTEATURES
^^dmissions Increase Answer To War Problem—Skouras
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s

I Theater Divorcement Bill

B7 L. H. MTTCHELL

OMESTIC
THEATER DIVORCEMENT:
jnator Neely threw a big rock in

,e industry's pond by introducing
theater divorcement bill. Allied

fluence was seen in his action

lough Neely said he acted "on his

vn" . . . House committee was get-
ng info, on Governmental views on
eely's block-booking bill.

* * *

EQUITY SUIT: Lack of unity
nong majors was seen as a bar to

"ly consent decree in Gov't equity
lit ... D of G will drop block-
)oking clause from its proposal for
consent decree plan . . . Gov't sur-
ised Philly exhibs. by serving sub-
)enas on them to appear as wit-
isses in the suit.

* * 4<

THIS AND THAT: Among deaths
the week was that of Lou Dia-

ond, Para.'s short subjects sales
anager . . . 20th-Fox, at Chi. sales
eet, announced production schedule

1^52, with a $25,000,000 budget . . .

mC's chairman announced it might
't restrictions on limited commer-
al television in a few months . . .

umber of western circuits formed
f:w organization, Theaters Security
i)rp. . . . Boris Morros formed a
;w company, National Picture Corp.

. Another new producing organi-
•tion announced was Feature Pic-
ires, to produce in N. Y. City . . .

OREIGN
GREAT BRITAIN: British denied
anning restrictions on imports of

S. Pix . . . CEA decided on a
lish fight on British rentals issue

. U. S. companies asking quad-
pie credit for pix they produce in
;igland.

« * «

\SCANDINAVIA : Market for U. S.
jk in all Scandinavian countries
lljen menaced by Nazis' drive in
pmark and Norway, with Sweden
Veatened.

National Theaters Prexy Sug-

gests Quality Product

in Return
Chicago—^Solution of the industry

problem created by loss of foreign
revenue due to the war rests in

higher admission prices, Spyros
Skouras, prexy of National Theaters,
told the 20th-Fox sales convention
here Friday.

In return for such exhibitor ac-

tion, Skouras said that the studios
should produce quality film to assist

in bringing in advanced admissions.

HONOR J. J. O'CONNOR

WITH DINNER TONIGHT

RKO home office executives and
theater managers will honor John J.

O'Connor, vice-president in charge
of theater operations, with a dinner
tonight at the Warwick Hotel with
Malcolm Kingsberg acting as toast-

{Continued on Page 6)

D of J Won't Prosecute

Heidt's Radio Giveaway

Washington Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Horace Heidt's "Pot

0' Gold" radio giveaway got the
green light Friday from the D of J
when the department advised the

(.Continued on Page 6)

Gahe Hess Dies
of Heart Attack

Gabriel L. Hess, attorney and execu-
tive of the MPPDA, died suddenly
yesterday morning of a heart attack. He
was 59 years old. Hess was stricken at

his home on E. 70th Street. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow morning
at his home and will be private. Sur-
viving are his wife, Linda Watkins Hess,

two sons and one daughter.

BRONSTON AND GLOBE

MERGER IS COMPLETED

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Merger of Globe Pro-

ductions and Samuel Bronston Pro-
ductions has been completed. All

feature productions will be made
under a banner of Samuel Bronston
Productions while Globe activities

will be confined solely to making 16

mm. shorts for the Mills Novelty Co.

The official setup of Bronston Pro-
ductions now is: Samuel Bronston,

(Continued on Page 7)

No So. Amer. or European

Sales Meet for 20th-Fox

Chicago—Twentieth Century-Fox
will hold neither a South American
nor a European convention this year,

company representatives at the sales

convention were told on Friday.
However, Walter J. Hutchinson,

(Continued an Page 6)

D of J to Fight Majors^ Application

for Delay of Month in Start of Trial

Product Delivery Shortage

Possibility Worries AMPTO

Pittsburgh—Possibility that sev-
eral of the majors may be short on
delivery of product for the current
season was considered by the
AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania at

(Continued on Page 6)

The D of J this week will set up
a permanent headquarters in New
York under the direction of Special

Assistant Attorney General Paul Wil-
liams for final equity suit trial prep-
arations. Williams will be aided by 10
assistants who are expected from
Washington today, or within the next
few days. Williams himself arrived

(Continued on Page 7)

Four 40% Pix to be Sold

for 1940-41; More ,

Shorts in Color
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—Twentieth Century-Fox
has 40 titles tentatively set for the
1940-41 program, with 25 per cent
representing pictures now being pre-
pared for early production, the com-
pany's sales convention was informed
by Herman Wobber, general man-
ager of distribution, at the Hotel
Drake Saturday. ';

The remaining 12 of the 52 fea-
tures planned may be represented by
titles assigned to four Jane Withers
comedies, four Cisco Kid features
starring Cesar Romero and four

(Continued on Page 7)

FOREIGNBlZAT 1934

TOTALS-HUTCHJNSON

Chicago — Walter J. Hutchinson
told 20th Century-Fox convention-
eers at the week-end that 1940 for-

eign business had dropped back to

the 1934 totals due to exchange re-

strictions. South American business,
he said, was the best in many years
while returns from the Far East
should be record-breaking.
The Berlin manager of 20th-Fox

(Continued on Page 6)

Special Trains to Take
Variety Club Delegates

Dallas—All roads lead to Dallas
this week as film industry represen-
tatives head for the sixth annual
convention of Variety Clubs to be
held here Thursday, Friday and Sat-

(Continued on Page 6)

Warners, Mediator May
Meet on Philly Dispute

Philadelphia—Meeting may be held
here this week between representa-
tives of Warner theaters and a Fed-
eral Labor Department mediator to

(Continued on Page 7)

I
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(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, APRIL 12)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat lOVi lO'/i lO'/i — Vs
Col. Picts.vtc. (21/2%) 71/8 71/8 7%+ Vb
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 91/4 91/4 91/4

East. Kodak 158 1/4 156 1563/4 — IVi
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 121/4 I21/4 12V4 -f Va
Loew's, Inc 347/8 345/3 345/8 — 'A
do pfd
Paramount 7% 7% 7%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 11% 11 11

RKO li/s IVb IVs
20th Century-Fox ... 103/4 105/^ IO34
20th Century-Fox pfd. 223^ 223^ 22% -f Vs
Univ. Pict. pfd 1021/2 1021/2 IO2V2
Warner Bros 354 31/2 3% + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.102i/2 1021^ 102Vi -|- 1/4

Loew's deb. 3i/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 88 873/4 8734
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 15y8 15^4 ISiA
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. SYs 5 5 — Va
Universal Picts

RCA Willing to Make Tele

Receivers of Uniform Type

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washin^on—In a move to break

the deadlock on commercial tele,

RCA on Friday advised the FCC that
while it does not see any advantages
in the suggestion that tele receivers
be made to receive from transmit-
ters operated under other standards
as well as under those of the RMA,
it is now prepared to build such
receivers.

a The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Pare Lorentzl—6th week Belmont

It's a Date (Universal Pictures)—4th week Rivoi

Rebecca (United Artists-Selznick)—3rd week ...Music Hall

It All Came True (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week }*'^"°,

Dr. Kildare's Strange Case (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol

Dr. Cyclops (Paramount Pictures) Paramount

Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox) •.'*'?''''

And One Was Beautiful (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Criterion

The House of Seven Cables (Universal Pictures) ^?l°
King of the Lumberjacks (Warner Bros. Pictures) / ? ,

Gentleman from Arizona (Monogram Pictures) (a) ~*"'"

Secrets of a Model (Times Pictures) (a) Central

Vigil in the Night (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b)
^ 1

"
Shooting High (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) :•.••,• •••'^^'^*:^

Lights Out in Europe (Mayer Cr Burstyn) Little Carnegie

TWO-A-DAY RV^S
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selinick)—18th week Astor

FOREIGN LA]%GVAGE FEATURES
The Human Beast (Juno Films)—8th week 55th St. Playhouse

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—7th week World

Harvest (French Cinema Corp.)—7th week (b) 5th Avenue Playhouse

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—2nd week (d) Fine-Arts

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—2nd week (d) Cinecitta

Morena Clara (Cifesa Film) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEIVIIVGS
Till We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 19 Strand

My Son, My Son (United Artists-Edward Small) (c) Music Hall

Forty Little Mothers (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—April 18 Capitol

The Mayor's Dilemma (Film Alliance)—April 22 55th St. Theater

Enemy Agent (Universal Pictures^—April 20 Rialto

Buck Benny Rides Again (Paramount Pictures)—April 24 Paramount

Parole Fixer (Paramount Pictures)—April 18 Criterion

French Without Tears (Paramount Pictures)—April 20 Rivoli

One Million B. C. (United Artists-Roach)— (c) Roxy

The Secret Fool (Monogram Pictures)—April 20 Globe

Captain Moonlight (Atlas Exchange)—April 20 (a) Central

The Light of Western Stars (Paramount Pictures)—April 20 Central

My Little Chickadee (Universal Pictures)—April 18 (a-b) Palace

Curtain Call (RKO Radio Pictures)—April 18 (a) Palace

Hennes Lilla Majestat (Scandianavian Talking Pictures)—April 19 (a)... 48th St. Theater

Smalanningar (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)—April 19 (a) 48th St. Theater

Piccoll Aventure (Esperia Films) (c) Cinecitta

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Dual run.

Fortrade Corp. to Handle |
Morton A. Levy Renamed

Minimum of 20 French Pix i as Kent Drive Executive

A new company known as For-

trade Corp. of America has been

formed here for the distribution of

foreign pictures. Eugen Sharin, for-

merly with Fox and RKO in Europe,

is executive vice-president of the

company which has been capitalized

for $100,000 and which is headed

by Marcel Robich and Mirko R.

Boyan.

A minimum of 20 French pictures

will be imported for the 1940-41

season. Other details in connection

with the new company will be an-

nounced shortly. Sharin left for the

Coast yesterday on business relative

to remake rights on some of its

pictures.

Reciprocal Trade Treaty

Extension Measure Signed

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Bill extending the

reciprocal trade program for three

years was signed by the President

Friday. Industry's interest was di-

rect, pacts thus far negotiated fav-

orably affecting U. S. film biz

abroad.

Chicago — Morton A. Levy will

again serve as Kent Drive leader

next season, his reappointment be-

ing announced at the 20th-Fox sales

convention here Friday. Prize money
totaling $21,000 was distributed to

448 employes in 16 branch oflBces as

winners in the current season's Drive.

Schwalb Joins MPCS
Ben Schwalb, former producer and

director of short subjects for Colum-
bia, has joined Motion Picture Cam-
era Supply, Inc., 723 Seventh Ave.
as vice-president and general man-
ager.

John Monroe Stricken
John Monroe, 48, of Monroe and

Grant, playing at Loew's State, col-

lapsed on Broadway from a heart
attack and died en route to the hos-

pital.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 15

Roger Imhof George Schmugef
Edward Mullin

cominG RRD Goinc

HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox distribution

chieftain, is scheduled to return to New York

today when the convention special returns. He
arrived in Chicago from the Coast.

OSCAR A. DOOB, advertising and publicity

director for the Loew theater department, left

New York Friday for a Midwestern sw'fl rV^'hlch

will include Cleveland, Toledo, Akron <ak, Can-

ton. Vgt

JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE, Columbia foreign

head, returned to the home office at the week-
end from a South American trip.

S. SCHNEIDER is due to return to the

Warner home office today from the Coast.

LYNN FARNOL, United Artists advertising

and publicity director, was scheduled to fly

yesterday to Chicago.

HARRY RAPF is here from the Coast.

LEON NETTER, Paramount theaters head, left

New York Friday on a business trip to Florida.

LORENZ HART leaves this week for a Mex-
ican vacation.

FRANK LLOYD, producer-director of Colum-
bia's "The Howards of Virginia," GARY GRANT,
RICHARD CARLSON, SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE,
players in the picture, and the remainder of the

cast and crew have left Williamsburg, Va., for

Hollywood after shooting several sequences
for the picture there.

PRC Has 20 Branches
With the opening of branches in

Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneap-

olis, Producers Releasing Corp. now
has 20 exchanges. Abe Fischer vnll

head the Chicago office. Max Reis-

ner is in charge of Milwaukee an(ii

Eph Rosen will manager the Min-

neapolis exchange.

Jails Theater Pickets

Picketing of Loew's Theater
(Bronx) where GWTW was playing,

brought five days in jail for twa
members of the Young Communist
League, Magistrate Frank Oliverl

pointing out that no labor issue waa
involved.

"THE KID IS

GREAT!"
(Signed)

EDDIE CANTOR

(*!
"CANTOR SHOWS
PROMISE"

{Signed)

CHUM
M-G-M. "40 UULE MOTHERS
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John C. Moffitt says:

"THE BIGGEST
HOLLYWOOD

STUDIOS
WOULD

PROUD TO HAVE IT ON TH

PRODUCTION LIST." 1

THE KANSAS CITY TDIES.
FRIDAY. APRIL 5. 1940.

Big Premiere Is Major Triumph
For a Small Film Company

Success of Showing o£ "The Dark Command" at Lawrence

Justifies Expenditure of Tremendous Effort by Re.

public Pictures, The Star's Film Editor Finds

—High Caliber in All Its Phases.

By JOHK C. MOfTITT.
(The Srur'; 3forioii Pt<:tuil Editor »

LAWRENCE. KAS.. April 4—The
eyes of Holl>-wo<xi were turned

on Lnwrence tonight to see the cli-

max of a gallant story of Infant mo-
tion picture company fighting Us
way up from "poverty row" to claim
recognition In a high pressure and
ruthlessly competitive Industry'. The
name of the company was Republic
Pictures and the production basket
In which It had plac«d most of Its

assets w-as "The Dark Command,'
One could not say the executives of

Republic had placed all of their

eggs In one basket for "egg" is a

term of derision In the show busi-

ness and no eggs are laid In this

picture.

It and the company came through
with colors flying.

Thpugh here on the Missouri-
Kansas border where hlstorj' has
Its many partisan Jnterpreters
there may be some dliference of

opinion concerning the historic ac-

curacy of the film, there can tw lit-

tle debate over Its caliber as a money
maker and as a piece of entertain-

ment. Full of action, smartly paced,
with many deftly drawn charac-
terizations, the film lacked only

technicolor to bo the equal of 'Dodge
City." Its story Is better constructed

and freer from hokum than that of

"Virginia city." touted as the year's

most sumptuous western. Theater
men from M^isourl and Kansas were
tinanlmous in pronouncing It a

i
"showman's picture." which Is slm-

' ply B trade name of a popular suc-

cess.

Director Xot Present.

TJnfortunately the man who vns
responsible for the triumph was
not here. This was the director.

Raoul Walsh, who In this tale of

violence and hard-riding repeats the

success of the "Roaring Twenties"
which was one of the big hits of last

year The casting of a new James
Cagney film kept blm from being In

LawTence.
Probably the most important com-

mercial element in the new film Is

the emergence of John Wayne as an
actor of sureness and character. Mr
Wa.vne. like Oary Cooper before him.
has been known through many films

as a good-lookmg leading man who

could ride horseback. As such, he
satisfied In "Stage Coach." "The Big

Trail" and many other oufdoor films.

But not until last night at Lawrence
had anyone suspected that John
WajTie could make his mark as an
actor. He portrays a rangy Texan
who ambles Into pre-Civu war Law-
rence amicably Ignorant and hon-
estly shrewd. Soon he Is runmnq
for town marshal, flouting the bril-

liant schoolteacher QuanlrlU (or

Cantrell. as the picture calls him),
and walking up to the belle of the

town with the bland announcement
that he is going to marry her.

This calls for smooth work as

a light comedian. The feminint
chuckles that greeted his courtship
scenes last night were spontaneous
and continuous. They meant that

John WajTie has become more than
an action star for little boy audi-

ences on Saturday afternoons. The
scene of his proposal to Claire Trevor
before the Lawrence bank Is as good
as the celebrated front porch scene

between Jim Cagney and Prlscllla

L*jie In "Roaring Twenties" which
Umpired so much fan mall last

summer.

Shows New Quallif.

Tn his handling of the love scenes,

Mr. Walsh again shows that he has
developed a new quality in his direc-

tion that was lacking In his most
brilliant successes In the past. "The

Cockeyed World" and "The Big
•Parade." The tone of his work Is

still lusty In its humor and swift In

Its melodrama but he has learned
how to temper all this to please the
women In his audiences.

Claire Trevor does some laudable
trouping as the southern girl who
loves the wandering Texan but who
is persuaded by QuantrUl to become
his wife. Her vivacity is particu-

larly commendable when one knows
that she suffered an almost fatal

Illness during the shooting of the

film. Porter Hall, an aac» Kansas
City has been fond of since the days
when he used to play the Shubert
with Robert Mantell's Shakes-
pearean company. Is salty as her
father a Scottish banker with Con-
federate sympathies
But the part on which all eyes

were focused last night was Walter
PIdgeons characterization of Quan-
trUl MOM. the studio to whom
Mr Pidgeon Is under contract, took a

big gamble when It lent him to little

Republic lor a picture Its courage
will be rewarded by having their

property Uicreased in value as the
part moves the actor another long
.<tep toward the first rank of star-

dom. The Quantrlll he portrays Is

a brilliant man with a restless, driv-

ing ambition that must be satisfied.

The crlmmal strain in his blood Is

at first very lightly hinted at as he
tries to make his way on the frontier

by means ol education and peaceful

arguments But when the Texan,
who can neither read nor w;rlte. de-
feats him In the race lor town mar-
shal, he throws learnmg to the

flames and becomes a blood drunk
egotist. It Is an interpretation that
might easily have gone "hammy" but

the actor keeps his character on the
border Itae between sanity and brll-

llanct so skUfully that he always is

plausible and even WTyly sympa-
thetic.

The sweeping night shots of him
leading his guerrilla band down on
Lawrence are thrlJllngly photo-
graphed as Is the battle that pre-
cedes the burning of the town I>e-

parting from hlstoo'. the movie lets

the Texan rally the townsmen to

their own defense, which may pain
the historical societies but which
will produce much more whistling

In the gallery. The fire is spectacu-
lar, particularly the .shots of the
guerrilla's driving a flaming wagon
pell-mell into the barricades of the
defenders.

scene Brings Gasps.

Another shot that brings gasps

from the audience b one In which
Quantrlll's victims In theU- (light to

escape him drive a wagon and a
team of horses off a high cliff Into

the nver The cliff Is higher than
any around here but it makes for.

thrills Mr Walsh, rememt>ering
the criticism launched against "Jesse
James," is careful to place his

cameras in a way that proves the

horses were uninjured. Tiick diving

horses from a circus were used W
making the shot

George "Gabby" Hayes, the lie-

whlskered old-timer who provjd his

popularity every time he stepped in

front of a Lawrence crowd yester-

day has a diverting comedy part as

Waynes pal, a backwoods dentist

end Ijarber who seems In need of all

his own services. He was a great

favorite with the customers at all

three of the theaters where the pic-

ture showed. Roy Rogers, the sing-

ing cowboy appears as Ml«s Trevor's

brother end does a smooth Job.

though kis fans among the high
school girls wished he'd been given

a chance to warble a few notes. The
only bad performance Is Raymond
Walbums portra.val of a pompous
town politician. This, with Its hem-
ming and hawin; Is exactly like

evei-y other part Mr. Walbum has
played on the screen.

The battle scenes are crowded and
the settings are first class. There's
nothing cheap about the film The
biggest studios In Hollywood would
be proud to have It on'thelr produc-
tion list.

Before concluding the, review. It

might not be amiss to say a word
about the city of Lawrence. This
reviewer has attended a number of
movie premieres, including the one
staked for "Man Aljout Town." at
Waukegan, III,, last summer and the
celebrated "Gone With the Wind"
opening at Atlanta.
Not one of them has betn handled

as smoothly, as efficiently, or as en-
tertainingly as the one that Law-
rence staged today It was an
elaborate affair embracing a parade,
a ball, and a pageant In which build-,

Ings were burned and horses charged
through smoke and flame. Ifet there
was no confusion and no hard feel-

ings. The stars were examined by
thronging thousands but there was
no sign o( bad taste or the snatch-
ing of buttons and Jewelry by souve*
nlr hunters. The stars were mudi
Impressed. They came v> Lawrence
to advertise Hollywood. But they'll

go back to Hollywood advertising
Lawrence—for a good time and a Job
wcU done.
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SPECIAL TRAINS FOR

V. G. DELEGATES

(Continued from Fage 1)

urday. The convention is to be set

in a "Wild West" motif and in

typical six-gun fashion.

A special train, originating in

Boston and picking up cars and dele-

gates along the way, is due to ar-

rive here Thursday morning. Other
specials from Kansas City and Den-
ver are due to arrive at the same
time. Two chartered planes will

bring Hollywood notables from the
Coast. In addition, three caravans
of motor cars are due from Atlanta,
Memphis and Oklahoma City.

The New York contingent to the
Dallas Variety Club convention
leaves from Grand Central tomor-
row afternoon.

Pittsburgh—At least 55 members
of the local Variety Club, headed by
National Chief Barker John H. Har-
ris, and Pittsburgh Chief Barker C.

L. Latta, will leave on a special

train tomorrow for the Dallas con-
vention.

New Abe Cohen Branch
Abe Cohen's Exchange, Inc., has

opened a new branch at 336 Madi-
son Ave.

ALONG THE

WITH PHIL yVi. DALTi
• • • WE see by the dailies that some of the boys who
write colunms are discussing the ethics of their calling

We're glad they've brought up the subject for there's a few words

we'd like to say about it, too The text is provided by

what one of the typewriter tossers had to say the other day

about one of the current pictures Naming names, the

columnist in question penned that he heard it was 'laying a

financial egg" and added that it "may be lucky to meet

production cost" Whether the report is true or false is not the

point The ethical question at least as we see it stems

from the fact that we'll make a little wager the columnist

in question would not have passed the same remark about

a new model from Mister Ford's Dearborn plant a new ciggie

from the American Tobacco Co or a new lotion from

dear, ol' Jergens And further that if he had mighty few dailies

would have published it And if they had there quickly would

hove been hell to pay via the front office Any takers?. .

.

T T
• • • AS a sign of what Warner theater execs think of

Republic's "Dark Command" we cite the fact that the

circuit has set it to follow GWTW when the latter

closes a three months' run at the Earle, Philadelphia, this

week ... m If Mary Pickford returns to the screen don't

be surprised if it's in a re-make of "End of a Day," French pix.

Foreign Biz at 1934 Totals

Hutchinson Tells 20-Fox Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

has had a difficult job to handle,
Hutchinson said, but film stocks are
zealously guarded in all foreign sit-

uations. He told how T. W. Mathie-
son in Oslo had placed all film on
a ship for a quick getaway in case
the city was bombed. No word from
either Oslo or Copenhagen has been
received in the past few days, Hutch-
inson said.

D of J Won't Prosecute

Heidt's Radio Giveaway

(Continued from Page 1)

FCC that it had determined against
prosecuting the program for alleged
violation of the anti-lottery pro-
visions of the Communications Act.
FCC had referred the matter to the
D of J, following squawks by exhibs.
Second radio program, "Meade's
Bakerv," was also cleared by the
D of J.

Rep. Mid-West Biz Up 15%
Chicago—Republic biz in this ter-

ritory is running 15 per cent ahead
of last year, according to Irving
Mandel.

Ontario ITA Opposes
Slot Machine Pictures

Toronto — Strong stand against
slot machine pix was taken by press
committee of Independent Theaters
Ass'n of Ontario at meeting here on
ground they would be positive threat
to regular film theater houses.

HONORJ.J.O'CONN0H

WITH DINNER TONIGf

(Continued from Page 1)

master. It's an aftermath of 1

successful John J. O'Connor Mor
just concluded.

ilt'.
Among those present wrCt^-e: J.

Anderson, Al Arnstein, Jerry Bak
George Baldwin, Warren Bartle

Joe Becker, John Berger, Arth
Brown, James M. Brennan, Da>
Canavan, John A. Cassidy, Jam
Conklin, Ray Conner, William Co<

Harold Daly, N. E. Depinet, Jam
Dolan, Joseph Di Lorenzo, Geor
Dunn, Mike Edelstein, H. R. Em(
W. B. England, Max Fellerman, L
Friedman, C. S. Fretz, Arthur G
gar, Irving Gold, Joseph Goldbei

Leon Goldberg, Louis Goldberg, Lj

ry Greib, Pat Grosso, Emil Gro-

Walter Grove.

Maurice Harris, John Hean
Herb Heintz, John Heinz, Hart
Heller, Fred Herkowitz, Raymo
Hodgdon, Henri Horton, Frank Ho
ard, William Howard, Henry Josep

ick, William Kane, Leon Kelmi

Malcolm Kingsberg, Lee Kok<

Rudy Kramer, Morty Kresner, Da'

Levin, Max Levine, Dave Lust
Harry Lyons, James McCann, C.

McDonald, 0. R. McMahon, Hai
Mandel, William J. Merrill, Pi-

Meyers, Max Mink, Harry Mosl'

H. E. Newcomb, Millard Go
Charles Oelreich, John J. O'Conn
James O'Donnell.

Richard Patterson, Jr., Matty 1

Ion, M. G. Poler, John Redmond, P
Reisman, A. E. Reoch, Ken Roe

well, Marty Rosen, Sam Ryd<

George J. Schaefer, S. A. Schwar
H. Scholl, Hal Seroy, Baker Shell

Max Sloven, A. W. Smith, Jr., Or

son E. Smith, Ed Sniderman, Eugei
Spencer, Sam Taub, Maj. L.

,

Thompson, Robert Ungerfeld,
Henry Walters, Emanuel Waxbe

'

Ansel Weinstein, Harry Weiss, Si'

urd Wexo, Dave Whyte, Thoirl

Wright and J. S. Yeransian.

Product Delivery Shortage

Possibility Worries AMPT

(Continued from Page 1)

a meeting here last week. Sa

policies of a few of the compac
also came in for discussion.

George F. Dembow of Natior

Screen Service, who had request

an opportunity to present his co

pany's viewpoint on the advent
Advertising Accessories, Inc., w,.

heard, but the AMPTO failed to J

j
verse its opposing stand.

AMPTO is circulating a spec

bulletin, "The Truth About t

Neely Bill."

'J

No So. Amer. or European

Sales Meet for 20th-F^

(Continued from Page 1)

foreign sales manager, will hold

meeting of Central American ma
agers in Havana shortly. He e

pects to leave about May 15 for Lo

don and Paris.
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I'VT TO ESTABLISH

iJITHDQS. THIS WEEK

(Continued from Page 1)

Friday and stated that he ex-

ed to file an additional bill of
iculars in the suit today.

-*-°^L. /f ^^^ ^^^ majors, it was
: n.ed — / the week-end, applied

1 isday to Federal Judge Henry
' 5oddard for an adjournment up

month. Their application was
red to Calendar Judge John C.

>: who will pass on the applica-
in chambers some time this

1 1.

le Government has stated that it

i oppose the application which is

1 d on the fact that John W.
J s, attorney for Loew's, and
h Harris, attorney for 20th-
are engaged in a trial in N. Y.

i eme Court which is expected to
1 inue until May 17.

was learned on Friday that the

f J, in carrying forward its

r arations, has recently subpoe-
i the majors to appear on May
ate of trial, with all available

;i :ds.

ijor companies have been work-
during the past week, on pre-

stipulations which will be of-

1 as counter proposals to the
rnment stipulation for the pur-
of simplifying issues and short-

j the trial,

deral Judge Samuel Mandel-
i 1 on Friday granted a Govern-

: request to drop Adolphe Ram-
md Charles R. Rogers, former
ersal directors, as defendants
le suit. The order, without op-
ion by majors, also provides for
ubstitution of Charles R. Prutz-
in the place of Rogers.

tern Penn. Exhibitors
< 'ed as Equity Witnesses
ttsburgh—Subpoenas have been
ved by Joseph, Al and William
;s of the Liberty Theater, Mc-
port, Harry A. Batastini of
csutaviTiey, Chris Lampros of

! ell, Harry Stahl of Sharon, T.
. ilbert and Charles Morse of the

Oakland Theater, Pittsburgh,
William D. Davis of the Tri-
8 Theater, Pittsburgh, to appear
vitnesses in the Government
;y suit in New York on May 1.

Essick Funeral Held
eveland—Funeral services were
for Charles Essick, 78, father
erce E. Essick of the Scoville,
?k & Reif circuit, and former
;er manager.

ilorris, Cartoonist, Dead
jpck — William C. Morris, 66,

i< ber animated cartoonist and vet-
r. newspaper cartoonist, died

Ij
Willis Fickes Dead

nton, 0.—Willis G. Fickes, 69,
w oyed by the Grand Opera House
c for 80 years, is dead. His widow
n ;two daughters survive.

20th-Fox Percentage Range Reported

at 15 to 40%; Four in Each Bracket
(Continued f,

British-made productions. Addi-
tional titles will be announced later.

Percentages to be asked for 1940-
41 will range from 15 to 40 per cent,

with four pictures allocated to each
percentage bracket, it was reported.

More Shorts In Technicolor
To complete the program, the

company will have 52 one-reel shorts
and 104 issues of Movietone News,
with the shorts line-up marked by
an increased use of Technicolor.
Fifty per cent of 26 Terrytoons will

be made in Technicolor by Paul
Terry, and at least half of the six

Ed Thorgersen's Sports Reviews
will be similarly treated. Several

of the Lowell Thomas' Magic Car-
pet of Movietone series of four will

be dipped in the dye vat, while Vyv-
yan Donner's four Fashion Fore-
casts will be in Technicolor. Shorts
program also calls for four Adven-
tures of a Newsreel Cameraman,
four Lew Lehr comedies and four
"Father Hubbard's Alaskan Adven-
tures."

On the feature side, the convention

was informed that Darryl F. Za-

nuck will personally produce 18, Sol

M. Wurtzel, four, and Lucien Hub-
bard, four. Other associate produc-

ers to contribute will be Harry Joe

Brown, Ralph Dietrich, Raymond
Griffith, Fred Kohlmar, Nunnally
Johnson, Gene Markey, Walter Mor-
osco, Kenneth Macgowan and John
Stone.

Forty Titles Are Listed

Under way or being prepared for

early production, the convention was
told are:
"Brigham Young," with Henry

Hathaway directing a cast including

Tyrone Power, Dean Jagger, Linda
Darnell, Jane Darwell. Mary Astor,

John Carradine, Vincent Price,

Brian Donlevy, Ann Todd, Fuzzy
Knight; "The Great Commandment,"
to star Tyrone Power; "Down to the

Sea in Ships," all-starrer; "The
Great Profile," with Adolphe Men-
jou; "I Married a Nazi"; "The Re-

turn of Frank James," in Techni-

color, with Henry Fonda in title

role; "Elsa Maxwell's Public Deb.

No. 1," with Gregory Ratoff direct-

ing Brenda Joyce. George Murphy.
Mischa Auer, Ralph Bellamy and
Maxie Rosenbloom; "Down Argen-
tine Way," in Technicolor, with Car-

men Miranda; "Young People," with

Allan Dwan directing Shirley Tem-
ple, Jack Oakie, Charlotte Green-

rom Page 1)

wood, George Montgomery, Arleen
Whelan; "Fifth Avenue," adapted
from Polan Banks' "Manhattan
Holiday."

Other titles cited by Wobber in-

clude :

"How Green Was My Valley,"
Richard Llewellyn's best seller; "For
Beauty's Sake," by Clarence Bud-
ington Kelland; "Western Union,"
a Zane Grey novel; "Brooklyn
Bridge," "The Californian," "One
Man Army," "Song Of The Islands,"
"The Khyber Pass," "Brothers,"
"Red Cross Nurse," "Down On The
Wabash," "Yesterday's Heroes,"
"Shadows In The Snow," "Hudson's
Bay Company," "Belle Starr," Irv-
ing Berlin's "Say It With Music,"
"Louis Bromfield's "Marching As To
War," "Too Much For One Man,"
"Steinmetz, The Wizard," "Comrade
Stalin," "Sun Valley," "The Great
American Broadcast," "Uncensored,"
"Highway 66," "Miss Pilgrim's
Progress," "Dance Hall," "Breach of
Discipline," "Falling Star," "Strange
Bedfellows" and "The Bride Wore
Crutches."

Stories and scripts will be pre-
pared by 43 writers, largest contract
list in company's history.

Warners, Mediator May
Meet on Philly Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

discuss the musician situation. War-
ners are willing to discuss the mat-
ter, but they are not expected to

change their original stand. They
dispensed with all musicians last Fall

in protest at being forced to hire

musicians in theaters where they did

not need them.

BRONSTON AND GLOBE

MERGER IS COMPLETED

(Continued from Page 1)

president; James Roosevelt, chair-
man of the board; Edward H.
Schwab, chairman of the executive
committee; Frank Perry, vice-presi-
dent; William O'Connor, secretary
and member of the board; John J.

Bergen, director. Legal affairs will
be handled by J. F. T. O'Connor.
Henry Henigson, associate produc-

er in Globe Productions, continues in
a similar capacity with the new or-
ganization, also serving as assistant
to Roosevelt who will be in charge
of production. Roosevelt holds re-
leasing contract with United Artists,
therefore all Bronston-made films
will be released as James Roosevelt
Productions. Bronston Productions
will assume the production schedule
of Globe.

First film to go into production
will be "The Bat." Negotiations are
under way to obtain Alfred Hitchcock
to direct it.

Woodward Succeeds Brown
Zanesville, 0. — John T. Wood-

ward has been named general mana-
ger of the Zanesville Theaters, Inc.,

succeeding the late Caldwell H.
Brown. The firm operates four of
the city's five theaters.

WHAT

COULD

BE MORE

TIMELY?

Vivien

Today's most glamor-

ous romantic couple...

EXCITINGLY TOGETHER!

Laurence

3IIIiFMll
ind LESLIE BANKS in ^

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Kuykendall Warns Menace Of Tax Burdens Is Ominous

EXHIBS.JUST HELP "PATTHE FREIGHT'^CHENCK

Production Spurt Sends 23 New Films Before Cameras
Paramount Studio Most Ac-

tive With Five Features

I

Starting
l^erf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A sizeable spurt in

[ollywood production sees 23 pic-

ires scheduled to go into produc-
on this week.
At Columbia: Larry Darmour's
ack Holt starring vehicle, "Keep
m Alive."
At Paramount: "A Night at Earl

jarroll's" with Ken Murray and
j'ose Hobart; "Comin' 'Round the
Kountain" with Bob Burns and Una
[erkel; "The Pioneer Woman";

(Cotttiiuicd on Paae 4)

iRGUEEOUirrTRIAL

DELAY PLEA FRIDAY

Application of the major defend-
its for an adjournment of the Gov-
•nment's equity suit will be heard
lis Friday, it was stated yesterday,
he Government is expected to op-
ose any postponement requested,
jhe Government will file a supple-
mental bill of particulars today.

tias Asks 100,000 Shares
Of RKO Stock for Services

In a supplemental petition filed

psterday in the Federal Court, Atlas
prp., proponent of the RKO reorg.
an, asked Federal Judge William
bndy for 100,000 shares of common
ock of RKO as its compensation for
irvices during proceedings. Al-
wance of this stock is in addition

(Continued on Page 4)

l^ebecca" Staying Fourth
Week at Radio City's M. H.

[Second pix ever to stay four or
lore weeks at the Music Hall, "Re-
cea" starts its fourth stanza there
lursday. Of the 260 films playing
|e house in seven years, only other

run that period was "Snow
(Continued on Page 4)

Roosevelt-Mills Interests May Lease^ Not
Sell, Nichel-in-the-Slot Movie Projectors

Chicago—Teletone automatic projectors, shortly to be introduced by the Roosevelt-
Mills interests, may be leased rather than sold, it was reported yesterday. If sold,

price will be about $500. Machines will be ready about June 1. Production quota is

16,000 machines annually. Roosevelt's producing company will make six shorts monthly
for the nickel-in-the-slot projectors.

NEELY'S CANDIDACY HAYS, STAFF ATTEND

MAY GDRB PIX FIGHT GABRIEL HESS RITES

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sen. M. M. Neely,

(D., W. Va.), introducer of the block-
booking bill, will hold his Senate
seat, despite his candidacy for the
Governorship of West Virginia, his

ofiice told The Film Daily yester-
day, Neely announced his gubena-
torial plans in West Virginia, where
he opposes Democratic State Chair-

(Continued on Page 8)

House Snag Delays Date
For Neely Bill Hearings

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Further delay in fix-

ing starting date for hearings on the
Neely block-booking-blind-selling bill

was assured yesterday when it be-
came known the transportation meas-
ure had hit a new snag in the House
Interstate Commerce Committee.
Date may not be set until next week
at the earliest.

Will H. Hays, prexy, and MPPDA
personnel here will attend the pri-

vate funeral services this morning
for Gabriel L. Hess, veteran Hays
office general counsel, and authority
on laws governing censorship and
copyrights, who died suddenly Sun-
day morning.

Services, to be held at the Hess
home, 33 E. 70th St., will be marked
by simplicity. Tribute will be
spoken by Attorney Mark G. Hol-
stein, long a friend of Hess, and

(Continued on Page 8)

45 in New York Party

Off Today for Dallas

Approximately 45 persons from
New York and vicinity leave today
and tomorrow by train and plane
for the Variety Club convention in

Dallas. Among those who have made
reservations are:
Ned Depinet, Cresson Smith, Andy Smith,

(Continued on Page 8)

MPTOA Proxy Urges Exhibitor Units

to Prepare for Battle on Taxation

FCC Denies Publix-Bamford

Plea for Asheville Station

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—On the ground that

the operation of a radio station as
proposed would mark a distinct de-
parture from the Commission's plan
of allocation, the FCC yesterday

(Continued on Page 8)

Exhibitor organizations in every
state are urged to strengthen their
ranks and be prepared to fight
against unfair taxation on theaters
in a general bulletin made public
yesterday by Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president.
Kuykendall writes that the "men-

ace of special tax burdens on the
movies is becoming very ominous,"

(Continued on Page 8)

Producers Need Proper Terms,
Extended Time, Says

20th-Fox Exec.
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—The problems that the
film industry face today due to un-
certain world conditions should be
shared by exhibitors as well as the
producers, in the opinion of Joseph
M. Schenck, 20th-Fox board chair-
man, who, with Daii-yl F. Zanuck,
production chief, and William Goetz,
Zanuck's executive assistant, re-
turned to the Coast last night after
attending the company's sales con-
vention here.

"Exhibitors must be sympathetic
to the producers and distributors and
share the burden with producers by
giving proper terms for pictures and

(Continued on Page 4)

MONO. ELECTS LOACH

TO VICE-PRESIDENCY

Thomas Loach has been elected a
vice-president of Monogram Pictures
and after May 1 he will devote all

his time to the company. He will

resign as vice-president and treas-
urer of Pathe Laboratories at that
time. Loach will continue as a di-

(Continued on Page 8)

Kent to Preside Today
At 20th Cent.-Fox Meet

Annual meeting of the 20th-Fox
stockholders will take place today at
the company's home office, 444 West
56th St. President Sidney R. Kent
will preside for the first time in sev-
eral years. Approval of new con-

(Continucd on Page 8)

Heymann Flying to Talk
French Distribution Deal

At the invitation of several French
producers, Andre Heymann, presi-
dent of the French Cinema Center,
leaves tomorrow by clipper for Paris
where he will discuss details relative

(Continued on Page 8)
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As RKO Pays O'Connor Honor

More than 100 RKO executives
and theater managers ))aid hoiTiag:e

to J. J. O'Connor, vice-president in

charge of theater operations, at a
banquet last night at the Hotel War-
wick. A special film in which man-
agers and executives were "kidded"
was presented, and members of the
department offered several "home
talent" skits.

Malcolm Kingsberg was toastmas-
ter. Short speeches were made by
George J. Schaefer, president, and
Ned Depinet, vice-president, and by
the guest of honor, himself.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. LONDON—Ernest W. Fred-
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,

W. I. PARIS—P. A. Harle, La Cineraatog-
raphie Francaise, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
MEXICO CITY — Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Av. Coyoacan No. lOOB, Mexico, D. F.
BUENOS AIRES—Chas de Cruz, Heraldo Del
Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

M H
MnnnciRL
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702 Renews with Para. News
One-year contract renewals have

been signed by Local 702, lab. tech-
nicians union, with Paramount News
and HER laboratories, it was learned
yesterday. Renewal contract with
Ace Laboratory is expected to be
closed this week.

Postpone Hays Exec. Meet
Meeting of the MPPDA executive

committee, scheduled for today, has
been postponed until next Wednes-
day.

Double Bill Hold-overs

Set Record in Detroit

Detroit—Double bill hold-overs set

a record this week. "Rebecca" and
"Granny Get Your Gun" stay for
a second at the Michigan; and "Vir-
ginia City" and "The Farmer's
Daughter," which moved from the
Michigan originally, stay for a third
at the Palms-State. "Northwest
Passage" stays for a third week at
the United Artists.

GWTW will total 22 weeks on
Saturday, to equal the 1927 run of

"Broadway," second longest run of

any type of theater attraction in De-
troit history.

Willie Bioff Surrenders;

Counsel to Ask Pardon

Chicago — William Bioff, lATSE
exec, surrendered yesterday at the
Bridewell jail to start serving out

a six months' sentence.
Meanwhile Bioff's attorney. State

Senator Abe Marovitz, served notice

that he had filed a pettiion for par-

don with the Governor and that he
might ask a writ of habeas corpus.

Gov. Horner could not be expected
to act upon the pardon petition until

after a hearing, which might take
several weeks.

Hint Neb. to Carry Fight

On Ascap to Supreme Court

Lincoln. Neb.—Chances for re-

opening the fight for recognition of

Nebraska's anti-Ascap law were
described as "good" by Atty. Gen.
Walter -Johnson, just back from
sounding sentiment on the case in

Wa.shington. Fact that he was
granted admission to practice before
the U. S. Supreme Court is con-
sidered indicative that the fight isn't

over yet.

Bronston Off for Coast

to Launch Production

Samuel Bronston, whose merger
with James Roosevelt's Globe Pro-
ductions has been completed, leaves
today for the Coast to swing into

production activities. Four pictures
will be made for the new United
Artists season, two of which will be
made by John Stahl. Bronston will

make "The Bat" and "Pot 0' Gold."

For May-Sept. Release

RKO has scheduled 21 features to

be released between May 3 and the
end of the 1939-40 season, with titles

set on 14 of the releases.

Release dates and pictures are:

May 3, "Irene"; 10, "Beyond Tomor-
row"; 17, "My Favorite Wife"; 24,

"You Can't Fool Your Wife"; 31, "A
Bill of Divorcement." June 7, "The
Saint Takes Over" and the fourth
George O'Brien; 14, "Tom Brown's
School Days"; 21, "Thousand Dollar
Marriage"; 28, "Anne of Windy
Poplars."

July 5, third Dr. Christian; 12,

"Millionaires in Prison"; 19, an un-
titled Lee Marcus production; 26,

another untitled Lee Marcus and the

fifth O'Brien. August 2, "Lucky
Partners; 9, "Cross Country Ro-
mance"; 16, "Queen of Destiny"; 23,

"Six Girls"; 30, another Marcus.
Sixth O'Brien is scheduled for Sept.

27 release.

Cantor Sought for First

Lubitsch Feature for UA

If a deal in the making jells, Eddie
Cantor will appear in the first Ernst
Lubitsch-Sol Lesser production for

UA release. Lubitsch opened nego-
tiations with Cantor last week.

Cantor will be feted tomorrow on

the lower East Side, extensive pro-

gram being tied in with world pre-

miere of Metro's "Forty Little

Mothers" at Loew's Canal Theater.
Settlement houses will share the

proceeds of the opening. Pix starts

at the Capitol Tuesday with Cantor
making a p.a. along with George Jes-

sel and others.

Four Detroit Houses Have
"Adults Only" Signs Out

Detroit—Four houses have the
"adults only" sign hung out this

week, a record for the town. Films
are: "The Human Beast" at the
Cinema, "Sensation Hunters" at the
Fine Arts," "Reefer Madness" at

the Columbia, and "Are You Fit to

Marry" at the Avenue. All films are
getting their local "first-runs," al-

though the Cinema is classed among
regular first-run houses.
This is the city, incidentally,

which banned "Primrose Path" and
"Strange Cargo."

Forecast 10,000 Bookings

For Republic's "Command"

Republic's "Dark Command," is

headed for at least 10,000 bookings,
which means that it will play a mini-
mum of two-thirds of all U. S.

houses. Circuit and exhibitor re-

sponse to date has exceeded any at-

traction in Republic's history, it was
said yesterday.

Korda Signs Birdwell
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alexander Korda has

retained Russell Birdwell and Asso-
ciates to publicize "The Thief of
Bagdad."

cominG nno coini

IRVING C. JACOCKS, JR. of the Brani

Theater, Branford, Conn, is on a motor trip

Arizona.

SIDNEY R. KENT returns here this mom
from Chicago on the Century.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, DARRY'/fia ZANUC
WILLIAM GOETZ and HARRY Br-J\ flew ba

to the Coast last night from Cm. ^^o.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS returns to New "

today from Chicago.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Warner Bros, s

subjects sales manager, returned to his oc

rster-<av after a swing through the compan
branches.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy a

sales chieftain, leaves New York by plane t

morrow night to attend the Variety Club co

vention in Dallas.

HERBERT SILVERBERG, film attorney, fl.

to the Coast yesterday.

SAMUEL BRONSTON returns to Hollywood t

day.

WILL METHE, B & K executive, is vacatio

ing in Mexico.

JOHNNY JONES of the Jones, Linick

Schaefer circuit, Chicago, leaves there toe"

for New York on a booking trip.

ARTHUR TREACHER arrives here today trt

the Coast.

ANDRE HEYMANN, president of the Fren

Cinema Center is scheduled to leave for Fran

tomorrow by Clipper.

DONALD WOODS arrives here today fr<

Hollywood.

JOAN CRAWFORD is en route to New Yo.

BEN HECHT and MRS. AD SCHULBERC !>

for the Coast yesterday.

CHARLES COOPER, Chicago theater executi'

has returned from a Florida vacation.

Plaza to Play GWTW May 1

First Non-Loew Local Dat

New York's swanky Plaza Th
ater, "showcase" for so-called metr.

politan upper-crust, will play GWT^
commencing May 1, management di.

closed yesterday. Policy'll be co>

tinuous from 10 a.m., with reserve

seats at night. This is apparent;
initial house to get GWTW in wat^
of local Loew stands.

"A baby
stole my
picture!'*

LIKE TAKING
CANDY FROM
CANTOR!

M-G-M's

FORTY LITTLE MOTHERS
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We wouldn't know
the kind of math-

ematics they teach

at Harvard • • • but

our simple o ^3»^^

arithmetic shows
that Annie's doing

all right for herself

• • • and for 247 hap-

py showmen ! Man,

how it all came true!
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DilLY

SAYS EXHIBS. MUST

HELP "PAY FREIGHT"

(,Continued from Page 1)

extended playing time," Schenck
said here. "If we must recapture the

lost foreign revenue in this country
—and we must do so if the industi-y

is to exist as it is today—exhibitors

must help us pay the freight."

In discussing the 1940-41 lineup,

Zanuck stressed that showmanship
would be the production keynote.

"We are facing a year of many
changes, but we are facing it cour-

ageously," said Zanuck. "We are

not curtailing in any respect. We
are giving to every one of our pic-

tures all the resources of the com-
pany. When I tell you that we will

have 20 pictures that will cost a mil-

lion dollars or more each, you can
understand what I mean."

Zanuck said he concurred with
Schenck's remarks about fair treat-

ment for pictures from exhibitors.

"We cannot cut production costs

at the studio without greatly im-
pairing the quality of our pictures

and this we refuse to do" Zanuck
declared. "But if exhibitors expect
us to deliver to them the big pic-

tures they want, they must help us
with proper terms and extended play-

ing time."

Atlas Asks 100,000 Shares

of RKO Stock for Services

(,Contiiuied from Page 1)

to the sum of $875,037 which Atlas
previously requested for actual ex-

penses and disbursements.

The petition explained that a pre-

vious application had been made
which requested the Court to fix

compensation for the company, but
that Judge Bondy had indicated that
Atlas must specify the exact com-
pensation desired. The petition made
it clear that Atlas would still pre-
fer to have its compensation fixed

at the discretion of the Court, but
had acted only after instructions to

do so.

An order fixing a date for hearings
on all applications for allowances
will be signed within the next few
days by Judge Bondy.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 16

Charles Chaplin

Paul Sloane

Douglas McPhail

Fifi D'Orsay

• • • IT'S only once in a proverbial blue moon that such

a thing as an all-around audience picture looms on the horizon for

circuits and exhibitors Paramount has such a rarity in "The Biscuit

Eater" When we say all-around audience picture wo mean

a movie which will appeal to the most jaded adult palate and,

at the same time, be devoured with relish by the entire younger genera-

tion of lans There are very few such pictures yes, very,

very, few

T T T

• • • WHAT does such a film mean to the nation's show-

m,en? The answer is that Mister Theaterman is enahled to

offer an attraction without a particle of misgiving that

it will leave any increment of his potential patronage some-

what out in the cold Naturally, all pictures can't appeal to

everyone if they did, there would he no need for special

bookings for kid matinees That "The Biscuit Eater" is the

exception is the most striking attribute of that opus and

we're not alone in that conviction in fact, the seasoned

theatermen representing a helluva cross-section of the South....

and scribes alike who filed out of the world premiere in

Albany. Ga freely voiced that opinion

T T
• • • WHAT does the exhibitor lose in revenue when o

feature doesn't draw the younger generation? According to sources

who have probed this problem,— 20 per cent We hear a few

voices say "If we get the other 80 per cent it's hotsy totsy

and, besides, don't we nu Saturday matinees for the younger

set?" which is all very well, admittedly but the fallacy lies

in the fact that one of the things this business needs is to get the

so-called kids coming all the time and not merely on the

week-end

• • • IT'S awfully true in show biz that u;hat revenue

is not consciously missed doesn't worry the bulk of exhibs.

but it does worry some very real showmen The prob-

lem of getting kids coming consistently to film houses is

pretty much of a pet subject with a group of exhibition go-getters

one of these is Spyros Skouras, National Theaters head

who is constantly "on top" of the kid attendance question

The Warners are likewise unusually alert on this score as

witness the drives of the WB theater department and of

circuit zone managers Charles H. Ryan of the Chi zone, for

example It's true, too, of several other big circuits and their

managerial personnel TV
• • • WE think that Paramount's "The Biscuit Eater" is de luxe

adult entertainment and that it's exactly what the doctor ordered

for the rising generation and that's why we term it a cinematic

rarity which'll do a great deal this season to demonstrate

that there is such a thing as a picture which will please 'em all

9 • • ONE more thought and an important one

anent "The Biscuit Eater" namely that it is going to de-

termine who the REAL SHOWMEN are in this biz

'cause there are no big star names —but, Oh, what enter-

tainment! By the same token the film is going to de-

termine whether theatermen's ability to create audiences

still lives or is the vassal of the —casting director!

PRODUCTION SPURT

PUTS 23 PIX IN WORK

(Continued from Page 1)

"Rangers of Fortune" with Free

MacMurray and Patricia Morison
and Harry Sherman's "Three Mer
From Texas" starring WpV^m Boyd
with Esther Estrella, M- j\s Ank-
rum, Glenn Strange ana^-ihomton
Edwards.

At RKO-Radio: "Millionaires In

Prison" starring Lee Tracy with

Linda Hayes, Patric Knowles and
Raymond Walburn; "Have It Your
Own Way" with Maureen O'Hara,
Louis Hayward, Lucille Ball, James
Ellison and Ann Miller; "Cross
Country Romance" starring Gene
Raymond and Wendy Barrie.

At M-G-M: "I Love You Again"
co-starring William Powell and
Myrna Loy; "To Own the World"
with Lana Turner and Lew Ayres;
"Old Lady 31" with Helen Broderick,

Charles Coburn and Billie Burke

At 20th Century-Fox: "Brigham
Young" with Tyrone Power, Linda
Darnell, Jane Darwell, Dean Jagger.
Brian Donlevy, Vincent Price, Jeac
Rogers, Mary Astor and John Carra-

dine; "Pier 13" with Lloyd Nolan
Lynn Bari and Douglas Fowley;
"Street of Memories" with Guy Kib-

bee, Lynne Robert and Paul Hurst

At Universal: "Hot Steel" with

Richard Arlen and Andy Devine;
"Arizona Cyclone" with Johnny
Mack Brown, Bob Baker and Fuzzy
Knight.

At Warners: "Episode" with Olivia

de Havilland; "They Drive Bj
Night" starring George Raft, Anne
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart;
"Broadway Lawyer" starring George
Brent.

Others to start:

John Ford's Argosy Production!
"The Lone Voyage Home" with John
Wayne, Thomas Mitchell, Ian Hunt
er, Barry Fitzgerald, Arthur Shields

and Ward Bond.

Hal Roach's "Captain Caution."
Monogram: A Frankie Darro

starring vehicle.

'Rebecca" Staying Fourth

Week at Radio City's M.
I

(.Continued from Page 1)

White." In its three weeks, W. (?

Van Schmus estimated last night

the picture would play to more than

450,000 pataons, gross more than

$310,000.

Van Schmus commented that "t

very large part" of the unusuaJ
biz was attributable to the "enor-

mous following" that David 0. Selz

nick's name has as producer.

WEDDING BELLS

Coral Gables, Fla.—Joe Lebourg
head usher at the Gables Theater

married Christine Moseley.



TO KEEP YOUR
AUDIENCES HAPPY!

Now that 'His Girl Friday" and

'Too Many Husbands" are gaily

rolling up new laugh records

everywhere... Columbia follows

through with another grand com-

edy/'The Doctor Takes A Wife ".

tti



LORETTA RA'

YOUNG* MILLAND
in

with REGINALD GARDINER • GAIL PATRICK
EDMUND GWENN * GEORGES METAXA

Screen play by George Seaton and Ken Englund

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • Produced by William Periberg ^m^

"DOCTOR" IS THE TASTIEST SPRIN

TONIC AN EXHIBITOR EVER ORDERED

Sparkling situation I.. .A girl whc

writes books on How To Enjoy Beine

k^ Lonesome has to play house w^l

K^ a heart trouble expert, becau&ii

everyone thinks they're married .

and they m\3s\ keep up appearano si
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^ i^ REVIEUIS OF THC nCUl FILfnS ^ ^
"One Million B. C."
with Victor Mature, Carole Landis,

Lon Chaney, Jr.

|i-Roach 80 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
rHRILL„-?ACKED SCREEN NOVELTY
ITH EX'''i;^IONAL EFFECTS LENDS IT-

j.F TO Si KONG EXPLOITATION.

The highlight of this decided novelty,

' ich is full of thrills, is one of the most

I rifying, electrifing storms the screen has

I )wn. A volcano erupts, sending forth

i>rs of burning lava and to add to the

I' ror an earthquake opens wide gaps in

I earth, into which giant animals and

I nans go to their death. A battle to

I death between two mammoth reptiles,

\ h Victor Mature and Carole Landis as

I Qokers, is one of the thrillers. Battles

i ween humans and prehistoric animals also

inish their share of the thrills. The pic-

^!;, which lends itself to strong exploita-

I, was excellently directed by Hal Roach

Hal Roach, Jr. Victor Mature was an

jI choice for the role of a strong, fearless

iter, as was Carole Landis as a member
the shell tribe. Lon Chaney, Jr., does

Isually good work as a tribal leader, who
crippled in a fight with a musk ox.

mo Clark, Nigel De Brulier, Mary Gale

ler, Edgar Edwards and Inez Palange

among the principals. Conrad Nagel

fed as narrator at the opening of the

ure. Much credit is due Norbert Bro-

;, chief cinematographer, and Roy Sea-

;ht, whose photographic effects are

i'mg the most intriguing seen in a long

tie. Mickell Novak, George Baker and

Jl'ph Frickert wrote the original screen-

fj and Grover Jones the descriptive nar-

rfon. Werner R. Heymann contributed an
r 'ctive musical score. Mature, a member
the rock tribe, wanders afield and is

i id injured, by Carole Landis. Mature
s|) proves his worth among the natives,

V n his mighty spear saves a child from
c th by a ferocious dinosaur. The na-

t s who must fight for food and life

I e the weak to die. When Mature takes

<i pear (which he feels he has earned)

f 1 a member of the shell tribe he is

I: ished. However, Carole turns on her

frespeople and goes with him. It is by

ds of valor and sacrifice that Mature
s his way back into favor among the

nbers of the shell tribe.

iiAST: Victor Mature, Carole Landis, Lon
'Clney, Jr., Mamo Clark, Nigel De Brulier,

k^ly Gale Fisher, Edgar Edwards, Inez

I| REDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; Directors,

V Roach and Hal Roach, Jr.; Authors,

Itfkell Novak, George Baker, Joseph Frick-

Screenplay, Same; Descriptive Narra-
by Grover Jones; Narrator, Conrad

;el; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine, ASC;
tographic Effects by Roy Seawright;
Director, Charles D. Hall; Associate,

slai Remisoff; Musical Score by Werner
Heymann; Orchestra Conducted by Irv-

I

Talbot.

jlRECTiON, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
(king.

B & K Ups Thompson
Chicago—Ray Thompson, for sev-
,1 years assistant manager of the
p; K Chicago theater, has been
jned manager of the Luna.

"Johnny Apollo"
with Tyrone Power, Lloyd Nolan,

Dorothy Lamour
20th-Fox 93 Mins.

UNUSUAL GANGSTER STORY HAS GOOD
DRAMATIC TWIST AND STRONG NAME
CAST.

Potent with marquee potentiality, dif-

ferent from the usual gangster stories and

well knit together with plenty of dramatics

and a surprise finish, exhibitors should be

able to do good business with this film.

In Dorothy Lamour, Tyrone Power, Lloyd

Nolan, Edward Arnold and Charles Grape-

win, the picture has acting ability and

name drawing power. The direction job

done by Henry Hathaway is first rate, and

scripters Philip Dunne and Rowland Brown

provide a script that moves smoothly with

plenty of dramatic fireworks throughout.

Power's father, Arnold, is indicted for em-
bezzlement following the market crash.

Power leaves college, embittered at his

father, and further embittered by his con-

tinued turn-downs for jobs. Power calls

on Brennan, drunken lawyer who has gotten

gangster Nolan off with a light sentence,

in hope of getting him to do something

for his father. Waiting for Brennan he

meets Miss Lamour, night club singer and

girl friend of Nolan, who is released from

jail at the same time. Power assumes the

name of Johnny Apollo and becomes in-

volved with the gang, sticking in the hope

he will get enough money together to get

his father out of jail. However, Arnold,

learns that his son is the notorious gang-

ster, Johnny Apollo, and refuses to see him.

A reform administration cracks down and

Dorothy gets Brennan to turn state's evi-

dence against Nolan in order to get Power

off, but Brennan is murdered by 'Nolan

and they all go to jail. Dorothy tips Ar-

nold to an escape plan and he blocks

Power from leaving with the others, who
are killed by guards. A surprise ending

brings about a reconciliation.

CAST: Tyrone Power, Lloyd Nolan, Dor-

othy Lamour, Edward Arnold, Charles Grape-

win, Lionel Atwill, Marc Lawrence, Jona-

than Hale, Harry Rosenthal, Russell Hicks,

Fuzzy Knight, Charles Lane, Selmar Jack-

son, Charles Trowbridge, John Hamilton,

William Pawley, Eric Wilton, Gary Breck-

ner, Harry Tyler, Eddie Marr.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Joe

Brown; Director, Henry Hathaway; Screen-

play, Philip Dunne and Rowland Brown;

Original Story, Samuel G. Enge! and Hal

Long; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Editor,

Robert Bischoff.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Calif. Theaters Raise

$108,011 for Polio War
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^California motion pic-

ture theaters raised $108,011.90 in
the 1940 Infantile Paralysis Drive,
according to reports by Joseph M.
Schenck, vice-president of the Na-
tional Foundation of Infantile Par-
alysis and general chairman for the
State in Drive.

"Danger On Wheels"
with Richard Arlen, Andy Devine

Universal 61 mins.

AUTO RACING YARN WILL SERVE
NICELY AS PROGRAM OFFERING.

Sufficient action and energetic perform-

ances by an able cast make this release a

pleasing program offering. Picture is fairly

well paced and the story holds together,

although it telegraphs its punches. Richard

Arlen and Andy Devine both have some
marquee value as names, and the action

angle can also be exploited by exhibs.

Arlen, a test driver for a big auto plant,

Devine, his mechanic, and Peggy Moran,

a receptionist at the auto factory, head

the cast. Landers Stevens, Sandra King,

Harry Bradley and Herbert Cortheil give

good support. Christy Cabanne directed,

keeping the story intact and moving from

start to finish. Arlen gets fired for or-

dering Sandra King, the boss's daughter,

off the company's testing grounds. He is

reinstated shortly after and also becomes
interested in an oil burning motor Peggy's

father is working on. Arlen gets in trouble

when he races a car and the driver of the

oil burning car is killed during a race.

However, he makes everything right again

when he sells the oil burner to his boss

and proves its worth in a big race, get-

ting a better job and Peggy at the same
time although he is barred from the

tracks for racing the car against track

officials' orders.

CAST: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine,

Peggy Moran, Mary Treen, Herbert Cor-

theil, Harry Bradley, Sandra King, Landers

Stevens, John Holmes, Jack Arnold, Jack

Rice.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;

Director, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Mau-
rice Tombragel; Original Story, Ben Pivar;

Cameraman, Elwood Brendell.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Hi-Yo Silver"
with Lee Powell, Chief Thunder Cloud,

Stanley Andrews
Republic 69 Mins.

COMPOSITE OF LONE RANGER SERIAL
IS ROUSING AND ACTIONFUL WESTERN
FARE.

Taking the best of the action from the

Lone Ranger serial, a composite master

print was made for this release. The pic-

ture is a rousing and actionful western

that should find favor with the action

trade. It should also lend itself readily

to exploitation as the original serial got a

fine audience reaction and the radio serial

is still running strong. All the players are

the same as in the original serial with the

exception of Raymond Hatton and Dickie

Jones, who are used to introduce the story.

Hatton relates the story of the Lone Ranger

to Dickie and flashbacks to action are used.

Material used comprises the best of what
was in the serial and it has been geared

at a fast pace. Story starts with the murder
of a Government agent by Stanley Andrews,
showing how he and his gang came into

complete control of the state of Texas.

From there on it tells the story of the

Lone Ranger's fight to break this hold and

how it is finally achieved.

CAST: Chief Thunder Cloud, Silver, Lee
Powell, Herman Brix, Lynn Roberts, Stanley

Andrews, George Cleveland, William Far-

num, Hal Taliaferro, Lane Chandler, George

Letz, John Merton, Sammy McKim,
Tom London, Raphael Bennett, Maston
Williams, Frank McGlynn, Sr.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C.

Siegel; Directors, William Witney and John

English; Original screenplay, Barry Ship-

man and George Worthington Yates. Based

on "The Lone Ranger" radio serial; Camera-
man, W. Nobles; Editors, Helene Turner

and Edward Todd.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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BUENO! Ml AMIGOS!
Sweet singin/ hard ridin' sons of

the plains are entertainin'

down"South of the Border"way!

NATIONAL CONVENTION
DALLAS, TEX.,APR.18-19

• * •

VARIETY
CLUBS OF

AMERICA
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NEELY'S CANDIDACY

MAY CURB PIX FIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

man R. Carl Andrews for the nomin-
ation.

His campaign activities are ex-

pected to largely keep him in West
Virginia, and film observers look to

his film activities decreasing great-

ly as the campaign occupies his at-

tention.

Monogram Elects Roach

to the Vice-Presidency

(Continued from Page 1)

rector and treasurer of Monogram.
It also was announced yesterday

that Monogram had authorized a 50

per cent increase in production budg-
ets for 14 features in the top brack-

et and a 30 per cent increase for 12

other features.

Kent to Preside Today

at 20th Cent.-Fox Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

tracts for Darryl F. Zanuck and Jo-

seph M. Schenck and election of di-

rectors are the principal matters to

be voted on.

700,000 See "GWTW" in

12 Weeks in 2 Chi. Houses

Chicago — Approximately 700,000

persons have paid $600,000 to see

"Gone With the Wind" in 12 weeks
at the Oriental and Woods Theaters
here.

Picture is expected to run into the

summer months.

Lillian RusseWs Home Toum Sees 20th-Fox
Pix Bringing Bach *^Good Times" to Farnters

Clinton, lj.—This home town of Lillian Russell, which is seeking the premiere of

20fh-Fox's "Lillian Russell," sees in the pix a potent argument for the return of femme
curves "so that farmen can begin selling their foodstuffs again and the maladjusted
economic machine will take on new life."

Hays and Staff to Attend
Rites for Gabriel L. Hess

(Continued from Page 1)

there will be instrumental music.
The body will be cremated.
As a mark of respect, the MPPDA

office will be closed until noon today.
Hays yesterday paid this warm trib-

ute to the deceased:
"Gabriel Hess was a gentle man.

He had courage nad understanding;
he had faith and he had charity.

Brilliant in intellect, rock-bound in

integrity, and splendid in his loyal-

ties, he was one who dwelt in the

inner places of the hearts of those
who knew him.
"For sixteen years General Attor-

ney of this Association, Gabriel Hess
always was far more than a mem-
ber of our official family here. He
was my counsellor and my deeply
loved friend."

From Washington, Abram F.

Myers, Allied general counsel,

wired:
"Our friendship antedated my con-

nection \vith the movies and while

in the service of our clients we some-
times clashed, I am glad to say this

never affected our personal relations.

In the line of his specialty, he was
a great lawyer and a zealous advo-
cate but he was always courteous

and fair."

"Southern Roses" to Select

Select will distribute Unity's

"Southern Roses," in the U. S.

r

TH

anniversary

/I 2>ecade ol AcUi&ueme*it

ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC.

18 EAST 48TH STREET. NEW YORK

Heymann Flying to Talk

French Distribution Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

to the exporting of French pictures

to the U. S. Heymann plans to bring
back seven pictures for distribution

over here.
Heymann said yesterday that the

French government is anxious to

keep production alive despite the

war and that the production of pic-

tures suitable for American distribu-

tion was being encouraged. He
doubted reports that French activity

was dead and that production was be-

ing shifted to Italy.

French Cinema Center in Septem-
ber will release "Heritage," a pic-

ture completed in Spain two days
before the civil war started and
"Schpwuntz," also a French picture.

FCC Denies Publix-Bamford

Plea for Asheville Station

(Continued from Page 1)

denied the application of the Publix-
Bamford Theaters, Inc., of Ashe-
ville, N. C, for a construction pex*-

mit to erect a new station to oper-
ate on 1430 k.c, with power of 1

kw., unlimited time.

DuMont Television Sales

Showing Gradual Increase

A gradual upward trend in Du
Mont television sales has been no-
ticeable in recent v/eeks. Company
is now delivering between 15 and 20
machines a week, following a period
of comparative slow activity.

The increase has not been sudden,
but each week has resulted in more
sales until now indications point to

a %vider interest in home devices
among the public.

Brophy Rejects CCC Offer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Murray Brophy of the

Los Angeles Columbia Management
Bureau, has turned down the offer
to become managing director of the
Central Casting Corp.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
•PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

^^ TELEPHONE BILL.

WARNS MENACEOFTAX

BURDEN IS OMINOUS
(Continued from Page 1)

adding that exhibitors should not

lose sight of the "growing menace"
even though most state legislatures!

do not meet this year.
In regard to the Neelyjf*|l, Kuy-(

kendall points out that^Vj:reat€i
number of exhibitors are ueginningj

to realize that the measure is justi

a price control law which "will force]

higher film prices, plus a clever pro-||

vision to pave the way for local pres-,

sure censorship."

45 in New York Party

Off Today for DalU

(Continued from Page 1)
Neil Agnew, Austin Keough, Oscar Morgan

E

Tom Connors, Harvey Day, Herman Webber
Paul Terry, Herman Robbins, William BrenI
nan, A-Mike Vogel, Rube Jackter, Sam Dem

(

bow, Leonard Goldenson, Carl Leserman, Bei,

Kalmenson, Ed Golden, Julius Gordon, Bei
Welansky, Steve Broidy, Chick Lewis, Daw
Palfreyman, John Flinn, Harry Thomat|j
George West, Frank Buchanan, William Kupl
per, Harry Gold, James Mulvey, Ed Grainger!
Barney Balaban, W. G. Van Schmus, M. A
Schlesinger and Arthur Lee.

Dallas Variety Club Parade
Saturday to Draw 500,000

Dallas—Following a 10-day sur
vey, the Dallas Chamber of Comi
merce anticipates 500,000 peopli"

from Dallas and surrounding cities'

will witness the 10-mile parade Sati

urday, during the national VarietJ
Clubs' convention. The parade wil'

feature the Western theme of con'

vention and will headline more thaij

30 Hollywood stars, producers, di|

rectors; top production and sales er
ecutives of every producing coin|

pany; theater circuit executives; inl

dependent theater operators; trad^i

press and newspaper officials an**

representatives; Federal officials'

five Governors; three Lieutenan
Governors; Texas State, county, cit;

officials and Texas Rangers. Inci

dentally, there will be a thousam
of Texas' most beautiful gals.

Jenkins Heading Atlanta's
60 to Dallas Convention

Atlanta—More than 60 member
of the local Variety Club entrain to

day for the Dallas national conven

tion. Delegation is headed by Wil

Ham K. Jenkins, chief barker, am
includes Harry G. Ballance, first as

sistant chief barker; Charles E
Kessnich, second assistant chi-

barker; R. B. Wilby, Dough Guy an(

E. E. Whitaker, property masters

Directors John Ezell, W. A. Finney

Harold Wilkes, R. L. McCoy, Walte

Anderson, and Paul Wilson.

STORKS!
Detroit—Bruce Harrison, manage

of the Roseville Theater, Roseville

is the father of an eight pound girl

Jean.

A IVz pound son was bom to Mi

and Mrs. Ray Largo of Hollis!

Largo is head of RKO Radio's stil|

department. i

i«PiilP«IV
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"Buck Benny Rides

Again"
ph Jack Benny, Ellen Drew, Andy Devine,

1
"Rochester"

tamoun|~\ 82 Mins.

[ ('/•ip.YWOOD PREVIEW)

;OUD LAUGH HIT LOADED WITH
TERTAINING COMEDY SHOULD CLICK

tONGLY AT THE BOX OFFICE.

lere is a solid laugh hit that should

: k strongly at the boxoffice. This tra-

I ty on Westerns is loaded with entertain-

comedy, and Jack Benny has never done

; ter work than as the city chap, who be-

: les a hero in the wide open spaces,

:pite of himself. Much praise should also

;' heaped upon Mark Sandrich, who, as

: ducer-director, has guided all the pro-

;-dings with an expert, telling hand. As

I al, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson delivers

i dly with his comedy, hoofing and sing-

> He does a number with Theresa Harris,

I usky girl, that is a big applause-getter

! also does a solo dance that is very

^ ictive in winning laughs. Phil Harris

ij Dennis Day of Benny's radio troupe

'among the principals, while Andy Devine

! in the fun. Ellen Drew, Virginia Dale,

L an Cornell, Kay Linaker, Morris Ankrum,
ti rd Bond, Charles Lane and James Burke

:! ;ood work. William Morrow and Edmund
E )in concocted an ideal screenplay for

i ny and his supporting cast, with Zion

^|!rs furnishing a splendid adaptation of

ijiur Stringer's story. The Merriel Abbott

icers are seen to advantage in two clever

nlibers. Of the four songs written by

F ik Loesser and Jimmy McHugh, "My
k i of Country" seems likely to win the

« t favor. Benny goes West to prove to

E n Drew, with whom he falls in love, that

b s a true, fearless son of the great out-

d rs. He, Rochester, and Phil Harris go

f Caldwell, Idaho, where Harris' sweet-

t, Kay Linaker, is awaiting a divorce

1 her husband. Ellen, and her sisters,

inia Dale and Lillian Cornell, who com-

; a singing trio, get an engagement in a

> ik Caldwell hotel, patronized by rich

fi ists. To impress Ellen, Benny poses as

er of Andy Devine's ranch. He has

ne engage cowhands to stage fake

is with him, and when Ankrum and

i, real outlaws, arrive, Benny mistakes

n for cowboys in on the trick. He takes

. )od beating for his mistake. However,

n Ankrum and Bond try to rob the

well hotel, Benny turns the tables en

1, with the aid of Carmichael, the polar

W-

AST: Jack Benny, Ellen Drew, Andy
ne, Phil Harris, Virginia Dale, Lillian

lell, Dennis Day, Theresa Harris, Eddie

erson, (Rochester), Kay Linaker, Ward
Morris Ankrum, Charles Lane, James

e, Merriel Abbott Dancers.

.^EDITS: Producer-Director, Mark Sand-
. Author, Arthur Stringer; Screenplay,

iam Morrow, Edmund Beloin; Based

n Adaptation by Zion Myers; Camera-
Charles Lang; Art Directors, Hans

;r and Roland Anderson; Editor, LeRoy
e; Musical Direction, Charles Hender-

incidental Music, Victor Young; Songs
|Frank Loesser and Jimmy McHugh;
e Director, LeRoy Prinz.

RECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

)tl

"Dr. Kildare's Strange
Case"

with Lew Ayres and Lionel Barrymore

Metro 76 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WORTHY ADDITION TO THE "DR.

KILDARE" SERIES SHOULD PLEASE AVER-

AGE AUDIENCES.

This is a worthy addition to the "Dr.

Kildare" series. All of the old favorties

are in the cast—Lew Ayres as the young

doctor; Lionel Barrymore as his wise men-
tor; Laraine Day, the young nurse with

whom Lew is in love; Samuel S. Hinds and

Emma Dunn as Lew's kindly, understanding

parents; Nat Pendleton, the ambulance
drive; Walter Kingsford, the hospital super-

intendent; Marie Blake, the switchboard

operator; Alma Kruger, head of the nurses;

Frank Orth, Tom Collins, George H. Reed
and Nell Craig. Shepperd Studwick, John

Eldredge, Charles Waldron, Paul Porcasi,

Horace MacMahon, Margaret Seddon and

Fay Helm are newcomers to the cast. Har-

old S. Bucquet, furnished splendid, sympa-

thetic direction. Harry Ruskin and Willis

Goldbeck contrived an interesting screen-

play, based on the original story by Max
Brand and Willis Goldbeck. Shepperd Stud-

wick, a surgeon is about to be hailed be-

fore the board of Kingsford's hospital be-

cause John Eldredge, who had been oper-

ated on for a skull fracture, following the

operation was found to be insane. Studwick
had also operated without the patient's

permission. Lew, who assisted Studwick,

is convinced Eldredge was deranged before

the operation, and gives him insulin shot

treatments. After five trying hours ,the

treatment proves successful and Eldredge

regains his sanity. He is re-united with his

wife. Fay Helm, from whom he was sep-

arated for five years. Lew and Laraine be-
come engaged, both realizing that marriage

must be delayed a long time due to Lew's
work.

CAST: Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore,

Laraine Day, Shepperd Studwick, Samuel S.

Hinds, Emma Dunn, Nat Pendleton, Wal-
ter Kingsford, Alma Kruger, John Eldredge,

Nell Craig, Marie Blake, Charles Waldron,
George Lessey, Tom Collins, George H.

Reed, Paul Porcasi, Horace MacMahon, Frank

Orth, Margaret Seddon, Fay Helm.

CREDITS: Director, Harold S. Bucquet;
Authors, Max Brand, Willis Goldbeck;
Screenplay, Harry Ruskin, Willis Goldbeck;
Cameraman, John Seitz; Art Director, Ced-
ric Gibbons; Associate, Eddie Imazu; Edi-

tor, Gene Ruggiero; Musical Score, David

Snell.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Tobacco Road" Playing

Ohio Warner Theaters

Cleveland — Warners are pre-
senting the stage version of "To-
bacco Road" in leading theaters
throughout the territox'y including
the Palace, Loraine; Madison, Mans-
field; Sherman, Chillicothe; Laroy,
Portsmouth; Sixth Street, Coshocton
and Ohio, Lima.

"George Washington
Carver"

With Dr. George Washington Carver,

Booker T. Washington ill.

Bryant Productions 69 Mins.

BIOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF NOTED
NEGRO SCIENTIST IS INTERESTINGLY
PRESENTED.

Using an all-Negro cast, all of whom
are amateurs, this picture is a biographical

history of Dr. George Washington Carver,

eminent Negro scientist, who today at

the age of 76 still teaches and carries on

experimental work at Tuskegee Institute,

Negro college. The film has enough of a

story apart from its straight biographical

aspects to make it interesting, and it should

do well in any theater catering to a Negro

trade. Picture should also have some value

for school exhibition. Dr. Carver relates

the story of his life to a young boy who
wonders what he will be able to do in

the world when he graduates. A flashback

technique is used to cover Carver's life

from the time he is a boy. It shows his

many disappointments and rebuffs until he

achieves the fame and success he richly

deserved.

CAST: Dr. George Washington Carver,

Booker T. Washington III, Ralph Edwards,

Milton Sprague, Tim Campbell, Raye Gil-

bert.

CREDITS: Producers, Allen McDowell

^ SHORTS *

"Terry and the Pirates"

Columbia 15 Chapters
Chapter 1—29 mins.

Based on the syndicated cartoon

strip by Milton Caniff, this serial

should find a ready audience among
the thrill fans. Initial chapter sets
the stage and introduces the charac-
ters for episodes to follow. Story
is laid in the Asiatic wilds and sus-
pense is maintained with natives, a
trained gorilla and a half-caste war-
lord with a gang of phoney "tiger
men," all of whom are trying to
prevent Terry and his pal, Pat Ryan,
from joining Terry's dad, leader of
an archeological expedition into the
jungle. Cast includes William Tracy
(Terry Lee); Granville Owen (Pat
Ryan); Joyce Bryant, Allen Jung,
Victor DeCamp, Sheila Darcy, Dick
Curtis, J. Paul Jones, Forrest Tay-
lor and Jack Ingram. Producer is

Larry Darmour and direction is by
James W. Home.

and Ira Greene; Director, Ben Parker; Orig-

inal story, Robert Shurr.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Adequate.
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Look at it from any Angle

!

Flash . . . glamour . . . color is the life-blood of showmanship and that's what

we're selling in Trailers^ Lobby lyisplays and Accessories. ^Use them

like the successful merchant uses his show windows. Put your show on dis-

play. Dress up your lobby. Dress up your screen. A catch-line ... a picture

will get the prospect who shops for entertainment, fl Maybe he's twenty

percent of your audience . . . maybe he's only ten. But it's the "shopper"

who makes the difference between big grosses and average takes . .

.

sometimes the difference between profit and loss. QAnd NATIONAL
SCREEN SERVICE gives you those catch lines . . . that color . . . that

flash . . . In TRAILERS ... in LOBBY DISPLAYS ... in GENERAL ACCES-
SORIES. On a straight rental basis . . . from one set of exchanges.

They cost you little ... they sell extra tickets. ^ Every exhibi-

tor can afford the fiesf Ticket Sellers In the Business . .

.
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20th'Fox Stockholders Approve Zanuckj. Schenck Pact

lAJORPRODUCERSl GOV'T WITNESSES
uMont To Begin Television Programs Here By Sept. 1

ra. Affiliate Gets Station

License—to Telecast

B'dway Shows
DuMont Laboratories will open a
iwerful television station in the
Bw York area on or before Sept. 1,

, was announced yesterday by Paul
aibourn, treasurer, following the
anting of a license last Saturday

RCA "soon*' will make available
'!;catcr television receiving equipment
Tcliich will project pix upon full sisc
motion picture screens, according to

Pavid Sarnoff.

' the FCC. The DuMont station
ill be the only telecasting unit in

ew York to be operated in con-
nction with the motion picture in-

(Continucd on Page 4)

lORDON NAMED PREXY

OF PARA. AFFILIATES

Julius Gordon has been named
•esident and executive in charge
' operations of the Jefferson Amuse-
ent Co., Inc., and East Texas The-
irs, Inc., Paramount affiliates, it

as announced yesterday by Bar-
iy Balaban. Tom R. Clemmons has
sen named vice-president and a di-
ictor of the Jefferson company.

egalization Move for

Bank Night in Illinois?

Springfield, 111.—Legislation to le-
alize Bank Night may be introduced
7 Rep. Elroy Sandquist at the spe-
al session of the Illinois Legisla-
ire which opens here April 30.
heater game is now banned.
Sandquist argues that if "Pot 0'

(.Continued on Page 7)

iscap and Florida Given

30 Days to File Briefs

Jacksonville, Fla.—The hearing on
le constitutionality of the Florida
•ws dealing with music copyright
liners and the charges made for

(Continued on Page 6)

Arnold Will Oppose
Trial Postponement

Proof positive that the D of J

means business in its efforts to pre-

vent a delay in the start of the New
York equity suit trial, it became
known yesterday that Thurman
Arnold personally will appear for the

Government Friday before Federal

Judge John C. Knox to fight the

defense application for a delay up
to 30 days. The Assistant Attorney

General, head of the anti-trust di-

vision, will come on from Washing-
ton.

$1,329,964 NET LAST

YEAR FOR B-K CIRCUIT

Chicago—B & K earned a net
profit in 1939 of $1,329,964 as com-
pared with $1,133,159 in the preced-
ing year, stockholders were told at
the company's annual meeting yes-

(Continiied on Page 5)

Close Friends, Associates at

Services for Gabriel Hess

Funeral services were held yes-
terday morning for Gabriel L. Hess,
Hays office general counsel, in his

(Continued on Page 5)

Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl F.

D of J to Subpoena Chaplin, Goldwyn, Schenck,

Zonuck and Mayer — E. V. Richards, Jr.,

Another—RKO to Examine N. J. Exhibs.

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard yesterday authorized the
Government to subpoena Charles S. Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn,

Zanuck, Louis B. Mayer, and
Ernest V. Richards, Jr. as witnesses
in the equity suit. The order, em-
powered the U. S. marshal to serve
the executives with summonses to

attend court on May 1 when trial is

scheduled to start.

Judge Goddard acted upon an affi-

davit of Special Assistant Attorney
General Paul Williams which char-
acterized the executives as "material
witnesses in the trial of this case."
The Government obtained an order
under the Rules of Civil Procedure
which requires judicial consent to the
subpoenaing of witnesses who re-

side over 100 miles from the court
house.
RKO to Examine N. J. Exhibs.
In answer to the large number of

preliminary examinations obtained
(Continued on Page 5)

MAKE PIX TO LATINS'

TASTES--MCCONVILLE

If U. S. film trade is to expand
in Latin America, it must of neces-
sity come about by gearing Holly-
wood product more closely to the
tastes of audiences in that market,
and not, as generally imagined, via
selling more outlets there, it was
stated yesterday by Joseph A. Mc-

(Continued on Page 4)

Distribs. Getting Revenue
Out of All S. A. Countries

U. S. distributors are currently
able to take revenues out of all

South American countries, despite
the fact that in some instance the
remittance procedure is somewhat
roundabout, it was asserted yester-
day by Joseph A. McConville, Co-
lumbia's foreign manager. Legisla-

(Continacd on Page 6)

Zanuck Most Valuable 20th -Fox

Asset, Schenck Tells Stockholders

Philbrick Named GenM Mgr.
of Central Casting Corp.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Howard R. Philbrick

who was with the Department of
Justice and more recently state di-

rector of motor vehicles, has been
appointed general manager of the
Central Casting Corp., succeeding

(Continued on Page 5)

By MOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Twentieth Century - Fox stock-
holders at their annual meeting yes-
terday at the home office:

1. Approved the new 5-year em-
ployment contracts of Darryl F.
Zanuck and Joseph M. Schenck, and
approved the granting of an option
to Zanuck to purchase 100,000 shares
of common stock over a period of

(Continued on Page 6)

NAZIS BLOCK DANISH

CURRENCY SHIPMENTS

All currency exports from Den-
mark have been stopped by the Nazi
army now controlling the country,
it was reported yesterday in ad-
vices from Copenhagen to home

(Continued on Page. 5)

Wage Agreement Reached by

Fair and Theatrical Unions

Following conference yesterday be-
tween Mayor LaGuardia and repre-
sentatives of the A F of L theatrical

(Continued on Page 6)

Painters Ask Producers

for Revenue Loss Proof

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The local painters'

union is issuing an ultimatum to
(Continued on Page 5)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 11 lO'/z WVi — Vs
Col. PIcts.vtc. (21/2%) 71/4 67/8 67/8— 1/4

Columbia Picts. pfd. 207/8 2O1/2 207/g — Vs
Con. Em. ind % % % — Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 9 9 9
East. Kodak 15834 157 157 —2
do pfd 1741/2 1741/2 1741/2 + 1/2

Cen. Th. Eq I21/4 12 12 — 3/^

Loew's, Inc 343/4 341/8 341/8— %
do pfd
Paramount 71/2 7 71/8 — 1/4

Paramount 1st pfd... 90 90 90 — 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 9 87/8 87/8 — %
Pathe Film lO'/g lO'A IO3/4 — Vs
RKO 11/8 li/s li/s

20th Century-Fox ... lOVs 95/8 95/8- 1/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 223^ 225/8 225/a — Vs
Univ. Pict. pfd 971/2 971/2 971/2 — 11/2

Warner Bros 31/2 3% 33/8— Va
do pfd 47 47 47 — 1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ret. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3Vis46. 1037,8 10334 1037/8 + Va
Para. B'way 3s55.... 507/8 507/8 507/8— %
Para. Picts. 6s55
RKO 6s4l

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90V8 891/2 891/2 — 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 21A 21/8 21/8 — Va
Technicolor I51/4 ISVs 151/8— Vs
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 5 5 5

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 70 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 681/2

Rogers Back from Coast
Budd Rogers, vice-president of

Alliance Films Corp., has returned
from Hollywood conferences with
Erich Pommer, producer. Rogers re-
ports deals with the Warner circuit
in Pittsburgh and Cleveland for
"North Sea Patrol."

Shift PP Dinner Date
Date for the Spring Conference

Dinner of the Picture Pioneers was
shifted yesterday to May 2. Place
stays at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Testimonial Dinner May 7
Will Honor Barney Pitkin

New Haven—Plans are being com-
pleted for a testimonial dinner at
Racebrook Country Club to honor
Barney Pitkin, RKO manager, on his
twentieth anniversary in the film
business, May 7. Thomas G. Don-
aldson, Metro manager, is chairman
of the event; Morris Joseph, Univer-
sal manager, secretary, and Hugh
Maguire, RKO booking manager,
treasurer. Assisting is a large com-
mittee including Herbert Maclntyre,
B. E. Hoffman, Harry F. Shaw, Don-
ald Jacocks, Henry Needles, Edward
Ruff, Ben Simon, Roger Mahan, Lou
Wechsler, Tim O'Toole, Samuel Sel-
etsky, I. Levine, Nat Furst, John
Pavone, Harold Eskin, William Can-
elli, Irving C. Jacocks, Max Taback-
man, J. B. Fishman, George Wilkin-
son, Irwin Wheeler, Dan Finn, Sam-
uel Weiss, Arthur Lockwood, A. M.
Schuman, Peter Perakos, Edward
Peskay, John Evers, Lou Gordon,
Maurice Bailey, Maurice Shulman,
Bill Pine, Leo Ricci, Martin Keleher,
Walter Lloyd, Samuel Rosen, Lou
Anger, Herman Levy, John Hesse,
Rose Cropper, Larry Gardiner, Mor-
ris Hadelman, Ranny Mailer.

Cinematographers Re-elect

John Arnold President

iVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The American Society

of Cinematographers has re-elected
John Arnold president; Ray June
and Ted Tetzlaff and Joseph Valen-
tine vice-presidents; Alfred L. Gilks
secretary-treasurer.
Because of a heavy picture sched-

ule, Victor Milner declined a post on
the board of governors and Arthur
Edeson was chosen to fill the spot.

Brandt Organizing Camera
Crew to Shoot Local News

Harry Brandt is organizing his
own camera crew to shoot local
events for showing at his New Yoi'k
Theater, Times Square newsreel
house, which opens shortly. His own
footage will augment the regular
newsreel programs.
Brandt yesterday denied reports

that any other newsreel theater
company was associated with him
in the operation of the new house.
Nobody but the Brandts are inter-
ested in the enterprise, he said.

Buchanan to Handle Ads.
for Towne-Baker "Brown'

The Buchanan Co., advertising
agency, will handle the advertising
on "Tom Brown's School Days,"
Towne-Baker production for RKO.
Campaign gets under way immed-
iately. Buchanan has just com-
pleted the advertising campaign for
Herbert Wilcox's "Irene," also for
RKO release.

Willoughby Recovers
Chicago — Bertram Willoughby,

Ideal Pictures prexy. has returned
to his desk, after an extended ill-

ness.

Hist! Did You Know That
There's a Red Revolt On?

Communists and left wing sym-
pathizers are said to have staged
demonstrations in front of the
French consul's office in Radio City
recently so that motion pictures
could be made of the police inter-

ference. These pictures, according
to reliable sources, were dubbed
with leftist running comment and
then sent to Russia and other Euro-
pean countries in an attempt to con-
vince foreign audiences that a "labor
revolution" was in progress in the
United States.

The pickets supposedly were pro-
testing against France's alleged
ousting of Spanish refugees, but this

was said to have been merely a trick
to bring squads of police who un-
knowingly became "actors" in the
plan.

Confederation Amusements
Net Shows Big '39 Boost

Montreal—Annual report of Con-
federation Amusements, Ltd., for the
year ended Dec. 31, shows improved
earnings and improved working cap-
ital position. Net profit for the
period, after income tax, deprecia-
tion, etc., totalled $48,606, compared
with $18,345 in the ten month period
ended Dec. 31, 1938. Theater reve-
nues were higher at $472,153, in-
cluding receipts and rentals and
privileges.

Net working capital at Dec. 31,
1939, amounted to $87,118, compared
with $61,282 at December 31, 1938.

League of Draftable Men
Pickets "Lion Has Wings"

St. Louis—St. Louis Chapter of
the League of Draftable Men is pick-
eting five theaters here and in St.

Louis County which are showing
UA's "The Lion Has Wings."

Picketed are Ritz, Uptown, and
Norside, all in St. Louis, and the
Esquire, Richmond Heights, and
Varsity, University City.
The pickets charge that the film

is "British propaganda."

Triples Down, Premiums Up
Chicago — Premiums and give-

aways are gaining here at the ex-
pense of triples. Latest checkup
shows 18 houses using triples, 27
offering premiums and 11 others
using book giveaways.

cominc Ano coini

NED DEPINET, CRESSON SMITH, AN
SMITH and MAJOR THOMPSON leave today
a special RKO plane for Dallas.

BUDD ROGERS has returned from the Co;;

HUMPHREY BOGART will come t» New Y;
on vacation following completl^^W^ his i

in Warners' "Brother Orchid." f^^B
GENE TIERNEY leaves "The Male Anin

cast on Broadway on April 27 to proceed
the Coast to begin a movie career under
20th-Fox banner.

A. A. SCHUBART, RKO manager of exchai
operations, returned yesterday from a vacat;

in Florida.

RAY MILLAND, following his appearance I

night in radio's "Information Please," I

LaCuardia Field by plane for the Coast.

BARNEY KRANZE, branch manager for R
Radio at Albany, has been a home off

visitor.

MARGARET SULLAVAN completes her role

Metro's "Mortal Storm" today and will le,

the Coast by plane tomorrow for a vacati

in New York City.

HERB MaclNTYRE, captain of RKO's h

Depinet drive forces, has returned to the ho

office after winding up a tour of exchan
in Boston. He will return to Boston tomi

row.

ANDREW L. STONE leaves the Coast to>

for New York to test the photogenic qualll

of the Metropolitan Opera House for Pai

mount's "Interlochen."

ANTOINETTE SPITZER of the RKO public

department has returned from a Florida va-

tion.

TON I NOVISKA, refugee Polish ballert

sailed from Milan yesterday for New York whi

she will be tested for the stellar role in Loe
Lewin's picture based on Remarque's "Flotsar

BROCK PEMBERTON has returned by pi;

from Cuba.

EARLE LARRIMORE has returned to New Y
from a tour with Eva La Callienne.
JOHN MURPHY of J. R. Vogel's office, Loe»

has returned from a flying tour around
Northeastern Division, visiting Boston, Syracui

Rochester and Toronto.

OSCAR A. DOOB returns to his desk at Loe'i

today.

WILFRED LAWSON arrives from England shoi{.

to play a role in John Ford's "The Long Voy;

Home."

BETTY FIELD left by plane last night on
first lap of a three-week vacation which v

end on May 6 when she returns to Hollywc
to play the feminine lead opposite Fred!

March in Parameunt's "Victory."

All-Day Session for Allied i

of N. J. At Milbank, May!

Allied of New Jersey will hold i

all-day meeting at the Chanticlee
Milburn, N. J. on May 2. Board
directors will convene in the mor
ing; a general membership sessio

will be held in the afternoon and
[

dinner and dance at night.

"VERY
GOOD
EDDIE!''

Wisdom from the babe of
M-G-M's ''40 Little Mothers"! '^feS



WEEK
,t) at Radio City Music Hail

for

David 0. Selznick's

7(EBECCA
Iw announcing the fourth week, W. G, Van Schmus,

Managing Director ofRadio City Music Hall, stated:

"Two hundred and sixty pictures have been pre-

sented in more than seven years of the theatre's

existence. *Rebecca' is the second picture to run

a fourth week. The engagement of 'Rebecca',

since its opening day and continuing on through-

out its run, has proved to be highly gratifying.

We welcome this latest of the David O. Selznick

productions. Past performances have shown, as

'Rebecca' now further proves, that the Selznick

name on a motion picture is an assurance of suc-

cess. Indications are that at the conclusion of the

third week on Wednesday evening, 'Rebecca' will

have grossed in excess of $310,000, and an audi-

ence ofmore than 450,000 will have seen 'Rebecca'!

"

i.
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DUMONT TELE SHOWS

TO START BY SEPT. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

dustry, Paramount owning a 50 per
cent interest.

Raibourn in a statement yester-
day asserted that the DuMont sta-

tion would telecast Broadway shows
direct from the theaters to the homes
and that plans for Fall programs
called for sports events, political

speeches by Presidential candidates
and variety shows with top celebri-

ties.

In commenting on the granting of

the license, Raibourn said: "This
marks a significant victory for those
forces in the television field that
have been fighting for a flexible sys-
tem of broadcasting and receiving
and against the plan of the Radio
Manufacturers Association to 'freeze'

television in the form advocated by
RCA."
Raibourn looks upon RCA's an-

nouncement that it would build tele-

vision sets capable of receiving pro-
grams from other systems as a sig-

nal for this new industry to go ahead
at "full speed" with its vast pro-
gram.

Mass. Tele Institute Head
Asks FCC for "Green Light"

Boston—In a letter to the FCC,
Porter H. Evans, prexy of Massa-
chusetts Television Institute, yes-
terday called for the restoration of
the "green light" for commercial
tele, and warned that "your efforts

to prevent the erection of a monop-
oly are having exactly the reverse
effect."

Circus Via Tele Apr. 25
For the first time in the history

of television NBC will televise the
Ringling Brothers & Barnum and
Bailey Circus April 25. This debut
of a a complete circus on the tele-

vision channels was arranged by the
William Morris Agency.

Adelphi Case on May 15
Chicago—Adelphi anti-trust action

against B & K and the majors has
been put over until May 15 by Fed-
eral Judge James Wilkerson.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 17

Charles BrabIn

Raymond Gallagher

J. S. Ward

ALCNe THE

WITH PML M. IDALT;
• • • IF there are any Casper Milquetoasts in this industry

who ore still wondering what the keynote of the 1940-41 season is

gonna be they must be either deal or dopey for the keynote

has already sounded! Indeed, it came to the attentive ear

clearly and inspiringly out of Chicago last week-end from

the annual sales convention of 20th-Fox the trail-blazing conclave

ior those of the other major companies and of the leading

indies y T T
9 9 m IT has been stated betimes that Filmland is a

complicated industry But there was nothing complicated

about the keynote which 20th-Fox clarioned to the entire

trade. It was just one word: CONFIDENCE
T T T

• • • NOW there's only one thing that speaks louder than words

and that's ACTION The convention took that, too by

serving notice in resounding fashion of complete confidence in the

industry's current position and particularly in the domestic market

Confidence was expressed via the setting-up of the largest

production budget in 20th-Fox history and it calls for the stagger-

ing sum of more than $25,000,000 to be spent on features alone

The most significant thing obout this appropriation to circuits, indie

exhibitors and public alike is that some 20 of the features planned

will each carry individual budgets of 31,000,000 or more

Such allocation in the face of foreign market conditions is the

most eloquent testimony the theaterman and the filmgoer con ask

in the matter of assurance that the new season will be at least os great

as the present one!

T T
• • • BETWEEN now and the time the alarm clock sounds

ior Film Row folks to get to work on Monday morn
there'll be a lot doin' around the local diggin's There's today's

luncheon at the Broadway Mansion 209 East Broadway
which the East Side Chamber of Commerce and the Grand Street

Boys Association are tendering in truly tender regard for

Eddie Cantor as a prelude to the world premiere of his new
M-G-M opus "40 Little Mothers" in Loew's Canal Theater

at 8:30 p.m This event, in turn, is a prelude to the attrac-

tion moving into the institutional Capitol Theater tomorrow
for its regular New York engagement

T T
• • • TOMORROW the vaunted record of "Snow White"

that of running for four weeks at the Radio City Music Holl will

have to be shared with Mister David O. Selznick's "Rebecca"

Maybe the latter will go on to cop the all-time crown at that house

'cause even as the fourth week of the film dawns .... the only

ones we know who don't have to worry about getting into the

Music Hall are the scrub women and that's after hours . . .

• Merry whirl of events continues Friday night via the Theatrical

Unit of the N. Y. Newspaper Guild entertainment and dance in the

Guild Club 117 West 46th St. . , . • Sai'day night's the pre-

miere of Emerson Yorke-E. J. Barnes Associates' informative film "250

Metropolitan Years" at Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.'s convention

in the Waldorf-Astoria ... • On Sunday night Jack Benny will emcee
the All Star Entertainment and Ball of the Four A's also in the

Waldorf-Astoria Speaking of Mister Benny he bobbed into

town yes'day from Hollywood to attend the premiere here of his

new Paramount picture, "Buck Benny Rides Again" What's gonna
happen when he rides agoin, we don't know but there were some
5,000 fans in Grand Centred to welcome him when he rode in

yes'day

MAKE PIX TO LATINS'

TASTES--MCCONVILI

(.Continued from Page 1)

Conville, Columbia's foreign mal
ager, who returned this week to t

home office following a two-mont
business visit to Panam^"1|^)lomb
Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Arj^^ina a/

Brazil.

McConville said that much of t

so-called room for distribution e

pansion in South America can
traced to imaginative flights

writers and commentators um
quainted with the fact that the U.
distributors are currently selling

virtually every logical outlet then
He expressed the view that wh

talk of U. S. expansion ceases, spe
fically with respect to "great

revenues" being gained from Soi
America to offset U. S. losses

other foreign markets, greater c
fidence will be manifest by S
American circuits and exhibi
and, too, there will be a recessi

of much of the proposed film leg

lation in those countries.
Business in South America is ii

proving, and a very healthy grow
is noted in film commerce, but 1^

progress cannot be attributed to t,

war in Europe, he said, and added 1

opinion that if some of the propos
legislation is passed, it will be 'j

tough on the exhibitors as on 1

distributors."
McConville said that Argentina

making rapid strides in producti
with pictures in the native tong
appealing strongly to rural au
ences, and the better efforts to

urban filmgoers. To some ext'

this native production is cutting i

the U. S. product's playing time, t

coincidentally, is creating more i

more interest on the part of the p
lie in screen entertainment genei
ly. Hollywood pictures still are
challenged in mass popularity,
said Argentina is planning 50 to

features this year, and that sev
studios in that country are excel
ly equipped.

Columbia's business in Me>
represents the largest percent;
gain this year in the Pan Ameri
field since the company's launchi
He asserted that the organizat .

may hold a foreign sales conclave
New York this autumn.

Exit, MPGY—Remember:
Albany—Motion Pictures' Gn'

est Year, Inc., New York City,

filed a certificate of voluntary dif

lution in the office of the Secret
of State.

'ThanhfuV Programs
For May 30 Proposed
National exhibitor observance of Ma

30 as a day to be "Thankful we live ii

America" is urged by the Committee oi

Motion Pictures of the General Federa

tion of Women's Clubs. Mrs. Arretu

F. Burt, of St. Louis, committee's chair

man, has compiled a list of 24 feature

and 37 shorts from which it suggest

programs be selected. MPTOA suppor
has been promised, it is said.
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Gov*t To Call Chaplin, Goldwyn, Schenck, Mayer
More Witnesses Are Named

By the Department

of Justice
(Continued from Page 1)

)y the il of J, RKO Radio yesterday
iled 177 e in Federal Court that it

ntendb '.o take the depositions of

bur Government witnesses. These
iral examinations, the notice said,

iyould be held in the RKO Building,

]n the office of William Zimmerman
IKO attorney, before Edward W.
hooper, notary public.

The witnesses affected are James
3inkov, Union City, N. J.; who is

appear April 22; James C. For-
rioni, Metuchen, N. J., on April 24;

\.. Bannon, Newark, on April 26; and
loward Leffer, Paterson, N. J., on
A.pril 29.

These witnesses have been named
ly the Government in its bill of

)articulars as supporting charges of

nonopoly against RKO. This move
= )y RKO may forecast similar steps
ly other major companies for ex-

j

imination of witnesses against them.

1 No predictions as to whether or

lot this step will delay trial were
jaade by attorneys for the majors,
')ut the Government insisted that
)ostponement will not follow because
if these examinations.

D of J Names More Witnesses

I

The Government supplemented its

Inlready long list of witnesses yes-

j

erday when it filed an additional

I

lill of particulars pursuant to an
i irder of Judge Goddard. In the
)roduction field, the following were
idded: Sol Lesser, Principal Artists

j

Productions : Toby Anguish, Los An-
Ifeles; Richard Rowland, General
I

service Studios; Spencer Bennet,
!
Vlonogram Productions; and B.

beeves Eason, Los Angeles.

In reference to charges that the
'najors monopolize the exhibition of

: irst-run pictures, the bill added the
following witnesses: Ed A. Cerf, Co-
lumbus, Ga.; C. C. Dunsmoor, Mar-
|?halltown, la.; Eli E. Seff, Rapid
3ity, S. D.; J. Tom Arthur, Mason

;

pity, la.; W. B. McDonald, Olympia,
|Wash.; and Harry Freedman, Lans-
jlowne. Pa. The name of Robert H.
jHexter, Philadelphia, was added as a
Aritness to alleged unreasonable
;learance.

J The bill stated that the Govern-
sftnent was unable to furnish addi-
tional franchises or understandings
oetween distributors and exhibitors
ivhereby a defendant engaged in ex-
aibition was aided in moving into a
lew competitive area. However, it

5aid, the D of J believes that there
ire numerous agreements of this
,iind. The Government listed 132
witnesses, previously named, who
Allegedly have knowledge that block-
:
Docking is forced upon independents.

! Draws on Neely Proponents

The source of its knowledge of
ihe identity of these witnesses, the
oill said, was the fact that the wit-
lesses have previously appeared be-
fore hearings of a sub-committee of
;he Committee of Interstate Com-
nerce of the U. S. Senate. The

Quadrtiple inidnight Bills Three TUnes
Weehly in 40 to 50 Detroit Pix Houses

Detroit—Four features on a midnight bill on "change night," three times a

week, has become the rule at about 40 to 50 Detroit houses, a survey indicates. Idea

spread from the typical downtown and all-night theaters, and is now virtually universal

in some neighborhoods, notably along Woodward and Michigan Avenues, and throughout

the colored districts.

Close Friends, Associates at

Services for Gabriel Hess

{Continued from Page 1)

home at 33 East 70th Street, where
he died early last Sunday from
coronary thrombosis.
Because of the private nature of

the rites, at which Attorney Mark G.
Holstein delivered the tribute to the
deceased, only a few intimate
friends and associates attended, the
larger part of whom were from the
film and legal fields.

Among those present were Will
H. Hays, Carl E. Milliken, C. C.

Pettijohn, Courtland Smith, Jack
Alicoate, J. Robert Rubin, Sidney
Braunberg, David Decker, Leopold
Friedman, Austin Keough, Louis
Nizer, Benjamin Pepper, Louil Phil-

lips, Howard Levinson, Robert W.
Perkins, Richard E. Dwight, Jack
H. Levin, David Palfreyman, Roy
Norr, Greorge Borthwick, Kenneth
Clark, Arthur H. DeBra, Eric Stone,
Adolph Schimel, Irving Morris, Wil-
liam Mallard, Frank Case, Harold
Groves, Hai-ry Long, Arthur S. Dick-
inson, Francis S. Harmon, Walter
Trumbull, Sidney Schreiber, F. W.
Du Vail, John Landers, Mrs. T. E.
Drazin, J. B. McCullough, Miss Elsa
Warncke, Miss Grace Anderson, Dir-
relle Chaney, Joseph Stein and Ed-
ward Sargoy.

Cremation followed at Fresh Pond
Crematorium, Long Island.

hearings had been held by the 74th

and 76th Congresses in reference
to Neely bills. The D of J also

listed 82 previously named witnesses
who had allegedly refused runs re-

quested by them.
The 195 page supplemental bill,

in addition to naming witnesses,
gave specific instances of alleged acts
of discrimination and monopoly com-
mitted by the majors.

20th Cent.-Fox Sales Heads
Testify in Pre-Trial Exams.

Three sales executives of 20th-
Fox testified yesterday at pre-trial

examinations conducted by the Gov-
ernment in the equity suit. Sales
heads were William J. Kupper, Wil-
liam Sussman and William Gehring.
They were questioned on the first-

run accounts of 20th-Fox in the
Government's 36 key cities. Each
was required to name the first-run

account in cities located in his divi-

sion, and to describe negotiations on
the sale of first-run pictures.

The witnesses also narrated their

personal experiences since entering
the film industry. Joseph Bernhardt,
Warner theater head, will testify

today, Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fox
prexy, tomorrow, and George J.

Schaefer, RKO prexy, Friday.

Painters Ask Producers

for Revenue Loss Proof

{Continued from Page 1)

producers asking proof of revenue
losses for a conference on working
conditions. Herbert Sorrell, paint-
ers' representative, declared that the
painters were making 40 per cent
less to date this year than last year
in spite of a 15 per cent wage in-

crease. This was due, he said, to a
lack of work.
He declared that the painters

were willing to return 10 per cent
of their increase if the producers
would guarantee them 42 weeks'
work per year.

Nazis Block Shipments

of Danish Currency

(Continued from Page 1)

offices. This action adds Denmark
to list of foreign countries which
have been "lost" to American dis-

tribs. during the past year. Amount
of money involved by this move
could not be determined last night.

$1,329,964 NET UST

YEAR FOR B-K CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

terday. Earnings are equivalent to

$4.69 and $4.46 respectively.

Walter Immerman, general man-
ager of the circuit, who presided

said that the company by calling all

preferred at 110 on May 30 would

save $50,000 a year.

John Balaban, secretary, reported

business slightly ahead of last year

at this time in territory outside Chi-

cago, but Chicago business was sub-

stantially ahead.

All directors were re-elected and
officers will be elected at a directors'

meeting next month, date having
not yet been set.

Paramount has increased its hold-
ings of B & K common to 257,882
shares out of 264,206 now outstand-
ing.

Philbrick Named Gen'l Mgr.

of Central Casting Corp.

( Continued from Page 1

)

Campbell McCoUouch. He will re-
organize the corporation which han-
dles extras for the studios.

'Gone With The Wind"
lecea'

and "Wuthering Heights"

nd LESLIE BANKS in

COLUMBIA PICTURE
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20th-Fox Stockholders Approve Zanuck Stock Option

of Screen Time

in Latin American Theaters—Golden
IVashinglon Bureau of

Washington — Approximately 75
per cent of the screen time of Latin-
American theaters is held by U. S.

pix, Nathan D. Golden, chief, motion
picture division. Department of Com-
merce, announced yesterday coinci-

dental with the current celebration
of the 50th anniversary of the Pan-
American Union.

Golden reported a steady increase

Directors and Officers Re- I I C C'l LJ IJ IcO/
elected; Kent Upholds U. O. PllmS nOld / DyO

Company Salaries
(Coiitiiiut'd from Page 1)

years by a vote of 1,718,648 shares
to 32,174 shares voting against.

2. Re-elected all 12 directors
unanimously and at a subsequent
board meeting, all officers were re-

named.
The Zanuck option and contract

renewal drew the fire of several
stockholders, but restricting amend-
ments offered to the option by stock-
holders were later withdrawn.

President Sidney R. Kent, attend-
ing the meeting for the first time in

several years, answered numerous
stockholder questions and outlined
difficulties facing the company and
the industry. Defending the Zanuck
deal and explaining the peculiarities

of the film business in many respects,

Kent stated that Zanuck was the
company's most valuable asset.

Cites Record Under Zanuck

He reviewed the company's history
for the past nine years, stating that
since Zanuck has been at the pro-
duction helm over a four and a half

year period, the company has shown
a profit of $26,037,000; has received
dividends of ?3,906,000 from Na-
tional Theaters; has paid off $5,100,-

000 in funded debt; paid out $18,-

855,000. in dividends; and increased
the company's fixed assets in the
amount of $7,000,000; whereas, in

the four and a half year period pre-
vious to Zanuck's entrance into the
company a loss of $6,511,000 had
been sustained. Kent concluded by
showing that each time the stock-

holders had been called on in the
past to vote on a major move, it has
proven profitable.

Kent explained that the stock
Zanuck would receive, if and when
he took up his options, was stock
authorized and held in the treasury,

returns from which sale would di-

rectly go into the company's treas-

ury and sale of which would in no
way weaken stock on the market.

Fairness and worth of the Zanuck
contract and option to the company
was also defended by Daniel 0.

Hastings, board member who has
been associated with the company
for many years. William C. Michel,
executive vice-president, also lauded
Zanuck.

Pact An Incentive to Zanuck

Kent stated that renewal of Za-
nuck's contract at his current salary

and offer of the stock option was an
incentive to Zanuck to remain with
the company, hinting that Zanuck
could name his own price with any
other company in the business. Stat-

ing that if he were selfishly inclined

and no other bars stood in the way,
there was no proposition that he
could think of which would be more
lucrative than handling Zanuck as

an independent producer making
eight or 10 pictures a year, with
a release through a company euch
as UA.
Kent asserted that he believed

Zanuck made good pictures as

THE FILM DAILY
in film theaters in Latin America

during the last five years. Golden

states that in 1935 there were a

total of 5,044 theaters in operation

of which 3,338 were wired for sound.

On January 1st, 1940, the Latin-

American countries accounted for

5,403 theaters of which 4,884 were
wired for sound.

cheaply as anybody. Replying to a
remark that last year's earnings had
dropped sharply, he stated that the
program for the year was good but
had failed to measure up to expec-
tations at the box office, pointing out
that this has happened to every com-
pany. Kent stated that he would
deplore Zanuck's leaving the com-
pany, but expressed the opinion that
if something happened to Zanuck or

some other top exec, or they did

leave the company, there was no
reason for any stockholder to be-

lieve that they would not carry on
just the same.

Criticized by Milton R. Wein-
berger, a stockholder, along with
other company executives on the
amount of salary received, Kent
stated that when he originally joined
the company he tore up an agree-
ment because it would have been too
heavy a load at that time; had since

that time failed to draw his salary
at times and had also turned back
considerable sums to the treasury.

Stockholders Applaud Kent
In reply to Weinberger's assertion

that he had not given the company
a full measure of his time in the
past two years due to his health,

Kent scored Weinberger by replying
that if for any reason his health
had been bad it was due to the strain

put on him during the years of re-

organization, and stated that at no
time is he not available to any com-
pany executive; that he p-^sses on all

important company mattji's and be-

lieved that he had served the com-
pany faithfully in every respect.

Kent di-ew a round of applause from
the stockholders.
Dealing with Weinberger's criti-

cism of the approximately $850,000
paid yearly to top executives, Kent
compared the figure to the sum of

$8,000,000 reputedly paid in one year
to executives of another major, and
pointed out that 20th-Fox was the
second highest earning company in

the business on the merit of its

distribution business alone. In re-

plying to Weinberger's criticism of

the fact that the company was not
represented in a number of key
cities with an important picture on
Easter week, Kent asserted that
every company in the business has
had pictures pulled for various rea-
sons by exhibitors, and that "The
Blue Bird," which had received
Easter bookings, had proved dis-

appointing at the box office although
it was an artistic triumph.

Foreign Shrinkage Continuing

Discussing the foreign situation,

Kent asserted that the company had
done $1,000,000 a year in Italy be-

fore being forced out by the monop-
oly; hand done $1,000,000 a year in

Spain before the Civil War, and was
starting to establish itself there
again; had lost all possibility of

making money in Germany, Czecho-
slovakia, Poland, Norway and part
of Finland, although still doing a
small amount of business in Ger-
many. He asserted that nobody knew
what might happen tomorrow and
the only recourse left to the com-
pany under existing conditions is

to try and boost business domesti-
cally and in countries still free of

war and throttling restrictions. He
estimated the company's foreign
business as being 35 per cent of the
yearly gross, of which 65 per cent
came from England, but warned
that foreign business is steadily

shrinking.
Possibility of common stock divi-

dends for the remainder of the year
was termed as being something
that could not be foretold.

Represented at the meeting were
1,058,699 shares of common stock
and 811,393 shares of preferred.

Weinberger Intimates
Stockholders' Action

Stockholders suit will be filed

against 20th-Fox within a week in

the New York County Supreme Court
by Milton R. Weinberger charging
the executives of the company with
waste, mismanagement and the pros-
pect of future waste through con-
tinuous centralization of control,
Weinberger intimated following yes-
terday's 20th-Fox stockholders meet-
ing. Weinberger, holder of 410
shares of common record, criticized

the management at the meeting, ad-
vocating addition of producers and
decentralization of power by top
execs.
Weinberger advocated that the

company draw up a program of
economy and retrenchment for pres-
entation to the stockholders. He
opposed the Zanuck stock option and
contract renewal at his current sal-
ary, stating that Zanuck's stock-
holdings in the company were large
enough at present to keep him inter-
ested.

GET REVENUE FROM

ALL S. A. COUNTRIES

{Continued from Page IX^L'W

tion affecting distribution of Holly-

1

wood product is pending in several'

countries, including the proposed 10,

per cent tax on admissions in Peru.

McConville declared that most of,

the suggested legislation will bei

doomed when complete confidence is

brought about between Latin Amer-|

ican interests and the U. S.

Ascap and Florida Given

30 Days to File Briefs

{Continued from Page 1)

the use of their compositions was
completed before a three-judge Fed-'

eral court yesterday at Gainesville

Fla. Testimony of witnesses was
taken and counsel for both Ascap
and the state of Florida were al-

lowed 30 days to file briefs support-

(

ing their contentions.

Assistant Attorney General T. J

Ellis, of Tallahassee, Fla., and Lucier
H. Boggs, of Jacksonville, argued
the case orally before the judges

for the defense. Frank J. Wideman
of Washington, D. C. and Louis D

.

Frohlich, of New York represented
the society.

Wage Agreement Reached by

Fair and Theatrical Unions

{Continued from Page 1)

unions, and another between the

Mayor and Harvey D. Gibson, chair-

man of the World's Fair board, ar

agreement was reached on the dis-

pute as to salaries to be paid the

performers in the spectacle, "Amer-|
ican Jubilee." Announcement wa^
made by Thomas Murtha, chairmar
of Theatrical Federation Alliancei

and Bert Lytell, acting president oJ

Equity.

The Fair will pay $40 a week tc

choral singers, ballet dancers anc
show girls for 23 performances a

week, but will pay $1 for each add;
tional performance. Thus the 2^

performances a week which the Faii

announced it would give, weathei
permitting, will bring the wage ujl

to $45.

Bioff's Incarceration Effect

on Wage Talk Date Not Clea^

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL^
Hollywood—Labor representativejj;

declare that it is too early to stattj;

what effect William Bioff's incarcera-i

tion will have on the date of resump-|
tion of studio unions' wage parley.

In the meantime, Bioff continued
as chairman of the Conference oi

Studio Unions, the Conference rej

cently having refused to accept his

resignation.

!
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lETTLEMENT VERDICT

MAY GOME THIS WEEK

The current week is regarded in

.iformed circles as being' a crucial

,eriod in the Government's equity

ait insofar as a settlement is con-

;rne c' - It was indicated yester-

ay '''. if a consent deci'ee

agreed upon by one or more of the

;fendant companies, the action will

)me this week.
Meanwhile, persistent reports

nted that a third draft of propos-

s as a basis for a settlement was
!ing prepared by the Department
' Commerce. If true, the draft is

cpected to be of great interest be-

luse executives of both distribu-

on and executive branches have
^pressed themselves privately as

eing a great deal of merit in the

•Qvisions of the first two drafts,

f
third revision may constitute the

ght combination of proposals to

rm a definite basis for settlement.

In some quarters, however, there

as a firm belief that there would
'. no settlement and that the case

ould go to trial May 1 or shortly

liter.

egalization Move for

Bank Night in Illinois?

(Continued from Page 1)

)ld" and similar games are okay
r radio in this state, theaters

ould be given a break with Bank
ight.

SMPE to Hear Dr. Begun
Dr. S. J. Begun, of the Brush De-
lopment Co. of Cleveland, vdll

5CUSS a new type of recorder at a

>eting of the Atlantic Coast Sec-

n, SMPE, tonight at the Hotel
nnsylvania. "Hill and dale" ace-

:e recording and reproducing
aipment will be demonstrated by
. Begun.

barter N. Y. Bookers Club
The Bookers Club, composed of ex-

I ange and theater bookers in New
rk was incorporated Monday. Or-
nization was formed about two
j'nths ago and now has 90 mem-
':s. First social affair, a dinner
i dance, has been scheduled for

y 19 at the Hotel Astor.

New Pact for Johnston
Twentieth-Fox has handed a new
!-year pact to Julian Johnston,
ry department head.

STO
Pittsburgh—Ray Hoons, head of
advertising department for the

I il Warner exchange, is the father

[ I

a seven pound boy, born in the
' nongahela Valley Hospital. Mrs.
Ijons (Mary Jane Thomas)- was
nloyed at the Republic exchange

^ e prior to her marriage.

^ REVIEUIS OF THE nEUI flLmS^
"Saturday's Children"

with John Garfield, Anne Shirley,

Claude Rains

Warners 101 Mins.

HUMAN AND HEART WARMING
STORY WITH FINE CAST IS APPEALING

AND ENTERTAINING FILM.

This picture is genuine entertainment in

every respect. Telling a story of young

love and its customary troubles, the film is

entirely human and honest with a strong

appeal, as it doubtless has its counterpart

many thousands of times over. Nothing has

been done to give it a fairy story ending,

preserving its honesty with rare fidelity to

plot. Exhibitors will find a wealth of mate-

rial in the names in the cast and the oppor-

tunities offered by the story itself for a

thorough exploitation job, and the picture

should appeal to audiences generally. The
players are sincere and moving in their per-

formances with no weak sisters in the entire

cast. John Garfield, given an opportunity

to get away from his customary criminal

roles, is excellent as the bewildered young

man who finds himself married, likes it fine,

and then has his world crash down around

his ears through no fault of his own. His

performance definitely stamps him as a well

rounded performer who should not be re-

stricted to type roles. Anne Shirley gives

a sympathetic and understanding perform-

ance as Garfield's wife. Claude Rains is

fine as Garfield's understanding father-in-

law whose life is wrapped up in Anne's hap-

piness. The rest of the cast is equally

good, with fine characterizations contributed

by Lee Patrick, Roscoe Karns and Elizabeth

Risdon. Director Vincent Sherman deftly

guides the players with a fine understanding

for the story. Garfield marries Anne with-

out his realizing she has really tricked him
into it. However, she loves him and he

loves her in return, and their life is happy

until she is fired and their budget is larger

than their income. From this point on a

number of things happen, with Rains' at-

tempted suicide to get money for them
reason enough for them to know that they

can't be licked if they really fight. A fu-

ture together, not necessarily bright at the

moment, but definitely a future for both

of them is before them at the close of

the story, with a deeper understanding that

will weather any storm.

CAST: John Garfield, Anne Shirley,

Claude Rains, Lee Parick, George Tobias,

Berton Churchill, Roscoe Karns, Dennie
Moore, Elizabeth Risdon.

CREDITS: In charge of production. Jack
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate Producer, Henry Blanke;

Director, Vincent Sherman; Screenplay, Jul-

ius J. and Philip G. Epstein; From a play

by Maxwell Anderson; Cameraman, James
Wong Howe; Editor, Owen Marks.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Expert.

George Bressler Expires
Cincinnati—George Bressler, over

30 years an exhibitor, died here. His
widow, the former Ruth McCabe,
actress, and three sons, one of whom,
Woodrow, is connected with M-G-M
local office, survive.

"And One Was
Beautiful"

with Laraine Day, Robert Cummings,
Jean Muir

M-G-M 93 Mins.

MELODRAMATIC SOCIETY STORY HAS
ENGAGING CAST, BUT FALLS SHORT OF
FULL POSSIBILITIES.

The neighborhood trade will probably en-

joy this picture as it will fill the bill as a

second attraction or a single attraction in

some spots. However, it falls short of

its full possibilities in several respects. The
script is faulty in spots and the perform-

ances, with the exception of Laraine Day,

Robert Cummings and Billie Burke, fail to

be very convincing. However, exhibs. can

sell Miss Day and Mr. Cummings as they

are both rapidly rising in the Hollywood

firmament. Miss Day gives a very sincere

and able performance. Cummings does

equally well in his role of spoiled playboy

who takes a jail sentence in stride in

order to protect somebody else. Miss Jean

Muir, making her first screen appearance

in some time, does not give much credibil-

ity to the role of the spoiled and selfish

society girl. Billie Burke ably portrays

the mother of the two girls. Frank Milan,

Ann Morriss, Esther Dale and Charles Wal-
dron are prominent in the supporting cast.

Robert B. Sinclair directed, doing a good

job with the material at hand. Through

some female skullduggery younger sister

Laraine Day goes to a party where she
meets Cummings, with whom Miss Muir
is enamored, but doesn't expect to be
present. Shortly after, Cummings and
Miss Muir are returning from a party, with

Cummings drunk. She drives the car,

hits a man and kills him. She flees the

scene and Cummings takes the rap al-

though he knows he was not driving. La-

raine discovers her sister's guilt and does

everything possible to help Cummings and
the family of the dead man. Miss Muir
marries another man to get away from

her sister's accusations, but when Cum-
mings is pardoned she is on hand to try

and get him back. However, he sees the

light and tosses her overboard for Laraine.

CAST: Laraine Day, Robert Cummings,
Jean Muir, Billie Burke, Ann Morriss, Esther

Dale; Charles Waldron, Frank Milan, Rand
Brooks, Paul Stanton, Ruth Tobey.

CREDITS: Producer, Frederick Stephani;

Director, Robert B. Sinclair; Screenplay,

Harry Clork; Based on a story by Alice

Duer Miller; Cameraman, Ray June; Editor,

Conrad A. Nervig.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY.
Good.

WB Using Week-end Revues
Chicago—Warners is now using

week-end stage revues for the Stra-
ford Theater, on the South Side.

IN ©LP Missoy^i
WEAVER BROTHERS and ELVIRY

iii4



A NEW AND SENSATIONAL IDEA
TAKES A BOW Millions have been

anxiously awaiting a

public announcement of

this highlypublicized in-

vention ...HERE IT is!^

You see and hear on a
miniature stage, within a
beautifully lighted cabi-
net, your favorite Band,
Singer, Dancer, Radio
Star or Entertainer.
PHONOVISION will also
bring you the latest Sports
Events, National Events,
Conventions, Etc., Etc.

^sm^
COMPLETeLY
AUTOMATIC
With the simple drop of a

coin, you select your own
streamlined entertainment

from 10 Top Features re-

leased each week. No
waiting. No fuss. No both-

er. It's as simple as using

the telephone.

REAL SHOWMEN TO PRODUCE ENTERTAINMENT FOR C^AoTfO17SUW
PHONOVISION Productions are written, photographed, directed and
produced by Hollywood's leading Directors and technicians. Every ounce
of Filmland's Showmanship is behind each PHONOVISION feature.

IZT/^ FEATURES TO STAR TOP-FLIGHT ENTERTAINERS!
Patrons of Cafes, Hotels, Cocktail Lounges, Clubs, etc. will soon be enter-
tained, at the drop of a coin, by Hollywood's leading Stars. Their favorite

comedians, singers, dancers, with the country's top dance bands, conduc-
tors and orchestras are brought to them each week by PHONOVISION.

PREVIEW, SHOWING NOW
at the

J/7<^i(^>>V#^ CORPORATION
W£^S\J^i OF AMERICA

9130 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Telephone OXford 6241of

WW o n V
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Zole Opposes Suit Settlement Without Divorcement

lONSENTlEFORMS" NOTMANDATORYli INDIES

). A. R. Opposes Neely's Anti-Block-Booking Bill

atriotic Organization's Sur-

prise Move Based on

State's Reactions
'^shiiigtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Opposition to the

eely block-booking bill by the

aughters of the American Revolu-
)n was a surprise development at

e annual meeting here.

Mrs. Leroy Montgomery of Nor-
alk, Conn., chairman of the motion
cture committee, told The Film
AILY the action was unanimous and
llowed disapproval of the bill by
ate committees throughout the na-
in.

Will Write Congressmen
;The committee voted to write

QContinned on Page 3)

lOTH-FOX TO SPEND

$500,000 VIA RADIO

Plans of the 20th-Fox advertising
id publicity departments headed by
larles E. McCarthy call for an ex-

;nditure of approximately $500,000
I coast to coast radio hookups on
iw season product, it was learned
isterday. Of the total ad budget,
jproximately $2,000,000 will go into

;wspaper advertising, it was as-
rted.

^McCarthy will also herald a num-
(Continued on Page 7)

irst 20th-Fox Foreign

\ Sales Meeting in Havana

First of a series of foreign sales
eetings 20th-Fox will hold this year
b been set for Havana April 26-
', it was learned yesterday. The
aban meeting will embrace the en-
|re Central American and Caribbean

'. (Continued on Page 7)

Shades of BurbanU!
Chicago — Warners' Frolic Theater

marquee advertised "A Child Is Born"
with "Five Little Peppers."

Six RKO Foreign Representatives Will
Attend Contpany's JVetc Yorh Sales Ifteet

Six RKO foreign representatives are scheduled to attend the company's annual sales

convention in New York May 27-30, according to Phil Reisman, general manager of

the foreign department. The foreign delegation includes Reginald Armour, Europe; Cus
Schaefer, Caribbean countries; Max Gomez, Mexico; F. S. Culbransen, Panama; Pedro
Saenz, Cuba, and Ned Seckler, home office representative. Nick Ermolieff, studio foreign

representative, also will attend.

Dallas Becomes Show Biz*s Capital

as Variety Clubs' Convention Opens
By lilX SMITH

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Dallas—-This Texan metropolis to-

day becomes the capital of U, S.

show biz as three special trains,

as many or more chartered planes
and hundreds of motors bring sever-
al thousand delegates and visitors

here for the three-day national
Variety Club convention.

For the next 72 hours, there will
be more film and theater top execs,
on Main Street than on New York's
Broadway, and while Hollywood

Boulevard still may have the edge
insofar as film talent is concerned,
there will be a sizeable stellar repre-
sentation here.

Special trains arriving this morn-
ing originated in Boston, Denver and
Kansas City, part of the New York
contingent traveling on the first

named. Chartered planes are bring-
ing New York and Coast delegations.

Motorcades an-ive from Atlanta,
Memphis and Oklahoma City.

National officers will be elected at
a dinner tonight. Re-election of John

(Continued on Page 7)

"Russell" to Bow in May 15
at Pittsburgh, Clinton, la.

Dual world premiere for "Lillian
Russell" will be staged by 20th-Fox
at the Alvin, Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Capitol, Clinton, la., on May 15. Two

(Ccmiinmi en Pagi 9)

Stockholders See Better

Dividend on B-K Common

Chicago—Common stockholders of
B & K circuit, who received a $2
dividend last year expect a larger
dividend this year, with the calling

(Conlinutd oh Pagt 9)

Divorce Only Permanent Monopoly

Remedy, Asserts Cole, Allied^s Prexy

Brandt Circuit Gets GWTW;
Astor Engagement Continues

Despite the fact that "Gone With
the Wind" has played in 35 Loew
theaters in the Metropolitan area
and is now scheduled to go into the
Brandt theaters, business at the As-

(CoHtmueil on Page 9)

Dallas—Further demonstration of
Allied's antipathy to a consent de-
cree ignoring theater divorcement,
basic point in the Government's New
York equity suit, came here yester-
day with the statement by Col. H.
A. Cole, Allied's national prexy and
a certain Government witness if and
when the case goes to trial, that

{Continued on Page 9)

Dual Standard of Operation

for Industry is Seen

as Possible
By PRESCOTT DENNETT

IVashington Buieaii of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Trade reforms,

so called, embodied in any con-
sent decree growing out of the
New York equity suit would not
be applicable to companies not in-

volved in the pending litigation, THE
Film Daily was advised at the De-
partment of Justice yesterday.

A. H. Feller, chief of the Depart-
ment's consent decree division, con-
firmed that a consent decree, if and
when arranged, would have absolute-
ly no legal effect on the companies
not agreeing to it.

Thus, restrictions on block-
{Continued on Page 7)

NO PHILLYMONOPOLY

PLAN, SAYS BERNHARD

Reiterating assertions made by
by other theater heads, Joseph Bern-
hard, Warner Theaters chieftain,

yesterday during his pre-trial ex-
amination in the Government's equity
suit stated that the Warner Bros,
theater department operated sep-
arately and apart from the distri-

bution department. This policy was
a result of "firm, concise and posi-

(Continued on Page 3)

Court Refuses to Vacate
Appointment of W. S. Brown

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday denied an application to

vacate the appointment of William
S. Brown as trustee of Educational

(Continued on Page 9)

Telling All
Chicago

—

It was left for the Iris The-
ater here to think up this triple feature

combo: "Remember the Night," "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," "Emergency
Squad."
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Record Number of Charity

Cases Now Handled by MPA

Mombcis of the Motion Picture
Associates organization at their

Luncheon meeting yesterday at the
Astor hoard Sam Rinzler, Max A.
Cohen, Harold Rodner and Harry
Buxbaum make pleas for renewed
efforts by the membership in secur-
ing advertising for the organiza-
tion's Journal. Its revenue is used
for charitable work. President Jack
Ellis stated that the charitable cases
now being handled by the MPA had
reached the largest number in its

history, and more funds to carry on
this work were urgently needed.
Arthur Treacher was a guest at
yesterday's luncheon.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 642S Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. LONDON—Ernest W. Fred-

man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,

W. I. PARIS—P. A. Harle, La Cinematog-
raphie Francaise, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).

MEXICO CITY — Marco-Aurelio Galindo,

Av. Coyoacan No. lOOB, Mexico, D. F.

BUENOS AIRES—Chas de Crur, Heraldo Del
Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

_ B
f innnciflL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Chg.High Low Close

Am. Seat lOli lO'/z lO'/j

Col. Picts. vtc. (2!'2%) 67/8 67/8 67/8 .

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 111 +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1571/2 156 157'/2+ Vi
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq IZ'/s 12 12
Loew's, Inc 34V4 34V8
do pfd 109 109
Paramount 7'/i 7'/8

Paramount 1st pfd. . 89 89
Paramount 2nd pfd. 87/8 87/8

Pathe Film 107/8 IO3/4

RKO 11/8 1 i/a

20th Century-Fox ^ 9% 9%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 22V8 22V2
Univ. Pict. pfd 981/2 98
Warner Bros 33/8 33/8

do pfd.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 IO2I2 lOZ'i 102'i
Loew's deb. 3i'2s46 104 104 104
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3"4s47 89''4 89V4 891/4 + 1 Vs
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 8954 891/2 891/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 2i/8 2i/8 21/8

T.echnicolor 151/4 15 15 — Vs
Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/2 — 1/8

Universal Corp. vtc... SVs 53^ 53^ + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
. 70 72

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 681/2

1/8

341/4 + 1/8

109
71/4 -I- 1/8

89 — 1

87/8

107/8 -f-
l/g

11/8

95/8

221/2 — 1/8

981/2 -f 1

33/8

1/i

Ampa Board Maps Plans

Board of directors of Ampa meets
today at the Tavern to map out
plans for the year and to discuss
general business. Committees which
will function under the new regime
will be announced at the next meet-
ing, April 25, by President Leon
Bamberger.

To Quiz Schenck, Zanuck
in $750,000 Brice Suit

Chicago—Depositions of Darryl F.
Zanuck, Joseph M. Schenck and
other 20th-Fox execs, will be taken
on the Coast by Attorney Eli Fink,
counsel for Fannie Brice in her
$750,000 damage action against the
film company growing out of the
pix, "Rose of Washington Square."
Superior Court Judge John Lupe has
directed counsel to file all papers in

30 days.

Two Trusts Open Attack

On Curtiss-Atlas Merger

Forecasting a lively fight to block

the proposed merger of Curtiss-

Wright Corp., Wright Aeronautical

Corp. and Atlas Corp. at the forth-

coming stockholders' meetings when
formal ratification will be sought,

Massachusetts Investors Trust and
Supervised Shares, Inc., have filed a

nine-point protest with Curtiss-

Wright.
The combined 25,700 shares of

Class A stock held by the two trusts

represent approximately 2.2 per cent

of the Curtiss-Wright A shares out-

standing. As of March 2 outstand-
ing A in the hands of 15,721 stock-

holders totaled 1,158,464 shares.

"After analysis of the plan we
wish to state that we are strongly
opposed to this plan," the Trust Co.'s

letter said. "We do not believe the
company is in need of any permanent
financing and we further believe that
if any new securities are to be issued
they should first be offered to stock-
holders."

Paramount Signs Tone
for Lead in "Virginia"

Paramount has closed a deal with
Franchot Tone to appear opposite
Madeleine Carroll in "Virginia."
Actor, now on Broadway in "The
Fifth Column," goes to the Coast
in late June.

Would Strike Defenses
Application was filed yesterday by

the United Theatrical and Motion
Picture Service Employes Union, lo-

cal 258, for an order to strike out
five defenses raised by the United
Retail and Wholesale Employes of
America. Suit in the Supreme Court
seeks a decree voiding action by the
defendant which resulted in revoca-
tion of the plaintiffs' charter.

Col. Calls Atlanta Meet
Sam Moscow, Southern division

manager and the branch managers
of his district will meet at the Ains-
ley Hotel, Atlanta, on Monday, for
a one-day conference with General
Sales Manager A. Montague, and
Assistant Sales Manager Rube Jack-
ter.

Fifth Week for "Date"
Rivoli Theater, Broadway, is hold-

ing "It's a Date" for a fifth week.
Similar holdovers on the Deanna
Durbin picture are reported from all

over the country by Universal.

Defer UA Board Meet
Lack of a quorum prevented the

United Artists board of directors
from holding a scheduled meeting
yesterday. The session was post-
poned until next week.

Pasternak to Go on Air

Via Labor Dept. Program

H'ashiiujion Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Joe Pasternak, Uni-

versal producer, is set for appear-
ance on a Labor Department coast
to coast broadcast on which he will

speak as an outstanding naturalized
citizen. Arrangements were made
when Pasternak was here recently as
the guest of Bernie Kreisler, Uni-
versal's branch manager. It was
the producer's first trip to the cap-
ital, and he faced—and survived

—

one of the most crowded programs
ever arranged for a visiting fireman.
Pasternak met virtually almost
everyone worth meeting, officially

and in the trade.

Three Studios Seeking

Jackson-Garrett Story

West Coast Bureau of THE FIJ.M DAILY
Hollywood—Horace Jackson and

Grant Garrett are considering three
different bids from as many studios
for their original, "Last Laugh,"
formerly called "I, Thadeus Martin,"
and intended by the authors for
stage production. The new title re-
sulted from the screen offers.

Second Film Serial Set

for NBC's Tele Program

NBC will start another film serial
next week. It's "The Last of the
Mohicans" and first episode is slated
as a Thursday matinee feature.
Three film features are also carded:
"Frontier Scout," Sunday matinee;
"Battle of Greed," Friday matinee,
and "Anything for a Thrill," Satur-
day night.

Goldwyn Loans Leeds
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sam Goldv?yn is loan-

ing Andrea Leeds to 20th-Fox for
"The Return of Frank James"; she'll
be opposite Henry Fonda.

cominc nnD coinc

LEO SPITZ is here from Chicago.

JOAN CRAWFORD arrives here today fn,

the Coast.

DONALD WOODS and his wife are at H
Sherry-Netherland.

JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE iil

here from the Coast, and are stoppine at H|
Sherry-Netherland.

.lyweelBENJAMIN THAU has returned to

after a short stay here.

THURMAN ARNOLD arrives here today fr»|
Washington.

Rugge Heads Local 702's

lA Convention Delegate

Headed by President John E
Rugge, a delegation of 11 member
has been elected by Local 702, lal

technicians' union, to attend th

lATSE convention this Summe;
William Vermont, secretary, an
Michael Davidson, are also amoQ
the delegates. Union at its las

meeting passed a resolution cor

demning the Department of Justio
for using the Sherman Anti-Truj
Act against trade unions.

Philly Allied Approves
Buffet Luncheon Meeting

Philadelphia—General meeting
Eastern Pennsylvania Allied hel
here Tuesday reviewed the film sW
nation generally, approved a nei

policy of holding buffet luncheffl

meetings regularly, and made plaq
to act as agency for independeil
theaters in local united campaign
charity drive.

DuMont to Field Test
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIIl

Washington — FCC yesterdaj

granted a special temporary authoi
ity to Allen B. DuMont Laboratoriej
Inc. to operate a 50 watt tele traiu|

mitter on frequencies 60,000-86,00'

kc. at 515 Madison Ave., New Yorl
for the purpose of conducting a fie)

test. Permissive period is 30 days

Bioff Must Stay in Jail

Springfield, III.—Move by cour.si

for Willie Bioff to effect the releas

of the lA exec, through a writ <

habeas corpus failed yesterday wht
the Supreme Court nixed the pie;-

;g2s
FOR FASTER,

1^ FRIENDLIER SERVICE

AT LOWER COST - 'PHONE 1

Tostar\
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.
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a. R. IS OPPOSED

TO NEELY MEASURE

{Continued from Page 1)

lembers of Congress asking them
) oppose the film measure. "It would
? detrimental to the industry and
) quality of pictures and movie
>ins," said Mrs. Montgomery. "It

ould mean higher admission
•ic'""^

i^ M^ Montgomery also stated that

le best way to draw crowds to see

picture is to have a church com-
ittee or other group denounce it as

ifit to be seen. "This happens
jain and again," she said. "A pic-

re is denounced and banned from
46 town, and people go to the next
wn to see it."

Denunciation as B. 0. Aid
"In Norwalk, the American Asso-
ation of University Women de-
lunced a picture that was shown in

le of the theaters, and the theater
uldn't accommodate the crowds
at came to see it."

The committee opposed double fea-
res but stated certain groups such

.
students "who want to get their

ijney's worth when they go to a
ovie," desire double features. A
rtain class also demands gangster
:tures, Mrs. Montgomery said.

There are 56 DAR's on the preview
liard which judges pictures in New
)rk and sends out a monthly guide
members. Mrs. Montgomery also
ads this board.

old Everything! Red
[ynspiracy in Hollywood
uhington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A conspiracy in Hol-
ivood "to permeate motion pictures
jth Communistic propaganda" was
irged yesterday at the 49th Con-
ental Congress of the Daughters
the American Revolution.

[Fulton Oursler, editor of Liberty
tgazine, addressing approximately
00 delegates in Constitution Hall
"The Fight for Americanism,"

uged "snide trickery" in the mo-
n picture industry "with directors
i writers conspiring together to
3 into dialogue and action Com-
mistic propaganda."
Dursler's diatribe occurred in a
ticism of the Institute for Propa-
hda Analysis which, he stated ap-
ently had not "gotten around" to

: estigate this and other sources,
luding the CIO, the Consumers'
lion and text book writers.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 18

Col. Fred Levy Louis N. Cohen
Clendon Allvine Eddie Roberts

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
FILM CUTTINGS:
• • • JUST a quarter of a century ago this week a young

newspaper artist-photographer toiling solo in a small bedroom-

workshop in midtown Manhattan completed his first crude iilm

cartoon The young gent was Paul Terry who as we are

writing this is putting into production the final picture in

his tenth season of Terry-Toons just by way of celebrating his

25th Anniversary of film cartooning. . . • Up at the Ambassador

Hotel in Fallsburg, N. Y another anniversary was celebrated this

week by the Milton Kronachers<. who have been married iust

33 years Milt is the former N.Y.C. representative for Pathe

and has been up in Fallsburg for his health since resigning the

oforementioned post and is reported feeling swell again

T T
# • IF you, meet up with Iz Rappaport sage solon of

the Hippodrome, Baltim,ore don't mention "Cupid's Arrow"
'specially if you wanna sell the gent some pix It seems

Iz was lately in Florida and got palsy-walsy with one of the

Widener clan of the literally horsey set Widener ups and

gives Iz a tip on a nag baptized "Cupid's Arrow" so Iz

gets in touch with Eddie Sherman, vaude hooker and with

Sam Stiefel, who pilots several Philadelphia houses Latter

even let his staff in on the sizzling hot tip goin' out on the

limh with 'em According to late reports the nag is

still running and in another few weeks when he finally

gets into the stretch the newsreels expect to go down to

Florida to shoot some ultra-slow-motion pix of the hoss

The moral is that even Iz Rappaport can be fooled

once in a while

T T T
• • • YES'DAY the East Side gave Eddie Cantor a roaring re-

ception anent his "homecoming" A bronze tablet wos un-

veiled opposite the Jacob Riis Settlement House soon after mid-day

to commemorate the site on which Eddie was born At the

luncheon which followed in his honor at the Broadway Mansion

Eddie and the Missus shared the dais with George Jessel, Alfred E.

Smith, Jr.. and bigwigs of the East Side C of C and the Grand Street

Boys Festivities continued until sundown including a porade

and the day was climaxed by the world premiere of Eddie's new
M-G-M vehicle, "40 Little Mothers" at Loew's Canol Theater

'Twas a grand day's program expertly engineered by Bernard

Sobel, Ernie Emerling, Chorley Cohen, et al from the h.o. den of

Leo the Lion and a powerful prelude to the film's formal opening

today at the Capitol Theater

T T
• • • TWO great radio plugs for RKO Radio's stars and

pictures have been lined-up by Barret McCormick
company's promotional generalissimo Tonight, coincident

with the Pantages Theater preview of "Irene" Anna Neagle,

star of the opus, sings its hit song, "Alice Blue Gown" with Bing

Crosby on latter's program and on Monday Raymond
Massey appears in the Cecil B. DeMille radio adaptation of "Abe
Lincoln In Illinois" via the Lux program ... • Bert Reisman,

RKO Radio manager for Peru, writes that the Summer slump is

over down that-a-way 'cause the Fall season is on! . . .

• Dear Jack Benny: Did'ja bring your two new DeVry
Sound Projectors to town with you? ... 4 Regina Crewe is

doin' a special publicity campaign on Clarence Brown
in connection with local opening of his "Edison, The Man"
La Carewe recently returned to N. Y. from the Coast and is

permanently headquartering at 25 Central Park West

NO PHILLY MONOPOLY

PLAN, SAYS BERNHARD

(Continued from Page 1)

tive" instructions from H. M. War-
ner, Bernhard declared.

Bernhard said that the distribu-
tion division receives daily sheets
of a cross-section of 50 Warner the-
aters to inform it of the daily gross
throughout the country. The War-
ner theater head stated that the
chief advantage of affiliation was the
assurance of at least one good source
of product.

Gov't Line of Attack Hinted

Indicating the line that the Gov-
ernment will take during trial. Spe-
cial Assistant Attorney General Rob-
ert L. Wright concentrated on the
Philadelphia situation, implying that
Warners had acquired Philly houses
on special consideration and as part
of a planned policy to monopolize
that territory.

Bernhard denied this and claimed
that the only question involved in
acquiring a theater was whether
that particular theater would be
profitable. In contrast to the Phil-
adelphia situation, the Government
questioned Bernhard on why War-
ners had not purchased any theaters
in the Chicago Loop for first-run
showings. Bernhard declared that he
had given no thought to that situa-
tion.

Eugene Mori Listens In

For the first time during exami-
nation, the question of permitting
the public to hear the testimony was
raised when Eugene Mori, owner of
the Landis Theater, Vineland, N. J.,

and his attorney, sought admission.
Attorneys for majors objected on
the ground that Mori was plaintiff in

an anti-trust suit. Both Mori and
his attorney were permitted to re-

main after it was stated that the
ani-trust laws specifically provide
for public hearings.

Dual "Irene" Premiere
RKO will preview "Irene" at the

Pantages, Los Angeles, today.
Dual premiere is set for the Para-
mount, Portland, Ore., April 23 and
the Fifth Ave., Seattle, April 24.

Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
will attend both.

WEDDING BELLS

New Haven—Al Davis, Metro ad-
sales manager, will be married to
Hellen Pollock of this city Saturday;
The Metro Pep Club presented the
couple with a gift.

Lou Ginsberg, United
salesman, will be married
Baum of Bridgeport, at the
itz Hotel, New York, on
The Ginsbergs will live

Haven after a two weeks'
trip.

Artists
to Rita
St. Mor-
Sunday.
in New
wedding
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if ^ REVIEWS OF THE REUJ flLfllS ik ^
"The House of the

Seven Gables"
with Vincent Price, Margaret Lindsay,

George Sanders

Universal 89 Mins.

SMART PRODUCTION AND AN EFFEC-
TIVE CAST MAKE NOTED STORY EN-
TERTAINING SCREENFARE.

The curse of the Pyncheons, the charac-

ters in the well known Nathaniel Hawthorne
novel, the house itself and New England

atmosphere of the middle 1800's have been

vividly brought to the screen by Universal

in this release. The picture should prove

entertaining to audiences generally. Faith-

ful to the book, with the exception of

some slight necessary license, the story has

been told in a well knit and cohesive form.

Joe May directs the picture with a feeling

for the story, and the players are ail fine.

Margaret Lindsay gives an excellent per-

formance as the cousin in love with Vincent

Price, one of the two Pyncheon brothers.

Price is fine in his role, and George Sanders

is equally good as the other brother. Nan
Grey, Dick Foran, Gilbert Emery and Cecil

Kellaway contribute expert performances,

and the remainder of the cast is equally as

good. Emery summons his two sons to

tell them he is selling the traditional family

home. He drops dead during a violent ar-

gument with Price and Sanders accuses

Price of hitting his father and killing him.

Circumstantial evidence convicts him, and

he is sentenced to jail for life. Sanders,

who expects to find a fabled buried treas-

ure now that his brother is out of the way,

gets a jolt when the will is found to have

left the house to Miss Lindsay. From there

on the story moves smoothly through the

dark years of Miss Lindsay's waiting and

working to free Price from jail until the

time he is pardoned. A strong dramatic

finale not only vindicates Price, but brings

about his brother's death.

CAST: George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay,

Vincent Price, Nan Grey, Alan Napier, Cecil

Kellaway, Gilbert Emery, Miles Mander,

Edgar Norton, Charles Trowbridge.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kelly;

Director, Joe May; Screenplay, Lester Cole;

Based on a novel by Nathaniel Hawthorne;
Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Editor, Frank

Gross.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Metropolitan M. P. Council

to Elect Officers Apr. 25

Annual dinner meeting and elec-

tion of officers of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Council will be held
April 25 in the Gold Room of the
New Faculty Club of New York Uni-
versity, it was announced yesterday.

Fifth annual conference of the
Council will follow the same evening
in the School of Education Audi-
otrium at the University. General
conference subject will be "Film
Production by Amateurs." Speakers
will include Donald A. Eldridge of
New Haven, Robert F. Gowen of

Ossining and Duncan MacD. Little.

"King of the
"Lumberjacks"

with John Payne, Gloria Dickson,

Stanley Fields

Warners 58 Mins.

FAMILIAR STORY MADE V/ORTH
WHILE FOR AVERAGE AUDIENCES BY
PLENTIFUL ACTION.

There's a repetitious ring to this story,

almost as clear-sounding as the blows of

the lumberjack's axe. Where the yarn's

flavor is particularly reminiscent of prede-

cessor production is in the climax sequences

wherein the bulky, red-blooded Stanley

Fields succeeds in stopping the runaway

lumber train's caboose,—thus saving John

Payne and Gloria Dickson from certain

death in the chasm below, to which a num-
ber of the laden lumber cars had already

plunged. Thus the scenarist has succeeded

in making history repeat itself on the screen,

— (or this same feat was performed by

Wayne Morris in Warners' "Valley of the

Giants," the only important difference being

that the latter was staged in Technicolor

instead of black-and-white. Aside from the

parallels of plot, this new offering is good,

solid fare for the action fans who will enjoy

the rousing fisticuffs displayed in the bar-

room brawl twixt the proprietor and the

same Stanley Fields. There is a good love

interest injected, having to do with the

marriage of blonde Gloria Dickson to Fields,

whereas she is really in love with the young
hero, John Payne, whom she eventually

weds. Their courtship, prior to arriving on

the lumber camp scene, could have been
more carefully motivated and delineated

in the subsequent footage. Feature is not

particularly strong and is essentially a pro-

grammer. Cast does well with the material

at hand. Direction is satisfactory and so is

photography. But by and large, this lumber-

jack saga is below the standard of attrac-

tions which are the wont out Burbank way.

CAST: John Payne, Gloria Dickson, Stan-

ley Fields, Joe Sawyer, Victor Kilian, Earl

Dwire, Herbert Haywood, G. Pat Collins,

John Sheehan, Pat West, Nat Carr, jack

Mower, John "Skins" Miller.

CREDITS: Producer, William Clemens;
Author, Robert E. Kent; Screenplay, Crane
Wilbur; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Art Direc-

tor, Esdras Hartley; Dialogue Director, Harry

Seymour; Editor, Doug Gould.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Pekras Selling Elyria

Theaters to Greenwald

Elyria, 0.—John Pekras, veteran
exhibitor, is retiring from business
with the sale this week of his Elyria
theaters to Max Greenwald, Para-
mount salesman, and associates. The
theaters involved are the Capitol,
Lincoln, Rialto, Rivoli theaters.
Greenwald, who has resigned from
Paramount, becomes general mana-
ger of the circuit on May 1 when
the deal goes into effect. Greenwald
has been with the Paramount sales
force for 18 years.

"Emergency Squad"
with William Henry, Louise Campbell,

Paramount 65 Mins.

FAST MOVING STORY WITH PLENTY
OF ACTION WILL SERVE AS PROGRAM
OFFERING.

Cops and robbers provide the basis for

the story in this film, and it is pleasing

as a program offering for the nabe trade.

The action is sufficiently well paced to keep

it moving and the players are engaging and

hard working. Exhibitors should find that

this picture will neatly fill out a double

bill. Edward Dmytryk directed from a

screenplay by Garnett Weston and Stuart

Palmer. William Henry, Louise Campbell

and Richard Denning head the cast, with

the menace provided by Anthony Quinn and

John Miljan. Miss Campbell is promised

a job on a newspaper if she brings in a story

on the police emergency squad. She

lands her job by good coverage on a big

fire and then takes on an assignment to

investigate a series of mysterious accidents

that have occurred in a big tunnel project.

Quinn and Miljan, racketeers responsible for

the sabotage, are trying to drive down the

price of the bonds. Action in the picture

points up to a rousing climax that gets the

goods on the racketeers after the emergency

squad does some fast rescue work.

CAST: William Henry, Louise Campbell,

Richard Denning, Robert Paige, John Mar-
ston, Anthony Quinn, John Miljan, Joseph

Crehan, Catherine Proctor, James Seay.

CREDITS: Produced by Paramount; Di-

rector, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay, Gar-

nett Weston and Stuart Palmer; Based on

an idea by Robert Musel and Michael Ray-

mond; Cameraman, Stuart Thompson; Editor,

Everett Douglas.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Secrets of a Model"
with Sharon Lee, Phyllis Barry,

Times Pictures 60 Mins.

WEAK INDIE OFFERING AS PROGRAM
FARE FALLS SHORT IN EVERY DEPART-
MENT.

Titled to lure a certain type of trade,

this film fails to even have one secret in

its weakly composed makeup. The story

is innocuous and trite from beginning to

end, and the technical aspects of the pic-

ture are just so so. Some credit must be
given to the cast, which works hard. Sharon
Lee is an attractive girl and shows definite

capabilities as an actress. Phyllis Barry per-

forms ably and Julien Madison gives a clean
cut appearance as the hero. The man about
town menace is provided by Harold Daniels.

Sharon and Phyllis work as waitresses in a

drive-in. Sharon is dated by Daniels.

One thing leads to another and the evils of

drink are exposed publicly. She thinks he
is going to marry her, but gets a runaround.
While sick and wandering around her in-

valid mother dies. She returns to the drive-

in, marries Madison, the faithful milk man,
and exposes Daniels to Phyllis before she
gets the same treatment.

CAST: Sharon Lee, Phyllis Barry, Harold
Daniels, Julien Madison, Bobby Watson,
Eddie Borden, Grace Lenard.

CREDITS: Producer, J. D. Kendis; Direc-
tor, Sam Newfield; Original Screenplay,
Sherman Lowe and Arthur St. Clair.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

* SHORTS *

"America's Youth—1940"
RKO-March of Time 19 mint

Timely Material
Dealing with the youth in erics

today, the latest release ,' thi

March of Time series presents t

timely subject in an interesting anc

straightforward manner. It i,

pointed out that there are approxi
mately 21 million young men am
women in this country today, am
then the problems confronting thest

people are shown in graphic form
The work of the American YoutJ
Commission is of particular inter

est. Several interesting case his

tories of young people are given
starting with a boy who has no jol

and whose parents are likewise un
employed, and ending with charit;

work done by a wealthy girl, cover
ing the strata in between at th.

same time.

"Stranger Than Fiction"
Universal 9 mins

Fairly Interesting
Depicting- a number of subjects

this reel is fairly interesting. I

opens with the oldest apothecary ii

the U. S., established in Bethlehem
Pa., before the Revolution and stil

going strong. The next sequenc
deals with an electroplating proces
that will preserve baby shoes. Pol
lowing- that, the reel shows an amas
ingly deft woman basket weaver tu

work and a perfectly detailed miniaj

ture steam shovel. Reel closes mil
a sequence devoted to an armlesi

woman who is an exceptional artist

using her feet as skillfully as th|

average person uses hands.

"Pilgrim Porky"
Warners 7 minx

Amusing Cartoon
Porky Pig is cast as the captaii

of the good ship Mayflower in thi

reel, latest in the Looney Tune ser

ies. The ship makes a momentou
voyage to the new world and thi

adventures, happenings and peopl
en route not only add a moder
touch to the famous trip, but pro

vide a number of amusing incident
as well. Leon Schlesinger produced

"Folies Parisienne
Universal 18 minii

Fair Entertainment
Using- a night club scene as backj

ground, a number of variety acts aPJ

introduced. Harry Stafford and thi

Notables Quartet entertain. VyoU
Vonn sings and the Can-Can-Ette
dance. The Sterner Sisters do a taji

and acrobatic routine. Peppy ami

Peanuts, comedy dancers, present il

satire on swing. Lafayette ami

LaVerne, apache dancers, and thJ

Mercer Bros, complete the showi

Leon Belasco is also seen in an amus
ing number. All in all, fair enterj

tainment.
|

i
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WANTED!

FOR
STEALI NG
"FORTY LITTLE

MOTHERS"

FROM
EDDIE CANTOR
NAME: Chum— Age 8 months

HAIR: LiltleCurlyTEE-rH: 3

''VERY

GOOD
EDDIE!''

Wisdom from the babe
of "40 Little Mothers"!

"
FE BEGINS
AT FORTY

LITTLE MOTHERS

WANTED!

^11^
^ FOR
STEALING
"FO«TY IITTH
HOTHEIS"

fOOlI CANTO! "yfs long as

this baby is

at large, no

actorissaJtV

FORTY LIHLE MOTHERS

"fHl KID 15

GREAT/"
(Signed)

EDDIE CANTOR

'CANTOR SHOWS
PROMISE"

(Signed)

CHUM
40 LITTLE MOTHERS

"A baby
stole my
picture!'

LIKE TAKING
CANDY FROM
CANTOR!

40 UULE MOTHERS

COSTUME
BY ADRIAN!
"As long as this baby
is at large no actor

is safe, especially
me in '40 LIT(
MOTHERS'!"

— EDDIE CANTOR

ITS BETTER
THAN YOU'VE
HEARD!
Selaom inaeea does tne oppor-

tunity come to sell patrons

sucn an extra -extraordinary

snow! A nig entertainment

witn Eddie Cantor at nis nest

and a kidwno will convulse tne

nation. And a nit song Little

Curly Hair in a Hign Cnair.

On this page are color reproductions

of the 50-line black ana white teaser

aas as used at the Capitol, N. Y.

EDDIE CANTOR
In the Story of

"FORTY
LITTLE MOTHERS"

mU JUDITH ANDERSON
Rita Jonnson • Bonita Granville

Ralpn Morgan • Diana Lewis

Nyaia Westman
Screen Play by Dorothy Yoet ana Ernest Pagano

Directed by Busby Berkeley • Produced by Harry Rapt

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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)ALLAS FILM CAPITAL

AS V. G. MEET OPENS

(Continued from Page i)

[arris as chief barker is finding

luch support, it is indicated.

Both Philadelphia and Atlanta are

ctively bidding for the 1941 con-

ention.

Whoop It Up with Six-Guns

I '"J 'iWild West" is the conven-

on - -jtif and in typical six-gun

ishion, the boys of Texas will whoop
up. Visiting celebs, delegates and

uests will be met at all trains by
16 local Barkers astride cowponies
in chaps,

jl cots and
sn - gallon

a t s and
porting the

n V e n -

on badge.
eplica of old

me western
heriff's in-

ignia.

First busi-

ess sessions

'ill be held

bday in the
'.dolphu S JOHN HARRIS

iotel. Also
1 today's agenda are a sight see-

ing tour by chartered buses and Uni-

jrsal's cocktail party at 5 p.m.

Tomorrow's program highlights a

wilight Jamboree, Frontier Frolic

id Mexican Fiesta at the Dallas

. C. with color provided by John
uthrie's Real Wild West and Big
idian Congress Show, the Hardin-
immons University Cowboy Band,
i:^KY's Rough Riders, WFAA's Cass
ibunty Kids and WOAFs Gebhardt's
I Mexican Players.

Golf Tourney on Saturday

Saturday's features include the
ii. C. national golf tournament at

trook Hollow, 10-mile long street

j^geant and, at night, the formal
iinquet at the Baker Hotel at which
j)hn Harris, national chief barker,

I

ill present the V. C.'s 1939 Human-
jarian Award to Martha Berry,
llunder of the Berry Schools, Mt.
erry, Ga.

Functioning for the convention are
jese committee chairmen and aides:
|Executive Control—R. J. O'Donnell, chair-

an; Paul Short, vice-chairman; John Adams,
;e-chairman ; Hugh Braly, T. R. Clemmons,
il. H. A. Cole, Mart Cole, Sol Gordon, R.
' Griffith, Henry Hall, John H. Harris,
.irl Hoblitzelle, Fred Jack, H. S. Leon,

' G. Long, R. I. Payne, Jack Pickens, Mike
ce, Harold Robb, Ed Rowley, Lee Threet,
G. Underwood, Wallace Walthall.

; ;Executive Finance—E. J. Solon ; General
I'rangements—J. O. Cherry; Entertainment

'['Paul Short ; Publicity and Advertising

—

lank Starz ; Souvenir Program—Duke
^ans; Newsreel—Herman Beiersdorf; His-

I

Tires as Tichets
j! Marlnett-e, Wis. — The Fox Theater

here and the Lloyd in Menominee ad-
mitted kids upon presentation of used
automobile tires and as a consequence
collected approximately 2,000 rubber
doughnuts at special Saturday shows.
The tires are used during the smelt

,

carnival to provide heat and lllumina-
I tion for fishermen at night.

Dual Standard of Operation for Film

Industry Possible Thru Consent Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

bookings blind-selling, etc., and
provisions for an elaborate
arbitration setup with "teeth,"

known to be prime factors in the
consent proposals drafted by the
Department of Commerce, would
not apply to Republic, Monogram
and other indie distributors now
in the field or which might sub-
sequently be organized. In other
words, the industry could—prob-
ably would—face operation on a
dual standard.

From a strictly legal viewpoint,
the consent decree would be bound
to apply only to defendants in the
suit, and then only to those accept-
ing it. It was reiterated that inso-

far as the defendants rejecting the
arrangement were concerned, the
Government would proceed with the
suit against them.
The smaller companies would be

free to continue trade practices as
they desired and the Government's
only action could be a suit against
them if it felt the circumstances
warranted it.

See No Discrimination
The Department and legal observ-

ers here do not feel this would con-
stitute discrimination within the in-

dustry, as they are proceeding
against the companies they feel have
violated the law and not the industry
in general. In fact, they state it is

the only way they could proceed
under established legal principles.

They are absolutely powerless to
compel those not defendants to ac-
cept the terms of the decree. For
the same reasons the smaller com-
panies would not be bound by any
resulting arbitration arrangement,
although, of course, they would be

free to adopt the policy if they saw
fit, it was said.

Scout Enabling Legislation

Spokesmen for the Government
departments here also see no neces-

sity or even opportunity for enabl-

ing legislation to cover or strengthen
the terms of the decree. It is pointed
out that a consent decree and an
act of Congress are entirely separate
matters and one has no connection
with the other.

Legislative action, such as the

Neely bill, would, of course, aflfect

the smaller companies as well as the

big, but this is entirely separate
from the equity case. It is also pos-

sible for Congress to write a bill

around the terms of a consent decree,

embodying its provisions, in which
case again it would affect all in the

industry. However, it is agreed here
that absolutely no legislation is

necessary for the Government and
the majors to enter into a consent
decree. The D of J has full and un-
qualified authority in this regard.

On Safe Ground, D of J View

If a consent decree is arranged
the Department would be on abso-
lutely safe ground as regards chal-

lenging it because the smaller com-
panies are not involved. If unfair
trade advantages resulted, the only
recourse could be to ask the Depart-
ment to institute similar proceedings
against the other companies to bring
them into line with the new policies.

The final decision on this would rest,

however, with the department. Such
consent decrees have been accepted
in the past by courts, where every
company in industry was not repre-
sented.

torical Data—Herb Turpie; Gateway Special

—John Adams; Registration— B. C. Gibson;
Transportation—Hugh Owen; Reservations

—

Joe Estes ; Photographic High-lights—Lafe
Pfeifer; Golf Tournament—Burt King; Tech-
nical—Elmer Zrenner; Sightseeing— Meyer
Rachofsky ; Greeters—Harry Sachs; Courtesy
Checking—Herb Turpie ; Street Parade

—

Dick Owen; Atmospheric Arrangements —
Louie Charninsky ; Costume Contest—Walter
Henshel ; Food and Service—Lynn Stocker

;

Visitors' Costumes—Raymond Willie ; Re-
freshments—Ed Wilson ; Money Scrip—Ted
De Boer ; Games and Equipment—George
Schepps.

Kansas City Sends Large
Delegation to V. C. Meet
Kansas City—Delegation of 32 lo-

cal theater and film men, augmented
by contingents from Minneapolis
and Omaha who spent yesterday
here, entrained last night for the
Variety Club national convention,
opening today at Dallas.

Localites attending include:
Sam Abend, Earl Jameson, Elmer Rhoden,

George Harttmann, George Baker, "Peck"
Baker, Dick Biechele, Finton Jones, Roy
Dunnick, Jack Gregory, Charles Gregory,
Cle Bratton, O. D. Looney, Frank Hensler,
Harris P. Wolfberg, Ralph LiBeau, Jack
Shriner, "Rube" Melcher, Ward Scott,
"Chuck" Esterly, Beverly Miller, Fred Brede-
hoft, "Rube" Finkelstein, Tom Edwards,
James Anderson, Charles Knickerbocker,
Peter Dana, James Winn, Donald Woods, E.
L. Harris, K. J. Griffith and Jay Means.

San Antonio Projectionist

Attacked in Booth by Thug

San Antonio — Attacked with a
blackjack in the booth while at work,
Roy Cogdill, Aztec Theater projec-
tionist, suffered a broken arm, se
vere back injury and possible skull

fracture, with the result he is in a
grave condition in San Antonio Hos-
pital. His assailant, chased by ushers
attracted by Cogdill's cries, broke an
ankle in jumping from a fire escape
and was captured. Cogdill, who re-
fused any explanation to police is

under guard, while his wife has been
spirited away by officers who feared
a kidnap attempt.

Col. Signs Connie Bennett
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Constance Bennett

yesterday was placed under long
term contract by Columbia.

Andrew Collom Expires

Delanco, N. J.—Andrew H. Col-
lom, 93, "the dean of American
song writers" and former theater
managers, is dead here.

20TH-F0X TO SPEND

$500,000 VIA RADIO

{Continued from Page 1)

her of big pictures with special cam-
paigns running in conjunction with
world premieres in cities throughout
the country that provide the locale

of the picture. It is planned to open
"Brigham Young" in Salt Lake City;
"Down on the Wabash" is scheduled
to open in Indianapolis; "The Re-
turn of Frank James" will be pre-
miered in the Missouri territory;

"Down to the Sea In Ships" may be
opened in New Bedford; "The Cali-

fornian" is scheduled for a Los An-
geles premiere; and openings on sev-
eral other specials will be set later

on, it was said.

It was estimated that the company
had spent $200,000 on radio adver-
tising in recent months. Ad depart-
ment plans also call for co-operative
advertising in 195 papers in 100 key
cities, apart from regular campaigns
and national magazine and news-
paper advertising. Radio program
for the company for the coming year
is the most ambitious it has planned
to date.

First 20th-Fox Foreign

Sales Meeting in Havana

{Continued from Page 1)

territory. Walter J. Hutchinson, di-

rector of foreign distribution, will

preside at the huddle.
General South American sales con-

vention by the company has been
abandoned this year, with managing
directors in each country to hold
their own meetings. Hutchinson
plans to go to Europe the middle of
next month following his return from
Cuba.
A number of personnel changes in

the 20th-Fox foreign department
were also revealed. S. Chiesa, form-
er Peruvian manager, takes over the
managerial reins in Colombia.
Charles Matzen is the new Peruvian
manager. E. D. Cohen, manager of
Ecuador, has been appointed man-
ager of Venezuela and K. B. Knust
has been promoted from the Panama
office to the managerial post in
Ecuador. Appointment of D. Cyril
Steyn as publicity head in South
Africa was also announced. He will
also handle publicity on United
Artists product under the joint work-
ing agreement the two companies
employ in the territory.

Hopkins, Robinson Co-star
Hollywood—Miriam Hopkins will

co-star with Edward G. Robinson in
"This Man Renter."

^^Love in Nloviet**
Detroit—Detroit YMCA Is stirtinf

discussion series on "Love In the
Movies." The announcement dlicloiti

that "We hope to use this as i new
approach to the age-old custom of fill-

ing in love, marrying, and living hap-
pily ever after—using the latest movi*
versions of romance and family Ufa at

a basis for discussions, pro and can."



NOW BEING DISTRIBUTED
To ylll Film Daily Subscribers

The Recognized Standard Reference
Book Of The Motion Picture Industry

MORE THAN 1,200 PAGES

WEIGHS OVER 4 POUNDS

BEAUTIFULLY BOUND

Film Daily

Year Books
are osed and refer-

red to constantly
throughout the year

by important people

in Production, Dis-

tribution, Exhibition

and the Theater
Equipment Field.

Film Year Books

are Given Free

to FILM DAILY
Subscribers all

over the world.

THE 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK «f more than twelve

hundred pages covers the industry from every angle— Production,

Distribution and Exhibition. Between its covers will be found: A list of

more than 17,000 titles of pictures released since 1915— Credits on j' ;

pictures released in 1939 — Features imported during the past year— Tiic

Ten Best Pictures of 1939 with all credits— Serials released since 1920—
under new titles— Short Subject Series— Producers and Distributors—
Personnel of Important Companies, Studios, Associations— Work of

Players, Directors, Authors, Screen Play Writers, Cameramen, Film

Editors, Song Writers and Dance Directors— Telephone numbers of

Players' Agents— Financial Structures of

motion picture companies— An up-to-the-

minute Equipment Buying Guide— A sur-

vey of Foreign Markets— Non-Theatrical

Section — A comprehensive Showman's
Manual of Exploitation— A complete list of

Theaters in the United States, Alaska and

Canada— Addresses of Producers, Distribu-

tors, Exchanges, Laboratories, Trailer

Companies, Insurance Brokers, Projection

Rooms, Agents, Play Brokers, etc.— Motion

Picture Publications— Books— The trend

in theater building and equipment— Tele-

vision and

a thousand and one other impor-
tant items of interest and value.

IMPORTANT!
The most valuable asset you can have is a full knowl-

edge of the business in which you are engaged. There

is no better place to obtain such knowledge than in

THE FILM YEAR BOOK. The 1940 edition sur-

passes all others. Get it! Keep it for handy refer-

It's worth its weight in gold!

FILM DAILY
the BEST $10.00 investment

anyone can make who is interested

in the Producing, Distributingj or

Exhibiting of motion pictures.

the coupon and mail it today

Of niJViDOM^^Wl*»"^^AUTHtnMi
TaSlpDAILY-

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription to the FILM DAILY and send the 1940 Year

Book immediately. I enclose my check for $10.00 (Foreign subscription,

$15.00).

Mame:

Street: •..••.

City: State:
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^0 SUIT SETTLEMENT

WITHOUT "DIVORCE"
^ReVIEUJS OF SHORT SUBJECTS^

(Continued from Page 1)

e personally is opposed to any set-

lement which does not include a

ermanent remedy for monoply
hrough divorcement.
Cole told The Film Daily staff

nrrp-^^ndent that he favors any
leaj that will speed up divorce-

lent, indicating that he would back
16 Federal divorcement bill recent-
' hoppered in Washington by Sen.

[atthew M. Neely, D., W. Va.
A formal statement of Allied

olicy, Cole added, could only come
ia Allied's board of directors. Thus
ir, no board meeting has been
died.

Cole said that he had heard there
a "possibility" of a quick hearing

1 the divorcement bill by the Sen-
re Interstate Commerce Committee.
' so, he asserted he would personal-
appear to testify.

(In Washington yesterday, it

was said that it was unlikely
the Senate committee would
tackle the measure during the

J

present session.)

Cole said he was without informa-
!on as to when the House Inter-
ate Commerce Committee would
!gin hearings on the Neely anti-

ock-booking and blind-selling bill.

randt Circuit Gets GWTW;
\stor Engagement Continues

(Continued from Page 1)

r continues to be near capacity in

3 23rd week, with no sign of a let-

3. No date has been set for its

ithdrawal, inasmuch as weekly in-

ke is around $15,000.
jjFirst Brandt booking on "GWTW"
1

1
in White Plains, with others to

I

'How. The Leo Brecher circuit,

hich has 10 theaters in New York
ty, also is setting dates.

|-ockholders See Better

Dividend on B & K Common
(Continued from Page 1)

the preferred stock on May 30
I 110. The common stock is not
|ted on any exchange, but several
lokers in this market deal actively

!

it. Odd lots of the common stock
[ing offered at 58, with a bid of 56,
/ring the past week.

Joseph J. O'Neill Dies
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
jHollywood — Joseph Jefferson
Neill, aged 54, veteran newspaper
an, more recently a member of the

j

arner studio publicity department,
dead of a heart attack. At one
ne he did publicity relations work
r the Hays organization. Funeral
Jrvices will be held tomorrow at
le Blessed Sacrament Church, with
Irial in Calvary Cemetery.

Sez nizzoner
Boston—Add deadlines: By order of

Mayor Maurice Tobin, Sunday pix shows
must end at 11 p.m.

Screen Snapshots
(Series 19, No. 6)

Columbia 10 mins.
Interesting Subject Matter

A diverting tour of Hollywood's
play-spots is included in this Snap-
shots subject. Opening in the Holly-
wood Ball Park, new home of the
team partly owned by film players,
the reel shows some of the opening
day ceremonies before passing on to
Lakeside Golf Club, where a number
of film players are members. Next
stop is Monkey Island, from there to
Ocean Park Pier and finally to the
new Sand and Pool Club of the Bev-
erly Hills Hotel. Flashes of per-
sonages include Barbara Stanwyck,
Robert Taylor, Bing Crosby, Gary
Cooper, Bob Hope, Shirley Ross,
Ruby Keeler, Dixie Dunbar, Jean
Sablon and Rita Hayworth. Buster
Keaton appears in a sustaining gag
as a spectator at all the spots vis-

ited.

"The Happy Island"

Universal 9 mins.
Interesting Travelogue

The island of Barbados is the
subject and the cameras have filmed
the island from every aspect, with
the result a comprehensive and in-

teresting travel reel. Narration is

provided by Graham McNamee. The
native policemen, dusky gentlemen
with English accents; lamp lighters,

sections of the country as English
as the countryside near London; the
beaches and fishing fleets, and a
number of other interesting things
are encompassed in the reel.

Court Refuses to Vacate
Appointment of W. S. Brown

(Continued from Page 1)

Films Corp. of America. The Court
ruled that Referee John E. Joyce
had properly named Brown after
creditors had failed to agree upon a
trustee. An application to remove
James A. Davidson as trustee of
Educational Pictures was postponed
to April 24.

"Russell" to Bow in May 15

At Pittsburgh, Clinton, la.

(Continued from Page 1)

days later, the picture will start at
the Roxy.
Both premieres will be attended by

stars and featured players and the
company will be hosts to Western
newspaper critics at the Clinton
opening and the Eastern critics at

Pittsburgh.

Clark Out of Danger
}Vcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Sam Clark, Warner

exploitation rep. working out of the
Los Angeles exchange, is reported
out of danger at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital where he is a pneumonia
patient. Clark formerly was sta-

tioned in Chi.

''Unveiling Algeria"
(Columbia Tour)

Columbia 10 mins.
Good Travelogue

An interesting visit to Algeria,
French possession in North Africa.
Short explores Old Algeria, former
headquarters of the Barbary Coast
pirates, before moving on to New
Algeria, which surrounds the old
city. Contrast between the old,

which stands virtually as it was in
the days of the pirates, and the new,
modern city is very effective. Sub-
ject closes with views of the harbor,
second seaport of the French Em-
pire.

"Life Begins Below Sea Level"
Universal 9 2/3 mins.

Entertaining Short
Taken in and around Death Valley,

this short is entertaining and inter-
esting. It will be a revelation to
many people who imagine Death
Valley to be a sink hole of desola-
tion to see the magnificent hotel
and grounds now in use in one sec-
tion of the Valley. The changes
wrought by modern science are
pointed out, as well as the natural
beauties of the desert. An interest-
ing history of the valley and Death
Valley Scotty are also given, with
Seotty's amazing home shown.

. "Stranger Than Fiction"
Universal 9 1/3 mins.

Interesting Subject Matter
Six highly interesting subjects are

presented in this reel, which is up
to the general high standards of the
series in every way. A collection of
Indian masks at the University of
Pennsylvania opens the reel. Then
a tourist camp for geese in Mary-
land where the birds get special at-

tention ; a graveyard for race
horses; an amazing canary bird; an
unusual collection of pencils; anc
finally, the special ladder arrange-
ments to enable salmon to get over
the Bonneville Dam, are shown in

that order.

"The Birth of a Queen"
(Cinescope)

Columbia 11 mins.
Timely for Exploitation

The recent crossing of the Queen
Elizabeth makes the story of the
building of the ship a timely exploi-
tation subject. Film shows actual
construction scenes from the time
the first steel was poured for Job
No. 552, through the christening by
the Queen, and the launching in the
River Clyde. Aerial shots of the
ship's arrival in New York harbor
have been added to bring the subject
up to date.

m ©LP MI$S©IUI^
WEAVER BROTHERS and ELVIRY



I wish to thank deeply all the boys of

the Publicity, Advertising and Exploitation
e;

Departments of Paramount in Hollywood

and New York for their steadfast confi-

dence in me and their faithful support.

ery sincere
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Texas Finds No Evidence Of Anti-Trust Violations

TENDENCfTO JNCREASTPRINTS RAPPEDTY KENT

26 Features, 24 Westerns for Monogram In *40-41
"our Features to Have Top

Budgets; King-Corrigan

as Western Team
Dallas—Twenty-six features and

4 Westerns, the former including
Dur top budget pix and the latter a
e r i e s of
jght intro-

ucing a new
ction team,
h n King

,nd Ray Cor-
igan, will
omprise the
940-41 Mon-
gram line-

.p, it was
isclsoed here
esterday by
V. Ray John-
tton, prexy,
'. s franchise
I 1 d e r s

j

loured into Dallas for the dual pur-
!'(Ose of attending the Variety Club
lonvention and the company's own

(Continued on Page 11)

W. RAY JOHNSTON

tASTMAN EMPLOYM'T

I! HITS ALL-TIME MARK

I

Rochester— Eastman Kodak, re-

;^iewing the last decade in a report
po stockholders yesterday, reported
;hat the company employed 27,000
persons in 1939, a 72 per cent in-

Ifrease over 1929, while payrolls in-
(Continiied on Pane 11)

Warners Win Plagiarism

Suit Brought by Lynch

L
Plagiarism action brought by Ed-
ard A. Lynch against Warner

pros., First National, and Joe E.
prown was found in favor of the de-
' (Continued on Page 4)

Selznick-Benchley Shorts

May be Handled by Warners

I Shorts David 0. Selznick will pro-
luce with Robert Benchley vdll prob-
ibly be distributed by Warners, it

(Continued on Page 9)

Twentieth Century-Fox Will Sell 75 P. C.

of 1940'41 Pix on Percentage^ Says Kent
Seventy-five per cent of 20th-Fox product for 1940-41 will be sold on a percentage

basis, Sidney R. Kent, prexy, asserted during his equity suit pre-trial exam, yesterday.

"As a matter of fact," said Kent, "we will try to sell all our pictures on percentage,
but some of the exhibitors won't take the lower bracket films on that basis, especially

in view of double billing."

ENTERTAINMENT DAY COLUMBIA REVISES

AT V.G. CONVENTION COST ALLOCATIONS

Dallas—The Variety Club's na-
tional convention, which opened here
yesterday, hits its stride today with
three outstanding entertainment fea-
tures providing relief to the more
serious business side of the pro-
gram.

Fii'st is the Twilight Jamboree,
staged in front of the Dallas A. C,
with atmosphere supplied by John
Guthrie's Indian Congress, among
others. The Frontier Frolic in the

(Continued on Page 10)

Bondy Sets May 14 as Date
for RKO Allowance Hearing

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday directed argument on appli-
cation for final allowances in RKO
proceedings to take place on May 14.

Notice must be given to all parties
(Continued on Page 11)

Columbia, to bring its allocation
of film costs in line with world con-
ditions, immediate and anticipated,
has reduced film costs allocated to

England by 5 per cent and increased
those charged against the domestic
market by the same amount, Prexy
Harry Cohn advises stockholders in

a letter accompanying the six

months' financial report.
Cohn adds:
"In line with the desire of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Wood Asks Schenck Lead
Move for Fewer Features

Columbus, 0.—In a letter to Jos-
eph M. Schenck, predicated on the
20th-Fox board chairman's assertion
that American exhibs. must help pro-
ducers "pay the freight" to solve

(Continued on Page 10)

Texas Suspends Industry Anti -Trust

Probe, But Will Keep the File Open
Fine Arts Readies Five;

Two Starting This Month

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fine Arts has five

productions in preparation, two of
which are casting and will go before
the cameras this month.

Pix include "Red Gardenias" and
Flying Heels" which will be first

(Continued on Page 10)

Dallas—Attorney General Gerald
C. Mann yesterday announced sus-
pension of the State's anti-trust in-

vestigation of various distributors.
The following letter from the At-

torney General was addressed to the
companies whose books and records
had been examined by investigators
for the Attorney General's Depart-
ment:
"We have made an investigation

(Continued on fage 4)

20th-Fox Reduction Ordered,

Says Prexy at Pre-

Trial Exam.
Sidney R. Kent yesterday in a

Government equity suit pre-trial ex-
amination, criticized the "tendency
among producers to increase the
number of prints distributed on a
picture" and stated that film com-
panies would have to cut down on
these prints if they did not wish to

suffer an increased loss. The 20th-
Fox prexy said that the number of

prints had been increased because
of the insistence of distributors for
a greater number of simultaneous
runs and that companies would pay
for this weakness.
Kent stated that he had recently

called into conference Herman Wob-
ber, sales head, and the three 20th-
Fox division managers, and had in-

(Continued on Page 10)

SHIP PIX TO BALTIC

AREA VIA HOLLAND

status of film commerce currently,

with respect to shipments between
the U. S. and Baltic countries, was
clarified yesterday when it was de-

clared by William Barnett of Massce
& Co., Inc., that motion picture foot-

age can now be shipped to the na-
(Contiuued on Page 4)

Julius Levine Forms New
Company to Produce Here

Details of a new producing com-
pany for Eastern production will be
revealed today at a press cocktail

party at the St. Moritz Hotel. The
(Continued on Page 10)

Mori's Right to Examine
Majors' Books Up Today

Philadelphia—Whether counsel for
Eugene Mori can examine all books
of defendant major companies in

the Mori (Vineland, N. J.) anti-trust

(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat lOS/g 1034 103/a

-

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) TVz TVs TVs
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak IST'A ISSVi 157
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12 11 '/g 11 '/g

Loews, Inc 341/4 34 34
do ptd 109 109 109
Paramount TV* T 7
Paramount 1st pfd.. 873^ 87% 8734
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 9% 9'/4 914
Pathe Film lOVi IOV4 IOV4
RKO IV'g IVg IV'a

20th Century-Fox 93,4 95a 934
20th Century-Fox pfd. 221/2 221/2 221/2

Univ. Pict. pfd. 1001/2 971/2 100
Warner Bros 31/2 33/3 33'8

do pfd.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 312546 .104 104 104
Para. Sway 3s55 51 51 51
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3I4S47 891/4 891/4 891/4

RKO 6s4I

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 89 90
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor I434 141/4 I41/4

Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/2

Universal Corp. vtc. 6 51/2 534
Universal Picts. 11 11 11

Net
Chg

- '/a

- '/4

— Vs— 1/4

— 1/4- IV4
+ Vs

+ l'/2

+ Vs

— Vs— v..

Virginia Bruce Replaces
IVcst Coast Burrau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Virg-inia Bruce re-

places Claire Trevor, ill, in Warners'
"The Sentence."

Young woman college graduate. Keen
understanding and enthusiasm motion
pictures. Enterprising and initiative;

wishes position selling motion pictures.
Excellent references. Seven years' ex-
perience in film industry. Request your
personal interview on my ability to sell

your film.

Box 1710
1501 B'way

THE FILM DAILY
N. Y. C.

The Great Profile" First Joseph M. Schenck Files

1940-41 20th-Fox Release 1937 Reports With SEC

Twentieth Century-Fox has set

set "The Great Profile," stan-ing
Adolphe Menjou, as its first 1940-41
release, it was learned yesterday.
Pix will go out Aug. 2.

Company has lined up releases for
the first throe months of the new
season as follows: Aug. 9, "Street
of Memories"; 16, "Brigham Young";
23, "The Brat"; 30, "I Married a
Nazi"; Sept. 6, "Pier 13, "Return of
Frank James"; 20, "Cisco Kid"; 27,
"Public Deb. No. 1"; Oct. 4, "Charlie
Chan in the Wax Museum"; 11,

"Down Argentine Way"; 18, a
Wurtzel production, untitled;
"The Great Commandment."

Sol

25,

Theatrical Unions Show
Renewed Interest in Tele

Theatrical unions are taking a re-
newed interest in television, follow-
ing the FCC's approval of a tele
license to the Allen B. DuMont Lab-
oratories, which will start station
operations in September.
DuMont's announcement that it

will use stage and vaudeville talent,
probably including some Pai-amount
entertainers, of which DuMont is an
affiliate, was responsible for the re-
newed interest in tele on the part
of union officials.

IVashiiujIoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A series of 1937 re-

ports are filed by Joseph M. Schenck
in the SEC's semi-monthly summary
of security transactions and hold-

ings released yesterday. A gift of 1,-

000 shares of 20th Century-Fox Film
common stock for December, 1937
is reported by Schenck. This trans-

action left 'Schenck with 168,643

shares of common. In an October,
1937, report he revealed acquisition

of 2,000 shares of common and dis-

posal of 1,000 shares for a net gain
of 1,000 shares, bringing his total

to 169,643 shares. In the $1.50 cumu-
lative preferred class Schenck re-

ported holding 24,284 shares for both
October and December, 1937.

Trans Lux listed a corrected re-

port for Walter Siemers, reporting
acquisition of 800 shares of common
stock bringing his total holdings to

1,000 shares. In an April, 1937 re-

port he disposed of 200 shares, leav-

ing his total common stock holdings
at that time at 200 shares.

Colcata's Fox West Coast
Suit Continued to Nov. 6

West Coast Biiieaii of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Pending efforts of

their attorneys to effect a settle-
ment of the Sherman anti-trust ac-
tion first filed by Colcata Corp.
against Fox West Coast in 1935,
case has been continued in Federal
Court until Nov. 6. Plaintiff asked
damages in excess of $1,000,000,
claiming FWC prevented Colcata's
Colorado Theater in Pasadena from
getting first-run pictures.

Cantor on Screen, Stage

Draws 15,000 to Capitol

Metro's "Forty Little Mothers,"
with an Eddie Cantor-Georgie Jessel
stage show, played to an estimated
15,000 at the Capitol yesterday. Biz
was running ahead of "Babes in
Arms" and "Test Pilot," Loew home
office reported. House called out ex-
tra police details.

Small's "My Son, My Son"
Reported Getting Top Biz

Edward Small's "My Son, My Son"
is reported to be rolling up records
in all situations and is being held
or moved over in important cities.

New records for attendance and
gross were set at the Roger Sherman
Theater, New Haven, and Strand,
Hartford, on Wednesday when sev-
eral thousand persons were turned
away and box office lines extended
more than a block and a half. Eight
hundred patrons were in line a half-
hour before the New Haven house
opened yesterday.

Top figures on the picture and
holdovers were reported from New
Orleans, Buffalo, Cleveland and
Philadelphia.

Hearing on Momand Appeal
Set for June in Richmond

Young Reviewers Spring

Conference Set May 18

Spring conference of the Young
Reviewers and Four Star Clubs of
the National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures will be held in the
Auditorium of the School of Educa-
tion, N. Y. U., on May 18 with Helen

Hyman Replaces Gardner
Edgar Hyman has been named

head of Paramount's Detroit nabe
theaters. He succeeds Leo Gardner
who recently resigned.

Baltimore—U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals will hear the plaintifli^'s ap-
peal in the Westway anti-trust ac-
tion at Richmond, Va., in June, it

is reported.
""

Leo H. Momand, owner of the
Westway, is appealing from the ac-
tion of Federal Judge Chesnut in

dismissing his clearance suit against
the Durkee theater interests and
seven majors.

"Too Many Girls" as Film

to Have One of Stage Cast

George Abbott, who goes to the
Coast early in May to direct the film
version of his "Too Many Girls" for
RKO, said yesterday he will take
only one member of the stage cast,
Desi Arnaz, to the Coast to appear
in the film. Stage hit will run
through the Summer at the Imperial,
Abbott said.

cominc nno com

BEN Y. CAMMACK. assistant to Phil R

man, RKO foreign head, sails from Rio

Janeiro tor New York on May 1.

CHARLES BOYER arrives here -»xt w
from the Coast.

MICHAEL CURTIZ will arrive h. in ab

a week for a month's stay following comi
tion of his directorial assignment on "The
Hawk" for VVarners.

GENE TIERNEY leaves tor the Coast r

week to start work under a 20th-Fox contr,

LYNN FARNOL, United Artists ad. and p

director, left yesterday for Fort Worth, To
AL MARCOLIES, publicity director for Uni

Artists, leaves today for Detroit.

EDDIE (ROCHESTER) ANDERSON arrived
,

terday from Hollywood.

MAX J. WEISFELDT, Columbia exec, is,

Washington today.

Drew Eberson Becomes
Father's Firm Partn

John Eberson, New York theai

architect, has formed a new partn>

ship with his son. Drew, and af
May 15, will operate in new offic

at 2 W. 47th St.

Drew Eberson, who studied at t

University of Pennsylvania, recei'

ly returned from Hollywood whci
he worked for more than four ye£;

in the field.

New firm's name will be John al
Drew Eberson.

John W. Hicks Abandons
Plans for European Tr;

John W. Hicks, vice-president
charge of the foreign department
Paramount, has shelved his plan
go to Europe at this time. Hie
had reservations to sail tomorrt
to check up on the company's Euj!
pean situation.

GWTW Bookings Now Stai

at 2,429 in 2,287Spa

Metro announced 174 new GWTj'
engagements, bringing the tot;

bookings thus far scheduled to 2,4j,

in 2,287 cities.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 19
Herbert Wilcox Constance Talmadi

May Robson David Palfreymani

George O'Brien Charles Light '

APRIL 20
j

Harold Lloyd Sidney Lanfield j;

Roy J. Pomeroy

APRIL 21

David Bernstein Billy Bifzer

Anthony Quinn

i
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AFTER THE
PREVIEW!
"Holb^^^'^ ^^Po'f't^^ says

-you 'stole the show'!**

**TKe Los Angeles Examiner
5^^s 'it 'was a tie'.**

Everybody says
*

'It will steal

the heart of America!"

40 LITTLE MOTHERS" IS
YOUR NEW M-G-M WOW!

(Flash Reviews h'j wire from California)

"Surefire hit!"—Ho//ywood Reporter

It can't miss
!"—Doi/y (Coast) Variety

Thorough enjoyment."—tos Angeles Herald and Express

It well deserves to score a large hit."— los Angeles Times

tA-G-tA has a surefire hit."—Los Angeles Herald-Examiner

EDDIE CANTOR in the Story 0/ "FORTY LITTLE MOTHERS" with JUDITH ANDERSON
Rita Johnson • Bonita Granville • Ralph Morgan • Diana Lewis • Nydia Westman • Screen Play by

Dorothy Yost and Ernest Pagano • Directed by Busby Berkeley • Produced by Harry Rapf.

//

//

//

//

EXTRA!
Sensational World Premiere at

Capitol, N. Y. beats "Babes

in Arms," "The Women" and

Northwest Passage."
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COLUMBIA REVISES

COST ALLOCATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

management to maintain a conserva-
tive policy and additional decrease
of the film costs allocated to foreign
countries amounting to 5 per cent
has been effected Jan. 1, 1940. The
percentage of film cost allocated to

the United States is now 75 per cent,

to the United Kingdom 20 per cent
and to other foreign markets 5 per
cent."

$215,582, Six Months Net
For the six months ended Dec. 30,

Columbia reports net income of $215,-

582 after deduction of an extraor-
dinary reserve of $100,000 and after
deduction of the loss of $104,751 for
the September quai-ter. This com-
pares with net income of $34,596 for
the like 1938 period.

Net income for three months
ended Dec. 30, wa.s $320,334 after

deduction of the extraordinary re-

serve of $100,000, compared with net
loss of $104,751 for the September,
1939, quarter.

$11,976,000 Working Capital
Cui'rent assets as of Dec. 30, were

approximately $13,526,000 and cur-

rent liabilities $1,550,000, making net
working capital of $11,976,000.
Cohn announces that the company

paid the annual installment of $250,-

000 on its debentures on March 15
in anticipation of the due date, April

30, and has now reduced total deben-
tures outstanding to $1,000,000.

Can Ship Pix to Baltic

Area by Way of Holland

(Continued from Page 1)

tions in the Baltic area via Holland.
This is the first authoritative pro-

nouncement of the ability of such
shipments to reach the Baltic mark-
ets since the war was expanded to

include Scandinavia.

Para. Picks More "Queens"
Second batch of 16 preliminary

winners in Paramount's AU-Amer-
ican College Queen Contest were an-
nounced yesterday. Contest is be-
ing held in connection with Para-
mount's new picture, "Those Were
the Days," which has its world pre-
miere at Galesburg, 111., on May
21. Six well-known artists are judg-
ing the "queens" from photographs.

Para. Seeking Levant
Paramount is talking a deal with

Oscar Levant for "Ghost Music,"
with Bing Crosby, Mary Martin and
Basil Rathbone.

Wild West Hits Harlem
The Wild West hit Harlem yesterday

. . . and how! To participate in the
festivities incident to the Marlem world
premiere of "Buck Benny Rides Again"
at Loew's Victoria next Tuesday, Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson arrived from Hol-
lywood yesterday and, decked out in a

way to make even Tom Mix green with
envy, rode a black horse from the 125th
St. Station to the Theresa Hotel through
streets packed with Harlemites.

ALCNe THE

wiTfi PlilLM. DALTi
• • • ON Tuesday oi this week we penned in (his space

that one of the things this business needs is to get the so-

called kids coming all the time to pix houses and not merely

on the week-ends We said that the subject oi kid attendance

was pretty much of a pet one vnth some very real showmen

in several of the big circuits We had scarcely spoken on Tuesday

mom when that very evening something happened in

Baltimore which solidly supported our declarations

T T T
9 9 THE specific something was the address de-

livered in Baltimore on Station WFBR under the auspices

of the Junior Bar Conference on "Juvenile Crime Prevention"

by William K. Saxton, general manager of Loew's Century

Theater in that city who took jor his subject "The

Motion Pictures and Juvenile Delinquency" A more direct

and masterful exposition of the true social relationship twixt

entertainment films and the younger generation of fans has

rarely been delivered in public and in substantiation it

need only be cited that The Daily Record which is Baltimore's

institutional law journal printed verbatim the Saxton address

in its columns the following day while the Baltimore dailies

were studded with ads on the broadcast and comment as

well w y w
• • • ANY person interested in filmland's welfare generally

and in the subject of juvenile consumption of screen fare

will do well to obtain and carefully read the text oi what Saxton had

to say for the testimony he oiiers is oi vital conseciuence to pro-

ducers, distributors and exhibitors alike He is kind when he

says that he suspects "that we shall always have well-mecming folk

who want to legislate other folks into goodness" But we can't

bring ourselves graceiully to the same state of tolerance because

we contend,—and impatiently,—that many youngsters are prohibited

from attending movies because their parents ore the victims oi

preachments spread by a lot oi pseudo-sociologists and such

The unfortunate part of the parental attitude created by the pseudo-

sociologists is that the hue and cry against a particular screen

attraction which is allegedly unsuited for juvenile consumption

goes on to embrace all attractions with consequent, and patently

undeserved, loss to box-offices and deprivation to the youngsters

of constructive entertainment It's all a big, broad, controversial

subject but Saxton has done more than his bit to clariiy it

and in so doing has joined prominently the ranks oi contemporary

showmen who are manifestly "on top" oi the juvenile attendance

problem y y y
• • • NIGHT before last Laurence Olivier and Vivien

Leigh debuted in their new stage production of "Romeo
and Juliet" out in Chicago Apparently it isn't enough

for Olivier to command the Chi legit spotlight 'mong the males

He's also the big cinematic noise there via "Rebecca"

at the VA Theater Patience, Laurence! you may also

land with the Cubs or White Sox! ... • Rutgers (RKO) Neilson

and the Missus celebrated their 19th wedding anniversary yes'day

... • Outa Hollywood comes word that for the first time in

cartoon history via the medium of trick photography, et al

the character "Porky Pig" will be seen on the screen with

actual motion pictures serving as background for his escapades

Another cartoon precedent'll be when "Porky" actually

meets on the screen his creator, Leon Schlesinger with

whom he's gonna shake hands Subject is a Looney Tune
titled "You Oughta Be In Pictures" as if both aren't!

TEXAS FINDS NO ANTl

TRUST LAW VIOLATION:

{Continued from Page 1)

of the motion picture industry
Texas. We have not found sufficiei

evidence of violation of ^ antj

trust laws to warrant thi. jpar

ment in filing an anti-trust suit i

this time. However, we are goin

to keep our file open and take sue

action in the future as the facts ma
warrant."
Examination of books and recon

started last November.

Warners Win Plagiarism

Suit Brought by Lync

(Continued from Page 1)

fendants yesterday by Federal Judg
Gallston.
Lynch had claimed that he sul

mitted a story "When Homer G0(

Marching Home" to Warners and t\

company had returned it. Latt

Wax'ners produced "Son of a Sailor

with Brown and Lynch contends
that his story had been infringe

upon. Warners claimed the film w<

based on an old vaudeville skit.

During the trial, several instanct

of alleged similarity were cited, h\

Judge Gallston ruled that "to succec

it is necessary for him (the plaii

tiff) to establish that there was
substantial and material part of h

story that was appropriated."
George E. Quigley acted for tl

defendants with Joseph D. Karp (

Warners, as associate. David Asc^

of Conboy, Hewitt, O'Brien ar

Boardman, was attorney for Lync

Mori's Right to Examine
Majors' Books Up Toda

(Continued from Page 1)

suit is expected to be determined ii

day when a hearing is to be he

before Federal Judge W. H. Kirl

Patrick.

Mori was granted the right to e:'

amine the books and records of tl

defendants on April 3, but in tl

meantime, the defendants are r

ported to have objected to the orde

Davidson Joins Warners
i

Louis Davidson has joined Wai
ners home office publicity staff, r^'

placing John Harkins as New Yot
newspaper contact man under Ms.

chell Rawson. Harkins has be«(

given a leave of absence. Davidsii,

is a former newspaper man and als

has been with 20th-Fox.

Sholshy on Duals
Sidney Skolsky, syndicated Hollywood

columnist, whose New York paper is

the Post, cried out against double fea-

tures yesterday, and suggested that the
j

public really protest if the industry

fails to heed squawks against duals,

Skolsky's theme is that duals are un-

fair, among others, to producers and

players. He leveled his columnar fire on

a Coast double-bill embracing "The
Blue Bird" and "Strange Cargo," point-

ing out that the former was a children's

film, the latter anything but.
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Plugged week after week by 2 of the

greatest programs on the air — Jack

Benny, and Fred Allen . . . never before

has a title had such intensive pre-selling.

It's the hottest phrase in the country to-

day—so sell it for all it's worth . . . and

it's worth plenty

BU£tK.BENrN^.
^y^^^AGAIN

x
All the stars of Jack's radio show, in-

cluding Andy Devine, Phil Harris,

Rochester (remember what a smash he

was in "Man AboutTown"), Carmichael,

the most publicized bear in all history

. . . and even the voice of Jack's favorite

heckler, Fred Allen. Plus lovely Ellen

Drew, who has Jack's heart bucking like

a broncho!

V -

gOM^
fHAT mRyBO^^SMfS/ATS/

Four terrific hits, including "Say It Over

and Over Again" ... a sensational swing

specialty by Rochester, "My! My!" . . .

and "My Kind of Country" sung by

everybody's favorite tenor, Dennis Day.

All against a lavish background of gor-

geous gals and eye-filiing sets! *

JACK BENNY ."BUCK BENNY^^^AGAIN

"

ELLEN DREW ANDY DEVINE PHIL HARRIS Virginia Dale Lillian Cornell Dennis Day ROCHESTER

by iVlAKK jANDRICH * screen Play by William Morrow and Edmund Beloin • Based on an Adaptation by Zion Myers of a Story by Arthur Stringer
Produced end
Dirscted

»' the exploitation natural

,..Olt.<^^''\"cOa £ATERM940's surprise
'^^'^ «'tlAE *

. ,«fldo of tropic romance...

^ctoF

^^ ot'-' ^Ki" .
that
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torn P-i'ammtumtX
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t's a PARAMOUNT <$fj^|>^>/
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> ik REVIEWS OF THE REUI fILmS t( ^
"Irene"

h Anna Neagle, Ray Milland, Roland

Young, Alan Marshal, May Robson,

.a.^ Biilie Burke

'0 '^3 104 Mins.

•XCELLENT MUSICAL, LAVISHLY AND
ILFULLY PRODUCED, IS BOUND TO

B. 0. SMASH.

Vgain to the loftiest heights soars the

sical comedy as a form of film entertain-

nt via this glittering, melodious and

!nt-studded version of the institutional

<adway legit production. It's manna from

high for the exhib. and his customers,

it packs a terrific pop wallop. To be-

virith, the story, strictly Cinderella in

e, is intensely appealing and unfettered

complexities. Then, too, the picture

an earful and eyeful, for the score is

lerb and the sets and gowns downright

fering. Few features since the sound

began will warm the femme heart as

ch as this one, which means plenty at

I nation's box offices. Herbert Wilcox,

both produced and directed, demon-

ites anew his solid showmanship by

ling into Technicolor the impressive se-

ance wherein Anna Neagle, as Irene,

ws society's upper crust at the ex-

isive Long Island ball, with her gown

Alice Blue. The Wilcox wisdom is addi-

nally apparent in the renditions of the

song, "Alice Blue Gown," in a variety

moods all the way from the heart-grip-

ig solo to the most torrid swing. Miss

agle is a fine star, with fine "running

tes," for the cast is expert, with virtual-

1

every principal player having an en-

isiastic fan following. The story re-

jints the rise of a girl whom circumstance

Ivates from a job in an upholstery estab-

jiment to pre-eminence as a model of

jhions, and who goes on to become the

ee of the social realm. Her "guardian

gel" is a handsome young socialite, Ray

illand, who anonymously owns the most

shionable dress shop in New York, known

I
Madame Lucy's. At the finale, he wins

|e befriended girl in the nick of time

•m his best friend, Alan Marshal. May
jbson, Biilie Burke and Arthur Treacher

fve lush roles and fill them up to the hilt,

do the other name-players. Russell

' etty's photography is fine, and all the

chnical facets of the opus reflect skill.

' )ut On a Limb," "Castle of Dreams" and

rene" are the other smash tunes. Get
ady for this musical, Mr. Exhibitor. It's

"natural,"—an all-around audience bull's-

,
e.

1 CAST: Anna Neagle, Ray Milland, Roland

)ung, Alan Marshal, May Robson, Biilie

irke, Arthur Treacher, Marsha Hunt,

«abel Jewell, Doris Nolan, Stuart Robert-

n, Ethel Griffies.

f CREDITS: Producer, Herbert Wilcox; As-
ciate Producer, Merrill G. White; Direc-

r, Herbert Wilcox; Author, James H.

jontgomery; Screenplay, Alice Duer Miller;

lusic and Lyrics, Harry Tierney and Joseph
McCarthy; Cameraman, Russell Metty,

SC; Art Director, L. P. Williams; Recorded
• I Richard Van Hessen; Gowns by Edward
•evenson; Special Effects by Vernon Walk-

, ASC; Montage, Douglas Travers; Editor,

mo Williams; Choreography, Aida Broad-
-'st; Set Directions, Darrell Silvera; Assist-

!it Directors, Syd Fogel and Lloyd Richards;

lusical Director, Anthony Collins; Orches-

"Forty Little Mothers"
with Eddie Cantor, Judith Anderson, Ralph

Morgan, Rita Johnson

M-G-M 90 Mins.

GRAND AUDIENCE PICTURE PACKED
WITH LAUGHS, PATHOS, AND ABILITY
TO GROSS HEAVILY.

Back to the screen comes Eddie Cantor

in what is by all odds his best vehicle to

date, and one by which he will long be

remembered because of his heart-warming

performance and the immense human values

which the story contains. It is not Cantor

the comedian who appears in the pulsating

proceedings, but a Cantor who is symbolic

of the tenderness of the world toward the

ideals of parenthood. There is super-power

in this attraction which is entertainment-

plus for audiences and a brilliant asset to

theaters everywhere. It is crammed with

laughs and heart-throbs, and is among the

fine human-interest yarns to come to the

screen. Highly exploitable,—in addition to

its other solid assets,—it should prove to

be a gold mine wherever shown. Appealing
to every stratum of filmgoers, it recounts

the struggle for existence by a young col-

lege professor who cannot find employ-
ment, but who does find a deserted baby.

Finally obtaining an instructorship in a

fashionable girls' school, he smuggles the

infant into his quarters. The girls detest

him because he is conscientious, and, addi-

tionally, because he is unattractive in ap-

pearance. They make his life miserable

until they find out about the baby, but

touched by the pathetic plight of the teach-

er and the story of the little foundling, they

designate themselves co-mothers of the

child. The climax is a happy one, preceded

by a grand admixture of pathos and humor
Cantor is excellent in the lead role, and
the players in support are chosen with rare

skill. Judith Anderson and Nydia Westman
are standouts. The film contains a song,

"Little Curly Hair in a High Chair," which
will go down as a hit in contemporary pop
music. Busby Berkeley's direction is mem-
orable, and much credit goes to Harry

Rapf and his entire production staff for this

stirring human document.

CAST: Eddie Cantor, Judith Anderson,

Ralph Morgan, Rita Johnson, Bonita Gran-
ville, Diana Lewis, Nydia Westman, Margaret
Early, Martha O'Driscoll, Charlotte Munier,

Louise Seidel, Baby Quintanilla.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Rapf; Direc-

tor, Busby Berkeley; Author, Jean Guit-

ton; Screenplay, Dorothy Yost, Ernest Pa-

gano; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer;

Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Cameraman,
Charles Lawton; Editor, Ben Lewis; Asso-

ciate Art Director, Daniel B. Cathcart; Set

Decorations, Edwin B. Willis; Wardrobe,
Dolly Tree.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

GWTW Reaches London
London (By Cable)—GWTW final-

ly bowed in here last night, opening
simultaneously in three houses.
Swankiest premiere was at the Em-
pire, with a who's who audience fill-

ing the stalls.

tral Arrangements, A. Collins and Gene
Rose.

DIRECTION, Top Flight. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Splendid.

"Mr. Washington
Goes To Town"

with F. E. Miller and Mantan Moreland

Dixie National 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

NEGRO COMEDY LOADED WITH SLAP-

STICK AND GAGS GIVES PLAYERS A

FIELD DAY.

This picture, populated with clever Negro
comedians and comediennes, is rich with

laughs. The players have a field day in this

comedy, which is loaded with slapstick and

clever gags. Producer-director, Jed Buell

handled the comedy very effectively. The
picture, which was previewed before a

colored audience, should prove very amus-

ing in many white theaters. F. E. Miller

and Mantan Moreland head the cast of

funmakers and do not miss a trick in putting

over their comedy. Maceo Sheffield, Clar-

ence Morehouse, Margaret Whitten, Zoreta

Steptoe, Arthur Ray, Monty Hawley and

John Lester Johnson, are among the players

who score with their performances. Walter

Weems concocted an amusing original story

and joined with Lex Neal in fashioning

a laugh-laden scenario. Moreland becomes
heir to the mortgage-ridden grand Hotel

Ethopia, which is also sought by Sheffield.

To the hotel come such weird, amusing

guests as stiletto throwers, gorillas, head-

less men, magicians, and "invisible men"
(all being vaudeville performers) and others.

An unexpected guest is Zoreta Steptoe,

who finds her husband, Sheffield, spending

too much time with Geraldine Whitfield,

the beautician. When the wild events

reach their peak it develops the events

were only in the mind of Moreland, dream-

ing away in his prison cell.

CAST: F. E. Miller, Mantan Moreland,

Maceo B. Sheffield, Arthur Ray, Margaret

Whitten, Clarence Morehouse, Monty Haw-
ley, Zoreta Steptoe, Florence O'Brien, Ver-

non McCella, John Lester Johnson, DeForest

Covan, Edward Boyd, Clarence Hargrave,

Johnnie Taylor, Walter Knox, Geraldine

Whitfield, Sam Warren, Cleo Desmond,

Charlie Hawkins, Nathan Curry, Slick Gar-

rison, Henry Hastings.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Jed Buell;

Associate Producer, Maceo B. Sheffield;

Author, Walter Weems; Screenplay, Walter

Weems, Lex Neal; Cameraman, Greenhaigh;

Editor, William Paris; Art Director, Fred

Prebble; Musical Director, Harvey Brooks.

DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Rosalind Russell Loaned
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro has okayed two

loanouts for Rosalind Russell, who
goes to Warners for "No Time for
Comedy" with James Stewart, and to

Universal for "Hired Wife" with
Brian Ahei'ne.

$10,863 Balm for Herbert
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jury which heard

Hugh Herbert's damage action
against CFI returned a verdict of

$10,863. Suit grew out of an auto
crash.

"Free, Blonde and 21"
with Lynn Bari, Mary Beth Hughes,

Joan Davis, Henry Wilcoxon, Robert Lowery
20th-Fox 67 Mins.

MODERATELY AMUSING COMEDY

-

MELODRAMA THAT SHOULD FIT NICELY
ON A DUAL PROGRAM.

As a frothy concoction of comedy and
drama, with a murder thrown in for good
measure, this offering should amuse audi-

ences generally. It has enough comedy to

satisfy those who like to laugh and enough
drama for the more serious minded. Direc-

tor Ricardo Cortez, who did a good job,

depended on Joan Davis and Chick Chandler
for the comic relief, but Miss Davis, alone,

carries most of the comedy. The cast was
well chosen and each member turns in a

good performance. Story is built around a

hotel for women where Mary Beth Hughes,
portraying a scheming young thing, pre-

tends to commit suicide over a love affair

for the publicity and meets Lowery, a prom-
ising young doctor who falls for her. Lynn
Bari, in looking after Miss Hughes, meets
Wilcoxon, head of a hospital and Lowery's

boss. Miss Hughes pretends to be in love

with Lowery but keeps company with Alan
Baxter, who turns out to be a holdup man.
She becomes an accomplice in a roadhouse
killing in which Baxter is wounded fatally

and Lowery is called upon to treat him
secretly. Suspicion falls upon both Lowery
and Wilcoxon but the girl is tricked into

a confession and is sent to jail. Wilcoxon
and Lynn Bari marry at the fadeout. Story

moves along at a good pace.

CAST: Lynn Bari, Mary Beth Hughes, Joan
Davis, Henry Wilcoxon, Robert Lowery, Alan
Baxter, Katharine Aldridge, Helen Ericson,

Chick Chandler, Joan Valerie, Elise Knox,
Dorothy Dearing, Herbert Rawlinson, Kay
Linaker, Thomas Jackson, Richard Lane.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Di-

rector, Ricardo Cortez; Screenplay, Frances
Hyland; Cameraman, George Barnes; Edi-

tor, Norman Colbert.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Selznick-Benchley Shorts

May be Handled by Warners

(Continued from Page 1)

was reported yesterday. Deals with
Warners, United Artists and Para-
mount for the shorts were said to be
in the fire, with Warners holding an
edge.

Congressman Raps "Lion,"

Calls Film Propaganda

Washington Buicau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An attack on Alex-

ander Korda's "The Lion Has Wings"
is made in the Congressional Record
appendix by Rep. Lewis D. Thill of
Wisconsin. He included in his rec-
ord insertion a review of the film
in the Washington Post which brand-
ed the production "an avowedly
propaganda film."

"Lincoln" Set for Chi.
Chicago—RKO's "Abe Lincoln in

Illinois" finally starts at the Palace
April 25.
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ENTERTAINMENT DAY Print Increase to Get Greater Total

AT V. G. CONVENTION oF Simultaneous Runs Rapped by Kent
{Continued from Page 1)

Club will follow at 6:30, while at 7

p.m., the Mexican Fiesta will get
under way on another floor. Both
the Frolic and Fiesta will run
through the night.

Tomorrow's closing program em-
braces the annual golf tournament
at Brook Hollow, the street parade
and the formal banquet in the Baker
Hotel. Latter will be covered by all

newsreels and will be broadcast on
a national radio hookup.

Yesterday at dawn members of

Dallas Tent No. 17 invaded Terrell,

Tex., and re-enacted the early film,

"The Great Train Robbery," by halt-

ing and boarding the Atlanta Spe-
cial bearing Northern and Eastern
delegates at the gun's point. The
train was met at Dallas by a great
armed posse which rescued the dele-

gates through the powder smoke,
nearly causing a panic and riot in

the county jail adjoining the sta-

tion. Delegates yesterday noon
caught their own fish for a fish-fry

at the famous Dick Andrade ranch.
A cocktail party and buff'et supper
were served by Universal Pictures
at the Adolphus Hotel at five. Spe-
cial detachments of State police were
mobilized to handle the throngs at

Love Field to greet the Hollywood
stars who arrived by special planes.

Wood Asks Schenck Lead

Move for Fewer Features

{Continued from Page 1)

war-time problems, Pete J. Wood,
ITO of Ohio secretary, suggests that
Schenck recommend that "all of the
major producing-distributing compa-
nies cut down the number of fea-
ture pictures produced and thus give
the average exhibitor an opportunity
to have open dates so that extended
playing time can be given to those
pictures deserving it."

Wood asserts, "So long as the ma-
jor companies follow the present
system of forcing a large number
of mediocre pictures upon the exhibi-
tor, just so long w-ill your repeated
pleas for extended playing time on
the quality pictures be unheeded."

Julius Levine Forms New
Company to Produce Here

{Continued from Page 1)

new company, known as American
Pictures Corp., is headed by Julius

W. Levine, a former film man who
has been retired for several years.

Financing of the company is re-

ported to have been completed and
major release of its pictures is con-
templated. According to the an-
nouncement, American will make
"top-flight, high-budget pictures."

Temporary offices have been estab-

lished in the EKO Bldg.

It is reported the first picture will

be "The Life of Samuel Gompers."

{Continued

structed them to reduce the number
of prints.

Gov't Favors More Prints
Under (juestioning of Special As-

sistant Attorney General Robert L.

Tlic Associated Press's Washington
bureau yesterday finally caught up
with the fact that the Department of
Commerce had proposed u consent de-
cree settlement plan for the Ne-M York
equity suit. Wire story of about 300
7cords echoed the terms disclosed in
Til II FILM DAILY un March 29
and Apr. 1.

Wright, he said that the average
print cost $140 and those in Tech-
nicolor, four times that much. His
statements were made because
Wright indicated that the D of J
desired film companies to increase
the number of prints so as to give
exhibitors a break.

Kent answered "if we could in-

crease our income and profits by do-
ing that, and get away with it,

we're greedy enough to do it." A
number of economic studies, by audi-
tors, had shown that the film com-
panies were losing because of aug-
mented number of prints, he con-
cluded.

Kent lectured Wright on a number
of phases of the industry and gave
his opinion frankly on many of its

practices. He explained problems of
the industry, their causes and his
opinions on them. Paramount, he
stated, had first purchased theaters
to meet the threats of First* Na-
tional, then an exhibitor's association.

Denies Territory Allocation
There was absolutely no founda-

tion, he said, to the belief that ma-
jor circuits allotted territories to
themselves. Theaters were acquired
to protect markets and companies
continually warred with each other
in the growth of theater acquisitions.
He offered to take Wright on a
"Cook's tour of the country," to
show^ him that the Government con-
tention of theater territorial divis-
ions was erroneous. Wright, in re-
sponse, demanded an explanation of
the situations in Kansas City and
Philadelphia which Kent justified by
describing the history of theater de-
velopments in those cities.

Kent stated that he was not in
favor of centralized operation of
theaters. When you purchase a the-
ater, he said, the most important
thing gained was the "manpower"
of that house. A theater, like a tree,

is rooted in the soil, and depends in

a large part, upon the good will

created by those employed in the
theater, he continued.

Experiences of Paramount in 1923

from Page 1

)

I or 1924, Kent said, showed perfectly

that pictures could not be sold in-

dividually. At that time, Jesse L.

Lasky, in the mistaken belief that

he could obtain higher revenue,

switched to an individual selling pro-

gram, which resulted in disaster

within five months, Kent said. Sur-

prising as it was, he continued, ex-

hibitors themselves were responsible

for the disaster, because they showed
clearly that they preferred to buy in

lots, rather than to compete on the

terms of each picture. The result

was that exhibitors purchased infer-

ior pictures in blocks, rather than
risk their source of supply by deal-

ing with Paramount under that pol-

icy.

Fewer Pictures Seen No Answer
At the same time, Kent said, he

learned that it was not true that the

production of a smaller number of

pictures meant better pictures.

Lasky, who reduced the number for

the season from 75 to 52, made the

worst pictures produced in his life

and "Lasky was still the best pro-

ducer in the business," he concluded.

Exhibitors, these days, do not buy
blindly, Kent expounded, since they
have an oppnrtunity of knowing the

books, plays, materials, directors,

stars and producers of the proposed
pictures before making a purchase.
This is as much as a seller can hu-
manly do when he sells something
before it is finished, Kent claimed.

The film executive also explained
the origin and justification for per-

centage rentals. In the old days, he
said, great circuits were built be-
cause exhibitors "were getting away
with murder" in paying flat rentals.

This practice resulted in the ex-
hibitor getting "everything" and the
producer "nothing."

As a result of pioneering work, in

which Kent said he played a great
part, the system was set up, under
which theaters gave a guarantee and
a percentage on top pictures. Con-
tinual agitation by exhibtior organi-
zations, caused producers to drop the
guarantee and to allow a straight
percentage rental.

I

"Today w^e invest $500,000 to $1,-

000,000 in a picture and we put it

in a theater without a five-cent guar-
antee of what we are going to get.

And I don't think any method could
last this long unless exhibitors prof-
ited by it," Kent said.

Large theaters are no longer the
trend, Kent stated. Sound pictures
have made smaller houses consider-

; ably more desirable and, on the
whole, more profitable.

Wall Street Hears Loeiv^s and Paramount
Experiencing '^Unexpectedly Good Profits'"

Film company earnings are reported by the Wall St. Journal as "varying consider-
ably in current months." with some firms doing "unexpectedly well and others having
hard sledding." Companies with "unexpectedly good profits" are said to include
Loew's and Paramount. Paper says one of the majors is reportedly in the red.

STUDIOS BUY STORIES

FOR 1940-41 LINEUP!

By RALPH WILK
Wtsi Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
Hollywood—With major ap-'^the

studios whipping 1940-41 pf Jam
into shape in the advance oi^ale
conventions, important story pui
chases are being disclosed here,

Twentieth-Fox has acquire
"School Mates" by Lee Katz fo
Shirley Temple in addition to "Own
ers Up," Hambletonian Cup racinj
story by Roy Chanslor and Thoma
Langan, "Studio Club," story abou
the swank club for girls in Holly
wood, Dalton Trumbo's "The Ma;
With a Shovel" and "The Brid
Wore Crutches," by Cartoonist E'

Verdier and Alan Brady, for earl;

production. Herbert I. Leeds wi!

collaborate with William Brent t

developing the script for "Studil

Club."

Several story purchases are als

announced by Metro. They includ
"Five O'clock Girl," the old Bolton
Kalmar-Ruby musical, designed fo
Lana Turner and George Murphy
"Song of Love," a music drama b;

Bernard Schubert and Mario Silv.

dealing with the life of Robert am
Clara Schumann; and "Third Fingen
Left Hand," an original unpublished
story by P. L. Hendrickson. MetW
recently closed for rights to Georgj
M. Cohan's old hit, "Little NellJ

Kelly." "Mr. Co-ed" by Kennetl
Earl, M. M. Musselman and Curti.

Kenyon and John Steinbeck's "Tor
tilla Flats."

As his first two American filmi

for UA release, Alexander Kord^
tentatively has set "The Labyrinj
thine Ways" by Grahame Greene an«

"Bethel Merriday" by Sinclair Lewisi

Rights to the former story havj

been purchased; negotiations for tm
latter are under way.

For Anna Neagle's RKO use, Herj

bert Wilcox has closed a deal fo:j

the Alice Duer Miller magazine ser

ial, "My Pretty Maid." Mrs. Milleij

will do the screen play.

Boris Morros expects to close ail

option for the purchase of "Th<|

Life of 0. Henry," by Ralph Spenc<|

and Mrs. William Sidney Porter, the(

author's widow.

Among late impor-tant Warnei!,

purchases were W. R. Burnett":

"High Sierra" and A. J. Cronin'sj,

"Jupiter Laughs."

Fine Arts Readies Five;

Two Starting This MontW

{Continued from Page 1)

befoi'e the cameras. Others prepar-ji

ing include "If This Be Treason,'!,

"King's Highway" and "Empire ofj

the West."

Otis Garrett will direct "Red Gar-j;

denias" and Nate Watt will 'megj
Charles Nexille Buck's "Flying
Heels."

Franklyn Warner has placed Mau-j
rice Conn in charge of FA's west-j,

ern department.
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(Conliiiucd from Page 1)

les conclave which opens tomor-
w _at_ the Baker Hotel.

T,f ^production budgets will be
loc.-*,-jd to "The Pioneers," based
the James Fenimore Cooper novel;

'he Ape," Broadway play by Adam
all Shirk which will star Boris
u-loff ; "Land of the Sky Blue Wa-
i'," to include two songs by Charles
akefield Cadman—the title number
id "At Dawning"; "The King and
e Cowboy," a Graustarkian ro-

ance.

Two Jack London Stories Listed
"Under Northern Skies" and
jand of the Long Shadows" are two
ck London novels which figure

eminently on the program. The
te Earl Derr Biggers' Satevepost
Dry "Dollar Chasers" is also sched-
ed.

Gene Stratton-Porter's novel "Her
other's Daughter" and a sequel

"Freckles"" entitled "Freckles
)mes Home" by Jeannette Stratton
irter will be made. Marcia Mae
nes and Jackie Moran will be
en in a filmization of "The Old
i'immin' Hole," suggested by the
mes Whitcomb Riley poem, as
'11 as in "Sweet Sixteen" and "Day
eams."

Four for Frankie Darro
I Other properties on the list in-

ide "College Sweetheart" by Leona
ilrymple which appeared in the
Oman's Home Companion; "Mil-
n Dollar Mystery," Collier's Mag-
-ine story by Hugh Wiley; "I

)ver the Town," "You're Out of
ick," "The Sky's The Limit" and
(ly Home Town" with Frankie
^{irro; "Boys of the City" and "That
mg of Mine" with the East Side
,ds; "While Frisco Sleeps," "Phan-
jm of Chinatown" and "Alias Jim-
y Hogan" stories by Hugh Wiley;
pne Glorious Adventure" by Dor-
l,hy Reid and Betty Burbridge and
i Orphans of the North," A Norman
nvn production.

Tex Ritter again will star in a
pup of musical westerns and Fred
|ott in another series of outdoor
]amas. King and Corrigan will be
'own as "The Two Pals."

Informal reunions and conferences
,' franchise holders are scheduled
^th Johnston, Scott R. Dunlap,
:e-president in charge of produc-
m; and Edward A. Golden, general
les manager. A reception and
I'cktail party is to be held at the
j;illas exchange headquarters, with
hn Franconi and Ed Blumenthal as
sts.

Democracy At . . . Play
Lincoln, Neb.—Cracie Allen and Charlie

McCarthy polled 45 and one votes, re-
spectively, in the Douglas County prim-
ary election for president. Cracie also
got 20 votes for vice-president, one for
the Omaha Board of Education.

Others who were listed, thanks to
[
the write-in privileges, were Leon
Trotsky, Fibber McCee and Tony Galento,

National Liquor Dealers Would Banish
Scotch from Pix, End Ascap "fiteqMittcs"

Chicago—National Council of State Liquor Dealers' Associations meeting here

went on record as demanding repeal of the Federal amusement tax, rapping Ascap

tor its "arbitrary and unreasonable fees" and protesting scenario writers "invariable

use of the phrase, 'Scotch and Soda'."
Committee will be named to fomulate plans to remedy Ascap "inequities" and all

producers will be requested to employ only references to American products in scripts.

Meaning rye and bourbon would replace Scotch on the screen.

Bondy Sets May 14 as Date

for RKO Allowance Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

interested under the provisions of

the order. Schedules annexed to the

notice itemize all applications and
show that the total runs closely to

$2,500,000. Previous allowances to-

taled the sum of $955,000.

Schine Merit Contest

Prizes to Total $4,100

Gloversville— A contest starting
April 28 in which $4,100 in prizes
will be awarded theater managers
of the Schine circuit was announced
here at a meeting of all Schine dis-

trict and zone executives. Called the
"Schine Showmen's Merit Contest,"
it will extend over 14 weeks through
the Summer theater season, closing
Aug. 3. Prizes will be awarded on
a merit point system, merits to be
given for exploitation ideas, cam-
paigns, special services and increases
in gross over the same months of

last year. Any manager who cre-

ates and engineers an original,

money-making stunt, for instance,
will be given 15 merit points. Dis-
trict managers will get 25 per cent
of all prize money won by men under
them as an incentive to co-operation
and encouragement.

First prize is $500; second, $300;
third, $200; fourth, $100 and fifth to

thirtieth, one week's salary. The con-
test is different in that it is not
based entirely on results. Stunts
and campaigns, even though they
don't raise grosses above last year,
will win merit points.

J. Myer Schine, president of Schine
Entei-prises, Inc., welcomed the men
to the Spring executives' meeting
and discussed current theater prob-
lems. Louis W. Schine, vice-presi-
dent in charge of theater operation,
also spoke, as did department heads.

District and zone managers pres-
ent included: Lou Lazar, Beliefon-
taine, Ohio Zone; Pat McGee, Cleve-
land, Ohio State district; Frank M.
Boucher, Washington, Maryland and
Delaware; Lew Hensler, Lexington,
Ky.; William Tubbert, Watertown,
Northern N. Y. district; Clint Young,
Western N. Y. zone; Harvey Gold-
smith, Western N. Y. district; Jerry
Fowler, Chenango Valley district;
Bud Silverman, Rochester, N. Y.;
David Britton, Tiffin, Ohio; and Sid-
ney Holland, Mohawk Valley dis-
trict.

Top Billing for "Navy"
Des Moines—RKO will give top

billing for Monogram's "Son of the
Navy" at the Iowa, Cedar Rapids,
and the Orpheum, Davenport.

Freshman Heads Benearl,

New Music Publishing Co.

Syracuse, N. Y. — With Earl I.

Freshman, for 23 years Ascap asso-

ciate counsel here, as prexy, and

Milt Davidson, professionally Jay

Milton, song writer, foi'merly with

several majors, as general manager,

Benearl Publishing Co. has been or-

ganized here. Company will be ac-

tive in the music field, and has made
tieups with all local radio stations.

Others associated with the new firm

are Benjamin Kline, vice-prexy;

Richard Aronson, treasurer, and

Nothan I. Share, secretary.

Mrs. Lou Machat Dies

Chicago—Mrs. Lou Machat, wife
of the manager of the B & K Mary-
land Theater, is dead.

EASTMAN EMPLOYM'T

HITS ALL-TIME MARK

(Continued from Page 1)

creased $19,300,000 over the earlier

period.

Current assets totaled $114,646,-
010 on Dec. 30, 1939, compared with
current liabilities of $25,056,925, the
current position being bolstered dur-
ing 1939 by the sale of 225,092
shares of common stock at $12'7.50

per share.
In reporting improvement in busi-

ness over the past 10 years, the
company officials referred to the big
expansion in Eastman Kodak prod-
ucts, indicating particulaiiy the
growth in the Cine-Kodak line fol-

lowing the introduction of motion
pictures to the amateur trade. Sales
gains were also augmented by the
company's color photography known
as Kodachrome and the development
of new fabrics at its Kingston, Tenn.,
plant.

Rites for Mrs. Miles
Milford, Conn.—Funeral rites were

held here for Mrs. Anita Hendrie
Miles, 72, pioneer scenarist and foi'-

mer actress. She was the widow of

William David Miles, early director

for Biograph.
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Kent Categorically Denies_Gov't Equity Suit Charges

EOUITYJRIAL JUNEJ; NO MOREJELAYS
Technicolor Price Drop To Cut Feature Cost $35,000
^ent a Foot Reduction Will

Become Effective in

U. S. on Aug. 1

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Technicolor, through
r. Herbert T. Kalmus, Friday an-

aounced a price reduction of one
;ent a foot, effective Aug. 1. This
ipplies on domestic orders of 250
irints or more on features, or single
)rders of 125 prints or more on short
subjects. This is exclusive of adver-
;ising and industrial subjects.
Dr. Kalmus said the reduction will

mean a saving to producers of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars a year,

{Continued on Page 4)

SMPE ATLANTIC CITY

PARLEY ATTRACTS 250

Technical papers, lectures, and
jdemonstrations, covering virtually
'every phase of motion pictures, are
scheduled for presentation during
four days of the SMPE Spring con-
ivention, opening at Haddon Hall,
'Atlantic City, today, with attendance
of 250 expected.
On the film side, subjects to be

{Continued on Page 8)

London Critics Hail GWTW;
See U. S. Record Duplicated

London (By Cable)—On the basis
of its critical reception and early
b.o. showing, GWTW, now running

I

in three West End houses here, looks

I

to duplicate its U. S. record on this

I

side.

Typical of the critical reaction are
(Continued on Page 7)

Korda Resumes Production
In Hollywood Late in June

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alexander Korda

plans to return to Hollywood late
in June to resume production for

(Continued oh Page S)

Ryan's Successor
Retnains a Mystery

Exit of Clendenin Ryan as Mayor
LaGuardia's contact for Eastern produc-
tion has New York City's Department
of Commerce somewhat in a dither.

Department officials insist that the
Mayor's campaign to bring a portion of

production to the East is not dead but
Is merely In a state of status quo.

The Mayor has not designated a suc-
cessor to Ryan although John Wharton
has been mentioned, not, however, from
the Mayor's office.

DEMBOW AND BRENNER

NAMED V.P;S OF NSS

George F. Dembow, general sales

manager of National Screen Service,

and William B. Brenner, general ex-
ecutive, have been elected vice-presi-

dents of the company. Dembow's
official title becomes vice-president
in charge of sales and Brenner be-

(Continued on Page 7)

Re-elect Harris as Chief
Barker of Variety Clubs

Dallas—John Harris of Pittsburgh
was re-elected chief barker of the
Variety Clubs on Friday at the an-
nual convention of the national or-

ganization. At the same time, At
(Continued on Page 4)

Arnold Charges Defense with Setting Up "Elaborate

Machinery of Delay"—Majors Hold

Gov't Responsible
Federal Judge John C. Knox on Friday set trial of the Gov-

ernment's equity suit against the eight majors for June 3 after
hearing defense application for a 60-day extension from May 1,

first trial date, and specified that no
further postponement of the trial

will be permitted "under any cir-

cumstances."
The application for delay was per-

sonally opposed by Assistant Attor-
ney General Thurman W. Arnold,
head of the anti-trust department.
Arnold stated "that the trial of the
case is overwhelmingly in the pub-
lic interest" aijd charged the defen-
dants with setting up an "elaborate
machinery of delay." He told Judge
Knox that the question of divorce-

(Continued on Page 8)

MONO. MAY PRODUCE

WESTERNS IN MEXICO

By HIX SMITH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Dallas — Monogram, aiming its

1940-41 lineup of 26 features and 24
Westerns principally for the domes-
tic and Latin-American markets, may
produce eight westerns in their en-
tirety in Mexico, Prexy W. Ray

(Continued on Page 4)

200 Home Office Publicists

and Ad Men Signed by Guild

Announcement was made Friday
by the Screen Publicists and Adver-
tising Guild that the organization
now has a membership of over 200,
which gives it a majority in all home
offices of majors, with one excep-
tion. At the first official meeting of
the executive board over the week-

(Continued cm Page 8)(Continued on Page 4) (Continued on Page

Majors* Counsel Take Suit Offensive,

With Kent Denying All Gov^t Charges
r\ l_ T_:_l__ B : Maior comnanies for the first time
Duals, Triples, Premiums

Hurting Industry—Kirsch

Chicago — Elimination of double
and triple features and the practice
of giving premiums must be accom-
plished if the motion picture busi-
ness is to survive. Jack Kirsch, pres-
ident of niinois Allied, declared in

(Continued on Pagt 7)

Major companies for the first time
in the pre-trial exams in the D of J's
equity suit took the offensive when
they questioned Sidney R. Kent on
their own initiative Friday on Gov-
ernment charges, with Kent categor-
ically denying every important con-
tention. This step was taken by de-
fense counsel with the explanation
that they wished Kent's testimony

(Continued on Page 8)

AMERICAN TO MAKE

FOUR PIX IN EAST

A series of four pictures, each
budgeted at $500,000 minimum, is

planned by American Pictures Corp.,
recently formed for major distribu-

tion. First picture, "The Life of
Samuel Gompers," based on the life

of the noted labor leader, goes be-

(Continued on Page 7)

Majors Lose Court Fight

to Withhold Master Pacts

Philadelphia—The majors, defen-
dants in the Mori (Vineland, N. J.)

anti-trust suit here, lost their fight

to avoid producing all master film

contracts in the U. S. as well as
(Continued on Page 7)

Jorgensen Asks $77,000
in Trade Restraint Suit

Dallas — Charging restraint of
trade, H. N. Jorgensen, owner of the
East Grand theater, has filed suit

against Interstate and Texas Con-
solidated for $77,000 damages.
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(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, APRIL 19)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Sea+ IOI/4 lOVi lO'A — Va
Col. Picts.vtc. (21/2%) 7 7 1 — Va
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 21 21 21 + Va
Con. Fm. Ind 1 % 1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 9'/4 91/4 91/4

East. Kodak 156 155% 155% — 1 Va
do pfd 173 1721/2 173 — 1 1/2

Gen. Th. Eq 12 113A 12 -f %
LoeWs, Inc 341/2 341/8 34% + %
do pfd
Paramount 71^ 7 714 + %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 91/4 9 9 — %
Pathe Film 1034 10% IOI/4

RKO 1 1 1 — Va
20th Century-Fox ... 93^ 91/2 91/2 — 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd. 223/8 213^ 21 3/4 — 34
Univ. Pict. pfd 101 IOO1/2 101 + 1

Warner Bros 33/3 31/4 3i/i — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref.. 6s46. IO21/2 IO21/4 IO21/4 — 1/4

Loew's deb. 3 1/2 s46. 104 1/4 IO41/4 IO41/4 + 1/4

Para. B'way 3555
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 901/4 90 90
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. ... 3^ 3/^ V* + Va
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 143/8 14 14
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 5% SVi 5% -|- %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66'/2 68'/2

Warners Buy Two Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has

bought rights to "Mr. Skeffington,"
Elizabeth's popular novel, which will
probably be for Bette Davis, and
"King's Row" for James Cagney,
Ann Sheridan and John Garfield.
Two stories are said to have cost

$100,000,

[1 The Broadivay Parade d
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight tor Life (U. S. Film Service-Lorentz)—7th week Belmont
It's a Date (Universal Pictures)—5th week Rivoli

Rebecca (United Artists-Selznick)—4th week Music Hall

Dr. Cyclops (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Lights Out in Europe (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week Little Carnegie

Forty Little Mothers (Mctro-Coldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Till We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

Parole Fixer (Paramount Pictures) ..Criterion

Enemy Agent (Universal Pictures) RIalto

The Secret Four (Monogram Pictures) Globe

The Light of Western Stars (Paramount Pictures) (a) Central

Captain Moonlight (Atlas Exchange) (a) Central

My Little Chickadee (Universal Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Curtain Call (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—19th week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—«th week World
Harvest (French Cinema Corp.)—8th week (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—3rd week (d) Fine Arts

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—3rd week (d) Cinecitta

L'Ultima Nemica (Italian feature) Cine Roma
Hennes Lilla Majestat (Scandinavian Talking Pictures) 48th St. Theater
The Mayor's Dilemma (Film Alliance) 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
French Without Tears (Paramount Pictures)—April 27 Rivoli

Buck Benny Rides Again (Paramount Pictures)—April 24 Paramount
Strange Cargo (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

My Son, My Son (United Artists-Small) (c) Music Hall

One Million B. C. (United Artists-Roach)—April 26 Roxy
Saps at Sea (United Artists-Roach)—April 27 Rialto

Two Girls on Broadway (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—April 24 Criterion

Saturday's Children (Warner Bros. Pictures)—May 3 Strand
Pioneers of the West (Republic Pictures)—April 24 (a) Central

Men With Steel Faces (Times Pictures)—April 24 (a) Central
Virginia City (Warner Bros. Pictures)—^April 25 (a-b) Palace

Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me (Universal Pictures)—April 25 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Dual run.

Second Fleischer Feature

for Paramount is Definite

Fleischer studio definitely will

make a second feature cartoon for

Paramount release, it was said in

New York Friday by Dave Fleischer,

here for story conferences at Para-
mount. Fleischer expected to re-

turn to Miami over the week-end.

Wages of $80,916,341

Paid by Westinghouse

Westinghouse, out of a total in-

come of $176,653,428 in 1939, paid
$80,916,341 as salaries and wages
and 19,349,241 in dividends.

Gets "Aloma" Talkie Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has bought

talking rights to "Aloma of the
South Seas." The silent rights is

already owned. It will in all prob-
ability star Dorothy Lamour.

To Film 0. Henry's Life
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — National Pictures

Corp. has acquired screen rights to

"Biography of 0. Henry," written
by Ralph Spence and Mrs. William
Sidney Porter, widow of 0. Henry.

Starts First "Hobby Lobby"
Arthur Leonard, producer, has

started work at the Fox Movie-
tone studios on the first of a series

of "Hobby Lobby" shorts, featuring
Dave Elman.

"Rebecca" Staying a Third
Wilmington, Del.—Loew's is hold-

ing "Rebecca" for a third; it's the
only other pix except GWTW to go
more than two.

GSC Sets "Birth of Baby"
Chicago—Great States circuit has

booked the Chicago-banned film,
"Birth of a Baby" into various key
spots, dovm state. The film opens
at the Orpheum Theater in Quincy
today for an extended run. Chil-
dren will be admitted with their
parents.

Penning Papal History
St. John, N. B.—Lieut. John Far-

row, RKO writer-director on Cana-
dian naval service and based here, is

writing "History of the Popes" be-
tween tricks.

Detroit V.C. Gets Active
Detroit— Local Variety Club re-

sumes weekly luncheons May 6 and
holds a benefit dance at the Naval
Armory May 10.

RKO Signs Jimmy Lydon
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO has signed Jim-

my Lydon to a termer; he's set for
both "Little Men" and "Freckles."

Educ. Hearing May 2
Hearings on Educational Pictures,

Inc., yesterday were adjourned to
May 2 by Referee John E. Joyce.

cominc nno Goinc

DAVE FLEISCHER, who has been in Ni
York for story confabs, at Paramount, *
expected to return to Miami over the w«
end.

ALEXANDER KORDA is scheduled to ic
Hollywood Thursday for New York, en r

to England on business. He expects to l

here Saturday on the Clipper.

NED E. DEPINET, ANDY W. SMITH a-

CRESSON SMITH, are due in this morning fro

Dallas.

BEN KALMENSON arrives in Chicago toda

A. A. SCHUBART, manager of exchange opei

ations for RKO, is in Boston.

HARRY RATHNER, president of Produce.
Releasing Corp., flew back to the Coast yc
terday from Dallas after attending the V. C

convention.

ARTHUR WILLI, Eastern talent head f;

RKO, is in Chicago.

CHARLES BOYER and his wife. PAT PATTER '

SON, arrived from the Coast yesterday for

three-week stay.

AL SINDLINGER, March of Time ad in !

pub. director, has returned to New York fror

Washington.

HARRY MICHALSON, short subjects manage
of RKO, and MRS. MICHALSON, are spendin

\

a short vacation in Atlantic City.

MAXWELL SETTON, managing director a
Mayflower Pictures, sailed for Europe Saturdl
on the Manhattan.

E. S. GREGG, general foreign manager ta

Erpi, returns here about May 10 from an •>
tensive South American trip.

NUNNALLY JOHNSON returns to the Co*
the middle of next month after an extendil
vacation.

VINTON FREEDLEY returned to New YoK
over the week-end from Florida.

DWICHT DEERE WIMAN is vacationing .

Bermuda.

NOEL COWARD is expected here next wee'

from Europe.

LEO MITTLER, writer and director, leave

for the Coast Wednesday.

FRANK v. KENNEBECK, Paramount man
ager in Calcutta, India, arrives here the middl
of next month from the Orient for home offic

huddles.

A. E. MEYER, sales manager of Internationa
,

Projector, left Dallas yesterday for Mexico Cif>
'

T. E. SHEA, director of engineering for Erpi '

arrives on the Coast this morning from N8> !

York.
!

REGINALD GARDINER arrived in New Yori
;

yesterday from Hollywood for a short vaca.

tion.

Eddie Selette Recovers
Albany—Eddie Selette, after foui

weeks in a hospital with a sprainec
knee, is back at his managerial desk

at the Albany.

Best virishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following en their blrthdayi:

APRIL 22

William J. McShea

Ed Carroll

i
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bonanza. The year's

top exploitation show I
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TECHNICOLOR GUTTING

PRICE PENNY A FOOT

(Cotitiiiucd from Page I)

with the saving on each feature made
in technicolor averaging about $35,-

000.

The reduction was made even
though Technicolor has contracts for

more than 20 features and a large

number of short subjects which
would normally require between fifty

and one hundred million feet of re-

lease prints for domestic distribu-

tion, it was pointed out.

Re-elect Harris as Chief

Barker of Variety Clubs

(Continued from Page 1)

lantic City was voted the convention
city for next year.

Other elections placed Bob O'Don-
nell as first assistant, Harry Kal-
mine, Pittsburgh, second assistant,

James G. Balmer, dough guy, and
Eddie Ruben, Minneapolis, prop-
master.

Financial report by James C. Bal-

mer of Pittsburgh, national dough
guy, disclosed that the various clubs

had made available a total of $350,-

000 for charitable purposes during
the year. The local tent's charity
expenditure was $31,500.

Milk funds, oxygen tents, movies
for shut-ins, boys' camps, blood
banks,- hospital equipment for the
treatment of polio victims — these
were among tent's charity activities.

Pittsburgh's tent registered the
greatest attendance in relation to

distance traveled.

Closing events Saturday attracted
thousands of visitors to Dallas, the
day's program, which included a golf

toui-nament and huge parade, climax-
ing with the formal banquet in the
Baker Hotel's Crystal Ballroom.
Latter was featured by the presenta-
tion of the 1939 Humanitarian Award
to Martha Berry of Georgia's Berry
Schools by Chief Barker John H.
Harris.

Indiana Outlook Bright,

Asserts LeRoy Dennis

Chicago—Improving farm income
and larger factory payrolls are unit-
ing to make the biz outlook in Indi-
ana bright, according to LeRoy
Dennis, Wabash circuit operator, who
was a visitor here.

Marxmen on P.A, Tour
Chicago—Marx Bros, open their

p.a. tour in this territory at the
Great States' Rialto, Joliet, April
29-30, with Paramount, Toledo;
Michigan, Detroit, and B & K Chi-
cago here to follow.

New Time In Chi. Apr. 28
Chicago—Daylight Saving Time

goes into effect in Chicago area on
Sunday.

• • • IT'S a far cry irom the "sandwich man" who, boarded-

up fore and ail sails the city streets to conscientiously carry

on a spot of promotion for his employer to the manner in •which

UA goes in for flagging the public via raiments The UA tactics

are more decisive than a blitzkrieg and on an even greater scale

for their promotional forces aim at putting thousands of women

and children in "Thief of Bagdad" fabrics manufactured by

Pacific Mills Latter has just issued an eye-filling presentation

book plugging the fabrics as well as the new Alex Korda opus

to a fare-thee-well The Pacific Mills ad campaign is up in six

figures all to the left of the decimal point and this campaign

will redound to the benefit of Mr. Exhib as well as to the manu-

facturer
T

• • • THE fashion seems to he fashions to promote pix

for another grand tie-up campaign is being engineered by the Hal

Roach contingent in behalf of "One Million B. C." which

is slated to play the local Roxy on April 26 This time it's

"Cave Girl Prints" bearing prehistoric symbols designed by

the Ameritex Corp Radio programs in seven of the biggest

keys will be used to aid in merchandising the prints

and the picture

T T T
• • • DESERVED verbal bouquets are being hurled at the set-

lings in U's "It's a Date" so pick 'em up Jack Otterson, 'cause

you're the art directing guy! . . . • John Hurley, former Variety staffer,

is now at the N. Y. Telephone exhibits press department at the

World's fair. . . • That Trotta family sure is an artistic clan Vin-

cent has been art director for Paramount for more than a quarter

century Just this week-end Giuseppe, who's Vince's brother

nigh stole the show at the 24th Annual Exhibition of the

Society of Independent Artists held at the American Art Galleries

on 57th St via a portrait he painted of Mrs. Vincent Trotta!

T T T
• • • YES'DAY we got from Christy Walsh sports di-

rector of the World's Fair a four-page, tab size announcement

of the 1940 Sports Contests conducted in connection with the

Academy of Sports there Right on the cover, 'most big as

life, was a picture of Master Eden Bitzer little son of cinema-

tographer Billy Bitzer who handled the camera on irmnortal

productions of D. W. Griffith including "The Birth of a Na-

tion" Young Eden is reported torn by twin ambitions......

that of shining in Hollywood or be a second sacker like Yankee
Joe Gordon Christy Walsh chose the little chip off the

Bitzer block for the illustration 'cause Eden is the typical

American boy wholesome, handsome and surcharged with

personality So, talent scouts for Hollywood, please note!

T T T
• • • COLUMBIA Joe McConville is a versatile gent He's

not only a star sales exec, in charge of the foreign marts but, by

gum, he's a star critic of pix Some months ago Joe was in

Mexico City and informed this colyum shortly thereafter that

he had seen a quickly assembled 'work print of "Melodias de Antano"

the Grovas-Oro attraction which Columbia will handle in all

countries 'cept Mexico Said Ice: "That picture'll slay audiences!"

Weeks passed and the opus finally debuted and slay 'em it

did shattering a first week house record in Mexico City The

reason we mention all this is because w^e have a luncheon date

with a blonde this week and (here's a conflicting screening....

We'll be very much obliged to you, Joe, if you'll take the re-

viewing assignment

MONO. MAY PRODUCE

WESTERNS IN MEXICI

(Cniitiinicd from Page 1)

Johnston disclosed at the annur
convention which concludes here to

night.
Several of the features will hav

Spanish and Mexican background
with an eye to sales south of th

'

border, while for many of the West
erns, Spanish songs, orks and danc
ers will be employed. Johnston'
idea, if the Mexican production plai

goes through, is to surround th-

company's Western stars, Tex Kit

ter, Fred Scott and "The Thre
Pals," new combo embracing Johil

King, Ray Corrigan and Max Teri

hune, with all-native casts. Georg'

W. Weeks will make the new "Thre^

Pals" series of eight. Both Corri

gan and Terhune formerly were seei

in "The Three Mesquiteers."
Franchise holders yesterday wer

advised that the sales quota for nex|

season has been upped $375,000 t

.

$9,225,000. Budget boosts of 50 pe

cent for 14 films and 30 per cent fo

12 others earlier had been disclosed

Convention speakers, in additio

to Johnston, include Eddie Colder
sales chief, who outlines the sellin;

policy today; Scott R. Dunlap, pro

duction head; Bob O'Donnell; Sar
Dembow, Ed Rowley. Julius Gordor
R. E. Griffith. Mike Rice, Ed Kuy
kendall and Col. H. A. Cole.

Detroit Exhibs. Fighting

Permit for Tent Theatei

Detroit—Leaders of Detroit ex

hibitor groups are uniting to oppos
the granting of a permit for th

1,500-seat tent theater planned b;

the Veterans of Foreign Wars, t,

give 18 weeks of dramatic stock. Th'

City Council passed the matter \i}

to the Mayor. Exhibitor leader]

point out that they pay taxes th*

year around and would meet thi

new type competition during thei

worst months in the Summer.

"Typhoon" in Honolulu Bow
Honolulu (By Cable)—World pre^

miere of Para.'s "Tjrphoon" will bt

held at the Waikiki theater on Fri

day. Dorothy Lamour, co-starred

will attend. It's the Island's firsi

world premiere.

Screencraft Sets Deals

Screencraft has closed deals wit^

Superior Pictures for Chicago, StI

Louis, Milwaukee and Indianapolis

and with International Pictures Dis

tributing Co. for Philadelphia an<

Washington.

Griffith Adds Two More I-

Oklahoma City—A deal has beei'

completed by Griffith Southwesterr
Theaters, owners of the State Thea
ter at Pawhuska, to take over thi

Kihekah and Circle Theatei's fron'

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Abbott, who re,

tire.



Where are all

the people going,
Mr. Cantor?''

.*^

'horo of Capitol crowds opening day. Weather: rain, cold, cloudy!

It

They're ^raiting

on line to see
40 Little Mothers
at the Capitol."

EDDIE CANTOR in the Storjio/"FORTY LITTLE MOTHERS" with JUDITH ANDERSON
Rita Johnson • Bonita Granville • Ralph Morgan • Diana Lewis • Nydia Westman • Screen Play by

Dorothy Yost and Ernest Pagano • Directed by Busby Berkeley • Produced by Harry Rapf.
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COLLEGIANS TAKE UP

CLEARANCE CUDGELS

Dallas—Opening by Lee Threet of

Liifkin of an 800-seat house facing
the campus of Texas A & M College
at College Station has precipitated a
clearance controversy, with colleg-

ians fighting the protection enjoyed
by the Jefferson Amusement Co.'s

houses at adjacent Bryan.

Until Threet opened, collegians
had the alternative of patronizing a
YMCA-operated campus house or
spending 20 cents carfare to Bryan.
YMCA got its pix from 60 to" 120
days after Bryan. Wtih Threet in

the field here, collegians want quicker
playdates and are giving Bryan the
go-by, only five student admissions
to the Jefferson houses said to have
been recorded in 10 days.

Jefferson has owned a site at Col-

lege Station for two years.

BFC Hits Del. Blue Laws
Wilmington, Del. — Better Films

Council has voted to recommend re-
peal of the state's blue laws.

THE WEEr IN REVIEW
Producers Called as Gov't Witnesses

By L. H. MITCHELL

DOMESTIC
EQUITY SUIT: Federal Judge

Henry W. Goddard authorized Gov't
to subpoena Producers Charles Chap-
lin, Samuel Goldwyn, Joseph M.
Schenck, DaiTyl F. Zanuck and Louis
B. Mayer as witnesses in the N. Y.
equity suit . . . Thurman Arnold ar-
rived in N. Y. to fight delay in trial

asked by defendants . . . Gov't was
expected to establish N. Y. suit GHQ
before the week-end . . . Col. H. A.
Cole announced his opposition to any
consent decree that did not contain
a "divorcement" provision ... In
preliminary exam. Joseph Bernhard
denied there was an exhibition mon-
opoly in Philly, and Sidney R. Kent
rapped distrib. tendency to increase
the number of prints on a single film

. . . It was stated any "consent" de-
cree would not be applicable to in-

dies.
* * *

20-FOA' MEET: Titles of 40 of
the 20th-Fox 52 pictures for 1940-41

For the past twenty-one years Film Daily
Year Books have been recognized as the Stand-
ard Reference Books of the Motion Picture
Industry. Put them all together and you have
the finest history of the motion picture busi-'
ness during this period of time obtainable any-
where in the world. Film Daily Year Books
are an integral part of the industry. 1940 edi-
tion is now being distributed to all Film Daily
subscribers.

were announced at the company's
Chi. convention . . . Company will

spend $500,000 on radio and $2,000,-

000 on newspaper promotion on new
season product ... 75 per cent of

pix will be sold on percentage basis,

it was stated, with four pix at 40
per cent . . . Schenck warned ex-

hibs. they must "help pay the
freight," give proper terms and ex-

tended playing time to "super" pix
. . . Spyros Skouras told delegates
admission increase was the answer
to exhib.-distrib. war problems . . .

At stockholders' meeting new pacts
were approved for Schenck and Dar-
ryl F. Zanuck.

* * *

VARIED FRONTS: Dallas, Tex.,

became temporary film capital with
influx of film personalities for na-
tional convention of Variety Clubs . .

.

Monogram, in sales convention at

Dallas, announced 50 pix for new
season, 26 features and 24 westerns
. . . Gabriel L. Hess, Hays office gen-
eral counsel, died on Sunday . . .

Merger of Jimmy Roosevelt's Globe
Productions and Samuel Bronston
Productions, was consummated, with
UA to distribute product . . . House
snag delayed hearing on Neely bill

as the D.A.R. came out in opposi-
tion to it ... B & K net for 1939
announced at $1,329,964 . . . East-
man Kodak employment hit a new
peak, 72 per cent above number em-
ployed in 1929 . . . Fortrade Corp.
formed to handle 40 French pix here.

* *

PRODUCTION: Week saw 23 pix
go before Coast cameras . . . Geo.
Abbott set to go to Coast to direct
film version of "Too Many Girls"
. . . "The Great Profile" will be 20-

Fox's first new season release . . .

Para, seeks Oscar Levant for "Ghost
Music" . . . Metro loans Rosalind
Russell for Warners' "No Time for
Comedy" and for Universal's "Hired
Wife" . . . Fine Arts readies five

for cameras . . . Goldwyn loans
Andrea Leeds for 20-Fox's "Return
of Frank James" . . . Metro is co-

starring Powell and Loy in "I Love
You Again," and Lana Turner and
Lew Ayres in "To Own the World"
. . . Warners start "Episode" with
Olivia de Havilland; "They Drive by
Night," starring George Raft, Ann
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart; and
"Broadway Lawyer," starring Geo.
Brent . . . John Ford's Argosy Prods.,
started "The Long Voyage Home"
with John Wayne, Thomas Mitchell,
Ian Hunter, Barry Fitzgerald and
Arthur Shields in the cast . . . Para,
began grinding on "A Night at Earl
Carroll's" with Ken Murray and Rose
Hobart; "Comin' Round the Moun-
tain" with Bob Burns and Una
Merkel; "Rangers of Fortune" with
Fred MacMurray, and the William
Boyd pix, "Three Men from Texas"
. . . RKO put "Millionaires in Prison,"
starring Lee Tracy and Linda Hayes,
"Have it Your Own Way" with
Maureen O'Hara and Louis Hayward,
and "Cross-Country Romance," star-

«REVI€UJS>
"The Light of Wester

Stars"
with Victor Jory, Jo Ann Sayers, Rusw

Hayden, Morris Ankrum

Paramount 67 MIn

WELL-MADE CACTUS DRAMA WHIG
WILL FIND RESPONSE AMONG FAN
WHO FANCY ACTION.

Produced more elaborately and with mo
attention to detail than the vast majorii

of sagebrush sagas, this one will please out

door fans who like their entertainmei

action-studded. There is excitement, hai

riding, fisticuffs and gun-play, and eve

the location shots are generally inspirin

but the footage appears to lack a rhythrr

quality, and this is due in part to the ji

sawing of story with cast. The stonr,

adaptation of the Zane Grey yarn, recour

the attempt on the part of an Easte

heiress to rehabilitate a ranch foremi

whose big liability is drink. Jo Ann Saye

is the alluring, but outwardly frigid g

who attempts to bring the foreman, Vi

tor Jory, to the straight and narrow, albc

their first meeting got romance off on t:

wrong foot. Morris Ankrum and Tom Tyl

are the villains of the piece via their gu

running pact, despite the circumstance th

the latter is the sheriff of the county. Joi

at the finale, leads his cowhands to a vi

tory over the Ankrum mob, thus resto

ing law and order to the immediate se

tion of the Mexican border. Those fa'

who insist on clinches as a sort of cord

after their cinematic feast will be d;

appointed for the reason that duty, stretch<

a point, is apparently greater than lov

Ordinarily, clear-cut duty is, but it hi

pens that there is a wispy "cloud" on t!

Jory name south of the border, so off

rides to clear it, leaving his sweethe:

to wait until he gets moral "clearanc

papers. Direction is good and ditto photo

raphy. Noah Beery, Jr., gives a good a

count of himself in the role of Jory's ioyi

sidekick.

CAST: Victor Jory, Jo Ann Sayers, Rusnl

Hayden, Morris Ankrum, Noah Beery, Jl

J. Farrell MacDonald, Ruth Rogers, fv
Tyler, Rad Robinson, Eddie Dean, Estli|l

Estrella, Alan Ladd.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Dl

rector, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, Noli

man Houston; Sound Mixer, Earl Sitar; Ed^

tor, Sherman A. Rose; Art Director, LeM
J. Rachmil; Music Score, Victor Youni

Cameraman, Russell Harlan.

DIRECTION, GOOD. PHOTOGRAPHt
Skillful.

Aides to Jones Named
i

Chicago—Johnny Jones, chairmaj

of the Allied convention entertaiil

ment committee, will be assisted b

Joe Koppel, Moe Wells, Billy Dii

mond and Al Borde. Jack Kirsc)

convention chairman, has name
Duke Hickey as chairman of the coi

vention publicity committee. Coi

vention opens June 19 at the Morr
son.

ring Gene Raymond and Wendy Bai

rie, into work . . . Universal starte

"Hot Steel" with Richard Arlen an

Andy Devine, and a western, "Ai;

zona Cyclone" . . . Hal Roach v^
"Captain Caution" into work.
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cMBOW AND BRENNER

NAMED V.P;S OF NSS

(Continued from Page 1)

les vice-president in charge of
rations.

jembow started in the film busi-

pS with William Fox, remaining
years and then held important
fcs with Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
Robei't Kane Productions. He

iied the army during the war and
jme a theater operator when he
' released. After 18 months as

EO. F. DEMBOW WM. B. BRENNER

^exhibitor, Dembow joined Her-

,1
Eobbins at National Screen.

Tenner also entered the industry
r I Fox at the home office and sub-
F lently became assistant manager
the Albany and Indianapolis
iches. He joined National Screen
L923 as city salesman in New
i and has risen steadily. One
lis major achievements was the
nstruction of the service divi-

when new methods were needed
he result of sound.

^I^tier Going to Coast

to Talk Releasing Deal

) negotiate release for a series

ihorts and two features which
! Ifilm plans to produce in the
\ i, Leo Mittler leaves for the

3t Wednesday. Realfilm will make
3ks at Work," documentary, for

fc American Library Association,
agene Moore has been named

1 [film's television director.

Stage Try Is Floppo
arrisburg, Pa.—Stage show test

Vilmer & Vincent's State Thea-
ir^ivas a floppo and house will stick

^ Ims.

J. Robert Hale Dead
mdon (By Cable) — J. Robert

i ;, 66, veteran stage and screen
cir, is dead.

loss Federal Biz
Shows 108% Climb

First quarter biz of Ross Federal
lows a 108 per cent jump over 1939,
:cording to Prexy Harry A. Ross, who
immented that last year had been
(insldered "a good year for research."
I'ss is preparing to mark its tenth
jiniversary.

Wave of Stage Shows for Smaller Towns
in Iftichigan, Ohio and Indiana Forecast

Detroit—Stage shows are likely to come in a wave, according to reports received
from local vaudeville booking offices, following new policy at the Michigan Theater
on May 3. The smaller towns, in particular, report definite plans. Several houses
are slated to go on the books in May for the United Booking Association, contrasting
with the present situation, which finds only one house, the Court at Auburn, Ind., book-
ing since last November. Houses involved are in Southern Michigan and Northern Ohio
and Indiana.

London Critics Hail GWTW;
See U. S. Record Duplicated

(Continued from Page 1)

these excerpts from national dailies:

Evening Standard: "Should think
the film will run to the end of the
war."

Telegraph: "It got off to the most
auspicious start ever known in Lon-
don. Will break all records."

Daily Mail: " 'GWTW' is a winner.
There is no doubt about that."

Daily Mirror: "This is the great-
est film ever "

Daily Sketch: "Undoubtedly the
greatest film the cinema has given
us to date."

Daily Express: "The perfect emo-
tional drama."
News Chronicle: "An outstanding,

poignant picture."
Daily Herald: "Nothing less than

a movie saga, a tremendous emo-
tional experience."
Weekly take of £20,000 for some

weeks is anticipated; advance sale is

above £10,000.
Single sour note is struck by the

CEA in a special bulletin, issued Fri-
day, attacking Metro's rental terms,
said to be 70 per cent here as in the
U. S.

Duals, Triples, Premiums
Hurting Industry—Kirsch

(Continued from Page 1)

a trade letter to exhibitors over the
week-end. The picture business must
get back to showmanship, Kirsch
insisted in pointing to the double
billing of "The Blue Bird" and "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois," along with the
prize contests linked vdth such pro-
grams in Chicago. These factors,
Kirsch contended, were causing gross
receipts to decline.

As an illustration of his argu-
ments, Kirsch said that the average
weekly theater attendance in 1930
was 110,000,000, or 92 per cent of
the population, compared with the
latest Government figures of 83,-

000,000.
The picture industry, Kirsch wrote,

must be the greatest in the world
because no other could stand the
abuse. In other industries, he said,

chains are constructive, but with few
exceptions theater circuits are other-
vdse.

Hizzonor to Lay Stone
Comer stone of the new Airline

Terminal Building at 42nd St. and
Park Ave., which will house a 500-
seat newsreel theater, will be laid
today by Mayor LaGuardia.

Femme as House Manager
Brinkley, Ark.—Emma Laura Mc-

Knight is the new manager of the
Imperial.

Majors Lose Court Fight

to Withhold Master Pacts

(Continued from Page 1)

all records and clearance sheets in

the Philadelphia area since 1935 in

Federal Court here Friday.
Judge W. H. Kirkpatrick dismissed

the defense petition to vacate his or-

der, handed down in early April,

which directed the production of
the contracts, records, etc., for ex-
amination by the plaintiff before Da-
vid Bachman as Special Master.

It is expected the majors will

appeal.

Mrs. Malcolm Recovering
Mrs. Joe Malcolm is recuperating

in the Knickerbocker Hospital after
an appendectomy.

Morris Slott Expires

Chicago—Morris Slott, 71, veter-
an theater executive, is dead.

AMERICAN TO MAKE

FOUR PIX IN EAST

(Continued from Page 1)

fore the cameras about June 1 in

New York.

The Gompers story was written by
Geza Herczeg, who wrote the story
and screenplay of "The Life of Emile
Zola" for Warner Bros, and who re-
cently completed "Florian" for M-
G-M. Financing for the planned pro-
ductions has been completed and ne-
gotiations for major release are in

work.

The new company is headed by
Julius W. Levine, who stated over
the week-end that the first picture
would be made at either Eastern
Service Studios or Biograph. Le-
vine said that the story of Gompers
would not be a propaganda picture
in any way.

Morros Signs Joe Nadel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Joe Nadel has been

engaged by National Picture, new
Boris Morros-Robert Stillman or-

ganization, as production manager
for the company's first picture, "Sec-
ond Chorus," which will feature Paul
Whiteman and his band.
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EQUITY SUIT TRIAL

STARTS ON JUNE 3

(Continued from Page 1)

ment had to be settled one way or

another and that he felt that the
motion picture industry was "ill ad-

vised to push off this trial any more."

Arnold Faces Senate Quiz

Arnold also said that he was re-

quired to appear before a Senatorial
committee in Washington today to

explain why the case had been de-

layed. The anti-trust chief later said

that he had been asked to appear by
Senator Matthew M. Xeely, indicat-

ing the committee is the judiciary

of which Xeely is a member. The
committee meets today in executive
session. In commenting on defense

attorneys' statements that long prep-
arations are necessary, he said that
there are so many counsel "that

they got in each other's way and
when the smoke cleared, we find

that only one will actually try the

case."

John W. Davis, Judge Joseph
Proskauer, and Judge Thomas D.
Thacher and Ralph Harris vigor-

ously spoke in favor of the post-

ponement. Davis, who opened the
argument, claimed that the Govern-
ment had itself been the cause of

the delay, since, he said, it was only

on April 16 that the D of J had sup-
plied answers to interrogatories. He
claimed that the Government had
promised to ^ve the majors a mini-
mum of 60 days to prepare after

furnishing of information.

Harris then asserted that the de-

fendants had employed lawyers in 30
cities who are working night and day
to prepare the case. These field

workers have advised they will be
unable to complete work by May 1.

Summer Recess Proposed

Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Paul Williams, who also spoke
for the Government, contended that
the names of witnesses and infor-

mation on them were well known to

the defendants and that these were
the very witnesses who had been
complaining to the majors for years.
He suggested that the defendants
could complete their preparations
during a proposed Summer recess.

As additional ground for post-
ponement, attorneys for the defen-
dants pointed out that the Govern-
ment had recently served 25-page
subpoenaes requiring majors to pro-
duce an enormous amount of rec-
ords at the trial. Davis said that
the defendants did not wish to apply
for an order to strike out but would
be compelled to do so if a May 1 trial

was ordered. Proskauer said that
the new bill of particulars had added
over 130 additional charges and 32
new names to the alreadv voluminous
list.

-Vo Settlement of Veic York Equity Suit—
That's Thuruian Arnold's "Personal Belief"

Assistant Attorney General Thurman W. Arnold, stated in New York Friday

that it was his "personal belief" that the equity suit

would not be settled. He refused to state whether

theater divorcement was an essential prerequisite of any

consent decree, stating that he would not comment
on the terms of any settlement.

Asked whether discussions were taking place in either

the D of C or the D of J, Arnold stated, impatiently.

"Oh, that's talk. talk, talk."

His attention called to a Washington dispatch to

the Wall St. Journal, published Friday, which flatly

declared that he had rejected the D of C consent

plan, Arnold said his personal checkup revealed it had

not emanated from either Department. Dispatch said

that the manner in which the D of C had drafted the

proposed compromise reportedly had created "some fric-

tion" between the two Departments. THURMAN ARNOLD

SMPE ATLANTIC CITY

PARLEY ATTRACTS 250

Korda Resumes Production

In Hollywood Late in June

"Meet Again" Starts Fast

Warners' 'Till We Meet Again."
with Wayne King's ork on the stage,
got away to a fast start at the N.
Y. Strand Friday.

(Continued from Page 1)

discussed range from the effect of

audience noises on soxmd reproduc-
tion and improved projector lenses

to a new treadmill devised by a Coast

studio to achieve realism in action

pix heretofore impossible. Recent

I strides in television and frequency

I

modulation broadcasting are included

in 46 papers to be presented at the

nine sessions of the gathering.

E. A. Williford Presiding
First day activities, after regis-

tration, committee reports, and the

welcoming address of E. A. Willi-

ford. SMPE prexy. include presenta-

tion of the papers. "Partial Deaf-
ness and Hearing—Aid Design." by
W. C. Beasley, U. S. Public Health
Service, National Institute of Health,

and "Color Theories and the Inter-

Society Color Council." by H. P.

Gage of Coming Glass Works.
A feature of the opening day will

be a discussion of "The General Out-
look for Television." by Thomas F.

Joyce. RCA Manufacturing Co.. vice-

president and advertising director,

who will read his paper at an in-

formal get-together luncheon.
This afternoon will be devoted to

a Sound Session, with papers by W.
A. Mueller. Warner Bros.: C. C.

Potwin. Erpi; W. H. Offenhauser,
Berndt-Mauer Corp.; 0. Sandvik and
W. K. Grimwood. Eastman Kodak;
and Dr. W. E. Kellogg. RCA Manu-
facturing Co. "The Science of See-

ing." will be read by Matthew
Luchiesk. director of the General
Electric Lighting Research Labora-
tory at Cleveland, at the evening
meeting.

"Frequency Modulation" will be
discussed bv Maj. E. H. Armstrong.
Columbia University, at tomorrow's
morning session. Also tomorrow,
the delegates will hear papers on
"Tone Reproduction in Television."
by Dr. I. G. Maloff. RCA Manufac-
turing Co. and 'Thotographic Tone
Reproduction—Theory and Practice,"
by L. A. Jones, Eastman Kodak.

16 mm. Papers Tomorrow
Second dav afternoon session will

(.Continued from Page 1)

United Artists release. He leaves
here Thursday for New York where
he will board a clipper for Europe
on Saturday.

Korda stated over the week-end
that he expected to produce two pic-

tures in England and two in Holly-
I
wood. He declined to comment on
the report that he would get S4,-

I

200.000 from the Security National

i

Bank of Los Angeles and the Bank-
;
ers Trust Co. of New York, plus
§400,000 from United Artists to
finance his productions.

200 Home Office Publicists

and Ad Men Signed by Guild

(Continued from Page 1)

end. plans were drawn up for a con-
tract which will be offered to the
majors. Pact is similar to one in
effect wnth Coast organizations, with
an affiliation between the two groups
now being worked out.

be given over to 16 mm., with pa-
pers and demonstrations by L.
Thompson. Calvin Co.; J. A. Maurer,
Brendt-Maurer; D. R. Canady. Can-
ady Sound Appliance Co.: J. F.
Clemenger and F. C. Wood.
Sound Masters. Inc.: E. A. Bertram.
DeLuxe Laboratories: and D. B.
Joy and W. W. Lozier. National Car-
bon Co.

A television session, to be held to-

I

morrow nisht will include these pa-
pers: "Television Pick-Up of the
Pasadena Rose Tournament Parade."
by H. R. Lubcke. Don Lee Broad-
casting System: "Remote Control
Television Liehting." bv W. C. Eddv.
iNBC: "RCA Portable Television
I Pick-Uo Equipment." by G. L. Beers.
RCA Manufacturing "Co.: 0. H.

,

Schade. RCA Radiotron. and R. E.
1 Shelbv. NBC: "Qualitv in Television
Pictures." bv P. C. Goldmark and
J. N. Dyer. CBS: and "A New Meth-

, od of Synchronization for Television
Systems." by T. T. Goldsmith, R. L.
Campbell and S. W. Stanton. Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories.

KENT DENIES GOV'T

EQUITY SUIT GHARGi

(Continued from Page I)

in case he was unable to attend
trial.

Kent denied that there was
monopoly in exhibition, produc
or distribution; that there was
discrimination against independe)
and denied that there was any
ritory division among theater c

panics.
The 20th-Fox prexy gave furt

details on the print situation, s

ing that the highest cost of a d
during the 1938-39 season had h

S376 and the lowest §170, with
average per picture of $246. Dui
that season, he continued. 12

prints had been made by 20th-

on features. The highest numbe
exhibitions on a picture was 14

and the lowest number was 5,552
said.

Up to April 1, 1940. the t

number of exhibitions for all pr
of that season was 476,641, I

said, with an average of 37 runs
print.

Says Government Mistaken

While he was with Paramo
Kent stated, the distribution dep
ment never discussed any other r

ter than the grosses of Param*
pictures with the theater departm
The Government was mistaken
said, in its belief that departni
in a company worked hand in h
"We were not a very peaceful f

ily and we had many argumer
Kent added.
The major reason for friction

tween departments, he stated

the length of runs played by
iated houses, with the theater
partment often refusing to exl

a picture for a period desired by
distribution department.

In describing his dealings
Spyros Skouras, National Thea
prexy, Kent stated that he o

conferred on theater problems
"For instance." he added. "S

ras told me the terms asked
Metro) for 'Gone With the W
I didn't know what they wer
ing until he told me, and then.

I got my breath back I wished

j

had a 'Gone With the Wind,' tc\

Charges Arnold Backed Do
Kent asserted that he had

ceeded with other film executiv^j
formulate a trade practice code I

the consent of the Government f

charged Thurman Arnold. Assisj
Attorney General, with b:

down after the code had
drafted.

George J. Schaefer.
will testify April 29.

RKO

Norsomerlcan Making Shi

JVcst Const B:ircju of THE FILif D.

Hollywood—Norsomerican P:

tions. headed by Hill Andersor
Charles Diltz as g.m., will produ
series of eight educational and
torical two-reelers. First twO'

"Seward's Folly" and "Ghandi
Be Sarong."



ndie rroducers rlan Ass n-
noiiywood—oround work ror an organization or independent producers releasing through
'major companies was laid at a luncheon meeting yesterday sponsored by Frank Capra and

)avid 0. Selznick. Represented at the session were Hal Roach, Walter Wanger, Samuel Goldwyn, Sol Lesser, Alexander Korda, Richard A. Rowland,

)avid Loew, Edward Small, Frank Lloyd and Jack Skirball Prods. The proposed organization seeks representation in studio and union negotiations.
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House Commerce Com. Starts Neely Hearings on May 7mmm fedBl "diyorI' law
lontrol Tele or Be Controlled, Joyce Warns Biz
CA Vice-President Addresses

\ SMPE; Sees Tele as

' Aid to Films

I
By W. H. McMAHON

(FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

] Atlantic City — Addressing the

JMPE convention here yesterday,

If
F. Joyce, RCA vice-prexy, warned

^e film industry to control television
> face the certainty that, in the

id, tele would control the film in-

astry. Joyce's warning, while
It in so many words, was unmistak-
jle, for he cited the experience of

. (Continued on Paae 7)

ifWTELEGAST

'ARAMOUNT PICTURES

Paramount pix, features as well

; shorts, will be telecast by the
lien B. DuMont Laboratories' sta-

on after they have played local

eaters to avoid competition with
{Continued on Page 6)

loods Hit Theaters

in Penn,, Ohio, W. Va.

Pittsburgh — While there is no
petition of the serious damage re-

nting from the 1936 flood condi-

ons, high waters throughout Penn-
'Ivania, Ohio and West Virginia are

(Contimied on Page 7)

"Rebecca'" Will Stay
Fifth at Music Hall

"Rebecca" will stay a fifth week at

i Radio City Music Hall, equalling the all-

j time record of "Snow White and the

I Seven Dwarfs." W. C. Van Schmus
j estimated yesterday that the Selznick

pix for UA will have played to 650,000
in its first four weeks, that the five-

week total would hit 750,000.
Music Hall "take," according to UA,

, is $400,000.
I Elsewhere, pix is in its sixth in Mon-

treal and Frisco, fifth in Los Angeles,
Philly and Atlantic City, fourth in

Seattle and Toronto, and third In Chi.,

Detroit, among others.

LAUNCH GNYF
DRIVE FOR 1940
Depinet, Voucher, Robbins,

Moss Head Sub-committees

J. Robert Rubin, chairman of the
Motion Picture Division of the Great-
er New York Fund, presided yester-
day at an or-

g a n i z a tion
luncheon i n
the Hotel
Astor which
formally
launched the
1940 drive.

Four sub-
c o m m ittees

were formed,
following
closely the
pattern under
which last

year's cam-
paign was
conducted. Ned E. Depinet was des-

(Continued on Page 6)

J. ROBERT RUBIN

Mono, to Use Local Talent

In New Series of Westerns

Dallas—Use of local talent, espe-
cially radio personalities whose pop-
ularity is apparent in definite re-

(Continued on Page 6)

Senate Judiciary Com. Tackles New Neely Bill

—

Consent Plan in Fadeout as Allied Nixes

—

To Press Circuit Suits
By MILTON F. LUNCH

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Passage of the Neely Federal divorcement bill

was urged today by Thurman Arnold, assistant attorney general
in charge of the anti-trust division, at a surprise one-morning

hearing before a Senate Judiciary
sub-committee.
Arnold told the sub-committee,

that the divorcement measure would
act as a clarifying factor in the New
York equity suit, but indicated defi-

nitely that it would not be a substi-

tute. All beliefs that the New York
suit might be compromised were set

at rest by Arnold's testimony. He
was the lone witness. Charles C.

Pettijohn, MPPDA counsel spoke
(Continued on Page 6)

ARTHUR LEE RESIGNS;

OSTRER TAKING OVER

Resignation of Arthur Lee, vice-
president and operating head of
Gaumont British in this country, was
announced yesterday. Lee has been
associated with the company for 25
years. It is believed that Isidor
Ostrer, currently here from England,

(Continued on Page 7)

FitzPatrick May Produce
One Feature Pix Annually

James A. FitzPatrick, Traveltalks
producer, arrived from the Coast
yesterday to sign a new five-year
contract with M-G-M and to nego-
tiate a deal whereby he would pro-
duce for M-G-M one feature picture
annually for the next five years.

FitzPatrick is winding up 15 years
(Continued on Page 7)

Full House Commerce Committee Will

Start Neely Bill Hearings on May 7
Neely Bill Passage Urged

by Musicians Local 802

First split in the labor front op-
position to the Neely block-booking
bill was revealed yesterday when it

became known that Local 802, musi-
cians, had passed a resolution in the
form of a petition ursrine the passage

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—May 7 has been ten-

tatively set for hearings to com-
mence before the House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee
on the Neely block-booking, blind-
selling bill. The hearings will be
before the full committee, with
Chairman Lea of California presid-

ing. Notice has been sent to all in-
(Continued on Page 7)

ASK CHARGE AGAINST

SGHENGK BE DROPPED

Dismissal of the Government's
equity suit against Joseph M.
Schenck, William L. Philips and
Daniel 0. Hastings was asked yes-
terday by 20th-Fox in a notice of mo-

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Talking Distrib.

Deal for MCA Features

New York office of Music Corp. of

America yesterday admitted that ne-
gotiations were under way with RKO

(Continued on Page 7)

Admission Taxes Up
$783,935 in' March

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Admission tax collections

last month jumped $783,935.67 over the

total for March, 1939, going to $2,-

390,931.82, it was reported yesterday

by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The
March, 1940, figure is $528,168 more
than the February figure of $1,852,763.82.
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RKO Negotiating Pacts

With McCarey and LaCava

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO is reported ne-

gotiating producei'-directoi- pacts
which call for six features at the

rate of two yearly with both Leo
McCarey and Gregory LaCava.

ADVERTISING MANAGERS! !

Young man, 2 years experience with all

branches of advertising, desires position with
motion picture company. Ambitious, hard-

working and willing to learn your business

your way. Salary secondary.

Box 1715 . THE FILM DAILY
1501 B'way N. Y. C.

ALCNe THE

WITH PHIL M. DALri
• • • FILMS will be among media which will receive awards

presented by children at the Youthbuilders Forum Award

Luncheon to be held in the Hotel Martinique on May 8 at

which Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will be the guest oi honor cmd speak-

er Honors will be bestowed on the movie, radio program, book,

and newspaper or magazine article which the youngsters believe

has done most this past twelve-month to help them understand how

democracy works Sherlock Homeless, our private and oft-acci-

denlally-accurate sleuth tells us he has "come by" the info

re the two pix to be designated Winner, he avers, will be an opus

'boul a fellow who went to Washington very recently and the

runner-up 'will be an opus 'bout another fellow who went to Washington

back in 1861

T T
• • • SAYS Charles Socrates Spinoza Warners Bros. Ryan

to the Chi contingent "You won't be so down in the

mouth if you are up on your toes". . . 9 RKO's bowling

league season is o'er and now the 40 holy rollers of the picture

and theater companies can come out of the alleys until the

next (eighth) season The Pirates, captained by Angus and
additionally comprising Espen, Miller, Pimstein and Copley

won the bunting High team score (1010 on the dial,

which is truly a radio score) was hung up by the Buckaroos
consisting of Fretz, McDonnell, Larkin and Level which

is unfair grouping 'cause no other team had Level which
is a prerequisite to accurate bowling Really, credit for the

athletic should go to treasurers Leon Goldberg of RKO the-

aters and Bill Clark of RKO Radio Pictures They proved
you don't need Level for bowling but you do need banks

T T
• • • IT'S Dempsey's Eighth Ave. on Thursday at 12:45

where and when the first Ampa meelin' under the new administration

headed by Leon Bamberger will be held John Gcrrfield

and Harry Carey pix folk who have lead roles in the Broadway
hit, "Heavenly Express" will be honor guests. . . • Ziegfeld

Club will turn out at this afternoon's performance of Metro's "Forty

Little Mothers" at the Capitol as a tribute to its star, Eddie Cantor

who will appear at the Club's annual benefit Saturday night

Steve Bauer Stricken
Milwaukee—Steve Bauer, 60, for-

mer exhibitor and secretary of
MPTO of Wisconsin, is dead here.
He is survived by wife, daughter,
son, three brothers and two sisters.

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

" Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
•PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE BILL.

Korda Set on Financing;

Takes Clipper Saturday

Having completed a $3,600,000
loan for the production of pictures
both in England and Holljrwood,
Alexander Korda plans to leave by
clipper for England on Saturday.
Whether he will make his first pic-
ture there or on the Coast under the
new setup has not been determined
but it is understood that Korda is

now lining up talent for production
at both places. Emanuel Silverstone,
Korda's U. S. representative, re-
turned to his desk yesterday after
several weeks of Coast conferences.

Ellis Island Preview Set
"The Flag Speaks," Metro two-

reeler in Technicolor, will be given
a preview showing at Ellis Island,
Thursday noon with national officers
of patriotic organizations attending.

cominc nno come

ALEXANDER KORDA arrives here Thursd;

by plane from the Coast and leaves for Europ

on the Clipper on Saturday.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK and MRS. FITZ
PATRICK arrived yesterday from the Coast

EMANUEL SILVERSTONE returned from Ho
lywood over the week-end.

IRVING RAPPER, Warner dialogue dircci

is here from the Coast for a vacation.

D. 0. BAN FORD, Metro exchange man.;
in Chicago, has returned there after a Ho
wood vacation.

HAL HORNE and DICK CONDON, >y?
^'

L

ney office, are in Havana. 'O""

MADELEINE WHITE, secretary to W. Ra 1

Johnston, has returned from a Caribbean cruisel

Leon Schlesinger Inks

Two-Year Warner Dea

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL)

Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger ha:

renewed his cartoon producing dea
with Warners for two years, anc

will contribute 42 short subjects tc

the Warner 1940-41 releases— 2f

"Merrie Melodies" in Technicolor am
16 "Looney Tunes," starring Pork^
Pig.

Schlesinger has already completet
33 cartoons on the 1939-40 progran
with only nine more to go. Entin
series will be finished before Jurn
28—month ahead of schedule, a
which time the entire plant will clost

down for annual two-weeks vacH'

tion.

Johnston's Father Dies

at Waterloo, la., Home

John B. Johnston, 79, father of W
Ray Johnston, president of Mono-
gram, died yesterday at his home ir

Waterloo, la. News of his father'^

death was wired to the Monogranj
president in Dallas where he wail

presiding at the company's conven^
tion of franchise holders. He lef''

by plane for Waterloo last eveningi
Funeral arrangements have not beer

completed. The elder Johnston h
survived by his widow, five sons am
a daughter.

MPA in Charity Field
Motion Picture Associates will'

hold a business meeting Friday al'

the Astor to act on amending th'

certificate of incorporation to pernii

the organization to act as a charit

able group.

CURTAIN CONTROL & TRACKS

*Jltuik ol

AKRON
OPESAW*'

OHIO

J



TRIUMPH IN

Wuthering

Heights

TRIUMPH IN

Fighting

69th

fHEY MEETAGAI

MERLE OBERON
GEORGE BRENT
inT/L WE
MEETAGAIN'

with PAT O'BRIEN
GERALDINE FITZGERALD

BINNIE BARNES
FRANK McHUGH

Directed by Edmund Goulding
Screen Play by Warren Duff

From an Original Story by Robt. Lord
A Warner Bros. -First Nat'l Picture WARNERS-theShowmen!





wo ROMANTIC AND GLAMOROUS PERSONALITIES

: . . . TOGETHER IN A GREAT PICTURE

!

le Startett O'Han of "Gone Wrfft The Wmd" md the stor of "Rebeao" oncf "V/utlier'mg Heights"

nd LESLIE BANKS .n

p/irr
roosnf^^

.ith FRANCIS SULLIVAN
HAY PETRIE-ESME PERCY • ROBERT NEWTON
Based on a story by John Galsworthy • Directed by BASIL DEAN

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Neely Divorcement Bill Hearing to Resume on May 1

D of C Has Recommended
Nothing in Equity Suit,

Says Arnold
iContintud from Page 1)

briefly in opposition, but his testi-

mony as well as that of other op-
ponents was postponed until May 16
when the hearing resumes.
Arnold assailed the industiy as "a

type of dictatorship that is distinctly

un-American" and compared film biz

to "the vertical cartels set up by
Hitler in Germany."

Among the important state-

ments made by Arnold were:
(1) that the D of C consent plan
does not solve the problem and
if adopted, is only a stop-gap
relief for the independents;
(2) If the Commerce plan
is adopted, the suit will never-
theless continue; (3) the D of J
is determined to abolish not only
national but local monopoly and
(4) the New York suit and other
litigation will be a long drawn
out process.
The sub-committee is comprised of

Senator Neely, chairman; and Sen-
ators Frederick Van Xuvs (Ind.)

Warren Austin (Vt.) W.'H. King
(Utah). Only Neely and Van Nuys
were in attendance. Others attend-
ing the hearing included Paul Wil-
liams, in charge of the New York
suit who assisted Arnold; Pettijohn,
Abram F. Myers, Col. H. A. Cole and
Sidney Samuelson of allied, and rep-
representatives of civic groups.

Against Regulation by Commission
"I don't think we are ready to say

the amusement business in this coun-
try is a monopoly and then regulate
it as we do the railroads," Arnold
said.

Attempting to clarify consent de-
cree rumors, Arnold said that the
door at the Department is always
open to discuss plans submitted by
industries.

"We don't suggest how they run
their business," he said. "Our con-
sent decree policy is that we are al-

ways willing for a group to submit
a voluntary plan."
He told the sub-committee that

the D of C had done an excellent
job in having the conversations with
all interests of the industry, but he
stated, the D of C has recommended
nothing. The plan it submitted is

a possibility, he said, but Arnold
stated it allows "vertical monopoly"
to continue.

Says Plan Continues Evils

The film industry has not sub-
mitted the Commerce plan as a
consent decree, he said. The only
reason the plan might be adopted,
he said, would be for the benefit

of the independents as an emergency
plan. The plan continues the evils

that the Government is attempting
to abolish, he emphasized.
The indies have signified to him.

Arnold said, that the plan is not ac-

ceptable and will not help, and they
do not want it. In this statement.
Arnold spoke for Allied and looked
to Myers at the table for permis-

D of J to invite \'ieu.'s on Consent Decree
Tertns at Court Hearings Lender New Policy

Future consent decrees ending D of J anti-trust cases will be subject to court hear-
ings at which any interested party, presumably any citizen, may stand up and give his

views on the terms enforced in the decrees, according to a new Departmental policy

established by Thurman Arnold, chief of the Anti-Trust Division.

sion to so speak. He did not indi-

cate that other independents agreed
with the statement.
Ainold's chief objection to the Com-

merce plan was that it does not di-

vest production from distribution

and exhibition and does not break
up "monopoly chains."
"The D of J does not feel that we

will get the desired result if big

chains continue to have the buying
power over independents. This will

merely substitute local monopoly for

national monopoly. Elimination of

both are necessary" Arnold asserted,

and added that suits will be contin-

ued against the Schine, Griffith and
Crescent Amusement circuits in ad-
dition to the main New York suit

to break up large circuit control.

Arnold quoted the familiar Adolph
Zukor statement, made in 1918
which attacked all the methods now
under fire.

Holds Gov't Responsible

"The development in the industry
is not the fault of Mr. Zukor," Ar-
nold said. He blamed the Govern-
ment for allowing the industry to

develop in the present manner, stat-

ing the anti-trust division was not
equipped and did not attack the
methods when it should have.

"If there is no referee in this

game, we are encouraging these men
to indulge in these practices for self-

protection," he asserted.
Arnold suggested that the Neely

bill be amended to allow more than
18 months for the producers to dis-

pose of their theaters so that an
orderly plan of divestiture could be
formulated.

"This thing is not going to ruin
the industry" he stated. "My be-
lief is that if divestiture is brought
about in an open manner and solved,

it is going to get this industry on
its feet."

The industry cannot cut expenses
under present circumstances, Ar-
nold said, with the present set-up.

"Democracy will survive only if

industrial democracy survives. To-
day it is the sub-rosa industrial ma-
chine which has seized power," Ar-
nold declared. He applauded the in-

dustry for its technical growth.

Would "Free the Industry"

The Anti-Trust Division wants to

Greater New York Fund DuMont Will Telecast

Drive Formally Launched Paramount Feature Fix

{Continued from Page 1)

ignated to lead the producer-distribu-
tor group; B. S. Moss, the exhibitors;

Ralph I. Poucher, laboratories; and
Herman Robbins, allied industries

and accessories.

Rubin set as the 1940 campaign
goal a sum 50 per cent beyond that
which was realized by the Motion
Picture Division last year.

In addition to Chairman Rubin,
among those present at the luncheon
were Winthrop Rockefeller, assistant
to John Brown, chairman of the
Greater New York Fund; Leland E.

Burrell, divisional director of the
Utilities and Amusements section of

which the Motion Picture unit is a

part; Austin Keough, B. S. Moss,
Jack Alicoate, HaiTy D. Buckley,
Harold Rodner, Ralph I. Poucher,
and John Kane.

Sub-committee personnel is ex-
pected to be designated later in the
week.

Spyros Skouras, chairman of the
Greater New York Fund's Entertain-
ment Section, which embraces the
legitimate stage, sports field and
ticket agencies, will tender a lunch-
eon to his aides in the charity drive
in the Hotel Plaza tomorrow.

(Continued from Page 1)

the latter, it w^as revealed yester-
day. DuMont firm, which recently
received FCC approval to operate

j
a New York City station, wall start

i telecasts this fall. About |100,000

j
will be invested in the DuMont sta-

i
tion and mobile ti^ansmitter, Allen

I
B. DuMont stated.

Cath-Ray Electronic Laboratories,
Inc., through Prexy Robert Robbins,
yesterday requested the FCC to re-
open its tele hearings. Letter as-
sailed Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc., and was accompanied by copies
of DuMont press releases.

Mono, to Use Local Talent

In New Series of Westerns

(Continued from Page 1)

gions, to appear in support of west-
ern stars and agreed upon yesterday
at the Monogram convention here.
The new Tex Ritter seines will be
launched on this basis.

Speakers at yesterdav's session in-

cluded Ed Kuykendall," Bob O'Don-
nell and Jack Kirsch.

Consent Plan Allows "Ve
ical Monopoly" to Stay

Official Charges
free the industry and it will h

the industry if they are succe
he said. Whatever the outcon.
the New York equity suit, it

undoubtedly be appealed to th

S. Supreme Court, he said. C:
inal charges were not brouch'..,

.

nold said, because the D fe f' -'

the Gov't was partly respoiorol
its policy of acquiescence.

Passage of the divorcement n
ure will save time in the New ^j

suit, Arnold added.

In a brief rebuttal Pettijohr.
clared that if the present war
tinues with 30 to 35 per cent of

industrj''s gross revenue involve
foreign markets, the industry
not be able to continue its high c

ity production.

"We believe that we cannot
duce, distribute and exhibit pict ,

by statute," Pettijohn declared.

In reply to a question by Senat
Van Nuys, Neely evoked a laugh
stating he did not have the ener
or time to introduce a bill that w
opposed by Pettijohn and Will Ha:

In a dubious tribute to Pettijol-

Neely stated that attempting to pa
legislation opposed by Pettijohn w
a terrific job. Replying in an equal
humorous manner, Pettijohn wish
Neely all success in his race for t

Governorship of West Virginia.

Third for "Virginia City"
"Virginia City" is held over a

third week at the Brookh-n Fox.

Sherman Joins Birdwell

Joe Sherman, formerly with Para-

'

mount and Metro publicity depart-
ments, has joined Russell Birdwell
and Associates.

Myers Explains Allied's

Rejection of D of C Plan
IVasJ-.ington Bureau of THE FILM DAlt

Washington— National Allied
March 26 advised the Attorney G*'
eral that the D of C-proposed conse:

plan was unacceptable, Abram
Myers revealed yesterday.

In his lengthy letter to the A
torney General, Myers declared t
industry has not "cleaned hous
and called for a minimum of reli

in any settlement of at least requi
ing the majors to dispose of 50 p*

cent of their nabe and small to^

theaters, coupled with a provisic

against further acquisitions of th

aters anj'where save under the moi

exceptional circumstances.

Allied's position is that it doe.-

see any objection to allowing
majors to retain their key city firsi

j

run houses in which to exploit the I

own pictures and recognizes "

divestiture should be undert;
over a long period of years.

Analyzing the D of C plan sec

by section, Allied opposed the t:

showing provisions as an unne
sary hardship on small exhib;:.'

and called for enactment of th]

Neely bill in its place; stated lea^'n •

of features in exchange dist:

will be ineffective as long as
jors retain theaters; opposed 1

ing in blocks of five as undesir.

pictures might be included in '

blocks; opposed fixing of play a

provisions.
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URNS, CONTROL TELE

OR BE CONTROLLED

(Continued from Page 1)

13 and the record industry,
le latter, he said, refused to
onize radio with the result that

1 1 today controls the record in-

1 y. Joyce asserted that the
mistake should not be inade

television, adding- that neither
I. )roducer nor exhibitor can afford
) t on the side lines.

/ '

' ^g- of tele station applica-
i^/^with the FCC would make
programs available to a 10,000,-

^udience, Joyce declared.
. to films specifically, Joyce pre-

( d that tele would "abolish cost-

neen tests and retakes," could
: lace trailers" and declared its

: litation scope "unlimited."
idience noise level has been
d to be a serious restriction to

volume range of motion picture
gne because it averages 8 deci-
louder than the almost inaudible
' level of the sound reproducing
iment itself, W. A. Mueller, War-
studio, told the SMPE. This
esents almost 10 per cent of the
ole rang-e of the ear.
plea for standardization of film
ing- practices was laid before
Convention by W. H. Offenhau-
of the Bemdt-Maurer Corp.,
York.
C. Potwin, fo Erpi, told the

'ty greater attention should be
1 to the design and development
le basic theater structure. He
"The all too prevalent idea
'the more acoustical material

, the better results' should be
luraged."

I ily Bill Passage Urged
by Musicians Local 802

{Continued from Page 1)

le measure. Petition was sub-
k1 to Rep. M. J. Kennedy. Jo-
N. Weber, AFM prexy, and the

j.national union are on record as
; J opposed to the measure, as is

ik F of L.
ck Rosenberg, 802 prexy, told
Film Daily yesterday that it

the belief of the union's execu-
board that "if bad pictures
t forced on exhibitors" more
i presentations with accompany-
nehestra might be used.

p Talking Distrib.

Deal for MCA Features

{Continued from Page 1)

le distribution of pictures to be
,
by MCA. It is reported that

atter organization plans to make
ries of "B" features for RKO
se. J. C. Stein, of MCA, is said
le discussing the deal on the
t.

riiie Baker and Tucker
n Musical for Paramount?

ii

jillywood—^If a deal jells, Bonnie
r and Orrin Tucker will make
|isical for Paramount.

Floods Hit Theaters

in Penn., Ohio, W. Va.

{Continued from Page 1)

taking their toll through flooded the-

aters, non-delivery of prints and loss

of business.
Local down town houses were bad-

ly hit at the b.o. over the week-end
although all operated.

In West Virginia, a number of

towns along the Monongahela were
badly flooded. Closings were re-

ported in New Martinsville, Point
Pleasant and Benwood. Wheeling
houses remained open despite water
above floor level. Reopening in New
Martinsville is at least a week dis-

tant.

It was impossible for film delivery

trucks at the week-end to go beyond
Wheeling, resulting in many dark
houses Sunday and yesterday.

Cincinnati—Flood waters in the

Ohio, Scioto and Monongahela val-

leys are holding up film shipments,
with detours the rule. Towns of

Ashland, Ky., and Athens. 0.. are

flooded. Salesmen have remained at

their posts to aid in film distribu-

tion. While the situation last night
was generally good, the Ohio river

was still rising.

Ask Charge Against Schenck
and Others Be Dropped

( Continued from Page 1)

tion filed in the Federal Court. The
anplication. which will be heard
Araril 30. charges the Government
with failine* to state a claim unon
which relief could be a:ranted by a

Court ap-ainst these defendants.
An affidavit of John F. K'iskev.

20th-Fox attornev. conl-pnded that
neither the complaint, the Govern-
ment bill of particulars (^^ its an-
swers to interrogatories affirmative-
Iv show any evidence whatsoever
that the three defendants had com-
mitted acts violative nf the Sherman
Anti-Trust Lrws. A decisinn ad-
verse to the Government on this an-
nlication. it was understood, may
!^ffect a laree number of other in-

dividuals who have been named as
defendants in the suit.

FitzPatrick May Produce
One Feature Pix Annually

(Continued from Page l)

as a travel picture nrodncer. hav-
insr delivered morp than 200 shorts
durinp" that neriod. He -"'as accom-
nanied East bv Mrs. FitzPatrick.
Thev nlan to return to the Coast
Thursday or Friday.

Stars at Harlem Premiere
Harlem's nremiere of Para.'s

"Buck Bennv Rides Affain" at Lnew's
Victoria tonieht honorine Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson will attract
an invited audience of 500. WHN
will broadcast. Scheduled to attend
are Bennv. Fred Allen Mark Sand-
rich, Bill Robinson. Ethel Waters,
Ella Fitzgerald and the Peters Sis-
ters. Reception at the Savoy will

Arthur Lee Resigns from

GB; Ostrer Taking Over

{Continued from Page 1)

will actively supervise the company's
affairs.

Ostrer's visit here is said to be
primarily in the interests of Baird
Television. GB owns a number of

educational shorts catalogued in the
Visual Film Library, opened here
recently by Lee. Company also has
some product which is being played
off. However, few, if any, new fea-

tures are expected to be imported
at the present time.
Lee is opening offices in 1600

Broadway as soon as he returns from
a vacation, but the nature of his

business was not announced.

Loew's Eyes Use of Name
of M-G-M Theaters by Co.

Loew's, Inc., may take legal action

to prevent the recently incorporated
MGM Theaters, Inc., from using
that name. MGM Theaters was
incorporated last week in Albany,
with 200 shares of non-par value
stock, for the purpose of operating
the Bridge Theater in uptown New
York. Attorneys for Loew's, the
parent company of M-G-M pictures,

said yesterday that an investigation
of the right to the name would be
started.

HOUSE COM. STARTS

NEELY HEARING MAY 7

(Continued from Page 1)

terested parties to be prepared on
this date, although it may be changed
before hearings start.

Senate-House conferees have
reached an agreement on the trans-
portation bill, which has been delay-
ing hearings on the Neely bill. How-
ever, hearings will be delayed until

the transportation bill is drafted
and sent to both houses.

Charles Sumner Tainter

Father of Talkies, Dead

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Diego—Charles Sumner Tain-

ter, 85, known as the "father of the
talkies" through his research and
inventions, died here on Saturday
night. He was the inventor of the
dictograph, and was the first to
transmit sound through the agency
of light. He leaves a widow, Laura
F. Tainter.

Pa. Solons to Meet May 6
Harrisburg, Pa.— State Legisla-

ture is expected to be called into

special session on May 6, call going
out later in the week.



TECHNICOLOR (e fi

announces

Price Reduction

OF ONE CENT PER FOOT

effective August \st, 1940,

on all 3 5 Tnm motion picture release prints

exclusive of advertising and industrial subjects

delivered at its Hollywood Plant

for distribution and use in the United States

Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation

Herbert T. Kalmus, President
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ypf C Arbitration Participation Opposed by Allied

TALO-AlRICAN PIX AGIEMENT REPORTED NEAR

A/arner 1940-41 Lineup to Stress Stage Hits, Novels
udio Talking "Life With

Father" Deal With

I

Oscar Serlin

I

By RALPH WILK
rst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners' 1940-41 line-

in the top budget bracket will

m strongly towards widely read
bks and hit plays, it was learned
sterday.

No less than three and possibly
ir Broadway successes will be on
i Warner program next season, it

indicated. With rights to S. N.
hrman's "No Time for Comedy"
d James Thurber and Elliott Nu-

iContinued on Page 4)

GA STIJDYi¥TELE

CAMERA TECHNIQUE

\\
' By W. H. McMAHON

\'1LM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Atlantic City— RCA is pressing
search aimed to take the guess-
rk out of television camera tech-

[ue and thus assure more perfect
)roduction of scenes on home re-
vers, Dr. I. G. Maloff told the
IPE convention here yesterday as
i assembled engineers turned their
ention to television.
Dr. MalofF's paper was a "curtain

(Continued on Page 4)

itish Quota Proposals

to be Outlined This Week

London (By Cable)—Sir Andrew
ncan, president of the Board of
ade, will officially outline the quota
pposals at a meeting of the Brit-
1 Films Council late this week,

{Continued on Page 4)

ilifornia Daylight Saving

Time Fought by Exhibitors

'i« Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
|-.os Angeles -— An active fight
i|ainst proposed daylight saving

I

be voted upon in California in
jvember was pledged by indepen-

{Continued mi Page 4)

Court Orders Briefs, Reserves Decision
in Korda's Move to Dismiss Goldivyn Suit

Decision was reserved yesterday by Federal Judge Vincent T. Leibell on an applica-
tion of Alexander Korda and the London Films Corp., Ltd., to dismiss the contract
cancellation suit of Samuel Goldwyn and Samuel Coldwyn, Inc., against them. At the
same time, Judge Leibell heard an application of UA, another defendant, for a bill

of particulars and a request by Goldwyn for an order directing Korda to testify before
trial. Judge Leibell directed all briefs be filed by May 1.

iilllCM
U'S" ATLANTIC CITY

SALES MEET MAY 11

First of two Universal sales con-
ventions will get under way at the
Ambassador Hotel, Atlantic City, on
May 11, and a second session will

begin a week later, May 18, at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago. Both meet-
ings will last three days. William
A. Scully, general sales manager,
announced yesterday that home office

and studio executives would attend
(Continued on Page 4)

"Living Hall of Fame"
Shorts Going to Major

Distribution deal whereby a major
company will handle "The Living
Hall of Fame," new series of 12
one-reel contemporary biographical
shorts planned by Edmund L. Dorf-
man, Harry Hirshfield and Herbert
N. Bobrow was reported yesterday

(Continued on Page 4)

TECHNICOLOR REPORTS

PROFIT OF $912,614

Consolidated earnings for the year
ended Dec. 31, of Technicolor, Inc.,

and its subsidiary. Technicolor Mo-
tion Picture Corp., amounted to

$912,614.38, as against $1,050,536.06
for 1938, it was disclosed by the
company's annual report yesterday.

Technicolor positive print ship-
ments for 1939 amounted to 70,-

126,156 feet, compared with 66,-

720,237 in 1938.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus informed

(Continued on Page 6)

Foreign Situation Before

Hays Directors on Friday

An important meeting of the
MPPDA board of directors has been
called for Friday morning. It is

understood that the foreign situa-
tion will be the principal topic for
discussion, although other phases of
the business may be on the docket.

Allied Wants Justice^ Not Commerce

Dept., in Any Film Arbitration Plan

Coast Studios Sending
Eight More Into Work

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eight new pictures

are scheduled to go into production
this week.
At Columbia: "Five Little Pep-

pers Abroad" with Edith Fellows,
Tommy Bond and Dorothy Ann

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—National Allied looks

askance at proposals for participa-
tion of the Department of Commerce
in film arbitration, and feels instead
that administration of an ai-bitra-

tion setup should rest with Depart-
ment of Justice representatives.

This is made very clear in Allied's

letter to the D of J rejecting the D
of C plan for consent decree settle-

{Cantinued on Page 3)

U. S. Ambassador Interceding,

With Definite Progress

Said Made
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Intercession by William Phillips,

U. S. Ambassador to Italy, aimed at
effecting a resumption of American
film trade in the Italian market, was
reported here yesterday by channels
close to the situation, and heralds
the reaching of an agreement in the
very near future. Such a rapproche-
ment would put Hollywood product
back into the Italian market formal-
ly for the first time since the end
of 1938 when the Fascist monopolis-
tic film bureau, ENIC, forced U. S.

companies to withdraw because of
the stringent economic regulations
imposed.
Optimism over an early resump-

tion of motion picture commerce be-
(Continued on Page 6)

RINKOV ADMITS ALLIED

GAVE GOV'T HIS NAME

Major defendants in the New
York equity suit yesterday took the
offensive in examining for the first

time a witness, James Binkov, named
by the D of J as a person with
knowledge of unfair clearance in

Union City, N. J. Binkov, who op-

(Continued on Page 3)

Distribs. and French Gov't

Talk Imports and Currency

Paris (By Cable) — Latest war-
time industry proposal under discus-

sion now between American distribs.

and the French government is said

{Continued on Page 6)

Deny Majors, Bell & Howell
Back Automatic Projectors

Published reports that major com-
panies and a leading camera manu-
facturer, via financing, were pre-

(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loews. Inc

do pfd 1

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V'2s46 1

Para. B'way 3s55 . . .

Para. Picts. 6s55

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Universal Corp. vtc. .

High Low Close

101/4 lO'A lO'A
6% 6% 6^4

205/8 20 1/2 201/2

Net
Chg.

— V4— 3,4

56 1551/2 156

12 11% 12

351/8 35 351/8

09 1/2 1091/2 1091/2

73'8 71/8 73/8

+ Vi

+ 1/4

91/4 91/4 9'/4

11 10% 11

1 1/8 1 % 1 %
91/2 9IA 91/4

21 1/4 21 i/s 21 1/8

+ 1/4

+ 1/4

— ',4

— 'A

33/8 3Va 33/8

46 451/2 46

BOND MARKET

04 104 104
51 1/4 51 51 1/4

+ Vs— 1

+ 'A

90 90 90

CURB MARKET
2 2 2

143A 143/4 143A
6% 6 6

+ V4

"Tom Brown's School Days"

to Have Ottawa Premiere?

World premiere of RKO's "Tom
Brown's School Days" will be held

in Ottawa, it was reported yesterday.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Freddie
Bartholomew will make p.a.'s, it is

understood.

NOW AVAILABLE
Secretary-Stenographer. Young lady,

experienced all departments of Motion

Picture Industry. Can assist busy execu-

tives. Excellent references. Write

Box 1711 The Film Daily

1501 Broadw.-v New York City

-Ampa tomorrow will announce at

its luncheon meeting' in Dempsey's
Eighth Avenue, personnel of the
Advisory Council and committees_J;o
serve under the new Leon Bamber-
ger regime.

Advisoiy Council will comprise
Moit Blumenstock, Howard Dietz,
Bill Ferguson, .John C. Flinn. Paul
Gulick, Hal Home, Paul Lazarus.
Jr.. Charles E. McCarthy, Barret
McCormick and Gordon White.

Committees are as follows:
Arraitficmi'tils: H. M. Richey. ch.nirman

;

.Inks Ziefilcr. ("hick Lewi-^, Miriam Gibson.
Aitditinii: Gordon White, chairman; Irving

.Sliapiro. Donovan Hall. Re<l Kann.
Constitution anil By-I.aws: Hal Home,

chairman; P.iul Benjamin. John Flinn.
Employment: Monroe Greenthal. chairman;

Ray Gallagher. Charles .'\licoate.

Entertainment: Rutgers Neilson, chairman;
Bill Ferguson, Hazel Flynn.

Finance: Leon Baml)erger. Edward .Schrei-
lier. Joe (7ould, Vincent Trotta, Martin Starr.

Membership: Lou Pollock, chairman; Al
Finestone, Wilma Freeman. Kenneth Clark.

Publicity: Herb Berg, chairman; Si Seadler.
Jeanette Sauer. Ruth Weisberg.

Reception: Louis Lifton. chairman; Blanche
Livingston. Vincent Trotta.

Welfare: Paul Lazarus, Jr.. chairman; Don
.Mersereau, C. C. Pettijohn. Palricia Rei-.

A large turnout is expected at
tomorrow's meeting to welcome the
new administration, and the guests
of honor, John Garfield, Han-y
Carey and Aline MacMahon.

Warner Zone Managers
to Meet With Bernhard

Warner Theater zone managers
meet today at the home office with
Joseph Bernhard presiding. Attend-
ing: will be:

Zone Managers:—James Coston.
Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J.

Hoffman, New Haven; Don Jacocks,
Newai-k; Moe Silver, Albany; Ted
Schlanger, Philadelphia; Harry Kal-
mine, Pittsburgh; John Payette,
Washington; and Herbert Copelan,
Atlantic City; H. 0. execs. Clayton
Bond, Ed Hinchy. Leonard Schles-
inger, Harry Goldberg, Frank
Phelps, Nat Fellman, Abel Vigard,
E. Stewart McDonald, HaiTy Rosen-
quest, Louis Kaufman, Herman
Maier and Frank Cahill.

Censors Win Court Fight

in "Birth of Baby" Case

Albany—The New York Court of
Appeals yesterday unanimously
without opinion affirmed the order
of the Appellate Division that a li-

cense for general exhibition of "The
Birth of a Baby" may not be issued
by the Education Department.
American Committee on Maternal
Welfare, Inc., had sought to compel
the censorship board to permit the
picture to be shown generally.

Max Margolis In Hospital

Cincinnati—Max Margolis, Repub-
lic manager is hospitalized, due to

lack of red corpuscles. About 10
Cincinnati film men took blood tests,

in case transfusions were necessary.

Hourvitch Buying Indie

Pix for French Release

A French film distributor, Nikita
j

Hourvitch, is here to purchase inde-

'

pendent pictures for release in
j

France. Curtailment of production
in France is resulting in a product
shortage and Hourvitch is seeking
American pictures, not more than
two years old, which will be dubbed
in French and distributed in both
France and Belgium.

Hourvitch also is acting as an un-
official representative of several
French producers who are seeking
to determine American tastes, as
producers over there plan to aim
their pictures for the American
market. Several French-made pro-
ductions which were not successful
in France have proven to be box
office successes in the U. S., Hour-
vitch said yesterday, while successes
in France have received poor recep-
tions over here. Hourvitch will at-

tempt to leai-n the types of French
product that have an American ap-
peal so that a pattern can be de-

termined.

"Biscuit Eater" Topping
Para.'s Biggest Grossers

Running from 50 to 80 per cent
ahead of other Paramount top gross-
ers, "The Biscuit Eater" is reported
doing outstanding business in 20
pre-release engagements throughout
Georgia, following the big world pre-
miere in Albany.

Receipts were reported to have ex-
ceeded "Beau Geste" and "Union
Pacific" by 80 per cent in Albany,
Ga., and similar grosses were re-

ported throughout the state, doubling
the takes accorded to those pictures
in many situations.

Home office figures show that "The
Biscuit Eater" did 50 per cent more
business in one day than "Beau
Geste" did in two days in Americus,
and doing twice as much business in

one day as "Beau Geste" and "Honey-
moon in Bali" did in two days.

Picture will be released nationally
on May 24.

Jimmy Walker, Other Vets,

to Ride Pioneers' "Goat"

Former Mayor James J. Walker,
heads the candidates scheduled to
ride the goat at the Spring Confer-
ence Dinner, of the Picture Pioneers,
at the Waldorf-Astoria, May 2.

Others are P. J. Morgan, Gilbert
Josephson, D. G. Rothacker, J. Myer
Schine, J. S. Barkey, W. Ray John-
ston, Samuel Strausbei-g, J. R. Mal-
colm, Louis W. Schine, Charles L.
O'Reilly, Jack Bowen, Harry M.
Goet, O. F. Neu, and Paul Benjamin.

Blames Triples, Duals

for Chi. Theater Sales

Chicago—Prevalency of triple and
double feature programs, with the
added overhead cutting seriously in-

to profits, is blamed by Van Nomi-
kos, vice-president of Illinois Allied,
for recent theater sales here. Al-
lied's committee on triple elimina-
tion is expected to meet this week.

cominG DRD GOinc

ALLEN USHER, Paramount exec, has returnj

from a Mexican vacation. l

EDGAR E. LLOYD, distributor of Czech!
slovakian films, has returned to New Yoi!

from Chicago. !

DR. NATHAN S. HIATT is here from t

Coast for a two weeks' stay.
|

MARGARET WYCHERLY leaves for Holl!

wood in two weeks to fulfill a Paramoul
commitment.

ii

ARTHUR ALLEN has arrived on the
New York.

DAVE CHERMAN i

short stay.

EUGEN SHARIN, executive vice-president ;

the newly founded Fortrade Corp. of Americ,
has left for Hollywood to stay two months.

SIDNEY R. KENT goes to the Coast nc'

month for studio huddles.

-> frt

'

Atlantic City for

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of forei ,

distribution for 20th-Fox, flies to Havana f!

night for a sales conference. Hutchinson ilj

turns here next week after a flying visit '^

Mexico City. IRVING MAAS, 20th-Fox forei

department exec, is in Havana now for t

sales confabs.

RODNEY BUSH and CHRISTY WILBERT
to Pittsburgh today for a brief stay on "Lilli

Russell" plans. EARL WINGART returns fn
Clinton, la., this week after huddles on t

"Russell" premiere.

TONIA NOVISKA. Polish ballerina, ami
here tomorrow on the Conte di Savoia to

tested for the Loew-Levin production, "FM
sam."

GILBERT JOSEPHSON, of World Cinema, fl

to the Coast today to handle the opening 1

"The Baker's Wife."

DOROTHY SEBASTIAN, former film star,

at the Park Lane.

GRADWELL L. SEARS has returned from
Coast.

Marx Bros. Starting P.A.

Tour in Joliet April

The Marx Brothers and a trou

of 30 persons start a personal ;

pearance tour April 29, opening
Joliet, 111., to try out material to

used in their next M-G-M featu

tentatively titled "Go West." 0th'

cities on the itinerary include Tole(

Detroit and Chicago.

Massce Changes Name
Massce & Co., Inc., film f'

warders, has changed its name
Massce-Barnett Co., Inc. Chan
was made to commemorate the co

pletion of 25 years of sei'vice to t

company by its vice president, ^A

liam Barnett.

But wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the fetlowinc on their birthdays:

APRIL 24

Melville Baker

Edwin S. Graham

Sidney Singerman

Fred Schaefer
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.LIED OPPOSES D OF C

ARBITRATION ENTRY

(Continued from Page 1)

I nt of the New York equity suit.

I|rther, it is disclosed that there

i some Allied opposition to the

t dgnation of arbitrators by the
lerican Arbitration Society.

n addition to the reasons cited

t, Allied for its consent plan re-

' tion, as published exclusively in

\tional motions were introduced
y!* ^lay by 20tli-Fo.r to dismiss the
jiiti-tnist suit against other officers of
ilic company. The motions were based
on -the same contentions which 20tli-

Fo.r attorneys set forth the p-einons
day as reasons for the dismissal of the
suit against Joseph M. Schenck and
other defendants.

' B Film Daily yesterday, these

c actions were raised by Abram F.
ers, general counsel, in his let-

to the Attorney General:

I'The plan not only would leave
ti producer-distributors in possess-

of their theaters during the test

iod. This would mark a com-
te abandonment of the principal
ective of the main suit. The
nces are extremely remote that
ei a lapse of several years the
oartment would or could pick up
loose ends and carry the case

ough to a conclusion."

So long as the producer-distribu-
s retain their theater holdings,
independent exhibitors will con-

Lie to be regarded as actual or
ential competitors rather than as
tomers. The temptation to dis-

t ninate in favor of the affiliated

t aters and against the indepen-
ts will remain," Myers added.

lllied opposes arbitrating on
ether a picture is locally offen-
e as it would serve to advertise

T] picture, it is asserted by Myers.

iiVEDDING BELLS

'leveland—Metro exchange is go-
matrimonial this summer. Dor-
Brown, head booker and Miss

nlle Spencer of this citv, will be
iiied on July 26, while booker
ph Langsnaes and Miss Sally
oks will exchange marriage vows
June 8.

•es Moines—Jerome J. Spandau,
.any, N. Y. branch manager of
versal, was married to Miss Es-

i' Myers in the study of Rabbi
aroe Levens of Tifereth Israel
agogue here. The couple left

a motor trip through the East.

|teve Hannagan, publicist, yester-
confirmed his marriage to

anne Brewster.

few Haven—Nat Furst, New Eng-
1 manager of Imperial, announces
engagement of his daughter Es-

|s, to Arnold Silverman, Boston
)rney.

wiTti PHIL M. DALTi
• • • WHAT a shame Producer Ed Small and his promo-

tional cohorts couldn't have harnessed that swell, spontaneous

word-oi-mouth publicity yesterday when, after a dozen consecutive

days of rain some 7,000.000 New Yorkers looked outa their bed-

room windows and exclaimed with fierce fervor: "My Sun,

My Sun!"

T T T
• • • OLD SOL, however, has been doin' right by Florida

and shedding his beneficent light particularly upon
Arthur Sawyer .who is prexy of Colonnade Pictures Corp.

the up-and-doing outfit which a fortnight or so ago

began equipping its newly established sound studio

down in Coral Gables using the Spanish-type Colonnade
Building on the Northeast corner of Coral Way and Ponce de

Leon Blvd which was acquired as a site via seventy

thousand smackers 'Tis the first definite inducement to Holly-

wood and producers in the East to bring their casts to

Miami

T T T
• • • ACCORDING to the best-informed channels .... Colonnade's

new studios will be ready about May IS It'll be a big moment in

Arthur's already replete cinematic existence for he's been an exhib.

and theater owner and, as a distrib., was instrumental in bringing

to the U. S. about the first film in natural color —Kinemacolor, if

this corner's memory ain't in need of clearance Subsequently, he

produced and released via Metro and First National many success-

ful features 'eluding the Petrova and Barbara LaMarr "specials"

and later became an important cog in the operation of the local

Roxy Associated with Arthur currently is H. L. "Duke"

Tareyton in the role of studio and production manager Duke

is 'nother pix veteran having toiled with Metro, Fox and Universal

plus a brace of the better British filmakers

T T T
• • • WE'VE spoken here today of the welcome and
benign sun so 'tis appropriate to examine what a Starr has

just done —that single constellation known as Martin

If you'll look in the April 19 issue of The American Hebrew
you'll find an article titled: "The Warner Saga: The Life

Story of Harry Warner, Motion Picture Pioneer" an unusual
biographical study under a quite usual by-line —that

of Martin Starr It's edifying to see that by-line in conjunction

with the story on H. M because Martin is working under the

Columbia banner This industry of ours can use more of this

type of sportsmanship, good-taste and good-will

T T
• • • AUTHORSHIP additionally goes to town within our

cinematic confraternity if you'll fake a gander at the April 20 issue

of The Nation whose covers enclose a scholarly, stirring and sane

exposition of a subject which comes to the fore more persistently

each year Read Arthur L. (Rialto) Mayer's article: "Who
Wants Good Movies?"

T T T
• • • YES'DAY at an adjoining luncheon table from this

scribe sat a coupla pix execs hashing over the subject

of film companies Said one to the other: "It's a damn
shame that company that had the name it had has the

name it has!"

« « « » » »

BINKOV ADMITS ALLIED

GAVE GOV'T HIS NAME

(Continued from Page 1)

erates the Temple Theater there,

stated that he had made no com-
plaint to the Government on clear-
ance, but admitted under question-
ing that he had frequently com-

'

plained to Allied while a member.
Defense attorneys through ques-

tions brought out the fact that Al-
lied had supplied Binkov's name to

the government. Binkov stated that
he had not been subpoenaed by the
D of J for the trial, and claimed to

have had first-run of practically all

product in Union City until the ma-
jors opened theaters there, when his

product "was taken away."
The defendants' attorneys drew an

admission from Binkov that he was
already playing second and third-
runs in 1928 when sound came in

and that his theater was one of the
last to install sound equipment.

Counsel also pointed out to him
that the D of J in its supplementary
bill had said that Binkov knew of

unreasonable protection granted in

1932. The witness declared that he
had no knowledge of that particu-
lar year, but that he had complained
continually because of alleged dis-

crimination.
James C. Forgione, another N. J.

exhib., named by the D of J, will

be examined tdoay.

'Grapes" As Single Bill,

Detroit Nabe Precedent

Detroit—The Harper Theater, ma-
.ior W & K neighborhood house which
has had half a week of stage
shows for four weeks, shifts in two
weeks to full week show with sin-

ele bill, showing one film, "Grapes of

Wrath" for the entire week—setting
a new precedent for Detroit neigh-
borhoods in recent years, with split

week double bills almost universal.
W & W Circuit is continuing vaude-
ville at the Tuxedo and Oriole as
well, but will not add the Tower and
Eastown until Fall.

Max Felder Bankrupt
Petition in bankruptcy was filed

yesterday in the Federal Court by
Max G. Felder, manager of Popular
Theaters, Inc., and Twin Theaters,
Inc., listing liabilities of $57,544 and
no assets. Among the creditors'
named were: Joe Hornstein, Inc., for
$35,746; National Theaters Supply
Co., $2,525; Columbia Pictures, $1,-

100; Harry Shiffman, $2,200; and
United Artists, $450.

STORKS!
Perryopolis, Pa.—Mr. and Mrs.

Michael Karolcik, who operate the
Perry Theater are the parents of a

7^ pound boy.

Chicago—A son has been born to

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Katz. Father is

manager of the B & K Century-
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RCA STUDYING TELE

CAMERA TECHNIQUE

(Continued from Page 1)

raiser" for the evening session de-
voted wholly to tele at which five

technical papers were presented by
representatives of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, NBC, RCA,
CBS, and Allen B. DuMont Labora-
tories.

A new type synchronizing wave-
form which keeps the television

transmitter and all receivers tuned
in to it operating together, makes
possible automatic synchronizing of

the receiver at variable line and
frame frequencies, according to a

paper presented by T. T. Goldsmith,
R. L. Campbell and S. W. Stanton,
of the DuMont Laboratories.

More Flexible Equipment

More flexible tele equipment,
eliminating the use of two bulky
trucks, and allowing for a compact
group of containers that will fit com-
fortably in a station wagon, was
described by G. L. Beers, RCA Man-
ufacturing Co.; 0. H. Schade, RCA
Raditron Coi'p., and R. E. Shelby,
NBC.

Experiences in televising the Pasa-
dena Rose Tournament were re-

counted by H. R. Lubcke, of Don
Lee; quality of tele pictures was dis-

cussed by P. C. Goldmark and
J. N. Dyer of CBS; while a new re-

mote control television lighting sys-

tem was described by W. C. Eddy,
NBC.

Projection Session Today

This morning features a projec-

tion session, to include papers by
F. H. Richardson, Quigley Publish-

ing; L Gordon, T. P. Hover; W. B.

Rayton, Bausch & Lomb; H. Rubin,
Paramount Theaters; M. Schlanger;
W. C. Kalb, A. C. Downes, D. B.

Job, W. W. Lozier and R. W. Simon,
National Carbon Co.; J. R. Prater;

and C. S. Ashcraft, Ashcraft Manu-
facturing Co.

This afternoon will be left open
for sightseeing and the 46th semi-
annual banquet and dance will be

held in the Rutland Room this eve-

ning, with E. A. Williford, presiding,

and W. C. Kunzmann, convention
v.-p. in active charge of the program.

General Session Tomorrow
General session, tomorrow morn-

ing, will include papers by T. T.

Baker, J. B. Engl; G. M. Best and
F. R. Gage, Warner Bros.; R. B.

Atkinson and V. C. Shaner, East-
man Kodak; J. R. Alburger, RCA
Manufacturing; W. Miller, Para-

Sales Tax for V. K.
May Affect Films

London (By Cable)—Uncertainty as

to whether the purchase (sales) tax sub-

mitted to Commons yesterday would ap-

ply to motion pictures exists in local

film circles. Rate of the tax, part

of the largest British budget on record,

is to be fixed by Commons, and in

the meantime, the Government will com-
pile a register of wholesalers from
whom the tax will be collected.

''fs There a Doctor ('s Book) in the House?''
New Britain, Conn.—Following a first try in the territory of encyclopedias, the

Rialto has used dictionaries, and will now embark on a family medical library series

as a giveaway. The Rivoli, West Haven, has followed the same procedure.

Universal's Atlantic City "Living Hall of Fame"
Sales Meet Opens May 11 Shorts Going to Major

(Coiitiiined from Page 1)

the huddles in both cities. Canadian
forces will attend at least one and
possibly both.

Attending the Atlantic City con-
ferences will be district managers,
branch managers, salesmen and
bookers from Albany, Atlanta, Bos-
ton, Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Dallas, Memphis, New
Haven, New Orleans, New York,
Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Pitts-
burgh and Washington, D. C. The
Chicago parleys will include the
sales personnel from Denver, Des
Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kan-
sas City, Los Angeles, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Portland, St.

Louis, Salt Lake City, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle and the local Chicago
exchange.

Richker Asks $32,000 from
Interstate in Anti-Trust Suit

Dallas, Tex. — Louis Richker and
Mrs. Katie Richker have filed suit
against Interstate for $27,000 dam-
ages and $5,000 attorneys fees,
alleging anti-tiust law violation.
Richker owns the Gayety Theater in
Ft. Worth. Additional cases are be-
ing prepared from Houston and
Tyler, Texas, complainants.

mount; and D. R. Canady, Canady
Sound Appliance Co.

Papers by B. F. Miller, Warner
Bros.; G. Farley, G. R. Crane, J. G.
Frayne, and V. Pagliarulo, Erpi;
M. Rettinger, RCA Manufacturing;
and J. Robbins, Paramount, will be
featured at the concluding meeting.

Levey's Montage Television
Apparatus Said Revolutionary
New system and apparatus, which

may eventually completely revolu-
tionize the television production set-

up in so far as the problem of limi-
tations of the tele camera is con-
cerned, has been perfected by Lawr-
ence Levey and is at present under
scrutiny by the U. S. Patent Office,

it was learned yesterday.
The method and apparatus are

said to produce montage effects, flex-

ible and diverse "wiping in" and
"wiping out" of scenes, multiple
scenes, superimposing of illustrated
commercial advertising while visual
action continues in the background,
instant scene changes, dramatiza-
tion of commercial advertising, and
a mechanical "silent prompter'," of
aid to the actor and director.

Invention permits the opening and
closing of a scene, or a succession
of scenes, through mobile, noiseless
montage units operated in conjunc-
tion with mobile and noiseless aux-
iliaiy stages which supplement a
main set or sets.

(Continued from Page 1)

to be near closing. Scope of the sub-
jects will embrace standout person-
alities in the arts and sciences.

Initial subject probably will deal
with William Allen White, editor
of the Emporia (Kansas) Gazette.

Tentative production schedule
calls for one shoi't per month. Cam-
era crews will film each subject in

"native" backgrounds.
Edmund L. Dorfman, one of the

three associates in the enterprise,

has been making biographical films

for the past five years, including
those sponsored by the Biosophical
Institute, and the series dealing with
the Nobel Prize winners.

Deny Majors, Bell & Howell

Back Automatic Projectors

(Continued from Page 1)

paring to explore the automatic
projector market were denied yes-
terday.

In Hollywood, the Phonovision
Corp. of America told The Film
Daily that the reports linking it

with both Warners and Metro were
without foundation.
From Chicago, Bell & Howell

telegraphed that it was not backing
Phonofilm or "any others in the
automatic projector field."

California Daylight Saving

Time Fought by Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

dent and circuit operators at lunch-
eon sponsored by Charles P. Skouras,
FWC head. Arch Bowles of San
Francisco, who was active in the
1930 campaign which decided against
daylight saving, Robert H. "Bob"
Poole, executive secretary of In-
dependent Theater Owners of South-
ern California and Ariz, were among
speakers. Northern California ex-
hibitors will join in the fight against
daylight saving.

STAGE HITS, NOVELS

ON WARNER LINEU

British Quota Proposals

to be Outlined This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

The Film Daily was advised yes-
terday. Amending legislation to the
Films Acts shortly thereafter will

be introduced in Parliament.

Edward Emery Dead
Mansfield, 0. — Edward Shepler

Emery, 64, for many years operator
of the Royal theater here, is dead.
His widow and three daughters sur-
vive.

(Continued from Page 1)

gent's "The Male Animal" alreac
acquired and a deal closed by whic
George S. Kaufman and Moss Ha
will make "The Man Who Came i

Dinner" for Warner release, tl

Burbank studio is now negotiatir
with Oscar Serlin for "Life Wii
Father."

The Serlin deal would paia''~'v.thi

with Kaufman and Moss, w^ f) Se
lin producing and Warners aistri

uting, and would give Warners i

fourth outside deal, so-called. Othe
are with Frank Capra-Robert Ri
kin, for a Gary Cooper starrer, "Tl,

Life of .John Doe," and with Jes;

L. Lasky for "The Amazing Stoi

of Sergeant York." Incidentall
Lasky would like Cooper for tl!

title role in the latter as well.
;

On the novel side, the 194G-'

Warner lineup will have:

"King's Row," by Henrv Bella
mine, to star James Cagney, Ai
Sheridan and John Garfield; "M
Skeffington," by "Elizabeth"; tl

spectacular sea epics, "Captain E
ratio Hornbower," by C. S. Forests
and "John Paul Jones," by Cleme^
Ripley, the latter to star Cagno
"High Sierra," by W. R. Burnei
for Paul Muni; "Danger Signal," I

Phyllis Bottome, for Bette Davi
"City For Conquest," by Abem Kai
del, for Cagney; "The Constai
Nymph" by Margaret Kennedy, ai

W. Somerset Maugham's "The Hou
on the Hill," for Merle Oberon; "T
Letter," another Maugham story, f

Bette Davis; "Quietly My Capta
Waits," an epic novel of Cana
in the romantic 1600's, by Evel
Eaton; "War of the Copper King.'

by C. B. Glasscock; "Janua
Heights," by Polan Banks; "Fies
in Manhattan," by Charles Kai
man, for John Garfield; "The Fi

Life," by Malchoir Lengyel; "Fror
ier Doctor," by Urling C. Coe, f

Paul Muni.

"Buck Benny" At Para. Tod.
Jack Benny's Paramount pictuj

"Buck Benny Rides Again," whi
had a Harlem preview at Loew's V
toria Theater Monday night, w
previewed at the Paramount Theat
last night and is the feature the

starting today.

Autry as Rodeo Star

Pittsburgh—Gene Autry will st

in the annual rodeo to be held

Duquesne Gardens here for 10 daj

beginning today. It's a unit of ti

Harris Amusement Co.

RKO Holding Stevenson !

Hollywood — Robert Stevenson,
British director, stays at RKO for
"Sanda Mala."

War Costing British

Exhihs. £2,250,000
London (By Cable)—Operating ex-

|

penses of British theaters have jumped
j

an aggregate of £2,250,000 annually!

due to the war, the CEA estimates.



The public says:

Thank you for keeping his

memory alive. You who take

part in this glorious enter-

prise do honor to a beloved

American and win the re-

spect and gratitude of your

jtheatre patrons."

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'S
ANNUAL TRIBUTE TO WILL ROGERS

Starting Thursday, April 2^th

Will Rogers National Theatre Week

1-

2-

3-

GRATIS SHORT SUBJECT
All exhibitors taking audience collections will re-

ceive the All-Star Short Subject free of charge. Run-
ning time 1 1 minutes.

BOOKED EVERYWHERE
It is already booked day-and-date in every theatre

operated by or affiliated with Paramount, 20th Century-
Fox, RKO, Loew's, Warner Bros, and by thousands
of public spirited independent exhibitors.

PROCEEDS TO CHARITY
For the benefit of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital,

Saranac Lake, N. Y. , and for other hospital, chari-

table and educational purposes. And for the aid of

local institutions specializing in the care of handi-

capped children. Note! The Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital is open to anyone actively engaged in the

motion picture industry afflicted with tuberculosis.

BETTE
DAVIS
(Warner's)

KAY
KYSER
iR.K.O.)

JUDY
GARLAND

(M-G-U)

THESE STARS APPEAR
IN THE SHORT SUBJECT
"IF I FORGET YOU"
(Theme Song "If I Forget You"

Lyrics and Music by Irving Caesar)

WILL ROGERS NATIONAL THEATRE WEEK
WEEK BEGINNING THURSDAY, APRIL 25th • MAJOR L. E. THOMPSON, Chairman

Order prints from the

! from any branch manager
I Zone Chairman and Company
i'Y Joe Miller, Columbia
I'TA John Eiell, Universal

N Morris Wolf, Metro
l-O Sydney Samson, Fox
OTTE Robert J. Ingram, Columbia
SO

• • • T. R. Gilliam, Warner Bros.

INATI
, . Edwin Booth, Metro

,

AND Frank D. Drew, Metro
jS L. W. McClintock, Paramount
'R H. A. Friedel, Metro

Zone Chairmen of WILL ROGERS NATIONAL THEATRE WEEK... or

or film salesman. Shipments made through National Screen Service.

Zone Zone Chairman and Company

DES MOINES . R, M. Copeland, Paramount

DETROIT Lester Sturm, Fox

INDIANAPOLIS George T. Londis, Fox

KANSAS CITY .... William E. Truog, United Artists

LOS ANGELES Clayton T. Lynch, Metro

MEMPHIS James Rogers, Columbia

MILWAUKEE Arthur N. Schmitz, RKO
MINNEAPOLIS C. K. Olson, Warner Bros.

NEW HAVEN Lou Wechsler, United Ariists

NEW ORLEANS E. B. Price, Paramount

Zone Zone Chairman and Company

NEW YORK CITY Harry H. Buxbaum, Fox

OKLAHOMA CITY Ralph B. Williams, RKO
OMAHA Al Mendenhall, Paramount
PHILADELPHIA F. L. McNamee, RKO
PITTSBURGH Harry Seed, Warner Bros.

PORTLAND Louis Amacher, Metro

ST. LOUIS John E. Garrison, Universal

SALT LAKE CITY Charles Walker, Fox

SAN FRANCISCO Barney Rose, Universal

SEATTLE Lawrence J. McGinley, Universal

WASHINGTON Sam Wheeler, Fox
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TECHNICOLOR REPORTS

PROFIT OF $912,614

(Continued from Page 1)

stockholders via the report that

Technicolor's shipments during the

first three months of 1940 are run-

ning substantially ahead of the first

quarter of 1939, and put the foot-

age shipped for the quarter at some
30,900,000 as against approximately

21,100,000 in the corresponding per-

iod of 1939. He estimates that the

1940 first quarter profit will be about

$556,000, whereas the corresponding

quarter a year ago yielded ,$310,-

468.24.

$845,094 In Dividends

Dividends amounting to $845,-

094.86 were paid in 1939, bringing

the total declared and paid during

the past four years to $2,656,984.37.

Net sales for 1939 amounted, from

all sources of operations, to $5,-

111,629.65.

The Hollywood plant in 1939, the

report asserts, has shipped to 45

foreign countries, each with its own
language specifications, and, that

despite the war in Europe operation

of the British company has contin-

ued processing Technicolor prints.

Photography of new productions in

the U.K. has discontinued since out-

break of hostilities, but resumption is

looked for in the near future.

During 1939, maximum output of

prints in any one month occurred

in December which brought a vol-

ume of some 11,100,000 feet. Mini-

mum output was in April,—2,700,-

000.

Four Technicolor features are

listed as "in work,"—"Maryland"
and "Down Argentine Way," 20th-

Fox; "Northwest Mounted Police,"

Paramount; and Alexander Korda's

"Thief of Bagdad."

11 In Color Set

In preparation, or set to go be-

fore cameras this Spring or Sum-
mer, are listed "Bambi" and "Fan-

tasia," Walt Disney; "The Yearling,"

M-G-M; a FitzPatrick-Loew feature

untitled; "Shepherd of the Hills,"

Paramount; "Down to Earth," Para-

mount - Fleischer; "Photo - Finish,"

RKO Radio; "Nomads of the North,"

Hal Roach; "Return of Frank

James" and "Song of the Islands,"

20th-Fox; and "Jungle Boy," UA-
Korda.

GTE Reports Three-Month

Net Profit of $212,681

General Theaters Equipment Corp.

and subsidiaries, excluding Cinema
Building Corp., reported yesterday

•>»»Was It ''The Bee?
Rochester—When nearby Penn Yan

was "blacked out" by power failure,

Toby Ross, Elmwood Theater manager,

took the stage and entertained with his

violin for nearly an hour.

REVIEWS Of neuj fiims
"Grandpa Goes to

rn ItTown
with James Gleason, Lucile Gleason,

Russell Gleason, Harry Davenport

Republic 66 Mins.

ROLLICKING COMEDY REPLETE WITH
LAUGHS AND GAGS; WILL SCORE WITH
PATRONS GENERALLY.

Most recent adventures of the Higgins

Family, — cinematically composed of the

Gieasons et al,—provide laughs which occur

with the virtual frequency of a machine

gun, for from first to last this feature is

pure comedy, and since humor is to audi-

ences what catnip is to the feline frater-

n ty, the feature will do well at the box

office and leave onlookers of all age brack-

ets in a happy and satisfied state of mind.

Harry Davenport hasn't the leading role,

but the title role, for he essays the part of

grandpa who goes to town. Actually it is

Maxie Rosenbloom, Hollywood wag, and

former professional pugilist who goes to

town in the professional sense, for he all

but steals the picture, hook, line and sinker.

The yarn tells amusingly how the Higgins

Family (the Gleason clan) sell their urban

home and sink the revenue into a hotel

in an allegedly, according to the shrewd

real estate salesman, thriving western com-
munity, which turns out to be a ghost

town. The only companions the awed and

disappointed Higginses have are some gang-

sters fleeing the long arm of the law. A
fake report that gold has been found in

the neighborhood leads to a boom. From
then on, the already riotous proceedings

become more so. Appearing in the cast is

Atturo Godoy, heavyweight champ of South

America, together with his comely wife.

There is a good ring bout twixt Rosenbloom
and Godoy; some good dancing by attrac-

tive Lois Ranson; and good all around per-

formances. But every factor bows to the

comedy situations, dialogue and gags. It's

a lot of fun and audience will like it

immensely.

CAST: James Gleason, Lucile Gleason,

Russell Gleason, Harry Davenport, Lois Ran-

son, Maxie Rosenbloom, Tommy Ryan, Ledda

Godoy, Noah Beery, Douglas Meins, Garry

Owen, Ray Turner, Lee "Lasses" White,

Walter Miller, Emmett Lynn, Joe Caits,

Arturo Godoy.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and Di-

rector, Gus Meins; Original Screenplay,

Jack Townley; Production Manager, Al Wil-

son; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Super-

vising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor, Lester

Orlebeck; Art Director, John Victor Mackay;
Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Wardrobe, Adele

Palmer.

DIRECTION: Good. PHOTOGRAPHY:
Okay.

'Tomboy'

for the three months ended March
31, 1940, a consolidated net profit of

$212,681 after depreciation and esti-

mated Federal income tax, subject
to year-end adjustments. This is

equivalent to 36 cents per share on
592,887 shai-es of common stock out-
standing. It compares to $145,544
after depreciation and taxes earned
for the first quarter of 1939.

with Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae Jones,

Grant Withers, George Cleveland

Monogram 70 Mins.

KID STORY WITH PLENTY OF HUMAN
INTEREST SHOULD APPEAL TO THE
FAMILY TRADE.

Nabe houses should find that this pic-

ture will fit nicely as the second half of

dual bills. Story has plenty of human
interest and is refreshing in being different

from the usual run of the mill material.

The farm scenes will undoubtedly bring

back rr.cmories for a good many of the

grown up fans and will show a lot of kids

something that they are unfamiliar with.

The cast is able and the direction of Robert

McGowan is smooth. Jackie Moran gives

a good performance as the orphan being

raised on the farm of his irascible uncle,

George Cleveland. Marcia Mae Jones is

good as the tomboy daughter of ex-big

league ball player. Grant Withers. Cleve-

land is fine as the crotchety uncle. Moran
has a hard row to hoe, with his uncle bur-

dening him with work and keeping him

away from school. Marcia moves to town
and she and Jackie become fast friends.

From there on the story has been well

worked out, with a good climax bringing

about a rapprochement between the uncle

and Moran.

CAST: Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae Jones,

Grant Withers, George Cleveland, Clara

Blandick, Marvin Stephens, Charlotte

Wynters, Gene Morgan.

CREDITS: Associate producer, William

T. Lackey; Director, Robert McGowan;
Screenplay, Dorothy Reid and Marion Orth;

Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Editor, Rus-

sell Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Coast Studios Sending

Eight More Into Work

(Continued from Page 1)

Seese; and a Charles Starrett west-
ern, "West of Abilene."
At Paramount: "Dancing On a

Dime" with Grace MacDonald, Rob-
ert Paige, Virginia Dale and Lillian
Cornell.

At RKO: Voco Production, "Money
Isn't Everything" with Lum 'n' Ab-
ner and Frances Langford; and the
Stephens-Lang Production "Dr.
Christian" film starring Jean Her-
sholt.

At M-G-M: "One Came Home"
with Robert Young, Maureen O'Sul-
livan and Lewis Stone; "Gold Rush
Maisie," starring Ann Southern with
Lee Bowman, Virginia Weidler and
John Hamilton.
At Republic: Roy Roger's next

starring picture "Carson City Kid"
with Pauline Lord in the feminine
lead.

President, Bronx, Leased
Brandeis Theater Corp. has leased

the President theater, Bronx, for 15
years from the John B. Stanchfield
estate. Thousand seater will be reno-
vated.

ITALO-AMERIGAN PIX

AGREEMENT SAID NEA

(Continued from Page 1)

tween the two countries is rife d
.spite the delicate situation Ita

faces in cleaving to neutrality in ti

European war. Sources conversa
with the U. S.-Italo negotiations a
sert that definite progress has bci

made in the past few days, with "eai

side sounding the other out," pri

to the submission of concre+o pr

posals. r^,
;

Orazi Aiding, in Movfc -

One of the chief factors leadii

to the belief that American filr

will soon return to the Italian mar
et, aside from the active aid beii

extended by the American Ambass,
dor, is the fact that the new head
the Fascist film organization, it

Orazi, is bending every effort

heal the existing breach.
|

American companies are "star;

ing shoulder to shoulder" while i'

gotiations are under way. It I

stated authoritatively that no U.
pictures are at present going irj

Italy; that Universal, pursuant i

the formal commencement of EN
operation at the end of 1938, mer*
sent pictures into Italy to liquids

a then existing contract; and tl

UA is observing the common frc

of sister distributors despite a ;
.,

ported temporary "schism" in 19i

Recapture of the Italian mark'
authorities point out, will mean c

setting to some extent of losses si

tained by U. S. film interests in C(

tinental Europe since the war brc

out. It is cited additionally that 1

opening once again of film trade w
Ittly will assist U. S. product
the Balkan area generally, both fr

the standpoint of physical distril

lion and prestige.

Distribs. and French Gov't

Talk Imports and Curren

(Continued from Page 1)

to closely parallel existing Brit

restrictions, including those on

mittances, with distribs. holding
for no limitation on number of i

ports, it was reported yesterd

Various reports have intimated tl

the Government was suggesting
greatly curtailed number of impoi

Showing "Men and Dust"
Joplin, Mo.—"Men and Dust," c

cosis short produced by Lee Di

Inc., will have its premiere h

today at a Tri- State Confere-

initiated by the Department of !

bor. Gairison distributes.

a
. or Favor,J5

Detroit—Harry Levinson, RKO office

manager, got a letter from the local at-

torney representing the company, with

other majors, In the New York equity

suit. Name seemed familiar. It was

Frank D. Eaman, who, as Commissioner
of Police, banned RKO's "Primrose

Path"—and evidently meant it when he

promised an administration "without fear

or favor."
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MARTIN G. SMITH
PRESIDENT OF

INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS OF OHIO

Writes—

'The 1940 Film Daily Year Book in my opinion is the finest Year

Book you have ever published.

^1 feel somewhat qualified to make that statement because 1

have a copy of each of the seventeen last previous cloth bound

editions, the earliest one being dated 1922-23.

'Please accept my heartiest congratulations on this most recent

edition of the Year Book and my very best wishes for the future."

[ The 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK
is now being distributed to ol

SUBSCRIBERS of

FILM DAILY



MORE THAN
SPECIAL ABILITY

TRADITIONAL Eastman uniformity

backs up each film's special ability. That's

why cameramen place utmost confidence

in the three Eastman negative films—
Plus-X, Super-XX, and Background-X.

This reliability has made them the raw-

film favorites of the industry. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollyivood

PLIJS-X SCPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAX NEGATIVE FILMIC
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^refers Affiliated To Indie Opposition^ Says Forgione

lOUSE PLANS "RAPID W." NEELY BIOEARING
\ppoint Sargoy Copyright Protection Bureau Counsel
ssignation Made by Sales

I

Chiefs and Companies'

General Counsel
Edward A. Sargoy yesterday was
med to take over the duties of the
e Gabriel L. Hess in connection
th the legal activities of the Copy-
fht Protection Bureau and to rep-
sent the distributors in all raat-

.•s of copyright infringements.
(signation of Sargoy to the post
IS made at a joint meeting of sales
magers and general counsels of

fe major companies. Joseph L.
' (Continued on Page 4)

ARRY GOHN RECEIVED

! $185,520, SAYS GOL

[Salary paid in 1939 to Harry Cohn,

1

1
president and director of Colum-

J^
Pictures Corp., was $185,520, it

'hs disclosed yesterday when the
Impany filed an amendment to its

\

nual report with SEC. Jack Cohn,

i

vice-president and director, re-

eved $106,120, and A. Montague,
ineral sales manager, $68,900.
Latter was granted option June

(Continued on Page 8)

ItzPatrick Closes Deal

Make Features for M-G-M

,James A. FitzPatrick yesterday
ncluded a deal with M-G-M where-
; he will make one feature picture
year for the next five years. His
st, tentatively titled "Captain
)ok," will go before the cameras
|te in May in Hawaii. Picture will
ve a cast made up largely of na-

(Continued on Page 8)

uck Benny" Knocks Down
Paramount's House Record

Paramount Theater, Broadway,
a new opening day record yes-
day when "Buck Benny Rides

kain" bowed in. More than 13,000
amissions had been paid in before
|. o'clock. Lines at the box office

(Continued on Page 8)

Warners to Sail the Ship Used in *'Sea Haicfc"
to ]\ew Yorh City to Exploit the Picture

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners plan to sail the ship "The Sea Hawk" used in picture of the

same name to New York via the Panama Canal to exploit that production. It will

arrive at New York Aug. 15.

The ship will leave San Pedro June 15 and nearly 50 newspaper men will make
the voyage as far as San Diego. The ship's itinerary includes Vera Cruz, Galveston,

New Orleans, Mobile, Miami, Jacksonville, Savannah, Charleston, Norfolk, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston, Providence and New Haven.

Initial Shift oF British Production to

Canada Planned by Michael Powell

Ottawa—Initial shift of British

production activity to Canada is be-

ing discussed with Dominion officials

here by Michael Powell, English pro-
ducer-director.
Accompanying Powell are Rolland

Gillett, associate producer; Alfred
Seabourne, film editor, and William
Paton, Powell's personal assistant.

Plans call for summer production
of a story by Emeric Pressburger,
who wrote the screen play for "U-

Boat 29," with Powell personally

directing. Pix will be in the top

judget class, it is said.

Following conferences here, Powell
and his party go to Winnipeg, Ed-
monton, Calgary, Vancouver and Vic-

toria.

Powell has been identified with
the British since 1933; he has di-

rected for GB, Warners, PDC and
Joe Rock.

New Arc Light Assures

Better Pix, SMPE Hears

Atlantic City—An arc light em-
ploying radical new electi'ical prin-

ciples to achieve brighter, clearer
screen images in theaters was de-

scribed to the SMPE convention yes-

(Continued on Page 8)

No Changes in UA's Sales

Setup Talked—Silverstone

Reports published in certain of the

trade press to the effect that a

change in the UA sales setup was
imminent and due for board of di-

rector action were termed baseless

(Continued on Page 8)

Affiliated Opposition More Lenient

Than Indie, Says Witness for Gov^t

Falkenberg and Larose

Enter Coin Pix Field

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William P. Falken-

berg, formerly vice-president and
treasurer of Cinematone Corp., and
Raymond Larose have organized a
company to operate in the coin-oper-

(Continued on Page 8)

James C. Forgione, second Gov-
ernment witness subjected to pre-

trial examination in the New York
equity suit, declared yesterday that
he would rather have the competi-
tion of an affiliated circuit than that

of an independent theater chain be-

cause he found the affiliates "more
lenient to deal with."

Forgione, who operates the Forum
(Continued on Page 8)

Lea Com. Tackles Block-Book-

ing on May 13; Cut
Witness Time

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The House Inter-

state Commerce Committee yester-
day set May 13 as the definite date
for the start of hearings on the
Neely anti-block-booking and blind-
selling bill. Tentative date had been
May 7.

Full committee will sit, with Rep.
Clarence F. Lea, Calif., chairman,
presiding. Others on the committee
include: Robert Grosser, 0.; Alfred
L. Bulwinkle, N. C; Virgil Chap-
man, Ky.; William P. Cole, Jr., Md.;
Edward A. Kelly, 111.; John A. Mar-
tin, Colo.; Herron Pearson, Tenn.;
Lyle H. Boren, Okla.; Martin J.

(Continued on Page 4)

PATHE NEWS MAKING

REEL TONAL CHANGE

Beginning with the issue of next
Monday, Pathe News will eliminate
the high volume level of its reels in

order to equalize the sound with
that of the features, according to

Walton Anient, general manager and
editor of Pathe News. This innova-

(Continued on Page 8)

Richfield Oil Co. to Exploit

20th Century-Fox Pictures

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has effected a tie-up with Rich-
field Oil Co., whereby Richfield will

boost 20th-Fox pictures in all its

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Midwest Corp.

to Extend Bonds 8 Years

Extension of bonds held by RKO
Midwest Corp. for a period cf eight
years was agreed upon yesterday at
a meeting of the directors in New
York. When RKO acquired the in-

volved Ohio theaters in 1930, pay-
(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2li%) 6% 63/4 63/4

Columbia Picts. pfd.-

Con. Fm. Ind 1 1 1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 156 156 156
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq MVa 12 12
Loew's, Inc 353/8 SSVs BS'/g

do pfd
Paramount 73/8 7% 71/4 — '/g

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd... 9V4 9V8 9'/8 — Vs
Pathe Film 1 1

1/4 11 1 1 '/a -f Vg
RKO 1 1 1 — Vg
20th Century-Fox .93^ 9 91/4

20th Century-Fox pfd. 2058 20 20 — 1
'/g

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 338 33'8 33/8

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'2s46 1041/8 1041/8 1041/8 + Ve
Para. B'way 3s55 ,, 51 1/2 51 1/2 51 Vi -t- 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3I4S47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 90 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp. 2 2 2

Technicolor 15Ta 14% 1514 + Vl
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. SVi 6 6
Universal Picts.

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 ptd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 . 69 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 68I2

WB Zone Heads Dined
Warner Theater Zone Managers

who were in New York yesterday to

attend a meeting called by Joseph
Bernhard, general manager of War-
ner Bros. Theaters, wound up their

conclave last night at a dinner held

in their honor at the Hotel Astor.
A number of home office executives
attended the dinner.

Annual meeting last night of

Ascap, which had been postponed
from March, followed by one day
the re-election of Gene Buck as

Ascap president. Also re-elected,

were Oscar Hammerstein and Louis
Bernstein, vice-presidents; Gus
Schirmei', treasurer; George W.
Meyer, secretary; Jack Bregman,
assistant secretary; and Irving Cae-
sar, assistant treasurer.

Renamed as directors to serve

three years were Fred Ahlert, Irving
Caesar, Oscar Hammerstein, 2d,

Louis Bernstein and Saul H. Born-
stein. Sole addition to the direc-

torate was Johnny Mercer, succeed-

ing the late Joe Young. Designa-
tion of Mercer means that the pres-

ent board is comprised of equal rep-

resentation of publishers and writers.

Asks Senate Investigate

Interior Dept. Production

IVashiiigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Investigation of the

Department of Interior's film activi-

ties in producing pictures on public

lands, is asked by Sen. Henry F.

Ashurst (D., Ariz.), in a resolu-

tion introduced yesterday in the Sen-
ate. Ashurst's resolution has been
referred to Public Lands and Sur-
veys Committee of the Senate. An
appropriation of $6,000 is called for

to make the investigation.

Pix Theaters, Campaign
Issue in Harrison, N. J.

Film theaters, now barred from
Harrison, N. J., because of a muni-
cipal ordinance requiring a $10,000
annual license fee, have been made
a campaign issue in the approaching
Council election. Joseph F. Wim-
mer, Democratic candidate, is

pledged to fight for a lower license

fee if elected. Wimmer says he feels
the town wants films and that the-
aters would benefit merchants.

Wolf-Fuid Fight Dismissal

of Loew Stockholders' Suit

Notice of appeal from the dis-

missal of their suit was filed yes-
terday in the Supreme Court by
Norman Wolf and Mannes Fuld,
plaintiffs in a minority stockholders'
suit against Loew's, Inc.

Pathe Film May Elect

T. P. Loach's Successor

Meeting of the Pathe Film Corp.
board will be held today, with a suc-
cessor to T. P. Loach, vice-prexy
who leaves to join Monogram May
1, likely to be named.

Mayerling" to be Withdrawn
All prints of "Mayerling" will be

withdrawn from circulation and fur-
ther distribution, according to I. E.
Lopert, president of Pax Films, Inc.

Move by which RKO Radio will

secure further entry to the film marts
of the British dominions and colonies

was seen yesterday in the announce-
ment that the company's foreign de-

partment, under Vice-Prexy Phil

Reisman, has acquired distribution

rights for "A Family of Nations,"
for all British territories outside the
U. K. and Canada.

Territories covered by deal be-

tween Reisman and the producer, E.
R. Conne, include Australia, New
Zealand, Egypt, Syria, Palestine,

Iraq, Iran, Bermuda, Jamaica, Trini-

dad, British West Indian possessions,
plus India and the Straits Settle-

ments.

Hecht May Make Pix

on Coast, Not in N. Y.

The Ben Hecht-George Jessel pic-

ture may be made on the Coast in-

stead of in New York, it was learned
yesterday. It is reported that Hecht,
who went to Hollywood for talent,

is being urged to transfer produc-
tion to California.

Meanwhile, Lee Garmes, who may
be co-director of the Hecht picture,

expects to have his RKO program
set by tomorrow. Garmes has two
more pictures to produce for RKO
under his present contract. His first,

"Beyond Tomorrow," will be re-

leased next month.

Two Toms River Theaters

Pooled, Effective May 19

Toms River, N. J.—Pooling of the
Traco and Community here takes
effect May 19, with the Toms River
Theaters Co., Inc., assuming all con-
tracts of the two corporations form-
erly operating the houses. Charles
Warner is president of the new com-
pany, Charles J. Bryan, vice-presi-
dent, I. M. Hirshblond, treasurer, and
Walter Reade, Jr., secretary. Hirsh-
blond will manage.

Chicago Tribune to Start

Sun. Night Radio Musicals

Chicago—The Chicago Tribune's
radio station, WGN, will .start an
hour musical show on Sunday nights
which will compete with Sunday
shows on stage and screen.

Geo. Arthur Leaves Para.
n'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Associate Producer

George Arthur has resigned from
Paramount, effective May 31. Before
becoming- a producer Arthur was
head of the studio's film editing de-
partment for several years.

Congrats for Detroit Censor
Detroit — The Detroit League of

Catholic Women passed a resolution
yesterday congratulating Police Com-
missioner Eaman and Censor Charles
W. Snyder on their ban of "Strange
Cargo" and "Primrose Path."

cominc finD goiik

SOL LESSER is scheduled to arrive hen
about three weeks.

FRANK CAPRA Is expected in this week frc

the Coast.

ALLA NAZIMOVA has arrived on the Coi

BARBARA O'NEIL is due in tomorrow mot
ing from the Coast for a two weeks' vacatic

ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR., returns tr In

a Bermuda vacation.

W. R. WILKERSON, publisher of the Holt

wood Reporter, is here from the Coast.

ROY ROGERS has returned to Hollywood afi

a pa. tour in the Midwest.

LOUIS HYMAN, of the Sol Lesser organizati

on the Coast, is scheduled to arrive here ea

in May for business huddles on the M.
engagement of "Our Town."

A. MONTAGUE, Columbia sales manager, a

RUBE JACKTER, assistant sales manager,

turned to the home office yesterday from t

lanta.

JAMES COSTON, Chicago zone manager
Warners; NAT WOLF, Cleveland I. J. HOI

MAN, New Haven; DON JACOCKS, Newa
MOE SILVER, Albany; TED SCHLANCER, Phi

delphia; HARRY KALMINE, Pittsburgh; JO

PAYETTE, Washington; and HERBERT COPEU
Atlantic City, return to their posts today a'

a huddle with home office execs, yesterday

New York.

WILLIAM SISTROM arrives today on the Co

di Savoia.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK and MRS Fl'

PATRICK return to the Coast tomorrow.

IKE LIBSON, BEN HEIDINGSFELD and M«

RICE WHITE, of RKO Midwest theaters,

here from Cincinnati.

Okays Claim Expungement
Referee John E. Joyce yesterc

recommended the expungement
a claim of $667,287 which had be

filed against Paramount Publix Co

during reorganization proceedings

the National Rockland Bank, Best

and Harold G. Storke, as trusteesi

a bond issue. The recommendat'
was made when it was shown t)

Olympia Theaters, Inc., which 1

assumed the obligation, had satisf.

it.

UMPTO Meeting Today
Philadelphia—A board of din

tors' and general meeting of

UMPTO will be held today at i

Bellevue-Stratford. Among the U
ics to be discussed are high percC!

age, analysis of product, the Ne-

bill and the Government suit partiii

larly as they affect the local exhl

tors.

iUTES

MEAN MONEY-
TELEGRAPH VIA

Tostal''
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED I

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILl



Inglewood, California— "WATERLOO BRIDGE"stampeded a cheering Preview audience into

ecstatic raves as another M-G-M hit was unreeled here at the Academy Theatre. Vivien Leigh's

first production since her acclaim in "Gone With The Wind" and Robert Taylor's most power'

fully romantic role combined to elicit "ohs" and "ahs" from the femme fans. Eyes of the motion

picture colony are on the M-G'M Studio. Last week it was the sensational Preview of Spencer

Tracy's ^'Edison, The Man." This week it's '^Waterloo Bridge." Next week it will be the Preview of

Wallace Beery's *'20 MuleTeam" and more triumphs to come in Leo the Lion's parade of successes!
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NAMESARGOYCOUNSEL

TO COPYRIGHT BUREAU

(Ci'tiliiiiicd from Page 1)

Stein will continue as associate coun-
sel to Sai-j-oy.

Status of the Bureau is unchanged
in all respects; Jack H. Levin is its

director.

Sargoy became associated with
Hess in Apiil, 1930, in the special

law office devoted to reiiresentation

of distributors in copyright matters
arising out of unauthorized exhibi-

tions and the Copyright Protection
Bureau. Since 1938, he has been
chairman of the committee on copy-
rights of the American Bar Asso-
ciation and is a recognized authority
on the subject.

Wood May Make Green's

Biography for Goldwyn

West Coast BuK-uu of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sam Wood has op-

tioned Parks Jackson's original,

"The Colonel." based on the life of

Edward Green, Hetty's son. and will

discuss its production with Sam
Goldwyn.

Forms Audit Service

Film Audit Service has been or-

ganized by Samuel Hacker for the
purpose of auditing film exchvmges
throughout the U. S. Hacker spe-
cializes in film accounting and form-
erly was connected with First Na-
tional, Columbia and Republic.

Thomas E. Shea Dead
Cambridge, Mass. — Thomas E.

Shea, 78, veteran actor, is dead
here.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 25

Dorothy Yost

Mitchell Gertz

Abe Schneider

Jack Schaindlin

ALCNe THE

WITH PHIL Ai. DALTi

AGVA Reaches Agreement
with Rose on Aquacade Wages

Agreement was reached yesterday
l)y AGVA with Billy Rose on salaries
and working conditions for Rose's
Aquacades at the New York and
San Francisco Fairs and his Barbary
Crast show at the N. Y. Fair. Con-
tract was scheduled to be inked last

night, with w-age scales up over last

year.

• • • REPUBLIC'S exchanges would be thoroughly justified

in having special labels printed lo properly identify shipments 'round

the country of the company's new extra-budget attraction

Copy for label might read: " 'Dark Command' in Marked Demand"

and that would tell story nicely Before the attraction was

removed from the production griddle it had been well publicized

and well sold Now it has reached the point where exhibs.

are selling one another on the property because of the vigorous

grosses w^hich are accruing to top stands currently and the proven

ability of the opus to please the rank and file of fans and hand-

somely

T T
9 9 THERE is no way in which bookings can be

accurately reported but as of yes'day morn anent a

check-up the Raoul Walsh-directed success had 87 dates

in the top-bracket houses with the number increasing hourly

Some weeks ago Morris J. Siegel, Republic Productions

mogul, was in town and 'thusing about the 'thusiasm he jound

on the part of staff and cast during filming operations

which was one harbinger of the things to come which

are now goin' on namely, trade and public satisfaction over

"Dark Command" A few weeks ago, too James R.

Grainger, Republic's prexy and distribution overlord calmly

told this corner that the picture would play in more than

10,000 U. S. theaters and, from all indications, it will

T T
• • • "ON to Ellis Island!" is the trade press cry today

as M-G-M unfurls "The Flag Speaks" which is the new two-reel

special the company made in co-operation with the American Legion

No more appropriate locale for the preview could have been chosen. . .

• Don't forget today's Ampa Meefin' Day Dempsey's Eighth

Ave 12:45 sharp!

T T
• • • ADD Pixland Paradoxes: (from Warners' Chi. Thea-

ters Bulletin) "Send all cashiers' WINTER blouses to

Personnel Dept. in care of MR. SUMMERS"

War Interest Made Basis ! Dr. Town to Head Tele

of Suit Against Universal Research for Stromberg

Philadelphia—Breeze theater, op-

erated by Rose J. Hexter, is suing
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,

claiming it lost $1,950 because of

non-delivery of "All Quiet on the

Western Front" according to con-
tract early last September.

Instead, the distributors held the

film up until December, the suit

claims, adding that exhibition of the

film at the time of the outbreak of

war would have increased the nor-

mal two-dav-run earnings of the

theater from" $50 to $2,000. The suit

also demands interest on the alleged

loss from the September date.

Rochester—Four changes in tbe
staff of Stromberg-Carlson Co. were
announced here.

Dr. George T. Town was named
to head television research; Clyde
Ingalls, former head of the tele-

vision laboratory, was named to take
charge of experimental work; Clif-

ford J. Hunt was named manager of

the company's distributor division,

and Anthony G. Schifino was named
to be in charge of sound system en-
gineering.

Shea Takes Brown Houses
Zanesville, 0.—The Shea circuit

exercised its option on the four the-

aters owned by the late Caldwell
Brown and are now ojjerating the

Ouimby, Imperial, New Liberty and
Grand. Shea previously owned the

Weller theater.

Talk O'Hara Pact Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO is reported talk-

ing a deal with Charles Laughton
for Maureen O'Hara's contract.

Revamp Hope's Contract
West Const Bmear. of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Under a revamped

contract. Bob Hope will make three
pix a year for two years for Para.

HOUSE PLANS "RAPID

FIRE" NEELY HEARI^

(Continued from Page 1)

Kennedy, N. Y.; Elmer J. i:..

Minn.; Charles L. South, Tex.; Jar

P. McGranery, Pa.; Donald
O'Toole, N. Y.; Luther P:

Ala.; all Democrats; Charley'
verton, N. J.; James \\\ i.

Pa.; Pehr G. Holmes, Mass.; u. i

roll Reece, Tenn.; James W. ^

worth, N. Y.; Charles A. H;

Ind.; Oscar Youngdahl, Minn.; t

Hinshaw, Calif., and Clarence
Brown, 0., all Republicans.

Later date was set to avoid c

fllct with the annual convention

the Pacific Coast Conference of

dependent Theater Ow-ners \vh

meeting in Los Angeles May 8-

will call both exhib. leaders and c<

pany execs. Ed Kuykendall, MPT
prexy, was among those asking
the later date.

A committee spokesman told 1

Film Daily the committee ij

plans to hold "rapid fire" heari

in order to finish the testimonyi

soon as possible. The time of

witnesses is being cut, it was sau

Majestic Radio & Tele Coun
to Seek Reorg. Plan Appra

Chicago—Rex Parkin, attorney
Claude Roth, trustee for the ^la

tic Radio & Television Corp.
appear before Fedei-al Judge J

Barnes on Saturday to seek api

of the reorganization plan fill

week. If the Judge approve-
plan, creditors and stockholders

be asked to accept the same. ;

thirds approval being necessary
an okay.

'Love Insurance" to be

Musical for Univei

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM .

Hollywood—Universal will reii

"Love Insurance" as a musical,

score by Jerome Kern and lyric-

Dorothy Fields. Allan Jone^
have the lead. Para, made thi

Derr Biggers story under its oi-

title, "U" later 'as "The Rt^

Age."

Giovanni "Pickpocket" She

Dr. Giovanni, "pickpocket."
appearing at the Hotel New Yoi

is negotiating with 20th Cent>

Fox to make a number of sh(

After the completion of his -seJ '

in New York. Dr. Giovanni goc

Holl.ywood.

WEDDING BELL

JVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM P.

Hollywood —• Marriage of A
Louise and Buddy Adler, ork lea

takes place May 18.
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DAILY VARIETY . .

"For sheer entertainment qualities 'Irene' will take its place among the better offer-

ings of the year."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER . .

"Not only a hit show, but a cleverly conceived revelation of another facet of Anna
Neagle's talent."

LOUELLA O. PARSONS, L. A. EXAMINER . .

"The exciting beauty of Anna Neagle is Hollywood's chief topic of conversation . . .

'Irene' is what the doctor ordered in the way of entertainment."

VIRGINIA WRIGHT, L. A. DAILY NEWS . .

"Reveals a radiant new personality . . . Gay, pretty, amusing and altogether refresh-

ing."

PAUL HARRISON, NEA SYNDICATE . .

"Anna Neagle is stunningly beautiful, artful and richly comic."

HARRISON CARROLL, KING FEATURES . .

"Anna Neagle proves herself a delightful comedienne. She is charming, versatile, and
a real addition to Hollywood's roster of bright, winning stars."

HEDDA HOPPER, RADIO COMMENTATOR . .

"After seeing 'Irene' I've ordered my Alice Blue Gown."

HAROLD HEFFERNAN, NANA SYNDICATE . .

"Herbert Wilcox's direction of 'Irene' is masterly, and it is refreshing to see Miss

Neagle as the young and lovely girl we know her to be."

EDWIN SCHALLERT, L. A. TIMES . .

"Decidedly in the class realm . . . Light-spirited entertainment particularly suited to

the season of the year."

Produced and Directed by

HERBERT WILCOX
K ;< O
kADJO
PICTURES
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PREFERS AFFILIATED

TO INDIE OPPOSITION

(Coiititiiicd from Page 1)

Tlu-ater, Metuchen, N. J., added that

he felt his affiliated comitetitors in

Now Biuiiswick and Perth Amboy
were entitled to clearance, but that

he had objected to clearance ex-

tended to Walter Reade's theaters

in Plainfield. This situation, For-
K'ione said, caused him to complain
to a Government ajient.

He stated that his name had been
turned over to the D of J by Allied,

which had written him to inquire
whether he wished to describe the-

ater conditions in his locality. The
conference was held in the New York
Allied office, he stated. The witness
stated that he believed the date
1932-33 supplied by the o-overnment
as the season when RKO houses ob-

tained unreasonable i)rotection was
a "error on the part of the Govern-
ment.''

E.xaminations will continue tomor-
row with the testimony of A. Ban-
non.

No Changes in UA's Sales

Setup Talked—Silverstone

{Continued from Page 1)

yesterday by Murray Silverstone,

company's top exec.

Silverstone said that the matter
had not been discussed at any board
meeting' and was not scheduled for

discussion at a session to be held

today. Meeting- w-as originally set

for yesterday, but was put over when
Mary Pickford's arrival by plane
was delayed.

Story first broke into print on the

16th, with a second version appear-
ing yesterday.
Board meeting today will be large-

ly concerned with 1940-41 plans, it

is said.

Leigh-Olivier on May 9
Opening of the Vivien Leigh-Lau-

rence Olivier engagement in "Romeo
and Juliet" at the Fifty-first St.

Theater has been postponed a night
to May 9.

Albert Replaces Robinson
West Coast Bureau uj THE l-ILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mark Hellinger's "The

$1,000 Window" will star Eddie Al-
bert instead of Edward G. Robinson.
Priscilla Lane may be opposite.

Plans for 3 RKO Exchanges
Chicago—Pereira & Pereira, archi-

tects, are completing the plans for
three new RKO exchanges—in Chi-
cago, Boston and Buffalo. Firm drew
the plans for RKO's new Milwaukee
exchange.

Signs o' the Times
On Broadway, "Margin for Error" and

"Too Many Girls" cut prices, inaugurat-
ing a trend towards lower b.o. tariffs.

In film biz, execs, insist higher admis-
sions are advisable.

i\BC to MarU First Tele Annii'ersary
NBC will mark its first tele anniversary en Wednesday night, with Station W2XBS

transmitting a iwo-hour program, starting at 8:30. Program embraces Diosa Costello,

dancer; Hildsgardc, personality singer; Mrs. Elizabeth Berg in "The House of Class,"

drama; NBC Pages and Guides Minstrel Show, Fashion Show by Lentheric and Franklin

Simon; "Harlem Highlights," with Avis Andrews and the Berry Brothers; "The Ugly
Duckling," a Walt Disney cartoon, etc.

Film program for !he new week runs strongly to shorts, only one feature, "The
Bat Whispers," being carded. Latter is set for the night of May 4.

PATHE NEWS MAKING

REEL TONAL CHANG

New Arc Light Assures Prexy Harry Cohn Received

Better Pix, SMPE Hears $185,520, Says Columbia

(Continued from Page 1)

terday by C. S. Ashcraft of the Ash-
craft Mfg. Co., Long Island City.

The new arc, together with a new
system of light projection, produces
a more brilliant image on the screen
with a total absence of flicker, Ash-
craft said.

The new method of light projec-
tion is known as the "Cyclex Sys-
tem," and is based on a method of
co-ordinating light impulses and pro-
jecting them through a rotating
shutter to the screen. There is a
total absence of the periodic visual
beat which has heretofore charac-
terized alternating current projec-
tion arcs, Ashcraft said.

At the same time there has been
developed a distinctly new type of

alternating current arc which op-
erates with a greatly reduced power
input, producing several operating
economies. Ashcraft also explained
the technical points of a new type
of power conversion equipment which
has been devised to operate the new
arc and light projection system.
Ten other technical papers on

projection problems and their solu-
tions were read and discussed yes-
terday. Convention banquet was
held last night. Final sessions take
place today.

"Buck Benny" Knocks Down
Paramount's House Record

{Continued from Page 1)

were without precedent. Crowds,
four abreast, extended from the the-
ater front, around 43rd Street to
Eighth Ave. and East on 44th Street,
circling the Paramount Bldg.

Police reserves were necessary to
handle the crowds. Receipts at 3
o'clock beat the house record set by
"Wells Fargo" in February, 1938.
Jack Benny made two personal ap-
pearance during the day.

Metro Buys RD Article

Metro has acquired film rights to

the article, "New Americans in Ver-
mont," by Dorothy Canfield Fisher,
published February in the Reader's
Digest.

AGVA In Owl Meeting
Monthly membership meeting of

the American Guild of Variety Ar-
tists has been set for Tuesday morn-
ing at 2 a.m. at the Hotel Picadilly.

Mono. Saves Prints

Monogram reported yesterday that
all its prints had been saved in the
fire which swept Colon, Panama, re-

cently.

{Continued from Page 1)

10, last, to purchase in whole or part
7,500 shares anytime prior to Aug.
10, 1941, and Samuel J. Briskin, as-

sociated with Columbia, was granted
option for 10,000 shares exercisable
in whole or part with resjiect to

7,500 shares prior to Aug. 10, 1943,

and with respect to 2,500 shares be-

tween June 4, 1940, and Aug. 10,

194.3.

Price at which shares were initial-

ly issuable under options to Briskin
and Montague was $13.87Vj. Each
of options provides for reduction in

price and increase in number of

shares issuable in event of dilution

in certain instances.
A. Schneider, company treasurer,

has also been granted a similar op-
tion covering 7,500 shares.

{Continued from Page 1)

tion is the result of months of

periments by sound engineers
received the co-operation of th<'

search division of the Acadepn
Motion Picture Arts and .S^

and studio representatives^
Academy, it is said, has given
tonal change its full approval.

Present sound level of newsi
dates back to the first advent
sound when the higher pitch w.'

adopted in order to give emph;
It is believed that the lower \

will give a better over-all si

Harry Michalson, head of RKO ^

subject department, is notifying
aters that their operators will

have to adjust the volume coi

when Pathe News is projected
their screens.

Richfield Oil Co. to Exploit

20th Century-Fox Pictures

{Continued from Page 1)

advertising and air programs. Rich-
field's 4,000 stations will distribute
750,000 color portraits and biogra-
phies of stars. "Johnny Apollo," "I

Was an Adventuress" and "Lillian
Russell" will be first pictures
plugged.

RKO Midwest Corp.

to Extend Bonds 8 Years

{Continued from Page 1)

ment was made partly in cash and
partly in bonds, the latter having
been reduced from approximately
$4,000,000 to $2,000,000. Bonds were
due May 1. Ike Libson, Ben Heid-
ingsfeld and Maurice White, of RKO
Midwest, are here from Cincinnati.

Falkenberg and Larose

Enter Coin Pix Fiel

{Continued from Page 1)

ated projection field. Their machii.

will use back projection and a scici,-

approximately 20 by 30 inches. Prii

jector will be able to handle 10 sui

jects in a reel.

The new company is establishir

a library to consist of shorts whi«

will be made in black and white, ai

in color on 16 mm. film. A previe

of subjects will soon be held i-

owners and distributors of coin-ope

ated projectors.

FitzPatrick Closes Deal

to Make Features for M-G-

"Blitzkrieg" for Schulberg
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Following "Ode to

Liberty," B. P. Schulberg will make
"Blitzkrieg," by B. P. Fineman, for

Columbia. Michael Hogan will

script.

{Continued from Page 1)

fives, with the noted swimmer, L
Kohanamoku, having a promii

part.

FitzPatrick's travel shorts for nt

season will be of a domestic natui

covering interesting places in i

U. S. Nine of the season's 12 i

leases have been completed.
With Mrs. FitzPatrick, the pi

ducer returns to Hollywood toiii'

row after four days in New York.

Lloyd Gets 13 Czech Pix

Edgar E. Lloyd has acquired 13
Czechoslovakian films, produced be-
fore the Nazi invasion, for release in

this country. Prints have all been
delivered here.

Wanger Sets Fremont Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Walter Wanger will

follow "Foreign Correspondent" with
"So Gallantly Gleaming," story of

Gen. John C. Fremont.

Schaub, Inventor, Dies

Westfield, N. J. — Jacob Sch:'

65, inventor and research engi

identified with photographic dt-

opments, died here after a br.

illness. In recent years much of 1

research work has been in color X'^-

tography.

Serials Sponsored
Milwaukee, Wis.—Serials in several

territorial theaters are being advertised

as shown under the sponsorship of local

business firms. For example, "Dare-

devils of the Red Circle" is being pre-

sented by the Bluebird Baking Co. at

the Retlaw Theater in Fond du Lac every

Saturday and Sunday, while "The Creen

Hornet" is being sponsored by the Sfar

Laundry and Zoric Cleaners at the

Lloyd in Menomonee, Mich.
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'Publishers To Rap Trade Mark Names As Pix Titles

ILAST AiOLD IN HOUSlTOR "DIV0RC(JUPP0RT

JA To Hold International Sales Convention In London
e-Selling Promotional Body

in Process of Formation,

It is Stated
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
|e-prexy for foreign sales, will

Ive by Clipper within the next 10
Vs to hold an international sales

^ivention in London, it was an-
jiinced by Maurice Silverstone, UA
Jeftain, at a special meeting of UA
fectors yesterday afternoon. UA
IS no intention of letting its for-

jn market slip away from it on
count of the war, Silverstone

(Continued on Page 7)

EGIONAL CONVENTION

LANNED BY REPUBLIC

20th'Fox Charters Boat at StocUholnt
to Store Film as War Emergency Step

Stockholm (By Cable)—With rumors rife that Sweden is next on the Nazis' list, 20th-
Fox is reported to have stared film aboard a chartered boat so that in the event of
hostilities the vessel can put to sea and protect the film.

PARA. TO OPEN COAST

SALES MEET MAY 24?

Tentative plans of Republic call

: the annual sales convention to
held in the form of either two or

fee regionals, which will take place
ling the final week in May and
3 first week in June, sources close
the company disclosed yesterday.
In all likelihood, if two are held,

ay will occur on each coast, and if

3 third is decided upon, its locale

:
11 be either in the Mid-West or
juth.

i;

Indications, springing from the
{Continued on Page 7)

j^PTO Charges Product

]
Designated "Unfairly"

i

(Philadelphia — Censure of 20th
mtury-Fox by the UMPTO board
managers highlighted a meeting

' the full board yesterday. Sole
sentee was Charles Segall, chair-
an, recuperating in the hospital,
large was made the distrib. has

(Continued on Page 7)

Tentative plans to hold Para-
mount's annual sales convention in

Hollywood starting May 24 were re-

ported yesterday. Paramount held
its sessions on the Coast last year,

also.

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
executive committee, is slated to

leave for the studios next week.
President Barney Balaban will fol-

low a week later for conferences on
the new season's lineup.

D of J Adds Wm. Goldman
to Equity Suit Witnesses

William Goldman, of Philadelphia,
was named yesterday by the Gov-
ernment as another witness to al-

leged monopoly in Philadelphia in a
supplemental equity suit answer
filed in the Federal Court. The Gov-
ernment stated that his name had

(Continued on Page 7)

DETROIT MANAGERS

GET AF OF L CHARTER

Detroit — Theater Managers and
Assistant Managers Local was
granted a Federal local charter by
AF of L here and is starting an or-

ganization drive. Roy Miller, for-
merly manager of the Broadway-
Capitol was elected president and
acting business agent. Other offi-

cers were not disclosed.

An attempted organization a year
ago included cashiers and treasurers,
but charter was not granted because

(Continued on Page 7)

Schenck, Zanuck, Goetz
Will Arrive on Monday

Action on renewal of Joseph M.
Schenck's contract with 20th-Fox
will be taken at the next meeting
of the company directorate, sched-
uled to be held within two weeks,
it was reported yesterday. Schenck,
Darryl Zanuck and William Goetz

(Continued on Page 7)

Sea Test for Tele
Telecast of the World's Fair opening

May 11 will be made the subject of a
test of oceanic reception by RCA engi-
neers and technicians aboard the
SS. President Roosevelt, Bermuda-bound.

Knox Withholds Film Report atANPA
Convention in Favor of Hays Parley

Spaeth Sues Warners, Asks

$500,000 "Ridicule" Balm

Sigmund Spaeth, widely known as
the tune detective, yesterday filed

suit in the New York Supreme Court
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

for $500,000 damages. Spaeth claims
that he was ridiculed in the Warner
Bros, picture "Naughty, But Nice"

(Continued on Page 7)

Anticipated attack against a new
type of picture title by Col. Frank
Knox, publisher of the Chicago
Daily News failed to develop at the
American Newspaper Publishers' As-
sociation's convention, but Knox is

expected to take up the publishers'
peeve with the MPPDA.
Knox was expected to fire a broad-

side against the use of trade mark
(Continued on Page 6)

Rep. Ford Sees "Federal

Blitzkrieg" Against

California
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Attacking Thurman

Arnold on the floor of the House for
assailing the film industry before
the Senate Judiciary sub-committee
in his testimony on the Neely Di-
vorcement Bill, Rep. Leland M. Ford
(R., Cal.) charged Arnold with at-
tempting to destroy the picture busi-
ness.

Ford called Arnold's policies a
"Federal blitzkrieg against the State
of California." Referring to the di-

vorcement hearings. Ford declared,
"Assistant Attorney General Thur-
man Arnold has gone after the mov-

(Continued on Page 6)

FGC'S GEN'L COUNSEL

AND HIS AIDE RESIGN

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William J. Dempsey,

general counsel, and William C.
Koplovitz, assistant general counsel,
to the Federal Communications Com-
mission have resigned to enter pri-

vate practice. Chairman James L.
Fly and Neville Miller, NAB prexy,
lauded their work and expressed re-

gret that they were leaving.
Dempsey, when informed of re-

(Continued on Page 7)

Exhibs. on Anxious Seat

as Pa. Soions Are Called

Harrisburg, Pa.—Gov. James yes-
terday announced he would summon
a special session of the State Legis-
lature May 6, but will not issue the
formal call until Monday. He hopes

(Continued on Page 7)

Id-State Headache
Clocks In 16 states will be moved

ahead an hour Sunday morning as day-
light saving time goes into effect. Ex-
hibs' annual headache will continue to
Sept. 29.
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FinnnciRL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2V2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 1 1

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 9% 9V8 95/8 + l/.

East. Kodak ISSVi 155 1551/2— Vi
do pfd 174 174 174 -f 1

Cen. Th. Eq 12 11% 12
Loew's, Inc 343/4 34i4 341/4 — Yb
do pfd
Paramount IVa IVa T'/a — Va
Paramount 1st pfd... 88 88 88 —

2

Paramount 2nd pfd., . 9 9 9 — l/a

Pathe Film llVi 11 11 — Vs
RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox ... 91/3 9 9 — Va
20th Cent-Fox pfd... 2OV2 20 2O1/2 -f Vi
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 3% 31/4 3% — Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 103 103 103 + %
Loew's deb. 3iAs46 ..IO33/4 IO33/4 IO33/4 — %
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3l/4s47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs.6s48 90 8934 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... % % % —1-16
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15 15 15 — 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 6 6 6
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 69 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 681^

'"Cargo" Attracts 14,000
"Strange Cargo" opened very

strong at the Capitol yesterday. To-
tal attendance for the day was esti-

mated at 14.000. Mid-afternoon fig-

ures showed the film equalling draw
of "Test Pilot." "Too Hot to Han-
dle" and "Babes in Arms."

Paul Gulick III

Paul Gulick, public relations ex-

pert, yesterday was reported to be
seriously ill at his Pelham home.

Expect 250 Will Attend
RKO Sales Parley Here

Approximately 250 persons will at-

tend the RKO annual convention at
the Waldorf-Astoria in New York
May 27-30, A. A. Schubart, conven-
tion chairman, announced yesterday.
Traveling representatives and the
sales forces from 38 branches are
slated to be on hand. A special train

out of Chicago on the afternoon of

May 25 will bring in the Western
delegates.

Fabian Advances Managers;
Trilling Appointed Booker

Harry Black, general manager of
the Fabian Staten Island Theaters,
announces that John Firnkoess, man-
ager of the Paramount Theater, has
been promoted to city manager to
supervise the Fabian holdings in

Middletown. George Trilling, man-
ager of the Ritz Theater in Port
Richmond, has been promoted to cir-

cuit booker and will make his head-
quarters in the Fabian home office.

Alexander De Fazio, now assistant
manager of the St. George Theater,
will take over the reins of the
Strand Theater in Grand Kills. Ar-
thur Lane, manager of the Strand
Theater in Great Kills, has been
transferred to the Liberty Theater
in Stapleton and Elihu Glass, mana-
ger of the Liberty Theater in Staple-
ton, has been appointed manager of
the Paramount Theater to succeed
Firnkoess.

GWTW Closes at Oriental,

Chicago; Stays at Woods

Chicago—GWTW finally bows out
at the Oriental on May 16, with an
estimated 800,000 attendance for the
four months' run, breaking all rec-
ords. GWTW continues indefinitely

at the Essaness Woods theater.
Milton Berle will headline the vau-

defilm stage show to follow GWTW
at the Oriental.

'A Lady in Love" Set

as Ullman's First RKO Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frederic Ullman, jr.,

will make his bow as a producer for
RKO Radio with "A Lady in

Love," from an original story by
Edmund North.

Set "My Favorite Wife"
Premiere for Louisville

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The world premiere of

RKO's new Irene Dunne picture,
"My Favorite Wife" will be held
May 2 in Louisville which is the
star's home city.

Hess Memorial Resolution
Resolutions on the death of Gabriel

L. Hess, adopted by the MPPDA
Copyright Committee, were made
public yesterday. Resolutions paid
tribute to Hess's loyalty, inspira-
tion and vigilance.

Dr. Giannini in New York
for Columbia Board Meet

Dr. A. H. Giannini arrived from
the Coast yesterday morning to at-

tend a meeting of Columbia's board
of directors today. He will remain
several days.

Dr. Giannini said that Herbert
Wilcox had been named chairman of
the committee of English and French
actors who planned to produce a pic-

ture, proceeds from which would go
to the Community Chest. Others on
the committee include Sir Cedric
Hardwicke and Ronald Colman. The
picture will be a feature and, ac-

cording to Dr. Giannini, "a very fine

one."

Intensified Membership
Campaign on for Ampa

Weekly meeting of Ampa yester-
day, held at Jack Dempsey's Eighth
Ave. restaurant, had Leon Bamber-
ger, newly elected prexy presiding.
Announcement was made that an in-

tensified membership drive had been
started and that Charles E. McCar-
thy, Lynn Farnol and Maurice Berg-
man were joining, in addition to
other important industry figures.

John Garfield and Harry Carey
were guests of honor. Garfield read
a chapter from "Johnny Get Your
Gun" and Carey scored with Holly-
wood reminiscences.

RKO to Group Three Disney

Shorts as "Academy" Unit

RKO is preparing to release three
Walt Disney shorts as a unit to be
known as the Walt Disney Academy
Award Special. Included in the
group will be "The Ugly Duckling,"
"The Old Mill" and "Ferdinand the
Bull." New prints and paper will

be issued.

Wingart Back From Setting

"Russell" Premiere Plans

Earl Wingart, 20th-Fox publicist,

returned to the home office yester-
day from Clinton, Iowa, where he
set up plans for the premiere of
"Lillian Russell" on May 15. News-
papermen from entire middle West
will be taken to Clinton, several gov-
ernors will attend in addition to state
and local officials and a three-day
celebration has been planned with
premiere climaxing it.

20th-Fox Signs Simpson
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Russell Simpson has

been signed by 20th Century-Fox for
a featured spot in "Brigham Young,"
which Henry Hathaway is directing.
Cast is headed by Tyrone Power,
Linda Darnell, John Carradine and
Brian Donlevy.

RKO Signs Carl Esmond
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carl Esmond, former

European stage and screen star, has
been given a long-term contract by
RKO Radio.

cominG nno ooinc

MAURICE SILVERSTONE leaves for the Cm J

today. He expects to return within a wmi

STANTON CRIFFIS goes to the Coast nt:

week.

DR. A. H. GIANNINI is here from the Coa^

DARRYL F. ZANUCK is scheduled i

'^^

here Monday from the Coast. jd,''
SCHENCK and WILLIAM GOETZ will atW
him.

MITCHELL LEISEN is here for a vacation.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN. JR., has returned to tl

Paramount studio after an extensive campaii
on "The Biscuit Eater."

LEE SHUBERT goes to the Coast in a coup
of weeks.

C. L. CARRINGTON, T. H. CARPENTER, A
RADEMACHER, F. B. EVANS, D. M. KIRB
D. A. PETERSON, W. R. WIDENOR, E.

SEELEY and E. 0. WILSCHKE, of Altec, ha
returned to their desks after attending t

SMPE huddle in Atlantic City.

JAN KIEPURA sails today for South A-neri
with a touring opera company.

MILTON J. SHUBERT has returned to t

Coast after a two-week stay at the Shei

Netherland.

GEORGE KRASKA and GEORGE GOULD, of t

Fine Arts Theater, Boston, are in New York •

a brief stay.

MARY PICKFORD is here from the Coast.

REGINALD ARMOUR, European manager
RKO, is due here in about three weeks.

HAL ROACH expects to leave the Co
shortly for an Eastern vacation.

MANNY GOTTLIEB, Universal's Chi. manag
and MRS. GOTTLIEB have left for a Hollywc
vacation.

EDDIE SILVERMAN and EDDIE SPEIGEL .

here from Chicago.

Para.'s Annual Financial

Report to be Out Tod;

Paramount's financial stateme
for the year ended Dec. 30, 1939,

to be released today and the yesai

net is expected to approximate t'\

estimate of $3,870,000 announced
March 21.

Summer Closing to Start

Detroit— Summer closing seas

opens here tomorrow, when M.
Chargot is to shutter the Chop I

which plays all-Polish films. I

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 26

Gwinn Williams Noel Madison

Dorothy Sebastian Jerome E. Olenick

APRIL 27

George K. Arthur Gordon W. Hedwili

George Manker Watters

APRIL 28

Lionel Barrymore Cecilia Parker I

Carl Laemmie, Jr. J. D. Trop

Bryant Washburn Carl P. York ,



We honestly feel that this

attraction hits a powerful mass-

appeal that no other has all

season. From the Pulitzer Prize

play by Maxwell Anderson.

Strictly a smash!
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TO RAP TRADE MARK

NAMES AS PIX TITLES

{Continued from Page 1)

names for picture titles, but due to

a last-minute change of tactics, an-
nounced yesterday that he would not
issue his scheduled "Report on Mo-
tion Picture Productions."

Instead, Knox will take the mat-
ter up with Will Hays and will

stress, it was learned last night, the
general publisher resentment against
what he will claim is a form of "free
advertising" for tiade-marked prod-
ucts.

Probability of lack of press pub-
licity for such pictures is expected
to be Knox's chief argument, al-

though publishers will accept paid
advertising for such pictures, it was
said.

Convention, which started Tues-
day, was concluded last night.

Westinghouse Quartely

Profits Up $1,685,279

Westinghouse's earnings for the
March quarter rose $1,685,279 to
$4,041,429, equal to $1.51 a share.
Quarter earnings a year ago of
$2,356,150 were equal to 88 cents on
the common.

Unfilled orders on March 31, last,

amounted to $82,637,841 as compared
with $46,924,240 on March 31, 1939.
Bookings for the March quarter to-
taled $65,250,169 comparing with
$50,120,832 in March quarter last
year and sales billed totaled $51,448,-
038 against $41,291,981 in first quar-
ter of last year.

Peter Rosian Feted
Cleveland—Associates and friends

of Peter Rosian, Universal field

salesman recently appointed Univer-
sal branch manager in Cincinnati,
tendered a testimonial luncheon at
the Tavern and Rosian was presented
with an onyx desk set.

Morality Short to Criterion

Criterion has booked exclusive
first-run of the James A. FitzPat-
rick's special short, "Is Modem Mor-
ality a Failure?" featuring a debate
between Bertrand Russell and Doctor
Stephen S. Wise.

Warners After Massey
IVeit Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners are nej^oti-

ating with Raymond Massey for
"The Letter."

Ruggles Eyes Caesar
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywo«d—A "streamlined" version

of Julius Caesar, based on historically

correct research, may follow Wesley
Ruggles' current production effort for

Columbia, "Arizona." Ruggles and his

scenarist, Claude Binyon, have for months
delved deep into all available data on
Caesar, with emphasis upon his political

side.

T T
• • • FAMOUS Ellis Island was invaded yes'day by a quota

of temporary immigrants consisting of Leo the Lionites plus guests

by wary of nationally spotlighting the new M-G-M Technicolor

two-reeler, 'The Flag Speaks" which was made at the behest of

the American Legion with solid co-op of MPPA The premiere

was a swell sendoff for this glorious film on Old Glory at whose

finale the audience roundly applauded

T T T
• • • DISEMBARKING jrom the Coast Guard cutter at Ellis

IslaTid were bigwigs of immensely influential organizations

already engaged in creating audiences for "The Flag Speaks"

in every comer of the U. S Mr. Exhib. should note

this support with extra-special care for such backing m^ans
extra biz Besides, every showman will want to grab this

short and play it as long as possible for iifs a honey

T T
• • • THEATERMEN. attenUon! Charles M. Wilson, vice-

commander of the American Legion, came all the way from Indian-

apolis to give impetus to the premiere and subsequent theatrical

sho^ngs Not only is he vice-commcmder of the Legion but

is the mainspring of the lunior org. Sons of the Legion so weigh

that angle anent booking! Present, too, were officials of the

Y.M.C.A« p.AJL, Colonial Dames, United Society of Christian Endeavor,

International Federation of Catholic Alumnae National Council of

Christians cmd Jews, Boys Clubs of Americo. and the Army and Navy
which should also give the biz-seeking exhib. some food for

thought

T T
• • • THE merry, merry month of May should be ex-

actly that-a-way for the li'l ole Radio City Music Hall

with Ed Small's VA-distributed "My Son, My Son!" going
in on the first of the month with RKO-Radio's "Irene" on
deck What, in baseball parlance, is in the hold has not

been officially determined as yet but the Small opu^ is so

big and the Alice Blue Gown vehicle of such definite green-

back hue that there's no may 'bout May for Maestro Van
Schmus The aforementioned attractions should take care of

the month for him or awfully close to it

T T T
• • • LAST nighfs Fifth Annual Conference of the Met-

ropolitan M. P. Council held at N.Y.U.'s Faculty Club down Wash-
ington Sq. way was the most successftil conclave to date

Fanning Heoron, council's chcdrmon, delivered the welcome and
Miss Eleanor D. Child introduced the speakers among whom ^vere

Donold Eldridge, Duncan MacD. Little end Robert F. Gowen

T T T
• • • JUST as we told you via the box in yesterday's

FILM DAILY this same yesterday was A. Schneider's birth-

day so the much revered Columbia treasurer was feted by
his associates at a luncheon in The Tavern Among the
bib-tie-oners (or should we say, honorers) were Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Jack Cohn, A. Montague, Lou Weinberg, Rube Jackter,
Joe McConville, Max Weisfeldt, Mortimer Wormser, Dr. M. Gold-
stein Nat Cohn, Max Seligman, Nate Spingold, Louis Barbano
and Leo Jaffe

« « « » » »

BLAST ARNOLD FOR

HIS 'DIVORCE' SUPPOR

{Continued from Page 1)

ing picture business, this time tryinj

to divorce the producers from owi

ing theaters, likening the methcx
of control in the film indus^'^^i
those of Adolf Hitler in Gek ^;fl:j

saying that it is un-American.
|

know of nothing more un-Americ8|
than to destroy business like tl,

attempt is being made today out i;

California.
|

"I say to Mr. Arnold that the fiL

industry has built motion pictun
up from nothing and made the indui

what it is today, bought their thej

ters and paid for them. He no
wants to set himself up as a bureai

crat, go into the State and tell thei'

how to run their own business evei

to the extent of destroying it." (

Cleveland Exhibs. Again '

Fighting Daylight Tim]

Cleveland—An ordinance has bei

introduced in the Council asking tbi

daylight saving time be inaugurati
during the period of April 28 to Sep

29. Similar moves was killed la

year by the Council's legislative con

mittee by a vote of 9 to 0. TT

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibit*
Association fought it and will agal

Triples Plus Books
Toronto—Embassy Theater hei"

in addition to starting off its boo

nite policy by giving away the intr

ductory volume for an entire wee
shows triples.

Jersey Racing Off Till '41

Trenton, N. J.—Delay in select]'

of a secretary and staff by the Sta

Race Commission means there w
be no racing in Jersey tmtil 1941.

Trailer to Plug Short

Warners will put out a trailer

plug "The Cavalcade of Acadet
Awards"; it's the first time for

short.

"Gulliver" Out After 16

London (By Cable) — "Typhoo
has replaced "Gulliver's Travels"
the Carlton, the latter bowing o

after 16 weeks.

"Baker's Wife" Gets Seal

MPPDA's Production Code Admi
istration has given a seal to "T
Baker's Wife," French pix.

WEDDING BELLS

Minneapolis—Billy Evidon, Colui

bia exchange head, and Helen Sole

were married.

Minneapolis—Clarence Sakol, Pa

amount booker, was wed to Lilli

Rubenstein.
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ITERNATIONAL SALES

CONFERENCE FOR UA

(Continued from Page 1)

ited. It concentrated on foreign
irkets before the war, building- up

V strong organization and an excel-

l _^arket, and the purpose of the
'i^%n international convention is

: strengthen and consolidate its po-
ion in the foreign field as a distrib-

Dr of Al product.
'Company's sales representatives
)m as far away as India and Aus-
ilia will attend the convention. All
iropean countries, with the excep-
•'n of Germany and German-con-
')lled countries will be represented.

Pre-Selling Qfrganization

iSilverstone also announced that
I will set up a pre-selling central
'^anization in Los Angeles, backed
by prominent exploitation and

blicity men who will be assigned
, 15 important key city exchange
titers in the United States and
nada. This pre-selling organiza-
[n -will begin to operate on June 1.

«Ah Farnol and Monroe Greenthal
E now selecting the men who will

Indie the organization,

lilverstone leaves New York for
Coast today, returning within a

jek, and while there will appoint
'b' person to have charge of the
4in office in Los Angeles of the
te-selling promotion campaign.
le publicity will start with the
>ry purchase and be continued
firough every phase of production
id distribution.

Two Regional Sales Meets
Two regional sales meetings will

held by UA, it was stated, the

b in New York, May 12, 13 and
i with Harry Gold, sales manager
1 the Eastern division, presiding,
]d the second in Chicago on May
I
18 and 19, with Jack Schlaifer,

es manager of the Western divi-

in presiding. Home office execs.
1 attend both conclaves, it was
erted last night.

avid 0. Selznick was a guest at
meeting' of the board of direc-

ts and made valuable suggestions,
El "was reported, on the handling and
'oduction of high-grade pictures.
Those attending the board meet-
y were: Mary Pickford, Maurice
d Manny Silverstone, Charles
liv.artz, Herbert Maas, James Mul-
V'. Arthur W. Kelly, Lowell Cal-
t, Dennis O'Brien, Edward Raf-
y, Clarence Erickson, Harry D.
ickley and Mr. Bardt of the Bank
America representing the estate
Douglas Fairbanks, and David 0.
Iznick, UA producer but not a
nnber of the board.

Railway Pix for Roach
St Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Hollywood—Hal Roach will pro-
Ice "Broadway Limited," Grover
nes railroad story, with Victor Mc-
liglen and Victor Mature teamed
d Richard Wallace directing,
j'ach goes East shortly on a vaca-

SclznicU^ Sarnoff, Mees, Young Will Take
Part in V of Ws "JVeti? Frontiers" Clinic

Rochester—David 0. Selznick, will take part in the University of Rochester's

clinic on "New Frontiers in American Life," here May 7-9. C. E. Kenneth Mees, East-

man's vice-president in charge of research, David Sarrioff, RCA prexy, and Owen D.

Young, GE's honorary board chairman, are others participating.

FCC's General Counsel

and His Assistant Resign

(Continued from Page 1)

ports that the resignations of him-
self and his assistant were due to

friction within the FCC concerning
television and the "Pot o' Gold" radio
giveaway case, said: "The report is

absolutely untrue," and added that
there had been no strained relations
within the FCC.

In the FCC both men devoted
themselves primarily to litigation.

Dempsey acted as Commission coun-
sel during the recent television hear-
ings. They were responsible for put-
ting into eff'ect the Commission's re-

vised hearing procedure and were
largely responsible for FCC's present
rules and regulations.

Exhibs. on Anxious Seat

as Pa. Solons Are Called

(Continued from Page 1)

the session Can finish in two weeks.
Called primarily to provide relief

funds, James will not disclose addi-
tional subjects to be included before
Monday. ' An amusement tax has
been discussed, but James had indi-

cated no new taxes will be enacted.
Exhibs. are on the anxious seat.

Schenck, Zanuck, Goetz
Will Arrive on Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

arrive here Monday from the Coast
for home office huddles.

Approval of Schenck's contract is

certain. Zanuck's contract was re-

newed by the board of directors, fol-

lowing the recent stockholders meet-
ing. __

Detroit Managers Local

Granted AF of L Charter

(Continued from Page 1)

of conflicting .jurisdiction over these
employes. The present local will

include only managers and assis-

tants in Detroit and suburbs.

"Irene" Opens in Gala Twin
World Premiere in Northwest

Seattle, Wash.—"Irene" gave the
Fifth Avenue Theater here its big-
gest opening day with one exception
in 10 years Wednesday in its gala
Northwest twin world premieres
with the Paramount, Portland,
where its run started yesterday.
The Seattle gross was several hun-
dred dollars above that of "Gunga
Din."

Selznick Agents Noviska
Myron Selznick is agenting Toni

Noviska, Polish ballerina, who ar-
rived yesterday on the Conte di Sa-
voia, and is negotiating with sev-
eral majors. First pix job looms as
"Flotsam."

UMPTO Charges Product

Designated "Unfairly"

(Continued from Page 1)

been designating product "unfairly."

Exhibitor bodies throughout the

country will be contacted for the

purpose of solidifying the objections.

It is claimed that complaints have
been disregarded.

A discussion of the acquisition of

National Kline Poster Co., indepen-

dent poster outfit, by Advertising

Accessories, Inc., led to censure of

the move by the board.

Spaeth Sues Warners, Asks

$500,000 "Ridicule" Balm

(Continued from Page 1)

by Dick Powell, who played the part

of a professor. Warner Bros, has
f.led application to transfer the suit

to the Federal Court because of di-

versity of citizenship.

REGIONAL CONVENTION

PLANNED BY REPUBLIC

(Continued from Page 1)

current success of "Dark Command,"
are that the 1940-41 Republic lineup
will include several extra-budget
productions. Evidence of such a
move is strengthened via the fact
that Republic's policy calls for ex-
pansion along bigger pix lines.

"Dark Command" is now sched-
uled to open its New York engage-
ment at the Roxy on May 10.

D of J Adds Wm. Goldman
to Equity Suit Witnesses

(Continued from Page 1)

been inadvertently omitted when the
original answers were filed. Gold-
man is supposedly a witness to an
incident occurring in 1935 when, ac-

cording to the D of J, United Ar-
tists refused to license first-run

product to him. At that time, Gold-
man had been negotiating for a lease

on the Keith Theater, but dropped
the idea when he was refused first-

run play dates, the Government
claims. ;.

Wai'ner Bros, subsequently leased

the ' theater.

IL
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"Parole Fixer"

with Lyie Talbot, Robert Paige,

William Henry, Virginia Dale

Paramount 68 Mins.

CRIME MELLER EXPOSE OF PAROLE

SYSTEM IS ACTIONFUL AND WELL
PACED.

Taking a slap at the parole system, with

the story based on part of the material

from J. Edgar Hoover's book "Persons In

Hiding," this release has plenty of action

and is well paced. Majority of material in

the film is factual to a large degree. Al-

though the marquee value of names in the

cast is not large, exhibs. should be able

to exploit the picture effectively. LyIe

Talbot, William Henry, Jack Carson and

Harvey Stephens ably portray FBI agents.

Robert Paige and Anthony Quinn portray

the crooks effectively. Richard Denning,

Fay Helm, Virginia Dale and Gertrude

Michael help out in good supporting char-

acterizations. Robert Florey directed from

a screenplay by William R. Lipman. Florey

gives the picture pace and puts over the

punch scenes effectively. Henry and Talbot

are assigned to track down Quinn who has

killed an FBI man in addition to being

wanted for other criminal activities. Quinn

and Paige have both been freed on parole

through the efforts of a crooked lawyer,

Paul McGrath. A kidnapping is engineered

by McGrath with the help of his paroled

jail birds. A little high class detective

work by the FBI forces pieces out the

mystery of the crime, and reveals to them
who the gang members are. Clever work

leads them to the gang's hideaway, whera
they rescue the kidnapped girl and her

sweetheart and also get enough evidence

on the gang and McGrath to send them
all to jail.

CAST: Robert Paige, William Henry,

Virginia Dale, Marjorie Gateson, Jack Car-

son, Anthony Quinn, Richard Denning, Fay

Helm, LyIe Talbot, Harvey Stephens, Wilfred

Roberts, Richard Carle, Paul McGrath, Ger-

trude Michael, Harry Shannon, L. Beavers.

CREDITS: Produced by Paramount; Di-

rector, Robert Florey; Screenplay, William

R. Lipman; Based on a book by J. Edgar

Hoover; Cameraman, Harry Fishbeck; Editor,

Harvey Johnston.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Enemy Agent"
with Richard Cromwell, Helen Vinson,

Robert Armstrong

Universal 61 Mins.

SPY MELLER WILL SERVE NICELY AS

PROGRAM OFFERING IN NABE HOUSES.

An agreeable cast and sufficient action

to keep the story moving make this offer-

ing O.K. as nabe fare. The plot gets some-

what tangled up in itself and obscure at

times, but audiences will overlook this when
the FBI men finally round up the spy ring.

There is nothing new or novel about the

s tuations in the picture, but they are held

together. Exhibitors don't have much in

' the way of marquee names, but with world-

1 wide conditions currently highlighting war

and spies the picture should lend itself to

exploitation on this score. Richard Cromwell

is O.K. as the innocent victim of the spy

plot. Helen Vinson attractively portrays a

wily female FBI agent. Robert Armstrong

fills the bill as a male FBI agent. Marjorie

Reynolds lends a decorative touch to the

\

picture, and Philip Dorn portrays the spy

leader, with able assistance from Jack La-

Rue and Bradley Page as his strong arm

men, and Jack Arnold as a tool of the ring.

Lew Landers directed from a script by Ed-

mund L. Hartman and Sam Robins. Cromwell

is made the goat when Arnold leaves a

< watch-camera in his locker just before FBI

men inspect the plane factory where they

work as draftsmen. Cromwell finds evidence

in Arnold's apartment, but Miss Vinson

removes it from his car while he is in jail

' for illegal entry. However, everything works

out satisfactorily when Miss Vinson and

Armstrong crack down on the spies and

Cromwell is vindicated.

CAST: Richard Cromwell, Helen Vinson,

Robert Armstrong, Marjorie Reynolds, Jack

Arnold, Russell Hicks, Philip Dorn, Jack

LaRue, Bradley Page, Abner Bieberman, Luis

Alberni, Jack Carson, Milburn Stone.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;

' Director, Lew Landers; Screenplay, E. L.

i

Hartman and Sam Robins; Original Story,

j

Sam Robins; Cameraman, Jerome Ash.

i DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Dodds Leaving Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harold Dodds, casting

director at Republic Studios, resigns,
effective May 1. No successor named
as yet.

GWTW Back In Toronto
Toronto—GWTW, back here for

a return engagement, is being shown
simultaneously at the Bloor and the
St. Clair.

Lukas as "EscapeV General
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paul Lukas is Metro's

choice for the general in "Escape."

Ascap's Annual Meeting
A "Harmonious" Affair

Annual meeting of Ascap at the
Ritz-Carlton Wednesday night was
declared to have been the most "har-

monious" in the organization's his-

tory. No resolutions were offered,

and reports all pertained to past

events. Stress was- laid by officials

on the organization's strong position

and the general excellence of its

welfare.

Some 500 members were present

and heard the annual reports by
Gene Buck, prexy; Gus Schirmer,
treasurer; John G. Paine, general
manager; E. C. Mills, chairman of

the administrative committee, and
an address by Louis Frohlich, general
counsel. Future activities were not
brought up. During the past two
weeks 20 new members were taken
in, it was announced.

"Rhythm of the

I Rio Grande"
with Tex Ritter, Suzan Dale,

Warner Richmond

Monogram-Finney 54 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD REVIEW)
HARD RIDING, ACTION-FILLED WEST-

ERN SHOULD CLICK WITH RITTER AUDI-

ENCES.

Here is a hard-riding, action-filled West-

ern that should have no trouble pleasing the

Tex Ritter fans. Edward Finney, to whom
goes credit as producer, assembled a good

cast. Frank Mitchell offers good support

to Ritter in a comedy role, while Martin

Garralaga appears as a colorful Mexican

bandit, who robs the rich to aid the poor.

Suzan Dale is an attractive feminine lead,

with Warner Richmond, Tristam Coffin,

Forrest Taylor and Glenn Strange among
the capable principals. Al Herman has

turned in an effective job of directing.

Marcel A. LePicard's camera work is first-

class. Ritter sings three songs, two written

by Frank Harford, and one by Johnny Lange

and Lew Porter. Robert Emmett supplied a

gripping screenplay. To aid his efforts in

buying up ail the land in a border valley,

rich in gold, at his own figure. Coffin robs

and pillages the settlers. He places all the

;
blame on Garralaga and his men. However,

Ritter comes into the valley and he un-

covers evidence against Coffin. He joins

forces with Garralaga and soon runs Coffin

[

and his henchmen to earth.

I
CAST: Tex Ritter, Suzan Dale, Warner

I

Richmond, Martin Garralaga, Frank Mitchell,

Mike J. Rodriguez, Juan Duval, Tristam

Coffin, Forrest Taylor, Glenn Strange.

j

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Finney;

I

Supervisor, Robert Tansey; Director, Al Her-
man; Screenplay, Robert Emmett; Camera-
man, Marcel A. LePicard; Musical score

and direction by Frank Sanucci; Songs by

Frank Harford and Johnny Lane and Lew
Porter.

'Captain Moonlight'

F^

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

with John Garrick, Winifred Shotter, Let

Perrins

Atlas Film Exchange 60 Mil

WEAK STORY AND TECH.
FAULTS MAKE IMPORT SPOTT
GRAM OFFERING.
The best feature of this English impc

is the personable and able John Garrick

the lead role. The camera work is po

and the sound is jumpy. In addition, wi

the exception of Garrick and Leslie Perrir

a first-class villain, the members of t

cast are not any great assets to the pi

ture. The story is weak in plot and pooi

constructed, with the decided English a

cent of the actors no help to the somewh
stilted dialogue. Garrick is supported

j

Winifred Shotter, Perrins, Charles Carsi

and John Stuart. Garrick returns to Englai

after Napoleon's defeat, meets Winifr

again, but discovers she is to be marrie

He later learns she is marrying Perrins, wl

he knows is already married. Perrins cleani

out Winifred's father in a gambling gar

by cheating, with Winifred paying ti

price to hold the family home. Everythii

is worked out patly with the villains

Perrins exposed.

CAST: John Garrick, Winifred Shotti

Stanley Holloway, John Stuart, Leslie Pe

rins, Mary Lawson, Charles Carson.

CREDITS: Producer, Julius Hagen; Dire

tor, Henry Edwards; Screenplay, H. F. Mti

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Pw

* SHORTS ^

To Use No Screen Talent

In Coin-in-Slot Films

II est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Phonovision will not

produce at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studis and it is expected the com-
pany will do practically all its pro-
ducing in Hollywood. Neither Pho-
novision, Roosevelt Productions, or
Larose & Faulkenberg plan to use
screen talent in their automatic
shorts, the first two expecting to use
bands, dancers, singers and variety
artists. Larose & Falkenberg do not
plan to use any bands, but will use
a lot of specialty acts.

Steffes at Lake Home
Minneapolis — Al Steffes, North-

west Allied prexy, who suffered a
heart attack while attending nation-
al Allied's board meeting in Wash-
ington, will recuperate at his lake
home until Fall.

'The Flag Speaks"
(M-G-M Special)

M-G-M 20 Mir
Superb Two-Reeler

Some time ago, the American Le
;

ion embarked upon a most prais

worthy campaign to instill in Ame
ican hearts a greater love and r

spect for the nation's flag. The o

ganization, recognizing the immem
assistance filmland could render
such an undertaking, enlisted tl

support of the Motion Picture Pr

ducers Association. The result

this magnificent two-reeler, resple

dent in exquisite Technicolor, pi

I

sating with action, and inspiring

!
a degree rarely attained in motii

picture annals. Because of its va

I

appeal and all-around excellence

I

is bound to be received warmly in

the affections and theaters of

showmen, for it is a subject whii

richly deserves not only booking, b'

protracted booking, in every fil

house. It recounts with a vividne;

unattainable via any other mediu
the birth, evolution,—yes, and vici

situdes,—of the Stars and Stripe

from the days when it was fashion*

to fly as the emblem of the 13 o

iginal Colonies down to the presen

It is splendidly directed by Dav
Miller, and narrated brillian

ly by John Nesbitt, screen and r;

dio commentator. Script is the woi

of Robert Lees and Frederic Ri'

aldo. Heading the cast of some 40

are Robert Warwick, Sara Hade
Claude King and Christian Rub.



MR. ALBERT DAVIS
MANAGER OF

ENGLERT THEATRE, IOWA CITY, IOWA

^ Writes—

II

'Tilm Daily Year Book is referred to many times by tlie writer

during tlie year and I have every copy from years gone back.

''It is as important on my desk for ready, valuable, concise

information, as the coming morning's mail.

''Year by Year in every way the Film Daily Year Book gets better

and better."

The 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK
is now being distributed to ol

SUBSCRIBERS o(

FILM DAILY
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"FILM" LENS COATING

HOLDS GREAT PROMISE

By W. H. McMAHON
FILM DAILY Stajf Correspondent

Atlantic City—A new technique
which promises to revolutionize the
uses and applications of optical glass
in motion picture cameras and pro-
jectors, microscopes, binoculars, and
in scores of other types of equip-
ment by reducing the light losses

caused by reflection, was described
to the SMPE convention here yes-
terday.

The new development, which con-
sists of coating lenses with a trans-
parent film of the order of a mil-
lionth of an inch thick, was ex-
plained by W. C. Miller, of Para-
mount studio, and is a development
of Dr. John Strong, of the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology.

Miller said movie projector lenses
treated with the new film show a 50
per cent increase in screen bright-
ness. Producers have found that
only 64 per cent of the available

light reaches the film when "shoot-
ing" with cameras having untreated
lenses. Nearly all the brightness is

photographed when the lenses are
coated.

By assembling nearly four tons

C. ROSS
for

MOTION PICTURE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
RENTALS:

A full line of modern equipment to-

gether with a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small any time,

anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights

and floodlights, for premieres and gen-
eral lighting activities.

SALES:
Everything in the line of equipment

for motion picture and photographic
studios.

SERVICE:
We are prepared to offer the finest

service, equipment and technical advice
obtainable In the East. Your require-

ments taken care of to the last minute
detail.

At Sole Eastern DistribulorSf tee

carry the full and complete line

of equipment manufactured 6y:"—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let Vs Enlighten You On Your
Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
244-50 WEST 4»th ST., N. Y. C.

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-1-2

Eastman's IfiacAdam
To Get Lomh Medal

Rochester— Dr. David L. MacAdam, 29,

Eastman Kodak Co. physicist, is the first

recipient of the Adolph Lomb medal for

noteworthy contribution to the science

of optics awarded in national competi-
tion by the Optical Society of America.
Dr. MacAdam, who will receive the award
in October, is being honored for his ad-
vanced work in new methods of measur-
ing wave lengths of light, particularly

with respect to color photography.

of heavy rubber belting, rollers,

super-smooth floor boards, and tal-

cum powder into an electrically-op-
erated treadmill, the Paramount
studio has been able to photograph
graphic shots of dramatic action
scenes never before possible, J. Rob-
bins of Paramount told the conven-
tion. The new treadmill is nearly
17 feet long, about nine feet wide
and three feet deep. Power to move
the tread on the 7,000-pound device
is supplied by an electric motor con-
trolled by an operator.
The convention earlier heard G.

M. Best and F. R. Gage, of Warner
studios, tell of the ultra-modern
studio laboratories. Other technical
discussions included a paper on "The
Theory of Three-Color Reproduction
in Motion Picture Photography," by
J. B. Engl, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.;
"Chemical Analysis of Photographic
Developers and Fixing Baths," by
R. B. Atkinson and V. C. Shaner, of
Eastman Kodak Co., Hollywood;
"Mathematical Expression of Devel-
oper Behavior," by J. R. Alburger,
of the RCA Manufacturing Co., and
"Recording and Reproducing Square
Waves," by D. R. Canady, of the
Canaay Sound Appliance Co., Cleve-
land.

DeVry Closes Heinz Deal
Chicago—The Heinz Co. has re-

cently purchased a DeVry Corp.
16 mm. arc lamp sound projector
for their exhibit on the Steel Pier,

Atlantic City, and installed the unit.

Machine replaces a large 35 mm.
sound proje<^tor. Purchase of the
unit was subject to spccifii^ation that
it be equal or superior to the 35 mm.
equipment.

GERTAIN-TEED SALES

SHOW SHARP ADVANCE

Sales of Certain-teed Products
Corp., makers of building materials
widely used in the construction of
film theaters, including asphalt roof-
ing and gypsum products, are re-

ported up sharply in the first quarter
of this year, all divisions showing
improvement over a year ago, when
sales amounted to $3,066,899.

Increased demand is cited as one
factor in the advance of current
revenue. Another is the somewhat
firmer price structure in most of
the company's lines. April, May and
June operations are seen contribut-
ing to the 1940 sales volume, for
these months comprise one of the
most active periods for building sup-
ply manufacturers generally.

York Ice Machinery Corp.

Factory Force Up 600 Men

York, Pa. — Stewart E. Lauer,
president of York Ice Machinery
Corp., announces that 600 men have
been added to the factory force.
Lauer said that an impressive por-
tion of the added employment is re-

sult of recent successes scored by
the sales organization, and that cor-
poration's sales for the six months'
period ended March 31, exceeded
the same period last year by 17.1

i:er cent.

Detroit Company Will

Market New Projector

Detroit—Anderson, Miller, Rube,
Inc., have developed a new type the-
atrical projector, now ready for the
market, according to R. J. Miller,
manager. Manufacturing will be
handled by the Wenzel Co. of Chi-
cago. Ralph Ruben, of Amusement
Supply Co., is Michigan distributor,

as well as a partner in the parent
company, and has models now on
display, Charles A. Anderson is the
other partner.

the Motion Picture Industry with

STILLS, SLIDES, AD PHOTOS AND COPIES

MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS, INC.
Samuel Stern, Pres.

443-445 West 41st St., New York. N. Y.. BR. 9-0690
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Some Suggestions

By JOHN

THEATER audiences, and the ni

ber of people in a family UU
an interest in the motion picti

are, according to statistical evider

growing. One of the factors

this trend is that theater-goinj

being made easier for the city

well as the rural patron. PlacemI

of houses and the ever-increa:

transportation facilities are cont

uting causes. It is noteworthy f

the neighborhood houses are inv

ably within the customer's c

venient walking distance.

For the automobilist, more
better free parking space is bt

provided. In small communit
theaters are strategically loca

where country roads meet and c

ter, making it simpler for the r

citizen and farmer to gain ac<

to screen entertainment. The
provement of country roads, and

modestly-priced automobile of

day, have tended also to elimir

distances. It must be cited also <

the rural film houses have lear'

to advertise their attractions it

efficiently, thus accounting to a

gree for the upswing in the pc

larity of the small commui
houses.

PRODUCT is undeniably bei

and producer-distributor ad c

paigns are wider in scope and n

convincing. These campaigns \

assumed a character of greater

cerity. All of the above consid

tions enter strongly into the sub

of the growth and improvemen

neighborhood houses.

What about design of the latji

Well, a great deal of study sh«i

be given to the selection of de

for the front facade of the the

building,—a design which will f

certain setting in a block and

be outstanding, yet harmoniou •

with lighting effects which c

MMTinilll
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPAll

;iiL'ju;
"GET IT FROM NATIONAL"
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h Architect

/ ation and pulsation, but are not

I =;arish and piercing as last year's

» te-green and blue canopy. It is

scale of the motifs which make
front facade, and the readabil-

of the signs.

Ve are leaning strongly toward

; ouette letters which are back-

ted, capitalizing on such back-

ting via flood-lighting the me-
im used in the finish of the front

3 /ation. Every theater, if studied

: 3fully, can be made to take on

i attractive individuality even to

i arrangement of advertising mat-
and ticket booth arrangement.

VOID an "island" box office

^ whenever possible, particularly

fowns where the number of the-

rs is small, and the competition

lot as great as in large communi-
;. In a small town, an island box

ice is, at best, more of an ob-

jction than a convenience. It

rks out that way both for the

liic and the management.
\ convenient box office within

few feet of the front building

! with direct connection to the

er lobby will be found most con-

lient, and if removed from the

tibule will create freedom of

ce under the marquee.

fhe composition and ensemble of

advertising matter in vestibule

I lobby should be pleasing, tied

ether, and so lighted as to give

poster matter and the "stills"

opportunity to be standout and
iiy and comfortably scrutinized,

sonally, I recommend cross-lobby

)d- lighting for poster frames
iier than inside lighting, which
ds to give the poster merely a

p. If the concentrated lighting

the marquee supplies 100 per

it, you must light the vestibule

I lobby not less than 80 per cent.

ler should have 20% lighting.

nrtTUMA.iu.iiunrm
250 West 57tb Street New York City

I

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF
I

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

UNIQUE POSSIBILITIES

IN PORCELAIN ENAMEL

Chicago—-Completion of moderni-

zation of the offices of the Chicago

Vitreous Enamel Product Co. in

suburban Cicero demonstrates the

unusual possibilities of architectural

porcelain enamel in film theater lob-

bies, lounges and rest rooms.

Architect Roy Blass has designed

the company's new reception room
which features architectural porce-
lain enamel in a seven-color mural
permanently fired into the maple
green surface, while in the men's
room all main walls are constructed
of 10-inch convex architectural
porcelain enamel of satin-matt ivory
with a satin-matt blue base course
in flat panels, and the ceiling is fin-

ished in glossy mulberry red porce-
lain enamel which matches the cir-

cular decorative treatment at the
top of each wall unit.

Further, Blass has tastefully and
ingeniously fashioned the women's
room. The predominating wall color
is grey in architectural porcelain
enamel with area beneath mirrors in

a delicate peach tone. Horizontal
burgundy stripes and burgundy lav-
atories provide a pleasing contrast
for this peach background. Hand
driers are cast iron porcelain enam-
eled in grey.

Godowsky, Mannes, Siayter

Slated to Receive Awards

Philadelphia— Among the recipi-
ents of awards of 1940, to be pre-
sented when the Franklin Institute
holds its exercises here on May 15,
will be Leopold Godowsky, Jr., and
Leopold Damrosch Mannes of the
Eastman Kodak Co. of Rochester;
and James Siayter, vice-president of
the Owons-Coming Fiberglass Corp.,
Newark, 0.

All are mentioned in connection
with the Edward Longstreth Medal
awards.

BERlfl
FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Whitney IMeeds ]%o
Acoustical materials
Hamden, Conn.—The new Whitney,

de luxe nabe just opened here by the
Maurice H. Bailey interests, is said to be
the first in the state to use no acoustical

materials, relying for acoustical efficiency

on structural designs and planes of walls
and ceiling. Benjamin Schlanger and
Jacob Weinstein are the architects.

Vought Co. Cuts Prices

On Many of 1940 Designs

Philadelphia—Voight Co., design-

ers, illuminating engineers and man-
ufacturers of lighting fixtures for

the modern film theater, have effect-

ed such economies in production

.since introducing the 1940 original

designs that a reduction of prices

has been made on many of the com-
pany's items, and this benefit is be-
ing passed along to the consumers
of the line.

Addition for Goodrich
Chicago— The Goodrich Electric

Co., lighting specialties, will build a
large addition to the plant.

MGNABB HEADS B&H
ELECTRONICS UNIT

Chicago—Significant step has been

taken here by the Bell & Howell
Co. via establishment of an Elec-

tronics Division, which is headed by
Louis A. McNabb as director.

Division will be devoted exclu-

sively to design and engineering

problems associated with sound
phenomena, and will have complete
jurisdiction over all B & H research,
development, and manufacturing in
the fields of sound equipment and
television.

Eastern Theater Corp.

Signs Altec Contract

New service agreements covering
sound service and projection room
repairs and replacements for all

houses in the Eastern Theater Corp.
have been signed by Lewen Pizor
and Charles Segall, acting for the
circuit, with Altec Service Corp.
E. 0. Wilschke negotiated for Altec.

"IT ALL CAME TRUE"

Luscious colors, graceful de-

signs and soft resiliency com-

bine to give Alexander Smith

Carpets the Oomph that wins

patrons' good will . . . One reason

you'll find them in most of the

country's successful theatres.

ALEXA]\D£R SMITH CARPETS
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Majors Worried Over Progress Of Sponsored Films

I S. DISTRIBS. ACCEPTliTISH MONETAi QUOTA

learners Picks Washington For June Sales Convention

THE WEEr IN
REVIEW

Equity Trial Starts June 3

== B7 I. H. MITCSIELL ;;^^=^

OMESTIC
EQUITY SUIT: Federal Judge
)hn C. Knox set June 3 as trial date
ir Gov.'s equity suit and warned
lere would be no more delays . . .

hurnian Arnold asked for a Fed-
al theater "divorcement" law, and
as "blasted" in the House for his

ew by Rep. Leland M. Ford (R.
alif.) for alleged attempt to de-
roy the pix industry . . . Testifying
; pre-trial exam., Sidney R. Kent
fenied all Gov't charges, while
^mes C. Forgione, exhib., stated he
referred affiliated to indie opposi-
on . . . 20th-Fox asked that Joseph
i. Schenck, Wm. L. Phillips and
aniel 0. Hastings be dropped from
st of defendants . . . Allied opposed
Jiy D of G participation in arbitra-
on plans.

j

* * *

'SALES MEETINGS: UA chief-
jin, Maurice Silverstone announced
s company would hold an interna-
pnal sales convention in London,
id that it would form a pre-selling
•ganization for UA product with
jadquarters in Los Angeles and ex-
jrienced promotion men in 15 im-
3rt key centers in the U. S. and
anada. Its N. Y. Sales meet will
5 held May 12-14 and its Chi. meet
(ay 17-19 . . . Republic will hold
|V0 or three regional conclaves . . .

ara. will hold its meeting May 24-
3 on the Coast.

\THIS and THAT: House Com-
merce Committee will start Neely
ill hearings on May 7 . . . Techni-
blor dropped price one cent per foot,

Seaning a saving of $35,000 per
ature to producers; it also an-
"unced a 1939 profit of $912,614
pmpared to $1,050,536 in 1938 . . .

Detroit theater managers and assis-
*nts are first to unionize, receiving
"^al charter from A F of L . . . Ar-

{CoHtinued on Page 11)

Would Acquaint Congressmen
With Industry's Exec.

and Biz Machinery
With the Government set to move

into the industry's hub in force here
in June via the New York equity
suit, Warners propose to even mat-
ters by invading Washington to

stage an international sales conven-
tion at the Shoreham Hotel on June
10-12 with 500 in attendance.
Announcement, made at the week-

end by Grad Sears, company's sales

chief, who will preside, bore out The
{Continued on Page 6)

PITTSBURGJilOVEOVER

SITUATION PROTESTED

Pittsburgh— AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania, Allied's strong affili-

ate in this teiTitory, is on the war-
path against the first-run moveover
situation existent here for several
weeks.
As a result of a meeting of the

unit, attended by its counsel, Nathan
(Continued on Page 7)

Dallas and Houston Exhibs.

Suing Interstate Circuit

Dallas — Anti-trust suit was filed

in Federal Court here Friday against
Interstate Circuit and Karl Hoblit-

(Continued on Page 6)

Holman Named Prexy
of Para. Music Cos*

Russell Holman was named president
of Famous Music Co. and Paramount
Music Corp., succeeding the late Lou
Diamond, at a meeting ot the direc-
tors ot both companies on Friday. Hol-
man will continue as head of Para-
mount Pictures' Eastern production ac-
tivities.

Other officers elected were R. F. Mur-
ray, vice-president and treasurer; Nor-
man Collyer, secretary, and Sidney Korn-
heiser, general manager.

PARA.'S 1939 NET

IS UP $1,019,268

Paramount's investments in for-
eign countries other than Canada
aggregate $7,100,000, of which $5,-

000,000 is invested in England, the
company's annual report reveals.
Consolidated balance sheet shows
that cash and marketable securities
in Great Britain total $452,878 and

(Continued on Page 7)

Third Gov't Witness Says

Allied Supplied His Name

Anthony Bannon, former Newark
exhibitor, on Friday was the third
straight Government witness ques-
tioned by defense attorneys in pre-
trial examinations in the D of J
equity suit to concede that his name

(Continued on Page 6)

Advertising Pix Must be Curbed,

MPPDA Board Decides at Meeting

FitzPatrick to Make Seven

Shorts Based Upon Hymns

With* the support of 500 ministers,
priests and rabbis and churches of
all denominations, James A. Fitz-
Patrick will produce a series of seven
short subjects based on well known

(Continued on Page 8)

Facts regarding progress made by
sponsored pictures and their increas-
ing use on theater screens were laid

before the MPPDA board of direc-

tors at a meeting Friday. The for-
eign situation, especially as it re-

lates to the Italian market, also was
discussed at the session.

The directors agreed that unless
(Continued on Page 6)

Calls for One British Fea-

ture for Every 100,000

Feet Imported

London (By Cable)—Sir An-
drew Duncan, president of the
Board of Trade, has been noti-
fied by the American distributors
that they have accepted the mone-
tary quota proposals, it was learned
at the week-end. The statutory quo-
ta stands at 22% per cent. Ac-
ceptance of the monetary quota by
the U. S. majors was optional, but
the entire group accepted as a body.
Early parliamentary presentation
and action is expected.
The provisions of the monetary

(Continued on Page 8)

clearancerTforms

progress in canada

Toronto — "Substantial progress"
in the direction of clearance reforms
in Canada has been achieved by the
meeting here of a provisional com-
mittee consisting of N. A. 'Taylor,

vice-president Independent Theaters
Association of Ontario, Marsh Mc-

(Continiied on Page 11)

$312,452 Net for K-A-0;
$209,455 for B. F. Keith

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. and
subsidiary companies showed a net
profit of $312,452.15, after all

charges, for the 13 weeks ended
March 30, 1940, while B. F. Keith

(Continued on Page 8)

WB, Labor Dept. Discuss

. Philly Musicians Dispute

Meeting was held at the week-end
between Frank Phelps, Warner The-
aters labor adviser, and Thomas J.

Williams, of the U. S. Department of
Labor, to discuss the musician situa-
tion in Philadelphia. However, it

was reported that although the dis-

cussion was general, no conclusions
were reached.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

'63/4 63/4 '63/4 -

Net
Chg.

Am. Seat.

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 6% 6V4 534— Va
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 15-16 15-16 15-16—1-16
Con. Fm. ind. pfd... 95/8 91/2 91/2— Vs
East. Kodak 15534 1551/4 15534 + Va
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11% IH/s 11%— %
Loew's, Inc 343/8 34'/8 341/8— Vs
do pfd
Paramount IVg 7 7 — '/s

Paramount 1st pfd
pfd. 91/8

1 1 i/s

91/

11

9'/8 + %
111/8 + Vs

8%

103
31/4

103
31/4

— 'A

Paramount 2nd
Pathe Film . .

RKO
20th Century-Fox . . 9
20th Century-Fox pfd. . .

Univ. Pict. pfd 103
Warner Bros 33/

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 IO2V2 IO21/2 IO2V2 — 1/2

Loew's deb. 3i/2s46 103% 103% 103% -1- %
Par. B'way 3s55 .... 51% 51% 51% 4- Vs
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 31/4S47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 15 14% 145/8— 3/8

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 5% 5% 5% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. Is '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 68I/2

Luise Rainer to Col.?
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia is talking a

deal with Louise Rainer.

2,853 "Wind" Dates
"GWTW" bookings to date total

2.853 in 2,691 cities, M-G-M reported
Friday.

m The Broadivay Parade M
Picture and Distributor

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Lorentz)—8th week

Theater

Belmont

Rebecca (United Artisis-Selznick)—5th week Music Hall

Till We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

Strange Cargo (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) ...Capitol

Buck Benny Rides Again (Paramount Pictures) Paramount

One Billion B.C. (United Artists-Roach) Roxy

French Without Tears (Paramount Pictures) Rivoli

Saps at Sea (United Artists-Roach) Rialto

Two Girls on Broadway (Metro-(joldwyn-Mayer Pictures).. Criterion

The Man With Nine Lives (Columbia Pictures) Globe

Pioneers of the West (Republic Pictures (a) Central

Men With Steel Faces (Times Pictures) (a) Central

Virginia City (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—20th week Astor

FOREIGiy LAJVGl/AGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—9th week World
Harvest (French Cinema Center)—9th week (b) 5th Ave. Playhouse

The Life of Giuseppe Verdi (Esperia Films)—4th week Fine-Arts

The Mayor's Dilemma (Film Alliance)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

Piccoli Avcnturieri (Esperia Films) Cinecitta

Her Little Highness (Scandinavian Talking Pictures) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEmNGS
My Son, My Son (United Artists-Small)—May 2 Music Hall

Women' Without Names (Paramount Pictures)—May 2 Criterion

Saturday's Children (Warner Bros. Pictures)—May 3 Strand

Stardust (Twentieth Century-Fox)—May 3 Roxy

The Song of the Road (Select Attractions)—May 4 Little Carnegie

Suicide Legion (Film Alliance)—May 4 Globe

If I Had My Way (Paramount Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Twenty-Mule Team (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

Primrose Path (RKO Radio Pictures)—May 2 (a-b) Palace

Charlie Chan's Murder Cruise (20th Century-Fox)—May 2 (c) Palace

La Stella del Mare (Esperia Films)—May 2 .Cinecitta

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Fox Theaters Operating Maxwell Signs, Deutsch

Plan Gets Court's Okay Talking GWTW 70% Deal

Confirmation of an accounting and
inventory filed by Milton C. Weisman
and Kenneth P. Steinreich, trustees

of Fox Theaters Corp., was directed

on Friday by New York Supreme
Court Justice Aaron J. Levy. The
Court also awarded allowances of

$2,500 apiece to the trustees and
$3,000 to their attorneys, Hirson &
Bertini, for services rendered up to

Jan. 1, 1940.

A plan of operation and an esti-

mated budget for the year 1940,

which predicted total cash holdings
of $121,259 was also approved in

the order.
The accounting showed cash re-

ceipts for the year of 1939 of $71,-

216 and a total cash holding of $168,-

278. Out of this sum, the trustees
petition said, a reserve of $80,000 has
been set aside for possible payment
to William Fox on a claim of

$7,000,000.

Para.'s Sales Convention

On Coast Runs Three Days

Paramount's disti-ict and branch
managers. One Hundred Per Cent
Club salesmen, home ofiice and studio
executives will attend the company's
annual sales convention in Los An-
geles, May 24-26, Neil Agnew an-
nounced over the week-end. Head-
quarters will be at the Ambassador
Hotel. Convention city and date was
exclusively forecast in The Film
Daily Friday.

Col. Board Routines It

Columbia's board transacted
tine biz at Friday's session.

rou-

London (By Cable)—With GWTW
booked by Sam Eckman, Metro's
British managing director, into John
Maxwell's Associated British circuit

and negotiations well along with Os-
car Deutsch's Odeon circuit, the
CEA's rental fight at the week-end
virtually was resolving itself into a
tempest-in-a-teapot affair.

With Maxwell and Deutsch in the
Metro fold and accepting the 70 per
cent terms asked for GWTW, only
Gaumont British of the big three cir-

cuits and the indies are left to carry
on the agitation for lower rentals.
However, the CEA will issue a new
pamphlet in furtherance of its prop-
aganda campaign this week.
Maxwell has approximately 500

houses, Deutsch more than 200.

"Lillian Russell" to Have
Dual Pittsburgh Opening

Arrangements for the Pittsburgh
premiere of "Lillian Russell" are
now being finalized by 20th-Fox, with
pix to have a dual opening there the
night of May 15 at the Alvin and
Senator. A two day celebration has
been arranged and Alice Faye and
Edward Arnold will attend the open-
ings. Rodney Bush and Christy Wil-
bert returned Friday from Pitts-

burgh. Seats will be upped to $1.10
for premiere.

Martin, Jones to Co-star
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Para, will co-star

Mary Martin and Allan Jones in

"Count of Luxemburg"; full Franz
Lehar score will be used.

ta

cominG flno Goint

DAVE FLEISCHER, ISIDORE SPARBER, fit

GORDON and TED PIERCE have returned
Miami from New York.

WILLIAM C. GEHRINC, central division mt
ager for 20th-Fox, has returned to the hoi

office from the Midwest.

TRUMAN TALLEY of Fox Movietone Newi
scheduled to leave for Europe on May 7.

E. J. MANNIX. studio mana Ikor M-G-
and IRVING ASHER, productioi 12:., left :«

Coast Saturday for New York en .Kite to tt
land to survey possibility of expanding M-G-
production there.

A. E. MEYER, sales manager of Internatiol
Projector Corp., arrives in Los Angeles fg
Mexico City on Thursday.

BERNARD SHORE, publicity director
French Cinema Center, has arrived in

Angeles to set premiere of "Harvest" at
Little Theater.

ANDREW STONE, producer-director of Pan
"Interlochen," arrived in New York Satutri

to "explore" use of Met. Opera House in I

film. His assistant director, HOLLY MOR!
accompanies him.

RICHARD MACAULAY has arrived in
York from the Coast for a vacation, having
pleted script for Warners' "They Drive
Night."

ANATOLE LITVAK is in New York on '

tion after completing direction of "All
and Heaven Too" for Warners.

JESSE L. LASKY returned to Hollywood
urday to produce "The Amazing Story of
geant York" at the Warner studios.

RICHARD GREENE arrives here tomorrow
a four-day stay during which he will be
star on the Kate Smith radio program.

STANLEY HAND, Altec staff rep., hai

turned to New York after a trip through
North-, Middle- and Southwest.

GENE TIERNEY left Saturday for Hollywe
under contract to 20th-Fox.

ROY ROBERTS left for Florida at the wei
end with 26 play scripts from which he hO|

to find one to start his career as a play p
ducer.

WILLIAM SISTROM returned from EngU
at the week-end.

WILLIAM ORR, M-C-M executive, retuo.
from the Coast by plane at the week-end.

AL LICHTMAN was due to leave for

Coast by plane at the week-end.

HERB OCHS of Cleveland was in town Friij

for a visit.

w

Ihi

ITalley Taking Clipper

For War Zone on May

Truman H. Talley takes the A
lantic clipper for the war zone Mn

7 and plans to give Movietone Neii

coverage personal supervision. Mff

ietone News has completed arrang
ments to have a staff crew with t

Allied forces in the Baltic.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 29
Ralph B. Austrian
Harold J. Flavin

Henry Ginsberg
Gustav Brock
H. S. Kraft

4



iggest crowds in Broadway history

storm N. Y. Paramount. • .as

rockets to opening day house record!
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New York Paramount and
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smash release, 'French

Without Tears', tJiat op.ened

Saturday up the street at
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when they

harlesWINNINGER
El BRENDEL

Allyn Josiyn • Claire Dodd * Nana Bryant

Eddie Leonard • Trixie Friganza • Grace LaRue

Julian Eltinge • Blanche Ring

Prwhiced and Directed by DAVID BUTLER

A NEW UNIVERSAL PICTURE!

Screenplay by

WHHaiii CONSELMAN and Janes Y. KERN

Original Story by David Butler.

Williim Consetman and James V. Keni



Original Music
and Lyrics by

t
J a m e s V.

I Monaco and
Johnny Buric*

RINTS NOW
in your U Exchange

for Screeningsp
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SPONSORED FILMS

WORRYING INDUSTRY

(Continticd from Page I)

something was done to curb the in-

roads being made by sponsored pic-

ture producers, the industry would

suffer considerably. Their attention

was called to a page advertisement

in the April issue of Fortune in

which the advertising agency, J. Wal-
ter Thompson Co., asserts that it has

pioneered in this new medium of

advertising.

The Fortune ad declared that "dur-
ing the last 16 months we have pro-
duced 15 pictures . . . have opened
up approximately 5,000,000 theatri-

cal circulation heretofore unavail-
able for commercial pictures . . . have
developed theater classifications now
standard for the medium . . . have
produced the first fan mail in the
history of commercial movies." It

further asserts that 70 per cent of

all movie theaters accept commercial
movies.

In regard to the Italian situation,

it was reportedly decided that all

the majors must stay in line in order
to prevent other countries from
adopting similar monopolistic meas-
ures in the distribution of pictures.

To bow to Italy's demands would set

Chicago JMeighborhood Theaters Starting
to Use Vaudeville at the Week-End

Chicago—Week-end checkup of theaters shows 16 houses using premiums, 19
tripling, only two advertising books and several nabes starting to use vaudeville.
Warners' Ogden and Straford Theaters and the indie Alex Theater had stage shows,
while the B & K Congress Theater used several acts.

WASHINGTON SET

FOR WB SALES MEl

Dallas and Houston Exhibs.

Suing Interstate Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

zelle by F. Z. Glass, who prior to
1937 owned the Knox, Fair and Lawn
theaters here. Glass asks $68,000
and attorneys' fees of $7,500.
At the same time, a similar action

was filed by Sam Kersheimer, op-
erator of the Norfi Side theaters,
Houston. Plaintiff asks $30,000 dam-
ages and counsel fees of $3,500.

Berman on "Ziegfeld Girl"

As First Metro Production

ll'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Pandro S. Berman's

first production for Metro will be
"Ziegfeld Girl," with a cast includ-

ing Eleanor Powell, Hedy Lamarr,
James Stewart, George Murphy,
Lana Turner, Walter Pidgeon and
Frank Morgan. Pix starts shooting
June 15.

V. C. Dancing for Charity

Detroit—Detroit Variety Club will

hold a charity benefit dance May 17

a dangerous precedent, it was said.at the Naval Armory.

Third Gov't Witness Says

Allied Supplied His Name

(Continued from Page 1)

was obtained by the Government
from Allied. He stated that he could
not recall having communicated at
any time with Government agents,
but that he had complained on a
number of occasions to Allied on
rentals and clearance terms for his

Court theater.
The Government had listed Ban-

non as a witness who knew of mo-
nopoly in the Newark area, and on
an additional charge that his theater
was forced to follow Warner's Savoy
on clearance. Bannon conceded that
he had been informed in 1926, when
he had leased the Court, that he
would have to follow the Savoy. He
further stated in answer to ques-
tions, that his house had 800 seats in

comparison with 1,600 for the Savoy
and that the Court was one of the
oldest houses in the section.

Bannon gave up the theater in

1933 and now runs the Howard, How-
ard Beach, L. I., according to his

testimony. His knowledge of the
distributior. situation in Newark
dates back to 1933, he said, and bis
understanding of the situation there
now is "general" and not specific. He
stated that the affiliated theaters in

Newark receive first runs on major
product. He also described the dis-

tribution situation in the locality sur-

rounding the Howard.

New Phiico Financing

Will Cover Television

Philadelphia —
• Stockholders in

Phiico Corp. have voted to amend
the articles of incorporation to clear
the way for the public sale of se-

curities, it was announced at the
week-end. Heretofore Phiico has
been a privately-owned company. In-

creased activity in television and
high frequency broadcasting are en-
visioned for the future.
As a result of stockholders' action

par value of the outstanding common
stock will be changed from $100 to

$3. Each share of present common
stock will be exchanged for 33^
shares of new common stock. When
effect has been given to the exchange,
Phiico will have outstanding 1,221,100
shares of common stock and 28,385
shares of $100 par value $5 prefer-
ence stock, but no bonds, mortgages
or funded indebtedness of any kind,

it was stated.

In discussing the financial pro-
gram, James T. Buckley, president,
said:

"The present prospects for new
developments such as high fre-

quency broadcasting and television

appear to hold unusual promise for
Phiico.
"The present management of the

company will continue in office."

(.Continued from Page 1)

Film Daxly's exclusive forecast
April 2 that Warners was plott
the most unique sales conventiot
industry history.

Sears said Washingf'^ seled
was the result of Wal,^ W desire
"acquaint the nation's represer
tives with the executive and busir
machinery of the industry as rep
sented at this annual meetine."

Congress to Be in Last Days
Convention will open as Congr

is in its last days, with presume
both the Neely blind-booking ;

theater divorcement measures eit

already acted upon or awaiting
tion.

Full complement of top War
execs., headed by Prexy H.
Warner, will attend; others in
limelight will be Jack L. Wan
Maj. Albert Warner, Hal B. Wa
Joseph Bernhard, Charles Einf
Carl Leserman, Mort Blumenstt
Roy Haines, Ben Kalmenson
Norman H. Moray.
A delegation of Hollywood st

flying in will be headed by Ei
Flynn. Bette Davis, James Cagr
Ann Sheridan. Edward G. Robins
and Paul Muni.

Foreign Execs. Coming
Headed by Joseph Hummel,

charge of foreign sales, attend
the convention will be a represer
tion of the company's operati
abroad. Those attending will

Karl MacDonald, South Ameri
district manager; Peter Colli, sup
visor for Central and Latin Ameri
Harry Novak, supervisor for the
gentine, Chile and Uruguay; Roll

S c h 1 e s s , managing director
Europe; A. Saltiel, Continental Ed
pean manager; H. S. Dunn, Far E
supervisor; and Ralph Clark, sup
visor for Australia and New Zeala

All district and branch manag
as well as zone managers of War
theaters will attend, as will the :

lowing h.o. theater execs.: Clay;

Bond, Ed Hinchy, Leonard Sch''

inger. Harry Goldberg, Frank Phe
Nat Fellman, Abel Vigard, W. St.

art McDonald, Harry Rosenqu
Louis Kaufman, Herman Maier ;

Frank Cahill.

Also going from the home of

will be: .Jacob Wilk, story editor:

W. Schwalberg, supervisor of

changes; Arthur Sachson, I. F. P'

Stanley Hatch and H. M. Dohe:
Representatives of the trade :.

will be in attendance.

Critic Lewis Recuperates

Pittsburgh—William J. Lewis,
many years drama and motion I

ture editor for the Sun-Telegraph
recuperating from a very seri

attack of pneumonia.

Schiners Hold Outing
Albany—Schine Circuit empio}

known as the Schiners, held tl

annual Spring outing Saturday ni

at the Meadowbrook Club, Sarat'

Springs.
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>ARA.'S 1939 NET

IS UP $1,019,268

(Conti)iued from Page 1)

73,115 in other foreign countries,
fincipally in South America.
Combined consolidated earnings
id share of undistributed earnings
L
paiH-.i—f owned companies for the

jar en ) Dec. 30, 1939, amounted
I $3,874,944, which would be equal
• $1.08 per share on the common
ock outstanding. Earnings show
1 increase of $1,019,268 over 1938.

, The report shows that Paramount's
ital income for the year was $99,-

10,950.38, of which theater receipts,

Im rentals, sales of film accessories
id rentals totalled $96,182,938.76.
ividends from affiliated companies
nounted to $2,405,058.22 and other
come came to $1,022,953.40.

Among the listed expenses were
leater operating and general ex-
.'nses totalling $45,472,768.06. Film
sti-ibution cost $15,812,209.68 and
nortization of film, $29,686,201.80.

Niesse Leaving Olson

Indianapolis—Carl Niesse, general
anager of the Olson Theater En-
rprises, resigns, effective May 1,

devote his time to his own theater,

le Vogue. Charles Olson will as-

ime management of the five Olson
eaters.

Sol Lesser^s *'^Our Toien" to Have Dual
Premiere in Boston ott Thursday, May 23

Dual world premiere has been set for Sol Lesser's United Artists production, "Our
Town," adapted from Thornton Wilder's stage success, in Boston on Thursday, May 23,

at Loew's State Theater and the Orpheum Theater. Frank Craven, who playea the
director In the stage version, has his original role in the picture.

20th-Fox Buys "Chad Hanna,"

"Lucky Baldwin" for 1940-41

iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Darryl F. Zanuck,

prior to his departure for New York
at the week-end, announced four im-

portant story purchases for inclu-

sion on the 1940-41 program. They
are: "Chad Hanna," Walter D. Ed-

monds' up-state circus saga origi-

nally serialized by the Satevepost as

"Red Wheels Rolling"; "Rogue
Male," psychological thriller by Geof-
frey Household; Carl Burgess Glass-
cock's "Lucky Baldwin," and Jane
Eberle's magazine story, "Heil,

Jenny."
Understood "Chad Hanna" and

"Lucky Baldwin" will replace "Com-
rade Stalin" and "Marching as to

War" on Zanuck's personal schedule.

New Monicker for "Brat"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Brat," Jane

Withers starrer, will get a new han-
dle from 20th-Fox.

Mrs. Adorno Wins Battle

To Operate Open-air House

Middletown, Conn.—As a result of

a mandamus action brought in the

Superior Court here by Mrs. Salva-

tore Adorno against the superinten-

dent of public works, Mrs. Adorno
will be permitted to operate the

open-air theater completed here last

year as a 300-seat venture.
Although a building permit was

issued by the superintendent, the
building was later declared "a flag-

rant violation of the building code,"
and has never been operated. The
Adorno interests now threaten to

bring a damage suit against the city

and officials for "conspiracy to pre-
vent Mrs. Adorno from competing
in the Middletown movie industry."

Berke-Krumgold Set Deal

Brandeis Theater Corp.'s leasing
deal with the John B. Stanchfield
estate for the President Theater,
Bronx, was handled by the firm of
Berke & Krumgold, 1501 Broadway.

PITTSBURGH MOVEOVER

SITUATION PROTESTED

(Continued from Page 1)

M. Katz, formal protests will be
lodged with all local exchanges, and
copies forwarded to home offices and
to Sen. Matthew M. Neely, the indus-
try's Congressional gadfly.

"Virginia City" recently played at
Loew's Penn Theater here the first

week of the engagement, moved to
the Warner Theater for the second
week and then to the Ritz Theater
for the third week as a continuous
run. Immediately following, in the
same manner was the picture "Re-
becca."

Heretofore, holdovers from either
Loew's Penn or the Stanley Thea-
ter were played at the Warner The-
ater only, and it is the contention of
the AMPTO that by moving pictures
from the Stanley or Penn to the
Warner, and then the Ritz Theater,
constitutes a third-run, and many
complaints have been received from
subsequent-run exhibitors over this
arrangement.

The double billing of "A" percen-
tage pictures was also discussed, the
independent subsequent-run exhibi-
tors claiming it was impossible for
them to double bill the same subjects
at the rentals or percentage terms
for which they have them under con-
tract.
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SUMMER CONVENTIONS

FOR 5 MPTOA GROUPS

Five MPTOA units are scheduled
to hold conventions this summei'.
The North and South Carolina proup
meets in Myrtle Beach June 9-10.

Southeastern Theater Owners are
slated to open their session in Jack-
sonville on June 23, while the MPTO
of Virginia has tentative plans to

hold a convention at Old Point Com-
fort on June 24. This unit may move
its convention date back so as not to

conflict with the Virginia meeting.
|

The Tri-State unit, consisting of

,

exhibitors in Mississippi, Ai-kansas
and Tennessee, is planning a con-

,

clave in Memphis late in June or I

early July. Ai'kansas exhibs. ex-

1

pect to hold a separate convention i

following Tri-State's.

FitzPatrick to Make Seven

Shorts Based Upon Hymns

(Coittiniied from Page 1)

hymns. While distribution has not
been set, it is understood that
M-G-M will release the series to
theaters, revenue from which will

go to charities, including the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund.
Prominent stars, such as Deanna

Durbin and Jeanette MacDonald, are
to appear in the shorts which will

dramatize such church favorites as
"Abide With Me," "Eli Eli," "Rock
of Ages" and others. Production
will start upon the return of Fitz-
Patrick from Hawaii in early June, i

FitzPatrick returned to the Coast
Friday after closing the deal in New

|

York. He explained that the pic- '.

tures would be used in connection i

with the spiritual revival drive of

!

the nation's churches. '

Wurtzel Sending 20th-Fox

Unit to Mexico for "Karpa"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Sol Wurtzel has set

three for Summer production at 20th-
Fox. Norman Foster will take a
unit to Mexico to make "Karpa"
with a mixed cast; it's a native carny
story. Others are "Breach of Dis-
cipline," from a Swiss play, and
"Heil, Jenny," James Ederle's story
just purchased.

"Lillian Russell" Radio I

Plug to Have Alice Faye

Twentieth-Fox has closed for a
"Lillian Russell" radio plug via the
Kate Smith Hour, Coast to Coast, on
May 17, day the pix goes into the
Roxy here. Alice Faye will top the
list of players to appear on the radio
program.

Termer for Martha Scott
|

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Holly^vood — Frank Lloyd - Jack

Skirball have signed Martha Scott
to a three-year pact.

i

ALONG THE

WITH I^HIL M. DALTi
T T T

• • • SOMETHING happened last week which deserves

special note by the industry at large and the field of exhibition

in particular That something was a merger of a father and son

into a new and potent partnership to be known henceforth

in filmland as John and Drew Eberson theater architects

This comer has discovered that 'bout mid-May the

new firm will move from its present quarters ol 1560 Broadway

and be installed in larger offices o'er at 2 West 47th Street

T T T
• • # THIS colyum and its type-filled neighbors have

oft disclosed the name of the senior partner in connection

with film houses he has designed, huilt and decorated in a

host of U. S. communities .... and many overseas Few, if

any. architects are as widely known in cinema circles But

what is of more barbed interest is the fact that there are

few, if any, architects quite as deserving of film fame as

the junior partner

T T T
• • • NOW Drew Eberson was bom out in Ohio and is

one of those rare individuals who despite his score-and-a-holf

years has only had eight birthdays having Leap Year's

Feb. 29 for his natal day After prepping cut Chi way he

entered the University of Pennsylvania where he specialized in

architecture then hiked and mule-backed over Europe studying

his calling and making sketches In 1929 he served his appren-

ticeship in England under several British architects and worked

on the Paramount house when it was constructed in Newcastle

already having under his belt experience gained in the building of

Miami's Olympia Theater

T T
• • • WELL, Sir in 1930 he joined the architectural

staff of Warner Bros and two years later landed on that

company's production staff During the intervening year, 1931

he designed and supervised the building of the Sing Sing

Prison's gymnasium which was built by the Mutual Welfare

League and not by the State From 1932 to 1938, young Mr.

Eberson, in the capacity of either director or assistant director

made some 100 pictures for the Warners So we repeat

what we said about his joining forces with his father It's of

barbed ip.terest to the trade for a mass of his experience

comes from being knee-deep in showmanship which is an

asset to the new firm of father and son but more than that

it will redound to the benefit of all theaters both

proposed and extant whose owners seek the guidance of

John and Drew Eberson

T T T
• • • THAT box which ran some time ago (lost January)

in your favorite trade paper anent the Loew manager getting a

phone call about GWTW bein' a sequel to "Hurricane" started

a reg'lar accumulatin' snowball of similar yams which have come

from such areas as Wilmington, Del., Washington, D. C and more

recently from Des Moines It must be that either fcms have but a

single thought or newspapers not a single original one

T T T
• • • WITH Washington picked for the Warner convention

in June the question becomes: Will Grad Sears return

the compliment and invite Senator Neely. et al to

attend?

U.S.DISTRIBS.AGCEP'

BRIT.MONETARYQUOl

(Cuntiiiucd f'Om Faye I)

quota will apply only to feature pi

tures, with short subjects quota
be fulfilled under present Act. Men
tary arrangement is effective as
April 1, is to be an add^ Wn to tl

present act and will run a f^jrrentl
Under the monetary quota, ea(

American company will have to a-

quire one full length British featui
for every 100,000 feet of featui
films imported, with labor cos
equalling three pounds per foot (

the British film, also fulfilling oth«

provisions required under the .\c

The 22y2 per cent arrangement, ii

eluding all provisions, means ti

American distribs. must invest
pound total equalling 29 per cent <

their imported feature footage. A
an example, importation of 400.0C
feet of features would necessitate a

expenditure of 116,000 pounds b

the importer, 29 per cent of his in

port total. However, under this a.

rangement, this money could be a
located on four or five pictures, ii

stead of the larger number previoni
ly necessary to meet quota requir<

ments.

Under the new arrangemenl
which also keeps the present Act i

full force, the distribs. can elet

whether to continue under the mom
tary system or remain under the prt

visions of the present Act at the b'

ginning of the next quota period

$312,452 Net for K-A-0;

$209,455 for B. F. Keif

(Co)itiitucd from Page 1)

Corp. and subsidiaries reported
net of $209,455.24, after all charg.
for the same period. Figures sh»
a slight decline under the 1938 r
ports.
K-A-O's 52-week net, ended Man

30 was $961,893.12, or $14.96 pt

share on 64,304 shares of 7 per cei

cumulative convertible preferre
stock. Per share earnings for tl

13-week period were $4.86. Fift;

two week net of B. F. Keith Corr
ended March 30, was $566,362.15.

Set Second Shorts Series

Second series of shorts has bej

set for early production, it was »<

nounced Friday by Leonard-Greer
Productions. Company also plans 1

produce further shorts, commercij
films and low budget features in tt

near future.

Reopens in Elizabethtown

Elizabethtown—Dave Rosenbaumi
Capitol Theater here is reopenin
today. Rosenbaum also operates th«

aters in Ausable Forks and Kees«

ville.

Ameche and Faye Again
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL^

Hollywood — Don Ameche wf'

again be opposite Alice Faye
"Down Argentine Way."
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TONY SUDEKUM
PRESIDENT OF

The CRESCENT AMUSEMENT COMPANY, Nashville, Tenn.

Writes—

^1 consider Film Daily one of the best mediums for dispensing

information, as well as valuable criticism on the merits of the

various productions, and the reaction of the public to the pro-

grams offered.

''Each issue of the Film Daily is both interesting and useful and

should be preserved for future reference/'

The 1940 FILM YEAR BOOK
is now being distributed to all

SUBSCRIBERS ol

FILM DAILY
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THEWEEr IN
REVIEW

Equity Trial Starts June 3

-^Continued f>jm Page 1);

t r Lee resigns from GB Pictures.

I ior Ostrer may take over . . . T. F.

J ce, RCA vice-prexy, warned in-

c itry at SMPE meet to control tele-

V ion or be controlled by it . . .

I lie prr -ers releasing through

r jors p organization of their

1... Monogram may produce

V stems in Mexico . . . DuMont will

t icast Para, pictures . . . Geo. F.

1 nbow and Wm. B. Brenner elect-

e NSS v.p.'s . . . Edward A. Sargoy
r ned counsel to Copyright Protec-

t 1 Bureau . . . Columbia announced
P-xy Harry Cohn received $185,520

11939 and V.-P. Jack Cohn, $106,-

1 . . . FCC's general counsel, Wm.
J Oempsey, and his assistant, Wm.
( Koplovitz resign.

* « *

I msiGN
TALO-AMERICAN : Agreement

V ereby American pictures would
1 urn to the Italian market was re-

\ ted near.

!nultaneous Start for

Two Metro British Films

Chicago Civic Center to Include Theaters
Chicago—Chicago Civic Center, Inc., has been organized by leading business men,

headed by C. W. Williams, to erect a civic center which will include theaters in addi-
tion to a huge convention hall. Five sites are under consideration.

Superman Deal With Rep. Photographic, Projection

Carries Right to Cancel Exports Decline in March

:jondon (By Cable)—Metro may
it two simultaneously at Denham.
ey are "I Had a Comrade," the

i 3tor Niemoller story starring

] bert Montgomery, and "Chopin,"
51 rring Robert Donat. Montgomery
inow making "Busman's Holiday."

ji'Human Beast" Runs Set

'Human Beast," French film being
tributed here by Juno Films, has
n set for six extended run en-

_ements in New York. Picture
s been held over in Washington,
troit, Boston and Newark.

jContinuing Crosby-Hope
\st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
llollywood—Para, will continue the

ng Crosby-Bob Hope combo in

t only "Blue Lagoon" but "Road
( Rio."

I To Release Jewish Pix

Fame Pictures will distribute
imericaner Shadchen," Jewish pix

:^h English titles.

Koppel Books for Lasker
Chicago—Joe Koppel, newly ap-
jinted Lasker circuit general man-
ner, will handle all circuit bookings.

)etroit sec Dines May 20
IDetroit— Screen Craft Club will
Id its annual banquet midnight,
jay 20, at Saks Cafe.

j

Roth With WB In Chi.

iChicago—Max Roth, formerly Re-
liblic district manager, is now con-
tcted with the Warners exchange
les department.

Although formal contract had not
been signed between Republic Pic-
tures and Superman, Inc., calling for
the production by the former of a 13
chapter serial based upon the comic
strip character, "Superman," it was
learned at the week-end that the deal
has been agreed upon in principle.

Republic, reported in competition
with Universal and Columbia for the
screen rights, will make the Super-
man serial as part of its 1940-41
lineup. An unusual contractual clause
is reported to reserve to Superman,
Inc., the right to cancel if, after the
release of the first series, it is found
that the serial detracts from the
popularity of the Superman radio
program or the Superman comic
strip appearing in Action Comics
Monthly and via syndicates.

Deal was engineered by Paul Koh-
ner. Coast agent, and is said to in-

volve one of the highest prices ever
paid for a comic strip's film rights.

A representative of Superman, Inc.

is to have the right to be present on
the Republic lot and to okay script

and production.

Award Plaque for Film

A bronze plaque for the most ef-

fective institutional motion picture
produced in 1939 has been awarded
to the Cleveland Railway Co., accord-
ing to the C.I.T. Safety Foundation.

All of the traffic safety institu-

tional motion pictures produced in

1939 submitted for consideration
with respect to the C.I.T. Safety
Foundation's annual award were
judged as in the past by the Motion
Picture Traffic Safety Committee.
This award was won the year before
by the Chevrolet Motor Division of

General Motors Sales Corp. for their

motion picture, "Knights of the

Highway."

Mclntyre on Vacation
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Bob Mclntyre, casting
director for Samuel Goldwyn Pro-
ductions, leaves on his first vacation

in four years. He will be away for

six weeks.

Garnett on Dietrich Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "U" has signed Tay
Garnett to direct Marlene Dietrich's

"Seven Sinners."

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Exports of photo-

graphic and projection goods for

March, 1940, are slightly under those

of March, 1939, the Commerce De-
partment reports. The March, 1940,

exports were valued at $1,590,000

compared to $1,781,000, a decrease of

$191,000.

The three-month period of Janu-
ary, February and March for 1940

was reported at $4,290,000 compared
to $4,713,000 in 1938, a drop of $423,-

000.

$60,000 for Jewish Aid
Chicago—Jack Rose of the Indi-

ana Illinois Theater circuit, chaii'-

man of the Chicago Jewish Relief

Fund, reports $60,000 has been con-

tributed by the amusement industry.

He was aided in the fund drive by
John Balaban, Jack Kirsch, Eddie
Silverman and a large number of
workers.

CLEARANCE REFORMS

PROGRESS IN CANADA

(Continued from Page 1)

Millan of Paramount, and Louis Ro-
senfeld of Columbia.

This committee will draw up a
skeleton plan for the establishment
of Regional Clearance Boards and
also of a National Appeal Board and
then submit the plan to a meeting
of the Film Section of the Toronto
Board of Trade to be held early in

May for the purpose of ratification

and setting it in motion.

It is not known yet whether the
provisional committee will suggest
names for the personnel of the var-
ious Regional Boards or nominate
names for membership on the Na-
tional Appeal Board.

20th-Fox to Shoot Two
In Color Simultaneously

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With "The Return of

Frank James" definitely set for a dip
in the dye vat, 20th-Fox will have
two Technicolor pix shooting simul-
taneously. Second is "Down Argen-
tine Way."

Beery in "Wyoming"
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Richard Thorpe will

direct Wally Beery in Metro's "Wy-
oming."

Reject Licensing of Bingo
Akron— The licensing of Bingo

was voted down by city councilmen,
7 to 6.
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Aaster Rules B & Kj^ Para. Guilty Of Consent Violation

JCHAEFEySSAILS LONUERM EXHIB. FRANCHISES

linerants To Cover 250 Michigan Towns This Summer
Companies to Enter Field;

Will Operate One to

Five Circuits

)etroit— Up-state Michigan will

almost literally over-run with
:eiants this summer,
^.pproximately 20 companies will

in the field, operating from one
(five circuits. Latter will include
ninimum of five towns, indicating
btal of 250 towns will be covered,
arly all are theaterless; excep-
ns have houses open only one or
3 nights a week.
i.mong operators reported active
'; Raoul Cleaver, former head of

wers Pictures of Michigan, assist-
(Continued on Page 4)

ILL SEEK EXHIBITOR

CONTRIBS. FOR GNYF

Liuneheon meeting was held yester-
<!/ at the Astor of exchange heads
;d other industry execs., with B. S.

:

'ss presiding, to formulate plans to
ti'oll exhibitors throughout the city
jjthe cause of the Greater New York
nd. Two executives of the Fund
re on hand to outline the organ-

(Coittinued on Page 7)

ramount Films of Egypt

Receives Delaware Charter

Dover, Del.—Paramount Films of
|fypt, Inc., has been granted a cor-
|rate charter by the State Depart-
3nt to deal in motion pictures. Cap-
dization is $5,000, par $100, and

(Continued on Page 8)

Kordu Defers Trip,
Confers on Coast

I
Alexander Korda's return to London

remains indefinite. Due here tomorrow
from the Coast on the first leg of his
overseas jump, Korda cancelled his de-
parture in order to confer with Murray
Silverstone, top executive of United Ar-
tists, who left New York for Hollywood
Friday night. Korda may leave for New
York after the Silverstone parleys.

Quebec to Modify Statute Which Forbids
Children's Attendance at Film Theaters

Montreal—Children in the Province of Quebec will be entitled to attend approved
moving picture shows without the necessity of a special tolerance from the Quebec
Attorney-General, as a result of legislation which is to be introduced in the Quebec
Legislature this session. Premier Adelard Godbout announces.

"The Government," Godbout said, "intends to bring in legislation to create a

special board of censors for children's films. This board will be presided over by the

chairman of the present Board of Censors, and its members will include members of

the Protestant and Catholic clergy."

METRO TO HOLD FOUR

REGIONAL CONCLAVES

In lieu of a national sales conven-
tion, Metro will hold four regionals,
to be attended by the field forces, it

was announced by William F. Rod-
gers, sales chief, prior to his depar-
ture for the Coast last night. Rodgers
was accompanied by Howard Dietz,
ad and publicity head.

Regionals have been set as fol-

lows: May 6-7, St. Francis Hotel,
(Continued on Page 7)

SEC Challenges "Fairness"

Of Majestic's Reorg. Plan

Chicago — Federal Judge John P.
Barnes, despite objections by minor-
ity creditors, and some stockholders,
the SEC and RCA, has ruled that the
proposed reorg. plan of Majestic Ra-

(Continued on Page 7)

SIXTH FOR "REBECCA"

AT R. C. MUSIC HALL

Setting an all-time record for dura-
tion of run at Radio City Music Hall,
Dave Selznick's "Rebecca" will stay
a sixth week, it was announced yes-
terday. Until "Rebecca" came in,

five-week run of 'Snow White" was
the Hall's tops.
UA, distributing, estimated last

night that by the end of the sixth
(Continued on Page 7)

Mason Says N. S. Measure
Sets Dangerous Precedent

Toronto—Bill No. 92, film regu-
latory measure enacted by the Nova
Scotia Legislature but never final-

ized, is viewed as setting a dansj'erous

precedent not only for Canada but
the U. S. by A. J. Mason, chairman

(Continued on Page 4)

Six Majors Acquitted in Gov^t^s

Consent Decree Case In Chicago

Meiklejohn to Head Para.

Talent and Casting Depts.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Signing of William

Meiklejohn, Hollywood agent, to
head Para.'s talent and casting de-
partments as a move in the process
of streamlining studio operations was
announced yesterday by Y. Frank

(Continued on Page 4)

Chicago—Barney Balaban, B & K
Management Corp. and Paramount
were declared guilty of a conspiracy
charge to control first-run exhibition
in Chicago in a 50-page report filed

yesterday by Special Master Edgar
Eldridge.

Other defendant film companies
were adjudged not guilty of the
charges.

Eldridge's report now goes to the
(Continued on Page 4)

Says Distrib. in Long Run
Unable to Liquidate on

Original Terms
President George J. Schaefer of

RKO came out strongly against
long-term franchises extended to
exhibs. by distributors during the
course of his pre-trial exam, in the
New York equity suit yesterday.

Schafer told Robert L. Wright,
Special Assistant Attorney General,
who conducted the quiz for the D of J,

that if the franchise was advan-
tageous to the exhibitor, he was
"only too happy to play the pictures"
but if, on the other hand, it proved
disadvantageous the "exhibitor gen-
erally refused to play the pictures
until the franchise was adjusted."
The result was, he continued, that

(Continued on Page 7)

REPORTlSMANTLING

OF BI06RAPH STUDIO

Empire Trust Co. is reported ready
to throw in the sponge in its fight

to put the Biograph studio on an op-
erating basis and indications are
that the studio will be dismantled

(Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Wins Copyright

Decision of Pix Importance

Wnshinntnn Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An important copy-

right decision of far-reaching im-
portance to the industry was handed
down yesterday in the case of 20th

(Continued on Page 7)

Subsidize Theaters?
Not RKO!—Schaefer
RKO does not subsidize its theaters,

Prexy George J. Schaefer told Robert
L. Wright, U. S. attorney during a pre-

trial examination yesterday in the D of

J equity suit. Schaefer said that his

company h:s no fixed policy in ref-

erence to theaters and that if a house
does not make money, the policy is

changed in an effort to increase reve-

nue.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2V2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramonunt 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

1 1 1 — Vs
9Va 95/8 97/8 + %

1561/4 1561/4 156 'A + V4

121/4 12 121/4 + Vi
345/8 345/^ 345/8 + 3/g

7% 71/4 71/4 + 1/8

107/8 105/8 105/8 — 1/8

ll-S l'/8 l'/8 + Vs
878 83/4 83/4 — 1/8

102 102 102
31/4 31/4 31/4

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

89 89

Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46 . .

Loew's deb. 3i/2s46, . . .

Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts cv. 3V4s47 90
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor HVi HVi I41/2

Trans-Lux 1 3/g 13/g 13/g

Universal Corp. vtc. . 5% 53^ 53^

IV2

N. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 72
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 68I/2

POSITION WANTED
Young man, 3 years' Booking Exchange ex-
perience—6 years Home Office procedure

—

Would like possible chance in New York
Exchanges or Home Office of any film com-
pany. Write Box 1713. The Film Daily,

1501 Broadway, New York City.

i>lame Committee Chairmen
for Chicago Allied Meet

ChicaK'O—Announcement wa.s made
yesterday of the committee chaiimen
for National Allied's 11th annual
convention which will be held at the
Morrison Hotel June 19-21. Jack
Kirsch, president of Illinois Allied,
is the chairman of the convention
committee.
Other committee heads are as fol-

lows: Reception, A. Gumbiner; En-
tertainment, Johnny Jones; Banquet,
Jack Rose; Souvenir Programs, Tip-

l)y Harrison; Decorations, Charles
Nelson; Convention and Banquet
Dooi- Committee, Harr.v Nepo; Reg-
istration, Joseph Stern; Hotel Ar-
rangements, Van Nomikos; Publicity,
Duke Hickey; Exhibits, Harry
Reckas. Heads of the women's com-
mittees are: General Committee,
Mrs. Jack Kirsch; Entertainment,
Mrs. Jack Kirsch; Luncheon, Mrs.
Elmer Benesch; Reception, Mrs. A.
Feder; Sightseeing, Mrs. Jack Rose.

Second Fabian Albany

House in Radio Tie-up

Albany—Fabian Theaters is using
a new radio tie-up from the stage of
the 3,700-seat Palace Theater on
Monday nights; adding to the Grand
Theater, which has a Tuesday ama-
teur night hour. New quiz-for-
money program originates on the
stage and is broadcast by Station
WABY for a half-hour. Sponsored
by an electrical concern, announcers
plug' current Fabian attractions and
the next pix to be seen.

Phonovision Will Display

New Projector Here May 6

Phonovision Corp. of America will

display its automatic projector at

the Sherry - Netherland, starting
May 6. The machine will be shown
to newspaper and trade-paper repre-
sentatives, industrial corporation
heads, exhibitors and others. Phono-
vision plans to sell territorial fran-
chises for its machines and short
subjects.

Three Chi. Houses Dark;

Blame Daylight Saving

Chicago — Blaming daylight sav-
ing, the Essaness circuit's Julian,

Schoenstadt's Kenwood and the Wal-
ton, indie-operated, have closed.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

fostal
Telegraph
Ji^S^m, CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS

L** 'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

^kv TELEPHONE BILL.

Kornheiser Administrative

Head of Para. Music Firms

While Russell Holman has been

named president of Paramount Mu-
sic Corp. and Famous Music Co.,

Paramount subsidiaries, administra-

tive head is Sidne.v Kornheiser who
will be geneial manager of both

oiganizations.

Koi'iiheiser's father, Philip, for 20

years was general manager and

treasurer of Leo Feist & Co., music

publishers. The younger Kornheiser

has been with Paramount and Fam-
)us Music since 1931.

Kentucky Film Transit

Decision in Two Weeks

Louisville — J. L. Bradford of
Nashville, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission examiner, who has com-
pleted hearings at the Brown Hotel
here on an application for perma-
nent authority by Kentucky Film
Transit, Inc., to transport by truck,
motion picture films and supplies to

Kentucky cities other than Louis-
ville, said a decision would be handed
down within the next two weeks. The
application was opposed by the Rail-
way Express Agency on the ground
that it already was giving adequate
film distribution service.

E. C. Sh river, H. W. Dodge
Receive Altec Promotions

E. C. Shriver, formerly Altec
branch manager with headquarters
at Cincinnati, has been appointed
District Manager of Altec's Western
District, with headquarters in Los
Angeles. Simultaneously with this

appointment, H. W. Dodge, former
Western District Manager, is upped
to Altec Headquarters Staff Repre
sentative on the West Coast.

Hevwood-Wakefield Turns
'

$105,252 Loss Into Profit

Gardner, Mass.—Report of Hay-
wood-Wakefield Co., discloses for the
first quarter of 1940 a consolidated
net, after provision for all charges,
of $4,880, compared with a net loss
of $105,252 for the corresponding
period in 1939.

Decrease in the earned surplus as
compared with Dec. 31, 1939, is said
due to the decline in Canadian ex-

i
change during the first quarter.

Apply to Dismiss Causes
In Col. Stockholders Suit

cominc RRD Goin

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and NED E. DEPIh
are scheduled to go to Louisville tomort
going from there to the Coast.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS and HOWARD DIE;
!ett for the Coast last night. '

CARSON KANIN, LEO McCAREY, IRE

DUNNE and RANDOLPH SCOTT are due to an
n Louisville tomorrow from the Coast .to

tend the Derby. ,

BEN FELDMAN, United Artists the.

ager for B & K. has returned to Chicago al

a vacation in Florida.

N. M. GOTTLIEB, Chicago branch mana
for Universal, and his wife, have arrived

Ihe Coast for a vacation.

FRANCIS S. HARMON, of the MPPDA,
be a speaker at the YMCA annual dinner
night in Rochester.

JAY RUBENS, of the Great States circuit

in Hot Springs for a short vacation.

JOE E. BROWN and his wife are at

Sherry Netherland.

AL MARCOLIES, UA publicity manager, i

Chicago on business.

CHARLES SONIN, of the M-G-M accesso
department, was in Chicago yesterday.

NOEL COWARD and MRS. M. L. B0>
mother of Charles Boyer, arrived here yestei

on the Washington.

JANE WYATT leaves tomorrow for the C\
via a stopoff in New Mexico.

DAVID BLANKENHORN is stopping at

Sherry Netherland.

SAM ROSEN and young son, BILLY, and S

WEBER of Rosen Film Deliveries, New Ha
left by train for Florida, where they will

Abe Rosen for deep sea fishing in the •

of Mexico.

LOUIS HYMAN, executive of Sol Lesser I

ductions, arrived from Hollywood yestei

for a brief visit and to confer with UA
distribution.

Substitute La. for Nat'!

Holidays in lATSE Pac

New Orleans—The national hi

days provided for in the contract!
the lATSE film inspectors and hs

dlers unions have been modified

i

Louisiana to allow for substitution
the state's local holidays, such
Mardi Gras and All Saints' Day.
a result. Armistice Day is a half c

in only two exchanges, the reiiia

ing devoting a period of silence:

respect to the war dead.

N. J. Allied to Honor
Samuelson on Thursd

New Jersey Allied has schedu
an all-day meeting at the Tavf
Newark, Thursday. Beefsteak d
ner at 7 p.m. will honor Sidney S*
uelson.

Application was filed yesterday in

N. Y. Supreme Court, and will be
heard today, for an order dismissing
a number of causes of action in the
suit of five minority stockholders
against Columbia, its officers and di-

rectors. The suit seeks, among other
things, to cancel certain stock op-
tion wan-ants issued to Columbia
officials.

=\

CURTAIN CONTROL &TRACKI

AKRON



mmm
For Showmanship? Yes, Yes!

CAGNEY!
SHERIDAN!
O'BRIEN!

TORRID ZONE
with

Andy Devine. Helen Vinson
Jerome Cowan • George Tobias

Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Original Screen Ploy by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald

A Warner Bros -First National Picture
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MASTER RULES B & K

VIOLATED CHI. DECREE

(CoiitiiiiittI pum I'ayc \)

court for final disposition. Mean-
while, the tlefcndants have 20 days
in which to file exceptions.
B & K Management Corp. and

Paranioiint were tVund guilty of vio-

lating Paragraph 10 of a consent de-
cree signed \\\ 1932 before Judge
Woodward hy the defendant compa-
nies.

Article 10 stated that the defen-
dants, their employes or agents
must not make contracts that would
lessen competiti( n in interstate trade
and commerce, or form a monopoly
or combination to restrain competi-
tion.

Others nnmed in the case, which
was filed by Government counsel be-
fore Federal Judge Woodward on
Nov. 9, 1938, were Loew's, Inc., RKO
Radio Picturres, 20th Century-Fox,
United Artists, Universal, Vitagraph
and Warner Bros.

Meiklejohn to Head Para.

Talent and Casting Depts.

I Coiitiiiiicd from Page 1)

Freeman. John Zinn continues as
business manager of the two depart-
ments and Arthur Jacobson, talent
department head, also stays.

Meiklejohn, who operated his own
agency here for 17 years, went with
MCA to organize its m.p. department
two years ago. He resigned last
week. Meiklejohn joins Para. May 6.

Zanuck, Goetz and Wurtzel
Entrain for N. Y. Tomorrow

West Const Bin con of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Darryl F. Zanuck,

William Goetz and Sol M. Wurtzel
leave here by train tomorrow for
New- York where they will arrive on
Saturday for home office huddles at
20th Century-Fox. Joseph M.
Schenck will not accompany them as
he originally intended.

Wisconsin Parent-Teachers

Congress Favors Neely Bill

Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Wiscon-
sin Congress of Parents and Teach-
ers at its annual convention here
adopted a resolution advocating pas-
sage of the Neelv anti-block booking
bill.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

APRIL 30

David Manners
Joe Yule

• • • BY coincidence or downright design yes'day was an

ideal day for the railroad moguls oi the N.Y.N.H. & H to

come out locally with those full page ads re the train schedules

Iwixl here and Boston 'cause a lot of film gents hereabouts

will doubtless be heading for Beantown today to attend the 80th

birthday festival of the dean of New England showmen and his

65th anniversary in the entertainment biz The gent's name (you

guessed if!) is Abe Spitz and the celebration will take place

in Boston's Hotel Statler under the sponsorship of the Friars Club.

T
• • • FOUR score years is a long time in the business

of living and 65 years is a long time in the business of

entertainment Hence, Ahe Spitz, prexy of Associate Theaters

and still intensely active in the management of that cir-

cuit's ajjairs has seen the romantic panorama of modern

show biz evolve As a lad of 15 Abe made his debut as

an actor and 'twas a modest start for his job was care-

taker of a flock of cockatoos belonging to a vaude troupe

At performances, Abe's histrionic chore was to hand

the cockatoos to Garretta who had a rolling globe act

This appears to have been an early form of giving the per-

former the bird An early enterprise Spitz engineered

was a road show which had the renowned John L. Sullivan in

the cast He put the pugilist in a rubber suit simulating

marble -.and had the Mighty One pose before the cash custo-

mers in the guise of numerous Greek statues It is re-

ported that the "marble iuit'' fit John L. like a glove which

accounted for the fact that he felt right at home

T T T
• • • TUESDAYS seem to be the favorite days lor shindigs

for just a week from new and also up New England way
there'll be a big testimonial dinner at New Haven's Racebrook Country

Club to celebrate the 20th anniversary in film biz of RKO
Radio's Manager Barney Pitkin Tom Donaldson, Metro's manager,

event's chairman Morris Joseph, U's manager, is secretary

and Hugh Maguire, New Haven head booker, treasurer Among
committeemen are Herb Maclntyre, B. E. Hoffman, Harry Shaw, Don

Jacocks, Henry Naedles, Ed Ruff Ben Simon, Roger Mahan, Lou

Wechsler, Tim O'Tcole, Sam Seletsky, I. Levine Nat Furst, John

Pavcne, Harcld Eskin, Bill Canel.i, Irv Jacocks, Max Tabackman

J. B. Fishman, George Wilkinson, Irv Wheeler, Dan Finn, Sam Weiss,

Art Lockwood A. M. Schuman, Pete Perakos, Ed Peskay, John

Evers, Lou Gordon, Maurice Bailey, Maurice Schulman, Bill Pine

Leo Ricci, Marly Keleher, Walt Lloyd, Sam Rosen, Lou Anger, Herman

Levy, John Hesse Ross Cropper, Larry Gardiner, Morris Hadelman

and Ranny Mailer

T T
• • • 'TWAS a merry scuffle in the local Paramount on

Sunday night when a femme patron's lofty skimmer ob-

structed John Adami's view of the show Latter was amazed
when the woman's companions attacked him in the wake of

his admonition: "Take that basket off!" Later, in Night Court,

Magistrate Anna Kross declared: "I think women should

take their hats off in the movies" and added,—"there is no

offense in calling a hat a basket" Wonder if "basket" was
the exact word? In any event we sympathize with Patron

Adami and commend Magistrate Anna for admitting that

her sex goes in for crazy hats

ITINERANTS TO COVEI

250 MICHIGAN Wl
(Cdiitiiiiied from Page 1)

ed by Chuck Harris and Bud Cleav
Dennis Film Company, now entii!

the territory with a thoroughly
temized selling plan; Robert B
more, and Harrison Beach, both
whom have been active for^

years, as well as companie:^
ing out of Flint, Lansing, Mf t

City.
In the majority of cases 16 m

will be used.

^
Mason Says N. S. Measure

Sets Dangerous Precede

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Nova Scotia Board of Conci
tion, w'ho is urging its repeal.

Bill was designed as a club to

held as a threat over the heads
American distribs. who were
cused by Nova Scotia indies of '.

fair treatment. Passed, finaliza

was withheld a year ago while
conciliation plan was tested.
Mason holds the plan successf

but E. R. Lynn of Sydney, also

board member, opposes repeal on 1

ground its protection is still need

Coast Studios Sending 10

More Pix Before Camer

I

U'rst Const Butcaii of THE FILM I A

I

Hollywood—Ten new pictures i

scheduled to go into production
week.
At Paramount: "Mystery Ship.'

At 20th Century-Fox: "I Marri
a Nazi" and "The Great Profile."

At Universal: "A Modern Moi
Cristo" and "Black Diamonds" i

starring Richard Arlen and An
Devine.
At W^arner Bros.: "No Time )

Comedy" starring James Stewj

and Rosalind Russell with Genevie
T b i n , Charlie Ruggles, Lou
Beavers and Allyn Joslyn; "Mon
and the Woman" with Priscilla La

and Dennis Morgan; "Honeymoon 1

Three."
At Republic: "Grand Ole Opr

with Weaver Bros, and Elviry, Jo

Hartley and Lois Ransom.
At Monogram: the next Franl

Darro starring vehicle.

Mrs. Kosco Hospitalized

Brockway, Pa.—Mrs. J. B. Kow
whose husband operates the Broc
way Theater here, is in the DuBti

Hospital where she recently had It

appendix removed.

WEDDING BELLS

Chicago—Getrude Abrams of t

Universal Exchange was married

Nat Tucker.

Madison, Wis. — J. Clyde Hana
associated with the Orpheum, wii

married to Miss Vera Wolferman.
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SSAILS LONG-TERM

EXHIB. FRANCHISES
(Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

the long run the company was
able to liquidate the deal on the

ms originally fixed. An addition-
disadvantage of long term fran-
ses was the tendency of new con-
ions unforeseen when the deal was
i "^ He pointed out television, as

47mple and stated that he did

now where television would
d to.

Tells of Producer "Jealousy"

Schaefer described his activities

th Paramount, in which he rose to

^eral manager under the trustees;

United Artists, where he acted as
tribution head; and finally, as

jsident of RKO. In discussing his

eriences in UA, he said that the
alousy" between diflterent pro-

bers had prevented the sale of UA
duct in block and had required
tribution of films under producer
mpings.
schaefer insisted that neither Par-
ount nor RKO allowed the ex-

mge of information between the
tribution and the exhibition wings
jause, he said, both departments
re "jealous of their prerogatives."
re is keen rivalry between the
)artments because of the desire

show a larger profit on the books.
ither department would allow in-

mation to be imparted to the
ler, which might tend to cut down
that profit.

"Knock Their Heads Together"

3e added that it was sometimes
I'eessary for him to "knock their
J; ids together and force a deal" be-
1;^en the two departments because
<| 'their rivalry.

He was questioned about Samuel
jldwyn and replied that he did not
all ever having any complaints
m him on distribution policies but
t he knew Goldwyn's sales policy,
" had been constantly cautioned by
to uphold it.

chaefer stated that he had never
[cussed the desirability of UA ac-
iring theaters with any of the
npany officials.

The witness said that he had been
? of the first to graduate from the
lool for salesmen inaugurated by
,lney R. Kent for Famous Players-
sky. Schaefer went to some length
describing the set up of the

lOol.

izis Bar U. S. Newsreels

In Protectorate Theaters

i'rague (By Cable)—Nazi Protec-
ate has closed Czech theaters to
S. newsreels. In the future, only
iman reels and Actualitat, Czech
1, will be permitted.

Front Poe to Lee
't'i-st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Olivia de Havilland will

piay Annabel Lee to Jeffrey Lynn's Ed-
gar Allan Poe in "Annabel Lee," new
tit'e for Warners' projected "Edgar Al-
lan Poe."

Farnstvorth to Concentrate on Production
of Equipment for Tele Stations—Nicholas

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Farnsworth Television and Radio Corp. has rounded out its

commercial line of tele studio and transmitting equipment, and will concentrate on
equipment production, according to Prexy E. A. Nicholas. Policy is predicated on the
realization that construction of stations must precede a large receiver demand. Farns-
worth will go into mass production of receivers In September.

SEC Challenges "Fairness" Will Seek Contributions

of Majestic's Reorg. Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

dio and Television Corp. be submit-

ted to stockholders and creditors for

approval, as requested by the ma-
jority creditors' group. Court will fix

the period for obtaining okays to-

day.

SEC counsel told the court that the

plan is not feasible and fails to meet
the standards of fairness required by
law. They further contended, the

reorganized company would emerge
without sufficient working capital

and charged the new common stock

would be 50 per cent "water."

Counsel for RCA said the company
would stand on its petition to termi-
nate its license agreement with Ma-
jestic unless past due royalties of
about $23,000 were paid in cash.
They further said the agreement was
not transferable to a reorganized
company and that RCA policy had
always been against taking stock in

lieu of cash due for royalties.

Counsel for creditors, whose claims
amounted to $40,000, asked liquida-
tion instead of reorganization. Other
attorneys objected to the control of
the new company by the three cred-
itors, the Allen B. DuMont Labora-
tories, the Automatic Products Corp.
and the Allied International Invest-
ing Corp. which will underwrite the
proposed $165,000 five percent, 10
year debentures.
Judge Barnes pointed out it was

unlikely that any other group could
be found to put up new money with-
out obtaining control. The court also
secured the admission of several
creditors that if the company was
liquidated it was likely that very
little could be recovered.

Report Biograph Studio

Is to be Dismantled

(Continued front Page 1)

and converted into some other type
of business enterprise.

Deals which would have brought
in production units of Ben Hecht and
Nat Ross, originally scheduled for
Spring and Summer shooting, have
not materialized. Ross declared yes-
terday that the picture starring Con-
stance Bennett and slated for Colum-
bia release, which he planned to
make at Biograph, would be shifted
to another studio or be transferred
to Hollywood. In any event, he
has not shelved the picture, Ross
said.

Hecht was due back from Holly-
wood yesterday. Reports indicate
that he will discard his Eastern pro-
duction plans and make his con-
templated picture on the Coast.

from Exhibitors for GNYF

(Continued from Page 1)

ization's work and assist in formulat-

ing the plans for the exhibitor drive.

The exchange heads will take over

the task of contacting all exhibs.,

with committee heads to be named
after a further meeting with Moss.

One committee will handle circuits,

and indies will be contacted by the

second committee. Moss expressed

the belief that with a thorough can-

vassing of exhibitors, contributions

from this source could be materially

increased.

Among those attending the lunch-

eon in addition to Moss were: Harry
Buxbaum, Robert Wolff, Leo Jacobi,

Arch Mandel and L. E. Burrell, of

the Fund executive board, Saul
Trauner, Joseph Lee, Nat Beier, Max
Cohen, David A. Levy, Moe Streim-
er, Morris Epstein and Larry Morris.

20th-Fox Wins Copyright

Decision of Pix Importance

(Continued from Page 1)

Century-Fox vs. the Register of
Copyrights when Justice Bailey in
District Court granted a writ of
mandamus sought by 20th Century-
Fox compelling Clement Bouve, the
Register of Copyrights, to issue a
copyright registration to 20th Cen-
tury-Fox for "In Old Chicago."
The suit was filed in 1938 after

the Register had refused registra-
tion of the story in book form from
serial installments in newspapers.
The case was heard two weeks ago
v/ith the Department of Justice rep-
resenting Bouve and Fulton Brylaw-
ski representing 20th Century-Fox.

Following yesterday's decision
Brylawski, one of the leading copy-
right attorneys, told The Film Daily
that the decision was important in

that it was the first time a manda-
mus had ever been sought against
the Register of Copyrights. Bouve
refused the copyright on the grounds
that he had discretion to do so, Bry-
lawski said, while he argued the Reg-
ister had no discretion in such mat-
ters, being bound by law to issue
registration to all applicants and
leaving it to the courts to decide
conflicts between authors, etc.

Justice Bailey's decision upheld
Brylawski's contention. The decision
will affect the entire industry in that
now all companies will be entitled to
copyright registration on published
stories.

Previous Registers had all be-
lieved that the law made it manda-
tory for them to issue copyright
registration.

FRANK FISCHER HEADS

NEW INDIE POSTER CO.

Chicago—Frank Fischer, president
of the Wisconsin Poster Service Co.
of Milwaukee, has organized the In-
dependent Theater Poster Service of
Chicago with offices at 62 E. 1.3th St.

Fischer is president of the company,
Leonard Katz, secretary and Robert
Goldberg, treasurer.

Poster Service companies will be
opened in other key spots, as soon as
suitable locations are found.

Metro Will Hold Four

Regional Sales Confabs

(Continued fiom Page 1)

Frisco; 13-14, Drake Hotel, Chicago;
17-18, Astor Hotel, New York; 20-21,
Shoreham Hotel, Washington.

Metro's 1940-41 lineup will be an-
nounced at the Frisco convention.

Sixth Week for "Rebecca"
at Radio City Music Hall

{i ontinued from Page 1)

week, total of 900,000 attendance will
have brought in a $600,000 "take."

Holdover means "My Son, My Son"
goes into the Hall on May 9.

Ky. Governor to Welcome
RKO Premiere Delegation

Louisville—Hollywood contingent,
including Irene Dunne, Leo McCarey
and Garson Kanin, planing in here
from the Coast Thursday for the
world premiere of RKO's "My Fa-
vorite Wife" at the Rialto will get
an unprecedented reception from
Gov. Keen Johnson, Director of Safe-
ty Sam McMeekin, National Guards-
men, clubwomen and six massed
bands.

Miss Dunne will reign as belle of
the Derby Ball, and will sing on
Derby Day at the Churchill Downs
track. On Friday, she goes to Bards-
town to participte in the Stephen
Foster celebration there.
The Coast party has been aug-

mented by Gene Fowler, David But-
ler, Hal Roach, Perry Lieber, head
of the RKO Radio studio publicity
forces. Miss Dunne's husband. Dr.
Francis Griffin, and Margaret
Etinger.

President George J. Schaefer of
RKO, Ned E. Depinet, vice-prexy, S.

Barret McCormick, ad-publicity di-

rector and Sam and Bella Spewack,
co-authors of the screenplay, will

come from New York to Louisville,
leaving tomorrow afternoon.

6,957 Nazi Theaters
Berlin (By Cable)—Greater Germany

now has 6,957 film theaters; figure is

exclusive of 1,115 in the so-called Pro-
tectorate and of 70 new houses under
construction. German film industry em-
ploys 6,562, including 3,000 players.
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"If I Had My Way"
with Bing Crosby and Gloria Jean

Universal 94 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COMEDY AND HUMAN TOUCHES
PLUS STARS NET PIX WITH RICH

ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.

Bing Crosby and 12-year-old Gloria Jean

make a happy combination and srng three

numbers effectively. The youngster also

proves an appealing little actress. Producer-

Director David Butler has guided the pro-

ceedings with skill and the result is a

picture containing much comedy and human
touches. It has rich entertainment values,

and properly exploited, should click hand-

somely at the boxoffice. El Brendel is im-

portant in the funmaking, while Emory
Parnell, a newcomer, is ideally cast as an

old Swedish friend of Brendel. Charles

Winninger gives his usual good performance,

while Allyn Joslyn, Claire Dodd, Moroni

O.sen, Nana Bryant and Donald Woods
are among the capable principals. Fitting

into the story and adding to the entertain-

ment value are Blanche Ring singing t:er

famous "Rings On My Fingers" and Eddie

Leonard putting over his "Ida" as of yore.

Trixie Friganza, Julian Eltinge and Grace

La Rue appear for a bow. Leading the

modern songs are "Meet The Sun Half-

way," "Pessimistic Character," followed by

"April. Played the Fiddle" and "1 Haven't

Time To Be A Millionaire," all by James
V. Monaco and Johnny Burke. The theme
song is by James Kendis and Lou Klein.

Gloria Jean sings Little Grey Home In The
West." William Conselman and James
V. Kern wrote a heart-warming screenplay,

based on the original story they wrote with

David Butler. Credit is due Charles Previn

for excellent musical direction, Jack Otter-

son and Richard H. Reidel for sets and

George Robinson for photography. When
Woods, their fellow worker, dies on the

last night of work on the Golden Gate
Bridge, Crosby and Brendel take his

daughter, Gloria, to New York to Woods'
socialite brother, Joslyn. However, he is not

friendly and the trio go to see Gloria's

great-uncle and aunt, Winninger and Nana
Bryant, former vaudevillians. Brendel's old

friend, Parnell, unloads his failing Swedish

restaurant on them, but they finally turn

it into a winner by using former vaudeville

headliners as the entertainers.

CAST: Bing Crosby, Gloria Jean, Charles

Winninger, El Brendel, Allyn Joslyn, Claire

Dodd, Nana Bryant, Moroni Oisen, Donald

Woods, Kathryn Adams, Brandon Hurst,

Emory Parnell. Verna Felton, Barnet Parker,

Joe Whitehead, Del Anderson, Blanche Ring,

Eddie Leonard, Trixie Friganza, Julian El-

tinge, Grace La Rue, Paul Gordon, Six Hits

and a Miss.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, David But-

ler; Authors, David Butler, William Consel-

man, James V. Kern; Screenplay, William

Conselman, James V. Kern; George Robin-

son; Art director. Jack Otterson; associate,

Richard H. Reidel; Editor, Irene Morra;

Musical director, Charles Previn; Orchestra-

tion, Frank Skinner.

DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

Typhoon'
with Dorothy Lamour, Robert Preston,

Lynne Overman
Paramount 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

EAST INDIAN STORY PROVIDES
PLENTY OF AMUSEMENT AND RATES
AS REAL PICTORIAL TREAT.

This story of the East Indies, photo-

graphed in Technicolor, is a pictorial treat.

Adding very much to the eye-pleasing and

alluring Dorothy Lamour, wearing the East

Indian, equivalent of the South Sea sarong.

Playing opposite her is Robert Preston,

who after he meets Dorothy, is forced to

wear a pareu. Lynne Overman does fine

work as a former racetrack man, who has

become a pearl hunter. J. Carroll Naish

has a field day as a native and Overman's
assistant. Chief Thunder Cloud plays an

island chieftain, while Koko, a chimpanzee,
aids in the funmaking. Louis King has

turned in an excellent job of directing.

To Anthony Veiller goes credit as the pro-

ducer. Allen Rivkin furnished an amusing
screenplay, based on the story by Steve

Fisher. William Mellor and Allen M. Davey
deserve bows for their camerawork. Since

being shipwrecked as a child, Dorothy has

lived on an out-of-the-way island, with

Koko as her only companion. Preston comes
to the island after being shanghaied by

Overman, who pilots an old, condensed sub-

marine on pearl-hunting expeditions. Doro-

thy falls in love with Preston, who is a

drunken derelict and starts to reform him
by keeping liquor from him. Chief Thunder
Cloud and his men, who have pursued

Preston and Overman, set fire to the island,

but a typhoon which sweeps everything

before it, save Preston, Dorothy, Overman
and Koko from a fiery death.

CAST: Dorothy Lamour, Robert Preston,

Lynne Overman, J. Carrol Naish, Chief

Thunder Cloud, Frank Relcher, John Rog-

ers, Paul Harvey, Norma Nelson, Jack

Carson.

CREDITS: Producer, Anthony Veiller;

Director, Louis King; Author, Steve Fisher;

Screenplay, Allen Rivkin; Cameraman, Wil-
liam Mellor; associate, Allen M. Davey;

Color director, Natalie Kalmus; associate,

Henry Jeffe; Special photographic effects,

Gordon Jennings; Art directors, Hans
Dreier, John Goodman; Editor, Alma
Maerorie; Musical score, Frederic Hollander;

Scorer, Sigmund Krumgold; Song, Frederic

Hollander and Frank Loesser.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Fair Appoints Apeda
Apeda Studio, Inc., has been ap-

pointed official photographers for the
1940 New York World's Fair,- it was
disclosed yesterday by Irving W.
Goodfield, secretary. The Apeda
organization will have two studios
on the Fair Grounds, one located on
Constitution Mall, and the other op-
posite the Eastman Kodak Co. ex-
hibit.

Sistrom, RKO Conferring
West Co^sf Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Sistrcm, who

is producing for RKO in England, is

here for conferences with RKO of-
ficials.

"20 Mule Team"
with Wallace Beery, Leo Carriilo,

Marjorle Rambeau
M-G-M 84 Mins.

WALLACE BEERY IN MADE TO ORDER
ROLE WILL ENTERTAIN AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

Wallace Beery sweeps through this pic-

ture in a tailor-made role that allows him

to look rough, tough and dirty, sleep with

his pet mule and shoot the villains of the

piece before he concludes his chores. Audi-

ences generally should find the picture

agreeable entertainment. Pictorially beau-

tiful, with much of the material filmed out-

doors in Death Valley, the film is good

;
western fare. Clyde Devinna deserves spe-

cial mention for his excellent photography.

Director Richard Thorpe draws his char-

acterizations well and builds the action to a

good climax. Story is a little slow in getting

started, but when it does roll it is okay,

although there is nothing particularly novel

about the material and most of the cliches

;
arc familiar. Beery is fine as a mule skinner

and gunman on the dodge. Marjorie Ram-
beau gives her customary good performance

' as the proprietress of a desert hotel and

I saloon. Leo Carriilo is excellent as Beery's

Indian helper. Remainder of the cast is

more than adequate with Anne Baxter, an

i attractive newcomer, Noah Beery, Jr., Ar-

thur Hohl and Douglas Fowley featured in

supporting roles. Beery, driver for a borax

company, brings his team to town to dis-

cover that there is no pay. His next trip

also brings no pay as the company is going

I

under. The banks subscribe an extension

of the loan in the hope of discovery of a

pure borate lode. Noah Beery, Jr. finds

the lode and Beery has a good time for

himself in perforatnig Hohl and Fowley,

the villians of the piece, after they have

killed his Indian pal, Carriilo, and rescuing

j

Beery, Jr. Everything is worked out satis-

factorily for a happy ending for all con-

,

cerned.

CAST: Wallace Beery, Leo Carriilo,

;
Marjorie Rambeau, Anne Baxter, Douglas

Fowley, Noah Beery, Jr., Berton Churchill,

Arthur Hohl, Clem Bevans, Charles Halton,

Minor Watson, Oscar O'Shea, Lloyd

Ingraham.

CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben;

Director, Richard Thorpe; Screenplay, Cyril

Hume, E. E. Paramore and Richard Maibaum;
Based on a story by Robert C. Dusoe and

Owen Atkinson; Cameraman, Clyde De-
vinna; Editor, Frank Sullivan.

i

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
I Fine.

Paramount Films of Egypt

Receives Delaware Charter

(Continued from Page 1)

the incorporators are George A.
Barry, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Sam Rover-
man, Bronx, N. Y., and Roger C.
Clement, New York. The Corporation
Trust Company, Wilmington, is the
resident agent in Delaware.

"Two Girls On
Broadway"

with Lana Turner, George Murphy,

Joan Blondell

MG-M 71 M
PLEASING BACKSTAGE COMEDY Wl

ABLE CAST SHOULD DO WELL iCtt.

Although this picture is strong^JS^
iscent of the original "Broadway Melo.

it is pleasing, entertaining and well pac

Exhibitors should find the picture easy

exploit with the much publicized Lana T
ner, George Murphy and Joan Blondell he

ing the cast, and audiences generally sho

like the picture. Miss Turner is not M
phy's equal as an exponent of the terj

chorean art, but that is more than oft

by Miss Turner's pulchritude. S. Syl

Simon directed. Miss Turner is attract

and works hard, with Murphy able in

role. Joan Blondell spruces up the p

ceedings with her wisecracks and Walli

Ford does a fine bit as a newspaper coin

nist. Remainder of the cast is more tl

adequate. Murphy and Miss Blondell

partners in a dancing school in their he

town, also being semi-engaged over

period of years, but Murphy wants to cr

the big time. Some smart promotion wi

brings attention to Murphy through so

he has written. Murphy promotes a

to New York for himself, Joan and

sister, Lana. Murphy and Lana get a

dancing in a night club while Joan has:

be satisfied with peddling cigarettes. F

lowing some first-rate misunderstandii

everything is ironed out for Lana and Ml

phy by Joan, who goes back to the ha

town and leaves them to be married.

CAST: Lana Turner, George Murphy, Jl

Blondell, Kent Taylor, Wallace Ford, C
Hahn, Lloyd Corrigan, Don Wilson, Cha

Wagonheim.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cummin

Director, S. Sylvan Simon; Screenplay, Jos^

Fields and Jerome Chodorov; Based on

story by Edmund Goulding; Cameram
George Folsey; Editor, Blanche Sewell.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPJ.
Good.

Arkansas ITO Re-elects

Officers: Adds to Boa

J. C. MacDiarmid Dead
Montreal — John Cameron Mac-

Diarmid, 83, for many years a mem-
ber of the province of Quebec board
of motion picture Censors, died here.

Little Rock, Ark.—Annual conve
tion of the Arkansas ITO was heldj

the Marion Hotel Sunday and y»

terday. More than 100 exhibs. we
in attendance.

All officers -were re-elected. Tb
are: 0. G. Wren, Little Rock, pr6
dent; K. K. King, Searcy, Secretail

and W. E. Malin, Augusta, vice-pra

ident. Lawrence Landei'S, Bat^
ville; C. C. Mundo, Little Rock, aj

H. E. Ruh, Berryville, were add|

to the board of directors.
Talks were made by J. F. Norrail

Little Rock, and G. Z. X. Carey, Parjj

concerning various problems of tj

industry.
[

Governor Carl E. Bailey wfi

scheduled to speak at the banqi

last night.

Ray Clifton Dead
Il'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI\'i

Hollywood — Ray Delano Cliftf

62, pioneer writer-director, is dead
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V ^ SHORT SUBJECT R6VKUIS ff ik
"Not So Dumb"

(Paramouiict Paragraphic)
amount 10 mins.

Splendid Subject
lie is an excellent single-reeler
ISO originality and appeal will

1 r it to audiences everywhere.
^JL its uniqueness and quality
^Paramount of a vei y serious

liilate for a shorts award in 1940
I lie Motion Picture Academy of

~ and Sciences. Footage depicts
remarkable intelligence of birds
animals when their mental

e^ses, through training, are di-

-mI into the performance of stunts
eived by man. The raven, pen-

the lion,—all demonstrate
eiiess of mind which will thrill

amuse film patrons. Frank
mit, popular stage and radio
er, narrates this short which is

a; Illy one of the season's best.
a I. surprise and laughs stud
eenes, particularly those dealing

1 the penguin. It's a must for
heaters.

"Courl- Favorites"

^3 Pathe News 10 mins.
Good Sport Reel

ith spring having turned the
er, this reel on tennis should be
imely worth to exhibitors as the
nil's tennis players start to un-

I r their rackets. Vincent Rich-
; Bill Tilden and George Lott
shown demonstrating a number
liots both at normal speed and in
motion. Footwork of the ex-
players also comes in for an

}, sis. Reel should prove in-
etive to anybody interested in

"Cross Country Detours"
ners 7 mins.

Funny Cartoon
Htirizing travelogues, this car-
I depicts a number of things
S' filmed in travelogues with an
sing sequence running through
f a dog traveling from Alaska
alifornia. Reel shows what are
lorted to be the redwood forests.
Grand canyon, Yellowstone and
umber of other places. Very
~ing commentary insures laughs.
I Schlesinger produced.

"Air Army"
) Pathe News 9 mins.

Timely and Interesting
lis short is a corking presenta-
of the U. S. Army Air Corps.

lepicts training of the pilots,
vs tactical maneuvers by fighting
idrons and gives some swell
3ups of a number of our most
ern planes in action in the air.
icularly terrifying is the de-
-tion dealt out to dummy targets
he heavy bombers. The camera
V, much of it taken in the air,
uperb, with all types of planes
!i flying fortresses to snub-nosed
iiit ships shown doing their
il acrobatics in high, wide and
jlsome fashion. Frank Donovan
\
the producer.

"Two of a Kind"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Dandy Sport Reel

Famous brother and sister pairs,

as well as twins, who are stars in

the sports firmament, are shown in

this latest Grantland Rice reel, which
is sure to please all fans. The un-
canny rhythm of the Rideout twins,
standout performers on the cinder
paths, is disclosed. There are good
action and off-ice views of the two
Patricks who are important cogs in

the machinery of the New York
Rangers, and also performing in

their various branches of athletics

are the sons of Charley Brickley,
noted Haivard pigskin luminary; the
Rudd Brotheis and Hopkins Sisters,

aquatic experts; the archery mar-
vels, Ken and Walt Wilhelm; Hogue
twins, boxing experts; and, finally,

Joe and Dominick DiMaggio of the
national pastime who enact an amus-
ing sandlot contest with some kids.

Ted Husing handles the naiTation
very effectively. Here is one of the
best Grantland Rice "Sportlights"
to date.

"Romance in Rhythm"
Warners 10 mins.

Good Musical Number
Carl Hoff and his orchestra pro-

vide melodious music in this number.
Using a night club setting, several
acts are also inrtoduced. Barry Mc-
Kinley sings. The Kidoodlers ren-
der "Old MacDonald Had A Farm,"
and the Three Randalls give their

own interpretation of "The Whirl-
ing Dervish." Lloyd French di-

"The Greyhound and the Rabbit"
(A Color Rhapsody in Technicolor)
Columbia lYz mins.

Fair Cartoon
A so-so burlesque cartoon version

of a greyhound racetrack meet with
the dogs chasing the mechanical rab-
bit and the rabbit chasing the dogs
in a wild melee before the race is

straightened out.

"Information Please No. 9"

RKO Pathe News 11 mins.
Highly Entertaining

One of the best in this series to

date, this reel holds plenty of en-
tertainment for audiences. In addi-
tion to the regular staff of "experts,"
Franklin P. Adams, John Kieran
and Oscar Levant, the noted writer
and commentator, Elmer Davis, dis-

plays his knowledge of facts and un-
usual subjects. The experts do well
with some exceptionally tough ques-
tions, with Levant causing plenty of
laughs with one question he wrestles
with. Frank Donovan was the pro-
ducer.

"Tomorrow's Stars"
Columbia 10 mins.

Timely Sport Reel
Taken at the Orlando baseball

school run by Joe Stripp, this short
should prove of interest to baseball
fans throughoLit the country. The

reel is comprehensive and interest-

ing, covering the game of baseball
as it is played in a thorough fash-
ion. In addition to Stripp, Don Pad-
gett, Bob Weiland, Joe Tinker, Ed-
die Miller, Ben Cantwell, Jimmy Jor-
dan and other noted baseball players
are shown in the film, instructing
the young hopefuls how to play their

positions. Kids who play baseball
should be particularly interested in

the reel. An interesting narrative is

provided by Stanley Frank and Dan
Seymour handles the commentary in
able style.

"Design for Happiness"
Federal Housing Administration

9 mins.
Interesting. Short

Filmed in Technicolor and ably
presented, this short should do much
to clarify in the minds of the pub-
lic the work being done by the FHA,
and at the same time show them
how it is being done. An excellent
narration is given by Lowell Thomas.
Shcrt was produced by Pathe News.
Reel shows an average American
family and describes their problems.
Then it shows how they go about
getting themselves a new home under
the FHA plan. The reel follows the
course of construction from the time
the FHA contract is signed until
the- have moved in.

"Information Please No. 8"

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.
Entertaining Short

Presenting Ruth Gordon as a mem-
ber of the experts board, comprised
of John Kieran, Oscar Levant and
Franklin P. Adams, a feminine touch
of wisdom and wit is injected into
this release in Pathe's entertaining
series. Questions range from ballads
to batting stances, with the experts
muffing only two queries. Levant's
identification of Port Wine as 1902
Coca-Cola will get plenty of laughs.
Audiences should be well entertained
by this release. Clifton Fadiman
conducts as usual.

"Popular Science"
Paramount 10 mins.

Educational And Interesting
Reel is one of the best released in

this series. It opens with an elec-
trically controlled dummy rubber
head for experimental work by den-
tists, with lights flashing if they do
anything wrong. A complete one
room home for two bachelor girls
comprises the next sequence, with
the innovations shown a marvel of
ingenuity. The wily Waukesha wiz-
ard, Professor Oakes, will get laughs
with his newest crackpot inventions.
Reel winds up with a sequence de-
voted to Langley Field that is com-
pletely absorbing. It shows the nu-
merous test devices used to perfect
plane construction.

"Pennant Chasers"
RKO Pathe News 9 mins.

Good Sport Reel
With the baseball season already

under way, this short is timely and
interesting for general audience con-
sumption. Judicious use of slow mo-
tion shows a number of "insides"
that are not clearly revealed at reg-
ular camera speeds. Included among
the National League stars who dem-
onstrate their wares for the camera
are: Carl Hubbell, Dizzy Dean,
Gabby Hartnett, Joe Medwick, Mer-
rill May, Arky Vaughan and Ernie
Lombardi. Frederic Ullman, jr., pro-
duced and Frank Donovan acted as
supervisor.

"The Blue Streak"
Paramount 10 mins.

Fine Sport Reel

Narrated by Ted Husing, this reel
presents the famed Blue Goose, prize
bird of North America's gulf-to-
Arctic skyways. The geese are seen
in flight in the Hudson Bay coun-
try, where crafty Indians use crude
blinds and decoys to kill them for
food. Preparation of the geese by
the Indians is also depicted. Then
a map is displayed which shows the
course of their annual migration.
Next sequence picks up the geese in

the Louisiana marshes where they
winter, with some interesting cam-
era studies of the geese feeding and
on the wing. Short concludes with
some shots of a hunter bagging
them on the wing.

"Unusual Occupations"
Paramount 10 mins.

Interesting Short
A number of unusual hobbies and

occupations are presented in this

release. It opens with a sequence
showing an attractive girl giving a
bag-punching exhibition that will

make fighters envious. Then the
amazing structural miniatures cre-

ated out of toothpicks by a dentist
are shown. A woman is seen paint-
ing amazing pictures on Cobwebs.
Then the reel depicts how the busbys
woi'n by English guardsmen are
made. Short closes on a highly in-

teresting sequence devoted to the
priceless collection of early Amer-
icana owned by a Californian.

"Stealin' Ain't Honest"
Paramount 7 mins.

Fair Cartoon
Popeye has considerable difficulty

with the troublesome Bluto in this

reel. Popeye and Olive are on their

way to an island which has a secret
gold mine. Bluto manages to secret-

ly photograph their map and disable

the boat. However, Popeye over-
comes this slight setback by pro-
pelling the boat to the island with
an egg beater. Once there a terrific

struggle ensues with Bluto, but Pop-
eey's ration of Spinach fits him to

overcome all obstacles. Max Fleis-

cher produced.

Herbert Elder Dies
Herbert Elder, for many years

connected with the motion picture
industry having worked for Warner
Bros, and Paramount, died Friday
night at the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital in Saranac, New York.
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ylann's Building Plans Forecast Circuit Battle Royal

I OF J WOULD COMB PMY PACTS FORlVIDENCE

hree Majors Refuse To Bare Records In Mori Action
Jew's, Para., Vitagraph Stand

Seen as Tactical Appeal

Move
Philadelphia—Loew's Inc., Para-

t'unt and Vitagraph yesterday re-

i;ed to deliver their records to Spe-
(j.l Master David Bachman as at-

(i'neys for the plaintiffs in the Mori
i ineland, N. J.) anti-trust case
1 ?an their examination of the books
I the major companies.
Refusal of the three majors to de-

: er their records and master con-
icts, as ordered by Judge W. H.
rkpatrick, may result in their

(Continued on Page 8)

mo CANCEL FILMS

EXHIBITED ON TRIPLES

St. Louis—The price-slashing war
this sector has reached the stage

;iere some indies are endeavoring to

Jncel out any and all pictures that
jky be shown at a 15-cent admis-
i)n for adults or used in a triple

ature program.
In letters to the managers of the

(Continued on Page 4)

ithe Film Earnings Up;

I

Dividend Seen as Possible

'Annual meeting of Pathe Film
)rp. stockholders was held yester-
y with prexy Kenneth M. Young,
iccessor to O. Henry Briggs, pre-
ling for the first time. Young, in

swering stockholders questions
ated that: the company would
main as a holding company

;

at Du Pont Film Manufacturing
(Continued on Page 4)

inneth Young to Serve

as Pathe Lab. Vice-Prexy

JKenneth M. Young, president of
ithe Film Corp., succeeds T. P.
)ach as vice-president and treas-
•er of Pathe Laboratories as of
day, it was learned last night.

(Continued on Page 4)

Several $10,000 and $5,000 Contributions
to Jewish Welfare Drive by Coast Film Men

West Coast Biiieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A! Lichtman, Jack L. Warner and J. E. Brulatour have contributed

$10,000 each to the Jewish Welfare Fund drive. Eddie Cantor, George Burns, Hunt
Stromberg, Hal B. Wallis and Abe Lastfogsl gave $5,000 each.

Other contributors include, Leon Schlesinger $2,500; Tony Martin and Michael
Curtiz $2,000 each; Nat Finston and Leo Forbstein $1,500 each.

N. M., Ariz. Fight Ickes Fee Order;

See Studio Location Trips Menaced
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Pending Senate res-
olution providing for an investiga-
tion of a Department of the Interior
order fixing standard rates for film

producers seeking the use of public
lands results from sharp protests
voiced by the Governors of New
Mexico and Arizona, it was learned
yesterday.

Gov. Bob Jones of Arizona esti-

mates that the order of Secretary
Ickes would cost Arizona $20,000,000

annually by discouraging location
trips by Hollywood studios, while
Gov. John E. Miles of New Mexico
sees the order similarly spelling a
"serious loss" of "hundreds of thou-
sands" within the next few years.

Under previous procedure those
seeking use of such lands applied to

the Department of the Interior here
for a permit after which a fee would
be set. Feeling that such procedure

(Continued on Page 4)

Battin Amusement Co. Sues

Majors for $550,000 Balm

Elizabeth, N. J.—Violation of the
Clayton anti-trust act was charged
in a suit for $550,000, representing
treble damages, filed by the Battin
Amusement Co., owner of the State

(Continued on Page 4)

Hint Brit. Board of Trade
Lacks Control of Rentals

London (By Cable)—The Board of

Trade has no control over film rent-
als, it was intimated yesterday as
Parliament briefly turned its atten-
tion to the issues raised by the CEA
in its campaign against high rental

(Continued on Page 8)

Northwest Faces Circuit Battle Royal

As Geo. Mann Serves Building Notice

Not a Feature Rejected

in Year by Ont. Censors

Toronto—The Ontario Moving Pic-
ture Censorship Board hung up a
record of not a single feature re-

jected during the year ending March
31, C. J. Silverthorne, chairman, re-

(Continued on Page 8)

San Francisco—Unless some fac-
tor intervenes to quell the threat-
ened storm, operators of more than
300 film houses in this and adjacent
territories will be embroiled in a bat-
tle royal as the result of George
Mann's reported serving of notice
on distributors that he intends build-
ing two houses in Klamath Falls,

(Continued on Page 4)

Affidavit Backing Application

Reveals Equity Suit

Strategy
The D of J yesterday served no-

tice upon all major defendants in the
New York equity action that it would
apply on May 7 for an order to per-
mit it to inspect a large number of
contracts and documents covering

Motion by 20th-Fox to dismiss the
Gov't's equity suit charges against lo-
scph M. Schenck, William L. Philips
and Daniel O. Hastings was referred
yesterday by Federal Judge Vincent
T. Leibcll to Judge Henry W . Goddard
for tentative hearing on May 7. Final
word as to date of hearing had not been
received late last night.

the licensing of pictures in the Phil-
adelphia area. The application, made
under Rule 34 of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, seeks examina-

(Contintied on Page 8)

20 FEATURES AND 18

WESTERNS, PRO'S PLAN

Sixteen features, four exploitation
specials and three series of westerns
of six each will comprise the 1940-
41 lineup of Producers Releasing
Corp. The first picture, "I Take
This Oath," goes before the cameras
in Hollywood today, with Sig Neu-
feld producing.
The new company is unique in that

it is owned and operated by its fran-

(Continued on Page 8)

Walsh Resigns Netco Post;

Pooling Deals Said Cause

George C. Walsh, president and
general manager of Netco Theaters
Corp., yesterday announced his resig-

nation from the Paramount subsid-
(Continued on Page 8)

Indiana ATO Aims Fire

at Slot Machine Films

Indianapolis—"Irrevocable" oppo-
sition to any producer of motion pic-

tures entering into the production of
(Continued on Page 4)
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Oregon ITO Names Miller

As Executive Secretary

Po)tlan(i, Oie.~0. J. Miller, who
for many years wa.s associated with
the Multnomah Theater Corp., and
formerly owner of the Chaldean The-
ater, has been named executive sec-
retary of Independent Theater Own-
ers of Oregon, and opened offices for
the organization at 1923 N.W. Kear-
ney St.

The new organization now has 42
members representing 86 theaters
and is affiliated with the Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent
Theater Owners.
The executive board includes Ted

Gamble, Portland; George Hunt,
Medford; M. L. Odem, Redmond;
Ray Stumbo, Salem; Avery Combs,
Camas, Wash.; Ray Grombacher,
Portland; J. E. Jones, Portland; Bob
White, Portland; William Graeper,
Portland; J. D. Meyers, LaGrande;
William McKevitt, Newport; A. West
Johnson, Eugene; A. S. Kolstad,
Hood River; Oscar Phelps, Hillsboro,
and C. H. Smith, Tilamook.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 11 IQi/i 1034 + Vi
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 7 7 7-1-1/4
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 201/2 20 1/2 2OI/2 + V't

Con. Fm. Ind 1 i/s 1 i/s ^Vs + Va
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... IQi/s 9% 97/3

East. Kodak 1571/2 15534 157 -|- 3^
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12 12 12 — 1/4

Loew's, Inc 341/4 3414 341/4— 3/g

do pfd
Paramount 73/^ 71/3 7Vg — l/g

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 11 IO34 11 -|- 3/g

RKO IVs 1 1 — l/g

20th Century-Fox . . . 8% 85g 85/g — l/g

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd IOIV2 101 101 1/2 — 1/2

Warner Bros 314 3 1/4 31/4

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 314547
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 891/2 891/2 891/2 — 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor ISVs 1434 ISi/g + 5/g

Trans-Lux 138 1 ?8 13,^

Universal Corp. vtc. 6 534 6 -|- 14
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 69 71

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 661,2 68I/2

Hart Joins Law Firm
Vincent G. Hart, for the last 10

years on the legal staff of the
MPPDA and recently national direc-

tor of the MP Division of the Fin-
nish Relief Fund, has been admitted
to the law firm of Friend, Holbrook,
Reiskind & Hart, with offices in the
RKO Building. Hart will specialize

in motion picture law and censor-
ship matters.

Select Exchange Moves
Select Film Exchange moves to

354 W. 44th St. today.

lATSE Chicago Meeting
Completes Convention Plans

Chicago—Executive board of the
lATSE met here with President
George E. Browne presiding. Secre-
tary Louis Krause from New York
headquarters was present. Plans
were completed for the Louisville
convention starting June 3. No com-
ment was made on Bioff case.
John Amberly, St. Louis, George

Busch, Chicago, Irene Sharp, Kansas
City were elected delegates from film
exchange employes and ushers unions
to attend the lATSE convention at
Louisville. Roger Kennedy, Detroit,
presided at the meeting.

Plans for National Theater
Managers' Ass'n Under Way

Chicago — It is reported here on
good authority that plans are under
way for a national organization of
theater managers. Details are not
available at this time.
Managers and assistant managers

in Detroit were recently granted a
local charter by the A F of L.

KRS Elects S. W. Smith
London (By Cable)— S. W. Smith,

managing director of British Lion,
was elected the new prexy of KRS
at the annual meeting. Smith re-
places Dave Griffiths who gets an
honorary seat on the Council in token
of his four years in the presidential
chair.

Must Get Okay by May 31

Chicago—Federal Judge John P.
Barnes yesterday set May 31 as the
final date for securing stockholders'
and creditors' approval of the pro-
posed Majestic Radio reorg. plan.

GWTW for B & K Subs.
Chicago—B & K is closing a deal

with Metro for GWTW subsequent-
runs here. Theaters will be an-
nounced today.

Funeral Service Held

for Arthur William Weil

Funeral services were held in Uni-
versal ('hai)el here yesterdav after-

noon for Arthur William Weil, 59,

prominent copyright attorney who is

said to have been instrumental in

making the contract for the intro-

duction of talking pictures in 1929
when he was attorney for Erpi.
During his career, the deceased did

work for film organizations, includ-

ing MPPDA, Paramount, Universal,
and others.

He died in his home, 32 East 64th
St., on Monday from a heart attack.
Surviving are his widow, the former
Selma Altheimer, and four sons, Ar-
thur W., Jr., Benjamin, George and
Roger.

Universal Denies Durbin

Signed for Metropolitan

Deanna Durbin has not signed a

contract with Metropolitan Opera
Co., nor has she been approached by
any representative of the opera.
Universal declared yesterday in

answer to published reports to the
effect that Miss Durbin would be-
come an opera singer. In declaring
that the rumors were unfounded.
Universal declared that she is under
exclusive contract to Universal Stu-
dios and that she had never consid-
ered a proposition from the Metro-
politan nor any other opera com-
pany.

American Seating Earns

$105,135 in First Quart.

Report of American Seating Co.
for the first quarter ended March
31, discloses a net profit of $105,135.
equal to 47 cents a share on 221,062
no-par shares of common. This com-
pares with net loss of $33 688 for

the first quarter a year ago.

Revise Atlas Merger Plan

Curtiss-Wright's executive com-
mittee held a special meeting yes-
terday to consider a revised plan
which is expected to meet some of

the criticism of its proposed con-
solidation with Atlas Corp. Amended
plan was drafted chiefly to give
holders of Class A stock in the avia-
tion company a larger participation

in the proposed merger.

James A. Reeves Dead
Warren, 0.—James A. Reeves, 66,

owner of the Ohio Theater Building
and for many years owner of theater
properties in the district, died in

Pasadena, Cal., from a heart attack.
His widow, Jennie, and a daughter
survive. The body was returned to

Warren for services and burial.

Kaufman, Crash Victim
Bridgeport — Murray Kaufman,

Strand Amusement executive, sus-
tained internal injuries when his car
was hit by a car driven by Peggy
Post, local reporter.

cominc nno come

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, WILLIAM COETZ, SO
M. WURTZEL and MAX CORDON leave th

Coast by train today and will arrive in Ne»
York Saturday morning on the Twentieth Cen
fury Limited.

HARRY ASHER, vice-president of Producer
Releasing Corp., returned to Boston yesterday.

LLOYD BACON, PAT O'BRIEN, DON ^RISI
and ALBERT BASSERMAN, of Warners / \ Lif
of Knute Rockne" company, leave tiTe Coas
today tor South Bend to film material for th^

picture on the Notre Dame campus.

SIDNEY SPEICEL, Essaness exec, is in Ne»
York from Chicago on circuit deals.

HELEN VINSON arrived from the Coast yes

terday by train after completing work in "Torrii

Zone" for Warners. She plans to vacatio'

here for about two weeks.

PAUL SHORT and MRS. SHORT, of Dall

have left there for a vacation in the East

Short helped arrange plans for the recent Varieh
Club huddle.

WAYNE BRENKERT, of Brenkert Light Pro
jection Co., Detroit, is in town.

LESTER ABBOTT, vice-president of Motio
graph, has arrived in New York from Chicag
to supervise company's installation in the Car
adian exhibit at the World's Fair.

MORRIS POPKIN, operator of the Norbury
Allenville. N. Y., is in New York.

HERMAN SUSSMAN, of the Pleasantvillc

'

Brewster and Kisco Theaters, is in town an

has closed a deal with Joe Hornstein for lattc

to rebuild the Amernia Theater in Amenia, N. V
JOHN S. COSHORN of Irwin Seating has re

turned to Grand Rapids from New York.

GEORGE FRIEDL, JR., of IPC, is in Washing
ton, D. C. for the convention of Acoustical en

gineers.

W. C. KUNZMANN, National Carbon Co. ex
i

ecutive, is in town from Cleveland.

J. E. McAULEY, president of J. E. McAule :

Co.. is scheduled to arrive in New York froi
'

Chicago next week. !

ROY RUMMELL of Hertner Electric Co. h£,j

returned to Chicago, following a business vis
|

to New York.
j

TOM GORMAN was in New York from Chicagc I

Report Schines Acquiring

Three M. K. Murphy House
|

,1

Richmond, Va.—It is reported her
that the Schine Circuit's latest acqui
sitions are the M. K. Murphy house

[

in Appalachia and Big Stone Gap;,

Va., and Corbin, Ky.

38th Term for Frohman
Daniel Frohman is scheduled to b^

elected prexy of the Actors Fund o]

America for the 38th consecutivJ
year at the annual meeting in the

National Theater May 10.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 1

Rose Hobart J. G. Bachman
Robert Lord Arthur Freed

Josephine Dunn Lee Loeb
Leila Hyams Arthur Greenblatt

Ralph Freed
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20 MULE
TEAM '

starring

WALLACE
BEERY

with Leo Carrillo, Marjorie Rambeau, Anne Baxter,
Douglas Fowley • Screen Play by Cyril Hume,
E. E. Paramore and Richard Maibaum • A Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Richard Thorpe

Produced by J. Walter Ruben

Above: M-G-M's great travelling ballyhoo, the original

20 Mule Team from the picture. It's a sensation when it

rolls down the Main Streets of America. ISlow on tourl

HOT OFF
THE WIRE!
Raves From Coast Preview!

'"20 Mule Team' A-1 Western. Done in the grand manner, WtTfMpp-

flight production, direction, performance and photography. Wallci<;e,

Beery at his best, playing the type of role in which he is most popular

and providing extremely good entertainment. As brilliantly executed

western drama as the screen has seen. Historical authenticity and pre-

senting the most vivid panorama of the arid majesties of Death Valley

ever shown on the screen. Beery is in his element in the role of the mule

skinner, giving an even better characterization than in 'Bad Man of

Brimstone'." —Hollywood Reporter

"A natural for Wallace Beery and will serve further to ingratiate him

with an ever- increasing audience. The story, absorbing excitement and

suspense, both romantic and melodramatic. One of the best gun-fights

ever seen on the screen winds up for a happy ending. High level of

gripping entertainment. A topnotch job all the way. Scenically the pic-

ture is remarkable." —Daily Variety

"Death Valley has been overlooked too long by Hollywood in picking

stories for Westerns, In '20 Mule Team' M-G-M will cash in strong on

i the picturesque history and strangeness of this locale. Story offers

excellent role for Wallace Beery, one of the most colorful parts he

had." —Harry Friedman, L A. Examiner

'"20 Mule Team' roaring melodrama of Death Valley. A rip-roaring

tale with its desert panoramas and its bad men, with a superabundance

of action and a greqt fight-to-the-finish wind-up. Death Valley has sel-

dom been delved into so effectively. All in all a hit."

—Edwin Schallert, L A. Times

Mi
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WOULD COMB PHILLY

PACTS FOR EVIDENCE

I Coiitinued front Paye 1

)

tioii of recctt'ds in the i)ossession of
defendants on the {I'l'tHinds that these
documents contain "material evi-

dence" of discrimination in favor of

Warners in Philadelphia.
An affidavit of U. S. Attorney Sey-

mour Krieger, attached to the mo-
tion papers, is noteworthy because
it reveals strategy of the Govern-
ment efforts to prove the charge
that the majors favored Warners
over indies. Krieger, who is in

charge of the D of J's investigation
in Philadelphia and nearby terri-

tories, states that the Government
exjiects to offer proof of the manner
in which distributors dealt with cer-

tain unaffiliated exhibs. during cer-

tain seasons and the manner in

which Warner theaters competing
with the unaffiliates, were treated
during the same seasons.

In addition, Krieger stated, the D
of J will show how theaters, now
operated by Warners, were discrim-
inated against when formerly op-
erated by indies. Finally, the affi-

davit states, proof will be offered as

to the manner in which Warners "ac-
fiuired or attempted to acquire finan-

cial interests in the operation of cei-

tain theaters named in the motion."

Gov't To Rely on Contracts

The affidavit stressed that the D
of J will depend chiefly upon the
written contracts made by Warners
and the indies with the defendant
distributors. Krieger concludes by
stating that he will require a mini-
mum of three weeks before presen-
tation of testimony.

Independents and theaters named
were: Harry Fried—Suburban, Ard-
more, Pa., Saville, Byrn Mawr, and
Anthony Wayne, Wayne; Allen M.
Benn—Belmont and Benson, Phila-
delphia; Herbert Elliott—Fern Rock,
Philadelphia; William Goldman

—

Band Box, Philadelphia, Hippodrome,
Strand and Victor. Pottstown, High-
way, York, and Terminal, Philadel-
phia (now owned by Warners);
Henry Friedman—Lansdowne, Lans-
downe (now held by Warners);
George P. Graves—Carman, Phila-
delphia; David Milgram—Blue Bird.
Howard, Rialto, Temple and Walton,
Philadelphia and Garden, West Ches-
ter; Harry Pearlman—Lehigh and
West Allegheny, Philadelphia and
Yeadon. Yeadon; David Shapiro

—

Admiral. Philadelphia; Columbus
Stamper—Great Northern, Rivoli,

Forum, Frankford, Nixon, Roosevelt
and Tower, Philadelphia (last five

now operated by Warners); Charles
Segall, Bromley, Philadelphia (owned
now by Warners).

46 Warner Houses Listed

The application lists 46 Warner
theaters and petitions for the rec-
ords covering these houses. It also
requests records on Loew's theater
in Reading. The D of J asks for:

(1), all contracts, including deal
sheets and clearance or protection
provisions of these houses for defi-

nite reasons which vary with each

Farnsworth Ftivors Immediate^ MJnrestrlvti^d
and I'nlhnited I'ontntervialization of Telev>ision

IWishiiuilou IhiiCiiu of rill-. FILM DAILY
Washington—Farnsworth Radio & Television Corp. has gone on record with the FCC

as favoring immediate, unrestricted and unlimited commercialization of television.

In the brief, mainly exceptions to FCC's rules adopted on Dec. 21, 1939, Farnsworth
declares that it is the public itself which must play an important part in the develop-

ment of tele programs and program technique.
Company pointed out that is now possible to build and operate successfully

practical tele transmitting and receiving apparatus from that part of the radio

spectrum now assigned to tele, from 44 to 108 megacycles. It also recommended
adoption of the RMA tele standards.

Hint Brit. Board of Trade
Lacks Control of Rentals

(Continued from Patje 1)

charges. The CEA is challenging
the terms of Metro's deal with John
Maxwell's Associated British circuit.

Questions were posed in Commons
yesterday, and quickly brought the
intimation that film rentals were out-
side the Board of Trade's province.
Major Lloyd George, the Board's
Parliamentary secretary, in reply to

one query pointed out that the 70
per cent GWTW rental charge here
was no higher than that asked in

the U. S.

Meanwhile, the KRS has addressed
protests to the CEA against its per-

sonal attack on Sam Eckman, Metro's
chief here.

George Cusick Stricken
Detroit — George E. Cusick, 53,

formerly manager of the Broadway-
Strand Theater, died suddenly from
a heart attack while driving his car.

Two sons survive.

Not a Feature Rejected

in Year by Ont. Censors

(Continued from Page 1)

ported yesterday. Cuts, however,

were made in 15 British featui-es.

During the year, the Board passed

1,915 pix imported from the U. S.,

54 from British countries and five

produced in Canada. Silverthorne
commented on the improved quality

of British product.
As a war measure, Silverthorne

stated that all foreign films with the
exception of French talkies are

barred from the province. The ban
does not apply to U. S. or British
product, of course.

Winton Lowery Dead
Atmore, Ala. — Winton Lowery,

former operator of the Atmore Thea-
ter, died in the Veterans' Hospital
in Biloxi, Miss. Lowery sold his

theater to Martin Theaters, Inc., of

Columbus, Ga., three years ago.

house; (2), all memoranda and cor-

respondence "whether inter-office or

otherwise" covering negotiations for
performance of the contracts listed;

(3), all memoranda and correspon-
dence "whether inter-ofRce or other-
wise" covering any refusal of license

or to negotiate for licensing of film

in the theaters listed; (4), feature
cutoff records disclosing titles of

films exhibited under the listed con-
tracts and rentals paid; (5), particu-

lar information relating to any re-

quest made on behalf of the Tower
and 69th Street theaters for protec-
tion over the Terminal theater; and
in behalf of the Ritz in York for
protection over the Hi-way.

It was learned from the D of J
that the application seeks examina-
tion of records which the Govern-
ment has already subpoenaed for

nresentation by the defendants at

trial and it was stated that yester-

day's step was taken to give the
D of J more time to prepare its case
in reference to the Philadelphia situ-

ation.

D of J Questions Wobber
on 20th Cent.-Fox, Para.

In the shortest equity suit pre-
trial examination to date, Herman
Wobber, 20th-Fox sales chief, yes-
terday was questioned by the (ilov-

ernment on distribution and theater
acquisition of both Paramount and
20th-Fox. Wobber stated that he
was Western division manaaer for
Paramount from 1916 to 1932 when
he left to join 20th-Fox. He as-
cribed Paramount's theater purchas-

ing campaign in 1926 to a belief that

stage shows, combined with motion

pictures, would prove a "magnet" to

the public. At that time, he contin-

ued. Paramount built a number of

theaters with uniform stages to al-

low for the exchange of sets be-

tween houses.

Wobber also discussed the distri-

bution situation in Portland. Los An-
geles, Denver and Salt Lake City.

In San Francisco, he said. Para-
mount purchased the Rothschild Cir-

cuit in 1926 in face of competitive
bidding by Fox. The purchase was
made, he said, because exhibition

had become more profitable than pro-
duction or distribution.

Wobber stated that he had no
financial interest in any film com-
pany and that his sole interest in

theaters was an investment in the
Curran Theater, a legit house in San
Francisco.

W. D. Davis, Gov't Witness

in Equity Suit, in Hospital
Pittsburgh—William D. Davis, who

for many years operated the Tri-
angle Theater in East Liberty, and
ex-president of the AMPTO of West-
ern Pennsylvania, is confined to the
Veterans Hospital in Aspinwall, with
a very serious heart ailment and
nervous breakdown.

Davis was one of the first wit-
nesses subpoenaed in the govern-
ment-industry suit, but due to his
nresent condition it is unlikely that
he will be able to testify.

3 MAJORS WON'T BAI

RECORDS IN SU

(Continued from Pai/e I)

being held in contempt of court.

is believed by some here that
three majors are using this met
in order to register an appeal fi

the order, as a direct apn^ \ wo
not be possible.

v /
'*'

The majors sought to acoid
f

ducing their records and cleara
sheets by filing a motion to vac
the order, but the motion was i

missed on April 19 by Judge Ki

Patrick. Case is scheduled for t

on May 7, first to be held in the r

court rooms at 9th and Chest
Streets.

20 Features, 18 Westerns
Planned by PRC for '40-

{Continued from Page 1)

chise holders who dictate the po
and program of the production u

These franchise holders are finj

ing the pictures with some help
Pathe which will contribute tow
the negative cost after each pici

is completed.
Sixteen franchise holders, re^

senting 90 per cent of the U
exchange territories, make up
board of directors. Officers of

distributing company are H>
Rathner, president; Hai-ry As
Boston, first vice-president; Geo
Gill, Washington, second vice-pj

dent; Louis Rutstein, Los Angi
third vice-president, and Bert
lick. New Yoi'k, secretary-treasi

Second picture slated for pro
tion is "Frontier Crusader," w
will be followed by "Hold That
man," a comedy-drama. Bob SI

will star in a series of six west
to be known as the "Bill, the

group. Tim McCoy has been
to appear in six "Frontier
shal" stories. A third series,

as "The Sagebrush Family,"
star a prominent radio persons
New Yoi-k headquarters have

established in the Paramount I

Walsh Resigns Netco Post

Pooling Deals Said Ca

(Continued from Page 1)

iary. In resigning the post, ^\

explained that his action was
i

to the various pools in Netco on'

ing points that had been afft-

"greatly reducing the numbe
theaters that will continue to bi

tively operated by Paramount."
These pooling arrangements

elude those in Rochester. Syia
Newburgh, and Glens Falls, Mi
town, Stapleton, S. I., all in

York.

Walsh said he would annouiic

future plans shortly after a

vacation. Netco recently shiftf

booking office to New York
Poughkeepsie.

Slesinger Offices Mov<
Offices of Stephen Slesinger,

have moved to 247 Park.
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atin American Biz Running Ahead^ Soys Hutchinson

iGENCYlSKS HAYS PAMY ON SPONSOfD FILMS

(lep. Ford Charges Gov't Seeks Censorship Of Pix
lis "Pressure" on Films

' a 'Federal Blitzkrieg"

Against California
M\hingfon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Possibility that cur-
t governmental pressure against
fihn industry is being brought

I means of coercing and producing
il censorship" was suggested

iicerday by Representative Leland
ij Ford, California Republican.
r'.epresentative Ford outlined to

C; igress what he termed "a federal

^ zkrieg against the state of Cali-

p ^Continued on Page 5)

IportTarTplans

exploitation forge

Indiana Photoplay Indorsers Hit ]%eely Bill;

Pettijohn Speahs; Selznich Sends Congrats.
Indianapolis—Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, meeting here yesterday with more

than 600 delegates attending, adopted a resolution opposing the Neely block-booking
measure. Bill was termed a price control and censorship move.

C. C. Pettijohn, MPPDA general counsel, addressed the convention, and read a

letter from David 0. Selznick in which the producer expressed regret for his inability

to be present, extended his congratulations on the organization's 25th anniversary and
recalled his appearance to speak before the Indorsers 20 years ago.

U.S. WITNESS ADMITS

"POOR" THEATER DEAL

Paramount is reported consider-

a permanent exploitation force

'operate from the field. Under a

»posed plan, an exploitation man
juld be stationed in each district,

kdquartering in the district's key
y.

This wouM mean that an exploiteer

luld be stationed in cities such as

linsas City, Chicago, Dallas and
inneapolis and that each would

{Continued on Page 9)

Howard Lesser, fourth Government
witness to be examined by the de-

fendants in the New York equity

suit, claimed yesterday that he filed

a complaint with the D of J after

Warner Bros, had allegedly attempt-
ed to "force" purchase of 1939-40
product as a prerequisite for obtain-

ing the last 15 features of tho 1938-

39 season.
The witness, an indie exhib. op-

( Continued on Page 9)

ew Killman Color Process

Patent Rights to be Sold

Nashville, Tenn.—Early disposition

patent rights to the color process
veloped by the late Thomas A.
,llman and his son, Robert T. Kill-

,an, is indicated by the latter, local

tent attorney and inventor. Three-
rnension color process has attracted
psiderable industry interest, with
! (Continued on Page 9)

Irs. Roosevelt Will Appear
1 First "Hobby Lobby" Short

jMrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will

I

featured in the first of Dave El-
jjan's "Hobby Lobby" short sub-
Ipts to be produced by Leonard-
|"eene Productions in association

]
{Continued on Page 9)

Halifax Exhibs. to Adopt
Price, Change Agreement?

Halifax, N. S.— Local exhibitors

are considering a co-operative agree-
ment on prices and program changes,
which has been prevailing in St.

{Continued on Page 9)

ODEON, GB REJECT

70%TERMS0NGWTW
London (By Cable)—With Com-

mons manifesting an interest in the
film rental issue raised by the CEA
as a result of Metro's reported in-

sistence upon 70 per cent and higher
admissions for GWTW, both Odeon
and Gaumont British circuits have
rejected both provisions, it Was
learned yesterday.
The action of GB was not unan-

(Continited on Page 8)

J. Walter Thompson Office

Feels Understanding Can
Be Reached

J. Walter Thompson Co., adver-
tising agency, has suggested, by
means of a letter to Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy, that a round table

discussion of the sponsored pictures

question be held so that an under-
standing can be reached.

Distributors have looked upon the
advertising picture as a possible

menace to the industry.
The advertising agency, however,

is of the opinion that there is no
{Continued on Page 8)

JACK GOHN HONORED

BY DOMINION'S VETS

Schaefer, Depinet Going
to Coast for Pix Talks

George J. Schaefer, RKO presi-

dent, and Ned Depinet, vice-presi-

dent, plan to go to Hollywood for
final product conferences after the
Kentucky Derby and the Louisville

{Continued on Page 8)

20th-Fox Foreign Head Finds Better

Biz in Latin America Aiding Pix

Pathe Film Corp. Reports

Quarterly Net of $29,632
Pathe Film Corp.'s net profit foi

the three months ended March 31
was $29,632.89, after provision for
Federal income taxes. Pathe's rev-
enue resulted from a $35,000 divi-

dend received from DuPont Film
Manufacturing Co., common stock of
which Pathe owns 35 per cent.

DuPont's quarterly net, after all

{Continued on Page 9)

Mexico City—Central and South
America furnish bright spots to con-
trast with the gloom of war in Eu-
rope and Asia, according to W. J.

Hutchinson, Overseas Sales Director
of 20th-Fox, here yesterday for sales

conferences following an earlier par-
ley in Havana last week.
"Here, our business, although on a

smaller scale than in Europe, is run-
ning considerably ahead of last year.
Mexico, in particular, has more

{Continued on Page 5)

By W. G. FESSEY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Toronto—Election of Jack Cohn,

vice-prexy of Columbia Pictures, as

an honorary pr-exy of the Canadian
Picture Pioneers with a life mem-
bership was announced yesterday as

the Canadian veteran organization

held its first rally at the Royal York
Hotel with 70 attending.
Here for the event to lend a hands-

across-the-border atmosphere were
{Continued on Page 8)

Delays Filing Contempt
Report Pending Objections

Chicago— Special Master Edgar
Eldridge will not file his report in

which he finds B & K, B & K Man-
agement Corp., and Paramount
guilty of violation of the 1932 con-

sent decree, until defendants' attor-

neys have had an opportunity to
{Continued on Page 9)

RKO Allowance Hearing

Adjourned to May 28

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday signed an order adjourning
a hearing for final allowances in the

RKO reorg. proceedings from May
{Continued on Page 9)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat lOS/g IQS/g lOij — s/g

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 6% 6% 6% — B/g

Columbia Picts. pfd. 20'/2 ZO'/z 2OV2
Con. Fm. Ind 1 1 1 — Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 91/4 9Vg 9V8 — V4
East. Kodak 15634 1563/4 156%— 1/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12 11% 11%— Vg
Lcew's. Inc 343/g 34V8 34i'8 — '/g

do pfd 1083/8 10838 1083/8 + 1/2

Paramount 7^4 7 7 — Vg
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film 103^ 103^ 103^ — I/4

RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox 8% 81/2 81/2 — Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd. 2034 203^ 2034 + 1/4

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros SV's 3% 3Ve — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2s46 .IO4V4 104'/4 104V4 -+- 3/g

Para. B'way 3s55 . . 51% 5134 513A + %
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 891/2 90 + V2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15 14% 143^— 3/g

Trans-Lux 13^^ 1 3/g 1 3/g

Universal Ccrp. vtc. . 6 53/4 53/4— 14
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg, 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 66'/2 68V2

3 COLOR FILM
New process developed to practical stage.

Demonstration reel available. Wanted in-

dividual or syndicate to provide S75.000 for

operation on commercial scale. Write Box

1720, The Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New
York City.

Scripts Fail to Conform, |Chi. NSS Employes' Club
So Recording Stunt's Off

[

Holds First Frolic Tomorrow

Non-confoiniity of scripts caused
jjostponement yesterday of a unique
experiment in recording-. Charles
Boyer. in the Barbizon Plaza Hotel,
and Bette Davis, in 6,000-miles-
away Honolulu, were to have vocally
re-enacted a scene from their new
starring vehicle, Warners' "All This
and Heaven, Too," and their voices
lecorded on the WB lot. Hook-up
was arranged through the co-op of
the telephone companies.
The experiment was not a stunt

but a necessity, inasmuch as the
sound track of one scene in the pic-

ture was accidentally damaged in

the WB studio lab, after the stars
had ceased working on the feature.
Boyer leaves New York for Holly-
wood tomorrow and Bette Davis ex-
pects to remain for another two
weeks in Honolulu, so the vocal "re-
take'' will probably be staged from
the Coast.

Balaban, Griffis, Agnew
Off for Coast on May 18

Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis,

and Neil Agnew, heading the Para,
home office execs, convention-bound,
will leave New York for Los An-
geles on May 18, according to ten-
tative plans.

Griffis. now on the Coast, goes to
Frisco following an address before
Los Angeles' Town Club Monday,
and then swings back East.

Edgar Selwyn Will Revive

Old Character for M-G-M Fix

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edgar Selwyn will

produce "Adventures of Pierre" for
M-G-M. It was written by Selwyn
using the same character and locale,
Canadian Northwest mounted police,

as in "Pierre of the Plains" in which
he starred on Broadway. It was
picturized by Selig, and again in
1918 under title of "Heart of the
Wilds."

UAC Revenue Higher
Montreal — A slight increase in

revenue from paid theater atten-
dance for the first quarter of 1940
over the corresponding period was
reported by E. A. Counsins, presi-
dent of United Amusement Corp.,
Ltd., at the annual meeting of stock-
holders. Reports were adopted and
directors re-elected.

Rodgers, Dietz in Chicago
Chicago — William F. Rodgers,

Metro sales chief, and Howard Dietz,
ad-pub head, are here to catch the
Marx Bros, stage show before leav-
ing for Hollywood.

B-K Sets GWTW for Suburbs
Chicago—B & K has finally set

opening of GWTW for June 7 in the
suburban Riviera, State and Tower
Theaters.

Chicago—First annual frolic of the
National Screen Service's newly or-

ganized Employes' Club, of the Chi-
cigo office, will be held at the
Florentine Room of the Congress
Hotel, tomorrow night. Banquet will

be followed by a floor show, featur-
ing acts from various Chicago night
clubs and theaters; an inter-organi-
zation sponsored "home talent"
presentation, with skits and "black-
outs"; presentation by Morton Van
Praag, district manager, of prizes
to the winners of the recently com-
pleted sales drive and trophies to

the N. S. S. bowling league cham-
pions, and a dance.
Under the personal direction of

Van Praag, the committee of ar-
rangements, composed entirely of
NSS employes, includes Duke
Hickev, chairman; John S. Medni-
kow, P. R. Barr, Henry Kohn, W. A.
Steadman, Henry Porter, Jack
Bloom, Betty Muller, Rose Cogan,
Muriel Kahner, Ethel Chez and Irene
Greenhoff.

Reserves Decision on Plea

to Vacate GN Assets Sale

Federal Judge Vincent T. Leibell

reserved decision yesterday on an
application of Gustave A. DeLemos
to vacate and set aside sale of

Grand National Pictures assets to

Mohawk Pictures Corp. The assets,

consisting of negatives, were sold on
March 27 under the supervision of

referee Peter B. Olney Jr. DeLemos
had unsuccessfully bid at that time.

Northwest Allied Board

Will Set Unit Districts

Minneapolis—Allied Theater Own-
ers of Northwest board of directors
will meet next week to begin the
work of dividing the territory into
unit districts for more efficient op-
eration.

Seek Film Rights to "Rain"
Rights to "Rain" are being sought

by several majors with an eye to
remaking the story, it was learned
yesterday. Mary Pickford owns the
riehts to the noted Somerset Maug-
ham story.

Bennett In "Nazi" Lead
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joan Bennett will

play the femme lead in "I Married a
Nazi," co-starring with Richard
Greene. Irving Pichel will direct.

67 Dates for "Russell"
Twentieth-Fox has set 67 early

bookings for "Lillian Russell" to fol-
low pix's dual world premiere May 15.

William Tracy Dead
Platteville, Wis.—William Tracy,

51, owner of the Avalon and in

film biz for more than 25 years, is

dead.

comiRG nno com

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, NED E. DEPINET,
BARRET McCORMICK. IRVING SHIFFRIN ;

SAM and BELLA SPEWACK left New York I

night for Louisville to attend the premi
of RKO's "My Favorite Wife," authored by
Spewacks. Schaefer and Depinet will go fr

there to the Coast after the Derby Saturday.

IRVING MAAS, 20th-Fox foreign
returned from Cuba, where the co
a sales conclave. 4I'd

'

MARY PICKFORD leaves today for Toronto
spend the week-end.

JOAN CRAWFORD returns to the Coast
day.

MELVYN DOUGLAS arrived in New York y
terday by American airliner and was one
the speakers last night at 75th annivcrs

of the Nation Magazine.

CONRAD VEIDT is due in Hollywood
Monday to discuss a pix assignment with Ab
ander Korda.

PAUL ROBESON left for the Coast yester.

to begin rehearsals for a revival of "Show Boa

JAMES THURBER and his wife left yesten

for a month's vacation in Bermuda.

DECHANTEL SMITH, chief accountant at

Para. New Haven exchange, leaves today fo

two-week cruise to Cuba and Haiti.

CLYDE ECKHARDT, 20th-Fox exchange m
ager, has returned to Chicago from a vacat

in Hot Springs, Ark.

DOMINIC FRISINA, circuit prexy, has retur

to Chicago from a Hot Springs, Ark., vacatr

Vaporate Co. Processes

Oglethorpe's Foota;

Hundred thousand feet of 16 m
film which will go into the Og
thorpe University vault designed
acquaint the generations living soi

thousand years from today wi

20th century civilization have be

subjected to the vaporated tres

ment by Vaporate Co., Inc., ht

and returned to Oglethorpe. Fii

will now be sealed in the ciy'

Vaporate Co. is a subsidiary of Pe*

less Film Processing Corp.

Stewart on Hepburn Pix

If est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI\

Hollywood—Donald Ogden Ste|

art will adopt "Philadelphia Storj

for Katharine Hepburn's use

Metro.

Small Finds His Carson
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI

Hollywood—Jon Hall will be B
ward Small's Kit Carson, with Lyi

Bari opposite.

GETTING A SIGNED

RECEIPT IS A

STANDING RULE OF

Tostal''
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS "PHOHEO IN

APPEAR OH YOUR TELEPHONE BILL
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"20 MULE TEAM"
Stalling

Wallace Beery
with Leo Carrillo
Marjorie Rambeau • Anne
Baxter • Douglas Fowley

Screen Play by Cyril

Hume, E. E. Paramore and

Richard Maibaum • A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture • Directed by

Richard Thorpe • Pro-

duced by J. Walter Ruben

Let's put it this way:

20 MULE TEAM' IS
ANOTHER "VIVA VILLA

and it's positively

Wallace Beery's greatest role!

This is a new M-G-M thriller to take rank with the biggest outdoor pictures you

ever played. Filmed in the awesome sweep and majestic splendor of Death Valley

with a cast of thousands. Here are mule skinners with whips cracking, claim

jumpers with guns blazing, tinhorn gamblers, Indian swampers, crooks prospect-

ing for easy pickings. All the wild, wicked, wanton drama of early California's

lusty lore with Wallace Beery in a luscious role packed with power and racy

humor. It's got the kick of 20 mules!

U'ii
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[lARGES GOV'T SEEKS

ENSORSHIP OF FILMS

iCoiitinued from Page 1)

la," in course of a blistering at-

in the Congressional Record.
I listed the two Neely bill threats

i imary cavises for California's
—viient at industry attacks.

_^ Throw 40,000 Out of Work
pointed out that the Neely
block-booking bill "would de-

y at least half of this industry
alifornia and would throw some
iiO or 40,000 people out of work
_,os Angeles County alone."
[tacking Neely's theater divorce-

: bill, Ford added: "The bureau-

Bs wish to provide that those who
luce motion pictures and know
most abovit it cannot stage them
the public but must put them in

:r hands. It is far easier for these
iaucrats and those who do not
anything about this particular

ness to destroy it than it is to

d it up and to furnish jobs for
people."

Lttacks Location Fee Charging
ord also attacked Interior Sec-

ry Harold Ickes' policy of charg-
film companies $500 a day for
onal park use and $100 a day for

fe lands and reclamation areas.

!s it coming to a point where
heads of our bureaus feel that
is their personal property, or

they see fit to recognize that
e of the moving picture industry
; equal rights with all other
lens to go into these parks, and
; these same moving picture pro-
irs pay the salaries of these same
iaucrats? Do the bureaucrats
t the exclusive rights for stag-

ii| scenes in their propaganda in
" national parks, or do these parks

ng to the people?
t is quite possible that all this

;sure is being brought against
moving picture business with
future idea in mind of coercing
n to such an extent that it will

? the effect of a real censorship.
his is true. Congress ought to

ove and take out of circulation
1 heads of bureaus as this."

liHired Mother" Interests
n^yrna Lockwood's story, "Hired

IVlher,"' which appeared in the
Ajiiil issue of the Ladies Home Jour-
njihas brought forth inquiries con-
-:l/iing the screen rights from sev-
7' interested producers, according
ler agent, A. Monte Stein.

ii

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 2

Denlson Clift Walter Strenge
'iiliam Bakewell Jack Gallagher

WITH PHIL Ai. DALTi
T T

• • • ONE of the most potent factors contributing to the popu-

larity of "Buck Benny Rides Again" at the New York Paramount

(v/here it appears domiciled ior a good three weeks) is the ava-

lanche of air plugs the opus has grabbed via the enterprise of Bob

Gillham the man-mountain of Paramount in charge of the com-

pany's promotional destinies 'Round the country wherever

the picture has been shown this air campaign has also conspired

to pack the customers in

T T T
% % m THERE isn't room in this intimate corner to

enumerate all the air tie-ins Jack himself has fortified the

picture via the Jello program then guest-starred on the

Kate Smith coast-to-coaster and will appear in similar guise

on Ripley's "Believe It or Not" tomorrow night Too, Fred

Allen has clarioned the film {Fred and Jack team in a Paramount

pic this Summer) and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson has also

been taking the measure of the wave-lengths for his "boss"

by being Fred Allen's guester on one occasion and perform-

ing on the local WHN broadcast of the film's Harlem debut

Even Mark Sandrich, producer of the comedy hit, networked

it on Stella Unger's "Hollywood News Girl" and Phil Harris,

member of the picture's cast Jimmy McHugh, composer of

the song hits and Dennis Day, singing feature player

all rode the air waves on special occasions for Jack Addi-

tionally, there has been a six-week span of plugging the musical

numbers on all manner of programs Paramount isn't

m.issing a single opportunity to turn "Buck Benny Rides Again"

into a maximum grosser for radio has been oiily one of the

several channels employed

T T T
• • • THE sure-fire sign of Spring is the re-opening on Monday
noon of the Loew-Metro World's Fair Information Center

aboard the traffic island at the triple intersection of Broadway, Seventh

Ave., and 46th St The Info Center'll be open daily from 9:30 a.m.

to 9:30 p.m T
• • • SPEAKING of promotion generally film com-

panies and exhibs are strategically beginning to pay more
attention to newspapers published by various unions and by

the same token these newspapers are beginning to pay more
attention to movie news For example, the Ladies Garment
Workers have a live sheet with a reported circulation of

some 170,000 and an alert editorial policy under Editor Max
Danish who recognizes the importance of filmland

Furthermore, the newspaper has a keen colyum on pix

skillfully purveyed by Allen Saunders

T T T
• • • TO-NIGHT, some 200 Picture Pioneers will gather in the

Waldorf-Astoria for the org.'s Spring Conference Beefsteak

under the expert aegis of lack Cohn, the Pioneers' House Manager

The entertainment program will include real, live 'orse racing

jockeys et al and the initiation of 18 candidates into the society

will also be a highlight The gents to be admitted include a young

fellow by the name of Jumes J. Walker, former Mayor of New York

plus P. J. Morgan, J. S. Barkey, Louis W. Schine, J. Myer Schine, D. G.

Rothacker, Joe Malcolm, Charley O'Reilly, Jack Bowen W. Ray

Johnston, Sam Strausberg, Arthur Ziehm, Paul Benjamin, Oscar F. Neu,

Harry M. Goetz Frank E. Cahill, Charles W. Downs, Charles J.

Sonin, Richard V. Anderson, Paul H. Terry, Joseph F. Lee and George

H. Cole

HUTCHINSON SAYS S. A.

BUSINESS SHOWS GAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

money in circulation and the the-
aters have benefited. Venezuela and
the other oil-producing countries are
enjoying a very successful year.
Puerto Rico is benefiting by the
money spent there on American de-
fense."

Film Biz Said Profiting

Generally speaking, Central Amer-
ica is expanding—a limited inflation

is taking place, which, after all, is

merely an adjustment to modern
conditions, and the motion picture
industry is profiting.

"The American press thought
South America would take advantage
of the war and sell large quantities
of its natural resources for free cur-
rencies. This vast expansion did

not take place, however, for two
reasons:— 1. South America's best
customers did not have the money;
2. These customers did not have the
means of transporting the goods.

"On the other hand, business be-
tween the United States and South
America and business between Eng-
land and South America has appre-
ciably expanded. We are now enjoy-
ing the best business from South
America we have enjoyed for a long
time.

"Central and South America, com-
prising 80,000,000 people, should be

solid markets because they have
currencies that can be converted to

American dollars at fair rates of ex-

change. They are expanding mark-
ets, too, because they are under the
wing of the United States, political-

ly and economically."

Biggest % Gains In Far East
Even the Far East, despite un-

settled conditions there, does not
present an entirely bleak picture, ac-

cording to Hutchinson, who said, re-

porting on company activities and
prospects there:—

•

"Despite the war, our business has
shown its biggest percentage in-

crease. China is doing a hundred
per cent more in local currency than
last year. The world still has lots

of faith in the Chinese dollar. The
Japanese business in local currency

has been fantastic. The Straits Set-

tlements reflect the immense amount
of money the Bi'itish government is

spending on defense; and the Dutch
East Indies reflect both the value

of their raw product, plus the money
the Dutch government is spending

on defense there. During 1940, the

whole Far East should have a great

year."

Mont. High Court
Slaps Banh IVight

Missoula, Mont.—The Montana Su-

preme Court in a decision just handed
down ho!ds that Bank Night as operated

by Missoula County and other theaters

violates the state's lottery statutes. Test

case was instituted more than a year

ago by Eddy Dussault, Missoula County
prosecuting attorney.
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CAST
•

CLAIRE TREVOR
JOHN WAYNE

WALTER PIDGEON
ROY ROGERS

GEORGE HAYES
PORTER HALL

MARJORIE MAIN
RAYMOND WALBURN

ROXY NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

PARAMOUNT and FENWAY
(DAY AND DATE) • BOSTON, MASS.

CAKLc .PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOa ST. LOUIS, MO.

ALVIN PITTSBURGH, PA.

COLONIAL RICHMOND, VA.

NORVA .NORFOLK, VA.

STRAND LOUISVILLE, KY.

ESQUIRE and UPTOWN KANSAS CITY, MO.

NEW MALCO MEMPHIS, TENN.

STATE OMAHA, NEBR.

ORPHEUM PORTLAND, ORE.

PALOMAR SEATTLE, WASH.

PARAMOUNT DENVER, COLO.

GRAND ALBANY, N. Y.

20th CENTURY BUFFALO, N. Y.

CENTURY ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PARAMOUNT SYRACUSE, N. Y.

STRAND PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WARNER BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

A REPUBI
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and AMBASSADOR
JD DATE)

EVELT

i MOUNT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DETROIT, MICH.

CHICAGO, tlL

..SAN FRANCISCO, CAUF.

^ HARTFORD, CONN.
i iHERMAN NEW HAVEN, CONN.

BALTIMORE, MD.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

^^- .DAYTON, OHIO

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

^< GTON BAY CITY, MICH.

FLINT, MICH.

C GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

JACKSON, MICH.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

^ LANSING, MICH.

• PONTIAC, MICH.

PORT HURON, MICH.

..SAGINAW, MICH.N

PICTURE

BLACK KNIGHT
OF KANSAS

Who lived and loved in the

h_ Rhett Butler manner. J

WARNER'S

DOWNTOWN "".Ur HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

RIALTO ... .TACOMA, WASH.

ORPHEUM .OAKLAND, CALIF.

EMPIRE. BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

SAVANNAH .SAVANNAH, GA.

PARAMOUNT BATON ROUGE, LA.

SAENGER PENSACOLA, FLA.

MAJESTIC SHREVEPORT, LA.

CROWN MOBILE, ALA.

MAJESTIC HOUSTON, TEX.

MAJESTIC DALLAS, TEX.

SHERIDAN . .MIAMI, FLA.

STATE .OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
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ASKS HAYS PARLEY

ON SPONSORED PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

need for any controversy, but that
unless an understanding' can be
leached by all i)arties, some an-
tajionisni is bound to result.

The Thompson agency has par-
ticipated in the production of 22
sponsored pictures in the last year,
of which 14 have been of the "min-
ute movies" type, latter being ani-

mated cartoons in Technicolor.
Agency reports that exhibitors are

welcoming these pictures, declaring
some theater owners assert they aie
superior to the Hollywood-made
product. Exhibitors claim there
have been no squawks from the
audiences, according to the agency.
MPPDA at a board meeting last

week reportedly gave the sponsored
ad problem serious attention, stirred

by the Thompson agency's recent
page ad in Fortune citing forward
strides made by ad pix.

O'Brien Again in O.D.?
West Coast Bin can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners may cast Pat

O'Brien in the title role' of "The
Amazing Story of Sergeant York,"
set for a July start.

Metro Pacts for Two
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eleanor Powell and

Mary Howard have new Metro pacts.

Voti Say It
Financial Reporter, Wall St. daily

heretofore restricting coverage to finance,
has added a film department, with Wil-
liam Smith functioning as critic.

Write your own comment.

Odeon, Gaumont British

Reject 70% GWTW Terms

(.Continued from Page 1)

ticipatcd, but Odeon's refusal to ac-
cept Metro's terms came somewhat
as a surprise in view of the fact
that negotiations had been under
way. The GB and Odeon stand
leaves John Maxwell's Associated
British the only circuit to sign on
the dotted line with Sam Eckman.
As a side angle, both Metro and

20th-Fox, through their Metropolis
and Bradford Trust holdings, are
interested in GB, while United Ar-
tists is financially interested in

Odeon. Together, GB and Odeon
control 700 theaters. Maxwell's cir-

cuit embraces more than 500.

Sidney (By Cable)—GWTW is

settling down to top biz at the St.

James and Liberty here, following
its gala opening at the former Mon-
day nig'ht and regular opening' at both
on Tuesday. Pix has been set for two
Melbourne houses, Regent (Hoyts)
and Metro (Loew) on June 1. Mean-
while the Exhibitors Association of

Australia is aping the CEA in its

assault on Metro's terms for the
pix.

"A I^UfUtAt'llte.(laoW
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of the

PIPTIIHE PIOIERS, II.
at the

Jade and Basildon Rooms

of the

WALDORF-ASTORIA

JACK GOHN HONORED

BY DOMINION'S VETS

(Continued from Page 1)

Arthur A. Lee and M. A. Schlesinger
of New York and Max Levy of Chi-
cago, members of New York's Pic-

ture Pioneers which Cohn organized
and heads.
Other life memberships, it was

announced, have been conferred up-
on W. Ray Johnston and Eddie Gol-
den, Monogram execs.; Arthur Gott-
lieb of Film Labs, of Canada and
M. Norrish prexy of Associated
Screen News of Canada.
The Canadian organization, with

125 members, will hold its first con-
vention in August, probably here.

It is headed by Clair Hague, Uni-
versal's Canadian manager, with
Oscar Hanson of Empire Universal
as vice-prexy and Ray Lewis as sec-

retary-treasurer.
In addition to the officers, the ex-

ecutive board embraces Leo Devaney,
Canadian manager RKO-Radio; Ben
Cronk, Haskell Masters, Canadian
inanager United Artists; Sam Stern-
berg, Herb Allen, Louis Rosenfeld,
Edward Wells, secretary of the Mo-
tion Picture Distributors Associa-
tion; Syd Taube, Fred Pursel, James
P. O'Loghlin, Canadian manager for
20th-Fox; Jake Smith, Charles
Stephenson and Archie Laurie of
Laurie theaters.

Highlights of the rally, arranged
by a committee consisting of Lourie,
Taube, Stephenson, Stewart, Cronk
and Walter Kennedy, were a dinner
followed by a gala show in an old

time nickelodeon theater with hard
wooden seats and all, constructed
inside the hotel. J. J. Fitzgibbons,
FPC vice-prexy, was emcee.

Schaefer, Depinet Going
to Coast for Pix Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

world premiere of RKO's "My Favor-
ite Wife." Depinet will return to
New York next week but Schaefer
may remain a week longer for last-

minute parleys before the company's
annual sales convention in New
York.

Louisville, Ky.—Premiere of "My
Favorite Wife," with Irene Dunne
in person, takes place tonight at
the Rialto Theater here. Holly-
wood delegation, including Miss
Dunne, arrives this morning. Party
includes Producer Leo McCarey, Di-
rector Garson Kanin, Randolph
Scott, Gene Fowler, David Butler.
Hal Roach, Perry Lieber, Margaret
Etinger and Miss Dunne's husband,
Dr. Francis Griffin.

New York's contingent, also ar-
riving this morning, includes George
J. Schaefer, Ned Depinet, S. Barret
McCormick, Irving Shiffrin and Sam
and Bella Spewack, authors of the
picture.

Miss Dunne will sing Stephen
Foster songs at the Foster celebra-
tion tomorrow and "My Old Ken-
tucky Home" just preceding the
running of the Derby.

«REVI6UJS
"Pals Of The Silve

Sage"
with Tex RItter, Sugar Dawn, Slim Andr
Monogram 52 ^

PLENTIFUL ACTION MAKES THIS (

OF BEST TEX RITTERS TO DATE.

Tex Ritter fights and sings his

through this release with results rf'N

thoroughly please the western fa^y
wallops the villains with abandon, rides h

wide and handsome and shoots cony

ingly. He is abetted by a cute young
named Sugar Dawn and an adequate (

Slim Andrews portrays his crusty wes
sidekick, and Glen Strange and Carli

Young provide the villainy in the pi

Edward Finney produced, with Al Her
directing from an original screenplay

George Martin. Ritter is called in b

friend of Sugar's when he discovers

cattle are being stolen and she stand:

lose her ranch, left by her parents who
dead. Ritter is hired as a ranchhand
discovers the cattle are being rustled

Strange and Young. Helped by Andi

he rebrands the stolen cattle and fo

the rustlers to help him sell the ca

offering them a split. They try to get

arrested by the sheriff, but Ritter cl

them up in a fast finish and Is clearei

any wrongdoing.

CAST: Tex Ritter, Sugar Dawn, Slim i

draws, Clarissa Curtis, Warner Richnv

Glen Strange, Carleton Young, John

Guinn, Chester Gann.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Finney;

rector, Al Herman; Original Screens

George Martin; Cameraman, M. A. LePic;

Editor, Robert Golden.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAF
Good.

"Men With Steel

Faces"
with Gene Autry, Frankie Darro

Times Pictures 70 K

FEATURE VERSION OF OLD SEF

WILL PROBABLY GET BY ON KID SHO

A cut down version of "The Phantom
pire," Mascot serial released in 1935,

film suffers because it is composed (

series of anti-climaxes which make the ;

jumpy and confusing. Autry is cast

cowboy radio actor, supporting the r

through his broadcasts, who becomes

volved with the Thunder Riders, a I

from a subterranean kingdom. Seeir

couple of crooked scientists, boarding

the ranch, have found radium near

kingdom's entrance and the Riders are

ing to dispose of Autry so his radio con

will be broken and the ranch lost. So, ei'

so often Gene has to break away I

the chase to do his regular 2 o'clock

before he can proceed with his her

Eventually Gene and his pals are capt

and taken to the weird kingdom of mecl

ical men. And, eventually they escape

the kingdom is destroyed. Gene Au

name might draw, but his fans might

be happy after seeing the picture.

CAST: Gene Autry, Frankie Darro, B

King Ross, Dorothy Christie, Wheeler (

man, Charles K. French, Warner Richm

Frank Giendon, Smiley Burnette, Wil

Moore, Edward Piel, Sr., Jack Carlyle.

CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schai

Directors, Otto Brower, Reeves Eason.

DIRECTION, Spotty. PHOTOGRAI
Fair.

^
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"OOR" THEATER DEAL

(Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

ing- the 540-seat Rialto theater,
ison, N. J., also complained to

Government because, he said, the
l)-seat Regent in Paterson re-

geven days' clearance over his

Lesser contended during tne
ation that the Regent admis-

prices were lower than his and
the house was too far away

—

'it two miles—to be entitled to

protection. He said he got 30
s, the Regent 20 and 30.

sser admitted that on purchas-
ithe Rialto two years ago the
iier owner had advised him of a

^ay clearance which the Regent
pmarily received. On further
tioning, Lesser conceded that he
^made a "poor" deal in purchas-
jthe Rialto and that he had not
ained the Rialto's licensing con-
; before buying,
describing his negotiations with
banies for clearance. Lesser con-
ed that major companies told

I

that they would not discuss

J-ance until he purchased the
ter.

fiams' Staff Comes May 6
prepare for Equity Trial

lul Williams, Special Assistant
^rney General, will move his en-
entourage to a New York of-

pn May 6 in preparation of trial

he government's equity suit, it

Ijannounced yesterday. Assisting
lams in his new offices will be
lal assistants, Robert L. Wright,
i F. Clagett, James Malloy, J.

ihen Doyle and James Hayes,
special attorneys Seymour

Brer, J. Frank Cunningham and
am P. Farnsworth.

,iys Filing Contempt
eport Pending Objections

(Continued from Page 1)

st his report and file their ob-
bns, it was learned here yester-

i has given defense counsel 20
in which to file their objec-

|. Then still further delay is

jeted while Eldridge goes over
iidants' objections,
raiding, counsel for B & K, when
cioned, said he would make no
iment but that he would file B &
Jd Paramount's objections to the
(ler's report before May 20.

fax Exhibs. to Adopt
'rice, Change Agreement?

(Continued from Page 1)

The rock bottom in St. John
cents, nights, while in Halifax,

'ow is 15 cents, ranging through
h<i|;0, 25, 30 cents to 50. It is pro-
^"'1 to have the Halifax low the

as in St. John, or at least 20
'

, with fixed price scales for each
'0:|; the same as in St. John. Also,

Itablish a twice weekly change
ndad of some twice and others
^ii'ie, as now prevailing.

Four Complete Sets of GWTW Prints Worn
Out During 16 Weeks'* Run at Chi. Oriental

Chicago—With the closing of GWTW set for May 16, Oriental claims: (1), longest

grind run of any house in the U. S., exceeding the N. Y. Capitol by five weeks; (2),

four complete sets of prints or 16 1/3 miles of film have been worn out; (3), run totals

337 showings, for a total of 1,348 hours.

Oriental will go to a stage show policy starting May 17.

New Killman Color Process

Patent Rights to be Sold

(Continued from Page 1)

Warners reported among major com-
panies studying its possibilities. Op-
tion held locally by Winston Evans
has not been exercised, it is disclosed.

The device, put to exhaustive tests

in their local laboratory by the Kill-

mans, is said to eliminate the objec-

tionable color fringe and other faults

of present devices and is said to

greatly reduce the cost of making
the film. Killman states that, using
a projector fitted with their device,

film can be run at twice the speed
now considered maximum without
injury to the film. This is due to

the fact that "jerks" on the film re-

main the same as for the slower

speed now used. This increased speed
is said to improve sound reproduc-
tion as well as combination of film

colorings.
The elder Killman, who died in

early March, had been experimenting
with the making and projection of

color film for 25 years, his interest

extending back of the days of "Kin-
emacolor" projection. Progressive
Research Corp., was formed here at

one time to exploit the Killman film

patents, but failed to secure required
financial backing.

Sign Lum 'n' Abner for

Series for RKO Release

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Votion and Sam

Coslow have consummated a deal
with Lum 'n' Abner for a series of

pix to follow the present one,
"Dreaming Out Loud." They will

make three films a year for RKO
release.

RKO Allowance Hearing

Adjourned to May 28

(Continued from Page 1)

14 to May 28. An application by
the Irving Trust Co. to be discharged
as trustee will also be heard on the
later date.

Pathe Elects Bonwick V.-P.

George J. Bonwick has been elect-

ed by the Pathe Film Corp. direc-

torate to succeed T. P. Loach as
vice-president and treasurer.

Fox Giving Auto, Cash
Springfield, 111. — Fox Midwest

Lincoln Theater is sponsoring an
auto giveaway and cash awards
weekly.

Screening for Circuits
Warners will screen "Cavalcade of

Academy Awards" today for circuit

operators and bookers.

Pathe Film Corp. Reports

Quarterly Net of $29,632

(Continued from Page 1)

charges, was $452,939, as compared
with $395,751 for the same period
in 1939. Pathe's financial state-

ment points out that the "portion
of these earnings which accrued to

this company's 35 per cent common
stock interest amounted to $158,528
in 1940 as compared with $138,513
in 1939. Of these earnings, $123,-

528 were undistributed in 1940 and
$103,513 in 1939, amounts not re-

flected in the income of this com-
pany as given above."

Mrs. Roosevelt Will Appear
in First "Hobby Lobby" Short

(Continued from Page 1)

with Audience Participation Produc-
tions.

Mrs. Roosevelt will appear before
the cameras today at the Fox Movie-
tone studios here.

REPORT PARA. PLANS

EXPLOITATION FORGE

(Continued from Page 1)

handle campaigns on Paramount pic-
tures in his respective district.

It is understood that a decision on
this move will be made at the forth-
coming district and branch manag-
ers' convention in Los Angeles late
this month.

S.O.S. Acquires Sun-Arc
Stock of Carbon Products

Carbon Products Co., former dis-
tributor of projection arc and photo-
graphic • carbons imported from
Champion Electrical Works, London,
and Compagnie Lorraine de Char-
bone, Paris, has sold its entire stock
to S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.

These carbons were formerly sold
under the trade name of Sun-Arc
and will be continued by S.O.S. under
that brand as well as their own inter-
national label.

Femmes Hitting the Road
West Coast Bureau of TLIE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — With 20th-Fox al-

ready planning "Ladies of the Road,"
Columbia announces "Girls of the
Road."
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P Research Council ^^ Turns On Heot For Neely Bill

iEPORTlSTRALiAN REiTTANCE AGREEMENT NEAR

iajors Change Strategy^ Bare Records In Mori Suit

ve Jby Vitagraph, Loew's

nd Paramount Precludes

Contempt Move
iladelphia — Indicative of a
ge in defense strategy, counsel
Vitagraph, Loew's and Para-
nt yesterday delivered their
rds and master contracts to Spe-
Master David Bachman in con-
;ion with the examination of
s in the Mori (Vineland, N. J.)

•trust suit.

elivery averted any possible con-
(Continued on Page 7)

" SALES CONCLAVE

ITO CALL EXECUTIVES

xchange managers, salesmen and
;ers from 16 exchanges, in ad-
11 to home office and Canadian
•esentatives, will attend Univers-
Eastern regional convention in

mtic City, May 11-13. A second
mention for the Western personnel
^scheduled for Chicago a week

(Continued on Page 6)

unsel to Ask Action

in Ford Anti-Trust Suit

Jhicago—Lewis Jacobson, attor-
for Frank Ford, operator of the
Slum Theater, Evanston, said yes-

fay he would go into Federal
je James Wilkerson's court on

(Continued on Page 7)

^My Favorite Wife''

Spells B. O. Smash
.. "My Favorite Wife," given its world
|l)remiere by RKO at the Rialto, Louis-
/ille, Ky., last night, is a solid 88 min-
'tes of entertainment for audiences
!enerally. The picture contains one laugh
/fter another, progressing from a funny
jpening to a riotous climax, and literally
here is never a dull moment. Exhibs.
nould do a land office business, for it

IJan be exploited as one of the funniest
1:omedies of any year with all truthful-
less. (For full review, turn to page 8.

,,rurn to "Along the Rialto," page 3, for
'':olor story.)

17. S. Film Service to Ash All Distributors
to Bid for Release of Its ^'^Fight for Life'"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Invitations for bids on the U. S. Film Service production "Fight for

Life" will be sent out to distributors in about 10 days. The bid invitations are being
prepared now and will be sent to all distributors, it was said.

Meanwhile continuance of the Film Service appears to be in a very precarious
position following the Senate's refusal to appropriate funds. Presidential intervention in

behalf of the Film Service is regarded as unlikely by observers.

Gregg oF Erpi Sees U. S. Capturing

Equipment Market in Latin -America
New theaters with seating ca-

pacities up to 3,000 are springing
up in almost every area in Central
and South America, it was reported
yesterday by E. S. Gregg, general
foreign manager of Erpi, following
his return from a three months'
Latin-American tour.

Gregg, who visited 14 countries,

negotiated 22,000 wholly by air, de-

scribed business in most Latin-
American countries as in the "mild
boom" stage. He said:

"Erpi's business is keeping well
abreast of this building advance and
our line of theater supplies including
sound equipment as well as projec-

tion apparatus is rapidly replacing
the European-made product. This is

(Continued on Page 6)

Silverstone and Goldwyn
Due From Coast on Monday

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Murray Silverstone,

United Artists head, leaves tonight
for New York by train. Samuel
Goldwyn is slated to plane out Sun-
day night. Both are due in New
York Monday morning.

It is believed by some here that
(Continued on Page 7)

Asher, Mannix May Fly

to London at Week-end

If accommodations can be ac-
quired, Irving Asher and E. J. Man-
nix, M-G-M production executives,
will leave over the week-end by
clipper for Europe, with London
their destination. It was explained
yesterday, following their arrival
from the Coast, that the purpose of

(Continued on Page 7)

MP Research Council Turns on Heaf

in Drive for Neely BilTs Enactment

Col. Signs George Stevens
to Producer-Director Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia yesterday

announced thie signing of George
Stevens to an exclusive producer-
director contract. First assignment
probably will be the Louis Brom-
field novel, "New Orleans," with

(Continued on Page 7)

San Francisco—The Motion Pic-
ture Research Council, foe of block-
booking and blind-selling, has driven
another nail in the consent decree's
coffin, it was disclosed here yester-
day.

Lining up with Allied States, the
Council has ruled the D of C's plan
for the settlement of the New York
equity suit no substitute for the
Neely block-booking measure, fol-

(Continued on Page 3)

Percentage Figure Still Being

Negotiated; Aussies

Want 50%
No agreement has been reached

yet in Australia between U. S. dis-

tribs. and the Government on the
percentage of remittances that will

be "frozen" there during the war
as a move to conserve dollar ex-
change, it was stated yesterday by
major foreign departments. It was
stated that a final percentage fig-

ure was still being negotiated, but
there was a strong possibility that
the agreement will be concluded in

a short time. No allocation has
been set yet as a basis for the re-

mittance percentages.
The proposition offered to the

(Continued on Page 3)

NO DEFINITE QUOTA FOR

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL

With aim of effecting a close-knit
organization for its impending drive,
the Amusement Division of the
United Jewish Appeal, under the
chairmanship of David Bernstein,

(Continued on Page 7)

Edison Progress Pageant

to Mark Metro Pix Debut

The five "home town" communi-
ties of Orange, East Orange, West
Orange, South Orange and Maple-
wood will join forces in co-operation
with national and state authorities

(Continued on Page 7)

^^Night at the Races"
Is 1940 Sensation!

Last night in the Waldorf-Astoria, the
Motion Picture Pioneers launched "A
Night at the Races," with more than
200 film executives on hand for the
occasion, held under the aegis of Jack
Cohn, organization's House Manager.
Entertainment scored sensationally. For

review of this highlight of the current

season turn to Page 6.

—MORRIS
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

101/2 101/2 101/2 + l/sAm. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd..

Warner Bros

do pfd

91/4 91/4 91/4 + 1/8

1571/4 157 1571/4 + 1/2

12 12 12 + Vs
341/8 341/8 341/8

71/4 71/8 Va

9
1/8 87/8 87/8 — %

11 10% 103/4

1 1 1

83/4 83/8 83/8 — l/a

201/4 201/8 201/4 — 1/2

1001/2 991/2 1001/2 — 1

31/4 31/4 31/4 + 1/8

451/2 453/8 451/2 — 1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46. 1041/8 104 104 — 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 l/is47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros,' dbs. 6s48 897/8 897/8 897/8 — l/a

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15 147/a 15 + 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 57/8 53/4 57/8 + Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 69 71

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 661/2 681/2

Local News in Color

Tried by Fox Midwest

Kansas City — Fox Midwest is

sending its own cameraman, Cooper
Jenkins, into the circuit's situations

to shoot home-town newsreels in

color. Shot in 16 mm, reels are

without commercial tieups.

Appoint Goodman to Head
Photophone Service Work

With his appointment as assistant
manager of the RCA National Ser-
vice Division, announced yesterday
by W. L. Jones, National Service
Manager, Adolph Goodman assumes
charge of all Photophone service ac-
tivities. Goodman will continue an
active interest in Photophone ser-
vice technical development which he
has supervised for several years.

Carl Johnson, Kansas City district

service manager, has been trans-
ferred to the Camden office to pro-
mote the sale of RCA sound ampli-
fication and reproducing equipments.
His old position has been filled by
the appointment of Bill Hardman
formerly of the National Service Of-
fice staff at Camden.

N. A. Willis, field engineer of the
Baltimore Service District, and
Adolf Lof, of the New York Service
District office staff, draw promotions
similar to Johnson's. F. M. Arm-
strong has joined the staff at Balti-
more to replace Willis, while A. P.
Wark, night emergency man at New
York, has been elevated to fill

Lof's vacancy. M. Gibbons has been
named to Wark's old position.

Organized Labor Opens
War on Thurman Arnold

Pittsburgh—Organized labor, via
the Pennsylvania Federation of La-
bor convention here, has declared
war on Thurman Arnold, Assistant
Attorney Genei'al and chief of the
D of J's anti-trust division, as a
result of Arnold's action in invoking
the Sherman law against building
trades unions.

Attack on Arnold was led by
Matthew Woll, A F of L vice-prexy,
and John P. Coyne, prexy of the
building construction department of
the A F of L. Arnold was accused
of attempting to invalidate trade
unionism's long-established rights,

and his procedure was denounced as
akin to "Hitlerism."

Labor, it was said, will carry its

fight against Arnold's policies to
the courts via an injunction move.

Mono. Holding Western
Sales Meeting in Frisco

Monogram will hold a western
regional convention at the Empire
Hotel, San Francisco, tomorrow and
Sunday. President W. Ray John-
ston, Scott Dunlap, production head,
and Edward Golden, sales manager,
leave Los Angeles today with other
members of the L. A. delegation.

Scheduled to attend the two-day
session, besides Johnston, Dunlap
and Golden, are Howard Stubbins,
president of Monogram Pictures of

California; Marty Solaman, Los An-
geles manager; Al Goldstein, William
Duggan, Al Harris, Seattle; Walter
Wessling, Portland; Mel Hulling,
Gordon Allen and Clint Metchen, San
Francisco, and M. J. E. McCarthy
and Dud Forrey, of the studio.

Three New Tennessee Pix

Theaters Open Within Week

Nashville, Tenn.—Three new film

theaters have opened in Tennessee
within a week. They include the

Crescent Amusement Co.'s Belle

Meade, 1,200-seater, part of a $250,-

000 suburban center development ad-
joining the estate of Crescent's
prexy, Tony Sudekum; the Cres-
cent's New Capitol at Paris, and the

seven-acre "Drive-in Movies," state's

first outdoor theater on Nashville's

outskirts. A $35,000 project of

Dave and Bernard Woolner, the lat-

ter accommodates 500 cars. Policy
is second-runs at 10-26 cents.

Two Feature Films Will

be Telecast Next Week

NBC's tele program for next week
calls for two feature films, "Cipher
Bureau," scheduled for Sunday af-

ternoon and "Mystery in Swing,"
all-Negro cast pix, set for Friday
afternoon. Tele will have its first

Philatelic program Wednesday af-

ternoon when "The King's Stamp,"
film, will be televised in co-operation
with the National Federation of

Stamp Clubs. Tele has six dates at

the Belmont Track, starting Thurs-
day, it is announced.

Dinner for Sid Samuelson

Is Held Without Samuelson

Illness of Sidney Samuelson pre-
vented him from attending a tes-

timonial dinner in his honor last

night in Newark, an event planned
by New Jersey Allied. Unit was un-
able to call off the dinner and the
affair was held without the guest
of honor. Samuelson, now heading
the Eastern Pennsylvania Allied
group, for many years was a New
Jersey Allied leader.

The testimonial dinner may be
re-staged at a later date.

"Win the Bank," Theater

Game, Held Lottery in Mo.

Jefferson City, Mo.—"Win the
Bank" is a lottery the Attorney-
General's department has ruled, so

informing Prosecuting Attorney W.
W. Graves of Jackson County who
has souffht an opinion.

The "Win the Bank" plan, used
bv a number of theaters in Kansas
City and elsewhere provides a prize
for the person obtaining the highest
total from a selection made from 60

numbers printed on a contest blank.

Federal Theater Project's

Restoration Asked by WPA
Washinntou Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Restoration of the

Federal Theater Projects in cities

where local sponsorship can be ob-
tained has been proposed by the
WPA to the House Appropriations
sub-committee now considering
President Roosevelt's relief esti-

mates, it was disclosed yesterday.
Opposition was immediately indi-

cated.

i^lLLIAM CQ' r
here tomorij^

e Twentieth^ljlr

cominG nno coir

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, 20th-Fox fc
chieftain, returns to the home office Mo
from Mexico and Cuba.

JOHN PAYNE comes here from Mary
where he is acting in 20th-Fox's "Maryla
to appear on the Kate Smith radio program
night, replacing Richard Greene who was us

to come to New York due to illness.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, WILLIAM CC
SOL M. WURTZEL are due
ing from the Coast on the
Ltd., for conferences at 20th-Fox.

BRIAN AHERNE and his wife. JOAN \

TAINE, are reported in Virginia where Al
will pick up a specially-built plane and
back to Hollywood. UA hopes to bring

to New York for the opening of "My
My Son!" at the Music Hall on Thursday.

CEORCE ABBOTT expects to leave for

Coast on Monday to have charge of the fil

of his stage show, "Too Many Girls," for

HAL ROACH is due in New York Mc
from Louisville.

MURRAY SILVERSTONE and SAMUEL &
WYN arrive Monday from the Coast.

NAT ROSS leaves today or tomorrow for

lywood.

EDWARD J. MANNIX and IRVING AS
arrived here Wednesday night by plane fron

M-G-M studios in Hollywood and are du:

leave by Clipper for England at the weeV
if reservations are available.

S. GREGG, general foreign manager for I

has returned here from a Latin-American I

ALAN FREEDMAN. De Luxe Labs. prex.

in Hollywood.

OSCAR DOOB, LYNN FARNOL, AL H
GOLIES and LOU HYMAN go to Boston 1

to set plans for the opening of "Our Tdi

Radio Film Commentators ij

to Speak at Ampa Meetl

Seventeen members of the '

tional Radio Film Commenta'
Circle, all affiliated with local r;.

stations, will be guests of Ampj
next Thursday's meeting at J

Dempsey's, Leon Bamberger, An
president, announces.

David Lowe, president of

Circle, will preside for the conin

tators and in addition to his

remarks, will introduce four o'

speakers. A question period
follow the talks.

The Circle has 122 members s;:

tered among 34 states. They
represented as feeling their

grams have been neglected by
film industry.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 3
I

Mary Astor Jack Rieger

Juliette Compton Arthur Cottliei

Leni Lynn S. M. Sachs

MAY 4

Paul Lazarus J. V. Richer

Maria Corda

MAY 5

Charles C. Pettijohn June Lang

Alice Faye Tyrone Powet

my
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I^SSIE REMITTANCE

IREEMENT SAID NEAR

(_Coiitiiiiied fiom Page 1)

ibs. by the Aussie government
niilar to the English deal. How-
. it has been pointed out by the

ibutors that their operating
~ in Australia were consider-

: . Jeher than in England, there-

\ 1^ Ing remittances on a 50 per

oasis considerably smaller in

:\\ returns than those received

1 England.
is also anticipated that a clause

be in the agreement allowing
distribs. to cut their imports if

ler onerous legislation is en-
However, requests for a re-

mi of exhibitors' rejection per-

ages were stated by the Gov-
lent to be outside of its prov-

The state governments set

rejection percentages.
\v Zealand is not included in

proposal. Distributors' reac-

in New York was mixed, with
distribs. believing the current

osal was acceptable and others
eijing further revisions.

I
timates of the distribs.' revenue
ustralia varied from $4,000,000

1,000,000, made by some foreign
itments, to a "take" of $7,500,-

cited by Leon Snider, Austra-
exhib., while in this country.

roit Censor to Pass

on Coin-in-the-Slot Pix

troit—Coin-operated films will

ibject to regulation film censor-
Charles W. Snyder, local police

jr, told The Film Daily.
a ruling on the subject, he said,

lis must be reviewed by the
film censor, under some plan

h will be worked out by the dis-

tors. Since the pictures are be-
hown for public exhibition, they
very definitely subject to cen-
lip."

erf Sherwood Prod,

in Deal With Columbia?

bert Sherwood Productions has
I formed on the Coast and re-
dly has closed a one-picture
with Columbia. First picture is

e "Legacy," based on a novel
ly to be published by Alfred
I. Sherwood is not to be con-
with Robert E. Sherwood, the

pppose Pa. Sunday Pix

I Irrisburg, Pa.— Churchmen at
closing sessions of the annual
convention of the Pennsylvania

i^iiCil of Churches this week
";I(lted a resolution opposing legali-

!a'i>n of Sunday movies.

iradise Would Dissolve
tition for permission to dis-

;p i

was filed yesterday in the New
Jl'

j Supreme Court by Paradise
™i;;res Corp., which formerly ran
*i!iBelmont Theater.

i'

WITH PHIL M. DALYi
—LOUISVILLE

• • • EVEN the feverish interest in Saturday's Kentucky Derby

went into eclipse here last night as RKO Radio unfurled on

the screen of the local Rialto Theater the brilliant world premiere

of the company's new and rollicking comedy "My Favorite Wife"

It was a great day and evening for the Blue Grass State

and particularly for her metropolis which appears to have estab-

lished a monopoly lately on premieres the city having but

a short span ago vritnessed the bow of "One Million B. C."

T T T
• • • INSTITUTIONAL Fourth Street was indeed,

cinematically speaking, the first street of the land last evening

as thousands thronged this main stem striving for a

glimpse of film stars and prominent motion picture personalities

who were present in force From RKO Radio's home
office came President George J. Schaefer Vice-President Ned
E. Depinet and S. Barret McCormick, promotional chief

while the Hollywood contingent included Irene Dunne, star of the

opus Randolph Scott, Walter and Mrs. Connolly Leo Mc-
Carey, vehicle's producer Garson Kanin, who directed

Dr. Francis Griffin, Miss Dunne's hubby Sam and Bella Spe-

wack, the scenarists Gene Fowler, author plus Hal

Roach, David Butler, Margaret Ettinger and Perry Lieber

T T
• • • SCREEN luminaries and execs were by no means

the. sole magnets of Louisville eyes for along with the visitors

as they marched to the blare of bands into the sunlight-arc-bathed

portals of the Riolto were Gov. Keen Johnson, Mayor Joseph D.

Scholtz, Mrs. Samuel Conner, Democratic National Committeewoman from

Kentucky a delegation of prominent women and the student

body representatives of Loretto Academy .... of which Irene Dunne, a na-

tive of Louisville, is an alumna Even the seventh annual biz

session of the Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels which was

held at the Kentucky Hotel to complete plans for the annual Derby Eve

Banquet tonight was understandably brief as the Colonels,

Suh tugged nervously at their genteel goatees and left their

juleps half unquaffed in their anxiety to get to the Rialto for the

festivities

T T T
• • • WELL, Saturday's the Derby and no amount of

clairvoyance on the part of this corner can prognosticate the

winner But there is one positive winner already on the lips

and in the hearts of Ole Louisville and that's "My Favorite

Wife" It has already come in with flying colors and

with it exhibs. everywhere will be on the right track.

T T T
—NEW YORK

• • • 'TWAS a merry shindig that informal cocktail party

yes'day afternoon at which Paramount bigwigs and other indus-

try leaders feted a fellow by the name of Jack Benny, star of

"Buck Benny Rides Again" in the appropriate Bacardi Room of the

Empire State Building Aside from the guest those present in-

cluded Barney Balaban, Austin Keough, Neil Agnew, Charles Reagan,

J. J. Unger, Oscar Morgan, Leon Netter Sam Dembow, Bob Weit-

man, Adolph Zukor, John Hicks, George Weltner, Leonard Goldenson.

Spyros Skouras George Skouras, Harry Katz, Harry Chatkin, Grad

Sears, Steve Lynch, Clayton Bond, Charles C. Moskowitz, John O'Connor

Joe Vogel, Fred Meyer, Harry Brandt, Milt Kusel, Bob Gillham, Al

Wilkie, Alec Moss, A. O. DiUenbeck, Don Gibbs, Armando Maurice

Kallis, C. N. Odell, Bob Hussey, Mark Sandrich, Zion Meyer, John Hertz,

Jr., and G. B. J. Frawley

MPRG TURNS "HEAT"

ONFORTHENEELYBILL
(Continued from Page 1)

lowing a review of the plan by Mrs.
Mary T. Bannerman, the Council's
National Legislative Chairman;
Henry R. Atkinson of the National
Advisory Committee and members
of the Joint Congressional Commit-
tee in Washington.
The Council, it is indicated, will

be in the front battle line when
hearings on the Neely bill start in

Washington on May 13, and as a
preliminary move, is calling on its

affiliates to "turn on the heat" via
a post card barrage.

Call to action says, "Compulsory
block-booking and blind-selling cen-
tralize control of neighborhood en-
tertainment in a commercial monop-
oly. Education, culture and child

welfare are involved, as is the free-
dom to reject propaganda. It is a
menace to democratic American
ideals."

It is disclosed that the national
endorsing groups of which the MPRC
is one have distributed "thousands
of copies" of the Neely bill in the
drive to spur House passage before
adjournment.

Ross Going to Coast; Will

Decide on Production Site

Nat Ross, who has a one-picture
production deal with Columbia, plans
to leave tonight or tomorrow for
Hollywood where he will decide
whether he will make his contem-
plated feature on the Coast or in

New York.
Ross is talking terms with Eastern

Service Studio and Erpi, but if nego-
tiations are unsuccessful the picture

will be made in Hollywood. He
oiiginally planned to produce at

Biograph.

Lehman Suggests 14 N. Y.

State Stories for Fi ms

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Wesley Ruggles has

asked the Governors of 44 states to

suggest film stories with state back-
grounds. Gov. Herbert Lehman of

New York has sent along 14.

Suspend Priscilla Lane
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Because of her re-

ported refusal to take the starring
role in "Money and the Woman,"
Warners has suspended Priscilla

Lane.

New Termer for Traube
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has

handed a new contract to Director
Shepard Traube.

Silents in Sixth Month
Miami Playhouse started its sixth

month of silent revivals yesterday.

11
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ouisville, May 3 - For the first time

its history this city has some-
hing to tailc about on Derby Eve

esides that turf classic — the amaz-

g World Premiere last night at the

iaito Theatre of "My Favorite Wife,

in event that lighted the town with

ts brilliance and introduced to

merica one of the funniest pictures

the screen has ever shown!
1

r< ;< o
RADIO
PICIMRES
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"U" SALES CONCLAVE

TO CALL EXECUTIVES

(Continued from Page 1)

later. District and branch parleys
will follow the I'egionals.

William A. Scully, general sales

manager, yesterday revealed the

names of those who would attend
the Atlantic City parleys. Cliff Work,
studio head, will come from the
Coast. Home office executives to at-

tend include President Nate Blum-
berg, F. J. A. McCarthy, Eastern
sales head; William Heineman, West-
ern sales manager; Joseph Seidel-

man, vice-president in charge of

foreign affairs; Leo Abrams, short
subjects sales manager; John Joseph,
advertising and publicity director;

Louis Pollock, Eastern advertising
manager; Morris Alin, 0. C. Binder,
J. Jordan, Charles Kirby, Hank Lin-
et, C. Margon, James Miller, F. T.

Murray, Adolph Schimel, Andy Sha-
rick and Herman Stern. Joe Engle,
special representative, also will be
present.
Harry Graham, A. J. Herman and

Dave Miller, district managers, will

be in attendance. Sales Manager
Scully will preside.

Exchange managers, salesmen and bookers

to attend are as follows:
Albany: Exchange Manager Jerry Spandau,

I. Shiffman and C. Weill.
Atlanta: Exchange Manager John Ezell,

L. Brauer, E. Cox, K. Gann, C. Jordan and
T. Miller, Jr.

Boston: Exchange Manager W. P. Kelly,

J. Callahan, F. P. Dervin, H. J. Martin, J.

H. Murphy, W. Murphy, E. Warren and

J. R. Wilson.
Buffalo: Exchange Manager J. J. Scully,

W. F. Bork, J. Fater, C. Heerdt and L. J.

Leiser.
Charlotte: Exchange Manager Paul Baron,

J. W. Bishop, R. Good, J. W. Greenleaf and
R. Masterman.

Cincinnati: Exchange Manager Peter Rosian,

G. B. Goniersall, Nate Le Venc, Jr., J. Marks,
F. Schreiber and H. W. Young.

Cleveland: Exchange Manager J. R. Kauf-
man, J. Fre%v, J. Krenitz, G. Kusenbauni and
A. W. Young.

Dallas: E.xchange Manager E. S. Olsmith,

E. Green, J. M. Lutzer, L. D. Lutzer, C. M.
Miller, J. E. Mitchell and W Pittinger.

Memphis: Exchange Manager J. A. Prichard,

L. H. Andrews, B. Jordan, H. Mansfield.

New Haven: Exchange Manager M. Joseph

and J. Pavone.
Ai'ty Orleans: Exchange Manager W. M.

Richardson, N. Lamantia, C. McMillan and
E. O'Neill.
New York: Exchange Manager D. A. Levy,

W. Benson, M. Cohen, H. Furst, N. Goldberg,

J. Liggett, B. Price, L. Simon and P. Win-
nick.

Oklahoma City: Exchange Manager James
Hobbs, M. Holstein, H. H. Martin and White
Cliff, Jr.

Philadelphia: Exchange Manager G. F.
Schwartz, W. J. Doyle, Jack Engel, F. Fortun-
ate, M. Kopplemen, J. Leon and S. Perlsweig.
Pittsburgh: Exchange Manager J. Lapidus,
D. Barnholtz, S. Feld, F. Guehl, L. Hess and
W. Satori.

IVashington : Exchange Manager B. Kreisler,
O. Blumenthall. W. E. Davis, B. Frank, S.

Tabor and L. J. Young.
Canada: Clair Hague, Paul Nathanson and

Mr. Perry.

Playrights Sue Republic
Harry Essex and Sid Schwartz,

playwrights, filed suit yesterday in

the Federal Court against Republic
Pictures Corp. for alleged plagiar-
ism. The plaintiffs claim that Re-
public pirated their play, "Prize
Family," which played at the Wind-
sor Theater in 1937, in the Republic
picture "Money To Bui'n."

-^ nCUJ VORK PR6VI€m ^
"A NIGHT AT THE RACES"

with Jack Cohn, Hal Hode, Harry Brandt, Marvin Schenck, Joe Hornstein,

James J. Walker, Judge Pecora, J. C. Flippen

Motion Picture Pioneers 331 Mins.

COLOSSAL COMEDY WHOSE RACING CLIMAX REVOLUTIONIZES FILM ENTER-
TAINMENT BY USING TREADMILLS INSTEAD OF THE USUAL SOUND TRACK.

This grand comedy was unleashed last night in the snooty Waldorf-Astoria by a bril-

liant, talented and increasingly "spirited" cast, each member of which has had at least

25 years experience in filmland. The production was unusual in that it was above
criticism because no critics were there. Furthermore, it unblushingly plagiarized a Marx
Bros, picture title, and cannot be termed a "vehicle" because only men and horses were
in evidence. From the viewpoint of this reviewer, the opus was spotted in the wrong
house, the atmosphere of the Waldorf being too swanky. A more pop situation, it seems,
could have been selected, for example the center ring of Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey

Circus, in which event MPPDA might have come across with a seal. Although the

comedy rolled until past midnight, indeed eclipsing in running time the vaunted "Gone
With the Wind," the story is very simple. At the outset, more than 200 executives,

representing more distinguished Pioneers than Cecil DeMilie ever dreamed of putting

into one attraction, appeared in a cocktail quaffing scene, after which a banquet was
staged, presided over by Jack Cohn, cast in the role of House Manager, and featuring

Judge Pecora and James J. Walker, plus J. C. Flippen as emcee. Then came the

great racing climax in which the principals at large examined with enthusiastic and

professional eyes the three live horses in the paddock, immediately adjacent to the

Jade Room. Within the latter, the races were held,—the nags running on treadmills.

Pari-mutuel betting was in order, and, with wagers down, ten per cent of which went
to the Motion Picture Pioneers' Relief Fund and the balance to the winners. Jack

(Offical Starter) Alicoate sprang the barrier for the first of two races which pitted

Robbins' Herman against Schenck's Marvin and Depinet's Ned. The second thriller

also had three entries, Terry's Ram, Cohn's Jack, and Buckley's Harry. Judge Pecora

was as usual the judge, and the Harrys Brandt and Buxbaum the stewards. Through-

out the production ran the theme that the cup that cheers brings a happy ending.

Cohn's production technique was fine. Photography, what there was of it, can best

be described as flashy.

CAST: Jack Cohn, Hal Hode, Marvin Schenck, Joe Hornstein, Herman Robbins, Wil-

liam Brandt, Harry Buckley, Leon Netter, Terry Ramsaye, Harry Brandt, W. K. Hedwig,

B. K. Blake, Sam Citron, Louis W. Schine, H. H. Thomas, Louis Astor, E. W. Castle,

Jack Alicoate, A. Montague, Rube Jackter, C. C. Moskowitz, Joe Malcolm, Max A.

Cohen, Adolph Haas, D. D. Rothacker, Herman Rifkin, Sam Dembow, Jr., Harry Bux-

baum, Herman Wobber, Joseph A. McConville, J. J. Milstein, Richard V. Anderson,

Joseph R. Vogel, William F. Rodgers, W. A. Downs, C. L. Casanave, Lawrence Beatus,

J. M. Schine, Jacob Wilk, Louis Frisch, Sam Rinzier, Si Fabian, Isaac Katz, Hyman
Rachmil, Albert Sadacca, Joseph S. Barkey, M. Seidlitz, Jack Goetz, Dan Michalove,

Al Young, Arthur Gottlieb, Lou Rydell, Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Martin Quigley, John C. Flinn,

Sam Rubenstein, J. Louis Geller, Saul E. Rogers, David Palfreyman, Eugene Meyers,

H. F. Karasik, Samuel Strausberg, Solomon Strausberg, R. S. Wolff, Emil Jensen, A. C.

Hayman, L. J. Schlaifer, J. J. Bowen, C. W. Downs, Tom Evans, F. N. Phelps, J. M.

Seider, H. B. Day, Jr., Charles Stern, J. J. Lee, Charles J. Sonin, Arthur Ziehm, Al

Reid, F. Doublier, L. K. Justin, T. J. O'Connor, Dave Chatkin, Fred McConnell, E. S.

Gaylor, Jr., L. F. Blumenthal, Vincent Trotta, Ray Gallagher, Max Weisfeldt, Paul Terry,

Maurice Kann, D. I. Pincus, Paul Benjamin, R. C. McKean, Ed Peskay, S. S. Krellberg,

Joe Rothman, Henry Siegel, Oscar Neu, Pete Harrison, Bert Sanford, E. Schwartz,

George H. Cole, and by that time the double Manhattans started to take the view out

of this reviewer.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Cohn; Directors, Hal Hode, Harry Brandt, Marvin Schenck,

Joe Hornstein, et al; Special Effects, James J. Walker, Judge Pecora, J. C. Flippen;

Author and Screenplay, Anonymous; Wardrobe, Moe Levy to London's Bond Street;

Sound, Plenty; Music, The Four Notes.

DIRECTION, Bull's Eye. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very Still.

Hoffberg Gets 3 Donat Pix

Acquisition of three English-made
features starring Robert Donat was
announced yesterday by J. H. Hoff-

berg. Pictures were purchased from
United Artists. Merle Oberon,
Wendy Barrie, Edmund Gwenn and
Miles Mander are also prominent in

the productions.

Douglas in Stellar Role
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Hall will direct

"He Stayed for Breakfast," alias

"Ode to Liberty," B. P. Schulberg's
first Columbia production, in which
Melvyn Douglas will star. It's an
adaptation of a French play.

Tanchuck as Tele Director
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^Nat Tanchuck, public-

ity representative of the PCC of

ITO, has been signed by W6XA0 to

produce, write and direct television

shows. His initial show, "A Man
Named Brown," will be televised

May 9.

V. C. Father-Son Banquet
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Variety Club will

hold its 17th annual Father and Son
banquet on May 12, it is announced
here. Carter Barron, John J. Pay-
ette and Hardie Meakin are handling
arrangements.

SEE U. S. CAPTURING

S. A. EQUIP. MARKE

(Continued from Page 1)

particularly true in Argentina a

Brazil."

Equipment of German manuf;
ture continues to occupy a pron
nent place in the market thereat
cording to Gregg, because ^^
large shipments slipped througlgl!
Allied blockade during the eai

weeks of the war. Unless additioi
material arrives, however, Gre;
believes current requirements v,

largely exhaust this stock prior
the close of 1940.

Auto Stunt Driver Sues

"U" for Use of Seen

Indianapolis — Universal Pictur
Inc., California, Studebaker Sa',

Corp. and Lucky Teeter, darede
auto circus driver, are named c

fendants in a $100,000 damage acti

filed in Superior Court by Earl Li

ter Simon. Simon, a stunt driv
claims that Universal used scenes '

stunts done by him and his ass
tants at the Studebaker provi
grounds, in "Danger on Wheels" a
credited the action to Teeter. Co i

plaint asks for an accounting of t:

film's receipts and an accounting '

Studebaker sales since release of ti

picture, and claims that Simon 1^

not received remuneration for 1.

services.

Unfinished Wagnerian
Opera May be Filmi:

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAT
Hollywood— An uncompleted (;

era, written by Richard Wagner, 1

fore he evolved the theory on mui
that made the orchestra vocal int'

pretations and words equally impi

tant in opera rendition, may find

way to the screen shortly, accordi

to plans disclosed by Irving Cu

'

raings, 20th Century-Fox director

Start "Belgique in June
London (By Cable) — Twentie

Fox has sent its most pretentic

British pix, "La Libre Belgiqu:
for June production at Sheper:
Bush. Michael Redgrave may I

seen as Eugene Van Doren, who pi

lished the clandestine sheet dun
the World War.

Merit Playdate Drive

Playdate drive will be inaugural i

May 15 by Merit Pictures Corp. w
prizes awarded to exhibs. every t

weeks. Exhibitors will get a tic)

for each playdate they make, w
drawings of tickets every two wei

to determine prize winners. Dv
will conclude July 30.

Autry Pix In Loew Houses
Gene Autry's latest Republic fi

'

"Rancho Grande," will be shown
all Loew's Metropolitan Theaters
ginning May 10.
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1 a luncheon for committeemen
U'lday in the Hotel Astor.
resent at the session, in addi-

I to the chairman, were Jack
11, A. Schneider, A. P. Waxman,
«E. Vogel, Sam Strausberg,

., ,, . Seidelman, Charles Sonin,

'T?tan Robbins, Eugene Picker,
I Rinzler, Louis Nizer, B. S. Moss,
ph Lee, William Klein, Malcolm
irsberg, Arthur Israel, Jr., and
cus Heiman.
ecause of the great urgency to

3:' ?nd aid to refugees as a result of

over-widening crises growing out
the European war, no definite

ia has been set for the drive,

has its duration been determined.
resent plans call for the tender-

! of an Amusement Division lunch-
at 12:30 p.m. on May 23, in the

el Astor, at which the guest of

or will be Rabbi Abba Hillel Sil-

Cunsel to Ask Action

in Ford Anti-Trust Suit

(^Continued from Page 1)

iday and ask action on his client's

-trust and clearance suit against
K, Paramount and other major

panies on pending technical mo-
s interposed by defendants.

acgowan on 'Man Hunt"
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

ollywood — Twentieth Century-
has assigned Kenneth Macgowan
associate producer on "Man
t," the Jeffrey Household novel
vn in England as "Rogue Male."

^l^
Chi. Rep. Exchange BIdg.

jhicago—Irving Mandel, Republic
fij'chise holder has organized the
Titeen Hundred Wabash Building

1. to build a new exchange build-

opposite the new 20th-Fox and
U|*rersal buildings.

03-Giri Ork in RKO Pix
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

ollywood — Hundred and three
ork. of the Murdock School for

Aberdeen, Wash., will play in

s "One of Six Girls."

Film Bowlers to Dine
ttsburgh—The ninth annual ban-

of the Film Row Bowling
;ue will be held Saturday in the
Room of the Roosevelt Hotel.

Ward House to Padolf
irkersburg, W. Va.—Lou Padolf
jacquired the Virginia from W.
yard.

ST f

icago—A baby girl was born to
erry Winsbergs; father is man-
of B & K Lakeside Theater.

Tulsa to Have Two Drive-ins Tfiis Summer
Tulsa, Okla.—At least two drive-ln theaters will be constructed near the city

limits here, one of them to be in operation by June 1, according to L. A. Chatham and
Abe Rosewall, representatives of Griffith-Southwestern Theaters here.

Chatham has announced that he has optioned four sites, with decisions depending
on traffic checks. First to be constructed will accommodate about 1,000 cars, involving

10 elevations.

Edison Progress Pageant Siiverstone and Goidwyn
to Mark Metro Pix Debut Due From Coast on Monday

(Coiitiuued from Page 1)

to present an Edison "Pageant of
Progress" from May 14 to May 16,

and M-G-M has arranged for the
world premiere of its picture, "Edi-
son, the Man," in four theaters on
the evening of May 16.

The picture, which stars Spencer
Tiacy, will be shown one night only
at each house. Pictures will be pre-
ceded by what is expected to be the
biggest joint civic celebration in the
history of Noi'thern New Jersey.

Col. Signs George Stevens

to Producer-Director Pact

(Coutinued from Page 1)

Jean Arthur starring. Stevens was
last with RKO Radio.
At the same time Columbia yes-

terday announced Rufus LaMaire
had been signed as special talent
rep.

Ex-Loew Cashier Queen
of Nat'l Restaurant Week

Marietta Ronchetti, of 1616 Grand
Avenue, the Bronx, a Child's Restau-
rant waitress, selected by the New
York State Restaurant Ass'n as N. Y.
Queen of National Restaurant Week,
the week of May 6th, and who will

be officially crowned and presented
with a scepter at City Hall, today,
started out as a cashier at Loew's
Burnside Theater. Her mother is

now a matron at Loew's 175th Street
Theater, one brother an usher at the
Capitol Theater, another Loew's
operation.

Circuit Court Upholds,

Reverses in Patent Suit

Chicago—U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals has upheld in part and re-

versed in part the District Court de-
cisions in Wagner Sign Service

—

Adler Sign Letter Co. patent litiga-

tion.

Circuit Court finds Wagner's first

patent valid and that Adler's letter

of the notched flanged type in-

fringes, but that Adler's letter of

the lug type does not infringe. Ad-
ditionally, both Adler's patent and
Wagner's second patent are held to

be invalid.

Cagney in Press Tale
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James Cagney will

star in "The Stuff of Heroes," news-
paper tale, for Warners.

"Human Beast" Stays

With an attendance record claimed,
Thalia is holding over "The Human
Beast," June release.

(Coutinued from Page 1)

Goidwyn will reveal his plans for
1940-41 production while in New
York. Whether he will commit him-
self as to his product deliveries to

United Artists, in view of the pend-
ing suit, could not be definitely de-

termined yesterday, but it was in-

dicated that no announcement would
be made until the case has been
settled.

Asher, Mannix May Fly

to London at Week-end

(Continued from Page 1)

the trip was to get first hand infor-

mation on M-G-M activities in Eng-
land. Their findings will be reported
to Louis B. Mayer.

Asher yesterday denied printed
reports to the effect that he would
head M-G-M's production activities

in England.

MAJORS NOW TO BARE

RECORDS IN MORI SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

tempt of court aftermath following
the refusal of the three companies
earlier to comply with the order of
Federal Judge W. H. Kirkpatrick.

Al RogelPs Nathan Hale

Story Sought by Paramount

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount is negoti-

ating with Director Al Rogell for the
purchase of his original story, "If
This Be Treason," based on the life

of Nathan Hale.
Rogell, currently directing Uni-

versal's "One of the Boston Bul-
lertons," and committed to one pic-

ture for R-K-0, on completion of his

present assignment, has indicated his

willingness to sell the yarn to Para-
mount if production will be held up
until his services are available as
the director.

Death for German Producer
Paris (By Cable)—Fritz Erner,

German film producer, was con-
demned to die by the Paris Military
tribunal following conviction on an
espionage charge.
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"My Favorite Wife"
with Cary Grant, Irene Dunne. Gail Patrick,

Randolph Scott

RKO 88 Mins.

ROLLICKING COMEDY WITH EXCEL-

LENT CAST IS THOROUGHLY ENTER-

TAINING PIX FOR ALL TYPES OF AUDI-

ENCES.

"My Favorite Wife" is a solid 88 minutes

of entertainment for audiences generally.

The picture contains one laugh after an-

other, progressing from a funny beginning

to a riotous climax; literally there is never

a dull moment. Exhibitors should do a land

office business, for it can be exploited as

one of the funniest comedies of any year

with all truthfulness. Additionally, there

is strong marquee drawing power in the

cast's top names. The original story con-

cocted by Sam and Bella Spewack, in con-

junction with Leo McCarey, is sparkling

comedy throughout, and the adaptation

written by the Spewacks for the screen does

full justice to every laugh possibility. Leo

McCarey gets credit for a smoothly mount-
ed vehicle, and Garson Kanin again rings

the bell with a bang-up job of direction

which leaves nothing to be desired. Cary

Grant and Irene Dunne are excellent in

the two top roles, with Grant never more
amusing or personable than he is in this

picture. Miss Dunne is polished, deft and

subtle as Grant's shipwrecked wife who
shows up at home seven years after her

disappearance to find that he had married

again that morning. Gail Patrick, the ob-

ject of Grant's second matrimonial venture,

ably fills her part. Randolph Scott, Miss

Dunne's vis a vis on a desert island after

the shipwreck, also fills the bill nicely,

in addition, two very amusing bits are con-

tributed by Granville Bates and Donald Mac-
Bride, as a judge and a room clerk, respec-

tively. Rudolph Mate also deserves a hand

for a nice photographic job, and the re-

mainder of the cast and technical crew also

rate credit for their contributions to the

film's general quality. Visualize Grant,

just married and in a honeymoon hotel,

seeing his supposedly dead wife appear as

a starter, and you can imagine the hilarious

opportunities offered by the situation. From
that point on the picture will continually

get laughs, and it is a certainty that audi-

ences will be of one accord in agreeing

that they saw a thoroughly enjoyable and

entertain'ng picture after seeing "My Fav-

orite Wife."

CAST: Cary Grant. Irene Dunne, Gail

Patrick, Randolph Scott, Ann Schoemaker,

Scotty Beckett, Mary Lou Harrington, Don-

ald MacBride, Hugh O'Connell, Granville

Bates, Pedro de Cordoba.

CREDITS: Producer, Leo McCarey; Direc-

tor, Garson Kanin; Original Story, Sam and

Bella Spewack and Leo McCarey; Screen-

play, Sam and Bella Spewack; Cameraman,
Rudolph Mate; Editor, Robert Wise.

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Para., "U" Buy Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Para, has acquired

"Dildo Cay," Nelson Hayes' West
Indian novel, and Universal has
bought "Unsasy Payments," orig-

inal by Erna Lazarus and W. Scott

Darling.

"Saps at Sea" i

with Laurel and Hardy
|

United Artists 57 Mins.

SWIFT-MOVING COMEDY, PACKED
WITH LAUGHS AND GAGS. SURE TO
SCORE WITH MAJORITY OF FANS.

Generously slapstick, this latest Hal Roach
concoction can be set down as the vehicle

which finds the clowning team of Stan

Laurel and Oliver Hardy at its best and

funniest. Virtually every ingredient known
to the cookers of comedy is employed at

one stage or another of the footage. There-
in lies much of the secret of this attraction's

appeal, namely, unflagging action and super-

latively silly situations devised to whisk the

audience along at a slaphappy pace. The
Laurel and Hardy duo will add, as a result

of "Saps at Sea," to their already generous
following of folks who enjoy laughing over

and above all other reactions induced by

screen entertainment. The comics launch

their long parade of laughs and gags, pro-

vided by an exceptionally bright script, in

a horn factory, whose din gives Hardy the

rare disease of the nervous system categor-

ized as "Hornitis," which sends him into

an abnormal strength-producing fit every

time he hears the blowing of a horn. This

"plague" leads to many gags which culminate

with the comics deciding to live on a small

boat to permit Hardy to get the sea air

and recuperate from his nervous disorder.

At the climax, after the boat slips her

moorings, the pair find themselves at sea
;

and at the mercy of a killer who has stowed
away. They capture the latter and are in

line for a big reward, but are in trouble

again themselves at the fade out. Ben

Turpin is among the cast members, and an-

other famous film comedian, Harry Lang-

don, is a co-author of the original story

and screenplay. Gordon Douglas directed

skillfully, and Art Lloyd's photography is

fine.
I

CAST: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, James'
Finlayson, Ben Turpin, Dick Cramer, Harry

Bernard, Eddie Conrad.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; Director,

Gordon Douglas; Original Story and Screen-

play, Charles Rogers, Felix Adier, Gil Pratt,

Harry Langdon; Cameraman, Art Lloyd;

Photographic Effects, Roy Seawright; Edi-

tor, William Z egler; Art Director, Charles

D. Hall; Set Decorations, W. L. Stevens;

Sound, W. B. Delaplain; Wardrobe Super-

vision, Harry Black; Music Score, Marvin

Hatley.

DIRECTION, SkillfuL PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"The Man With Nine
Lives"

with Boris Karloff, Roger Pryor, Jo Ann
Sayers, Stanley Brown

Columbia 73 Mins.

MILDLY EFFECTIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WHOSE APPEAL IS CHIEFLY TO THE

MELLER ADDICTS.

Although Karloff is fundamentally a "great

humanitarian" in this new vehicle, the pic-

ture is nevertheless decidedly in the thrill-

er class and spiked generously with the ele-

ment of horror, which means that it will

lure and satisfy audiences partial to pix

with "spine appeal." It was only natural

that Hollywood should seize an early oppor-

tunity to capitalize on all the publicity

which has been given of late to experiments

involving the "freezing" of patients suf-

fering from cancer. Hence "The Man With
Nine Lives," which is a moderately good

meller. Karloff is cast in the role of a re-

search-physician experimenting with "frozen

therapy." Roger Pryor, a younger physician,

is also interested in this aspect of science,

and seeks to recover Karloff's scientific note

after the latter has "disappeared" mys-

teriously from the face of the earth. Pryor,

accompanied by Jo Ann Sayers, who is his

sweetheart and a nurse in the same hospital,

hies to the erstwhile laboratory of Karloff

on a wild island near the Canadian border.

There Pryor finds Karloff and several en-

emies of th° elderly doctor's experiments

frozen. All are brought back to conscious-

ness after ten years of "frozen sleep."

Subsequent action is patterned after pred-

ecessor thrillers, with Karloff using his

prisoners as human guinea pigs. At the

finale Karloff is killed, and Pryor and Miss

Sayers go back to cilivilzation with the

secret of "frozen sleep" as a boon to suf-

fering humanity. The footage is more novel

than exciting and is well directed and photo-

graphed.

CAST: Boris Karloff, Roger Pryor, Jo Ann
Sayers, Stanley Brown, John Dilson, Hal

Tal'aferro, Byron Foulger, Charles Trow-
bridge, Ernie Adams.

CREDITS: Director, Nick Grinde; Author,

Harold Shumate; Screenplay, Karl Brown;

Assistant Director, Arthur Black; Camera-
man, Benjamin Kline; Editor, Al Clark; Art

Director. Lionel Banks; Sound, Ed Bernds.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Fairbanks Film Program
Film career of the late Doug.

Fairbanks, starting with "The Lamb"
in 1915, will be reviewed in a ser-

ies of film programs to be shown
at the Modern Art Film Library,
beginning Monday and extending
through June 30. Fairbanks pre-

sented the Library with a complete
collection of his films last year.

* fORCIGn *

Hopkins as Mrs. Carter?
Ifcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners propose to

sub Miriam Hopkins for Bette Da-
vis in "The Lady With Red Hair,"
based on the career of Mrs. Leslie

Carter.

"The Mayor's
Dilemma"

(French dialogue, English titles)

Film Alliance of the U. S. 87 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Amusing comedy
has an excellent cast and good direc-
tion.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Photoplay oj

rich dramatic substance, engaging
characterizations and captivating
backgrounds.

NEW YORK TIMES: Cheerful and
deeply affectionate film.

CREDITS: Producer, S. Nebanzahl; Di-

rector, Raymond Bernard. PLAYERS: Charpin,

Annie Vernay, Saturnin Fabre.

"In Old Missouri"
with the Weaver Brothers and Elvir^

Republic 67 K

HILLBILLY YARN OKAY FOR SM
TOWN TRADE, BUT HAS LITTLE LA

CITY APPEAL.

Exhibitors in the hinterlands didTT
prisingly good business with a rec^^
public release entitled "Jeepers Creep(

and it is very likely they will do eqi

as well with this picture, but as film

for urban audiences it fails to have n

appeal. The story is nothing more
a series of situations which provide op

tunities for the Weaver Brothers and E

to dish up their own particular brand of

billy humor, ranging from broad slapstic

homespun homilies. June Storey, Mar
Gateson, Thurston Hall, Alan Ladd

Loretta Weaver support the princi

Frank McDonald directed. Hall, a finar

beset with numerous difficulties, is

proached by the Weavers for assistanc

easing the lot of the sharecroppers w
ing on land owned by his company,

turns over everything to the Weavers in

gust and disappears. Eldest brother A
works everything out nicely before the

ture winds up, trapping the crooks

were robbing Hall, effecting a recent

tion for Hall with his wife, relieving

sharecroppers' burden and taking care :

few other incidentals.

CAST: Leon Weaver, Frank Weaver, I

Weaver, June Storey, Marjorie Gat'

Thurston Hall, Alan Ladd, Loretta We
Andrew Tombes, Mildred Shay, Willis C
Earle S. Dewey, Forbes Murray.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, An
Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald;

iginal Screenplay, Dorrell and Stuart

Gowan; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; E>

Ernest Nims.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRA'
0. K.

^ FORCICn ^

"Little Adventurers
(Italian dialogue, no English title;

Esperia Films 84

NEW YORK TIMES: Improl
propaganda scenario made moder i

entertaining by efforts of you

cast.

DAILY NEWS: A little Mark T

and a lot of nationalistic zeal are

bodied in film, but it is enterxa.

and has considerable humor.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Had i

been no propaganda in this fil'

could have been rated as a p^ei

adventure story.

CREDITS: Mediterranean Films pr

tion; Director, Flavio Calzavara. PLA

Nello De Rossi, Rolando Vona, Leo

chiorre.

Ann Sothern as Dulcy
li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM L

Hollywood—Ann Sothern get

title role in Metro's "Dulcy'

make.
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D Biographical Stories Planned For 1940-41 Season

PUCKJEES HIGHER AMISSIONS AS NECESSARY

Ifiock-Down, Drag-Out Fight On Neely Bill In House

i

HE WEtr IN
REVIEW

hi. Contempt- Case Report

-' = By L. H. MITCHEU —

^

fESTIC
\TEMPT CASE: Special
•Y Edgar Eldridge's report on
hi. contempt case found B & K,
^ Management Corp. and Para.,
' of violations of the 1932 con-
lecree. Defendants were given
ys in which to file objections

? report is given to court.

^ANCIAL : Para.'s 1939 finan-

eport gave net earnings for
at $3,874,944, an increase of

^,268 over 1938 . K-A-O re-

i first quarter net of $312,452,
:.i|.5. F. Keith Corp., $209,455.

I\VITY SUIT: Paul Williams
I nging his D of J staff to New

' to prepare for trial of Gov't's

: suit . . D of J wants to comb
" contracts for trial data . .

•J. Schaefer, in his pre-trial

assailed long-time exhib.
hises.

* * *

ODUCTION: Producers Re-
2; Co. plans 20 features, 18
ins for the coming season . .

signs producer-director con-
with Geo. Stevens with "New
ns" his first film . Jon Hall
play Kit Carson in Small's UA
Donald Ogden Stewart script-

Philadelphia Story" for M-G-M,
Katharine Hepburn for lead .

r's Lum 'n' Abner to do series
'

;
RKO release ... Mrs. Franklin

'I Ptoosevelt featured in first

3Hby Lobby" short Robert
wood (not the playwright) to
Legacy" for Columbia . . Mel-
Douglas to star in B. P. Schul-
^"Ode to Liberty" for Col . .

Pox assigns Kenneth Mac-
n to "Man Hunt". Joan Ben-
-t-t for star role in "I Married

' jjzi" Para, will co-star Mary
*E!i(in and Allan Jones in "Count of
jujjmburg"

. Ann Sothern will
{.Continued on Page 7)

Rep. Costello Calls Measure
a "Legislative Patent

Medicine"
Washimjton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Without waiting for

Interstate Commerce Committee
hearings to start on May 13, foes
of the Neely bill in the House are
laying down verbal barrages which
assure a knock-down, drag-out fight

on the floor regardless of the Com-
mittee's action, favorable or other-
wise.

Pre-hearing assaults are being
led by California solons latest to

(Continued on Paac 5)

RCA SUBlTS PLEA

FOR TELE'S FREEDOM
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Immediate employ-

ment of idle money and idle men
waits only on the FCC's order to go
ahead with commercial television, a

(Continued on Page 5)

Sweden Without Shipments

of Prints for Third Week
Checkup at the week-end of ma-

jor foreign departments showed that
it has been impossible for compa-
nies to ship prints to Sweden for
the past three weeks and that ship-

(Contintied on Page 7)

NEW ALLIED

UNIT IN N. Y.
May be Represented at Chi.

Convention in June

Plans for a new exhibitor organi-
zation in New York State are re-

ported to be in work and details

may be completed within a month.
It is understood that the associa-
tion will seek to affiliate with na-
tional Allied and will send represen-
tatives to the Allied convention in

Chicago next month if the organiza-
tion has been perfected.

Large part of the embryonic mem-
bership is said to be composed of

former members of the dormant Al-
lied of New York. First group to

get under way is expected to be in

Albany where activity is under way.

Other groups will be operative in

Syracuse, Schenectady and Buffalo.

A state-wide meeting of prospective
unit leaders probably will be held
next month.

Metro Opens First Sales

Regional at Frisco Today

San Francisco—First of four M-
G-M sales conventions starts today,
with the sales staffs from five West-
ern exchanges in attendance. Ses-

(Continued on Page 7)

4S Biographical Stories for 1940-41;

Warners Lead Field With 16 Proposed

Pa. Exhibs. Apprehensive

as Legislature Convenes

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Pennsyl-
vania Legislature convenes today in

a special session called by Gov. Ar-
thur H. James primarily to provide
additional relief funds. The addi-
tional funds are proposed to be pro-
vided through transfers of monies

(Continued on Page 6)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—If present production

plans hold, Hollywood studios will

swamp theater screens with bio-

graphical stories next season.
Checkup shows 45, termed a record,

on schedules, with the probability

that there will be others.

Warners leads the field in the

number of biographical stories con-

(Continued on Page 7)

Public Has Demonstrated It

Will Pay For What It

Wants, His View
Commitments already announced

by 20th-Fox, both with respect to the
budget of $25,000,000 and the com-
pany's lineup
for the 1940-
41 season,
will be ad-
hered to, de-
spite the fact
that film
commerce be-
tween the
U. S. and Eu-
rope is "tak-
ing a terrible

beating," it

was asserted
Saturday by
D ar ry 1 F

.

Zanuck, vice-

president in charge of production, as
(Continued on Page 4)

ANTI-CLEARANCE LAW

FOR TEXAS LOOMING

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

Dallas—A state law which would
do away with clearance is being

talked about here as the result of

the student "strike" at Texas A & M
College at College Station.

The students are protesting
(Continued on Page 6)

Execs. Add to Holdings

of Universal Corp. Stock

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Report of Universal

Corp. to the SEC reveals Nathan J.

Blumberg has acquired 10,500 com-
(Contimied on Page 6)

GWTW U. S. 'Take'
IVeartng 20 Millions

As of today "Gone With the Wind"
has piled up a domestic gross of approx-
imately $19,450,000, and within another
seven days, it is expected that the pic-

ture will hit the $20,000,000 mark.
When first released, it was predicted

by THE FILM DAILY that GWTW would
gross over $20,000,000 In six months.
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Kalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywoud Blvd , Phone
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man, The Film Renter. 127 133 VVardour St.,
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Av. Coyoacan No. lOOB, Mexico, D F
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(OUOTATlOiVS OF FRIDAY. MAY 3)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat. 107'g IQS-g 1034 _(- 1/4

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%! 65/8 65-8 65/8

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1571/4 156 ISSVi — %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12 115/g 115/g_ 3/^

Loew's, Inc 34yg 34 34 — Vs
do pfd 108 108 108 — %
Paramount 7V4 7 7% + Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. . 91/4 914 91/4 + %
Pathe Film 1034 lO'/j lO'/j — V4
RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox . . 8?8 8 8V4 — 14

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd IOOV2 99V2 100 — Vi
Warner Bros 3 '4 iVs 3V8 — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3 V2s46, , 1041/4 1045/4 IO41/4 + 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 314547 89 89 89
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s49 8914 8914 891/4— 5/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor IS'A 1434 ^4^/s — Vs
Trans-Lux 1% 1 ij 1 %
Universal Corp. vtc... 6i/i 6 6 -\- Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 71

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66I/2 68I/2

Roxy to Pay on Pfd.

Board of Directors of Roxy The-
ater, Inc., at its meetino- Friday de-
clared a quarterly dividend of STic
per share on the outstanding Pre-
ferred, payable June 1. to stock-
holders of record at the close of
business on May 18.

DONALD M. MERSEREAU : General Manager

CHESTER B. BAHN :::::: Editor

m The Broadivay Parade m
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Lorentzl—9th week Belmont
Rebecca (United Artists-Selznick)—6th week Music Hall
Strange C^rgo ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picturesi—2nd week Capitol
Buck Benny Rides Again (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Two Girls on Broadway (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Criterion

Star Dust (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
Saturday's Children (Warner Eros. Pictutes) -...Strand
If I Had My Way ( Universal Picturesi Rivoli

Saps at Sea (United Artists-Roach) , Rialto

Suicide Legion (Alliance Films) Globe
Song of the Road (Select Attractions) Little Carnegie
Mysterious Mr. Reeder (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central
Covered Wagon Trails (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central
Primrose Pathe (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Charlie Chan's Murder Cruise (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Gone With the Wind ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—21st week Globe

FOREfGiV LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—10th week World
The Mayor's Dilemma (Film Alliance)—3rd week 55th St. Playhouse
Stella del Mare (Esperia Films) Cinecitta

Tutta la Vita in Una Notte (Italian feature) Cine Roma
Janitzio (Azteca Films) (a) 48th St. Theater
Ora, Ponciano (Azteca Films) (a) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEIVfiVGS
West of Carson City (Universal Pictures)—May 7 Rialto

My Son, My Son (United Artists-Small)—May 9 Music Hall

Women Without Names (Paramount Pictures)—May 9 Criterion

Dark Command (Republic Pictures)—May 10 Roxy
Torrid Zone (Warner Bros. Pictures)—May 17 Strand
Typhoon (Paramount Pictures)—May 22 Paramount
Twenty-one Days Together (Columbia Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Twenty-Mule Team (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol

So This is London (Twentieth Century-Fox)—May 8 (c) Central
Ghost Valley Raiders (Republic Pictures)—May 8 (a) Central

Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox)—May 9 (a-b) Palace

Angel from Texas (First National Pictures)—May 9 (a) Palace

V/aterloo Bridge (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (a) Capitol

Foreign
La Mazurka di Pape (Esperia Films)—May 9 Cinecitta

La Conzion del Mlagro (Azteca Films)—May 10 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Follows "Twenty-
Mule Team."

Song Writers to Meet
on Obscene Song Issue

Special meeting of the Song-

Writers' Protective Association has

been called for 2 p.m. tomoiTOw at

the Park Central Hotel to act on a

resolution authorizing a Committee

on Ethics which would be empowered
to take disciplinary action against

members found guilty of writing ob-

scene songs. Provision is made for
review by the general membership.

Tri-States Closes 1940-41

Circuit Deal With 20th-Fox

First 1940-41 circuit deal has been
closed by 20th-Fox. It's with Tri-

States and covers 26 spots in the
Des Moines-Omaha territories.

Would Examine Schaefer
Examination before trial of George

-J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, was asked
Friday by Caron Corp., perfume
manufacturers, in an application
filed in the New York Supreme
Court. Caron is suing RKO for an
injunction and damages claimin.g
that its perfume had been shown
in an unfavorable light in the film
"Primrose Path."

CBS Scouts Reports First

Tele Activity to be West
CBS here at the week-end scouted

reports that its first tele activity
would be on the West Coast rather
than in the East, pointing out that
it does not at the present time even
have an application pending for a
Coast transmitter.

Reports originated with the As-
sociated Broadcast Technicians unit
of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers which has .I'ust

renewed its contract with CBS for
another year. Contract gives the
union tele .I'urisdiction.

Sheridan With Cagney
ll'i-.it Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ann Sheridan is War-

ners' final choice for the femme lead
opposite James Cagney in "City for
Conquest."

BRr»NT9-4!53-4

comiRG nno Goinc

ALEXANDER KORDA. MERLE OBERON, SAM-
UEL GOLDWYN, MRS. COLDWYN and MR. ant
MRS. WILLIAM PALEY. arrive today from th(

Coast on a chartered plane.

ED KUYKENDALL, president of MPTOA, ar-

rived in Los Angeles from Kansas City over thi

week-end.

CHARLES BOYER and his wife, PAT PATTFR-
SON, returned to the Coast over the week
after a short New York visit. Ifl'

ED STEIN, Samuel Goldwyn's Eastern publicit)
representative, has returned from the Coast.

MORRIS LOEWENSTEIN, SOL DAVIS am
ONA JOHNSON are here from Oklahoma City.

L. M. DEVANEY, RKO Canadian district man-
ager, is vacationing in Atlantic City.

L. W. CONROW, president of Altec, has re-

turned to New York after a two weeks' trip

to the Southwest and the Coast.

Irene Dunne, a Derby Guest,

Sings "Old Kentucky Home'^

Louisville—Gov. Keen Johnson in-

troduced Irene Dunne as a honif
state girl at Churchill Downs jusi

preceding the running of the Derbj
Saturday afternoon. The screen stai

was there as the guest of the Gov
ernor. As a tribute to her as i

Louisville girl and for the work
premiere of her new RKO picture
"My Favorite Wife," the crowd o:

some 100,000 persons joined with he:

in singing "My Old Kentucky HomeT
at the track.

'

Para., Ascap Contribute

to Greater New York Func

Paramount Pictures has give;i

$5,000 to the Greater New Yor
Fund, it was announced at the week
end. Ascap has also given $1,000.

Lloyd Signs Gaines
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAiL

Hollywood—Richard Gaines, Broac
way actor, will play Patrick Henri

in Frank Lloyd's Columbia pix, "Th
Howards of Virginia."

//
GIVE ME

Pick up your phone

and express the

preference of dis-

criminating advertis-

ers who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK I

Trirphone ..... COIumbus 5 - 6741 I
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Ever in the forefront of in-

dustry showmanship, S\-G-hA

again is first in friendly ex-

hibitor service. Today's big

Broadway event is the open-

ing of our Booth pictured be-

low. The many services which

it rendered to exhibitors and

their friends last year have

been amplified. It is truly the

industry's official and most

conveniently located World's

Fair Information Center.

1
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MAYOR LAGUARDIA
and Harvey Gibson, head of
the World's Fair, address
huge throng in front of Loew's-
M-G-M Information Center in

preliminary! 940 mass meeting
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M-G-M RELEASES IN MAY E A WORLD'!^
Wallace Beery in "20 Mule leajn," Spencer Tracy in "Edison, 1

;

Robert Taylor in "WaterlfK.i Rrjdtf," fva-.i Ci-itwford, Fr.>(!rir M--
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THE NAVY'S IN TOWN-WITH AN ADOPTED SON!

A lonelyorphan picks a gob
as his"pop"-and the whole
fleet plays Godfather 1

Then the kid "adopts" a

"mom" who'd sworn she'd

never marry a sailor

<
JEAN JAMES

PARKER DUNN
\H

tli^

S0« 0^ Ti^Vli
WITH

MARTIN SPELLMAN

Directed by
WILLIAM NIGH
Associate Producer

GRANT WITHERS
Original story by Grover

Jones and True Boardman

Screenplay by Marion Orth

and Joseph West
A

MONOGRAM PICTURE

Four in Technicolor
Planned by 20th-Fox
Twentieth-Fox will probably have four

Technicolor features for 1940-41. Men-
tioned for dye vat dips are "The Return

of Frank Jones," "The Great Command-
ment," "Down Argentine Way" and
"Song of the Islands."

Availability Suit Settled

By Agreement Out of Court

Cleveland—Through a settlement
effected out of court Vitagraph, Inc.

has agreed to recognize and to ad-
here to the prevailing custom of re-

leasing pictures to subsequent run
theaters not less than 35 days after
the completion of the first run.

The agreement followed a suit

filed by Meyer Fine, involving the
Shaker Theater in which he asked
that Vitagraph be enjoined from
playing "Virginia City" at Warners
Colony and other local subsequent
run houses 28 days after the com-
pletion of the first run engagement
at the Hippodrome. "Virginia City"
completed its first run on April 5,

making the subsequent run avail-

ability date May 11. However, a
group of houses, including Warners'
Colony advertised the picture for
May 4 showing.
While this was a specific case in-

volving a particular theater and a
particular picture, the agreement
concluded works to the advantage of
all Cleveland theater owners, accord-
ing to attorney Jerome Friedlander,
of Fine's counsel.

Jersey Sets Edison Day
to Mark Metro Premiere

Gov. A. Harry Moore of New Jer-
sey has proclaimed May 16 as
Thomas Alva Edison Day. It's in

connection with the observance May
14-16 of the Edison Pageant of Prog-
ress, the latter tied in with the mul-
tiple premiere on the 16th of Metro's
"Edison, the Man," in the Oranges.
Pageant features thus far set in-

clude a giant fireworks display atop
Eagle Rock, West Orange, on the
15th, to be followed by a ball at the
Orange Armory. Metro players are
expected to come on from the Coast
to attend. Parade through the four
Oranges is set for the 16th.

"Edison, the Man" will be shown
one night only at the Hollywood
Theater, East Orange; Palace,
Orange; Windsor, West Orange, and
the Cameo, South Orange.

New Virginia House Set
First state-financed theater in the

U. S. is set for Virginia, with the
project to start this Summer, ac-

cording to Robert Porterfield, direc-

tor of the Barter Theater in Abing-
ton, Va. Virginia state theater will

be mobile, moving seasonably to va-
rious sections of the state.

committal on the possibility of doing
so at this time.

Sidney R. Kent, who welcomed the

production trio at Grand Central
Terminal, stated that he expected
to go to the Coast for his Spring
studio checkup later this month.

HIGHER ADMISSIONS

NEGESSARY-ZANU(

(Continued from Fai/e 1)

he airived from the Coast on
20th Century Limited, together w
his executive assistant, Willi

Goetz, and Sol M. Wurtzel, execut
producer, for production confr >

with President Sydney R. KW *

other officers.

Zanuck said that there is ever

possibility of 20th-Fox spend
more than the announced budget

:

ure, with the hope that' big dome!
grosses will compensate for fore

losses. He implied that b.o. scc

could equitably be raised, beca

the public has demonstrated tha'

will pay to see the type of featu

which appeal to it. Unless gem
upping of admission prices is in

ated and extended playing t

gained, he added, he does not

how any company can break e

with international conditions as t

are.

$50,000 for White's Story

Zanuck disclosed that 20th-Fox
purchased the screen rights to St

art Edward White's best seJ

"Wild Geese Calling," for the i

of $50,000, and this deal was <

eluded on the train en route to II

York. Price of rights for "C]

Hanna" was put at $65,000, !

Zanuck refused to divulge the amc
involved in the acquisition of "II

Green Was My Valley." Acquisi;

of the three properties give the c:

pany the number 1, 3 and 5 sto;

in the current lists of best sell

Production costs on "Lillian Russ

he cited as a minimum of $850,0

If the industry is to successf,

meet the revenue problem presen

by the new season, the "blowing!

of attractions to very large-s

proportions is essential, Zanuck
clared, and that certainly produc

costs cannot be reduced. He said

never in the history of the comp;

has there been a lineup of so n"i

elaborate and substantial feature:

will be made and distributed!

20th-Fox in 1940-41.

Temple Decision Possible

Regarding the Coast reports

Shirley Temple, now making "Y(

People" and 20th-Fox are appro

ing the parting of the ways, Zai:

asserted that the star's contract

one year to go, and that even

span may not see the exercisitf!

the pact's terms calling for her

pearance in a feature. Decision

be reached at the Eastern parley.-

The three production officials <;

here for the customary quar'i

meeting on studio affairs, it

emphasized, and will return to

Coast this midweek. In the int(

they will stay at the Sherry-Ne'

land.

Kent Plans Coast Visit

Zanuck said that he, Goetz i

Wurtzel had not come East with

specific thought of appearing

examination in the current Go'i!

ment's New York equity ai'

against the majors, and was
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i>;a submits plea

for tele's freedom

{Continued from Page 1)

f, submitted at the FCC's re-
st, by RCA stated. RCA made
urgent request that rules be

a pted which will pei-mit tele broad-
c/ii^8' on a regular and full com-
anjal basis.

'^A further told the FCC that it

» ^ ready to manufacture and sell

< which will receive tele trans-
sion of all types specified by the

(1 nmission and used in regular pub-
b program sei'vice. Brief added that
>as not possible, now or in the fu-
e, for any one company to have a

n nopoly on television.

ilCA attacked Para, picture inter-
" ; behind the DuMont Laboratories,
rging that Para.'s recent inter-

in tele was primarily for the
pose of "protecting" its ledger
nest in the movie and theater

i; ustry and not to develop the new
a of television.

( idel and Cohen Take
Lido Theater, Brooklyn

jOu Goidel and Max Cohen are
t'ing over the Lido Theater, Brook-

, having given up the Paras Court
?ater which they had operated for
last three years.

ioidel and Cohen have filed suit

: linst the Aventi Realty Corp.,
thners of the building which houses
*' Paras Court, asking $25,000.
ay charge that the owners leased
upper fioor for a dance hall, al-

1| edly making the building unsafe
i i forcing them to give up their

i^nch Croix de Guerre
for Movietone News Man

iParis (By Cable)—Georges Mejat
'\. Fox Movietone News has been
<!,"orated with the Croix de Guerre

conspicuous courage in making
itage under fire.

Knock-Down, Drag-Out Fight

On Neely Bill in House

{Continued from Pasic 1

)

join in a withering attack being
Rep. John M. Costello, D., Calif.,
who prepared a five-page analysis
of the industry and its operations
for insertion in the Congressional
Record Annex.

Sees Untold Hardships
Costello's analysis in essence finds

that the Neely block-booking meas-
ure will bring untold hardships to
the industry, and he calls upon his
House colleagues to study its pro-
visions carefully before imposing
such a statute on the industry.
"No one quarrels with the avowed

purposes of this act," says Costello.
"Everyone wants to see better and
finer motion pictures exhibited, and
it is not surprising that this pur-
pose is widely endorsed. There is

nothing in the Neely bill that pro-
hibits the showing of the most ob-
jectionable pictures, or that will re-
quire the showing of the finest pic-
tures.

"It is merely an uncertain but
drastic bill to regulate wholesale
dealers and the retail dealers in the
motion picture business that is like-
ly to produce quite unexpected and
devastating results.

Calls Bill "Patent Medicine"
"It is off'ered as a legislative pat-

ent medicine to cure all the ills of
the motion picture industry, but it

contains a slow poison as its active
ingredient."

Section three of the bill is op-
posed by independent exhibitors,
Costello said, as it will arbitrarily
freeze the asking prices first quoted
by each distributor on its pictures,
which, he said, is usually somewhat
higher than those finally agreed
upon and will prevent negotiations
for more favorable prices and terms
and will prohibit price discounts and
reductions by the wholesale dis-
ributor to secure orders for more
than one picture.

RCA to Pay Dividends
j.
Quarterly dividend has been de-

< jred by RCA's board on outstand-
1 ^ shares of $3.50 Cumulative First
eferred and on "B" Preferred.
vidend on former is '&IV2 cents

share, and on the latter $1.25
>i' share. The dividends are for
riod from Apr. 1, to June 30, and
11 be paid on July 1, to stock-
Iders of record at close of busi-
ss, June 7.

"Maryland" on July 12
'Maryland," 20th-Fox Technicolor
ecial, will be released July 12,

lek later than first announced. Pix
11 have a dual world premiere at

5 New and Center theaters, Balti-
be.

"The Bat" on Shelf

Y Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
jHollywood—Unavailability of Al-
iid Hitchcock as director has caused
Imued Bronston Prod, to shelve
ihe Bat" as its first for UA.
I

Michael Todd Using Bands
With Film Draw for Fair

Dance bands and orks with dem-
onstrated film house b.o. pulling
power will be used by Michael Todd
for his Dancing Campus at the
World's Fair. Already set are Hor-
ace Heidt, Gene Krupa, Ben Bernie
and Kay Kyser, with others to be
added. Todd will have Gypsy Rose
Lee in "The Streets of Paris" at the
Pair's Hall of Music, the Albertina
Rasch Dancers in "Sazarac" at his

Gay New Orleans and will bolster
"The Hot Drunkard" at the Op'ry
House with silent film thrillers.

To Set 'Westerner' Campaign
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn will

set sales campaign on "The West-
erner" in New York where he arrives
by plane today, accompanied by Mrs.
Goldwyn.

Cleveland Exhibs. to Meet
Cleveland—Cleveland Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors Association meets
tomorrow.

SALUTE THE SNAPPY, HAPPY COMEDY HIT!

...The fun is fast and howlarious . . . as a girl,

a gob and a l(id take the navy for a boat-ride

!

MONOGRAM PICTURES
Presents

JEAN

PARKER
JAMES

DUNN
SON t'h'e navy

wth MARTIN SPELLMAN
Directed by WILLIAM NIGH

Associate Producer GRANT WITHERS
Original story by Grover Jones and True Boardman

Screenplay by Marion Orth and Joseph West

AS CRITICS CHEER!
"Clean, brisk, stimulating entertainment in the best

traditions of the American movie." M. P. HERALD

"A bang-up navy picture that moves along at a

merry clip from start to finish." HOLLYWOOD reporter

"Noteworthy and diverting comedy-drama with a

salty navy background." box OFFICE

"Monogram can take a well deserved bow ... a

pleasant surprise, plenty of delightful entertainment."

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Amusing and well paced, good entertainment for

family trade." "I-M DAILY
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ANTI-CLEARANCE LAW

FOR TEXAS LOOMING

(Continued from Pacic 1)

against the inability of the campus
theater to show first-run pictures
because of the clearance granted
Mrs. M. Schulman's three theaters
in nearby Bryan. These houses were
patronized by Texas A & M stu-

dents until the recent decision by
the student body to stay out of

Bryan until College Station was
given first-runs.

Repercussions of the incident are
expected all over the state. Banning
of clearance by law is looming, ob-

servers here believe.

Execs. Add to Holdings

of Universal Corp. Stock

(Continued from Page 1)

mon voting trust certificates and dis-

posed of 1,000 for an addition of

9,500 certificates. This brings his

total to 13,500 certificates.

Peyton Gibson acquired 500 cer-

tificates and now holds 1,300 cer-

tificates and 26,500 through Stand-
ard Capital Company. Charles D.
Prutzman has acquired 3,500 certi-

ficates bringing his total to 4,400.

Blumberg also holds 10,000 com-
mon voting trust certificate war-
rants. Gibson reported no warrants
held directly but holds 111,283 war-
rants through Standard Capital.
Prutzman reported receiving 3,000
warrants from the corporation with-
out charge, representing his total

warrant holdings.
Acquisition of 300 shares of Loew's

Inc., common stock by C. C. Mosko-
witz is reported. Moskowitz now
holds 900 shares. Loew's also pur-
chased another 25 shares of Loew's
Boston Theaters common. The par-
ent company now holds 100,339
shares.
Report of Pathe Film states Rob-

ert M. McKinney has acquired 11

shares of common stock, represent-
ing his entire holdings.

Accidentally Wounded
Logan, W. Va.—Mrs. M. E. Thal-

heimer, wife of Marcus Thalheimer,
Logan Theater, Logan, W. Va., suf-
fered serious injuries when a gun
falling in her home was accidentally
discharged.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 6

John C. Flinn

Oliver H. P. Garrett

I. Altman

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
T T

• • • ALL film theaters are naturally amusement places

but some are just naturally amusing —so odd and often mirth-

provoking that it's a wonder they have escaped the notice of Bob

Ripley From time to time in this colyum we intend presenting

a number of these exhibition field oddities which prove patently

that our industry is not altogether a "serious business" For ex-

ample,—and you can believe it or not,—there's the theater down in

Vienna, Ga owned and operated by W. E. Griffin The sec-

tions of seats for the white and colored folks respectively

are both on the ground floor and each section has its individual

picture screen There being only one projection room the pic-

ture is actually relayed from the vrhite folks' screen to that serving the

colored patrons Strange as it may seem the method is very

effective Mister Griffin declares he owns all the patent rightsTV
• • • THEN there's the house ojit in Mt. Home, Ark
which is held directly responsible jar greatly increasing sobriety

among itinerant patrons The manager has twin daughters

who help operate the theater When you buy your ticket jrom

one of these gals in the booth and walk around to the main
entrance apparently the same gal takes up your pasteboard

Identical in looks and dress the manager's daughters

have caused several over-enthusiastic tipplers to "take the pledge"

at least temporarily

• • • EVERY night is bank night out in Chicago's Praga Theater

for the reason that the theater is in a bank building the erst-

while "Adams State Bank" which name prominently adorns a sec-

tion of the upper facade House shows,—unless Fate has recently

intervened,—only foreign pix. . . • Now down in the Ferriday, La.,

section there's a small house which doesn't have to worry about

building prestige among the femmes It has a lady manager, a lady

ticket seller, a lady ticket taker and no kiddin' a lady pro-

jectionist! It's no place for a bachelor film salesman

T
• • • THE Great White Way area gets another film house

next Sunday night via the opening oj the Forty-Eighth St.

Music Hall whose policy is to show old-time movies and

serve beer and pretzels to the patrons The initial program

includes some footage of McKinley, T. R., Andrew Carnegie and
Kaiser Bill et al plus a Bill Hart two-reeler and Jack

Benny's first screen effort which is being re-titled, "Casanova

Rides Again" . . . .This latter classic's sound track spills vocal com-
mentary by Fred Allen and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson re

Benny's acting ability

T
• • • THAT same night, next Sunday June Storey, Gene

Autry's leading lady at Republic, appears with the singing cowboy

on his CBS air show for Wrigley in a radio presentation of "Rancho

Grande" one of their most recent Republic films. . . • Publicist

Paula Gould's new novel published by House of Field, Inc

has just made its bow in all the bookshops 'lis titled "Publicity

Girl" which the author has been in behalf of several pix companies

and many film stars. . . • Word comes from the Warner Club

that its members, their relatives and friends will embark on a

"mystery cruise" on Wednesday, June 19 as the org's Annual Out-

ing feature Cruise chairman is Ralph Budd and his commit-

teemen are Nat Fellman, S. Schneider, Harry Mayer, Robert Salomons,

Stuart Aarons, I. H. Birnbaum, and Ann Martin

• OHIO THEATERS PAi

ALONG AOMISH L

Dover, 0. — Efi'ective yest

Shea Theater Corp.'s Bexle;

State here and the Union at r

New Philadelphia passed alor

one cent state amusement t

patrons. Tax previously
^

included in the regular 2-.
J

35 cent admissions.

"For years we have been a

ing this tax, paying it out c

own pocket, a burden of 3 per ci

our receipts," the Shea explai

said. "Few Ohio theaters hav(

so generous, none in the largi

ies. With the rising cost of

wood product we are forced lo

a slight adjustment in our p
the announcement read.

Pa. Exhibs. Apprehensive

as Legislature Conv

(Continued from Page 1)

from various special funds •

general fund. Exhibs. are .

hensive about enactment c

amusement tax to help meeti

needs, but James has indicati

new taxes will be enacted.

To Fete Tippy Harrisc

Chicago—Tippy Harrison, re

from the industry, will be fe^;

a dinner in the Congress Bi

Florentine Room Thursday.

WEDDING BEL

Marriage of Caroline Hen:
Ascap's exec, staff' to William
ter Rosebrough, Jr., took pU
the Little Church Around thi

ner. Bride before joining

was on the stage. 'They're

mooning in New England.

Cleveland—Sidney Garfinkle
representative for Quality
iums, and Evelyn Goldstein
married on May 26.

Urbana, 0.—Lou Harris, nu;

of the Fairbanks Theater, Sii

field, and Mary Martell, assis'.:

Blackstone, the magician, wen
ried.

Chicago—Laverne Schoenig,
B & K cashier department, wil

ry Frank Cotthrol next month

New Orleans—Jean Kinard,
the several lovely reasons exh !

linger in the Vitagraph offici

wed Fi'ank Perschall.

Pittsburgh—Engagement o

ton J. Engel, local manag(
Quality Premium Distributorlj

Sylvia" Neufeld of Philadelphij

just been announced.

I
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INNED FOR 1940-41

THE WEEr IN REVIEW
Chi. Contempt Case Report—Accept Brit. Monetary Quota

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ted for picturization with 16

ned. The Burbank studio has
> placed "The Life Of Knute
" in production, and during

,,
suing- months "The Story of

irUwil Jones," "The Man From
lel jk-eet," earlier called "This
n^iWiter," and based upon the
••• if the founder of the foreign

evvice; "Beniamin Franklin,"

^ull Life," the story of Kath-
Gero, Hungarian "Mother of

is'' and "Calamity Jane," are

to go before Warner cam-

n Freud to Poe and Colt

iviners may also make "The Life

t ud," "Annabel Lee," the story
<^ ;ar Allan Poe, "The Times Of
Pastor," "The Life Of Alfred
ird Nobel," "First Trigger
'nased on the life of Samuel
Beethoven" and "The Prime
:r," the story of Benjamin
11. Additionally, Warners
Baron of the Colorados" with

d G. Robinson as James Ad-
Keavis and "The Lady With
air," based on the career of

^eslie Carter.

I ning large on the WB 1940-41

of course is the Hal Wallis-

L. Lasky production of "The
ng Story of Sergeant York."

ntieth-iFox, which has just

ted "Lillian Russell" and has
lam Young" now under way
40-41, has plans for "The Re-
f Frank James," "Sergt. Sam
1, U. S. A." "Lucky Baldwin,"
Starr" and "Andre Maginot,"

11 as "Brooklyn Bridge," the

the story of the Roeblings.
ade Stalin" and "The Life of

Steinmetz" also have been
ined.

Metro Will Add Four

10, shortly to release "Edi-
18 Man," has plans for "Mme.
" "Simon Bolivar," "Soapy
" saga of a Colorado confi-

man, and "The Life of Captain
latter to be produced by
A. FitzPatrick.

les R. Rogers will make "Jane
IS And Hull House," "In Old

'jrey," with Rita Hayworth as
liPMontez, for Columbia, while

First Woman Doctor," which
produced by Columbia, is now
scenarized. It deals with the

' Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell.

5. deMille is making plans for
n Of Queens," dealing with
e of the Virgin Mary. From
lount will also come "Triumph
Pain," relating to the life of

!'. I.enry Morton, Boston dentist,

eveloped anaesthesia; "Sunrise
' Pocket," which is the story
tvy Crockett; "Country Law-
the biography of Samuel Sel-

Partridge, an up-state New
I
lawyer, written by his son,

]iy Partridge.

I'ard Small has announced "Kit
V' and "The Life Of Ru-

play the title role in M-G-M's
"Dulcy". Warners propose to cast
Miriam Hopkins, in place of Bette
Davis, as Mis. Leslie Carter in "The
Lady with Red Hair."

MISCELLANY: Three majors,
after first refusing to produce rec-
ords in the Mori anti-trust suit,

changed strategy and will hale them
into court Rep. Leland M. Ford,
Calif. Rep., charges Gov't seeks "real
censorship" of pix in the two Neely
bills, while M. P. Research Council
"turned on the heat" in favor of the
bills Circuit war looms in North-
west as Geo. Mann reports competi-
tive building plans . . .

FOREIGN
BRITISH EMPIRE: U. S. dis-

tribs, will accept Britain's monetary
quota . Odeon and GB circuits re-

ject M-G-M's 70 per cent terms for

"GWTW". .. Clearance reform said

to be progressing in Canada . . .

Australian remittance agreement
was reported near.

LATIN-AMERICA: Walter J.

Hutchinson, 20th-Fox foreign head,
reported pix biz running ahead in

South and Central America, while
Erpi's general foreign manager, E.

S. Gregg, forecast capture of the
equipment market in those regions
by American firms.

FIRST METRO REGIONAL

ON TODAY IN 'FRISCO

Sweden Without Shipments

of Prints for Third Week
(Continued from Page 1)

ment of prints to both Norway and
Denmark has also been curtailed,

with operations in the latter two
countries only possible in German-
controlled areas bv companies still

doing business there.

Spread of the warfare has also

necessitated a complete revision of

shipping schedules and routes.

Number of countries restricting

currencies has also increased, it was
learned. Countries where restric-

tions are now in effect include: The
British Empire, Australasia, South
Africa and other British possessions,

Checko-Moravia, Latvia, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Spain, Japan, China,
Poland and Germany. Some busi-

ness is still being done in the lat-

ter two countries.

:hc

All-White Test Audience
Views All-Negro Film

Atlanta, Ga.— "Mr. Washington
Goes to 'Town," Dixie National all-

Negro cast pix, was "tested" be-

fore a strictly white preview audi-
ence yesterday at the Brookhaven.

Trombo on "Foyle"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dalton Trumbo will

script "Kitty Foyle" for RKO.

5 Shea Houses to Midhio
Marion, 0.—Midhio Theater Corp.,

a Paramount alfiliate operating the

Marion and Palace Theaters, has

closed a deal with Shea by which, ef-

fective May 1, it acquired the Shea

situations in Bellevue, Clyde and

Fremont. The theaters involved are

the Lion and Ohio in Bellevue; Hark-
ness in Clyde and the Paramount
and Strand in Fremont.

(Continued from Page 1)

sions will last through tomorrow.
Other conferences are scheduled for
May 13-14 in Chicago, May 17-18 in

New York City and May 20-21, Wash-
ington, D. C.

W. F. Rodgers, general sales man-
ager, will preside. Other home office

executives include Edward M. Saund-
ers, Western sales manager; How-
ard Dietz, advertising and publicity
chief; Edwin W. Aaron, assistant to

Rodgers, and Joel Bezahler, assistant
to Saunders.

Those attending the meeting here and the
Ijranches they represent are:

Los Angeles: George A. Hickey, district

manager; Clayton T. Lynch, branch manager;
William A. Caliban, Sam S. Davis and Reuben
L. Harris, salesmen.

Portland: Louis Amacher, branch man-
ager; Joseph T. Warren, salesman.

Salt Lake City: Samuel Gardner, branch
manager; Clarence W. Boulet, Carl E. Lind
and David T. McElhinney, salesmen.
San Francisco: Langdon C. Wingham,

branch manager; Leland S. Hulling, Edward
C. Mix, Sidney Schuster, salesmen; N. Ed-
ward Beck, exploitation man.

Seattle: Maurice D. Saffle, branch manager;
Mac Rubenfeld and B. Wallace Rucker, sales-

20th-Fox Musical Special
IVcsf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — 20th-Fox will make

"Tin Pan Alley" as a musical spe-

cial for 1940-41.

dolph Valentino," while Universal
will make "When the Daltons Rode."

Nellie Ely for RKO
RKO Radio will film "The Story

of Nellie Bly," Samuel Bronston
Prod., "The Life of Horace Mann,"
Walter Wanger, "So Gallantly
Gleaming," the story of Gen. John
C. Fremont and his wife, Jessie

Benton; John Stahl, "The Life of

Daniel Webster"; Boris Morros,
"The Life of 0. Henry"; Harry
Lachman-Maurice Cleary, "Desert
Priest," story of the late Msgr. John
T. Crowley of Death Valley.

Other possibilities include films

based on the lives of Col. Edward
Green, "Sandman" Borgen, Col. Ed-
ward M. House and Nathan Hale.

THE EXHIBITOR says

DARK
'COMMAND
"AIL SUPIRLATIVIS MUST Bi

PULLED OUT Of THE DICTIONARY

TO DESCRIBE THE EXCELLENCE

OF DARK command: ACTION,

THRILLS AND A BEAUTIFUL

ROMANCE '^

The BLACK KNIGHT of KANSAS"
He blazed a path of fiery r/^qUL WALSH—Director

death... and the ruins of

a horrified countryside

smouldered in his wake

m.
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BUCK BENNY RIDES AGAIN"... is out ahead of

ROAD TO SINGAPORE " in New Yoric, Chicago, Boston, San

Francisco, Seattle, Providence, Hartford and Kansas City!

,„ .<,«, .0.. on ..on ««-;;-;;;;rr
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Vomens Clubs Duped On Neely Billj. Says Kuykendall

IRIFFISlSKS continued; INDEPENDENCTFOR PIX

loew's Quarterly Net Rises $420,901 To $6,789,828
^lortization Now on 70-30

Basis, With Rates

Accelerated
aniing's of Loew's Inc. for the
teks ended March 14, after de-

viation and taxes and reserves
contingencies, was $6,789,828,
valent, after preferred dividends
>;49.66 per share to $3.79 per
e on outstanding' common. Corn-
able figures for the same period
.939 were $6,368,847 in earnings,
al to $3.68 per share on the com-
1. Sensational grosses of GWTW
undoubtedly reflected in current
res.

ainings before depreciation,
> and reserves, including the

{Continued on Page 10)

LEE FILES PLAN

f!R TELE IN THEATERS

irst concrete plan readied by any
tj vision broadcaster to put pro-
ej ms into theaters is revealed in a

f filed by the Don Lee Broadcast-
System with the FCC in which

- stated that the Coast network
made a tentative agreement with
imp of Coast exhibs. to reproduce
ision programs in theaters. At

(Continued on Pafir 4)

iinmercialized Television

pected Within Two Weeks

'laton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—FCC's decision on
imercialization of tele is expected
:wo weeks. Chairman James L.

I

has cut short his vacation to

fly records and briefs,
ielay of the FCC in acting on a
prt based on results of its in-

(Continucd on Page 10)

Pittel Replaces Whelpley
at RKO's St. John Branch

t. John, N. B.—E. A. Whelpley,
^ fTan RKO Radio exchange man-
^I'li- here, has resigned, with Leslie

I
(Continued on Page 9)

Roach Sets Financing hy New Yorh, Coast
Banhs for ^'6,000,000 Proiltiction Lineup

West Lnast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Roach's $6,000,000 producfion program for 1940-41 will be

underwritten by the Bankers Trust of New York and the Securlfy-First National Bank
of Los Angeles. Roach plans six productions. Hugh Huber, Roach vice-prexy, said

that $500,000 would be spent on national advertising, with $400,000 going for an

exhib. co-op campaign in the dailies.

SALES MEET TO CALL HAWKS' UPC TO MAKE

FIVE UA PRODUCERS

Five United Artists producers are
slated to attend the first of the com-
pany's sales conventions at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria beginning next Monday.
They are Samuel Goldwyn, David O.
Selznick, James Roosevelt, Hal
Roach and Sol Lesser.

Mvirray Silverstone, head of UA.,
returned from product conferences
on the Coast yesterday. He said
that he looked for no further changes
in the originally announced program

{Continued on Page 9)

New Korda Co. in U. S.

Will Make Two Pix for UA

Alexander Korda plans to deliver
two American-made and two Eng-
lish-made pictures for United Ar-
tists release during the 1940-41 sea-
son, the producer said yesterday up-
on his arrival from the Coast, en

(Continued on Page 10)

10 FILMS FOR RKO

IVesf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — United Producers

Corp., formed by William B. Hawks,
plans 10 features in the next three
years, with half of these to star
Ronald Colman. Pictures will be
released by RKO.
Hawks, brother of Howard Hawks,

for some years a talent agent, is

president and executive producer of

the new company. Colman is said
to have a profit-sharing arrange-

(Continucd on Page 10)

Metro May Announce New
Program at N. Y. Meeting

San Francisco — While Metro
opened the first of four regional sales
conventions at the St. Francis Hotel
here yesterday with William F. Rodg-
ers, sales chief, and Edward M.
Saunders, Western sales manager,

(Continued on Page 4)

Kuykendall Charges V/omens Clubs

Duped on Neely Bill by Their Reps.

Jacobi to Oppose Browne
for Presidency of lATSE

Candidacy of Vincent Jacobi, busi-
ness agent of Local 1, New York
stage hands, for the presidency of
the lATSE was disclosed at the
week-end. Jacobi is the first candi-
date to toss his hat in the ring with

(Continued on Page 10)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Flat charges that

Washington oflRcials of women's
clubs have misled their organiza-
tions into believing that the Neely
block-booking bill would provide
community choice of pictures and
improve morals were made here yes-

(Contimied on Page 4)

Para. Exec. Accuses Gov't

of "Pointing Heaviest

Guns" at Industry
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Stanton Griffis,

chairman of Paramount's executive
committee, yesterday accused the
Gov ermnent
of "pointing!
i t s heaviest!
guns" at anj
i n d u s t r yj
which has re-

frained from
I

exerting it si

own powerful!
influence on|
the Govern-
ment.

S p e a king I

before the
Los Angeles
Town Hall, stanton griffis

G r i f f i s de-
clared that the attacks by Congress

(Continued on Page 9)

BLUMBERG PRE-TRIAL

EXAM. ON THURSDAY

Government and defense attor-

neys will meet tomorrow in an ef-

fort to agree upon the Government's
application for complete records con-

cerning the Philadelphia exhibitor

situation in connection with the D
(Continued on Page 10)

Chicago Alliance Circuit

Shows 15 P. C. Biz Increase
Chicago — The Alliance Theater

circuit reports an increase of 15

per cent in business during the past

four weeks, as compared with the
(Continued on Page 10)

Rodgers, Pasternak to Speak

at PCC Convention Tomorrow

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Tomorrow's speakers

at the Paciflc Coast Conference of

ITO convention will include William
F. Rodgers speaking on "Distribu-

{Continued on Page 10)
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BUENOS AIRES—Chas de Crur, Heraldo Del
Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

m H
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NEW YORK STOCK

High

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd 1

Gen. Th. Eq
Loews, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .

Paramount 2nd pfd...
Pathe Film
RKO
20fh Century-Fox
ZOth Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

6% 65/8 6%

95/8

573/4 1

74 1

11 '/2

34

9'/2 95/8 + Vs
57 1571/8 + Vi
74 174
111/2 111/2— 1/8

331/4 34 + 1/2

71/4

90
71/8 71/8 ....

90 90-1-2

101/2

1

81/8

201/4

100
3 1/8

101/2 10'/2 — Va
1 1

8

20
99
3

8
20
99
3

— 1/4— 1/4— 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46. IO41/4 104V4 IO41/4 -f-

l^

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Scnotone Corp IVg 1 '/s 1%
Technicolor HS'g 1454 HS/s
Trans- Lux 1^8 l^s 1%
Universal Corp. vtc. STs 5% 5%
Universal Picts

Denionstiation of Phonovision, the
coin-in-the-slot talking picture tie-

vice, will be held at Sherry Nether-
land Hotel, New York, on Thursday,
Sam Sax, e.xecutive of the Phonovis-
ion Corp. of America, announced
yesterday. Machine will be on di.s-

play all day.
Phonovision was designed for use

in hotels, cocktail loung'es, etc., and
patrons can get eye and ear enter-
tainment in the same manner that
they now get phonograph music in

l)ublic places.

Sax and Frank Orsatti arrived
here over the week-end from Holly-
wood.

Carl Goodman Succeeding
Tippy Harrison with G-H

Chicago—Carl Goodman, son of
Julius (Goodman, Goodman-Harrison
circuit prexy, has been named gen-
eral manager of the G-H group of
theaters, succeeding Tippy Harrison,
who is resigning after 22 years in
harness.
Jack Kirsch and Allied members

will give Tippy a dinner at the Con-
gress Hotel Thursday night. It is

expected, that several hundred the-
ater inen will attend. Tippy joins
the Chicago Planagraph Co. in an
executive position, next month.

Would Force N. Y. Censors
to Again View "Ecstasy"

Petition for a mandamus to com-
pel the inspection of the film
"Ecstasy" by the motion picture di-

vision of the New York State De-
partment of Education was filed yes-
terday by Eureka Productions, in the
New York Supreme Court. The De-
partment had refused to examine the
film because it had previously re-
jected it. Eureka claims to have
radically changed the film by elimi-
nations.

Atlanta Operators' Exec.

Killed In Motor Crash

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st 47
Met. Playhouse. Inc., 2nd deb. '45 . 69 71

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 66'/2 68I/2

Atlanta, Ga.—John H. Daniel, 52,
operators' union vice-prexy and Ri-
alto's projectionist, was killed yes-
terday and his wife was injured
when their automobile crashed into a
telephone pole near Palmetto. They
were en route to Atlanta from Co-
lumbus where they had been visiting.

Two sons also survive.

Mori Case Up Friday

Philadelphia—With Harry Shapiro,
counsel for the plaintiff, busy with
the special session of the State Legis-
lature, which opened yesterday at
Harrisburg, trial of the Mori (Vine-
land, N. J.) anti-trust case went over
yesterday to Friday.

Rites for Max Margolies
Cincinnati — Max Margolies, Re-

public manager here for the past five

years, who died Sunday at the age
of 38, was buried here yesterday. He
is survived by his widow and a
daughter. Margolies had been asso-
ciated with Nat Lefton in the Cincy
and Cleveland territory for 19 years
before he joined Republic.

Myers Circuit in Allied

Chicago — Sam Myers circuit has
joined Illinois Allied.

D of J Mum on Griffith

Suit Until Final Order

\V,isln,i,iti>„ lUacaii of Tllli FILM DAILY
Washington—D of J statement on

the sudden, unexpected move to drop
its anti-trust action against the Gi'if-

fith interests, with headquarters in

Oklahoma City, awaits the entering
of the formal dismissal order by the
Federal District Court in Oklahoma,
it was indicated yesterday. Suit was
filed a year ago as "an essential
complement" to the New York equity
suit and extended the Government's
legal offensive from the majors to

indies.

Country Views on Films

Slated as Feature of PM

PM, metropolitan new-style daily
making its bow next month, will ex-
periment with a weekly film col-

umn designed to give the provincial
slant on pix as contrasted with the
New York viewpoint. It will be
written by Barney Oldfield, film edi-

tor of the Lincoln, Neb., Sunday
Journal and Star.

PM's film dept. head will be Var-
iety's Cecilia Ager; staff will have
Ben Crisler, who followed Frank S.

Nugent as the Times first string
man. Bosley Crowther replaces
Crisler on the Times.

Meeting of GN Creditors

on Coast Set for May 16

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Creditors of Grand

National have been notified of a
hearing scheduled for May 16 when
the solvency of GN will be discussed.
Other subjects for consideration will

be the report of the trustee on
claims, applications for fees and dis-

bursements, reduction of the trustee's
bond and ways and means of wind-
ing up the proceedings. There also
will be a general report of, and ac-
counting by, the trustee.

Hold Memorial Mass
on Valentino's 45th Birthday

Memorial mass on the 45th anni-
versary of Rudolph Valentino's birth
was attended by about 300 members
of the Valentino Memorial Society at
St. Malachy's yesterday. Rev.
Michael V. Bell was celebrant. Later,
the members saw the revival of "Son
of the Sheik" at the Miami Theater.

Stanley Kramer Promoted
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stanley Kramer, aide

to David L. Loew-Albert Lewin for
the past year, has been appointed
production assistant. First assign-
ment is Erich Maria Remarque's
"Flotsam."

cominc Rno com
I

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, NED E. DEPINET
S. BARRET McCORMICK arrived on the C
yesterday from Louisville.

BEN HECHT expects to go to Hollyv»ood
latter part of this week.

JERRY WALD and RICHARD MACAUV" V
ner writers, returned to the studi/fcj ei

after vacations in San Francisco and\^» 'Y

respectively.

WALLACE BEERY arrives here tomorrow i

California, piloting his own plane. He tr

several p.a.'s en route.

WEBER and FIELDS arrived yesterday f

the Coast in connection with premiere p
20th-Fox is completing for "Lillian Russell."

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, WILLIAM GOETZ, J

SILVER, MAX GORDON, SCL. M. WURTJ
ALEXANDER KORDA, MERLE OBERON and \

TOR ORSATTI are at the Sherry Netherland

NORMA SHEARER arrived here yesterday I

the CDast.

JCE E. BROWN and his wife have retui

to the Coast.

HAL ROACH is scheduled to arrive here U^

M. B. SILBERBERG and his wife have ret«i

to Hollywood.

S. J. DAY, former Colombian manager
20th-Fox, is here for home office confabs pi

ing a new assignment.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, vice-president of M<
gram, arrives in New York today from

Francisco where he attended the compj
regional with W. Ray Johnston and ScofI

Dunlap.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic's vice-presl<

in charge of foreign sales, is at presen-

Caracas, Venezuela, and will return to

York on or about May 28, after he visits Pu

Rico and Cuba.

AARON JONES, SR., has returned to

cago from his annual Florida sojourn.

MILLICENT ANDERSON, TWA publicity

rector, has returned to Chicago from the C(

Conn. Allied In Session

New Haven—Allied Theater Own-
ers of Connecticut will meet at
luncheon at the Hofbrau Haus Res-
taurant at 12:30 p.m. today with A.
M. Schuman presiding.

Premiums Lead Triples

in New Chicago Checks

Chicago — Theaters using pn
iums in this city have increased

20, while 16 are now using trr

features. Only four exhibs. arc t

ing books.

NBC to Use Coaxial Cable

in Televising GOP Par

NBC will use the New York-P-

ly coaxial cable in its coverage;

the GOP national convention

Philadelphia next month. Staff

25 will be used by NBC. Phi

which will also cover, will hayi

force of 25.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE

BETWEEN TWO POINTS IS

Tostal
Tehgraph[

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAH|i

'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUi:

TELEPHONE BILL.



JOHN GARFIELD
(Miles ahead of anything he's done !)

ANNE SHIRLEY
SATURDAY'S CHILDREN

with

CLAUDE RAINS
iDSCOE KARNS'LEE PATRICK-DENNIE MOORE

Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN
Screen Play by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein • Based on the

Play by Maxwell Anderson .A Warner Bros. -First National Picture

The play was

a record breaker

-and the picture's

even better!

FORSHOWMANSHiK

mRNBRBROS.
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DON LEE FILES PLAN

FOR TELE IN THEATERS

{I. iiiitilllli-d from I'tlili- 1 )

the same time, the brief made a plea

foi- full commercialization and end-
ing of hampering restrictions.

It was also stated in the brief that
three or four advertisers have in-

dicated they are ready to use station
WfiXAO, the Lee television station,

and that these programs would pro-
vide a means to determine the wants
of advertisers and public reaction.

The brief estimates that such an
arrangement with theaters would
permit program expenditures of

$18,000 to $20,000 a week. It is

stated that not only would these
programs be availble to people own-
ing television receivers, but could be
seen J'nd heard by those in attend-
ance in theaters. It is also asserted
that this program expenditure would
be available regardless of whether
the public purchased television re-

ceivers; in other words, this expend-
iture would be made independent of

the number of receiving sets in the
hands of the public.

It was estimated in the brief that
there are between 300 and 400 tele-

vision sets in use in the Los Angeles
area at the present time, but the be-
lief is expressed that with full com-
mercialization, approximately 10,000

sets could be sold in a reasonable
length cf time.

Goldberg's Big Features

to be Replaced by PDC

Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg of Big
Features Rights, announces the
name Big Features will be replaced
by PDC, and branches of Big Fea-
tures will become offices of the na-
tional organization of Producers
Distributing Corp.

110 Restaurants, Taverns
Have Television Receivers

Tile receivers are now installed
in approximately 110 taverns and
restaurants in the New York area.
NBC estimates. Home sets number
about 3,000.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
ro the following on their birthdays:

MAY 7

Joseph Bernhard

Gary Cooper

Benjamin Glaser

E. A. Eschmann

• • O THIS coming Thursday's Ampa luncheon at the usual

place and time (Dempsey's Eighlh Ave., 12:45 sharp) is gonna give

the National Radio Film Commentators Circle an opportunity to air

the complaint thai their programs have been sadly neglected by

the film industry In addition to David Lowe, Circle's prexy

the guest speakers'll be Stella Unger, WEAF Radie Harris, WOR
Sam Taylor, WHN, and Jack Mitchell, WBNX A question

period will follow the speakers' dissertations

T T T
9 9 THOSE GWTW yarns attending the showing of

the attraction 'round the country continue merrily the

latest coming out of Decatur, Ala Townfolk turned out in

force including the county's sole Confederate survivor

who went wild at the sight of Sherman's march through Georgia

Quiet up to that point the veteran screamed that he'd

"be damned" if he'd stay-and see the Yankees do that to the

Southerners He precipitated a near-riot by brandishing his

walking cane as customers ducked and dodged for safety

He departed in high heat and couldn't be persuaded to see

the remainder of the show

T T
• • • LONG distance phone call Howard Dietz (o Si Seadler

from the Culver City studios about half a dozen new M-G-M

pix to be released soon which Dietz calls "one of the

greatest lineups in a long time" starting wi'.h "Waterloo

Bridge" which he termed a really great picture Vivien

Leigh, in her first role since Scarlett O'Hara and Robert Taylor

give grand performances 'Edison, the Man,' destined to be

another big Spencer Tracy grosser 'The Mortal Storm' a powerful

picture from the best selling novel with Margaret SuUavan and

lames Stewart in the leading roles 'Andy Hardy Meets Debutante'

uproarious the best yet in the popular Hardy series

'Pride and Prejudice' starring Greer (Mrs. Chips) Garson and

Laurence Olivier beautifully done and having the 'Little Women'
flavor Joan Crawford and Fredric March in 'Susan and God'

better than the stage play bound fo be liked by everyone"

Dietz's enthusiasms at so much an enthusiasm over long distance

wires for six happy M-G-M hits Phil M. Daly is first to bring

the good news to you

T T T
• • • SHORTLY past noon yes'day the Loew-Metro

forces re-opened the organization's World's Fair Information cen-

ter on the apex of the traffic isle at B'way and 46th St

George Hamilton Combs, WHN's news commentator was emcee

successively presenting Lucy Monroe, who sang "America"

Adelaide Moffett, Parkyakarkus John Reed Kilpatrick,

Madison Sq. Garden prexy and v.p. of the West Side Ass'n of

Commerce Fred Bright, Broadway Ass'n managing di-

rector and Helen King, assistant director of the Complete

Contest Division of the World's Fair Phil Bloomberg, prexy

of the Naumkeag Amusement Co. of Salem, Mass who's a

great booster for New Eiigland and a fanatical fancier of

Down East clam chowder (as who isn't?) was the first exhib.

to sign the Info Center's register for visitors

T T T
• • • 'TWAS a scintillafin' preview that Eastman Kodak Co
in conjunction with the N. Y. Museum of Science and Industry held

last night in the museum, 30 Rockefeller Plaza which disclosed a

marvelous historical collection of photographic apparatus Exhibit

opens to the public today and w^ill continue for several months.

KUYKENOALL CHARGE!

WOMEN'S CLUBS DUPE

[iniil niiffi from Pai/c ])

terday by Ed Kuykendall, MPT(
jn-exy.

Kuykendall, who arrived to f

dress the Pacific Coast Conferer
convention opening here tcwT '

at the Aml)assador Hotel, f^vD,
trustees' meetings today, dc!Clar

that the women's clubs sujiport

the Neely bill was jiredicated up
such misreiiresentations.
The MPTOA prexy told The Fii

Daily that during the last thi

months he has addressed numero
women's organizations and learn

that members were not familiar wi

real provisions of bill but had be

duped by their Washington leade

He added women were not interesti

in trade practices.
]

Kuykendall said picture industi

is based on styles and cycles a

under the ])roposed legislation, t

hibitors would be required to b

a picture, by synopsis, dealing w:

a subject that might be outniod

by the time it was to be played a

exhibitors would have no cancel

tion privilege.

The exhib. exec, leaves here S;

urday by plane for Washington
attend House Committee heai'injis

the Neely bill Monday. Membc
of MPTOA executive committee a

other officials will also attend he;

ing.

Metro May Announce New
Program at N. Y. Meetii

I Continued from Page 1)

holding the reins, it was learned tl

the company's 1940-41 product lil

up probably will not be publicly

nounced until the New York region

on May 17-18.

The Chicago regional on May
14 will intervene, while the foui

and final regional opens in Washir
ton on the 20th. Local parley clo;

today, following which the ho

office group, including Howard Dit

publicity-ad head; Edwin Aaron, a

to Rodgers, and Joel Bezahler
head East.

Want Kid Ban Repealed
Halifax, N. S.—Exhibs. are

ing repeal of a Nova Scotia st;i

\

which makes theater operators I

ble to a $100 fine for admit-

children under 10 unaccompanied
parents during the daytime.

Shea Contract Awarded
Columbus, 0.—General conti:

for construction of new film thea

which Shea will build in New PI

adelphia has been awarded to Wei

ling Bros, of Dover, according to .-

chitect H. C. Holbrook.

*]fiayerUng' Re-tnake?
West Coast Bin:, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Seymour Nebenzahl, who

produced "Mayerling" in Europe, would

like to remake the film in this country

under auspices of M-C-M, where he is

under contract.



WHEN THEY ASK YOU
^^What is the title

of Vivien heights

first new production

since *Qone With

The WindT'

be sure you knov/ the correct answer-

-<^



It's Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's



and it's a honey!



,-\''

-^f'

WATCH
YOUR
PULSE!

\ I

Her first screen role since she was the hea

tiful Scarlett O^Hara!

His most powerfully romantic performanc

The picture the world is waiting for!

VIVIEN LEIGH
ROBERT TAYLOR

//

WATERLOO
BRIDGE

ivith Lucile Watson, Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya,

C. Aubrey Smith • A Mervyn LeRoy Produaion • Screen

Play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau and George Froeschel

Based on the Play "Waterloo Bridge'' by Robert E. Sherivood

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE • Directed

6:yMERVYN LeROY.Proaucedb^SIDNEY FRANKLIN
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Short Subject Reviews SALES MEET TO CALL

FIVE UA PRODUCERS

(Coitliniicd from Page 1)

I other sources were coming at a

e when the foreign situation had
e the position of the fihn indus-

i)„le a plea for the continued in-

lendence of the country's most
ly-patronized art.

Cites Attacks on Every Side

-V great combination of art and
less finds itself today beset on
> side by attacks of local, state
Federal agencies, in the courts
the legislature," GrifRs said,

assed by such Congressional bills

a :he Neely bill . . . harassed and
iiented by suits of the Depart-
it of Justice aimed toward forcing
major companies to separate the-

ownership from production;
n down by taxes of every con-
able nature; inhibited and limited

blilmcst a hundred censor boards
^» :h have sprung up around the

itry; all at a time when an un-
edented collapse of foreign in-

e is upon us due to the break-
n of foreign currencies and the
it war."

,3ntrasting the attack on the film
ini stry with Hollywood's conspicu-
nllalcofness from partisan politics

propaganda, Griffis said, "This
I industry, too, that consistently,
if not quietly, sticks to its knit-
of furnishing amusement, laugh-
ntevtainment and escape; spends
ar-flung energy in making the
il a happier place to live in; res-
ly endeavors to keep out of the
of politics and propaganda, al-

[ih I sincerely believe that if the
ill picture companies should so
e, and would for the moment
from this principle, within a
short time could so influence

i opinion as to elect a Congress
a President; and probably has
influence on the lives of the

«er generation—and this is a
I statement—than most of our
lis and colleges put together."

! Takes Sharp Issue

jiiffis took sharp issue with those
will claim that Government regula-
ti<|is the way to improve the qual-
it:if pictures and asked that the in-

'
' y be allowed to solve its own
'ms in the future as it has in
last.

he industry's willingness and
e to cure its own evils," he said,
'j)eing continually shown by the
ion of its trade agreements and
tices and by the ceaseless de-
iment of many years of its own
prship of its own productions as
jting public relations, public
ds, business relations, types of
|rtising and its activities in every
ch."

Paramount Financing
|though during the past three or
years Para, and its subsidiaries
done upward of |50,000,000 in
cing not a dollar of this has
public financing, Griffis said. He

"Calling on Colombia"

(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Colorful Subject

Public buildings, floating markets,
unique hai'bor craft, and the shallow-
draft boats- which ply the Magda-
lena River are but a few of the
engaging sights depicted as Fitz-
Patrick trains his color cameras on
Barranquilla, chief port of Colombia.
Conti'ast of the river traffic with the
great liners which put in from sea
is interesting, as are the scenes of
old Cartagena which is one of South
America's most historic cities. The
footage is in Technicolor, which adds
immeasurably to the reel's appeal,
for it catches the colorful atmos-
phere of the Northern Colombian
scene. Narration by FitzPatrick deals

with the romance and history of both
municipalities, and is valuably in-

formative. Theater chair travelers

will like this short.

'Aida"

(Symphonic Featurette)

Guaranteed Pictures 9 mins.

Good Philharmonic

The National Philharmonic Sym-
phony Orchestra's rendition of the
Triumphant March from "Aida"
should delight the growing army of
music lovers. Conducted by Fred-
erick Feher, the 122-piece orchestra
and mixed chorus of 100 voices do a
straightforward musical job, with
the pictorial part of the subject sub-
ordinated to the music. Feher, who
also directed the picture, held it to
one set, letting the camera move to
the various sections of the orchestra
as they highlighted a part of the
selection.

Plottel Replaces Whelpley
at RKO's St. John Branch

(Coiitiiiiicd from Page 1)

Plottel replacing. Other exchange
staff' changes are in prospect. Ex-
change serves the maritime prov-
inces.

Plaza at Friend Burns
Friend, Neb. — Wally Johnson's

Plaza, 250 seats, was totally de-
stroyed by fire with loss around
$20,000. He has no immediate re-

building plans.

further added that not a dollar has
been paid to a broker or middleman
and that financing has been entirely
through exchanges offered to its own
security holders, through banks and
insurance companies, and in the
process its average interest rates
have been reduced from about 5%
to about 31/2 per cent, with a saving
to Paramount of about $1,500,000
per year, that during the past four
years it has reduced its consolidated
debt about $20,000,000, paid approx-
imately $8,000,000 in dividends and
converted about $11,000,000 of its

preferred shares into common.

"The Hidden Master"

(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 10 mins.

Wide Audience Appeal

How potent is the element of luck
in shaping the destinies of humans
is graphically expounded in the cur-

rent chapter of the Jack Chertok-
Richard Goldstone co-produced Pass-
ing Parade series. First is recounted
how an almost unbelievable repeti-

tion of circumstances saved Britain's

Lord Clive, conqueror of India, from
suicide early in his career, which
subsequently rocketed him to the
heights of fame. Next is shown the

wholly accidental discovery by the
scientist Kcnrad Roentgen of the

X-Ray, which made him immortal
as a benefactor of humanity. Finally,

there's the astounding luck which
came suddenly, and in full measure,
to one Harry Jones, whose life had
been filled with hardship and mis-
fortune. But one night, while he
and his family were sleeping, a mis-
directed phone call aroused him from
bed and in the nick of time, for gas
had already overcome his wife and
children. But for the mistaken
phone call, he and all would have
died. This is a "natural" for pat-
rons, for it has fine dramatic ele-

ments.

(Continued from Page 1)

of 27-30 pictures for the new sea-

son. He indicated, also, that no other
producers, aside from those already
mentioned, would be added to the
roster.

Published reports that UA was
talking a three-picture deal with
Gene Markey, until recently with
20th-Fox, were denied.

Goldwyn, who arrived yesterday,
plans to remain in New York about
a month. He flew in with Mrs.
Goldwyn, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Korda. Mr. and Mrs. William Paley
and Norma Shearer in a chartered
American Airliner.

Taylor Opposite Hepburn?
ir.-'l- Const Pintail of THE PILM PJAILY
Hollywood—Robert Taylor looms

as the male lead opposite Katharine
H;pburn in Metro's version of "Phil-
adelphia Story."

Garfield in "Hill Doctor"?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warners is consider-
ing Herbert Skidmore's unpublished
novel, "Hill Doctor," for John Gar-
field.

with

V, EDMUND LOWE • IRENE HERVEY
1^; HENRY WILCOXON • PAUL FIX

Directed by Phil Rosen

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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LOEWS QUARTERLY

NET IS $6,789,828

(Coiititiiicd from l'a<ic 1)

company's share of profits of af-

filiated companies, amounted to $11,-

101.356 in 1940, as against $10,-

516.538 in 1939.
Loew's film costs amortization

table has been revised, applicable
to pictures released since Aug. 31.

Due mainly to war conditions
abroad, the company now charges 70
per cent to the domestic market
and 30 per cent abroad, compared to

the former allocation of 65 per cent
domestic and 35 per cent foreign.

Additionally, amortization rates
have been accelerated, and as a re-

sult, approximately .$865,000 more
has been charged oif to amortiza-
tion expense in the 1940 28-week
period than would have been de-
ducted under the old amortization
procedure.

In the period ended in 1940 depre-
ciation and taxes charges were $3,-

411,528, compared with $3,247,691
in 1939. In each year $900,000 was
reserved for contingencies. Net
amounts to $49.66 per share on the
preferred in the 1940 period, com-
pared with $46.58 for the 1939 per-
iod.

lAinuvli Rvportvd Sevlchtg Olivier, Arliss

tor Roles in ""Hotc (ireen W«s My V'«IIei|"

Darryl F. Zanuck is reported negotiating with both Laurence Olivier and George
Arliss to appear in the Welsh story, "How Green Was My Valley." Also there is

some reason to believe that Zanuck will not only send a unit to Wales to make part

of the film there, but that he will also make the trip himself to supervise production.

BLUMBERG PRE-TRIAL

EXAM. ON THURSDA'

Chicago Alliance Circuit New Korda Co. in U. S.

Shows 15 P.C. Biz Increase to Make Two Pix for UA

Wm. Hawks' UPC to Make
TO Films for RKO Release

(Continued from Page 1)

ment. While the company's first

will be a Colman vehicle as yet un-
selected, negotiations are under way
for players to appear in the other
films.

Prexy George J. Schaefer, vice-

president Ned E. Depinet and S.

Barret McCormick, director of ad-
vertising and publicity of RKO Ra-
dio Pictures have arrived in Holly-
wood from the East to finalize plans
for the 1940-41 program.
The arriving RKO Radio execs,

found six films before the cameras
and six in the cutting rooms.

WEDDING BELLS

(Continued from Ptnie 1)

same period last year. Chief Booker
John Doerr says better films, im-
proving employment in the terri-

tory, and cooler weather, aided.

Circuit is planning to open the
new 1,200-seat State theater in Lo-
gansport, Ind., next month. Her-
bert Sullivan, who has been in charge
of the Roxy theater there, will han-
dle both houses.

Fifth managers' drive for cir-

cuit is under way with $1,500 in cash
prizes for the winners of the 15
weeks' drive, which will terminate
on Aug. 10. Several film companies
also will make awards for special

drives on individual films.

Commercialized Television

Expected Within Two Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

vestigation of the alleged monopoly
in radio broadcasting was character-
ized yesterday as a "mockery" by
Senator Tobey, New Hampshire Re-
publican.
FCC Chairman Fly said he expect-

ed that the Commission's committee
•would have the report ready this
week, but he was uncertain whether
it would be made public when it is

presented to the full FCC.

(Continued from Page 1)

route to London. It is understood
that "Thief of Bagdad," now being
completed, will be an additional re-

lease.

Completion of a new company,
Alexander Korda Films, Inc., for
the production of the American pic-

tures, was announced by Korda yes-
terday. This company, financed by
American capital, is scheduled to

make two high-budgeted pictures for

the new season. Stories have not
been determined, although he has
signed several stars to appear in

them.
In London, Koida plans to con-

tinue his production activities. He
hopes to leave here by clipper Sat-
urday and will return as soon as he
can formulate his British program.

Officers of the new American com-
pany are Korda, president; Zoltan
Korda and Emanuel Silverstone,
vice-presidents; Morris Helprin, sec-

retary. The directors are the same,
with the addition of Basil Breck,
legal counsel. Other members of

the staff include Jack Okey, produc-
tion manager, and William Horn-
beck, film editor.

Rodgers, Pasternak to Speak
at PCC Convention Tomorrow

West Coast Bureau of TIIF FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Kelton, general

manager of L. Wolfe Gilbert Publish-
ing Co. and Sally Sweet, eloped to
Yuma, Arizona, and were married.
Kelton was formerly vice-president
of Shapiro-Bernstein Co.

Pittsburgh — Mrs. Julie E. Ber-
man, a former resident of this city

and mother of Pandro S. Berman,
was quietly married here to Arthur
K. Stern, of Philadelphia, in the study
of Rabbi Jack Rothschild.

Hollywood — Mary Martin and
Richard Halliday, Paramount story
editor, were married in Yuma over
the week-end.

Louisville — Arline Judge and
James McKinley Bryant, N. Y. hotel
exec, were married "somewhere" in

Kentucky while in town for the
Derby.

Coast Studios Adding
1 1 to Shooting Roster

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eleven pictures are

scheduled to go before the cameras
this week. The roster:
At Columbia: "Girls of the Road"

with Ann Dvorak, Helen Mack, Lola
Lane, Evelyn Young, Marjorie Cooley
and Madelon Grayson.
At Paiamount: "Ghost Music"

starring Bing Crosby and Mary Mar-
tin, with Basil Rathbone and Oscar
Levant; "Victory" starring Fredric
March and Betty Field, with Margar-
et Wycherly.
At RKO-Radio: "Stage to Chino"

starring George O'Brien with Vir-
ginia Vale.
At M-G-M: "Escape" co-starring

Norma Shearer and Robert Taylor,
with Paul Lukas, Felix Bressart and
Bonita Granville.
At Universal: "Slightly Tempted"

with Hugh Herbert; "Junior G-Men"
with Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
Dell and Bernard Punsley; "I'm No-
body's Sweetheart Now."
At Warners: "The Man from Fleet

Street" starring Edward G. Robin-
son with Albert Basserman, Gene
Lockhart and Donald Crisp; "The
Embezzler" with Jeff'rey Lynn and
Brenda Marshall.

At Edward Small's: "Kit Carson"
starring Jon Hall and Lynn Bari.

(Continued from Page 1)

tion," and Joe Pastei'nak speaking
on "Production," in place of Darryl
F. Zanuck who is in the East.
On Thursday John K. Hillard of

M-G-M will talk on "Standardization
of Sound in Theaters" and Carl Hyde,
State Department of Unemployment,
will discuss "Eff'ect of Social Secur-
ity on Theaters and their Employes."
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, and
Neal F. Agnew will also address the
convention.
Zoning and clearance, commercial

previews, double bills and moveovers
will be discussed bv Robert H. Poole,
Bob White, Rothus Harvey, W. G.
Ripley, A. West Johnson, John Levin,
L. 0. Lukan, Hugh Bruen, Jack Y.
Berman and J. M. Hone, members
of the conference.
The association of Motion Picture

Producers will be hosts at a banquet
tomorrow at the Ambassador Hotel
with Columbia entei'taining at lunch-
eon tomorrow and Universal on
Thursday.

(Continued from Page 1)

of J's equity suit, it was learnt'

last night. Non-controversial que;

tions will be eliminated in the co;i

ference, and at the same tiur-xa

torneys will try to agree upm jjn

troversial questions to be preftiitt

to the Court.
It was also learned that Nate I

Blumberg, "U" prexy, will be que

tioned on Thursday in a pre-tri

examination and will be followed (

Friday by C. C. Moskowitz, Loei

theater chieftain.

U. S. attorneys started to file
j

yesterday from Washington and

was predicted that the exodij

would be completed today. The sta

will be quartered in four rooms
j

the U. S. Courthouse building. Tlj

application of the D of J to ei

amine Philadelphia records, slat I

to be heaid today, will be referri

to Federal Judge Henry W. Godda

;

and will be heard, it was said, eith!

Thursday or Friday, coupled wii

the motion of 20th-Fox to dismii

the suit as against 19 officers of thj

company.

Report of Criminal Suit

vs. Majors "News" to D of .

Wasbiufiton Bureau of THE FILM DAI

Washington—The Justice Depai

ment's anti-trust division answerr
queries last night on the report th

the Department was planning to f

a criminal trust suit against t

majors there, advised that "^

haven't heard anything regardi

such reported criminal tnast pij

ceedings."
The anti-trust division emphasizij

that the case, which goes to tr

June 3, was an equity case and tt

up to now the Department has be

busy "disposing of preliminaries"

a prelude to basing its case on thi

contentions—alleged monopoly,
straint of trade and advocacy of

vorcement of producer-owned tl

aters.

William E. Reeves Dead
Cape Elizabeth, Me.—William

Reeves, former manager of !

Strand Theater, Portland, and

30 years in the amusement busir.i

in that city, died at his home he

George Bressler Expires

Dayton, Ky. — George Bressl

owner of the Liberty Theater hi,

and former operator of the Amc,

can, at Bellevue, is dead.

Jacobi to Oppose Browne
for Presidency of lATSE

(Continued from Page 1)

George E. Browne, lA prexy, who
is scheduled to run to succeed him-
self. Jacobi is also running in Sun-
day's election of the stagehands
union to succeed himself as one of the
two business agents, with strong op-
position for this pest.

STORKS!
Cincinnati — Universal's Fn.

Schrleber is father of an %V2 lb. ha

boy.

Son was born to Geraldine Fi

gerald, in private life Mrs. Edwi^

Lindsay-Hogg, at Harkness Pavili

New Haven—Norman Randall, i

sistant at the Paramount Theati;

is father of a new baby girl, Patri
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Stupendous and Colossal Wa5ie Aiit

Describe Irene Dunne Visit

Huge Crowds

Storm Rialto

tPictures on Picture Pace.)

By 31AR10X PORTER.
Now we know why stupendous

i.nd colossal are Hollywood's fa-

\ oi'jte words.

They*- are necessary to describe
.' 'Ch showings as the world pre-

; ere of "My Favorite Wife" at

; ! Rialto Theater Thursday night

!h Irene Dunn". Louisville-
n star of the RKO-Radio pic-

l e, appearing in person.

Boyd Martin's review of the

i'lm is on page 6, section 2.

tupendous, colossal and terri-

': :.ig were the crowds that surged
ir> front of the theater in hopes
rt" a glimpse of the famous ac-
;v. -s. Thousands were unable to

;:'- i seats inside.

C-i-oup Arrives By Tlane.

;\'ss Dunne, together with

?;r lolph Scott, also in the pro-
<ii:Ciion, the director, and other
movie moguls ari'ived by plane
crrlier in the day at Bowman
.i'-rld.

The big events of the Kentucky
\ -it for Miss Dunne are her ap-
V'lrance. at the Stephen Collins
.'••. ter stamp issue celebration at

}' rdsfown at 10:30 a.m. Friday
,\-.!d the Kentucky Derby Satur-
<•.•

, when she will sing "My Old
J-.'.'ntucky Home."

ijpon the advice of other mem-
1 . s of her party who tnld her it

V . '.lid be "danf;crous" to enter The
J^ilto through the crowded front

f irance. Miss Dunne reluctantly

i -.isented to abandon the tra-
< lonal premiere "entrance" with

i ,hts and ;; word of greeting for

' e populact, and agreed to slip in

;; e rear door.

Star Wears Light Blue.

Dressed in a light blue long-
.t .^eved dinner dress and match-
;.: turban and wearinc a shoulder
i- liquet of orchids. Miss Dunne,
.-i-.'ted backstage with Mr, Scott,

.t billed at the dialogue of their

) ,iure which came from the

!=• md box behind the screen.

Meanwhile photographers scur-

ried about taking pictures of the

Ftars and the director, Leo Mc-
Carey; Boyd Martin, The Courier-
.lournal dramatic critic, who was
jnaster of ccremonic, nicmbled
c^'er his lines of introductions for

tlip visitors; the crew of WAVE,
' Ar,^^\ -the nrosram, ar-

mRUEWFE
CHE DUNNE

Irene Dunne anil Kando'pli Scott

Backstage at The Rialto

D. SchoHz and Mrs. Sclioltz were
introduced all. around and the

stage hands patiently assembled a

drawing room set while walking
around numerous ladies in eve-
ning dress, furs and flowers and
gentlemen in dinner coats.

When Mis.s Dunne was pre-

sented to the audience the ap-
plause was deafening and elicited

pleased head-nnddings among the
backstage contingent. She spoke
briefly in her pleasant voice and
consented to sing a song—"Wish-
ing Will Make It So,"

Ticket "Scalper" Nabbed,

Mr, INIartin was introduced bv
Burt Blackwell of WAVE. The
dramatic critic presented in suc-
cession Bella and Sam Spewack,
authors of the production; Walter
Connolly, -vvho played in a stock
company hcie and who recently
appeared in "The Great Victor
Herbert;'' Mr. McCarey, David
Butler, riircdnr of "Kentucky;''
Mrs, Connolly. Jlr. Scott, the
Mayor .nod Mi^s Dunne. Mr. I\lar-

tin thanked tlie Fourth Avenue
„« r-omnanv, RKO-Radio

Pictures and .Tohnson Mussclmai..

manager of The Rialto, for bring-

ing Miss Dunne and her party !•;

Louisville, Mr, Martin, Fred .'

Dolle and Dennis H. Long wen-
hosts at a dinner part.v for the

star preceding the premiere,
E\idcnce thai Irene Dunne'

Louisville homecoming rcachc-

the ultimate in public success \va

offered by the Police Depaiimer
Friday night when they charged
Detroit youth, here for the Derb"
with scalping tickets in connectir
with the premiere of Miss Dunne
picture.

The youth is Fred Karam, 20
who was charged also with dis

orderly conduct and vagrancy. H-
said he purchased eiglit tickets fo

the premiere at 4,') cents each, bu:
admitted he had to sell them, good
only for standing room, at thai

price. He had sold si.\ w-hen ar
rc.<ted.

A real, true tear that v.as n"*
a movie product came to Ihe c.\

."

of Irene when she heard and sau i

the extent of the ovation that

!

(Continued on Pace R. Coliimii 2.1
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Section One

RIALTO DOES BIGGEST
BUSINESS IN 3 YEARS!
Coast Preview Critics Say—
VARIETY

-

"Sure-fire . . . made to order for the top first runs."

FILM DAILY

-

"One laugh after another. ..should do land-office business."

IVIOTION PICTURE DAILY-
"One of the funniest pictures of the year."

MOTION PICTURE HERALD-
"The audience was swept with laughter."

BOX OFFICE-
"All hands hit the jackpot for comedy."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

-

"RKO has a solid hit . . . Should take the kinks out of a lot

of box-offices."

HOLLYWOOD VARIETY

-

"Sure-fire prescription for a hit show of most prosperous

dimensions."

LOUELLA PARSONS, L A. Examiner

-

"A rogue of a picture...Sophisticated, sparkling, gay and so

hilarious it will make the worst grouch forget he is mad."

EDWIN SCHALLERT, L. A. Times

-

"Will yield enjoyment and laughter in largest measure."

VIRGINIA WRIGHT, L. A. Daily News-
"Rapid-fire nonsense, played in broad comedy style... Great

antidote for the news of the day."

JAMES STARR, L. A. Herald-Express

-

"If it is not the comedy favorite of 1940 I will eat the film

reel by reel."

l^ENE DUNNE CARY GRANT
//

My Favorite Wife
//

with RANDOLPH SCOTT GAIL PATRICK

A LEO McCAREY production
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^ r> REVIEUJS Of THE nElU flLmS tf i
"Turnabout"

with Adolphe Menjou, Carole Landis,

John Hubbard
UA Roach 83 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DECIDEDLY DIFFERENT COMEDY GIVES

LEADS A FIELD DAY AND PILES UP

COUNTLESS LAUGHS.

Here is a decidedly different comedy,
based on the book written by the late

Thorne Smith, who authored the "Topper"
stories. It is a wild, wacky affair and the

leads have a field day. Hal Roach has di-

rected the proceedings with an expert hand,

piling up numerous laughs. Adolphe Men-
jou does splendid work as a partner in a

screwball advertising agency, while John
Hubbard and Carole Landis, as husband and

wife, furnish much comedy. William Gargan
as a partner of Menjou and Hubbard, Verree

Teasdale is a secretary in the agency office,

Donald Meek, Marjorie Main, valet and

cook in the Hubbard-Landis household,

Mary Astor and Joyce Compton as Carole's

gossipy friends; Berton Churchill, an im-

portant client of the agency, Franklin Pang-

born, Margaret Roach, Inez Courtney, Polly

Ann Young, Georges Renavent and Miki

Morita are among the capable principals.

Mickeli Novak, Berne Giler and John Mc-
Clain concocted an amusing screenplay and

Rian James furnished additional dialogue.

The fun starts when Hubbard and his wife,

Carole, want to trade places, Hubbard to

take- over the household, go to cocktail and

bridge parties and Carole to do Hubbard's

work at the agency. Renavent, an Indian

god, causes their wishes to be realized, and

their personalities, voices and mannerisms

are transposed. However, there is no trans-

position of their attire. Many complications

ensue, with the laughs piling up. Before

the picture ends, Hubbard and Carole be-

come their normal selves again, and Carole,

stunning and alluring, induces Churchill to

retain the Menjou-Hubbard-Gargan agency

and to double his appropriation.

CAST: Adolphe Menjou, Carole Landis,'

John Hubbard, William Gargan, Verree

Teasdale, Mary Astor, Donald Meek, Joyce

Compton, Inez Courtney, Franklin Pang-

born, Marjorie Main, Berton Churchill, Mar-
garet Roach, Ray Turner, Norman Budd,

Polly Ann Young, Eleanor Riley, Murray Al-

per, Miki Morita, Yolande Mollot, Georges

Renavent.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Hal Roach;

Author, Thorne Smith; Screenplay, Mickell

Novak, Berne Giler, John McClain; Addi-

tional Dialog, Rian James; Cameraman, Nor-

bert Brodine; Photographic Effects, Roy Sea-

wright; Editor, Bert Jordan; Art Director,

Nicolai Remisoff; Musical Score, Arthur

Morton.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

'Star Dust"
with Linda Darnell, John Payne,

Roland Young
20ih-Fox 85 Mins.

AMIABLE AND ENJOYABLE TALE
ABOUT HOLLYWOOD IS GOOD GENERAL
ENTERTAINMENT.

Delving into the talent hunting side of

Hollywood, an enjoyable film for general

entertainment purposes has been concocted

by 20fh-Fox in this release. The picture

has plenty of exploitable possibilities, while

the cast itself is pleasing and able. Wal-
ter Lang turns in a good directorial job

from a script provided by Robert Ellis and

Helen Logan. Linda Darnell is extremely

attractive in the lead role, and her acting

talents improve with every picture. John

Payne is personable and able opposite Miss

Darnell. Remainder of the cast is con-

siderably more than adequate, including

William Gargan, Charlotte Greenwood, Mary
Healy, Jessie Ralph and Donald Meek.
Roland Young does a first rate job in the

role of a sympathetic talent scout. Young
returns from a talent hunt with Payne,

Miss Darnell and Mary Healy among his

finds. Linda is turned down by Young
because of his friendship for her dead

mother and the fact that he doesn't want

her to experience the customary Hollywood

heart-break, but she shows up just the

same after a little private promotion on

her own hook. Studio politics defeat

Linda in her first attempt and she decides

to go home. However, Young and his

friend, Miss Greenwood, pull a fast one

to get the attention of William Gargan

drawn to Linda, and everything is neatly

worked out in a good climax. A number
of Hollywood trappings, including Grau-

man's Chinese Theater, Sid himself, the

noted concrete blocks with the footprints

and other items are used for decorative

purposes, and they build up the picture's

atmosphere nicely.

CAST: Linda Darnell, John Payne, Ro-

land Young, William Gargan, Charlotte

Greenwood, Mary Beth Hughes, Mary

Healy, Donald Meek, Harry Green, Jessie

Ralph, Walter Kingsford, George Mont-
gomery, Robert Lcwery, Hal K. Dawson,

Jody Gilbert.

CREDITS: In charge of production, Dar-

ryl F. Zanuck; Associate Producer, Kenneth

Macgowan; Director, Walter Lang; Screen-

play, Robert Ellis and Helen Logan; Based

on a story by Jesse Malo, Kenneth Earl

and Ivan Kahn; Cameraman, Peverell Mar-

ley; Editor, Robert Simpson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ohio Censor Board Nixes

The Birth of a Nation"

For "Cobra Strikes" Lead
IFcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—

Paul Lukas and Jos-
eph Schildkraut are possibilities for

the leading- role in "The Cobra
Strikes" the new play by Aubrey
Wisberg- and Robert Sneddon which
Al Woods recently flew to Hollywood
to cast in prepai'ation for its pro-

duction on the West Coast prior to

a Broadway opening in the Fall.

Akron, 0.—Ohio censors nixed a

scheduled revival of "The Birth of
a Nation" here in the Central High
School auditorium by the Summit
County Teachers of English. Ban
came as audience of 1,000 was as-

sembled.

"Charlie Chan's
Murder Cruise"

with Sidney Toler, Marjorie Weaver
Lionell Atwill

20th-Fox 75 Mins.

FIRST-RATE MYSTERY MELLER IS SURE
TO ENTERTAIN THE WHODUNIT FANS.

One of the best of all Charlie Chans, this

release is first-rate mystery stuff for the

who-dun-it fans. Audiences generally should

like the picture and exhibitors should have

no difficulty in selling it. Sidney Toler has

established himself firmly as the super

Oriental sleuth in the public's mind, and he

has been provided with a good script and

a strong supporting cast of capable players.

Eugene Forde does a good job of directing,

pointing the story all the way to a drama-

tic climax, without any letdowns in the

suspense as to who the murderer actually

is. The screenplay provided by Robertson

White and Lester Ziffren is cohesive and

briskly paced. In addition to Toler, who
gives his customary smooth performance

as Charlie Chan, Marjorie Weaver adds a

decorative touch; Lionell Atwill ably per-

forms as a suspicious character: Sen Yung
portrays Chan's son; and Cora Witherspoon,

Robert Lowery, Don Beddoe and Leo Car-

rol! contribute good bits. Montague Shaw,

a Scotland Yard inspector, suspects a fellow

traveler on a world cruise of being a masked

strangler. Before he can confide his sus-

picions to Toler when the boat stops in

Honolulu he is murdered. Chan boards the

boat to take up where the inspector left

off. From there on there are several mur-

ders, plots to kill Toler, counter plots by

the wily detective and a surprise climax

which unmasks the real killer.

CAST: S'dney Toler, Sen Yung, Marjorie

Weaver, Lionel Atwill, Robert Lowery, Don

Beddoe, Leo Carroll, Cora Witherspoon, Kay

Linaker, Harlan Briggs, Charles Middleton,

Claire Du Brey, Leonard Mudie, James

Burke, Richard Keene, Layne Tom, Jr.,

Montague Shaw.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, John Stone;

Director, Eugene Forde; Screenplay, Robert-

son White and Lester Ziffren; Based on a

story by Earl Derr Biggers; Cameraman,

Virgil Miller; Editor, Harry Reynolds.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Butler on Special Effects
irr.<t Cast Bnrriui ui THE FILM IK-tlLY

Hollywood—Lawrence Butler has
arrived from England and will start

work immediately on special ef-

fects foi' Alexander Korda's produc-
tion, "Thief of Bagdad."

"French Without
Tears

with Ray Milland, Ellen Drew, Janii

Darcey

Paramount 67 Kl

FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDY lSJf%"i

ERED BY CHOICE OF MATERIM/^i
SLOW PACE.

Produced in England from a popular si

play of a few seasons back, this new Fi

mount release falls below the airy light'

of its predecessor. The material for ac

ing comedy is there, but the material
i

is not as good as it could have been,

the picture's pace is on the slow i

Anthony Asquith, English director of

piece, seems lacking in the light and el

touch necessary to make a comedy of

type hilarious. Ray Milland does an e>|

job in the lead role and he gets able i

port from some of the players. Ellen I'

is attractive as the female temptatici

the picture, and Janine Darcey, a Fn

actress, does a neat bit of acting in a st'

supporting role. Other lead male role;

filled by Roland Culver, David Tree

Guy Middleton with adequacy. Audier

generally will undoubtedly get laughs

the picture, but they are likely to firi

dull in more places than it is amusing. 1

land, Tree, Culver and Middleton go :

school in France to brush up on their Fr;

in order to fulfill diplomatic assignmn

Here they encounter female menace ir

person of Miss Drew, who makes a pla]

all of them after entering the school,
j

completely disrupts their routine and mill

before long, with each of the men t]

to protect her from the others. Miss 1^

skilfully plays one against the other .

she lands Milland, the object of her

tack from the first, it is discovered a;

final clinch is clinched.

CAST: Ray Milland, Ellen Drew, J.

Darcey, David Tree, Roland Culver,

Middleton, Kenneth Morgan, Mar,

Yarde, Toni Gable, Jim Gerald.

CREDITS: Producer, Mario Zampi;

rector, Anthony Asquith; Screenplay

DeGrunwald and Ian Dalrymple; Pre

stage play by Terence Rattigan; Car

man, Bernard Knowles.

DIRECTION, Heavy. PHOTOoRA'
Good.

Chicago Legit. Season

Said Best in 10 :i

Chicago—Legit, season here, i

closing, was marked by the bij;^

biz in 10 years; attractions she

an increase of four over last y(

total.
,

Feld Signs for "Victory"
ir,-.<t Ciast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fritz Feld has been

signed to play a featured role, that

of a leader oif a girls' orchestra, in

"Victory" which John Cromwell will

direct for Paramount.

Frank Wyman Dead
San Francisco—Frank Wyman, 75,

for 58 years a figure in San Fran-
cisco theater life, died at his home
here.

Ivens Making Fix for N.Y.U.
Joris Ivens, is making a new docu-

mentary for the Educational Film
Institute of New York University.
The film will deal with new eco-
nomic frontiers in America.

Martha Books for Fix

ircst Coast Bureau of THE FILM U

Hollywood — Julie Lippmf
Martha-By-The Day books are it

picture market. Henry Holt &
will reissue the books when a

ture is made. The Martha books ;

more than 250,000 copies and n

a successful stage play.
j

Davis Has Strep Throatij

Hazard, Ky. — L. 0. Davis, |'

ginia Amusement Co., is sufffj

from a strep throat infection. >

:]
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^ew Italian Proposals Require Native Distributors

liOLDWYTHITS BLOCK-elRiNG; WILL TRlDE SHOW
jdckson May Lead Gov't Attack at Equity Suit Trial

C ening Statements Are Ex-

pected to Take Up the

First Week
ttorney General Robert Jackson
?onsidering making the opening

d ument to Federal Judge Henry
Vi Goddard at the start of the Gov-
s' ment's equity suit, it was re-

ly reported yesterday. It is un-
itood that after Jackson's argu-
it, Thurman W. Arnold, Assis-
Attorney General, and Paul

Hams, special assistant, will

plete the statement of the Gov-
nent's case. Present plans call

(Continued on Page 6)

"I" WILL ANNOUNCE

'FLEXIBLE' PROGRAM

lexibility of program as well as
?ets will again be the keynote of
versal's message to its Eastern
s force when William A. Scully,
ral sales manager, addresses the
gates to the first of two conven-
s in Atlantic City on Saturday.
sessions will last through Mon-

he number or type of pictures
i

,

(Continued on Page 6)

f^pnovision Won't Compete
'with Theaters, Asserts Sax

ickel-in-the-slot movies, which
be provided by Phonovision

">. of America, headed by Sam
and Frank Orsatti, will not be
litted to go into competition with

(Continued on Page 6)

jforloclier's Prexy
. in Democratic Post
J Philadelphia— It looks as if James P.

llark. Horlacher Delivery Service presi-
fent, will be the next Democratic Chair-
Ian. John B. Kelly, who now holds the
J3St, retained control at the Democratic
ity Committee elections and said that
|lark was his choice for the job. Elec-
f|on by the city committee is set for
ay 13.

AH Parties in Griffith Anti-Trust Suit

Ordered to Appear in O. C. Court May IG
Oklahoma City — Federal Judge Vaught has ordered all parties in the D of J's Griffith

anti-trust suit to appear in court May 16. On Monday, the Government filed a response
to the court's order of April 5, granting the defandants the right to a bill of particulars.

The Government said it could not comply because "information requested is in the

possession of the defendant" and asked the court for a further order.

RCA's 9 by 12 Ft. Tele System Will

Be Ready by July, Stockholders Told

RCA expects to have theatrical
television perfected to the point that
a 9 by 12 foot screen will be em-
ployed by July, it was disclosed yes-
terday as the company, with NBC,
demonstrated a new large screen re-

ception at its annual stockholders'
meeting. I

The screen employed measures 4%
by 6 feet, and reception of the test

program yesterday was marked by

pictorial detail not yet approached
by the smaller receivers. Single
weakness noted was in lighting. In
handling of the cameras, including
close and long shots, and shifting of

scenes, there was a marked approach
to film technique.

Program was emceed by Lowell
Thomas, doubling as newscaster, and
included The Merry Macs, singing

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Meet Off, WB to Hold Regionals

Dropping its announced plans for

a Washington sales convention, War-
ners instead will hold two regionals,

the first at the William Penn Hotel
in Pittsburgh June 10-12 and the

second at the Blackstone, Chicago,

June 17-19. Washington plans were

cancelled "for reasons of practicality

and economy," it was said.

Grad Sears, sales chief, said the
Pittsburgh meeting will be attended
by district, branch and zone manag-
ers from the Eastern and Canadian
territories, while the Chicago con-

(Continued on Page 7)

Stumbling Blocks for U. S. Distribs.

Said Retained in Italian Proposals

'U' Advances Joseph Garrison

from Branch to District Mgr.

Universal's general sales manager,
William A. Scully, yesterday an-
nounced the appointment of Joseph
Garrison, branch manager in St.

Louis, to the post of district ma
ager with a territory embracing the
Omaha, Kansas City, Des Moines and

{Continued on Page 6)

Rome (By Cable)—Following con-
ferences between F. W. Allport,
MPPDA rep., and executives of the
Italian government's film bureau a

set of new proposals have been
drawn up for study by the American
distributors, but principal objections
raised by the distributors with the
creation of ENIC have not been re-

moved, it is reliably reported. It is

not expected that the American dis-

{Continued on Page 7)

Finds Neely Bill Disastrous;

"Westerner" Deals "Up
to the Exhibs."

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Samuel Goldwyn tossed a couple
of bombshells into the industry yes-
terday when he announced that (a)

i
he was in fa-

j

vor of the
e 1 i mination

! o f block-
booking and
that (b) he
would trade
show "The
W e s terner"
m every ex-
change cen-

ter, stipulat-

ing that no
e X h ib i t r .»

need buy the
^

picture until

he has seen SAM GOLDWYN
it.

Speaking at a trade press confer-

ence, Goldwyn emphatically declared
(Continued on Page 3)

GREENTHAL TO HEAD

NEW UA FIELD FORCE

Appointment of Monroe Greenthal
to head UA's new permanent field

exploitation force which, covering 15

key city exchange centers, will be-

come operative June 1 was announced
yesterday by Murray Silverstone,

(Continued on Page 3)

50% of Goldtvyn Pix
to he Made in East

Samuel Goldwyn is planning to pro-

duce a picture of which 50 per cent of

the scenes will be made in New York.

Feature will be based on a short story

by Edna Ferber, entitled "Nobody's in

Town." Other stories in preparation by

Coldwyn's staff of writers include

"Natchez," "Seventh Cavalry," "Mac-
intosh" and "The Little Foxes." Cold-
wyn's production plans, however, are

indefinite.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low Close

))

% % '/8

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. ?eat
Col. Picts. vtc. 121/2 9i

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 1571/4 15634 157 — i/s

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11 1/2 11 1/2 1114
Loews, Inc 35 3414 35 + 1

do pfd lOSi/g 108 108
Paramount 714 TVs ^Va •

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film lOSg 10' 2 lO'i
RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox .. 81 s 8 SVb + Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20 20 20
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 3Vs 3 Slg + Vs
do pfd 451/2 451/2 451/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 10234 102^4 1023^ — 1/2

Loew's deb. 3i2s46..104 104 104 — l/i

Para. B'way 3s55.,. Sl'g SlSg SlSg- I's

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3I4S47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 8934 89 89 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 145,4 141/4 I41/4 — s/g

Trans-Lux 1 S/g 1 % 1 %
Universal Corp. vtc. 5^/4 51/2 534 — 1/g

Universal Picts

Defer PCC Resolutions
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Trustees of the PCC

of ITO yesterday decided not to draft
any resolutions in advance of the
general meeting. Every exhibitor
will have a chance to present his
own ideas so that the resolutions
can be based on consensus of opinion.

Operate on Miss Whitney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —- Eleanor Whitney is

recovering from an emergency ap-
pendectomy.

cominG nno com
New Haven—"We've worked to-

gether, fought together over deals,

played together, and emerged re-

specting one another ... I feel

greatly honored because I know I am
surrounded by friends," said Barney
Pitkin, RKO "manager, to over 100
film and other guests assembled at
Racebrook Country Club last night
to celebrate his twentieth annivers-
ary on Meadow St.

Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli Divi-
sion manager, as toastmaster intro-

duced Herbert Maclntyre, RKO Divi-
sion manager, William McShae,
Michael Power, August Schubert,
Larry Gariner, Ross Cropper, Thom-
as G. Donaldson, chairman, and other
speakers. Morris Joseph, Universal
manager, "Dean" of Meadow Street,

presented a gift on the part of the
guests. Laugh sensation was Hon.
Igor Joseph Hodapp, Czechoslovakian
sports authority, (alias Pete Mack)
whose quips and antics caused a near-
riot.
Among others present were I. H. Rogovin,

William Erbb, Hy Fine, Al Kane, Dan
Seletskj-. Philip Seletsky. Morris Pouzzner,
and Xat Furst of Boston. Irwin
Wheeler, Harold Eskin, Harry Zeitels, Frank
Drumm, Edward Peskay, Sidney Kramer, Wil-
liam Brown, and Harry Reiners of New York,
John P. Findlay. Mystic, Morris Tacobson, J.

Levine, A. M. Schuman, Lou Anger. Morris
Rosenthal. Matt Saunders, and Sam Hadelman
of Bridgeport. Peter Perakos and Randj- Mai-
ler, New Britain, George Wilkinson. Jr.. Wal-
lingford. ilaurice Shulman, Martin Keleher,
Henry Needles. Walter Lloyd, Gerge Landers,
Jim McCarthy of Hartford. Frank Mann, Rock-
ville, Morris Hadelman. Shelton, John Evers,
Darien, Leo Ricci, Meriden, Joseph Faith,
Collinsville. Tony Boscardine Canaan. Michael
Sirica, William Sirica, Waterbury, John Sirica,

Thompsonville, Robert Schwartz, Thomaston,
Dr. J. B. Fishman, Abe Fishman. JIaurice
Bailev, Thomas J. Donaldson, Ben Simon. T.
F. G'Toole,. Edward Ruff, J. R. Mahan. Lou
Wechsler. Samuel Seletsky, I. Levine, John
Pavone, Hugh Maguire, Lou Brown, B. E.

Hoffman. JIaxwell Hoffman, Earl Wright.
Pete DeFazio, Milton Hyams. Ben Lourie,

Morton Katz, Henry Germaine, Larry Ger-
maine, William Canelli, Robert Russell. Charles
Lazarus, Samuel Rosen, Samuel Weber. Philip

Gravitz.

Court Dismisses Action

Causes in Columbia Suit

Two causes of action in the com-
plaint of five minority stockholders
against Columbia Pictures and its

officers and directors were dismissed
vesterdav bv New York Supreme
Court Justice Phillip J. McCook. The
Court denied an application of Co-
lumbia to strike out a certain para-
graph in the complaint and to dis-

miss a number of other causes.

Dismissal of the two causes fol-

lowed the ruling that they were
barred by the statute of limitations.

The causes sought refunds of alleged

excess salaries and bonuses to Harry
and Jack Cohn, paid over six years
ago.

U\st L.nisl Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Despite the fact that

Paramount has not sent a new pic-

ture into Spain in several years, it

has kept its Spanish organization
intact, has paid it out of local profits

and has more than doubled its bank
balances in pesetas, it was disclosed

here by Stanton Griffis, chairman of

Para.'s executive committee.
Feat has been accomplished by cir-

culation of old pictures which are
available in Spain. Spanish audi-

ences see them again and again.

Before the Spanish civil war, Par-
amount's Spanish market enabled
the company to take out about
$1,000,000 annually, Griffis said.

Acquires 16 mm. Rights to 8

Old Features Released by UA

Announcement was made yester-

day by Non-Theatrical Pictures

Corp. that it has acquired for un-
restricted release outside of the-

aters the 16 mm. rights to eight

features produced by Harry Goetz
and Edward Small which were re-

leased through UA.
Herbert Edwards is president of

the company. Pictures acquired in-

clude: "Count of Monte Cristo,"

"Let 'Em Have It," "The Melody
Lingers On," "Transatlantic Merry-
Go-Round," "Joe Palooka." "I Cover
the Waterfront," "Last Of The Mo-
hicans" and "Red Salute."

GN Assets Sale to Mohawk
Upheld by Judge Leibell

Federal Judge Vinc.ent T. Leibell
yesterday upheld a sale of Grand Na-
tional Pictures' assets to Mohawk
Pictures Corp. for $17,500 plus a per-
centage. The Court, in its decision,

denied an application of Gustave A.
DeLemas to vacate the auction sale

on the ground that it had been im-
properly conducted. A creditors' com-
mittee under supervision of referee
John E. Joyce had elected to accept
Mohawk's offer rather than that of

DeLemas for a flat $29,500, which
was later raised to $37,500. No opin-

ion accompanied Judge Leibell's de-
cision.

Harlan Thompson Joins WB
|

HV.cf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY]

Hollywood — Harlan Thompson,
formerly with Paramount, has joined

,

Warners as associate producer.
|

Nathanson Heads Group
to Provide Camp Films

Toronto, Ont.—N. L. Nathanson
has accepted the chairmanship of a

national committee to provide films

for Canadian soldiers' camps and
garrisons during the Summer train-

ing period. Represented on the com-
mittee are the Canadian Legion,
Y.M.C.A., Salvation Ai-my and
Knights of Columbus. General di-

rections will be under Minister of

National Defense.

Shift Reade Pool Date
Effective date of the Walter Reade

Toms River pool has been shifted to

June.

Ford Trust Suit Delay
Chicago—Lewis Jacobson, attorney

for Frank Ford in the Stadium The-
ater, Evanston, clearance case, has
postponed his court appearance in

Federal Judge Wilkerson's court for
three weeks.

I

SAM SAX and FRANK ORSATTI of Phono^i
Corp. of A-nerica will remain at the Sh;

Natherland for the next four weeks.

JACK BENNY and his scripter. BILL MORFI
planed out of Chicago last night for Hollyv

via TWA.

DENNIS DAY, EDDIE "ROCHESTER" AN 1

SON. and HARRY BALDWIN have returnej

the Coast by plane from New Yorkpjik

KENNETH HOWARD of AGVA It cw '

last night by TWA plane for the Coast.

DONALD FLAMM and BOB COLDSTEItl
WMCA are schedu'ed to leave New Yoit

night for Hollywood by air.

GEORGE SKOURAS flies to Hollywood
week from New York.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT left New York last (

for the Coast by TWA.

LEDA BAUER. Eastern story editor for i

has arrived in Hollywood for studio confai

JOHN PAYNE has returned to the Coast I

a short stay here.

EARL WINGART, 20th-Fox publicist, is s<l

uled to leave for Clinton, la., tomorrow tt

the finishing touches on the gala premie i

"Lillian Russell" which will be staged
next week.

JOE WtBER and LOU FIELDS are stoppifi

the Waldorf.

VERNON L. WALKER, RKO cameraman,
for the Coast yesterday by plane after s

ing special material here for new productioi

British Films Up, Foreign:

Down in Last Quota Yi

London (By Cable)—British-a:

pictures exhibited in the Un:
Kingdom during the quota year <|

ing March 31, 1940 increased by i\

to 109 over the previous quota yj

Foreign pictures shown during
same period dropped bv 134 f'

534 to 400.

British-made shorts decrea-

however, from 276 to 240; while .

eign shorts took a big tumble, l!

ing from 776 to 507 for the qi

year ending last March 31.

Monopoly Hearings Ende'l

irjjl.infilou Bureau of THE FILM D^.

Washington — Chairman O'Mj
ney yesterday said that the natit

monopoly committee had cor
public hearings and shortly
submit to Congress a "progress
port" outlining the committee's i|

complishments to date. MeanW
the committee members will work I

a detailed report.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
jj

to the following on their birthdays: li

MAY 8

George Archinbaud

James T. Tinling

=1
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M GOLDWYN HITS

AT BLOCK-BOOKING

{CoittiiiHcd from Page 1)

he was against the Neely bill

its provisions, that in its pres-

orm the measure would be dis-

us to the industry, but that the
1' block-booking- without the en-

^^ts of the Neely bill would
thing.

Selling Terms Not Set

( Idwyn said not one contract had
taken on "The Westerner,"
from the showing at the world
iere in Ft. Worth, Tex., on June
!id that the picture would be
wholly apart from United Ar-

1940-41 program. Selling-

have not been determined, but
\ yn said he would ask what he
~ it is worth.
chink I have a good picture,"

yn said. "Maybe the exhibi-

von't think so. If they like it

they see it, they can buy it.

y don't like it. that's all right
iiie, too. I'm the one who will

to take the loss."

change must come to the in-

the producer asserted. Ad-
1 prices must be raised and
must be increased, he said.

amount of money now being
nn 600 pictures should be spent

1 pictures, Goldwyn declared,
: that big- pictures, and only
ictures, can pull the business
:' the rut.

'ere are 25 million fewer per-
onl attending picture theaters to-

lan there were 10 years ago,"
ATI said, indicating that double
es, dishes and games were the
IS.

[as No Program Planned

public is willing to pay high
-ion prices for good pictures,
yn said. As proof, he pointed

i.'becca" which played six weeks
t }|iio City Music Hall where the
'••'li is higher than in any other

1- in the country. Production
cannot be reduced; in fact, he
hey are going higher and the
Rce is going to have to pay
11. In addition, he predicted
entals and percentage terms
coing to be increased, not re-

!wyn said he had no program
d. He has 10 writers working
itstanding story properties,
he is ready to get back to

he will be well supplied. He
epped anv discussion of his

g suit against United Artists,
id he was ready to make a
|n on the subject shortly. He
reports that he was here to

a settlement,
wyn announced that "The
ner" would have its premiere
rt Worth, Tex., on June 25,

_ simultaneously at the Holly-
find the Worth Theaters. Open-
1 be part of a three-day cele-
sponsored by city and civic

ties.

larity ball will be held on the
? of June 24 in connection with
ming.

ALCNG THE

H^iTH PHIL M. DALY:
• • • JUST 25 years ago toda-? Earle W. Hammons formed

Educational launching via a single reel travelogue an or-

ganization and a personal career which stand out in bold

reliei in this industry's annals Many oi filmland's best tab pro-

ductions emanated under the Educational banner which

helped to roll up profits for thousands of exhibs and accorded

clean, constructive entertainment to millions of picture patrons

While Educational today is in virtual eclipse it is no fault of the

keen and energetic pilot who guided it faithfully and conscien-

tiously through two and a half decades of calm and storm alike

Rather can the rending of its commercial planks be ascribed to

circumstance namely, the unfortunate hogging of playing time

by dual features against which many a loud outcry is

discernible today both on the part of the trade and the public

Earle Hammons is built of timber which defies adversity It is not

at all surprising that he is currently looking for new fields to

conquer Because of his contributions to the world of the film

his indomitable spirit and most of all because of himself

we extend to him, on this anniversary, our congratulations and

the hope that he may enjoy greater triumphs in the days to come

T T T
• • • FROM Akron, Ohio This really happened:

A downtown theater manager noticed a woman accom-

panied her two daughters hand the doorman a letter

He read it, handed it back, and the three proceeded into the

theater Curious, the manager asked the doorman about it,

and learned that the woman had shown him a birth certificate

"She got tired of having me question the age of the tall

daughter," the doorman said "so she brought in the cer-

tificate to prove she is only ten years old"

T T
• • • AS is his annual wont Ralph E. Blouvet hosts the

members of the Le Roy (N. Y.) Business Association tonight in

his Le Roy Theater. . . • Ray Middleton, who was under contract

to Paramount and recently completed a picture for Republic

opens in lead male singing role of American Jubilee at the World's

Fair. . . • Louis Prima, slated for a month's engagement at the

Frolic, Revere Beach has to date been so terrific there

that the management is a-dickerin' for Louis to stick around for

the entire season. . . • Ed Small's "My Son, My Son!" moves into

Radio City Music Hall tomorrow with bonds playing seein'

as how Ben Bernie, Horace Heidt, Everett Hoagland, Fred Waring, Dick

Kuhn, Jesse Crawford, Adrian RoUini, Cecil Jolly, Ted Steel, and

many other melodic outfits are currently plugging the song "My
Son, My Son!" for a fare-the-well which'll help plug the

picture's title ^ _ _
• • • FRIDAY on the Coast brings the premiere at

Hollywood's Esquire of "The Baker's Wife" under 'the

'thusiastic sponsorship of a committee of pix celebrities

The stars will make no mistake hitching themselves to this

wagon. . . • Considerable attention is being manifest 'mong

shorts producers and featurites as well o'er the original

music score penned by talented Solita Palmer for the Co-

lumbia-Emerson Yorke tab production, "New Hampshire,—The

Ninth State" which proves that music of merit finds a re-

sponsive chord in industry breasts. . . • Our Order of Applause

(with two palms) goes out to Bill Canning of the Empire,

Fall River, Mass for his sensational campaign on Republic's

"Dark Command". . . • Harry Sherman is currently putting

the finishing festoons on his first Hopalong Cassidy of the

1940-41 season It's titled "Three Men From Texas."

GREENTHAL TO HEAD

NEW UA FIELD FORGE

(Continued from Page 1)

company's top exec, at a press con-
ference.
At the same time, Silverstone took

occasion to reiterate that no change
in the UA sales setup was in pros-
pect or had been contemplated. He
paid a glowing tribute to Harry Gold
and Jack Schlaifer, who head sales
East and West, respectively, and
said he hoped both would stay with
UA as long as they are identified
with the industry.

Elaborating upon the exploitation
setup plans, Silverstone tied it to his
conviction that the industry must,
for some time to come, rely upon the
U. S. market to "make or break."
While UA, via its forthcoming inter-
national sales conference in London,
will demonstrate its keen interest in

the foreign market, Silverstone said
the realities were unescapable—that
shrinkage of foreign revenue was in

the cards both during the war and the
reconstruction period following.

$1,500,000 Production "Celling"

As an approach to the domestic
problem, the UA exec, stressed few-
er and greater pictures, the keeping
of production overhead to a mini-
mum, and, in response to questions,
said he felt $1,500,000 was a safe
"ceiling" for producers dependent
upon the domestic market. If such
budgets are reflected upon the screen
and not consumed by unnecessary
overhead, he said outstanding prod-
uct was possible.

Discussing production, Silverstone
stressed the shortage of top players
"names," saying there were about
enough to make 15 pictures yearly.
He suggested the necessity for de-
veloping new stars, and emphasized
that some of the year's best pictures
had presented players who previous-
ly had created little stir. As for
lowering star salaries, Silverstone
said that the demand for their ser-

vices made such course virtually im-
possible.

Chaplin's Own Money in Pix

Referring to UA's production ag-
gregate of $29,000,000 for 1940-41,
Silverstone said that Charlie Chap-
lin's "The Dictators" represented a
$2,000,000 personal investment by
the producer. He said that "The
Westerner" was the only Sam Gold-
wyn pix now scheduled, and added
Dave Selznick would deliver two.

Silverstone declared UA would
spend a "terrific" amount to adver-
tise and exploit next season's lineup,
and that the company's producers
agreed with him on that policy.

Greenthal will travel extensively.
Campaign will be primarily ad-
dressed to the exhib. via the trade
press. "We aim to enlist 10,000 show-
men to sell our pictures to the pub-
lic," was the way Silverstone put it.

Such space investment Silverstone
saw as preferable by far to expendi-
ture for magazine copy forced to
compete with a hundred and one
other advertisers for public atten-
tion.
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"U" WILL ANNOUNCE

'FLEXIBLE' PROGRAM

U ontiiiiicit from I'lUic 1)

that will Comprise the 1940-41 line-

up will not be revealed until the par-
leys open, but Scully, in a pre-con-
vention statement to the trade press
yesterday, indicated that the pro-
gram would reflect the policy of flex-

ibility, and that timeliness, action
and youth again would be stressed
in the larger portion of the releases.

Universal contemplates no set or
rigid budget to govern the produc-
tion expenditures of the entire year,
Scully said. Every picture, he as-
serted, would be given a budget to
make it outstanding in its class and
wholly acceptable to both the ex-
hibitor and the public.

"While Universal joins with the
other producing and distributing
companies in the belief that the ex-
hibitors of America must help in the
fight to retain and even improve
the productiLn values of pictures
which must now look almost exclu-
sively to the domestic field," Scully
said, "the company, nevertheless,
holds to the conviction that such co-
operation on the part of exhibitors
shculd not be forced upon the basis
of production costs alone. The re-

sulting product must be meritorious
and box office."

To Open Star, Potsdam
Potsdam—James Papayanakos

opening the new Star en May 15.

Zenith Experiments With "Wired Tele"
Progressing, Asserts Prexy McDonald

Chicago—Zenith is making progress in its experiments with tele transmission over

telephone wires, according to Com. Eugene F. McDonald, prexy. McDonald believes

such transmission would offer an economic solution to the tele problem through program
subscription provision.

'U' Advances Joseph Garrison Phonovision Won't Compete
from Branch to District Mgr. with Theaters, Asserts Sax

(Continued from I'agc 1)

St. Louis areas. He replaces Pete
Dana who will take over a special

assignment out of the home office.

Hariy Hines, salesman at St.

Louis, becomes branch manage
there.

Buffalo Leads RKO Drive

With 14 of the 15-week period of

the Ned Depinet Drive rounded out,

RKO Radio's Buffalo exchange head-
ed by Charles Boasberg hold the lead
among the 38 branches in the U. S.

and Canada. A. N. Schmitz' Milwau-
kee staff has pulled into the second
position and New Haven, Barney
Pitkin manager, is in third place.

Drive ends Friday.

Errol as "Lord Epping"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—First of six features

which Leon Errol will make for RKO
will be "Lord Epping Out West,"
George Roberts-Jack Townley orig-

inal. Errol also will make six shorts
for RKO.

A M P A
cordially invites you to meet the New York members of the

NATIONAL FILM RADIO
COMMENTATORS' CIRCLE
who will tell us how picture producers and distributors

can take better advantage of their programs. The speak-

ers will be:

DAVID LOWE (President)

STELLA UNGER
RADIE HARRIS
SAM TAYLOR
JACK MITCHELL

WNEW
WEAF
WOR
WHN
WBNX

At Jack Dempsey's—8th Ave. and 50th St.

Thursday, May 9

Service Starts

At 12:45 Sharp
Members $1.00

Non-Members $1.25

(Continued from Page 1)

theatrical film exhibition, it was
stated yesterday by Sax who is

spending some four weeks in New
Yoi'k to complete arrangements for

the manufacture of units and co-

ordinate marketing policies.

Sax explained that his organiza-
tion is dividing its proposed market-
ing activities into (1) coin-operated
entertainment machines, (2) adver-
tising media units, and (3) ma-
chines for use in visual education.
The machines, capable of present-
ing 10 shows of 30 minutes duration
each, project 16 mm. film, various
models being used for black-and-
white and color footage. Machines
utilizing motion pictures for en-
tertainment will be, according to

present plans, licensed to users
on a 99-year lease, which provides
that all footage shown must be in

strict accordance with the provis-

ions of the Hays Code.

18 by 21 Inch Screen Used
Phonovision, Sax declared, has

had machines designed by several
leading' companies, among them
Johns-Manville. Two of the units,

exhibited to The Film Daily yes-
terday in advance of ggneral trade
press showings measure 28 x 32
inches at the base and 72 inches in

height, their screens measuring 18
by 21 inches. Within these meas-
urements a complete mobile theater
is provided.

I

Sax said the company (1) will

I
present outstanding talent; (2) will

I

employ its own staff of song writers,

composers and arrangers, thus elim-
! inating royalty charges; and (3)
that arrangements have been con-
cluded with one of the world's larg-
est studios to produce all its en-
tertainment subjects.

In connection with the nickel-in-

the-slot movies' commercial adver-

t

tising, it is stated by Sax that

}

"Phonovision offers an enormous
i

step forward in this direction."

Checkup yesterday revealed that
several top flight ad agencies have
already approached the Sax-Orsatti
combination in efforts to use Phono-
vision.

JACKSON MAY LEAD

EQUITY TRIAL ATTAf

(Continued from Page 1)

for the first week to be devoted
opening statements of both the G
ernment and the defendants, witl

view to outlining the major cent'

tions both pro and con in the suit

Following the opening, Spo|fc^l ^

sistant Attorney General ^'^jm
Krieger is expected to present e

dence of the distribution situat

in Philadelphia and part of N
Jersey and Connecticut. This t

ritory has been chosen, it is und
stood, because the clearance siti

tion there is comparatively sim
and the Government feels that
trial Judge will be able to get
cleai' picture. It was also said tl

national Allied is strongest in tl

territory and that that associat

has co-operated with the Governm*
in the preparation of the Govei
ment's case.

Expect Summer Adjournment
Judge Goddard will probably :

journ trial during August and S«

tember. Following the adjournme
William P. Farnsworth, Special i

sistant Attorney General, will p
sent the situation in New York t

the balance of New Jersey and C(

necticut regarding distribution, iti

understood.
The New England theater and c

tribution setup will be depicted
Court by Krieger during Decemb
with the middle West, including C
cago, following in January. Rob
L. Wright, Special Assistant Att
ney General is expected to han
the middle West during the tria

It Just Didn't Happen
That Louisville-reported weddi;

of Arline Judge and James McKin''
Bryant yesterday turned into jus)

newspaper day dream.

WEDDING BELLS

Albany— Anne Hawkins, inspij

tress for Grand National exchanii

here until its closing, eloped April
with Jack Moran, it has been d

closed.

Rep. Buys Two Stories
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has pur-

chased the old Nicholas Consentino
play, "Moon Over Mulberry Street,"
and Dwain Decker's magazine storv.
"Sing, Dance, Plenty Hot."

'Dark Command' at Roosevelt
Chicago—Republic's "Dark Com-

'mand" will have its first Chicago
shewing at the Roosevelt Theater
on Friday.

Indianapolis — Donald Cox, Ri
Radio booker, has announced his d

gagement to Helen Eldridge. Wd
ding will take place June 22.

Indianapolis— Mary Lou Linci

smith, Columbia biller, was marri'i

to Richard L. Chapman in the Me;
dian St. Methodist Church here.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlh

Hollywood — Mary Kornman w|i

wed Ralph McCutcheon, Coloraj

rancher, July 6 in Greeley, Colo.

Newark—Tony Williams, Warrji

Theaters district manager for Nr
Jersey and Sue Mutnick, secretaj.;

to Don Jacocks, Warner N. J. zoi'

manager are to be married on Junei
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filA'S 9 X 12 TELE.

STEM READY IN JULY

(Continued from Page 1)

e numbers; Miss Rivkin, 8-year-

piano prodigy; a chapter in the
tele serial, The Simpson Boys;

vrtet of musicians from the NBC
;phony; Sheila Barrett, mimic;
ard Johnson, who thanked the

Hen"" .for their support of the
Madame Kerstin Thorborg.

• Fu. /est handled the announcing.

First Unit Cost $12,500

16 unit used yesterday was built

cost of $12,500 as an intei'me—
'; step in the development of ap-
tus for the projection of much
31 images, but it has already be-
> apparent that the 4^/4 x 6 foot

je has possibilities for use in

!, schools and other places where
viewing group numbers from
150. RCA, however, has no im-
ate plans for marketing this ap-
tus. From 12 to 18 months
d be required for its commercial
lopment.
)paratus used in the demonstra-
consists of three parts. One
lins the newly developed kine-

p projection tube and the optical

:m. Another contains the high
ge power supply, and the third

?s the electric circuits, amplifiers
iontrols. All three are assembled
1 single mobile platform. Over-
imensions are: length, 6 feet;

\, 2 feet, and height, 5 and one-
feet.

iEased on Projection Optics

* i 2 new system is based on pro-

It tn optics of extremely wide

S'uve, a kinescope capable of

voltage operation, and appar-
suited to these conditions.

II ijii essential elements are the new
5ope projection tube and the

Ijil system. These provide more
(and utilize it more effectively

3ver before, so that large screen
lecomes practical.

li'li'vid Sarnoff, RCA prexy, in a
'^.' nent to stockholders discussed

nd its future, predicting it "is

to revolutionize the broadcast-
idustry just as the addition of
to sight revolutionized the mo-
icture industry."

Reports First Quarter
ings 60% Over 1939*8

iO per cent increase in earn-
for the first quarter of 1940,
the similar 1939 period, is

ii by RCA. At the annual
lolders meeting yesterday,
lent David Sarnoff revealed
he nrofit for the first quarter
S2,312.893. compared to $1,-

in 1939—a jump of $864,-
Eai'nings are equal to pre-
dividend requirements and

ents per share on the com-
as against preferred require-
and 4.6 cents on the common
first 1939 quarter,
income for the Quarter was

i.285.09. Charges for interest,

'^Pjiiation, amortization of patents
i^liederal income taxes were $1,-

1.65. Amounts for the 1939

Affiliated Theaters Responsible for About
Third of Gross Intahe, Says Para.'s Griffis

West Coast Bnrcau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Affiliated theaters, approximately 2,600 in number, are responsible for

"a little over one-third of the gross intake," according to Stanton Criffis, Para, execu-
tive committee chairman, now on the Coast.

Griffis said that Paramount product represents only 3 per cent of pictures used In

its own theaters.

N. Y. Exchange Staff Will

be RKO Parley's Greeters

A. A. Schubart, general chairman
of RKO Radio's Ninth Annual Inter-

national Sales Convention, has named
the New York exchange sales staff

as the reception committee for May
27-30 parley.
Bob Wolff is branch manager of

the New York branch, Frank Drumm
is office managei', and others on the
reception committee list are Phil
Hodes, Jack Ellis, Lou Kutinsky,
Harry Zeitels, Ed Carroll and John
Dacey.

Cathode Ray Tube System

Patent for Robt, Lorenzen

A more brilliant television image
is claimed for a cathode ray tube
system recently patented by Robert
Lorenzen. The system, which pro-
vides for increased intensity, is said
to be readily substituted for pres-
ent tube systems, without affecting
receivers. George H. Callaghan,
joint owner with Lorenzen, will mar-
ket the patent.

first quarter were net income, $2,-

826,312.56. Preferred dividend re-

quirements were $804,926.68 in 1940
and $805,309.43 in 1939. Balance for
common stock is $1,507,966.76 for the
1940 quarter and $642,800.61 for 1939.

Four directors, Gano Dunn, Ed-
ward J. Nally, Edward F. MacGrady
and DeWitt Millhauser, were all re-

elected. '

GOP Makes FCC's Television
Action a Political Football
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—FCC's action in with-

drawing its tele commercialization
okay pending further consideration
was made a political football yes-
terday by the GOP.

Referring to the fact that both
RCA and Philco will televise the
party's national convention in Phil-
adelphia, Chairman John D. M.
Hamilton slammed the FCC as "New
Deal dominated,'' termed the with-
drawal order "vicious" and said the
Republican party welcomed "the
chance to provide an opportunity for
a new industry to stride forward in

honest American fashion."
Attack on the FCC's tele policy

was launched yesterday by Senator
Ernest Lundeen (F-L, Minn.) on the
floor of the Senate. He demanded
that President Roosevelt get FCC
Chairman James L. Fly "back on the
job where he belongs in this crucial
period and insist that the throttling
burden of beaureacratic pettiness be
lifted from the back of private in-

dustry."
At a press conference late yester-

day Fly stated that the long delayed
tele report had been given "the in-

side track" and would be released in

a week or 10 days.

Warners' Washington Meet
Off; to Hold Regionals

(Continued from Page 1)

clave will be for the West and South.

Roy Haines, Eastern and Canadian

sales manager, will be in charge of

the regional meeting at Pittsburgh.

Ben Kalmenson, Western and South-

ern sales manager, will preside at

Chicago. Sears and other top execu-

tives of Warners and its affiliated

companies will address both.

B & K Managerial Shifts
Chicago—Will Holden, manager of

the B & K State Lake Theater, suc-

ceeds Roy Bruder, resigned, as man-
ager of the Chicago Theater. Charley
Cottle goes from the Marbro to the
State Lake, Ed O'Donnel from the
Pradise to the Mai'bro, George Ro-
maine from the Senate to the Para-
dise and Roy Winsberg from the
Lakeside to the Senate Theater.

ITALY NOW PROPOSES

NATIVE DISTRIBUTORS

(Continued from Page 1)

tributors will accept any proposal.s
to re-enter this market unless key
clauses in the new proposals are
altered.

Number one objection certain to
be raised by the American distribu-
tors is the fact that the new pro-
posals still provide Italian distribu-
tors, government-licensed, shall han-
dle all imports under agreement with
the American distributors. In effect,

this means that the distribs. will be
unable to do business directly.

In addition to numerous other
clauses, some of which might event-
ually be modified or altered, there
is no indication that II Duce's gov-
ernment will increase the allocation
of dollars which may be exported.

In the new proposals it is also
proposed, say infonned sources, that
American distribs., if and when they
re-enter the market, invest their sur-
plus earnings in Italian production.
It is also not likely that the quota
of Italian pictures which must be
shown in theaters on a ratio basis
to impoi-ts will be cut.

A reply from the American firms
is expected shortly, with the answer
possibly opening an avenue for
further negotiations.

FILM BULLETIN says ....

DARK
COMMAND

'\N\ll GET VERY GOOD
GROSSES IN EVERY LO-

CATION. RAOUL WALSH

HAS DONE A MAGNIFI-

CENTJOB OF DIRECTION

["The BLACK KNIGHT of KANSAS"i

School teacher by day . . . Border

Emperor by night ... He lived

and loved with fiery

abandon.



THEY TAKE THEM ALL
IN THEIR STRIDE

DIFFICULT, unusual, routine— no matter

what the shot requires, one of the three

Eastman negative films will more than fill

the bill. Special ability backed by unvary-

ing uniformity has made them the main-

stay of modern cameramen. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

C?

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

RACKGROUXD-X
for hachgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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^eace Drive^^ Planned To Settle Industry Problems

RA.-D10NT CALL RCACHARGES "REDlERRING"

)avid Selznick Voices Opposition To Block -Booking

Sell the Trade
, . . thru the trade

By CHESTER B. BAHN

iURRAY SILVERSTONE'S announcement

'of United Artists' advertising, publicity

I exploitation policy, made at his press

iference Tuesday, represents a reversion

what is best described as showmanship's

;t principles.

In essence, it means that next season UA
iposes to sell the trade thru the trade,

it is predicated upon Silverstone's conclu-

ns that, first, the trade press is the logi-

I

link between the exhibitor and the dis-

putor, secondly, that the exhibitor is in

t best posit'on to "sell" his own clientele

1, thirdly, that aggressive, intelligent ex-

litation, made available to the exhibitor is

more valuable than waste-basketed press

bases and advertising copy buried in the

ht-packed columns of magazines.

I

— • —
jILVERSTONE'S conviction that an adver-

tising message addressed to the nation's

jwmen in their own press is the most

I'ectlve primary step in merchandising films

^mits no challenge. If the exhibitor is

bid," he, in turn, "sells." It's that simple,

t its very simplicity apparently has counted
ainst it.

/(Silverstone's slant on film advertising in

neral magazines will bear thoughtful con-

eration. He wonders how many people read

ch copy, pointing out that it is an estab-

hed reader habit to read, even in the daily

ass, only those advertisements which have
direct, immediate interest. And he fur-

er observes that the advertising competi-
in in magazines is too keen, film copy
|ing forced to compete with innumerable

fer advertisers for public attention.

— • —
"HE UA exec's decision to stress exploita-

tion, w'th Monroe Greenthal directing a

>irmanent key city pre-selling field force of
', is on equally sound grounds. An able

ploiteer, working closely and personally

th the exhibitor, can accomplish a maxi-
iim in "selling," provided of course that

e picture backs up the claims made for it,

mething Silverstone himself is quick to

nphasize.

During the last six months, as perhaps
jiver before, the industry has had an illus-

{Continued on Page 2)

Higher Quality Pix Seen As
Bringing Increase in

Admissions
By C. R. ABBEY

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Rochester, N. Y.—Opposition to

block-booking was voiced here yes-
terday by David 0. Selznick, fol-

lowing his arrival by plane to par-
ticipate in the University of Roches-
ter's clinic on "New Frontiers in

American Life."
Selznick's statement followed by

I Continued on Page 3)

LUKAN SLAMS DUALS

IN PGG RESOLUTION

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—On behalf of inde-

pendent exhibitors of Alaska, Wash-
ington and Northern Idaho, L. 0.

Lukan of Seattle presented a reso-

lution before the PCC of ITO con-

demning double bills. The resolu-
{Continued on Page 6)

Nick, Weston Abandon Fight

Against Ouster From 143

St. Louis—Final settlement of the

dispute for control of Local No. 143
was reached in Circuit Judge Oak-

(Continued on Page 6)

CEA Cables GWTW
Appeal to Mayer

London (By Cable) — Harry P. E.

Mears, CEA prexy, has cabled a personal

appeal to Louis B. Mayer of Metro to

"do the big thing" and allow normal
rental and trading conditions for CWTW
here, it was learned yesterday. The
CEA has advised its members not to raise

admission prices for the film and not

to pay more than 50 per cent. Metro
is asking 70 per cent.

URGES WOMEN'S CLUBS

SHUN NEELY SUPPORT

St. Louis—State chairmen of mo-
tion pictui'e committees of federated
women's clubs are being advised by
Mrs. Areetus F. Burk, chairman of

the Committee on Motion Pictures
of the General Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs, that the Federation is

not supporting the Neely block-book-

ing bill on which the House Interstate
(Continued on Page 3)

Indianapolis Suit Tests

Legality of License Fee

Indianapolis — The ATOI suit

which was filed in the name of Hol-
lywood Theater Corp. against the

City of Indianapolis contesting the
(Continued on Page 6)

All Branches of Industry to be Asked

to Participate in Peace Movement
Correct, Don't Destroy

Block-Booking, Says Moss

B. S. Moss is of the opinion that
the industry is not using the vast
power of its screens to build good
will for the industry, itself. The
veteran theater operator, in com-
menting on the remarks of a ma-
jo,r executive who said the screen

(Continued on Page 6)

Representatives of independent ex-

hibitor interests are in Washington
today reportedly in connection with
an industry-wide movement to bring
about a peaceful settlement to cur-

rent controversies, adverse legisla-

tion and the avalanche of pending
litigation.

The plan is expected to blossom
in about a week, a participant in

the movement said yesterday. Every
(Continued on Page 7)

Raibourn Denies Para. Has
DuMont Control; Says

RCA Beclouds Issue

Denying that Paramount controls
the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
charging RCA with dragging a "red
herring" across the trail of a sim-
ple technical discussion in an at-

tempt to becloud the Washington
situation, and asserting that the
RCA statements made to the FCC
about the intentions of motion pic-

ture interests in regard to making
television inferior rather than su-

perior to motion pictures, Paul
Raibourn, treasurer of DuMont and
an executive of Paramount, scored
RCA yesterday in a sharply worded
release to the press.
Raibourn assailed the RCA report

iContinned on Page 6)

UA HAS 10 PIX MORE

BEFORE SEASON ENDS

United Artists has scheduled 10

pictures for release during the sum-
mer and early fall to complete the
19-39-40 program, guaranteeing a

steady supply of product up to the

first release of the 1940-41 lineup,

Murray Silverstone announced yes-

terday. The new program will be
(Continued on Page 7)

D of J to Start Philly

Record Study on Monday

As a result of a conference held
yesterday between counsel for the

Government and major defendants
in the New York equity suit, the

D of J is expected to start the in-

spection of records covering the

Philadelphia theater area on Mon-
(Continued on Page 7)

20-Fox Paid Zanuck $255,000,

Sonja Henie $249,166 in 1939

Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president of

20th Century-Fox in charge of pro-
duction, was paid a salary of $255,-

;

.

(Continued on Page 6) !

|
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 6'/2 61/2 61/2 — '/g

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10 95/8 'S/g

East. Kodak 158 ISS'/j 158 -+- 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 113^ 113^ 113/4 + Va
Loew's, Inc 35 341/2 34 1/2 — 'A
do pfd
Paramount 71/2 7iA TVi -+- %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 91/8 9 9 — 14
Pathe Film

RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox 8I/4 SVg 8l/g

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 971/2 971/2 971/2-11/2
Warner Bros 3'/g 3i/g Si/g

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1025/g 1025/8 1025/8 — Vs
Loew's deb. 3 1/2s46. 104 1/4 IO41/4 IO41/4 -|- 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 1/4S47 89 89 89
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 893/4 895/8 893/4 + 3^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp lyg 1% 1%
Technicolor I41/2 141/4 I41/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . . 5% S'/g 5% +
Universal Picts

Vs

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 71

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 661/2 681/2

Young woman college graduate. Keen under-
standing and enthusiasm motion pictures.

Enterprising and Initiative; wishes position

selling motion pictures. Excellent refer-

ences. Five years' experience in film indus-
try. Request your personal interview on my
ability to sell your film. Write

Box No. 1715 The Film Daily

1501 Broadway New York City

Vol. 77, No. 92 Thurs., May 9. 1940 10 Cents

Sell the Trade
. . . thru the trade

(CoiitiiiKcJ from Paye 1)

tration of what adroit exploitation—pre-

selling, essentially—can accomplish in the
way of tilting grosses, via extended runs and
increased admissions. To state that higher

grosses are sorely needed in the domestic
market these days Is to state the obvious.

As Silverstone says, the industry for some
time to come stands to "make or break"
here.

The point is, of course, it can "make,"
with selling the trade through the trade the

surest approach.

Faye, Arnold to Attend
Premiere at Pittsburgh

Appearances of Alice Faye and
Edward Arnold at the premiere of
"Lillian Russell" at the Alvin The-
ater, Pittsburgh, on May 15 have
been set by the 20th-Fox advertis-
ing and publicity department, it

was announced yesterday. Two
stars then will come to New York
to appear on the Kate Smith show
on May 17 for a radio preview of
the picture. Don Ameche, Cesar
Romero, Mary Healy and Arleen
Whelan will appear at the Clinton,
la., premiere, also being held on
May 15.

Briefs Ordered in Fight

to Oust Educ. Trustee

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
yesterday reserved decision after ar-
gument of an application to set

aside the appointment of James A.
Davidson as trustee of Educational
Pictures. The Court ordered briefs
to be filed by Monday. Harry G.
Fromberg, trustee for Grand Na-
tional Pictures, is seeking to upset
Davidson's appointment by referee
John E. Joyce on the ground that he
is disqualified to act as trustee.

$200,662 Paid to Odium,
Atlas SEC Report Shows

Annual report of Atlas Corp., filed

yesterday with SEC, discloses that
Prexy Floyd B. Odium, received in

1939 a salary of $200,662; L. Boyd
Hatch, executive vice-pi-esident and
director, a salary of $56,231, and
Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett, At-
las counsel, legal fees amounting
to $109,500, and also legal fees of

$75,000 in connection with the re-
organizations of RKO Corp. and
Utilities Power & Light.
Rathvon & Co., Inc., received $55,-

000 for supervisory services in con-
nection with the RKO reorg. and
$10,000 from Atlas for special ser-

•vices.

cofliinc flno com
I

All-Star Cast Lined Up
for Community Chest Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—All-star cast lined up

for the Community Chest-Red Cross
feature which RKO will finance for
interest charges and distribute at
cost will include Annabella, Brian
Aherne, Charles Boyer, Freddie Bar-
tholomew, Charles Chaplin, Ronald
Colman, Madeleine Carroll, Olivia
de Havilland, Sir Cedric Hardwicke
and Vivien Leigh, it was learned yes-
terday. Directorial stint will be
shared by Alfred Hitchcock, Herbert
Wilcox and Robert Stevens.

Canada to Place Its War
Pictures in U. S. Theaters

Texas A & M Students

Threaten Long "Strike"

College Station, Tex. — In their
fight for first-run pictures in this
college town, members of the Texas
A & M junior class have voted to
continue their "strike" against at-

tending the first-run houses in near-
by Bryan into the next school year.
The Campus house just opened, has
to follow Bryan 90 days after first-

run.

Chi. Palace, Pastime Closing

Chicago — The RKO Palace has
notified the operators' union that the
house will close for the summer on
May 15. The Pastime Theater also
i's closing. The house is to be torn
down. Operators will lose 11 jobs,

the union reports.

Kill Daylight Saving
Cleveland—-Legislative Committee

of the City Council yesterday unani-
mously killed the proposed daylight
saving plan, following opposition by
theater and labor representatives.

Ottawa—Canadian war films will

be shown in U. S. theaters in oi'der

to interest Americans in the Do-
minion's war effort, the Dominion
Motion Picture Bureau announces.
Bureau hopes to have them exhibited
throughout the U. S. First of the
films, "Atlantic Patrol" is at pres-
ent being shown in Canada and the
U. K. In order to avoid the propa-
ganda tinge, special care is being
taken with the films to be sent to
the U. S. according to Stuart Legg.
Bureau's production superintendent.

May Make Spanish Language
Films at New Fla. Studios

Coral Gables, Fla.—Production of
pix for the Latin-American market
at the new studios of the Colonnade
Pictures Corp. here looms as possi-
ble. Studios are expected to be ready
for active production June 1.

$30,000 for Will Rogers Fund
Chicago— Approximately $30,000

has been collected here in the Will
Rogers Fund drive, Tom Gilliam,
chairman of the fund, reports, sur-
passing any previous Rogers Fund
drive in Chicago.

Promote Art Schmidt
Art Schmidt, who has been han-

dling publicity for Loew's out-of-
town theaters under Oscar Doob, is

being shifted to Howard Dietz's de-
partment as a publicity co-ordinator.
Gene Murphy moves into Schmidt's
former spot.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Sclznick Internat
board chairman, and DAVID 0. SELZNICK
to Rochester yesterday, where Selznick i

at the University of Rochester.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK and WILLIAM CC
return to the Coast within a few days

LEE ORR, Fox Movietone cameraman
Dallas.

GENE AUTRY arrives here Sunday from Pi

delphia.

ALICE FAYE and EDWARD A D
here next week-end after making

. _.'s at
"Lillian Russell" premiere in Pittsburgh on I

15.

BEATRICE LILLIE is expected to arrive i

today on the Rex.
|

OWEN DAVIS, JR., returns here this wee

ANATOLE LITVAK is expected here within

next week.

JACK BENNY and ROCHESTER have retu

to the Coast. >

MARGUERITE CLARK returns here this »r

end after a Hollywood stint.

KENNETH McKENNA, Metro story editor,

returned to Hollywood after conferring
home office execs, in New York.

IRVING C. JACOCKS, JR. and MRS. JACCI
have returned Saturday to their Branford
ater after a six weeks' motor tour, with !

in Arizona, Texas, and Florida.

HANNAH GINSBERG, secretary to J. R. M»
Warners' New Haven exchange manager,
vacation in Florida.

Would Eliminate Trucks

on III. Highways on Sunds

Chicago—The Illinois Comme
Commission is holding hearings
the matter of eliminating hes

trucks from the state's main hi;i

ways on Sundays and holidays on
count of the traffic congestion.

Film carriers are opposing
measure.

La Varre Suit Settled

Suit of William La Varre agai 1

Warner Bros, for $50,000 was settj

yesterday in the New York Supren
Court on undisclosed terms.
Varre brought suit claiming that I

had been unpaid for writing t\

stories for Warners.

III. Legislature Adjourns
|

Chicago—Special session of ii

Illinois Legislature has adjourr<

to May 21. Film legislation mj
be taken up when the session

convenes.

ar:K FOR FASTER,

^FRIENDLIER SERVICE

AT LOWER COST -'PHONE"

TelegvapM
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED INj

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.
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te WOMEN'S CLUBS

HUN NEELY SUPPORT

{Continued from Page 1)

iiiierce Committee starts hear-

, in Washington next Monday,
rs. Burt "earnestly urges" that

state committees do not endorse
bill.

Iready, according to Mrs. Burt,

:ral state Federations have gone
•ecord as opposed to the bill "on

V own volition." The Missouri

erajjf f\ is among them, action

g 1 ii at the recent Columbia
rention.

ntipathy of the General Federa-
te the Neely bill stems from

emphatic opposition to Federal
rol of the film industry.

,eneral Federation's Council will

t in Milwaukee May 20-25. Film
)rt will be given May 23 by Mrs.

J(/lsh Appeal's Women's
!ommittee Holds Luncheon

'omen's Division of the United
ish Appeal is sponsoring the

heon today in the Harmonie
X 4 East 60th, with Eddie Can-
as honor guest. Function's
rmen are Mrs. Leo Spitz and
. Hal Home, and many promi-
; women associated with the en-

ainment industry will attend to

ire success of the United Jewish
jeal's 1940 campaign,
mong those present will be Belle
er, Sophie Tucker, Mrs. Ben Ber-

{

Mrs. Ted Lewis, Molly Picon,
'. Arthur Bugs Baer, Mrs. Ruby
inasi, Mrs. Max Gordon, Mrs.
! Holtz, Ruby Keeler, Mrs. Eddie
tor, and Mrs. William Morris, Jr.

junds raised at the luncheon will

ised to carry out and extend aid

jrefugee and resettlement pro-
Tfis of the Joint Distribution Com-
tee, United Palestine Appeal and
5 National Refugee Service.

Wise Out of Danger
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
oUywood— Dave Wise, superin-
ilent of the RKO Radio Studio,
T in the Hollywood Hospital where
'anderwent a kidney operation, is

Drted out of danger.

;
Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 9

Richard Barthelmess

Elizabeth Allen

John H. MacMahon

ALCNG THE

wiTfi PHIL M. DALTi
• • • COLUMBIA'S "Mr. Smith Goes fo Washington" won
top honor yesterday at the Youthbuilders' Forum A^vard Luncheon

tendered in the Banquet Room of the Hotel Martinique The

Capra classic grabbed the plaque because the youngsters considered

that the opus, more than any other production of the past year,

had shown them how democracy works Citations of honorable

mention were given to RKO-Radio's "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" and

to Warners' series of patriotic shorts As pinch-hitter for Jack Cohn

Hal Hode received the plaque in behalf of Columbia while

Jack Lewis and Norman Moray represented respectively the RKO-

Radio and WB organizations

T T T
• • • TO this scrihe the Youthhuilders' Luncheon had
an aspect of importance which quite transcended the award-
ing of honors alone for as part of the program which
found Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt as the principal guest and speak-

er a group of youngsters unleashed their views on a

nu7nber of topics which are of vast consequence to the American
people currently Producers, distributors, exhibitors et al

who perchance may be laboring under the impression that

the up-and-coming generation doesn't do any heavy thinking

should have been on hand for they would have learned

a lot of valuable thiiigs about the youthful intelligence and

discrimination with respect to everything including

films

• • • IN presenting the award to Columbia Robert Ehren-

bard, 14, of Townsend Harris High School said: "We have chosen

this picture ('Mr. Smith Goes to Washington') because it shows that there

is corruption in government sometimes —but that in a democracy,

honesty always wins" Of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," he declared:

"This picture shoves how much just one man can do for democracy"

and remarked re the Warner patriotic shorts: "They show

how our democracy had to be fought for and how it grew"

T T T
• • • THE Youthbuilders' Luncheon also revealed an

"open letter" addressed to "The Big Shots of Hollywood"

wherein James Breetveld, young editor-in-chief of his organiza-

tion's publication, "Listen America Now" suggests feature

players for biographical films He memorializes the Warners

to cast as follows: Errol Flynn as Nathan Hale Paul

Muni as Benjamin Franklin Edward G. Robinson as Beet-

hoven. .. .James Cagney as Davy Crockett and Bette Davis

as Clara Barton and for M-G-M to assign Spencer Tracy to

the role of Parnell Robert Taylor to play Julius Caesar

and Ferdinand Gravet, Chopin 20th-Fox should, he avers,

cast Brian Aherne as Sir Francis Drake and Tyrone Power

as Thomas Jefferson

T T T
• • • lOE Heppner and Jimmy Sileo photographers for our

pix biz have been elected to new posts in the local Press Photogs'

Ass'n Joe was made first v.-p. and Jimmy board chairman

The PPA membership took the ballot casting occasion to present Joe with

a swell travel bag for his excellent work as co-chairman of the

dance committee anent the recent PPA Ball held in the Hotel

Astor. . . • Thirty years is a long time in pictures! ^so Douglas

Rothacker is about to receive well-deserved congrats having started

in the biz with the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. in Chicago just three

decades ago tomorrow After that org. was sold to Consolidated in

1920 Doug entered the educational and industrial end of filmland

and is still going strong at the old stand. . . • Today's Ampa

meetin' day!

SELZNICK OPPOSED

TO BLOCK-BOOKING

(Continued from Page 1)

24 hours a similar stand made pub-

lic in New York by Samuel Gold-

wyn, like Selznick releasing
through UA. Selznick was accom-

panied here by John Hay Whitney,

Selznick-International board chair-

man.
Selznick said, "I am opposed to

any inclusion of any of our produc-

tions in block-booking. I prefer to

have our pictures sold individually on
their own merits."

Discussing the situation confront-
ing the industry, Selznick said that
admission prices "perhaps" will

have to be raised to meet costs of

pictures of higher quality. Said
the producer:
"We've lost almost our entire for-

eign market for pictures, but we're
going to try to meet this crisis by
going after better films. These
won't all be historical stories or any
one type. We must do better all

along the line."

R. I. Court Rules Grocery

Bank Night No Lottery

Providence— Supreme Court here
ruled Bank Night, as conducted by
Big Chief Corp., grocery concern, in

1938 was not a lottery and ordered
case remitted to Superior Court,

where guilty charge on indictment of

conducting lottery had been handed
down against .corporation in 1939,

with directions to "find the defen-
dant not guilty."

Justice Moss, on bench, pointed

out that unless valuable considera-

tion was required from everyone re-

ceiving a chance in the award of

prizes—in short, paying for tickets

—

no prize award scheme could be
jtermed a lottery.

"Thief" Unit on Location
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Thief of Bagdad"
company, headed by Sabu, June Du-
prez and John Justin, leave for loca-

tion this week. Zoltan Korda will

direct, and in the absence of Alexan-

der Korda, who is en route to Eng-
land, Maurice Helprin will accom-
pany the troupe. They will go to

the Grand Canyon, the Painted Des-

ert and Prescott, Ariz. They plan to

he gone about two weeks.

"Tlie Millenium!
At the Youthbuilders' Luncheon in the

Martinique Hotel yesterday, formal pre-

sentation of the plaque to Columbia for

"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" was
impending when Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-

velt rose to speak. Coincidentally, the

some 100 youngsters at the session had
just had their dessert placed in front of

them. Absolute silence reigned at the

tables while the First Lady of the Land
delivered her address. At the conclu-

sion, Hon. Byrnes MacDonald arose and
said: "Mrs. Roosevelt is the only one
ever to compete with ice cream . . .

and win!"

a
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LUKAN SLAMS DUALS

IN PGG RESOLUTION

(Coiiliiiiu'd from Page I)

tion is expected to be acted upon
today 01" tomorrow. He branded
duals as an "objectionable, unbeliev-
able and harmful practice."

He said long programs are too
tiring- on mind and body, curtailed
juvenile attendance and that double
bills at a low price are bad mer-
chandising; further that doubling
of two good pictures lessens the
value of each.
Lukan also said he circulated a

petition for a single bill which was
signed by every independent in

Seattle but the proposition was
killed when an affiliated circuit re-

fused to sign. He declared an or-

ganization like the old First Na-
tional might be the cure to "pro-
ducer oppression."
William F. Rodgers will speak be-

fore the convention tomorrow.

Distrib. Methods Must Change
That distribution method must

change and become up to date was
the statement made by Robert H.
Poole before the convention. He
said it would be a catastrophe to

production to make a radical change
in distribution setup in one year but
that a gradual change should be
effected. He said the fundamental
plan of the PCC is to have a concilia-

tion board in each of its territories.

He declared that distributors' cry that
export business has fallen off con-
siderably is a fantasy and that box
office receipts in London are great-
er now than before the war. He
said the PCC will work for terri-

torial improvement such as zoning
and clearance and that national
sales policies are often mythical.
"We are the handclasp of this

business," said H. W. Bruen, Whit-
tier, Calif., telling of work of in-

dependent exhibitors in contacting
civic clubs and meeting the public.

He asserted that despite malpractices
in motion picture industry, he does
not favor government intervention
or control and believes the industry
lean cure its own ailments. He de-
clared producers and distributors

must enter trade practice negotia-
tions with clean hands.

PCC Not to Buy Pix as a Unit

He said he felt that Sidney R.

Kent and William F. Rodgers were
sincere in trade practices negotia-
tions held previously between dis-

tributors and exhibitors. He said

that after the concessions made were
mulled over by distributors' at-

torneys they were not put into prac-
tice. He said he did not expect PCC
to enter into film buying as a unit.

Joe Pasternak spoke on forthcom-
ing Deanna Durbin, Marlene Dietrich
and Gloria Jean vehicles he will pro-

duce. He praised exhibitors helping
introduce new personalities and told

of helpful reactions to the first Dur-
bin picture by exhibitors.

Neil F. Agnew, James R. Grainger,
Darryl F. Zanuck, Joseph M. Schenck
and Charles Reagan wired their re-

grets at not being able to attend,

while Herman Wobber telegraphed
it looked doubtful he could be pres-

Fort Worth Recreation Depitrtment Doubles
Free Films in Parhs and on School Grounds

Fort Worth—Free movies, under sponsorship of the Fort Worth Recreation Depart-
ment, are being shown in 12 locations weekly during the Spring and Summer. Last

year, pix were presented in six local parks once a week, but this year, six additional

locations in other parks and on public school grounds, are being used, so that the movies
are being shown in two different sections of the city each night. Elmer Horn is in

charge.

Correct, Don't Destroy

Block-Booking, Says Moss

(Continued from Page 1)

had the power to elect a President
or a Congress, advocated the use of
that power to put the industry back
into the good graces of the public.

The picture business has been at-

tacked on all sides by legislation,

exhibitor groups, Department of
Justice and other sources. Moss said
yesterday, but nothing is being done
to offset these attacks. Just how
such a step could be accomplished,
he continued, is something for the
whole industry to consider. Attack-
ing or threatening the Government
is not the right way, he added.
The Government suit. Moss said,

is justified in some respects. Block-
booking should not be destroyed but
should be corrected, he asserted.
Moss disagreed with those who

have advocated the raising of ad-
mission prices. Pictures should be
presented at a nominal price so that
the masses can enjoy them, he said,

declaring that he and his organiza-
tion made their greatest profits

when 25 cents was the top price.

The business is so tied up with
law suits and legislation that it

hasn't time to show what can be done
with the screen as an informative
medium. Much of the present woes
could have been avoided, he asserted.

Nick, Weston Abandon Fight

Against Ouster From 143

{Continued from Page 1)

ley's court yesterday when an agTee-
ment was filed under which John P.
Nick, former international vice-pres-
ident of lATSE, and Clyde A. Wes-
ton, ex-business agent of Local 143,
abandoned the fight against their
ousters by Judge Oakley. In turn
the new officers of Local 143 re-
linquished all claim to the $48,399
which Judge Oakley ruled several
weeks ago was due the union from
Nick and Weston. Nick and Weston
are to dismiss their appeals to the
Missouri Supreme Court from Judge
Oakley's decision making permanent
his injunction against them and the
receivership for Local 143.

Since counsel for the defense in-

tei'venors and also the international
union joined in the stipulation filed in
court yesterday, the agreement also
paves the way for a full settlement
of the dispute between the Fanchon
& Marco interest and the anti-Nick
faction of Local 143. Frank Stick-

ling of Elgin, 111., representative of

the international, is here to nego-
tiate a settlement of that dispute.

The money judgment which the
new management of the union has
agreed not to attempt to collect from
Nick and Weston includes $10,000
paid in 1936 by motion pictm-e the-

ater owners about the time a new

20-Fox Paid Zanuck $255,000,

Sonja Henie $249,166 in 1939

{Continued from Page 1)

000 in 1939 according to data filed

by that company with the New York
Stock Exchange yesterday.

Sonja Henie was paid a total of
$249,166 during the year, and John
Ford, who directed "The Grapes of
Wrath," received $235,000 for his

year's pay.

Hornstein Completes 14

Equipment Jobs Locally

Joe Hornstein, Inc., reports 14
equipment jobs recently completed
in the local territory. List includes
complete painting and decorating of
Esposito's Palace in Morristown, and
supply of Brenkert Senarc projection
lamps, new rectifiers and A. and M.
Karaghausian carpet; Brenkert
lamps and Robin generator for Casey
& Wheeler's Ridgefield, Ridgefield;
Ideal seats, WE sound, Ratone
screen, Motiograph projection; WE
sound, Ratone screen, Motiograph
projection, and Brenkert lamps for
the Canadian Government's exhibit
at the World's Fair; and WE sound,
Ratone screen, Motiograph projection
and Brenkert lamps for the Chrysler
exhibit at the Fair.

Additionally, Hornstein supplied
Ratone screens for Savage's Stadium
in New York and for Casey &
Wheeler's Playhouse, Mamaroneck;
new Bausch & Lomb lenses, and chair
recovering for William Raster's Ar-
den here; new Ideal chairs and Bren-
kert lamps for home office projection
room of Columbia Pictures; Brenkert
lamps and new rectifiers for Harold
Friedman's Terrace Theater, Yon-
kers; complete stage setting for

Schneider's Liberty, Freehold; com-
plete rejuvenating job for the High-
land, Atlantic Highlands; and deco-
rated the Heights Theater in Brook-
lyn for Weiss Bros.

Full Week of Vaude
Detroit — Harper Theater, East

Side neighborhood opei-ated by Wis-
per & Wetsman, which has been try-

ing out a half week of vaudeville
for the past two months, goes to a
full week policy tomorrow. Present
bookings are for three weeks ahead,
but will be continued indefinitely if

patronage warrants.

Fredric March "Flotsam" Star
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fredric March has

been signed for the stellar mascu-
line role in Loew-Lewin's produc-
tion of Erich Maria Remarque's
"Flotsam." John Cromwell will di-

rect.

DUMONT GALLS RCA'!!

GHARGES'REDHERRINI

working agreement for operators
was being considered and a similar
payment of $6,500 paid in 1937.

{Continued from Page 1)

as being so completely lacking
evidence that it is not possible
surmise that it was not an atteri

to ci'eate a false impression,
the same time he charges that ';

report completely avoids discuss
of technical quality, concealing

;

real issue as to whether or not
consumer is to be served with fli

ible standards and telew' i S!

which will not become otx -.'te
',

quickly.
In reply to the RCA charge t!i

Paramount has entered the tele\;

ion industry as a "Trojan horsi

Raibourn states that it is only n;

essary to look at the record.
He points out that the sole :

quest of DuMont to the FCC li

been to maintain flexible standa:'

instead of the rigid ones propo:

by RCA and the Radio Manufac:
rers Association. Raibourn also i

cuses RCA of deliberately avoidii

admission in its report that the D
Mont system gives a 625 line d'l

nition as against the RCA 441 1

definition. He further states t.i

impartial experts in the televis

field have agreed that line definiti:

so long as 15 or more frames ;i

used, has more to do with the cl)

ity of the image than the num'i

of frames. RCA charged that

frames, now being used by DuMoi
will give inferior images to the R'!

30 frames per second system.
In conclusion, Raibourn states tli

he feels sure the FCC will make
final decision on the basis of te:

nical merit, and describes the whi;

matter as one which is neither ;,i

litical or financial, but technical.!

Indianapolis Suit Tests

Legality of License F|

{Continued from Page 1)

legality of the collection by the c,

of $100 a year theater license feeij

set for trial May 15 in Mar]|

County Superior Court.
1

The exhib. association claims tli

the permit issued by the State F||

Marshal's office supersedes the ri|j

of the city to issue licenses to tJt

aters. \

The case is being brought asil

test case and, if successful, will ht*

bearing on other cities in Indi^i

charging theater license fees.

Mendelwager Rites Held

Funeral services will be held tW

morning for Harry Mendelwagli

75, a pioneer in the 16 mm. fit;'

Mendelwager died yesterday at
;

home in Bayonne, N. J., afteri

lingering illness. Services will

at his home on Hudson Bh|

Bayonne.
;

Chi. Parking Ordinance U|

Chicago—The Chicago Council
j

considering a new city ordinai|

prohibiting parking both in the Lcji

and outlying districts in front of ti

aters.
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HAS 10 PIX MORE

EFORE SEASON ENDS

(Continued from Page 1)

iiunced at the company's sales

mentions, first of which starts

iday in New York.
>1 Lesser's "Our Town" has its

id premiere in Boston on May
and will follow with an Ei'nst

itsch production later in the sum-
>>e,xander Korda's remaining

Lir ')r the current season is

er Lx.e Moon."
al Roach is completing- his pro-

n with the delivery of "Turn-
it" and "Captain Caution."
18 remaining five United Artists

ises for this season include Ed-
1 Small's "South of Pago Pago"
"The Son of Monte Cristo";

2 Life of Rudolph Valentino,"
, Carson" and "Two Years Be-

er the Mast."

REVIEIUS OF SHORT SUBJECTS

Dfif J to Start Philly

Record Study on Monday
(Continued from Page 1)

i Meanwhile, it was stated, a

i^rnment application for an or-

Alirecting the defendants to sub-
irecords in their possession to

i> of J will be held in abeyance,
pvernment attorneys said that
j;onference had "made very good
.ress towards an understanding"
^that a large number of ques-
i have been threshed out in

ifence to what records should be

ijl'ed to inspection. If after a pre-
ri lary examination of the records

'.ni D of J desires to enlarge its in-

't gation a further conference will

t leld, it was said. Loew's will

lit its records on Monday, to

: ollowed by Warners and Para-
in[tit.

Green Leaving MCA
illiam H. Green, MCA's public-

it:! dvertising head, has resigiied,

tive June 1. Green plans a Mex-
vacation, will announce a new

lA ation June 15.

Chodorov on "World"
i
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU.Y
'llywood—Edward Chodorov will
he script of "The World We
i" for Metro; Norma Shearer
star.

rzner Replaces Del Ruth
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lUywood — Dorothy Arzner re-

r'ljis Roy Del Ruth as director of
'

's "Dance, Girls, Dance."

Sten in "Nazi" Role
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
)llywood—Anna Sten gets one

ofjlree leads in 20th-Fox's "I Mar-
ril'a Nazi."

STORKS!
jjlentown, Pa.—It's a boy in the

'4|ly of Leo P. Trainor, manager
of plmer & Vincent's Rialto the-
^M'lhere. Son will be named James
S<J.ard.

"The Philippines: 1898-1946"
RKO Radio-M of T 19 mins.

Timely and Interestingi
The problems of the Philippine

Islands are presented in interesting,
dramatic and absorbing fashion in
this new timely issue of the March
of Time. Tracing the history of the
Islands back to the days of Spanish
rule, the subject depicts the strategic
and economic importance of the
Islands. There are numerous refer-
ences in the issue regarding Japanese
economic invasion. The compulsory
military training program of the
Filipinos is outlined in an interesting
sequence dealing with their military
college and general preparedness
program. However, it is shown that
despite the fact that complete in-

dependence from this country has
long been sought, the Filipinos are
now not so sure that they want this

independence in 1946; and before
that time comes, a dominion status
may be evolved.

"Sitka and Juneau"
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Well-Made Short

Each year sees the tourist inva-
sion of Alaska on the increase, and
this subject shows two symbols of

the enthusiasm of travelers for the
northern outposts of the United
States,—namely, Sitka, the old Alas-
kan capital, and Juneau, the new.
In the foiTYier city there is still in

evidence much of the culture im-
planted by the Russians as their
course of empire moved eastward,
prior to Alaska's purchase at the in-

sistence of William Seward. Juneau,
more modern, and generously stud-
ded with enchanting small homes
with brilliant gardens, is shown to

advantage. Technicolor depicts sol-

idly the grand and rugged land-
scapes flanking both municipalities.
This is an unusually well-made travel
reel, which will be welcomed by
audiences of all types.

"Going Places"
Universal 9 mins.

Highly Interesting
Dealing with the pretzel and goat's

milk industries, this reel is highly
interesting-, containing many facts
that probably are unknown to the
general public. The history of the
pretzel is traced, and then a factory
is seen where the pretzels are turned
out in volume by an amazingly in-

tricate machine. In the sequence
devoted to goat farming it is inter-

esting to see the number of side

products produced from goat's milk.

The highly modern methods of

handling the goats are also unusual.
Graham McNamee provides the com-
mentary.

"XXX Medico"
(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Tip Top Reel

Here is an interesting, suspenseful
reel, which, though short in length,

is long on dramatic value. It dis-

closes the danger to human life when
disease or accident befell the sea-

farer in the days before Marconi's
wireless became a vital part of a
ship's equipment. Then, it was im-
possible for vessels to communicate
with each other and thus prevented
medical aid from reaching sufferers.

But today it's a different story, for
through the miracle of radio, a ship's

doctor can render assistance to
stricken travelers on other boats at
sea. Jack Chertok and Richard
Goldstone produced this short, which
was directed by Basil Wrangell from
a script by John Nesbitt. The se-

quence depicting the medical advice
imparted over the air by a physician
coursing the sea lanes hundreds of
miles away, enabling a child to be
born to a woman on a doctor-less
ship, is of high-order human inter-

est.

"100 Pygmies and Andy Panda"
Universal 7'/4 mins.

Amusing Cartoon
There are several good laughs in

this cartoon. Young Andy Panda
gets delivery of a magic set his

father has bought for him. Waving
the magic wand and mumbling the
magic word Andy immediately starts

confusion on a wholesale scale. Andy
has trouble with the local witch doc-
tor, his father and several other peo-
ple, including the doctor's pygmies,
before the end of the reel.

PLAN "PEACE DRIVE"

WITHIN THE INDUSTRY

(Continued from Page 1)

branch of the industry, both inde-
pendent and major, is being con-
tacted to join in the enterprise, the
goal being to adjust as many of the

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Trust suit against the

oil industry patterned after that in-

stituted against film biz is under con-
sideration by the D of /, it was re-

ported yesterday. The oil suit, it is

said, would seek to separate production-
refining from distribution.

intra-industry troubles as possible
before definte "tragedy" occurs.

Collapse of the Department of
Commerce's consent decree proposals
is regarded by some as being the
prime reason for the all-industry
peace drive. Both exhibition and dis-

tribution branches of the business
were divided on the merits of the
proposals, but those in favor of them
appeared to have a slight edge over
the dissenters.

Today's session in Washington is

expected to have some connection
with the peace drive. A number of
big industry names is said to be
agreeable to the plan.
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^ ^ REVIEWS Of THE nEUI fILmS ik i
"The Mysterious Mr.

Reeder"
with Will Fyffe, Kay Walsh, George Curzon,

Chili Bouchier

Monogram 61 Mins.

CLEVER AND LOGICAL DETECTIVE
YARN WHICH WILL APPEAL STRONGLY
TO MYSTERY FANS.

Those legions of detective story fans who
like criminal investigation on the screen to

assume something more substantial and

realistic that the flights of over-imagina-

tive authors and scenarists have a treat

in store for them. It's this logical, exciting

and well-made production highlighted by

the skillful, smooth and ingratiating acting

of Will Fyffe, who essays the role of a

sharp-witted sleuth of Scotland Yard. Keen

of mind and brave of heart, the chunky

Fyffe,—one of filmland's fine character ac-

tors,—smashes a ring of counterfeiters, not

by the usual pyrotechnics of melodrama,

but via his vast capacity for piecing to-

gether the merest threads of information

and weaving them quickly and with finality

into a net from which there is no escape

for the law-breaker. That the dialogue

possesses a British tang only increases the

realism of the opus, which is crammed
with action. Fyffe's maturity, too, lends

conviction, for it would be incongruous for

one of more tender years to possess the

experience and sound introspective ability

of a master investigator. Commencing
with the smaller fry in the illicit money

mob, he goes on through the higher-ups to

eventually bag the gang's chief. The latter

is a triumph prize for Fyffe, since he is

the murderer of the sleuth's young assis-

tant. The cast is efficient and well-

chosen. Jack Raymond's direction is firm.

Film is a "natural" for devotees of action

and mystery.

CAST: Will Fyffe, Kay Walsh, George

Curzon, Chili Bouchier, John Warwick,

Leslie Waring, Romilly Lunge, Betty Astell,

Derek Gorst, Ronald Shiner, Wally Patch,

George Hayes, Dorothy Dewhurst.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Q. Steel;

Director, Jack Raymond; Author, Edgar

Wallace; Adaptafon and Continuity, Brian

Edgar V/allace, Marjorie Caffney, Michael

Hogan.

DIRECTION, Firm. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

On Albany's Film Row
Albany — Exhibs. booking along

Exchange Row thi.s week included

Frank Williams, Benton Circuit,

Sai-atoga; Frank Wheating, Park,
Cobleskill; Mrs. Freda Klein, Hunter,
Hunter; Phil Bavoudi, Happy Hour,
North Creek; Vivian Sweet, Star,

Salem and Swan, Greenwich; Mrs.
Inez Ferguson, Copake, Copake;
Donald Mullen, Bainbridge, Bain-
bridge; Abe Stone, Eagle, Albany;
Clarence Dopp, Dopp Theaters,
Johnstown; Bob Jenner, Frankfort;
Thomas L. Alfieri, Community, Mill-

brook, and Kingsley Ryan, Ausable
Forks.

Chertok's Feature Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Chertok's first

feature for Metro will be "Our
Home Town."

"Covered Wagon
Trails"

with Jack Randall, Sally Cairns, David Sharpe

Monogram 52 Mins.

SAGEBRUSH SAGA FOLLOWING USUAL
PATTERN BUT OKAY FOR RUN OF MINE
OUTDOOR FANS.

This can be set down as a run-of-the-

mine western, spiked with the usual gun-

play, fisticuffs and heroics, but lacking the

punch which comes when posses and vil-

lain bands are numerous enough to add the

element of spectacle. The story is stock

stuff relating the trek across the prairies

by a group of pioneers whose progress is

arrested by the machinations of a group

of badmen members of a cattle organiza-

tion which doesn't want to see settlers

come into the area because their presence

will cut down the scope of grazing lands.

Jack Randall, whose brother is with the

wagon train which desperately needs horses

and equipment, hears of the latter's mur-

der and sets out to get vengeance, and

does. Through his efforts and a few

flights of good fortune provided by the

script, the settlers triumph. Randall, dur-

ing his campaign against the evildoers,

meets Sally Cairns who is cast in the role

of the wagon train leader's daughter. This

provides the heart interest. Raymond
Johnson's direction is okay and so is Ed-

ward Kull's photography. Western de-

votees will take the proceedings in stride.

CAST: Jack Randall, Sally Cairns, David

Sharpe, Lafe McKee, Bud Buster, Glenn

Strange.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Webb; Direc-

tor, Raymond Johnson; Cameraman, Ed-

ward Kull; Sound, Glen Glenn; Editor,

Robert Golden; Music by Lange and Porter.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

"Suicide Legion"
with Tullio Carminati, Lilli Palmer,

John Garrick

Film Alliance 54 Mins.

WEAKLY CONSTRUCTED MELLER OF
FIRST WORLD WAR FALLS SHORT.

Produced several years ago in England

by Herbert Wilcox, this story of the first

World War falls short. Story is weak in

construction and the picture is just so-so

technically. An able cast is submerged by

the material at hand, despite its hard

work. Tullio Carminati is suave and ef-

ficient as an Italian officer, and the at-

tractive Lilli Palmer ably fills the bill as

the Austrian girl he marries. John Garrick

supports them as her brother. Carminati

marries Miss Palmer at the outbreak of

the war. However, Italy must fight against

her ally Austria before the war is over,

and Lilli's nationality brings about trouble.

Garrick appears in the town where she and

Carminati are stationed and he is shot

when Carminati refuses to assist in his

escape. Carminati is shot down behind

the Austrian lines and Lilli leaves their

home. A reunion is effected some time

after the war.

CAST: Tullio Carminati. Lilli Palmer,

John Garrick, Geraldine Hislop, Davina

Craig, Hubert Harben, Edgar Driver, Alice

O'Day. Eileen Munro.

CREDITS: Producer. Herbert Wilcox;

Director, Norman Walker; Screenplay,

Florence Tranter; Cameraman, F. A. Young.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

"Covered Wagon
Days"

with Bob Livingstone, Raymond Hatton,

Duncan Renaldo

Republic 56 Mins.

BETTER-THAN-AVERAGE WESTERN IS

WELL PACED AND ACTIONFUL.
The Three Mesquiteers, Republic's re-

doubtable sagebrush heroes, will please

the western fans in this release. The pace

is fast, the action plentiful and the story

is better constructed than majority of the

six-gun offerings. Bob Livingstone, Duncan
Renaldo and Raymond Hatton fill the mes-
quiteer roles ably. The principal menace
is provided by George Douglas, with Kay
Griffith and Paul Marion in supporting roles.

George Sherman directed from a script by

Earle Snell. The mesquiteers are returning

from Mexico to celebrate the marriage of

Marion, Renaldo's brother. Stopped by offi-

cials, they learn that a search is on for

smugglers running silver into the states.

The mesquiteers get in trouble with the

army when they force their way across the

border. Douglas frames a murder rap on

Marion which apparently is perfect, as his

uncle, the victim, is killed, removing his

only witness. Douglas needs a mine owned
by the uncle, bringing about the murder
when he won't sell. However, the mes-
quiteers clean the situation up in fine style

with some slambang action.

CAST: Robert Livingstone, Raymond Hat-

ton, Duncan Renaldo, Kay Griffith, George
Douglas, Ruth Robinson, Paul Marion, John

Merton, Tom Chatterton, Guy D'Ennery, Tom
London, Reed Howes.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry

Grey; Director, George Sherman; Orig-

inal Screenplay, Earle Snell; Cameraman,
William Nobles; Editor, Bernard Loftus.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* fORCIGD ^

"Star Of The Sea"
(Italian dialogue, English titles)

Esperia Films 82 Mins.

NEW YORK TIMES: Picture is

worth seeing because of Signor Masi-
ni's singing.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Several
passages will undoubtedly appeal to

music lovers, although picture is

pretty sorry otherwise.

DAILY NEWS: Picture has attrac-

tions for the ears but none for the
eyes.

CREDITS: Producer, Imperator Films; Di-

rector, Corrado Derrico. PLAYERS: Gal-

liano Masini, Luis Ferida, Germana Paolieri.

"Her Little Highness"
(Swedish dialogue, English titles)

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 82 Mins.

NEW YORK TIMES: Delightful
comedy with a new and charming
Scandinavian actress.

DAILY NEWS: Slyly humorous
story and delineation of rural Swedish
customs make picture delightful.

CREDITS: Produced by Terra Films; Di-

rector, S. Bauman. PLAYERS: Sonja Wi-
gert, J. Hoist-Jensen, Anders Henrickson.

* SHORTS i

"Is Modern Morality a Failure

(Fro and Con Series)
James A. FitzPatrick 8 m

Novel Social Reel

Presented in this single/ ler

debate between Bertrand \ _ sell

Dr. Stephen S. Wise on the sub;

"Is Modern Morality a Failur
From a practical point of view,
merit of this short lies chiefly in

fact that it gives to film audiei

an opportunity to see these
standing personalities in action

the screen, tangled, as it were,
duel of viewpoints. Consequei
the footage has novelty and
office value. On the other hand,
subject selected for the debat<!

scarcely one which can be disse:

satisfactorily within the short s;i

of time allotted,—a mere eight ii

utes. Regardless of the skil!

organizing and presenting their

spective material, the principal!

the verbal tilt can only scratch

surface of the theme. As a ref

the duel leaves the onlooker with
feeling of having overheard on)

part of a highly interesting exch;!

of tenets, void of conclusivet

Fundamentally, the idea of offe:

tabloid screen debates is sound
showmanlike, but in practice the

i

ducer is faced, judging from
reel, with two basic barriers, i

the time element, and, secondly,

natural tendency of academic ni

to treat a topic academically,

the result that the run-of-the-:i

patron cannot follow or grasp th'i

position as well as his more men
agile brethren. The aspects of

ern morality discussed deal witl

family,—marriage, institutional

companionate, as well as divorc •

"Me Feelins Is Hurt"

Paramount 7 n

Amusing Cartoon

The redoubtable Popeye once a

.

proves the efficacy of Spinach in

reel. Docking his ship after a I

voyage, he finds that Olive hae

serted him and gone West. Po

heads his ship West via a few 'I

cuts overland and finds Olive

ranch. Popeye's ups and down'

a cowboy are amusing, and he fii

wipes up the ranch with Bluto

his hands to regain Olive's f

Short is a Max Fleischer produc

"Have You Met Yvette"

Paramount 10 "

Good Musical Number

Introducing a new radio :

Yvette, a singer from Louisiana

short is entertaining and diffe

Reel not only has Yvette singii,.

several numbers with Paul Barorij

his orchestra, but it shows hoi>

is made. Baron also plays an
j

inal orchestral novelty called !:

baba Rides." Ben Grauer is al:|

the short.
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^^tty Jealousies Blocked Fair Trade Code-Kuykendall

mi PASSAGE MEANSl% LESS FILMOODGERS
Sletro Will Boost Ad Budget Above $2,500,000 Mark
ias Individual Pre-Selling of

Films to Public

I
in 1940-41

ip-M plans to increase its ad-
ling appropriation for the corn-
season in line with the corn-
's p r 0-

calling

tie most
vi dual

piling to

public
:$ means
expendi-

\ well
l/e $2,-

10 which
the bud-
innounc-
ior the -^- *" ^

it sea-

promo-
activi-

HOWARD DIETZ

yard Dietz, director of public-
' Continued on Page 2)

fLEMENTOFMORI

SUIT SAID IN WORK

ladelphia — Settlement of the
Vineland, N. J.) anti-trust suit

^t Warners and the majors was
ed as in work here last night,
sting that the suit would not go
il before Federal Judge W. H.

(Continued on Page 2)

News Films Get Fair

kay, But No Propaganda

Pjpibility that belligerent coun-
'fjwill attempt to out-propagan-

ach other at the New York
' s Fair, opening tomorrow, has

{Continued on Page 5)

hi ay Temple Radio Deal
nder Discussion in N. Y.

Kiio deals for Shirley Temple
ij^arner Bexter are being nego
|j

by Frank Orsatti, now in
[ (Continued on Page 4)

Creation of Nation-Wide Tele l^ettvorhs

Envisioned hy David Sarnoftf RCA Prexy
Rochester, N. Y.—Creation of nation-wide television networks "as time goes on"

is assured by development of a television relay system, now "technically feasible for

public service," David Sarnoff, RCA prexy, declared, speaking here yesterday before
the University of Rochestsr's conference on "New Frontiers In American Life." Relay
system, said Sarnoff, employs frequencies of some 500,000,000 cycles a second.

Forecasting radio's future, Sarnoff saw on the scientific horizon the day when "each
of us may have his own Individual radio wave length . . . one's private radio telephone
number."

CHI., ATLANTIC CITY "U" EXECUTIVES OFF

MEETS FOR COLUMBIA FOR A. C. SALES MEET

Columbia has set sales convention
sessions for Chicago, June 4-6, and
Atlantic City, June 11-14, it was
announced yesterday by A. Mon-
tague, sales chief, who will preside
at both.

Jack Cohn will head the home
offices execs, attending the parleys,
others including Rube Jackter, Louis

(Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M's Second Sectional

Convention in Chi. Monday

Chicago—Sales personnel from 10
M-G-M branches gather here Mon-
day for the second of four sectional
conventions. Branches to be repre-
sented are Detroit, Kansas City,

Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneap-
(Continned on Page 4)

Universal's home office executives
leave this afternoon for Atlantic City
where the first of two sales conven-
tions gets under way tomoiTow
morning at the Ambassador Hotel
for a three-day session.

More than 125 home office and
Eastern sales representatives are ex-
pected to be present when William
A. Scully, general sales manager, ad-

(Continued on Page 5)

UA Conventionites Arrive

This Week-end for Parleys

United Artists sales representa-
tives are due in New York over the
week-end to attend the Eastern and
Canadian sales convention which
starts Monday at the Waldorf-As-

(Continued on Page 4)

hAPTOA Prexy Blames Distribs,' Petty

Jealousies for Blocking Code Program

Radio's Pix Commentators
Voice Industry Co-op Plea

Plea for closer co-op between the
industry and the newly formed Na-
tional Radio Film Commentators Cir-
cle was voiced by David Lowe, circle

prexy, speaking at yesterday's Ampa
luncheon meeting.
Lowe said that in his opinion, as

(Continued on Page 2)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In his address yester-

day before the PCC of ITO, Ed Kuy-
kendall, MPTOA prexy, blamed the
absence of a fair trade practice pro-
gram, on the petty jealousies of dis-

tributors. He took sharp issue with
the distribs. who have stated that
exhibs. have not shown sufficient in-

terest in such a Code, and stated that
his national organization had been

(Continued on Page 5)

Metro Needs Its "Show Win-
dows," Sales Chief Tells

Coast Exhibs.

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Enactment of the

Neely block-booking measure would
force Metro to reduce its production
25 per cent,
William F.
R o d g e r s,

c m p a ny's
sales head,
told the Pa-
cific Coast
Conference of
I n dependent
Theater
Owners con-
vention here
yesterday. In
a straight-
f r m - the-
shoulder ad-
dress on the
state of the

/;
WM. F. RODGERS

industry, Rodgers
(Continued on Page 4)

NEED POOLING DEALS,

SAYS NATE 6LUMBERG

Because in many cities there were
too many theaters and not enough
pictures, pooling arrangements were
necessary and profitable, Nate J.

Blumberg, Universal president, told

the Government yesterday in a pre-
trial examination in the equity suit.

Blumberg justified the pooling of

(Continued on Page 4)

Mono. Franchise Holders

Okay Weeks' Pix Program

Having obtained the approval of
all the Monogram franchise holders,

(Continued on Page 4)

Para.'s Memphis Branch

Now in Braly's District

Paramount has moved the Mem-
phis branch from Harold Wilke's

(Continued on Page 5)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 97/8 91/4 97/8 + Va
East. Kodak 158 158 158
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 34'/2 337/8 341/2

do pfd
Paramount 71/2 TVa T'A — 'A
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd 91/4 91/4 91/4 + %
Pathe Film IQS/g lO'/i lOVi
RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox . S^g 8% 8% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20 20 20
Univ. Picf. pfd
Warner Bros SVg 3 31/8

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3l'2s46 .. IO41/4 IO41/4 IO4V4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 90 90 90 -f 1

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 891/2 893/8 891/2 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor I41/4 I41/4 I41/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 57/8 SV^ 5%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 661/; 68I/2

"U," RKO Pix for Oriental
Chicago—With the RKO Palac*e

lated to close May 15, Jones, Linick
& Schaefer circuit has secured first

Loop run of Universal and RKO
Radio films for the Oriental. First

pix in under the deal will be "If

I Had My Way." Oriental will fol-

low a stage-film policy.

METRO BUDGET WILL SETTLEMENT OF MORI

PASS $2,500,000 MARK
(Continued from Page 1)

ity and advertising, announced plans
for more intensified promotion yes-
terday, following his return from
studio conferences. Among other
things, he announced officially the
appointment of Art Schmidt to the
post of home office publicity man-
ager, as reported exclusively in New
York yesterday by The Film Daily.

The appointment, Dietz explained,
I'ounds out the executive staff in the
East and West and allows more lati-

tude for his own travels between
New York and the Coast. Under
the setup the department heads be-

come: Si Seadler, advertising; Bill

Ferguson, exploitation, and Art
Schmidt, publicity. Howard Strick-

ling heads the publicity at the stu-

dios and Frank Whitbeck directs ad-
vertising and exploitation.

Schmidt has been with Loew's,
Inc., for six years as assistant to

Oscar A. Doob and formerly was
publicity head of Publix-Michigan
Theaters.

Dietz also announced that the field

staff, now numbering 40 men, may
be augmented, with each man pro-
vided with a money appropriation,
thus adding to his scope.
Important product for the balance

of the season on which the field

staff will concentrate include "20

Mule Team," "Edison, the Man,"
"Waterloo Bridge," "The Mortal
Storm," "Susan and God." "Pride
and Prejudice," "New Moon" and
"Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante."

SmTSAIDINWORKl'"""'''"''^^'

Alexander Black, Creator

of "Picture Play," Dead

Alexander Black, 81, who in 1894
presented the first "picture play," is

dead as a result of a stroke suffered
May 1. Black was one of the early
camera enthusiasts and conceived the
idea of arranging a series of posed
photograph slides to form, with his

oral narration, a story. First of
these, "Miss Jerry" was presented at
his studio Oct. 9, 1894. He was also
widely known as a photographic au-
thority, newspaperman, editor and
author of several books. He is sur-
vived by his widow and three children
from a former marriage.

Mori Trial Starts Today
Philadelphia — Trial of the Mori

(Vineland. N. J.) anti-trust suit

against the majors opens in Federal
Court here today.

Van Leer With Blackstone
Arnold Van Leer, formerly of

Arnold Van Leer Associates, public
relations organization, yesterday
announced his affiliation with The
Blackstone Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

Kirkpatrick here today, as scheduled.

Suit, filed last June, had Vineland
civic leaders as among the plaintiffs.

Radio's Pix Commentators
Voice Industry Co-op Plea

(Continued from Page 1)

well as in those of his colleagues,

film studios' promotional forces re-

garded the air commentators on mo-
tion picture activities as industry
"stepchildren," and cited that the

NRFCC's fan mail each week is ap-
proximately that received by the ra-

dio feature, "Information Please."

He argued that this proved the Cir-

cle's promotional importance with re-

spect to the public.

Radie Harris, WOR's commentator
on films, described as "regrettable"
that the mass of constructive com-
ment on film plays left motion picture

channels indifferent, while less favor-

able comment elicited industry atten-

tion. Sam Taylor of WHN and Jack
Mitchell, WBNX, also addressed the

luncheon meeting.
Applications received this week for

Ampa membership include Hortense
Schorr, Columbia; Harry Goldberg
Warners; Mrs. Jessie De Angelis, De
Angelis Outdoor Adv. Co.; Larry
Lipskin, Columbia; Mrs. Isabel G.

Turner, Warners; William Danziger,
M-G-M; David O'Malley, Columbia;
Richard Condon, Walt Disney Pro-
ductions; Herman G. Weinberg,
World Theater; Irving Kahn, 20th-
Fox; and Evelyn Gerstein. formerlv
of UA.

Goldwyn Urges PCC Fight

on Duals Be Continued

"Biscuit Eater" to Criterion

Para.'s "The Biscuit Eater" goes
into Loew's Criterion on May 22,

it was learned yesterday.

U-r.<f Const Buirau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn, now

in New York, wired PCC of ITO
earnestly urging that organization
to use its power in remedying the
double bill "evil" and "lead the way
to restoring motion pictures to the
popularity and importance they once
had with public. He emphasized
that only quality entertainment and
greater pictures can bring the public
back to the picture theaters.
"Your stand against double fea-

tures will have a powerful effect in

changing the course of entire indus-
try as it faces its greatest crisis in

decreasing audiences and restricted
markets abroad, making production
of outstanding pictures virtually im-
possible unless exhibition conditions
change."

Fox, Detroit, to Start

Stage Policy on May 17

Detroit—Fox Theater, which has
been planning stage shows since the
Michigan Theater policy was an-
nounced a month ago, goes into
vaudeville May 17. Ted Lewis and
band open for one week, with house
going back to straight films on "in

between" weeks. Indications are that
the Fox and Michigan will alternate
on stage shows.

SI FABIAN and his booker, SID DENEAUJ
in Albany on biz this week.

ROBERT SCHLESS, Warners' European n
ing director, arrives in Rome today froir

and is sailing for this country May 18 <

Washington.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of I

distribution for 20th-Fox, is scheduled t-

Europe Wednesday on the Clipper if hg
reservations, sailing shortly later if he P

REGINALD ARMOUR, general European
ager for RKO, is due to arrive here Mom
the Manhattan.

BEN Y. CAMMACK, assistant to Phil Re
RKO foreign head, arrives here Monday
South America on the Argentina.

LEE CARMES arrives on the Coast thif

ing from New York.

WALLACE BEERY is stopping at the W
ERROL FLYNN leaves Hollywood next

for a plane tour of South America, flyin

to Miami.

GLADYS LAX, head of the Indiana lllin>

cult's auditing department, has left for i

tion in Hawaii.

MILDRED NATWICK leaves for the Coas
by plane for a role in the John Ford i

tion, "The Long Voyage Home."

ROSITA MONTENEGRO, actress and >

Fred W. Lange, Para, foreign exec, has
here from Europe.

MORRIS STOLOFF, musical director for

bia, and his wife, arrive here Monday fr

Coast for a vacation.

KING VIDOR is en route to Europe on b

FRANK KENNEBECK, Paramount's man
Calcutta, is due in Portland, Ore., from II

Monday.

BOB BENJAMIN, of the Phillips & Nizei

is en route to Hollywood.

"Northwest Mounted Poll

Winds Up Para.'s Sche

Completion of Cecil B. DeJ
"Northwest Mounted Policei

about 10 days will wind up
mount's 1939-40 schedule, Nei
new, sales manager, announcec
terday. Although sold on this

son's program, "Mounted P
will not be released until

Thanksgiving season.
Thirty-six of the 1939-40 pi

tions have been released ai

others are ready for distrib

Among the lead-off pictures fo

'41 are "I Want a Divorce
Night at Earl Carroll's.

"Texas."

^^&g<a

Best wishes from THE FILM DAIH

to the following on their birthday'

MAY 10

David 0. Selznick Clarence Br

Fred Astaire Mae Murr

Jay Kaye William Th

MAY 11

Johnny Davis

MAY 12 I

Ed Halprin Karl KfacDoii.
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NEED POOLING DEALS,

SAYS NATE BLUMBERG

(Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

RKO theaters on a number of oc-

casions while he was connected with
that company, pointing out that it

had enabled them to turn a loss in

theater operations into a profit.

He cited as an instance, St. Paul,
where RKO pooled with Paramount,
and was thus enabled to reduce the
number of first-run houses from
four to two and by intelligent han-
dling, created a profitable situation.

By doing this, he said, the public

received consistently better enter-
tainment.
Blumberg and his attoi'ney, Ed-

ward C. Raftery, made a number
of sallies in answer to questions
which drew laughs from the spec-

tators. When John F. Clagett, U.
S. attorney, questioned Blumberg
concerning the first-run setup in

Brooklyn, Raftery interjected the
comment, "The only thing that
Brooklyn has first-run is the Dodg-
ers."

Blumberg said that at no time
had he discussed with other Uni-
versal officials the advisability of

acquiring theaters. Raftery re-

fused to allow him to state whether
he would consider it advantageous
if Universal did purchase theaters.
Raftery served notice that he would
not allow any Universal witness to

answer this question.

Blumberg stated that all efforts

to obtain better licensing terms
from distribution departments while
he was with RKO had proven un-
availing, and that there had been
"not one instance of a reduction."
Universal has no problem of get-

ting preferred playing time from
theaters, he said, adding "if you
have the right pictures, you have
no problem; the pictures determine
it."

Poole Pledges PCC Will

Strive for Biz Harmony
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A pledge that the

Pacific Coast Conference will strive

to create har-mony between all

branches of the film industry and
that the organization seeks the sin-

cere co-op of distribution and pro-
duction forces was made by Robert
H. Poole, PCC executive secretary,

at the banquet tendered the Confer-
ence by AMPP.

Poole's pledge was in reply to the
welcome voiced by Y. Frank Free-
man, producer association prexy,
who, pointing out that the industi-y

had reached its present growth with-
out Government regulation and in-

terference, declared all elements
should work together.

Walter Wanger told the exhib.

assemblage that Hollywood, know-
ing the day of quantity production
is over, will emphasize quality for
1940-41, while Charles P. Skouras
of FWC warned that exhibs. must
supply more playing time and en-

courage percentage pictures so that

T T
• • • TODAY looks very much like "Dietz Day" on Ole

Broadway seein' as how Howard is staging a big parade

which marches down the Main Stem from Columbus Circle at about

noon disclosing the M-G-M 20 Mule Team Caravan whose

climactic component is none other than Mister Wallace Beery driv-

ing an authentic Death Valley borax wagon mules, et al

Along the line of march is the Capitol Theater where, by a strange

coincidence Metro's Beery-starring "20 Mule Team" is current —
but then Mister Dietz is very handy at creating coincidents When
the borax wagon cavalcade reaches 46th St. and B'way Mister

Beery is slated to participate in a I'il performance which might be

described as a sequel to "The Rains Came" namely. "The Reins

Went" for Wallace will relinquish his mule driving role for

the lighter duty of penning his John Hancock in the Loew's-

Metro World's Fair Info Booth guest book

T T
9 9 NOW this evenin' Mrs. Howard Dietz gives Ole

Broadway another pageant viz. the Allied Relief Ball of

which she is the mainspring being the chairman of the execu-

tive committee in charge It'll he about the biggest and bestest

shindig of 1940 hereabouts and for a fine cause Some idea

of its magnitude can be gleaned via the fact that no less than

four orks (Eddie Duchin, Guy Lombardo, Ben Bernie and Johnny
Green's) will purvey the melodies

T
• • • FURTHERMORE, from the Massachusetts metropolis oi the

Beans and the Bees issues word that Prof. Dietz has written the

lyrics for a trio of songs in the legit production, "Keep Oii the

Grass" which opus is doin' a spot of road-work prior to

-climbing into the Broadway arena

M-G-M's Second Sectional Chicago and Atlantic City

Convention in Chi. Monday Meeting for Columbia

iCoiititiued from Page 1)

olis, Denver, Des Moines, Omaha,
St. Louis and Chicago.
Home office will be represented by

William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager; E. M. Saunders, Western
sales head; Howard Dietz, advertis-
ing and publicity director; Edwin
Aaron, Rodgers' assistant, and Joel
Bezahler, S?unders' assistant.

Mono. Franchise Holders

Okay Weeks' Pix Program

(Continued from Page 1)

George W. Weeks will begin imme-
diately to prepare his first picture for
Monogram release, according to Ed-
ward Golden, vice-president, who has
returned from the Coast.
Weeks' production move depended

upon the 100 per cent endorsement
of the distributors. This was obtained
at the recent franchise holders' con-
vention in Dallas, Golden said.

sufficient revenue can be returned
to producers to make quality pix.
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, in a

telegram from New York offered
the Conference the co-op of his asso-
ciation.

Max
(Continued from Page 1)

Astor, Louis Weinberg, and
Weisfeldt.

Division Managers Phil Dunas,
Carl Shalit and Jerome Salfron will

head the delegates to Chi., Nat
cow to Atlantic City. Branch man-
agers and the entire sales force in

the respective ten-itories will be
present at the sessions.

UA Conventionites Arrive

This Week-end for Parleys

(Continued from Page 1)

toria. Harry Gold, Eastern general
sales manager, will preside at the
three-day parleys, while L. J.
Schlaifer, Western general sales
manager, will conduct his sessions
in Chicago beginning next Saturday.

In addition to the field force, the
New York delegation to the local
convention includes Murray Silver-
stone, Harry Buckley, Arthur Kelly,
Paul Lazarus, Lynn Farnol, Monroe
Greenthal, Al Margolies, among
others.

PASSAGE OF NEELYQ

MEANS 25% LESS

1 pi

ri«

(Continued from Page 1)

charged that the bulk of su
for the Neely bill came from
sons without a penny invests
film biz, warned that studios \

be unable to experiment in pr
tion if the bill passes the
thus barring such films as tY

Hardy and Dr. Kildare seri

said flatly that Metro neede
"Show windows"—theaters—an
department required them pa
larly to designate product class

tion.

"Why Is Code Blocked?"
Asserting that continuatio

"persecution suits" would affec

hibs. eventually, Rodgers pose
question as to why the indusl
being prevented from puttinj
proposed trade practice code
effect.

Rodgers said his institutic

percentage deals in 1931
Metro's film rentals dropping
000,000 dollars that year bi

added the percentage deal \;

sound policy and was need
build revenue for production;

Metro did not coin the P"

"friendly company," but earn
Rodgers continued. He said his

pany makes 40,000 shipments s

and supplies 11,000 accounts
there has not been one miss-ot
emphasized the fact that his
agers and district managers
complete authority to grant a

ments.

Applause greeted his stat>

"We don't want anyone beggi:
adjustment—that is not good
ness."

Metro Spending at Peal

Rodgers declared that despil (

ditions, Metro would not weal i

product and is spending more
now than ever in its history
declared his company would b

to co-operate fully with the I

.

working out harmonious cone

J. M. Hone, executive sec

of MPTO of State of Wash:
told of his methods in '

friendship of legislators and
ing adverse legislation.

At the 1939 session of the
ington legislature. Hone sai

per cent tax was placed on t.

personal property, including
and trailers. The exchanges
theaters and added two per ni

cost of each film, but after
trips to State Capitol he w£ a

to have the tax eliminated,
closed.

Shirley Temple Radio D(

Under Discussion in ,

(Continued from Page 1)

New York, it was reported si

day. If a deal for Shirley "

is consummated it would m£
first appearance on the aiU|»I

from a charity show.
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OLDS JEALOUSIES

SLOCKED TRADE CODE

(Continued from Page 1)

iking for that cause for the past
e years.

He claimed many problems could
ve been solved if exhibitors had
;'.i granted a 25 per cent cancella-
ii_pi'ivilege. This, he stated, would

ji
)
given them the community

. I<i of product and would have
rned a happier feeling for the in-

itry insofar as the public is con-
rned.

'Can we afford to go ahead lam-
sting each other in the public
nts?" he asked. "What does it

;t in the final analysis to indulge
this sport of swearing at each

ler, at the product we have to sell

our theaters and at those respons-
e for it? There is no question
t that it costs the industry millions
dollars each year and this industry
carried on the back of our the-

!'>rs."

ubts Benefits of a Consent Decree

iHe expressed doubt, too, as to the
ssibilities of a consent decree that
uld treat all interests fairly and
acceptable to them. He believes

' Department of Justice suits will
on and was bitterly disappointed
en Thurman Arnold of the Depart-
•nt of Justice "prevented the writ-

C a code for the motion picture in-

: stry." He insisted that a Code
'uld have benefited smaller inde-
tident exhibitors in particular. "I
11 insist there is nothing to pre-
it distributors from writing into
^ir contracts those essentials that

I

aid be of such tremendous benefit

I' exhibitors and be of no hai'm to

I

pducer-distributor interests."

The Neely bill, Kuykendall said,

iiinot help but restrain production
d create a selling condition that
ist increase the cost of production
(exhibitors. He branded the pro-
sed measure as an undercover
empt to create censorship in each
nmunity under the guise of com-
mity welfai'e. He believes theater
'orcement would not be of any par-
ular benefit, and said that compet-
: theaters would continue to be
crated as opposition whether by
)ducer-distributor interests or not,
1 that exhibs. "have found in many
lies that 100 per cent independent
uiosition is much tougher than so-
iled affiliated opposition." He said
orcement is not an MPTOA prob-
1 but one for producer-distributor
erests to work out for themselves.

Higher Prices Suicidal?

Je declared admission prices can-
i !> be raised overnight out of line

h th the quality of product without
'

I jiibitors committing business sui-

;, 1] e. He predicted that in no far dis-

:

I

jit future certain kinds of pictures
'|il be made for certain types of
i waters and that the price of admis-

i j

n will be based on the quality of
ijjtures offered there. He branded

!

' present method of charging the
'! ne admission for all pictures, re-
|;ji'dless of quality, as "screwy."

:'i Touching on clearance he said

IMBC to Televise Edison Progress Pageant
and Orange Pretniere of '^Edison the Man^'

Both the Edison Pageant of Progress parade and the world premiere of Metro's
"Edison, the Man" at Orange, N. J., will be televised by NBC next Thursday. With
Ray Forrest as announcer, parade will go on the air from 3:15 to 5 p.m. while the pre-

miere telecast is set to start at 8:30. It's the first film premiere to get tele attention
since the New York opening of GWTW.

NBC's tele program for next week includes three feature films
—"The Lady in Scarlet"

Sunday afternoon, "The Idaho Kid" Wednesday afternoon and "Blind Justice" Friday

afternoon.

War News Films Get Fair Para.'s Memphis Branch

Okay, But No Propaganda Now in Braly's District

(Continued from Page 1)

resulted in administration plans to
bar propaganda in all film exhibits,
it was reported yesterday. Straight
war news films, however, have been
given the green light. Countries
preparing to show war films already
include Great Britain, France, Po-
land, Finland and Czechoslovakia,
the latter two with Movietone reels
of actual war scenes.

Most foreign countries with film
exhibits last year have renewed.
Italy has added an auditorium and
a library of subjects. The Canadian
exhibit of the British Colonial show
likewise has added films and Swit-
zerland has an enlarged air-condi-
tioned auditorium. Japan and Cuba
have also increased their auditorium
seating capacities. Other renewals
include Belgium, Denmark, Domin-
ican Republic, Iraq, Palestine, and
Thai. Cancellations were Russia,
Brazil, Argentine and Iceland.

Increased screen time, based on
analysis of last year's results, is

the rule with most exhibits. Exhibi-
tors, almost without exception, found
that motion pictures were preferred
to static exhibits.

Innovations in industrial exhibits
using films include a new polaroid,
three-dimensional film and a special
projector for Chrysler; additional
seats to bring the Ford theater ca-
pacity up to 950; a new Eastman
film setup; a new General Electric
auditorium; Westinghouse's increase
to 500 seats; U. S. Steel's new fu-
turistic, 250 seat auditorium; House-
hold Finance's takeover of the for-
mer MacFadden theater; Coca Cola
in the Food Bldg.; Railroad Build-
ing auditorium up to 150 seats.

some aggressive, powerful buyers,
with the consent of distributors, had
set up arbitrary and unfair clearance,
thereby greatly embarrassing the
operations of smaller exhibitors. He
said he did not agree with those who
are always clamoring about the ter-

rific waste of money in the studios.

He predicted that if licentious and
indecent pictures are used in slot

machines regular exhibitors will be
discredited and a cheapening effect of
pictures result. He told of the grow-
ing menance of non-theatrical pic-
tures and said the remedy lies with
the producer-distributors.

He opposes governmental interfer-
ence and regulations and said that if

there must be a government agency
used, the Department of Commerce
would be the proper agency. He as-
serted he was not pessimistic over
the industry's ultimate outcome.

(Continued from Page 1)

district to that of Hugh Braly, in-

creasing the latter's jurisdiction by
one office. Braly's district now in-

cludes Dallas, Oklahoma City and
Memphis. Wilke's area covers Char-
lotte, Atlanta, New Orleans and
Jacksonville.

Meanwhile, C. H. "Buck" Weaver,
Dallas salesman, has been appointed
assistant to L. W. McClintock,
branch manager. Weaver has been
with Paramount for 16 years and is

well known in the territory. Harold
Pickett has been assigned to Weav-
er's territory as salesman.

PTA "Biscuit Eater" Preview

Chicago—B & K will give special

preview of Paramount's "Biscuit

Eater" for 1,000 members of the

Parent-Teachers' Ass'n at the Es-
quire Theater tomorrow morning.

"U" EXECUTIVES OFF

FOR A. G. SALES MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

dresses the convention and opens the

business meetings. Screenings and

discussions of sales policies will con-

tinue through Monday, intermingled

with talks by various department

heads.

The New York party includes Nate

J. Blumberg, president; J. Cheever

Cowdin, chairman of the board; F.

J. A. McCarthy, Eastern sales man-
ager; William Heineman, Western

sales manager; Joseph Seidelman,

vice-president in charge of foreign

affairs; John Joseph, advertising

and publicity director; Leo Abrams,

short subjects sales manager; Lou
Pollock, eastern advertising man-
ager; Morris Alin, O. C. Binder,
James Jordan, Charles Kirby, Hank
Linet, Clarence Margon, James Mil-

ler, F. T. Murray, Adolph Schimel,

Andy Sharick and Herman Stern,

and exchange groups from Albany,
Boston, New Haven and New York.
Blumberg will address the meeting

tomorrow afternoon.
A second convention for the West-

ern personnel opens next Saturday
in Chicago.

HARRISON'S REPORTS says

DARK
COMMAND
"PlenWful action.

Tens^ely exciting.

. . . interesting.

We II -produced
Good

Entertainment

"

RAOUL WALSH—Director

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

"The BLACK KNIGHT of KANSAS"
Quantrell ... a whole nation

shuddered at the name of the

man who wrote the bloodiest

page in history
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STUDIOS INTERESTED

IN NEW TOWER LIFT

Itesl Const Buiraii vf IIIE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Studios here are mani-

festing considerable interest in the
recently-developed tower lift equip-
ment which enhances the effective-

ness and execution of all overhead
shots where extra height is required.

The new tower lift, developed by
the Bird-White Corp., is hydraulical-
ly operated, sturdy construction, and
light in weiRht. Manufacturer's
technicians claim that this equip-
ment can be easily adapted to any
photographic truck to provide every
facility for a complete photographic
department on wheels.
Equipment facilitates the taking

of "crowd" pictures and many other
shots which would be virtually im-
possible to obtain without the addi-
tional height. Every provision has
been made to insure the utmost in

safety to the operator. Bird-White
claims elimination of all sidesv/ay
even at extreme elevations.

Sonovox to Be Used
By Para, and Korda

H\st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gilbert Wright, inventor of

Sonovox. staged a demonstration of his

device here. It can translate any audible

sound, whether made by animals or in-

struments, into understandable English.

It can be effectively used in dubbing
English pictures into foreign versions, or

vice versa.

Lester Cowan is Wright's partner and
has made deals whereby Paramount will

use the device in the musical score for

"The Ghost-Breakers" and Alexander
Korda on "The Thief of Bagdad." Walt
Disney is also planning to use it in con-
nection with some of his cartoon shorts.

Young Adding 150 Seats

To Mexico, Brownsville

New RCA Photophone sound and
Brenkert projectors and booth equip-

ment are being installed by D. J.

Young, Jr., in his Mexico Theater,

Brownsville, Tex., replacing' equip-

ment damaged in an April fire.

House is also being enlarged to seat

800 instead of 650.

Al. Tec says:

Scientists are constantly finding new improve-
ments in sound, and are putting those improve-
ments on the sound tracks, at the studios. Do you
hiiow when these improvements are made? Arc
you getting these improvements off the sound
track in your own theatre? Are your patrons get-
ting the benefit? There is one sure way for you
to find out. Let the Altec inspector in your local-

ity tell you.

THE SERVICE

Ha.rjMJJ.I.IJ.IfTTTCT

ZSO West 57ih Stzeet. New York City

ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE I N DUSTRY

ITSG REPORTS N. E.

HOUSES RE-EQUIPPING

Boston—Independent Theater Sup-
ply Co. here reports installation of
850 International Seating Co. chairs
of latest design in L. P. Gor-
man's Ritz, Lewiston, Me., together
with a new Hurley screen. Strong
Electric Co. projection lamps and
rectifiers, and Wenzel projectors.

E. Carroll has ordered Simplex
projectors, Strong projection lamps
and rectifiers for his Riverside Park
in Springfield, Mass., and Simplex
machines and Strong projection
lamps have also been bought for H.
Weinstein's Keith in Fairhaven,
Mass.
Strong lamps and rectifiers have

also been supplied to E. Carroll's
Motor-In, Saco, Me., and to Mark-
well's Porter Sq. in North Cam-
bridge, Mass. The former house has
also installed Wenzel projection.

Hollywood Cast Completes
National Carbon's 4-Reeler

ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Production has been

completed by Roland Reed Prods., on
"Meet The Watkins Family," a four-
reel subject for the National Carbon
Co. Cast included Ralph Bellamy,
Dorothy Paterson, Andy Clyde,
Frances Robinson, Raymond Hatton,
Dorothy Short, Jackie Searl, Robert
Baldwin Eddie Glover and Roy But-
ler. Jean Yarborough directed, with
A. J. McCulland of National Carbon
Company, and Wilfred King of J. M.
Mathes Advertising Agency in New
York, supervising. Jack Cosgrove
was borrowed from Selznick Inter-

national to handle the special ef-

fects.

Crestwood Carpet Installations

Alexander Smith's Crestwood car-
pet has just been installed in the
Imperial and Ark Theaters, Chicago;
the Cozy, St. Joseph, Mich., and the
Palace, Huntington, W. Va.

FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street. Los Angeles, Calif.

a AUDIK
Remarks.

By J

THE alf-around neighborhooi

ater in the metropolitan
|

seating from 1,000 to 1,200 c

floor, is the most successful

erally. I am satisfied to fore;

discussion of any new downto i

Loop theater. Capacity, in mj,

mation, when and if built, willi

be greater than 2,500 seats,

small town theater which sea'

patrons on the main floor am
vides a balcony of 250 seats,

—

a two-price policy is used,

—

most desirable. A very small

theater belongs in the 500-601

class.

What of film theater api

ments currently? Well, filmlai

finally learned to buy the

grade carpet, well-constructed

medium-size pile. As far as pi

is concerned, medium scale c

are becoming popular in prefe

to the over-scaled patterns foi

used. A combination of darl

tan, green and rust, with a sprij

of black, will give a color si

that will fit most any cheerfu \

ater auditorium.

More and more indirect lii^

schemes are being used; andl

and more do theater designei

duce the per cubic foot candlej

in the auditorium. In a greati

houses where restful light
i

schemes are used on walls anci

ings, fixture and cove lighting!

can be eliminated during the pi <

tation of a film,—all this, hov i

with the understanding that (

louvre lighting, aisle standard I

ing, and step-lighting are inc !

say 50 per cent over and abowi

former standards.
* * *

AIR conditioning, and in

cases refrigeration, have b£ i

indispensable. Great improve) i

have been made in proper aii

'

tribution, diffuser constructioi i

circulating systems, and the g(

MMTinMMl
THEATRE SUPPLY CO/APM

u:iiL'jk[;
"GET IT FROM NATIONAL"
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ilENT STUDIOS
• SEATING

• SCREENS
• SOUND SYSTEMS

RENDS
(""sentials

f
litect

t )f improved compressor and

I'ating apparatus have been re-

: so as to come within the reach

iost any builder who desires

t intain a successful theater in

mmunity.

: arding acoustics, practical ex-

I ce has been the greatest

c !r in the last few years, al-

[-; the thinking theater archi-

lo make recommendations for

oustical treatment of the audi-

i I and retiring rooms. Surpris-

>ults have accrued, without the

;ity of the large expenditures

mer times in this line.
* * *

le matter of decorating, the

et of a well-conceived and ex-

] interior lies not in the ex-

I but in the idea behind it, and
f'ratifying to note that so many
il well-known theater architects

li'found an opportunity in the

i'ited decorative scheme, not

l|o express their own personali-

i'Ut to prove that leadership in

l':t of decorating still belongs to

ichitect.

f most popular type of the-

ijeating belongs in the bracket

i|<ignateas "luxury" seats. These

|t the best engineering talent,

ifjiaterials, and mechanical con-

ilbn of a high order. Such seats

« leep curved back, full uphol-

j|;,
spring or rubber cushion.

jj/ise exhibitor sacrifices seat-

jlpacity for spaciousness, which,

estimation, goes farther to-

t popularizing certain audi-

is than any other equipment
)ointment factor which goes

le modern film theater.

NTS RE-EQUIPS FIVE

F.H.DURKEE THEATERS

Baltimore—F. H. Durkee Enter-
prises has just re-equipped four
houses here and one in Annapolis.
The local houses are the Forest
which got Walker White Sound
Screen, Simplex H-I lamps and rec-

tifiers, and lighting fixtures; the
State, whose projection was im-
proved by Simplex E-7 mechanisms;
the Fulton, for which a new Walker
Silversheet sound screen was or-

dered; and the McHenry, a new
three-unit Timco Ticket Register.
Annapolis house, the Circle, was
accorded Peerless Magnarc lamps,
two Hertner generators, and Simplex
LL-3 pedestals.

National Theater Supply's branch
here furni.shed the equipment.

Altec Signs Service Pacts

for Five Gulf State Houses

New Orleans — Service contracts
signed for five Gulf state locations
were announced by Altec here
through Manager A. C. Buckwalter.
They are: The Strand at Frankling-
ton, La., the Gem at Abbeville, La.,

the Avalon at Pass Christian, Miss.,

the Roxy at Newton, Miss., and the
Sanatorium at Sanatorium, Miss.

Da-Lite Screens in Demand
Demand for Da-Lite screens con-

tinues, with latest type supplied to
D. M. Brovim's Brovsoi Theater, Cabin
Creek, W. Va.; C. & P. Amusement
Co.'s Palace, Beckley, W. Va.; Mc-
Carthy's Loomis, Chicago; the Ark
and Imperial, Chicago, and E. C.
Loomis's Community in Elk Rapids,
;Mich.

Form Clear Air Corp.
Chicago — A. F. Hogan, D. Q.

Nichols and R. Olsen have organized
the Clear Air Corp., with offices at
128 North Pulaski Road, to distri-

bute air conditioning and electrical

equipment to the trade.

tliaed.

Ad PUoio4.

Qo^pieS,

lASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS, INC.
SAMUEL STERN, Pres.

3-445 West 41st Street, New York BR. 9-0690

New) Paragon Timers
Have Positive Loeh

Chicago — The Paragon Electric Co.

has developed special types of neon and
fluorescent illumination automatic reset

timers and time delay relays. The timers

are furnished with eight numerals and a

positive mechanical lock, magnetically
operated.

Hornstein Reports Seat

Installations in Met. Area

Chairs manufactured by Ideal
Seating Co. of Grand Rapids have
just been installed by Joe Hornstein,
Inc., in the following local houses:
Sam Baker's TryIon, L. I. City; the
Straussberg circuit's State, Kismet,
Lido, and Sumner in Brooklyn; the
Belle Theaters' Star, New York; and
Fabian's Staten, New Dorp, S. I.

Acquires Supply House
Indianapolis—The Indian Theater

Equipment Corp., has acquired the
Joe Goldberg, Inc., theater supply
house. Frank J. Nuber, is president
of the new corporation and Joe Bom-
merscheim, secretary-treasurer. A
complete line of theater equipment
will be featured.

CELOTEX APRIL BIZ

BEST IN SIX MONTHS

April business of Celotex Corp.
was best of any in past six months
and about at the April, 1939, level,

it was disclosed this week by Bror
Dahlberg.

Chicago—Celotex Co. here reports
many theater jobs under way, and
that recently completed installations
include the Avery, Garnier, Iowa;
Rex, Little Rock; Pioneer, Cedar
Rapids; Hollywood, Tracy, Minn.;
Plaza, Tulsa; Shore, Cleveland; Ava-
lon, Blue Earth, Minn.; and the Iowa,
Fort Dodge.

New Equipment for Three
Kallet Circuit Theaters

Madison Theater in Oneida, and
the Capitol in Rome, up-State houses
of the Kallet circuit have ordered
Motiograph projectors, Brenkert pro-
jection lamps and Ratone screens
installed. The Madison has also put
in new Karag'hersian carpet. All
were supplied by Joe Hornstein, Inc.

"STRANGE CARGO"
It's not coincidence that you find

Alexander Smith Carpets in

most of the country's successful

theatres. You'll find the sailing

smoother after you've covered

your floors with these luxurious-

looking carpets.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS



I'VE PUT IN THAT PAIR OF

"ONE KILOWATT" ARCS

• Believe me, they are the real thing.

These low wattage High Intensity arcs

mean a lot to the small theatre.

You ought to see the difference in my
screen light — I wouldn't have believed

it possible.

Do lay patrons notice it? You bet they

do ! I defy anyone to put on a better show

either in color or black and white.

And you'd be surprised, Joe, how little

it costs to install and operate these new

arcs. It's the best investment I've made

in a long time.

You'd better get on the band wagon!

THE NEW "OHE KILOWATT"

ARCS USE "NATIONAL"

"8UPREX" AND "OROTIP"

CARBONS.

HIGH INTENSITY CARBON ARC LAMPS
supply all the spectral colors in essentially

even balance. That is why they give true color

reproduction.

The unrds ^'Salional,''^ ^^Suprex*'' and ^^Orotip" are registered

Trade-Marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbid* and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Serieral Offices: 30 Cast 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Branch Sales Ofdcai

New York . Pllltburgh . Chicago . St. Louit . San Franciico
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hzi Attack on Dutchj. Belgians Hits U. S. Fix Take^

U'S" STWILL INCLUDElMORE TOP-BUDITT FILMS

^ouse*s Neely Bill Hearings May Run Only OneWeek
rue WEtr IN

I

REVIEW
leely Bill Means 25% Less Pix

=^^ Br L. H. MITCHEU

fMESTIC
^LOCK - BOOKING: Neely bill

sage would mean 25 per cent
er pix, William F. Rodgers tells

Z of ITO meeting in L. A. . . .

ick-down, drag-out fight marked
ise hearing on Neely bill . . .

^^kendall tells PCC convention
;ly bill would restrain production,

j

to costs ... In statement else-
sre MPTOA Prexy asserted that
nen's clubs were misled on the

M ily bill by their representatives . .

.

Mmwhile chairman of MP commit-
t' of General Federation of Wo-
ri's Clubs urged the clubs not to
Bjiport the Neely bill.

1^ * * :^:

IfELEVISION: RCA submitted
Pii for television's freedom, and at-
t'|Ced the Para.-DuMont tele tieup
.]' Para.-DuMont retaliated by as-
s ;ing that RCA's charges were
I' ling but a "red herring" . . . Don
Ljl filed with the FCC a plan for

S'll
in theaters . . . RCA stockhold-

fjlwere told that RCA's 9 by 12 foot
U. system would be ready by July

jj
David Sarnoff envisions nation-

m tele networks.

'ONVENTIONS: L. 0. Lukan
red a resolution to the PCC of
convention against double fea-

jis . . . Col. will hold sales meets
(Chicago and Atlantic City . . .

versal execs, left at week-end for
intic City convention where a
jcible program" will be announced
! WB called off its announced
hington sales meet in favor of
lonals . . . M-G-M opens its second
|onal convention in Chi. today.

I
* * *

WIS AND THAT: Studios an-
Jice 45 biographical pictures for
J season . . . Stanton Griffis ap-
s for continued independence of
pix industry . . . Loew's quarter
rose $420,901 to $6,789,828 . . .

(.Continued on Page 11)

Proponents Will Call Not
More Than Dozen; Myers

to Sum Up
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Proponents and op-

ponents of the Neely Bill have
agreed to curtail the hearings be-
fore the House Interstate Commerce
Committee which open today, it was
reported here over the week-end.
Whether there will be morning and
afternoon sessions has not been de-
termined officially, but observers
here are of the opinion that if the

(Continued on Page 12)

EXPECT HOYTS, GUT

TO POOL BY JULY 1

Sydney (By Cable)—Amalgama-
tion via pooling arrangement of the
Hoyts-GUT theater chains will be
completed by July 1 unless some
unforeseen stumbling block arises,

it was learned yesterday. Pooled
theater circuits will be operated by
General Theaters Corp., with Mau-
I'ice Sloman reported set for the

(Continued on Page 4)

Screen Publicists Would
Control Pix Press Agents

ICcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under proposed revi-

sions of by-laws and constitution of
the Screen Publicists Guild, the or-

(Continued on Page 12)

S-W to Split Product
Philadelphia — An even split of prod-

uct between Stanley-Warner and the
Landls Theater, Vineland, N. J., is said

to be the terms of settlement in the
Mori anti-trust suit. It also is reported
that Warners will pay costs and attorney
fees of the case. Stanley-Warner is ex-
pected to close one of its two theaters
in the town.

UA CONVENTION WILL

HEAR LINEUP TODAY

United Artists opens the first of

two sales conventions this morning
at the Waldorf-Astoria with more
than 100 sales representatives from
the eastern part of the U. S. and
Canada in attendance for three
days. Details of the 1940-41 pro-
gram will be announced today.
Harry Gold, vice-president and

Eastern sales manager, will preside
at the meetings. Others who will

participate officially include Mary
(Continued on Page 12)

Gov't Queries Moskowitz
on Indie Clearance Kicks

C. C. Moskowitz, Loew theater
head, on Friday was questioned in

reference to complaints filed with
Loew's theater department by inde-
pendent exhibitors on clearance
which Loew's theaters received over
their houses in a pre-trial examina-

(Continued on Page 12)

Nazi Attack on Dutch, Belgians Hits

$2,600,000 "Take" of U. S. Firms

Columbus Protects Exhibs.

from Slot Machine Movies

Columbus, 0.—New city ordinance
regTilating exhibition gives the mu-
nicipality jurisdiction over "any
place where motion pictures or tele-

vised pictures are shown," thus mak-
(Continued on Page 12)

Up to $2,600,000 in annual net
profits to the majors apparently
were "blitzkrieged" at the week-end
when the Nazis invaded Belgium,
Holland and Luxemburg. Countries
have more than 1,000 theaters. It

was also feared by foreign depart-
ments that many theaters in Swit-
zerland and France would be closed,

(Continued em Page 11)

Company to Bid for Greater
Domestic Biz, Says William

A. Scully

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Stajf Writer

Atlantic City—Making a bid for
greater domestic business in 1940-
41, Universal has mapped out a
program
calling for
more top-
budgeted pic-

tures and a
slight numer-
ical increase
in prod uct
over the cur-
rent season's
lineup, sales
r e presenta-
tives were
i n f r med
here yester-
day by Wil-
liam A. Scul-
ly, general sales manager,

(Continued on Page 7)

W, A. SCULLY

at the

PCC TO MAP FIGHT

ON DUAL PROGRAMS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Pacific Coast Con-

ference of Independent Theater
Owners Friday went on record
against double bills and instructed
its board of trustees to draft ways

(Continued on Page 4)

Asher and Mannix Cancel

Plans for Trip Overseas

On the advice and instructions of

Louis B. Mayer, overseas trip of

Irving Asher and E. J. Mannix,
(Continued on Page 11)

Gordon, Goetz to Confer
on Production on Coast

Max Gordon left over the week-
end for Hollywood where he will be
joined by Harry Goetz for confer-

(Continued on Page 12)
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2'/2

175 175 -f 1

111/2 111/2 — 1/4

31% 31% — 25/8

(QLOTATIOXS OF FRIDAY. .IMF 10)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 10% 10 10 — 3^
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i'2%) 6I2 6I4 6V4 — 1/4

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind Vg % %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 91/2 9% 9%
East. Kodak 157 I551/2 I551/2

do pfd 175
Gen. Th. Eq 12
Loew's. Inc 3438
do pfd
Paramount 7%
Paramount 1st pfd. . 8734
Paramount 2nd pfd... 9''8

Pathc Film 101/2

RKO 1

20th Century-Fox 8'

4

20th Century-Fox pfd. 20
Univ. Pict. pfd 951/2

Warner Bros 3

do pfd 44

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i'2s46 104 103 103
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3l4s47 ....

RKO 6s41 52
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 883^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 134
Technicolor 141/4

Trans-Lux 1 '/4

Universal Corp. vtc. 534
Universal Picts.

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office Bidg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc 2nd deb. '45
. . 68 70

Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 661/4 68V4

63,4

85
834
10

6% — %
85 — 5
83/4 - 1/2

10 — 1/2

8 -%
19% — %
95 — 21/2

3 - %
44 — 11/2

8
I9V2
95
3

44

52
88

IV4
135/8

1'/4

5 "2

52
88

-VA

7

V/2

%13/4 —
141/4 .

11/4 — %
5V2 — 3/a

POSITION WANTED
Young man experienced with all branches of

advertisino desires position with film or advertis-

ing company. Ambitious, hard-working, can

furnish the best ot references. Salary secondary.

Write Box 1716. "Pie Film Daily. 1501 Broad-

way. New York City.

\m\ Tbe Uroadway Parade m
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Scrvice-Lorentzl—10th week Belmont
Buck Benny Rides Again ( Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
Saturday's Children I Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

If I Had My Way (Unive'sal Pictures!-2nd week Rivoli

My Son. My Son! (United Artists-Smalll Music Hall

Twenty-Mule Team (Metrc-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol

Dark Command ( Republic Pictures) Roxy

Alias the Deacon (Universal Pictures) Rialto

Women Without Names (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

I Was an Adventuress (Twentieth Century-Fox) Globe

Song ot the Road (Alliance Films)-2nd week Little Carnegie

So This is London (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Central

Ghost Valley Raiders (Republic Pictures) (a) ..Central

Johnny Apollo (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Angel from Texas (First National Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—22nd week Astor

FOfCEfGiV LAKGVAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Bakers Wife Co.)—11th week World

The Mayor's Dilemma (Film Alliance)—4th week 55th St. Playhouse

La Mazurka di Papa (Esperia Films! Citiecitta

La Cancion del Milaghro (Azteca Films) 48th St. Theater

Sono State lo (Italian feature) Cine Roma

FVTIJRE OPEJVfiVGS
Torrid Zone (Warner Bros. Pictures—May 17 Strand

Typhoon (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
Waterloo Bridge ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—May 16 Capitol

Twenty-One Days Together (Columbia Pictures)—May 22 Rivoli

Hell Below (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—May 16 (d) Criterion

Lillian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox)—May 17 Roxy
Riders of Pasco Basin (Universal Pictures)—May 15 (a) Central

Mad Youth (Atlas Pictures)—May 15 (a) •• Central

Til We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures)—May 17 (a-b) Palace

Star Dust (Twentieth Century-Fox!—May 17 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b! Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

N. Y. Delegation to Para. Whelan Again Heads Kent
Convention to Number 40 Overseas Sales Campaign

Foi'ty tnembers of the Para, sales

force from the New York. New Eng-
land, Philadelphia and Washington
territories, plus home office execs.,

will leave here next Monday, en
route for Los Angeles and the Para-
mount sales meeting at the Ambas-
sador Hotel there on May 24-2.5-26,

Neil Agnew, sales head announced
Saturdajr.

Additional members of the field

force will join the party at Albany,
Buffalo, Chicago and Kansas City
en route westward.
Going from New York are: Bar-

ney Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Adolph
Zukor, Neil Agnew, .J. J. Unger, C.

M. Reagan, 0. A. Morgan, G. B. J.

Frawley, H. J. Lorber, A. J. Dunne,
M. R. Goodman. F. A. LeRoy J. Ro-
per, Knox Haddow, L. Flvnn, J. Bar-
ry. S. Palmer. M. H." Lewis, E.
Ruff, M. S. Kusell, M. Sattler, H.
Randel, E. H. Bell, E. W. Sweigert,
U. F. Smith, George Beattie, J. E.
Fontaine. R. M. Gillham, A. Moss,
A] Wilkie, Austin Keough. A. J.

Richaid, .John "\V. Hicks, Jr., George
Weltner, Albeit Deane. G. Eraser,
A. Reves, A. 0. Dillenbeck, Don
Gibbs, P. Scollard.
Arrangements foi- transportation

and hotel accommodations are in

chaige of G. B. J. Frawley, manager
of exchange home office accounting.

Technicolor to Pay 50c
Technicolor's board at a meeting

Friday declared a dividend of 50
cents on the outstanding common,
payable June 15 to stockholders of
record June 3.

Appointment of Leslie F. Whelan.
20th-Fox foreign publicity director,
as leader of the 1940 Kent Overseas
Sales Drive has been made by Wal-
ter J. Hutchinson, director of for-
eign distribution. This marks the
second successive year Whelan has
led the drive; last year's volume of
foreign business was the greatest
in the company's history.

Abandon Proposed Merger
of Atlas, Curtiss-Wright

Proposed merger of Atlas Corp.
and Curtiss Wright Corp. has been
called off. Floyd Odium, president
of Atlas, reported to the Curtiss-
Wright board on Friday that in his
opinion certain of the objections to
the terms of the merger could not be
met in any way that appeared feas-
ible to him. The termination of the
agreement resulted.

Rodgers Opens Second M-G-M
Convention in Chi. Today

Chicago — Second M-G-M sales
convention opens here this morning,
with W. F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, presiding. Sales represen-
tatives from 10 midwestern ex-
changes are attending.

Einfeld Starting East
U'rst Coast Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Holly^vood—Charles Einfeld, WB

ad-publicity chief, starts East to-
morrow.

cominG nno goii

DARRYL F. ZANUCK left Saturday h
Coast.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY and DAVID 0. .

NICK returned from Rochester to New Yc
the week-end.

HERMAN WOBBER. 20th-Fox sales chic
and CHARLES E. McCARTHY, ad pub. i

tain, head a delegation of nd .•. anti
ecutives leaving tonight for tti,. premie

;

"Lillian Russell."

WILLIAM C. CEHRINC, central division i

ager for 20th-Fox. leaves tonight for Cli
la., to attend the premiere of "Lillian Ruii

there on Wednesday night.

TED REED, Paramount producer-dir
JUDITH BARRETT, J. CARROLL NAISH L,
OVERMAN and MURIEL ANGELUS, leave

lywood this week to attend the two-day ce
tion at Galesburg, III., in connection wit,

premiere of "Those Were the Days"—at gd'
Siwash.

I

BEN Y. CAMMACK, RKO foreign exec
rived Saturday from South America on the >

tina.

ARTHUR DICKINSON, of MPPDA, retu

New York today from Atlantic City.

JOHN GARFIELD leaves New York foni

by car en route to the Coast.

ANATOLE LITVAK and BYRON HASKIf
rived from the Coast over the week-end I

up locations for a new Warner picture.

WOLFE COHEN, Canadian district m'
for Warners, returned to his headquart
Toronto over the week-end.

HERBERT J. YATES leaves New York W
day for Hollywood.

J. J. FITZCIBBONS, general manag
Famous Players Canadian Corp., GELD
his assistant, and J. ARTHUR HIRSCH m
for the circuit in Montreal, were visitors i

York last week.

JAMES R. GRAINGER is scheduled to

for Los Angeles Wednesday with several

en route in key cities.

NORMA SHEARER and IRVING ASHi'
turned to the Coast via TWA Friday nif,|

MAX CORDON left over the week-end
Coast. His partner, HARRY GOETZ, fli

tomorrow.

THOMAS DONALDSON, Metro branch
in New Haven, is vacationing for a fev.

Atlantic City with MRS. DONALDSON
recent siege of the grippe.

National Film Carriers

to Convene Here T

National Film Carriers. Inc..

a three-day conclave today

Park Central Hotel with

James P. Clark presiding. S'

on convention agenda include

methods of handling film shijn

and their safety.

"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPl

ARE EASY TO GET TO e

Tostal
Tetegvapl

CHARGES FOR TELEGR

'PHONED IN APPEAR ON V

TELEPHONE BILL.
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PARAMOUNT'S
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DOROTHY LAMOUR
ROBERT PRESTON
LYNNE OVERMAN

J. Carrol Naish i

Directed by LOUIS KING • Screen Play byAllen

Rivkin • Based on a Story by Steve Fisher

"Road to Singapore" a smash hit!

"Buck Benny Rides Again" a smash hit!

And here's Paramount batting out another box office

home run . . . that Technicolor triumph, that terrific

typhoon of dynamite action and tropic romance with

the greatest love team ever to find their heart's desire

beneath those torrid South Sea skies!
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PCC TO MAP FIGHT

ON DUAL PROGRAMS

(Coii/iiiufil from Paof 1)

and means to eliminate the duals sit-

uation.
Resolutions attacking certain prac-

tices in the industry also were passed
at the meeting. Opposition to non-
theatrical pictures and the changing
of a second picture on a holdover
bill was recorded. Participation in

e.xchange drives also was condemned,
as well as the demanding of percen-

tiige bookings in small house subse-

quent-runs and increased prices for

advertising accessories and trailers.

High percentages asked by distribu-

tors with a decreased return to the-

aters also were hit.

Cocktail Party Marks
Rothacker Anniversary

A surprise cocktail party was
given Douglas Rothacker Friday in

his offices by Nancy Rothacker and
employes, event celebrating Doug's
30 years in pictures. Among those

who attended were: Dr. John F.

Thompson, James F. McNamara,
H. G. Fales, H. L. Larsen, Harry
Wingate, John Lindley, E. Badeau,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Smith, Frank
Cahill, Charles Alicoate, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Malcolm, Dick Brady, Wil-
liam German, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Citron, Harrison Jones, Ed. Strauss,

Bill Baldwin, Ruth Carlson, Dr. H.
Clarke, Harry Marschalk, Sam Mu-
lendike, Joe Hornstein, B. Frank,
George Cole, Oscar Neu, F. E. Miles
and M. Warner.

Suit Seeks Removal of Two
Execs, of TMAT's Pix Div.

Suit seeking the removal from
office of Charles P. Carroll and Jos-
eph Silverman, execs, of the m.p.
division of the TMAT, on the allega-

tion of irregularities, has been filed

in N. Y. Supreme Court by Max
G. Felder and Ben Braudie, mem-
bers of the union. Suit acks an ac-
counting, appointment of a receiver
and writ restraining the defendants
from serving in their official capaci-
ties, pending trial.

^.-^--
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 13

Jack Holt

Paul Pag<

T T
• • • MARK well Ibat this week will be memorable in 1940

pix history ior on Wednesday night 20th-Fox formally unleashes

one of the season's b.o. Big Bertha attractions in Pittsburgh

and Clinton. Iowa These dual world premieres as you might

well guess are to gild the "Lillian Russell" which Dorryl F.

Zanuck has brought to the screen by way of further immortalizing

in this generation the Gay Nineties' most glamorous gal That

super-glamorous she 'was even into the years immediately after

the turn of the century can be attested by this scribe one of

whose most vivid of adolescent memories is of this great lady who
lived almost next door during several summers in scintillating

Saratoga Springs

T
• • • IN those days the majestic Lillian was so awe-

inspiring and her beauty and charm so legendary that

it was a badge of distinction among the youngsters of the swank
section of Saratoga's North Broadway to report to their gap-

ing playmates that they had seen with their own eyes

the lovely Lillian descend the porch steps and drive off in

her "turn-out' bound for Union Avenue and the track

All the kids believed the yarn spun by a "water jerker"

whose job was to attend the now long-extinct booth of the Ex-

celsior Springs where you could drink all the aqua you

wanted for a nickel The young attendant's eyes would fair

pop out of their sockets as he related the "fact" that the

roulette wheels in Canfield's stopped cold as a cucumber
when they saw the glory that was Lillian Russell!

T T T
• • • CORRESPONDINGLY memorable this week Thursday,

to be exact will be the world premiere of M-G-M's "Edison, the

Man" simultaneously in four theaters of (he nearby Oranges

as (he climax of the Edison Pageant of Progress there which gets

under way tomorrow Metro has turned on its highest-pressure pro-

motional faucets to focalize national interest in (he biographical

classic dealing with the mature days of the Great Inventor 'Frin-

stonce. an exact reproduction of the world's first motion picture studio

built in 1891 by Edison in West Orange and known as the

"Black Maria" has been constructed in that city as one of the

many exceptional exhibits which include a picture of (he Wizard

of Menlo Pork The photo is the largest ever put on public display

measuring 22 by 28 feet and 'with its unveiling tomorrow

will be the brightest spot in the world —a 30.000-watt electric

light and 25 smaller lamps 'will take care of that

T T
• • • HARK to the startling saga of the Barney Oldfields

who have just entered their sixth year of connubial bliss

Hubby is the film editor of the Lincoln (Neb.) Sunday
Journal and Star and for four years in succession has shown
himself to be a pip picker of pix in THE FILM DAILY'S annual
Ten Best Poll Wifey has shown her attachment for hubby by
accompanying him to the some 500 pix he reviews each year

She's seen more than 2,300 features in the five years of conjugal

companionship in fact, on their very wedding night they saw
Anna Sten's opus, "Her Wedding Night"! and on every

one of their anniversaries They've gone to movies De-
spite the extraordinary wallowing in pix Mrs. Oldfield asserts

that she still favors her hubby's job over that of WPA and
lighthouse tending

EXPECT HOYTS, GUT

TO POOL BY my
i Continued from Page 1)

general manager's post of G'

Charles Munro will remain v
Hoyts.

Deal, in work for montJ«. cau
a number of AustralianT xuti
to travel to America las., year
conferences. No transfer of st'

will be made. The GTC profits

expected to be split on a 75-25 ba
with larger share going to Ho;
Amalgamation is expected to eff

a number of operating economies
both chains, and at the same ti

eases possibility of competit
building and assures sufficient pr

uct for all houses.

Seven More "Irene" P.A.'s

Set for Neagle and Wile

Anna Neagle and Herbert Wil
are set for seven more p.a.'s y>

RKO's "Irene." Starting at

Boyd, Philadelphia, on May IB

22, the star and producer of the i

will be at the Oriental, Chicago,

May 31, Louisville Rialto, June
Cleveland Hippodrome, June 8, ;

a Pittsburgh house on June 15.

dianapolis, and an appearance at

RKO convention in New York
also en their schedule.

S. Barret McCormick, RKO ad ;

publicity director, has assigned 1

ry Turner to the complete tour,

Selig to go ahead of the couple

Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, 1

Hickey in Chicago, Harry Reinen
Indianapolis, Louisville and Cle

land, and Rutgers Neilson to har

the New York convention app

Metro to Test Skelton

Chicago— Red Skelton wii:

screen tested by Metro on the C

WEDDING BELL

I

c< « « y^ NX

A bachelor party will be v

to Sam Kaplan, veteran project!

at RKO Radio Pictures' home c

next Friday night, Kaplan, whc

be married on May 26th, has '

with RKO Radio for 15 years.

Home of the RKO contract dep.

ment is chairman of the dinner C(

mittee and has scheduled the "bac

lor derby" for the Moscowtz
Lupowitz restaurant, 40 E. 2nd ^

Newark, N. J.—Announcement
been made of the engagement of ;«

Mudnick, secretary to Donald r
cocks, Warner Bros, zone manaffl

to Tony Williams, division manaj

in this area for Warners.

Cleveland—Irving Marcus, of

local National Screen office, is'

be married June 9 to Miss K

Crost.

Chicago — Helen Miller of

United Artists Theater will ma

Teddy Drell on June 23.
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The picture

the world is

waiting for be-

cause in her

first screen

role since she

was the beau-

tiful Scarlett O'Hara, Vivien Leigh

again thrills in a film of emotional

fire and RobertTaylor gives his most

powerfully romantic performance.

WATERLOO BRIDGE
with Lucile Watson^ Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya, C. Aubrey Smith • A Mervyn LeRoy Production • Screen

Play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau and George Froeschel • Based on the play '"'Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood.

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE • Directed by MERVYN LeROY . Produced by SIT>^EY FRANKLIN'
i^
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jniversars Lineup of 59 (or 1940-41

b Include More Top-Budget Films

(Continued from Page 1)

ening of the Eastern sales con-

ntion at the Ambassador Hotel.

New season schedule includes 42
ature^;17|hree Frank Lloyd pro-

ction. feven co-starring Richard
len and Andy Devine and seven
tion pictures starring Johnny Mack
own and featuring Fuzzy Knight
|d a new ^tunt girl, Julie Duncan,
iking a total of 59.

"U" Star List at New High
Scully told the convention that
liversal's star list was the most
ilHant in the company's history,

jniing, among others, Deanna Dur-
\, Marlene Dietrich, Irene Dunne.
'. C. Fields, Charles Boyer, Wal-

1';' Pidgeon, Kay Francis, Gloria
i-^n, Allan Jones, Bob Burns, Mar-
's Raye, Ritz Brothers, Baby
Wy, Victor McLaglen, Hugh Her-
t, Andrews Sisters, Karloff and
gosi, Dead End Kids and Little

ugh Guys.

Scully stressed the flexibility of

! program which would permit
irs and productions to be added
the schedule, as was the case this

ison when "Destry Rides Again"
d "My Little Chickadee" aug-
nted the lineup.

Will Remake "Back Street"

:t was announced yesterday that
Iversal would re-make "Back
eet," one of the top-grossers of
times. Among the production

ids who would pilot the new sea-
l's program identified by Scully
re Joe Pasternak, Henry Koster,
3rge Marshall, William Seiter, Tay
rnett and Richard Wallace.

The short subject program calls
* 13 two-reel musicals, 13 one-
,;1 subjects, a two-reel special, 15
[-anger Than Fiction and 15 Going
lees, plus 104 issues of Univer-
Newsreel. Six color cartoons

[1 be re-issued as the Color Car-
tjie classics. There also will be
m serials: "Winners of the West,"
ih Dick Foran; "Junior G-Men,"
|h the Dead End Kids and Little

Tough Guys; "The Green Hornet
Strikes Again" and "The Leopard's
Claw."
Producers and directors, other

than those mentioned above, include:

Bruce Manning, Ford Beebe, Christy
Cabanne, Eddie Cline, Ken Gold-
smith, Marshall Grant, Burt Kelly,

Lew Landers, Joe May, Henry Mac-
Rae, Ben Pivar, Albert Rogell, Jos-

eph Sanford, Harold Schuster, Leon-
ard Spigelgass and Ray Taylor.

Scully Announces Program
Complete program as announced

by Scully follows:

Productions without titles: Deanna Durbin,
two; Irene Dunne, one; Ritz Bros., one (via

Jules Levey's Mayflower Prod.) ; Bob Burns-
Martha Raye, one; Frank Lloyd, three; Wil-
liam Seiter, one; George Marshall, one.

Productions with player assignments: "When
the Daltons Rode," cast including Walter
Pidgeon, Kay Francis, Brian Donlevy, Robert
Stack, Andy Devine and Broderick Crawford;
"Seven Sinners" and "Countess of New Or-
leans," both starring Marlene Dietrich; "The
Bank Dick," W. C. Fields; "Glamour," Charles
Boyer; "Riviera," Allan Jones; "A Little Bit

of Heaven' and "Straight from the Heart,"
both starring Gloria Jean; "Sandy's Day Out"
and "Butch Minds the Baby," both starring
Sandy; "Modern Monte Cristo," Victor Mc-
Laglen; "Who's Crazy Now" and "Slightly
Tempted," both starring Hugh Herbert;
"Argentine Nights," Andrews Sisters; "Give
Us Wings" and "Fighting Stowaways," both
with the Dead End Kids and the Little Tough
Ouys; "The Monster of Zombor," with both
Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi.

Productions without player assignments:
"Back Street," to be adapted from Fannie
Hurst's story by S. K. Lauren; "Trail of the
Vigilantes"; "Tight Shoes," by Damon Run-
yon; "The Invisible Woman," Joe May direct-

ing; "The Black Cat," from Edgar Allan Poe's
classic; "Moonlight in Hawaii."

"Marquee Productions," to be selected from
these properties: "San Francisco Docks,"
"'Streets of Cairo," "Black Pearls," "Ragtime
Cowboy Joe," "They Dance In Havana,"
"Wildcat of Paris," "Rhapsody in Stripes,"
"The Acquittal," "Dust Bowl," "Ghost Pa-
trol" and "Margie."

Arlen and Devine starrers: "Tall Timber,"
"Leather Pushers," (from the stories by H. C.

Witwer) "South of the Amazon," "Sky
Hawks," "The Wreck of the Zarago," "The
Return of the Sheik," and "Northern Lights."

Johnny Mack Brown starrers: "Son of
Roaring Dan," "Man from Cheyenne," "For-
gotten Valley," "Calgary Stampede," "Marshal
Law," "Vigilante" and "The Lariat Kid."
Associate producer is Joseph G. Sanford.

I

Ono. in Good Financial

Condition, Says Johnston

!( Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lollywood—The recent loan of

i 0,000 by the Guaranty Trust Co.
i the acquisition of $100,000 in
;k by franchise holders has placed
nogram in an excellent cash con-
on, according to President W.
/ Johnston. Steady improvement

I rasiness, he said, has added to the
^jbilitv of the company.
rross business is at its highest

irik since the founding of the com-
l|iy, Johnston said, adding that he
' esaw a record-breaking summer
'

,
Monogram business.

80 Players on WB Rolls
V Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
jiollywood—Warner's newest par-
cel list shows 80 stars and fea-
{i players, 16 directors and 44
^ters under contract for 1940-41.

New Automatic Projector

Featured by Selectivity

Movietrola, another nickel-in-the-

slot entry, was demonstrated Fri-

day to the press in the Strand The-
ater Building by its inventors, Emil
Hollander, for many years with
Paramount music interests, and Phil

Shaftel. Morton Downey is said as-

sociated in the enterprise.

The device, which has been in the
process of development and construc-
tion for about three years, and
which carries nine patents, is, Hol-
lander explained, essentially a se-

lective mechanism, enabling as many
as 12 reels to be available for view
at five cents per reel. The machine
unveiled Friday carried six reels,

merely for demonstration purposes.
Film used is 16 mm. exclusively.
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'Our Town"
with William Holden. Martha Scott

UA Sol Lesser 90 Mins.

• HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ONE OF HOLLYWOOD'S FINEST
EFFORTS; SHOULD SCORE EMPHATICAL-
LY AT BOX OFFICES.

Here's one of the fmest pictures to emerge
from Hollywood, one that should easily take
high rank when the "Ten Best Pictures of

1940" are selected. In its picturiiation,

Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize play has

been given expert, sympathetic direction by

Sam Wood. He has provided a leisurely

tempo befitting the story of Grovers Corn-
ers, where residents always left their front

doors unlocked and the doctor, the editor

and the druggist always went home to lunch.

Much praise is also due producer Sol Lesser,

who showed early interest in Wilder's play

and decreed straightforward simplicity for

its picturization. Casting is excellent, with

plain, honest unassuming residents of Grov-
ers Corners portrayed with sincerity. Martha
Scott, of stage cast, making her screen de-

but, gives a moving portrayal of the edi-

tor's daughter, who falls in love with her

neighbor and childhood friend. William Hold-

en. Latter does splendid work, being especial-

ly good as an awkward young lover. Thomas
Mitchell, of course, is fine as the father

of William. Fay Bainter is equally good as

the other parent, who had always hoped to

see Paris, but who dies before her wish

could come true. Martha's parents, Guy
Kibbee, the editor, and Beulah Bondi, give

outstanding performances. Frank Craven,

repeating his stage role of druggist and

narrator, furnishes a sincere, appealing char-

acterization. Stuart Erwin as the milk man,
Phillip Wood as the organ st, Anthony Allen,

the professor, Dora Merende, the gossip,

Charles Trowbridge, the minister, Spencer

Travers, the constable, Ruth Toby and Doug-
las Gardner are among excellent principals.

Thornton Wilder, Frank Craven, and Harry

Chandlee fashioned a screen play that cap-

tured the spirit of the Wilder play, altering

it only to provide a happy ending. Bows are

due William Cameron Menzies who de-

signed the production, his associate Harry

Horner and Lewis Rachmil, art director. Bert

Glennon's photography is high grade and

Aaron Copland's musical score very effective.

CAST: William Holden, Martha Scott,

Fay Bainter, Beulah Bondi. Thomas Mitchell,

Guy Kibbee, Stuart Erwin, Dora Merande,
Ruth Toby, Douglas Gardiner, Arthur Allen,

Spencer Charters, Tim Davis, Dix Davis,

Frank Craven.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Director,

Sam Wood; from the Pulitzer Prize play by

Thornton Wilder; Screenplay, Thornton
Wilder, Frank Craven and Harry Chandlee;

Production Designer, William Cameron Men-
zies; Cameraman, Bert Glennon; Music by

Aaron Copland; Technical Adviser, Edward
P. Goodnow; Film Editor. Sherman Todd.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
High-grade.

War and Better Pictures

Aiding Nova Scotia Biz

"Torrid Zone"
with James Cagney, Ann Sheridan,

Pat O'Brien

Warners 88 Mins.

BANGUP ENTERTAINMENT; SHOULD
GET BIG RECEPTION FROM AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

Exhibitors will find that this film is a

red-hot piece of screen merchandise for

audiences generally. There are marquee
"names" for the bright lights and plenty

of exploitation possibilities, particularly in

the case of Ann Sherdian. There is punch
and action in the story, laughs aplenty, a

glamorous tropical background for the film's

mounting, the players are all fine and the

technical aspects are first class. James
Cagney has a made-to-order role as a rough
and ready banana plantation foreman, with
a roving eye for good looking women. Miss
Sheridan meets every demand, putting over
one song in rousing style. Pat O'Brien also

has a tailor-made role as a flea-bitten, dou-
ble-crossing manager of the banana com-
pany. Remainder of the cast is fine, with
Andy Devine, Helen Vinson, George Tobias
and Jerome Cowan prominently featured.

Tobias is exceptionally good in the role of

a native rebel leader. William Keighley turns
in a neat job of direction and Richard Ma-
caulay and Jerry Wald get credit for a

nicely turned out screenplay. The picture
is geared to appeal to all types, which it

certainly should do to the tune of big box
office business. Cagney quits the company,
but before leaving port he gets mixed up
with Ann Sheridan, who is being put out
of town by O'Brien because he doesn't want
any American entertainers in the port.

Brien lures Cagney into going back to

work for a big bonus and Ann shows up at

the plantation on the same fruit train, hav-
ing dodged the local police. Meanwhile,
Tobias, whose execution has been ordered
by O'Brien, has escaped and is making trou-

ble for the company with a band of natives.

However, Cagney manages to catch Tobias,

avoid the clutches of the designing Helen
Vinson and wind up engaged to Ann, with
even O'Brien happy at the prospects of his

ace foreman staying on the job despite the

fact that Cagney has let Tobias escape again

because he befriended Ann. Use of sepia

also helps build up picture's background.

CAST: James Cagney, Ann Sheridan, Pat
O'Brien, Andy Devine, Helen Vinson, Jerome
Cowan, George Tobias, George Reeves, Vic-
tor Kilian, Frank Puglia, John Ridgely, Grady
Sutton, Paul Porcasi, Frank Yaconnelli, Dick
Boteler, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Paul
Hurst, George Regas, Elvira Sanchez.

CREDITS: In charge of production. Jack
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wal-
lis; Associate Producer, Mark Hellinger; Di-

rector, William Keighley; Original Screen-
play, Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald;
Cameraman, James Wong Howe; Editor,

Jack Killifer.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Top
Notch.

Theater business in Nova Scotia
so far this year is runninp: ahead of
the corresponding- period last year, i the improvement, he said.

according to Franlv Sobey, co-owner
of theaters in Stellarton and West-
ville, N. S., who visited the RKO
lounge room Friday. The war and
better pictures have been factors in

"Opened by Mistake"
with Charlie Ruggles, Janice Logan,

Robert Paige

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount 67 Mins.

NEAT LAUGH CHILLER SHOULD HAVE
AUDIENCES HOWLING AND SCREAMING.

George Archainbaud has turned out a

neat little laugh-chiller in this picture that

kept the preview audience howling and

screaming for its entire 67 minutes. Taking

a much used plot and a set of situations,

clever dialogue, and direction that milked

the script for all it was worth. Paramount
wound up with a production that can hold

its own among any of the season's low bud-

geters. Stuart Walker rates many bows as

associate producer. He can no doubt be

credited with being one of the major rea-

sons for the picture's success. The story

concerns the efforts of a pair of zany news-
paper reporters to retrieve lost jobs by solv-

ing a trunk murder. Charlie Ruggles and

Robert Paige, the reporters, with tne assis-

tance of Janice Logan, an investigator for a

bank insurance company, find themselves

suddenly involved in the crime and hunted

by the police. From then on the picture

moves rapidly. With the assistance of Rug-
gles, and an inebriated bartender, Paige

and Miss Logan begin a search for a missing

trunk known to contain a million dollars in

cash, and with the finding of the trunk, the

true murderer. Their efforts throw them
into adventures both comical and dramatic,

ending with the attempted murder by freez-

ing of half the cast. However, Ruggles saves

the day and the boy and girl are united. The
final scene of the picture is classic comedy
and leaves the audience with a big laugh.

Bill Frawley as the editor of the paper which
formerly employed Ruggles and Paige, hasn't

much to do but he does his little well. Per-

formances by the rest of the cast are good.

The photography is excellent and the art

direction by Earl Hedrick above par. All

m all, "Opened by Mistake" is a little better

than just good entertainment.

CAT: Charlie Ruggles, Janice Logan, Rob-
ert Paige, William Frawley, Florence Shir-

ley, Lawrence Grossmith, Rafael Corio,

Esther Dale, James Burke, Jack Norton.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Stuart

Walker; Director, George Archainbaud; Au-
thors, Hal Hudson and Kenneth Earl; Screen-

play, Stuart Palmer, Garnett Weston, Louis

S. Kaye; Cameraman, Theodore Sparkuhl;

Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick;

Editor, Arthur Schmidt.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Buxbaums Feted on 25th
Anniversary of Wedding

Associates of Harry Buxbaum
local 20th-Fox exchange head,
tendered to him and Mrs. Buxbaum
a testimonial luncheon Friday at
Dinty Moore's on occasion of the
couple's silver wedding anniversary.
Among those present were Joe Lee,
Harry Buxbaum, Jr., Moe Sanders,
Elliott McManus, Moe Kurtz, Joe
St. Clair, Willie Schutzer, Abe
Blumstein, George Blenderman, Al
Mendelson, Jack Wolff, Herman
Reiper and Jack Weinberg.

"West of Carson City
with Johnny Mack Brown, Bob Baker,

Fuzzy Knight

Universal 57 |g|

SLAM-BANG WESTERN WILL FILL Tl

BILL NEATLY FOR THE COy ~'y FAf

Replete with action of every- _<.'scripti

shooting, fist fighting and fast riding,

six-gun fans should be well pleased w
this offering. Without presenting anythi

novel or new in the way of- story matei

or plot, action is sustained at a good
throughout with enough suspense and ti

bles for the hero to keep audiences on

alert. Bob Baker provides several mus»
interludes in the picture. Brown makei
upstanding hero. Miss Peggy Moran is

attractive decoration for the sagebrush bac

grounds. Fuzzy Knight will draw soi

laughs, and the villains are a goodly cr'

of bad men, with such stalwart hiss getti)

as Harry Woods, Al K. Hall and the reforml

heavyweight, Jack Roper, making trouble

Brown. Ray Taylor directed. Brown retui

to his ranch to find that all his hands hi

left for the nearest town, where a big p
rush is on. He immediately sets out

round them up and his troubles start. Wo(
and his gang are running the town with

heavy hand, but before many reels hi

passed Brown takes care of the situation.

CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Bob BaM
Fuzzy Knight, Peggy Moran, Harry Woo|

Robert Homans, Al K. Hall, Roy Barcrc|

Charles King, Frank Mitchell, Eddie Col

Jack Roper, Ted Wells, Jack Shannon ]

the Four Singing Notables.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Directl

Ray Taylor; Original Story, Milton Raisi|

Screenplay, Milton Raison, Sherman Lo

and Jack Bernhard; Cameraman. Jerry A
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPH

Good.

"Song of the Road'
with Harry Lauder, Ruth Haven, Ethel

Glendinning

Select Attractions 71 Mr

HARRY LAUDER FANS WILL ENJ<

SEEING THE BELOVED SCOTSMAN AGAI

This is Harry Lauder's first effort in

feature length film, and the grand 1

Scotsman will warm the hearts of his legi

of admirers with his salty humor, bu

brogue and rendition of songs. The m

terial in the picture, however, has shoi,

comings. Yet there is a charming simplici

which is entertaining in itself. Now hoj

ering at the three score and ten mark '

age, Lauder has lost none of his chariT/

acting ability. His supporting cast is me

than adequate and the scenery in the pictu

has authenticity. Ruth Haven, Ethel Gl*

dinning, Margaret Moffat, Campbell Gulii

and others support Lauder. Alex Bryi

directed. The story told is one of a wan^^

ering minstrel troupe. Lauder has diffici

ties with a worthless son-in-law, but fins

all his difficulties are ironed out and he gc

back on the road with his young grands

accompanying him.

CAST: Harry Lauder, Ruth Haven, Ettj

Glendinning, Bruce Seton, Margaret Moff^

Campbell Gullan, Vera Lennox, Johnj

Schofield, Tully Comber. 1

CREDITS: Produced by Stellar Productioi'

Director, Alex Bryce.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Go(

^iM.



so dramatic, so human that RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
hastened to book it while it was still in production!

^»^



"The most extraordinary

picture you will see

in 1940- and perhaps

the best!"

— Look Magazine

(

SOL LESSER
pr&sents

ODS
.•::#.

,^>

from the Pulitzer Prize Play by Thornton Wilder

starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN • MARTHA SCOTT
FAY BAINTER • BEULAH BONDI • THOMAS MITCHELL

GUY KIBBEE • STUART ERWIN • FRANK CRAVEN
Directed by SAM WCXDD {"Goodhye Mr. Chips")

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

J.
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lEW NAZI INVASIONS

HIT U.S.PIX "TAKE"

{Continued from Piuic 1)

h the possibility theater resti'ic-

ns would again be enforced in

;gland in view of the threat of

ie scale bombing's. Definite infor-

tion_P^wever, was lacking.

Jab]^':lo foreign offices were re-

nted undelivered and no communi-
ions were coming through to ap-
se home offices here. The only
tainty was that a complete dis-

ition of film business has resulted,
pping schedules have been dislo-

ed and no plans can be made
the time being- in regard to the

ached countries.
\\\ majors operated in both, with
ncipal offices in Amsterdam, Hol-
d, and Brussels, Belgium. For-
n departments were appreTiensive
to the extent of damage done,
vs services reporting wide scale

nbing operations and bitter fight-
• between land forces.

ifage-Hour Board Studying

Iljudio Workers Classification

{shington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
iVashington—An intensive study

i, classification of studio employes
der the wage-hour act will be con-
bted in Hollywood, it was an-
ijunced Friday by Col. Philip B.

'aming, administrator of the Wage-
'ur Board. The study will deter-
ne which Hollywood employes are
xecutive" and "professional" as
fined in the law, which exempts
ph employes.
The minimum wage, it was stated,
[not a problem "in the motion pic-

re industry, which is one of the
^hest paying industries in Amer-

The study will be to deter-
ne proper classifications because
problems raised by the overtime
^uirement of the law.

urphy Succeeds Schmidt
in Loew Publicity Setup

liGene Murphy, newspaper contact

'fn for Loew's theaters, has been
ijomoted to handle publicity for

few's out-of-town theaters, suc-
^ding Art Schmidt, who has been
jmed M-G-M publicity chief.

|Tom Rogers, publicist for the Va-
cia, Jamaica, steps into Mur-
y's former spot. Teddy Arnow
?ves from Westchester to the Va-
'icia, while Jerry Sager goes from
9 midtown division to Westches-
r. Al Lippe, Newark, succeeds
ger in Manhattan. Arthur Eg-
'I'ts, now in Jersey City, will han-
s both Jersey City and Newark.

First Tele for Bermuda
First television demonstrations to

J

given in Bermuda will emanate
pm the United States Liner Pres-
ent Roosevelt when the ship is

fproaching Hamilton, and also

fiile berthed there this week. RCA
gineers have installed both send-
g and receiving equipment on the
lat.

I

Asher and Mannix Cancel

Plans for Trip Overseas

(Continued from Page 1)

M-G-M production executives, was
cancelled and Asher returned to the
Coast Friday night. Mannix plans
to stay on for a few days. Asher
and Mannix had reservations on
both the clipper and the Rex, but
the new developments in Europe
prevented their departure. They
were to have inspected M-G-M's
production activities and make a
first-hand report to the studios.

Mannix was the guest of honor at

a luncheon Friday given by David
Bernstein, treasurer of Loew's. It

was to have been a bon voyage af-

fair, as the trip had not been can-

celled at the time. Attending the
luncheon at Dinty Moore's were J.

Robert Rubin, C. C. Moskowitz,
Oscar A. Doob, Harry Bernstein,
Joseph Vogel, Marvin Schenck, Mort
Spring, Ed Hatrick, Howard Dietz,

Leopold Friedman and David Bern-
stein.

MP Jubilee Productions I

to Handle Old Comedies

Prismacolor to introduce

Both Cameras, Projectors

Chicago— Prismacolor Co., with
offices at 506 So. Wabash Ave., has
been organized by J. J. Yowell, R.
M. Rosenwald and R. J. Anschick to

distribute cameras and projectors.

The company has been experiment-
ing for the past seven years with the
production of color films from black
and white film and have solved the
nroblem satisfactorily, according to

Stuart D. Clayton, assistant to R. J.

Anschick, president and treasurer.
Rosenwald, a nephew of the late

•Julius Rosenwald, is vice-president of

the company, and J. J. Yowell. sec-

retary. P. P. Case is chief engineer.

Film Alliance May Add
10 More to Lineup of 26

Film Alliance of the U. S. an-
nounced over the week-end that the
company would distribute 26 pic-

tures, and possibly 10 others, for
the 1940-41 season. Norman Elspn,
sales manager, currently is on a

coast-to-coast tour of exchange cen-
ters, acquainting the franchise hold-
ers with the program.

Shooting Fair Program
Official Motion Picture Photog-

raphers will shoot the International
Business Machines special program
at the World Fair's Court of Peace
today. Crew of 38 cameramen, elec-

tricians and grips will be under di-

rection of Edward Ruby and Leslie
Wenik to record the program which
stars Lily Pons and Lawrence Tib-
bett, with members of the New York
Philharmonic.

Rosenzweig Rites Held
Funeral services for William Ro-

senzweig, father of Charles, Morris
and Joseph Rosenzweig, were held
yesterday at Park West Memorial
Chapel. Rosenzweig, who died Fri-
day, is also survived by his widow.

Motion Picture Jubilee Productions

has been formed here for the distri-

bution of old-time silent comedies

on a nation-wide scale. Present plans
call for the release next week of a
group of silent comedies featuring
Snub Pollard, Ben Turpin, Charles
Chaplin, Roscoe Arbuckle, Al St.

John, Mabel Normand and Lee and
Moran.

Experimental showings in local

theaters, according to Morton Mil-
ler, president, have been successful.

Several houses, he said, are prepar-
ing to stage "Old-Time Movie Nites."

Headquarters of the new company
have been established at 1600 Broad-
Hvay.

McCarroll Dies In Crash
I! 'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marshall A. McCar-

roll, 35, chief of the Los Angeles
Paramount Newsreel office and two
others were killed in a crash at Dow-
ney between a plane carrying pho-
tographers and a military pursuit
plane. Sun glare is said to be re-

sponsible for the mishap causing
pilots not to see each other and the
planes touched wings as they neared
Downey airfield. Widow and parents
survive McCarroll.

THEWEEr IN
CEVIE>V

Neely Bill Means 25% Less Pix
-rn„tu,„„ri fum Page 11

Metro will boost its ad budget above
the $2,500,000 mark . . . Kuykendall
at PCC meet blamed blocking of a
fair trade practice program on petty
jealousies of the distribs . . . Darryl
F. Zanuck stated that increased ad-
mission prices were a necessity . . .

New Allied unit in N. Y. forecast
. . . Reps, of indies plan "peace drive"
to settle industry problems . . . Mon-
roe Greenthal will head UA's "pre-
selling" field force . . . Pooling deals
necessary, Nate J. Blumberg tells

Gov't. oflScials in pre-equity trial

exam. . . . Wm. B. Hawks' United
Producers Corp. to make 10 pix for
RKO . . . Anti-clearance law looms
in Texas . . . GWTW "take" nears
$20,000,000.

FOREIGN
ITALY: New Italian proposals re-

quire native distributors for imported
pix.

* :i: ;|:

ENGLAND: CEA cables appeal
to Louis B. Mayer asking normal
renting and trading conditions on
GWTW in place of the 70 per cent
asked.

EDMUND LOWE • IRENE HERVEY
HENRY WILCOXON • PAUL FIX

Directed by Phil Rosen

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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UA CONVENTION WILL

HEAR LINEUP TODAY

{Continued from Page 1)

Pickford. Samuel Goldwyn, David
0. Selznick, Hal Roach, Sol Lesser

and James Roosevelt. Producers

and their representatives are to pre-

sent their own programs.

Silverstone Will Speak

Murray Silverstone, head of

world-wide operations, will address

the delegates today. Others on the

prog-ram are L. J. Schlaifer, west-

ern sales head and vice-president;

Harry Buckley, vice-president in

charge of corporate affairs; Arthur

Kelly, vice-president in charge of

foreign distribution; Paul Lazarus,

contract manager; Edward Raftery,

counsel; Lynn Farnol, director of

publicity and advertising; Monroe
Greenthal, director of exploitation;

Albert Margolies, publicity manager;

Charles Stern, Bert Stearn, Haskell

Masters and David Prince, district

managers; Moe Streimer, home office

representative, and Arthur Silver-

stone, assistant Eastern sales man-
ager.

Delegates to Attend

UA men in the field who will attend the

New York convention are (the first name with

each city is that of the branch manager) :

Atlanta—T. L. Davis, R. J. Barnes, L. E.

Dunn and William Shiell; Bo_stoii—John Der-

vin. George Hager. Joseph Cronan, Herb

Schaefer and Nate Ross; Buffalo—Syd Leh-

man, Mat Sullivan and Joe Kaliski; Charlotte—

Tay Schrader, R. M. Boovy and H. D. Hearn;

'Ciitcinnati—H. Dudelson, J. Hendel, I. Sochm

and J. Finberg; Cleveland—Mat Goodman, Lou

Geiger, Nat Levine and Dick Miller; Dallas—

Hugh Owen, T. L. Barber, B. C. Gibson, A.

r DelCambre and T. E. Laird; Indianapolis-

Dick Frank, E. V. Donnelly, M. M. Krueger

and E. R. Golden; New Haven—Lou C.

Wechsler and Lew Ginsburg; Nezu Orleans—

C. E. Peppiatt, E. P. Murphy and Milton

Dureau; also

—

Ne-u' York—Clarence Eiseman, Nat Beier,

Dave Burkan, Sam Rifkin, Sam Stern, Law-
rence Brown, Harold Sugarman, Arthur Wein-
berger, Ed Mullen. Herb Richek, Ben Levine

and Tony Agoglia; Philadelphia—Harry Bod-

kin, Morton Magill, Saul Krugman and Hor-

ace Wright; Pittsburgh—Abe Weiner, Harry
Rees, William Scott and James Nash; Wash-
ington—Fred Rohrs. Mark Silver. Fred Sandy
and Dick Harrity; also

Toronto—Sam Glazer, Dave Axler and Pete

Myers; Calgary—A. Feinstein; Montreal—A.

J. Jeffery; 'St. Iohn--Cha.r\es Chaplin; Van-

couver—Sam Nagler; Winnipeg—Dave Gries-

dorf and Victor Racknw.

To Address Cinema Lodge
Estelle Reiner, attorney, and My-

ron Sulzberger, Jr., past president

of B'nai B'rith, N. Y. Lodge No. 1,

will address the Cinema Lodge of

B'nai B'rith meeting Wednesday at

the Hotel Edison.

To Merrily VncorU
Two Bottles of Light
The Edison Pageant of Progress Par-

ade in the New Jersey Oranges on Thurs-
tfay, preceding the world premiere of

Metro's "Edison, the Man," will be heavy
on light,—and very odd light, too. G-E
engineers are going to open a flask of

frozen light, and also a bottle of "fire-

fly" light when the parade reaches the

West Orange Town Hall reviewing stand.

Both types of light are so scientifically

screwy that research engineers are try-

ing to find 3 use for them,—and it looks

as though they've found one.

Ratification of Dotninion Clearance Reforms
to he Discussed at Toronto Ifteeting iffay 22

Toronto— Film Section of the Toronto Board of Trade will hold a further meeting
May 22 to consider ratification of proposed plans for clearance reforms in the Dominion,
including the establishment of a national appeal board.

Gov't Queries Moskowitz Columbus Protects Exhibs.

on Indie Clearance Kicks from Slot Machine Movies

(.Continued from Page 1)

tion in the D of J's equity suit.

John F. Clagett, U. S. attorney con-
ducting the examination, also turned
his attention to alleged complaints
made by the Century circuit in the
Metropolitan area.
Moskowitz stated that Century had

made a number of complaints in the
days of the NRA, but that Loew's
had had no difficulty on that score
during the last two seasons. The
witness described the operations of
his company in securing product,
and claimed that there was no dif-

ference in his method of purchas-
ing M-G-M films and others. Asked
whether he ever had any trouble
in making a deal with M-G-M, he
retorted, "Certainly, they've given
me these gray hairs." He contin-
ued, saying, "my department likes

to make a good showing and besides
I'm not going to let those people
upstairs in M-G-M make a sucker
out of me."

Clagett then asked whether Mos-
kowitz had gone to Nicholas M.
Schenck on difficulties with M-G-M,
to which he replied, "Oh, he knows
they're tough." Continuing in this

vein, Moskowitz said, "A poor
Metro picture, if there is a poor
Metro picture, gets no better treat-

ment than any other picture." But
he added that he preferred M-G-M
"because it has better product than
any other company."
When Moskowitz was questioned

on overage and underage and wheth-
er his department equalized them
in its deals with other distributors,
he countered by asking what these
terms meant. Clagett stated that
they had been defined in the Gov-
ernment's petition. Moskowitz re-

plied, "I haven't ever read the Gov-
ernment's petition." John W. Davis,
Loew's attorney, then interjected,

"It's very interesting literature; we
learned a few facts about the mo-
tion picture industry."

Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's
president, is expected to testify

sometime this week, it was stated.

New York Schools to Use
Pix as Teaching Auxiliary

Board of Superintendents of the
N. Y. public schools has approved a

plan to use 16 mm. sound films as

an auxiliary to present teaching
methods. Board of Education also

is expected to okay the project and
films will probably be included in

many elementary and high schools
starting with the September term.

Prints Lost In Sinking

Stockholm (By Cable)—Prints of

Warners' "The Return of Dr. X"
were on the Sando when the vessel

struck a mine off the coast.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing this the first city in the coun-
try to offer protection to established

theaters against competition from
tele and coin-operated projectors.

Ordinance increases the yearly
fee for operators from $1 to $25
and permits booth apprentices.

Amendment to give exhibs. equal
representation with the lATSE on

the licensing board comes before

the council today.

Gordon, Goetz to Confer

on Production on Coast

(Continued from Page 1)

ences regarding their future pic-

ture commitments for RKO release.

Goetz flies out tomorrow.
The Gordon-Goetz combination has

three more pictures to deliver to

RKO under present contracts.

Whether "The American Way" will

be made or set back is expected to

be determined during the Coast par-

leys. Two other stories are being
considered.

Screen Publicists Would
Control Pix Press Agents

(Continued from Page 1)

ganization would claim jurisdiction

over motion picture press agents,
exploiteers and advertising men
throughout the country, it was
learned Friday. The national council,

to be elected by the membership,
would be empowered to grant or sus-

pend local charters.

Doob and Associates Dine

Art Schmidt on Departure

Oscar A. Doob and members of

the Loew's Theater Home Office Ad-
vertising Department tendered a

farewell dinner at Leone's to Art
Schmidt who left the Loew staff after

seven years to join the Metro force

as publicity manager under Howard
Dietz.

Among those present were: Ernie
Emerling, Anna D. Ellmer, Eddie
Dowden, Teddy Arnow, Philip Bes-
ser. Sam Coolick, Cai-yl Dannen-
berg, Arthur Egberts. Abe Fishman,
Carl Fishman. Robert Frankl, Ger-
trude Gelbin. Leon Goodman, How-
ard Haik, A. R. Hamerslag, Sol

Handwerger, Arthur Herschmann,
Gertrude Katz. May Levintan, Al
Lippe, Pete McCarty, Helen Man-
heimer, Henry Marcus. S. Leonard
Mayer, Joseph Moeller, Robert
Rigby, Tom Rogers, Ben Serkowich,
Bert Shopenn, Jeri-y Sager, Herman
Silver, Irving Snyder, Stanley Stem,
Arnold Stimmel. Morty Tauber, H.
R. Van Zandt, Dorothy Yavner.
Eddie Dowden was toastmaster.

HOUSE NEELY HEARIN

MAY END IN A WEi

(Continued from Page \)

hearings last throughout each d

the testimony can be concluded
a week.

Not moie than a dozen prop

ents of the anti-block-br" ''ing

are scheduled to appeal^ ore

committee, and it is beiieved

many that the measure's advoca
can complete their side of the ci

!

Minneapolis — Recurrence of Al
Steffes's recent illness will prevent hint

from attending the Neely bill hearings

in Washington this week. The North-
west Allied leader was scheduled to

testify in favor of the measure.

in three days. Abram F. My«
Allied general counsel, is expec

to close, rather than open, the

guments for the passage of the I

Opponents of the bill on Fric

did not expect to present their

guments until Monday, May 20,

if the proponents rush through tb

testimony, it is possible that

anti-Neely delegation will start tb

action late this week.

Early speakers for the bill

expected to be Sidney Samueb
Nathan Yamins, Katherine Lyfc

Mrs. Mary Bannerman and Col.

A. Cole.

Charges Neely Foes Have
Sought for House Pressure

San Francisco—Charges that

ponents of the Neely block-booki

bill have sought to bring dowr
tidal wave of protesting letters

Congress through an offer of "t

days off with pay" to theater e

ployes for five such missives w
ten by friends are published in

Cinema Forum, new quarterly

the MP Research Council.

Charges are made by Mrs. Effli

ham B. Sutton, the Council's Leg

lative Chairman for California, v

attacks "the super-colossal c«i

paign of opposition" by the MPPj
and reviews what she describes!

moves in that campaign.
^

First issue of the Cinema For

devotes considerable space to

article, "The Movies, Their Gul

dians and Social Progress" by St^i

ford U's Prof. Daniel M. Menddl

witz who sees enactment of

Neely bill—termed "a major disrm

tion" of the industry—assuring
'

creased freedom for the artist-/

ducer."

Beery and Borax . . .

Blossom On Broadway
Jaded Broadwayites went ga-ga Friday

noon as they witnessed a Death Valley

borax wagon wending its way down the

taxi-infested Main Stem, with mule-skm-

ner-garbed film star Wallace Beery guiding

the vehicle. Thousands lined the street

to witness the strange sight. Accompany-

ing Beery and the borax-bearer were fyo

bands and a flock of new autos which

the World's Fair used Saturday as open-

ing day giveaways. M-C-M staged th^

parade which was terrific bally for wal-

Iv's new opus, "20 Mule Team," at the

Capitol.
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Claims For Neely Bill Find House Committee Curious

12 FORlA IN 1940-411ILL COST $31000,000

aciFic Coast Conference Plans National Duals Drive
can to Contact Exhibitor

Jnits, PTA's Throughout
the U. S.

By RALPH WILK
fast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — The Pacific Coast
Jference of Independent Theater
J lers means business in its drive
:(|3liminate duals.

nnouncement is made that L. 0.
an, chairman of the PCC's com-
tee on duals, will make a na-
i-wide tour of exhib. organiza-
s and Parent-Teachers Associa-

l (Continued on Page 3)

:W TEMPLE DEALS

ALKED WITH MAJORS

icture deals for Shirley Temple
: under discussion with several
'ors, Frank Orsatti, her agent,
:losed yesterday. The Temple
tract with 20th-Fox was settled
r the week-end, and "Young Peo-
!' will be her final starrer for the
'ipany. Any future deals will

be effected before 1941 and will
ifor single pictures. Not more
n three features over a two year
I

(Continued on Page 11)

j>nston Denies Schwab,

i Roosevelt Are Leaving Co.

I) t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
-lollywood—Edward H. Schwab,
^

irman of Samuel Bronston Pro-

j

tions' executive committee, denied
jifiors he was resigning. President
inuel Bronston branded as false

i

'eport that James Roosevelt is
I'ing the company to join a major

lifit.

jykendall Raps Two-Part
' Plan for "Heaven" Release

'aced with the releasing problem
sented by the fact that "All This
Heaven, Too" as previewed runs
roximately 20,000 feet in length,
rners are asking exhibs. and the

{Continued on Page 11)

Filmland's Only Fixed Star Attraction
Will Be Held at Glen Oahs on June 11

Despite the European war, the Government equity action, the Neely bill, percentages,

et al, also etc., the only really permanent thing in the industry will take place on
Tuesday, June 11 . . . that grandest of filmland's events,—THE FILM DAILY'S Annual
Golf Tournament! The course selected is nearby and ultra-convenient Glen Oaks Golf

and Country Club, Great Neck, L. I. This year's tourney, the 28th, will be the last

word in gala divot-digging and grand fellowship for it marks an anniversary. Just 20

years ago the first of the series wa5 held.

$2,900,000 IN BONDS

RETIRED BY SELZNIGK

Retirement of an issue of 3 per
cent debentures of Selznick Inter-

national in the amount of $2,900,000
will be started tomorrow by the
Bank of America, continuing the

company's policy of realignment, it

was learned yesterday. Retirement
of the bonds leave 2,043 shares of

class A common; 1,485 shares of
(Continued on Page 6)

Will Seek Further Delay

in Adelphi Trust Action

Chicago — Further delay in the
Adelphi anti-trust suit against B &
K and the majors will be sought by
plaintiff's counsel at the scheduled
hearing tomorrow.

Illinois Allied seeks to defer ac-

tion until a decision comes down in
(Continued on Page 11)

15T NEW SEASON

PIX READY BY SEPT. 1

Atlantic City—Fifteen of Univer-
sal's new season pictures will be
completed and in the exchanges by
Sept. 1, President Nate Blumberg
told Eastern division sales represen-
tatives at the closing session of the
company's convention here yester-
day. Cliff Work, studio head, said

five of the 15 would be top bracketed
productions.
Having completed the commit-

(Continued on Page 11)

$167,528 "Letty Lynton"

Judgment is Satisfied

Judgment for a total of $167,528,
filed in the plagiarism suit of Ed-
ward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer
Barnes against M-G-M Pictures
Corp., M-G-M Distributing Corp.,

Loew's, Inc., and Culver Export Co.,
(Continued on Page 3)

Civic Groups Press for Neely Bill s

Enactment as House*s Hearing Opens
Coast's Studios Sending

10 More Before Cameras

IVcsf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —

- Ten pictures are
scheduled to go into production this

week.
At Columbia: "Military Academy"

with Bobby Jordon, Tommy Kelly,
David Holt, Jack Searl: "the Du-

(Continued on Page 11)

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washiugtnn Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Arguments for the
Neely bill predicated on the conten-
tion that it is in essence an "open
sesame" to free community selec-

tion of its film entertainment drew
repeated questions from members
of the House Interstate Commerce
Committee as it opened public hear-

(Continued on Page 6)

Six More on Current Program
Also Available, Says

Silverstone

A minimum of 22 pictures, repre-
senting an investment of almost
$30,000,000, constitutes UA's 1940-

41 program,
Murray Sil-

verstone,
c m p any's
top exec, an-
nounced a t

the opening
session of
UA's East-
ern conven-
tion at the
Waldorf-As-
toria yester-
day.
Six pic-

tures, left

over from
the current pi'ogram, additionally

(Continued on Page 6)

MURRAY SILVERSTONE

N. M. SCHENGK EXAM.

SLATED FOR THURSDAY

Pending confirmation, the pre-
trial exainination of Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc.,

in the Government's equity action
against the majors, has been set for
Thursday at 10 a.m., the U. S. At-
torney's office announced yesterday.
No other examinations are sched-
uled for this week.

Would Extend Theatrical

Taxes to Slot Machine Pix

IVnsliington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — In a resolution

against coin-in-slot movies, Allied's
board of directors voted over the

(Continued on Page 6)

Fewer European Pix Insure

Continued U. S. Foreign Biz

Shortage of European-made pic-
tures will insure the continuation of
American film companies* activities

(Continued on Page 3)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 91/5 9 SVs
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 6 47/8 4% -

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 20 19'/8 191/8 -

Con. Fm. Ind ^A % %
Con, Fm, Ind. pfd.. . 9 82/4 S'/s

East. Kodak 151 1/4 148 148
do pfd
Gen, Th. Eq llVs 91/2 91/2

Loew's, Inc 32% 283-4 283A
do pfd 1077/8 1077/8 1073/8

Paramount 6% SVi 63/4

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 83^ 8 8

Pathe Film 10 9 9
RKO 1 1 1

20th Century-Fox . . 7% 7 7

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 93 88 88
Warner Bros 3 25/8 25/8

do pfd 43 43 43

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref, 6s46 IO234 IO214 IO21/4

Loew's deb. 31/2S46..103 1003/, 10034
Para, B'way 3s55
Para, Picts. 6s55
Para, Picts, cv, 3'As47
RKO 6s41 50 50 50
Warner Bros,' dbs,6s48 871/2 851/2 85'/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % % %
Sonotone Corp 134 15/8 15/8

Technicolor 14 M^A M^A
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc, 53/8 4% 45/8

Universal Picts

N, Y, OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea, Realty 6s 1st '47

Met, Playhouse, Inc, 2nd deb. '45,, 68
Roxy Thea. BIdg, 4s 1st '57 66'/4

- %
_'5"

Va
23/4

2
21/2

IV4

70
68 1/4

ATTENTION r

Young man with four years experience as

assistant manager, manager and promotional

work desires new connection in similar

capacity. Interview and references upon

request. Write Box 1900, The Film Daily,

1501 Broadway, New York City.

Circuit Limitation Trial

Postponed in Arkansas

Moriilton, Ark. — Trial of the
Chancery Court suit of Malco Thc-
atcis, Inc., owners of the Rialto
here, to enjoin the city of Morrilton
from enforcing' provisions of two
ordinances, was agreed upon by at-

torne.vs. One ordinance seeks to

regulate the number of theaters that
one person, firm or corporation may
operate in the city. The other seeks
to impose a chair tax, in addition to

a regular license fee, on film houses
with more than 300 chairs.

City of Morrilton has filed a de-
murrer to the complaint, which will

probably be heard in June.

Mills, Henigson Confer
on Globe's Production

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Mills, President

of the Mills Novelty Company, Chi-
cago, and his brother Heyden Mills,

are here discussing' production line-

up of nickel-in-the-slot films which
James Roosevelt's Globe Produc-
tions will make for them. Discus-
sions are being held with Henry
Henigson, Globe's associate producer
who will be in charge of the mak-
ing of the "briefies."

Zanuck, Johnson Confer
on "Chad Hanna" Filming

Departure of Darryl F, Zanuck,
20th-Fox production chief, for the
Coast Saturday was preceded by a

conference with Nunnally Johnson,
associate producer and screen wri-
ter, on the script and production of
"Chad Hanna," planned as a major
1940-41 feature. Johnson accom-
panied Zanuck to the Coast.

National Film Carriers

to Elect Officers Today

National Film Carriers' seventh
annual convention will close at the
Park Central today. Election of of-

ficers is scheduled for this morning.
Discussion was held yesterday on
new ICC safety rulings.

"Ecstasy" Hearing Here
Albany, N. Y. — The "Ecstasy"

mandamus proceedings against Cen-
sor Irwin Esmond are scheduled for
the Special Sessions of the Supreme
Court in New York City today, in-

stead of in Albany. Eureka Produc-
tions is the petitioner. Charles
Brind, director of the State Educa-
tion Law Department, will appear
for the respondent.

Permit for Memphis Carrier
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—The ICC has grant-
ed permission to The Film Transit
Company of Memphis, Tenn., to han-
dle film shipments fi-om Memphis
to points in Tennessee, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Arkansas and Missouri.

New Hampton, la., Monopoly
Ordinance is Voted Down

New Hampton, la. — The City
Council voted down, 4 to 2, a pro-
|)osed "Monopoly" ordinance that
would have regulated the number
of theaters in the city.

The ordinance, drawn for the New
Hampton volunteer fire department,
would have allowed but one house.
The fire department owns the Fire-
men's theater, now leased to Harry
Heiman for a 10-year period at $300
a month. E. C. Potter, operator of

the house for the last 18 years had
been paying only $175 a month un-
til outbid by Herman.

Potter contemplates building a
new theater across the street and
one-half block away from the Fire-
men's building.

Calif. Exhibs. Fearful

of New Time, Admish Tax

Sacramento — Special session of

the State Legislature, opening yes-
terday, finds the industry concerned
over the proposal for daylight saving
and the possibility that new tax
measures will include an admission
levy.

Tom Fizdale, Inc., to Handle
Promotion on Several Para. Pix

Paramount has retained Tom Fiz-
dale, Inc., to augment the company's
regular publicity and exploitation
department in handling promotion
work on a limited number of pictures,
Robert Gillham, director of adver-
tising- and publicity, announced yes-
terday.

In explaining the assignment, Gill-

ham said that Paramount planned to

increase its advertising budget for
the new season to the largest in the
company's history.

Warner Theaters to Shift

District Office to Elmira

Albany — Warner Bros. Theaters
will shift its district office from
Jamestown to Elmira in late June,
according to M. A. Silver, zone man-
ager. Silver will hold a district

meeting here today.

SMPE to Hear Lorance
D. T. Lorance of Erpi will pre-

sent a paper, titled "Signal-Noise
Ratio in Recording Methods and
Technique,—Past, Present, and Pre-
dictions for the Future," tomorrow
at 8 p.m., as the feature of the
SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section meet-
ing in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Board of Managers ^^nll meet at

6 p.m.

UAC To Pay 40 Cents
Montreal — Directors of United

Amusement Corp., Ltd., have de-
clared a dividend of 40 cents a share
for the quarter ended April 30, pay-
able May 31 to shareholders of rec-

ord May 14.
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S. CHARLES EINFELD, Warners' ad. ,

chieftain, leaves the Coast today by i

New York. He will stop oft in Scut
Ind., for several days to confer on "1

of Knute Rockne" with members ot the

family and officials of Notre Dame.

MICHAEL CURTIZ is stoppin,—-' the W
STANLEY FIELDS a

to the Coast after a
Sherry Netherland

MRS. ALFRED HITCHCOCK arrived hctc

terday from Europe on the Manhattan.

REGINALD ARMOUR, RKO manager in El

also arrived on the Manhattan.

MARY PICKFORD flew to the Coast
day, returning here the first part of ne>

SOL WURTZEL returned to the Coast
the week-end.

NUNNALLY JOHNSON has returned to \

wood to resume his production activiti

20th-Fox.

N. P. RATHVON, chairman of the RKO
IS on the Coast.

WALTER BRANSON, RKO district

in Chicago, has returned there after a

in Hot Springs,

MRS, RICHARD McCLURE, president
Chicago Better Films Council, has
there after a two weeks' stay on the C

DR, HERBERT T. KALMUS, prexy of

color, has left New York for Boston inc

return here early next week.

WALTER J, HUTCHINSON, director o'
'

distribution for 20th-Fox, has posfpc
European trip. He was scheduled to h,

by Clipper tomorrow.

JOHN GARFIELD leaves for Hollywood
by car.

EVELYN NACE, niece of Harry Nace, Ph
exhib., left yesterday for Phoenix after a

to New York and the Fair.

JULES BERNSTEIN of Loew's Theater,
onto, in town, visiting his family and fti

in the Loew home office,

MRS. IRVING LINER, wife of Fabian's Pi

Theater manager in Troy, is in New York
ing.

C. R. (DAISY) HALLIGAN, former RKO h
manager in Albany, is visiting friends theft

BEN SMITH of Pam-O-Film has return<

Albany from a Canadian vacation.

Gordon Asks $2,150,000

Balm In Five Actii:

Five suits which seek a total

$2,150,000 and an accounting',
filed yesterday in the N. Y.

preme Court by Taylor Goil

against 20th-Fox Film Corp., c

Steinbeck, Viking Press, Inc.,
j

Pascal Covici. No complaint
been filed, but it is reported
the suits claim plagiarism in

book and film, "Grapes of Wra*'

CURTAIN CONTROL &TRAGi|

^UuiJz o^
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i67,528 "LYNTON"

1UDGMENT SATISFIED

(Continued front Page 1)

satisfied yesterday in the Fed-
•il Court. Satisfaction brought to

) i lose litigation which started in

^^fn \^^^ which went to the
-. Siv7» ^e Court once and the

uit Court twice. Suit claimed
n ingement of plaintiff's play,

'Jihonored Lady," in the film

'Jtty Lynton."

W Bibliography to Show
Work During May 20-24

otion Picture Bibliography, a
of the New York City WPA

iers' Project, will exhibit its

k at 345 Hudson St., during the

,V|k May 20-24.

The Film as Art," the first of

three-volume annotated Film In-

being compiled by the New York
WPA Writers' Project under

sponsorship of the Museum of

Jern Art Film Library, has been
'' pleted and is in the hands of the
) Ushers, the H. W. Wilson Co.
irjjxing is now under way. The

• nd volume will cover "The Film
Industry" and the third, "The
1 in Society." Together, the
e volumes will form the first

I loritative guide to the literature

tlhe motion picture.

^^1 Dave Elman Sues WB
uit against Warner Bros. Inc.

National Screen Service, Inc.,

aght by Dave Elman, owner of
radio program "Hobby Lobby,"

' revealed yesterday in the N. Y.
leme Court. Elman asks for

iJiages and an accounting, claim-
ii that the defendants unfairly
iijlpeted with his program in the
3 sentation and publicizing of their

'Everybody's Hobby."

I Censors Irk Hizzoner
Milwaukee—Mayor Carl F. Zeid-

j

objected to a clean bill of health
m "The Primrose Path" here by

I

city motion picture commission
has asked that the commission

fnsider its approval of the film,

ph opened at Fox's Palace May 8.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 14

Frank Glllmore Archie Cottier

Billie Dove Arthur W. Eddy

Maude Fulton Robert J. Benjamin

ALONG THE

WITH PML M. DALTi
• • • BETWEEN business sessions oi UA's annual convention. . . .

which opened yes'day at the local Waldorf-Astoria Harry L. Gold,

company's vice-prexy and Eastern general sales manager hosted

a luncheon in the colorful Sert Room for sales solons who have

hied hither from some 20 key cities of the U. S. and Canada plus

scribes of the trade and daily press Perched on the dais with Host

Harry were Murray Silverslone, Mary Pickford, L. J. Schlaifer (who'll

wield the gavel at the corresponding three-day meeting commencing Fri-

day at Chicago's Congress Hotel) Harry D. Buckley, Lynn Famol,

Hal Roach, Sol Lesser, Dennis F. O'Brien, and Douglas Parmentier

Among the feed-baggers roundabout who sailed through the di-

versified lineup from melon to Java were Arthur W. Kelly. Charley

and Bert Stearn, Paul N. Lazarus, Dave Prince, H. M. Masters, and Moe

Streimer

T T
• • # ABOUT the festive boards likewise were Monroe
Greenthal, Al Margolies, Sammy Cohen, Arthur Silverstone

Bert Champion, H. J. Muller, Charley Steele, N. A. Thompson,

Walt Gould, T. P. Mulrooney Len Daly, Phil Dow, Seymour
Poe, S. W. McGrath, Jack Wrege, George Roth Abe Dick-

stein, Bob Hilton, Earl Denison, Bob Goldfarb, R. G. Sidley

while producers' representatives included Jim Mulvey, Emanuel
Silverstone, Lowell Calvert, Harry Kosiner, J. J. Milstein

and the trade press big-wigs were Jack Alicoate, Chester B. Bahn,

Red Kann, Chick Lewis, Sam Shain, Terry Ramsaye aug-

mented by Bill Ornstein, Al Steen, Sherry Kane, et al Tom
Pryor and Bosley Crowther represented the N. Y. Times; Dorothy

Masters, Daily News; Ben Cohn, Brooklyn Eagle; Toby Wiant,

Associated Press; Irene Thirer, Evening Post; and Leo Mishkin,

Morning Telegraph

T
• • • DURING the luncheon nooze was plentiful the

UA-ites issuing a Convention Extra plus spot wor bulletins plugging

the Alfred Hitchcock production. "Foreign Correspondent" which

the trade'U get via the courtesy of Mister Walter Wanger

T T y
• • • LAST midnight the 20th-Fox contingent and a

platoon of important scribes trekked outa N. Y. for the Pitts-

burgh end of the dual premieres of "Lillian Russell" Despite

the proximity of the Smoky City to our own Film Row Clin-

ton, Iowa, is making itself heard very decidedly , too, via its privi-

lege to co-curtain-raise the opus nationally That Mid-West
community is cinema cookoo in anticipation of the event and
yesterday launched the three-day celebration which the film's

debut will climax Some idea of the fever heat prevailing

there is furnished via The Clinton Herald which de-

votes its entire front page to the premiere of the celluloid

biog. of Clinton's most famous daughter and clarions with an

eight-colyum head: "Lillian Russell Comes Home" —and

then goes on with 18 additional pages devoted to the great glamour

gal! Lillian's Dad founded and published The Clinton Herald.

T T
• • • LATEST of the items anent Thursday night's sextuple pre-

mieres in the nearby Oranges of Metro's "Edison, the Man"

reveal that the production's director, Clarence Brown is on-comin'

by plane from the Coast Other celebs who'll be on deck are Spen-

cer Tracy (due tomorrow on the Century) Rita Johnson, Secretary

of the Navy Charles Edison, Gov. and Mrs. Harry A. Moore U, S.

Minister to Canada James H. R. Cromwell, and Mrs. Cromwell Mrs.

Harvey S. Firestone, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Firestone, Jr., and Mrs. Edison-

Hughes, wife of the late Wizard of Menlo Park

PGG PLANS NATIONAL

DRIVE AGAINST DUALS

(Continued from Page 1)

tions in the fight to stamp out dou-
ble features.
The PCC's recommendations and

resolutions on trade practices will

be presented to distribs. in a "con-
ciliatory manner" in order to secure
fair and equitable recognition, it

was said yesterday by Robert H.
Poole, executive secretary.

Fewer European Pix Insure

Continued U. S. Foreign Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

in Europe despite events which have
disrupted normal conditions, in the
opinion of Reginald Armour, RKO's
European general manager, who ar-
rived yesterday on the Washington, i

Armour said film shipments and
the reorganization of office staffs due
to mobilization were two major prob-
lems facing American distributors,
adding that RKO had lost several
print shipments when ships carrying
film were sunk. Holland, which form-
ei'ly was the print terminal for all

points in Europe, has been abandoned
as a shipping center. Armour said.

The situation in Europe will

necessitate an entirely new formula
of doing business overseas. Armour
predicted, but what the formula will

be is not known.
Armour is here to confer with Phil

Reisman, foreign department head,
and to attend the company's conven-
tion opening at the Waldorf-Astoria
on May 27.

Would Stop Itinerants*

Use of Uncensored Films

Columbus, 0.—Members of the

ITO of Ohio will keep a close watch
on films used by itinerants operat-

ing in the state this summer to pre-

vent the use of prints that have not
been passed by the Ohio censors.

Only a small percentage of film used
by itinerants has been approved in

the past, it is charged.

Son Born to the Ed Finneys
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A seven-and-a-half

pound son was born yesterday to
Monogram Producer Ed Finney and
Mrs. Finney.

'^^EdisoUf the Man"
Opens in 6 Houses

Demand for tickets to Thursday's
premiere showings In the Oranges, N. J.,

of "Edison, the Man" has been so

super-colossal that Metro execs, have
arranged for the picture to bow in six

houses in these communities instead of

the four stands originally scheduled.

Added houses are the Colonial, Orange,

and the State, West Orange. The four

houses which were sold out an hour
after ticket sales commenced are the

Hollywood, East Orange; Cameo, South

Orange; Palace, Orange; and Windsor,

West Orange.
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JEROME COWAN • GEORGE TOBIAS • Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wold • A Warner Bros.- First National Picture
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UA'S 22 FOR '40-41

TO COST 30 MILLION

(Continued from Page 1)

will, be available for next season,

Silverstone fui'ther stated.

Originally, the convention was in-

formed, the company contemplated
about 30 productions for 1940-41,

but the number was pared to 22 at

conferences with producer's.

Thirteen producers are scheduled
to contribute to the new program.
They are Charles Chaplin, Samuel
Goldwyn, Alexander Korda, David
O. Selznick, Walter Wanger, Edward
Small, Hal Roach, Sol Lesser, Ernst
Lubitsch, David Loew-Albert Lewin,
James Roosevelt, Richard Rowland
and Gabriel Pascal. It was pointed

out that lineup represents the cost-

liest group of pictures in the com-
pany's history.

Chaplin Title Still Not Set

The pictures and their producers
are as follows:

Charles Chaplin: Completed and
now being edited is his first picture

in four years, still tentatively known
as "Production No. 6."

Samuel Goldwyn: "The West-
erner," with Gary Cooper and direc-

tion by William Wyler.
Alexander Korda: "The Thief of

Bagdad," "Womanhunt," starring

Vivien Leigh; "Lady in the Dark,"
starring Merle Oberon.
David 0. Selznick: Two pictures

as yet not determined.
Walter Wanger: "Foreign Corre-

spondent," an Alfred Hitchcock
production, now nearing completion;
"The Long Voyage Home," a John
Ford production.
Edward Small: "The Corsican

Brothers," by Alexander Dumas.
Five From Hal Roach

Hal Roach: "Road Show"; "Nia-
gara Falls"; "Topper Returns," se-

quel to previous Topper stories;

"The Unholy Horde," with Lon Cha-
ncy, Jr., and "Broadway Limited,"
featuring Victor McLaglen and Vic-
tor Mature.

Sol Lesser: Story now in prepara-
tion; no title listed.

Ernst Lubitsch: Announcement
expected shortly.

David Loew-Albert Lewin: "Flot-
sam," by Erich Remarque; "Night
Music," based on Clifford Odets'
play.

Richard Rowland: "Cheers for
for Miss Bishop."
James Roosevelt: "Pot 0' Gold,"

featuring Horace Heidt's ork.

Gabriel Pascal: "Major Barbara,"
by George Bernard Shaw.

Goldwyn Speaks Today
The Eastern convention continues

in session here today and tomor-
row with Harry Gold, Eastern sales

head, presiding at all sessions. Con-
vention program today calls for an
address by Sam Goldwyn, among
others.

Civic Groups Press for Neely BilPs

Enactment as House Hearing Opens
(Continued

ings here yesterday on the contro-
versial block-booking measure.

Constant references to "commu-
nity freedom" and "community se-
lection" by Mrs. Mary T. Banner-
man, speaking for the MP Research
Council, stirred committee interest,
and brought demands for specific
definition of the terms.

Lyle H. Boren (D., Okla.) stated
that his mail has indicated that bet-
ter quality pictures are shown by
producer-owned theaters. Mrs. Ban-
nerman admitted that the quality
of films has improved since 1934,
but insisted they still needed cor-
rection.

"Local theater men want to please
the public," she said, "but block-
booking stops them." The public
taste is above that of Hollywood,
she stated adding that the art is

stifled by the present industry set-

up.
Minority Question Pressed

In reply to Mrs. Bannerman's
statement that the great majority
of the public is behind the measure,
Rep. Elmer J. Ryan (D., Minn.)
stated that Congress has had much
experience with organized minorities
which posed as majorities and in-

quired if her expressions could rep-
resent such a minority.
Henry R. Atkinson, member of

the legal committee working for the
bill, attempted to answer questions
on what was meant by "community
freedom." He stated in reply to re-
peated questions by Rep. Carl Hin-
show (R., Calif.) as to how such
community participation would work,
that the community would make its

wishes known through co-operation
with the exhibitor and through the
box-office if the exhibitor did not fol-

low "community choice."
Atkinson was interrupted as he

charged exhibitors were being han-
dicapped in presenting moral pic-

tures by Hinshaw who asked, "is the
exhibitor interested in what the pub-
lic wants or his box-office?" "It is

the same thing," Atkinson replied.
See Hearings Prolonged

Attempts to shorten the hearings
announced by the committee, ap-
peared to be waning when it was
learned that the civic groups expect
to present seven to eight hours of
testimony. This time will be in ad-

from Page 1)

dition to the arguments of the ex-

hibitors and producer groups, rep-

resenting both pros and cons.

Mrs. Bannerman, who made the

opening statement for the civic

groups, listed four reasons why the

committee should approve the bill.

They were:
1. The American community

is entitled to select its own en-

tertainment, which is forbidden
now under present practices.

2. The motion picture is one
of the most powerful educa-
tional forces in existence today
and must be so used as to pro-

tect children.

3. The measure will help re-

store competition within the in-

dustry and will result in better
pictures being presented to the
public.

4. The bill will help indepen-
dents and allow others to enter
the business which is now a mo-
nopoly.

The views of the 33 groups for

which she spoke are embodied in

these four principles Mrs. Banner-
man said, although there is differ-

ence of opinion within the various
groups on certain points.

Hearing. Resumes Today
Chairman Lea adjourned the hear-

ing during Atkinson's testimony to

allow the committee to go into ex-

ecutive session. It resumes this

morning with proponents continuing
their testimony. Tentative list of

those to be heard as given by Mrs.
Bannerman follows:

Mrs. Harriet Ahlers Houdlette,
American Association of University
Women; Helen Atwater, American
Home Economic Association; Mary
Lepper, Association for Childhood
Education; Mrs. Sina M. Stanton,
Council of Women for Home Mis-
sions; Mrs. Marguerite T. Fisher,
Girls' Friendly Society of U. S. A.;
Elizabeth Eastman, MP Research
Council; Mrs. James W. Irving, Na-
tional Board, Young Women's Chris-
tian Association; Fred Brenckman,
Washington representative, National
Grange. Dr. Izora Scott, WCTU;
Mrs. Robert Noble, Service Star
Legion, Inc.; Mrs. Joy Elmer Mor-
gan, Women's Home Missionary So-
ciety Methodist Church.

McEvoy in Lead
Ed McEvoy's East Central dis-

trict led all other RKO districts
during the first of the two final

weeks of the Ned Depinet drive.

American Artists to Depict

Characters in Wanger Film
I

Plan has been worked out by Wal-

1

ter Wanger with the Associated I

American Artists group whereby
Thomas Benton, Grant Wood and a
number of other prominent Amer-
ican painters will depict in oil the
characters from Wanger's produc-
tion of Eugene O'Neil's "The Long
Voyage Home," it was announced
last night. Artists will do their
work in special studios during the
filming of the picture, with a num-
ber of innovations to be introduced.

Special Pathe News Reel

Pathe News has prepai-ed a spe-
cial pre-release reel giving a survey
of the current phases of the Euro-
pean war with an analysis by Maj.
George Fielding Eliot, military ex-
pert. Reel was released over the
week-end.

Scyamore Without Films
Scyamore, 111.—Closing of the Far-

go theater, operated by the Scyamore
Amusement Co., leaves this town of

4,000 without films. Fargo closed
as GWTW run ended.

$2,900,000 IN BONDS

RETIRED BY SELZNI

(Continued from Page I)

class B common; and 29,000 s

of special stock outstanding.
Revenues accruing from GW

are being used to retir^^^e boj

Future operating policiejT j^the ci

pany are still under distdssion
tween John Hay Whitney, bo
chairman, David 0. Selznick,
fi-om the Coast, and other execs,

Would Extend Theatrical

Taxes to Slot Machine

(Continued from Page 1)

week-end to wage a campaign wl
would place such devices under
supervision of all laws, making
erns, cafes, etc., in which the mo"
are shown, subject to regulati
and taxes now imposed on theat
The board also decided to com

all available data relative to econo
conditions, caused by the war,
to present the information to

national Allied convention in Chic
next month.

Expect Big Turnout at Jew
Relief Fund Luncheon May

4

Reservation for the annual lur

eon of the Amusement Division
the United Jewish Appeal for Bj

gees and Overseass Need to be
~

at the Hotel Astor on May 2 _
coming in at a gratifying rate, it"

announced yesterday by David B*

stein, chairman, and Maj. All

Warner, co-chairman of the divis'

Guest of honor and principal spea

at the luncheon will be Rabbi A
Hillel Silver, national chainnan
the United Jewish Appeal.

Also serving as division officers

the Amusement Division are Bar
Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg,
Cohn, Joseph M. Schenck, Nich«

M. Schenck, Murray Silverstone
Lee Shubert.

Sam Davies Dies
Samuel Davies, formerly m

nance superintendent for RKO
aters, died last week-end. D_
retird four years ago after hav

spent 26 years with RKO

Mammons Wins Trophy
E. W. Hammons' sloop, P

Winds, won the international t
series off Larchmont over the we

end, which gave the Educatic
president the Sparkman trophy.

Drive to Honor Piatt

Chicago—Marking the 10th m
versary of Supervisor Abe Piatt

& K managers in the northwest
area are staging a 10 days' dr

starting Thursday.

"Comrade X" as Re-maki
U'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA
Hollywood — Metro will rem!

"Clear All Wires" as "Comrade
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Today — even in the face of difficult

times and restricted markets — United

Artists holds its 21 year leadership

firmly, with the largest number of dis-

tinguished producers in its history.

These producers realize that today,

more than ever, outstanding produc-

tions are needed and will continue to

back their judgment with their own

personal fortunes and resources in the

creation of the finest product our or-

ganization has ever been privileged to

handle. With complete freedom for

individuality, their plans for the

1940-41 season will give an impetus to

the box office of theatres everywhere.

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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5 "U" NEW SEASON

PIX READY BY SEPT. 1

(Contiiiurd from Pagr 1)

s for the current season, Blum-
said the next three months

Lild be open entirely for the start-

of n""^ product, with six going
i 1 prcty *ion this week,
^monfe' che pictures which will

rt off the new season are "Seven
ners," with Marlene Dietrich;

hen the Daltons Rode," with
Iter Pidgeon, Kay Francis, Brian

I nlevy, Andy Devine and others;

ttle Bit of Heaven," first of two
ria Jean stories, and "Back
eet," the Fannie Hurst novel,

tushes of "Boys From Syracuse"
e shown to the delegates yester-

The home office contingent
an leaving for New York last

ht.

J ykendall Raps Two-Part
Plan for "Heaven" Release

(Continued from Page 1)

f ilic to decide whether to split the
ture into two parts or give it

r 3t might be dubbed GWTW treat-

r at. Meaning two-and-three-a-day
wings, extended runs, advanced
;es, etc.

Lt the instigation of Grad Sears,
will be trade shown to exhibs.
very exchange center within the
t two weeks and their opinions
ght. Additionally, public's reac-

l 1 will be asked via trailers. In-
ntally, Warners will release three

< ilers plugging the version of

hel Field's best seller,

irst exhib. leader to register op-
ition to the two-part proposal
i Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,

^ 3 wired The Film Daily from
shington yesterday that he was
porously opposing" it. Kuyken-
1 said it would cause "a harmful
!ri-uption in the continuity." He
ed he was sure audiences gener-
r would also disapprove.

In registering this protest, I feel
t I am expressing the sentiments
many thousands of exhibitors,"
ykendall concluded.

reeman Welcomed Back
Springfield, Mass.—The Civic and

< sinessmen's Club gave a "wel-
% ie home" dinner to George Free-
n of the Loew-Poli last night at
Bridgeway Hotel. Freeman was
rated on in New York two months
) and has been on a long sick
ve.

fcene Murphy, recently assigned
I'i supervise Loew's out-of-town
rtfolio service, was married in
|icago on Friday to Mary Jacob-
11 of New York City. Ceremony

performed at St. Felicitas's
ijurch.

Silverstone Proposes Atvard to the Producer
Mahing Greatest Talent Contribution to Screen

An annual award for the producer who makes the greatest talent contribution to

the screen was suggested yesterday by Murray Silverstone at the United Artists conven-
tion luncheon. The plaque or statue would be donated by UA and other film companies
and the selection would be made by the newspaper critics, who were invited to set up
the necessary machinery.

Coast's Studios Sending

10 More Before Cameras

(Continued from Page 1)

rango Kid," a Charles Starrett west-
ern.

At Paramount: Harry Sherman's
"Doomed Caravan," starring William
Boyd.
At 20th-Fox: "The Bride Wore

Crutches" with Ted North, Lynne
Roberts, Robert Armstrong and
Lionel Stander.
At Universal: "Argentine Nights"

with Andrews Sisters.

At Warners: "River's End" with
Dennis Morgan and Elizabeth Earl.

At Republic "Scatterbrain" star-

ring Judy Canova with Eddie Foy,
Jr., Alan Mowbray, Isabel Jewell
Joseph Cawthorn, Ruth Donnelly and
Billy Gilbert; "Girl From God's
Country" with Chester Morris;
Carolina Moon" starring Gene Autry
with Smiley Burnette.
At Monogram: "The Last Alarm"

with Polly Ann Young and Warren
Hull.

Two New Suburban Film

Theaters for Wilmington

Wilmington, Del.—Two new the-
attrs, one north and one south of

Wilmington, are announced. In Edge
Moore Terrace, northern suburb, a

$100,000 film theater to seat 800 will

be included in a $1,500,000 suburban
business district. In Richardson
Park, to the south, construction of
a $120,000 building to house a 700-
seat film theater, a service station,

and a food store will start within a
month, it is announced by W. F.
Carvell, Sr., sponsor.

No RKO St. John Changes
St. John, N. B.—Emphatic denial

is made by Leslie L. Plottel, RKO
branch manager here, of reports that
staff changes are in prospect.

Lee Woodward Expires

Racine, Wis.—Lee Woodward, 33,

former projectionist at the Capitol,
Venetian and Uptown theaters here,

died in Kansas City.

William Daley Killed

Herbert Gerard Daly, 38, seen on
the screen as William Daley, was
killed under a subway train here
Sunday.

John A. Lang Dead
Green Bay, Wis.—John A. Lang,

45, former director of the Strand's
ork. is head here.

"Rebecca's" Frisco Record
San Francisco—"Rebecca's" eight

weeks at the United Artists the-
ater set an all-time record.

Will Seek Further Delay

in Adelphi Trust Action

(Continued from Page 1)

the D of J's contempt action against
B & K and the majors. Latter is

before Federal Judge Charles Wood-
ward on the i-eport of Special Mas-
ter Edgar Eldredge.

To Film Van Druten Story
ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will star

Geraldine Fitzgerald in John Van
Druten's "Lost Beauty."

Taylor, Turner to Team
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro will team Rob-

ert Taylor and Lana Turner in

"Tropical Hurricane."

Metro Names 5th Booker
Chicago—Metro's local exchange

has named Joe McMahon as its fifth

booker.

NEW TEMPLE DEALS

TALKED WITH MAJORS
(Continued from Page 1)

period are contemplated, Orsatti
said. Any contracts will also stipu-
late story okays for the agency and
the Temples. Orsatti emphasized
long-term commitments are out.

Orsatti also said he is now talk-

ing both radio and record deals for
Shirley. Orsatti confirmed he is

talking an air deal for Warner Bax-
ter and has set him in a new Colum-
bia picture.

Mrs. Greening Stricken

Detroit—Mrs. Anna H. Greening,
63, wife of Gus S. Greening, died
suddenly following a heart attack.

Her husband has managed over 25
theaters in Detroit. Two children

also survive.

Gus Boudot Recovers
Cincinnati—Gus Boudot, RKO of-

fice manager, has returned from a

leave of absence, due to ill health.

Eddie Dowden ill

Eddie Dowden of the Loew ad de-

partment is confined to his home
with a heavy cold.

'ALLENTOWN, PA.

CHRONICLE says . . .

DARK COMMAND
''GRIPPING, DYNAMIC,

UNFORGETTABLE . . .

should be seen by ewery man,

woman and child in America/'

RAOUL WALSH, Director

The story of

BLACK KNIGMT of KANSAS



Thunderous nationwide acclaim awaits Vivien Leigh and Robert Taylor!

YESTERDAY M-G-M
SCREENED
WATERLOO BRIDGE!

L

Everything youVe heard is true!

They cheered, stamped, whistled in M-G-M's delirious

projection room yesterday!

The first East Coast screening confirms California's sensational Preview

Vivien Leigh and Bob Taylor are glorious!

In a love-drama that makes pulses leap!

Gentlemen, here's your next box-office bombshell!

with Lucile Watson, Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya, C. Aubrey Smith • A Mervyn LeRoy Production

Screen Play by S. N. Behrmon, Hans Rameau and George Froeschel • Based on the Play "Waterloo

Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood • Directed by MERVYN LeROY • Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
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.ourt Hints Denial of 20th -Fox Dismissal Request

iouseTom. rips neely bill TFPIECES
elznick to Sell Only Finished Pix; Will Trade Show
ser Would Set Budgets

\fter Seeing Contracts;

Goldwyn is Cheered
11 future David 0. Selznick pix
be sold only after their comple-
and no exhibitor will be asked
ign any contract for them until

las seen the finished film, the pro-

?r formally announced last night,
irming reports that he had out-

d such a policy in addressing
UA Eastern sales conference
erday at the Waldorf-Astoria.
jlznick pointed out that he per-
illy long- has been opposed to

k-booking, and has always sold
(Continued on Page 4)

IPEGT500ATUJA

JNGHEON ON MAY 23

nnual luncheon of the Amuse-
t Division of the United Jewish
eal for Refugees and Overseas
ds, set for the Hotel Astor, May
Iwill be attended by more than 500

i

and women of filmland and other
iches of the entertainment field,

;

{Continued on Page 5)

I' Home Office Execs.
I Leaving for Chi. Parley

iniversal's home office executives
le tomorrow night for Chicago
|re they are to open the second
;vo sales conventions at the Drake
;1 Saturday.
p.e New York delegation will in-

e President Nate Blumberg, Wil-

I

(Continued on Page 8)

^ghum Asks $63,750
of Texas Consolidated

lallas — H. E. Fulghum, of Ft.
th, former owner of the Joy The-
at Tyler, has filed a monopoly
in Federal Court here, against

jis Consolidated Theaters, Inc.,

,
{Continued on Page 7)

One Big Cointnodity
Refuses To Budge!

Aviation was up, rails l<ept' tlieir levels,

and feathers continued to be down,
Wall St. reported yesterday. But there's

one commodity whose price never fluc-

tuates, and that's the ole FILM DAILY
Coif Tournament. This year, as usual,

the entry fee will be just the same,

—

only ten bucks . . . and for a whole
day of sport and sensational sidelights!

Get your entry in now for the great
occasion. Place: Glen Oaks (near Great
Neck). Date: June 11.

PA. HALTS X-SEALS;

TRADE JAM PREDICTED

Philadelphia — Decision of the
Pennsylvania Board of Censors to

eliminate the use of X-seals, so-

called, and to insist that the local

exchanges pay the full rate of $2
per reel for every print coming into

the territory is presenting a serious
problem.

Until the new system was made
(Continued on Page 4)

$250,000 Folley Theater

Suit Against UA to Stand

Federal Judge Vincent T. Leibell

yesterday denied an application of

United Artists to dismiss the $250,-

000 triple damage anti-trust suit of
(Continued on Page 5)

Nine Members Tear Into Block-Booking Measure

—

Call It Indefinite, Ambiguous—See It

Bringing Flood of Litigation

By MILTON F. LUNCH,
Washington Buieau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — The Neely bill was subjected to the most
thorough "working over" in the annals of block-booking legisla-

tion yesterday by the House Interstate Commerce Committee as
hearings on the controversial meas-
ure entered the second day.
The committee as a whole prac-

tically ripped the bill to pieces, sec-

tion by section in a display of inter-

est never before shown on Capitol
Hill.

The unfortunate witness to face
the barrage of questions, examina-
tion and cross-examination was
Henry R. Atkinson, member of the

legal committee which drafted the
(Continued on Page 6)

WARNS WB'S THEATER

MEN OF PIX SHORTAGE

Albany—Warning that a serious
shortage of product is already evi-

dent, with prospects that it will grow
more acute during the summer, M.
A. Silver, Warners' zone manager,
addressed a district meeting of WB
theater managers here yesterday.

Silver told the managers that the
(Continued on Page 7)

Gov't to Subpoena Goldburg

in New York Equity Action

An order authorizing the D of J

to subpoena Jesse J. Goldburg of

1017 Wooster St., Los Angeles, to

attend at the trial of the Govern-
ment equity action against the ma-
jors, was signed yesterday by Fed-

(Continued on Page 5)

Judge Goddard Hints He Will Turn

Down 20th-Fox Plea for Dismissal

Variety Club Conventions

for Atlantic City, Coast

Pittsburgh—Next national conven-
tion of the Variety Clubs will be
held in Atlantic City, while the 1942
conclave will be held in Hollywood,
it was disclosed by John H. Harris,

{Continued oh Page 7)

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
indicated yesterday that he would
deny the application of 20th-Fox to

dismiss the Government's equity ac-

tion against 19 of 20th-Fox officers

and directors after a two-hour ar-

gument on the motion. The Court,

however, was careful to say that
this was "an offhand impression"

{Continued on Page 7)

RODGERS TO OPPOSE

NEELY BILL PASSAGE

Chicago — William F. Rodgers,
Metro sales chief, plans to appear
before the House Interstate Com-
merce Committee in opposition to the
Neely block-booking measure next
week. Rodgers, who has been pre-

siding at Metro's second regional
sales conference here during the last

two days, will go to Washington on
Monday, it was said.

B & K, Para, to Answer
Special Master Monday

Chicago—Counsel for B & K and
Paramount will file their exceptions
to the report of Special Master Ed-

(Continued on Page 7)

Latin-American Business

Helped by War—Cammack

Shipments to warring nations by
South American countries have re-

sulted in a new flow of money into
{Continued on Page 5)
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National Film Carriers

Re-elect Clark as Prexy

Following' a luncheon which wound
up the (icneral di.scussion.s at the an-
nual convention of the National
Film Carriers, Inc., held in the Pai'k

Central Hotel, the body re-elected

James P. Clark as president and
treasurer, and also re-named Thomas
W. Gilboy and Clint Weyer to the

vice-presidency and secretaryship
respectively.

Continuing on the Board of Man-
ajrers are A. C. Anisler, M. H. Bran-
don, Charles E. McCarthy, H. E.
McKinnev, L. M. Miller, M G. Rog-
ers, W. A. Slater, F. E. Smith and
C. W. Trampe.

The executive committee of the
organization remains and comprises
George F. Callahan, James P. Clark,
E. E. Jameson, Harold C. Robinson
and John Vickers.

Harold S. Shertz is general coun-
sel and Ben Koenig, associate coun-
sel.

H m
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc

do pfd 1

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd...
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1

Loew's deb. 3''2s46 1

Para. B'way 3s55. . . .

Para. Picts. 6s55. . .

Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts
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34 34
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Westinghouse Wage Bonus

Jumps from 8 to 14 P.C.

Pittsburgh — Westinghouse work-
ers will get a 14 per cent wage bo-
nus for May as compared with 8

per cent for April.

MacMurray Replaces Stewart
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Holly%vood—Warners has replaced

James Stewart with Fred MacMur-
ray opposite Olivia De Havilland in

"Honevmoon for Three."

Flutter and Illumination

Test Reels Made Available

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Research Council of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences announces that two ad-

ditional Test Reels are available for

use in adjusting and maintaining
theater sound reproduction equip-

ment to current quality standards,

and will be supplied at prices based
on cost.

Reels are a Standard Flutter Test
Negative for measuring flutter in a

theater sound-head, and a Standard
Continuous Scanning Illumination

Test Track for rapidly and accurate-

ly measuring uniformity of illum-

ination across the scanning slit in

the sound system.

Question Earle Mammons
in Memories Application

Earle W. Hammons, former presi-

dent of Educational Films Corp. of

America, was questioned yesterday
during an application by Memories,
Inc., to set aside a contract calling

for the distribution of six short sub-
jects by Educational.

Memories sought to show during
the hearing before Referee John E.
Joyce that Educational had failed

to comply with the terms of the con-
tract.

A further hearing on this applica-
tion was set for June 4.

Lapidus Takes Divisional

Prize in the Scully Drive

Jules Lapidus, of Pittsburgh, took
first prize in the Eastern division
of Universal's Scully Drive. Second
(.lace went to Bernie Kreisler, of
Washington. Other recipients of cash
awards were Paul Baron, Chai'iotte,

third; Joseph Kaufman, Cleveland,
fourth, and George Schwartz, Phil-
adelphia, fifth. Winners in the West-
ern division will be announced this

week in Chicago.

Rep. Managers Return
Five Republic branch managers

who have been conferring with
James R. Grainger, return to their
respective exchanges today. They
are M. E. Morey, Boston; Sam Se-
letsky, New Haven; Arthur New-
man, Albany; Jack Bellman, Buffalo,
and Sam Seplowin, Detroit.

Producers Lab, 702 Sign

Producers Laboratory yesterday
signed a contract with Local 702,
pact to run until the end of this

year when a new contract is to be
negotiated. Terms call for wage in-

creases, holidays, paid vacations and
a closed shop.

Leo Films to Distribute

French Features in U. S.

Les Films Leo Cohen, French dis-

tributing firm, has opened a direct

branch, Leo Films, Inc., at 729 Sev-

enth Ave. American subsidiary has

Nat Sanders as prexy, Leo Cohen,
who heads the French company, as

vice-prexy, and Sylvia Sanders as

treasurer. Cohen, now in the U. S..

has been in the French export field

since 1918. Sanders will supervise

the New York office; he formerly
was general manager of the Film
Alliance of the U. S.

Sylvia Sanders is now in Paris to

close pix deals.

New Welles-Mankiewicz Co.

Planning Legit, on Coast

Jfest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — United Productions,

organized by Orson Welles. Herman
J. Mankiewicz and John Houseman,
will be a West Coast affiliation of

Mercury Theater. It plans to pro-

duce five legitimate productions an-

nually on Pacific Coast, starting in

October. Mercury will supply

United with at least two produc-

tions, produced and directed by
Welles.

May Open In Four Houses
Galesburg, 111.—Because of the

demand for seats and a near-riot

among Knox College students who
were unable to get reservations,

Paramount's "Those Were the Days"
may have its world premiere in

four local theaters on May 21. Pic-

ture is now slated to open only at

the Orpheum.

Garfield for "Heroes"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Warners has added

"Stuff of Heroes" to John Garfield's

i-oster. Pix once was planned for

James Cagney.

Lederer in "Nazi" Role
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Francis Lederer has

been signed by 20th-Fox for "I

Married a Nazi."

cominc nno coir

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK arrived from th

by plane yesterday.

SIDNEY R. KENT leaves for the Coast f

for studio conferences.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS returns from Cb
today.

FRED QUIMBY arrives in New York \oit)

HAYDEN HICKOK, film critic of t^
Herald Journal, is stopping at the Wi^|

ERNIE HEYN. editor of Photoplay,^w«
Coast today for New York.

ABE FISHMAN and PHILIP SASLAU of

man Theaters, New Haven, and their wives

spending a few days in New York.

ANATOLE LITVAK and MICHAEL CUB
Warner directors, and IRVING RAPPER, Wt
alogue director, left for the Coast last nig:

AL MARGOLIES left last night for Chii

MONROE GREENTHAL leaves today.

SPENCER TRACY, accompanied by his mh
rives here today to attend the premiere of

son, the Man" in the Oranges.

HOWARD STRICKLINC is due here from
Coast today.

Wife of M. J. Cullen Dies

While on Fla. Vacat

Columbus, 0.—Mrs. Hazellt
len, wife of Michael J. Cullen, W
ern division manager for Loe
died Monday night in Dayt
Beach, Fla. She had been ill sev

years. The Cullens have made t

home here for the past two ye

coming from Pittsburgh. They
for a vacation in the Florida

April 29th.

A former member of the Z
feld Follies, Mrs. Cullen was a

tive of Washington, D. C, an

sister of Maybelle Jennings, W;
ington radio commentator and nt

paper woman.
The body is to be cremated to

at Orlando, Fla.

National Pictures Releasinf

Two Pix Through ParamoH

ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM

Hollywood—National Pictures,

Boris Morros-Robert Stillman ;

ducing unit, will release "Sec

Chorus" and "The Life of O.Her'

through Paramount. Artie Shaw
band are starred in "Second Chori!

and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
"'

Life of O.Henry."

Publix Bamford Theaters

Radio Plea Turned Do

Asheville, N. C.—Application

Publix Bamford Theaters, Inc..

a construction permit for a new n

station here has been rejected by

FCC.

First Harper Short Bookc

"Life's Little Problem," first <

j

series of six shorts being prodi'l

and distributed by Harper & Co.

now booked at the Criterion. J
Harper, head of the company, pi-

to start work on the next release
J

the series shortly, probably nialii,.'

it in New York.



^ Merchants- big and little— take every opportunity to tie up their

business with motion pictures and stars. They like the flash . . . the
glamour . . . the publicity and human interest of pictures and per-
sonalities because they sell merchandise.

i^ You've got a big advantage over every merchant in town. You've
igot what it takes to begin with. Pictures . . . stars . . . personalities.

iThey're your stock in trade.

Use them. Profit on their glamour. . . publicity. . . personalities. Make
stills . . . posters . • • other accessories part of every selling campaign.

^ Hitch your wagon to the stars... your stars, through TRAILERS
..LOBBY DISPLAYS... ACCESSORIES... that flame with life...

color and seat-selling catch-lines about these very stars. That's what
makes them the fiest Ticket Sellers in the Business

nnTionfli^<p«^ SERVICE • nnTionfli^^^t^nccEssoRiES
RDVERTISinG HCCE5SaRIE5.inc.
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SELZNIGK WILL SELL

ONLY FINISHED PIX

{Continued from Page 1)

his own product separately, although
up to now the contracts have been
iji a larg'e i)art taken in advance of

production.
Samuel Goldwyn last week said

he would trade-show his productions
before taking contracts.

Selznick's statement was in line

with his recent remarks in Roch-
ester where he said he was opposed
to block-booking.

Convention Cheers Goldwyn
Goldwyn was unable to attend the

convention sessions yesterday at the

Waldorf-Astoria, but the mention of

his name brought enthusiastic cheers
and applause from the gathered
sales representatives, and there was
a hint that Goldwyn and UA may
have patched up their reported dif-

ferences.
Goldwyn entertained the conven-

tionites with a cocktail party after

the meeting.
Another speaker yesterday was

Sol Lesser, whose "Our Town" was
screened for the sales representa-
tives in the afternoon. Lesser was
of the opinion that a producer must
know approximately what the return
on a picture would be before going
into production. It was reported
that he told the convention that he
would like to see all new season con-

tracts before starting a picture in

order to determine how much money
he could spend on each vehicle.

Farnol Addresses Meeting

Others who talked yesterday were
Lynn Farnol, who discussed cam-
paigns; Monroe Greenthal, whose
subject concerned the pre-selling

project which gets under way June
1; Al Margolies, who discussed

United Artists' plans for a new type
of publicity in order to overcome
competition in the news.

District managers who spoke
briefly were Charles Stern, Bert
Stearn, Haskell Masters and Dave
Prince. These men will conduct dis-

trict meetings today. Moe Streimer,

home office representative, and Ar-
thur Silverstone, assistant to Harry
Gold, also spoke briefly. Meetings
were conducted by Harry Gold, vice-

president and Eastern sales man-
ager.
"The Westerner" was give a sneak

preview at the Lexington Monday
night.

W. C. Meagher Dead
Portland, Ore.—W. C. Meagher,

Veteran Seattle theater executive,

died at his home after a three

months' illness. He was a former
manager of Avenue Theater at Van-
couver, B. C.

STORKS!
Troy—A daughter was bom May

10 in Troy Hospital to Jack Keenan,
assistant manager of the Warner
Troy Theater, Troy, and Mrs. Kee-
nan.

• • • EARLY yesterday morning some 75 nooze hawks from

Eastern States poured into Pittsburgh to get their "see" legs for the

iormal lamping tonight of the world premiere of "Lillian Russell"

at the Harris Alvin Theater From all accounts, the scribes

among whom is a strong and representative delegation of the trade

press felt the need oi stand-ins long before the time came to hit

the hay last night in the William Penn Hotel —for the promo-

tional potency and super-hospitality of 20th-Fox kept them knee-

deep in a whirlwind of events and taxed their abilities to be pres-

ent at them all

T
• • • YE scribes were met at the station just hejore 9 a.m.

motor cavalcaded jor registration at the William Penn
catapulted to the airport to meet the plane bringing Alice Faye,

Edward Arnold, and other pix luminaries then motor caval-

caded again through Homestead, East Liberty and Squirrel Hill

to the Smoky City's City Hall where there were cere-

monies and broadcasts The Variety Club luncheon followed

with Chief Barker C. J. Latta presenting associate member-
ship in the Club to Edward Arnold and away hurtled the

press boys again for a tour of the Heinz factory, Buhl Planetarium,

and Mellon Institute following which were the $100 a plate

"Diainond Jim Brady" Dinner for charity, the fireworks display,

more broadcasts, the Roller Derby at The Gardens and the

visit to a Pittsburgh brewery The day's program was mere-

ly to acclimatize the boys and build them up for today!

T T T
• • • MEANWHILE on the local front interest was centered

on the big doings o'er in Jersey tomorrow night when the engineers

of G-E "kiss" with ortificial sun that State's Oranges via more

than $40,000-worth of light-deluging equipment during the "Edison

Pageant of Progress" being held in connection with the world pre-

miere of M-G-M's "Edison, the Man" The three-day pageant got

under way yesterday and tonight will be held the "Edison Pre-

miere Boll" in the Orange Armory writh civic and national celebs

participating Activities of this gay shindig and also the open-

ing of the photoplay tomorrow night will be broadcast via sta-

tions WHN and WNEW Through the co-operaUon of NBC
the premiere at the Hollywood Theater in East Orange will also be

presented in television

• • • RIVALING the famous midnight ride of Paul Revere

(except that the Revolutionary patriot galloped at a slight-

ly later hour) was the local dash of Gene Autry last night

to make p.a.'s in five Loew houses Gene hit Loew's
Yonkers at 8 p.m.; the 175th St. at 8:30; the Orpheum on the upper
East Side at 9:10; the Valencia at 9:45. . . .and wound up at Loew's

Pitkin in Brooklyn at 10:15 and in each warbled songs from
his new Republic picture, "Rancho Grande". . . • This evening,

there's a meeting in the Hotel Pennsylvania which is

surcharged with import and promise for the industry at large. . .

.

It's the huddle of the Atlantic Coast Section of SMPE and
at it Erpi's D. T. Lorance will deliver an address which
while necessarily technical will reveal vital future aspects

of sound recording Hence studios and the exhibition field

should cast an interested eye plus an attentive ear in

the direction of Mister Lorance's disclosures

PA. HALTS X-SEALS;

TRADE JAM PREDICT

<t €€ « » » >T^

(Continued from Page 1)

operative, practice has been for
exchange to pay $2 a reel for
original number of prints, rant
from one to 15 or 20. To meet
situation arising from availab;

of a given picture, day and^^t
many subsequent spots, e^H;
have been accustomed to nror
jjoints from nearby branches, usu
New York and Washington, retn

ing them after the run.
For these prints, X-seals v

used at the rate of 25 cents a pi

for each seal. The exchanges }

been allowed one X-seal for e'

four prints in the original orde:

is understood.
Informed sources, commenting

the problem now presented, as
that exchanges will not pay for
high cost of extra prints unless
accounts requiring them net a
return. And inasmuch as the f

accounts usually are accommod
in the earlier runs with orig

prints, it is freely predicted ih.i

trade jam is assured.
Some exhibs., it is added, wili

left holding the bag even thouj
picture might be available, ^^^;l

as the tendency has been to roul

picture out of the way in short o)

in the future print life will hav;

be much longer. And, emphatic
it will be a case of first come, t

served.

WEDDING BELL'

Chicago—Dave Ramsdell and
ty Hessler of the Warner exch.

staff will wed.

Chicago—Marriage of Joe G
man, chief of service. United Ar:

theater, and Belle Shapiro is

nounced.

Cleveland—LeRoy Kendis, hei

Exhibitors Poster Service Co.,

its recent sale to National Sc
Service, and Miss Charlotte Got

of this city, were married Sui

They are honeymooning in F'L

and Havana.

Cleveland—Hope Kramer, (!'.:

ter of Abe Kramer of Assoc;

Circuit, will marry Jack Gurei

May 26. They plan a honeymof
Hawaii.

Cleveland — Irving Marcu;
Monogram and Ruth Crost wi

married June 9.

Suffolk, Va.—Harry Roth. I

Roth Circuit, district manager.
Sylvia Kamsky, sister of I

Kamsky, adv. manager, Neig

hood Theaters, will be marric

late June.

New Haven—Phyllis Ricciu

the Warner exchange office hai

nounced her engagement to .

Neri, and will be married on Jv
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ji was predicted yesterday at the

]|
.vision's meeting in that hotel,

'^abbi Abba Hillel Silver, nation-

chairman of the United Jewish
i-eal, will be guest of honor and

I J^l speaker at the Annual

festerday's meeting, which was
I'-sided over by Leopold Friedman,
i' the absence of both co-chairmen,

1 vid Bernstein and Maj. Albert

•'irner, was addressed by Joseph
I Hyman who gave an impressive

; ount of the urgent need of pro-
^i ing for beleaguered Jewish refu-

{;s in various parts of the world.

)n behalf of the absent co-chair-

n, Friedman announced the fol-

1 dng committee for the annual

l| cheon:
I'ice-Cliairmen—Barney Balaban, Nate J.

Ij iuberg, Jack Cohn, Joseph M. Schenck,
liolas M. Schenck, Lee Shubert and Murray
Jj erstone.

{

reducers—Abe Schneider, Nathan D. Spin-

, Howard Dietz, Oscar Doob, Leopold
Jnian, Arthur M. Loew, Charles C. Mos-
tz, Eugene Picker, Joseph R. Vogel, Ed-

I A. Golden, Herman Robbins, Arthur
cl. Jr., Leon Goldberg, Malcolm Kings-

,
Phil Reisman, Herman B. Gluckman,

ph H. Moskowitz, Aubrey Schenck, Wil-
Sussman, Samuel Machnovitch, Joseph

elnian, Max Blackman, Jules Levey, Sam
i Morris, Harold Rodner, Harry Gold, Paul
.^lijazarus, Budd Rogers, Max A. Schlesinger,

Jj'ph D. Basson, Isroy M. Norr.

iublications—Maurice D. Kann, Sam Shain,
i'l Silverman, Louis Sobol.

'tists—Milton Berle, Ben Bernie, Phil

;i. Eddie Cantor, Eddie Duchin, Benny
iiiun, Lou Holtz, George Jessel, Abe Ly-

ii,,, Arthur Murray, Molly Picon, Dave
-fiinoff, Sam Sax, Marvin Schenck, Sophie

Yker, Ed Wynn.
^rtUts' Representatives—William Morris,
cjrman; Herman Bernie, Harry Engel, Mike
iimer, Sam T. Lyons, Harry Mayer, Sid-

H. Piermont, A. P. Waxman.
\roadcasting — Donald Flamm, chairman;
'. Lebhar, co-chairman; Herbert 1. Rosen-
, co-chairman.
itorneys—William Klein, chairman; Louis
l-r, co-chairman; Julian T. Abeles, Stanleigh
Eriedman, Louis D. Frohlich, Joseph H.
<en, Louis Phillips, Sol Rosenblatt, Charles
artz, Milton C. Weisman, William Weis-

uititmes and Uniforms—James E. Stroock.
TOA—Harry Brandt, chairman; William
idt, Leo Brecher, Max Cohen, Simon H.
an, Louis Fnsch, Arthur L. Mayer, Louis
'Nelson, Hyman Rachmil, Walter Reade,
|uel Rinzler, Samuel Rosen, Max Rudnick,
lard N. Rugoff, Rudolph Sanders, Fred J.
Ivartz, Joseph Seider, Samuel Straussberg.
aborato.ies—Alan E. Freedman, chairman;
, Goetz.

egitimate Theaters—Marcus Heiman, chair-
'' Samuel N. Behrman, Ben A. Boyar,

' M. Forrest, Harry M. Goetz, John
- -, Max Gordon, Moss Hart, George S.

I iman, Harry Kaufman.
yP Accessories—B. S. Moss, chairman;

'' 'ge Feinberg, William Freedman, Emil
tjalander, Jules Catsiff, Manny Frisch, Jo-

Hornstein, Stanley Kolbert, Ben Knobel,
,VI. Loeb, Milton Maier, Harry Mandeh
ry A. Nadel, Arthur M. Rapf, Sam Rosen,
Seider, Max Seligman, Charles Sonin,

jroe E. Stein, L. Suchman.
Whanyes—Harry Buxbaum, chairman; Nat
(1, Morris Epstein, Joe Felder, Harold
Jgraben, Dave Levy, Myron Sattler, Ed.
jiitzer, Charles Stern.
Uisic Publishers, Composers—Louis Bern-
ji, chairman; Irving Berlin, Jack J. Breg-

i,

Irving Caesar, Max Drefus, Saul Iramer-
i, Jack Mills, Edwin H. Morris, Jack Rob-

I
Herman Starr.

\rchestras—Willard Alexander, chairman;
-y Kalcheim, Harry Mayer, Jules C. Stein.
ight Clubs—Ted Friend, Lou Brecher,
' Rose, Hy Gardner.

I

\ote ISo Deals Till

After Allied Meets
Duluth, Minn.—Allied members in Mils

district at a meeting here voted not to

buy any new season product until after

the national Allied convention in Chicago
next month. Clarence Kaake, owner of

the West Theater here, was named dis-

trict representative of the Northwest
unit's board.

Latin-American Business

Helped by War—Cammack
{Continued from Page 1)

the continent, with beneficial effects

on the film and theater business,
according to Ben Y. Cammack, as-

sistant to Phil Reisman, vice-presi-

dent and foreign head of RKO.
Cammack returned this week from a
six-month tour of all RKO offices in

South America.
Latin-American taxes and ex-

change rates, however, continue to

militate against better revenues for
American companies, Cammack as-
serted, adding that the situation
called for still better productions at
higher budgets than ever so that
U. S. companies could hold their

own. Improved American product,
plus the opening of the new season,
has boosted business in recent
months, he said.

Desiring to remain neutral, South
American countries have intensified

their censorship rules to include all

those films which portray belligerent
nations in an unfavorable manner.
Most American pictures, he said,

have not been affected.
Cammack said "The Hunchback

of Notre Dame" was the outstand-
ing attraction in every country in

recent months. About 50 pictures
yearly are being made in Argentina,
he said.

$250,000 Folley Theater

Suit Against UA to Stand

{Continued from Page 1)

Folley Amusement Holding Corp.
against it.

UA had claimed that the Court did
not have jurisdiction because its

dealings with the plaintiff were not
interstate commerce. The Court
stated that since other defendants
in the suit were unquestionably en-
gaged in interstate commerce and
since UA was charged with entering
a conspiracy with those defendants
the suit was properly brought in the

Federal Court.
P'olley filed against all ma.ior de-

fendants, Monogram, Republic, and
Randforce Amusement Corp., claim-
ing that a conspiracy to deprive it

of product had forced it to close the

Folley Theater in Brooklyn in 1938.

Gov't to Subpoena Goldburg

in New York Equity Action

{Continued from Page 1)

eral Judge Edward A. Conger. An
affidavit of Special Assistant Attor-
ney General Paul Williams stated

that Goldburg, who is an indepen-
dent producer, is a necessary and
material witness in the action.

ELSIE JANISWENDY BARRIE PATRIC KNOWLES

MAE CLARKE • DENNIE MOORE • DOROTHY PETERSON • BILLY GILBERT

COLIN TAPLEY

D/recfedby. JOHN H. AUER
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House Com. Rips Neely Block- Booking Bill to Piece
Nine Members Fire Volley

of Searching Questions

at Atkinson
(Coiilimiril from I'uac 1)

measure. Atkinson continued his
testimony from the first day. A
tabulation shows that nine of the 24
members of the committee fired

questions at Atkinson during the
morning, all in a manner indicating
without doubt that the measure was
unsatisfactory.

None to Measure's Defense

Not one voice was raised among
the committee to put in a good word
lor the measure.

The questioners, as tabulated by
the writer were: Herron Pearson,
(D., Tenn.); Martin Kennedy, (D.,

N. Y.); James W. Wadsworth, (R.,

N. Y.); Luther Patrick, (D., Ala.);
Carl Hinshaw, (R., Calif.) and
chairman Clarence F. Lee, (D.,

Calif.).

The committee spokesmen
made it clear that they approved
the aim of the moral groups but
expressed opposition to the
measure as an indefinite and
ambiguous one that would ac-
complish no good and result in

much litigation.

Under repeated questioning, At-
kinson admitted that the courts
would be the final arbiter as to

whether or not the producer's
synopsis, necessary under Section 3,

complied with the picture offered
the exhibitor.

McGranery presented the hypothe-
tical case of an exhibitor leasing a
certain picture after reading the
synopsis and then after receiving
the picture, reject it as not conform-
ing with the synopsis. He stated
this would result in innumerable
law suits throughout the country,
with the court finally deciding if the
picture did comply with the synopsis
and with each court taking different

views.

Patrick felt that the exhibitor could
even show the picture for a few
days, then decide it did not com-

Sei'en iMorc Representatives of Civic and
Moral €irottps to Support l\eely''s Measure

li'.isliuuihni Binrin, of Till-. J-'ILM 'DAILY
Washington—Roster of representatives of civic and so-called moral organizations

to appear before the House Interstate Commerce Committee in support of the Neely
bill was further increased yesterday with the announcement that the followlne would
testify:

Mrs. Robert T. Bushnell, Boston Chapter. Motion Picture Research Council; Mrs.
Robert J. Green, Catholic Daughters of America; Miss Gladys Wyckoff, American Home
Economics Association; Mrs. Ernest W. Howard, D. C. Federation of Women's Clubs;
Mrs^ Elizabeth St. John, Hawaii Congress of Parents and Teachers; Mrs. Robert L. Jeffreys,
0. C. Congress of Parents and Teachers; Miss Katherine Lyford, Massachusetts Civic League.

ply and refuse to pay for it. The
result would be court censorship,
the questioners said.

Suggests Notices of Changes
It was further objected that the

producers would be unable to make
changes in the pictures after they
were accepted on the synopsis basis.
Atkinson replied that the answer
would be for producers to send no-
tice of such changes to exhibitors,
giving them the right to cancel if

they did not like the changes. He
excepted minor changes but ad-
mitted to Pearson that what was a
minor change was a matter of opin-
ion.

Atkinson said the result of the bill

would be that the producers would
"be forced to plan before hand"
which he insisted would be a good
thing for the industry. Rep. Lyle
H. Boren, (D., Okla.) stated the bill

amounts to 100 per cent cancellation,
with Atkinson replying that it gave
the selection power in advance in-

stead of cancellation.
Atkinson denied Patrick's state-

ment that the measure would raise
prices. Rep. South took up the point
that the exhibitor now knows gen-
erally who the stars of the future
pictures will be and the general tone
of at least some of the stories. To
this Atkinson replied that he might
be told, but it was not binding on
the producers.

Attacks Carrier Provision

Rep. Hinshaw objected strongly to
the provision penalizing common
carriers for knowingly transport-
ing films sent in violation of the act
and demanded to know how the car-
rier could ascertain which films

were in accordance and which in
violation of the act. He suggested
this provision be stricken out.
Pearson insisted the bill must

provide for deletion of scenes by the
producers after the synopsis is ac-
cepted, whether such scenes are con-
sidered good or bad. If this is not
done, he said, picture making will
be seriously handicapped. He fur-
ther stated that the rejected pic-
tures would be shown by cheaper
houses to an even greater audience,
thus nullifying the intended im-
provement of moral quality to the
public. The result will be more
harm than good, Pearson declared.

Rep. McGranery took over the
questioning, stating, "I don't think
you can defend the loose language
of the bill. You will find a multitude
of suits as to what the bill means.
There will be a different opinion in

every circuit of the country and the
Supreme Court will finally have to

interpret the provisions." He ob-
jected principally to the synopsis
provision as "indefinite."

Addressing Atkinson, McGranery
said, "Don't you think it would be
better to take the time now to say
what you mean?" In reply to state-
ments of the committee members
that the courts would eventually be
censors, Atkinson said they would
be only finders of fact.

"The bill is so loosely drawn
as to destroy what you are try-
ing to do," McGranery said.

"You must work out clarifying
amendments."
Comparison made by Atkinson of

Neely measure to provisions of Pure
Food and Drug Act, making it man-

Brand Measure indefinil

Ambiguous; See Suits

Resulting
datory that contents of food a
drugs be listed on the package
not a good comparison. Rep. Wat
worth said. He pointed out tl

foods and drugs can be anal^fc'
perfection to find truth of^Bi
ments but in case of films it v
have to be opinion as to whetl
synopsis is correct.
The section dealing with leasi

of one picture without taking othi
of same company without an i

reasonable increase for the sin;

picture was attacked by Chairm
Lea as vague and indefinite.

If the exhibitor refused tc p
the price for a single picture il

manded by the distributor as ii

reasonably high, the result woi
again be left to the court to dec
what was a reasonable price, I

stated. He questioned Atkinson
to how this situation would be hi

died and finally elicited the ansv
that the District Attorney wo
bring criminal charges for violat
of the law and the court and ji

would decide.
This led committee member

to state the result would be th<

court saying what is a reasoni
able price, which amounts t<

price-fixing by the tribunal.
McGranery brought out the f

ther point that if a producer
templated a certain picture and
some exhibitors but not enouj^h
warrant making the picture
would be bound to proceed \v;

under the bill unless he inserts,

saving clause in the contract.
It became evident as the ses

sion drew to a close that th

only substitute would be trad

showings which both Atkinson
and the committee members fel

would be unsatisfactory to th

exhibitors. Atkinson repeats i

that the moral groups would no
support a "censorship at source
substitute.
The civic groups continue the f

timony this morning.

All's Rosey With Rose
Harry Rose, manager of the

Globe, Bridgeport, landed a natural
co-op with the Rose Flower Shop (no
relative of Harry's) on Monogram's
"Chasing Trouble," in which opus
Frankie Darro plays the lead role of

a delivery boy for the Rose Florists

(still no relative of Harry's). Darro
wears the florist delivery boy cap
right through the feature.

Nirdlinger Rites Today
Atlantic City — Funeral services

for Charles F. Nirdlinger, 77, drama-
tist and once dramatic critic of the

New York Herald, will be held here
today.

Macgowan, Tunberg Re-signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Kenneth Macgowan,

assciate producer, and Karl Tunberg,
writer, have each signed new con-

tracts with 20th-Fox.

Outdoor Mural Ad System
Outdoor Photographic Display

Corp., 45 West 45th St., announces
development of the Outdoor Mural-ad
System, described as "a system of

vitalized outdoor advertising." Mural-
ad system employs color photo mur-
als,—not reproductions, but actual
photographic enlargements.

To Mark Exchange Opening
Albany — Monogram Film Ex-

change will hold an official opening
party next Monday in the film row
office which opened May 1. Nathan
Sodikman, formerly in the Buffalo
territory, is branch manager. Mitch
Pantzer is office manager and booker.

Stuckey Builds In Warren
Warren, Ind.—J. E. Stuckey, who

operates the Palace Theater in Mont-
pelier, is completing a 450-seater
here.

Pathe News Execs, to Speak
Frank R. Donovan, Pathe News

vice-prexy, will discuss Eastern pro-
duction and Walton C. Ament, reel's

general manager, will speak on
newsreel production and technique
tonight before a Columbia U study
group at the Museum of Modern
Art.

Soviet Pix in Bronx
Radio Theater, Bronx, starts a

four weeks' Soviet pix policy June
17, with Artkino supplying "They
Wanted Peace," "The Golden Key,"
"Conquests of Peter the Great" and
"Lenin in 1918."

Wheating to Entertain

Albany—Frank Wheating, Park,
Cobleskill, will entertain film row
bookers and office managers in his

home town June 8. An afternoon of

golf and a dinner are carded.

Schenck Dps Marks
Marvin Schenck, in charge of

town theater operation for Loev
has appointed Stanley Marks
manager of the Bedford The^

'

Brooklyn, to succeed Robert Kilgc

who goes to Loew's Palace, Mfi

phis. Alexander Frey will suppli

Marks as manager of the Breevi

Brooklyn.

"Zborov" Held in Chicago

Edgar Lloyd, whose Czechoslo ,

kian picture, "Zborov," had its Am
;

ican premiere at the Homan Theati

Chicago, last week, reports that

picture has been held over folli

ing a record-breaking first week.

Webb Rep. Casting Directi

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA

Hollywood—Bobby Webb has b|
appointed casting director for

public Pictures.
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INT DENIAL OF 20-FOX

DISMISSAL REQUEST

(Continued from Page 1)

1 that further consideration of

fs to be submitted by May 24
1 ht cause him to reverse his orig-

I stand,

udge Goddard stated, "I ought
i; l^to you, Mr. Caskey, that I

I ,fWlined to think this motion
iKi be denied. Of course, I will

' your argument careful consid-

., ion."

)hn F. Caskey, attorney for 20th-

} . and ex-Senator Daniel 0. Hast-
r 1, one of the defendants, argued
r avor of the dismissal. The for-

r contended that the Government
1,- failed to show in any way, either

he complaint or papers served
. r, that any of the defendants
r. individually participated in the

jljged conspiracy to monopolize.

ays Individual Proof Lacking

he Government cannot name
e individuals as defendants, Cas-
argued, unless it could offer

f that they had participated as
viduals in acts of monopoly. He
sed the Government with bring-
in 133 individuals as defendants

I the hope that an admission by
of an act in violation of the

-trust laws would bind the others
ir; !qual responsibility.

" study of 229 papers filed by the
ernment since the inception of

-trust laws showed not one case
I as "meager" allegations to con-
individuals with alleged con-

; acy, Caskey concluded,
astings asserted that if a de-

of injunction is issued against
individual defendants "it would
nit every one of us to be sub-
?d to all sorts of suits by any-
who thinks he has been hurt by
itions of anti-trust laws."

.Vormal Procedure"—Williams

Ipecial Assistant Attorney Gen-
"1^ Paul Williams in opposing the

ication contended that a cor-
tion can only act through its

't ?rs and that the acts of a cor-
:i ition bind its officers to responsi-

V. He emphasized the point
no charge is made of "individ-

' |imachinations. The sole reason,
I

I

aid, that the officers were named
) bind them to any decree made
he Court. He added that it was
rmal procedure for the D of J
iclude officers as defendants in

' -trust suits.

le Government, he concluded,
w{i content that normal operations

le major defendants are in vio-

n of anti-trust laws, and that,
? officers run the corporation,
must face their responsibilities.

fit Old Wyoming^ Seen
\s 'Grapes' tvith Guns
'.'est Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
I Hollywood—"In Old Wyoming" will be
("'Grapes of Wrath' with guns," 20th-
|ix announces. Story being written by

Ick
Jungmeyer, Jr., and Edith Skouras

ill detail adventures of settlers invited
to Wyoming by early railroad kings.

World's Fair Aviation Pageant to Refzuire
20 hy 200 Foot Screen and 20 Projectors

One of the most pretentious screen offerings at the New York World's Fair is slated
for a June premiere, It was disclosed yesterday. A pageant of the aviation industry,
filmed In Technicolor, it will require a 20 by 200 foot screen and 20 projection machines
mounted on a revolving platform. Show, running 20 minutes, will be presented every
hour in the Aviation Building.

Variety Club Conventions
for Atlantic City, Coast

{Continued from Page 1)

chief barker, here yesterday as the
Pittsburgh Variety Club joined in

the "Lillian Russell" world premiere
festivities. Pix bows in with a gala
at the Alvin tonight.

The Club was host at an informal
luncheon for visiting newspapermen,
guests of 20th-Fox at the celebra-
tion, at the William Penn yesterday
noon. Contingent of Hollywood
players, topped by Alice Faye and
Edward Arnold, met the press at the
luncheon, which, with Luke Barnett
ribbing the guests, went over big.
Arnold was inducted into the Var-
iety Club at the luncheon.

Crowd of 10,000 greeted the stars
who arrived by plane yesterday.
Pittsburgh school system marked
the day with a half-holiday. Wel-
come at the City Hall was carried
on a five-station radio network.

The $100-a-plate charity dinner
last night, attended by more than
200, had Arnold as toastmaster and
Harris, Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox
sales chief, and Miss Faye among
the speakers. Proceeds went to
Camp O'Connell, Variety Club phil-

anthrophy.

"Russell" Clinton Opening
Attended by Four Players

Clinton, la.—Thousands of visitors
from three states—some optimisti-
cally placed the total at 100,000—
poured into this Mississippi river
town yesterday for the curtain raiser
of the premiere tonight of 20th-
Fox's "Lillian Russell." Streets
were jammed with men and women
garbed in costumes of the Russell
era.

Don Ameche, Cesar Romero, Mary
Healy and Arleen Whelan arrive
from the Coast today to attend the
opening and participate in the pro-
gram of events which, starting at
11:30 a.m., will run through to mid-
night. Parade, reception, luncheon,
dedication of a bronze Russell me-
morial tablet, broadcast and movie
ball form a setting for the pre-
miere at the Capitol and Rialto the-

aters at 8:15 p.m. Hollywood party
remains over, entraining for the

Coast tomorrow.

"Phantom Wagon"—May 20
Julien Duvivier's latest motion

picture, "La Charrette Fantome,"
(The Phantom Wagon) will have
its American pi'emiere at the 55th

Street Playhouse on Monday, May
20, it was announced yesterday by
Columbia, which is releasing the

picture.

Fulghum Asks $63,750
of Texas Consolidated

{Continued from Page 1)

for $60,000 damages and $3,750 in

attorney's fees.

Case is different from previous
damage suits filed against Interstate
Circuit in that it does not allege con-
spiracy.
Fulghum is a former booker for

several chains, including Interstate
Circuit, leaving the latter in 1936.

B fir K, Para, to Answer
Special Master Monday
{Continued from Page 1)

gar Eldridge finding B & K and Para.
guilty of violating the 1932 consent
decree next Monday, it was learned
yesterday.

Bob Hudson to Build

Richmond, Ind.—Bob Hudson, op-
erator of all film theaters here, will

erect a new 1,000 seater.

WARNS WB'S THEATER

MEN OF PIX SHORTAGE

{Continued from, Page 1)

only means of maintaining grosses
will be by heavily augmented selling
campaigns on all exploitable pic-

tures, and called for a "rebirth" of
showmanship."

"Let's make the public more
show-conscious," urged Silver, "by
reviving tried-and-true attention-
getting stunts and 'Back-to-Barnum'
ballyhoo."
Unable to be present, Joseph Bern-

hard, Warner theater head, tele-

graphed a message in which he
urged the managers to "increase
the pace at this time instead of

slackening."
Attending yesterday's meeting

were: Andy Roy, Strand, Al La-
Flamme, Madison, Al Hoffman, Ritz
in place of Robert Rosenthal who is

on vacation; Ed Selette, Albany, Al-
bany; Sid Sommer, Lincoln, Jack
Swartout, American, Leo Rosen,
Troy, from Troy; Jack Breslin, Utica,
Bill Haines, Stanley and Arnold
Stoltz, Avon, Utica.

"Favorite Wife" Held
"My Favorite Wife" has been

held over in all pre-release engage-
ments, RKO announced yesterday.

m
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"An Angel from

Texas
with Eddie Albert, Rosemary Lane, Wayne

Morris, Ronald Reagan
Warners 69 Mins.

AMUSING FARCE WITH ABLE CAST
AND SNAPPY PACE IS ENTERTAINING
SCREENFARE.

There are lots of laughs in this release,

and it should get a good reception from
audiences generally. The story has suf-

ficient amusing situations to keep it funny

and the cast is up to the story, with the

picture peopled with amiable characters.

There's nothing new about the story of

the hick that comes to the big city and
fleeces the smart alecks, but with a snappy
pace and able direction the film is enjoyable

entertainment. Ray Enright directed from a

screenplay by Fred NIblo, Jr., and Bertram

Millhauser. Wayne Morris and Ronald

Reagan are cast as a pair of sharpshooting,

shoe - string play producers, and they

fill the bill very nicely. Eddie Albert is ex-

cellent as the Texan and Rosemary Lane
ably fills the part of another Texan who
expects to be an actress in the big city.

Picture has a good supporting cast that

includes, Jane Wyman, Ruth Terry, John

Litel, Hobart Cavanaugh, Milburn Stone

and Tom Kennedy. Reagan and Morris have

Ruth Terry under contract for a show, but

have no money. She is the girl-friend of a

notorious racketeer who is about to be re-

leased from jail and the boys are worried.

Rosemary has wound up her acting career as

their secretary. Albert arrives in town with

a bankroll of $20,000 to buy a hotel, looks up

his girl friend, Rosemary, and falls into the

clutches of the two producers. From there

on the picture is a comedy of errors that

will get plenty of laughs from audiences,

with Albert outslicking the city slickers.

CAST: Rosemary Lane, Eddie Albert,

Wayne Morris, Ronald Reagan, Milburn

Stone, Ruth Terry, Jane Wyman, Tom Ken-

nedy, Hobart Cavanaugh, John Litel, Ann
Shoemaker.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert

Fellows; Director, Ray Enright; Screenplay,

Fred Niblo, Jr., and Bertram Millhauser;

Based on a play by George S. Kaufman;

Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd; Editor, Clar-

ence Kolster.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

I

"U" Home Office Execs.

Leaving for Chi. Parley

{Continued from Page 1)

liam A. Scully, general sales man-
ager; .J. Cheevei' Cowdin, chairman
of the board; Cliff Work, studio
head; William J. Heineman, Western
sales manager; F. .J. A. McCarthy,
Eastern sales manager; Leo Abrams,
short subjects sales manager; John
Joseph, director of publicity and ad-
vertising; Lou Pollock, Eastsr.i ad-
vertising manager; James J. Jordan,
0. C. Binder, Andy Sharick, Herman
Stern, Morris Alin, Adolph Schimel
and F. T. Murray.

District managers to attend will
be E. T. Gomersall, Joseph E. Gar-
rison and A. J. O'Keefe, who \v;U be

"Tear Gas Squad"
with Dennis Morgan, John Payne, Gloria

Dickson

Warners 55 Mins.

MILDLY EXCITING CRIME MELLER
WILL SERVE AS FILLER ON DUAL PRO-
GRAMS.

Using a familiar story formula, Warners
have produced a mildly exciting cops and
robbers story for dual purposes. Picture

will serve all right in that capacity. The
players are amiable and able, and the story

has enough pace and action to keep it
^

interesting. There's nothing novel or new !

in the material, but everybody likes to see

the underdog come back, and they will see

just that in this release, so doubtlessly they
!

will be pleased with the results. Dennis
Morgan gives an able performance as a

I

fresh cop. John Payne ably fills his role

as a police sergeant, and Gloria Dickson

attractively provides the female interest

for the two men. Terry Morse directed.

Morgan joins the police force and is dis-

liked because of his freshness. Gloria

goes regularly with Payne, with her father

also an officer. The rest of the story is

developed from this situation, with numer-
ous ups and downs as well as arguments
for the principals until Morgan daringly

rescues Payne when he is captured by a

gang of crooks.

CAST: Dennis Morgan, John Payne, Gloria

Dickson, George Reeves, Frank Wilcox, Julie

Stevens, Harry Shannon, Mary Gordon, Wil-
liam Gould, John Hamilton, Edgar Buchanan,

Dick Rich, DeWolf Hopper.

CREDITS: Produced by Warner Bros.;

Director, Terry Morse; Original Screenplay,

Charles Belden, Don Ryan and Kenneth
Gamet; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor,

Louis Hesse.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

accompanied by their branch man-
agers and field men.
The roster includes:
Chi-capo: Manager M. M. Gottlielj; Then.

G. Meyers. Wm. Weinslienker, Robt. W. Funk,
Max C. Brodsky. Alfred Kent, John Blank
and Walter A. Hyland.

Detroit: Manapfer E. Heiber; Jack Stewart,
Bert 0. Tighe, Jack R. Susami and Eugene
Alexander.

Indianapolis: Manager E. C. Craddock;
Wm. H. Sherman, Wilbur B. Grant, Carl F.
Mock and Milton Ettinger.

Milwaukee: Manager Frank Mantzke; E. W.
Gavin, R. J. Bassett, D. McFadden and Orval
Peterson.

Minneapolis: Manager L. J. Miller; Arch
Zacherl, Sylvan Leff. Malcolm Halloran, Fred
E. Abelson, Harold Johnson and Claude Dick-
inson.

Des Moines: Manager Lou Levy; Joe Smith,
R. G. Olson and J. Rogatnlck.

Kansas City: Manager Grover Parsons;
Ralph A. Morrow, Roscoe Thompson. Leslie
Durland, Isadore Beiser and Edward Solig.
Omaha: Manager Otto A. Siegel; Lawrence

Hcnsler, Isadore Weiner, R. J. Cadman and
Wm. E. Barker.

St. Louis: Manager Harry Hynes; J. H.
Sarfaty, S. H. Nesbitt and Harry Hynes, Jr.

Denver: Manager Jack Langan; A. W.
O'Connell, Emmett Warner, Jack Allender and
Thos. A. JrcMahon.

Los Anqeles: Manager C. J. Feldman: Office
Manager Edward Cooke; Sam Milner. Lon E.
Hoss, Foster M. Blake and Harold Whitman.

Portland: Manager R. O. Wilson; C. J.
Fames. J. S. Hommel and J. W. Harvey.

Salt Lake City: Manager C. R. Wade: J. R.
French. H. W. Landstrom and E. H. Smyth.
San Francisco: Manager Barney Ro-e; King

Trimble. Bradlev Fish. Al Bowman and Charles
McBride.

Seattle: Manager L. J. McGinley; C. L.
Theuerkauf, M. G. Whitman and A. M. Kallen.

"The Crooked Road"
with Edmund Lowe, Henry Wilcoxon,

Irene Hervey

Republic 66 Mins.

FIRST - RATE MELLER HAS WELL
WORKED OUT MYSTERY TWIST AND
ABLE CAST.

This release will fill the bill on any dual

program. It is neither pretentious nor re-

splendent with great names, but it has all

the necessary elements to make it interest-

ing and entertaining screenfare for audi-

ences generally. The plot of the story is

well worked out with considerable suspense

maintained before a surprise climax. In ad-

dition to that, the entire cast neatly fits

the bill without anybody being out of place.

Full credit is due Associate Producer Rob-

ert North, Director Phil Rosen, and Scripters

Garnett Weston and Joseph Krumgold for

turning out a low budget picture that is

good entertainment. Edmund Lowe ably

fills his role. Irene Hervey is decorative

and efficient in hers, and Henry Wilcoxon
neatly fits the other lead role. Lowe, an

escaped convict from an English prison, is

blackmailed 20 years later in Los Angeles

where he is a respected citizen, wealthy

and about to marry Miss Hervey. His friend,

Wilcoxon, a noted attorney, arrives to help

with some legal matters, but is unaware of

the other matter. Lowe cleverly baits a trap

for the blackmailer and at the same time

frames another man. However, Wilcoxon,

out of interest in the case, discovers evi-

dence which eventually uncovers Lowe's

dual identity. Lowe is convicted of mur-

dering the blackmailer and the other man
is freed, but Wilcoxon proves he was
poisoned by the freed man before Lowe
shot him. Wilcoxon gets Miss Hervey and

Lowe goes back to Dartmoor.

CAST: Edmund Lowe, Henry Wilcoxon,

Irene Hervey, Paul Fix, Arthur Loft, Claire

Carleton, Charles Lane.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert

North; Director, Phil Rosen; Screenplay,

Garnett Weston and Joseph Krumgold; Orig-

inal Story and Adaptation, E. E. Paramore,

Jr. and Richard Blake; Cameraman, Ernest

Mniier; Editor, Ernest Nims.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

'Gaucho Serenade
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette.

June Storey

Republic 66 |i

FAIR MUSICAL WITH LITTLE ACT
FALLS BELOW STANDARD OF US

AUTRY PIX. ^
This picture falls below the h^ff /

level, lacking in action and, additioi

being off in story values. Autry is suppt

by his usual cast, with Smiley Burr

good for a few laughs; June Storey ad(

the picture's decor; Mary Lee sings en

ingly; Duncan Renaldo appears subme

in a small bit; and a roundup of Hollyi

bad men takes care of too feeble vill

Clifford Severn, Jr., a fairly capable yo

ster with a too pronounced English ac

is also prominent. Autry and Burnette

New York in their car and trailer on

discover that Severn is in the car, h.

just arrived on a boat and mistaken

for ranchhands sent by his father to

him. His father is in San Quentin

frameup, and a packing company he is

ing to testify against is trying to ki

the boy. June Storey and Mary Lee a|

; in the picture as a runaway bride

her young sister. Autry also collects

in his caravan. A trite solution of e-

I thing is worked out with one bit of

ning action thrown in at the finale; >

gets girl, father gets son, villains get

just deserts, etc.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Storey, Mary Lee, Duncan Renaldo. Cli

Severn, Jr., Lester Mathews, Smith Ba

Joseph Crehan, William Ruhl, Wade Bo i

Ted Adams.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, W
Berke; Director, Frank McDonald; Or'

Screenplay, Betty Burbridge and Brai

Ropes; Cameraman. Reggie Lanning;

itor, Tony Martinelli.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, •

^ SHORTS *

"Norway's Fate"

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. 10 mins.

Timely Subject Well Presented

This short should highly interest

the general public. It is timely,
factual and well presented. Reel
also serves as a warning message
of things to come for other neutral
and unprepared countries through-
out the world. An excellent com-
mentary is provided by Johannes
Steel. Short graphically shows the
Norwegian terrain and its relativity
to England as far as war strategy
goes, and it also gives an illuminat-
ing insight into the nation's econ-
omy. In addition to the scenes of
peace, the Nazi invasion of Norway
is shown in part, with explanations

* FORCIGn '

"I Was To Blame
(Italian dialogue, no English titles

Guido Beverini 73

DAILY NEWS: Comedy k
moderately junny, due chiei

casting.

WORLD TELEGRAM: Hovie i

jabric is less scintillating than '

stantial.

NEW YORK TIMES: Sparl

comedy.

CREDITS: Consorzio E. \. A. Produ.

Director, Raffaello Matarazzo. PLA'

Edoardo De Filippo, Peppino De F

Titina De Filippo.

as to what is now occurring. >'

concludes by stating that de

what is transpiring today in Eu
the democratic and independent
pies who are suffering will

again to overcome all obstacles,!
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jallup To Launch Nation-Wide Poll On Dual Features

lEELY SYNOPSIS PROVlH UNDER RENJWED FIRE

Iritish B. O. Badly Hit, But Industry Is Sitting Tight
Plans by Wardour St. to

Evacuate; "Business as

Usual" Still

London (By Cable) — The Nazi
jtzkrieg in the Lowlands, with its

1
companying direct threat to

i ance and Great Britain, has
jocked the box-office completely
'leways here, but the film industry
nerally is sitting tight.

I

Indeed, despite the obvious greater
'iousness of the problem now con-
)nting all arms of the trade, the

lotion thus far has been a degree
\ calmness eclipsing that experi-

'ced in the war's early days.
Whereas then there was a general

{Continued on Page 9)

|ARA. FIRST QUARTER

ARNINGS UP $300,000

iTaramount's estimated earnings
the first quarter of 1940 were

)re than $300,000 ahead of the
responding period last year while

? cash position of the company
d its consolidated and non-consoli-
ted units were strong. This was
/ealed at a meeting of the board
directors yesterday when a 15-

{Continned on Page 12)

eely Leading in W. Va.

Gubernatorial Primary

, Charleston, W. Va.—U. S. Senator
M. Neely, author of the Neely bills

Tied against block-booking of films

d theater divorcement, held a com-
mding lead here yesterday over

{Continued on Page 12)

^^Westerner^^ to Have
Labor Day Opening?
-World premiere of Samuel Coldwyn's

"The Westerner" may be set back until

Labor Day. Picture previously had been
announced for opening in Fort Worth,
Tex., on June 25. Issue will be de-
termined during the present visit of

Amon Carter, Fort Worth publisher, who
is in New York conferring with Coldwyn.

Twilight Racing Season, Plus Two Weehly
Free Days for Femntes, a Detroit Headache

Detroit—Opening of a season of twilight horse races at the Michigan State Fair

Grounds track again will give Detroit exhibitors seriously and costly early evening

competition for the next two and a half months. Season opens Saturday and runs

through July 6. Races start at 4:30 p.m., running into the early evening and draw
heavily from all classes of the city's population. Situation is further complicated by

two free days for ladies at the races, on Tuesdays and Fridays.

REPUBLIC WILL HOLD

FOUR REGIONAL MEETS

Republic Pictures will hold four
regional sales meetings between May
27 and June 10, San Francisco get-

ting the first conclave, followed suc-

cessively by Memphis, Chicago and
New York.
James R. Grainger, company's

president, and Robert J. Yates, Con-
solidated Film Industries head,

planed out of New York last evening
for the Coast. Former is scheduled

(Continued on Page 9)

Metro Opens Third Sales

Regional Here Tomorrow

M-G-M's third sectional sales con-

ference starts tomorrow at the Hotel
Astor with sales representatives of

11 exchanges in attendance. Home
office contingent includes W. F. Rodg-
ers, general sales manager; Tom
Connors, Eastern, Southern and Can-

(Continucd on Page 9)

EASTERN PUBLICISTS

APPROVE SPG TIEUP

Representative Council of the

Screen Publicists and Advertisers
Guild here has voted direct affiliation

with the Screen Publicists Guild,

West Coast organization which has
already achieved a contract with pro-
ducers, it was announced yesterday.

Action was taken at a meeting of

the Eastern group attended by
George E. Bodle, SPG counsel, on
Tuesday night. Affiliation is subject

{Continued on Page 3)

UA Top Execs. Depart

for Chicago Conclave

Murray Silverstone, Harry Gold,

Harry Buckley, Arthur Kelly, Hal
Roach and other UA executives left

last night for Chicago to attend the

Western division sales convention
opening tomorrow at the Congress
Hotel. Others will fly out today. L.

(Continued on Page 9)

Gallup Will Poll Country on Duals/

Goldwyns Financing Offer Declined

RKO Stockholders to Vote

On a Protective Amendment

An amendment to the RKO by-

laws permitting the indemnification

of officers and directors against ex-

penses brought about by suits

against them and the company is

scheduled to come up for approval
(Continued on Page 9)

True facts regarding the public's

attitude toward double features will

be sought by the American Insti-

tute of Public Opinion, it was an-

nounced yesterday by Dr. George
Gallup, head of the Institute, who
said that a nation-wide poll on the

subject would be launched immed-
iately.

The poll was suggested by Samuel
(Continued on Page 3)

Myers Opposes Elimination;

Admits Some Merit in

Objections
By MILTON F. LUNCH

WasJdugfon Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington— Still hammer-
ing at the synopsis provision of
the Neely bill, the House Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee went into the third day of
hearings yesterday with Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel, testi-

fying most of the session. Commit-
tee members continued their inten-

sive questioning, stressing particu-

larly the indefiniteness of the synop-
sis section.

After lengthy discussion between
(Continued on Page 4)

GRIFFITiTlFiDANTS

REPLY TO GOV'T ORDER

Oklahoma City—All defendants in

the U. S.-Griffith Amusement Co.,

Sherman anti-trust suit this week
filed replies to the Government's re-

(Continncd on Page 12)

Warners Close 4,000 Deals

on "Academy Awards" Film

More than 4,000 U. S. and Canad-
ian theaters have closed deals for

(Continued on Page 3)

**UIItcin RusselV
Seen as Sure-Fire

Pittsburgh—Exhibitors will find "Lil-

lian Russell," given a dual world pre-

miere by 20th-Fox at the Harris Alvin

here and in Clinton, la., last night, the

exact prescription for ailing box offices;

the general public should accord it a

terrific reception; and the producer-

distributor should find it a top grosser

of this year or any other year. The
film has untold exploitation possibilities

apart from the fact that it has been
pre-sold a million times over in every

chronicle ever written of the era which

it so brilliantly re-creates. (Turn to

Page 12 for full review, and to Along

the Rialto, Page 3, for premiere color

story). —KENNAHAN
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1

Loew's deb. 3 '72546 1

Para. B'way 3s55 . .

Para. Picts. 6s55 .

Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.

Universal Picts

High

8

4%
16

%
43

Low

73/4

41/2

151/4

¥4
71/2

Net
Chg.Close

8

4%
151/4 — 1

%
_ 71/2 - 1/2

1401/4 141 — 31/4

91/4

263/8

9 —
261/4 +

53/8 43/4

71/4

81/8

%
634
18
82
2%
37

71/8

75/8

V2
6

1/2

18

79
2

37

7 1/8
— 3/3

77/8 — 1/8

3/4 — Vs
65/8

18 — 13/4

80
23/8 + 1/8

37 — 6

BOND MARKET
02 102 102
005/8 1001/2 1001/2

CURB MARKET
9-16
15/8

123/8

1

4
7

V2
15/8

33/8

7

-1-16Vi
15/8

11 Vi 111/2 — 3/4

1 1—1/8
33/8 — 5/8

7 — 43/4

Eastman Sets Dividends
Rochester—Directors of Eastman

Kodak, meeting here, declared the
regular quarterly dividend of 1*^ per
cent on the preferred stock and $1.50
a share on the common stock. Simi-
lar dividends have been paid in each
quarter since April, 1938.

A T & T to Pay $2.25
AT&T directors yesterday de-

clared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of $2.25 a share, payable July
15 to holders of record, June 17.

Henry Lazarus Resigns

As Prex/of La. Allied

New Orleans—Sudden resignation
of Henry Lazarus as president of
Allied Theaters of Louisiana, of-

fered without reason to the trade
press, was causing speculation in

film circles last night as to Allied's
exact position in the state. Lazarus
announced his resignation in tele-

grams to the trade press.

Queried by The Film Daily, Laz-
arus denied that his recent illness

had anything to do with the matter
and declared he preferred not to
give a reason at the present time.
He also denied that stepping out of

Allied meant that he would affiliate

the New Orleans theaters in which
he has an interest—Center, Coliseum
and Circle—with circuits which are
generally accepted to be affiliated

with Saenger Theaters Corp. He
also denied that there was any
quarrel over the Neely bill, stating

he thought the bill was "all right."

Allied at the present moment ap-
parently has little or no strength
in Louisiana. Its fortunes have
vacillated from the time when it was
able to hold convention to the pres-

ent moment when a quick survey
failed to reveal a single Allied dues
payment membership in New Or-
leans.

Second York Exec. Named
to Head Industry Ass'n

York, Pa.—Election of Stewart E.
Lauer, prexy of the Yoi'k Ice Ma-
chinery Corp. as president of the Air
Conditioning Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation at the Hot Springs, Va., con-
vention, places the second York man
in the top spot of an industry. Wil-
liam S. Shipley, York's board chair-
man, is serving a fourth term as
prexy of the Refrigerating Machin-
ery Association. Situation is prob-
ably without parallel in the industrial

field.

Other officers just named by the
Air Conditioning Manufacturers As-
sociation are:

Vice-president. Stuart M. Crocker, man-
ager of the air conditioning department. GE;
and treasurer, P. A. McKittrick. general man-
ager, Parks-Cramer Co.
New board comprises: Chairman. P. Y. Dan-

ley, manager of the air conditioning depart-
ment, Westinghouse; vice-chairman. E. T.

Murphy, vice-president, Carrier Corp. ; Stuart
M. Crocker, manager of the air conditioning
department, GE; J. M. Fernald, general man-
ager of the Baker Ice Machine Co.. Inc.; F.

D. Kirk, general sales manager, Vilter Mfg.
Co.; P. A. McKittrick, general manager,
Parks-Cramer Co.; and H. R. Sewell. vice-

president of the cooling and air conditioning

division. B. F. Sturtevant Co., and Lauer.

Warners to Release Seven

Features During Summer

Warner Bros, announces the fol-

lowing summer releases: "Torrid
Zone," May 25; "Brother Orchid,"
June 8; "All This and Heaven Too,"
June 29; "The Sentence," July 6;

"Episode," July 13; "They Drive by
Night," July 27; "The Sea Hawk,"
Aug. 24.

Billie Burke Signed
li'csl Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Billie Burke has a

new Metro pact.

Considine, Brown, Tracy

Here for "Edison" Debut

World premiere of Metro's "Edi-
son, the Man" in six theaters in the
Oranges tonight climaxes a three-
day Edison Pageant of Progress that
has given the pix one of the most
terrific ballyhoos in recent exploita-

tion annals.
John Considine, Clarence Brown

and Spencer Tracy arrived from the
Coast yesterday to participate in the
program of events which included
an Edison luncheon in East Orange
at noon and an Edison ball at the
Orange Armory last night. Luncheon
honor guest was Rita Johnson, who
has the femme lead in the film. Ball
attracted 7,000, with radio coverage
by WHN and WNEW.

Houses which have the feature for
one showing tonight are Palace and
Colonial, Orange; Hollywood, East
Orange; Windsor and State, West
Orange; Cameo, South Orange.

Blumenstock to Notre Dame
for "Knute Rockne" Huddle

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of

advertising and publicity for War-
ners in the East, leaves tonight for

South Bend, Ind., where he will meet
Charles Einfeld, director of adver
tising and publicity, for conferences
on the handling of "The Life of

Knute Rockne." Both Blumenstock
and Einfeld entrain for New York
next week for huddles with home
office executives on the company's
1940-41 sales convention plans.

McCarey, Leaving RKO,
May Make a Metro Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leo McCarey. leaving

RKO, may sign with Metro, it was
reported yesterday, although four
other studios have made overtures.
First pix wherever he goes may be
"Together Again," which has been
planned for Cary Grant and Irene
Dunne at RKO. Story is McCarey's
own.

Benzes to Quit Ist-Run

Field in Minneapolis?

Minneapolis—Reports are current
here that the Benz interests may
drop out of the first-run field locally.

Arrangement, it is said, contem-
plates the razing of the Seventh St.

Theater, with latter's policy going
to the Palace, to be taken over from
the Benzes by Minnesota Amuse-
ment on a long term lease. Benz
lease of the Minnesota Theater,
4,000-seater, expires May 23.

Examine N. M. Schenck
Today in Equity Action

Examination of Nicholas M.
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc.,

in connection with the Government's
equity action against the majors
will be held in Federal Court this

morning at 10 o'clock.

cominc flRD coin

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER arrives from the C
at the week-end. \

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's presic

left the home office last evening for the Ci

stopping en route in Chicago and Kansas (

HERBERT J. YATES, president of Consolid.

Film Industries, left f^ew York yesfp"*ay
the Coast. ^B|

ROLAND REED is stopping at the^lld
Astoria.

JOHN BARRYMORE leaves for the Coast i

urday, arriving Tuesday to fill a new 20th
|

contract.

KAY KYSER has arrived at the Coast I

the East.

E. J. MANN IX Is due on the Coast at
week-end.

GILBERT JOSEPHSON has returned from He

wood.

SOL LESSER returned to New York yeste
from Washington.

EVE ARDEN leaves for Hollywood over
week-end.

MADELEINE CARROLL flies here from
Coast Saturday.

FRANCIS HACKETT arrived in New York
terday to confer with John Golden.

ELIA KAZAN arrives in Hollywood at:

week-end to report to Warners.

HOLLIS KENNAHAN of THE FILM DAILY
returns from Pittsburgh today.

MARY PICKFORD leaves the Coast toda<

New York.

JULIAN JOSEPHSON is due today from
Coast for a three-week sojourn.

THE MARX BROTHERS return to the •

Saturday, ending their p. a. jaunt.

The ANDREWS SISTERS, on the Coast foi

months, are stopping at the Hollywood Knii'

bocker.

J. J. NOLAN and PERRY LIEBER will

the Coast Tuesday for New York.

ZASU PITTS leaves for the Coast tomon

TON I NOVISKA entrained yesterday for (

Coast, arriving Sunday.

FRANK CRAVEN, FAY BAINTER and BEl

BONDI leave Hollywood Sunday for Bosto

attend the premiere of "Our Town."

CLARENCE BROWN. JOHN CONSIDINE
SPENCER TRACY arrived from the Coast

terday for the "Edison, the Man" premiere

BOB GILLHAM was in Chicago yesterday.

JASPER D. RAPEPORT, Para.'s Havana br

head, arrives here shortly.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK leaves for South !

Ind., tonight.

GENE AUTRY is en route to Hollywood
lowing p. a. engagements in the East.

ENRIQUE BAEZ, general manager in
"

for United Artists, arrived on the Pan-Am
Clipper in New York yesterday for h.o

ferences.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE

BETWEEN TWO POINTS ISj

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAM
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOU

TELEPHONE BILL.
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liLLUP WILL LAUNCH

POLL ON DUAL BILLS

(Continued from Page 1)

dwyn who reportedly offered to

nee the survey personally. Dr.

t lup, however, said the question

; of such importance that the

t'tjjte would make the investiga-

te JJJependently.

•nff^ letter to Goldwyn, Dr. Gal-

It wrote that "it is to our mutual

a antage that the industry and the
ilic recognize this investigation

a completely independent one

—

financed by the industry or by
producer."

it a press interview, arranged by
dwyn, it was pointed out by Dr.
lup that various sectional polls

i
resulted in conflicting verdicts.

said that his 1,100 investigators
lid get a cross-section of public

nion and that an impartial report
lid be made. Dr. Gallup declared
re was always a small margin
error in his surveys but that the
il analysis usually was only 3

i

cent off in political polls.

Approximately two months will

required to complete the poll af-

a month's preparation. He said
investigators would contact those
) attend the theater infrequently
well as those who are regular

roldwyn said he would not change
I
policy regardless of the outcome
the survey. He said he would
tinue to make only high quality
tures of the "A" class whether
poll showed an overwhelming

jre for duals or not. While the
lup poll will concern itself pri-

rily with the double feature ques-
i, it is possible, he asserted, that
!er polls may go into the likes and
ikes of the public in regard to

ries and star combinations.

il the course of the conference,
' Gallup said that he doubted in-

"try figures to the effect that the
rage weekly attendance at U. S.

1 theaters was 85,000,000 weekly.
said he believed between 60,000,-

and 65,000,000 was more accu-
s, but that probably 90,000,000
Isons attended theaters once a
Ir or more.

i

lest wishei from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 16

Margaret Sullavan

Bull Montana

Rae Manheimer

Rosa Madell

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
PITTSBURGH

• • • TO paraphrase the words which Lincoln spoke long ago

elsewhere in the State folks of the Smoky City will

long remember what they (20th-Fox) did here yesterday Pre-

dominantly, it was the presentation of a magnificent motion picture

"Lillian Russell" at a world premiere performance in the Harris

Alvin Theater whose rafters rang with the acclaim accorded it

within the celebrity-packed auditorium Truly, this celluloid

biography of the most glamorous of the Gay Nineties' Glamor Girls

stormed into the hearts of the onlookers and added more lumens

of brightness to the already generously glittering armor of Darryl F.

Zanuck as a producer of memorable screen fare

T T
• • • PITTSBURGH has had its share of cinematic

excitement and pageantry hut yesterday the flood of public

enthusiasm was higher and more sweeping in a figurative

sense than the wild, unbridled waters which betimes over-

flow the banks of the city's waterfront Mayor C. D. Scully

had proclaimed yesterday to be "Lillian Russell" Day and in

the morning designated Alice Faye as Honorary Mayor of the City

plus creating Edward Arnold Honorary Director of

Public Safety There was a tremendous civic parade

after which the film trade press representatives and scores

of other scribes from municipalities of the eastern seaboard

were conducted through the electrically-operated Irwin Steel

Mill then feted at a 20th-Fox cocktail party in Varsity Club

and at an informal dinner in the William Penn Hotel

Parade was the biggest in Pittsburgh since last Armistice

250,000 crowded the streets and traffic was paralyzed the

crowds broke through police lines and mobbed Alice Faye, hold-

ing up the parade 15 to 20 minutes nobody was hurt

Charles E. McCarthy, Rodney Bush and their aides deserve,

and get, a bow for their handling of the gigantic exploitation

T T T
• • • CAME night and the premiere Crowds jammed thor-

oughfares before and about the Alvin to personally meet the stars

who were presented from a platform erected in the middle of the street

The mikes of KDKA, WWSW and KQV were clustered at vantage

points to carry the festivities throughout the territory and far

beyond It was glamor that Lillian Russell would have reveled

in which is just what film fans are going to do with respect

to the 20th-Fox opus which relates her life The New York scribes

and those from other points en route entrained for home

NEW YORK
• • • ONLY 48 hours have intervened since the an-

nouncement in adjacent colyums of this li'l ole trade paper
that the 1940 FILM DAILY Golf Tournament would be held on
Tuesday, June 11 at Glen Oaks, near Great Neck yet

entries are already pourin' in which is eloquent testimony

that this is THE annual event which finds no grass growing
under the feet of gents who want to participate and which
finds less grass under the feet of other golfers when the film

divot diggers finish the tourney

T T T
• • • SAMUEL GOLDWYN apparently is going to practice what
he has been preaching First, he went on record as being against

block-booking and backed it up with an offer to trade show "The

Westerner" Then he said he wanted to find out whether the

public desired one or two pictures on a program and backed
up that desire with a Gallup poll master strokes of courage.

EASTERN PUBLICISTS

APPROVE SPG TIEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

to membership okays both East and
West. SPAG, with membership of
approximately 200, is headed by Joe
Gould of UA. It will act on ratifica-

tion shortly, probably within two
weeks, it was said yesterday.

Affiliation of the two publicists
groups is regarded as the prelude to
the setting up of a national Guild
at a joint convention contemplated
for the Coast during the Summer.
Proposed national constitution was
outlined by Bodle at the meeting
here.

SPAG is said to be drafting a con-
tract for presentation to home offices.

Warners Close 4,000 Deals

on "Academy Awards" Film

(Continued from Page 1)

"Cavalcade of Academy Awards,"
Warners special short, it was said
yesterday by Grad Sears, sales chief.

Short, being sold separately, will be
released on May 25.

Radio City Music Hall will give
the short a three weeks' run. Cir-
cuit deals set include: FWC, RKO,
Lucas & Jenkins, Tony Sudekum
Theaters, Roy Martin Circuit, Joe
Blumenfeld Theaters, John Danz
Circuit, Warner Bros. Theaters; S.

L. Lynch Paramount Theaters, Fam-
ous Players Canadian Corp., De-
troit Paramount Theaters, Shea
Theaters.

Mrs. Gordon Re-equips
Extensive re-equipment program

has been completed by Mrs. Bertha
Gordon for her Palace in Newport
News, Va. Items include Simplex
E-7 Mechanisms and Simplex 18-

inch magazines, and that company's
Type "A" Sound and LL-3 Pedestals,
plus Peerless Magnarc lamps, Hert-
ner generator, Neumade rewind table

and film cabinet, Vallen National cur-
tain controls, and Walker White
screen.

Mrs. Emma Rowland Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Emma Rowland,

age 83, mother of Richard A. Row-
land, died yesterday in her sleep.

Funeral services will be held Friday
at Pierce Brothers Mortuary.

Timco for C. W. Hicks

C. W. Hicks has just installed a
three-unit Timco ticket register for
his Hampden Theater, Baltimore,
and put in Crestwood carpet.

Oh, Yeah? ? ?
Richmond, Va.—Phone rang in the

Colonial Theater office of Frank O'Brien,
Wilmer & Vincent city manager, and
was answered by Muriel Stevenson,
O'Brien's secretary. Party wanted to

know if "Rebecca" was there. Not
thinking about the picture, which was
playing at the National, she said that
she was, but she was busy cleaning up
the lobby. THAT Rebecca is one of

the maids.
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Neely Enactment Means "The Promised Land —Myer
: J

Allied Exec. Feels That Trade

Showings Would be

Objectionable
(Continued from Page I)

Myers and committee members on
the synopsis provision, Rep. James
P. McGranery (D., Pa.) asked Myers
if he would be willing- to strike out

this part of the bill. The Allied

spokesman replied negatively. Mc-
Granery then suggested that the

section might be amended by mak-
ing it call for only a "true synop-
sis." Myers stated he would have
to confer with the public groups
before stating his reaction.

"I don't want to be stubborn,"

McGranery said, "but by leaving this

language in the bill, you will de-

feat its purpose." The Pennsylvania
Congressman told Myers, "if you
could clear up the synopsis provis-

ion and accelerate your witnesses, I

think you will get action."

Admits Merit In Objections

Myers admitted that there was
some merit in the objections to the

synopsis provisions as now written

but stated he did not see how the

exhibitors could get selection with-

out a synopsis provision.

In reply to a question by Rep. Lyle

H. Boren, (D., Okla.) as to why diffi-

c u 1 1 y could
not be clear-

ed up by
trade show-
i n g instead
of synopsis.
Myers stated
there was
strong senti-

ment in some
quarters for
trade show-
ings, but he
felt it would
be objection-
able to pro-
ducers and

that producers
inventories, it

would disrupt the flow of pictures

and exhibitors would have to buy all

year instead of once a year.

"By these practices the 'Big

Eight' have built up their monopoly,"
Myers said. "By these practices

they maintain their monopoly. This
bill will open the way for competi-

tion and will neutralize or destroy

their monopoly. They cannot defend
these practices, and so they regis-

ter their captious objections to the

bill, and in that way they protect

their monopoly." He urged the com-
mittee to remember the bill was as

much an anti-monopoly as a commu-
nity freedom bill.

Myers denied assertions at yes-

terday's hearings that the bill will

establish price fixing through the

courts. The bill covers price dif-

ferentials in single leased pictures,

not price fixing, he said.

Competitive Question Raised

Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R., Ohio)
called attention to producers build-

ABRAM F. MYERS

exhibitors alike in

would have larger

At7oicI Purely Legalistic Vieu; in Weighing
]%eely Bill, Myers Ashs House Committee

U'ushiniilon Bniean of TlUi FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel, urged the House Inter-

state Commerce Committee yesterday to avoid "a purely legalistic view regarding

each line and sentence" in the Neely bill lest such an attitude "result in amend-
ments which will almost certainly prevent its passage."

ing theaters in competition with in-

dependents, causing damage to in-

dependents, and asked if bill would
correct that situation. Myers re-
plied it would not correct it per se
out would open up competition in the
industry. He stated Allied advocates
cne "right to buy" principle whereby
independents could not be denied a
picture if they were willing to pay
^ne same pi'ice.

Rep. Luther Patrick (D., Ala.)
questioned, "this couldn't be a bill

aiming at one thing and shooting at
another?"
On the question of producers op-

erating theaters in competition with
independents. Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R.,

Ualif.) stated this was a problem of
exclusive franchise common in many
industries, covering a very broad
subject aside from the bill at hand.
Myers called attention to the New
York equity suit which he said is

aimed at divorcement to correct this
problem. If the Government is suc-
cessful, he said, exhibitors will be-
come customers instead of competi-
tors.

GWTW was produced and distrib-

uted in accordance with conditions
the bill would create, Myers as-
serted, and called attention to ex-
hibitors paying 70 per cent of gross
on what, he admitted, was a very
unusual situation. Rep. Patricii
stated the little "back street" ex-
hibitor under the bill still wouldn't
have a chance to obtain hit pic-
tures in competition with others.
Myers exhibited a typical leasing

contract which he termed "the most
one-sided contract ever written."

Denies Litigation Danger
The Allied counsel denied em

phatically that the bill would cause
much litigation. The district at-
torneys would only institute suits
with the approval of the Attorney
General, he said, adding "And I

know that he will exercise it wisely
and not foolishly."

Returning to the question of

synopsis, which is plainly invoking

greatest committee interest, Myers

said a general outline would not be

hard to comply with. Distributors

should merely give fair warning
when objectionable scenes are in a

picture, he said.

Rep. Charles L. South (D., Texas)

asked Myers if he did not think
that such descriptions of manner
of treatment, etc., did not get into

the field of impossibility He ques-
tioned that facial expressions, etc,,

could be described in a synopsis.
Rep. Patrick objected that it would
be impossible for producers to know
just how a certain actor or actress
would interpret certain scenes
through various expressions.

In reply to these objections, Myers
stated, "Read in the light of its pur-
pose, this provision is not as vague
as might be inferi'ed from a casual
reading. It means that if dialog or

scenes otherwise innocent are to be
given a treatment which robs them
of their innocence, the distributor
should give fair warning. Also if

vice or crime are to be included, the
synopsis should state whether it is

presented directly or by recital of
facial expression." The meaning is

clear, he said.

Sees Common-Sense Application

"Certainly, 'synopsis', 'general',

and 'outline' all connote generality
and absence of detail," Myers con-
tended. The section will be given
a practical, common-sense applica-
tion rather than a rigid, letter-of-

the-law interpretation, he added.

"If the specifications seem strin-

gent, it is because the public in-

terest in the commodity is great . . .

certainly the legislation should not
be allowed to fail because some un-
scrupulous exhibitors, as they were
characterized Tuesday, may abuse
their privilege. The Big Eight have
protected themselves pretty well
through the years; I do not appre-

GTE Prexy Granted Option
to Buy 15,000 Stock Shares

Earle G. Hines, General Theaters
Equipment president, was granted
an option March 18 to buy 15,000
shares of the company's stock at
prices ranging from $16 to $20. Op-
tion is good for five years, it was
leported to SEC and announced yes-
terday by the Stock Exchange.
Company stockholders at annual

meeting April 23 voted to pay di-

i-ectors a $2,400 salary plus fees for
attending board meetings.

Para. Reports Purchasing

$134,000 of Its Debentures

Paramount bought $134,000 of its

3^/4 per cent convertible debentures,

due March 1, 1937, during 1939, ac-

cording to the company's report to

the SEC and made public by the
New York Stock Exchange yester-
day. Through April of this year,
the company has purchased $525,-
000 of the debentures, thus reducing
the outstanding amount to $10,588.-
200.

I

Would Support Modificatij

If Measure Proves Too
Drastic

r^

hend that with all the power tl|

possess, they will be easily vict;

ized."

Exhibitors would not resort
fair tactics, he said, becaul
need the pictures, litigation
pensive, and the distributors coi

use the remedy known as the "s'

picture."

Answering remarks of Rep. h
shaw that producers could not
their product for a year in adva
as they do now if they had to p^

vide synopsis, Myers admitted
provision would cause some chain
and might result in selling two^
three times a year instead of oi

"The Neely bill may well prove
be a measure to reduce litigal

rather than to increase it," he .'j

in answer to statements that ra,

litigation would result. He cited
large number of suits now penci
against the majors brought by
hibitors under anti-trust laws.

"The Promised Land" Ahead

In a closing plea for commi
approval, Myers said: "After nH'

years of hard labor and after O'

coming many obstacles, the si

porters have finally come wii'

sight of 'The Promised Land' .

This Congress is rapidly drawing
a close. Unless it is passed by
House before adjournment, the we
process will have to be begun ai

at the new Congress.

"That, in my judgment would
a calamity. The 'Big Eight', encc
aged by this renewed success!
thwarting legislation, would j.

ceed to greater and greater excei
in oppressing the lowly independtj
and in flouting public opinion.

.|

hope that a purely legalistic \|j

regarding the wording of each
and sentence in this bill will noti

suit in amendments which will!

most certainly prevent its passaj

If anything in the bill proves
drastic, majors will ask for moj
cations, he said, "and if their

quests are practical and fair, I

not merely calculated to emasculj
the statute, I will gladly join \
them," Myers affirmed.

Civic Group Reps. Are Hear^l

Seven representatives of ci

groups preceded Myers. They vj

Mary R. Carver, Council of Wo^
for Home Missions; Mrs. ElizaH

St. Johns, Parents and Teachers'

Hawaii; Mrs. Howard Shepard, V}

cester Better Films Council;
Gladys Wyckofl!', American Hij

Economics Association; Dr. la

Scott, WCTU and YMCA; Miss li

Colcord, American AssociationI
University Women and Mrs. Ro'

L. Jeff'reys, D. C. Parent-Teacl
Association. All urged passagf

the bill on moral grounds.

Proponents continue testini||

this morning.

I
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FORECAST!
Here^s how we know that

"Edison, the Man" is the

greatest money attraction

Spencer Tracy ever made!

(turn please)



w.fhRita Johnson

Lynne Overman

Gene Lockhort

Charles Coburn
Henry Travers

Felix Bressart

Screen Play by Talbot Jennings

and Bradbury Foote

A Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Directed by

CLARENCE BROWN
Produzed by

JOHN W. CONSIDINE JR.

o
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2 WEEKS IN

ADVANCE EN

6 THEATRES
IN ONE CITY!
Every seat taken

[n 6 theatres
j

A.nd a demand that

Gould fill 2 more
For the Greatest

World Premiere of a

3reat picture since

That march

[Through Georgia with

GoneWithTheWind

(Keep marching to next page)

r^>'
fP"-

^t-*^\
/Itv'

'ffimr BOYSTOWN
PASSAGE

TOPS THEM
ALL!
Spencer Tracy's greatest per-

formances of the past are no^

eclipsed by his magnificent pof-

trayol in M-G-M's smashing dra-

matic sensation "Edison,The Man"



^
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HO^ S".oN ABOUT

'^1

S?SfMVpKO^«fao;-'j?,?lt;X
V30 P-'^-.T^f'A.CKMA-B-^^ ^

tio^^'^moaon Pictures). bdISON
place of Moti A^«5°7 bv

Spencer

THURSDAY Q^anges
Through

The
^t

\
produce''''' t^^/ib.^^''

HEARD /rom \bd«^!^^

COAST TO COAST!
Preceded by a National Magazine Campaign reaching million

The World Premiere That I

Packed Six Theatres in One City
I

Climaxing 3 days of Brilliant Celebration
|

Spreading the Fame by Telegraph, Newsreel, Radio
|

Of M-G-M's Great New Screen Sensation!
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TISH B. 0. HARD HIT,

DUSTRY SITS TIGHT

{Continued from Page 1)

as fi'om Wardour St., today all

s are open as usual, nor is there
hint of any early evacuation,
in the studios, production con-

s apace; thus, still, it's "busi-

.^l^usual."
Jjthe Continent, however, re-

imei-ing in attest to the corn-

disruption of the film indus-

n both Belgium and the Neth-
ds. Naturally, neither London
Paris are shipping prints to the
erlands, now largely under Nazi
nion, and to Belgium where in-

! fighting is in progress.

me offices yesterday were still

)ut accurate or official informa-
:rom their offices in Holland and
um, following the Nazi invas-
Executives were of the opin-

;hat no word could be received

the tide of war changed one
or another.

TO Opens Third Sales

Regional Here Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

sales manager; Howard Dietz,

rtising and publicity director;

Seadler, advertising manager;
am Ferguson, exploitation man-
; Art Schmidt, publicity man-
; Alan F. Cummings, exchange
ations; Edwin Aaron, Rodgers'
tant; Charles Deesen and I.

lard Hirsch, assistants to Con-

bid force includes:

\ton—Maurice N. Wolf, district man-
John F. Byrne, branch manager; Ben-
Bebchick, Raymond J. Curran, Maurice

tein, J. Edward Renick, Harry Rosen-
I Harry O. Worden, salesmen; New
n—Thomas J. Donaldson, branch man-

I
Milton Hyams, Morton L. Katz, sales-

Philadelphia—Robert Lynch, branch man-
. Salem E. Applegate, sales manager;
t M. Jelenko, Nicholas P. Lloyd, Joseph
jlorrow, Clarence C. Pippin, salesmen;

[31
— Ralph Pielow, branch manager;

ir Horn, Eugene Vogel, William Wil-
[ salesmen; Buffalo—Ralph W. Maw,
n manager; Abraham T. Harris, Alex-

' W. Weissman, Emanuel M. Woronov,
len, also

—

irlotte — Benn Rosenwald, branch man-
Thomas E. Bailey, Raymond W. Ervin,

iien; New Jersey — Benjamin Abner,
h manager; Louis Allerhand, Herman
ipps, salesmen; New York—Edward K.
:a, district manager; John J. Bowen,
h manager; Howard M. Levy, Harry
Miller, salesmen; Washington—Rudolph
:r, branch manager; Phil Bobys, Harry
1, Jacob M. Goldberg, Frank J. Scully,

nen; Atlanta—Charles E. Kessnich, dis-

manager; Pittsburgh—John J. Maloney,
ct manager.
-irth and final conference will be held
iO-21, at the Hotel Shoreham, Wash-

'Deadwood Dicle"

as Darmour Serial
I'fst Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Larry Darmour's new serial

3r Columbia will be "Deadwood Dick,"
ased on the famous dime novels of

or 30 years ago. Serial goes into

roduction about June 1, under the di-

Sction of James Home. This makes
'armour's third serial for Columbia this

ear, the other two being "The Shadow"
nd "Terry and the Pirates."

GWTW Swells Texas Old Age Pension Funds
Dallas—CWTW has been a boon to Texas Old Age Pension revenues, says George

H. Sheppard, comptroller. Theater tax of one cent for each 10-cent admission applies only

to admissions of 51 cents or more and ordinarily nets only a few hundred dollars a

month.
Coincident with the Texas showing with GWTW, admission tax receipts boomed and

so far largely has been responsible for collections of $68,207. Three-fourths goes to the
old age pension fun, rest to the school fund.

UA Top Execs. Depart RKO Stockholders to Vote
for Chicago Conclave On a Protective Amendment

(Continued from Page 1)

J. Schlaifer, vice-president and West-
ern sales manager, will preside.

Others to attend from the home
office include Paul Lazarus, Lynn
Farnol, Monroe Greenthal, Arthur
Silverstone, Al Margolies, Charles
Steele, N. A. Thompson, James Mul-
vey, Emanuel Silverstone, Lowell
Calvert, Harry Kosiner, J. J. Mil-
stein and Thomas Walker. J. D.
Goldhar, Western district manager,
and Ben Fish, far Western district

chief, also are to be present.

Field representatives and their
cities are:

Chicago—I. Schlank, Ben Eisenberg, Frank
Young, J. E. Armgardt, Will Baker, Nat
Nathanson, H. D. James and Oscar Bern-
stein; Denver—Earl Collins, Al Hoffman, Alex
Singelow and B. E. Mariner; Detroit—Moe
Dudelson, I. Weingarden, Sid Bowman and
P. Monsky; Kansas City—Bill Truog, John
Graham, O. O. Flake and G. I. Bradford;
Los Angeles—E. W. MacLean, Guy Gunder-
son, Fred Gage and Kenneth MacKaig; Mil-
waukee—Jimmy Abrose, Noe Provencher and
L. Weingarden, also

—

Minneapolis—Ralph Cramblet, Frank Eisen-
berg, C. J. Chouinard, F. J. Kaiser and E.
B. Lund; Omaha—D. V. McLucas, J. E.
Schlank, E. P. Pickler, H. R. Barker and E.
Rostermundt; St. Louis—Ben Robins, James
Greig, Eddie Ashkins and Ray Wylie; Salt
Lake City—Tony Hartford, W. K. Millar, Joe
Solomon and E. M. Gibson; San Francisco—
D. J. McNerney, OUie Watson, Paul Bush
and Jack O'Loughlin; Seattle—F. M. Higgins,
A. H. Kleepper, Jack O'Bryan, A. J. Sullivan
and Alfred Bloom.

Group Selling Plan Used
for "Film Fumbles" Game

Detroit—First 10 releases of "Film
Fumbles," new theater game, are
ready for distribution, Lloyd Ham-
mond, producer, said on his return
here from the Coast. Second series
will be produced in August.

Releases are "planted" with nu-
merous "movie boners," and patrons
turning in most complete list of such
"fumbles" win the award.

Plan calls for selling in typical
units of 100 theaters, using circuits

and indie theater groups. This will
allow a $5,000 weekly prize list, split

among 1,600 prize winners, with a
grand prize of $1,000. Releases will
play day-and-date, run a week.

Series is directed by Harry Eraser.
Cast is headed by Monty Collins,

and includes Ruth Finley, Dave
O'Brien, Bill Dunham, Tiny Little,

and John Elliott.

Carrier System In Ace
Wilmington, Del. — Ace Theater,

Benjamin Shindler, manager, has in-

stalled a Carrier 50-ton unit air
conditioning system, via the Keil
Motor Co. which also supplied the
cooling and heating coils.

(Continued from Page 1)

at meeting of stockholders on

June 5.

Accoi'ding to the proxy statement,

the corporation believes that its of-

ficers and directors should be reim-

bursed for expenses reasonably in-

curred by them in connection with

legal actions.

Court Allows Adelphi

Trust Case to be Passed

Chicago—Judge Wilkerson allowed
the Adelphi anti-trust case to be
passed over yesterday by agreement
among the attorneys, with the right
to reinstate the case upon three days'
written notice by either side. Illinois

Allied had sought to defer action
until a decision came down in the
D of J contempt action against B &
K and the majors.

REPUBLIC WILL HOLD

FOUR REGIONAL MEETS

(Continued from Page 1)

to go to San Francisco, latter to

Hollywood.

Coast confabs of Republic officials

will definitely determine sales con-

vention dates.

Motiograph Projectors

Installed In 13 Houses

Chicago — Motiograph, Inc., has
completed installation of its projec-
tors in the Fallon Theater, Fallon,
Nev.; Center, Monroe, N. C; Capitol,
Rome, N. Y.; Tower, Bremerton,
Wash.; Esquire, Sacramento, Cal.;

Strand, Sussex, N. B.; Premier, Lit-
tleton, N. H.; Riverside, Jacksonville,
Fla.; Dunbar, Baltimore; Niles, Al-
turas, Calif.; Westwood, Baltimore;
Orpheum, Huntington, W. Va.; and
Strand, Boston.

Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound Sys-
tems have been installed in the Visu-
lite, Covington, Va.; Lisbon, Lisbon,
N. H.; Gem, Norfolk, Va.; Cozy,
Stroud, Okla.; New 14th St., New
York City; F. & F. Amusement Co.,

Nowata, Okla.; and the State, Spar-
tanburg, S. C.

DHRK [ommnnD
"As exciting, spectacular, and alto-

gether thrilling a war-melodrama

as the movies have given us in years.

It is sprinkled through, generously

enough, with earthy humor and

bright romance, and the mixture is

good on all counts."

RAOUL WALSH, Director

The story of

The BLACK KNIGHT of KANSAS
Plunderer, killer . . . scourge of the

West . . . hated and feared by all

men . . . hated and loved by women.

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

«• v4. ;]



Xillian Russell" Three-ClJ
PITTSBURGH-150,000 in giant turn-out! Police

and National Guardsmen rope off entire length of

6th Street from Pennsylvania Avenue to rivetx

for opening at Harris -Alvin! Senator Theatre

forced to open to accommodate clamoring thou-

sands at same $L10 scale! Fevered boxoffice

stampede climaxes 72 hours of unprecedented

civic excitement and celebration! Mile-long

parade down ''Avenue of Flags"! $100-a-plate

''Diamond Jim Brady Banquet''! Three network

broadcasts! Special airport ceremonies and

Mayor's reception for stars Alice Faye, Edward

Arnold! Nation-wide wire service news cover-

age blazons event to millions!

HOLLYWOOD—unprecedented press coverage

attests news-importance and nation-wide interest

in coast premiere at Grauman's Chinese! 400

important Hollywood correspondents blanketing

nation augmented by key critics from every city

in West! Excited throngs fill Hollywood Boule-



I^orld Premiere Neivs!

irard, halt traffic, storm theatre's mammoth
:^ourtyard! Stars and celebrities too numerous

ZQ mention! Gala audience in great ovation!

Listening millions thrill to Richfield Hour
3roadcast of event!

iNTON, IOWA-100,000 crowed into town from

niles around! Both Capitol and Rialto Theatres

old out ten days in advance at $1.50 and $1.10!

Police reinforcements rushed from Davenport,

Rock Island and Moline! State constabulary

iletour all highway traffic! Entire business sec-

ion transformed into municipality of gay 90's

With townspeople in costume! Block parties!

Masquerades! Dances! Ceremonies! Wildly

i^heering throngs welcome stars Don Ameche,

ICesar Romero, Arleen Whelan, Mary Healy ar-

riving on Streamliner ^^Treasure Island's" initial

jrun! Three Governors participate in official fes-

Itivities! A red letter day for Clinton—flashed to

the nation by correspondents, news

photographers, broadcasters!
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GRIFFITH DEFENDANTS REVIEUJS OF HeUJ flltdS
REPLY TO GOV'T ORDER

(Continued from Page 1)

sponse filed to order of court entered

on April 4, as amended by order of

April 25.

All defendants waived the furnish-

ing of further particulars from the

Government as had been asked in a

motion for a bill of particulars. The
replies read: "Defendants ask the

court to enter an order that the par-

ticulars attached to defendants'

memorandum brief of Sept. 15, 1939,

and supplied in response to the sev-

eral motions of these defendants,

stand as filed herein so as to make
them a part of pleadings as of the

date of the order, and that the plain-

tiff be relieved from further com-

pliance with the order of April 4,

1940, as amended."

The defendants also asked 20

days from date of such order with-
in which to file an answer, with the
exception of Columbia Pictures
Corp., Universal Pictures and United
Artists which asked 30 days from
date set by court order to answer.

Henry S. Griffing, attorney for
the Griffith Amusement Co. and Con-
solidated Theaters, Inc., now called

Griffith Consolidated Theaters, Inc.,

said the replies filed by the defend-
ants this week narrowed down the
case either nearer to dismissal or
to trial. The Federal Government
can dismiss the suit at any time, he
said, but by accepting the Govern-
ment's amended complaint the de-

fendants have blocked dismissal of

the suit without prejudice. Griffing

said the defendants desired the case
be settled definitely so that they
know where they would stand as to

future operations.
Edgar S. Vaught, Federal Judge,

of the Western District of Okla-
homa, will hold a hearing this morn-
ing, at 10 a.m. when attorneys for

all defendants and the plaintiffs have
been asked to be present. The out-

come may bring dismissal of the

suit by the Government or may re-

sult in early trial of the case on its

merits, according to defense attor-

neys.
Defendants in the suit besides the

Griffith Amusement Co., are Vita-

graph, Inc., Paramount Pictures,

Inc., M-G-M, Distributing Corp. of

Texas, Loew's, Inc., Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox Film Corp. and Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. of Texas;
United Artists Corp., Columbia Pic-

tures Corp. and Universal Film Ex-
changes, Inc., Western Theaters
Corp., affiliated with the Griffith Cir-

cuit and L. C. and H. J. Griffith.

"Time Is Money"
Cincinnati—Harris Dudelson, local UA

manager, is recipient of a combination
gold watch and money clip, personal

gift from Bert Stearn for highest sales in

the recent contest.

"Lillian Russell"
with Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Henry Fonda
20th-Fox 127 Mins.

(PITTSBURGH PREVIEW)

FILM IS A NATURAL BOX-OFFICE
SMASH; CAST, DIRECTION AND PRO-
DUCTION SPLENDID.

Exhibitors will find "Lillian Russell" the
exact prescription for ailing box-offices;

the general public should accord it a ter-

rific reception; and the producer-distribu-

tor should find it a top grosser of this or

any year. The film has untold exploitation

possibilities apart from the fact that it

has been pre-sold a million times over in

every chronicle ever written of the era

which it so brilliantly re-creates. It has

a warmly appealing factual story that is

vividly painted on the screen. It has a

superb cast that has caught the picture's

mood under the deft direction of Irving

Cummings, with the result that every

character is real and believable. Alice

Faye reaches a new peak in her cinematic
career with a moving performance that has

depth, feeling and sincerity. William
Anthony McGuire rates laurels for an

opulent and scintillating screenplay that

is concise, full of punch, smoothly flowing

throughout and meticulously true to life

as far as history and contemporaneous
knowledge could make it. Credit Darryl

F. Zanuck and associate producer Gene
Markey for the rich mountings and cast

judgment. Credit also must go to Leon
Shamroy for his fine camera work. Miss

Faye has never appeared to better advan-

tage and she does her rich role full justice.

Her song numbers are put across with a

wallop. Performances of the whole cast

reflect Cummings' sure hand. Don Ameche
as the young composer is excellent; Ed-

ward Arnold is Diamond Jim Brady to the

very life. Henry Fonda is splendid as the

shy young newspaperman; and Warren
William suavely fits his role. The sup-

porting cast is more than that in this case

as the majority of the players are among
the most capable performers of the day,

including as they do such fine troupers

as Leo Carrillo, Helen Westley, Ernest Truex,

Dorothy Peterson, Nigel Bruce, Una O'Con-
nor and Joseph Cawthorn. Carrillo is fine

as the famous Tony Pastor, restaurateur

to the haute monde of the era, and Weber
and Fields will bring back many memories.

The story itself is essentially the story of

Lillian Russell, her life, her loves, disap-

pointments and successes. Certainly, no

woman has ever before or since had as

many men and so much of the world at

her feet at the same time as Iowa's golden

girl, and certainly the age in which she

lived will never be equalled; making just

that many more reasons why not only those

who can remember but the younger gene-

rations as well will be intrigued, thrilled,

delighted and entertained by "Lillian Rus-

sell." In brief, here's a natural box-office

smash.

CAST: Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Henry

Fonda, Edward Arnold, Warren William,

Leo Carrillo, Helen Westley, Dorothy Peter-

son, Ernest Truex, Nigel Bruce, Claude

Allister, Lynn Bari, Weber & Fields, Una
O'Connor, Eddie Foy, Jr., Joseph Cawthorn,

Diane Fisher, Elyse Knox, Joan Valerie,

Alice Armand, William Davidson, Hal K.

Dawson, Charles Halton, R. E. Keane, Harry

Hayden, Frank Darien, Frank Sully, Richard

Carle, Ottola Nesmith, Ferike Boros,

"Waterloo Bridge"
with Vivien Leigh, Robert Taylor, Lucile

Watson, Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya,

C. Aubrey Smith

M-G-M 103 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

OUTSTANDING DIRECTION AND ACT-
ING, WITH BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY,
MAKE THIS A SUREFIRE BO. DRAW.

Here is a beautiful, tender love story

that should have special appeal for femme
fans. Due to its timeliness, and the popu-

larity of its two stars, Robert Taylor and

Vivien Leigh, the picture should do hand-

somely at the box-office. Although the

period of the story is of the first World
War, there is a complete absence of battle

scenes, and everything is concentrated

around the romance between Taylor, a

young British officer, and Vivien, a ballet

dancer. Mervyn LeRoy has furnished an

outstanding job of directing guiding the

key scenes with deference and delicacy.

To Sidney Franklin goes important credit

as the producer. Given his best opportu-

nity to date, Taylor delivers a splendid

performance that enhances his stature as

an actor. Vivien Leigh supplies a vivid,

moving portrayal void of mannerisms and

theatricalism. Virginia Field is very good

as Vivien's companion, Maria Ouspenskaya

is convincing as a strict owner of the

ballet. As usual, C. Aubrey Smith and

Lucile Watson furnish interesting charac-

terizations. The human, intelligent screen-

play, by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rambeau and

George Froeschel, modernizes Robert E.

Sherwood's play. Joseph Ruttenberg's cam-

era work is high-grade, being, especially

effective in the photographing of the ro-

mantic dance in the candlelight. Waterloo

Bridge, used as the title for this film, is

the meeting place of a boy and a girl

during an air raid on London. On his way

to France to take part in the second World

War, Taylor, as Colonel Roy Cronin, stops

his cab for a moment on Waterloo Bridge,

and as he stands for a moment recalling

yesteryears, a story as tragically beautiful,

and as daring in theme as any film ever to

reach the screen, unfolds, again to haunt

him. It is 1917. Air raid sirens screech

as Taylor stands in the fog of Waterloo

Bridge, a group of young girls hurry past

seeking shelter from the death rained from

the sky, one drops her purse. Taylor re-

trieves the purse and returns it to its

owner, Vivien, a ballet dancer. They seek

shelter together. A quick wartime court-

ship follows, and forty-eight hours after

they meet, Taylor asks Vivien to marry

him, but Taylor's sudden departure for the

front, and the efforts of Vivien's ballet

mistress, Maria Ouspenskaya, keep them

apart. They never marry. When Vivien

reads in the paper of Taylor's death at the

front, she is taken ill, alone and broke, ex-

cept for her friend, Virginia, she lies

close to death from grief. Virginia seeing

Frank Thomas, Robert Homans, C. Cun-

ningham.

CREDITS: In charge of production, Darryl

F. Zanuck; Associate Producer, Gene Mar-

key; Director, Irving Cummiflgs; Screen-

play, William Anthony McGuire; Camera-

man, Leon Shamroy; Editor, Walter Thomp-
son.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tie-Top.

PARA. FIRST QUART!

EARNINGS UP $300,1

leny
scared

(Conlinncd from Page 1)

cent dividend on its common i

was declared, together with a qi

crly dividend of $1.50 on its

preferred stock and a quarterly
dend of 15 cents on its seci

ferred stock, payable July

Eai'nings after interest "^nd
charges for the quarter ended M
30 was estimated at $1,606,000,
pared with $1,300,000 for the
quarter last year.

Paramount and its consolic

companies had approximately
000,000 in cash on March 30. ]

consolidated companies in w
Paramount has 50 per cent inti

in most cases had approximately
500,000.

Debt reduction since reorgai

tion in 1935 has amounted to i

than $17,000,000, while $10,001

has been spent in improvements
additions to properties.

Neely Leading in W. Va.

Gubernatorial Priit

(Continued from Page 1)

Democratic State Chairman R.

Andrews in their primary battU
the gubernatorial nomination.

her friend ill and with no work, drift

a profession as old as the world, and

Vivien recovers, shocked, and with m
sire for life left, she joins her. One
later, Taylor returns to London. His

sight upon getting off the train is V

who happened to be in the depot,

believes she has come to meet hiir

knowing nothing of her life, during

oast year or two, he takes her to his

in Scotland. Vivien wants happines

tries to convince herself that nothing

matters, but she realizes the past

ruin his life. She runs away, he fo

but she eludes him and closes their t:

she walks along again into an air-rat

CAST: Vivien Leigh, Robert Taylor

cile Watson, Virginia Field, Maria Ous

kaya, C. Aubrey Smith, Janet Shaw,

Waldo, Steffi Duna, Virginia Carroll,

Nicova, Florence Baker, Margery Man

Frances Maclnerney, Eleanor Stewart,

Reid, Leo G. Carroll.

CREDITS: A Mervyn LeRoy Produl

Producer, Sidney Franklin; Director, M
LeRoy; Based on the play, "Wj

Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood; Si

play, S. N. Behrman, Hans Rambeau, (

Froeschel; Cameraman, Joseph Rutte

Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Ass

Urie McCleary; Editor, George Bo

Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;

staged by Ernst Metray.

DIRECTION, Outstanding. PHOTOJ

PHY, High-grade.

Witts Own Prize
Richmond, Va.—Stewart Tucker,

ager of the State, and also a meml

of the theater team in the Theal

Duckpin League, rolled high game

Haskin's Alleys and won two tickets

the State.
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ousels Block-Booking Hearings May Run Three Weeks

tXPEClDIVORCEMEMMEASURElLL DIE

lilock-Percentage Selling Fairest, Says N. M. Schenck
htro Top Executive Assails

Neely Bill Without Men-
tioning Name

leclaring that exhibitors "would
e a terrific task on their hands"
hey attempted to purchase films

on an individ-

ual basis,
Nicholas M.
Schenck,
president o f

Loew's, Inc.,

y ester day
justified the
licensing of
films on a

IH^^VHpSHJMMi| block - per -

'^^^k ^^^H^^HH centage basis

'^^^Bk ^PhIhHI as the fairest
^^^^^^9^^^H| way avail-,^^^^Hl^^^H

able.

Without
naming the

iJTasure, Schenck attacked the Nee-
{Continned on Page 6)

N. M. SCHENCK

)V'T WILL EXAMINE

4ARRY, JACK WARNER
iarry M. and Jack Warner will

jth'e next witnesses to testify in

t New York equity suit pre-trial
ims, Government attorneys re-

eled yesterday. Date of their ex-
(Contimied on Page 7)

3S Lazarus Resignation

to Tex. Clearance Dispute

'designation of Henry Lazarus as
sident of Louisiana Allied and

^ a director of the national organi-
j

(Continued on Page 7)

\GWTW Plan Worhed
j

Perfectly—Schench
) Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro's top
exec, in discussing CWTW yesterday
(at the New York equity suit pre-trial
^exam. said emphatically that M-C-M's
Imethod of distribution worked perfect-
ly. The company received 70 per cent,
and, at the same time, exhibitors prof-
lited under a 10 per cent minimum guar-
jantee. Little opposition was felt,

[Schenck said, and pointed as an ex-
ample Balaban & Katz who had first
refused the terms but later corrected
their mistake by booking the picture.

LAST CONSENT
HOPE SPIKED?
Majors Prefer Court to

Legislative Procedure

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Any remaining pos-
sible hope of a consent decree set-
tlement of the New York equity suit
apparently was spiked yesterday
when counsel representing the majors
expressed a preference for judicial
rather than legislative consideration
of the theater divorcement issue.

In a memorandum letter present-
ed to the Senate Judiciary sub-com-
mittee at the hearings on the Neely
divorcement measure, counsel said:

"With the limited time avail-
able for legislative hearings be-
cause of the demands made by
other problems of great national
importance confronting Con-
gress, the Committee cannot in

such a complicated situation
elicit the whole truth as effec-
tively as can the court whose
sole duty until this case is fin-

ished is to give it his undivided
attention. Furthermore, the
usual procedure at legislative
hearings does not permit of the
cross-examination of witnesses
before the committee and the
differentiation between fact and
opinion in court."

Mexican Show Business

Rises, Seidelman Reports

Development of film production in
Mexico has made the populace more

{Continued on Page 6)

Judiciary Sub-Committee Adjourns Hearings Until

Block-Booking Sessions End—Congres-

sional Action Unlikely

By PRESCOTT C. DENNETT, Washington Bureau of THE FILM -DAILY

Washington—Sen. Matthew M. Neely (D. W. Va.) yesterday
adjourned the Senate Judiciary Sub-committee hearings on his
theater divorcement bill "until a reasonable time" after the con-

clusion of House Interstate and For-
eign Commerce Committee hearings
on his block-booking measure. The
step by Neely, chairman of the sub-
committee, means Congress undoubt-
edly will adjourn without taking
further action on the divorcement
measure, which, under such circum-
stances, will die.

On opening the committee meet-
ing, Neely read from a memoran-

(Continued on Page 7)

LOEW'S, ERPI SIGN

REVISED AGREEMENT

Signing of a revised license agree-
ment between Loew's and Erpi for
recording and distribution of Metro
product was disclosed yesterday by
the latter.

Agreement is post dated to July 1,

1936, and calls for reduced royalty
rates and other concessions.

It is expected that similar agree-
ments with other Erpi licensees will

be shortly eff'ectuated.

Revised contract is featured by a
(Continued on Page 8)

Gov't to File in Griffith

Case Without Added Info.

Oklahoma City—As result of yes-
terday's hearing before Federal
Judge Edgar S. Vaught in the U. S.

vs. Griffith Amusement Co. anti-
trust suit, the court will issue an
order in a few days directing that
the Government file its bill of par-
ticulars without additional informa-
tion as requested by the defendants.
The several defendants, including

(Continued on Page 7)

Block-Booking Hearings May Extend

to June 7, Further Endangering Bill

Ascap Silent as Gov't

Subpoenas Buck, Records

Ascap execs, refused comment
yesterday on the fact that Prexy
Gene Buck has been subpoenaed to

(Continued on Page 8)

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Wasliiugton Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Hearings by the
House Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee on the Neely block-booking
bill may run three weeks, it was

(Continued on Page 8)

GOLF COM. CHOSEN

WITH NO WEAK LINKS

High Command for the 1940 FILM
DAILY Golf Tournament, to be held
at Glen Oaks on June 11, was an-

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Would Retain New
Counsel on Allowances

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday reserved decision on an ap-

(Continued on Page 7)

"Ellison, the iffan" One
of Year's Best Films
Torrential showers in the Oranges last

night failed utterly to dampen the en-
thusiasm of thousands attending the

world premiere of Metro's "Edison, the
Man," shown concurrently in six houses

in that section of New Jersey. The pic-

ture was received with unbridled en-
thusiasm by notables from every walk
cf life who cheered Spencer Tracy's per-

formance to the echo and marvelled at

the directorial genius of Clarence Brown.
Outlets throughout the nation can con-
fidently expect one of the year's finest

attractions in this memorable M-C-M
property which is human drama at its

best. (Turn to Page 8 for full review,

and to Along the Rialto, Page 6, for pre-

miere color story.) —MORRIS.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

8 73/4 8

) 5 45/8 5 -f 3/8

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loews. Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. .

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd.

7' 2 7 7—1/2
143 1421/2 1421/2 -f 11/2

9'/2 9 91/2 + 1/2

271/2 261/4 271/2 -I- 11/4

55/8

74
7%
8 1/4

7/8

7

171/2

5
74
71/8

7V2
3/4

6
1/2

171/2

55/8 + %
74 — 5

7% +
73/4 —
Vb +

7 +
171/2 —

21-i 2i,i 238

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 102 102 102
Loew's deb. 3i5s46 lOlis lOI's lOlls + Vi
Para. Bway 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 1/4S47

RKO 6541

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 84 84 84

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . .

ij ^'2 Vi
Sonotone Corp 1% 1 S/s 1 5,^ . ...

Technicolor 12 113,8 ^^^/g + 3,J

Trans-Lux 1 14 1 Vs 1
1/8 -f Vs

Universal Corp. vtc. 4 33,4 33,4 -f- 3/g

Universal Picts 7 7 7

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 67 70
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 65 67

CFI to Pay 25 Cents
Consolidated Film Indu.stiies, Inc..

has voted an accumulations payment
of 25 cents a share on the $2 pre-
ferred stock, payable July 1 to

stockholders of record June 15. On
April 1 a similar disbursement was
made.

Late Fall Hearing Set

for Lacrosses Trust Suit

Milwaukee—Hearing on the La
Crcsse Theaters Co.'s anti-trust suit
against three majors and two affili-

ated circuits which was scheduled for
this month in the U. S. District Court
for the Western District of Wiscon-
sin has been deferred to the Fall
term. Treble damages totaling $1,-

050,000 are asked in the action which
names 20th Century-Fox, United
Artists, Paramount, Minnesota
Amusement Co., its subsidiary, Well-
worth Theaters of Wisconsin, and its

president, Ed Ruben.
Complaint charges that the La

Crosse company operated five
houses in the town until Wellworth
opened the Hollywood several years
ago and that since then it has been
unable to get adequate product.
Plaintiffs contend that the defend-
ants formed an unlawful combina-
tion in an effort to force the La
Crosse company out of business.

Junior Film Study Groups
Meet Tomorrow at N. Y. U.

Annual Spring Conference of the
National Board of Review's .junioi

motion picture study groups, called
4-Star Clubs, will be held tomor-
row at 10:30 a.m. in the School of
Education auditorium. New York
University at Washington Square.
About 400 boys and girls will be
present. The 4-Star Clubs are form-
ed principally in high schools and
junior high schools throughout the
country.
The program will close with the

showing of the documentary film
"Lights Out in Europe" which will

be discussed by the juniors.

Four Feature Films to be
Telecast by NBC Next Week

NBC's tele program next week
calls for four film features. "Mur-
der at Midnight" will be televised
Tuesday matinee, "Torpedoed," Wed-
nesday night; "Law and Lead,"
Thursday matinee, and "A Fire Has
Been Arranged," Friday matinee.

"Flesh" in Rochester
Rochester, N. Y. — Five local

houses are now using some variety
of "flesh." Riviera and State have
acts Friday nights, Monroe and
Dixie vaude on Saturday nights,
while Century is using jitterbug con-
°sts Friday nights.

Leases Montclair Theater
Martin S. Myers has leased the

Montclair Theater, Montclair, N. J.,

from Warner Bros., and plans Broad-
way plays this summer. When lat-

ter are not available, policy will be
offering of legit revivals.

Goldman Opens Exchange
Chicago—Saul Goldman has or-

ganized the Varietv Pictures Ex-
change, with offices in the Exhibi-
tion building, to distribute indie pix. I

Dallas Variety Club Sets

Charity Budget of $75,000

Dallas—Members of the local Va-
riety Club have set up a $75,000 bud-
get this year to further their philan-
thropic efforts. The latest activity

of the club is the construction of a
50' X 110' swimming pool in Sulli-

van Park for the use of underprivi-
leged children.
Among the other activities of

the club will be $450 per month to-

ward the maintenance of Richmond
Freeman Clinic for underprivileged
children, $21,000 to the construction
of a wing to same institution, aid

to Hope Cottage, distribution of 500
quarts of milk per day to under-
privileged, and the establishment of

a milk bar at Freeman Hospital so

that children can have plenty of food
while awaiting treatment. The club

operates a boys' camp near Belton
Texas for underprivileged children.

Double Features Flooding

Flint as Agreement Flops

Flint, Mich.—Practically all local

theaters have gone duals, following
recent collapse of a "gentlemen's
agreement" in favor of singles, aside
from one change a week. Houses
have also cut prices, with result that
it is charged some first-runs have
been showing on Sunday matinees
for a quarter, while other houses
have shown three pictures for 15

cents.
Exception to the policy is Associ-

ated Theaters' Rialto which has add-
ed stage shows to its single bills in-

stead.

UA's Chicago Convention

to Discuss Merchandising

Chicago—Plans for the merchan-
dising of United Artist's 1940-41
program will be outlined at the com-
pany's western sales convention
which opens here today. Sales rep-
resentatives from 12 exchanges will

be in attendance.

Finishing "U" Shorts Here
Three "Stranger Than Fiction"

and three "Going Places" shorts

for Universal release, are nearing
completion at the Eastern Service

Studios. Jack Schaindlin is direct-

ing the music scoring, conducting a

26-piece orchesti'a. This brings the

series to a close for the 1939-40

season. Graham McNamee is nar-

rator.

12 Still Coming from RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio has 12

yet to come to wind up the current

program. Seven are being edited,

five are now before the cameras.

Balaban Aids Red Cross

Chicago—John Balaban has been
named chairman of the amusement
division of the Chicago Red Cross
drive for war relief funds.

comiRG nno goi i

WILLIAM F. RODCERS returned to Ncv
yesterday.

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, ad. and put
rector for 20th-Fox. leaves for the Cos;
day.

SAM SEIDELMAN, general manager^, K",

for United Artists, arrived in New T-. *

day by plane for home office conf

EDWARD ARNOLD flies to the Coast t

row.

JOHN CARROLL is en route here fror
Coast, arriving tomorrow.

DORIS DAVENPORT is visiting relat

Richmond, Va.

PHYLLIS BROOKS arrived here yesterday
the Coast.

PAUL WHITEMAN goes to the Coast the

part of next month to appear in a K

production.

CHARLES K. FREEMAN has left for H
wood.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN has returned to

Coast after a Broadway play stint.

SPYROS SKOURAS is due to return here

the week-end after huddles with National

aters execs, on the Coast.

PAUL GREEN arrived in New York yestt

BARNEY ROGAN, film cutter, arrived

California yesterday and will remain in New
for about a month.

RICHARD KAHN and LOUIS WEISS of C

way Productions leave for the Coast tomo
after five weeks in New York closing dsti

tion Heals for Negro serial and exploit:

features.

KING VIDOR and his daughters, ANTO
•iH BELINDA, arrived here yesterday on

Roma.

Chi. Critics Changed
Chicago—Dorothy Deere ha

signed as motion picture edit

the Chicago Herald Americai
has joined B & K publicity di

ment.
Pence James succeeds Claii

Bulliet as film critic of the Chic;

Daily News.

Walker, Ring at Ampa
Guests of honor at Thur.^da

meeting of Ampa at Jack Dempse
will be former Mayor James J. W
ker and Blanche Ring.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

to the following on their birthdays:

MAY 17

Maureen O'Sullivan Ned Marin

Malcolm St. Clair

MAY 18

Lincoln Stedman George Daws

John Shelton
j

MAY 19

Frank R. Capra Carey Wilson

Lothar Mendes Anthony Bushell
|

Natalie Kingston Louis Lifton
|

N. Brewster Morse



JOIN IN THE YPOLE DANCE!
"It s S«'

afPff^^bettTavVor

THINK THIS OVER!
There is only ONE company that can

jgive you this MONTH OF STARS! They

all appear in May releases from M^G-M!

VIVIEN LEIGH
ROBERT TAYLOR

WATERLOO BRIDGE

WALLACE BEERY
"20 MULE TEAM"

SPENCER TRACY

EDISON, THE MAN^

JOAN CRAWFORD
FREDRIC MARCH
SUSAN AND GOD"

-and they're all QREATi
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"ntlLLYWOOD— Coast Premiere: "Nothing like it in ail entertainment anrl



SELL

mOFFICE
SMASH!
—That's the unanimous verdict flashed

from the three spectacular premieres

to a thrilled, excited nation by press,

radio and trade representatives . . . the

quote above from Film Daily being
typical of the unprecedented ovation!

W
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MEXICAN SHOW BIZ

RISES--SEIDELMAN

i.i uiiliiiiii'tl fiom i'aiie 1)

picture-minded, with the result that

theaters are enjoying excellent busi-

ness and American film companies
are increasinfi' their revenues, it was
said yesterday by Sain Seidelman,
United Artists manager in Mexico
City, who flew in for home office

conferences.

-

Coupled with the increased inter-

est in pictures is the raising of

wages among the working classes,

a factor which has been beneficial

to the amusement trade. Seidelman
said the old, out-dattd theaters were
being replaced with modern build-

ings of the most luxurious type.

The new Palacio Cino seats 4,000

persons, while the Colonial, which
is scheduled to open on June 1, will

have a seating capacity of 7,000.

The 4,500-seat Metropolitan Theater
will be ready in March.

Seidelman said the production of

Mexican pictures created a new
audience, an audience which has not

patronized the American pictures

because it could not understand
them. Then came native production

and a new audience was born. Qual-

ity was lacking but they whetted an
appetite and brought patrons to the

American pictures, Seidelman said.

Production has decreased in the

last few years in Mexico. Seidel-

man asserted that approximately 25

pictures would be made there this

year, compared with 40 last year

and 50 the year before.

United Artists' gross business so

far this year is well ahead of last

year, despite the loss in exchange,
Seidelman said.

Only More Big Pix Can Give
Greater 'Takes' From Brazil

Only a larger number of big pic-

tures and additional theaters can re-

tuin greater revenues from Brazil,

according to Enrique Baez, United
Artists Brazilian manager, here for

home office conferences. Baez indi-

cated that without these factors

American companies could get no
more money out of the country than
they are getting now. Adoption of

American exploitation methods has
been of benefit, he added.

Business in Brazil has been spotty,

although Rio and Sao Paulo are en-

joying good receipts, Baez said. A
building "war" is on between Loew
and Rebeiro Circuits, Baez said, both
going after neighborhood business
in Rio in a big way.

Snow, lATSE Vice-Prexy
Kansas City — Felix Snow, local

union's business agent, has been
elected an international vice-prexy
of the lATSE.

O'Brien at Notre Dame
South Bend, Ind.—Charging po-

lice lines, thousands gave Pat
O'Brien a tumultous welcome here
when he arrived to appear in Notre
Dame campus scenes of Warners
"The Life of Knute Rockne."

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
• • • THE Genius of Light Thomas Alva Edison re-

turned last night to the scenes where he lived, worked and for-

warded incalculably the well-being of mankind It was a spectacular

homecoming whose appropriateness could not have been exceeded

for the instrument of his re-incarnation was his own device

—the motion picture The marvel of it all pierced deeply

the consciousness of the thousands thronging the thoroughfares of

the Oranges at the climax of the great three-day Edison Pageant

of Progress T T
• • • THAT climax was a magnificent motion picture

M-G-M's "Edison, the Man" and fortunate were those of

the thronging thousands who gained admittance to the six

iheaters commandeered hy the Metro forces for the

film's world premiere But the street crowds unable to

witness the prodiiction last night because of the limited facil-

ities the Oranges possess for screen entertainment (a score

of houses would have been too few on this occasion) were
rewarded in a measure by seeing the stars —Spencer

Tracy and Rita Johnson— as they were whisked from the-

ater to theater for introduction from the respective stages

Nor were the outside-looking-in fans without tangible

symbols of Edison himself since the marquee of the key house,

the Hollywood Theater, East Orange, and those of the relatively

nearby Cameo, State, Windsor, Colonial and Palace were
bathed with the light of incandescent lamps —brain children,

too, of the miraculous mind of The Wizard!

T T T
• • • AS the film and its subject richly merited the premiere

v^as in the very best Metro manner impressive and inspiring

On hand were many notables including Secretary of the Navy
Charles Edison Governor and Mrs. Harry Moore, U. S. Minister

to Canada lames H. R. Cromwell and Mrs. Cromwell, Mrs. Harvey Fire-

stone. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Firestone, Jr., and Mrs. Edison-Hughes, spouse

of the late Thomas A. Edison Governor Moore had proclaimed

yesterday a state holiday and holiday it was with every

section of New Jersey riveting its attention on the colorful proceedings

Metro's large Coast delegation included in addition to Spencer

Tracy and Rita Johnson John Considine, producer of "Edison, the

Man" Orville O. Dull, associate producer and Clarence Brown,

director T
• • • ANENT the latter he has added another film

feather to his cap which includes to date decided successes

only Back to the home lot of Metro the astute and skill-

ful Mister Brown was summoned after he had completed

"The Rains Came" for 20th-Fox prior to which he directed

hit after hit His selection by the zealous guardians of Leo the

Lion's prestige to handle his current film had an addi-

tional motive behind it namely that Mister Brown, like The
Wizard, Edison, is a man of science holding both electrical

and mechanical engineering degrees bestowed by the JJyii-

versity of Tennessee After graduation the well-equipped

Mister Brown marched into the automotive field and thence to

pix whose making fascinated him when first he saw
them being fabricated in ole Fort Lee, N. J

T T T
• • • WHEN, Mister Exhibitor, you see "Edison, the Man"
you'll be as thrilled as your audiences for over and above the

power of the film itself it will make you proud that you're a mem-
ber of this industry which Edison founded commercially which

Metro honors with this production which has artists like Spencer

Tracy, Rita Johnson, et al and 'which possesses a director

who can do screen fare up so "Brown"

^ BLOCK-PERCENTAGE

SELLING FAIRE!

(C oiiliiiiird fium I'ayc 1)

I ly bill during his testimony in

pre-trial exam, held in connect
with the Government's equity act
against the majors.

Individual sales, he said,^r'^
mean a "hand-to-mouth" ejSd^
fLr producers and exhibs. since it

well known that producing compi
ies rarely have more than three
tures ready at one time.

Holds Percentage Equitable

Schenck forcefully outlined ar|

ments against abolition of bloc

booking and contended that percei

age arrangements were equitable 1

the exhibitors. "I believe that
selling en percentage an exhibit

only pays for what a film earns,"

"If we paid $3,000,000 for a p
ture and it doesn't sell, we take t

loss," he continued.
The practice of percentage sell!

had grown since exhibitors realiz

the advantages of this syste
Schenck pointed out, and there
considerably less trouble lately

licensing via percentage.
Prior to this, he explained ti

reason why Marcus Loew acquir
the Metro company. Loew had doi

this because Famous Players Las.

had started a theater purchasii

campaign, and Loew feared that t

source of picture supply might
diminished. Schenck's stateme
backed up a reported speech made 1

Loew in 1926 before the Harva;
Business School, which Special Ai

sistant Attorney General John
Clagett read to Schenck.

Pays Tribute to Mayer
Laughingly, Schenck said that

the early days of Metro he had
be "practically forced to play M"t
films" in Loew houses because ol ti

films' poor quality. It was only a

Metro had merged with Goldwyn
obtained the services of Louis

Mayer that the Metro product ii

proved.
Describing production customs, t

said that there is no set policy vi'

respect to borrowing or lending ih-

sonnel for making pictures. " TI

only policy is to do as little of thij

practice as possible," he added. Th

standard compensation for borroA^j

ing stars is to pay the proportionati

share of the player's salary, plus

percentage of the lay-off cost.

Replying to a question as t.

whether he had made a study of tb'

proper way of eflFecting distributiOjj

of film, Schenck said that it is np

necessary because a good film execuj]

tive would "sense" the proper waij

of treating each film. "I look at i;

picture and I can pretty well '

how much it will gross. At 1

that's what they say abcut me in ui

industry," he said, and smilingl]'

added, "—they think I'm pretty goo|

at it."
J"

Cost of production of M-G-M piq.

lures averaged $146,000 in 1924, air;

today averages $850,000 to $860,000,1

he explained. "Quality of everythinij

that goes into a picture has improveil

immeasurably," he asserted.
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V'T WILL EXAMINE

RRY, JACK WARNER

(Continued from Page 1)

lation has not been fixed as yet,

as said.

ii'ryl F. Zanuck and Louis B.

D
originally slated for exami-
will not be required to tes-

D of J representative said,

as explained that they were tied

lith production activities on the
t.

't to File in Griffith

(Zase Without Added info.

I

(Continued from Page 1)

.heater circuit and all major dis-

iiting- companies, will have 30
from filing of such order to

'er. Effect of yesterday's hear-
s to i^lear up pleadings for time

X. The Government claimed it

no further information in re-

'se to an order of the Court of
si 4, which asked the plaintiff to

Iy paragraphs 36 to 50 of its

lion. The Court had declared
\ were too general in their al-

';ions.

fendants this week filed re-

to the Government's response
je court order, and in the re-

waived further information.

{ blocked any attempt by the
jrnment to dismiss the case on
aids of its own default of the

^ order,
'torneys in court for heaz'ing

Henry S. Griffing. J. B. Dudley,
Cochran, M. W. McKenzie. for

efendants, and Charles E. Dier-

|U. S. district attorney, for the

J.

ew Equipment in W, Va.

Irleston, W. Va. — Charleston
jter Supply Co. here has in-

d Strong Electric Co.'s H-I
Jetion lamps in the Wilson,
1, W. Va., in the Brown, Cabin

k, and in the Smithers, Smith-
vhile Crestwood carpet of Alex-
Smith & Son has been installed

le Palace, Huntington, and a

an projector in the Miami,
^a., Wilson.

La Clarcon with DeVry
icago—A. A. DeVry, DeVry's

-''. and Mrs. DeVry have re-

d from Mexico City, where
-, y appointed Juan De La Clar-

rpis Mexican representative. The
6 ban distributor was formerly
Universal in Mexico and Cen-
'America.

•een Takes Photophone
jijamin Green has ordered in-

tion of new RCA Photophone
il in his Towne Theater in Phila-
ia's Germantown section.

jMPA Meets Thursday
al meeting of Motion Picture
dates before summer recess
le held Thursday at the Astor.

See Congress Adjourning Without GOLF COM. CHOSEN

Action on Neely Divorcement Bill WITH NO WEAK LINKS

(Continued f,

(Continued from Page 1)

dum letter from attorneys for the
majors, asking that the committee
suspend hearings until after the
opening of New York equity suit
to avoid conflict.

"No Reason for Delaying Action"

Neely commented, "There are rea-
sons why hearings here should be
postponed but not for reasons for
delaying action on the bill." He
then mentioned the block-booking
hearings now in progress on the
other side of the Capitol, pointing
out that counsel for both sides de-
sired to attend.
When neither of his colleagues

attending sub-committee meeting

—

Senators King, Utah (D.) and Van
Nuys, Indiana (D.) raised objec-
tions, Neely put through the post-
ponement motion and Judge Thomas
D. Thacher, speaking both for Para-
mount and other counsel, said: "Of
course, those who signed that let-

ter have no objection to adjourn-
ment. When hearings are resumed,
we would like the opportunity to pre-

sent the situation as it then exists."

Majors Criticize Thurman Arnold

The majors' memorandum letter

criticized Thurman Arnold and de-
nied any "compelling emergency" for
consideration of divorcement legisla-

tion.

Counsel further told the sub-

committee that Congress would
have the benefit of the record of

om. Page 1)

the New York suit "as a basis

and guide for its judgment on

whether the situation disclosed

calls for legislative action. It

can be supplemented by what-
ever other facts Congress or its

committees believe advisable.
Congress need not await the
final decision of the courts—it

need only abide the completion
of the testimony. Hence, no
one has to wait 10 years or any
other long period for a redress
of proven grievances."
The counsel contended that owner-

ship of theaters by producers and
distributors "has existed for over
20 years and has not until within
the last two years or so been chal-
lenged by legislation or litigation,

public or private. Both the suit

and the legislation seek a funda-
mental, radical, and far-reaching
change in the legal and economic
status and structure of the indus-
try."

"No such change should be brought
about without the most careful and
complete study of all of the facts

and factors involved and the conse-

quences to result therefrom," the

majors continued. "Such delibera-

tion obviously is required in the pub-
lic interest as well as in considera-
tion of the welfare of those en-

gaged in the industry and bv the dic-

tates of ordinary fairness and jus-

tice."

RKO Would Retain New Fear Revenue Legislation

Counsel on Allowances as La. Solons Seek Funds

(Continued from Page 1)

plication of RKO Corp. for authority
to retain new counsel to represent
the company on hearings for allow-
ances for services in reorganization
proceedings. RKO pointed out that
applications totaling $2,025,214 in

allowances would be heard on May
28.

N.Y.U. Making Documentary
N. Y. U.'s Educational Film Insti-

tute and Documentary Film Pro-
ductions, Inc., are shooting a new
documentary, "Valley Town," study
of machines and men, expected to be

finished by June 1. Willard Van
Dyke directs, with Spencer Pollard
doing the commentary and Marc
Blitzstein the music.

Improving the Norbury
Ed Scholemson, operator of the

Norbury in Ellenville, N. Y., is im-
proving that house with Motiograph
projectors, new Ideal seats, Ratone
screen, Brenkert projection lamps,
and A. & M. Karagheusian carpet.

BIaz Ban Dead In Chi.

Chicago—Blaz Ban, 54, engineer
at the Grand Theater in the loop
for 25 years died of heart attack.

Baton Rogue, La.—While it seems
fairly certain that there will be no
renewal of the drive to levy a cir-

cuit tax, exhibs. are apprehensive
that the current session of Louis-
iana's Legislature may be produc-
tive of revenue legislation hitting

amusements.

The Legislature first is faced with
the gigantic task of reorganization
promised by Gov. Sam Jones. It

is also faced with problems of eco-

nomy and how to get extra funds
to do away with the state sales tax

and to provide $3 automobile li-

censes—again pledges made by
Jones when campaigning.

Meanwhile, the drastic censorship
law never enforced which Huey Long
passed after The March of Time
portrayed the Sands Point episode

and which he later planned to use

to club theaters to bring vau-
deville back in New Orleans is still

on the books. Apparently sleeping
dogs will be permitted to lie.

Kallet-Altec Renew
Kallet Theaters, Inc., has renewed

Altec service agreements for the 16
Kallet theaters in New York state.

A. J. Rademacher negotiated for Al-
tec.

(^Continued from Page I)

nounced yesterday. The Battle of
the Fairways will be conducted by
a committee, which proves that what
that grand and ancient golfer Con-
fucius say is okay, namely: "Five
heads are better than one."

Ole Colonel Alicoate is the chair-
man; Don Mersereau, manager; and
Billy Brandt, Louis Nizer and Leon
Bamberger, aides.

First three entries received were
those of Irving Goodfield, Max A.
Cohen, and Leon Bamberger.

Ties Lazarus Resignation

to Tex. Clearance Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

zation was the outcome of the clear-
ance controversy in Bryan, Tex.,
where his wife is interested in a
theater, according to a telegram to

the trade press yesterday from Col.

H. A. Cole, Allied president.
Col. Cole, in his wire, explained

that Mrs. Lazarus was interested in

the Bryan Amusement Co., which is

booked by the Jefferson Amusement
Co., a Paramount affiliate.

"An independent exhibitor in

Texas, a member of Allied, has
built a fine new theater at College
Station, adjacent to Texas A & M
College and six miles from Bryan,"
Col. Cole's telegram stated. "This
new theater, the Campus, is seeking
a reduction of the 45-day clearance
which Bryan has over it and has the

support of the student body which
has instituted an effective boycott
against Bryan. Mrs. Lazarus ap-
peared before the Allied board last

week and after prolonged discussion,

she was told the board could take no
action. Allied regrets Mr. Lazarus'
precipitate action but I cannot in-

tervene in behalf of a theater tied

up with an affiliated chain which is

exacting unreasonable protection

over an independent Allied exhibitor,

particularly when that protection is

so unpopular in the community as

to be the subject of a boycott."

New Equipment in Chi. Area
Chicago—National Theater Supply

Co. branch here is installing Peer-
less Magnarc projection lamps in the

Lido, Michigan City, Ind.; Simansky
& Miller's Lido, Maywood, 111., and
the latter's Forest, Forest Park, 111.

Simplex High lamps and rectifiers

are being placed in E. Schmidt's
Palace, Gilman, 111., and in Kerasotes
Bros.' Lory, Highland, 111.

Newark Gets "Flesh"

Newark, N. J.—First "flesh" in

three years is being offered by RKO
Proctor's which has inaugurated
"Stage Jamboree" Mondays and
Tuesdays.

Ripon to Honor Tracy
Ripon, Wis. — Ripon College will

confer an honorary Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters degree on Spencer
Tracy June 10.
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HOUSE NEELY HEARING

MAY RUN^S WEEKS
U ("I nil 111- 1/ from I'aijc 1)

indicated yesterday as proponents
continued to take the floor. This
would mean continuation of the
hearings until virtually June 1, and,
in the opinion of observers, would
ly bill during his testimony in a
further serve to endanger the meas-
ure.

It was pointed out that Congress,
faced with pressing national prob-
lems in its final days and highly de-
sirous of quitting Washington for
political reasons, would be disin-

clined to devote much time to legis-
lation regarded as highly controver-
sial and of secondary importance.

Col. Cole Still to be Heard
That proponents of the bill will

conclude their testimony today was
regarded as unlikely last night.
While Abram F. Myers has been
heard on behalf of Allied, other Al-
lied witnesses remain to be called.

These include Col. H. A. Cole, prexy;
Nathan Yamins, former president,
and Sydney Samuelson.
The House committee members in

Missourian "show-me" fashion con-
tinued its rapid fire grilling yester-
day as representatives of women's
organizations urged approval of the
bill. Their questions shifted mainly
from the synopsis provision to the
moral aspects of the legislation.

Mrs. Sylvia Bushnell, Boston chap-
ter, MP Research Council, was the
target for most questions. The
queries stressed the point that noth-
ing in the bill will prevent so-called
"immoral" pictures from being
shown.

"Nothing in this bill stops
second-run houses from showing
objectionable pictures to chil-

dren," Rep. Carl Hinshaw, (R.,

Calif.) stated. Both Hinshaw
and Rep. Wm. P. Cole, Jr.. (D.,

Md.) suggested local censor-
ship boards might be more ef-

fective in discouraging immoral
films."

Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R.,

Ohio) observed, "Censorship is

fine, but it doesn't work."
Mrs. Bushnell cited "broken prom-

ises" of Hollywood and attacked the

Hays office for not cleaning up mov-
ies. As discussion turned to work
of Joseph I. Breen in the Hays Of-
fice, Rep. James P. McGranery (D..

Pa.) stated, "I agree that there is

much room for improvement but
Breen has done a marvelous .lob."

Parental Duty Issue Raised

Hinshaw asked if parents do not
have interest and duty in protecting
children's morals and asserted, "The
question still remains: is the ex-
hibitor's moral tone higher than
that of the producers."
Answers by Mrs. Bushnell re-

peatedly that the bill would provide
selectivity prompted numerous ques-
tions as to how selectivity w'ould

work.
"I want to arrive at the same

point you do but I want to do it by
the proper process," Hinshaw de-

clared.

Rep. Luther Patrick (D., Ala.)

Cow You Figure it?
IVashiiujloi, Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Maybe you can figure it

out.

Cloakroom gossip on the Hill yester-
day was to the effect that if and when
Sen. Matthew M. Neely is elected West
Virginia's Governor, he will resign, his
successor then reappointing him to the
Senate.

Ascap Silent as Gov't

Subpoenas Buck, Records

{Contiitucd from Pacje 1)

appear before a Federal Grand Jury
here with the society's books and
records. Move by Ascap's counsel
to quash the subpoena disclosed the
fact that an investigation was in

prospect.
Hearing on the motion to quash

is set for next Wednesday.

Maritime Provinces Get
Nathanson's Attention

St. John. N. B.—First visit by N.
L. Nathanson, Famous Players Can-
adian prexy, to the maritime prov-
inces is understood to be essen-
tially for a personal survey of both
theater operations and film distri-

bution, although the current move
to repeal Bill 92, regulating film

distribution, is believed a major fac-
tor.

Bill 92, passed but never pro-
claimed and made operative, was
aimed directly at Nathanson, who
was attacked by its sponsor on the
floor of the Nova Scotia Assembly
at the time.
FPC now has nine houses in this

territory, including one .iust opened
at Sydney. Another will be erected
at Moncton, N. B. Operating prob-
lems of the Capitols in Halifax and
this city are being studied by Na-
thanson, who was accompanied on
the swing here by J. J. Fitzgibbons
and B. Geldsaler.

Felder Installs Ratone Screen
A Ratone scren has been pur-

chased by Max Felder for his local
Vogue Theater.

pointed out selectivity will be be-
tween exhibitor and producer only,

and not include the public. Hin-
shaw repeated that the bill would
force trade showings as producers

wouldn't release synopsis in ad-
vance or a competitor would beat
him to production of same picture.

Rep. Charles L. South (D., Texas)
observed that synopsis could never
be sufficient to achieve purpose of

bill.

Raps "Strange Cargo"
Miss Mary Leper, Association for

Childhood Education, and Mrs. Er-
nest W. Howard, D. C, Federation
of Women's clubs, were earlier wit-
nesses. Mrs. Howard attacked
"Strange Cargo." On the question of
immoi-al pictures, Rep. Charles A.
Halleck (R., Ind.) asked, "Don't you
think exhibitors would show such
pictures anyway to make money?"
Mrs. Howard said the exhibitors
would be forced by the public groups
to show only proper pictures.

LOEWS, ERPI SIGN

REVISED AGREEMENT

(L oiilinitcd from Fayc 1)

liberalized patent indemnity clause,

the indemnity being extended to

cover method of using recording
equipment, and provision for what
is in essence a 25 per cent slash in

the royalty rate. Latter clause pro-

vides that one-fourth of the i-oyalty

exceeding the minimum can be used
for purchase of new recording equip-

ment. Minimum is repoi-ted to be

$500.
Loew's Erpi payments, it is un-

derstood, approximate $100,000 an-
nually.

The revised contract, which also

ends dual royalties and grants non-
theatrical rights to licensees, was
first submitted to the studios in

.July 1936 and negotiations have
proceeded intermittently since. Ex-
piration date remains the same, Dec.

31, 1944.

Clem Beauchamp Made RKO
Assoc. Shorts Producer

Wc'f Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Clem Beauchamp has
been made associate producer with
Lou Brock on all RKO short sub-
jects.

Add to Metro Chi. Staff

Chicago—Metro's local sales force
has been expanded with the addi-
tion of Henry Kahn. for city sales.

Howard Beck, transfeiTed from De-
troit Exchange, and Max Schwartz
shifted from the Milwaukee district

to country sales, out of the Chicago
branch.

Re-issue "West Wall"
"West Wall," short produced by

Pathe News dealing with the Ger-
man fortifications, is being re-issued
by RKO. It opened yesterday in 41

RKO Metropolitan houses and will

open shortly in all RKO houses
throughout the country.

First for Vogue Pictures
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Picture based on the

comic strip, "Li'l Abner," will be
the first of four pictures to be made
by Vogue Pictures, Ltd., for release
bv RKO.

Cohen Named Homozone Rep.

Detroit—Arthur Cohen has been
appointed theatrical representative
for Homozone by Wallace 0. Line,
manager of the Ozone Air Co. He
succeeds the late Thurman C. Riley.

Lublin Designs 500-Seater
Norfolk, Va.—Alfred M. Lublin,

film theater architect, has just com-
pleted a 500-seat house here for
Sidney Gates, manager.

Bruce Elmore Dead
Bruce Elmore, 55, in private life

Alfred G. Kennedy, died of a heart
attack at the Lambs of which he
\vas formerly manager.

«REVieUJS
iirt 1 •

Edison, The Man *

apsy r

with Spencer Tracy, Rita Johnson, L

Overman, Charles Coburn, Gene Locki

M-G-M 107 »

ONE OF YEAR'S FINEST FILMS,

PERBLY PRODUCED, DIRECTED

ACTED. A BO. BULL'S-EYE.

In this glittering screen blograpfi

ing the resounding achievements of Thi

A. Edison in his mature inventive years

delineating the intensely human side o

nature, M-G-M has one of the truly rr

orable pictures of the year. By virtu

its strength and appeal, circuits and ex

tors everywhere are certain beneficiarie
|

is the public far and wide. Within its t

age resides a performance of transcen

brilliance and one which will surely (

mand most serious consideration on the

of those who vote the coveted Oscar

1940. It is Spencer Tracy's interpret;

of the vicissitudes and eventual triumpf

the Wizard of Menio Park. The story re

to the early struggles of Edison to fii

foothold for his genius; how he sold

improved stock ticker at a wholly u

pected price and how he then emba
upon a career which was to have its p

and valleys. When all seemed lost and

sheriff knocked loudly on his labor;

door, necessity proved the mother of in

tion. The result was the phonograph. L

when the barons of big business,—in

instance the illuminating gas monopolis '

opposed his discovery of the incandes

lamp, Edison faced the Waterloo of

career, but emerged with a resounding

tory. Tenderly and movingly is recou \

the inventor's romance and married

In the role of his devoted spouse, Rita J
{

son, is excellent. Doubtless the most as,

ishing aspect of this picture is the rale

ing to a secondary position of Edison's

entific accomplishments, instead, the

cent is upon Edison, the man. This

weigh heavily with film patrons of all I

and ages, and they will revel in the ii

and intense heart appeal of the opus. C
credit is due John W. Considine for

meticulous production. Clarence Brown'

rection is superb and the entire cast r

to order. The photography by Harold

son is of the highest excellence. V

"Edison, the Man" down as among the ci

of the current cinematic crop. It's a

office power-house.

CAST: Spencer Tracy, Rita Johnson L

Overman, Charles Coburn, Gene Lock

Henry Travers, Felix Bressart, Peter (

frey, Guy D'Ennery, Byron Foulger, ivi

Parsons, Arthur Aylesworth, Gene Reyr

Addison Richards, Grant Mitchell. (

Hurst, George Lessey, Jay Ward, Ann Gi

CREDITS: Director, Clarence Brown;

ducer, John W. Considine, Jr.; Assoc

Producer, Orvilte 0. Dull; Screenplay,

bot Jennings, Bradbury Foote; Original S

Dore Schary, Hugo Butler; Musical St

Herbert Stothart; Recording Director, D'

las Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gb
Associate Art Director, John S. Detl :

Decoration, Edwin B. Willis: Costumes, i

Tree, Gile Steele; Make-Up, Jack D; :

Director of Photography, Harold Ros i

Editor, Frederick Y. Smith; Technical

visers, William A. Simonds, of Edison h

tute. Dearborn, Mich., and Norman

Speiden, of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.. V

Orange, N. J.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAF
Excellent.
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(louse HearingTackles Block-Booking's Fairness
8ely Moral Issue Rapidly
ming; Allied Spokesmen

F w Hold Stage's Center

By MILTON F. LUNCH
iunjtun Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

ashington—With the moral is-

rapidly waning, hearings on the
ly block-booking and blind-sell-

measure before the House Inter-

e and Foreign Commerce com-
i ;ee will enter a new phase today
r which the committee has ex-
'ised keen interest—the fairness
xisting block-booking and blind-

ng practices.

|he first week of testimony, oc-

^I'ied almost exclusively by civic

ips, has demonstrated that the
mittee is slowly but surely work-

{Continncd on Page 22)

Ijiar Congress May

tilay Adjourning

bdustry executives returning
fJn Washington over the week-end
^ 1 there were rumors in the Cap-

that Congress would not adjourn
scheduled because of the war
lation.

L true, necessity for speeding the
ly bill hearings would be elimi-

(Continued on Page 21)

iryland Censor Board
ould Increase Levies

[altimore—Increases in the fees
f' the examination of motion pic-

3 film in Maryland have been
'- ed by the Board of Motion Pic-

ti e Censors. The subject has been
1 zed before the Legislative Coun-

composed of members of the

(Continued on Page 21)

ilaware County, Pa.,

tns Bingo, Bank Night

Philadelphia — Bingo and Bank
rht both are out in Delaware
^mty, last stronghold of the games
ithe Philly territory,

pan has been ordered by Acting
jitrict Attorney Henry G. Sweney

(Continued on Page 21)

FBI Investigating German Pix Theater
in Baltitnore, State Censor Discloses

Annapolis, Md.— Investigation of a German language film theater in Baltimore by
the FBI is underway, according to Chairman George W. Mitchell of the State Board
of Motion Picture Censors.

Mitchell's disclosure was made to the Legislative Council here last week. The State

censor chief stated he could not say the extent of the probe, but that the Board's

aid had been elisted "in checking up on the activities of the place over a period of

several years."

J. M. Schenck Pad

Renewed 5 Years

Contract of Joseph M. Schenck,
board chairman of 20th-Fox, has
been renewed for a five-year period
at the same terms as his current
pact, Sidney R. Kent, prexy, stated

Friday when he entrained for the

Coast to confer with studio execs.

Kent said that pacts of William
Goetz and Sol Wurtzel both have
at least two years to run.
Schenck received $113,833 in sal-

ary in the past fiscal year and his

rate of compensation continues with-
out change. New pact becomes ef-

(Continued oti Page 4)

Farnsworth, Gov't Suit

Prosecutor, Quits Post

Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral William P. Farnsworth, head
of the New York department of the

Anti-Trust Division of the D of J,

has forwarded his resignation to

Assistant Attorney General Thurman
(Continued on Page 22)

Goldwyn-UA Peace

Outlook Brighter

One of the important results of

the UA conventions appears to be a

renewed desire on the part of the
sales staff to have Samuel Goldwyn
back in the fold. Post-convention
comment indicates that there is a
greater possibility of the Goldwyn-
UA dispute being settled in the very
near future than there has been for

some time.
Although all parties involved de-

cline to comment on the situation,

unofficial reports point to two possi-
(Continued on Page 27)

Universal Above 10,000

Accounts Mark-Heineman

Chicago—Universal went over the

10-000-accounts mark on May 1,

William Heineman, Western sales

manager, told the sales staff of his

division at the company's conven-
tion here over the week-end. Heine-
man added that he believed the sales-

men would find the climbing even
(Continued on Page 22)

UA to Spend 3 MiUion on Ads
Test Engagement Policy Planned, Says Farnol

RKO to Ask Material Slash
In Reorg. Expenses

RKO Corp. plans to ask a "mate-
rial" reduction in the total of $2,-

025,215 in allowances asked by at-

torneys and others for services and
expenses incident to the , company's
reorg. Hearing is set for May 28
before Federal Judge William Bondy,

Chicago—United Artists will spend
approximately $3,000,000 in adver-
tising and exploitating the com-
pany's 1940-41 product, plus six

pictures held over from the current
season, Western Division sales rep-

resentatives were told at the second
of two sales conventions by Lynn
Farnol, director of advertising and
publicity.

Sessions were conducted by L. J.

(^Continued on Page 27)

Co. Plans 52 Features,
78 Shorts; 21 Stars As-
signed to Definite Pictures

Metro's lineup of 52 features and
78 shorts, in 84 reels, in addition to

the usual 104 issues of "News of the
Day," will be
supported by
a record $2,-

75 0,00 ad
budget, How-
ard Dietz, ex-
e c u t i V e in -^^mii?''

charge of
promo tion,

told the com-
pany's regi-
onal sales
conference in

New York
Friday.
W. F. Rod- W. F. RODCERS

gers, general
sales inanager, presided at the ses-

(Continued on Page 28)

CEA Employs War

As Rental Weapon

London (By Cable)—The gravity
of the war situation was employed
by the CEA at the week-end as a
"weapon" in the exhib. organiza-
tion's own "war" for lower rentals.

The CEA advised all members that
(Continued on Page 21)

N. S. Premier Declines
To Permit Bill 92 Repeal

Halifax, N. S.—Nova Scotia's Bill

92, film regulatory measure passed
but never made operative through
Governmental proclamation, will re-

main on the statute books.
Premier Angus L. Macdonald of

(Continued on Page 21)

Execs., Sales Reps. Off

Today for Para. Conclave

More than 35 Para, home office

execs, and foreign and domestic
sales reps, leave today aboard a
special section of the Commodore

(Continued on Page 22)
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(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MAY 17)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

73/4 73/4 73/4 — 1/4Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd...
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . . .

20th Century-Fox pfd,

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

71/4

) 5'/8 45/8

16'/8
""

11-16
7 'A

1421/4 139
172 170
10 9
271/8 25

103 102

5% 5

161/8 161/8 + 7/8

5/8 — Vs
71/4 -4- 1/4

1393/4 _ 23/4

170
9

25
102

5

— 5— Vi— 21/2— 15/8— 5/8

73/4

8

Vs
7
18
76
21/2

71/8

65/8

¥4
61/8

18

76
21/8

71/8 — 1/4

7

% — Va
61/8 — Va

18 + 1/2

76 — 4
21/8 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ret. 6s46 .102 102 102
Loew's deb. 3 1/2s46. 101 1/4 101 1/4 101 1/4 -f Va
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i4s47 86I/8 86 86—4
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 84 84 84

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 15/8 1% 15^
Technicolor 12 11 11

Trans-Lux 1 Vs 1 1/8 1 Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. 33^ 33/8 33/5 — 3/8

Universal Picts 7 7 7

%

Satisfy "Lynton" Judgment
Satisfaction of a $4,723 .I'udgment

obtained by Edward Sheldon and
Margai-et Ayer Barnes against
Moredall Realty Corp., operator of

the Capitol Theater, was filed in

the Federal Court on Friday. Judg-
ment was obtained for the exhibi-
tion of "Letty Lynton" which the
Court ruled infringed the plaintiff's

play, "Dishonored Lady."

H The Broadivay Parade 11

Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Setvice-Lorentz)—11th week Belmont
Buck Benny Rides Again (Paramount Pictures)—4th week Paramount
My Son, My Son! (United Artists—Small)—2nd week Music Hall

If I Had My Way (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Rivoli

Waterloo Bridge (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Lillian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox) -Roxy
Torrid Zone (Warner Bros. Pictures) • Strand

Ski Patrol (Universal Pictures) . . .Rialto

Hell Below (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (d) Criterion

I Was An Adventuress (Twentieth Century-Fox) Globe

Riders of Pasco Basin (Universal Pictures) (a) •. -..Central

Mad Youth (Atlas Pictures) (a) Central

'Til We Meet Again (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Star Dust (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Kl/iVS
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—23rd week Astor

FOREIG]\ LAiVGC/AGE FEATURES
The Bakers Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 12th week World
Kvinnora Kring Larsson (Scandivanian Talking Pictures) 48th St. Theater
Le Due Madri (Esperia Films) Cinecitta

La Charrette Fantome Columbia Pictures) 55th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEiVIiVGS
Irene (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcox)—May 23 Music Hall
Typhoon (Paramount Pictures)—May 22 Paramount
Twenty-One Days Together (Columbia Pictures)—May 22 Rivoli

Edison, the Man (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—May 30 Capitol
The Saint Takes Over (RKO Radio Pictures)—May 22 Rialto
The Biscuit Eater (Paramount Pictures)—May 23 Criterion
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—May 25 (d) .....Globe
Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 7 Strand
The Doctor Takes a Wife (Columbia Pictures) (c) Roxy
The Man from Tumbleweeds (Columbia Pictures)—May 22 Central
If I Had My Way (Universal Pictures)—May 23 (a-b) Palace
You Can't Fool Your Wife (RKO Radio Pictures)—May 23 (a) Palace
La Donna Bianca (Esperia Films)—May 23 Cinecitta

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

Book-of-the-Month Club
Honors Mrs. Johnson

A cocktail party in honor of Osa

Johnson was given at the Waldorf-

A.storia Friday afternoon by the

Book-of-the-Month Club which re-

cently selected Mrs. Johnson's book,

"I Married Adventure." Columbia

Pictures shortly will release the film

version of the story.

Among those present were Jack

Cohn, Max Weisfeldt, Bertram Lip-

pincott, Joseph Wharton Lippincott,

Wanda Hale, Thyra Samter Wins-
low, Meredith Wood, Perry Osborn,
Ralph Cokain, Mrs. Chester Bahn,
Mr. and Mrs. George Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Ramsaye, Vic Bloom,
Lew Mentlik, Jack Pegler, Elizabeth
Lockwood, Kate Cameron, Amy Por-
ter, Richard Hansen, Lawrence Reid,
Stella Unger, Al Sherman, Hortense
Schorr, Frederick James Smith and
others.

Direct Gibson to Testify

Before Karol Suit Trial

Appellate Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court on Friday directed
Peyton Gibson, secretary of the
board of directors of Universal Pic-

tures, to testify before trial in the

suit of Wilhelm Karol for $60,000
against Universal. Karol is suing
for alleged services, claiming that he
represented Universal in 1938 in a

deal in which that company sold

licensing rights to its films in Italy

to Giuseppe Domenico Musso for

$400,000.

Mexican Labor Situation
Blocks Investment—DeVry

Chicago—Labor situation in Mex-
ico is precluding the investment of
large sums of money there by U. S.

interests, it is stated by H. A. De-
Vry, president of DeVry Corp., who
has returned here from what he de-
scribed as essentially a vacation
in Mexico.

Latter country, he asserted, pre-
sents vast possibilities for film trade
and commerce generally, but prog-
ress along this line is not expected
to materialize until a new adminis-
tration comes into power and labor
adjusts its present stand.
DeVry said that Filmsets, visual-

ly teaching geography, are being
received enthusiastically by educa-
tional interests in Mexico.

He plans a visit to the company's
New York offices this week.

Local 20940 Certified

As WB Bargaining Agency
IVashingtoii Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington—NLRB has certified

Local 20940, American Federation
of Office Employes, affiliated with
A F of L, as the bargaining agency
selected by a majority of the ware-
house employes of Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc.; Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corp.; Producers Set-
tlement Corp.; Circuit Settlement
Corp.; Globe Export Corp., and Vi-
tagraph, Inc., at their New York
City warehouse.
The Board action was based upon

a secret ballot election, resulting in

an 8 to 4 count in favor of the A F
of L union.

COMING AND GOI

SIDNEY R. KENT and MRS. KENT ,irr

Los Angeles today from New York. Th
Fox prexy plans to return to New Y
week-end.

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, 20th-Fox advt
and publicity director, cancelled his jch

departure for the Coast Friday.

CLARENCE BROWN, Metro director, is

ping at the Waldorf.

NATE J. BLUMBERC, LEO SPITZ, Jd
SEIDELMAN and CLIFF WORK flew to Ti
Friday from New York via United tor ,„
convention.

ARTHUR SAWYER was in Boston ove
week-end, returning here today.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, HOWARD DIETZ.
CONNORS, E. K. "TED" OSHEA and
Metro execs, left yesterday for Washingtor

HARRY KOSINER, Eastern represent,!

Walter Wanger, flew to the Coast
from Chicago to confer with Wanger.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prcxy

scheduled to leave tor the Coast over the

end.

THORNTON WILDER will fly to Boston 1

day for the premiere of Sol Cesser's prodi

of Wilder's "Our Town."

S. J. DAY, special representative of the
Fox home office foreign department, sails

31 on the Santa Clara for a survey of s

South American companies.

W. E. VAN BEVEREN, of the 20th-Fox U
department, is en route to South Africa t

lieve Otto Bolle, managing director, whi

takes a furlough in the U. S. after a I

year stay in that territory.

LUCY FLACK, operator of the Capitol,

ford, Conn, is on an 11 -day cruise to

America.

CHARLES EINFELD and MRS. EINFELC
at the Gotham.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK returned Saturday.

South Bend, Ind.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant

manager, left Sunday night, by plane, for I

phis, on business.

Lack of Product Delayic
Showing of Mills Machiti

Chicago—Trade showing of

Mills-Roosevelt automatic projeCs

is being delayed by the lack of

mm. product to be made by Ro
velt's outfit, it is understood. K
Novelty Co. here has 10 moi!

ready.

One Big Union Report Due ,

A report on the plan for one!

union will be submitted to the AA.i

board for consideration at a me
ing scheduled for Wednesday,

j

E. B. Derr

H. Lee Hugunin

From
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Leon Schlesini
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(ranuckWill Keep 20th-Fox*s Program ^Flexible^
dio Will be Ready to

;h in on Timely Prop-

i es and Subjects
ii>

By RALPH WILK
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
illywood—While 40 titles were
unced at the company's recent

^0 sales convention, Darryl

II Zanuck pro-
poses to keep
his 20th-Fox
p r o d u ction

schedule
" e m i nently
flexible" and
to make
'

' t i meliness
and show-
manship" the
most i m-
portant fac-
tors when it

comes to
making each
of the 18 pro-

aiiOns which will have his per-
supervision.

Ihuck points out that "The
rj es of Wrath," an outstanding
1 -40 success, was not even an-
ced for production before the

: of the season, and adds:

ilaybe during the season there
irappear best sellers or topics so

y that we will want to make
immediately. We want always

i ; in the position where we can
in on such timely properties

Isubjects—and if that sort of

;ct presents itself in the course
le year, and it is of mutual ad-
Jge to exhibitors and to our-

alis, and there is a public demand
ait, we will make it."

Won't Affect Zanuck's Plan

ly such changes, however, will

b way affect Zanuck's plan to

rvise the 18 specials. The first

are already cast and ready for
bction. They are: "Brigham
ig," "The Great Commandment,"

:, lie Deb. No. 1," "The Return
I! ''rank James" and "Brooklyn
iil?e."

3! preparation for three years,
fJ 'a four-month shooting schedule
It'ied and budgeted for, "Brigham
ti ig" is one of the biggest under-
i ijgs ever tackled by Zanuck. The
'M' which includes Tyrone Power,
ill Darnell, Dean Jagger, Jane
iil/ell, Mary Astor, John Carra-
\ Vincent Price, Brian Donlevy,
Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Jean Rog-
Jonathan Hale, Arthur Hohl and

{Continued on Page 4)

\eahf It's iVtce WorU
I# You Can Get It

iTy Power has a hard Summer ahead
' him; he'll spend it all out-of-doors
' the open. He goes on location in

ah for "Brigham Young" and then,
len he's through with that, he goes on
lotion for "The Great Commandment."
Thar's good fish in them hills, too.

Zanuch Assigns Johnson, Macgon^an, Brown
to Ready Pix He Will Personally Supervise

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Darryl F. Zanuck has assigned three ace associate producers to prepare

pictures which he himself will personally supervise. Nunnally Johnson will serve as
associate producer of "Chad Hanna," for which he is now preparing the script; Ken-
neth Macgowan will act in a similar capacity for "Man Hunt," screen version of
Geoffrey Household's "Rogue Male" and also for "Tin Pan Alley," musical for which
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan have written the screen play, based on an original
story by Pamela Harris. Harry Joe Brown has been assigned to "Wild Geese Calling",
based on Stewart Edward White's Alaskan novel.

66 Players on 20th^Fox Rolls
14 Directors, 43 Writers Also Under Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sixty-six players —

stars, principals and supporting act-
ors—are under contract to 20th-Fox
as the new 1940-41 production year
gets under way. This number does
not include, however, the stars and
featured players now appearing in

current productions, nor those who
have been borrowed from other stu-
dios for future releases.

The new list does include, though,
such personalities as Betty Grable,
formerly under contract to Para-
mount and currently appearing on
Broadway in "DuBarry Was a Lady."
Miss Grable reports for work at
20th-Fox on June 1, when she will

go right to work in a starring role.

John Barrymore reports tomorrow
for "The Great Profile."

Option Clause in Jagger Pact

Another prominent Broadway
"name" recently signed by Zanuck
is Dean Jagger, who is now at work
in the title role of "Brigham Young."
No newcomer to the screen, Jagger
left Hollywood three years ago to

appear on the legitimate stage. His
current contract carries an option
which can be exercised as soon as he
has finished his stint in "Brigham
Young."

Randolph Scott is under contract
to co-star in two productions next
year and reports from the studio in-

dicate that the first of these may be
"The Hunted Woman" for which ne-
gotiations are under way to secure
the services of Claire Trevor.

Gene Tierney, who attracted con-
siderable critical acclaim for her
performance in the Broadway stage
show, "The Male Animal," is under
a long term contract.

By virtue of an unusual two-way
contract with Samuel Goldwyn, 20th-
Fox has a call on the services of

Dana Andrews and Virginia Gil-

more. The arrangement is that these
two promising newcomers shall al-

ternate pictures between the two
studios.

Bellamy, Kibbee Also on List

Among the new names on the stu-
dio roster are those of Ralph Bel-
lamy, who appears with Brenda
Joyce and George Murphy in "Elsa
Maxwell's Public Deb No. 1," and
Guy Kibbee, who has been assigned
an important role in "Street of Mem-
ories," the first picture to be made

by Lucien Hubbard acting as an
associate producer for 20th-Fox.
Jackie Cooper and Henry Hull have
been assigned for major parts in
"The Return of Frank James," in

which Henry Fonda has the title

role.

The studio contract list also in-

cludes, of course, the entire list of
stars who have been under the Zan-
uck banner during the past year:
Henry Fonda, Tyrone Power, Linda
Darnell, Richard Greene, Brenda
Joyce, Sonja Henie, Don Ameche,
Shirley Temple, Cesar Romero, Alice
Faye, Jane Withers and the rest.

14 Directors Signed

Fourteen directors, o f whom 12
are under direct commitment to the
studio are also signed for the coming
year. The two exceptions are Henry
Hathaway, borrowed from Para-
mount and currently at work on
"Brigham Young," and Archie Mayo,
now directing Don Ameche, Alan
Curtis, Robert Lowery, George
Ernest, Eugenie Leontovitch and
Mary Beth Hughes in "Four Sons."
Under regular contract are Otto
Brower, David Burton, Irving Cum-
mings, Allan Dwan, John Ford, Eu-
gene Forde, Shepard Traube, Henry
King, Walter Lang, Irving Pichel,
Gregory Ratoff and H. Bruce Hum-
berstone.

There are 43 writers under con-
tract and contributing to the 1940-41
screenplays, among them Louis
Bromfield, who prepared the script

of "Brigham Young" and is now
working on "Marching as to War";
Liam O'Flaherty, author of "The In-

former," who is working with Ernest
Pascal on a screen version of Richard
Llewellyn's best-seller, "How Green
Was My Valley," and William An-
thony McGuire, who is preparing a
film biography of Sergeant Sam Dre-
ben, the one-man army.

Associate Producers Increased

Recent additions to the staff of

associate producers are Lucien Hub-
bard, Milton Sperling, Walter Moros-
co and Ralph Dietrich. The last two
operating as a team will make nine
pictures—the first time an arrange-
ment of this sort has been tried at
20th-Fox. Bringing the list up to

12 are Harry Joe Brown, Raymond
Griffith, Fred Kohlmar, Nunnally
Johnson, Gene Markey, Kenneth
MacGowan and John Stone.

SOL M. WURTZEL

20th-Fox Doubles

Wurtzel's Budgel

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — A 100 per cent in-

crease in money for casts, directors

and stories has been allocated to Ex-
ecutive Pro-
ducer Sol M.
Wurtzel by
20th-Fox for
the 13 big
features he
plans to de-
liver to ex-
hibitors dur-
ing the 1940-
41 season.
Losing no

time, Wurt-
zel has al-

ready com- i'^

pleted "The
Brat," star-

ring Jane Withers, his first picture

for the coming year. The Maude
Fulton stage hit that has been tail-

ored for the screen by Frances Hy-
land, and the period of the story has
been placed around the turn of the
century in order to add to its b.o.

appeal. A big budget picture, the

cast of "The Brat" include Laura
Hope Crews, Kent Taylor and Jessie

Ralph and others in addition to the

little star. Otto Brower directed.

Slated to follow the Withers film

before the cameras as a heavy bud-
get special is "Dance Hall," scripted

from the Dana Burnett novel, Wurt-
zel is scouting now for top rank
players.

Two more specials, already in

preparation, which will be accorded
lavish production by Wurtzel are

"Breach of Discipline," a film with
a hospital background involving the

problems that confront a woman
surgeon, and "Uncensored," drama-
tic romance of modern life in Eu-
rope.

Most unusual and farthest from
the beaten path of all the produc-
tions on Wurtzel's list for the coming
season will be "Karpa," to be wholly
filmed in Mexico under direction of

Norman Foster. Mixed Mexican-
Hollywood cast will appear in the

traveling carnival story. Wurtzel
plans to make two Chan pictures,

the first of which, "Charlie Chan in

{Continued on Page 4)

27 Countries Seen
Via 20th-Fox's 52

Analysis of the story contents of the

52 pictures on the 20th-Fox production

schedule for the 1940-41 season shows
that some 27 different countries furnish

the locales for the action. The analysis

further shows that the material has been
drawn from 22 novels, nine stage plays,

nine unpublished stories and nine orig-

inals.
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Renewed 5 Years
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fective Aug. 22, 1942, and expires
March 31, 1947, paralleling pact of

Darryl F. Zanuck.
Kent stated that the company's

program, which has already been
budgeted, would be adhered to as
far as it was feasible. However,
he warned, "anybody who depre-
cates the gravity of world affairs

to the extent of adhering to pro-'

grams if emergencies arise will find

themselves out the window. We will

be forced to meet such conditions,

and cut our pattern of doing busi-

ness to meet them."
He expects to return to New York

the end of this week. Mrs. Kent
accompanied him.

$353,376 Quarterly Profit

for 20th-Fox is Sharp Dip
Reporting a consolidated net profit

of $353,376 for the 13 weeks of the

first quarter ended March 30, 1940,

20th-Fox earnings for that period

dipped $870,874 from the net of $1,-

224,250 earned in the first quarter
of 1939. Earnings for the final

quarter of the company in 1939 were
listed as being $238,218, exclusive

of dividends totaling $756,000 re-

ceived from National Theaters.
Financial report stated that earn-

ings were sufficient to cover pre-

ferred dividend commitments for the

first quarter. Gross income from
sales and rentals of film and ac-

cessories was put at $12,562,362.

Operating expenses of exchanges,

head offices and administrative ex-

penses, etc., amortization of produc-

tion and other costs and participa-

tion in film rentals totaled $12,-

312,502, with a net operating profit

before interest, depreciation and fed-

eral taxes on income coming to

$489,059.

Twentieth Century-Fox
Doubles Wurtzel's Budget

i Continued from Paije i)

the Wax Museum," is now being

readied; four Cisco Kid pictures,

starring Cesar Romero and featuring

Chris-Pin Martin, and one Jones

Family film.

Also on his schedule are a film

version of Peter B. Kyne's novel,

"Corncob Kelly's Benefit," "Charter

Pilot" and "The Private Practice of

Michael Shayne" (a modern detec-

tive drama).
Some of these pictures are only

tentatively on Wurtzel's schedule, he

himself following the policy laid

down by Darryl Zanuck of keeping

his list flexible.

Follow the Leader
Anne Baxter, who followed Nancy

Kelly in the New York stage production

of "Susan and God," will, like Nancy
Kelly, start her picture career by go-

ing to work for Twentieth Century-Fox.

She has one of the key roles with John

Barrymore in "The Great Profile."

20ih'FoxProgram 's ^Flexible^
Zanuck Ready to Cash in on Timely Subjects

(ContUtuiit frum Facie i)

Dickie Jones, calls for 45 speaking
parts—most of them running from
five to 15 weeks time. Henry Hath-
away, borrowed from Paramount, is

directing.

"The Great Commandment" was
originally produced by an independ-
ent company on a small budget.

Irving Pichel, who directed the
original, will also direct the 20th-
Fox treatment. Linda Darnell and
Tyrone Power will have the leading
romantic roles. The story deals with
the Roman occupation and suppres-
sion of Judea during the time of
Christ. Although the figure of
Christ is not shown on the screen,
his voice will be heard. In addition
to directing, Pichel will do the voice
of Christ.

Zanuck Signs Menzies

Zanuck has engaged William Cam-
eron Menzies, who won the Academy
Award this year for his GWTW
work, to supervise the special effects

in "The Great Commandment," most
of which will be shot in a specially
built walled city now under con-
struction on the Mojave Desert. Dana
Burnet has written the screen play.
It is regarded as likely that Edward
Arnold and Maurice Moscovitch will

head the supporting cast.

The third film now in produc-
tion, "The Return of Frank James,"
is designed to take up where the suc-
cessful "Jesse James" left off. Hen-
ry Fonda will once again be Frank
James. Gene Tierney will be co-

starred, and the supporting cast in-

cludes J. Edward Bromberg, Donald
Meek, Henry Hull, Charles Tannen,
John Carradine and Ernest Whit-
man.
"Brooklyn Bridge" will deal with

the garish days in New York that
followed the close of the Civil War.
It involves such figures as Jim Fiske,
Boss Tweed, the Roeblings (father
and son) who built the famous span,
and includes such events as the Erie
Railroad battle, the famous "Black
Friday" on Wall Street, and the
darkest of all the Tammany scandals.
Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don
Ameche, Henry Fonda, Linda Dar-
nell and Edward Arnold have been
selected for key roles.

"Public Deb No. 1," starring Bren-
da Joyce and George Murphy, is

farthest along of all the Zanuck pic-

tures for the new season.

Three Musicals Scheduled

There are three big musicals on
the Zanuck list. Two of them, Shirley
Temple's, "Young People" and "Down
Argentine Way," with Alice Fay and
Carmen Miranda, are already in pro-
duction, while the third, Irving Ber-
lin's "Say It With Music," is still in

the early preparatory stages.

"Young People" will have new
Mack Gordon-Harry Warren songs
as well as popular tunes from early

Temple films.

Carmen Miranda, the Brazilian

bombshell, has already completed her
share of work in the Faye picture,

making a series of five numbers in

New York at the Movietone studios.

Ford on Welsh Story

Perhaps the most exciting proper-
ties on the 20th-Fox list are "How
Green Was My Valley," "Sgt.
Sam Dreben, U.S.A." The former
is, of course, Richard Llewellyn's
best-selling novel; a powerful tale

of coal-mining in Wales. John Ford
will direct. "Sgt. Sam Dreben,
U.S.A." is the biography of a pro-
fessional soldier. William Anthony
McGuire is now working on the
story.

The productions named are those
on the Zanuck list which are either
in the making or so far along that
it is certain they will reach exhibi-

tors during the coming season, no
matter what other timely and im-
portant properties demanding imme-
diate production come his way.

Clifton Story to Be Re-made
Other productions listed for Zan-

uck's personal supervision include:

"Down to the Sea in Ships" and
"The Californian." The former is

the Elmer Clifton story; the latter

is based on "The Curse of Capis-
trano," which served Douglas Fair-
banks as "The Mark of Zorro."

There's a geographical flavor to

foui' of the pictures Zanuck plans as
specials, "Song of the Islands,"
which deals with Hawaii; "Down on
the Wabash," "Fifth Avenue," based
on Polan Banks' novel, "Manhattan
Holiday," and "The Khyber Pass."

To complete the roster of specials,

Zanuck lists: "The Great Profile,"

with John Barrymore; "I Married a
Nazi," from the Liberty serial;

"Lucky Baldwin," based upon a rac-
ing novel by C. B. Glasscock, for
which Frank Nugent, former film

critic of the New York Times is

preparing the script; "Wild Geese
Calling," from a new novel by Stew-
art Edward White; "Man Hunt"
from the British best-selling thriller

"Rogue Male," by Geoffrey House-
hold; "Chad Hanna," Walter D. Ed-
monds' circus tale and "Tin Pan Al-
ley," a musical slated to be Zanuck's
most impressive undertaking in this

field. The last named five have all

been acquired by Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox since Zanuck announced his

program at the convention, and in-

dicate that he is in earnest about
keeping his plans flexible.

Rambeau as Tugboat Annie
U^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners has found

its Tugboat Annie. Final choice is

Marjorie Rambeau who will be
teamed with Alan Hale in "Tugboat
Annie Sails Again."

"Torrid Zone" Opens Strong

Warners' "Torrid Zone" got off to

a strong start at the New York
Strand on Friday, opening of the

b.o. at 8:30 a.m., being greeted by
a line estimated at 1,500. House
was full at 9 a.m.

MANY FRONTS

CALL "1. E. F."
Nine 20th-Fox Units Bus)

in Foreign Countries

All the wars in the world c

stop the Zanuck Expedition
Forces; no fewer than nine u

have been, or will be, busy in fort

lands getting backgrounds for
tieth Centuiy-Fox productions!
Before he was elevated to tnl

of Associate Producer, Hugh D
rich headed a unit that flew to So

America for a month's play in

Argentine, during which they
cured material for "Down Argen
Way."
Another unit is going to Hawai

the Fall to get Technicolor shots

"The Song of the Islands."
A third goes to Mexico for a \Vi

zel film.

Still another heads for north

Canada to obtain authentic bs

grounds for "Hudson's Bay C'

pany," a special under considerai

for late Fall release.

And the cameramen for Moviet
News in Europe have turned to .

shot a lot of stuff for pictures

"I Married a Nazi," "Maginot U
and "Four Sons."
The Movietone men stationed

the Orient have done the same
j

The Philippines and China for ''S

Sam Dreben. U.S.A."

Paul Terry Boosts

Year's Budget 20%

Paul Terry will celebrate

twenty-fifth anniversary in the f.

ture business, his tenth as produi

of Terrytoons, by spending 20
j

cent more than ever before. Havi

doubled his staff and the size of

quarters in the two years since

signed his current contract W
20th-Fox. Terry plans further adi

tions to both, and this, added to 1

fact that he plans to make mo

Technicolor cartoons this year, »
account for the higher budget.

One of the pioneers in the makii

of animated cartoons, Terry's proL

est boast is not that his Aeso;

Fables were the first cartoon serl

but that he has never missed a :

lease date.

Although his plans for the comi

season call for "as many Technicol

Terry-Toons as the returns frc

the field warrant,"— an indefini

number— it is generally conced

that this will mean 12 or more

colors.

In the 1938-39 season TerrJ

commitment was for eight Techi!

color pictures and he delivered I

Last season it was for 10 and
j

delivered 10.

Form Employes Ass'n

Chicago—H and E. Balaban Tt

ater circuit is organizing an

ployes' Association.

Ert

W^A
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A t a time when great pictures are more than ever necessary

for the continued prosperity of our industry. Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corporation takes pride in announcing its production program for the /i

season 1940-41.

We expect to release 52 feature pictures; and, for exhibitors

throughout the world, it is of the utmost importance to note that with

leading foreign markets destroyed or weakened by war or currency

restrictions, this Company has made no curtailment in its production

budget. In our opinion this is the only policy which can assure to theatre

operators and ourselves the quality of pictures which is vital to progress

and profitable operation.

From the stories and with the stars, players and directors listed

on the following pages will come the great majority of the productions

released by this Company next season. Because of circumstances which

nobody now can foresee, some of these stories may not be produced—in
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their final form some may not measure up to our hopes, others may be

replaced with timelier, more important subjects. In every case, however,

where a change is made, it will be done solely to improve the program.

In listing the personalities for our product, as well as directors,

we name only those who are under contract to this Company or whom

we have already borrowed from other producing companies. As in the

past, however, we expect to use additional boxoffice names not now

ready for announcement.

Twentieth Century-Fox is proud in the knowledge that as of

today we have on our books more accounts than ever before in the

history of this Company. To our customers throughout the world we pre-

sent this program which we sincerely believe to be the greatest and

most forward-looking list of pictures we have ever had.

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation



FROM 20th CENTURY-FOX

FOR 1940-41
... of which 26 will be produced from

the following stories, or others timelier

and greater. . . all on a scale worthy of

these extraordinary properties!

BRIGHAM
YOUNG

Tremendous, human—being produced
on a heroic scale. The cast already in-

cludes TYRONE POWER, LINDA
DARNELL, DEAN JAGGER (brilliant

Broadway star), Jane Darwell, John Car-

radine, Brian Donlevy, Mary Astor,
Vincent Price. Written by Louis Brom-
field ("The Rains Came"). Screen play

by Lamar Trotti, author of "In Old
Chicago." Directed by Henry Hathaway.
To be launched with the greatest nation-

wide promotion 20th ever gave a picture.

aow OHEBK was MX VailET
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BROOKLYN
BRIDGE

TYRONE POWER . . . ALICE
FAYE . . . DON AMECHE . . .

HENRY FONDA . . . LINDA
DARNELL . . . EDWARD
ARNOLD! New York during the

decade that transformed it from

an ordinary seaport to the world's

greatest metropolis!
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SGT.
SAM DREBEN, V. S. a;

The unparalleled adventures

of Fighting Sam Dreben,
named by General Pershing
"a one-man army." Vital and
colorful, his thrill-packed

story receives merited big-

scale handling! Story by
William Anthony McGuire.
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Directed by John Ford.
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THE GREAT
COMMANDMENT

Its greatness given even more powerful

impact by its astounding parallel to the

happenings of our own times. Spectac-

ular drama of a crushed and helpless

people during the last days of Christ.

The matchless might of Roman arms . . .

countless legions and fearsome war char-

iots plunging resistlessly through
enemy hosts. And through it all a truly

inspiring love story. TYRONE POWER
and LINDA DARNELL head the im-

pressive cast!
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CHAD HANNA
The newest and greatest novel by the famous au-
thor ol "Drums Along the Mohawk," Walter D.
Edmonds! One of 20th's most important story
acquisitions—already sweeping to the top of the
book lists—acclaimed a "sure-fire, big-time best
seller"! The exciting, warming, human story in
which young Chad Hanna figiures will be an unfor-
gettable picture . . . produced with all the sweep
and scope it merits!
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BROTHERS
Moving human draiaaot

two brothers, bred .n the

teeming "»»«'*""* "^ ^e
day's San Francisco, and the

tir' they both loved -Tobe

^t with three great stars.
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DOWN ON
THE WABASH

(TENTATIVE TITLE)

The realistic story ol a
young, small-town banker
whose fadth in himself and
his fellow-men caused him
to revolt against the powers
throttling the community
that was his home. Rich in

young and mature love . .

.

electrifying in its explosive
surprise climax.
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THE
CALIFORNIAN

Turbulent, action-crammed drama of

California's most romantic days. Blaz-

ing with the reckless deeds of a mys-

terious caballero whose daring forays

terrorized the tyrant clique despoiling

the country and its people. TYRONE
POWER heads a spectacular cast.

THE
KHTBER PASS

A cut in the mountams which today

holds the fascinated attention of the

world. The great story of the historic

gateway to the wealth of India.

STUDIO CLUB
Drama spotlighting the fascinating lives

and careers of the world's most gorgeous

girls . . .famed even in Hollywood for

their loveliness! Revealing their ambi-

tions, heart-breaks, loves, schemes! A
story thrilling and unusual!

Vii^



STO VALLEY
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DANCE
HALL

Adapted faom W. R. Bur-

nett's powerful novel of

young people in the steel

towns. To be made with the

same daring realism that

characterized "The Grapes

of Wrath."
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THE PRODUCING ORGANIZATION
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

Chairman of the Board

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Vice-President in Charge of Production

WILLIAM GOETZ
Vice-President and Executive Assistant

to Darryl F. Zanuck

SOL M. WURTZEL
Executive Producer

Associate Producers

Harry Joe Brown

Ralph Dietrich

Raymond Griffith

Fred Kohlmar

Lucien Hubbard

Nunnally Johnson

Gene Markey

Waher Morosco

Kenneth Macgowan

John Stone

Directors

Otto Brower

David Burton

Irving Cummings

Allan Dwan
John Ford

Eugene Forde

Henry Hathaway

Henry King

Walter Lang

Fritz Lang

Archie Mayo

Irving Pichel

Gregory Ratoff

Shepherd Traube

Writers

Jack Andrews

Michael Blankfort

Edwin Blum

William Brent

Harold Buchman

Dana Burnet

Niven Busch

Robert Carson

Roy Chanslor

Wm. Conselman, Jr.

Irving Cummings, Jr.

William Drake

Albert Duffy

Philip Dunne

Robert Ellis

Sam Engel

Don Ettlinger

Ruth Fasken

J. Taintor Foote

Jules Furthman

Oliver Garrett

Sam Hellman

Ethel Hill

Robert Hopkins

Lee Katz

Fidel La Barba

John Larldn

Hilary Lynn

Helen Logan

Wm. A. McGuire

Frank S. Nugent

John O'Hara

Ernest Pascal

Liam O'Flaherty

Stanley Rauh

Sidney Sheldon

Milton Sperling

Lamar Trotti

Jack Vernon

Darrell Ware

Karl Tunberg

E. E. Verdier

Helen Vincent

Robertson White

Lester Ziffren



THE STARS AND PLAYERS
20th Century -Fox lists on this

page only those personalities now
under contract. Other established

names will be added as casting

needs arise. And 20th is making

extensive plans for the discovery

and development of new talent.

Lothorine Aldridge

IDonAmeche

Dana Andrews

Lionel Atwill

Binnie Barnes

Anne Baxter

LynnBari

Dorris Bowdon

John Carradine

Marguerite Chapman

Ricardo Cortez

Eddie Collins

Bob Conway

Linda Darnell

Jane Darwell

Joan Davis

Alice Faye

Henry Fonda

Virginia Gilmore

Betty Grable

Richard Greene

Charlotte Greenwood

Mary Healy

Sonja Henie

Mary Beth Hughes

Dean Jagger

Brenda Joyce

Arline Judge

Nancy Kelly

Elyse Knox

Robert Lowery

George Montgomery

Chris-Pin Martin

Ted North

John Payne

Tyrone Power

Ragnar Qvale

Gregory Ratoff

Lynne Roberts

Jean Rogers

Cesar Romero

George Sanders

Randolph Scott

Robert Shaw

Robert Sterling

Frank Swann

Shirley Temple

Ann Todd

Sidney Toler

Joan Valerie

Marjorie Weaver

Arleen Whelan

Jane Withers

Sen Yung



SHORT PRODUCT
ONE-REEL SUBJECTS IN SIX DIFFERENT

SERIES, PRODUCED RY TRUMAN TALLEY

LOWELL THOMAS' MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
TECHNICOLOR will be used for the first time for some of this series.

Without question the finest in its field, popular with showmen and audi-

ences alike, its off-the-beaten-path subject material dramatized by the keen,

incisive narration of Lowell Thomas . . . top-ranking commentator of them all.

ED THORGERSEN'S SPORTS REVIEWS
Authoritative, behind-the-scenes glimpses of America's populaur enthusiasm

. . . Sports! Narrated by the man who knows the "inside story". . . and
enhcmced, when deemed effective, by TECHNICOLOR.

LEW LEHR'S DRIRRLE-PUSS PARADE
The screw-ball tangents of American life enlarged and enlivened by the

comment of screen and radio funnymcui. Lew Lehr.

ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN
An attraction that thrills as only the real thing can! Heightened in suspense

and highlighted by the dramatic narration of famed ainnouncer Paul Douglas.

VYVYAN DONNER'S FASHION FORECASTS
In TECHNICOLOR! The most talked-about reel of all . . . the most exploit-

able subject on the screen. Smart . . . timely . . . lavishly produced . . . the

absolute tops in feminine appeal—and the men go for it, too. Doubly en-

livened by the sparkling comment of Ilka Chase.

FATHER HURRARD'S ALASKAN ADVENTURES
This new and popular series continues . . . with the Glacier Priest's cameras

exploring Nature's most amazing phenomena! Highlighted by exciting

cross-fire narration between Lowell Thomas cind Father Hubbard.

. . . and . . .

ONE-REEL TERRY-TOONS.,. lO OR MORE
IN TECHNICOLOR...PRODUCED RYPAUL TERRY

Already in top poll brackets, Terry-toons is gecured to deliver even finer prod-

uct this season—with 10 or more of its 1940-41 releases in TECHNICOLOR!



MOVIETONE NEWS
ISSUED TWICE EACH WEEK
Piiblished and Distributed in SO Different

Countries and 19 Different Languages!

Xheihere's a Maginot Line in France!

There's a Siegfried Line in Gerznauny!

But there's a Movietone News Line all

around the world! ... an unparalleled

corps of cameraunen, editorial special-

ists, commentators . . . news-smart,

trained, efficient . . . supplying the de^

mand of theatre millions for authorita-

tive pictorial knowledge of what's going

on in these eventful times! Now, more

than ever, it is of the utmost importance

that your theatre secure the news protec-

tion supplied exclusively by Movietone

. . . the greatest news-gathering

organization of any kind on earth/

TRUMAN TALLEY
Producer

LOWELL THOMAS
Chief Commezitaior

EDMUND REEK
Genera/ Manager

LEW LEHR
Humor

ED THORGERSEN
Sports Commentator

RUSSELL MUTH
European Director

VYVYAN DONNER
Fashion Editor

HELEN CLAIRE
Fashion Commentator



FIRST QUARTER RELEASES
1940-41

Release Date

August 2

9

16

23

30

September 6

13

20

27

October 4

11

18

25

(TENTATIVE)

Production

THE GREAT PROFILE

STREET OF MEMORIES

BRIGHAM YOUNG

GIRL FROM AVENUE A
( starring Jane Withers )

I MARRIED A NAZI

PIER 13

THE RETURN OF FRANK JAMES
(in Technicolor)

CISCO KID adventure

PUBLIC DEB No. 1 (Tentative XiUe)

CHARLIE CHAN IN A WAX MUSEUM
DOWN ARGENTINE WAY
(in Technicolor)

TITLE TO COME
THE GREAT
COMMANDMENT

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Chairman of the Board

SIDNEY R. KENT
President
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1 (Coiitiitiii-ii from Payc 1)

lited, it was said, and more time
)uld be given to the testimony.
Some were of the opinion that the
reparedness and defense program
v'ershadowed other legislation to

ich an extent that such measures
; the Neely bill may not reach the

If-
'elaware County, Pa„
ans Bingo, Bank Night

{Continued from Page 1)

ho has sent a form letter to all

chibs. and churches; some of the
tter have been paying off their

ortgages with Bingo returns, ac-

irding to report.

While only two theaters used
ingo, Bank Night has been em-
oyed as a b.o. hypo by a large
imber.
It was understood that Sweney
•obably would permit those the-

;ers to dispose of any accumulated
ims in one final night. Otherwise,
lere might be long-drawn litiga-

an over disposition of the money.

[. S. Premier Declines
o Permit Bill 92 Repeal

iCoiitiinicd from Parte 1)

iOva Scotia has rejected a repeal
3tition submitted by Allied Exhibi-
ts of Nova Scotia, pointing out
lat the reversal of attitude by the
chibs. seemed "frivolous." Exhibs.
year ago appealed to the Govern-
ent for assistance; change in front
jsults from the fact that a con-
lliation system since has been in-

lituted plus the fact exhibs. are
larful of Government control.

IWEDDING BELLS

csf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Judith Wilchins, secre-
ry to Charlie Einfeld, and Lou
.ndler, buyer for Sidney's Ltd.,
ill be married at Leavenworth,
ans., June 16 at the home of Philip
ndler, father of the groom; It'll

a double wedding with the groom's
jster, Ethel Sandler, marrying
Iph Sickle.

I Ben Goldstein of National Screen
prvice's home office is to be mar-
ted June 23 to Miss Violet Singer,
buple will honeymoon at Virginia
each.

I Phoenix, Ariz.—Charles D. Fed-
rer, scenarist, and Virginia N.
felles were married here.

Carolyn Weill, of Select Attrac-
|ons, will marry Louis Gluck May
'. Ceremony will be performed at
;hiff Center. The couple will leave
(imediately for Washington on their
aneymoon.

WITH PHIL M. IDALTi
T T

• • • FURTHER momentum will be imparted to the current

flood of big pix via Thursday's world premiere performances in

Boston of Sol Lesser's "Our Town" at Loew's State and Or-

pheum Theaters Close collaboration to give the opus a royal send-

off is already apparent with UA and the Loew forces work-

ing hand and glove One of the most ingenious promotional angles

anent the Beantown bow is the dispatch of certificates which

appoint members of the Fourth Estate as special members of the

Editorial Board of Boosters for "Our Town" The certificates simulate

fine engraving are impressively headed "Chamber of Commerce
of Our Town" and memorialize the scribes to encourage public

patronage of the vehicle because of its quality They are signed

by Loew's Oscar Doob as Mayor Pro Tem It's a slick stunt for a

slick picture

T T T
• • • THOSE who have lamped "Our Town" in the privacy

of trade projection rooms pronounce it a unique film

which will make public interest in screen entertainment flare

anew That it is a "Lesser" picture is true only via the cir-

cumstance of its producer's name Actually, it is a greater pic-

ture than many of its vaunted co7itemporaries Columbia

University's Dr. Duncan Emrich classes it as one of the out-

standing productions in cinema annals from the standpoint

of both scenario treatment and photographic effects The good

Doctor who knows a genuine gem when he sees one

has included "Our Town" in Columbia U's course on the his-

tory and art of motion pictures

T T
• • • SPEAKING of top-flight affairs in filmland Anne Mar-

den, RKO's phenomenal femme bowler last week rolled a game of

288 which is the top score ever made by male or maid on the

local National Alleys We always contended that the fair sex

w^as handier with pins than guys are. . . • Paramounl's h.o. dis-

closes that on Thursday Stanton Griffis, chairman of the company's

exec, committee, tendered a luncheon on the Coast to Winthrop Al-

drich N. Y. financier and v.-p. of the Chase National Bank

Locale was the Paramount studio's Cafe Continental Guests in-

cluded Y. Frank Freeman, Cecil B. DeMille, Arthur Hornblow, Madeleine

Carroll, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Patricia Morison

T T T
• • • COLUMBIA may have just the gal to play role

of Tillie the Toiler since Fate guided the footsteps of Hen-

rietta Norman into the dining room of the Hotel Piccadilly

story is that Noel Coward, Moss Hart, Lyle Talbot and a

Hollywood talent scout were wading through their meal

when Talbot spotted La Norman and allowed that she re-

sembled Tillie The talent scout abandoned his fodder to

persuade the gal to take a screen test Outcome pending. . .

• Darryl F. Zanuck has some 18 young hopefuls under contract

in his drive to answer exhib. demand for new screen per-

sonalities 'Mong the males are Dean Jagger (assigned the

title role in "Brigham Young") Frank Swann, O. Z. White-

head, Regnar Quale, John Payne, Robert Conway, George Mont-

gomery, Robert Shaw, Robert Sterling, Ted North, and John

McGuire Femme contingent embraces Ann Baxter, Gene Tier-

ney, Katherine Aldridge, Elyse Knox, Marguerite Chapman, Linda

Darnell, Brenda Joyce and Eugenie Leontovitch Several of

the aforementioned have appeared in pix but Zanuck holds

that they are potentially stars

CEA Employs War

As Rental Weapon
(Continued from Page 1)

it was doubtful whether any films
justify a 50 per cent rental in war
cii'cumstances and further advised
that they not rush into contracts
but book "hand to mouth."
The CEA contended that the war's

developments have "completely emp-
tied theaters and nobody knows
when the public is likely to return."

Maryland Censor Board
Would Increase Levies

(Coiitiniied from Page 1)

General Assembly, and which is hold-
ing sessions to receive requests and
suggestions from state agencies with
the view of giving them study in
advance of the January session of
the Assembly.
George W. Mitchell, chairman of

the censor board, has asked the
Council to recommend that the pres-
ent fee of $2 per 1,000 feet of film
examined be increased to $3 and
that the charge for duplicate film

be increased from $1 to $2 per 1,000
feet. He contends that the person-
nel of the board is underpaid and
the increase also would result in a
greater return to the State Treas-
ury. Mitchell told the Council that
the boai'ds in almost all other states
charge a larger fee than in Mary-
land for practically the same work.
He also recommended that better
facilities and equipment be provided
for the use of the board.

Increases in penalties for viola-

tion of the state laws and regula-
tions dealing with motion pictures
also are suggested. Pay increases
for the inspectors are urged, along
with authority to engage an addi-

tional inspector.

Further recommendations made by
the head of the censor board were
that 16 mm. film be licensed by the

board and that the law be amended
to give the body supervision over
film shown by means of coin ma-
chines.

Dell Starts Fashion Section

Dell Publishing Co.'s Modern
Screen starts a fashion section- with
its September issue. Aletha Rickert
has been named Dell's fashion editor.

STO
Dearborn, Mich. — Joseph Stoia,

owner of the Midway and Circle

Theaters, is the father of an eight-

pound son.

Russellville, Ark.—Mr. and Mrs.
M. C. McKenzie have a baby daugh-
ter. Norma Jean. McKenzie is Ritz
Theater projectionist.

Bernard Wilder, of Warner Bros.

Home Office Theater Department,
became the father of a 4-pound 12-

ounce daughter born last Thursday
to Mrs. Wilder at the Beth Moses
Hospital, Brooklyn.
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Neely Bill Hearing

Enters New Phase

(Continued from I'aijc 1)

in«- itself down to the single ques-
tion, "Are block-bookins' and blind-
selling unfair tiade practices?"

Allied to Have the Floor
Testimony of Allied spokesmen

and exhibitors put on by them is

scheduled to begin today as the
hearings go' into the second week.
They will discuss the actual work-
ings of the practices.
Committee's attitude after first

week of hearings seemed to be fair-

ly well summarized by a statement
of Eep. Charles A. Wolverton (R.,

N. J.) who at Friday session said:

"I have given up any hope of pass-
ing legislation controlling public

taste."
'

Wolverton added it would be im-
l)ossible for the committee to adopt
any legislation for this purpose. The
bill deals with trade practices, he
said, and pointed out that the De-
partment of Justice suits cover the

same ground. Wolverton stated he
was very interested, however, in

hearing testimony from both sides

on the fairness of the trade prac-

tices.

Further evidence that moral tes-

timony has not been convincing to

committee was t'le remark of Rep.
Luther Patrick (D.. Ala.) to an ex-

hibitor witness, "Your testimony is

worth a dozen of these crusaders
that come in het-.' and try to take
charge of things."

Exhibitor's Charges Interest

The exhibitor witness, and one
who drew lively committee interest,

was Mrs. Daniel Shaver of Shaver-
ton, Pa., who told the committee how
she and her husband had opened a

small house in th^ir community and
described how they had t,o buy
films. She told the committee that

she did not then, and does not now,
know much about the film business,

but explained iust how they were
lieing "dictated" to bv distributors.

Mrs. Shaver exhibited a contract

she entered into with Paramount
and stated they also contracted with
Universal and RKO. They were un-

able to obtain suitable pictures, she

said, because of the trade practices.

They wanted to consider and please

their public's taste, but were un-

able to do so. Mrs. Shaver asserted,

after being unable to receive relief

from the distributors, she told the

committee, she went to Allied and
then to the Department of Justice

for help.

Mrs. Shaver complained particu-

larly of having to take "bad" pic-

—A Br. in the House?
Wilmington, Del. — It's "Doctors'

Week." judging by three first-run film

theaters here. Current attractions in-

clude:
LOEW'S—"Dr. Kildare's Strange Case."

(M-C-M)
WARNER—"The Doctor Takes a Wife."

(Cnlumbia)
ALDINE (WB)—"Dr. Cyclops." (Para-

mount)

Para. MHanning Two Technicolor Specials
for 1940'41; De ifftile May Produce One

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paramount is planning two Technicolor supers for 1940-41, it is re-

ported. One will be "The Shepherd of the Hills," with Betty Field and Robert Preston
to be directed by Henry Hathaway, probably upon completion of "Brigham Young,"
which he is making for 20th-Fox. The other may be Cecil B, De Mille's next production.

De Mille has just brought in his first Technicolor feature, "North West Mounted
Police," for Para, nine days ahead of schedule and $125,000 under budget. De Mille
split a $2,800 fund among 28 workers as a result.

Execs., Sales Reps. Off
Today for Para. Conclave

(Continued from Page 1)

Vanderbilt to attend the company's
annual National Sales Convention
opening Friday at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.

Neil Agnew, sales chief, who will

preside over the three-day session,
has already arrived in Los Angeles
via plane accompanied by J. J. Un-
ger. Eastern divisional sales man-
ager.

New York contingent entraining
today embraces Barney Balaban,
Stanton Grifiis, Adolph Zukor, Oscar
Morgan, Charles Reagan, G. B. J.

Frawley, H. J. Lorber, A. J. Dunne,
M. R. Goodman, F. A. Leroy, J. Ro-
oer, Knox Haddow, L. Flynn, J.

Barry, Sam Palmer, M. H. Lewis,
E. Ruff, M. S. Kusell, M. Sattler,

Henry Randel, E. H. Bell, E. W.
Sweigert, U. F. Smith, George Beat-
tie. J. E. Fontaine, Alec Moss. Al
Wilkie, A. J. Richard, John W. Hicks,
Jr., George Weltner, Albert Deane,
George Eraser, A. Reyes, A. 0. Dil-

lenbeck, Don Gibbs and Pat Scollard.

Roger Fern's Mother Dead
Providence, R. I.—Mother of Roger

Ferri, editor of the 20th-Fox house
organ. New Dynamo, will be buried
here today. She died last week af-

ter being sick for some time. In
addition to Ferri, several other mem-
bers of the family survive.

tures to get good ones and having
to take shorts and newsreels. The
10 per cent cancellation allowed her
did not give much releif, she said.

"Monopoly vs. Home Rule"

Katherine Lyford, Massachusetts
Civic League, termed the Neely bill,

a "monopoly vs. home rule" meas-
ure. She described actual mechan-
ics of operation as very simple, with
local groups holding exhibitors re-

sponsible. Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R.,

Calif.) asked if "Abe Lincoln's" lack

of success did not indicate the public

would not necessarily patronize
eood nictures, and Rep. Elmer J.

Ryan (D.. Minn.) suggested in some
cases exhibitors might not cancel

"bad" pictures now that they could

cancel because they do not want to

lose pictures with box-office pull.

There is no difference between the

morals of the producer and the ex-

hibitor. Miss Lvford said, but stated

the exhibitor is closer to the people
and therefore more responsive to

their desires.

Mrs. Mary T. Bannerman of

MPRC spoke a^-ain in favor of the
measure, attacking tho Havs office

and the big salaries of executives.

Universal Above 10,000

Accounts Mark-Heineman

(Continued from Page 1)

easier with the new product than
with the old.

William A. Scully, general sales

manager, revealed the winners in

the recently completed Scully drive.

E. T. Gomersall was the winning
district manager in the western di-

vision. The winning district man-
agers, in the order of finishing, were
M. M. Gottlieb, Chicago; C. J. Weld-
man, Los Angeles; Harry Hynes
new manager in St. Louis; R.
Wilson, Portland, and G. C. Crad-
dock, Indianapolis.

Meetings today will consist of

regional and branch sessions, during
which product and sales policies will

be discussed.

Farnsworth, Gov't Suit

Prosecutor, Quits Post

(Continued from Page 1)

W. Arnold, it was learned Friday.
The resignation is to take effect on
June 1. Farnsworth has been ac-

tive in the Government's equity ac-

tion against the major film compa-
nies for over a vear, and reportedly
was to present evidence during trial

of the New York theater situation.

He will retuim to private practice, it

was said.

Gus Anders to Operate
New Chi. Supply Firm

Chicago—The Droll Theater Sup-
ply Co., has opened for theater sup-
ply business at 351 E. Ohio St., un-
der the management of Gus Anders,
for many years prominent in the

Chicago Operators Union. In addi-

tion to the special carbon business
which has developed some unusual
features of interest to the theater
operator, a general supply trade will

be carried on.

Toronto Hears Distributor

Association to Reorganize

Toronto — Reorganization of the

Motion Picture Distributors Asso-
ciation here impends, it is reported.

Association is headed by Col. John
A. Cooper.

Carruther Suit Trial Set

Trial of the $250,000 libel suit of

Gloria Carruther. actress, against

Loew's, Inc., has been set for Mav
27 in the New York Supreme Court
a notice filed Friday revealed. Plain-

tiff claims that the part of Madame
Zuleika in the film "Idiot's Delight"
has libeled her.

THE WEEr IN
REVIEW

yVeeln Bill ttearings
By L. H. MITCHELL —

DOMESTIC
BLOCK BOOKING: House Int

state Commerce Committee ripf
curiously into provisions of Neel.

block-booking bill at hearings,
timating they were loosely dra
and might entail endless litig^
. . . Reps, of various civic g«
defended the measure . . . Abram
Myers admitted some merits in (

jections, but pleaded for "nc
legalistic" interpretation and urj;

its passage . . . William F. Rodgi
will appear in opposition . . . Sym
sis provisions of the bill were mt
severely criticized ... As a cor
lary, Neely's theater divorcenn
bill was expected to expire unc
pressure of other business befc

Congress. . . David 0. Selznick i

nounced he would sell his forthco
ing product only when exhibs. h

had a chance to see the finished p;

duction.
* * *

EQUITY SUIT: At pre-trial exa
Nicholas M. Schenck asserted blo(

percentage selling was fairest

both distribs. and exhibs. . . . Cot

hinted denial of 20th-Fox's plea 1

dismissal of suit against some
its execs. . . . Both Harry M. »
Jack L. Warner will undergo exar
. . . Last hope of a consent deci

was seen spiked with majors (

pressing preference for a judici

rather than a legislative, decision

divorcement.
* * *

PRODUCTION: Universal a

nounced that its 59 pictures f

1940-41 would include more tc

budget pix than present season, wi

15 of new season's product to

ready by Sept. 1. . . . United Artis

announced 22 for 1940-41 to co

$30,000,000.
* * *

DUALS: With PCC of ITO ma
ping a nation-wide campaign againi

double features. Dr. George Gallu]!'

at behest of Sam Goldwyn but at ilj

own expense, will undertake a pc||

on public preference for duals "

singles.
* * *

MISCELLANY: Selznick retir,

$2,900,000 of its bonds . . . Pari;]

quarter earnings up $300,000 to Pi
606,000 . . . Defendants in Gov"

';

anti-trust suit against Griffi||

Amusement filed reply to Gov't ojj

der in effort to get a definite, fixtj'

decision . . . Shirley Temple's ageli;

talks single pix deals with sever;^

majors.

FOREIGN
NAZI: German invasion of He I

land and Belgium deals another haij

blow at U. S. "takes" in EuropeJf

countries.
* * *

U. K.: British box-office badly h

by war situation, but industry

sitting tight . . . Merger of Hoy.

and Greater Union Theaters circuii

in Australia expected to be effect(|

by July 1.



CAN THE NAZIS SMASH THE MAGINOT LINE?

—CAN THE ALLIES PIERCE GERMANH

ACTUAL SCENES OF EUROPE'S 200-MILE FOR-

TIFICATIONS - PILL BOXES - TANK DEFENSES

-GUN EMPLACEMENTS -TO GIVE YOUR AUDI-

ENCES A VIVID AND COMPELLING PICTURE

OF TODAY'S HISTORY- MAKING BAHLEFRONT

THE MOST TIMELY SINGLE-REEL FEATURE

YOUR THEATRE WILL EVER SHOW!

flCCURATE! DRAMATIC! AMAZING!

Produced and directed by

FREDERIC ULLMAN, JR.

Supervised by FRANK DONOVAN

Produced by RKO PATHE (

k K o
RADIO
PICTURES

V
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iV ik REVIEIUS Of THE nEUJ FILmS ^ iJ

'La Conga Nights" "Men Without Souls" "So This Is London"
with Hugh Herbert, Dennis O'Keefe,

Constance Moore

Universal 60 Mins,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HUGH HERBERT IN SIX ROLES, FIVE

OF 'EM FEMME, PROVIDES NOVELTY
THAT ENTERTAINS.

The novelty of Hugh Herbert playing six

distinct parts in a picture should be a help

in drawing customers to this low budget
Universal release. Produced by Ken Gold-

smith and directed by Lew Landers this

little picture is funny in spots, not weighted
down with dialogue or heavy plot, but it

entertains. The story seems to have been
built around the fact that Hugh Herbert

is funny playing a female character (he

plays five distinct feminine characters in

this) and makes no pretense to be designed

for anything but filler material. It concerns

the antics of a group comprising Dennis

O'Keefe, Constance Moore, Joe Brown

Junior, Armida, Eddie Quillan, and a few
others, in a boarding house run by Ferike

Boros and Frank Orth. It carries them
through a series of comical situations, each

designed to assist them in outwitting a

hard-hearted landlord, who is uncovered at

the end of the film to be Hugh Herbert,

one of the tenants of the house. It's good

fun and should be especially enjoyed by the

younger members of the family. Constance

Moore is the one member of the cast who
is outstanding. Her ability as a singer of

hot songs and her very apparent dramatic

ability should bring her right to the front.

Fans of Hugh Herbert will of course love

him, because the "woo-woo" man is as funny

in this as he ever was. Sets by Jack Otter-

son were good, as was the work of the en-

tire technical staff.

CAST: Hugh Herbert, Dennis O'Keefe,

Constance Moore, Ferike Boros, Joe Brown,

Jr., Eddie Quillan, Armida, Sally Payne,

Frank Orth, Barnett Parker.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Gold-

smith; Director, Lew Landers; Authors, Jay

Dratler, Harry Clork, Paul Gerard Smith;

Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Elwood

Bredell; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Asso-

ciate, Ralph M. DeLacy; Editor, Ted Kent;

Musical Director, Charles Previn; Songs by

Sam Lerner and Frank Skinner.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Albert M. Beatty Rites

Conducted at Nutley, N. J.

Services were held Saturday af-

ternoon in the funeral parlors of

Collins & Collins, Nutley, N. J., for

Albert M. Beatty, 56, who for some
10 years, until 1938, was associated

with International Projector Corp.
in that company's camera depart-
ment. He organized the theater de-

partment of the Y.M.C.A. in France
ynd was eventually in charo-e of all

A.E.F. theater entertainment. His
death occurred on Friday.

To Renew Insurance Offer

Chicago—B & K shortly will re-

new its insurance offer to employes.

with John Litel, Barton McLane, Rochelle

Hudson

Columbia 62 Mins.

PRISON MELLER HAS PLENTY OF AC-

TION FOR THE PROGRAM TRADE.

Prison meller has plenty of action for

consumption by the nabe patrons, and pic-

ture should serve okay as lesser half of dual

programs. The background is authentic and

undoubtedly what the picture preaches re-

garding the reasons for prison outbreaks may
be true to an extent in some cases. John

Litel is well cast as a prison chaplain. Bar-

ton McLane ably fills the bill as a convict

leader of the riotous type, Rochelle Hudson
provides an attractive female atmosphere
for the picture and the remainder of the

cast is adequate. Glenn Ford and Don Bed-

doe turn in good bits. Nick Grinde directs

the picture with a good pace from a screen-

play written by Robert D. Andrews and

Jcseph Carole. Litel arrives at a notorious-

ly brutal prison to fill the chaplain's post

en the day a riot breaks out. Litel is op-

posed by Beddoe, the prison warden. Ford

arrives in the prison under an assumed name,
having deliberately framed himself in order

to kill Cy Kendall, a guard captain, because

he had beaten his father to death some
time before. Litel learns of the plot and

dissuades Ford from following out his plan,

but when McLane kills Kendall, Ford is

blamed. From there on, to and through a

rousing finish, there is plenty of action, with

Ford ultimately cleared by McLane.

CAST: Barton McLane, John Litel, Roch-

elle Hudson, Glenn Ford, Don Beddoe, Cy
Kendall, Eddie Laughton, Dick Curtis, Rich-

ard Fiske, Walter Soderling.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc-

tor, Nick Grinde; Screenplay, Robert D.

Andrews and Joseph Carole; Original Story,

Harvey Gates; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline;

Editor, James Sweeney.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* fOREICn ^

"The Miracle Song"
(Spanish dialogue, no English titles)

Azteca Films 95 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Jose Mojica's fine
tenor voice is film's principal attrac-

tion, but it also has been given an
elaborate production and a number
of pretty girls.

NEW YORK TIMES: Mildly enter-
taining, slow moving picture of life

in Mexico City half a century ago.

CREDITS: Producer, A. J. Fink; Director,

Rolando Aguilar. PLAYERS: Jose Mojica,

Lupita Gallardo, Stella Inda.

"U" Gets Gov't Contract

Universal again has been award-
ed the contract to supply picture
entertainment for 84 veterans' hos-
pitals and soldiers' homes, Herman
Stern announced.

with George Sanders, Robertson Hare,

Alfred Drayton, Berton Churchill

20th-Fox 84 Mins.

ENGLISH-MADE COMEDY IS MILDLY
AMUSING; WILL SERVE AS PROGRAM
OFFERING.

Based on a stage play done many years

ago by George M. Cohan, this English-made

20th-Fox release is mildly amusing program

fare for dual bills. There are several well-

known players in the cast and the cast as

a whole is adequate. Robertson Hare, Ber-

ton Churchill, George Sanders, Alfred Dray-

ton, Lily Cahill and Caria Lehmann head

the cast. Thornton Freeland directed from

a screenplay by William Conselman. Dis-

covery of a new vitamin starts the proceed-

ings off. Here, a barrister, sails for Amer-
ica on behalf of Drayton, his client, to

interest American bread makers in the

vitamin, and Churchill is their man. Chur-
chill and his family sail for England and

immediately a series of slapstick contre-

temps occur. Mavis Clair, wife of Hare,

is a sleepwalker. Churchill scares Hare's

horse and he takes a fall, meanwhile, Sand-

ers is playing the two men against each

other. After a siege of double crossing,

uncovering of imposters and what not, the

real inventor shows up and the two families

settle their differences amiably.

CAST: Robertson Hare, Berton Churchill,

Alfred Drayton, George Sanders, Fay Comp-
ton, CarIa Lehmann, Lily Cahill, Stewart

Granger, Mavis Clair, Ethel Revnell.

CREDITS: Produced by 20th-century Pro-

ductions, Ltd.; Director, Thornton Freeland;

Screenplay, William Conselman; Based on

a George M. Cohan play; Cameraman, Otto

Kanturek; Editor, James B. Clark.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, O.K.

^ FORCIGn ^

"The Two Mothers"
(Italian dialogue, no English titles)

Esperia Films 86 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Picture is different,

and has fine performances.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Film offers
Vittorio De Sica an opportunity to

display his versatility.

NEW YORK TIMES: Convincing
screenfare will hold audiences in-

terest.

CREDITS: Astra Film Production; Direc-

tor, Amieto Palermi. PLAYERS: Vittorio De
Sica, Maria Denis, Bella Starace Sainati.

"Papa's Mazurka"
(Italian dialogue, no English titles)

Esperia Films 86 Mins.

NEW YORK TIMES: Pleasant di-

version for the spectators.

WORLD TELEGRAM: Gay and
sparkling picture.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Pleasant cav-
alcade of Italian life and progress.

CREDITS: Fono Roma Production; Direc-

tor, Oreste Biancoli. PLAYERS: Vittorio de

Sica, Umberto Melnati, Elsa De Giorgi.

"Alias The Deacon'
with Bob Burns. Mischa Auer, Denni<

O'Keefe
Universal 72 Mis

AMUSING COMEDY WITH ABLE CA
SHOULD GET PLENTY OF LAUGHS.

Exhibitors should do very well with (

picture. It is an amusing comedy
story form and a maximum of laughs

extracted from the story by an abl^ i

headed by Bob Burns, who ably and 9
ingly portrays a card sharp. Peggy Mo,

attractively fills the top female sp

Mischa Auer and Edward Brophy are gt

for a number of laughs, and Dennis O'Ke.

is a personable young male vis-a-vis

Miss Moran. Based on an old stage p

director Christy Cabanne and scripters I

Perrin and Charles Grayson have retain

the humor of the story. Burns is tos;

out of a town for his over dexterity w

cards and he meets Peggy Moran. Tl-

thumb a ride on a truck driven by Den

O'Keefe to another town. Burns poses a

deacon to avoid the law and discov

that Thurston Hall is taking Virginia Bi

sac's hotel away from her by crook

means. O'Keefe fights in a local bt

promoted by Hall, but he doesn't get pa

Burns gets Hall and his local sharpshoot

into a card game and cleans them (

and cleans the situation up to everybod

satisfaction.

CAST: Bob Burns, Mischa Auer, Peg

Moran, Dennis O'Keefe, Edward BropI

Thurston Hall, Virginia Brissac, SpeiKi

Charters, Jack Carson, Guinn Williar

Bennie Bartlett, Mira McKinney, Jar

Shaw.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Dire;

tor, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Nat Pt|

rin and Charles Grayson; Based on a f\'

by J. B. Hymer and LeRoy Clemens; Cai

eraman, Stanley Cortez.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good. ;

* SERIAL W

"Winners of the West"
Universal 21 mins. per e

Actionful Serial Should Please

Starting off with a bang, this sen

;

should please the fans that like thejj

action over a period of weeks, ai'

exhibs. should find the picture mee
ing their serial needs. Kids partic

larly should like the serial, as

deals with Indians, pioneers, &>

men and railroad builders. Dit

Foran appears as the fearless yourii

railroad man and Injun fighter, wi'Jl

Harry Woods well cast as the villa

,

of the piece. The supporting cast-

adequate, with Anne Nagel a.s ti

female attraction. Starting out

the first reel of the first episof

there is trouble, and it is well mai

tained throughout the serial un

Foran gets his railroad built and t.

redskins subdued.

RKO Wants Kay Francis
j

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM nAIL\\

Hollywood—RKO is talking a del;

with Kay Francis for "Debutant

Inc."

»"^«
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THE SMASHING DRAMA BEHIND

TODAY'S HEADLINES!

A VITAL DRAMA OF THE REAL

TRUTH ABOUT THE WOMEN
WHO OFFER THEMSELVES UPON
THE ALTAR OF PATRIOTISM!

ELSIE JANIS • WENDY BARRIE

PATRIG KNOWLES
MtE CURKE • DENNIE MOORE

DOROTHY PETERSON BILLY GILBERT

COLIN TAPELY

DIKSCTED BY JOHN H. AU£R

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

I
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"Murder On The

Yukon"
with James Newill, Polly Ann Young,

Dave O'Brien

Monogram 58 Mins.

OUTDOOR COPS AND ROBBERS STORY
IS ACTIONFUL AND COLORFUL.

Latest of Monogram's series starring

James Newill in the role of a Northwest
Mounted Policeman, this release is action-

ful and colorful throughout. The story has

sufficient plot and plausibility to make it

okay and the cast is more than adequate.

Exhibitors will be able to spot this one

easily as a second attraction on dual pro-

grams. James Newill ably fills the role

of the handsome Mountie hero. Polly Ann
Young lends the picture a decorative touch.

Louis Gasnier directed from a screenplay

by Milton Raison. Newill also puts over

his singing assignments nicely. Miss Young
and William Boyle are partners in a trading

post. Unknown to her, he is operating

a counterfeiting ring. Murder and sus-

picious circumstances start Newill and his

partner, Dave O'Brien, on the trail of the

gang. From there on to the finish there

is planty of rough and tumble action until

Newill cleans up the gang and puts them
behind bars, earning for himself a vaca-

tion which he intends to put to use in

wooing Miss Young.

CAST: James Newill, Polly Ann Young,

Dave O'Brien, Al St. John, Jack Clifford,

William Boyle, Chief Thunder Cloud, Carl

Hackett, Kenneth Duncan, Snub Pollard,

Earl Douglas, Bud Buster.

CREDITS: Producer, Philip Krasne; Di-

rector, Louis Gasnier; Screenplay, Milton

Raison; Based on a novel by Laurie York

Erskine; Cameraman, Elmer Dyer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rites for Mrs. Finkel

Pittsburgh—Funeral services for

Mrs. Toby Finkel, wife of Harry
Finkel, who died in Miami Beach,
Fla., were held at the Ralph Schu-
g-ar Funeral Home here and inter-

ment was made in West View Ceme-
tery. In addition to her husband,
Mrs. Finkel is survived by one
daughter and two sons; William, who
is associated with his father in the
operation of the Arcade and Colonial

Theaters, South Side, and Morris,

who operates the Capitol and Hill-

top Theaters in this city.

Form Fluorescent Firms

Chicago—McKay Brothers and R.

W. Reitherman have organized the

Fluorescent Lights Co.. with offices

at 912 Chicago Ave., Evanston.
Rusnak Brothers and M. A. Gor-

don have organized the American
Fluoroscent Corp., with offices at

2646 North Ave., to deal in electrical

equipment for the film trade.

Resurfaces Five Screens

Detroit—Dickerseen Screen Service

has completed resurfacing of screens

in the Adams, Wilson, Lancaster,
President and Myrtle Theaters.

"Riders Of Pasco
Basin"

with Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight,

Bob Baker

Universal 56 Mins.

FAST RIDING, SHOOTING AND PLEN-
TY OF ROUGH AND TUMBLE WILL
PLEASE COWBOY FANS.

Johnny Mack Brown and his supporting

cast of Fuzzy Knight and Bob Baker pro-

vide plenty of action in this new Universal

western. Picture should please the cow-
boy fans as it contains all the action they

could ask for. In addition, to Brown,
Kn'ght and Baker, Frances Robinson lends

the female touch and Arthur Loft provides

the principal amount of villainy in the

piece. Ray Taylor gets credit for the fast

action of the film, with Ford Beebe re-

sponsible for the original story and screen-

play. Brown returns from a rodeo when
he learns of certain troublesome events

brewing in Pasco Valley. He discovers

that Loft is trying to promote a crooked

irrigation project, but Miss Robinson and
her father, Frank LaRue have been taken

in by Loft. Loft soon starts trouble on a

broad scale with murder and arson his

principal weapons. However, Brown and

his trusty henchmen round up the villains

before long and everything is satisfactorily

straightened out.

CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy

Knight, Bob Baker, Frances Robinson, Frank

LaRue, Arthur Loft, James Guilfoyle, Lafe

McKee, Charles Morrison, Ed Cassidy, Rob-

ert Winkler, William Gould, Ted Adams,

Rudy Sooter and his Californians.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Direc-

tor, Ray Taylor; Original story and screen-

play. Ford Beebe; Cameraman, William

Sickner.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Installs International Seats

Detroit—George W. Carr, Inter-

national Seating representative, is

installing seats in the Dawn, for the
Kilbride Circuit; !he new house be-
ing erected at Keego Harbor by Bu-l

Harris; the Catherine, for John Cov-
ele&kie; and the Oakland in High-
land Park for M. J. Charget.

Van Dorens Building

Burton E. Van Doren and his son,
Frederick, are completing a new
theater in Waterbury, Conn., to be
known as the Tower. House is first

in rapidly growing area of the city.

The younger Van Doren operates
the Hamilton, Waterbury.

Col. Signs Evelyn Keyes
Il'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has signed

Evelyn Keyes to a termer and goes
into "Gribouille," starring Brian
Aheme.

Capitol Lines Up Pix

Capitol has set "Edison, the Man"
to follow "Waterloo Bridge," current,
with these pix to follow during June
and July: "Mortal Storm," "Susan
and God" and "New Moon."

"Mad Youth"
with Mary Ainslee, Betty Compson, Betty

Atkinson, Willy Castello

Atlas Film Exchange 61 Mins.

WEAKLY CONSTRUCTED MELLER
FALLS BELOW PAR IN EV^SY RESPECT.

Little can be said for this release. It

is poorly constructed and executed in story

material; cast members, although they try

hard, are largely unknown, and the technical

aspects are just so so. Betty Compson
is the only player with a "name." Mary
Ainslee, Willy Castello, Miss Compson,
Betty Atkinson and Tommy Wonder have

the bulk of the work. Picture was written,

produced and directed by Willis Kent. Story

concerns the almost fatal mistake of Miss

Ainslee is being led into a life of shame
through an innocent error. Suffice it to

say that Castello rescues her in the nick

of time after a lengthy and not very in-

teresting preamble to this situation.

CAST: Mary Ainslee, Betty Atkinson,

Willy Castello, Betty Compson, Tommy
Wonder, Lorelei Readoux, Margaret Fealy,

Hal Price, Etheldreda Leopold, Donald Kerr.

CREDITS: Produced, directed and writ-

ten by Willis Kent; Cameraman, Harvey

Gould and Marcel La Picard.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

Stolz Named Commander
Of Detroit Legion Post

Detroit—Russell Johnson Theat-
rical Post of the American Legion
has elected as new officers: com-
mander, William Stolz, Avalon The-
ater; senior vice-commander. Buddy
Fields, business agent, musicians'
union; junior vice-commander, Sam
Comella, Jam Handy Picture Ser-
vice; finance officer, Owen Blough,
Center Theater; chaplain, N. J.

Ricken; adjutant, Harry Berns, New
Bijou Theater; historian, Lee Cro-
well, Dox Theater; and sergeant-at-
arms, William Marley, National The-
ater Engineering Company.

Carl Rush and Harry Carson were
elected to the executive board. New
trustees are Bill Fouchey, Carl
Rush, and Roy Black. Installation

will he held on June 17.

RCA Sound in Beacon
Beacon, new 600-seat theater,

is set to open at 40th Ave. and 10th
St., Long Island City, by the Ra-
venswood Realty Corp., headed by
M. Kutisker. House is being equip-

ped with RCA Photophone sound un-
der a contract negotiated by Mur-
ray Schoen, vice-president. The op-

erators are also interested in the-

aters in Brooklyn and Queens.

Win Merit Drive Awards
First awards in Merit Pictures'

exhibitors playdate drive were made
last week. Following exhibs. won
prizes in the order named: Ben
Tendler, Grove, Brooklyn; H. Mac
Herbert, President, Bronx; and
Charles Cohen, Kameo Theater,

Bronx. Next drawing for awards
will be held Monday, June 3.

"Cavalcade of Academy Award;
Warners 31 Mi

Superb Two-Reeler

Awarding of the Academy's-
mous "Oscar" for outstaA
achievements in the making ancW
actment of feature and short prt

uct has been a highlight in filmla'

annually, since the inception of

practice in 1928. The gold sta

ettes have become institutiona
symbolic of cinematic attainme
hence valued above all other t

phies by members of the trade. Et
year finds livelier industry interest

the "Oscars," and this is true lil

wise among the public. To fui tl

step up the latter's enthusiasm a

evaluation is obviously the missi

of this two-reeler which was supi

vised by Frank Capra, with comrai

tary by Carey Wilson. It is an <'

pert job, bound to strike a higl

responsive chord in the hearts
|

fans everywhere. It mirrors Hoi jl

wood brightly, builds prestige i\

the Motion Picture Academy of A.l

and Sciences, under whose aegis ti

"Oscars" are bestowed, and reveiS

to film patrons the enormous gentJ

and skill possessed by those w|
fashion film entertainment. Circuij

and exhibitors throughout the laij

should see to it that this short
|

given plenty of playing time, f<a

merits such. Footage is packed w

screen notables, revealing as it ili

the presentation of the latest bn

of awards in the glamorous setti

of the Cocoanut Grove in Hollywoo«|

Ambssador Hotel. Interspersed Sj

memorable scenes from memoralf
photoplays, which will provide

j

"field day" of reminiscences for .

types of audiences. The Warna|
have turned this two-reeler out

their grand manner.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

Universal S'/z miij

Unusual Subject Matter ij

Short has a number of interestiil

subjects in its contents that are u^

usual. The oldest potter in the co«j

try is shown at his craft; a mil

carves strange statues out of laujj

roots ; a fresh water well in the G? i

of Mexico is shown; a woman witbr

collection of 16,000 different mati

covers is seen; animated miniatUM

figures, and lastly, but not least!

a man who has been shot a numb|j

of times is seen and his adventurij

depicted in the reel. 'j

Renew Altec Contracts

Seventeen Detroit theaters, i

eluding the Madison Theater, a;|i

the Birmbingham Theater in Bin!

ingham, Mich., of the United _D|j

troit Theaters Corp. will continji

Altec sound service, under a ii

newal contract just negotiated V
Altec District Manager F. C. Dickelli;

• c^
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YNN FARNOL

,000,000 UA Ad

dgel in 1940-41

(Continued from Fayc 1)

ejaifer, vice-president and West-
tsales manager. Murray Silver-

||3, UA top executive; Harry
|l, vice-president and Eastern

5 head, Sol Lesser, Hal Roach
other executives also attended.

j
exploitation Looming Large

Fpi-nol said the new field ex-

jation staff headed by Monroe
nthal, would play an important

part in the
execution of

the advertis-
ing plans.
The most
i m p o rtant
thing, h w-
ever, Farnol
added, was
the manner
in which the
$3,000,000 is

to be spent.

The practice
f spending

large sumsion a c a m-
1 for a picture three months
e it can be seen will be elim-

li d, he said.

fp as great an extent as pos-
it " Farnol continued, "United
i',ts will follow a policy of ad-

sing test engagements on im-
a ,nt pictures, to experiment with
rhture and the capacity of dif-

;?! t advertising themes to at-
r«i people to that picture."

<j.iberal Trade Ad Spending
Ijrnol made special mention that

ifi lew budget provided for liberal

iditures for trade paper adver-
;•. He said it was UA's policy
pend twice as much per picture
ly other distributor in the busi-

in such mediums.

•nol pointed out that "Rebecca"
nade interesting to people who
lot read the book, and that the
intended to make "Our Town"

t ?sting and important to people
!had not seen the play.

various experiments with ad-
ding themes and publicity an-
the department hopes to at-

the 25,000,000 persons who, ac-

ig to Dr. George Gallup, go to

ers only once or twice a year.

70W much money this costs is

sfcely less important than the
: that it makes our advertising

go farther and in that it is

more effectively, we will get
for our money than ever be-

Jii' he concluded.

orda Raises onlftules
>and Canyon, Ariz.—The first motion
iture scenes in Technicolor ever taken
the bottom of the Grand Canyon for
Feature production have been photo-
iPhed for Alexander Korda's "The

I

lef of Bagdad." The company, headed

||
Zoltan Korda, director, reached the
torn of the Canyon In a pack train of

-not 20— mules.

il

Syracuse iVabe Giving Liquor, Wine and
Beer as Atvards Fridays at 10 and 15c

Syracuse, N. Y.— It's Liquor Night Fridays at the Lyric, Theater, North Side nabe

which plays duals at 10 and 15 cents.

House as a giveaway features five awards of whiskey, wine and beer, with ice

cream tossed in for good measure.
Nabe has a five cent matinee Saturdays to 2 p.m., uses china as a premium Tues-

day and Wednesday, cuts the top to 10 cents additionally for Family Nite on Wednes-
days, and on Saturday has Bingo with six cash awards.

SAG Exec. Suggests $25
A Day for Coin Pix Actors

Ifcsf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In a letter to one of

the companies producing slot ma-
chine movies, Kenneth Thomson, ex-
ecutive secretary of Screen Actors
Guild, declared it is agreed that
because of fact this work is so new
it would be unfair to prospective
employers or prospective aqtors to

attempt to negotiate a complete
agreement covering terms and con-

ditions of work and minimum wage
scales at this time. He stated, how-
ever, that members in good stand-

ing of SAG, Actors Equity Assn,
AGVA, AFRA. should be paid not
less than $25 per day.

He made the point that it was
understood by SAG that negotiations

covering hours, wages and working
conditions would be instituted soon.

"And Heaven Too" Opens
at Carthay Circle June 4

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — World premiere of

"All This and Heaven. Too" will be
held at the Carthay Circle here on
June 4th. It will play on a two-a-
day basis at $1.10-1.65. Premiere
seats will be $5.50.

Taylor to Write "Skylark"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dwight Taylor will

write the film version of "Skylark,"
which is to be produced and directed

by Mark Sandrich for Paramount.
with Claudette Colbert to be starred

in it. Taylor just finished the

screenplay of "Rhythm of the River"
now being produced by Paramount
with Bing Crosby, Mary Martin and
Basil Rathbone in the leading roles.

Marton Replaces Wallace
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Andrew Marton re-

places Richard Wallace as "U's"
choice for director of Gloria Jean's
"Little Bit of Heaven."

Strand, Syracuse, Dark
Syracuse, N. Y. — RKO Schine

Strand closed last night. House
had been using- vaude in addition

to films for Friday-Saturday-Sun-
day since January.

Eastman Kodak Expands
Rochester—Eastman Kodak starts

work today on a $316,685 building in

Kodak Park here to provide addi-
tional space for the manufacture of

photographic chemicals.

New Negro Film Theaters
For Towns in Miss., La.

New Orleans—New Negro houses
are scheduled for the Gulf States.

Guy Adams will construct at Vicks-
burg. Miss., and Jess Waters at

Minden, La. Waters' house will be
named the Ace.
A partnership of Milton Star with

veteran exhibitor Claude Hazel
plans to open a house, the Ritz, for

negroes at Shreveport shortly. The
same partnership is now operating
at Pensacola, Fla.

Additionally, Milton Guedry of

Erath, is said to be dickering for a

spot in which to open a negro the-

ater at Gulfport, Miss.

Bill Boyd Breaks Leg
U^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bill Boyd broke his

leg while working in "Doomed Cara-
van" on location, but it is expected
production will continue, with Boyd's
leg being placed in a plaster cast.

Goldwyn-UA Peace

Outlook Brighter

(Continued from Page 1)

ble outcomes; one, that Goldwyn will

renew his former status with UA
if certain concessions are made by
the distributing company; two, that
Goldwyn will step out of UA com-
pletely if the company will buy his

stock.

It is said that UA execs, are anx-
ious to keep Goldwyn because his

product and David 0. Selznick's rep-

resent the "show window" of the
program. Other UA producers are

strong enough to supply good pic-

tures consistently but top executives
feel that Goldwyn and Selznick's
productions are needed to give the
program the necessary weight.

Meanwhile, Goldwyn remains si-

lent, apparently leaving everything
to the discretion of his attorney,
Max Steuer. Murray Silverstone,
in addressing the Eastern conven-
tion, praised Goldwyn so strongly
that the sales representatives could
not help but be convinced that a

settlement was in the offing.

Sussman to Remodel
Herman Sussman, president of the

Constance Theater Corp., has an-
nounced a $20,000 remodeling job
for the Colonial, Amenia, N. Y.

_ JIMMY STARR of .

LOS ANGELES EVENING HERALD and EXPRESS
soys

Miniiiniiiinn
".

. comes rip-snortin' to the

screen under the Republic Pic-

tures' banner—and it's a banner

:V that can proudly wave over an

action - Filled, suspense - pacl<ed

hit. An excellent job. Don't miss

DARK COMMAND."

RAOUL WALSH, Director

The Storq of

The BLACK KNIGHT of KANSAS
ARCH VILLAIN OF A YOUNG
NATION .... HE WROTE,
IN BLOOD, THE DARKEST

PAGES OF AMERICAN HISTORY
A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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GWTW Proves No Ceiling

To Revenue Possibilities,

Dietz Tells Sales Staff

sions. Addresses also were made

)

by Tom Connors and Ted O'Shea.
Meetings continued on Saturday and
district conferences were hold yes-
terday.

Attention of the convention was
called to the fact that the Culver
Citj- studio never before has been
so well prepared with planned story
properties, scripts in work, casts as-

signed and productions shooting, and
assignments of 21 stars to definite

pictures was disclosed.
j

Analysis of the titles announced

!

shows the 52 features will be chosen
from 11 novels and stories, six stage
dramas, 10 musicals, three biogi-a-

\

phies and 22 originals, the latter
j

excluding the new Andy Hardy and
Dr. Kildare stories. Aggregate of

the Hardy-Kildare pix will probably
run from five to seven, it is under-
stood.

Local Newspaper Budgets Also

Discussing the 32,750,000 ad ap-
propriation, Dietz told the conven-
tion that the
bulk will go
to daily news-
papers and
that in addi-
tion to large-
scale nation-
al campaigns,
Metro will
set up a
series of
local n e w s -

p a p er budg-
ets centered
in key cities

under super-
vision of
Metro's 40 field exploitation men.

Said Dietz:

"Our experience with GWTW
indicates there is no ceiling to

the possibilities in attendance
and revenue in our business.
Apparently, there" is no ceiling

to the business possibilities of

exceptional pictures."

"Escape," cited by Dietz as one
of Metro's pix designed to attract
extra biz, probably will be the 1940-
41 lead-off release. With the balance
of the current program already fin-

ished, releases to Sept. 1 will in-

clude "Susan and God." "The Mortal

Metro To Spend $2^750^000 Advertising Film

Birmingham Firm
|

Pians 2 New House:;

Hetro's 1940-41 Lineup Calls for Seven
yiusicals: Two Teams to Jiake Two Apiece

Metro will hate 3f least seven musicals on >

ent plans. They include:
"Strike Up the Band" and "Babes in Arms.'

"Bitter Sweet" and "I .Married an Angel." with Nelson Eddy-Jeanette MacDonald:
"Ziegfeld Girl " with James Stewart. Hedy Lamarr. Eleanor Powell. Lana Turner;

"Broadway Melody of 1941 " with Miss Powell: "Little Nellie Kelly, with Miss Garland.

1940-41 lineup, according to pres-

with Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland:

Howard Dietz

28 ytetro Stars
Metro's 1940-41 features will utilize

these 28 stars: Lionel Barrymore. Wal-
lace Beery. Joan Crawford. Robert Donat.
Nelson Eddy. Clark Gable. Greta Garbo.
Judy Garland. Greer Carson. Katharine
Hepburn. Hedy Lamarr. Myrna Loy.

Jeanette MacDonald. the Marx Brothers.

Robert Montgomery. Eleanor Powell. Wil-
liam Powell. Mickey Rooney. Rosalind
Russell. Norma Shearer. Ann Sothern.

James Stewart. Margaret Sullavan. Rob-
ert Taylor. Spencer Tracy and Lana
Turner.

Storm, "New Moon," "Pride and
Prejudice," "Andy Hardy Meets
a Debutante." "Boom Town" and "I
Love You Again," the convention
was told.

Stellar Assignments Made
Metro's 1940-41 program reflects

these stellar assignments:
CiRETA GAKBO: "Madame Curie. " based

on the biography by Eve Curie, the scientist's

daughter.

CLARK GABLE: Co-starred with Myrna
l.oy in "The Great Canadian." hockey saga;
co-starred with Robert Taylor in "Osborne
of Sing Sing"; starred in "Witch of the
Wilderness." South American jungle melo-
irama. and in "The Life of Simon Bolivar.'"

SPENXER TRACY: Co-starred with Mickey
Rooney in "The Ex-Mayor of Boys' Town,"
seiiuel to "Boys' Town"; starred in "Sea of
Grass," Conrad Richters New Mexico novel:
"The Yearling," Marjorie Kinnan RawUngs'
"best seller."

NORMA SHEAHER: Co-starred with
Robert Taylor in "Escape"; starred in "To-
night at 8:30," adapted from Xoel Coward's
one-act plays; "The World We Make," based
on Sidney Krngsley's Theater Guild hit; 'Tor-
ever." an original.

ilYRXA LOY: Co-starred with W^illiam
??well in "The Thin Man's Shadow"; starred

"Third Finger. Left Hand"' and Robert
Z. Sherwoods "'The Road to Rome."

KATHARIXE HEPBURX: "The Phfladel-
aia Story." from her stage hit.

MARX BROS: "Go West"
TOAX CRAWFORD: Louis Bromfield's

"Bombay Xights" and "Woman's Face," tenta-

tive title: James Stewart probably will co-star
in the latter.

ROBERT TAYLOR: In addition to co-

starring in "Osborne of Sing Sing," will co-
ttar with Xorma Shearer in "Escape" and
Lana Turner in "Tropical Hurricane." ani
will solo in "Cause for Alarm"" and '"Fligsr

Command."
WALLACE BEERY: "Wyoming" azii

"Combat Car."

MICKEY ROOXEY: In addition to con-
tinuing in the Andy Hardy series, and co-

starring with Spencer Tracy in "The Ex-
Mayor of Boys' Town." will co-star with
Judy Garland in "Strike Up the Band," "'Ba'res

on Broadway." both musicals.

WILLIAM POWELL: Co-starred ^ ;-h

Eleanor Powell in "The Thin Mans Shs.!:?-

TAMES STEWART: "Wings on hb B;:k.
"Ziegfeld Girl," and others, probably l:i:'ui-

ing ""Woman "s Face" with Joan Crawford.

ROBERT MOXTGOMERY: "1 Had a
Comrade" and others.

AXX SOTHERX: "Dulcy" and others.

JUDY GARLAXD: Co-starred with Mickey
Rooney in "'Strike Up the Band" and "Babes
on Broadway"; also to be seen in George M.
Cohan's "Little Xellie Kelly."'

ELEAXOR PO^\"ELL: "Ziegfeld Girl,"'

"Broadway Melody of 1941."

HEDY LAMARR: "Ziegfeld Girl."

LAXA TL"RX;ER: Co-starred with Robert
Taylor in "Tropical Hurricane"; also in Zieg-
feld Girl."

XELSOX EDDY: Co-starred with Jeanette
MacDonald in "Bitter Sweet" and "I Married
an Angel."

JEAXETTE MacDOXALD: In addition
t: the two foregoing musicals, will be seen in

"SmiUn" Through."
Stories from which selections will be made.

'ut without stellar assignments:

'"Our Home Town," "Countess Maritza,"
"Beau Brummel." Oscar Wilde's "The Can-
:erville Ghost." "'Fannie Hursts "Great Laugh-
:er." "Good Xews."' "Mister Co-ed." "Rage
in Heaven." "War Eagles.'" "Adventure for

Three.
"

"Whitccuapei," 'Oavvii's Early
Light."" "Two Sons," "Clear All Wires,"
"Fingers at the Window," "Cathleen." and
"Soapy Smith." story of the world's most
colorful confidence man.

Metro's "Crime" Series Will
Spotlight Racket Inquiries

Metro's next season's shorts pro-
gi-am of 78 will be headed by six

"Crime Does Not Paj"" two-reelers.
several of which are to be based on
important racket investigations cur-
rently in the news. Topping the
one-reeler division will be 14 Pete
Smith Specialties, in which the "un-
seen star" will feature factual mate-
rial high-lighted with humor.
John Xesbitt will deliver nine

documentaries of topical interest in

his "Passing Parade" series. The
increasing popular documentary
treatment will also be represented
in a series of 10 "Miniatures." the
majority of which will be narrated
by Carey Wilson. Eighteen cartoons,
in Technicolor, will be divided be-
tween producers Hugh Harman and
Rudolph Ising.

Next season's 12 Technicolor
"Traveltalks." produced by James
A. FitzPatrick, will be devoted
largely to the U. S. and its pos-
sessions. Completing the list will

be nine "Our Gang" comedies, which
are to be produced with an eye to

adult appeal.

Andalusia. Ala.—The Waters '

ater Co.. Inc. of Birmingham i

leased the building now occu;

the Fox Theater, and will tak

session July 1. The company,Aj
owns and operates 12 theat^
Birmingham, is now negotiat: .

a site in Andalusia on which :

a S.50.000 "A" theater to be o

ared in conjunction with the
, The Fox will be reconditioned
operated as a "B".

!
A new S60.000, 1,200-seat the

' already is under constructior.

I

to take the place of the Paramo
!
destroyed by fire. Located on
old site. Owners are R. E. Ms
and Mrs. Z. D. Studstill.

Radio's "First Nighter'

May Play B & K Houses

Chicago—"First Xighter," t

'par.a's radio program, closing

May 24. will try out in a rnr:

of Illinois theaters, and if s-acc

ful a tour of B & K theaters for

summer is in prospect, oper.inj

the Chicago Theater in June.

i3 Featured Players Will
Be Seen in Metro's Films

Metro's roster of featured play-
ers, backing up a stellar list of 28.

totals 43, the company's regional
sales convention here was informed.
On the list are:

Judith Anderson, Edward Ashley,
Lew Ayres, Lee Bo'wman. Billie

B"jrke. John Carroll. Lynne Cai-ver,

Laiair.e Day. Melvyn Douglas. Dalies
Frantz, Helen Gilbert. Bonita Gran-
ville, Virginia Grey. Sara Haden.
Fay Holden, Mai-y Howard. Ian
Htmter, Ruth Hussey. Rita John-
son. George Lessey, Diana Lewis.
Leni Lynn. Hlona Massey. Douglas
McPhail, Frank Morgan. Ann Mor-
riss, George Murphy. Tom Xeal.
Maureen O'Sullivan. Reginald Owen.
Cecilia Parker. Nat Pendleton. Wal-
ter Pidgeon. June Preisser. Eugene
Reynolds, Ann Rutherford. John
Shelton. Lewis Stone. Shepperd
Strudwick. Karen Verne. Virginia
Weidler. Johnny WeissmuUer and
Robert Young.

Uoyd to Do "BUgh"
fiesf CcjsT 3::-ez:. :r THE FILM D.

Hollywood— Frank Lloyd's

picture for L'niversal as a prcdt'

dii'ector will be on the life of «

tain Bligh of H.M.S. Bounty,
would like either Charles La-ag

or Spencer Tracy for the "eai

role. Lloyd made "Mutiny "

Bounty" with Laughton.

Stewart Opposite Crawford
:r,vr C:zst B:'-:z-^ :f THE FILV.

Hollywood— James Stews
been cast opposite Joan C'.

by Men-o in ''A Woman's Fr.

PVancis de Croisset which was
filmed in Sweden •with Ingrid Bj

man. Production starts in the

Film Bowlers Pick Boll

Pittsburgh—At its anr.uf..
^

quet, held at the Roosevelt r

here, the Filmrow Bowling Le,

elected the follo'wing oflScers for

season 1940-41: George Ball, r

dent; Joseph Pemberton, secre:

Peter Quiter. treasurer.

Gable and Taylor Teamed
West C::ist Bwcju ..# THE FILiS DAILY
Hollvwood—Metro has cast Clark

Gable 'and Robert Taylor for "Os-
borne of Sing Sing," scheduled for

Fall production.

22 yietro Directors
Twenty-two directors are under

tract to Metro for 1940-41. as fe

Busby Berkeley. Frank Borzage. Clai

Brcwn. Harold S. Bucquet. Edward

zell. Jack Conway. George Cokor

lie Fenton. Victor Fleming. Menr>-

Rcy. Edwin L. Marin. Richard R:

Reinhold Schunzel. George B. Sei*

Sylvan Simon. Robert Sinclair. N:

Taurog. William Thiele. Richard T-

Jacques Toumeur, W. S. Van Dyke

King Vidor.

Ul».

u
L
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[4 Features Plus Westerns Reported Para.'s Plan
llogram Additionally Will
] ! Open to Some Outside
loducers. It is Said

'aramount is expected to announce
4 features, exclusive of the Harry
fi >rman-produced Hopalong Cassidy
Interns, at the company's annual
3S convention which opens at the
ibassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on

1 day. It also is reported that the

I 'gram will be open to some outside

I 'ducers who may enlarge the line-

numerically.
The 1940-41 schedule is said to be
re complete at convention time
,n at any pre-season period. Al-
dy 34 features, complete with
its and directors, are in prepara-

t 1, it was learned yesterday. With
possible outside producers, the

(Continued on Page 12)

dmission Taxes

I $600,000 Jump
lllhingfon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'Washington—Total admission tax
ires for April ran more than
0,000 above the total reported
April, 1939, according to com-

ative monthly statement figures
1 3ased yesterday by the treasury
I lartment's Internal Revenue Bur-

'fi. This year's collections totaled
' ) (Continued on Page 13)

3:pect lATSE to Adopt
ikti-Neely Resolution
1 •

Preliminary to the opening of the
rSE convention in Louisville, Ky.,
week of June 3 the union's Ex-
tive Board will huddle all next
jk in the convention city to work
,

the agenda. Convention head-
Arters will be in the Kentucky

(Continued on Page 13)

feline P.A.'s Prove
There's Still Vaude

' Who said vaudeville was dead. "Susie,"
the N. Y. Mirror's winking cat, is doing
personal appearances on one of the five-
land-dime store circuits. Cat has a
Ibooking agent, too.

iP-S.—The store sells pictures of
"Susie" from five cents to 40 cents.

GOLFERS TO
HAVE OASIS

Flagons of Beer for Thirsty

at FILM DAILY Tourney

Water will be taboo at the Film
Daily Golf Tournament at Glen
Oaks on Tuesday, June 11, except
for use in certain hazards on the
course itself, and for shower baths
pursuant to competition on the links
and tennis courts, it is announced
by the Tourney Committee.
Members of the latter decided that

beer, and plenty of it, must be the
order of the day. Accordingly the
committeemen huddled with Bob
("Braumeister") Goldstein of The
Tavern, who agreed that the only
fair way to quench a June thirst was
via the ice-cold, aromatic flagon.
Hence, he's sending floods o' the
barley-brew to refresh the tonsils of
the industry's divot-diggers. Whee!
(Entry coupon on Page 2 today).

Exhibs. Ready to Meet Such a Result If It Comes,
Samuelson, Allied Exec Tells House Committee;
Means "Life or Death" to Indies, Says Chadwick

By MILTON C. LUNCH, Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Sidney C. Samuelson, member of Allied States'

board and business manager of Allied Theater Owners of East-
ern Pennsylvania, admitted to the House Interstate Commerce

sage of the Neely block-booking and
blind-selling measure might send the
rental price of films higher, as con-
tended by the bill's opponents.

Samuelson insisted that if such
is the result the exhibitor is ready
to meet the increased cost as his

box-oflftce will likewise show an in-

crease.

The Allied exec, told the commit-
tee that there is a second possibility

—that prices might not go up as
competition would be restored and
prices thus leveled off.

First Afternoon Session Held

Samuelson was the morning's sole

witness as the hearings entered the
(Continued on Page 13)

Majors May Use Miami
Studio of Colonnade

Several major companies are in-
terested in using the Miami studio
of Colonnade Pictures Corp. for pic-
tures with Florida locales, accord-
ing to Arthur Sawyer, Colonnade
president. Under present plans
Colonnade itself does not expect to
produce.
Sawyer is here to complete ar-

(Continued on Page 10)

Balaban Attacks

Contempt Findings

Chicago— Attorneys for Barney
Balaban yesterday filed objections
to the report of Special Master Edgar
Eldridge who recently declared Para-
mount and B & K guilty of a con-
spiracy to control first-run exhibi-
tion in Chicago. Six other majors
were acquitted.
An objection was made to the find-

ing that Balaban directed the mak-
(Continned on Page 10)

Simon Rejoins D of J

For N. Y. Equity Trial

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—^Seymour Simon, for-
mer Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, is retiring from his legal firm
in Chicago to rejoin the Anti-Trust
Division of the Department of Jus-
tice, it was learned here yesterday.

Simon, it is understood, will be
assigned to the prosecution of the
New York film equity suit.

Government's New York staff

loses Wm. P. Farnsworth on June 10.

Protit Tops
15 Features in Color Next Season—Kalmus

Canadian Promotions

Announced by Depinet

Ned E. Depinet yesterday an-
nounced promotions from the ranks
in the staff of Leo Devaney's Can-
adian District, all of which came
about through the resignation of J.

F. Meyers as manager of RKO's To-
ronto office. Mark Plottel, formerly

{Continued on Page 14)

Coincident with election of four
directors to serve for the next three
years,—Alfred Fritsche, James H.
Hayes, A. W. Hawkes, and H. K.
McCann,—Technicolor, Inc. stock-
holders at their meeting yesterday
were apprised by Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, organization's president,
that the combined net pi-ofit of Tech-
nicolor, Inc., and Technicolor Mo-
tion Picture Corp. for the first three
months of 1940 is actually $562,-

(Continued on Page 14)

Fairbanlcs-Heclit

Form Partnersliip

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Ben
Hecht have formed a partnership for
the production of "Until I Die" for
Columbia release. Fairbanks and
Hecht plan to co-produce, write and
direct the picture, in which the form-
er will star. Feature was to have

(Contintied on Page 12)

W. E. Atkinson Funeral
Rites in Virginia Today

Charlottesville, Va.—Funeral ser-

vices will be held here today for
William Edmonds Atkinson, 60, for-

mer vice-prexy of M-G-M, former
(Continued on Page 14)

ScreenO'Qtiiz Ruled
Lottery in Nebrasha

Lincoln, Neb.—Fate of Screeno-Quiz,
a gift stunt being tried in Omaha thea-
ters, was the same as Banl< Night in

Nebraska, Attorney General Walter John-
son putting it on the lottery skids and
calling It "unquestionably" a violation.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat T'/z 71/4 71/4 + 1/4

Col. Picts. vtc. <2i/2%) 47/8 41/4 41/4

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 15 'A 15 15 — 1 Vs
Con. Fm. Ind ^'4 H %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 7 7 7

East. Kodak 139 138 138I/2— IV4
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 9 83/4 &%
Loew's, Inc 25 241/8 243/4 + 3/^

do pfd 102'/8 102V8 1021/8 — 1 %
Paramount 514 5 5 + 14
Paramount 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd TVi 7 7

Pathe Film 73/8 SVi 6% — Vs
RKO 34 3/4 3/4

20th Century-Fox . . 61'8 S'A 57/8 — Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 67 67 67 -|- 1

Warner Bros 2V4 21/8 21/3

do pfd 36 36 36
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.102 102 102
Loew's deb. 3V2s46
Para. B'way 3s55 ..,, 45 45 45 — 31/2

Para, Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3Vis47 85 84 84—1
RKO 6s41 50 50 50 —141/2

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 84 84 84
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts Vs ¥s Va —1-16

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 103^ lO'/s IOV4 — Va
Trans-Lux I'/s 1 1 — Vs
Universal Corp. vtc...3VA 2% iVt + 14
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 67 70
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 63 67

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address
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CLUB:

Coast Studios to Start

11 Features This Week
Frank Capra Again Heads
Screen Directors Guild

46% Increase in "U's"

Biz During Scully Drive

A 46 per cent increase in Uni-
versal business was recorded during
the 19-week "Bill Scully Drive," it

was revealed at the Western sales

convention which ended Sunday. Top
executives discussed sales plans and
policies. District meetings were held

yesterday.

li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eleven pictures are

scheduled to go into production this

week.
At Columbia: "He Stayed for

Breakfast" with Loretta Young and
Melvyn Douglas; "Gribouille" with
Brian Aheme, Rita Hayworth and
Dorothy Burgess; Larry Darmour's
next Jack Holt starring vehicle, ten-
tatively titled "Missing Evidence,"
with Marjorie Reynolds, Henry Kol-
ker, Jonathan Hale and Sidney
Blackmer.
At RKO: "Men Against the Sky"

with Richard Dix, Edmund Lowe,
Kent Taylor and Wendy Barrie;
"One Crowded Night" featuring Bil-

lie Seward and Don Costello with
Emma Dunn, Dick Hogan and Wil-
liam Haade.
At 20th Century-Fox: "Charlie

Chan In The Wax Museum" with
Sidney Toler, Joan Valeria, Mar-
guerite Chapman, C. Henry Gordon,
Sen Yung and Marc Lawrence;
"Ghost of Cisco Kid" with Cesar
Romero, Betty McLaughlin and Rob-
ert Sterling.

At Universal: "Spring Parade,"
starring Deanna Durbin with Rob-
ert Cummings, Mischa Auer, Andy
Devine, Henry Stephenson, Butch
and Buddv, Anne Gwynne and S. Z.

Sakall; "When the Daltons Rode"
with Walter Pidgeon, Kay Francis,
Brian Donlevy, Robert Stack, Andy
Devine and Broderick Crawford.
At Monogram: Ed Finney's next

Tex Ritter starring picture.

At Sig Neufeld's, "Hold That Wo-
man" with James Dunne and Fran-
ces Gifford.

Kirby Succeeds Margolis
As Rep. Cincy Manager

Cincinnati — George Kirby suc-

ceeds L Max Margolis, deceased, as

resident manager for Republic.

UA Exchange Moves
Indianapolis, Ind.—United Artists

exchange has moved to 120 W. Michi-

gan St.

U'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Capra has been

re-elected president of Screen Di-
rectors Guild. Ernst Lubitsch was
elected first vice-president; George
Marshall, second vice-president;
Garson Kanin, secretary; Phil Ro-
sen, treasurer.

Capra, John Cromwell, Kanin,
Marshall, Rosen, William Wyler,
Frank Strayer, King Vidor, Frank
Borzage, Victor Fleming, Tay Gar-
nett, Henry Hathaway, Lubitsch,
William A. Seiter, Norman Taurog
and George Stevens were named to

the board of directors. Marshall
Neilan was given a life time mem-
bership.

Chaplin Picture to be
Delivered, UA Advised

Reports that the Charles Chaplin
picture would be put on the shelf

were denied by United Artists ex-
ecutives yesterday. Picture will be
ready for distribution within 24
hours after prints are available, it

was said.

Murray Silverstone, head of UA,
read a telegram from Chaplin to the
Chicago convention, asserting that

the picture definitely would be de-

livered for the ne.w season.

Feature Pictures May
Revive With New Setup

Recently formed Feature Pictures,

Inc., has gone into an eclipse fol-

lowing difficulties over financing and
distribution. Company headed by
Louis Grimm, was to have made a

picture in New York with Gordon
Wiles directing. It is understood
that financing depended on a distri-

bution contract and vice versa. It

is reported, however, that the deal

is not completely cold as a new set-

up is being negotiated.

Charles Ellis Dead
j

Chicago — Charles Ellis, veteran

Chicago theater man is dead, after i

an extended illness. I

COMING AND GOIll

SPYROS SKOURAS returned to New York
terday after a business trip to the Coast

JAMES R. GRAINGER has arrived in

Francisco.

STANTON GRIFFIS has returned from
fornia.

SOL LESSER returns today after a short

in Chicago and Philadelphia. j

JOSEPH KRUMGOLD, Coast writer, I
today on the Century.

GILBERT MILLER returns here tomorrow
a South American trip.

KATHERINE LOCKE flies to Hollywood ti

row via American Airlines.

JULIA MARLOWE arrives here next we(

the Washington.

TED TODDY, president of Dixie National

tures. Inc., and Dixie National Film Exchar

Inc., arrived in Hollywood over the week
from Atlanta on business. He will fly

there to New York later this week.

JOE AMSTED. manager of the Elm St.,

cester, is on his way to California, where he

spend his vacation.

MARY HEALY is at the Sherry NetherlaR

EDWARD C. ROBINSON leaves the Coast rt

ly for a month's vacation in North Carolin

PAT O'BRIEN and DONALD CRISP rcfii

to Hollywood yesterday from South Bend,

JOHN GARFIELD arrives on the Coast

morning.

IRA H. SIMMONS is on the Coast from

York.

SIMONE SIMON goes to the Coast to

cuss two picture deals.

WILLIAM K. SAXTON, Loew's city man
at Baltimore, was the guest of Chester B. I

Sunday at Malverne.

BRIAN AHERNE has returned to the Coas

his own plane, accompanied by his wife, K
FONTAINE.

Eann, Boxoflice Editor,

Marries Frances Gross

Announcement of the marriage
Maurice D. "Red" Kann, editor

Boxoffice, to Miss Frances Gro

of The Film Daily business stt

was made yesterday by Mrs. Le

Gross, mother of the bride. Ce:

mony was performed in New Yc

Sunday, and couple left immediati

on a six weeks' Western honeymw

Mrs. Portlow Hospitalized

Baton, O.—Mrs. James Partlo

wife of exhibitor James Partlow
confined to the Dayton hospital 1

illness.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEEDl

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
j

Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS

'PHONED IN APPEAR ON Y01J«_

TELEPHONE BILL.



Jhe adapting of my book has been a revelation

,S I WROTE IT—IT HAS BEEN HEIGHTENED BY THE ART

)F MISS DAVIS AND MR. BOYER AND THE EXTRAORDI-

lARILY FINE CAST. ~

lY GRATEFUL THANKS TO ALL WHO MADE IT POSSIBLE."
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S<i EN PLAY; CASEY ROBINSON

i I MUSIC; MAX STEINER
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Complete Plans

For UJA Luncheon

At a luncheon meeting held in

the Hotel Edison's Seven Arts Room
yesterday, the Amusement Division
of the United Jewish Appeal, under
the co-chairmanship of Da\id Bern-
stein and Maj. Albert Warner, made
final plans for the Division's Annual
Luncheon set for the Hotel Astor
on Thursday of this week.
More than 500 leaders of the film

and kindred branches of the amuse-
ment field are expected to attend in

order to hear Rabbi Hillel Silver
National Chairman of the United
Jewish Appeal, speak personally to
the gathering on solving the prob-
lems of suffering facing refugees in

various parts of the world.
Many celebrities will occupy the

dais with Dr. Silver, and the lun-
cheon is assured of being one of the
most important gatherings yet held
in industry circles in behalf of the
highly important chai'itable work.

In addition to co-chairmen Bern-
stein and Warner, others present at
yesterday's meeting included Leo-
pold Friedman, Howard Dietz, A.
Schneider, B. S. Moss, Herman Rob-
bins, Max Seligman, Max Rudnick.
Max A. Cohen, Sam Rinzler, Harold
Rodner, Charles Sonin, Abe Wax-
man, Ai-thur Israel, Sam Shain, Dave
Golding, Joe Lee, Bert Lebhar, Jr.,

Milton L. Mayer, Mort Blumenstock,
and Harry Buxbaum.

Westinghouse Reduces
Lamp Prices June 1

Westinghouse Lamp Division, 150
Broadway, announced yesterday that
a schedule of price reductions on
Mazda lamps becomes effective June
1. Decision, in keeping with or-
ganization's policy of sharing manu-
facturing economies with consum-
ers, means that more than 100 types
and sizes of Mazda lamps will be
subject to revisions, averaging some
17 per cent.

Included in the list are projec-
tion and stereopticon lamps, as well

as spotlights and floodlights.

Brosius' Mother Dead
Detroit—Mrs. Caroline Brosius, 82,

mother of Roy Brosius, manager of
the Bagley Theater, is dead.

Florence Hirsh

Robert Montgomery
Lola Lane
Armlda

Tamar Lane
Sam Jaffe

Jed Buell

• • • ONE of the many impressive sequences in M-G-M's

"Edison, the Man" is the fihn's flaming finale wherein Spen-

cer Tracy, as the Wizard of Menlo Park, addresses a banquet

honoring him and his accomplishments This comer was so im-

pressed by the speech in light of what is happening in the world

today thai we prevailed upon Metro to let us have the text

verbatim and here it is:

T T T
• • • "To he told by the outstanding men and women of

your time that you have contributed a great deal to human
betterment is pleasant very pleasant I'd hardly be

human if my heart didn't fill from such a magnificent compli-

ment But, oddly enough, I haven't yet achieved a success

I want Earlier this evening 1 talked with two school chil-

dren Tomorrow the world will be theirs It's a troubled

world full of doubt and uncertainty You say we men of

science have been helping it Are those children and their

children going to approve what we have done? Or are they

going to discover too late that science was trusted too much
so that it turned into a monster whose final triumph

was man's own destruction?

T T T
• • • "SOME of us ore beginning to feel thot danger But

we have a chance to ovoid it I once had t'wo dynamos

They needed regulating It was a problem of balance and ad-

justment I believe the confusion in the world today presents

almost the same problem The dynamo of man's God-given in-

genuity is running away with the dynamo of his equally

God-given humanity I'm too old now to do much more them

say— put those dynamos in balance Make them work in

harmony as the Great Designer Intended they should It can be

done What man's mind can conceive, man's character can con-

trol This will happen and tomorrow man will go forward to

more light" That speech was by Thomas Alva Edison more

than a decade ago!

T T T
• • • RKO Radio's publicity force and the Walt Disney

staff will clash in a howling match tonight on the Radio

City alleys with the RKO's spotting the Disney outfit

cameraman Joe Heppner who has an edge on all the hoys

when it comes to focusing on the head pin Leo Sam-
uels, Dick Condon, Bert Lewis and George Schmidt round

out the Disney quintette while the RKO-ites line up with

Lou Gaudreau, Ken Hallam, Al Adams, Jack Lewis and Jack

Level. . . • Thursday's Ampa meetin' at Dempsey's will

find Uncle Don, WOR's master o' the bedtime story on the

program with James J. Walker and Blanche Ring plus two

winners of the Uncle Don-Monogram Talent Contest Mar-
celle Wissman and Buddy Swan Sounds like a hummer!

T T T
• • • WILLIAM Anderson ("Bill") Orr assistant to J. Robert

Rubin, v.p. and general counsel for M-G-M has been elected

prexy of the Society of the Silurians the veteran local newspaper

writers' org Bill began his joumahstic career hereabouts in 1908

and six years later w^as made city editor of the N. Y. Tribune

A year later, Charles S. Whitman, then Governor of New York,

selected Bill as his secretary later appointing him State Superin-

tendent of Prisons. . . • Tomorrow afternoon. Merle Oberon will be

honor guest at the exhibition titled "80 Years of Fashion"

sponsored by the Duchess of Windsor's Committee in the John

Wonamaker auditorium

opens,

DATE BOOK

Today: Metro regional. Shoreham
Washington.

May 24-26: Paramount sales conventior
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

May 27-30: RKO sales convention. New
May 25: Queen City Variety Club spring

Netherland Plaza, Cincinnati.

June 3: lATSE convention
Hotel. Louisville.

June 4-7: Columbia sales convention.^
June 5: RKO stockholders' meeting, Wilni

June 9-11: TOA of North and South C
convention. Ocean Forest Hotel,
Beach. S. C.

June 10-12: Warner sales convention.
burgh.

June 11: FILM DAILY Golf Tournament.
Oaks Golf and Country Club, Great
L. I.

June 11-14: Columbia sales convention.
tic City.

June 16: Coast Warner Club golf tourn
Altadena Country Club.

June 17-19: Warner sales convention, CI

June 18: Paramount stockholders' meeting
June 19: Warner Club "mystery cruise'

outing.

June 19-21: Allied States convention, Ct

Juae 21 : Baltimore Variety Club golf to

Woodhome Country Club.

June 24: MPTO of Virginia mid-summar
vention, Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point

fort.

June 23-25: Southeastern Theater Owners
elation convention, Jacksonville, Fla.

June 25-27: Allied Theater Owners of li

mid-Summer convention. Spring Hill

mid-Summer convention, Spring Mill

Mitchell. Ind.

July 9-10: CEA Summer Conference, B(

mouth, Eng.

F of L convention opens,Nov. 11: A
Orleans.

Nov. 21: Motion Picture Associates ball

Astor.

Dan Stearns Planning
Drive-ins for Toledo

Willoughby, O. — Dan Stee

owner of the Willoby Theater,
nounces that he has negotiated
a franchise to build and opera'

chain of Drive-In theaters in

Toledo territory where he now
two sites under considerai

Stearns also has an option on a f:

chise for the Youngstown-Mansfi
Canton territory.

Cleveland—Milton A. Moor.
Co-operative Theaters of Ohio

book two new Drive-In theaters

'

under construction. One is '

built by E. A. Ballou on R ut

near Unionto^\^l. The other is

tween Toledo and Fremont am
being built bv Bernard A. Cousi-

Canadians Prefer Pi»

To Higher Education
Montreal—Canadians spend twice a

much on movies as they do on highei

education, a statistical study of uni

versify and college revenues made b'

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics i'a^

closes.

The amount spent on higher educatioil

in the Dominion for the previous aca-,

demic year is estimated as being approxi-l

mately 17 million dollars.

r-l
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vV ^ REVIEUJS OF THE nEUJ FILfllS ti f
"Sandy is a Lady"
with Baby Sandy, Butch and Buddy

Universal 64 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SOLID ENTERTAINMENT DELIVERED
BY SEASONED PERFORMERS AND EX-
PERT DIRECTOR.

To Director Charles Lamont can go much
credit for making this Universal release

sixty-four minutes of solid entertainment.
Burt, Kelly also rates bows as associate

producer. '
It has just about all the stock

gag and thrill situations that have ever

been ' used in pictures written into the

script. However, the cast is composed of

such seasoned performers, and the sus-

pense" sequences are so well directed that

you'd never know you have seen them be-
fore. Baby Sandy, in her fourth appearance
before the cameras, at the ripe old age
of two, has Tost none of her girlish charm.
Billed as the "Little Tornadoes," Butch and
Buddy, who were first seen in "The Under
Pup," are amazing in their musical numbers.
The veterans, Billy Gilbert, Eugene Pallette,

Edgar Kennedy, Fritz Feld, and Mischa Auer,
give excellent performances in roles that

suit thefn perfectly. Starting a day much as

she would any other, Sandy suddenly finds

herself seriously mixed up in the affairs of

many people. She is taken on a busking
tour by Butch and Buddy; gets lost, is kid-

napped, used as a pawn to extract money
from a wastrel's rich uncle, saves a cafe

from being blown up by a bomb, is the

cause of Billy Gilbert retrieving his lost job,

sells an invention for Mischa Auer, gets

her father a raise in salary, uncovers a ruse

by a buyer which enables her dad's em-
ployer to obtain a much sought after con-

tract, and ends the day with nothing more
than a pair of soiled hands and a bewildered
expression. The scenes where she is atop

the steel work of a building under con-
struction, with Gilbert, Auer and Pallette,

climbing frantically over the network in

an effort to save her, are the most thrill-

ing filmed in a long time. Tom Brown, and
Nan Grey as her screen parents haven't

much to do, but they do it well. Miss
Grey has never looked lovelier. The screen

play by Charles Grayson, is excellent. Pho-
tography is good, and the sets by Jack Ot-
terson are as usual, characteristic and ex-

cellent background. Charles Previn's music
is tuneful and well scored.

CAST:, Baby Sandy, Butch and Buddy,

Eugene Pallette, Nan Grey, Tom Brown,
Mischa Auer, Billy Gilbert, Edgar Kennedy,
Fritz Feld, Anne Gwynne, Richard Lane,

Charles Wilson.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kelly;

Director, Charles Lamont; Author, Charles

Grayson; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman,
Milton Krasner; Art Director, Jack Otter-

son; Associate, Harold H. MacArthur; Edi-

tor, Philip Cahn; Musical Director, Charles

Previn.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

"I Can't Give You Any-
thing But Love, Baby"
with Broderick Crawford, Peggy Moran,

Johnny Downs

Universal 61 Mins.

FAIR COMEDY WITH GENERALLY
AMUSING SITUATIONS BUT SHORT ON
STRENGTH FOR LARGE STANDS.

Hollywood scripters have devised all sorts

of yarns dealing with incursions of gangsters

into legitimate businesses. Just about the

last bastion falls via this tall tale, which
relates the invasion of the song writing

field by racketeers. James Edward Grant

authored the current comedy which depends
for its laughs on incongruities,—chief of

which is that a balmy mob leader, in love

with a girl whom he hasn't seen since pub-

lic school days, pens a lyric about her and
then forces a youthful composer to supply

the melody. The latter and his sweetheart

J

are held incommunicado in the gang lead-

I

er's apartment, while the mob members sally

forth to compel music shops, radio stations

and dance orks to plug the song exclusive-

ly. The composition rockets in sales and

public favor. Entire footage is made in a

light vein, with humor supplied by silly sit-

uations, close to slapstick characterizations,

and the goofy quality of the lyrical crea-

tions. Those film theater outlets which

I are essentially hives for the B's will find

I

this picture suited to that policy. It is

entertainment of a mild and innocuous

sort. Cast does the best it can with ma-
terial, and so does the technical staff. Di-

rection and photography are okay.

CAST: Broderick Crawford, Peggy Moran,

Johnny Downs, Warren Hymer, John Sut-

ton, Gertrude Michael, Jessie Ralph, Horace

MacMahon, Dewey Robinson, Murray Alper,

Sunshine Sammy, Jeni LeGon, Virginia Sale.

CREDITS: Director, Albert S. Rogell; As-

sociate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Original

Story, James Edward Grant; Screenplay,

Arthur T. Horman; Adaptation, Paul Gerard

Smith; Musical Director, Charles Previn;

Cameraman, Elwood Bredell.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

ATAHT in 150 Minutes
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners' ATAHT will

have a running time of 150 minutes,
as a result of final editing in which
Rachel Field, author, assisted. Fix
will be nationally released June 29.

"Iceapoppin" to Start

at Center Before Aug. 1

Olson and Johnson's new show,
"Iceapoppin," is tentatively set to

open at the Center Theater between
July 15 and Aug. 1. While no con-
tracts hav been signed, attorneys for
the Rockefellers are reported to be
going over the final drafts of the
agreement.

Production will not supplant the
comedians' current hit, "Hellzapop-
pin," as Olsen and Johnson will not
appear in the ice show.

Cincy's First Drive-in

Set For May 30 Debut

Cincinnati — William Sobel, dis-

tribt manager for Midwest Drive-
in Theaters, announces the first unit
in Cincinnati area will open May 30.

Located on Montgomery Pike, the
new theater will accommodate 500
cars.

"You Can t Fool Your
Wife"

with Lucille Ball and James Ellison

RKO Radio 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HOKE COMEDY WITHOUT MUCH
RHYME OR REASON PROVIDES PLEASANT

ENTERTAINMENT.

For lovers of hoke comedy without much
rhyme or reason, this should provide a

pleasant hour's entertainment. Hard-work-

ing James Ellison tried his best to draw a

strong characterization of a hard-working

dull office clerk suddenly transformed into

a playboy by his fun-loving bosses in order

to keep his job, and on the whole he does

a swell job. The fact that the plot of the

film develops into a slapstick routine

dampens his efforts somewhat but "You
Can't Fool Your Wife" drew many a belly

laugh from the preview audience. Married

as soon as they leave college, Andrew Hink-

iin and his wife Clara (Lucille Ball) set up

housekeeping under the watchful eye of her

mother (Emma Dunn), and after five years

of dull wedded bliss are suddenly confronted

with all the problems of married life in one

full swoop. A separation, and reconciliation,

both engineered by Robert Coote, as a play-

boy Englishman, is the only theme. Miss

Ball plays a double role in this one and

does it well. Direction is a little slow,

but scenes throughout the picture bear

witness to the skill of Ray McCarey if

given the proper material. Photography by

J. Roy Hunt is good.

CAST: Lucille Ball, James Ellison, Robert

Coote, Virginia Vale, Emma Dunn, Elaine

Shepard, William Halligan, Oscar O'Shea.

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Executive

Producer, Lee Marcus; Director, Ray Mc-
Carey; Authors, Richard Carroll, Ray Mc-
Carey; Screenplay, Jerry Cady; Cameraman,
J. Roy Hunt; Art Director, Van Nest Pol-

glase; Associate, Carroll Clark; Editor,

Theron Warth; Musical Score, Roy Webb.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Gangs of Chicago"

t

Para. Enterprises Leases
Moses Ginsberg Theater

Miami Beach, Fla.—S. A. Lynch,
president of Paramount Enterprises,
Inc., announces a 25-year lease on a
new theater to be included in a

$750,000 structure on Lincoln Road
by Moses Ginsberg, New York
steamship operator. The theater
will be a $250,000 de luxer, seating
1,600. Plans are being completed
by Albert A. Anis and Robert L.

Weed, Miami Beach architects.

Commonwealth Acquires
Shirley Temple Shorts

Commonwealth Pictures Corp. has
acquired the exclusive 16 mm. dis-

tribution rights to the following
group of two-reel comedies featur-
ing Shirley Temple: "Dora's Dunk-
ing Doughnuts," "Pardon My Pups,"
"Managed Money," and "Merrily
Yours." Shorts were produced by
Educational.

with Lloyd Nolan, Barton McLane,

Ray Middleton

Republic 66 Mil

CRIME MELLER IS ACTIONFUL Ah

ABLY CAST; SHOULD FIT NICELY

ANY DUAL.

This release is a good gangster me

The cast, headed by Lloyd Nolan, is goc

The story is plausibly worked out and wi

paced, and the technical aspects of the pi

ture are 0. K. Exhibitors should find th

the film will fit neatly on dual prograr

any place. Lloyd Nolan is fine as tl

son of a gangster who determines to be

the law through legal knowledge. Ray Mu

dieton fits in nicely as farm boy friend

Nolan's. Barton McLane typifies the gai

leader, and a strong supporting cast, ii

eluding Lola Lane, Astrid Allwyn, Addisi

Richards and Horace MacMahon assist tl

principals. Arthur Lubin directed from ;

original screenplay by Karl Brown. Nol,

and Middleton are students together at

law school. Following graduation, Middlet(

practices law in his country town ai

Nolan successfully organizes and direc

operations of a huge crime ring. Howeve'

the law always wins, and after a fast b

of action Nolan gives evidence whii

breaks up the whole gang, repaying Middli

ton and his family for past kindnesses.

CAST: Lloyd Nolan, Lola Lane, Bartc

McLane, Ray Middleton, Astrid Allwy

Horace MacMahon, Howard Hickman, Leo»

Roberts, Addison Richards, Charles Halto;

John Harmon, Dwight Frye.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robei

North; Director, Arthur Lubin; Origin

Sscreenplay, Karl Brown; Cameraman. E

wood Bredell; Editor, Lester Orlebeck

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

Coast $100,000 Drive-in

To Accommodate 800 Carl

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL

Hollywood— Immediate construe

tion of a new 800-car Drive-In The

ater, located at the junction of Ui

S. Highway No. 101 and Placentiili

Ave. in Orange County, is announc:

ed by the recently re-organizec

Drive-In Theaters Corp.
The company currently operate."

Drive-In Theaters in Los AngeieS

Burbank and Phoenix, Arizona. PlaE'

for the newest addition to the Drive^

In chain calls for an initial expen-f

diture of $100,000. The opening date

has been tentatively set for June 15"

Heading the executive staff of thb

new corporation are: Robert E

Power, S. D. Perkins, Chester A'

Black, N. H. Brower, E. A. Gerety;

J. H. Tingle and G. E. ArbogastJ

All are familiar figures in the mo-

tion picture exhibition field.

Arthur Eddy Quits Warners
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAiLy

Hollywood—Arthur W. Eddy hasi

resigned from Warners' Publicityj

department. He plans to make a tripl

East before returning to the Coasti

for new affiliation.



Galesburg, III., turns town upside down V
| I in huge 2-day celebration of World

Premiere of Paramount's gay college romance n of the Class of 1904 at good old Siwash.

Wire correspondents, photographers, broad U casters, cover gala program. Monday,

May 20: Arrival of All-American College Queen contest winners for selection of national

winner by Producer-Director Ted Reed . . . town and townsfolk decked out in 1904 decora-

tions and costumes . . . Street Fair . . . Military review . . . bonfire party on Knox Campus . .

.

welcome to Hollywood star delegation, including Judith Barrett, J. Carrol Naish, Lynne

Overman, Muriel Angelus. Tuesday, May 21: Baseball games .. .tennis matches and street

parades . . . banquet for the press at Hotel Custer . . . coast-to-coast NBC broadcast on "Battle

of the Sexes" program . . . capped by the four-theatre World Premiere!

fl0**
I
g Entire Premiere ticket sale grabbed up by anxious crowds two :j^^^^:

hours after box-office opens . . . one week in advance of opening! ^r^^r^n'.r.

ITHOSE WERE THE DAYS IS1 Holden'Bonit

al,t„..i • llirlitkl Rnrrot* • A/mmUnn n.\s~,t C ^ C^ ''
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Balaban Attacks

Contempt Findings

(Continued from Page 1)

ing of three-year franchises with
Loew's on March 1, 1934, and an-
other one dated Dec. 1, 1936. At-
torneys claimed there was no evi-

dence support the finding that Bal-
aban had knowledge of the collective

effect of these contracts.

Say Balaban Signed Only One
The only contract Balaban signed,

attorneys, claimed, was the one
signed in 1934, which was done for
the corporation. All others, it was
said, were signed by other B & K
officials. There is no proof, it was
contended that Balaban helped to

negotiate the contracts in question.

Other objections stated that (1)
the master's report failed to state

that Balaban was loaned to Para-
mount from July, 1936, to Novem-
ber, 1938; (2) the designation of

B & K and Paramount as one de-
fendant was at variance with the
pleadings; (3) there was nothing to

support the finding that B & K and
other distributors made contracts
which held first-run admissions at
50 cents minimum for Loop theaters.

Claim No Monopoly in Loop

It was further asserted by the
attorneys that evidence did not sup-
port the finding that independents
were unable to obtain Loop first-

runs. There was no Loop monopoly,

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

JACK HIVELY. Born in Galveston, Tex. Came to California at the age of

five. Attended San Diego Army and Navy Military Academy and the Pacific

Military Academy. Attended the Beverly Hills high

school. Entered the film business by getting a job in

the M-G-M laboratory, in 1928. A year later got work

in the cutting department at RKO. Was made an

assistant cutter and later cutter. Remained in cutting

department until January, 1939, when he was pro-

moted to a directorship. Has directed "They Made

Her a Spy," "Panama Lady," "The Spellbinder," "Three

Sons," "Two Thoroughbreds," "Anne of Windy Poplars"

and two "Saint Johnston" stories. Eyes, blue. Height,

6 ft. Hobby, sailing.

Tim Holt in Western Series
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO will star Tim

Holt in six Westerns.

they claimed, and evidence failed

to show that the pictures which B &
K could not use were not available
for other Loop exhibitors.

Objection was made to the con-
tention that Paramount had know-
ledge of collective effect of B & K's
film contracts. B & K and Para-
mount Pictures should be treated as
two separate defendants, it was said.

The master will set a hearing
date later.

COMING
EVENTSNED

WAY BURN
mOlVDAY, Jl/iVE 17th

17th Annual 2-Week Normal Course for Established Dancing
Teachers and Those Who Can Qualify to Teach

Sl/iVDAY, JI/]VE 23rd
One Performance Only at 8:00 P.M.

NED l^AYBURN STUDENTS'
SONG, DANCE and DRAMARECITAL

$1.65Orchestra Seats (all reserved) $1.10—Box Seats

ilfOiVDAY, JULY 1st
NINE-WEEK SUMMER COURSES COMMENCE

TVESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2nd
REGULAR SEASON (42 weeks) BEGINS

FREE Auditions— Careers Cheerfully Planned

Call, write or phone for literature.

NED WAYBURN
Stage, Screen, Radio and Television

* Production and Instruction Studios

5 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
(Near Fifth Avenue) BRyant 9-1133

TMAT Trio Would Bar
Hearing on Charges

New York Supreme Court Justice

Aaron J. Levy yesterday restrained

the Motion Picture Division of the

Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Treasurers Union, Local 18032, from
hearing charges against Max G. Fel-

der, Ben Braudie and Stockton G.

Leigh, pending an application of the

latter three members of the union

to bar the hearing. Suit was filed

Saturday by the three members
against Joseph Silverman, treasurer,

and Charles P. Carroll, union ex-
ecutive, charging them with mal-
feasance of office.

The suit asks for the appointment
of a receiver, an accounting of funds
held by the officers and an injunc-
tion. The plaintiffs contend that the
steps taken to remove them follow-
ed the filing of the suit.

Indiana Allied Defers
Mid-Summer Convention

Indianapolis, Ind. — Mid-Summer
meeting of the ATOI will be held at
Spring Mill Inn, Spring Mill Park,
near Mitchell, June 25-27. The
convention was previously set for
June 10-12 at Lake Wawasee, Ind.,

but due to the National Allied con-
vention in Chicago, June 19-21, the
board of directors thought it advis-
able to hold the ATOI convention
after the National Allied meet, so
that reports of the delegates could
be made.

Majors May Use Miami
Studio of Colonnade

(Continued from Page 1)

rangements for equipping the studio

and discuss plans with various com-
panies.

Hal Kopplin Convalescing

Miami, Fla.—Hal Kopplin, pub-
licity director for the Wometco chain
of theaters is convalescing from an
appendectomy.

BOOK REVIEU

7011

KINEMATOGRAPH YEAR Br

1940; 660 Pages. 15s, or Is 6d, to

scribers of the "Kinematograph V.

ly." Kinematograph Publication, 1

London.

Over from London has just(

an annual and indispensable voT

of interest to the film trade in

quarters of the globe,—the 1

Kinematograph Year Book. P

lished by Kinematograph Publ

tions, Ltd., its 660 pages give a <

concise and authoritative "pic

of Britain's film commerce bof t

home and in the overseas marl;

The Year Book is particularly

come on this side of the Atlantic

only for its completeness, resultl

from the addition of a considera

number of new departments and
pansion of information generally,

j

it symbolizes the stability and h

'

morale of Britain's film industry

spite the current war.

Among the book's more sail

contents are a resume of the ind

try's problems during the past yc

and discussions of present difiic

ties; technical and equipment i

velopments in theater and stuj

equipment; the full text of

Cinematograph Films Act, 1938;

gest of all Acts affecting the ind

try; and an important article

Norman Hart, solicitor to C.E.A.,

legal questions.

Additionally are British stud

personnel and equipment; person

of leading distributors; classified

of all circuits and indie houses in

U.K.; all trade organizations th:

and in the Irish Free State; biog'i

phical material on all leading trs

personalities; and foreign and •

lonial trade directory.

In short, the book blankets tn

activities, and the skillful manner
which it has been compiled and edi

reflects great credit on the pi

lishers who again have performer
standout service to film comma;
throughout the world.—G. H. M.

Protchett at Para. Parley
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI

Hollywood — A. L. Pratchci

Para.'s general manager in Cse^;!

Mexico and Central America, w
fly here to attend the compan:j

sales convention opening Fridij

Alvaro Reyes, branch manager
Bogota, Colombia; and Frank
Kennebeck, manager at Bombay, I

dia, also are coming.

STORKS!
r, iri

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI*

Burbank — A boy, weighing t

pounds, was born to Mr. and M^
James Stephenson at the Go<

Samaritan Hospital. Father is

Warner featured player.

I^'l



Il

''A top grosser of this or any

year. A natural boxoffice

smash!" -Thz Film Daily)

;;i'i
(Does all the business on the

street at the Roxy, playing to

59,273 over weekend, jam-
ming in 1,200 standees at one

show alone!)

(it's the same record-smashing

story at Omaha, Pittsburgh,

Clinton, Baltimore!)

OMU4K
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Fairbanks-HechI

Form Partnership

(Continued from Page 1)

been made in the East by Hecht and
George Jessel, but shooting has been

shifted to the Columbia lot in Hol-
lywood.

It is understood that Fairbanks
has been planning to launch a pro-
duction career on his own for some
time and the tie-up with Hecht is

reported to be the first step.

"Until I Die" was written by Hecht
and is said to be a melodramatic
comedy.

Burns to Direct RCA's
Exhibit at World's Fair

As the result of the important
role television is playing in the RCA
Exhibit at the World's Fair, and is

expected to play in the show busi-
.less of the future, M. F. Burns, as-
sistant vice-president, who has been
in charge of RCA Photophone's
West Coast movie industry relations,

has been appointed to direct the
company's Fair Exhibit.
Joseph D'Agostino, on leave of ab-

sence from NBC's engineering de-
partment, will continue in charge of

the exhibit's operations, the posi-

tion he held last year.

MP Research CounciVs l%eely Arguments
Based on Misinformation^ CTA Contends

San Francisco—Charges that the MP Research Council's campaign for the Neely
block-booking measure is largely based on misinformation is made by representatives
of the California Theaters Association which has been investigating the Council's
pressure campaign.

The Association spokesmen contend that very few of its members or those who
have heard its speakers extoll the benefits of the Neely bill have actually read the
measure and have blindly accepted misinformation as facts.

As an example, it is pointed out that Council speakers assert that the measure
will enable nabe theaters to pick and secure any picture they may want.

111. Women's Clubs Fed.
Declares for School Pix

Chicago—The iiiinois Federation
of Women's Clubs has climbed
aboard the school film band wagon,
via adoption of the report subinitted

by Mrs. Frances J. Waindle of Oak
Park, chairman of its Motion Pic-

ture Department.
Report plugs correlation of films

with text books, urges establish-

ment of film libraries, centrally lo-

cated, to permit free cii'culation of

pictures among the schools, calls for

a campaign to "sell" the school
boards on the use of films, and ad-

vocates inclusion of a visual educa-
tion course in university and col-

lege curriculums, with such a course
mandatory in teachers and normal
colleges.

Mrs. Wood's Best Ready
Terre Haute, Ind.—The Best, new

nabe being built by Mrs. M. A. Wood,
will open June 15.
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Theater "Treasure Hunt"
Has Triple Radio Tie-up

Troy—Unique way of getting peo-
ple into a theater through an alert
triple radio tie-up is utilized by Ti-oy
Theater, Warner Brothers house
here in a Treasure Hunt that goes
on the air via WTRY three times
Saturday night.

First broadcast at 6:45 P.M. tells

the people what to collect, typical
collection being a buggy whip, copy
of "Yes, We Have No Bananas,"
%'eight and fortune from a machine,
three types of bells with different
sounds, a harmonica and someone to
play it. Listeners are told the at-
traction and learn that a complete
showing of the late bill will take
place after "judgment" at 8:45. Time
is an element with the contestants
bringing their booty in.

Next radio program, with Tip
Corning emceeing brings the judg-
ing to the stage of the theater and
at 10 P.M. outfit is again on the air
with the winners. While winners are
actually tabbed on time schedule as
they enter theater lobby and de-
posit the booty, it is taken from
them and tagged to keep up the sus-
pense and pack the stage for two
subsequent showings. In every in-

stance the pictures playing, etc.,

are plugged by the announcer.

Manager Leo Rosen, originator,
has found second show arrivals talk-
ing of the broadcast, which is at-

tractive in meeting night club and
other Saturday night competition.

Tenn. Exhibs. Using Gas
For Cooling Tax Levy

Nashville, Tenn.—Test suit of the
Knoxteen Theaters Inc., Knoxville
in which the plaintiff sought to re-
cover $87.50 in taxes paid under
protest to State Commissioner of
Taxation George McCannless, on
liquid carbonic acid gas used in the
air-cooling machinei*y of its theaters,
was dismissed by Chancellor James
B. Newman.

Attorneys for the theater main-
tained that the Tennessee Legisla-
ture, in passing the tax measure in

1932 for the collection of taxes on
the gas used in preparation or sale

of soft drinks or other beverages or
"for any other purpose," did not
anticipate the taxation of the gas
when used for cooling purposes.

Chancellor Newman held however
that the five cents a pound tax on
the gas must be paid regardless of

the use to which it is put. The ex-

pression "for any other purpose," is

broad enough to include any use of

the gas, the Chancellor declared.

44 Features Besides

Westerns Para. Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

program may be swelled to includ;

slightly more than 50 pictures.

Home office delegation left for th

Coast yesterday on the Commodor
Vanderbilt and will be augmented b

local sales representatives en ro^'
They will make a brief stop at Gal
burg. 111., where the premiere c.

'

Paramount's "Those Were the Days
is scheduled for tonight.

Para. Convention Special
Picks Up Key City Reps.

Chicago—The Paramount Conv
tion Special will pick up local

other key city representatives ton

as the sales contingents move Wc--
ward to the annual convention in I

Angeles. Chicago's delegation
eludes A. Usher, J. J. Donohue, H. ..

Hamburg and B. Elrod.
Joining the Convention Special here v.tu

'

H. H. Goldstein and M. R. Clark, Clevcl

D. Kimelman and G. Elmo, Pittsburgh; J

Oulahan, Cincinnati; J. T. Howard.
Stuckey and J. Ryder, Detroit; F. C. C

Milwaukee; J. H. Stevens, Indianapolis

F. Wilkes, J. F. Kirby, C. Goodson an

Duren, Atlanta; S. Lett, Charlotte; E
Price, New Orleans; W. F. Bugie, Mem
also

—

M. A. Milligan, J. L. Hunter am:
O'Neill, Toronto; M. A. Brown am-
Dowbiggan, Montreal; P. J. Hogan, St. J

W. O. Kelly, Calgary, and D. M. Bricl-

Winnipeg.
Stopping at Kansas City tonight, the S:

will pick up H. W. Braly, L. W. McClii

F. Earned. Dallas; C. L. Dees, Oklahoma '

R. C. LiBeau, J. T. Manfre, G. W. H
and A. H. Cole, Kansas City; M. Schwi-

and C. Reader, St. Louis; A. Mendet
Omaha; R. M. Copeland, Des Moines; B|

Blotcky and J. Fritcher, Minneapolis. /

Representatives traveling directly to tli

convention headquarters in Los Angeles

W. Hansher, Vancouver; H. N. East, .1

Battencourt and A. Taylor, San Franciscd

Segel, G. Haviland, Seattle; A. R. Ande
Portland; C. J. Bell from Denver and 1-

Smith. Salt Lake City.

New Study Guides Prepared

Under the sponsorship of th£

Committee on Motion Pictures of thf

Department of Secondary Teachert

in the National Education Associa-i-

tion, illustrated guides to a number

of features and shorts have beer-

prepared for release by Educationa

and Recreational Guides, Inc. "Oui

Town," "Edison, The Man," "Ton-

Brown's School Days" and Warnei

Bros, patriotic shorts are amw
the subjects selected.

Carnival Ban Proposed

Charlottesville, Va.—A committee

of Albemarle County Board of Super-

visors has been appointed to confer;

with the local City Council regard-

ing the barring of carnivals from

this section.

Booh Prevue of Pix
Cleveland — The Cleveland Public

Library is presenting a Book Prevue of

Motion Pictures in the grand concourse

of the Terminal Tower for 10 days. Short

subjects have a special place in the ex-

hibit under the heading "You Have Heard

Their Voices." This includes photos ot

Pete Smith, Carey Wilson, John Nesbitt,

James FitzPatrick and Robert Benchley.
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limits Neely Passage

'ay Tilt Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

• md week. For the first time, an
rnoon session was convened,
to early recessing in the mom-
No more afternoon sessions are

.-cted.

jVhat we are seeking- is nothing
I , but a restoration of the things
|- made this industry great," the
L ed director told the committee.
\ ?n the industry returns to a pol-

; of identified selling, without com-
: cry block-booking and blind-

na-, there will be no more talk
box-office slump, he declared.

oing into details of the tech-
1 operation of the industry, Sam-
on stated that the committee
Id not get a clear picture unless

i ' visualized a "bottle neck" of
i it distributors controlling prac-
'ly the entire distribution of

3. He declared it was immate-
i, as to how many producers there
r as long as distribution is han-
1 through the "Big Eight."
jntending that the public wants
ee the finer pictures, Samuelson

e the committee the five leading
T isers and the five lowest grossers

lis Newton, N. J. theater from
, back to 1930. "Tugboat An-
was his biggest grosser, taking

itly over $2,000, he said. He con-
ed the five top pictures for each
demonstrated that the public

I onizes the better type picture in-
ti d of questionable films.

ilwinkle Suggests An Answer
sp. Alfred Bulwinkle (D., N. C.)
rested that the comparison might
be fair as the better pictures

; played on week-ends and per-
; for a longer period.
1923, there were 18 national

ibutors, Samuelson said, which
' now been narrowed down to

eight through "monopolistic
tice." The independent exhibi-

> aow requires the product of five

r ;ix companies, he testified, but
" ?d if compulsory block-booking

'. abolished they would be able
ick the best from all the com-

j.'i es.

^hen you crack this monopoly
will open the industry up to

greatest prosperity it has ever
vn," the Allied spokesman said.

' 'xhibited contracts from 1920 to

. to show that pictures were for-

y sold on an identified basis

out block-booking and could be
old again.
lie box-office of the independents

;
i

sick," but the box-office of the
>r ticer affiliates is not "sick" be-
1 e they do not enforce the prac-

Pro-Ally?
Wilmington, Del. — Double feature

scheduled next Saturday at the nabe
Strand;
"OH, JOHNNY, HOW YOU CAN LOVE

BRITISH INTELLIGENCE

/EDDING BELLS

ncinnati — Universal's Adelaide
Dj'r will marry George McDonald
in iid-June.

jrlington. Wis. — Don Reed, an
eijrijoye of the Plaza Theater here,
ha'Wiarried Reta D. Terhorst.

tices on their own theaters, Samuel-
son contended.

Proportion of Good Pix Down?
Replying to a statement by Rep.

Luther Patrick (D., Ala.), that pic-

tures generally are now improved
over those made under the first

contracts in the 20's, Samuelson
stated that the proportion of good
pictures today is not high as in the

20's.

Samuelson said there is no reason
why the producers cannot give a
true synopsis. Cancellation privi-

lege will not be necessary if they
obtain selective buying rights, he
testified. Independents will then be
willing to share the risk with the
producer, he said.

Speaking for the independent pro-

ducers, I. E. Chadwick, president,
Independent Motion Picture Produc-
ers' Assn., was the lone witness at

the afternoon session.

Says Bill Means "Life or Death"
"This bill to us means life or

death," he declared. He pleaded
with the committee for approval of

the bill to restore "economic free-

dom" in the industry. Chadwick
cited the decline of independent pro-
ducers from 34 in 1925 to 11 at the
present time and also claimed the
number of distributors has declined.

"Block-booking is one of the

things that obstructs free flow in

our industry," he stated. The Neely
measure is no panacea, he testified,

but "it's a step in the right direc-

tion of economic freedom." Other
industry evils he cited were, inter-

changing of assets by the majors;
Big Eight control of clearance, and
control of prices; overbuying as the
result of block-booking and hin-

drance to new theater building
through lack of product to the in-

dependent exhibitor. He told the
committee that if the bill becomes
law at least five independent pro-

ducers would resume work. It is a
common practice for exhibitors to

buy all the product of the Big Eight
to keep competitors from obtaining
film, he stated.

Indies' Synopsis Problem
Replying to a question from Rep.

Patrick as to whether he could sup-
ply a synopsis for each of his pic-

tures as provided in the bill, Chad-
wick stated such a provision was
not necessary in that language. He
stated, however, that he could give
the name of the picture, stars, what
the film is based on, principal char-
acters and directors. Asked what
would occur if he had to make
changes, Chadwick stated it would
then be up to him to resell the pic-

ture.

Declaring that the majors went
into production of "B" pictures to

glut the market and force indepen-
dent producers out of business. Chad-
wick stated the measure will free

the majors also of this practice in

which they are now trapped.

Doorman Dies as Fabian
House in Albany Burns

Albany—Harmanus Bleecker Hall,

Albany's oldest theater, an RKO
Fabian house, was totally destroyed
by fire yesterday.

Loss is estimated at $50,000

Body identified tentatively as that
of Al Crier, veteran doorman, was
found in the ruins late yesterday.
Crier discovertd the blaze, turned in

the alarm.
House was owned by Chris Buck-

ley, who now operates the General
Stark at Bennington, Vt.

Yamins Flies to Neely
Hearings at Capital

Boston—Nathan Yamins, National
Allied director and former prexy,
flew back to Washington yesterday
to attend the Neely bill hearings.
Frank Lydon, president of the In-

dependent Exhibitors Inc., will not
return to Washington because of

business pressure. Lydon has sent a

prepared statement to the House
committee.

Leo Gets French Comedy
Leo Films Inc., represented by

Sylvia Sanders, now in Paris, has
obtained the American distribution
rights to the French comedy fea-
ture "Les Jumeau Des Brighton"
("Twins of Brighton"). Raimu,
Michel Simon and Suzy Prim are
featured.

Admission Taxes

In $600,000 Jump
{Continued from Page 1)

$2,000,902.18, while the 1939 tax re-

turns were $1,384,721.22.
Total Broadway admissions figure

for April of this year was $590,146.-

86; which was considerably greater
than the 1939, Broadway total of

$506,685.29.
Both sets of figures for April of

this year, however, represented a
drop from March totals which were
$2,390,931.82 for the U. S., and
$647,531.52 for Broadway.

Expect lATSE to Adopt
Anti-Neely Resolution

(Continued from Page 1)

Hotsl. Having already voiced op-
position to the Neely bill, it is ex-
pected that the lA will go on rec-

ord at the convention as being op-
posed to it.

MPA Luncheon Tomorrow
Due to conflicting dates, the Mo-

tion Pictui'e Associates will hold
their luncheon at the Astor tomor-
row instead of Thursday, as prev-
iously announced. United Jewish
Appeal luncheon is being held at
the Astor Thursday. Luncheon is

final one of Spring season for the
Associates.
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Hold Riles Today

For W. E. Atkinson

{Continued from Page 1)

vice-prexy and general manager of
Roxy Theaters Corp., and former
president and ancillary receiver of
Fox Theaters Corp. Interment will
be in Monticello Memorial Paj-k.
Death, from a heart attack, occurred
Saturday night.

A native of England and a Boer
War veteran, Atkinson entered the
film industry in 1910 via Kinema-
color, which he sei'ved in 1913 as
Western division manager. He joined
Metro Pictures Corp. in 1915 as spe-
cial field rep., rising eventually to
executive vice-prexy. In 1924, he
was named M-G-M vice-prexy and
general inanager, resigning the fol-

lowing year to become general man-
ager of Roxy Circuit, Inc. In 1928,
Atkinson retired, but in 1932 became
prexy of Fox Theaters, succeeding
Harley L. Clarke. In the same
year, with John F. Sherman he was
named an equity receiver for the
company, subsequently again retir-

ing.

He leaves a widow, the former
Ethel M. Carstang of New York,
and two sons and a daughter, Ed-
ward Wilson Atkinson of Wellesley,
Mass., and William B. Atkinson and
Miss Marian E. Atkinson, students
at the University of Virginia. Also
surviving are two brothers and three
sisters, all residents of England.

MilusauUee mayor Wants Censors With Power
Milwaukee—An ordinance providing for the formation of a motion picture commis-

sion with censorship power will be sought by Mayor Carl F. Zeidler, he indicated after

an opinion by Asst. City Atty. Werner A. Wilkin, which stated that the present commis-
sion is merely an advisory body and that final power to revoke the license of exhibitors
violating the commission's recommendation rests in the hands of the mayor. The com-
mission recently refused to alter its approval of the "Primrose Path," after Mayor Zeidler
had asked it to reconsider its action.

Canadian Promotions
Announced by Depinet

{Continued from Page 1)

manager at Montreal, succeeds

Meyers.

Hatton F. Taylor advances from
the top seat at Calgary to fill Plot-

ters spot in Montreal. Joseph

McPherson advances from salesman
at Calgary to the managership of
that office, succeeding Taylor.

Paul Cardell, formerly Calgary
booker, moves up to salesman in the
same office, taking over McPherson's
territory.

Robert Radis has been engaged as
booker at Winnipeg to fill the va-
cancy created by the promotion of

Hugh Conway from the position of

booker in Winnipeg to salesman in

Toronto.

Brandt Gives Up the Park
Brandt Theaters ceased operating

the Park, Columbus Circle, last night.
Owners of the building had a re-
capture clause in the lease which
they exercised, reportedly because
they plan to tear down the building.

A PA
Cordially invites you to attend its regular

luncheon meeting on

Thursday, Nay 23
to hear an address by the

Hon. JAMES J. WALKER
Other guests, who will entertain us:

MISS BLANCHE RING
MISS ETHEL SHEPARD
UNCLE DON

*
*
* and Winners of Uncle

Don'Monogram Talent Contest

JACK DEMPSEY'S RESTAURANT
8th Avenue and 50th Street

Service Starts 12:45 Sharp—Please Be Prompt!

Including Tip
Members—$1.00

Non-Members— $ 1.25

Final Metro Sales Meet
Ends in Capital Today

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—M-G-M's fourth and

final sales convention ends today at
the Hotel Shoreham. Among those
attending from the home office are
W. F. Rodgers, general sales man-
ager; T. J. Connors, Eastern, South-
ern and Canadian sales manager; Ed-
win W. Aaron, assistant to Rodgers;
Charles Deesen and Harold Postman,
assistants to Connors.
Branch staffs here include:

Atlanta: Charles E. Kessnich, district man-
ager; Roy Avey, branch manager; Louis C.
Ingram, Lafayette B. Butler, Charles F. Mc-
Guire, Joseph Markowitz, salesmen; 'Dallas:
Leroy Bickel, branch manager; Charles D.
Lyne, Clyde W. Houston, Louis J. Weber,
Roland G. Taylor, salesmen; Memphis: Jay
F. Willingham, branch manager; Maurice L.
Basse, Jacques C. ReVille, salesmen; New
Orleans: Clarence J. Briant, branch manager;
Virgil H. Bridges, Gerard Hirsch, salesmen;
Oklahoma City: William B. Zoellner, branch
manager; James N. Byrd, H. Russell Gaus,
salesmen ; also

—

Cincinnati: Edwin M. Booth, branch man-
ager; John S. Allen, William A. Carroll,
Jacob M. Jacobs, William F. LaSance, Harry
J. Sheeran, salesmen; Cleveland: Frank D.
Drew, branch manager; Edwin H. Brauer, Jack
Sogg, Bryan D. Stoner, salesmen; Pittsburgh:
John J. Maloney, district manager ; Burtus
Bishop, Jr., branch manager; Saal Gottlieb,
Harry H. Fendrick, Milton Brauman, Jacob
B. Mundstuk, Theodore S. David, salesmen,
also

—

Philadelphia: Robert Lynch, branch man-
ager; Boston: Maurice N. Wolf, district
manager; New York: Edward K. O'Shea, dis-

trict manager.

Conn. MPTO to Discuss
Neely Divorcement Bill

New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
will present a symposium on the
Neely divorcement bill and its pro-
visions at a luncheon-meeting at
12:30 today at Ceriani's Cafe Mel-
lone. Arthur H. Lockwood, presi-
dent, vnW argue the bill from the
proponent's point of view; Bern-
hart E. Hoffman, Warner executive,
from the opposition stand. Ex-
ecutive secretary Herman M. Levy
urges exhibitors to be present in or-
der that they may benefit by this
analysis and receive copies of the
bill.

Allied Theaters of Connecticut
will also meet at luncheon, at 12:30
p.m., today, at the Hofbrau Haus
Restaurant, with A. M. Schuman
presiding.

Behling Rites Thursday
Funeral of Ralph Behling, for-

mer business agent and member of
Local 4, Brooklyn stagehands, will

be held Thursday morning at his
home in Brooklyn. Behling, who is

survived by his wife, dropped dead
Sunday night in a booth at the
American Jubilee show at the Fair
where he was operating a spot. In-
terment will take place in St. Johns
Cemetery.

Technicolor Profit

Exceeds Estimate

(Continued from Page 1)

094.47 instead of the previously el-

timated $556,000.
1;

COS'

Dr. Kalmus declared that the r#
cently announced slash of a cent i

foot in Technicolor base print cosi

was made "to fit the new series
"

feature productions" going bef

the cameras in July or August,
told the meeting Pioneer Picturet

and Selznick International group hac

since Jan. 1, 1940, exercised options

on some 35,000 shares of Techni-

color. Options held by film compa-
nies generally are exercisable ai

$15 per share, but that recently tht

Technicolor board decided that op-

tions of its own employes could be

exercised at $10 per share.

British Loss Is Small

The British branch of Technicolor
more than 51 per cent, which if

owned by Technicolor, Inc., has

shown some loss in recent month;
due to the war, but this drop is

not appreciable. Dr. Kalmus ex

plained. He said that business ir

England was good until November
last, but then Technicolor, Ltd.

went into the red to extent of about

£18,000. In March of this year, loss

was small, and April operations

showed production of 1,500,000 feet,

with a consequent net of approxi-

mately £800. May, according to

cabled advices, appears likely to

equal the April volume. Kalmus
added that currently in Britain there

are no film productions in Techni-

color being made.

Price reduction on Technicolor

here, he said, has been very well

received by the industry, and he be-

lieves that many films which other-

wise might not find their way into

the process will now do so. As proof

of the rising tide of Technicolor

productions, he asserted that 15 fea-

tures are planned for 1940-41, while

the maximum of any one previous

year was 12.

Matrices Improved

Great progress has been made in

Technicolor research, he added, an'

cited the drive which is expected

result in the abolition of one of thr

four components of the process, thus

improving it. Matrices, too, have

been vitally improved, as well as the

characteristics of the blank on which

matrices have been used.

Kalmus said that another marked

advance has been achieved in tne

field of special eflfects and that Tech-

nicolor has caught up with black

and white in this respect.

1
Service With a Smile
Albany—Service with a smile was pro-

vided by Dan Houlihan, 20th Century-Fox

booker, Saturday to Schine's Malone,

Malone. The 475-mlle round trip was

covered in fast time by Houlihan, who
arrived in time Saturday afternoon to

make the first feature showing in the

theater.
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13 TOP EXECS. TO BE GOV'T WITNESSES

^ettijohn Leads Attack on Neely Bill Today
( )le and Yamins. as Final
loponent Witnesses Cite

hnefits. Scout Criticism

By MILTON F. LUNCH
':i,jtoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

\'ashington—After 19 hours and
minutes of testimony, proponents
he Neely block-booking and blind-

img bill concluded their arg'u-

nts yesterday before the House
I rstate and Foreign Commerce
iiniittee. Opponents take over
ay, with C. C. Pettijohn, MPPDA
leral counsel, opening the assault.

? supporters of the measure will

e a final few hours in rebuttal.

Yesterday's two witnesses were
(Continued on Pape 8)

Irizes Pouring In

^ir Golf Tourney

"rophies and prizes for the 28th
,M Daily Golf Tournament to be
d at Glen Oaks Golf and Country
lb on Tuesday, June 11, are
irin' in upon the committee in

age of the forthcoming Battle
the Bunkers.
Yesterday's happiest happening
s the official disclosure that W. J.

[11" German had advised Chairman
k Alicoate, Tourney Manager Don

(Continued on Page 2)

irrency Restrictions

»r British Possessions

jjondon (By Cable)—Well inform-
'' sources stated yesterday that the
tish Government has sent instruc-
is to all colonies, mandates and

(Continued on Page 6)

{60 for Republic;
; Budget to he lipped
\lVcst Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Republic will make 50 pic-
Itures for 1940-41 season, according to

in. J. Yates. Budgets on all pictures
[will be increased and personnel at the
jStudIo augmented. Yates stated that
ijRepublic would strive for more quality
jlin its product, keeping in mind that

I
the western hemisphere will be its chief
Jmarket.

Report Pearson, Rowland, Tally, Chadtvich
and Goldburg to he First Gov''t Witnesses

Government's equity suit strategy, as now framed, calls for the appearances

of Elmer Pearson, for 10 years vice-prexy of Pathe; Richard Rowland, veteran

producer; Thomas L. Tally, pioneer West Coast exhib.; I. E. Chadwick, another

veteran producer, and Jesse J. Goldburg, long identified with product on, as

initial witnesses, it was reliably reported last night.

Roadshow Dep'f

for WB's ATAHT

Grad L. Sears, Warners' sales

chief, contemplates the setting up
of a road show department to handle
ATAHT, with the probability that
the department may be given a
further lease of life to take care of

"The Sea Hawk."
Decision as to roadshowing "The

Sea Hawk," will be made later. Con-
ditions nationally will determine, it

is understood.
Warners plans for ATAHT road

shows include such presentation in

principal summer resorts, such as
Atlantic City, it is said.

The film version of the Rachel
(Continued on Page 3)

Warners' ATAHT May Go
Into Center, New York

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners' ATAHT

may go into the Center theater. New
York City, on a two-a-day basis, it

was learned here yesterday.
At the same time, it was said that

the picture's debut here, announced
for the Carthay Circle June 4, may

(Continued on Page 3)

Upholds Decision

In Hart-UA Case

Albany—Damages award in ex-
cess of $300,000 in the William S.

and Mary Hart breach of contract
action against United Artists was
upheld by the Court of Appeals yes-
terday, when it confirmed unani-
mously, without opinion, the Appel-
late Division affirmation of the orig-

inal jury decision of Nov. 4, 1938.

Plaintifi's charged that Hart's pic-

ture "Tumbleweeds" in 1925 was
block-booked with an inferior pic-

ture and that the greater propor-
tion of receipts had been credited

(Continued on Page 8)

Still Considering Quota,
Trade Board Prexy Hints

London (By Cable)— Sir Frederick
Whyte, president of the Board of

Trade, intimated here yesterday that

the films quota still is under discus-

sion. He said he hoped at an early

meeting to give the Board of Trade
decision.

The Films Council met yesterday,

but nothing of a definite nature was
forthcoming officially.

Canada^s Reiortns Finalised
National Clearance Board Setup Launched

Revised Erpi License
Pact Signed by Para.

A revised license agreement with

Erpi has been signed by Paramount
for recording and distribution. Terms
are identical with those recently

signed by Loew's, Inc., and calls for

a liberalized patent indemnity clause

and a 25 per cent cut in royalty rate.

Toronto—Final adoption of recom-
mendations for clearance and prior-

ity reforms in Canada was completed
yesterday with the launching of a

national clearance board. Details

were consummated at a general
meeting of the film section of the

Toronto Board of Trade at which all

branches of the industry were rep-

resented.
The board is to be composed of

(Continued on Page 6)

List Will be Increased;
36 Subpoenas Also Served
On Philly Area Exhibs.

Top execs, of all major de-

fendants in the Government's
equity action will be called upon
to testify by the D of J during the
first weeks of trial, it was revealed
yesterday. The D of J has already
subpoenaed 23 execs, and asked them
to appear on the opening of the
case before Judge Henry W. God-
dard on June 3. Served are:

Neil F. Agnew, Barney Bal-
aban, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack and
Harry Cohn, Harry Gold, J. R.

(Continued on Page 6)

Para, to Make Only

"A" PIx in 1940-41

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—President Barney Bal-

aban yesterday announced that Para-
mount will abandon the production

(Continued on Page 3)

Roach Names Ed Peskay
General Representative

Ed Peskay has been appointed
general representative for Hal
Roach, effective immediately. Ap-
pointment was made during Roach's
recent visit to New York. Peskay
will headquarter in New York but
will be active in the field and in

Hollywood, with special duties in

connection with all phases of Roach's
activities.

Para. Siwash Saga
Pachs Plenty Fun

Paramount in "Those Were the Days"
(at Good Old Siwash), given its world
premiere last night at Calesburg, III.,

site of Knox College. George Fitch's

Siwash, turns back the cameras to 1904,

when co-eds wore leg-o-mutton sleeves

and bustle skirts, and young men boasted

about peg-top pants and buttoned shoes.

Under the expert guidance of Producer-

Director Jay Theodore Reed, who special-

izes in directing adolescents, the trials

and tribulations of the fresh-water col-

lege are strikingly re-created to provide

70 minutes of nostalgic fun. (For full

review, turn to Page 7). —WILK.

il
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd...
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low
7'/2 5

) 4 '/a

15

5/8

71/8

137

3'/2

15

5/8

5'/2

125
1611/2 1611/2

"5/8
-

245/8

102
5

65
63/4

6
1/2

201/2

9934
41/4

65
6 1/4

5%
3/4 11-16

53/4 5

163/4 141/2

66 1/2 60
21/4 2

35 32

Close

51/2 -

31/2 -

15

5/8 -

51/2 -

128 -

161 1/2
-

8
1/4

-

22 -

993/8 -

41/2 -

65 -

6 1/4
-

6 -

5/8 -

5 -

141/2 -

60 -

21/8

32 -

Net
Chg.

- 13/i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F, ref. 6s46 102 101 1/2 101 1/2

Loew's deb. 3i/2s46 IOII/4 101 Vs 101%
Para. B'way 3s55. .45 45 45
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4S47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 84 83 83

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 1/2

Technicolor IQi/s 81/2 81/2

Trans-Lux 1 1 1

Universal Corp. vtc... 3 2y8 2%
Universal Picts

- 1/4

- 11/2

-101/2

- 8 1/2

- 1/2

- 23/4

- 23/4

- 1/2

- 11/2

- 3/4

%
- 1/8

- %
-21/2

7

1/8

13/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 64 68
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 63 67

ATTENTION!

Young man with four years experience as

assistant manager, manager and promotional

work desires new connection in similar

capacity. Interview and references upon
request. Write Box 1900. The Film Daily,

1501 Broadway, New York Citv.

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES ^LUB HANDICAP

CLUB:

Prizes Pouring In

For Golf Tourney
{Continued from Page 1)

Mersereau, Billy Brandt, Lou Nizer
and Leon Bamberger (that, folks,

am the committee) that J. E. Brula-
tour, Inc., is donating the famous
foursome prizes this year. Import
of this step can best be gleaned by
i"ecalling the swell radio sets the
foursome winners grabbed oflF at the
last tourney. It's asserted that the
foursome prizes this year will be
even more coveted than the radios
were.
Ross Federal has again posted

prizes for the members of the win-
ning team competing for the E. F.
Albee Memorial Trophy. Additional
trophies for which the industry golf-

ing legions will be shooting will be
those donated by Mitch May, Vari-
ety, Du Pont Film Mfg., and Mono-
gram.

Lesser and Williams
To Talk Theater Plan

Court Finds RKO Can
Retain New Counsel

Sol Lesser next week will explore
'he legal aspects of his proposal to

franchise new theaters for the show-
ing of United Artists pictures. Les-
ser said yesterday that he had an
appointment with Assistant Attor-
ney General Paul Williams for next
week when he and Williams will

delve into a plan whereby a number
of houses would be erected in vari-

ous localities. Operators would be
given UA franchises.
While Williams may give the plan

the go-ahead signal from a legal

standpoint, it is believed by some
that any such move will be held in

abeyance until the European situa-

tion is clarified.

Wallis May Attend Either

Pittsburgh or Chi. Meet

Hal B. Wallis, Warners executive
producer, will attend either the
Pittsburgh or Chicago sales conven-
tion, it was learned yesterday. Wal-
lis will make his decision within the

next week.

RKO yesterday was authorized to

retain new attorneys to represent
it at allowance hearings in the RKO
reorg. proceedings, slated for May
28, under a ruling made by Federal
Judge William Bondy. Judge Bondy
stated that the order approving of
the plan of reorganization does not
preclude RKO from engaging coun-
sel, and that specific authorization
is unnecessary. Judge Bondy stated
that it was "premature" for him to

say whether the Court could restrict

compensation for the new attorneys.
Designation of the attorneys has not
been made yet.

"We Warned You" Slant
For "Nazi Spy" Re-issue

Warners, re-issuing "Confessions
of a Nazi Spy," will use a "We
warned you" slant, via a new ending
that, through the medium of news-
paper headlines, news shots and
montage effects, will tie the pic-

ture's story to present-day war de-
velopments. Advertising, publicity
and exnloitation campaign will have
a red-fire character. Strong back-
ing of service and patriotic organi-
zations is anticipated.

Picture will open an extended en-
aagement June 1 at the Globe,
Broadway, and will be made avail-

able nationally at that time, Grad
Sears, sales chief, disclosed yester-

day.

Einfeld Staying East
For Four Week Period

Charles Einfeld, Warners ad-nub-
licity head, will remain in New York
about four weeks, with time out for

the Pittsburgh and Chicago conven-
tions.

While here, he will set campaigns
for "Confessions of a Nazi Spv,"
re-issued .June 1. ATAHT. "The Sea
Hawk" and "Brother Orchid."
On his return trip to the Coast, he

will stop off again at South Bend.
Ind.. in connection with "The Life

of Knute Rockne." His next trip

East will be in September.

COminG and Goind

ROBERT SISK is here from the Coast.

L. E. FISHTHORN, JR., National Th

exec, and his wife, have returned to New
after a Florida vacation.

KING VIDOR returns to Hollywood this

MARTHA RAYE is scheduled to arrive

the latter part of the week from the Coas'

HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary and trc^
Altec, returned to New York yestcrdW '

a business trip to Pittsburgh.

MADELEINE CARROLL is scheduled to

today on the Clipper for Portugal.

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLI
rive here today to make p.a.'s at the pre

of "Irene" tomorrow at the Music Hall.

RITA JOHNSON will be honored at her h

coming" in Worcester, Mass. on Thursday
a gala civic celebration, Mayor Willun
Bennett having announced a city-wide h

MURIEL ANCELUS returns to New Yon
after completing a role in a new Pat,

production.
!

LYNN OVERMAN arrives from the Coas

morrow on the Century.

BOB SMELTZER, Central district manage
Warners, returned to his headquarters in W
ington last night after home office huddle

CHARLES CASANAVE, of Advertising A
series, Inc., is scheduled to leave for the (i

tomorrow.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN returns to the Coast

this week.

SOL LESSER left yesterday for Boston tc

tend the premiere of "Our Town," his I

production, tomorrow.

T. P. LOACH, vice-president of Monog^'

has arrived on the Coast for his first visi
|

a company executive. He accompanied W.
JOHNSTON and RALPH BETTINSON.

OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew's publicity c

leaves for Boston tomorrow to attend
i

Town" world premiere. He will make Wt

visits to Syracuse, Rochester and Toronto
'

the week-end. I

ERNEST EMERLING, assistant to Oscar [{

of Loew's. flies to Memphis today to hnj

"Lillian Russell" campaign and reopeninp,

Loews Palace under Loew management. '

ALAN BROWN, director, and RICHi:

MAEDLER and WILLIAM ZUBILLER, camera!

for the March of Time, returned to New
yesterday after a four weeks" motor trip I

Los Angeles during which they complete"

number of assignments in the Southern stf!

N. J. Allied Planning
September Convention

Allied of New Jersey yesterc;

set the third week in September i

the tentative date for its annual cti

vention in Atlantic City. A coi

mittee is to be appointed shortly :.

the handling of the details.

At a meeting yesterday, menib^

discussed the Neely Bill, 16 mi

films and coin-in-the-slot pictur

all of which were topics consider

at the national Allied board me';

ing in Washington on May 11.

French, Indian Gov't

Moves Puzzle Majors

Foreign departments were unc<

tain last night as to ultimate eff''

of yesterday's ruling by the Fren;

government calling in all Amenc
and Canadian dollars and gold. I

clarification of the ruling could

secured.
Restrictions on a large numb

of imports was also announced

the Indian government, affecting tr

and other non-sterling countries. 1

feet on pictures was not clarified.

it!
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i" pictures and concentrate on
product. New policy becomes
live May 31 at which time the
udget production department
e disbanded. The contract of
A Hurley who headed the de-
pnt, expires May 31, and he
iter the independent production
He leaves June 5 for New

to complete negotiations for
or release.

iiban stated new policy will re-

i studio investing at least $100,-
ore per picture on its 1940-41
•it than last year.

ners' ATAHT May Go
Center, New York

(Continued from Page 1)

back one week, the engage-
of GWTW being extended for
"eriod.

lat transpires. New York and
[premieres may be simultane-

i show policy planned calls

LP2.20 top.

[^iven Jurisdiction

Bound Brook Lab.

sdiction over workers in

l''5 Bound Brook Laboratory has
warded to Local 102, lab. tech-
union, under a jurisdictional

1

for organization in the terri-

;Local 702 is immediately in-

bg negotiations with the labo-

;
where approximately 150

i are employed. Majority in

|nt is claimed by the union.
02 has a contract with Pathe's

[rork lab. on 45th St. Union
ifo signed a pact with Cinelab.

Convention Delegates
([be Ball Games, Fair

i

'RKO Radio convention field

les arriving Sunday morning
j

international sales gathering

g Monday may take in a ball

(hat day, go to the Fair or on
it-seeing trip, all "on the

,. Schubart, general chairman
vention arrangements, says
will be provided, these of
including any requested for
wing of RKO Radio's "Irene"
Radio City Music Hall.

3DDING BELLS

ii burgh—George D. Tyson, di-

a 'of publicity for the Harris
VI of Theaters, and Ruth Miller,
^-•i !: instructor, have just an-

l their marriage which took
Indianapolis last Thanksgiv-
^ The couple are on a belated

ey!oon to Virginia Beach.

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
• • • EACH year THE FILM DAILY Year Book gains in

prestige because it gains in service rendered not only to the

industry but to the many other channels interested in motion

pictures The latest leather in the Year Book's cap has been

placed there by The Department of Secondary Teachers of the National

Education Ass'n of whose Committee on Motion Pictures

William Lewin is chairman The committee recommends the Year

Book as standard classroom text for use in the 10,000 or more schools

and colleges vrherein films are discussed Much of the appre-

ciation manifest by American educational institutions with

respect to the Year Book springs from such progressive individuals

as William Lewin

T T T
• • • THE latter, as an important cog in the faculty oj

Newark's Weequahic High School experimented there with

tests conducted among the students on best directors,

writers, cameramen, et al Thus was determined how retentive

young minds are Mimeographed data was employed for the

instructional mental acrobatics which had as their aim, too,

the rectification of errors Now nation-wide use is to be made
of this test on movies and movie folk For some time, the

Year Book has been the fundamental reference volume on films

at Weequahic High This colyum, and neighboring desks at

THE FILM DAILY have always appreciated the Year Book
—particularly the colossal job it is to compile it In fact

compilation never stops for as soon as one year's issue is

completed work on the subsequent year's issue commences
It's perpetual motion. .. .for the perpetual benefit of film-

land, et al

T
• • • TODAY Paramount's "The Biscuit Eater" goes into

Loew's Criterion for its Broadway engagement. . .
.—which brings to mind

an interesting phenomenon of a few evenings back when a cargo

of Fourth Estate gents went New Jerseyward via buses in a driving rain

to see the world premiere of "Edison, the Man" at the Holly-

wood in East Orange The scribes knew that they were en route to

witness a top-flight picture and, quite naturally, the conversation

turned to —top-flight pictures Well, Sir, it was amazing to hear

the expressions of tremendous esteem the trade press crowd and

other scribes showered upon "The Biscuit Eater" One national mag
reviewer had seen the film three times and stoutly declared he was

going to the Criterion for an encore Two other reviewers had seen

the picture twice and asserted that wasn't enough What is

the spell which "The Biscuit Eater" casts over everyone who sees it?

Doubtless, it's 'cause the film touches heartstrings which are

so very difficult for any save the most human of films to reach

T T
• • • MAX Ginsberg who operates a circuit of houses

in New York and New Jersey has paid $150,000 for the

Sadigo Court apartments on Twentieth St., Miami Beach

according to a dispatch from down yonder. . . • Better

make your inter-industry phone calls early tomorrow for

offices will be evacuated 'round noon what with the United

Jewish Appeal's Annual Luncheon at the Astor and the Ampa
luncheon meetin' at Dempsey's

• • • A thought for today: Don't sell America short

Remember that the huge defense appropriations essentially will be spent

in the U. S thus reducing unemployment, increasing earning

power And remember that both of these results ossure greater ex-

penditures for omusements in general and films in porticulor

Roadshow Dep't

for WB's ATAHT

{Continued from Page 1)

Field story will be backed by a $200,-
000 advertising - exploitation cam-
paign, greater part of which will go
to the newspapers, Charles Einfeld,
Warner ad-publicity chief, said yes-
terday.

Einfeld commented that space in

the dailies today was a premium in-

vestment, the war situation sending
circulations throughout the country
skyrocketing. Added circulation, he
said, was a selling factor of prime
importance.

Griffith Staff Changes
Affect Three States

Oklahoma City—Lou Chatham has
been placed in charge of all Grif-
fith Southwestern Theaters in Tulsa,
and Springfield, Mo. Abe Rosewall,
manager of the Delman, Tulsa,
has been transferred to Spring-
field where he will be city manager.
Charles Trego has been placed in

charge of the local Joy, Isis, and
Reno theaters.

Griffith circuit changes include:
Ray McCullough from Hominy man-
agement to Pawhuska, where he
will be in charge of several houses
recently acquired.
Fred Brewer, assistant manager of

the Fairfax, theaters, has been trans-
ferred to Hominy, in the same ca-

pacity. Kenneth Blacklidge has been
transferred from city manager at
Okmulgee, to Bartlesville.

Kenneth Taylor, assistant man-
ager of Lubbock, Tex., theaters has
been promoted to manager of Clin-

ton theaters. Clark Abbott has been
transferred from Clinton, to Okmul-
gee, as city manager.

Mono. House-Warming
Attracts Many Exhibs.

Albany — Monogram Film Ex-
change held its formal housewarm-
ing Monday. Nat Sodikman is

manager, Mitch Pantzer, office man-
ager. Present were Harry L. Berk-
son, Buff'alo, president; Bernie Mills,

Screencraft Pictures, New York
and following exhibs: Bob Yates,
Lake George; Clarence Dopp, Johns-
town; Bob Jenner, Frankfort; Jim
Christie, James Labelle, Watervleit;
Henry Grossman, Hudson; Sam Mil-

berg, Scotia; Al Bothner, Palace and
Bill Barber, Lansing, Troy; Kingsley
Ryan, Ausable Forks; Maurice Shul-

man, Inlet; Harry Lamonte, Berlin,

and his Booker Grover Woodward.

Mason's Slant
Springhill, N. S.—A. J. Mason, a

veteran exhibitor here, and chairman of

the Conciliation Board to adjust dis-

putes between exhibitors and distribu-

tors, has been re-elected president of

the provincial amateur baseball associa-

tion. He considers baseball, Including

the twilight games, as a theater asset

instead of a liability.



As Ma/or Rogers in

"hlorthwest Passane"

As Father Flanagan
in "Boys Town"

As Gunner in

"Test Pilot"

GREAT! GREAT! GREAT

with Rita Johnson, Lynne

Overman, Charles Coburn,

Gene Lockhart, Henry Trovers,

Felix Bressart • Screen Play by

Talbot Jennings and Bradbury

Foote • A Metro -Goldwyn-

Mayer Picture • Directed by

Clarence Brown • Produced

by John W. Considine Jr.



As Manuel in

'Captains Courageous"
As the Exploring Reporter

in "Stanley and Livingstone"

As the Gallant Priest

in **San Francisco"

«" ' *

GREAT ! GREAT ! GREAT

!

THAT'S THE CONCENSUS OF THE PRESS PREVIEW

OF SPENCER TRACY AS "EDISON THE MAN"!
m his performance of "Edison, The Man," Spencer Tracy clinches his nomination for another

\cademy Award. M-G^M does itself and the industry proud. —Hollywood Reporter

Dne of year's finest films, superbly produced, truly memorable. By its strength and appeal, circuits

and exhibitors everywhere are certain beneficiaries, as is the public. Spencer Tracy's performance

vvill surely command most serious consideration by those who vote the coveted Oscars of

1940. It's a box'office power-house. —Film Daily

'Edison, The Man" takes its place as one of the superior motion pictures. Spencer Tracy

supplies one of his strongest performances. —Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

By every measure a splendid and memorable production, destined to take its place amongst the

mportant pictures of the year. A truly great performance. A picture of distinction and com-
naercial promise. —Daily Variety

A commanding screen work . . . compellingly impressive. A fine piece of box-office merchandise.

jSpencer Tracy's portrayal is his best performance. The preview audience was completely cap-

fured by the film. —M. P. Daily

3ne of the most interesting productions I've seen. I don't remember when Spencer Tracy ever

?ave a better performance. A truly unusual film. —Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles Eve. Herald and Express

(Every man, woman and child in the world should see "Edison, The Man."—Hedda Hopper, Columnist
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Gov't Makes Execs.

Its Own Witnesses

(Co)itiiiiii-il from I'aat- 1)

Grainger, Sidney R. Kent, Wil-
liam J. Kupper, Abe Montague,
Sam Goldwyn, William P. Phil-
lips, Jack Schlaifer, Giadwell L.
Sears, David 0. Selznick, Mau-
rice Silverstone, Spy res Skouras,
William A. Scully, William Suss-
man, Truman Talley, Herman
Wobber and Adolph Zukor.
In addition, the D of J is expected

to ask for the appearance of a num-
ber of other major executives who
have not been served to date.

To Serve Schenck, Chaplin, Zanuck
The D of J has also secured an

order permitting service of Joseph
M. Schenck, Charles Chaplin, Dar-
ryl F. Zanuck and Louis B. Mayer,
and it is expected they will be served
before the start of trial. It is under-
stood that the D of J is anxious to
present to Judge Goddard a picture
of the industry, its growth and de-
velopment, and that these execu-
tives will be asked to testify concern-
ing the film industry's history.
Other witnesses who have been

subpoenaed for early testimony in-

clude Charles Morse, of Boston, and
T. L. Tally, Richard Rowland, I. E.
Chadwick, William W. Hopkinson and
Jesse J. Goldburg, of California.

36 Philly Witnesses

To back the Government's chai'ges
of monopoly in Philadelphia, the first

theater area to be covered, the D of
J has served 36 witnesses in that
territory. They are:

David Barrist, H. A. Batastini,
Allen M. Benn, Joseph Conway,
William Davis, Herbert Elliott,

Ben Fertel, Albert Fischer,
Harry Fried, Henry Friedman,
Thomas A. Gilbert, William
Goldman, George T. Graves,
Robert H. Hexter, Melvin Koff,
Chris Lampros, Thomas Lazer-
ick, David Milgram, George
Naudascher, M. E. Ouslander,
Harry Perelman, Vincent Rogas-
ner, Henry Rosinsky, Sam Som-
erson, William Spiegal, Charles
Segall, Harry Stahl, Columbus
Stamper, Samuel Waldman, Al
Joseph, William Weiss, Jo-
seph Wodock, G. E. Willand, I.

Yaffe and David Shapiro.
An order was signed yesterday by

Federal Judge John C. Clancy au-
thorizing the D of J to subpoena two
Chicago witnesses. They are H. P.
Van Pelt, special FBI agent, and
George K. Spoor, both described as
material witnesses. Van Pelt con-
ducted part of the Government in-

vestigation into the industry sev-

eral years ago.

D of J Scouts Reports
of Consent Settlement

Washington—Insofar as the D of

J is concerned, the New York equity
suit is going to trial June 3, and any
fresh talk of a consent decree set-

tlement is so much poppycock, it

was said at the Department yester-

day. Only chance of a shift in trial

date rests with the Court, it was
pointed out.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • I II trodltd 11'^ Interesting Personalities • • •

CRANK WOODRUFF. Born at Raleigh, N. C, on June 11, 1908. Received

* A.B. degree from University of South Carolina. Further studied at the

University of Poitier, Tours, France. Later studied playwriting and theater

production under George Pierce Baker at Yale Uni-

versity. Acted and directed in stock companies at

Stockbridge and Pittsfield, Mass., Palm Beach, Fla.,

and Montgomery, Ala. Next appeared on Broadway

in the Shubert-Maurice Browne production of "The

Venetian." Stage-managed for William H. Harris,

A. H. Woods, and the Theater Guild. Appeared in

Broadway plays. Was a radio actor on "March of

Time," "45 Minutes From Broadway," and other pro-

grams. Was with CBS production department for a

short while, then accepted position as a radio pro-

ducer with the J. Walter Thompson Co., producing

several shows, including "Shell Chateau," starring Al

Jolson. In June, 1936, came to Hollywood to produce

and direct the Lux Radio Theater. Over three years

has produced 143 shows, having directed more stars

than any director in radio or films. Is directing for RKO. '-'

Currency Restrictions

For British Possessions

(Continued fyom Page 1)

other British possessions to immed-
iately institute currency restrictions
similar to the 50 per cent arrange-
ment current here with American
film distribs. Only exception to the
rule is said to be Canada, which
country is said to believe its dollar

exchange with American tourists

will keep a balance.

"Our Town's" Premiere
Calls Execs, to Boston

Boston—All plans have been com-
pleted here for the dual world pre-
miere tomorrow of Sol Lesser's pro-
duction of "Our Town" at the State
and Orpheum, with a distinguished
attendance expected. Governors of
the New England states, their staffs,

Boston municipal authorities headed
by Mayor Tobin and a group of New
York and Hollywood celebrities will

be in the audiences. Frank Craven,
Sol Lesser, Thornton Wilder, author
of the prize-winning stage play from
which the film was made, Beulah
Bondi, Fay Bainter, Murray Silver-

stone, Harry Gold, Lynn Farnol,
Monroe W. Greenthal, Albert Mar-
golies, Louis Hyman, Ed Goodnow,
Oscar Doob and Charles Kurtzman
are expected.

Tom Petty Resigns from AMPP
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Tom Petty has re-

signed as publicity director of Asso-
ciation of Motion Picture Producers,
effective June 1, to join PM. He will
remain on the Coast.

New House in Marysville

Marysville, Calif.— The National
Theater Syndicate is building a new
$40,000 theater here on the site of
the old Liberty Theater. J. Hopper
Construction Co., of San Francisco
has the contract.

Ampa Queries on Meeting Day
Ampa is querying its membership

as to preference in meeting day.

Projection Course Given
On Oklahoma U Campus

Norman, Okla.—More than 125
theater owners and movie operators
from all parts of Oklahoma and
neighboring states convened on the
University of Oklahoma Campus this
week for the first annual motion
picture exhibitors and projectionists
short course, the first conclave of its

kind ever held on an American col-
lege campus. Air conditioning, light-
ing and acoustics were discussed.

Builds in Beaver Dam
Hartford, Ky.—Andrew Anderson,

who operates theaters in Cadiz, Ed-
dyville, Hodginsville, Salyersville
and this city is building a new 500-
seater in Beaver Dam, Ky.
He also reports extensive altera-

tions, and installation of new equip-
ment in his theaters in Hodginsville,
and Hartford, Ky.

It's "Birth of a Hero"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That Polish invasion

drama planned by Para, will be re-

leased as "Birth of a Hero"; original
title was "Polonaise." Top spots go
to William Holden, Maria Ouspen-
skaya and Albert Dekker.

Liebllng & Woods on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Liebling & Woods,

Inc., authors' representatives, have
moved their offices out here from
New York, and have temporary
offices in the Coronet Apartments
located at 8439 Sunset Boulevard.

"Man of the Year" for Rep.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Man of the Year,"

by Richard English-Thomas Monroe,
has been acquired by Republic. It's

an American neutrality story.

Bingo Biz Up, B.O. Drops
Cincinnati—Increased Bingo pat-

ronage here is said a factor in a
b.o. dip.

Canadian Clearance

Reforms Finalized

(.Continued from Fage 1)

two representatives each from
tributors and theater circuits ;

four from unaffiliated exhibit

eight in all. Each branch will in

nate its representatives within
weeks, after which six district boj

are to be formed on a similar
An appeal from a district b!

decision is to be permitted on 1

payment of $25 appeal fee.

Representatives at yesterday
meeting pledged their support a:.

co-operation to make the boards
permanent value and indicated

unanimous desire to control the i

dustry from within and not by legi

lative means. Resolution was co

sidered timely here in view of ti

trade issue in the United Statt

Powers of the new board are to i|

limited to consideration of prioriti

and clearances.

More Foreign Delegates
For RKO Radio Conventio

Five RKO Radio Latin-Amei
delegates will arrive in New \
in the next few days for the am
sales convention May 27-28-29. .

Gomez, Mexican manager, will cl

in by plane today from his ht..

quarters in Mexico City. Fred Ci

bransen, the Panama manager, ;1

comes by plane arriving tomon
The Cuban delegates, Pedro Sa

manager, and Ned Seckler, home
fice representative, are expected
Sunday on the SS Jamaica.
Schaefer, Caribbean district n

ager, after a boat trip to Ha\
is coming by auto from Miami
will arrive here Friday.

Improve Lawrence's Central

Lawrence, Mass.—Alterations
cost more than $10,000 have !

started at the Central theater b

from plans drawn by Archit^

Blackall, Clapp & Whittemore
Boston. A new entrance, recoii

struction of the roof and redecorali

ing is planned.

"Rebecca" Hit in Havana
Havana (By Cable)—David 0. Seli

nick's "Rebecca" premiered at tb

Encanto Theater, Monday to the bigi'

gest opening day's gross in local hisi-

tory. Picture will run for severt

weeks.

New Oriental Policy Clicks

Chicago—Oriental, where a stag

policy plus films has replaceij

GWTW, has advanced prices w
35-65 cents. Policy started to ea

cellent biz. '

Peter Gerhardt Recovering

Cincinnati—Prexy Peter Gerhardti

of Film Service Co., is convalescing

at his home following extended illj

ness.

{^
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EVIEUJS Of n6ui Hims
hose Were the Days"

(At Good Old Siwash)

th William Holden, Bonifa Granville,

Ezra Stone

imount 70 Mins.

HALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF OLD
ASH STRIKINGLY RE-CREATED TO
aDE NOSTALGIC FUN.

ramount here turns back the cameras

904, when co-eds wore lego-mutton

es and bustle sk'rts, and young men
\ed about peg-top pants and buttoned

Under the expert guidance of pro-

r-director Jay Theodore Reed, who
alizes in directing adolescents, the

and tribulations of Old Siwash, a

water college, are strikingly re-cre-

to provide 70 minutes of nostalgic fun.

acting is splendid throughout with a

shing performance being turned in by

am Holden, as a freshman, whose pranks

love affair with Bonita Granville pro-

most of the enjoyment. Ezra Stone,

room-mate; Bonita and her friend,

,h Barrett, who carries a complete line

aternity pins, bestowed upon her by

ng students. The picture marks

s screen debut. Vaughan Glaser,

am Frawley and Lucien Littlefield are

g the principals. Don Hartman fash-

an amusing screenplay, based on the

is by George Fitch. When Holden

^ that the fellow students regard him

(ling too conceited and selfish, he sets

redeem himself in their eyes. In

( to help Ezra Stone, a backward

nt, he causes damages to a street

and school bells. Results, he runs

the law and has to face Glaser, a

and father of Bonita. How he wins

's love and finally gets out of his

bs provide much of the run and in-

'•. Knox alumni scattered across the

ry will have a special interest in this

ng comedy, for Knox was thinly dis-

ji as old Siwash by Clyde Fitch. Alert

nen will not pass up that exploitation

i

BT: William Holden, Bonita Granville,

jStone, Judith Barrett, Vaughan Glaser.

,m Frawley, Lucien Littlefield, Richard

ng, Tom Rutherford, Philip Terry, Al-

Bowker, James Seay, Douglas Ken-

John Laird, John Hartley, Robert

Gaylord Pendleton, Alan Ladd, James

Wilder Bennett.

EDITS: Producer and Director, Jay

lore Reed; Based on famous Siwash

i by George Fitch; Screenplay, Don

lan; Cameraman, Victor Milner; Art

ors, Hans Dreier, Robert Usher; Mus-

irector, Victor Young; Original Lyrics,

Loesser; Editor, William Shea.

ECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

wyck, McCrea to Tecon
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
llywood—Para, has sig'ned Bar-
Stanwyck, Joel McCrea for

City That Never Sleeps," the

•hile "F.O.B. Detroit," which
am Wellman will direct.

se on "Interlochen"
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
llywood — Russel Crouse will

CI 'it "Interlochen" for Para.

'Ski Patrol"
with Philip Dorn, Luli Deste, Samuel S.

Hinds

Universal 64 Mins,

WAR FILM HAS CONSIDERABLE DRA
MA AND SOME MAGNIFICENT OUTDOOR
CAMERA WORK.

Although several speeches in this film

about the futility of war and hopes for

eternal peace are bitterly ironic at the

present time, and Finland's heroic ski

battalions have been lost from the head-

lines, the film has plenty of drama and
action. The public generally should enjoy

the picture. Particularly fine is the loca-

t'on work done by the camera crews of

skiers speeding over snow covered moun-
ta'ns, with many of the scenes breath-tak-

ingly beautiful. The cast is competent
with Philip Dorn essaying the lead role.

Two principal feminine roles are taken care

of capably by Luli Deste and Kathryn

Adams, while Samuel S. Hinds, John Ar-

'edge, Stanley Fields, Hardie Albright and

John Qualen competently fill strong sup-

porting roles. Lew Landers directed froci

a screenplay by Paul Huston. Story opens

with a Finnish village celebrating at a

native dance, the Russian bombers come
and Miss Adams is killed while fleeing for

cover with her fiance, Norris. All the men
go to the front where they are assigned

to hold a mountain top that guards a pass.

Considerably tension and suspense is gen-

erated by Russian sappers mining the moun-
tain, with the sound of the drills clearly

heard in the Finnish stronghold. Dorn and

1 group of volunteers make a daring break

down the mountain to blow up the entrance

to the mine, with fate helping them to

accompl'sh their purpose.

CAST: Luli Deste, Philip Dorn, Samuel

S. Hinds, Stanlev Fields, Edward Norris,

Hardie Albright, Kathryn Adams. John Qua-

len, John Arledge, John Ellis, Henry Bran-

don, Reed Hadley.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pi-

var; Director, Lew Landers; Original Screen-

olay, Paul Huston; Cameraman, Milton

Krasner; Editor, Ed Curtis,

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Shea Shifts Managers
Of Manchester Houses

Manchester, N. H.—Changes in

the managership of the four Man-
chester movie theaters controlled by
the M. E. Shea Theatrical Enter-
prises are announced.
Fenton Scriber, former Strand and

Crown manager, has been made
manager of the State and director
of all the local houses run by the
State Operating Co., Shea subsid-
iary.

Frank Lamarre has been promoted
to managership of the Palace from
assistant manager at the State, while
Albert W. Foley has assumed the
Strand managership.
At the same time, the local the-

aters are brought into the district

of Edward J. Fahey, district direc-

tor of Shea onerations in Amherst,
Mass., Westfield, Mass.. Newport, R.

I., and Nashua, as well as manager
of the Nashua theaters.
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Upholds Decision

In Harl-UA Case

(.Continued from Fatjc 1)

to the lesser film. United Artists
appealed the Appellate decision on
the basis of a division of the court's
opinion.

House, Grossman, Vorhaus &
Hemley represented the plaintiffs in

the action which has been in the
courts for about 10 years.

Balaban, Zukor, Freeman
Para. Sales Meet Speakers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Barney Balaban,

Adolph Zukor, and Y. Frank Free-
man will address the Friday morn-
ing session of Paramount's annual
sales convention. In the afternoon
Freeman, William LeBaron and other
executives will present production
data.
Bob Gillham, John W. Hicks, and

J. J. Unger will speak Saturday with
Unger introducing 16 members of

the 100 per cent club. Neal F. Agnew
and Charles M. Reagen will speak
Sunday morning and Oscar A. Mor-
gan will outline plans for the short
subjects and newsreel departments.

Expand RKO Music Dep't
Expansion of the RKO music de-

partment, headed by Dave Dreyer,
in expectation of heavy scoring de-

mands for the new season's product,
was announced yesterday by the
company. Department now includes

more than 20 arrangers, compos-
ers, copyists and miscellaneous per-

sonnel. Frank Tours, Edward Ward,
Roy Webb and Paul Sawtell are ad-

ditions.

"Irene" a Big Grosser
RKO reports that "Irene" on Sat-

urday at the Comerford Theater,
Wilkes-Barre, broke the house rec-

ord for the past 10 years, playing
to $500 intake above that of the
next big attraction this year. At
the Hippodrome, Baltimore, it rolled

up one of the top grosses for that

house in five years.

To Sell U. S. Pix Separately
Contract has been awarded by the

government to Columbia to distrib-

ute "The Fight For Life" on a per-

centage split basis. Contract stipu-

lates picture must be sold separate-
ly and Columbia is now planning
pre-release engagements in a num-
ber of key cities.

W. Pa. AMPTO Talks Neely Bill

Pittsburgh — Recent national Al-

lied board meeting in Washington
was discussed at a meeting of

AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania
Monday. New season product, Neely
bill and sales policies also were con-

sidered.

HUT to Pay 11/2% Div.

Hamilton, Ont. — Directors of

Hamilton United Theaters, Ltd., have
declared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of IVi per cent on the preferred
stock, payable June 29 to sharehold-
ers of record Mav 31.

Peiiifohn Opens NeelyAttack Managerial Union
Cole and Yamins In Final Pleas for Passage WsntS lATSE TlfiS

Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied,
and Nathan Yamins, former Allied
proxy. Cole undertook to answer
arguments advanced against the bill

while Yamins testified chiefly on the
contract relations between distribu-
tors and indie exhibs.

Says Price Argument False

Passage of the measure will have
very little effect on admission prices.
Cole testified. This was one of the
false arguments being used against
the bill, he said. Others he listed
were claims that the result will be
single selling, price of films to ex-
hibitors will rise, numbers of pro-
ducers and distributors would go out
of business, result in unofficial

ininority cen-
s o r s h i p by
moral groups,
the conten-
tion Govern-
ment control
of the indus-
try will fol-

low, and la-

bor will suf-
fer.

Cole char-
acterized all

these argu-
m en t s as
p r opaganda,
m i s t a t e-

(Continucd from Page 1)

COL. H. A. COLE

ments and half-truths.
Selectivity would come naturally

and without pressure from civic
groups, and if the local groups are
unwise they would be repudiated by
the community, Cole stated. The
industry almost met fatal disaster
in 1933, he said, when the producers
undertook to give it a shot in the
arm through salacious pictures. The
practice was sending the industry to
"oblivion" he said, until the Legion
of Decency organized its boycott and
saved the situation.

Sees Very Little Litigation

Turning to the synopsis provision,
Cole said that exhibitors will make
mistakes in selecting pictures from
the synopses but they would be right
nine out of 10 times. He also stated
that there will be very little litiga-
tion as the law will enforce itself.

Rep. Luther Patrick, (D., Ala.), in-
sisted the courts will be full of liti-

gation and demanded to know how a

judge could determine whether a pic-

ture complied with the synopsis.
Rep. Lyle H. Boren, (D., Okla.),

asked why a trade showing would
not be satisfactory, to which Cole
rejolied it would place a burden on
the small exhibitor.

Yamins Okays Trade Showings

On this point, Yamins agreed with
Boren that trade showings would be
satisfactory, stating he would prefer

to b u y that
way. Yamins
declared the
can cellation

p r i v i 1 i ges
now existing
are of no
value as they
are so hamp-
ered with re-

strictions and
technicalities
as to make
them useless.
He read from
trade an-
n ouncements
to show that practically all major
companies have a substantial num-
ber of pictures completed in advance
and suggested they could write
synopses after picture is completed
and sell several times a year.
"Further negotiations are hopeless,"

Yamins told the committee. Nego-
tiations have always proven costly
to the exhibitors, he added. Yamins
admitted to Rep. Carl Hinshaw, (R.,

Calif.) that the bill might result in

making all "A" pictures, which would
add greatly to the cost but stated
this would be neutralized by ex-
hibitors being able to play the pic-

tures longer with more patrons. He
also registered objection to the per-

centage arrangements as not being
equitable because the distributors

take too much.

NATHAN YAMINS

West Virginia's Exhibitor
Units Split on Neely Bill

Wheeling, W. Va.—A peculiar sit-

uation exists in the West Virginia
territory insofar as the Neely bill is

concerned. The ITO of West Vir-
ginia favors enactment of the meas-
ure whereas the West Virginia Man-
agers Association has gone on rec-

ord as opposed.

Woods Modifies GWTW Policy
Chicago — With the closing nf

GWTW at the Oriental theater, the
Woods theater, which has been show-
ing the film on a two-a-day, reserved
schedule, will go on a three-a-day
hedule, with only the evening-

show on reserved seat basis.

Ninth Week for "Rebecca"
San Francisco — "Rebecca" is

staying a ninth at the United Ar-
tists.

Eddie Dowden Recovers
Eddie Dowden back on the job in

Loew's Advertising Department after
a week's illness.

Mecca Sues for $4,000

Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc., yes-

terday filed suit in the New York
Supreme Court for $4,000 against

Carmel Productions, Alfred Ti'aum,

president, Samuel Carmel, secretary,

and Peter E. Kassler. Suit claims

that a promissory note made in De-

cember 1939 was unpaid.

Ed Levin Joins PM
Chicago — Ed. Levin, for many

years with Balaban & Katz publicity

department, has resigned to join PM
in New York.

Detroit—Newly organized D
Theater Managers and Assi
Managers union is manifesti
strong sentiment for affiliation

the lATSE.
Union is the only one in the^

try to operate in the open a^l
ent, Roy Miller, business agen|
The Film Daily yesterday. L
are now being organized in tv

three other cities.

Logical affiliation is with
lATSE, Miller indicated, and w
sought, although no formal apj

tion has yet been made.
Question of affiliation would

to be taken up with the lA
ecutive Board through Pres
George Browne, Roger Kenned;
vice-president, said here.
At present the Managers loca

erates through a charter issue

the A F of L, through the Dt
Federation of Labor.

Court Okays Sunday Pix

Newport News, Va.—Judge
bei't C. Smith of the Corpor
Court, has ruled that Section

'

the City Ordinance is invalidi

the city cannot prosecute Karl:

lever, manager. Paramount The
for violation of the city Sunday
ing law.

In Police Court last Fall, Woi
was fined $5 and costs. Case
then appealed to Corporation C

First Conn. Summer Closing

Thompsonville, Conn.—Peter
rakos has closed the Franklin
ater for the summer months, a;

first seasonal closing in the tj

tory. Because of continued
weather, Wai'ners have not yet

cided on a closing date for the
'

mont, Ansonia, and Circle, S'

Manchester, usually dark in sumi

Photophone for Mineola
The 1,363-seat Mineola at Mini!

L. I., has been taken over by ai

poration headed by Dr. FranJ
Caldrone, who is also intereste

the Westbury at Westbury, t
Dr. Caldrone negotiated a con';

with RCA Photophone for new si

equipment.

Floyd Armstrong with RCA
Richmond, Va.—Floyd Armsti|>

former projectionist, National,
j

been appointed field engineer;

RCA in Baltimore.

Morgan As Uncle Willy 'i

Ifcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM Di\

Hollywood — Frank Morgan 1

play Uncle Willy in Metro's '\i

Philadelphia Story."

Lloyd Nolan In "Nazi"
'

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 0/

Hollywood—Llovd Nolan repli

Richard Greene in 20th-Fox's

Married a Nazi."
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iourt Reserves Decision In Goldwyn-UA Action
i Counsel Tells Court
m Has 3 Separate
:'ntracts with Goldwyn

hiladelphia — Decision was re-

red following the hearing yester-

in the U. S. Circuit Court of

j)eals before Judges John Biggs,

J
Albert B. Maris and William

Ijrk in the appeal by Samuel Gold-
Inc, et al vs. United Artists

|P. from the order of the U. S.

J;rict Court in Wilmington, Del.,

Siissing Goldwyn's action against

'he argument saw some top legal

^Continued on Page S)

jurney Committee

fflied by Prizes
^

Brchitects, engineers, a hook-and-
ier company, plus aircraft and
achute designers, met in the Par-
bxmt Building last night to de-

|! ways and means of extricating
Film Daily Golf Tournament

nmittee from a serious stymie.

^ gents had gone into a huddle on

rey matters when more tro-

{Continued on Page 2)

^n Industry Exhibit

Ji N. Y. World's Fair

L move to have the motion picture
ustry represented at the New
k World's Fair has been launched

L individuals within the business,
i >vas learned yesterday. Exhibit,

plan goes through, will be set

in the building which last year
{Continued on Page 6)

You Can*t Blame
i 'Em* for Trying!

Philadelphia—Well, you can't blame
j'em for trying!
1 Sponsors of a circus which will play

here during the COP convention, opening
June 15, are trying to sell passes to

theaters at two cents apiece, Idea being
that the exhibs. will then give 'em to

their patrons as a business builder.

Bright minds who conceived the idea

apparently haven't considered that this

would amount to the exhibs. encouraging
their own patrons to go elsewhere for

their entertainment.

PARA. AIMING

AT U. S. MART
Sees Little Hope for Any
Revenue from Europe

Paramount's new season program
is designed almost exclusively for

the domestic market, the company
reportedly seeing little hope for any
revenue from Europe. Budgets also

will be kept within the possibilities

of financial return, it was learned

yesterday. High quality will be

maintained without extravagance, it

was said.

Announcement of product, plans
and policies is expected to be forth-
coming tomorrow when Paramount
opens its annual sales convention in

Los Angeles.

Chaplin to Release Pix
Upon Synchronization

Charlie Chaplin will turn over his

new comedy to UA for release "as
soon as it is synchronized," the pro-
ducer yesterday advised Murray Sil-

verstone, reiterating his denials of
Hollywood reports that, because of
the trend of European events, he
had abandoned the production.

Chaplin, now cutting the comedy
about dictators, added, "More than
ever now, the world needs to laugh.
At a time like this, laughter is a
safety vale for our sanity."

Pettiiohn Warns Exhibs. at Neely Bill Hearing
That 75-Cent Admissions May be Necessary;
Oppose the Measure, Rep. Costello Urges Com.

By MILTON C. LUNCH, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Deviating from his prepared statement as he

appeared before the House Interstate Commerce Committee yes-
terday in opposition to the Neely block-booking bill, Charles C.

Pettijohn, MPPDA general counsel,
turned to exhibitors present and as-
serted that, in his opinion, it will

be necessary for producer-distrib-
utors to demand 50 per cent terms
for the top 50 pictures of each sea-
son, with admissions advanced cor-

respondingly to approximately 75
cents.

Such a step, Pettijohn solemnly
stated, will be necessary because of

losses in the foreign market which,
he pointed out, grow worse each day.

Further departing from his pre-
(Continaed on Page 6)

11MoreTopExe(S.

As Gov't Witnesses

Continuing its drive to subpoena
all top execs, of major companies
named as defendants in the Gov-
ernment's equity action, the D of J
yesterday issued an additional list

of 11 who will be called to testify

at the start of the trial. Execs, are
as follows: Joseph Bernhard, Y.
Frank Freeman, Sam Katz, Al
Lichtman, Charles Moskowitz, E. M.
Saunders, Nicholas M. Schenck, Cliff

Work, Harry, Jack and Maj. Albert
(Continued on Page 4)

Walt Disney to Add
New Characters to Shorts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walt Disney will in-

troduce several new characters in

his next two years' output of short
productions. Ample space in his new
studio has made possible increased
activity in work on the shorts. Dis-
ney's feature directors will also han-
dle some of the shorts alternately
with their future assignment work.

Gov^t Files in Crescent
Names 19 Exhibs. Whose Biz Was Iniured

Archie Mayo Files Suit

Over His Goldwyn Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Archie Mayo, under

contract to Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,

Ltd., has filed suit in Superior Court
asking for an interpretation of his
employment contract. Goldwyn con-
tends the contract provides that he

(Continued on Page 6)

Nashville—The U. S. Government's
bill of particulars in its Sherman
anti-trust act suit against the Cres-
cent Amusement Co. of Nashville,
eight affiliated motion picture ex-

hibitors with theaters in Tennessee,
Kentucky, Alabama and North Caro-
lina, and 10 motion picture distribu-

ting concerns was filed here yester-
day in the U. S. District Court
clerk's office by Asistant Attorney

(Continued on Page 6)

Extent of British

Control Uncertain

London (By Cable)—Effect of the

dictatorial powers voted the Gov-
ernment yesterday by Parliament
upon the film industry, uncertain

last night, probably will take defi-

nite form over the week-end.
The Emergency Powers Defense

(Continued on Page 5)

Tom Walker Resigns Post

With Hal Roach in East

Resignation of Tom Walker, vice-

president and Eastern i-epresenta-

tive for Hal Roach, was announced
yesterday. His future plans will be
announced shortly.

Ed Peskay, who will take on more
(Continued on Page 6)

Televise "Irene"
Trailer as Plug

RKO's "Irene" trailer was telecast last

night, marking the first time that a

trailer has been used for this purpose,

coincident with the opening of a fea-

ture. "Irene" opens at the Radio City

Music Hall today. Telecast was from

the NBC Studios, Radio City at 9 p.m.

This afternoon at 3:30, the musical's

trailer again will be telecast.

I
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Andre. Heymonn "Stranded"

Andre Heymann, head of French
Cinema Center, is "stranded" in

Paris, unable to return to the U. S.

because of complications in obtain-
ing a passport due to the war. Hey-
mann flew to France last month to

obtain the American rights to a
gi-oup of French pictures.

i4,M::.

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June II.)

Name

Address ,

LAST THRIE SCORES
CLUB HANDICAP CZl
CLUB:

Tourney Commillee

Stymied by Prizes

(Continued from Page 1)

phies and prizes for the big event
began to arrive, and in such quanti-
ties that the committeemen were
hemmed into a corner, cutting off

both their deliberations and exit.

Foursome awards bestowed by J.

E. Brulatour; the Quigley Trophy;
those posted by Ross Federal, Mitch
May, Du Pont Film, Variety, Mono-
gram, and hosts of other donors
were piled virtually ceiling-high. A
band of beer deliverers then swarmed
in with kegs of the amber nectar
consigned by Bob "Braumeister"
Goldstein of The Tavern as his con-
tribution to the slaking of tourna-
ment thirsts.

Committee's escape from the pin-

cer movement of piled-up prizes was
at this stage a possibility. But just
then E. A. Williford of National
Carbon arrived with the colossal

Film Daily trophy which had been
in his posession since he captured a
leg on the giant cup at the 1939
tourney, and subsequently spent

more than 11 months polishing it.

The committee, composed of Ole Col-
onel Alicoate, chairman; Don Mer-
sereau, tourney manager; Billy
Brandt, Lou Nizer and Leon Bam-
berger peeked through a chink in
the pile of prizes and saw that there
was a WPA sign on the huge, glit-

tering cup.

Williford denied the accusation
that polishing the cup had been a
WPA project, and explained that
the sign was just an abbreviated
daily reminder: "Williford, Polish
Again!"

He admitted, however, that pos-
session of the cup had not been al-

together a liability:

"It does make a helluva good bird-
bath," he confessed.

Rescue squads are expected to

reach the stymied committee shortly.

This news comes to you as a pub-
lic service. For further information
read your daily newspaper,

—

The
Film Daily,—which urges you to

get your tournament entry in early!

War Story for Criterion

Republic's "Women in War" goes

into the Criterion next Wednesday.

COminC and GOIIK

MORRIS GOODMAN, foreign manager o;

public, returns to New York tomorrow |

by plane from Havana, culminating a
months' business tour of South America. |

MADELEINE CARROLL has canceled her

pean trip. She was scheduled to leave yi

day on the Clipper.

DR. A. J. CRONIN and his wife arc

ping at the Waldorf.

«:
ERROL FLYNN has left the Coast fd

month vacation which will take him
America after a stay here. He is schei

to return to the studio Aug. 1.

F. S. HARMON, of MPPDA, left yest.

for Milwaukee where he will address the

tlonal Federation of Women's Clubs tonigh

DESI ARNAZ leaves for Hollywood tomr

for a part in RKO's production of the

play "Too Many Girls."

PHYLLIS BOTTOME sailed yesterday
Europe and her home in England after s<

a special preview of M-C-M's productioi

her novel, "The Mortal Storm."

LOCKE left yesterday forKATHERINE
lywood.

JOE PLOTTEL, Warners' exchange mat

in Toronto, is spending a week's vacatic

town with his wife, visiting the World's
They return Saturday.

JACK KIRSCH has returned to Chicago
New York and Washington.

MATTY FOX,
from the Coast.

Universal vice-prexy, Is

Conn. MPTO Will He _
Divorcement Arguments i

4
New Haven—Because of unavci

able absence of one of the speaki

Connecticut MPTO was forced;,

postpone its meeting scheduled
this week, and call a new sess

for 12:30 p.m., Monday at Ceria:

Cafe Mellone. Arthur H. Lockwc
president, will present the prop

ent's case in the discussion of
l

Neely theater divorcement It

while Bernhart E. Hoffman, Wart|

Theater Department executive, \<

present the opposing argumefi;

Herman M. Levy, executive sec!

tary, will also report on the C'jj

necticut exhibitors' poll on the Nel

bill.

Defer Southeastern Meeting

Jacksonville, Fla. — Southeast^

Theater Owners Association convti

tion, scheduled for this city June Ii

25, will be set back to a July dai,

according to Prexy M. C. Moore, i

CLOSE THAT DEAL

TOIVIORROW BY

TELEGRAPHiNG TODAY VIA^

TdegmpH
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHOHED H
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BUl-l



THE PUBLIC
SPEAKS!
Every American who
sees "The Flag Speaks"
will beabetterAmerican.
—RAYMOND J. KELLY

National Commandsr
American Legion

U is one more evidence

of the power of the

screen.
—FANNIE HURST

No one should miss it.

Everyone v/ill enjoy it.

—MRS. L. G. ZABRISKIE
Nat. Sac. of Colonial Dames

An opportunity for

every theatre manager
in the country to show
his true patriotism.

—MRS. LEROY
MONTGOMERY

Daughters of the American
Revolution

A masterpiece... it is a

film that no American

can afford to miss.

—MARY HARDEN
LOORAM

Intl. Fed. Catholic Alumnae

Glad to recommend this

picture to our members.
—GEORGE J. ZEHRUNG

Nat. Council Y. M. C. A.

A timely film.

—DR. EVERETT
R. CLINCHY

Nat. Conf. Christians and Jeivs

It will appeal to every

American.
—MESSMORE KENDALL
Sons of the American Revolution

THE PRESS
SPEAKS!
Magnificent two-

reeler, resplendent in

exquisite Technicolor,

pulsating with action,

richly deserves pro-

tracted booking in

every film house.

—FILM DAILY

In the front rank of

short subjects.

—JAY EMANUEL
PUBLICATIONS

The spirit of the

American people is

captured in the beau-

ty of the film.

—M. P. HERALD

Rich in elements which

are saleable.

—M. P. DAILY

Guaranteed to make
audiences applaud.

—BOXOFFICE

Instead of having to

sell it to your patrons,

you'll find them com-

ing to you with re-

quests for it.

—SHOWMEN'S
TRADE REVIEW

The Picture That Has 130 Million Press Agents!

THE FLAG
SPEAKS

Two Thrilling Reels in TECHNICOLOR from M-G-M!
Ready For Release June 14th After Months of Intense Promotion!
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Grants More Time

For Cassil Replies

A 20-ciay extension of time for
the filing of answers to the Frank
Cassil anti-trust suit was granted
to some of the defendants yester-
day. Answers to the charges were
due in Federal Court in St. Joseph,
Mo.

Charging conspiracy in restraint
of trade, Cassil filed his action last
month against the eight majors and
the Kansas City Operating- Co. He
claimed that his Rialto Theater was
forced to follow houses of the de-
fendant theater company by 132 to

146 days, thereby suffering loss in

business. Cassil asked $452,775, rep-
resenting triple damages.

Jack Cohn Guest of MPA
At Closing Luncheon

Final meeting of the Motion Pic-
ture Associates before the fall sea-
son opens in September was held
yesterday, with Jack Cohn, Columbia
vice-prexy, as the guest of honor.
Jack Ellis, president of MPA, Emile
K. Ellis, Joe Lee, Moe Streimer and
Leo Brecher spoke in addition to
Cohn. Cohn indicated that he would
strive to obtain more assistance
from the producers and distribs. to

help the MPA carry on its charitable
work.

Jack Warner to Attend
Pittsburgh Convention

Pittsburgh—Jack L. Warner ar-

rives here from the Coast June 10
to attend the first of Warners' two
sales conventions, it was disclosed
yesterday. Harry Warner, company's
prexy, also may be in attendance.

It was reported that Sergt. Alvin
Yorke, World War hero, whose ex-
ploits are to be brought to the screen
via the Hal B. Wallis-Jesse L. Lasky
production, "The Amazing Story of

Sergeant Yorke," may come here to

address the sales parley.

Hal Kemp In Chicago
Chicago—The sixth "name" band

to play there this season, Hal Kemp's
ork goes into the B & K Chicago
next week. To follow, house has
booked Connie Boswell, Carmen Mir-
anda and Carlos Molindi band.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to

James Gleason

George Stone

Dorothy Lee

Ben Silvey

wiTfi i:>lilL M. DALYi
• • • ON MONDAY. Mister Dave Selznick's "Rebecca"

opened in Havana and dispatches relate thai the opus has the Isle

aflame with 'thusiasm Now we will concede that the property

is a very great picture, indeed but it is only proper to call atten-

tion to what this corner believes to be the spark which is

responsible for setting oil the currently blazing interest of Cuban
iandom in the lilm

V V
• • • PATENTLY, "Rebecca" was well sold to the public

there but by whom? The Cuban exhibitors They
have stepped out and are still doing so in behalf of the

picture which just about all of them will play Now, who
sold the Cuban exhibitors? According to our correspondents

it was Henry Weiner UA's manager in Cuba He
did so many unusual things to flag the Island's outlets that

the latter were convinced that "Rebecca" was terrific

Perhaps the most ingenious thing Manager Weiner did was
to establish a precedent in Cuban trade press advertising

but dominating the colyums of Mundo Filmico Cubano which

publication is directed by Charley Garrett Strategist Weiner

reproduced the Radio City Music Hall copy in our language

and right beside it copy in Spanish This entire campaign was

so unique that it raised Cain {any way you spell it) in

Cuba

T T T
• • • STELLA Unger Hollywood News Girl had Boris

Kaplan. Paramount talent scout on WEAF yes'day P.S.: Boris,

how about Stella?. . . • Bill Berns yotmgest of the film critics

in radio recently took Hollywood solons to task on WBNX here

for not having anchored Marie Wilson of "Boy Meets Girl" fame

firmly into the Hollywood scene instead of letting her tour

the land with a circuit of acts. . . • Phyllis Bottome, the English

novelist sailed yesterday for an unknown European destination. . . .

but before she did so she sa^v Metro's version of "The Mortal

Storm" at a special preview and expressed her full

satisfaction

T T T
• • • CHANNEL threat to the contrary cornpetition is

keen 'mong Associated British Cinemas in England to

win the valuable prizes offered by Columbia for best show-

manship effort to arouse interest in "Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington" Many novel and clever ideas have been evolved

but the most outstanding according to neutral observ-

ers was the building in the lobby of the Forum cinema, West

Hartlepool, Durham of a marvelous replica of the Capitol in

Washington via research aid extended by Harold Playter,

American Consul at Newcastle on Tyne To G. H. Barker,

manager of the Forum cinema, goes the credit for this idea

which has been sensational

T T T
• • • YES'DAY we lamped re-issue of Monogram's "Torpedo

Raider" which waves the flag in a big way for the British Navy

memorializing that Britannia always finishes first no matter

how hard or long the contest may be Story packs a punch

has fine trick photography is okay in every respect and par-

ticularly timely. . . • This afternoon, Anna Neagle and W. G. Van

Schmus host a cocktail party and reception in the Music Hall studio

Herbert Wilcox, producer of RKO Radio's "Irene" will be honor

guest as will 12 members of the "Irene" Club composed of actresses

who were with the original B'way company or road shows

11 More Top Execs.

As Gov't Witnesses

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner. Additionally, the D ol

has served subpoenas upon Sol L
ser, J. M. McGrath and H. G. Rob
son, the latter two FBI agents.
On Tuesday the D of J annoj

that it had subpoenaed up tc

day, 23 execs, and over 40 e5__

.

tors and producers for appearani
early in the trial.

lOlWl

eSI?

Neil McGuire Completes
Coin Projector Reels

l^'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood—Neil McGuire, who

producing several subjects for a
operated projectors, has just co
pleted "Three Little Rooms,"
dancing novelty featuring Edt
Johnson and Marion Colby of "Ms
The People." He is now prepari
"The Man On The Flying Trapez^
Among the subjects he has co

pleted are "Midnight Silhouetti

•'Pink Tease" and "The Magic B.

tie," all with Betty Rowland," "L
tie Grass Shack" with Prince
Luana; "Same The World Ove
with Neil and Lucille McGuii
"Sailboat of Dreams," and a subje

with Nick Cochrane's orchestra.

Western Pa. Allied Unit!

Picks Chi. Delegation

Pittsburgh — Allied's Weste
Pennsylvania affiliate will send t]

following to the June national coj

vention in Chicago:
E. T. Beedle, delegation chairmal

M. A. Rosenberg, president; Fred!
Herrington, secretary; William

i

Wheat, Jr., William J. Walke(
Harry Fleishman; Jerry Roth; Noi

man Fleishman; Bennett Amda
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Dattola; Dr. I

E. Herman; Rudy Navari Lari

Puglia; Frank Panoplous; Hari|

Rachiele; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Be3

der; Peter Antonoplos; Andrew
tiston; Steve Rodeneck; Mens
Roth; Mike Shapiro; Sam Fleisij

man; Harry Walker and Miss M. (

Kiel.

"Our Town Week" Namei
By Boston's Mayor Tobin

Boston—Mayor Maurice Tobin hsi

declared the period of May 23-29 S

"Our Town Week" in honor of tn

world premiere of the Sol Less^

production which opens tonight i

Loew's State and Orpheum theateB

Sol Lesser and his wife and mam
notables from the film colony, id

eluding Frank Craven and Thorntoj

Wilder, are here for the event.

Pinhall Opposition
Trenton, N. J.—Pinball machines are

credited witli a weekly "tal<e" here

of up to $40,000. Which may explain

why the b.o. is down.

'^11
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Soldwyn-UA Action

(Continued from Page 1)

5 in action, with Senator George
er brought in by the Wilming-
Oel. firm of Richards, Layton &
:jr, and with Max D. Steuer of

prk City malting his first ap-

e before the court. Steuer

sociated with the Wilmington
arm of Southerland, Berl, Pot-

5 Leahy in the action. Sidney
se, prominent Philadelphia at-

y, introduced Steuer to the

with the introduction itself

ttng quite a stir.

eeks Declaratory Judgment
Idwyn is seeking a declaratory
nent that his contract had been
hed. It was revealed that Gold-
had the right to release six

Les per year with UA but with
ther company. The question
ed to be whether Alexander
a and London Films were in-

nsable parties to the action.

vyn claimed they are not essen-

was revealed that an inducing
act was made between Goldwyn
JA, with Goldwyn claiming that
list paragraph was breached,
;hat tJA agreed not to modify
contracts with others without
onsent. Goldwyn claims con-

3 were made with Korda and
on Films without his consent,
;hat the minutes will show he
ted. Goldwyn asked for relief

le contract just as if no other
I act was entered into by UA.
•:' attorneys claimed that he had

g'hts or interest against Korda
_,ondon Films on any breach of

act to UA. Steuer stated that
;]aim that Korda and London
; are indispensable is not so
that there would be no objec-
if Korda and London Films
made part of the action.

L Has 3 Pacts With Goldwyn
^juer asked for a declaratory
''nent that the contract had been
hed, and said that he didn't
/e Korda had breached any con-
He claimed that Korda could

h a contract with UA but that
A'yn couldn't do anything about

lator Pepper and Attorney Rich-
for UA said that UA is the
ion agent of five producers and
out of five subsidiary compa-
that Goldwyn now wants to

Iraw and needs a breach, and
' three separate contracts are
with Goldwyn.
was claimed that Korda had

fEDDING BELLS

f'lCoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
l>llywood — Announcement has

isiibeen made of the marriage of
ai

I Chefe, screen and radio actor,

I

Anne Rand, New York radio
j[ss. They were married here
ij months ago.

''The Sea Hawk'' Costing Warners $2,000,000
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warners' most costly production of the year will be "The Sea Hawk,"
It is understood. Production, which has Errol Flynn and Brenda Marshall in the top

spots, will cost approximately $2,000,000.

Use Red Cross Appeal
On Screen—Kuykendall

Exhibitors everywhere were asked
by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presi-

dent, yesterday not to cut out the
Red Cross appeal for funds from
current issues of the newsi'eels.

In a special bulletin, Kuykendall
wrote:
"The great American Red Cross

is starting its campaign for funds.
This great organization is noted for
its efforts in behalf of those suffer-

ing from disasters of national im-
portance, and is therefore deserving
of the full and complete support of

all patriotic Americans.
"The Red Cross is appealing to

the public through the medium of

the newsreel, and I ui'ge exhibitors

everywhere, regardless of affiliation,

to co-operate with them by not al-

lowing the Red Cross appeal to be
cut from the newsreel when it is

run in their theaters. In doing this

we are doing our little small part
in aiding and abetting a great

Local 21314 Organizing
Reproduction Plants

Active organization of the movie
still reproduction plants has been
instigated by the Photo Employes
Union, Local 21314, affiliate of the

A F of L, it was learned yesterday.
Union claims a number of compa-
nies already have signed contracts.

breached his contract by releasing
with another company besides Lon-
don Films and UA.

Steuer took the case to Delaware
instead of New York because of

slow legal procedure, it was said.

Senator Pepper declared that if

Goldwyn won, Korda would be in a
bad position.

Pepper Suggests Equity Action

Pepper said he didn't believe all

features of the case could be set-

tled by a declaratory judgment, and
that an equity suit was the way to

settle it. It was argued that no
clear line could be drawn on "neces-
sary and indispensable."

Steuer then declared that if the
judgment of the lower court was
affirmed, Goldwyn might as well fold

up, that Goldwyn made a picture
hoping to get a release, but that
deals with Paramount or Warners
fell through because UA wrote let-

ters to those companies, warning
against their releasing Goldwyn
films. UA even offered to indemnify
each company. Steuer asserted that
Korda was also releasing through
Columbia and that Goldwyn did not
know it beforehand.
Arguments lasted three hours with

only the attorneys and Harry Bod-
kin, local UA manager, being pres-
ent.

Promotions Follow
Metro's Sales Meetings

Promotions and transfers in M-G-
M's sales ranks have been disclosed,

following the closing of the com-
pany's four regional sales meetings.
Barney Ross, office manager of the

Charlotte branch, has been moved up
to a sales position, while Albert Ad-
ler, booker in Kansas City, has been
elevated to a salesman. James Lee
Stanton, Jr., assistant cashier of the
Atlanta exchange, has been shifted

to the booking desk.
Bob Bernstein, student salesman in

Chicago, has been assigned to De-
troit. Howard Beck, student sales-

man, has been moved from Deti'oit

to Chicago. Sanford Gottlieb, Mil-
waukee student salesman, has been
assigned to the territory formerly
covered by Max Schwartz, who has
been transferred to Chicago. John
L. Kelley, Minneapolis, also has been
sent to Chicago, while Henry W.
Kahn is a new Chicago salesman.

Other Charlotte promotions in-

clude Thomas Hughes Jones, from
first booker to office manager. Lat-
tie R. Gilland moves up from second
booker to first booker. Russell Hen-
derson has been promoted from the
poster room to second booker. Max
Holder, assistant shipper, becomes
third booker.

Dr. Kalmus Re-elected

As Technicolor Prexy

Entire roster of present officers

of Technicolor, Inc., was re-elected

by the directorate at a meeting in

30 Rockefeller Plaza yesterday. Re-
named officials are Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus, president; George F. Lewis,
vice-president and secretary; and L.

G. Clark, treasurer.

Goldman Takes Over Chi.

Office of Sack Company

Chicago—Saul Goldman has taken
over the local office of Sack Amuse-
ment Enterprises and is operating it

under the name of Variety Pictures.

He has exclusive distribution fran-
chise for the Sack Amusement's
Negro pictures as well as those of

Million Dollar Productions in the
Midwestern territory.

Tonovision Gets Charter

Albany—Charter papers have been
issued to Tonovision Corporation of
America, Inc., to conduct a television

biz. Subscribers were Edward
Fleischman, David B. Stillman and
Joseph L. Cahn, 1 E. 42nd St., New
York, with Stillman & Stillman,
counsel, filing the papers.

Miami Holding "Phantom"
Miami Playhouse is holding re-

vival of "The Phantom of the Opera"
for a second week.

Extent of Britisli

Control Uncertain

(Continued from Page 1)

measure gives the Government con-

trol over commerce and industry,
imposes a 100 per cent excess profits

tax, authorizes the conscription of

labor and places all persons and all

property in the British Isles to be
at the full service and direction of

the Government.
Under the bill, the Government

could, if it wished, take over full

control of the film industry.

Foreign situation was pondered
by major execs, at a Hays Office

huddle yesterday. Informal meet-
ing was for the purpose of ac-

quainting the execs, with the devel-

opments.

29 Tele Patents Held
By Kolorama on Block

Newark, N. J.— Vice-Chancellor
Stein has ordered sale of assets of

Kolorama Laboratories, Inc., includ-

ing 29 television patents. Sale will

be June 3 at the concern's plant at

168 Coit St., Irvington, under super-
vision of Herbert J. Hannoch, re-

ceiver. Included for sale are five

British, three French and two Ger-
man patents and another issued in

Rome.
Kolorama was put into receiver-

ship last January after putting
$150,000 into experiments, including

color in television. Eighteen U. S.

patents to be auctioned cover a light

modulating cell television method
and apparatus, motion picture film

scanning methods and apparatus for
interlaced scanning, multiple cell

light modulator, Kerr cell electrodes

and Leonard ray tube head.

Submit One Big Union
Plan to 4A Directors

A plan to amalgamate all the
AAAA unions into one body was sub-
mitted yesterday to a special meet-
ing of the AAAA board. The one
big union idea has been in prepara-
tion for the last six months. It is

not likely, however, that the pro-
posal will be considered for some
time.

Walter Stur Stricken

Albany—Walter Stur, 58, manager
of Warner Bros.' sign shop for many
years, died of a heart attack.

STORKS!
The Stork played a double-feature

bill at the home in Jersey City of

Fritz Dressel, of the Comptroller's
Department of Altec last week. The
bouncing twin boys, named Raymond
and Robert, are doing nicely. Papa
Fritz is dazed but will recover.
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War May Mean Top 50 Pix At SO^-Pettljohr

75-Cent Admissions May
Be Necessary, Exhibs.
Told at Neely Hearing

iCoiilitiiicJ from Page 1)

pared statement, Pettijohn com-
mented that his "heart was touched"
by the testimony of exhibs. favor-

inji' the Neely bill. He observed
that they are engaged in the in-

dustry's "softest" branch, and are

doing well financially under the pres-

ent setup.

1,500 Theaters Served at a Loss?

Pettijohn also expressed the per-

sonal opinion that approximately
1,500 theaters are being served at a

loss to the distributor and producer
but said they continue to serve them
in the public interest.

The MPPDA general counsel asked
why the statement read by the bill's

proponents quoting James Roosevelt
against block-booking was not read

in full to show he also opposed
Neely bill.

Lauding the work of Joseph L
Breen in the Hays office, Pettijohn

said the bill will result in abolition

of the production Code and sug-
gested civic

groups con-
centrate their

fire on the
source of

p r o d u ction

through
Breen, rath-

e r than
through
separate
communities.
He cited
again lists of

pictures of

high moral
value which

received numerous cancellations

against those of lower moral tone
with less than 20 cancellations and
told the committee that pictures
condemned last year by the Legion
of Decency were sold singly and not
by the majors.

Pettijohn declared the purpose of

proponent exhibitors was to buy re-

tail at wholesale prices. The bill

would make it impossible to even
complete pictures in advance and
then trade show, under the synop-
sis provision, he said.

Denies Exhibs. Buy Blindly

Pettijohn, in his opening state-

ment, called attention to the fact

that the MPPDA embraced 29, not
eight, companies, defined the trade
terms, block-booking and blind-sell-

ing, asked if it was in the public's

interest to enact a bill which could

only result in higher b.o. prices,

denied that exhibitors bought blind-

ly, and asserted that wholesale buy-
ing in advance assured some exhibs.

requiring up to 200 films a year
the necessary supply.

He cited industry statistics, em-
phasizing that "probably in no other

industry is so large a proportion of

the receipts, that is, of money ac-

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN

Rodgers and Schaefer Set for Return
Dates as Dieely Bill Hearing Witnesses
lfashi>uilo)i Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—C. C. Pettijohn, MPPDA general counsel, will be followed before the

House Interstate Commerce Committee now considering the Neely block-booking bill

by William F. Rodgers, Metro sales chief, it is understood. Prexy George J. Schaefer
of RKO Radio is also slated to appear later. Both were star opponent witnesses

before the Senate committee last year.

Tom Walker Resigns Post Embassy Signs Swing
With Hal Roach in East To Exclusive Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

extensive duties for Roach, retains
his interest in the companies operat-
ing theaters in Stamford and Green-
wich, Conn., but will not be active
in their operation. These houses will

be headed by William Brown, who
has been associated with Peskay.

Grace Rosenfeld continues as tal-

ent and publicity director for Roach.

Raymond Gram Swing, war com-

mentator, has just signed with the

Embassy Newsreel Theaters for an

extended series of his popular week-

ly subjects in these houses, accord-
ing to Prexy W. French Githens of
The Newsreel Theaters, Inc.

Contract gives The Newsreel The-
aters, Inc. exclusive sales rights.

tually paid by the public, retained
and spent in the community it is

collected." Percentage, said Petti-

john, was 65 per cent.

Support of the measure, the
MPPDA counsel asserted, came
from a small minority of exhibitors

and from some professing to repre-
sent the public.

"I don't know by what right
the others spoke in the name of

the American people," observed
Pettijohn. " 'We, the People'

—

It seems to me that consider-

ing the size of America, they
took in a lot of territory."

"Does anyone contend that the

public is 'block-booked'?" demanded
the Hays Office counsel. "You
haven't heard that claim by sup-
porters of the bill."

Rep. Costello Urges Defeat

Preceding Pettijohn was Rep.
John M. Costello of California who
urged his colleagues to oppose the

measure. Block-booking and blind-

selling are not contrary to public

policy, he said.

"There is no such thing as com-
munity selection unless you estab-

lish community censorship," the

Californian averred. The measure
will not alter the type or moral tone
of pictures, as this can only be
done through censorship or boycott,

he added. He charged exhibitors

have used block-booking as an ex-

cuse to show certain pictures as

they could have cancelled them.
"There may be some instances of

unfair trade practices, but if so, 1

fail to see how this bill would cor-

rect them," he declared. Costello

said his interpretation of the bill

was that buying would have to be
singly on individual contracts and
charged distribution will be far more
difficult under the bill.

Foresees Utter Confusion

The price section will bring about
utter confusion, Costello declared, as

it is not possible in the industry to

determine in advance what the prices

will be for each theater. He sug-

gested that so many law suits might
result that the presidents of vari-

ous companies will become travel-

ling witnesses. Passage of the bill

will disrupt the distribution branch
more than production or exhibition,
Costello also declared.

In reply to a question from Rep.
Luther Patrick (D., Ala.), Costello
said that an accurate synopsis could
not be given unless the script were
made a part of each contract, to

which Patrick agreed.
Rep. Donald L. O'Toole, (D., N.

Y.), also stated that synopsis is im-
possible. Passage of the bill will

mean putting the producers in a

straightjacket with the result that

the art will suffer, Costello added.

All PCC Units Opposed
to Neely's Legislation
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Possibility that the

Neely block-booking hearings will be
treated to an extensive analysis of

conciliation versus legislation loomed
yesterday as, for the first time, the

Pacific Coast Conference was rep-

resented with all its West Coast
units to register united opposition

to the Neely bill.

Insiders believe that California
or other members of the House In-

terstate Commerce Committee may
seek to question Robert H. Poole,

executive secretary, and other Con-
ference officials now in Washington
on the merits of their newly an-
nounced conciliation program for the

West.

Poole and his associates reported
that between 900 and 1,000 of 1,250

Western indie exhibitors are united
in opposition to the bill.

"Conciliation is not a substitute
for the Neely bill," Poole told The
Film Daily. "We are here to help
kill this bill which is absolutely un-
operable and would create havoc in

the industry."

Conference officials all deny they
are interested in forming a national
organization.

Files Particulars Bill

In Crescent Suil

(Continued from Page I)

0. W. Hughes on behalf of U. S^
trict Attorney Horace FriersoU
The bill was filed, it was sal

response to the motions of the d;
fendant exhibitors and distributo"
in accordance with the order of tl

court entered Feb. 23. The b

stated that "The petitioner is u

able to furnish at this time a coi

plete list of theater operators whoi
competition was restrained, su;:

pressed or eliminated." Howevel
the bill named in a partial list <\

19 such operators with 30 theate
in the four states and in the instam
of each operator set out "distre

methods and manner employed."
The bill further stated that "t:

action taken by the defendant di

tributors which it is claimed aid'

the defendant exhibitors in takii

over theaters and keeping other th

aters closed is in providing the d
fendant exhibitors with first choi-

of all desirable product before r

leasing same to the competing ind

pendent exhibitor" in what was sa

to be an incomplete list. The b

named 12 independent distributors
the four states who "received le

favorable privileges of selection

And in another list named sever

theaters which, it was charged, we'

forced out of business in this man,

ner.
:

In several instances in the bi

the Government stated it was n

able "to supply the information r

quested at this time." The Goven
ment reserved the right, howevf
"to sei've upon the defendants sui

other and further particulars as mi
subsequently come within its knowll

edge."

Plan Industry Exhibit

At N. Y. World's Fair

(Continued front Page 1)

housed the Hall of Man. Opening i

tentatively set for the middle
June.

Idea of the exhibit is to show tl

public the various steps in the mal

ing of a picture, from the script

the completed production. A stw

on which actual scenes will be s£i

is contemplated.

Archie Mayo Files Suit

Over His Goldwyn Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

has the power to send Mayo to Enji

land to direct, but Mayo insists con

ditions in England have chang<i

since the agreement made on Jui;

1, 1937.

Next Three for De Mille
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAll\

Hollywood—During the next tvi

years Cecil B. DeMille will mall,

"Reap the Wild Wind," "Ruralesi

and "Queen of Queens." i.



THEY TAKE THEM ALL
IX THEIR STRIDE

DIFFICULT, unusual, routine— no matter

what the shot requires, one of the three

Eastman negative films will more than fill

the bill. Special ability backed by unvary-

ing uniformity has made them the main-

stay of modern cameramen. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLCS-X SrPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROVI\D-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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JAYS TRADE ADVANTAGE NEELY BILL AIM

lara. Will Spend 25 Million On 44 to 50 Films
I Budget of $2,000,000

i , Says Agnew; Problem,
'; paganda Pix Avoided

By RALPH WILK
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

IS Angeles—Paramount will in-

$25,000,000 in the production of
46 to 50 features, backing up
program
an ad

get of HRBflB
0,000, ^^P^^^^^PI^H

Agnew, ^v ^i^n
> chief. ^Ht -"^ ^S"* -Vim
tell the Hj'w ^^ 1^11

u p any's ^H ^ ... ^jH
lal sales I^B m^"^^'' . .jmIH
ention at
Ambas- H^^ Mw .^HHj

r Hotel |^HBii||mP*ij|i||^H
today. 1^1-^m1; act num-

t of pic-

^ will be NEIL ACNEW
e rmined
, Agnew said last night in dis-

( Contii ued on Page 4)

timers May Have

Ito60 Pictures

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'llywood—Warners for 1940-41
have up to 60 features, includ-

^robably five or six from out-
( Continued on Page 10)

^rbanks May Make One
:ture for Paramount

uglas Fairbanks, Jr., as a pro-
', may make one picture for
mount after completing "Until

(Continued on Page 3)

eadership of Hays
' Lauded hy Millihen
Indianapolis—Development of motion
Itures in the last 18 years has been
nmeasurably influenced" by the work
Will H. Hays, Carl E. Milliken, secre-

cy
of the MPPDA, told the Indianapolis

siness and Professional Women's Club
fe yesterday. Speaking at the organi-
pon's annual dinner, Milliken said that
per Hays' leadership the motion pic-

[e industry had reached a position

'ere it was recognized and unchal-
Iiged as a great art-industry.

BRANDS NEELY'S BILL ILLEGAL
Incapable of Insuring Claimed Benefits, Declares Werne

of New York University Law School

The Neely block-booking bill, on
which House committee hearings are

proceeding in Washington, is as-

sailed as unconstitutional, imprac-
tical and wholly incapable of in-

suring the advantages its backers
claim for it in a lengthy analysis
published today by Benjamin Werne,
editor of the Annual Survey of Eco-
nomic Legislation, and a recognized
authority in his field.

Additionally, the analysis, printed

as one of the Pending Legislation

Series, Contemporary Law Pamph-
lets, New York University Law
School, affirms that the bill "paves
the way to private pressure group

censorship of American motion pic-

tures."

No Monopoly In Production

Werne, touching on the subject of

monopoly in production, declares "a
thoroughgoing analysis of the rec-

ord discloses no proof," adding "nor

does the record disclose any illegal

combination or 'trust' ".

Answering the question, "Will it

achieve any of its purported objec-

tives?", Werne finds:

(1) "The Neely bill does not

offer any selective contract nor

any option to cancel pictures

(Continued on Page 7)

Two Beyer Features

For RKO's Program

Andre Daven and Nat Wachsber-
ger, in association with Harry
Brandt, will head a company which
will produce two Charles Boyer

(Continued on Page 10)

Chain Theater Tax
Bobs Up Again in La.

Baton Rouge, La.—Louisiana's mo-
tion picture chain theater tax,

thought safely dead with the elimina-

tion of its perennial sponsor from
(Continued on Page 4)

Levey to Oversee

"Boys" Openings

Jules Levey personally will super-

vise the openings of "The Boys from
Syracuse," which he recently corn-

pleted for Universal. Levey said
(Continued on Page 7)

"Newsrealnews" Will be
Distributed Nationally

"Newsrealnews," three to four

minute short being produced by
Newsreei Theaters, Inc., with Ray-
mond Gram Swing giving his inter-

(Continued on Page 4)

1S'20% Tax on BriL Rentals
Means Higher Admissions in U. K. Theaters

Shapiro Case in Philly

Set for Next Tuesday

Philadelphia — Subpoenas were
served yesterday in connection with
the Shapiro anti-trust suit against

Warner Bros, theaters and major
(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)—Imposition

of a "substantial" purchase tax on

film rentals here looms as virtually

certain.

Tax may run as high as 15 or 20

per cent, it was indicated as the

Treasury outlined its plans to the
(Continued on Page 3)

Rodgers Tells House Com.
Exhib. Rank and File Are
Opposed to Legislation

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Charging exhibitor

proponents of the Neely measure

For C. C. Pettijohn's testimony on
the Neely bill at the morning session
of the House Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee, see Page 7.

with "seeking only a trade advan-
tage" without consideration of
others, William F. Rodgers, Metro's
sales chief, told the House Inter-
state Commerce Committee at yes-
terday's afternoon session that the
rank and file of exhibitors in the
country, with the exception of Al-
lied, are against the bill.

Rodgers detailed the story of ne-
gotiations between distributors and

(Continued on Page 3)

Compromise Trade

Disputes—Wall(er

Voicing the necessity for a rap-
prochement between wings of the
industry currently at odds over
trade practices generally and the
Neely bill in particular, former

(Continued on Page 4)

Metro's "Great Waltz"
Purchased by Soviets

M-G-M's "The Great Waltz" has
been acquired by Russia for distri-

bution in the Soviet Union. Deal
(Continued on Page 4)

Medicos Pained
hy Ether Credit

Para.'s announced plans to credit Dr.

W. T. Morton, dentist, as the discoverer

of ether's use as an anesthesia in

"Triumph Over Pain" have stirred the

House of Delegates of the Texas State

Medical Association to wire a protest.

Medicos insist Dr. Crawford Long, sur-

geon, used ether four years before the
dentist.

i
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd 1

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. . .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1

Loew's deb. 3V2s46.1
Para. B'way 3s55 . .

Para. Picts. 6s55...
Para. Picts. cv. 314547
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

High Low Close

71/4 63/4 63/4 +
4 37/8 4 -f
15 15 15

Net
Chg.

3/8

6'/8 6 6
331/4 1291/2 131

59 159 159 —
8I/2 73/4 73/4 —
22% 21 213/4 _
43/4

64
6 1/2

6%
3/4

6I/4

143/8

63
2 'A

43/8

64
6%
61/8

5/8

53/8

143/8

63
21/8

45/8 -

64 —
63/8 —
61/8 —
3/4 +

51/2 +
143/8 —
63 —
21/8 . .

BOND MARKET
01 1001/2 1001/2 —
01 1/4 1011/8 1011/8 —
46 46 46 -I-

791/2 78 78 —

82 80 80 — 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 Vz 1% + Vs
Technicolor IO1/2 9% 9% + Vz
Trans-Lux 1 1 1

Universal Corp. vtc. 4 Ss/g 3% + '/g

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66 68
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 63 651/2

Local 702 Campaigning
Intensive oi'ganizational campaign

was announced yesterday by Local
702, lab. technicians union, with
union claiming over 1,000 lab. woi-k-

ers are now employed by labora-

tories which have contracts with the

union. Support of all lA locals to

assist the campaign has been asked
by 702.

r/ie Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES CLUB HANDICAPn n CLUB:

"Our Town" Plays to

19,000 Opening Day

Boston—Sol Lesser's UA release,

"Our Town," opened in two theaters

here yesterday to record-breaking

business. It played to 10,000 admis-

sions at the Orpheum Theater and
to 9,000 at Loew's State. Dual open-
ing followed a day of celebration
which included special welcomes for
Lesser, the producer, Thornton Wil-
der, author, and Aaron Copland,
composer and music director. Gov-
ernor Murphy of New Hampshire
and Governor Saltonstall of Massa-
chusetts attended the premiere.
Mayor Tobin of Boston proclaimed
yesterday "Our Town Day."

Lesser, Frank Craven, Fay Bain-
ter and Beulah Bondi fought their
way through cheering thousands
standing in a pouring rain to see
them.

Picture "stood them up" from nine
in the morning until midnight, with
the opening day biggest in atten-
dance and receipts in more than a
year. Fix garnered "rave" reviews.

16 MM Color Shorts
For Newsreel Houses

Kodachrome Screen Classic has
been foi-med by Stan Barnett for
the production of 16 mm. color
shorts to supply newsreel theaters.
Barnett said yesterday that a large
number of newsreel theaters were
installing 16 mm. equipment to be
used interchangeably with the
35 mm. projectors in order to take
advantage of the lower cost of op-
eration.

First of the Music Appreciation
Series, "Waltz of the Flowers," end-
ed a week's run at the Newark
Newsreel Theater yesterday. "Jeffer-
son and Monroe," filmed at Monti-
cello and the University of Virginia,
will be released soon.

After the shorts have played the
newsreel theaters, prints will go to

the library of Walter 0. Gutlohn,
Inc., for execlusive distribution to
schools and non-theatrical enter-
prises.

Hearing Today on Burke
Mandamus Application

Citing as factors for poor busi-
ness the Government's equity suit

and the Neely bill, proceedings were
filed yesterday in the New York Su-
preme Court by James F. Burke,
holder of 100 shares of Columbia
stock, for a mandamus to compel
Columbia to supply a list of its

stockholders for the express purpose
of seeking a dissolution of that com-
pany.
Burke contends that he is co-op-

erating with eight other stockhold-
ers holding 3,350 shares in his de-

sire to dissolve Columbia.
Columbia has filed an answer

terming the suit groundless and at-

tacking the good faith of Burke.
Hearing will be held today on the
petition.

Harris to Give Charter
To Oklahoma City Club

Oklahoma City—John H. Harris of
Pittsburgh, Variety Clubs national
chief barker, comes her June 3 to
present the charter to the local club.

He will be accompanied by James
G. Balmer, national dough guy, who
will induct the local members. R. J.

"Bob" O'Donnell, Dallas chief bark-
er, will be the principal speaker.

Grainger Announces Dates
for Rep. Regional Meets

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James R. Grainger,

Republic prexy, yestei'day announc-
ed dates of Republic's regional sales

meetings as follows: San Francisco,
May 28-29; Memphis, June 4-5; Chi-
cago, June 6-7; and New York, June
11-12.

Waxman Joins Ascap
Ascap held a committee meeting

yesterday afternoon for the purpose
of finalizing appointment of A. P.

Waxman to serve as organization's

press relations head.

COminC and GOinCi

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, general sales mji,

for Universal, is in New Orleans.

MILES A. GOLDRICK, assistant foreign
i

agcr for Erpi, left yesterday for an extei

tour of the company's Far East locations.

JULES LEVEY has arrived from the Coast
a print of his film, "The Boys from Syrac,
He is stopping at the Essex House.

ROBERT SCHLESS, Warner European i^
arrives here next week on the Washing

EARL WINGART, of the 20th-Fox pub
department, returned to the home office

terday from Clinton, la., where "Lillian Ru::

was premiered.

VICTOR JURCENS, staff cameraman foi

March of Time, arrives in San Francisco
,

on the Clipper from the Philippines affti

months in the Far East. MRS. JURGEN5
companies him.

GRACE MacDONALD returns here today ,

completing her role in "Dancing On a Ci

for Paramount.

BOB HOPE arrives here Sunday.

BURGESS MEREDITH is en route to the (

HERMAN SHUMLIN flew to Havana this

for a vacation. '

GUS SCHAEFER, RKO's Caribbean mar
and MAX GOMEZ, manager in Mexico, a
yesterday.

BILL HEINEMAN, Universal's Western
sion manager, returns today from the W*;

LOU POLLOCK returns Monday from Cht

HARRY COHEN, WALTER BRANSON,
GOLDHAMMER and E. L. McEVOY, RKO di;

managers, arrive here Sunday morning froini

cago by train at the head of more thar

delegates to the RKO convention.
\

\

Catholic Reviewers Seel

Trend Toward Indecenc!,

The observed trend toward
decencies in current and recent f

was cited by several speakers at

annual luncheon of the Motion
ture Department of the Internal
al Federation of Catholic Alun'

this week at the Hotel Roose'

Hope was expressed by the spea

that war-reduced revenues f

abroad would not tempt or in

producers in a move of despera

to insert offensive material u!

the false impression of increa

thereby theater attendance. '

James F. Looram, chairman of

department, presided.

"C it's about motior

pictures or the mc

tion picture indu^

try you'll find it ir

FILM YEAR
BOOK

FILM YEAR BOOKS
are given free

with a year's subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York City

IJ
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I de Advantage

i^ly Bill Aim

(Continued from Page 1)

itors for a Trade Practice Code
finally resulted in an agree-
satisfactory to all, including

!, but which was killed by Thur-
Arnold, Assistant Attorney

al. Allied later denied having

^, he said, but "that is not un-
for them."
Igers expressed doubt that

than 5,000 theaters could be

ed on the individual percentage
plan used in selling GWTW

le reason that price would have
raised and he doubted if small
theaters could pay the higher
prices which would be neces-
Even on individual selling

A percentage he said he was
ue little exhibitors could meet
dded cost which would result
light not even be able to stay
5iness. Only two companies

—

^etro, could stand the strain of

a measure, he said.

he Neely bill becomes law ex-
rs will have to pay 50 per
Dn selected pictures, Rodgers
ided. He reiterated that

I will cut production 25 per
ipon enactment.
is bill will be as unpopular
ot of other noble experiments,
roponents will be the first to

ain," Rodgers asserted.

nan Wants Bond Cut

Liction of his bond from $100,-

$7,500 was requested yester-

y Milton C. Weisman, as re-

ef Fox Theaters, in an appli-

filed in the Federal Court.
lan alleges that the major
if Fox property has been sur-

ed to Kenneth P. Steinreich

imself as new trustees, and
iie high bond is unnecessary.

'om Fizdale Staff

in Levin, formerly of the B
publicity department in Chi-

and John Gordon, formerly
luthrauff & Ryan advertising

V', have joined the staff of Tom
e, Inc.

MAY 24
Robert Sinclair

Ira Genet
Al Feinman

Creighton Hale

MAY 25
Morris Kutinsky

MAY 26
I Jolson Viola Brothers Shore
ul Lukas John Wayne
'3 Talmadge Andy M. Roy

WITM l^lilL yH. DALYi
• • • FURTHER evidence was supplied yesterday that THE
FILM DAILY Golf Tournament at Glen Oaks Club .on Tuesday,

June 11 \will set an all-time record in the important matter of

prizes Augmenting the vast array of cups and awards previously

announced along come more trophies namely those posted

by Columbia Pictures, UA and RKO Eastman Kodak, a wow of a
camera an Alexander Smith rug and a Nat Lewis robe

Leon Bamberger, Ampa Prexy, asks that all Ampa golfers

desiring to qualify for the Ampa team in THE FILM DAILY Tournament

advise him as to their club handicap and last three scores.

T T T
• • • THAT Ampa luncheon meeting yes'day was a gay,

frothy affair Jimmy Walker flashed his best oratorical form.

in the feature address devoted to current pix problems

and in the splendid appeal he made to the gathering to sup-

port the great cause of the United Jewish Appeal Blanche

Ring sang Jimmy's renowned song, "Will You Love Me In Decem-
ber, etc." plus "I've Got Rings On My Fingers" and "In the

Good Old Summertime" Ethel Sheppard of WHN rendered

Jimmy's newest song, "In Our Little Part of Town" and en-

cored via "Ma, He's Kissing Me" Mel Morris accompanied

the songbirds WOR's Uncle Don also delivered a neat spiel

Prexy Leon Bamberger announced a bevy of new members
and revealed that there'll be two more Ampa meetings

June 6 and 20 before the summer shutdown Spyros

Skoufas will be the guest of honor on June 6

T T T
• • • AVALANCHING domestic and foreign nooze makes

it tougher than nails for our industry promotional forces to crack

the wire services and syndicates but the Paramount boys

Tom Waller, Herb Berg and Boris (Talent Expert) Kaplan succeeded

yesterday in fine fashion on the Bergen Sl, Brooklyn, Indian yarn

Several hundred Mohawk Injuns speaking the Iroquois language

are iron workers in Brooklyn and the Paramount boys ar-

ranged a pow-wow with 'em on Tuesday night More than 100 Injuns

responded 30 in full war regalia It made swell human inter-

est copy and photos which broke in every section of the U. S

incidentally giving Cecil B. DeMille's forthcoming "Northwest Mounted

Police" a whale of a lot of publicity and Paramount's talent

department an invaluable file of real Injuns for the DeMille opus

retakes and future company productions!

T T T
• 9 IT is reported that on or about Sept. 15 Staten

Island will have a new daily to be dubbed The Record

It'll be a pictorial tab it's said and will go heavily

on film nooze and art S.I. now is served only by The Advance.

T T
• • • ANNA Neagle and W. G. Van Schmus hosted a honey

of a cocktail reception last evening in the Music Hall studio apartment

Miss Neagle appropriately wore her Alice Blue Gown of the pic-

ture while the "Irene Club" composed of showgirls who appeared

in the B'way engagement of the famous musical comedy and in

roadshow companies sang the hit numbers, accompanied on the

piano by the composer of the score Among those present were

George J. Schaefer, W. G. Van Schmus, Jack Alicoate, Herbert Wilcox,

Don Mersereau, S. Barret McCormick, Ned E. Depinet, Gus Eyssel

Rutgers Neilson, Irving Shiffrin, Jack Lewis, Ken Hallam, Cresson

Smith, Sammy Shain Andy Smith, Chick Lewis, Al Steen, A. Mike

Vogel, Dave Golding, Fred Lynch, Radie Harris, Wanda Hale, Isobel

Heath, Leon Leonidoff and hosts of press folk and celebrities of

the entertainment world

15-20% Tax on

British Rentals

(Continued from Page 1)

trade at a meeting here yesterday.
While the meeting came on the

heels of Parliament's action in giv-
ing the Government plenary powers
over all interests and individuals,

the tax measure is not a related
step.

The rentals tax would be passed
by the distributors to the exhibitors,

thence to the public, meaning admis-
sions here must rise.

Fairbanks May Make One
Feature for Paramount

(Continued from Page 1)

I Die," for Columbia release. Co-
lumbia deal is in partnership with
Ben Hecht. It is reported that Fair-
banks and Paramount have been dis-

cussing a one-picture contract.
Settlement of the estate of the

late Fairbanks, Sr., is expected to
result in the United Artists stock
held by his father going to the son
and the latter's stepmother. Ulti-
mate outcome probably will place
the younger Fairbanks in UA as a
member-producer.

Shapiro Case in Philly

Set for Next Tuesday

(Continued from Page 1)

companies. Case comes up for trial

next Tuesday.
Rubin Shapiro, who operates the

Admiral Theater, charges that clear-

ance granted to Stanley-Warner
houses constitutes a monopoly. He
asks that the alleged unlawful prac-
tice be stopped and claims damages
in excess of $50,000.

"Baker's Wife" Remake
Rights Interest Majors

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The major studios

—

one of them said to be Metro—are
reported dickering for remake rights
to "The Baker's Wife," French pix.

Proiectionists to Picket

Picketing will be instigated today
in front of the Continental Theater
by Local 306, projectionists, and Lo-
cal 1, stagehands, when a new pic-

ture opens in protest over the the-

ater's hiring projectionists from the
Empire organization. Possible re-

taliation by Empire may bring a
wave of cross picketing along Broad-
way.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Marriage of Arthur

Treacher and Virginia Taylor, St.

Louis belle, took place at Las Vegas.
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$150,000 Pledged

At UJA Luncheon

More than $150,000 was pledged
to the United Jewish Appeal at that
body's annual luncheon in the Hotel
Aster yesterday, which was attend-
ed by more than 500 prominent per-
sonalities in the entertainment world,
most of whom were associated with
the motion picture industry.

Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver made a
brilliant, eloquent appeal for the sup-
port of refugee reclamation in war-
torn Europe, deeply moving the great
audience of celebrities who attended
the affair.

W. S. Paley, CBS solon, it was
announced, gave $20,000 to the fund.
Other standout contributions were
Joseph Bernhard and Charles C.
Moskowitz, $1,500 each; Barney
Balaban, $11,800; David Bernstein,
$12,500; Major Albert Warner, $12,-

500; Maurice Silverstone, $4,000, and
William Klein, an identical amount;
Max Cohen, $1,000; Frisch & Rinzler,

$1,500; Howard Dietz, $300; the
Picker family, $1,000; Joe Vogel, $1,-

000; Joseph Bernhard and C. C. Mos-
kowitz, $1,500 each; Joseph Hazen,
$1,000; Joseph Seidelman, $750;
Nate Blumberg, $1,500.
One of the amusing and profitable

sources of revenue came from an
alleged bet which George J. Schaefer
had with Herman Robbins. The lat-

ter having won, resulted in $5,000
going to the fund, and to this amount
Mr. Schaefer added 10 per cent, plus
a handsome donation for refugee
relief.

Rabbi Silver's address was one of
the most masterful and moving in

the entire annals of this powerful
speaker's career, being responsible
for great charitable response on the
part of the brilliant audience attend-
ing.

"Newsrealnews" Will be
Distributed Nationally

{Continued from Page 1)

pretation of the war news, will be
sold nation-wide by the organization,
apart from its use by the company's
own theaters, it was learned yester-

day. The short is continually
brought up to date with Swing ana-
lyzing news reports. Negotiations
are now being conducted with sev-

eral circuits. The company will han-
dle distribution of the short nation-
wide. Executives of the company
report a tremendous public reaction
to the subject.

Metro's "Great Waltz"
Purchased by Soviets

{ContinKcd from Page 1)

was closed in New York on Wednes-
day through Artkino Pictures, which
distributes Soviet films in the U. S.

While "The Great Waltz" is the
first American picture bought for
Russia this year, it is reported that
other U. S. productions may be ac-

quired.

Para. Lineup Calls ior 44'SO
Key Program to Laughs, Escapist Excitement

iCiintiniicd from Page 1)

cussing the company's plans. The ad
appropriation will go largely for
newspaper space, he added.

New Benchley Short Series
In addition to the features, the

company for 1940-41 will have 86
shorts, including a new series of

one-reelers to be made by Robert
Benchley and eight Max Fleischer
cartoons starring "Gabby," "Gul-
liver's Travels" character. Para-
mount News will deliver the usual
104 issues.

Program throughout, Agnew de-

clared, will be keyed to "laughs and
escapist excitement." He commented,
"We will leave the problem and pro-
paganda pictures to other studios."

Breakdown of the titles, as they
will be disclosed to the convention
today, shows these classifications and
assignments, with the program to be

later increased by at least five un-
listed features:

Technicolor Specials

"Shepherd of the Hills"; Betty Field-Robert
Preston; Henry Hathaway directing. (A re-

make of the twice-filmed— 1919 and 1928—
Harold Bell Wright novel). "The Queen of

Queens" (tentative title): A Cecil B. De
Mille pro<Iuction, based on the story of Mary,
Mother of Jesus. (De Mille may make an
outdoor spectacle as well); "Aloma of the

South Seas": Jon Hall-Dorothy Lamour.
(A re-make of the stage play, first produced
by Para, in 1926).

Adaptations of Late Stage Hits
"Skylark" Claudette Colbert-Melvyn Doug-

las; Mark Sandrich directing. "Kiss the

Boys Goodbye": Mary Martin, Ray Milland.

Adaptations of Best-Sellers

"Country Lawyer": To be cast; "Miss
Susie Slagle's": To be cast.

Comedies-with-Music
"Love Thy Neighbor": Jack Benny-Fred

Allen-Mary Martin; Mark Sandrich direct-

ing; "Rhythm on the River": Bing Crosby-
Mary Martin-Basil Rathbone-Oscar Levant;
V'ictor Schertzinger directing; "South of Sa-
moa" and "The Road to Zanzibar": Both with
Bing Crosby-Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour;
"Dancing on a Dime": Grace McDonald-Rob-
ert Paige-Peter Hayes-Eddie Quillan; Joseph
Santley directing; "There's Magic in Music":
Allan Jones-Susanne Foster; Untitled mus-
ical: Orrin Tucker-Bonnie Baker; "Second
Chorus": Artie Shaw and band; to be pro-

duced for Para, by National Pictures (Boris
Morros-Robert Stillman).

Romantic Dramas
"Arise My Love": Claudette Colbert -Joel

McCrea; AlitchtU Leisen directing; "The
Silver Queen': Claire Trevor, Allan Dwan
directing; "Virginia": Madeleine CarroU-Fran-
chot Tone-Ray Milland-Carolyn Lee; Edward
H. (Jriffith directing; "I Want a Divorce";

Joan Blondell-Dick Powell; "The City That
Never Sleeps": Barbara Stanwyck-Joel Mc-
Crea-Eddie Bracker; William A. Wellman pro-

ducing; "The Aldrich Family in Life with

Henry ': Jackie Cooper-Leila Ernst-Eddie
Bracken-Hedda Hopper; Jay Theodore Reed
directing; "There's Always Juliet": Madeleine
Carroll-Fred MacMurray; Edward H. Griffith

directing; "The New Yorkers": Dick Powell-

Ellen Drew; Preston Sturges directing; "Reap
the Wild Wind": from Thelma Strebel's Sat-

evepost serial, a Cecil B. DeMille production.

Action Pictures

"Rangers of Fortune": Fred MacMurray-
Patricia Morrison-Albert Dekker-Cilbert Ro-

land; Sam Wood directing; "Victory": Fred-

ric March-Betty Field-Sir Cedric Hardwicke;
"Sunrise in My Pocket": Story of the

Alamo with all-star cast; Henry Hathaway
directing; "The American Vagabond": Doug-
las Fairbanks; the story of O. Henry, to be

produced by National Pictures; "Cherokee
Strip" (tentative title): To be cast; "Parson
of the Panamint": To be cast; "Birth of a

Hero": William Holden, Maria Ouspenskaya-
Albert Dekker; "Touchdown": To be cast;

"Dead on Arrival": mystery thriller to be

directed by Stuart Heisler; "I Wanted
Wings": To be cast; "The Roundup"; Don
Wilson. (Adapted from the old stage suc-

cess); "Secrets of a Secretary": Paulette

Goddard-Ray Milland; "Texas": Ellen Drew-
John Howard-May Robson-Akim Tarairoff;

James Hogan directing; "A Date with Des-

tiny": John Howard-Ellen Drew-Basil Rath-

bone; "Mystery Sea Raider": Carole Landis-

Henry Wilcoxon-Onslow Stevens; "Rurales,"

story of the Mexican police organization, a

Cecil B. DeMille production.

Hopalong Cassidy Westerns
Six starring Bill Boyd, Harry Sherman

producing.

Short Subject Lineup
In addition to the Benchley and "Gabby"

reels, the new shorts lineup calls for: 12

Max Fleischer "Popey" cartoons^ 8 Para-

mount Paragraphics, 8 Paramount Headliners,

13 Grantland Rice Sportlights, 6 Popular
Science Cinecolor shorts, 6 "Unusual Occu-
pations," also in Cinecolor, "Raggedy Anne,"
a two-reel cartoon in color and 6 Travelogues

in Technicolor.

New speakers for today's session

of Paramount's convention include

Cecil B. Demille, Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., Anthony J. Veiller, Mark Stand-
rich and William A. Wellman.

Mills Heads Mohawk Film

B. H. Mills has been named presi-

dent of Mohawk Film Corp, recent-

ly formed to liquidate the assets of

Grand National Films. Jack Berk-

sen becomes vice-president in charge

of sales. Headquarters have been
established at 723 Seventh Ave. A
group of 19 pictures will be made
available to independent exchanges.

"Ghost Breakers" in Detroit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—World premiere of

Para's "The Ghost Breakers" will be

held at the Michigan Theater, De-

troit, on June 7. Bob Hope, Brenda

and Cobino, Jeriy Colonna and

others of the Hope p. a. tour will be

on the stage.

Effectiveness of Self-Regulation Pictured
by Harnton to Council of Wontett's Federation

Milwaukee—Effectiveness of self-regulation was pictured to the Council of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs here yesterday by Frank S. Harmon, Eastern head
of the Production Code Administration, as the Council turned its attention to films.

Mrs. Arretus F. Burt, chairman of the Committee on Motion Pictures, in her annual
report "noted with some concern the tendencies of a few of the studios to grow
more liberal," called for continuance of Joseph I. Breen's "excellent work of censor-
ship at the source," decried propaganda films as "a most malignant cancer endanger-
ing our national peace," and reiterated Neely bill opposition.

Compromise Trade

Disputes—Walker

I!

(Continued from Page 1)

Mayor James J. Walker, told I

Ampa luncheon meeting, at wl
he was honor guest yesterday, t[

he sees the confused situation
i

one demanding a compromise
tween warring factions.
Walker asserted that from hi

tached position,—favoring ne
producer-distributors nor exhibit^
with all of whom he has been

.

close terms,—it appears that th

is stubborness on all sides, and t

this factor has existed for alir'

two decades. '

Sees Greater Flexibility Needii

He said that he does not like

Government interfering in any
jj

of the picture business, nor of I

entertainment world as a whole,
.(

suggested that the plight in wl|
the industry finds itself,—besiej

by proposed corrective legislali

and court actions,—is due in a m«j
ure to the industry not being i

flexible as it should be for its cj

good.
j

Deploring the suits facing
trade, he said that millions of ij

lars, which will have to come
j

of industry coffers to pay for Si'

actions, could be much more t

structively spent than in the ecu

Critical of Neely Language
j

Regarding the Neely bill, WalJ
ventured the belief that perhaps

:j

protracted debates and wran^i
over its provisions spring from

:|

language in which it is drafted, 1

aether with the impractical nati]

of provisions. '

In his plea for freedom from G
ernment interference, Walker
clared that it is impossible to letj

late showmanship. He said the i

ter is God-given, like an ear I

music. "Either you have it, or ;',

haven't it," he added.

Chain Theater Tax
Bobs Up Again in La.

(Continued from Page 1)

the house, came back to life yestii

day with Rep. A. D. Flowers (

salle Parish) introducing suchj
measure. Proposed taxes are as

:

,

lows: two to five houses, $50 e?.

five to 10, $75; 10 to 20, $100;
"'

30, $125; 30 to 40, $150, 40 t^

$175; more than 50, $200.
Under court rulings chains may"

assessed on their national holdiri,

which would penalize Loew mi,

than circuits with affiliations actii'

ly operating more houses in LoU'

ana. '

Edebnan with 20th-Fox
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA

Hollywood — Announcement '

made yesterday by 20th-Fox ti

Lou Edelman has been signed as
,

associate producer. He was i

merly with Metro and Warners
a producer.
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itroduce Tiffany-Stahl Pact At Neely Hearing
ers Denies Pettijohn's

) lement He Served as
trib. Rep. in 1929

By MILTON F. LUNCH
u,,toH Bidcau of THE FILM DAILY
ashington — The House Inter-

'

( Commerce Committee in its

% 'ideration of the Neely bill yes-

ay turned an inquisitorial spot-

t upon such varying subjects

A 1929 franchise agreement of

uiv-Stahl Productions, intro-

d'by C. C. PettiJohn, MPPDA
^lal counsel, who called attention

he fact that it contained trade
tice provisions now under bit-

Allied attack, and that, further,

name of Abram F. Myers, now
;d general counsel, appeared in

t on the agreement as distribu-

rep. From the audience, Myers
rted that there had been a mis-
t and that he had represented
exhibitors. This, Pettijohn de-

$450,000 Hays Office Income

Financial records of the Hays
e, with special reference to the

unt paid by member companies.
it was raised by Rep. James P.

iranery, (D., Pa.), who said he
ted to know just how large the

tion picture lobby" was. Petti-

1, who said the information was
in his knowledge or province,

1! lly said the Hays Office income
a year was approximately $450,-

although several years ago it

been almost double that.

Similarity of the Neely bill's

ctives to those of the New York
ty suit. Rep. Charles A. Wol-
on (R., N. Y.), raised the ques-

, and Pettijohn agreed that the

tackle the same problems,

ettijohn told the committee that

i| one company knows what the

)f;rs pay to the MPPDA, and said

vlhad spent less than $2,000 this

r in fighting the Neely bill. Com-
cee may hold an executive ses-

i to decide whether a detailed

ncial statement should be de-

ided of the Hays Office.

s attention turned to the New
k equity suit. Rep. Wolverton
;rved that if the practices in the

matters are alike and consti-
' a violation of the Sherman Act,
slation would be unnecessary,
le on the other hand, if they are
a violation of anti-trust law, the

; imittee will then have to decide
." -ther it should be made unlawful
; legislation,

'ettijohn agreed that if the Gov-
ment's complaint on block-book-
is upheld by the Courts, it would

• irly be a violation fo the Sher-

[jjli Act.

V^hy Legislate?" Asks Pettijohn

Why legislate on the same mat-

:[\ that the courts will decide,"

fltijohn asked. He added, "We
'

l be guided according to their

13 -FRONT ATTACK ON NEELY BILL
"Financial Disaster, Chaos and Confusion" Seen

Resulting from Measure's Enactment

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The opposition to

the Neely bill will press its "blitz-

krieg" on no less than 13 "fronts"
during the House Interstate Com-
merce Committee hearings, Charles
C. Pettijohn, MPPDA general coun-
sel, disclosed yesterday when, as a
time-saver, he filed the last five

pages of his prepared statement with
the Committee.

Pettijohn's statement declared that
the opposing witnesses would demon-
strate "on the basis of fact and not
fancy," that enactment of the bill

will

—

Foresees Financial Disaster
"Result in financial disaster, chaos

and confusion.
"Bring about pressure censorship,

thereby sharply restricting the dem-
ocratic freedom of the American
people to make their own decisions
in selecting their motion picture
entertainment.

"Increase distribution costs and
admission prices to the public.
"Reduce employment in the indus-

try, possibly by as much as one-half,
thereby inflicting great hardships on
the nearly 300,000 persons who earn
a livelihood in motion pictures.
"Lower drastically the standards

and quality of motion pictures.
"Reduce substantially the number

of pictures produced each year.
"Annihilate the Motion Picture

Production Code which now assures
decent End wholesome entertainment.

"Require the investment of mil-
lions of dollars of new working cap-
ital, thus driving many companies
and producers out of existence.
"Bankrupt untold numbers of ex-

hibitors, especially in smaller towns.

Forecasts Substantial Losses

"Result in substantial losses in

general trade and business in every
local community where a theater is

closed, thus creating unemployment
and reducing the income of local

merchants and other business men.
"Destroy present production

methods which provide splendid en-
tertainment to some 85,000,000 every
week.

"Wreck the present distribution
system which enables the smallest
theaters in the country to play the
identical pictures which play in the
largest theaters, and at a reasonable
rental price which the local exhibi-
tor can pay, and with box-office ad-
mission prices which all the public
can afford.

"Compel the motion picture in-

dustry to embark on an untried ex-
periment over the protests of the
overwhelming majority—at least 95
per cent—of those actually responsi-
ble for the making and marketing
of the type of motion pictures neces-
sary to keep the theaters open."

findings; we want that decision; we
want to know where we stand."

He told Wolverton in addition to
the New York action there are 80
to 90 other suits pending, of which
about six are instituted by the Gov-
ernment, with the remainder priv-
vate damage cases.

Pettijohn informed the commit-
tee that each contract now contains
a provision allowing cancellation of
any pictures on racial, religious, or
moral grounds without cost to the
exhibitor and without affecting his
other cancellations. An exhibitor
can even cancel all his pictures on
these grounds if justified, as there
is no limitation, he said.

Affiliated Houses "Pay Freight"

The MPPDA counsel defended
producer-owned theaters as neces-
sary to pay the higher prices for
the first-runs. "They pay the
freight," he averred.

Unfair trade practices do exist

from time to time, Pettijohn ad-
mitted, but stated they are straight-
ened out between the disributors
and exhibitors satisfactorily.

Asked by Chairman Lea if pro-
ducers could abolish block-booking
and charge more, Pettijohn replied
he did not believe exhibitors could
afford to pay more. "I'm going to

do everything I can to see that prices

don't go up for the public," he said.

Pettijohn also condemned over-
buying as unfair, and praised the
days when the business was con-
ducted by arbitration between dis-

tributors and exhibitors without
complicated legal contracts.

"If we ever get back to letting

these men decide their own disputes
we will all be better off," he told

the committee.

Rodgers Favors Arbitration

Turning to William F. Rodgers,
M-G-M general sales manager,
seated in the audience, Pettijohn
asked if he liked arbitration, to

which Rodgers replied, "very much."
On the question of synopsis, Pet-

tijohn told the committee he would
advise his clients not to sell any pic-

ture without attaching a copy of

the final shooting script.

"We'd go broke selling pictures

one at a time," he declared. Petti-
john told Rep. Kennedy that the

abuses in the industry can be wiped
out between exhibitors and respon-
sible factors in the industry and
expressed his opinion that they will

be.

"If somebody will give us a

better distribution system we
will adopt it," he declared, "but
this bill is the most untried ex-

periment I have ever heard of."

Werne Brands

Neely Bill Illegal

{Continued from Page 1)

f^f^e1- they are licensed for ex-
hibition.

(2) "A careful reading of the
bill fails to reveal any insurance
of higher moral standards.

(3) "As the bill is drafted it

is a standing invitation to dis-

gruntled exhibitors to resort to

litigation as a means of avoiding
legitimate contractual obliga-
tions.

(4) "Given the full benefit of
every doubt—economic, legal

and sociological—to the propon-
ents and advocates ... it ap-
pears at best to be misguided
legislation."

Summing up, Werne says:
"Curtailed markets for American

films, the serious repercussions of a
major dislocation as would result

from the enactment of the bill, and
the conviction that its passage would
only further the interests of a lim-

ited sector of exhibitors, compels
the conclusion that the projected

measure should not be enacted."

Levey Will Supervise
Openings of "Syracuse"

{Continued from Page 1)

yesterday in New York that he
would work with exhibitors and the

Universal exploitation staff on a
number of the early engagements
and assist in putting on campaigns
which would assure profitable re-

turns.

The former RKO sales head said

a plan was being considered where-
by the picture would open in every
city with the name of Syracuse.
There are approximately seven
Syracuses in as many states.

Picture is now being edited and
should be in the cans within four
weeks.
Levey is considering the produc-

tion of more pictures but will with-
hold definite plans until "Boys from
Syracuse" is launched.

Goddord and Millard Teamed
'.Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paulette Goddard and

Ray Milland replace Barbara Stan-
wyck and Don Ameche in Para's
"Night of January 16," and, to com-
plete the shift, title becomes "Se-
crets of a Secretary."

GE Tele's Draw Heavy
Despite fact that GE has more

than doubled space for viewing tele

reception in company's World's Fair
exhibit, attendance continues to tax
capacity.

Stardom for Bogart
U'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Humphrey Bogart

gets stardom in WB's "Thieves Fall

Out."
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TIIEATEKS
• LIGHTING

• COOLING— HEATING
• PROJECTION EOUIE

Mazda Prices Now

At Lowest Levels

Decidedly favorable reaction in

filmland followed this week's an-
nouncement by D. S. Youngholm,
Westing-house vice-president in

charge of the Lamp Division, that
his organization is effecting sharp
price reductions, effective, June 1,

on more than 100 types and sizes

of Mazda lamps.

New schedule will bring Mazda
lamps to lowest price levels in his-

tory.

General lighting service types.
Silvered Bowl lamps, and the Mazda
"F" (fluorescent) group which is

available in daylight, white, blue,

green, pink, gold, and red, are also

subject to the slash.

Floodlight and spotlight service

lamps likewise are listed in the re-

duction program, as are projection

and stereopticon types.

Schines Building Two More
Schine Circuit is building a new

700-seater in Laurel, Del., and an-
other new house in Oswego, N. Y.
John and Drew Eberson are archi-

tects on both jobs. The contract for

erecting the Oswego Theater has
been awarded to M. Shapiro & Son.

C. ROSS
for

MOTION PICTURE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
RENTALS:

A full line of modern equipment to-

gether with a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small any time,

anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights

and floodlights, for premieres and gen-
eral lighting activities.

SALES:
Everything in the line of equipment

for motion picture and photographic
studios.

SERVICE:
We are prepared to offer the finest

service, equipment and technical advice
obtainable in the East. Your require-

ments taken care of to the last minute
detail.

As Sole Eastern Distributort, we
carry the full and complete line

uj equipment manufactured by:—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Ettimates Cheerfully Given

Let Us Enlighten You On Your
Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
244-50 WEST 49th ST., N. Y. C.

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-1-2

Pushing Button Just
Part of the Job

DETROIT—Ralph Ruben of Amusement
Supply Company vouches for this one.

He saw a new usher in a house buzz
the bell in the booth. Sound seemed
o.k. to Ralph, who's a bit of an expert
himself. Questioned, the usher figured
it was part of his job to push the
button every so often, because he saw
the other usher do it.

Brenkert Equipment
Installed by Wil-kin

Atlanta — Brenkert projection
light equipment, installed by Wil-kin
Theater Supply, Inc., is being used
in the Woodbury, Woodbury, Ga.;
Tampa, Tampa; Patricia, Aiken, S.

C, and Carolina, Orangeburg, S. C.
Wil-kin has also completed Crest-

wood carpet installations in the Pe-
kin, Montgomery, Ala.; Frolic, Bir-
mingham; Casino, Jacksonville; Cap-
itol, Plant City, Fla.; Grand, Lenoir,
Tenn.; and Apollo, Hampton, Va.

Recent Wil-kin sound installations
include the Roxy, Atlanta (Mirro-
phone); Riverside, Bolton, Ga.
(RCA); Drive-in, Jacksonville and
Drive-In, Orlando (Wil-kin); State,
Raleigh, N. C. (Motiograph); Caro-
lina and Wilson, Wilson, N. C. (Mo-
tiograph) and Patricia, Aiken.

WTS Remodels Scobel's Elbs

Omaha — Local Western Theater
Theater Supply has completely re-
modeled Loyd Scobel's Elbs Theater
in Wagner, S. D. DaLite screen,
color glow lighting fixtures, Royal
Chrome furniture, drapes, border
and footlights, decorating, and in-

stallation of air conditioning and
heating were among items involved.

Bristol Contract to E & F
Contract for building the new

Warner Bros, house in Bristol, Conn.,
has been let to the E. & F. Construc-
tion Co., of Bridgeport, Conn. John
and Drew Eberson of New York City
are the architects.

Revamping In Ogdensburg
Major reconstruction of Schine's

Strand in Ogdensburg, N. Y., is un-
der way. Plans have been drawn by
John and Drew Eberson.

Eberson Offices Moving
John and Drew Eberson, film thea-

ter architects, move their offices to-

morrow from 1560 Broadway to new
and larger quarters at 2 W. 47th St.

rTTTiUM^.ytj.ifnrrm
250 West 57th Street New York City

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Mohawk Gives Tips

On Removing Spots

Mohawk Carpet Mill, Inc., in the
current issue of its "Pow Wow,"
passes along to film houses brief and
valuable information for removal of
spots and stains on theater carpet.
When rugs become spotted or

stained, act quickly and be sure you
use the right method for removal.

Dirt Spots: To remove, brush thor-
oughly with a soft brush. Then
sponge with mild warm soapsuds,
and rinse carefully with clear warm
water.
Grease Spots: These rot the fabric

and should be removed at once with
carbon tetrachloride. Apply with a
soft cloth, taking up the soil as it

dissolves with a clean cloth or blot-

ter. Another simple method is to

sprinkle the spot with Fuller's earth.
Lay a clean blotter over this and
iron with a warm iron. Use fresh
powder and a clean blotter and re-

peat until the grease is absorbed.
Remove powder with vacuum and
brush thoroughly.

Ink Stains: Take up fresly spilled

ink with blotting paper or soft cloth.

Then sponge the spot with lukewarm
water. Old or stubborn stains should
be removed by a professional cleaner.

Paint Stains: Fresh paint, if still

moist, can be removed by cleaning
gently with a cloth wet in turpentine.
Chewing Gum: Soften by pouring

on a little carbon tetrachloride. Let
stand a few minutes, then remove
carefully with a dull knife. Any re-

maining traces may be sponged with
carbon tetrachloride.

Road Oil or Tar: Sponge with a
cloth well moistened with carbon
tetrachloride. Change cloth as it

becomes soiled and continue until no
additional soil comes off.

Install Simplex Projectors
National Theater Supply's Albany

office has installed Simplex projec-

tors in Dave Rosenbaum's Capitol,

Elizabethtown, and in William Bar-
ney's Grand, Watervliet. A Walker
Silver Sheet screen was also supplied
for the former house.

International, Seats Go In

New theater chairs manufactured
by International Seating Corp. have
been installed in G. A. Duncan's
Lyric, Carlisle, Ky., and in C. Met-
ro's Strand, Portsmouth, O. Mid-
West Theater Supply Co. sold and
installed the chairs.

MMTIflMMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u:iiL>JLr;i
"GET IT FROM NATIONAL"

PrisMnacolor'
S. O. S. Brings OujUui

By gI
Equipment Ee

AFTER almost a decade of re

search and development, Pri;

macolor, Inc., of Chicago, is ready I

undertake a large-scale marketin;

drive for the Prismacolor (additive

system, which is similar to blac

and white procedure. Pictures an

taken with a Prismacolor earner;,

Projection prints are made with

Prismacolor printer or any good ste

printer and projected on the scree

with a Prismacolor projector. An
number of duplicate prints may b

made on a standard black and whit!

continuous printer, it is asserted.
,

Regular panchromatic black an;

white film obtained from any reliable)

film manufacturer may be used<

Film is simply processed in the cus^

tomary black and white manner with<

out imbibition treatment of emul<

sion dyes or similar means. Techt

nically, the Prismacolor camera coni

tains a fully patented arrangememi

of prisms which break up the lighr

into three beams just after it haii

passed through the lens of the cam
i

era. In the path of each of thi

streams of light are permanent red

blue and green filters respectively.
I

Accordingly, there are registeret

simultaneously on the negative filni

three color separation exposures!

each erect, oriented and identical

in size, in proper sensitometric bal

ance. For movie work the coloi

separations are side by side at righi

angles to the film length. The puli

down on movie film is one-half

standard frame per picture. Prisma-

color projectors, it is stated, ar^

similar to the ordinary black anc

white projectors except that each

has three sets of lenses, with a recfj

blue or green filter in the light patN

to each one of the lenses.

S.O.S. Coola Weather has just an

nounced a new evaporative cool

ing system designed for spaces u(:|

to 100,000 cubic feet. One or more

of the units may be installed at thej

rear of the theater to provide coolj

clean air for the lobby, projection!

booths, balcony or toilets, while sev-l

ti
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I units installed under the stage

alongside the proscenium will

;Le care of the larger part of the

in floor. Such an arrangement

i said to be very flexible, as the

t nager may use all or any part of

i ! equipment, depending upon out-

e temperatures, time of day and

e of audience.

V.
L JONES, RCA national ser-

vice manager, reveals that
ramount Enterprises, operating 13

uses in Florida, has renewed con-

cts for sound service, equipment
rts and tube replacement for the

Hre group of theaters. W. R.

ich, general manager of the cir-

it, and Jack Dumestre, RCA
otophone sales exec, for the At-

ita division, negotiated the re-

wai, involving the Olympia, Flag-

, Paramount, Rex, Roxy, Regent

d Tivoli, all in Miami; the Sher-

in, Colony, Cinema and Commun-
, Miami Beach; the Hialeah at

ialeah, and the Gables at Coral

bles.

;VEN-TONE Gradationally Per-

forated Sound Screens are be-

; offered at a special introductory

ice by Sales On Sound Corp. of

iw York City . . . New price list of

ss Lenses has just been issued . . .

itionalTheater Supply Co. in Char-
ts, N. C, reports Simplex High

jojection lamps have been installed

C. B. Andrews' Lyric, Bishop-

le, S. C, and in A. E. Miller's

Voli, Lincolnton, N. C, latter also

tting Hertner generators . . . Na-
>nars office there also reports

at Alexander Smith's Crestwood
d Velvet carpets, respectively, have

ne into J. Workman's Hollywood,

[oodruff, S. C, and the Main, oper-

ed by Colonial Theaters, Inc., in

anite Falls, N. C. . . . New Sim-

ax Four Star Sound Systems have

lO been installed by N.T.S. in the

rest. Wake Forest, and the Plaza,

jeenville, N. C, and in the Strand,

alhalla, S. C.

'3fl

Air-Loc Installs

In Six Theaters

Minneapolis—Air-Loc Seat Indus-

tries local headquarters announce
that their theater chairs have just
been installed in following recently
completed houses: E. G. Rees' Rees
Theater, Cameron, W. Va.; Mid-
State Theaters' Watson, Watson-
town, Pa.; Anderson & Urling's Al-
pine, Pittsburgh; Willard Gabhart's
Harrod, Harrodsburg, Pa.; and Al-
pine Theaters' Gerard, Westview, Pa.
Tom Valos' Geneva in Geneva, 111.,

has been re-seated with Air-Loc
chairs.

Farmington to Have Balcony
Farmington, Mich. — Associated

Theaters has delayed construction
of the new Farmington Theater in
order to include a balcony, enlarging
capacity from 600 to 800 seats. House
will open around July 1.

Install Bodiform Chairs

Butte—American Bodiform chairs,

Simplex Four Star Sound, Walker
screen, E-7 Simplex projectors.
Peerless Magnarc lamps and Alex-
ander Smith's Crestwood carpet are
among items ordered by E. E. Har-
ris and William Wolfall for their
Montana Theater.

To Improve the Cox
M,t. Pleasant, Pa.—The Cox Thea-

ter, operated by Mrs. Rose Leibovitz,
will close at the end of this month
for approximately 60 days, during
which time extensive repairs and al-

terations will be made.

New Pliunage for Bluebird

Petersburg, Va. — The Bluebird
Theater will undergo a complete
overhauling and modernization, ac-
cording to Herman Rubin, city man-
ager for Neighborhood Theaters.
The complete job will be under the
supervision of A. 0. Budina, archi-
tect.

BERfilfl
FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Richmond Clergyman
Also Sells for RTS

RICHMOND, VA.—Richmond Theater
Supply here boasts of probably the only
clergyman who doubles as equipment
salesman. He's the Rev. O. W. Patter-
son, whose specialty is air conditioning
equipment. Cleric preaches every Sunday.

Papayanakos Opens New
400-Seater at Potsdam

Potsdam—J. P. Papayanakos has
just opened his new 400-seat Star
Theater here. It is equipped with
Walker White Soundscreen and com-
plete Simplex projection and sound
equipment, purchased through the
Albany branch of National Theater
Supply. Addtionally, Papayanakos
has ordered from National a Simplex
E-7 projector and Walker White
Soundscreen for his Gralyn Theater,
Gouverneur, and an identical screen
for his Rialto here.

Hilltop WiU Be Enlarged
Pittsburgh—The Hilltop Theater,

operated by Morris Finkel and Alex
Moore, will close for 60 days for
renovation, refurnishing and en-
largement.

Research Council

Adds Exhib. Aids

With the addition of the present

Standard Continuous-Scanning Il-

lumination Test Track and the Stand-

ard Flutter Test Negative, the Re-

search Council of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

further raises the number of such
available aids to circuits and ex-
hibitors. Exclusive of the new con-
tributions, houses can obtain Theater
Sound Test Reel; Standard Multi-
Frequency Test Reels, both the Pri-
mary Standard variable area and
density, and the Secondary Standard,
variable area and density.

Also Standard Warble Tone Multi-
Frequency Test reels in the Primary
and Secondary Standards, variable
area and density; Standard Buzz
(Lateral Alignment) Track; Stand-
ard Scanning Illumination Test
track (17 Position Track); Standard
7000 Cycle Film; Standard 9,000
Cycle; Rear Scanning Adjustment
Track; and Standard Balancing Film
for both two or three projection ma-
chines.

Beauty is appreciated by the young and

old alike. Which is one reason why

you will find Alexander Smith Carpet

in most of the country's successful

theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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Warners May Have

Up to 60 Pictures

(.Continued from Page 1)

side producers, it was reported here
last night.

Company's program will be out-
lined in detail at the Pittsburgh
sales convention, opening June 10.

Final numerical decision, of course,

rests on developments, domestic and
foreign.
Two of the outside pix already

have been announced as the Frank
Capra-Robert Riskin "The Life of

John Doe" and the Kaufman-Hart
"The Man Who Came to Dinner."
"The Amazing Story of Sergeant
Yorke" forms part of the regular
Warner pi'ogram for next season, it

is understood.
George S. Kaufman arrives at the

Burbank studio July 1.

Omaha Theaters Launch
New City-wide Giveaway
Omaha—To me&t similar giveaway

competition by groceries, drug
stores and even filling stations, the-
aters here launched Prosperity Club,
a $500 weekly giveaway, first such
city-wide award since Bank Night
was declared illegal by Nebraska
courts in 1937. Deal will be pulled
every Wednesday, according- to

plans with 25 first-run and suburban
houses taking part.
Person first signs card which goes

into permanent registry file, from
whence winner is pulled each week.
Person must register every Wednes-
day in lobby of any theater and
after drawing, if person has regis-

tered that day, he gets award. No
admission charges made for regis-
tering and person need not be in

theater to win.
Theaters co-operating are paying

on the basis of seating capacity.
First-run houses are paying seven
cents per seat per week, suburbans
a lower scale.

RKO Sales Meet to Open
Monday With 300 Present

RKO Radio Pictures opens its

ninth annual international sales con-
vention at the Waldorf-Astoria
Monday with approximately 300
sales representatives, home office and
theater department executives, stu-

dio representatives and guests in

attendance. Foreign delegates ar-

rived during the week.
Addresses will be made by Presi-

dent George J. Schaefer, Vice-Presi-
dents Ned Depinet and Phil Reisman,
and Cresson Smith, Andy Smith, A.
A. Schubart, Harry Michalson, Bar-
ret McCormick, W. E. Branson, H.
C. Cohen, L. M. Devaney, L. E. Gold-
hammer, Nat Levy, J. H. Maclntyre,
E. L. McEvoy and Robert Mochrie.

J. J. Nolan heads the studio con-

tingent which is to include Robert
Sisk, Harold B. Franklin, and Jack
Votion.
From March of Time will come

Louis de Rochemont, John Wood, Jr.,

Albert Sindlinger and Donald Hig-
gins.

REVIEUJS OF neUJ Films Two Boyer Feature!

For RKO's Program"Hidden Gold"
with William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Ruth

Rogers, Minor Watson

Paramount 61 Mins.

SKILLFUL SCREENPLAY, ROUSING AC-
TION MAKE THIS WESTERN STANDOUT
ENTERTAINMENT.

Producer Harry Sherman scores again as

monarch among the fashioners of pulsating

prairie pictures. The present Hopalong
drama is easily one of the series' best. Chief
among the factors contributing to its ex-

cellence is a close-knit, plausible and ac-

tion-studded screenplay devised by Jack
Mersereau and Gerald Geraghty. This

screenplay, with its expertly sustained sus-

pense and crisp and natural dialogue, should

be a signal to makers of westerns that

there are fresh approaches to this type of

entertainment.

William Boyd gives his usual rousing per-

formance as Hopalong Cassidy, and fulfills

his mission, as an express company agent,

of rounding up a clique of crooks who are

pilfering gold from a mine and robbing

stagecoach shipments. Boyd's triumph is

aided and abetted by his loyal and tough-

fibered pals, Russell Hayden and Britt

Wood, who, along with the other cast mem-
bers, give tip-top performances, proving

again the Sherman genius for solidly cast-

ing his productions. Excitement prevails

from the film's incipient scenes, right down
to the finale.

There is plenty of hard riding, sinister

situations, and fast gun-play,—particularly

on the part of Boyd, whose shooting irons

blaze via his ambidextrous skill, momentous-
ly when, unaided, he plunges into the tunnel

of a mine to bag the ringleader of his foes.

It is not until the very closing moments
that the identity of the true arch-villain

is disclosed. This element in turn discloses

the fine flare of the Mersereau-Geraghty
script team for keeping audiences on edge.

Two additional highlights of "Hidden
Gold" are the sequences showing the gal-

lop ng bands of the posse as they hunt down
their quarry, and the film's excellent tech-

nical assets,—consisting of Lesley Selander's

direction, and Russell Harlan's photography.

Exhibitors everywhere can mark this down
boldly as a slick outdoor attraction, cer-

tain to score with fans.

CAST: William Boyd, Russell Hayden,
Minor Watson, Ruth Rogers, Britt Wood,
Ethel Wales, Lee Phelps, Roy Barcroft,

George Anderson, Eddie Dean, Raphael Ben-

nett, Jack Rockwell.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Di-

rector, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, Jack

Mersereau, Gerald Geraghty; Based on char-

acters created by Clarence E. Mulford;

Sound Mixer, Charles Althouse; Editor, Car-

rol Lewis; Photography, Russell Harlan; Art

Director, Lewis J. Rachmil; Musical Director,

Irvin Talbot.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

To Distribute "Human Beast"

Hollywood — Max Laemmle has
bought Pacific Coast distribution
rights to the French picture, "Hu-
man Beast," starring Simone Simon
and Jean Gabin.

Republic Film Held Over
San Francisco—Rep's "Gangs of

Chicago" is held over at the War-
field.

"I Was An
Adventuress"

with Zor!na, Richard Greene, Erich Von
Stroheim, Peter Lorre

20th-Fox 81 Mins.

SOPHISTICATED COPS AND ROBBERS
MELLER SHOULD DO WELL AT THE BOX-
OFFICE.

The public generally should be enter-

tained by this film. The cast is personable
and the backgrounds are lavish, with the

cast names offering plenty of marquee
possibilities. The story is not new or novel

lelling as it does the yarn of the cheaters

cheating each other, but it has been dressed

up with a suave polish.

Zorina is engaging as a straight actress

and breath-takingly beautiful in an opulently
staged ballet number. Richard Greene per-

sonably portrays the young man with whom
she falls in love; and Erich Von Stroheim and
Peter Lorre capably fill the bill as a pair of

crooks who work with Zorina. Gregory
Ratoff gets credit for the direction and
George Balanchine for the dance direction.

Zorina, Von Stroheim and Lorre have a

first class racket. She displays a priceless

necklace, gets some wealthy acquaintance
she has attracted to either sell it or buy it,

and the trio either substitute a phoney or

Lorre picks the victim's pocket. After

flitting through several capitals where the

suckers are fleeced, Zorina meets Greene
in Nice. Her approach is to slap the

victim in the face because he has been
talking about her and then apologizes when
the mistaken identity is straightened out.

Greene comes a cropper like all the rest,

but Cupid unlooses his arrow and they get

married. Zorina is approached some time

later in Paris by her erstwhile former part-

ners in crime, but her attempts to buy them
off and scare them off fall flat. They
show up at her country home and plan a

robbery, almost getting away with it but

for Lorre's sentimental whimsy. Zorina

tells Greene the whole story, and all is

forgiven.

CAST: Zorina, Erich Von Stroheim, Rich-

ird Greene, Peter Lorre, Sig Rumann, Fritz

Feld, Cora Witherspoon, Anthony Kemble
Cooper, Paul Porcasi, Inez Palange, Egon

3recher, Roger Imhof.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Nunnally

Johnson; Director, Gregory Ratoff; Screen-

play, Karl Tunberg, Don Ettlinger and John

O'Hara; Based on an original production

by Gregor Rabinovitsch ; Cameramen, Leon

Shamroy and Edward Cronjager; Editor,

F. D. Lyon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Weeks to Shoot June 17

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—George W. Weeks will

send his first Mono, western before
the cameras June 17.

Three Years for Hornblow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Para, has signed Ar-

thur Hornblow to a three-year pact.

George Hayward Dead
Marietta, O.—George E. Hayward,

71, Midland Theaters Co., secretary,

died at his home here.

(Continued from Page 1)

starrers for RKO's 1940-41 proKH
it was announced last night.

Deal was closed by Prexy Gei

J. Schaefer of RKO, following m
tiations conducted by Irving i

Levine, RKO counsel.

Anatole Litvak will direct 1:

in "Ariane Pretends," French '

by Claude Anet, cameras turnii

;

August. Second vehicle will be M
eel Achard's "Le Corsaire," to be
leased as "The Pirate." As a pi

it ran two years in Paris.
Daven and Wachsberger will

co-producers. Wachsberger
planed to the Coast to discuss p
duction plans with Daven and Bo\

Night Harness Racing
May be Exhib. Worry

Albany—Gov. Herbert H. L
man's belated appointment of

harness racing commission has cci

pleted the set-up entailed by
legislature's passage of the Dunj
gan-Penny pari-mutuel betting- li

The Governor appointed three
well acquainted with harness i; '

problems in Jacob C. Newton i

Hamburg, former chairman of 1

Erie County Board of Supervise.
E. T. Gerry of New York and Be,

jamin W. Downing, Manhasset, L.'

Exhibs. are awaiting a fern

meeting of the harness commissi,
ard their establishment of rules g(|

erning the sport. Their princii

interest is in observing whetfij

night racing will be allowed, as
]

Long Island and metropolitan are!

as well as well-populated upsti

centers such a move would be c;l

culated to draw large crowds at|

popular 50 cent admission.
The Dunning-Penny bill leaW

the time of racing and its coii'll

tions up to the harness racing co:|i

mission. It has been asserted n

peatedly that some of the assoqi

tions are in favor of night racirli

due to anticipated large crowds s^i

pari-mutuel betting.

Under terms of the bill only sevi'

harness racing tracks are permittl!

to operate with pari-mutuel betti''!

Expectations are that there will

four upstate, with metropolitan aref

mentioned including Nassau a*

Westchester Counties and Long I

land. Night racing at 50 cents a
missions definitely is regarded asl

threat to theater admissions ne|

centers of population.
]

American Seating Calls Notes I

American Seating Co. has calk]

for redemption as of July 31 all i

10-year 6 per cent convertible note!

due July 1, 1946, at principal amouij

plus premium of 2 per cent and &

crued interest. Holders may obtai

immediately redemption price l

presenting notes at principal offii|

of Guaranty Trust of New York.
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i^OBBER SEES NEELY BILL HIKING PRICES

Ice Execs.Term Coast Conciliation Plan Success
Sjh Exhibs. and Distribs.

Biefit, Poole Declares;

Sup Strictly Autonomous

By PRESCOTT C. DENNETT,
ington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ashington — The autonomous

:o liliation committee setup devised
1^ he Pacific Coast Conference of

pendent Theater Owners has en-

d the co-operation of all major
ibutors, with resultant benefits

3oth exhibs. and distribs., ac-

i ing to Robert H. Poole, PCC
>utive secretary, here to attend

House Interstate Commerce
mittee hearings on the Neely

lent on the actual mechanics of
'

^Continued on Page 6)

l|i(quel Busters

^j
Golf Tourney

I'hile the phalanx of foursomes
' treading the turf of the Glen
s course during the 28th Film
jY Golf Tournament on Tuesday,
? 11, the industry's Racquet
:ers (erroneously termed tennis
ers) will be staging a furious
as of their own on the courts of

same celebrated country club.

'tie Tennis Committee is chair-

led this year by Jack Levin, and
{Continued on Page 7)

Qute Rockne" Premiere
Bfpected to Go to Chi.

;
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

jOUywood — World premiere of

e Life of Knute Rockne," which
cners is producing, will take
e in Chicago in all probability,

(Continued on Page 8)

'ichaefer. Freeman
II Before House Com.
Vashington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Major witnesses against

he Neely block-booking bill before the
'louse Interstate Commerce Committee
his week, it is indicated, will be George
. Schaefer, RKO's prexy, and Y. Frank
reeman, Para, vice-prexy, latter coming
|in from the Coast. From Hollywood also

luring the week will come spokesmen
iJTom the SWG, SDC, and SAC.

Orson Welles to Produce and Star in Ttvo
Features for RKO Radio's 1940-41 Lineup

Orson Welles is slated to produce and star in two pictures for RKO's 1940-41 pro-

gram, the product announcement today will reveal. Welles is due to arrive in New York
Wednesday to attend the closing sessions of the RKO convention and to act as master
of ceremonies at the banquet that night in the Rainbow Room.

Depinet Outlines

New RKO Program

RKO's 1940-41 program will be
outlined today by Ned Depinet, vice-

president, at the ninth annual inter-

national sales convention in the Sert

Room of the

Waldorf - As-
toria. C n-
vention com-
iiiittee, under
the chair-
manship o f

A. A. Schu-
bart, has ar-

ranged a pro-
gram which
c o m b i nes
hard work
and lively

e n t e rtain-

ment for the

300 delegates.

Aside from the regular business
(Continued on Page 6)

NED DEPINET

Inglewood Clearance
Draws Fire of Allied

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—Allied of Southern
California and Arizona has protested

to distributors against the practice

of delivering pictures to the Fox
{Continued on Page 7)

Balaban Says Para.

"Shoots the Works'

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—^"Instead of running

for cover, Paramount is shooting
the works," Barney Balaban, presi-

dent, told the annual sales conven-
tion here on
Friday. "This
is a time," he
said, "when
a natural im-
pulse is to

reduce in-

vestments in

product, but
Paramount is

not running
for cover.
F o rtunately,

our company!
at this time
is in a po-
sition where
it does not have to do anything
panicky."

Balaban, in his keynote address,
{Continued on Page 3)

Colonnade Pictures Will

Produce in Miami Studio

BARNEY BALABAN

Coral Gables, Fla.—A casting of-

fice for the new Colonnade Pictures
{Continued on Page 7)

Bowling Craze Hits Mid^west
Theater Attendance Dips in Chi. Territory

Felder-Braudie Action
Against TMAT Dismissed

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Lloyd
Church on Friday dismissed the suit

of Max G. Felder and Ben Braudie
against the motion picture division

(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago — With the alley craze

sweeping the mid-West, bowling is

making a serious inroad into theater

attendance in this territory.

As a result, theater operators are

showing an increasing interest, these

developments highlighting:

Plans for a theater to be erected
(Continued on Page 8)

Tells House Com. Admish.
Boost Would be 15%, With
Distrib. Costs Up 25%

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Going into the third

week as early forecast by The Film
Daily, hearings on the Neely block-
booking and blind-selling bill con-
tinue today with numerous oppon-
ents of the measure yet to be heard.
Although the order of witnesses for
the week has not been determined,
it is believed that MPTOA's prexy,
Ed Kuykendall, will resume the at-

tack, wath indie exhibs. following.

At Friday's session the commit-
tee heard from President Harry
Brandt, of the New York ITOA,
Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox general
manager of sales and Judge Roy L

(Continued on Page 7)

Politics on Screen

Arouses Exhibitors

Sentiment of theater operators in

various sections of the country is

crystallizing against use of screens

for political "propaganda," accord-

ing to reports from widely sep-

arated areas of the exhibition field.

Many exhibitors are declared to

be categorizing political "propa-
(Continued on Page 3)

Equity Elects Lytell

Prexy for Three Years

Annual meeting of Equity was
held Friday at the Astor with Bert
Lytell, president, and Walter Hous-
ton, first vice-president, elected for

three year terms without opposition.

The entire regular slate was named,
with the exception of the can-

(Continued on Page 8)

36 Top-Bracket Pix
for Para, in 1940-41
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—For the 1940-41 season

Paramount will release 36 pictures in the

top bracket, six Hopalong Cassidys and
two others, it was learned as Para, con-
vention drew to a close on Sunday.
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FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MAY 24)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2V2%)
Col. Picts pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew 's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Fict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High
7

4'/8

143/4

Low Close

65/8 7

3% 37/8 —
143/4 143/4 -

5%
130 1

160 1

81/4

221/2

5% 55/8 —
29 129 —
59 160 4-

73/4 73/4 . .

22 221/2 +

Net
Chg.

V4
Vs

'A

43,4

6 1/2

5%
63'

'

21/4

30

41/2 45/8 . .

'6I/2 6I/2 +
'svi 'svi

''

61 63
21/8 21/4 -f
30 30

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100 — 1/2

Loew's deb. 3I2S 45,1011/2 101 1/4 101 1/4 + 1/8

Par. B'way. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. Slijs 47 77 77 77—1
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros. lbs. 6s48 80 80 80

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp. . ,

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.

Universal Picts.

l'/2

10

1 1-8

358
43.4

1V2
10

1

3 ''8

4

3
'8 - Vs

1 Vl — 1/8

10 + 1/8

1

3%
434 — 1/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '45

Loew's Thea. Realty 5s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 67
Rcxy Thea. B:dg. 4s 1st '57... 63 651/2

Leo McCarey With Roach
As Executive Producer?

Hal Roach has been negotiating

with Leo McCarey on a deal which

would make McCarey an executive

producer.

g Tlie Broad¥i^ay Parade II

Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight tor Life (U. 5. Film Service-Lorentz)— 12th week Belmont

Waterloo Bridge IMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol

Ldlian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy

Torrid Zone (Warner Brothers Pictures!—2nd week Strand

Typhoon (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Twenty-One Days Together (Columbia Pictures) Rivoli

Irene (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcox) Music Hall

The Saint Takes Over ( RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

The Biscuit Eater (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures) (d) Globe

Young Buffalo Bill (Republic Pictures) (a) Central

Pals of the Silver Sage (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central

If I Had My Way (Universal Pictures) (a-b) Palace

You Can't Fool Your Wife (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-UAY KU1\S
Gone With the Wind—Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—24th week Astor

FOREiGIS LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—13th week World
Le Due Madri (Esperia Films)—2nd week Cinecitta
La Charrette Fantome (Phantom Wagon) (Columbia Pictures) 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPEiyitNGS
Edison, the Man (Merto-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—May 30 Capitol
Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 7 Strand
The Doctor Takes a Wife (Columbia Pictures) (c) Roxy
The Way of All Flesh (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 1 (d) Globe
Women in War (Republic Pictures)—May 29 Criterion
Hidden Cold (Paramount Pictures)—May 29 (a) Central
The Man from Tumbleweeds (Columbia Pictures)—May 29 (a) Central
It All Came True (Warner Bros. Pictures)—May 30 (a-b) Palace
Tear Gas Squad (Warner Bros. Pictures)— May 30 (a) Palace
La Donna Bianca (Esperia Films)—May 30 Cinecitta
Nuestra Terra de Paz (Spanish feature)—May 31 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Re-Issue.

Franklin H. Chase, Dean
of Up-state Critics, Dead

Syracuse, N. Y. — Franklin H.

Chase, dean of Syracuse critics and

identified with Syracuse papers for

nearly 60 years until his retirement

upon the consolidation of Hearst's

Journal-American and the Herald

last July, died Friday.

Chase's newspaper career was

wholly identified with the Journal

which he served at various times as

city and managing editor. He re-

mained as first string critic while

in the latter capacity, and, retiring

from the managing editorship due
to ill health, continued with the

Journal and later the Journal-Amer-
ican as critic, columnist and for-

eign correspondent.
A recognized authority on the

drama as well as motion pictures,

Chase also was Syracuse's official

historian, and author of a four-

volume history of Onondaga County
which treated extensively of amuse-
ments.

Tarkington vs. Warner
Suit Trial In Fall

Trial of suit of Booth Tarkington
for injunction and $100,000 damages
against Warners, on Friday was
ordered for October by Federal
Judge John C. Knox. Suit charges
defendant with infringing on liter-

ary rights in the film "Penrod And
His Twin Brother." Warners has
made counter claims contending that
Tarkington breached a contract ex-
tending film rights to the story.

Montague to Preside
At Col. Chi. Meeting

Chicago—Columbia's Chicago con-

vention at the Blackstone Hotel,

June 4-7, will have A. Montague,
general sales manager, presiding.

Jack Cohn will head the h.o. execs,

who will attend. Among them will

be R. Jackter, J. McConville, L. As-
tor, L. Weinberg, M. Weisfeldt, H.

C. Kaufman, M. Grad, K. Josephs,

M. Bergman, B. E. Zeeman, S.

Raisler, V. Borelli, I. Sherman, J.

Freiberg, W. Brennan and A. Sher-
man.
Exchanges present will include

Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, Mil-
waukee, Des Moines, Detroit, In-
dianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver,
Salt Lake City, Seattle and Port-
land, and Canada.

Rackett Coming Here
To Meet With Kalmus

Gerald F. Rackett, vice-president
and general manager of Technicolor
Motion Picture Corp., and in charge
of that company's research activi-

ties, will arrive in New York from
the Coast in early June to confer
here with Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
Technicolor's president.

Stevens Acquires Two Tales
li'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—On his own, George

Stevens has acquired rights to "Ral-
ston's Ring," by George D. Lyman,
and "Hail and Farewell," by Willis-

ton Rich.

COmmC and Goinc

I!

SIDNEY R. KENT, 20th-Fox president, retu
i

from the Coast this week. MRS. KENT acco i

panies him. CHARLES E. McCARTHY, ad. ci

pub. director, is also due back this week fn
Hollywood.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales chi.

tain, and F. J. A. McCARTHY, eastern divis.:

manager for "U," returned to New York at i|

week-end from New Orleans.

HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox sales head,
turned from Washington at the week-end.

GERALD F. RACKETT, vice-president of 7c(
nicolor Motion Picture Corp., is scheduled
arrive in New York the second week in June.

ROBERT SCHLESS, managing director in ii

rope for Warners, arrives here tomorrow on II

Washington.

L. 8. MAYER and HOWARD STRICKLINC li

for the Coast Friday after a one day stay
New York.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN is scheduled to return
Hollywood this week.

LEE TRACY arrived here Friday from the Coji

ORSON WELLES arrives here from Hollywti
Wednesday by plane.

A. GARDNER, theater operator in Ceylon. ,i

MRS. GARDNER, are here from the far east,

HERBERT J. YATES, JAMES R. GRAINGER ,i

SOL C. SIEGEL are in San Francisco today (

Republic's regional sales meeting there.

GENE MANN is due in this week from
Coast.

Chi. Pupils Seeing WB
Shorts at Morning Shown

Chicago—Large scale tie-up hi

been arranged between theaters i

this territory and local public scho(

whereby the theaters are conducti:i

special early morning showings (

Warners' patriotic Technicoli
shorts. School authorities pernj
the pupils time off to attend. I

According to the school officia!'

this method of presenting highhgh'
in American history has proven ve;

effective, tying in with the mode;
methods of visual education. Wt;
ners has prepared a portfolio i

scene stills from these films, and tl'

theaters are distributing these to t!

schools for use in the classroom f

supplement the screenings.

Alban'y Drive-in Opens
|j

Albany — Outdoor theater ni

opened three miles from here on tjj

New York road near East Greelc

bush by Owen M. Holmes and Joii

F. Gatelee, Springfield, Mass. nel

week. There are 450 car accomijj'

dations. .i

H
CONNECTICUT
THEATRE
PROJECTS
We build to suit

Stamford, Conn.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Inquire

LEONARD ABRAMSON
74 WASHINGTON STREET

SO. NORWALK, CONN.
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alaban Says Para.

Shoots the Works'

(Continued from Page 1)

id that Paramount's operatint"' and
lancial policies had teen shaped
a pattern which may in the past

ve appeared conservative. But to-

y. he continued, "we can breathe

^re freely, devoting- all our ener-

, X to the successful operation of

^ company."

"We Are Fully Justified"

"I believe we are fully justified

having authorized our studio

ads to go forward and not to

erlook any opportunity of

lengthening our program irres-

ctive of cost."

John W. Hicks, vice-president in

arge of foreign operations, told the

nvention that the Paramount or-

mization was in operation all over

e globe, despite war-torn eondi-

,)ns. When peace comes again, he

i'lded, the company will be ready to

ep in and rehabilitate the busi-

ss.

Hicks pointed out that the most
rious problem was the uncertainty
the future. World unrest, he said,

ecludes the possibility of accurate-
foretelling what revenue may

iiie from abroad. It cannot be

edicted whether one penny will be
itained from the European market
is year, Hicks declared.

Y. Frank Freeman, studio head,
serted the convention mai'ked the
hginning of a new era and that he
l)ped to produce the type of pic-

res that the salesmen could really

11.

Short talks were made by Alvaro
;yes, manager in Colombia; Frank
lennebeck, India, and Arthur
li'atchett, Cuba, Mexico and Cen-
al America.

Neil Agnew, vice-president and
i-les manager, presided at the ses-

I'bns.

uke in Monogram Series

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM .DAILY

Hollywood—Mono, will star Keye
lake in "Phantom of Chinatown,"
"st of a series of detective stories

• Hugh Wiley. Paul Malvern will

oduce. Luke will make four an-
lually. Chinese actress will play
voposite.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to

MAY 27

Joseph von Sternber;

E. Lloyd Sheldon

M. H. Hoffman, Jr.

ALCNe TliE

WITH PHIL Ai. DALTiTV
• • • MEMORIES oi Edison, the Movie Producer came wing-

ing back to local Film Row and the nation o'er the week-end

via the announcement that the heirs of the Wizard had sold the

old Edison Studio at 2826 Decatur Ave., Bronx... to the Croydon

Operating Co Be not airighted, ye cinematic sentimentalists

for the purchaser is going to continue to make pictures there

and that's as it should be because within that studio's walls

glorious traditions stalk 'Twas there that D. W. Griiiith

embarked on his career as an extra in an opus labeled "Rescue

From An Eagle's Nest" which chore enriched D. W. to the tune

of three bucks a day According to Bill lamison of the Museum

of Modern Art who vras around the Bronx lot at that time

D. W. was anything but overpaid seein' as how he merely had

to work in a wig and beard and climb aloft to be summarily

clawed by a huge mechanical eagle

• • • ANOTHER segment of the past rose before us

like a dream coincident with the news of the Edison studio

sale A press release proclaimed that today "Tillie's

Punctured Romance" moves into the 48th St. Music Hall

Mack Sennett, you'll recall, viade the opus some 25 years

ago with a couple of promising juveniles in the top roles

Marie Dressier and Charlie Chaplin

T
• • BOB Taplinger, Warners' publicity purveyor at Burbank

lips that the Frank Capra-Robert Riskin production, "The Life of

John Doe" will have a mid-West locale while the film's makers

are maintaining secrecy re the story's nature One detail is certain,

'tis said, viz: Gary Cooper will appear as John Doe, a baseball

pitcher Pat Flaherty, erstwhile N. Y. Giant moundsman and cur-

rently doing character role in Hollywood has been placed under

contract to teach Gary how to throw curves

• • • NOW, if Gary wants to learn the latter art on a

wholesale scale he might do well to come East and

take a look-see at the spirited hurling which is on display

in the local Motion Picture Baseball League This evening

CFI tangles with Universal Friday brings Paramount and

M-G-M to grips while Saturday sees NBC locking horns

with Rockefeller Center

• • • WELCOME, RKO Radio conventionites! is what we
say This is but one of the greeting shouts the boys'U hear today

as they gqther in the Waldorf-Astoria for the org.'s ninth annual

sales conclave We understand that Elmer the Great, N. Y. World's

Fair greeter is coming from the Flushing Meadows to meet

the Elmers of RKO Radio The Great One is set to extend a special

invite to Elmer Sedin of the h.o and Elmer Lux, Pittsburgh branch's

alert salesman to attend the Fair The convention is bound

to be a peppy affair because of its number one song writer and

poet laureate. Jack Ellis who has composed a bevy of bombshell

ballads for this year's gathering just as he has for some ten

years. . . • Anna "Irene" Neagle will guest star tomorrow night on

"Information Please". . . • Wednesday night brings the Warner

Club's musical revue, "Fair and Warner" to the Biltmore Theater

with 35 company employes in the cast Ed Greenberg is producer

and he and Marvin Rothenberg directed

c< « « » » »

Politics on Screen

Arouses Exiiibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

ganda" in films as fundamentally
at odds with the policy of showing
non-controversial matter on screens.
View is being taken that their audi-
ences adhere to different political

creeds, and, consequently, it is not
possible to show footage on one
party without possibly offending the
views of others. Further, it is con-
tended, there is no logical nor grace-
ful "out" when the screen is made
a forum for all parties, because there
is the problem of priority or ar-
rangement of presentation which the
theater operators must, it is felt,

face.

Lately, there have been several
instances of exhibitors deleting po-
litical footage from newsreels. It is

contended that business can be af-
fected to a considerable degree by
having even a small percentage of
opinion "out of key" with projected
political views.
The two-reeler designed to carry

forward the Frank E. Gannett presi-

dential candidacy will be given no
theatrical showings, due, it is said,

to exhibitor resistance. GOP's fund
raising feature, "A New Tomorrow,"
also won't go into theaters.

Other instances of exhibitor re-
luctance to show political footage
have outcropped of late, it is as-
serted, via outlets .asking newsreel
not to supply them with political

sequences.

Reports Stellar Group
Planning to Produce

Cleveland—A project which would
combine a number of headline stars
into a new producing company is in

work, according to Milton Harris,
formerly with Loew's here, who re-

ports that he will be associated with
the new enterprise. Harris leaves
here today for Hollywood where he
will act as unit manager for the
Jack Benny-Fred Allen picture for
Paramount, "Love Thy Neighbor."
According to Harris, backers of

the plan will produce their own pic-

tures and distribute under a system
similar to the United Artists setup.

GoldE Cabinet Ordered
RKO has ordered a GoldE Rewind

and Hooker Booth Cabinet for its

Golden Gate, San Francisco.

Greensburg, Pa.—Michael Manos,
head of the Manos Amusement Com-
pany which operates a circuit of the-

aters throughout Western Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia, has an-
nounced the engagement of his

daughter, Niki, to Manny Deligian-

nis, of Chicago. The marriage will

take place at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago, on June 6.
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(oast Conciliation

Plan Called Success

(Coiitiiiucd from Paiic 1)

operation employed, Poole comment-
ed that the value fo the principles

had been proven over a period of

years and indeed had finally resulted

in the formation of the PCC itself.

Four Coast Leaders With Poole

Here with Poole for the hearings
are Hug;h W. Bruen, ITO of South-
ern California and Arizona; Rotus
Harvey, Northern California and
Nevada; William G. Ripley, Wash-
ington State, Idaho and Alaska; and
Bob White, ITO Oregon. All are
strongly opposed to the Neely bill

and will present to the House Com-
mittee the combined opposition to

the block-booking bill on the part

of the organized independent exhibi-

tors of the Western Division and
the Pacific Coast States.

This represents the first time that
such exhibitors from that section have
been represented at a Congression-
al block-booking hearing as an or-

ganized group.
Although declining to detail the

"mechanics" of the Conference, the
visiting PCC officials did inform
Film Daily that the Conciliation

work of the individual units of the

Conference—all of which are strictly

autonomous—is successfully carried

on by a committee of three, consist-

ing of the Executive Secretary of

each unit and two unit directors

picked in rotation. Pioblems neces-

sitating general Conference Concilia-

tion are passed on to the Conference
Executive Secretary's office.

No Interest In National Field

Poole and his associates re-em-
phasized they have the slightest in-

terest in national trade organiza-
tion work. They frankly admit that

conciliation methods successfully

employed in their Western Division

would have to be revamped to suit

the needs of such areas, as the State

of Florida and Metropolitan New
York, for instance.

Stressing they are not in Wash-
ington to exploit conciliation on a

national basis per se, the officials

added that "the Conference as a

Conference can never join any na-
tional organization."

The Conference officials particu-

larly want the Eastern branch of the

industry to understand they are not
in Washington to advocate any sub-

stitute for the Neely bill. Further-
more, they intend to speak of their

own Conciliation movement only if

drawn out by the Congressmen on

Ex'Outlatv to Be
Technical Advisor

H'cst Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Al Jennings, outlaw of the

late Nineties, now 77, has been engaged
by National Pictures, new Boris Morros-
Robert Stillman producing organization,
to be technical advisor on the company's
picture. "The Life of 0. Henry," which
will star Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. and to

be released by Paramount.

Depinei OutlinesRKOLineup
Sales Convention Brings 300 to New York

(Continued from Page 1)

sessions, conventionites will attend
a beefsteak dinner tonight at the
48th St. Music Hall, a reception
given by March of Time tomorrow
night and a banquet in the Rainbow
Room Wednesday, to be preceded by
a cocktail party given by Pathe
News.

On the Speaking List

Delegates will be addressed today
by Ned Depinet, J. J. Nolan, Perry
Lieber, S. Barret McCormick, Roy
Disney, Hal Home, Kay Kaymen,
Frank Donovan, Walton Ament, John
Wood, Louis De Rochemont and Al
Sindlinger.

Sales talks will be delivered to-

morrow by Cresson Smith, Andy
Smith, Harry Michalson, Herb Mac-
Intyre and Walter Branson. Presi-
dent George Schaefer is scheduled
to give the main address of the af-

ternoon. Phil Reisman, vice-presi-

dent and foreign department head,
will introduce those from his de-
partment.

Details of building expansion at

the studios and improvements to the
99-acre ranch near Van Nuys, Cal.,

will be explained during the con-
clave.

With managers named first in each instance,
following are here from the branches:

Albany: B. G. Kranze. G. F. Tucker, L. A.
Herman; Atlanta: H, M. Lyons. F. W. Salley,
P. Harrison. R. C. Price. N. J. Colquhoun;
Boston: R. C. Cropper. W. H. Gardiner, H. F.
(Kjldstein, F. G. Ross, C. L, De Vizia. M. M.
Ames. C. McGerigle; Buffalo: C. Boasberg,
J. G. Chinell, N. L. Sper, E. Lux, F. Ma.x-
well ; Charlotte: J. B. Brecheen. R. F. Branon,
R. S. Mitchell, F. E. Dyer; Chicacjo: J. C.
Osserman, S. Gorelick. J. A. Clark. H. H.
Walders. M. J. Kassel. J. Cozzi, R. A. O'Brien;
Cincinnati: S. C. Jacques, A. L. Sugarman.
J, A. McKnight, A. L. Kolitz, R. Williams;
Cleveland: G. Lefko. A. Goldsmith, J. P. Lefko.
G. Becker; also

—

•Dallas: S. M. Sachs. W. V. Adwell, J. E.
Huev. V. H. Adams, C. J. Wheeler; Denver:
J. H. Ashby. F. J. Lee, F. P. Brown; Des
Moines: L. Elman. W. F. De Frenne, D. D.
Matin. M. Godwin; Detroit: J. F. Sharkey,
F. Bonnem, M. E. Cohen, D. McCarthy. R. T.
Renz, H. Levinson ; Indianapolis: R. E.
Churchill, F. L. Brentlinger, E. G. Hancock.
P. J. Fortune; Kansas City: T. R. Thompson,
E. L. Dyson, J. Lewis. A. A. Renfro, K. G.
Howe; Los Angeles: N. P. Jacobs. S. W.
Whitehead, J. Rubenstein. J. F. Samuels, L.
Fink; Memphis: A. M. Avery, R. V. Reagin.
VV. G. Wray; Milwaukee: A. N, Schmitz.
M. Anderson, E. Spiers. W. Foley; Minne-
apolis: C. J. Dressell, W. C. Winters, J. E.
Loefifler. L. Klein, W. S. Flynn. R. Egner;
A'ctt' Haven: B. Pitkin, W. Canelli; Ne^v

Orleans: P. M. Baker, R. K. Pfeiffer, W. E
Woodward, also

—

New York: R. S. WolfT. P. Hodes, E. T
Carrol. J. J. Dacey, J. Ellis, L. I. Kutinsky
H. Zeitels, F. Urumm; Oklahoma City: R. B
Williams. P. D. Fielding, C. A. Blakely
Omaha: C. W. Allen. J. P. Smith, E. Stengel
Philadelphia: F. L. McNamee, S. Lefko, W. H
Tyson, M. Shulman, L. L. McFadden, E. J
Epstein. O. Tischler, C. Zagrans; Pittsburiih

H. H. Greenblatt. R. H. Lange, J. Graham
E. Lebby, M. E. Lefko; Portland: M. E
Cory, G. M. Engelman, S. S. McFadden
St. Louis: R. V. Nolan, M. A. Raymon. L. S
Gruenberg, T. B. Williamson; Salt Lake Citv

H. C. Fuller, G. Davison. A. T. Mabey, A
Shepherd; San Francisco: G. Wm. Wolf
G. R. Seach, E. A. Stein, C. J. Crowley
Seattle: E. A. Lamb, J. F. Burk, L. L. Gold
smith; Sioux Falls: S. W. Fitch, E. J. Frace
C. H. Snyder; Washington: R. J. Folliard

H. E. Kahn, E. W. Grover. C. Knox, A. P
Folliard; also

—

Toronto: M. Plottel, M. L. Devaney, H.
Conway; Montreal: H. F. Taylor, H. Decker.
H. B. Miller; Calgary: J. McPherson. P.

Cardell; St. John: L. Plottel; Vancouver:
W. S. Jones; Winnipeg: H. Woolfe, N.
Nackimson.

Also in attendance will be:

DISTRICT MANAGERS: W. E. Branson,
H. C. Cohen, L. M. Devaney. L. E. Gold-
hammer, N. Levy. J. H. Maclntyre, E L.

McEvoy, Robert Mochrie.
HOME OFFICE REPS.: W. A. Burke,

J. E. Cashman, J. A. Downing, J. C. De
Waal, J. Wangberg, J. J. Schmitzer, E. Sedin
HOME OFFICE: (Alphabetically arranged).

R. V. Anderson, L. J. Bamberger, Jimmy
Boyle. W. H. Clark. W. E. Dahler, Ned E.

Depinet, W. V. Derham, John A. Farmer,
L. E. Gaudreau, H. Gittleson. B. Grimm.
K, Hallam, H. Hendee. W. H. Home. S.

Kramer, Jack Level. Tack Lewis, Wm. Mal-
lard, W. J. Merrill, H. J, Michalson. L. H.
Miller, S. Barret McCormick. E. J. McGuire.
W. J. McShea, G. Muchnic. Rutgers Neilson.
R. C. Patterson. Jr.. M. G. Poller. H. M.
Richey, George J. Schaefer. A. A. Schubart.
I. Shiiifrin, Andy W. Smith. Jr.. C. E. Sm.th.
E. J. Smith, Jr.. R. Trado. Terry Turner.
G. Van Wagner, A. Willi. G. E. Youngman,
D. Strumpf.
RKO THEATERS: (Alphabetically ar-

ranged). J. Becker. J. Brennan. W. Cadoret.
H. R. Emde, M. Fellerman. A. Frudenfeld.
Leon Goldberg, Louis Goldberg. Jay Golden.
T. Gorman, N. Holt, Malcolm Kingsberg. Gus
W. Lampe, Harry Mandel. F. Meyers. C. B.
McDonald, H. McDonald. J. J. O'Connor,
M. Polon, S. A. Schwartz. M. Singer, Col.

L. E. Thompson. J. Henrv Walters.
FOREIGN DEPT.: R. Armour, R. Cam-

mack, H. Ehrreich. N. Ermolieff, A. Frank,
M. Gomez, F. S. Gulbransen, R. K. Hawkin-
son, M. Hoffay, B. D. Lion. P. Reisman, A.
Rossum, P. Saenz. Gus Schaefer, N. Seclcler.

E. L'gast.

STUDIO: J. J. Nolan. Perry Lieber.
MARCH OF TIME: A. Sindlinger, L. De-

Rochemont, D, Higgins, T. Wood.
WALT DISNEY: R, Condon, R. Disney.

W. Erskine, C. Feitels. J. Finey, H. Home.
K. Kamen, B. Lewis. R. Oppel. L. Samuels.
PATHE NEWS: W. Ament. F. Donovan.
PHOTOGRAPHER: J. Heppner.
GL'ESTS: R. Byron. Charley Casanave. R.

B. Downing. Gus Eysell. W. Gegenback. J.
Pegler, W. G. Van Schmus.

the Committee. They recognize the
purpose of their Washington visit

as "helping to kill the Neely Bill

which is absolutely unoperable and
would work tremendous havoc in the
industry."

"No Moral Issue Involved"

"The bill in its present form,"
added Bruen, "does not cover and
will not accomplish the things for
which it was designed by its sup-
porters. There is absolutely no

;
moral issue involved."

I

Poole's thumbnail injunction in

, the Conference type of Conciliation
is to "be honest with each other.

Keep politics out. The honest in-

sistance that there be harmony is

the premise upon which the Pacific

Coast Conference is based."

Harvey added: "It is impossible
for either side not to win by such a
plan."

"What the West Coast Conference
proposes," Poole summarized, "and
we are doing it right now, is to pro-
vide a vehicle for calm, orderly pro-
cedure in effecting changes that will
benefit the Western Division of the
industry. It is our firm desire to

have an honest, constructive deal for
everyone concerned, including the
little fellow in our area of the in-

dustry. We are co-operating to the
end that our great industry will ad-
vance as a harmonious setup."

«R€VI€UJS
"21 Days Together
with Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivie

Leslie Banks

Columbia 72

ROMANTIC STORY HAS SHORTC
INGS, BUT HAS TREMENDOUS '

DRAWING POWER.

Filmed some time ago in England b

V.vien Leigh and Laurence Olivier

rocketed to film fame, this picf|#

shortcomings. Despite that, howen
hibitors should do extremely well wi

thanks to the fact the stars today are i

the crest of a tremendous wave of

licity and popularity, giving their name

tually uniim ted marquee drawing pow

Story starts slowly and has little inc

in pace until it reaches a highly dra

and suspenseful climax. The dialogi

not too bright, the camera work i>

the best and the direction falls sho

several places. Miss Leigh and Mr. C
are both good in the picture and they

the promise of outstanding perform

which they have since achieved,

Leigh's performance the better of the

if a contrast is drawn. Their pronoi

English accents, noticeable in this pi<

have also been altered with time.

Basil Dean is credited with the sci

and the direction. Leslie Banks givi

able performance in a strong supp<

role. Apart from everything else, the

sharply etches life in London as livci

dreamy-eyed lovers and members oi

middle classes,

Olivier, the family black sheep.

Miss Leigh's long-missing husband ace

tally when he shows up at her flat,

other man is arrested for the crime th

a coincidental accident and Banks, 01'

brother and a brilliant barrister in lin:

a judgeship, pleads with them to leavi

country. They decide against it, are

ried, and have three weeks of idyllic :

ence before sentence is to be passed o

innocent man, at which time Ol'vier

to give himself up.

The man is sentenced to die and C

leaves for the police station only I:

caught on the steps by Vivien who ha;

an extra which announces the man di

his way to jail from court. Hay Pi

performance as the innocent man is

CAST: Vivien Leigh, Laurence C

Hay Petrie, Leslie Banks, Francis L.
'

van, David Home, William Dewhurst,

erick Lloyd, Robert Newton, Esme

Elliot Mason, Arthur Young, Meinhart .

Morris Harvey, Fred Groves, Aubrey M

lieu.

CREDITS: Production, Direction

Scenario, Basil Dean; Based on a nov:

John Galsworthy; Cameraman, Jan Ss I

Editor, Charles Crichton.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGR/
Adequate.

See ^Em MaUe Piar,

Also Mix "With Stat
San Francisco—Outstanding film exhi

at the Golden Gate Exposition whi

opened here Saturday is "Hollywc:

Show—Stage 9," sound stage replica fac;

by a 1,500-seat auditorium. It's a^-

minute show, with cast topped by N'

Hamilton, Marian Marsh and Sam Schlt:

perman. Players go through the motid

of filming scenes from a musical, witt

narrator calling the shots. Patrons af

'

the show get a chance to mix with I';

players, take candid camera shots J'

give a museum the double-o.
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lERMAN WOBBER

libber and Brandt

I p Neely's Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

ei' representing the Theater
ctive Association of Texas.

^assage of the bill will re-

i t in a 25 per cent increase in

ttribution costs, 50 to 100 per

t! \ increase in inventory, and

i}^ $100,000,000 to $200,000,-

i I in added capital necessary,
( ibber testified. Admissions
vuld also go up 15 per cent,

[ said.

i 1. Charles L. South. (D., Texas)

I
ssed keen interest in industry

a r b i t ration
and Wobber
told him the

tendency was
toward set-

tling all dif-

ferences this

way.
In his short

state ment,
Wobber also

said the bill

will ruin both
foreign and
domestic
business a s

quality of
res will suffer.

Says Neely Bill No Cure
mdt's testimony evoked the
est interest as he told the
iittee that many evils exist in

ndustry but stressed the fact
the Neely bill will not cure any
if them, but, on the contrary,
be I'uinous to the independent
itor.

indt pleaded for arbitration
n the industry to settle the
ems and expressed confidence

ad they will be settled in that way.
f honest arbitration does

take shape within six
nths, he will lead a fight to
s legislation setting up a
eral tribunal to adjudicate
erences, Brandt said.
e ITOA exec, then expressed
opinion that arbitration will

about as the producers and
butors honestly want it.

uidt assailed the prevalence of
icer-affiliated theaters as the
endents' greatest difficulty and
ssed surprise that the former
against the bill, as he felt it

' 1 help them while hurting the
endents.
ihibitors will not be helped by
ynopsis provision, Brandt said,

dded independents would only
know such matters as stars,

for story and directors in ad-
; and have the companies de-

I

pictures promised.

'Duals Give "Indigestion"

juble features are giving the
c "movie indigestion," he con-
d. Many small theaters would
ito close if bill passes, he added.
nt cancellation privileges are
than adequate, he continued.
the moral issue, he told the

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY.

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address ,

LAST THREE SCORES
CLUB HANDICAPO CLUB:

Inglewood Clearance
Draws Fire of Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

Academy Theater, Inglewood, seven
days after Los Angeles first-run at
40 cents. Organization contends the
house is "actually and economically"
within the city of Los Angeles.

Because of its location and acces-
sibility to the surrounding popula-
tion, Allied has asked distributors
to book the Academy 21 days after
Los Angeles first-run, the same as
any other 40-cent theater in the
city.

Allied unit has announced that the
protest to both the distributors and
Charles Skouras has been ignored.
Attention was called to the "consent
decree" which prohibits favoritism
in behalf of Fox West Coast thea-
ters.

committee it was non-existent and
an exhibitor could always cancel if

the picture was morally objection-
able.

Allied leaders do not represent
even a majority of exhibitors in

their own organization, he charged.
"The independent exhibitor is

on the ragged edge and if some-
thing isn't done he will be put out
of business. But the Neely bill

doesn't help him. It puts him nearer
his financial grave," Brandt affirmed.

Says Cole Not Representative

Declaring 401 out of 473 towns
and 793 out of 899 theaters in Texas
were against the bill. Judge Walker
gave the committee a "down to

earth" description of the way pic-

tures are bought. He cited also as
against it 800 A F of L locals and
numerous local PTA groups as well
as the Federation of Women's
Clubs of Texas.

Col. Cole does not represent opin-
ion of Texas exhibitors, Judge Wal-
ker asserted and declared he even
spoke for some Allied members who
are against it. He told the commit-
tee that the exhibitors in Texas are
satisfied with present buying meth-
ods and fear the Neely bill will re-

sult in higher film rentals and sub-
stantial financial losses.

Racquet Busters

At Golf Tourney

(Continued from Page 1)

further comprises Howard Dietz, Si

Seadler and Lou Nizer. It's a case
of four guys "serving" at once,

—

which'll give you an idea of titanic
tennis that will be on "tap" on
June 11.

To forsake facetiousness for a
moment, the tennis tourney is so
geared this year that any and every
racqueteer, whether he covers ground
like Vines or is unable to Budge, has
a chance to win the tournament. This
strange yet true situation springs
from the fact that Lawyer Levin
(who knows a helluva lot about the
courts) has devised a system of play
known as Progressive Tennis,—a sys-
tem which has been suggested by
Lawyer Levin to the U. S. Lawn
Tennis Ass'n. Believe it or not, by
this system a cluck can win over a
champ.

After all, the purpose of the ten-
nis tournament (as is true of the
golf tussle) is to have sport and
good-fellowship. Regardless of how
well or vice versa you play tennis,
c'mon and send in your entry. Do it

now for a day of lightheartedness
and laughs at the Film Daily Golf
(plus Tennis) Tourney.

Colonnade Pictures Will
Produce in Miami Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

Corp. opened this week under the
direction of Charles Wasserman. The
corporation plans to produce its own
pictures, both features and shorts.

Its facilities will also be available

to other companies on a rental basis.

Arthur H. Sawyer, president, is

now in the East negotiating with
two producers for use of the studio.

Installation of sound equipment
and lights is under way. Actual work
on the first picture is scheduled for

some time in June, according to H.
L. Tareyton, production manager.

«R€VieUIS»
"Women In War"
with Elsie Janis, Wendy Barrie,

Patric Knowles

Republic 71 Mins.

WAR MELLER IS TIMELY, WELL CAST
AND IT SHOULD HAVE A GENERAL
APPEAL.

Exhibitors should find that this film is a

highly saleable piece of screen merchan-
dise. It is timely as newsreel and papers

are filled with stories of the part English

women play in the service, and it serves

as a comeback vehicle for the beloved

Elsie Janis. The story itself has plenty

of drama and the continuity flows smoothly

to a good climax.

Miss Janis gives a fine performance as

the head of a nursing group in France and

the mother of Wendy Barrie, unknown to

Miss Barrie. Miss Barrie is fine as a will-

ful and spoiled English girl forced by cir-

cumstances into the service. Patric Knowles

handsomely fills the part of a flying of-

ficer, and good supporting performances

are provided by a cast including Dorothy

Peterson, Dennie Moore, Mae Clarke,

Colin Tapley and Billy Gilbert. John H.

Auer directs the picture ably.

Miss Barrie is on trial for manslaughter,

having accidentally killed an officer when
he forced his attentions on her. Miss

Janis attends the trial and suggests to

the lawyer that they enroll her in the

service, which act brings her an acquittal

and lands her in France under the charge

of her mother, although she does not know
her as her mother. Unpopular because of

her reputation and fresh demeanor she

makes a deliberate play for Patric Knowles,

Mae Clarke's fiance.

Following a consderable amount of dra-

matic action, Miss Clarke is killed and

Miss Barrie discovers her mother's identity,

with smooth sailing ahead. However, the

picture is certain to bring home grim reality

to audiences today in light of what is hap-

pening.

CAST: Elsie Janis, Wendy Barrie, Patric

Knowles, Mae Clarke, Dennie Moore, Dor-

othy Peterson, Billy Gilbert, Colin Tapley,

Stanley Logan, Barbara Pepper, Pamela Ran-

dall, Lawrence Grant, Lester Mathews.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C.

Siegel; Director, John H. Auer; Original

Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert and Doris

Anderson; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Edi-

tor, Edward Mann.

DIRECTION, Gvjod. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Detroit Sign Lighting

Ordinances in Council

Detroit—All Detroit sign lighting

will be seriously affected by two or-

dinances now before the City Coun-
cil. One proposed by the Police De-
partment, prohibits all red lighting

and all flashing signs within 22 feet

of any traffic signal. The Depart-
ment of Buildings and Safety Engi-
neering countered with a proposal
to ban all intermittent lighting on
signs of any color.

Muni in "High Sierra" Next
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paul Muni's next for

Warners is set as "High Sierra."
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Bowling (raze Hits

Tlie Middle West

(Continued from Page 1)

at North and Nagle Ave. have been
scrapped and instead a $300,000, 25-

alley project will be established there
by Flynn, Goldammer and Quan.
Plans are by Rapp & Rapp, theater
architects.

Gollos Bros, circuit also has scrap-
ped plans for a 1,000-seater for
Morgan Park, South Side suburb,
and it is learned that the site is

under consideration for a recreation-
al project by other investors.

Resignation of Roy Bruder as man-
aging director of B & K's Chicago
Theater, recently announced, was
for the purpose of joining Johnny
Perkins in a huge bowling project
at East St. Louis.
Checkup shows that the last year

has seen the opening of more new-
alleys in metropolitan Chicago than
in more than a decade. New estab-
lishments, air conditioning, have the
most modern equipment, and are
heavily patronized, with peak "draw"
in the evenings.

"Knute Rockne" Premiere
Expected to Go to Chi.

(Continued from Page 1)

it was learned here yesterday. Ten-
tative date is Sept. 20.

Mayor Kelly of the Windy City is

pressing for the opening, and it is

expected that the studio will accede
to his wishes.

South Bend, Ind., site of Notre
Dame, has been considered, but has
been passed up, it is said.

Should Chicago miss out for any
reason, premiere is expected to go to

Radio City Music Hall, New York.
Picture is being sold on the 1940-

41 program.

Equity Elects Lytell

Prexy for Three Years

(Continued from Page 1)

didacy of Tallulah Bankhead for
a five-year Council post. Counting
of ballots was incomplete at press
time. No action was taken on the
report of consolidation recently sub-
mitted.

George O'Neil Found Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George O'Neil, scen-

arist and playwright, was found
dead Friday of a cerebral hemor-
rhage. O'Neil was 42. At the time
of his death he was working at

Universal. "Intermezzo" was one
of the pictures he had recently
worked on.

THE WCCr IN REVIEW
]%eely Bill Would Up Costs— 17. K. Adtnish. Hike?

By L. H. MITCHELL

DOMESTIC
^ NEELY BILL: House Interstate
Commerce Committee continued
scrutiny of the Neely bill. Sidney
Samuelson, one of proponents, ad-
mitted passage might tilt prices.
Chas. C. Pettijohn saw 75-cent ad-
missions a result, with 50 pix sell-

ing at 50 per cent and made a 13-

front attack on the bill. William F.
Rodgers asserted aim of proponents
was merely a trade advantage. He
doubted if 5,000 theatei's could be
sold on a percentage basis such as
that pursued on GWTW; small town
theaters could not stand the extra
cost. I. E. Chadwick asserted that
passage of the bill means "life or

death" to indies. Benjamin Werne,
economic authority, declared the bill

illegal. Hearing elicited fact that
objectives of the bill are similar to

those sought by the Gov't's equity
suit. Committee turned spotlight
upon many trade angles, including
income of the MPPDA.

GOV'T SUITS: Gov't announced
names of 23 top execs, to be sub-
poenaed to appear at trial of the
N. Y. equity suit, subsequently nam-
ing 11 more . . .Gov't filed its bill of
particulars in the Crescent Amuse-
ment suit, naming 19 exhibs, whose
biz had been injured by defendants.

* * *

PARAMOUNT: Paramount ex-
pects to spend $25,000,000 on next
season's 46 to 50 features. Prexy
Balaban announced that company
would discontinue making "B" pix,

spending up to $100,000 more on "A"
features. Company is aiming its

product at the U. S. market.
* * *

ADVERTISING: Metro announced
a $2,750,000 advertising budget for
the new season . . . UA named $3,-

000,000 as its appropriation for that
purpose.

* * *

THIS AND THAT: U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Philly reserved

decision in Goldwyn's UA suit to

breach his contract by a declaratory
judgment . . . Court of Appeals in

Albany upheld judgment for Wm. S.

and Mary Hart of $300,000 against
UA . . . Technicolor's three-month
profit of $562,094 topped estimate.
Dr. Hei'bert T. Kalmus, prexy, and
other officers were re-elected. Kal-

,
mus stated company would dip 14
features in the dye vat next season
... It was stated that Warner Bros.

j

may have up to 60 features for the
;
coming season. Company will have

I

roadshow department for ATAHT
I

. . . 20th-Fox renewed Jos. M.
Schenck's contract for five years . . .

Barney Balaban attacked findings in

the Chicago contempt case.
* * *

PRODUCTION: Doug Fairbanks
Jr. and Ben Hecht form partnership
to produce "Until I Di^" for Colum-
bia release . . . Columbia started pro-
duction on "He Stayed for Break-
fast" with Loretta Young and Mel-
vyn Douglas, and "Missing Evi-
dence" with Marjorie Reynolds and
Henry Kolker . . . RKO started "Men
Against the Sky" with Richard Dix,
Edmund Lowe and Wendy Barrie,
and "One Crowded Night" . . . 20th-
Fox put "Charlie Chan in the Wax
Museum" into work; also "The Ghost
of the Cisco Kid" with Cesar Ro-
mero . . . Universal started cranking
on "Spring Parade" with Deanna
Durbin and Robert Cummings, and
"When the Daltons Rode" with Wal-
ter Pidgeon and Kay Francis. . .

Charles Boyer will star in two pix
for RKO next season, "Ariane Pre-
tends" and "The Pirate."

FOREIGN
GREAT BRITAIN: 15 to 20 per

cent tax on British rentals was seen
meaning higher admission in U. K.
theaters. Extent of Gov't control

over pix industry in its assumption
of dictatorial war pow'ers was uncer-
tain. The CEA was asserted to be
using the war as a weapon in its

drive for lower rentals.

PCTS Installs Int. Seats

Pacific Coast Theater Supply has
completed installation of Interna-
tional seats in Blumenfeld's Lark,
Larkspur; Holtz' Colonial, Sacra-
mento; and Stokes' Eastmont, Oak-
land. Blumenfeld has also ordered
Adler Letters for the Lark, as has
George Mann for his Lyric, Modesto,
and his Novo, in Willetts.

Junior Councils Symposium
New Haven—Junior high and high

school students of the Junior Motion
Picture Councils, including over 500
students, will present their fifth an-
nual symposium at Troup Junior
High School May 28, under the su-
pervision of Donald A. Eldridge,
Audio-Visual Educational director,

and faculty advisors.

Rep. Exchange House Warming
Milwaukee—Tomorrow, Republic's

exchange here will have a house-
warming to celebrate its new loca-

tion at 1131 North Eighth St. Re-
freshments will be served to the
friends of Republic Pictures of Wis-
consin attending.

$1,425 Albany Bank Night

Albany — Grand Theater effected

tie-up with Value, weekly women's
shopping paper, latter distributing
35,000 theater programs publicizing

$1,425 Bank Night.

Majestic, Fort Worth, Reopens
Fort Worth, Tex.—The Majestic,

Interstate second-run, reopens Fri-

day after being closed six weeks for

modernization.

Mayiair Building Sold

Syracuse—Kernan block, housing
the Mayfair Theater, has been ac-

quired by Harold Manheim, local

attorney. House, it is understood,
will be operated eventually by Jack
Karp, owner of the nearby Cameo.

Carnival and Bingo Bans
Lyndhurst, N. J. — Carnival and

Bingo bans loom here as a result of

action bv the Town Council.

«R€VIEUJS
"The Saint Takes

Over"
with George Sanders, Wendy Barrie

Jonathan Hale

RKO 69 M

MELLER

FOR /

i

FIRST RATE MYSTERY
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
AROUND CONSUMPTION.

Latest in the series based on the

acter created by the English novelist, Le

Charteris, this thriller is probably the b

to date. It has murders galore, intrigue

beautiful woman, a fast pace and plenty

drama. Jack Hively's direction is able

well timed, and he has been provided w

a good screenplay by Lynn Root and Fr,

Fenton.

George Sanders has never appeared
better advantage in his characterizali

of The Saint, and lovely Wendy Barrie e*

provides the female interest in the pid

Jonathan Hale has his usual role of !

police inspector and a good support!

cast, including Paul Guilfoyle, Pierre W;
kin, Robert Emmett Keane and other cl

character players support the principal;.

Sanders, en route to New York Sci

Miss Barrie from being cheated in a ci

game on the boat. Sanders finds out t'

his old friend, Hale, has been framed

gangsters and suspended from the pa

department. Working out a plan to ci

Hale, Sanders and Hale start on the li

of the five men they believe guilty v

the help of Guilfoyle. a member of (

gang they have a hold on.

However, three of their potential *

nesses are mysteriously shot before t

can get to them. Police interference spj

Sanders' plans, but he lays a trap for I

remaining two. A surprise climax

closes the real killer and the motive

Sanders clearing Hale of everything.

CAST: George Sanders, Jonathan H
Wendy Barrie, Paul Guilfoyle, Mor

Conway. Robert Emmett Keane, Cyrus

Kendall. James Burke, Robert Middlem

Roland Drew, Nella Walker, Pierre Wat

CREDITS: Producer, Howard Bened

Director, Jack Hively; Screenplay, L.

Root and Frank Fenton; Story based oi

character created by Leslie Charteris; C

eraman, Frank Redman; Editor. Desm:

Marquette.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAP
Good.

Felder-Braudie Action
Against TMAT Dismisse

(Continued from Page 1)

of TMAT which sought appointm
of a receiver and injunction agai

Joseph Silverman and Charles

Carroll, officers. The Court ix\

that the plaintiffs had not made
ficient effort in the union itself

remedy alleged conditions.

Plaintiffs had claimed that Sih'

man and Carroll had failed to pi

erly account for union money. J'

tice Church also denied a reqi'

by the plaintiffs for an order

straining the union from hear

charges against the plaintiffs.
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iikO CUTS PROGRAM TO 53 FOR NEXT YEAR

f^oole Warns Neely*s Bill Spells Ruin For Indies
f :rgain Counter Condition
Mil Result from Passage,
I )C Executive Declares

By MILTON F. LUNCH
inngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
iVashington—A grim picture of

effect of the Neely block-booking
on the indie exhib. should it be
cted into law was drawn in bold

line here yesterday by Robert
Poole, executive secretary of the
ific Coast Conference of Inde-
dent Theater Owners, testifying
nre the House Interstate Com-
ce Committee.
'oole testified that passage of

{Continued on Page 3)

's Reps. Rap

hely's Measure

^•inyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
i'ashington—Hollywood luminar-
took over the spotlight at the
ly Bill hearings before the
ise Interstate and Foreign Com-
ce Committee yesterday. The
5t Coast contingent was led by
1 Ameche, 20th Century-Fox star,

) represented the SAG. He spoke
'fly on section 4—the synopsis
vision—and told the Committee
c, as an actor, he did not feel it

possible to prepare a synopsis
{Continued on Page 8)

^ apiro Anti-Trust Suit

If stponed Indefinitely

''hiladelphia—The Shapiro anti-

^t case against the majors and
rner Bros. Theaters has been

fiitponed indefinitely. Trial was
Jleduled for today.

ase involved clearance and it

{Continued on Page 8)

Now It's Pass Night
!

Des Moines, la.—Tri-States Theaters
has started a Pass Night, along with
[its Bank Night. Deal is worked with
j'he street car company and patrons save
j^eekly street car stubs with lucky num-
j'ber winning pot. Pass Night is Monday
'and regular Bank Night continues on
jTuesday.

GALLUP WILL POLL 'EN FOR RKO
Audience Research Institute Set Up Under Deal

Giving Company Exclusive Services

Exclusive services of Dr. George
Gallup in the motion picture field

have been obtained by RKO, it was
announced yesterday by George
Schaefer, president. Dr. Gallup, head
of the American Institute of Pub-
lic Opinion, has formed a separate
organization to scientifically assist

and guide the studio in its selection

of stories, casts and titles.

New group, which will be entirely

separate from the Institute, is to be

known as the Audience Research In-

stitute, and will be under the direc-

tion of David Ogilvy. It will de-

vote its time exclusively to RKO Ra-
dio Pictures. Headquarters will be
at Princeton, N. J.

A Gallup poll is under way to get
public opinion on the double feature
situation.

4 De Luxers Among

Republic's 26 Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—For 1940-1941, Re-

public will release 26 features, in-

cluding four deluxe productions bud-
geted at $750,000; 32 Westerns
including eight Gene Autry's, eight

Roy Rogers, eight Three Mes-
{Continued on Page 7)

Hear Warners Pulling

Release Date of ATAHT

Warners are pulling the June 27

release date for ATAHT, it was re-

ported last night, although confirma-
tion was unobtainable.

Reason, it is said, is the company's
{Continued on Page 3)

7 More Cities May

Get Tele Facilities

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Full commercializa-

tion of television was promised last

night in the report of FCC as soon
as industry engineering opinion is

prepared to approve any of the pres-

ent competing tele systems.
In unanimous action the FCC an-

nounced it will promptly license ap-
( Continued on Page 9)

Blumberg at Studios,

Matty Fox Stays East

Nate Blumberg, president of Uni-
versal, and Matty Fox, vice-presi-

dent, will exchange home towns for

the summer. Blumberg will head-
{Continued on Page 3)

Technicians Tackle Economy
Zanucli Calls General Conference of 50

25 N. Y. Indie Theaters
To Close for Summer

Approximately 25 independent

theaters in New York City will close

for the summer during the next two

weeks. Number of closings is larger

than usual, as the average shutdowns
have been about ten.

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — The Academy Re-
search Council, headed by Darryl F.

Zanuck, will organize new Basic
Committees at a general conference

of 50 leading studio technicians to-

morrow night at the Beverly Wil-

shire Hotel. Committees will func-

tion in the fields of photography,
{Continued on Page 3)

10 Indie Producers Will
Contribute 16 Features;
Four Musicals Announced

RKO Radio's 1940-41 lineup of 53
features, announced by Ned E. Depi-
net as the company's sales conven-
tion opened at the Waldorf-Astoria
here yesterday, refiects the activi-

ties of 10 indie producers as well as
the company's own studio headed
by Harry E. Edington and Lee Mar-
cus as executive producers under
Vice-Prexy J. J. Nolan.
The lineup of 53 is a drop of seven

from the current season's announced
total, which included two specials,

52 features and six George O'Brien
Westerns. Next season's program
embraces six Tim Holt Westerns,

{Continued on Page 7)

Warners 26 Weeks'

Net at $1,518,497

Net operating profit of $1,518,-

497.24 after deducting all charges
including amortization, depreciation

and Federal income taxes for War-
ner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and subsid-
iary companies for the 26 weeks
ending Feb. 24, was reported yester-

day by the company. This figure
{Continued on Page 8)

D of I to Call D of C
P. A. as Suit Witness

Frank R. Wilson, assistant direc-

tor of public relations of the De-
partment of Commerce, has been
added to the growing list of the D
of J's witnesses in the equity ac-

tion against the majors, it was an-
{Continued on Page 3)

Moral: Modernize
Edgar, Neb.—B. M. Merrill, manager

of the Edgar, is the equipment sales-

man's best argument for keeping equip-

ment up to date. Merrill was one who
stayed by his old faithful roller-top

desk until it finally cost him his the-

ater. Leaving work one night, he

slammed down the roll-top, hit a match,
which bounced, ignited, into his waste-
basket. Theater was a $3,000-fire loss

and he had no insurance.
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FINANCIAL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg
7 7 7Am. Seat

Col. PIcts. vtc. iZVi%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

-!- 3,i

6V2 61/8 6 1/8 -I- Vl
130 129 1291/4 4- 34

160
9

23 '2
98^8
5

68
7

7

160
9

221s
9878
4^8
68
7

6V2
34 11-16 34

6 558 6

143/4 14V2 1434

160
9 + 1

23'4 — IV4
9878 — ^8
4^8 - Ik

68 +4
7

7 + 1/2

21/4 21/8 21/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1001/2 100 100
Loew's deb. 3' 2s46. 101 Vi 101 !i 101 Vi -f Va
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 11 lO'A 103^ + I/4

Trans-Lux 1 Vs 1 1 — Vb
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 67
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 621/2 65

TECHNICAL EXECUTIVE—Unusually capable
man, available immediately due to war. Ex-
ceptionally well informed all types equip-
ment, laboratory technique, color. Ideal

assistant for top executive for sales work,
confidential and accurate analyses, engineer-
ing reports. Five minute interview requested.
Box 1901. THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES CLUB HANDICAP

C? iZD CLUB:

More Prizes for That
Film Daily Tournament

"One moment, pa-lee-zaa, New Or-
leans calling'!"

Thus spake one o' the belles of

the Bell System yesterday to Film
Daily Golf Tourney Manager Don
Mersereau in his N. Y. office.

The voice at the deep Southern
end of the line was Bill Johnson of

Screen Broadcasts who made the

long', long distance call just to say
that his organization is posting a
new trophy for the big club-swing-
ing shindig at Glen Oaks on Tues-
day, June 11. Whoopee I

Coincidental with the Johnson
communique, came word that Altec
Service Corp. is posting a valuable
prize; Box Office a handsome trophy;
and National Screen Service a bevy
of unusual foursome runner-up
awards.
Make no mistake about it, gents,

this 28th Film Daily Golf (and
Tennis, too) Tournament is going
to be the "prize" event in pix an-
nals, any and every way you figure

it. Get your entry in pronto!

Funeral Services Held

For William Conselman

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held yesterday for William M. Con-
selman, scenarist and producer, who
died following a long illness. He
had written for 20th Century-Fox in

Hollywood and England.

Opera on Tour Appecds

Opera On Tour, Inc., yesterday
filed notice of appeal from a deci-

sion of the Apellate Division of the
Supreme Court which dismissed its

suit against the American Federa-
tion of Musicians and lATSE. The
plaintiff had attempted to restrain a
strike called by the unions because
it used recorded music instead of
living musicians.

Gladys Unger Funeral
Rites to be Held Today

Funeral services will be held at

2 p.m. today in St. Bartholomew
Chapel, Park Ave. and 50th St., for

Gladys B. Unger, 55, screen author
and playwright, who died on Satur-
day afternoon at the Medical Arts
Center.
After penning numerous plays, she

commenced writing for films in 1926.

Her film plays include "Music Is

Magic," "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," "Rendezvous At Midnight,"
"Sylvia Scarlett" and "Daughter of

Shanghai." She collaborated on sev-

eral others for M-G-M, 20th-Fox
and Paramount.

Interment will be in Woodlawn
Cemeterv here.

Coast Services Today
For Joseph De Grasse

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Funeral services

will be held today for Joseph De
Grasse, early day director who died

of heart attack.

Film Alliance Lifts

Capital to $200,000

Albany — Film Alliance of the

United States, Inc.. has filed a cer-

tificate in the office of the Secretary
of State, increasing its capital from
S2,000 to 8200,000.

UA BoOTd Resvtmes Today
United Artists board of directors

yesterday held a brief meeting and
then adjourned until this morning.
Discussions centered in the European
situation and its effect on the Amer-
ican film business.

COminC and Goinc

SIDNEY R. KENT, 20th-Fox prexy, is

back from the Coast at the mid-week.

NATE BLUMBERC and MATTY FOX
I

for the Coast tomorrow.

OSCAR DOOB. Loew publicity director

turns from Rochester today.

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, ad-pub. din

for 20.h-Fox. has returned from the Cgi

HARRY ROYSTER has returned froN
friends in Rochester. M
JACK KIRSCH. prexy of Illinois Allie

here from Chi. on matters connected wit!

Allied convention there in June.

STANLEY HAND, Altec staff rep., ha
turned from a three-week trip to the
die West.

EDGAR E. LLOYD returned yesterday
the Mid-West where he set release date
his Czechoslovakian pictures in Chicago, (

land and Pittsburgh.

JACK SEGAL, foreign exchange oper.

manager for Columbia, arrives in New
today on the S. S. Washington from
months' business trip to England and the
tinent.

PAT HALLARAN, stage manager for

Farm," stage play, leaves tomorrow to joi

Canadian Air Force.

JULIA MARLOWE, famous U. S. stage
and widow of E. H. Sothern, arrives here
from Europe on the S. S. Washington.

EDGAR SELWYN is here from the Coas
is stopping at the Sherry-Netherland.

ERNST ANCEL, Vienna newspaperman
directed several pictures in Austria, h».

rived in New York from a German conci

tion camp. He is dickering with a Holt
studio.

ROBERT SCHLESS, European managei
Warners, arrives from Europe today on the
Washington.

MR. and MRS. SOL LESSER are gues
the Sherry-Netherland.

MURIEL ANGELUS Is here from the Coa
a visit before attending the "Sofari" prei

in Providence on June 6.

J. CARROL NAISH arrives by plane
the Coast the latter part of this week.

LYNNE OVERMAN is here from Hollywci

GRACE MacDONALD, having complete
role in Para.'s "Dancing on a Dime," ha!

turned to New York on call from the

studio.

MADELEINE CARROLL is due to leave by

per tomorrow for Lisbon en route to Par
a visit.

THEODORE REED, director of "Those
the Days," is here after the Galesburg
premiere, for business talks with Para,

execs.

PAUL SAMPSELL, part operator of the

Square Theater, Essex, Conn,, and also

nected with the John W. Scranton Co.

Washington.

1,200 "Nazi Spy" Deals

Approximately 1,200 con:i.

have been closed to date for Mi

ners' re-issue of "Confessions
Nazi Spy," it was learned yester:

To Pay $3.50 Dividend
j

Montreal — Director of Marcus
Loew's Theaters Ltd., have declared

a dividend of 83.50 a share on the

preferred, payable June 29 to share-

holders of record June 15.
j

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEV

" Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGF*
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON 'i C

TELEPHONE BILL.
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ademy Technicians

ckle Economies

(Continued from Page 1)

oratory processing, optics, cine-

nical development and sound,
perating as standing commit-
, the groups will serve as an in-

;ry setup for co-operative han-
i^^of problems. First matter

ken up will be consideration
'ible methods by which econ-

les in production may be effected,

'hairmen of the new Basic Com-
;ees, appointed by Zanuck are
1 Arnold, Photographic; Grover
'be, Cine-technical; Burton F.

er, Optical; J. M. Nickolaus,
'oratory; and Loren Ryder,
;nd.

I announcing tomorrow's confer-

%, the 20th-Fox production head
'ed that because of current con-

ions of business throughout the

Id, the industry more than ever

iced with the necessity for every
iible economy and that the Re
;ch Council, recognizing this

^ssity, is immediately taking
s to do its part to assist the

stry in this crisis.

pi J to Call D of C
*iA. as Suit Witness

j

{Continued from Page 1)

need yesterday. Wilson will be
f t^poenaed to appear at the trial,

jvas learned.

[imberg at Studios,

|i[tty Fox Stays East

(Continued from Page \)

jrter at the studios during the

jimer months while Fox will take
mberg's desk in New York,
iilumberg, accompanied by Fox,
ps for the Coast tomorrow. Fox
arning in a few weeks.

in McManus Stricken

fiington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lollywood—John Lynn McManus,
journalist, radio script writer,

I

formerly identified with the edi-

al staff of Fox Movietone News,
I here on Saturday of a heart
ack. At his death, he was in

jrge of a program featuring Rudy
lee.

^M^y^
From

THE FILM
DAILY to

MAY 28

Scott W. Darling

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
® e RKO RADIO laiuched its scintillating and salubrious

three-day sales conclave yesterday in the Waldorf-Astoria

writh a.m. and p.m. sessions in the hostelry's Sert Room and foddder

in the Empire Room Opening day wras a Babel of commerce and

conversation what with delegates from the four points of the com-

pass meetin' up with one another for the first time in many a
moon Ned Depinet, sales solon, presided and during his ros-

trum remarks read a wire dispatched to the conclave by William

Mallard who has been ill with pneumonia for a fortnight Bill

said he is on the mend and extended his regards 'n best wishes

to the delegates Despite the fact that delegations from foreign

lands were not as large as in recent years attendance at

present convention set a new high mark

T V T
• • • BY telegram Donald Duck accounted for his in-

ability to show up at the big sales show He quacked

from Hollywood that he's knee-deep in production and

declared that he's doin' a jitterbug dance in his new opus,

titled "Mr. Duck Steps Out". . . • All coventioneers were invited

to attend the M of T party from 6:30 to 9:00 this evenin'

in the Trianon Room of the Ambassador Hotel Augmenting
the delegates will be M of T's Narrator Westbrook Van Voorhis

plus several editors of Time, Life and Fortune mags. . .

e Delegates badges are so designed that when the conclave is o'er

the vignette emblem may be used for each RKO Radioite's

lapel buttonhole. . . • Moe Leftoff and Joe Heppner, Metropolitan

Photo Service's big-wigs personally manned the cameras to

record every angle of the convention. . . • Center of interest

'mong the many interesting decorations is the giant floral

trademark of the company It is 7 by 12 feet and hangs

in a 7 by 22 feet archway in the Sert Room Draped with blue

velour this eye-filling brainchild of Leon Bamberger is

a honey

T T
• • • PREXY George J. Schaefer was prominently present at the

a.m. session and displayed his habitual valuation of time and drive

by scurrying back to his office to work instead of partaking

of a luncheon in leisure. . . • Coast Studio Publicist Perry Lieber is

positively wide-eyed this bein' his first N. Y. visit. . . • Andy

Smith's Eastern division boys are prouder 'n proverbial peacocks

at outselling Cress Smith's Westerners 'Tis the first time in company's

history that Western bunch has been eclipsed and the latter are

all set to recoup their laurels. . . • H. M. Richey, stamp collector

(philatelist, if ya wanna go highbrow) had a definite stamp on his

person —that of particular popularity with the delegates from all

sections Same is true of exhib. feeling toward H. M
T T

® 9 m OUR symbolic decoration for gallantry in film industry

action —The Order of Applause (with two palms)—
gfoes pronto to the Stanley Warner houses in Philadelphia

These stands broke into their regular Sunday night shows

to allow patrons to hear President Roosevelt's national defense

message! ... • This corner found highly interesting the

published opinion of the Motion Picture Editor of the Parents'

Magazine in which she says, anent the age at which kids

should be permitted to go to movies: "For the first seven or

eight years of your child's life keep the movies in their

place as the enchanting frosting on the cake of childhood enjoy-

ment" If this precept is carried out and human nature

doesn't change it is possible that to thus deter will make

rabid fans very, very rapidly

Neely Bill Spells

Ruin, Poole Warns

(Continued from Page ])

the Neely bill will destroy indepen-
dent theaters, ruin situations and
throw the industry open to bargain
counter conditions with exhibitors
fighting each other for best runs
and highest bids.

Conceding that the industry has
many problems, Poole stated they
should be cured in their proper
sphere—within the industry.
Henry Reeve, independent exhibi-

tor from Menard, Tex., told the com-
mittee the problem is not bad pic-
tures, but too many small ones with-
out box-office value. If the bill

passes theaters will be opened on a
"shoestring" in competition to exist-
ing theaters, causing confusion and
disaster, he averred.

Hear Warners Pulling
Release Date of ATAHT

(Continued from Page 1)

plans for roadshows and special
engagements during the summer.

Picture presumably will go into
the Center Theater here on June
28 for a two-a-day engagement.
West Coast opening at the Carthay
Circle is dependent upon the closing
there of GWTW.

Colonial, Detroit, Drops
Vaudeville for Summer

Detroit — Colonial has dropped
stage shows until Fall. House will

close during the Summer for re-

modeling also.

Detroit's two largest houses will

continue intermittent stage show
policy, however, with Orrin Tucker
and Bonnie Baker coming in next
Friday at the Michigan, followed
by Bob Hope a week later with the
world premiere of his "The Ghost
Breaker." June 7 will mark the
first major day-and-date vaude open-
ing in over two years, with Betty
Grable and Rochester practically set

to open at the Fox the same day.
Fox then goes straight pictures until

June 21, when Glenn Miller and
band come in for a week.

The Press Booh Goes
'Round and 'Round

M-G-M's publicity gents heard some-
thing new in a WHN studio yesterday.

'Twas described as perhaps the first

"press book with sound effects" in

cinema annals. Concoctor of the inno-

vation is Harry F. Shaw, Loew's New
England division manager, who had a

transcription made of the radio broad-
cast o'er NBC's Worcester, Mass. Station

WTAC, anent the Rita Johnson "home-
coming" festivities there last week, co-
incident with the opening at Loew's
Poll of "Edison, the Man," in which
she has the lead femme role. Shaw,
who supervised Miss Johnson's N.E. tour,

had crowd noises, train whistles, auto
horns, et al. on the press book disc.

The Shaw system appears to be a boon to

the industry, since henceforth a "record"

may attend every opening.

4 M !•
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RKO ''Family'' of 1,200 at Sales Luncheo t\

Schaefer and Depinet Will
Outline Plans; Event Said
To Set Trade Precedent

A convention luncheon at which
all home office employes of RKO
Radio Pictures, RKO Theaters,
Pathe News, the New York exchange
and sales representatives from the
field will attend is scheduled for
12:30 today at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Approximately 1,200 persons are ex-
I)ected to assemble in the Grand
Ballroom and hear President
George J. Schaefer and Vice-Presi-
dent Ned Depinet tell about the new
season's product.

It is believed by industry observ-
ers to be the first time that the em-
ployes of every department of a film

company have been invited to attend
a convention affair.

In addition to RKO employes,
others who are expected to attend
are Herbert Wilcox, Orson Welles,
Anna Neagle, Jean Hersholt, Lee
Tracy, Edmond O'Brien, Tim Holt,

exhibitors and members of the
press.

Employes who will attend the lun-

cheon and enjoy a full half-holiday
in celebration of the company's
1940-41 program announcement are:

RKO RADIO PICTURES

— A—
J. Abrams, M. Abranis, Alvin A. Adams,

Thomas Agneta, Anne G. Ahearn, Milton R.
Altholz, R. Alexander, Louis Alleman, II,

George AHeman, R. S. Allen, F. J. Alford, E.
Anderson, Howard Anderson, Mario V. An-
gotti, P. Anzman, E. Apel, C. Aronson, J.

Aurrichio, S. August.— B—
Raymond E. Bahler, L. V. Bauer, Phil

Barbanell, Paul J. Back, A. Balaguer, Melvin
Baer, Irene Bayer, Sally Berkovvitz, L. Bern-
stein, Irene Bellinger, Saul F. Berman, J.

Bernadou, Eleanor Bigelow, Ruth Bishop,

M. Blutreich, Leonard Blum, R. M. Boehnel,

C. Bottomley, Arthur M. Brilant, C. Brodie,

Minna Bruenn, M. Buvalik, James R. Byron.— c—
\V. Carangelo, F. Carlson, K. Carey. Irving

Cane, Rose Carroll, C. Cadmus, Wm. F.

Cliandler, Andrew J. Cmiel, Frank Cmiel, E.
Cooper, Gertrude Cohn, Frank Coulter, B.

Cohencians. Edna M. Condon, D. Cohen, C.

Colomar, B. L. Cohen, Edward J. Cullen,

Royal Cuccia. — D —
Ruth E. Davis, Alfred K. Dalrymple, D.

Danheiser, Robert H. Dann, E. Degnan. O.
Deffenbaugh, E. T. DeWitt, H. Dinnen, A.
Donovan, M. Dovvling, H. F. Dowd, Ed-
ward Downes, M. Dorniest, J. Driscoll, Leo
Duffany, Fred G. Duerr, A. Duflocq, J.

Dvorak. _E—
M. Elias, E. Epstein.— F—
J. Fabel, L. R. Fenton, J. Finkelstein, F.

Fineman, M. Fiizpatrick, E. Flynn, C. Flan-

ders, Florence Foster, A. Forman, M. Freed-
man, M. Foley, J. Fresno, X. Frisch, M.
Freeman, D. Furman, H. Fuller, J. Furst.— G—
H. Gannon, Howard F. Galitz, R. S. Gavin,

Justin D. Gallagher, Peter Garvey, W. Gardi-

ner, James Gilluly, C. Gimbel, F. Giminez,
Leo Gillen, M. Goettman, Ruth Goodman,
M. Goggin, Vernon B. Gray, H. M. Green,
Lawrence E. Gross, Edna Grady, K. Graves,

E. Greene, J. Greenberg, R. Gunty, Arthur
Gynt. — H—

V. Harasty, N. Harkness, Jerry Hart, Fran-
cis Hamon, Ruth Halprin, S. C. Hart, E.
Hartmann, Patrick Hanrahan, M. Hartman,
\Vm. Hartman, Chas. A. Havens, Dorothy
Hamburger, E. Hertz, Arthur M. Hersko-

KKO 1940-41 Sides Policies to he Defined
hy I%ed E. Depinet at Sales Session Today

Ned E. Depinet, RKO sales head, will define the company's 1940-41 sales policies
at the convention's closed session this morning. Harry J. Michaelson, shorts sales
chief, will be another speaker at the morning session. Following the luncheon, Phil

Reisman, foreign chief, will speak and introduce foreign and h.o. execs, representing his

department. Prexy George J. Schaefer will make his convention address in the late
afternoon.

Cresson E. Smith, Western and Southern sales manager, and Andy Smith, Eastern
and Canadian sales manager, will meet with their respective territorial representatives
tomorrow and there will be other regional meetings that day as well.

vitz, H. Hershkovitz, L. Hershkovitz, M.
R. Heyert, E. Heidelberg, David Heend,
Howard Hein, Sam Hertz, Ben Heend, R.
E. Hickey, Hortense Hirsh, F. Hoffman,
E. A. Home, Hendrik A. Hoogland, H.
Holms, David Home, Katherine Home, E.
lUimenik. — I—
.\nna R. Innerfield, M. L. Isaacs.

— J—
Joseph Jareck, Alma Jacoby, Howard Jes-

sor, J. Joel, A. Joswig.

— K—
O. Kantor, Carl G. Karoly, Sam Kaplan,

Roland Kahan, A. Kasprzak, R. Kennedy,
Bernard T. Kearney, Stephen Keller, Edmund
F. Kennedy, J. Keir, P. Keir, Sam Kelley,
Robert A. Kiley, C. Kilgallen, Daly Kiel,
Ruth Kittner, L. Klar, Stanley J. Knoop, A.
Kupczewski. — L—

L. Lauter, Vera Lane, Raymond Largo,
James Larkin, Rose Lam, M. Laug, H. R.
Lane, Mary Laverty, Fred Lutkin, Wm.
Lytle, L. Lyndon, A. Lynott, J. Lynch, L.
Laurie, H. Levy, Charles Levy, A. Leu,
Fred H. Lembke, Elizabeth Leiman.

— M—
A. Mazzei, R. Mandell, Lew Maren, L.

Mackey, S. Meisler, O. P. Madson, H. J.
Mayes, C. Marino, C. Marks, H. Markman,
L. Marcus, Harold Maliner, R. Marshak,
L. B. Marcus, A. Manfredi, G. S. Masterton,
S. Mega, F. Meltzer, B. Merkin, David
Melamed, Harry Mendelson, J. Montana,
M. Moore, E. Mega, C. V. Morris, V. M.
Moses, J. Cmiel Moore, V. Mondadori, F.
Mooney, G. Montrose, Thomas A. Murphy,
W. Mullins, John McBride, M. McBride, A.
McBride, J. L. McCurdy, M. McCafJery, J.

McCarter, H. M. McEntee, C. McGeary, M.
McGrath, B. McKelvey.— N—

F. Nielsen, C. Nielsen, D. T. Nolan.— —
Sam Oppenheim, E. Ostrow, K. C. Out-

water, M. G. O'Donnell, E. O'Halloran,
Geo. O'Heron. — P—

Irving H. Papiroff, Frank Petraglia, H.
Phillips, M. Piatt, R. Piatt, D. Postilnick,

S. Poller, R. Polon, Catherine Pomas, Wm.
Powers, ]?ay Poller, B. Proved.

-Q—
M. T. Quirk. — R—
B. Rappaport, Reba Ramm. E. Rabinowitz,

S. Resnik, A. Reimer, J. Reinert, A. Carl

Rigrod, S. Robins, J. Rockford, M. Robert-
son, Rosalie Ross, Edward Rosner, L. C.

Robinson, B. Rogers, M. Roche, C. T. Ross,
S. Rosenfeld, E. Roarke, T. Rouse, H. Weber
Rosch, Wm. A. Russo, Sonia Rubin, E.
Ryan. — s—

B. Saphir, B. Saltzman, Jay Sanford, D.
Sanfilippo, M. Sankey, Wm. Savage, H.
Schulman, H. Schneider, M. Schachtel, H.
Schachner, Otto Scheeren, R. Schlag, J.

Schreiber, E. Schultz, A. Scheines, A. Selig,

Chas. Seibel, H. Seidler, Ruth Sherman, Jean
Sheskin, Dorothy Shea, B. Shur, J. N. Shee-

han, H. Silverman, R. Silverstein, F. Silver-

bush, B. Sinakin, Morton Siegel, J. Slade,

Gertrude K. Smith, F. L. Smith, C. Smith,
Sam Snyder, A. Spitzer, Morton Stein, F.
Steinberg, Gertrude Sternbach, L. Strampfer,
E. F. Stokaylo, E. Stein.— T—
V. Tallmadge, Leon Tannenwald, M.

Teitelbaum, R. Terkeltaub, S. Thai, John E.
Toomev, C. Treister, A. Tuchman.— u —

E. Urfer. — V—
M. Vallon, L. Vallon, J. Valenti, Anna

Valladares.

—w—
G. C. Walsh, H. Wappaus, R. Weiss, A.

VVeissman, A. Weiss, Wm. Webster, Mur-
ray Weiss, Wm. F. Weidner, G. Weil, S.

W'lasak, Arthur White, H. Williams, A. Wit-
tier, L. Wolfe, L. M. Wohlgemuth.

— z—
Wm. Zimmerman.

RKO THEATER DEPT.

— A—
Sidney Abrams, Dorothy Anderson, J. Frank

Angotti, Jules Angotti, VVarren Angus, Clyde
Anvelink, Ross Armenio, Sylvia Arnowitz,
Elsa Atkinson, Edward W. Avery, A. E. Arn-
stein, J. Beverly Anderson.— B—

J. R. Cline Baker, Herman Barnett, Mari-
etta Barrett, Frances Basilotta, Doris Baum,
George Baldwin, Jerome Baker, Warren Bart-
lett, Celia Beerman, Edith Bell, Joseph C.
Bellfort, Kurt Berndt, Flo Bersinger, Walter
R. Betts, John Berger, Celia Bindler, Leroy
F. Blake, Julia Blume, Margaret Boening,
\'ivian Bolten, Frank Boyle, Louise S. Breed,
Janet Brokaw, Arthur Brown, Helen Buchs-
baum, Walter H. Buell, William Bunger,
Willard Burton, Roy Byron.— c—

Alexander S. Calvin, David P. Canavan,
Louise Cantell, Emma C. Carbone, Agnes
Carney, Esther M. Carr, John Cassidy, W.
Cadoret, Earl R. Chadwick, Janice Ciolifi,

Lee Clair, Richard J. Cleary, Loretta Coffey,
Harry S. Colby, Chas. Coleman, Harriett
M. C. Converse, Paul B. Copley, Jr., Harry
G. Corbett, Agnes Corris, Vera Crabtree,
Thomas J. Crehan, Howard M. Crowell, Lois
Cuddy, Edw. S. Cybulski, Betta M. Czar-
necka, Ray Connor, Wm. E. Cook, James
Conklin. — D—
Eurega Eloy David, Harold F. Daly, Les-

ter Davies, Norma Davis, Al Dawson, Har-
riet B. Dawson, Anne DeMarie, Isabel Di-
Gemma, Sadie DioGuardi, Joseph DiLorenzo.
James Dolan, Ida Dorr, Frank Dotzler, Aaron
Dubinofsky, Ena Dunbabin, George Dunn.— E—

Michael Edelstein, \V. B. England, Emil
Espen. — F—

Austin Ferguson, John Flair, Josephine
Flanagan, Peggy Foldes, Irma Fordyce, John
A. Fox, Chas. S. Fretz, Louis Friedman.— G—

Bertha Genecov, Arthur Gilgar, Howard C.
Goldberg, Reba J. Goldfield, George Goltsos,
Irving Gold, J. Golden, Joseph Goldberg,
Wm. A. Graham, Frances Greenfield, Louise
Gribbon, Anita Grosso, Pat Grosso, L. F.
Greib, Emil Groth, Walter Grove.—H—

Frederick J. Hadad, Patrick N. Hadad.
Maurice Harris. Katherine Hart, Mildred E.
Hayhurst, Margaret Hendricks, Alexander S.

Henry, Fred Herkowitz, John Heinz, Harold
Heller, Herbert Heintz, John C. Heams,
Roney C. Hill, Herman Hinkes, Julius Hoar,
Anne Horowitz, Chas. F. Horstman, Henrie
N. Horton, James Howard, William Howard,
Raymond Hodgdon, Frank Howard, Julia
Hurley, Ernest D. Hutton, Evelyn A. Hyde,
Norma Hyman. — I—
Edward Ifland. — J—
Robert Jarrett, Louis Joffe, John J. Jones,

Henry Josephick. — K—
Wm. Kane, G. Paul Kellogg, Mae V.

Kelly, William E. Kernan, W. J. Kernan,
Edw. Kestenbaum, James E. Keyes, Leon
Kelmer, Florence Kienast. Ruth Kingberg,
Arthur J. Kirwan, Lyle Beckwith Koerner,

|

Number of Hollywood
Stars and Some Exhibs.
Expected to Attend

Lee Koken, Loretta Kolodey, Kathryn K
ham, Rudolph Kramer, Morton L. Kresn

yiii i^

m.
cweir I

Emre J. Lacza, F. H. Lakeman, Cyril L;
dau, Adele Lauff, Elizabeth Laus, Jj
Lawless, Estellc Lazare, G. Lampe,
i^ebor, Herbert Lehman, Joseph T.^

Abbott Lewis, Howard Lewis, Maxwell I

vine, David Levin, Vincent Liguori, Blanc
I''. Livingston, Lillian Mazer Lowe, Ku
Lowenthal, Rose Lucas, David Lustig, Hai
Lyons. —M—
Milton L. Maier, Raymond J. Maloi

Annette Maloney, Kathleen Maloney, 1 itr

Mannino, Martino Mannino, Anne E. Ml
Tilma K. Marder, E. A. Marshall, R
Marshall, Rosamond Martin, Alex J. -\'

Thomas Meehan, Erich MeyerhofiF, '-

Manilla Miller, Robert L. Miller, Max .'

John Mollica, Martin C. Monroe, P.

Moore, Donald C. Morgan, Harry W.
ley, James Mulhall, Joseph P. MuUer,
Ham Murray, Jean MacDonald, Catherine '

Carthy, Marie McCarthy, James Md
Harold J. McDonald, James McDo :

Francis McEvoy, Helene L. McGinnis, ilel

R McGowan, Edward McGrath, John M
.Mahon, Oliver R. McMahon.— N—

Delia Nash, Nathan Nass, Jenne Ne
Ijauer, H. E. Newcorab, Walter M. Niche
Margaret Nolan, Sylvia Novita.—o—

Millard Ochs, Chas M. Oelreich, Glad
.\. Oliver, Gertrude O'Connor, John
O'Connor, Thomas F. O'Connor, Jan
O'Donnell, James R. O'Hara.— P—

Catherine Paddel, Amy Payne, John
Pettibone, Irene L. Pheney, Harry M. Pii

stein, Frank Pomar, Samuel Posner, Jani

Procaccini, Ethel M. C. Pugh.—Q-
Marjorie E. Quinn, John J. Quirk.— R—
Grace Radile, Anne Radin, Chas. Robi

liae, Kerin Raftery, John Redmond, Dan
J. Reilly, John Ralph Rentz, Alexander
Reoch, Louise Riedel, Leslie B. Roben
Mae Rogers, George Rohloff, Teibe Koi

Mary A. Ryan, Kenneth Rockwell, Mart
Rosen, Samuel Rydell.—s—

Marshall Sachs, Wm. F. Sandford, Dm
Savino, Jack G. Schaefer, Gertrude SchccJ J

Margaret Schenck, lola Schewe, -'^'

Schoen, Gertrude Schorr. Edward Si

Paul Serote, Harold Seroy, Lawrence .:-

Margaret Shea, Robt. Sherman, Ethel Siit
j

sis, Joseph J. Sievers, Joseph Smith, -Me

A. Smith, Zella G. Smith, Edward Si ''*•

man, Helen L. Snowden, Sol Spiller, .

Spiwak, Henrietta F. Staff, Harry L.
Dorothy Starrett, John L. Stewart, Sr..

ter Stickerling, Josephine Stuart, Helci

mon. Max Sloven, Baker O. Sheltoi

Scholl, Eugene Spencer.—T—
JMvron Tanenbaum, Frances Tannenbam

Frank Taylor, John Taylor, Tom Tayk'

Samuel Taub, Wm. G. "Thormann, Wm.
Toles, Augusta Trauman, Marion E. Trcao

Beatrice Troescher, Marie L. Tucker.—u—
Kenneth B. Umbreit. Robt. Ungerfeld.—V—
Florence E. \'etter.—w—
J. Miller Walker, Alva Walsh, Margari

M. A. Walsh, Emil Wandelmaier, lr«

Ward, Emanuel Waxberg, Sidney H. W'
sley, William Whitman, Chas. M. WhitnC;

Jr., Stanley J. Wilcheff, Kathryn Wildmaj

Frances Worth, Alice T. Wynne, Siguj

Wexo, Harry Weiss, David J. Whyte, An^

Weinstein, Thos. W. Wright.— Y—
J. S. Yeransian, Nathalie Yetter.

^
RKO PATHE NEWS

— A—
B. Alexander, Murray Alvey.

{Continued on Page 8)
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De Luxers Among

Ispublk's 26 Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

u'ors and eight Don "Red" Bar-

and four serials.

four de luxe productions are

V From New Orleans," "The
Parade of 1941," "Soldier of

.
jine" and "Thunder Over

-.J"
(pinet Drive Shorts

inners Are Announced

i'inners in the Ned Depinet
ve's short subject division were
ounced yesterday by Herb Mac-
n'e at the RKO convention,
branch offices which shared in the

Disney contest cash prizes

on billings, in order of stand-

are: Detroit, J. Sharkey, man-
, Chicago, J. Osserman, man-
; Philadelphia, F. L. McNamee,
lager; Atlanta, H. M. Lyons,
lager; Pittsburgh, H. H. Green-
t. manager; San Francisco, G:

Wolf, manager. The two Can-
1 branches which lead in this

ion are St. John and Toronto.
1 the classification including RKO
he News and other one and two-
subjects, based on billings, win-

: branches, in order of standing,

Buffalo, C. Boasberg, manager;
-burgh, H. H. Greenblatt, man-
r; Dallas, S. M. Sachs, manager;
Francisco, G. Wm. Wolf, man-

i; Washington, R. J. Folliard.

lager; New York, R. S. Wolff,

ager. Both the Buffalo and
Isburgh exchanges were over

jr quota mark. For Canada, St.

and Calgary were the leaders.

ive branch managers and 15

ismen shared in the cash prizes

[the "Information Please" contest

id on sales. Exchange leaders

C. Boasberg Buffalo; F. L. Mc-
ee, Philadelphia; R. J. Folliard,

ihington; P. M. Baker, New Or-
,s; Sol Sachs, Dallas. The 15

salesmen are Ross, Boston;
mberg, St. Louis, Epstein, Phila-

ihia; Gorelick, Chicago; Kolitz,

innati; S. Lefko, Philadelphia;

el, Chicago; Samuels, Los An-
s Rubenstein, Los Angeles;
i, Chicago; Chinell, Buffalo;

n, Washington; Goldsmith,
eland; Loeffler, Minneapolis;
ters, Minneapolis.

RKOReducesFeatures^ Shorts
10 Indie Producers Will Make 16 Features

(Continued from Page 1)

'EDDING BELjLS

"The

the

picture. Mowbray also will be seen in

Villain Still Pursued Her."
RICHARD DIX: "Men Against

Sky," Howard Benedict producing.

JIMMY LYDON: "When I Grow Up,"
"Freckles," "Little Men."
ANNE SHIRLEY: "I Married A Cheat,"

"Anna's House of Dreams."
TIM HOLT: "Wagon Train" and five

other Westerns; "Laddie."
PATRIC KNOWLES: "Anne's House of

Dreams."
KAY FRANCIS: "Little Men," "De-

butantes, Inc."
CHARLES WINNINGER: "Little Men."
JACK OAKIE: "Little Men."
JOAN CARROLL: "Freckles," "Lad-

die."

ANN MILLER: "Too Many Girls."
FRANCES LANGFORD: "Too Many

Girls," "Dreaming Out Loud."
DESI ARNAZ: "Too Many Girls."
WILLIAM GARGAN : "The Other Man."
HARRY CAREY: "The Other Man."
LUM AND ABNER (Chet Lauck-Norris

Goff) : "Dreaming Out Loud."
FRANK CRAVEN: "Dreaming Out

Loud."
PHIL HARRIS: "Dreaming Out Loud."
ROBERT WILCOX: "Dreaming Out

Loud."
JEAN HERSHOLT: Three "Dr. Chris-

tian" pictures.

GEORGE SANDERS: "The Saint's Vaca-
tion' and two other series pictures.
ELSA LANCHESTER: "Not Quite a

Gentleman."
LUCILLE BALL: "Not Quite a Gen-

tleman" and "Too Many Girls."

ANITA LOUISE: "The Villain Still

Pursued Her."
BUSTER KEATON

Pursued Her."
JAMES ELLISON:
KENT TAYLOR:

Sky."
EDMUND LOWE:

Sky."
WENDY BARRIE:

Sky."

Masterson Editor

Of Pathe Reel

"The Villain Still

"Debutantes, Inc."
'Men Against the

"Men Against

"Men Against

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
|ollywood—Harlan Hobbs, press
jit for Voco Productions, will

|ry Jean Edwards, secretary to

Patrick, the early part of Aug-

leveland—Laverne Resor of the
II Paramount office family was
Iried last week to Edgar Buesch.

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'ollywood—Hal Roach, Jr., and
Alva ("Dolly") Brewer Hunt

e married in Yuma, Ariz.

replacing the latter, as well as "The
Ramparts We Watch," March of

Time feature, originally announced
as a current season special.

No Disney Pix Announced

The new lineup does not include
a Walt Disney special, due, it is

understood, to the fact that "Bambi"
may not be ready for delivery while
the experimental "Fantasia," also

in production, is designed for distri-

bution through Disney's own setup.

Outside producers, exclusive of

March of Time, will provide a total

of 16 pictures. Harold Lloyd, Har-
old B. Franklin, William Hawks
(UPC), Jack Votion-Sam Coslow
(Voco), Lou Ostrow (Vogue) and
Frank Ross in association with Nor-
man Krasna will contribute a fea-

ture apiece; Towne-Baker (The
Play's the Thing Prod.) and the new
combo of Devan-Wachsburger-Brandt
will make two each, while William
Stevens (Stephens-Lang) and Jerry
Brandt-Charles Ford (Pyramid) are

down for three each.

Four Musicals Included

The program, which draws on best
sellers, Broadway plays and radio,

in addition to originals, calls for

four musicals—"They Met in Argen-
tina," "Too Many Girls," "No, No
Nanette" and "Sunny." The two
latter, re-makes, will be Anna Nea-
gle starrers, produced by Herbert
Wilcox.

The Dr. Christian and The Saint
series will be continued, and RKO
will launch a Lord Epping series

with two and a Scattergood Baines
series with three. A potential series

addition is found in the Lum and
Abner screen bow.
Program shows the following

player assignments:
GINGER ROGERS: Christopher Mor-

ley's "Kitty Foyle," Elmer Rice's "Two on
an Island," "Tom, Dick and Harry," orig-

inal.

CAROLE LOMBARD: Co-starred with
Charles Laughton in Sidney Howards "The
Other Man," Erich Pommer producing;
starred in "Mr. and Mrs. Smith," Norman
Krasna original.

CHARLES LAUGHTON : Co-starred
with Carole Lombard in "The Other Man";
starred in "Not Quite a Gentleman," Garret
Fort original.

ORSON WELLES: Starred in "Citizen
Kane" and one other.

RONALD COLMAN: An untitled veh-
icle, William Hawks' UPC producing.
JEAN ARTHUR: "The Devil and Miss

Jones," Norman Krasna original.

GARY GRANT: "Passport to Life,"

screenplay by Dorothy Parker-Alan Camp-
bell.

CHARLES BOYER: "Ariane Pretends,"
"The Pirate."
ANNA NEAGLE: "No, No, Nannette,"

"Sunny."
MAUREEN O'HARA: "Three Girls and

a Gob" (Harold Lloyd). "They Met in Ar-
gentina," Lou Brock producmg.
GENE RAYMOND: "They Met in Ar-

gentma."
ALBERTO VILA: "They Met in Argen-

tina."

KAY KYSER AND BAND: Untitled
musical, David Butler producing.
LEON ERROL-LUPE VELEZ : "Lord

Epping Entertains" and "Lord Epping Out
West."
ALAN MOWBRAY-DONALD Mac , ,

, . • j
BRIDE: "Show Business," and a second reeler on the American press and

Casts Not Mentioned

"How to Meet a Man" (Towne-Baker) ;

"The Ramparts We Watch" (March of
Time) : "Li'l Abner" (Vogue-Prod.) ; "Scat-
tergood Baines" (Pyramid Pictures) ; Theo-
dore Dreiser's "Sister Carrie" ; Clarence Bud-
ington Kelland's "Valley of the Sun" ; "Blood
Will Tell," in Technicolor, to be produced by
David Butler.

New Hollywood Series

on RKO Shorts Lineup

RKO Radio shorts lineup for next
season calls for 86 shorts in addition
to the usual Pathe News releases,

the company's sales convention was
informed at the Waldorf-Astoria
yesterday.

Walt Disney will make 18 single
reels, with 10 starring Donald Duck,
Roy Disney disclosed.

RKO Pathe will introduce a new
Hollywood personality series, "Pic-
ture People," comprising 13 single

reels, and will also come through
with 13 "Information Please" sub-
jects and as many "Sportscopes."
Louise Rousseau will direct "Pic-

ture People."

Two-reel division calls for 12 is-

sues of The March of Time, six Ed-
gar Kennedy comedies, six Leon Er-
rol comedies and four Ray Whitley
musical Westerns.

Cyrus LeRoy Baldridge will serve

as art director for the new "Infor-
mation Please" subjects.

The March of Time will do a two-

Promotion of George Masterson
from assistant editor to news editor
of Pathe News was announced yes-
terday by Frank Donovan, vice-

president, at the RKO convention.
Other changes and realignment of

duties include the shifting of George
Mills, head of the library depart-
ment, to the post of assistant to

Walton Ament, editor and general
manager; Bert Cunningham, direc-

tor on Realisms and Sportscopes, to

head of the commercial and library
departments; Louise Rosseau, Dono-
van's assistant, to take charge of

the Hollywood office and direct a
series of 13 shorts.

Jay Bonafield, short subject edi-

tor, continues in this capacity but
will assume some of the produc-
tion responsibilities formerly han-
dled by Donovan. Thomas Baltzell

rejoins the camera crew in the South-
eastern territory.

will pay special attention to Latin-
America.

RKO Sales, Billings and
Shipments Currently Up
Ned E. Depinet yesterday told the

RKO sales convention at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria that sales, billings and
shipments for this season showed
increases over last.

Los Angeles, N. P. Jacobs, man-
ager, led the exchanges in increase
in the number of contracts. The
Northeastern district headed by
Herb Maclntyre topped the districts

and the Western Division, Cresson
E. Smith sales manager, led the
two divisions.

Milwaukee, A. N. Schmitz, man-
ager, led in billings increase, with
the Midwestern district, Walter
Branson manager, leading the dis-

tricts and Canada the divisions.

Best showing in increase in film

shipments was made by Calgary,
where until his recent promotion H.
F. Taylor had been manager. The
Northeastern district, Herb Mc-
Intyre, manager, led the districts.

Convention speakers yesterday in-

cluded S. Barret McCormick, Al
Sindlinger, Terry Turner, Leon J.

Bamberger, John Wood, Hal Home,
Frank Donovan, Charles Casanave
and Jack Votion.

STORKS!
Cleveland—I. J. Schmenz, 20th

Century-Fox branch manager, be-

came a granddaddy when a daugh-
ter, Diana, was born to his son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Schmertz. Ray is in the 20th-

Fox ad sales department.

Oklahoma City—Forrest Swiger,
manager of Standard's Criterion

theater, is the father of six-pound

boy born in St. Anthony's Hospital

here.
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Guild's Reps. Rap

Neely's Measure

(t'o)i(i'iii(r<^ from Fui/C 1)

in advance and conform to it with-

out harming- the quality of the film.

Actor's conceptions of certain parts

change as the shooting progresses,

Ameche said, and sometimes the en-

tire characterization is reversed
after work has begun. Ameche
stated the SAG feared passage of

the measure would cause unemploy-
ment among actors through cur-

tailed production.
Further testimony on the synop-

sis section was given by Col. Jason
S. Joy, also of 20th Century-Fox,
who related to the Committee the

step by step process in filming a cer-

tain story, showing the many
changes it undergoes. He showed the

number of changes in making "Mary-
land" to demonstrate the impossibil-

ity of an advance synopsis. Even
the most liberal judge could not say

their first treatment corresponded
in any way to the finished film, he
said.

If the bill passes, 20th Century-
Fox will only sell pictures after

completion and trade showing. Col.

Joy said. The synopsis provision will

bar advantageous changes, he added
and cause all movies to fall to a

monotonous level.

After giving more examples of

script changes and the failure of

most, intelligent people to get the

same impression from the printed

page. Col. Joy declared that advo-

cates of the bill who are not familiar

with production threaten to impair

the quality of every picture and
throw the industry into chaos.

Rep. James P. McGranery, (D.,

Pa.), again suggested revising the

synopsis provision to call for a

"true" instead of "accurate" synop-

sis but Colonel Joy stated he did

not believe this either was possible.

Representing the SDG, Albert E.

Sutherland and George Stevens both

told the committee the synopsis

provision would be a hardship on

directors and would be detrimental

to quality pictures. Stevens said

the synopsis clause will stop any
creative work and stifle the art by
forbidding changes. Both gave the

committee experiences of films they

directed undergoing drastic changes

as the shooting progressed.

"Harold Teen" Once Again
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners will re-make

"Harold Teen" a second time.

'^Secret Army*' to be
Fifth Column Story

IVest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Looks as though Warners

will be first under the wire with a

Fifth Column story. Studio will send

"Secret Army," tale of Holland's con-
quest, before the cameras in five weel<s.

Lester Cole is doing the script, William
K. Howard will direct, and cast will

have Albert Basserman and George Brent
co-starred, with Brenda Marshall and
Jeffrey Lynn also prominent.

Depinet Presents Badges
To Winning Sales Reps.

Fourteen-carat gold badges were
awarded yesterday to six RKO
salesmen who sold 100 per cent of
their possibilities during the pres-
ent season. Awards were made by
Vice-President Ned Depinet at the
KKO convention in the Waldorf-As-
toria. The six honored salesmen
were L. S. Gruenberg, St. Louis;
J. F. Samuels, Los Angeles; S. W.
Whitehead, Los Angeles; G. F.
Tucker, Albany; E. E. Spiers, Mil-
waukee, and Jack Ellis, New York.
Those whose sales marks were be-

tween 90 and 100 per cent and who
received sterling silver badges were
Sper, Buffalo; Lewis, Kansas City;
Gorelick, Chicago; Goldsmith, Seat-
tle; Rubenstein, Los Angeles; Gar-
diner, Boston; Adams, Dallas; Co-
hen, Detroit; Harrison, Atlanta;
Ross, Boston; Raymon, St. Louis;
Goldsmith, Cleveland; Canelli, New
Haven; Folliard (A.P.), Washing-
ton; DeVizia, Boston; Epstein, Phil-

adelphia; McFadden, Portland; Rea-
gin, Memphis; Wray, Memphis, and
Engelman, Portland.

Welles Learns Technique
On Own Time Without Pay

Orson Welles yesterday said he
received no salary from RKO dur-
ing his pre-production stay in Hol-
lywood. The young producer said

he had been spending his time learn-
ing the motion picture technique so

that he will be ready to put his first

picture into production when the
time comes. Initial feature is to

be "Citizen Kane."

"Favorite Wiie" Clicking

Reports of high grosses and hold-
over business on "My Favorite Wife"
were delivered to the RKO conven-
tionites yesterday. Heavy patronage
was reported from Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, Louisville, Denver, Des Moines,
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul and Seattle.

Pathe News' Record Staff

Pathe News has the largest staff

of field cameramen in its history at
strategic points on all war fronts,

Walton Ament, editor, told the RKO
convention yesterday. Ament said

the extended coverage abroad would
be paralleled in this country.

Eusebe Craite Dead
Milwaukee — Eusebe Craite, 77,

former Rice Lake exhibitor and
father of Isaac, Horicon exhib.,

died here. Besides Isaac, Craite is

survived by two other sons, a sister

and a brother.

Lawton Slcdn in Action
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cable advices disclose

the death of Frank Lawton, English
actor, killed in action.

James P. Devine Expires

Detroit — James P. Devine, 41,

foimerly acoustical engineer with
Erpi, is dead.

RKO 'Family' of 1,200

At Sales Meet Luncheon
(.Coiiltiuicd from Faye 4)— fi-

ll. II. Bonafield, VV. J. Bonafield, Kirk
111, ml, T. R. Burney, G. C. Butts.— c—

i^. J. Charles, Josephine CHlTorii. J.
1".

.Sousins, B. E. Cunningham.— D—
\Vm. Deeke, Virginia Uillard, R. F. Dona-

liiie, R. K. IJunaliiie, H. 11. Diinliam, Mar-
garet K. Drummund.— E—

Clarence Ellis, ICilwanl R. Hlvans.— F—
1. J. Fenlon, Herman Fuchs.— H—
Leonard llein. Allien Ilelmes, H. R. Her-

lel. — J—
J. Johnson. — K—
C. Ketcliam. A. E. Kramer.— L—
G. E. Lahm, J. L). Le\'ien, Alice Lichten-

stein, R. Linden, O. H. Lotz.— M—
T. H. Marcovic, R. G. Mann, C. P. Mills,

Dorothy Michon, Marie Miller, Madelaine G.
Miller, D. Monarc|ue, S. MuUin, J. McCarren,
A. I. MacPhail. — o—
Helen E. O'Meara, L. O'Reilly, K. Otere.— P—
P. S. Pavlonis. — R—
M. D. Reed, Phil J. Reisman, M. Rosen-

Idum. — s—
J. Sanlilippo, M. Schwartz, A. C. Schuster,

C. L. Schmidt, Mary Sliannon, J. B. Sin-

clair, J. L. Simon, L. G. Smith, H. \V.

Smith, W. Sofio, H. F. Storin, Xeil Sulli-

van, I. Sweeney. — T—
G. P. Turner. —W—
J. Walsh, J. T. White, Marv White, How-

ard Winner, F. L. WooUey. S. S. Wolf.

Daylight Saving Time
Sought for Louisville

Louisville—Asserting that amuse-
ment interests were instrumental in

getting a 1922 Kentucky law passed
prohibiting employers in first-class

cities in Kentucky from using day-
light saving time. Mayor Joseph D.

Scholtz has agreed to put the Board
of Aldermen and the city adminis-
tration behind a movement to adopt
fast time in Louisville.

Members of the Retail Merchants
Association, Board of Trade and var-

ious civic groups presented the

Mayor with results of a poll showing
23,137 in favor of fast time and 5,-

765 against.
The Aldermen are expected to pe-

tition Gov. Keen Johnson to proclaim

daylight saving time for the city,

permitted under the law.

To Show Mark's Missed

Walter Winchell, Louis Sobol, Bill

Corum, Frank Graham and Ted
Husing comprise a quintuplet com-
mittee which is to hold a party to-

morrow afternoon in Toots Shor's

new pub at 51 West 51st St., com-
mencing at 4 p.m. The shindig is of

and by the people who miss Mark
Hellinger, and is for the latter, even
though he's on the opposite Coast.

Mark will be phoned by the cele-

brants during the festivities.

Another Year for Hall
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has extend-

ed Alexander Hall's pact a year.

Warners 26 Weeks'

Net at $1,518,497

(Continued from Page I)

compares with a net of $1,665,888.!
for the comparable period a vei

ago, a drop of $147,391.66.

Net profit for operations befc:

charges was set at $54,754,767.:;
Gross income for the perio^JJ^
$50,728,842.61, comparable tJW
216,483.13 for the same period
year ago, a decline of $1,487,641.1^

Gross income is figured after elim

nation of intercompany transaction

Bank credit agreement, unci

which there is now a balance of $1

000,000 outstanding, was revised
provide, among other things, a i

duction in interest from 5 per cent
rates of interest ranging from 2 ji

cent to B^A per cent, it was stated,

was also stated that prior to Fi

24, 1940, the company purchased a
retired $600,000 principal amount i

its 6 per cent debentures, in fulfil

ment of the Dec. 15, 1940, sinki

fund. It was disclosed that sin

March 1 the company has purchasi
sufficient of its 6 per cent debf:

tures to meet sinking fund requi:

ments through Dec. 15, 1942.

Earnings were equivalent to $15.1

per share on the 100,947 shares >

preferred outstanding, with di"

dends in arrears as of March
1940 in the amount of $30.80 f
share. After allowance for curn;
dividend requirements on the p]
ferred stock, earnings amounted

j

35 cents per share on the 3,701,C|

shares of common outstanding. ,

both cases dividend figures are co'

puted after deducting shares ht|

in the treasury.

Shapiro Anti-Trust Suit

Postponed Indefinitely

(Continued from Page 1)
|

was charged that the Stanley-Wi<
ner theaters were given preferenj

over the Admiral, operated by Bl

bin Shapiro, who claimed daniag^

in excess of $50,000.
'

20th-Fox to Pay on Pfd.

Board of Directors of 20th-P:

at its meeting yesterday declared

cash dividend of 37 ^/^c per share

the second quarter of 1940 on t:

outstanding preferred, payable Ju"

29, to stockholders of record at t'

close of business June 15.

iVetv Time Lasts Just

3 Days in Sonterset\
Somerset, Ky.—Daylight saving time,

ordered by the City Council, lasted only

three days before business firms and

citizens turned their clocks back to

C.S.T. Blamed for the failure of the

plan was the refusal of Pulaski County

Fiscal Court to speed up the Court House

clock an hour. And since schools oper-

ated according to the Court House clock,!

general confusion resulted. .
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i More Cities May

litTeleFaciiilies

(Continued from Page 1)

ants to "provide further experi-

ats on the different systems on a
iparative basis."

idditional cities under considera-
1 by FCC for tele facilities include

Francisco, Los Angeles, Chica-

Y^shington, Albany, Cincinnati

Boston.
It is essential to the progress of

vision," the report states, "that

re be not a mere semblance of

ipetition, but that there be a
nine and healthy competition
hin an unfettered industry. The
erican system of broadcasting has
n established by the Congress
a competitive basis. Television

1 be an important part of that

tem.
It is obvious that the industry as

hole does not share the RCA view
forging ahead regardless of un-
;ed possibility of improvements
the horizon. It further appears
t the industry was not prepared
accept David Sarnoff's promise
we live on obsolescence,' as a basis

justifying a heavy public in-

tment at current levels of effi-

icy."

Videspread public distribution of

> of a system operating on pres-

levels, the FCC holds, will under-
le incentive for further advance
ele broadcasting and make frozen
standards an accomplished fact,

levised rules to make effective the

elusions reached in last night's

ort will be issued in the near fu-

3, the FCC announced.

I view Refused on La.

1 Use Tax on Rentals

ew Orleans—Reports from Wash-
on are that the United States

)reme Court refused to review
appeal of Saenger Realty Corp.

,inst Louisiana's one per cent use

j

on film rentals.

teason given was "lack of a sub-

litial Federal question."

louisiana was attempting to tax
I rentals which Saenger claims
e not paid for the use of film but

I

royalties as license to exhibit

Jrrighted material.

hur Lawson Expires

ihicago—Arthur Lawson, age 57,

p minent theater lighting specialist,

ii lead here. He is survived by his

\^ ow, eight children and two sis

t

F'ischman Rites Held
t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

follywood—Funeral services were
tl yesterday at Pierce Bros, mor-
i-y for Walter Fleischman, 38,

ss agent, who died following an
ess of two months.

F 1 Semelroth Dies

layton, O.—Phil Semelroth, Se-

roth Circuit, died following a

? illness. His widow will con-

'iie to operate circuit's six houses.

i^ REVIEUJS OF THE nEUI FILfllS^
"Phantom Raiders"
with Walter Pidgeon, Donald Meek,

Joseph Schildkraut

Metro 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

NICK CARTER THRILLER WITH ROUS-
ING SUSPENSE IS DEFINITELY CLASS
PRODUCTION.

The second of the "Nick Carter" series

starring Walter Pidgeon as the super-sleuth,

is definitely a class production. Originally

titled "Nick Carter In Panama," the locale

of the picture is the city of Colon in the

Republic of Panama, and while many film

stories have been made with that exciting

city as a background, none has captured

the atmosphere of the place as completely

as "Phantom Raiders." Pidgeon is great

as the reckless, girl-chasing detective. Don-

ald Meek gives a fine performance as his

slightly zany stooge. Joseph Schildkraut,

a gangster from the states, who has moved

his operations to Panama, is villainous and

competent. The rest of the cast including

Nat Pendleton, Florence Rice, John Carroll,

Steffi Duna, and Cecil Kellaway handle

their roles competently. Walter Pidgeon,

vacationing in Panama, hires himself out to

a large international insurance firm, to try

and stop the disappearance of merchant

ships that are mysteriously disappearing at

sea.

Discovering that Schildkraut is the

master mind behind the blowing up of the

ships, Pidgeon tracks down the other mem-
bers of the ring, and in an expose at sea,

aboard a ship that is to be blown to bits

at the zero hour, extracts a confession,

unites the lovers, and brings to justice the

entire ring. The script bristles with in-

trigue, glows with moments of tender love,

and sparkles with gems of delightful com-

edy. Director Jacques Tourneur gets the

limit out of every situation, and rings down

the curtain all too soon. The original story

by Jonathan Latimer and the screenplay

by William R. Lipman are both excellent.

The photography of Clyde De Vinna is very

realistic.

CAST: Walter Pidgeon, Donald Meek,

Joseph Schildkraut, Florence Rice, Nat

Pendleton, John Carroll, Steffi Duna, Cecil

Kellaway, Mathew Boulton, Alec Craig,

Thomas Ross, Dwight Frye.

CREDITS: Producer, Frederick Stephani;

Director, Jacques Tourneur; From Original

Story by Jonathan Latimer; Screenplay, Wil-

liam R. Lipman; Cameraman, Clyde De

Vinna.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Nix Fed. Theater Revived
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Attempt by Rep.

Celler to revive Federal theater proj-

ects has been stricken from the

House program because of alleged

"communistic influence and misman-
agement."

Power in West Point Story?

IVcsf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox may
star Tyrone Power in Marvin Wald's

"School for Soldiers," West Point

story.

"Young Buffalo Bill"
with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes,

Pauline Moore

Republic 59 Mins.

SNAPPILY- PACED WESTERN HAS
PLENTIFUL ACTION AND GOOD CAST.

Actionful and peopled with an engaging

cast of players, with a good story plausibly

worked out to boot, this western should

meet with the approval of the six-gun

fans. Roy Rogers sings pleasantly and

knocks off the villains with eclat. His

sidekick George "Gabby" Hayes will get

some laughs, and Pauline Moore attrac-

tively provides the female interest. Pic-

ture was directed and produced by Joseph

Kane. The supporting cast is more than

adequate.

Rogers and Hayes ride into the New
Mexico territory after the U. S. has ac-

quired it to help fight the Indians and

assist the cavalry with their surveys. Gay-

lord Pendleton, son of Wade Boteler, com-

manding cavalry officer, is brought out by

his father to do the survey work. Pendle-

ton is lured by Trevor Bardette into losing

money gambling so that he and his half

brother, Chief Thundercloud, a Comanche
chief, can get control of a gold mine on

the ranch of Hugh Sothern.

Pendleton is forced to make a false

survey. Trouble immediately ensues, but

Rogers and Hayes straighten everything

out after some fast and furious action that

will keep the fans on the edge of their

seats.

CAST: Roy Rogers, Pauline Moore, George

"Gabby" Hayes, Hugh Sothern, Gaylord

Pendleton, Chief Thundercloud, Julian Ri-

vero, Wade Boteler, Trevor Bardette, Anna

Demetrio, Estelita Zarco.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and Direc-

tor, Joseph Kane; Screenplay, Harrison Jac-

obs, Robert Yost and Gerry Geraghty;

Original story, Norman Houston; Camera-

man, William Nobles; Editor, Tony Mar-

tinelli.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Song Writers Sue Metro

Suit for $50,000 damages against
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., brought
by Mabel Wayne and Neville Flee-

son, song writers, was revealed yes-

terday in N. Y. Supreme Court where
the plaintiffs applied for an order

directing the examination of an M-
G-M officer. The plaintiffs claim that

in November 1937, they signed a

contract with M-G-M for the sale

of their song "Betwixt and Between"
for a Judy Garland picture. The
complaint alleges that the defendant

failed to use the song and substituted

an imitation version called "In-Be-

tween" written by Roger Edens.

M-G-M has filed an answer general-

ly denying the complaint and con-

tending that plaintiffs' song is not

original.

Hayward in Two-Pix Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Louis Hayward has

signed a two-pix deal with RKO.

'Framed"
with Frank Albertson, Constance Moore,

Jerome Cowan

Universal 61 Mins.

(HOLLYVk/OOD PREVIEW)

FAIR NEWSPAPER STORY HAS SOME
SUSPENSE: OKAY FOR SECOND SPOT ON
DUALS.

Not quite up to the level of recent Uni-
versal low budget releases, "Framed" never-
theless has moments of suspense, and be-
cause of the efforts of a valiant crew of

experienced performers, should get by in

the second spot on a double bill. The story

is another newspaper yarn. Reporters stop-

ping presses, insane city editors, etc. Frank
Albertson, star reporter on a paper run by
Robert Armstrong, after quitting his post

to take a long-planned vacation, finds him-

self suspected of a murder; in love with a

girl (Constance Moore); and hiding in an
ambulance while the entire roster of Hol-
lywood's movie police force search for him.

Jerome Cowan, as a comedy heavy, gives

a good performance, but the work of Jack
Arnold, as Nick a re-write man, will glad-

den the hearts of members of the fourth

estate with his performance of a newspaper-
man as he really is. The lovely and talented

Constance Moore is wasted in this. The
original story has meat, but the screenplay

somehow failed to jell. Direction by Harold

Schuster is good. Camera work is good.

CAST: Frank Albertson, Constance Moore,
Jerome Cowan, Robert Armstrong, Sidney

Blackmer, Judith Allen, Herbert Rawlin-

son. Jack Arnold, Milburn Stone, Barbara

Pepper.

CREDITS: Producer, Ben Pivar; Director,

Harold Schuster; Author, Roy Chanslor;

Screenplay, Same; Art Director, Jack Ot-
terson; Cameraman, Jerome Ash; Musical

Director, H. J. Salter; Editor, Otto Ludwig.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Five Studios Starting

Nine Pix This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Nine pictures are

scheduced to go into production this

week.

At Paramount: "The New York-
ers" starring Dick Powell and Ellen
Drew.

At RKO-Radio: "Laddie" with
Tim Holt and Joan Carroll.

At M-G-M: "Bad Man of Wyom-
ing" starring Wallace Beery;
"Dulcy" starring Ann Sothern with
Dan Dailey, Jr., and Lynne Carver.

At Universal: "The Mummy's
Hand" and "Uneasy Payments."
At Warners: "The Letter" star-

ring Bette Davis with Herbert Mar-
shall, James Stephenson, Gale Son-
dergaard, Bruce Lester; "City For
Conquest" starring James Cagney
and Ann Sheridan with George
Tobias, J. Arthur Kennedy and An-
thony Quinn; "Money And The Wo-
man" with Brenda Marshall, Jeffrey

Lynn, Lee Patrick, John Lite), Roger
Pryor and Henry O'Neill.
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PHONE-

WHEN YOU USE
POSTAL TELEGRAMS!

WHW PEOPlf ARE "TOO BUSY/' remember rhis:

A Postal Telegram is not kept waiting in an outer office. Postal

messengers are trained to get a signed receipt!

WHEN A DEAL'S ALMOST CLOSED, speed lastmin.

ute, important facts via Postal Telegraph. You can be sure they

will be transmitted accurately!

WHEN THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS, notify aii

concernediby Postal Telegraph. It costs surprisingly little, thanks

to new low Postal Telegraph rates

!

WHENEVER SPEED IS ESSENTIAL, count on the

nation-wide Postal Telegraph system—for helpful, personal

service. Just phone Postal Telegraph. Charges appear on your

phone bill.
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'<Ara. retrenches if neely bul passes

\ppoint Andy W. Smith RKO Sales Manager
ochrie, Boasberg and
IX Promoted; Domestic
)st for Gus Schaefer

ANDY W. SMITH

Appointment of Andy W. Smith
the post of sales manager of RKO
dio Pictures was announced yes-

r d a y by
k1 E. Depi-
t, who also

' V e a 1 ed a
amber of

her promo-
)ns within
; e sales
nks of the
3 m p a ny.
nith, for-

erly sales

e a d of
: nited Ar-
Ists, joined

IKO last Oc-
jpb er as
(jistern sales manager.
i'With the elevation of Smith to the

(Continued on Page 8)

6 Percentage Pix

iaid on RKO Lineup

RKO is slated to release 26 per-

ntage pictures on the 1940-41 pro-

am, according to reports from the

impany's convention which winds
D today at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Wo of the pictures are said to be

Iarked at 40 per cent, six at 35 per

(Continued on Page 5)

ix Exhibit at Fair

depends on Financing

A motion picture exhibit at the

ew York World's Fair looms as a

£ssibility by July 4 if a fund of

^2,500 can be raised as a deposit
(Continued on Page 3)

''Gangs of Cfticago''

Title Nixed hy Chi.
Chicago—The Chicago Censor Board

has turned down Republic's "Gangs of

Chicago" because of the title. Board
will give the film another preview when
the title Is changed and certain cuts
made, according to Lieut. Harry Costello,

in charge of the Censor Board.

TheShowMusiGo On!
EDITOR'S NOTE: Because THE FILM DAILY believes that it, in effect,

constitutes a keynote speech for the industry in the face of war conditions, the

text of President George J. Schaefer's address, delivered at the company's sales

convention "family" luncheon yesterday, follows in full:

THE thought may occur to some of our guests this afternoon: this is a strange time

' indeed to sound a note of achievement, sound a note of progress, sound a note of

confidence, in a world where the values that decent men have built up, under freedom

and civilization, may be sliding off a precipice. And yet

that is the note I want to strike today.

Perhaps the truest side of the great events we are wit-

nessing—the side that will emerge after the smoke has

cleared—is that the principles and practices that have

marked our own way of life have been tried by fire and

sword and not found wanting. Perhaps our awakening to the

fact that there are rights which men must be prepared to

defend, as well as to believe in, will bring humanity to a

finer and higher stage of progress. Anyway that must be

the determination of the human spirit, and I know of nothing

more inspiring in this direction than the time-old slogan of

our own business—THE SHOW MUST GO ON!
And let no one forget that this isn't to fiddle while Rome

burns. The surcease, the recreation, the inspiration that

entertainment brings, are as vital in this great emergency

as bread and meat and other necessities of life. It is not

lerely the stomach but the spirit that must be fed in these days of trial. We must

(Continued on Page 8)

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER

Ceylon Box Office

Hit by Blackouts

Because of blackouts, theater busi-

ness on the island of Ceylon, off the

southern tip of India, has declined

slightly since the beginning of the

European war, according to A. Gard-
ner, circuit operator and distributor

(Continued on Page 4)

Lyric to Make Opera

Shorts and a Feature

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lyric Pictures, Inc.,

will produce a series of 12 two-reel

operatic subjects, with "Barber of

Seville" going into production next

week followed by "Tannhauser."
(Continued on Page 5)

Asks RKO Allowances Slash
SEC Suggests $600,000 and 100,000 Shares

La. Tax Decision May
Cost Exhibs. $25,000

New Orleans — Approximately
$22,000 to $25,000 taxes yearly will

be added to Louisiana exhibitors,

informed sources revealed yester-

day, as a result of the U. S. Su-
preme Court's refusal to review an

(Continued on Page 3)

Federal Judge William Bondy
ordered a continuance of hearings
June 18 on applications for allow-

ances in RKO proceedings after

Marland Gale, attorney for the SEC,
asked the Court to limit total allow-

ances to $600,000 and 100,000 shares

of RKO common stock. The ad-

journment followed a full day's ar-

gument in which 28 applicants re-

(Continued on Page 5)

Freeman Would Advocate
Plant Investment Cut,
Make One Film at Time

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bui cau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring that the

motion picture industry faced the
most serious crisis in its history,
Y. Frank
F r e e m an,

vice - presi-

d e n t in
charge of'
prod uction
for P a r a-

mount, y e s-

terday testi-

fied before!
the House
I n t e rstate

j

and Foreign
|

C o m m e rce

Cmmittee on
the Neely
bill.

Freeman was confident that the in-
(Continiicd on Page 3)

Y. FRANK FREEMAN

Goldwyn Status

Action Next Weekl

Action on Samuel Goldwyn's status

in United Artists, in view of the

producer's suit against the company,
is expected at next week's meeting

(Continued on Page 8)

Scully Names Lapidus "U"
Eastern District Manager

Appointment of Jules Lapidus,

Pittsburgh branch manager, as East-

ern district manager for Universal,

(Continued on Page 4)

St, Louis Triples
Out After SquawUs

St. Louis—Following a protest of the

Better Films Council, Fairy and Mack-
lind are reported planning to drop

triples, and other houses, Including some
of the St. Louis Amusement Co. opera-

tions, are expected to follow suit. Coun-
cil protested at a recent meeting, con-

tending that there should be a move
away from duals instead of increasing

the number of features shown on a pro-

gram.
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Granite 6007. LONDON—Ernest W. Fred
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.

\V. I. PARIS—P. A. Harle, La Cinematog
raphie Francaise, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12)
MEXICO CITY — Marco-Aurelio Galindo
Av, Covoacan No. lOOB, Mexico, D. F
BUENOS AIRES—Chas. de Cruz, Heraldo Del
Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

riNANCIAL
(May 28, 1940)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat eVz 6Vs 614
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 534 5% 53/4-
East. Kodak 1273/4 125 126
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq Ss/g S'/s &Vs
Loew's, Inc 22V8 21 Vg 22V8
do pfd 97 97 97
Paramount 45/8 43/5 ^Vi •

Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 6% 63/4 6% •

Pathe Film 6 6 6
RKO 3/4 3/4 3/4

20th Century-Fox . . 51/2 5% SVl
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 2V4 21/3 21/4

do pfd 30 30 30

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 lOO's 100 100
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46 IOIV2 10iy4 lOPA
Para. B'way 3s55 .42 42 42
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 77 77 77
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 79 783,4 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 10 93/8 93^
Trans-Lux 1 l/g 1

Universal Corp. vtc... 33,8 SVs 33/8 -

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITI
Bid

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 621/2

Net
Chg.

- %

3/4

31/4

Vs
11/8

— 1

— Vi

1/4— 4

— 1

ES
Asked

Majestic Radio Reorg.
Plan Ready for Court

Chicago — Rex Parkin, attorney
for the trustee in the Majestic Ra-
dio case, stated yesterday that suf-
ficient creditors' acceptances have
been received for the reorganiza-
tion plan, enabling them to present
the case in Court to ask for a date
for the final hearing.

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES CLUB HANDICAPO CLUB:

Get Out Your Clubs-
There Are More Prizes

In an effort to inspire filmdoni's
alleged golfers to spend tomorrow's
holiday practising for the 28th Film
Daily Golf Tournament, the com-
mittee yesterday broke down and an-
nounced the prizes for foursome win-
ners and runners up.

Success of last year's prize of a
portable radio for each foursome
winner practically dictated that the
committee repeat this year. So
the foursome top prize this year
will again be the Brulatour Radio, a
latest model Majestic portable.
Runners up will receive the Na-

tional Screen Service bags. And,
these grand bags would be top prizes
in any ordinary tournament. An-
other prize received yesterday was
a case of champagne, donated by
Restaurateur Toots Shor. Entries
are piling up and you procrastinators
had better send in that $10.00 now
if you want to be at Glen Oaks on
June 11.

Funeral Rites Tomorrow
For Walter Connolly

licst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held tomorrow morning at the
Church of the Good Shepherd, Bev-
erly Hills, for Walter Connolly, aged
52, who died yesterday. Body will be
sent to Cincinnati for interment.

Connolly, well known on the
Broadway stage as well as on the
screen, had been ill for about 10
days. He was discovered on the floor
of his Beverly Hills home, dead, by
his nurse who had talked with him
but a few minutes earlier. It is be-
lieved he got up to get a paper and
was overcome by a sudden seizure.

Joe Longo to Cleveland
Joseph P. Longo, who for some

years has been assistant to Joseph
Di Pese, publicity director for
Loew's in Boston, has been appointed
by Oscar A. Doob as publicity direc-
tor for Loew's theaters in Cleveland,
succeeding Milt Harris. Di Pesa re-
mains in charge of the Boston pub-
licity department with Al Longo as
his assistant.

Indict Ascap Counsel
For Lack of License

New Orleans—First attempt to

put "teeth" in Louisiana's anti-

Ascap law took place quietly in an
adjoining parish (county) recently

when a grand jury returned an in-

dictment against Ascap attorney J.

Studebaker Lucas.
Lucas, who today acknowledged

he had been indicted for attempting
to collect Ascap fees without paying
the $5,000 license required by the

law for each one of Louisiana's par-
ishes, declared that he had filed a

demurrer on constitutional grounds.
The indictment followed his attempt
to collect from the Wonder Bar,
female impersonator spot in Jeff'er-

son Parish, just across the line from
New Orleans.

In filing his demurrer, Lucas
claimed that the law was unconsti-
tutional in that among other things,

it was intended to prevent the op-

eration of a federal statute and to

deprive his clients of their property
without due process of law. He
cited that the Act would require
approximately $310,000 taxes annu-
ally from Ascap when its total take
from the state was not in excess of

$68,297.39.

Para. Latin-American
Sales Confab for N.Y.C.

Paramount will hold a Latin-
American sales conference in New
York early next month, John W.
Hicks, vice-president in charge of

foreign distribution, announced yes-

terday from Hollywood. Hicks and
George Weltner, assistant foreign
manager, are en route from the

Coast.
A. L. Pratchett, genral manager

for Cuba, Mexico and Central Amer-
ica, is due in New York June 5 by
plane; S. E. Pierpoint, manager for
Brazil, is due here June 8; J. D.
Rapoport, Havana manager, arrives

Saturday.

"Waterloo Bridge" Gets 3rd
Metro's "Waterloo Bridge" stays

a third week at the New York Cap-
itol.

COminG and GOIDf

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vicc-i

dent in charge of the foreign department
GEORGE WELTNER, his assistant, retur

New York this week from the Coast where
held its sales convention.

SAMUEL COLDWYN leaves for the

Friday.

A. L. PRATCHETT, S. E. PIERPOINT.
RAPOPORT and GEORGE FRASER, exec

for Paramount in Central and South A

territories, arrive here within the ni

weeks for home office confabs. '

JULES LEVEY accompanies NATE J. Bll

BERG and MATTY FOX when they leave

the Coast today.

ARTHUR JEFFREY goes to Syracuse toda'

a week's stay to handle the opening then
"Turnabout" for UA.

WILFRED LAWSON has returned to Lo-

to join the RAF.

CHARLES COBURN arrives here tomorrow i

Hollywood.

BILL PINE, assistant to C. B. DeMille, is

on business.

JOAN CRAWFORD is en route to the C;

OSCAR SERLIN left yesterday for Holly*.

PAT HALLERAN, stage manager of I

Farm, leaves today for Canada to join

Canadian Air Force.

Film and Army Reps.
Confer on Service Pix

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA)'

Hollywood— Industry represer,

tives yesterday held a confere;

with Majors W. M. Wright and R^
ard T. Schlosberg of Washington
C, to learn, under present coi

tions, what co-operation Hollyw-:

can expect in the production of S'

vice pictures.
|

Representing the industry wi;

Harry M. Warner, Sidney R. K(

Edward J. Mannix, Cliff Wc
Henry Ginsberg, Walter Wanj
Frank Capra, Keith Glennan, J''

Alberg, B. B. Kahane, Fred Beetji

and Gordon Mitchell. ;

Cedars Country Club
To Have Pix Previews

Previews of a number of ma
film productions will be held tj

summer at the Cedars Country Clj

Lakeville, Conn., it is announced:
Henry Tobias, director of the clu

film and theatrical program. Fi'

picture scheduled is Warn^
"Brother Orchid," which will be V\

viewed tomorrow night.

MAY 30
William R. Ferguson

From

THE FILM
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f ira. Will Retrench

< Neely Bill Passes

{Continued from Page 1)

rv will come through the pres-

aitficulties but warned that pas-

of the Neely bill will be a

^trous set-back.

i\ ould End Artists' Contracts

Ndirector of Paramount, Free-
- fsaid he would advise his com-

\. if the bill passes, to reduce

investment in plant equipment,

inate contracts with artists, then

e a motion picture and sell it

ly to exhibitors. If the picture

AS a proper return, he would
: advise them to make another

are and continue the same
ess.

'lessing the impossibility of the

ipsis provision. Freeman said he

Id not submit a synopsis but

Id only sell singly after the ex-

lor sees the picture. He cited

lerous instances where Para-

int was forced to forego certain

ures promised or make drastic

nges through circumstances be-

d their control.

n the foreign market Freeman
! it was being quickly eliminated

stated Paramount will continue

iiake quality pictures regardless

):;he foreign market.

jlnglish System Unsatisfactory"

he English system of trade

wing has not been satisfactory,

Paramount executive said. Sale

pictures singly would open the

1 to foreign competition as Amer-
1 producers would make less pic-

?s with the result of fewer play-

time and consequent infiltration
'

I U. S. markets by foreign pro- '

ers. 1

We will fight to keep them out,"

ti eman declared. I

Independent producers can obtain
J

ving time if they have good qual-

products, he declared. Any Para-

mt house, except the Paramount
New York City, will be glad to

y an independent production if

iias merit, he said.

:;xhibitors will be unable to re-

in open on singly produced prod-

, Freeman said.

That's what you are asking. Ex-
itors know they can't operate on

t policy," he said flatly.

;
Moral Issue Re-opened

flep. Lyle H. Boren, (D., Okla.),

':l opened the moral question by re-

sting that the Breen office ex-
' in why it passed certain pictures,

disagreed with Rep. McGranery
., Pa.), by stating the Breen of-

' has failed.

Breen has failed as long as pic-

res like 'Waterloo Bridge' are

own, they have done some good
vk but it doesn't satisfy me," Bo-

1 said. He also registered ob-

tions to "Strange Cargo," "My
n, My Son," "Honeymoon in

li," and several others. Boren
:}uested that a representative of

een's office appear to explain why
passed these pictures.

William B. Stein, independent ex-

Garrich Goes Martial
Chicago— B & K is dualing "Confes-

sions of a Nazi Spy" and "Lights Out
in Europe" at the Loop Carrick Theater.
War bulletins are featured in the thea-
ter lobby to tie up with the program.

La. Tax Decision May
Cost Exhibs. $25,000

(Cuiitlniicd from Page 1)

appeal against application of the
state's use tax to film rentals.
The appeal, filed by Saenger

Realty Corp., for $62.26, represent-
mg a month's rent on the New Or-
leans Saenger, followed an original
victory in state courts, with a re-
versal in the state Supreme Court.
Federal intervention was then
asked.
Law requires distributors to col-

lect tax but hitherto circuits have
been holding out and paying direct-
ly to the state under protest in or-
der to get test case.

In estimating added tax burden,
sources did not include the extra
New Orleans one per cent sales
tax which could also be construed
as a use tax on film rentals in New-
Orleans, the richest revenue pro-

,

ducer in the state.

Pix Exhibit at Fair
Depends on Financing

(Continued from Page 1)

for the remodeling of last year's
"Hall of Man" building, according to
P. L. Davis, trustee for the own-
ers. Davis said yesterday that in-
dustry leaders had offered their co-
operation in raising the money, and
other offers had come from leading
citizens.

Under the plan, 10 sets would be
erected, on which actual shooting of
scenes could be observed by spec-
tators. Davis said that several com-
panies had agreed to lend equip-
ment for the exhibit. The companies
would not be charged, according to
Davies.

Plans for the remodeling of the
building have been completed by ar-
chitects.

Lundeen to Press for

Investigation of FCC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senator Ernest

Lundeen of Minnesota, in attacking
the television report of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
which kills full commercial televis-
ion, announced that he would seek
immediate action on his resolution
for a complete investigation of the
activities of the FCC.

Senator Lundeen denounced FCC's
action as almost "criminal," and as-
serted that commercialized tele

would give employment to thou-
sands.

hibitor, of Hackettstown, N. J., and
Miss Alice Keliher, Progressive Edu-
cation Association, also testified

against the bill.
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Two Higher-Bracket

Autry Pix for Rep.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Two higher bracket

Autry musical westerns are in-

cluded in the 1940-41 Republic pro-
gram. Titles are "Melody Ranch"
same as the Autry radio program,
and "Down Mexico Way."

Features will be divided into three
groups, four DeLuxe, six Anniver-
saiy and 16 Jubilee productions.
Anniversary group titles include
"False Witness," "Storm Over In-

dia," "Puddin' Head," "Gangs of

Kansas City," "The Big Bonanza,"
and "Roaring Forties."

Jubilee titles are "The Imposter,"
"Barnyard Follies," "The Girl from
Frisco," "Black Beauty," "Doctors
Don't Tell," "Meet the Missus,"
"Friendly Neighbors," "Moon Over
Mulberry Street," "Ten Nights in

a Barroom," "Bowery Boy," "Ar-
kansas Judge," "Petticoat Politics,"

"Notorious Lady," "Honeymoon
Isle," and "Old Gray Mare."
Gene Autry westerns, in addition

to the top bracketeers, will be titled

"Old Mill Streain," "Ride, Tender-
foot, Ride," "Valley of the Moon,"
"Song at Twilight," "Under Fiesta
Stars," and "Old Faithful."
The eight Roy Rogers are sched-

uled to be called "Colorado," "Bor-
der Legion," "Young Bill Hickock,"
"Robin Hood of the Pecos," "Cus-
ter's Last Stand," "In Old Chey-
enne," "Sheriff of Tombstone," and
"Nevada City."
Bob Livingston, Raymond Hatton

and Duncan Renaldo, the Three Mes-
quiteers, will make eight, .titled

"Oklahoma Outlaws," "Ai'izona
Skies," "Texas Trail Blazers,"
"Phantom Raiders," "Gaucho of El-

dorado," "Raiders of the Alamo,"
"The Old Spanish Trail," and "Code
of the Desert."

The new Don Barry series of

eight will include "Tulsa Kid,"
"Frontier Vengeance," "Two - Gun
Sheriff," "Texas Terror," "Wyom-
ing Wildcat," "Desert Bandit,"
"Kansas Cyclone," and "Bad Man
from Rio."

Serials for the new program will

be divided into two groups. Super
serials and Streamline serials. "Su-
perman" and "Dick Tracy Strikes

Again" are the 15-episode Super
Serials while the 12-episode Stream-
line pair will be "Jungle Girl" and
"King of the Royal Mounted."

Viv, Corbin, to Schine
Corbin, Ky.—The Schine Circuit

has taken over the Viv Theater
here.

WEDDING BELLS

New Haven — Pete DeFazio, of
Pittsburgh, now Warner exchange
salesman at the New Haven branch,
will be married to Rose Civitelli of
this city on Friday. The couple will

drive to New York and Atlantic City
for their honeymoon trip.

ALCNG THE

H^iTH PlilL M. DALTi

9 9 ARKO RADIO'S sales convention innovation o "iamily"

luncheon party which brought together approximately 1,200

executives and employes of the RKO aiiiliates at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria yesterday properly takes its place as a milestone

not only in company but in industry history

T T T
• • • AS a gesture oj company solidarity its significance

is unmistakable as a manifestation of official confidence

in the face of world conditions unparalleled in trade annals

it stands in bold relief to encourage and hearten

yes, and challenge all whose livelihood is bound up
with the fate of the motion picture

T T
• • • IN times of crises .... there is an urgent need for saga-

cious leadership for leadership, if you please which truly LEADS

rather than which is content to retreat Such leadership was

eloquently convincingly exemplified by RKO as represented

by Prexy George I. Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and

sales chief yesterday Loyalty and morale are qualities

beyond monetary price They are purchasable only with Confidence

a thought which consciously or otherwise must have guided

those responsible for yesterday's unique assemblage of the RKO
"family" and their press guests aroiud the luncheon tables in the

Waldorf's ballroom

T T T
• • • THERE was a refreshing spirit of informality

to the luncheon introductions with affable Ned Depinet never

in better form as he introduced those "down in front"

to those on the dais and vice versa First of the latter

to be presented were Floyd Odium of Atlas Nelson

Rockefeller and David Sarnoff of RCA described as

"the three principal owners of your company" Then
came members of the RKO directorate Thomas P. Durrell,

Fred R. L. Ehrman, L. Lawrence Green, Gen. James G. Harbord,

Col. Richard C. Patterson, N. Peter Rathvon, W. G. Van Schmus,

L. P. Yandell, John E. Parsons followed by company officers,

producers and players These included J. J. Nolan, J. J.

O'Connor, Gunther Lessing, J. R. McDonough, Phil Reisman, Mal-

colm Kingsberg, M. H. Aylesworth also Orson Welles, Jean

Hersholt, Lee Tracy, Anna Neagle, Herbert Wilcox, Edmond
O'Brien Last to be presented in this group "to prove

that he actually exists" said Depinet, smilingly was
Orson Welles

T T T
• • • FINALLY, Depinet introduced "the boss" Prexy Schaefer

and the reception the "family" accorded him was heart-

warming in its sincerity What Schaefer had to say will be

found elsewhere And it speaks brilliantly for itself But this

properly may be said Indeed, should be said His address

stands as a timely example of far-seeing statesmanship in industry

For as Schaefer well phrased

T T T
• • • "PERHAPS the truest side of the great events we
are witnessing the side that will emerge after the smoke has

cleared is that the principles and practices that have

marked our own way of life have been tried by fire and

sword and not found wanting"

—CHESTER B. BAHN, for Phil M. Daly.

Ceylon Box Office

Hit by Blackoufs

(.Continued from Page 1)

in Ceylon, who is in New York,

island, which is a British Ci-

colony, has been blacked out .si

the start of the war.

Gardner distributes and ex)^

product of RKO, M-G-M, Univ?
Warner Bros., 20th Century-J

Columbia and United Artists ;

controls 14 theaters. He said y

terday that there were no money
strictions in Ceylon and that Ain
ican companies were permitted
take out as much money now
they were exporting before the w
but that he doubted if they C(

take out money in excess of
yearly totals even if there were
be an increase in business.
There are no double bills in i

lombo, the principal city, Garii;

said, nor are there continuous shi

Performances start at 3, 6 and 9

p.m. daily in most houses, w?
others have only two night sh'

which, of course, are affected by
blackouts.
Gardner is en route to Hava;

Cuba, where he is to represent 1

89th district at the Rotary-Inten
tional convention. He is the govi

nor-elect of his district.

Scully Names Lapidus "I

Eastern District Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

|

embracing the Boston, New Havi(

Washington and Philadelphia offic;

was announced yesterday by Willia

A. Scully, general sales manager, ll

will make his headquarters in t|

New York exchange. Pete Daji

special representative, will take ow
the Pittsburgh office, Scully declam

Lapidus, with a background of sel

ing for Metro and Grand Natioi"

to his credit, has headed one of t

most consistent, high scoring ofRc:

for Universal. His exchange i

cently won first prize in the Easte!

division in the company's Bill Scul!

Drive, just ended. Several of h

salesmen sold their territory 1

per cent.

Chicago Censor Pinks
Metro's "Waterloo Bridge

Chicago—The censor board hi

tagged "Waterloo Bridge" fi

adults only, but no deletions ha

been made.

Aha! A Spy! ! !

St. Louis—An excited woman rushed

into the office of Harry Crawford, man-
ager of Fanchon Cr Marco's Ambassador.
She had, she fold Crawford, tabbed a

"spy" making notes on the news reel

depicting tests of a new army rifle.

The "Spy" was Assistant Manager Martin
Davis making his customary checks for

timing of the various films on the pro-

gram.
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{Continued from Page 1)

;, eight at 30 per cent and 10 at

per cent.

-resident George J. Schaefer,

iking at the convention yester-

A^fternoon, stated that 23 out

ivl IJe Company's 26 major produc-

s on the year's program of 58

the new season were well in

k. Only three of these have not

ji assigned a producer or story.

;i (Chaefer told the delegates that

itts «tically all of the 26 top units

'lid be well on the way to com-

don by the first of the year.

"Ramparts" Nearly Ready

The Ramparts We Watch," fea-

i being produced by March of

le, will be completed within the

t two weeks, and prints available

special previews within a month,
1 E. Depinet disclosed. It will

]sold as a special feature, sep-

^te from the remainder of the

'gram.

I'ice-president Phil Reisman in

rge of foreign distribution in

tessing the delegates praised the

Joic work of his European and
ted Kingdom managers and
fs in carrying on despite the most
Hble conditions to ever beset the

industry. He cited European
Jiager Reginald Armour and
leral Managing Director Ralph
jibury of the United Kingdom
a special laudation.

Sees Europe Lost For Years

;eisman expressed the opinion

t Europe was almost a complete
; to the industry and would con-

le to be so for many years.

Even in non-belligerent coun-

|s," said Reisman, "the film in-

jtry will find it hard rowing. The
Jense of rearmaments which most
Ithem are undergoing will cut off

[fereat deal of foreign exchange
hierly available to the film Indus-

n Australia the government has
ipted momentary restrictions up

per cent. Tne drastic drop in

pound cuts this revenue even
te to 35 per cent.

Ejecting a bright note at this

,t, Reisman reported that de-

fe these conditions France, since

jl

first of January, had increased

I
business 35 per cent while the

ited Kingdom in that same per-

{had increased its business 30 per
It in dollars and that Latin-Amer-
p and the Far East were steadily

ffeasing their revenues.

I

New Office in Puerto Rico

aeisman then announced the open-

I
of a new RKO Radio office in

l^rto Rico and the appointment
Ned Seckler as manager of the
st foreign branch. Seckler was
erly home office representative

Havana. The Puerto Rico office

II open in two or three months.

I

10 New Film ''Names'' in 1940-41 "Wlio's Wlio"
Ten film "names" are included for the first time in the 1940-41 edition of Who's

Who in America, which comes off the presses Friday. They are: Don Ameche, Deanna
Durbin, Alice Faye, Errol Flynn, Cary Grant, Charles Laughton, Vivien Leigh, Tyrone
Power, Eleanor Powell and James Stewart. Additionally, Osa Johnson is listed under
the exploration classification, while Vicki Baum, Clare Boothe, Moss Hart, William
Saroyan are entered under playwrlghting.

Shirley Temple is still the youngest member of the "Who's Who" family, and,
moreover, is the youngest "retired" person ever to be listed in the reference volume.

Asks RKO Allowances Slash
SEC Suggests $600,000 and 100,000 Shares

(Continued f

quested allowances of $2,000,000 to

be paid by the new company.
Gale and two other attorneys for

the SEC submitted a factual analy-

sis of the company's financial sta-

tus, its ability to pay and its pros-

pects for the future. In the analy-

sis, the SEC referred to war condi-

tions and stated this factor would
cut down future profits. In stress-

ing the point that allowances should
be rigidly limited, Gale referred to

the cut in salaries accepted by RKO
officers and the fact that the com-
pany had made no payment this year
of dividends on cumulative pre-
ferred stock.

$968,000 Said Already Paid

RKO should not be required to pay
more than $600,000, Gale asserted,
because that was the "maximum"
that its capacity permitted. The
SEC attorney told the Court that
his viewpoint was based on a study
of the applications, a reading of the
records in the case and personal
conferences with parties filing ap-
plications. He added that RKO had
already paid $968,000 to date for

fees and disbursements. The com-
pany should not be required to pay
for more than one plan of reor-
ganization. Gale said, after pointing
out that the first plan submitted
had proved unfeasible and that at-

torneys were asking for allowances
for the first plan.

Gale was supported by Thomas K.
Finletter, who advised Judge Bondy
that he had been retained by the
new RKO company to seek a reduc-
tion in allowances. It was at Fin-
letter's request that the Court ad-
journed hearings to afford him an
opportunity to study petitions and

otyi Page 1)

vouchers of expenses which must be
filed within one week.

The SEC took up each individual

claim and gave its recommendation
as to each. For the most part, the

Commission asked for substantial

reductions in amounts without re-

flecting upon the value of the ser-

vices themselves. Judge Bondy was
told by the Commission that the

Court would have to consider the

amount available and that attorneys
cannot expect to receive the same
amount from a company in reorgani-

zation as they would obtain from
a "prosperous client."

100,000 Shares for Atlas

In discussing the claim of Atlas,

proponent of the plan. Gale recom-
mended that it receive 100,000 shares
of RKO common stock and a sub-
stantially reduced sum of money for

its attorneys, Simpson, Thacher &
Bartlett. Disbursements and fees
of over $500,000 claimed to be paid
by Atlas to Leo Spitz, Rathvon &
Co., Inc., W. J. Merrill and for gen-
eral overhead expenses should be
disallowed the SEC contended.

Gale made it clear that no ques-
tion of propriety was being raised

as to these payments, but that the
SEC felt that Atlas should stand
the expense alone as part of its

regular business disbursements.
The payments were made. Gale
stated, by Atlas to protect its large
investment in RKO.

Petitions for allowances by the
Irving' Trust and William J. Dono-
van were approved by the SEC.
Prior to Gale's long statement to

the Court, applicants had spoken
briefly in support of their petitions

for allowances. Judge Bondy gave
no indication as to the amounts that

he is prepared to allow.

RKO Radio product was formerly
distributed in this territory by the
Medal Film Exchange.

Watch for Gus Schaefer

Gus Schaefer, whose transfer from
the Foreign Department to the Do-
mestic was announced by Depinet,
was presented a gold wrist watch at
the conclusion of Reisman's address.
Jean Hersholt's latest "Dr. Chris-

tian" film is his 447th, he told con-
ventioneers. He added that he had
just signed a contract with his ra-
dio sponsors which would keep him
before his air public for the next
73 weeks.

Final address of Tuesday's session
was by Gunther Lessing, vice-presi-

dent of the Walt Disney organiza-
tion, who discussed production plans

of his studio covering both short
subjects and forthcoming features.

RKO '40-41 Ad Budget
Biggest in Its History
RKO Radio's advertising budget

for the new season will be the great-

est in the history of the company
and all of its big productions will

be pre-sold to the public, S. Barret
McCormiek, director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation told the

convention delegates at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel.

"Advertising is an essential part

of the show business, as vital and
important as actors, directors and
stories," McCormiek said.

McCormiek said world conditions

make it necessary to lay harder and

Lyric to Malie Opera

Sliorts and a Feature

(Continued from Page 1)

Motion Picture players will be used
in the cast, with arias being sung
off screen by members of the Met-
ropolitan Opera Co. The Los An-
geles Philharmonic Orchestra will

supply instrumental music. Span-
ish and French versions will also be
made with Columbia handling distri-

bution.
Lyric will start production in

August on "Martha," feature-length
opera, co-starring Lily Pons and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. It will be
released by Columbia.

N. Y. SPG's Membership
Okays Coast Affiliation

Screen Publicists and Advertisers
Guild has voted to affiliate with the
Screen Publicists Guild of Los An-
geles. At a membership meeting
Monday night a resolution to that
effect was passed and plans are now
being formulated for a joint con-
vention of the two organizations to

set up a national SPG. Local or-

ganization is changing its name to

Screen Publicists Guild of New
York.

It claims a 15 per cent increase
in membership during the past week,
and that all majors are now repre-
sented.

harder on the domestic market to

make pictures gross more than ever
before. The industry must, he said,

squeeze every dime out of every
inch of celluloid.

"There must be a rebirth of show-
manship and salesmanship in the-

ater operation and all of us must
help to bring that about," the ad-
vertising executive said.

Hold RKO West and East
Regional Meets Here Today

Following roll call in the Sert

Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Ho-
tel today, delegates of RKO Radio's

Eastern Division will convene in

the Jansen Suite and the Western
Division contingent in LePerroquet
Suite. Andy W. Smith pre-

sides at the former session and
Cresson E. Smith at the latter. The
Regional meetings also will be held

throughout the afternoon.
The RKO Pathe News reception

is scheduled for early in the eve-

ning in the North Lounge, 67th

floor of the RCA Building.

The big final banquet will be

held in the Rainbow Room and
more than 300 persons will attend

with Orson Welles emceeing. The
"Information Please" quartette will

stage its radio programs at the
convention finale banquet.

300 at M of T Cocktail

Party for RKO Delegates
Cocktail party given by the

March of Time at the Hotel Am-
bassador last evening for the dele-

gates to the RKO Radio convention

was attended by approximately 300

persons.
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^ ^ SHORT SUBJECT R6ViClUS tf f<
"Flight Angels"

with Dennis Morgan, Wayne Morris,

Virginia Bruce, Jane Wyman
Warners 74 Mins.

BREEZY STORY OF AIR LINE HOST-
ESSES IS PLEASING PROGRAM FARE.

As nabe fare or a second attraction in

larger houses this picture will fill the re-

quirements. The story moves along briskly

and the characters are engaging, and ex-

hibitors have sufficient names to attract

attention on marquees. Dennis Morgan
gives a good account of himself and with

his performance proves that he deserves

better roles. Wayne Morris capably fills

the other male lead, and Virginia Bruce

and Jane Wyman lend the female touch to

the film. Miss Wyman is particularly effec-

tive. Ralph Bellamy gives a good per-

formance in a strong supporting role. Lewis

Seiler directed from a screenplay by Mau-
rice Leo.

Morgan, crack pilot for an air-line, is

grounded when the company doctor dis-

covers his eyesight is failing. Bellamy,

with the assistance of Miss Bruce, induces

him to take a job as instructor in the hostess

school, and Morgan marries Miss Bruce.

However, the instructor job doesn't work
out. Morgan learns that an army pilot has

been assigned to test a strato-liner he and

Morris had been working on and he steals

the ship, cracking it up after testing it. His

license suspended, he leaves to join the

Chinese army, but he is drafted by the army

for an instructor's post at an army field and

everything works out nicely.

CAST: Virginia Bruce, Dennis Morgan,

Wayne Morris, Ralph Bellamy, Jane Wyman,
John Litel, Margot Stevenson, Dorothea

Kent, John Ridgely, Lucille Fairbanks, Maris

Wrixon, Jan Clayton, Carol Hughes, DeWolf
Hopper, John Arledge, Janet Shaw, Natalie

Moorhead, Ferris Taylor, Dick Elliott, Nell

O'Day.

CREDITS: In charge of production. Jack

L. Warner; Associate Producer, Edmund
Grainger; Director, Lewis Seiler; Screenplay,

Maurice Leo; Original Story, Jerry Wald
and Richard Macaulay; Cameraman, L. W.
O'Connell; Editor, James Gibbon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Baltin Named Program
Director for DuMont

Will Baltin, film and radio edi-

tor of the New Brunswick (N. J.)

Daily Home News and the Sunday
Times since 1932, has been appointed
program director for the new Allen

B. DuMont television station,

W2XWV, now under construction at

515 Madison Ave. Baltin will as-

sume his new duties on June 3.

Baltin inaugurated what is believed

to be the first sustaining newspaper
television column in 1936 which ap-
peared in the Sunday Times.

* SHORTS *
Unusual Occupations, L9-5

Paramount 10 mins.
Interesting Subject

Cowboy star Gene Autry will be
the big attraction in this Cinecolor
subject. Gene is shown in his Hol-
lywood home where between "horse
operas" he pursues his hobby of

training horses. Subject shows some
of his live stock, and, to make it

more interesting. Gene sings a cou-
ple of cowboy ditties. Reel also tells

of the hobbies of Mrs. Pansy Stock-
ton, who uses growing things to pro-

duce landscape scenes. A quick look
into the business of collecting

stamps by a commercial philatelic

outfit, with some blowups of famous
old stamps, and some shots of the

Dutch Government's reconstruction
of an old Javanese temple, complete
the reel.

"Television Preview"
(Paragraphic)

Paramount 10 mins.
Fanciful Stuff

This is an attempt to predict fu-

ture television progress, done in a

half kidding, half serious manner.
Narrated by Ted Husing, the sub-

ject is an indirect plug for Du Mont,
showing the inventor in one scene,

i-'icture takes the angle that tele-

vision will be featured in theaters,

as well as in homes, and shows
some of the medium's future possi-

bilities in the fields of entertain-

ment, sports, and crime detection.

Bob Hope, Lanny Ross, Bob Burns
and Akim Tamiroff appear in short

bits.

Newark Call to Operate
12-Week Film Festival

Orr as Harold Teen
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Newark Sunday Call will open a

12-week Film Festival at Newark's
Little Theater on July 1, with profits

bsnefiting summer camps for under-
privileged children. Festival is an-

nounced by the paper as an annual
feature.

The Call is asking its readers to

select 25 films from the past for the

Festival and to stimulate interest,

is offering cash and ticket awards.
Films designated must be at least

five or six months old, the paper
specifies.

At the same time, the Call is ask-

ing its readers to indicate whether
they prefer single features or duals.

AFRA Will Act Soon
On "One Big Union" Plan

Action by the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists on the report

"You Ought to Be in Pictures"

A Leon Schlesinger "Looney Tune"

Warners 8 mins.

Entertaining Short

A new idea, and one that may
have far reaching effect in the mak-
ing of cartoon shorts, this film em-
ploys human actors and hand drawn
characters with synchronized voices.

For something that was no doubt
intended to be largely an experi-

ment, "You Ought To Be In Pic-

tures" is very entertaining, and
equal in quality to any of the
Schlesinger shorts. The story deals
with the attempt of Porky Pig,

Schlesinger's cartoon star, to leave

the comedy field and enter the fea-

ture field. It is very well told.

Music is good; photography and
synchronization excellent. The
background is the cartoon plant, and
the major live actor is Leon Schles-

inger. He is so good that he ought
to be in pictures.

RKO
"Tugboat Mickey"

Good Cartoon

7 mins.

Mickey and his cronies, Donald
and Goofy, are captain and crew on
a tugboat. Hearing an announce-
ment over the radio of a ship in

distress, Mickey immediately gal-

vanizes his boat into action. Finally,

after some frantic mishaps and
straining the tug breaks loose from
its moorings at the dock, which no-

body thought to cast off, and they
head to sea. Everything happens
from there on, the boiler blows up,

the tug blows up and they all land

in the water, only to learn from the

radio as it sinks that the broadcast
was a program. Reel is Walt Dis-

ney production in Technicolor.

Dr. Goldsmith Sees Tele
Role in Aviation Vital

Burbank—William Orr will dr-aw for amalgamation of all unions in

the title role in Warners' new ver-

sion of "Harold Teen."
the AAAA into one general setup
will be taken shortly, it was re-

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Future use of tele-

vision in aviation was envisioned

yesterday by Dr. Alfred N. Gold-

smith, RCA consulting engineer, in

a speech before the National Aero-

nautic Association Forum and

Conference. Dr. Goldsmith, talking

of the various forms of radio avail-

able to aviation, held that perhaps
the ultimate application of radio to

aviation is televisibility, which would
enable a pilot to set an indicator

for any desired direction and to re-

ceive a view of the selected terrain.

ported yesterday. Plan eliminates
various unions, thereby effecting a

large operating economy and
strengthening of the entire organi-
zation it is claimed in the report.

Other AAAA unions are also study-
ing the plan now with a view to

presenting it to the membership
for action.

"The Riveter"
RKO 8 min

Riotously Funny
Donald Duck's experience in thi

cartoon as a riveter will get bell

laughs from any audience. Donal
applies for a job as a riveter whe
he sees a sign in front of a fiy
struction job. Hired by the M'
tough foreman he has the riv^..
machine tossed into his hands with
out even knowing how it operates
What happens from then on is hilari

ous to an extreme degree. Reel i

;

a Walt Disney production in Techni
color.

"A Kick in Time"
(Color Classic)

Paramount 7 min
Cute Cartoon

The further adventures of Ma
Fleischer's donkey characters, Hun
ky and Spunky, are amusingly don

in Technicolor. In this one, Hunk;
is captured by a mule auctionet

who sells him to a junk dealer an^

mama has quite a time before -^h

can rescue her overworked offsprint;

"Billposters"

RKO 8 min-

Highly Amusing
Donald Duck and his sidekick

Goofy, are out pasting up handbill

on the surrounding countryside

Reaching a likely looking farm, thv

two go to work. The results an;

hilarious as Goofy gets tangled u]

with a windmill, Donald gets mixee

up with a very mad goat and botl]

of them get mixed up with therj

pastepots and handbills. There an'

loads of laughs in this short. Ree
is a Walt Disney production in Techij

nicolor. i

"Donald's Dog Laundry"
RKO 8 mina

Funny Cartoon
Donald Duck builds a mechanical

dog washer from blueprints t«|

cleanse the canines in the vicinity

He sees Pluto and decides to try oul

the washer on him. Several gooc

schemes to lure Pluto to the washe:j

go awry and Donald falls in himself-

The results are highly amusing ami

any audience will get a kick out o:j

it. Reel is a Walt Disney produci

tion in Technicolor.

"Isles of the East"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
|j

20th Century-Fox 9 mins

Timely Travelogue

With the Dutch East Indies fore,

most in the daily press, this subject
j

showing some of the principal islandsi

of the group, is especially timelyj}

Opening with some standard shotit!

of Bali dancing boys and girls, the;!

reel moves on to less well knowilj

views of native rice production, hati

weaving and inland boating in sevjj

eral of the island group. Mean-(|

while Lowell Thomas' narration
j

speculates on the possible effect o\\

the European war on the future o)j[

the present Dutch subjects.
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Appoint Andy Smith

RKO Sales Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

new spot, Depinet named Robert
Mochrie, Southern district managrer,
to the post of Eastern sales man-
ager, filling: the vacancy left by
Smith. Charles Boasbergr, Buffalo
branch manag-er, was appointed
Eastern Central district manag'er,

succeeding- E. L. McEvoy, resigned.

Elmer Lux, Buffalo salesman, suc-

ceeds Boasberg as manager.

Gus Schaefer, Caribbean manager,
has been drafted to domestic distri-

bution and will be named to an im-
portant position today. It was ru-

mored around the RKO convention
yesterday that he would become
Southern district manager, but this

could not be confirmed.

Mochrie, like Smith, is a veteran
in the business and also joined RKO
last October. Boasberg started his

RKO career as a salesman in Buf-
falo in 1931 and was made manager
in 1937. Lux started in the film busi-

ness at the Buffalo branch as a ship-

ping clerk. Schaefer for many years
was Paramount's Eastern general
manager and also head of Univer-
sal's foreign department.

RKO Starts Six 1940-41

Features During Tune

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six features on the

1940-41 schedule of RKO Radio Pic-
tures will go before the cameras in

June. Harry E. Edington, executive
producer, plans to move the new
product in a steady flow throughout
the late Spring and Summer months.

Scripts of more than half of the
new screen plays are finished, pro-
ducers and directors assigned, with
major castings in progress. Ready
for June production are:

"Too Many Girls," with Lucille

Ball and Desi Arnaz in the top spots
of George Abbot's Broadway musical
which he will direct for the screen;
"Blood Will Tell," tentative title for
a racing-background Technicolor fea-
ture to be produced and directed by
David Butler; "Little Men," third
of the Gene Towne-Graham Baker
productions; "The Other Man," Car-
ole Lombard-Charles Laughton fea-
ture, to be produced by Erich Pom-
mer and directed by Garson Kanin,
based on the late Sidney Howard's
Pulitzer prize play, "They Knew
What They Wanted"; "Laddie," to

be produced by Cliff Reid, featuring
Tim Holt and Joan Carroll.
"Dreaming Out Loud," made by

Voco Productions for RKO Radio
and introducing to the screen the ra-
dio team of Lum and Abner, is now
being edited.

Pasho's Son to West Point

Robert E. Pasho, son of Eugene
Pasho, of the Gem, Naugatuck,
Conn., has been appointed to West
Point as of July 1.

TheShowMustGo On!
,
(Cuiitlniicd from Page 1)

have an invincible morale as well as an invincible armament to be fully prepared.

THE war has cost the American motion picture industry many foreign markets. But
these markets have not been destroyed by the lessened need of entertainment to re-

new human energy and inspire the human spirit. They have not been lost through the
failure of our studios to create and supply such entertainment. They are threatened
where they have not been lost, by the physical and economic difficulties of serving such
entertainment, as both civilian and military populations are threatened by the growing
violence of the war. Yet even as I speak, the entertainment products of our studios,

recorded in cans of celluloid, are rolling almost up to the front-line trenches in France
and Belgium, as are food and ammunition and other vital necessities.

In doing our part to see that the show does go on, it should be a satisfaction for all

of us that RKO in its fiscal, production, sales and organization programs was not blind

to the need of preparedness. There was a time when your company was almost alone
in the industry in its stand that immediate economies were demanded. We believed

it was the only way by which we could maintain and strengthen picture production

schedules for our vast home front, in view of the crumbling markets abroad that could

be foreseen at the beginning of the war.

We refused to lull ourselves into the feeling that this was a new kind of war—a war
in which contesting armies would comfortably wait each other out behind their im-

pregnable works, while the civilians in the rear would let joy reign unconfined in their

open and flourishing theaters.
* * if *

I
SEEMED to be the bull in the china shop when the proposal was made, but I am glad

' to report that nothing was broken and that what we did we did in the American way.

Our program primarily was to decrease expenses, not decrease employment. We cut

from above, not from below. While some salaries were reduced by more than 35 per

cent, we made the promise—and we held to it—that no employe receiving $4,500 a year

or less would be affected.

I believe this is the place and the occasion to express again my deep gratitude for the

splendid co-operation I have received from our studios and from other employes of the RKO
in our campaign of preparedness. Today we are represented as an industrial family

—

bankers, business men and employes—in the discussion of our forthcoming programs.

Perhaps this is the best way to prove, in a meeting of this sort, that not all bankers

have glass eyes, that there are business men who understand that movies are an art as

well as an industry, that not all authors wear long hair, that not all producers speak

in terms colossal, and that not all directors and artists wear their temperaments on their

sleeves. We are members of an organization engaged in a common enterprise and a

common purpose—the task of rebuilding the RKO, not merely for today, but for tomorrow.

\<A0 economy made could have justified any reduction in the quality and entertainment

' ^ appeal of our pictures. That's the one economy that we can not afford. That we
haven't made, and that we will not make. We are in an industry where pictures, not

words, must tell the story, and as we introduce our "line," if you please, for the coming

season, it is the character of our product, not the few remarks that I have to make, that

must speak for our progress.

That we have progressed there can be no doubt. That we are building soundly is in-

herent, I believe, in the loyalty and energy with which every member of the RKO or-

ganization is putting his shoulder to the wheel. We have achieved cost records which

1 know are new in the industry. We shall not be satisfied until all our pictures are

made at the lowest costs compatible with better and better entertainment.

It is right, I believe, that the man immediately on the firing line of our sales activi-

ties should raise the curtain on what our studios will have to offer in the coming

season. 1 refer to that officer of our company who has the responsibility of covering,

intensively and extensively, the whole front of RKO sales in our greatest market, the

home market. He is my friend and vice-president and general manager of sales of the

RKO company.

I now introduce—Mr. Depinet.

SLRB Postpones Hearing
On TMAT-Prudential Case

Hearing before the SLRB yester-

day in the TMAT-Prudential case

was postponed until further infor-

mation has been submitted to the

union by the theater circuit. The
Prudential corporate setup is said

to have been altered since the in-

ception of the case.

Starts FUm Letter Dept.

Newark Sunday Call has inaugu-
rated a new letter department,
"Cheers and Catcalls from Movie-
goers," in which its readers are in-

vited to unburden themselves on va-
rious phases of Hollywood.

Farewell for Michaelson

Stamford — Friends of William
Michaelson from this city, the ex-

change district, and other parts of

the state, tendered him a farewell
dinner at Rich's Restaurant. Old
Grreenwich. Michaelson, who has
resigned as manager of the Plaza to

enter another line of business, has
been managing theaters for the past
38 years. Dave Weinstock, owner
of the Plaza, was among the guests.

Craven Again as Narrator
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Warners has signed
Frank Craven for another narrator
stint; assignment is to "City for
Conquest," the James Cagney-Ann
Sheridan staiTer.

Goidwyn Status

Action Next Weel(!

I

(Continued from Page 1)

of the board of directors. It h

been hinted that a decision would

reached at a brief meeting of 1

board yesterday, but the matter :

portedly did not come up. -,.

Meanwhile, Goidwyn is re"
to be in a position to retire c6

pletely from production or resui

picture-making on a large scale, (

pending entirely upon circumstane

A corps of writers has been putti

stories into shape and he is w
armed with screenplays.

Goidwyn Talent on Loan

On the other hand, practica
every writer, director, cameram|j
and other studio people whom i

has under contract has been loar

out to other producers. A few cf

tracts he has allowed to lapse.
Among Goldwyn's personally

owned players are Gary Cooper, ci

rently working in Paramoun
"Northwest Mounted Police" a

slated to go next with Frank Cap
for "The Life of John Doe"; W;
ter Brennan, now appearing
"Maryland" for 20th Century-F
and also signed with Capra for "Jo
Doe"; Zorina, who just completed
Was an Adventuress" and w
opened in the stage product!
"Louisiana Purchase" last night
New York; Jon Hall, loaned out

20th Century-Fox and Edward Sma
Virginia Gilmore, half of whose cc

tract has been purchased by 20

Century-Fox and who had a top sp

in "Rain or Shine"; Dana Andrews
whom 20th Century-Fox has boug
a half interest; Andrea Leeds w;
has been loaned out to various pi i

ducers; David Niven, who has joinj

the British army. Only Doris Davc^
port remains as a full-time Goldwi;

player.
1

Directors Also Loaned i|

Among his directors are Willisj

Wyler, now doing "The Letter" ll

Warner Bros.; Sam Wood, recenti

completed "Our Town" for Sol Ld
er and now on loan to Paramoirj'

and Archie Mayo, working on "Fai

Sons" at 20th Century-Fox. Grej

Toland, cameraman, has been b(i|

rowed by John Ford for "The Lqj

Voyage Home"; James Basevi, t

director, and Nina Roberts, wardrcn:

head, also on the same picture; Juji

Heron, set decorator, has been b(j|

rowed by Alfred Hitchcock and Wij!

ter Wanger for "Foreign Corrfj

pondent" and John Miles, public!;!

has gone with Frank Lloyds' "Tk

Howards of Virginia." ''

TMAT Drops 3 Members
At a meeting of the TMAT (M

tion Picture Division) ethics boa

late Monday night, Ben Brauffl;

Stockton Leigh and Max G. Feld|

plaintiffs in a suit against sevdi

officers of the union, were dropp;

from the union on charges of beij

anti-union and strike-breaking. Ii
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WARNS NEELY'S BILL SPELLS CONFUSION

oreign Revenue Reduction Estimated At 66-l-zo

\ ar and Restrictions With-

c t Effect Upon Only 13%
C the Foreign Market

rith foreign markets being fur-

r restricted and totally lost in

le cases due to war, a major for-

1 department head this week es-

ated that American distributors

Id only expect to be able to re-

1 to home offices this year ap-
ximately 33 and 1-3 per cent of

dollar revenue returned here last

r.

xplanation of this estimate is as
:i\vs: Approximately 13 per cent

the American distribs.' foreign
(Continued on Page 6)

Mpublic Acquires

f uckman Branches

urther enlarging its own ex-
nge system, Republic completed
otiations this week to take over
New York and Philadelphia

nches owned and operated by
man Gluckman with a Rep. fran-
e. Purchase price was not
losed. Gluckman will continue

(Continued on Page 4)

fiedl Will Operate
' ^o Steffes Theaters

linneapolis — Management of

,;L'ld and Alvin theaters here will

':ii taken over June 1 by Minnesota
Vusement Co. This announcement,

!e Wednesday by John J. Friedl,

ident, climaxed negotiations be-

(Continued on Page 8)

Vour Entry Is $10;
^ou May Win Scents!
' Whoops! The pungent perfume of
he pines will permeate some of the
Mayers when they wend their homeward
vays from THE FILM DAILY Golf
Tournament on Tuesday, June 11, at Glen
Oaks. Reason is that Trylon Products
^0. of Chicago has posted special prizes
f its "Ocean Blue Effervescent Bubble
lath Tablets." These exotic discs are
aid to be sensationally soothing. It

vill be interesting to see if they act
ihat-a-way on the guys who shoot a
;ieat 200. If they don't, they'll stiil

nake a great hit with the better-halves
if the golfers who win 'em.

Should Bahies Be Barred From, Theater?
iVenj Mexico Exhib. Puts It Up to Public

Artesia, N. M.—Confessedly "between the devil and the deep blue sea," Raymond
Bartlett, manager of the Ocotillo Theater here, is asking the public to decide whether
babies should be barred from the house. Bartlett admits that many new mothers, his

steady patrons for years, cannot attend the theater without bringing their infants,

but, on the other hand, is being told by other customers that they are infrequent
visitors because of fretting babies. Bartlett points out he held one baby for two hours

the other night, and that the lobby and foyer have become something of nurseries, with
the house staff trying a candy and penny appeasement policy.

Drop Admission Tax

Exemption to 30(!

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— The new defense-

financing program will affect the-
ater admissions under the proposed
provisions, it was revealed Wednes-
day. Tax program, as framed, calls

for the reduction of the exemption
on theater admission taxes from the
present level of 40 cents to 30 cents.

Shift to the latter scale will bring
(Continued on Page 7)

Music Clubs Federation
Plans Own Film Awards

Music composers, arrangers, and
artists in the film field are to re-

ceive recognition next year through
awards from the National Federa-
tion of Music Clubs. Federation
claims that musicians have not been
adequately recognized by the Acad-
emy awards and, with the co-opera-
tions of Coast studios, will make

(Continued on Page 6)

Grand Jurors Wiil

See Ascap Records

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
on Wednesday directed Ascap to

submit a large number of its rec-

ords to the D of J for presentation
to a Federal grand jury. The rec-

ords referring to such things as
names of licensees, annual financial

reports, and minutes of board meet-
ings, are to be presented under
Judge Goddard's ruling, within 30

days.
Louis Frohlich, attorney for Ascap,

(Continued on Page 8)

"U" Will Again Sell

Away from Saenger

For the second consecutive sea-
son. Universal will sell away from
the Saenger circuit in New Orleans.
Decision was made following the
return from New Orleans of William
Scully, general sales manager, and

(Continued on Page 5)

FDR 'sHands Oiiin EquitySuit
Action Headed for a Decision, Capital's View

Monogram Sets Starting

Dates for 19 Features

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Definite starting

dates for 19 Monogram features
have been set and the company is

ready to swing into full action ac-

cording to a statement issued over
the holiday by President W. Ray
Johnston. Statement was in answer
to the tendency to curtail produc-

(Contimied on Page 7)

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Despite recurring

rumors to the contrary, Washing-
ton observers do not believe there
will be any White House interfer-
ence with the dogmatic "divorce-
ment" demand of Assistant Attor-
ney General Thurman Arnold in the
current New York equity suit, trial

of which is scheduled to start Mon-
day.
Although Arnold's unyielding po-

IContinued on Page 8)

Kuykendall Urges Adopt-
ing Selective Form of Exhi-
bition Pact as Trade Aid

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"I am fully aware

of the fact that a fairer trade prac-
tice policy must prevail in this in-

dustry, but
this legisla- ^~
tion would in V
effect tend to '

further con- '

fuse the al-

ready c o m-
plicated me-
c h a n i c s of &/

'

the motion f^,

p i c t u r e in-
In-

dustry," Ed r
K u y k e n-

'

dall, MPTOA
p r e s ident,

'

told the
House Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Com-
(Continued on Page 6)

ED KUYKENDALL

Metro Concessions

in Contract Riders

Twenty per cent cancellation priv-

ileges and other concessions prom-
ised by M-G-M in an announcement
last Fall are to be included in riders

(Continued on Page 4)

Goldwyn's Anti-Duals

Stand Backed by ITOA

A resolution approving Samuel
Goldwyn's stand on double features

was passed by the ITOA at a meet-
(Continued on Page 6)

CIO Union Invading
Projectionist Field

Scranton—Dispute has developed here

between the regular projectionists union
affiliated with the A F of L and another
organization affiliated with the CIO.
Hearing was held before the Labor Re-
lations Board, but no decision has been
handed down to date. The A F of L
union claims several theater operators
did not renew their contracts, hiring CIO
men instead. Picketing and other de-
velopments have resulted.
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FINANCIAL
{Wednesday, Mc

NEW YORK STOCK

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%l
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loews, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox ,

20th Century-Fox Fpd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46 1

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv.3V4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW YORK

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . .

Universal Picts

High
7

3%

V 29)
MARKET

Net
Low Close Chg.
7 7 -f 7/8

37/8 37/8

28 126 1271/2 + IVi

225/3 22 22 — 1/8

47/8

68
7 'A
7'/8

3/4

5%
143/4

2 1/4

BOND
00 1/4 1

01 14 1

79
CURB

45/8 47/8 + 3/8

68 68
71/4 71/4 -1- %
7 71/8 + I'/s

% 3/4

51/4 5% + 3/8

H'/2 143/4

2'/8 21/8 — 1/8

MARKET
00 1001/4 -f 1/4

Oils 101 i/s — i/s

79 79
MARKET

15/8

101/4

1

33/8

15/8 15/8 + Va
101/4 101/4 4- 1/2

1 1

31/8 31/8 — 1/4

NBC Will Televise Para.
Trailer Next Wednesday

Trailer for Paramount's "Way of

All Flesh" will be televised over
NBC's transmitter Wednesday at
4:25. Only film feature on the tele-

vision schedule is "Officer 13," a
1933 First Division release, which
goes on at 3:40 Thursday.

Travel Films With Dinner
Chicago — Stevens restaurant in

Loop is showing travel films at din-

ner.

Patent Action Verdict
Returned for Vallen

Legal victory has been scored by
Earl J. Vallen and Vallen Inc., in

Lheir joint action as plaintiffs

against the Board of Education of
Plainville (0.) Rural School Dis-
trict. Action, brought in the U. S.

District Court, Southern District of
Ohio, recently, upheld plaintiffs'

claim that utilization of curtain
track equipment by the defendant
infringed Vallen inventions and pat-
ents, the Court ruling that eight
claims of the patent in suit are good
and valid in law.
The Court issued a permanent in-

junction against the defendant and
decreed that the latter must pay
$350 to Vallen and his organization
for the infringement. Upon payment
of this sum to Vallen, Inc., plaintiffs

may issue a license for the equip-
ment as it is at present installed
at the Plainville School, Mariemont,
0., for the life of the patent in suit

and free of any additional royalties
or other charges by the plaintiffs.

Court also I'uled that the defen-
dants must pay costs.

RKO-Cocalis Deal Now
Hinges on Union Angle

Deal whereby RKO takes over 10
Cocalis theaters in the Bronx awaits
adjustment of the contract with the
operators' union. When such an
agreement is reached, it is undei--

stood that the 10 theaters will pass
to RKO control.

Union scale with the Cocalis cir-

cuit is said to be lower than that
required in the RKO theaters. Union
is reported to be asking a higher
scale if, and when, the theaters are
acquired by RKO.

Theaters involved are the Inter-

boro, Allerton, Castlehill, Crest,

Marblehill, Ward, Pelham, Rosedale,
-ilgrim and Yorke.

Calif. Solons Give Tax
Proposals the Brush-Off

Sacramento—The State Legisla-
ture adjourned after sidetracking
all tax increase proposals of Gov-
ernor Olson.
During the closing hours. Assem-

blyman Call introduced a resolution
criticizing motion picture industry
for publicity given Howard R. Phil-

brick, new manager of Central Cast-
ing Bureau. Philbrick resigned as
manager of State Motor Vehicle De-
partment in an upheaval and was
immediately given the CCB post,
causing sharp criticism of the in-

dustry by the legislators.

Fromer Joining Columbia
Julian P. Fromer, formerly with

the AP and the Buffalo Times, will

join the Columbia press book de-

partment next week, it was learned
Wednesday.

Dutch Actor in "Escape"
West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro has cast Philip

Dorn, Dutch actor, as Dr. Ditten in

"Escape."

Use Union Photos Only,
Local 21314 Asks Exhibs.

In a letter sent to all film com-
panies and theaters in the New York
area, the Photo Employes Union,
Local 21314, A F of L, ask that all

photographic work be done through
unionized reproduction firms, indi-

cating that theaters which patron-
ize non-union firms will be picketed.

The union has also asked other

A F of L unions in the theatrical

field to co-operate with it in pushing
the campaign.

In the letter the union lists Apco
Photo Co., Inc.; Apeda Studios, Inc.;

and Arrow Photo Service, Inc., all

New York firms, as being repro-

duction firms recognized by the
union.

Kallet May Acquire Five
Cohen & Kutcher Houses

Oneida, N. Y.—Myron J. Kallet
of Kallet Theaters is reported about
to close a deal for the five Cohen
& Kutcher houses in Sullivan Coun-
ty. Houses which would be included
in the deal are said to be the Ros-
coe, Roscoe; Manor, Livingston Ma-
nor; Rialto and Broadway, Monti-
cello and Liberty, Liberty. Kallet
already has three houses in the
County and the deal would give him
virtual control. Other reported
Kallet deals are said to involve the

Center, Woodburne and New Nor-
bury, Ellenville.

George F. Perkins Expires

Montreal—George Frederick Per-
kins, 67, president of Perkins Elec-
tric Co., Ltd., one of the largest

suppliers in Canada of sound and
projection equipment for motion pic-

tures, died suddenly at the Montreal
general hospital following a heart
attack in his office.

Photophone In Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — The RCA Manufac-
turing Co. has reopened its Photo-
tone office on Film Row, which
was closed for several years. The
new location is 86 Van Braam
Street. William C. Jervis is in

charge of sales and C. R. Underhil]
is service supervisor.

Lynn, Morgan with Neagle
licst Coast Burean of THE FILM DAILY

Burbank — Deal by which RKO
and Herbert Wilcox acquired "Sun-
ny" and "No, No, Nanette" as Anna
Neagle starrers for 1940-41 is said

to call for the services of Jeffrey

Lynn in the former and Dennis Mor-
gan in the latter.

Leigh in Korda U. S. Fihn?
U'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alexander Korda's

first production on this side may
have Vivien Leigh starring.

Crosby in One for RKO?
Ifcsf Coast Biiieau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio is report-

^d talking a one picture deal with

Bing Crosby.

COminC and Gom(

SOL LESSER left yesterday for the Coas
companred by MRS. LESSER.

ERROL FLYNN is in Florida en routt

a South American tour. He flies from N

on Monday on the Trinidad Clipper.

HARRY RATHNER of Producers Distrib

Corp.. is set to arrive here neyB ^ek fnl

Coast business trip. (matt
OLIVER A. UNGER, v. -p. and K.m. o

berg Productions, is in upstate New Yor.
two weeks' booking trip.

PAUL WHITEMAN and several membei
his orchestra fly to Hollywood tomorrow tc

pear in M-C-M's "Strike Up the Band."

HARRY KOSINER, Walter Wangers Ea

rep., returned yesterday from two weeks in

.ywood conferring on selling plans.

LYNNE OVERMAN, MURIEL ANGELU5
;

J. CARROL NAISH, players in Paramo,
"Safari," will attend the Providence pre!

of the pix on June 6.

REX O'MALLEY has returned from Holly»

JIMMY McHUGH departed on Wednesda)
Hollywood.

CLAUDIA MORGAN is back from a t

the V/est Coast.

EZRA STONE left for a Miami vacation
terday, returning July 1 to direct and ae

a stage comedy.

BUDDY SWAN, 10, and MARCELLE WISSMJ
14, winners of the Monogram Uncle Don's ^-

Hollywood Child Talent Contest, plane
Coast today where they will act in Mon
"Kid Reporters."

EDDIE SUTHERLAND and GEORGE STE\

left for the Coast Wednesday night.

PARE LORENTZ leaves for the Coast Sur

ORSON WELLES and HERBERT DRAKE
for Hollywood Wednesday night.

RKO Conventionites Off

On the Homeward Treka

WMth Andre Barusch as ma.«

ceremonies, RKO closed its a

sales convention Wednesday
at a banquet in the Rainbow
of Radio City. More than 300

^ates and guests attended the

up affair at which the "Inform
Please" foursome put on its

plete act.

Following yesterday's holiday,

conventionites begin their treks i

their respective territories today. I

Remodel Capitol, Altoona i

Altoona. Pa.—The Capitol TheatI

one of the three Altoona-F-
""

houses in this town, has cIosl

xtensive remodeling.

GETTING A SIGNED

RECEIPT IS A 'i

STANDING RULE OF V

Tostal''
Tdegvap1f\
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED Hi

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE Bill-

A



WORD-OF-MOUTH!

CAPITOL'S

THIRD WEEK!
"A cinch to win you"

—

Walter Wincliell

"Exrcellent story and production. Taylor superb"

— Loiiclla Parsotis^ Columnist

"Hike straight to the Capitol"

—

Times

"Absorbing screen drama"

—

Herald Tribune

"Sure to be popular"

—

Sun

"Excellent. Taylor's best. Miss Leigh fine"

—

Post

VIVIEN LEIGHw
ROBERT TAYLOR!

Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer's

WATERLOO BRIDGE
extends its CAPITOL stay

for another week!
Broadway & 51st Street, Major Edward Bowes, Mng. Dir.

with Lucile Watson, Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya, C. Aubrey Smith -A
Mervyn LeRoy Production • Screen Play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau and
George Froeschel • Based on the Play "Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin • An M-G-M Picture
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Republic Acquires

Gluckman Branches

(Contimwci from Pain' 1)

as the general manaKei- of the New
York and Philly branches, with no
changes scheduled in the personnel,

it was said.

With this purchase, Republic now
owns nine exchanges of its own,
others being in Detroit, Buffalo,
Boston, New Haven, Alhany. Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Max
Gillis is manager of the Philly

branch and Morris Epstein is man-
ager of the New York exchange.

"Hollywood Previews"
For 31 F & M Theaters

St. Louis—Roger Gibbons, pro-

moter of miniature "Hollywood Pre-
views" will put on his stunt in 31

F & M St. Louis Amusemnt Co.

houses, at the rate of six a month.
Gibbons has already done the stunt
at four of the circuit's houses.

Previews are a box-office hypo
conceived by Gibbons some years
ago. He and his staff go into a

neighborhood and solicit merchants
for co-operation in a doubles dis-

covery plan. Merchants lend clothes,

jewelry, etc., to winners of the con-

test, and in return get screen trailer

time. Doubles with talent are re-

hearsed and give two 40 minute
shows on the preview night when
theater front is dressed with flood

lights, dummy newsreel cameras and
a PA system.

Gibbons, who has some 300 pre-

views to his credit, takes a cut of

the night's receipts and whatever
the merchants chip in for the pub-

licity.

Price Cut In Dallas

Dallas—The Arcadia Theater, one
of the large local indies, has re-

duced prices for the Summer. New
afternoon rate is 10-15 cents, except
Sundays. Night prices are 10-20

cents.

From

THE FILM

DAILY to

MAY 31

Fred Allen

Frank Mandel

JUNE 1

William A. Seiter Frank Morgan
Clive Brook

JUNE 2

Hedda Hopper Johnny Weismuller
Harry C. Arthur, Jr. Frank Melford

Benjamin Coetz Joseph H. Nadel

ALCNe THE

>ViTfi PtilL M. OALYi
• • • OUT in Detroit precisely at the weird hour oi mid-

night next Thursday the press guys and gals will change

into their smartly tailored ectoplasm and silently steal away to the

preview of Paramount's "The Ghost Breakers" which event will be

staged in a haunted house or bam w^hose identity will not, 'tis said,

be publicly disclosed until after the event Mystery galore sur-

rounds the selection of the site which vnll be made 't'wixt now and

then by examining the hundreds of replies to newspaper ads

asking Auto City folk to name local haunted spots The attraction

itself will probably be projected on an appropriate sheet via ma-

chines operating on phantom circuits to prove what a wonderful

"medium" the cinema is Advance dope has it that the Detroit scribes

will get spirits for refreshment and that the Poramount h.o.

contingent has prevailed upon that transportation genius, Larry Flynn

to ship them out to the preview on the Eerie Railroad

T T T

• • • FROM San Francisco issueth nooze that

Mister Cecil Blount DeMille's $200,000 collection of historic "relics"

oj Hollywood's past covering 27 years of m.p. progress

has been loaned by him to the San Francisco World's Fair

Consisting of valuable movie mementoes, religious objects, an-

tiques, exotic curios, armor, firearms, swords, and Medieval instru-

ments of torture the collection'll be on display in the Art

Gallery and the Los Angeles County Building and'll include

original scripts of DeMille's 64 celluloid epics from the 1913 "Squaw
Man" down to "Union Pacific" This is the first time C.B. has

ever allowed his collection to go on public display and so

'twill be guarded by two armed men which marks an all-time

low in DeMille casting (He's using all the rest for "North-

west Moujited Police")

T
• • • DECORATION Day Eve found the industry here-

abouts in festive mood At an informal luncheon in the Tavern

Eddie Sutherland, who directed "The Boys From Syracuse" for

Universal sat in with local trade scribes and "U" big-wigs

Attending wrere Jules Levey, producer o' the opus; Bill Scully, W. J

Heineman, F. J. A. McCarthy, Dave Levey, J. J. Jordon, Matty Fox, Lou

Pollock and Hank Linet, from the h.o RKO-ites, former associates

of Jules Levey, included Johnny O'Connor, Max Fellerman and Fred

Myers Exhibs. on deck were Bill Caderet, Iz Rappaport and Jim

Brennan Some of the scribes who tied on bib and tucker were

Chester B. Bahn, Al Steen, Terry Ramsaye, Pete Harrison, Abel Green,

Roy Chartier, Art Unger, Bill Ornstein, Lou Mentlik and Sherry Kone.

T T T
• • • AS even'in shadows fell on Decoration Day Eve
Toots Schor's new pub de luxe at 51 West 51st St. was the venue

of a sparkling gathering which missed Mark Hellinger some'n

terrible for the distinguished conclave (in which the astute

Warners had a hand via "Brother Orchid") phoned Mark
on the Coast as part of the proceedings Ted Husing was
emcee Conversationalists included Jimmy Walker, Sam Har-
ris, Bud De Sylvia, Jack Pearl, Toots Schor and Joe Connolly

Toasting the absent and triumphant Hellinger was a literal

hundred Here's partial list: Bernard and Adam Gimbel,

George Stevens, Charley MacArthur, Charley Einfeld, Grad Sears,

Mort Blumejistock, Mitch Rawson, Ed Schnitzer Sid Rechet-

nik, Ed Schreiber, Bradley Kelly, Louis Sobol, Carl Leserman,
Roy T. Haines, Jacob Wilk, Jimmy Johnston, Lou Davidson, Leon-
ard Lyons, Clem McCarthy, Bill Gaxton Paul Douglas, Irving

Hoffman, Al Buck, Murray Lewin, Harry Oshrin, Sid {AP) Feder,

and Lester Bromberg

Metro Concessions

In Contract Riders

(Continued from Page 1)

attached to new season contr;

Riders were sent to exchanges
weeks ago, it was learned ovei
holiday. The concessionfe,. are
same as those included (mat he
posed and rejected trao^, prai

code.

Meanwhile, the M-G-M sales foj:

has been instructed to make a thi

ough analysis of each territory I

fore taking contracts on the n
season product, with the view
adjusting terms to fit each situatii

It is understood that salesiE

have been instructed to ask higl

terms where they are warranl
and to lower the terms in spots wht
lower terms are justified. To da
M-G-M has taken no contracts
1940-41 product.

Harris Amusement Co.
Promotes Managers

Pittsburgh — The Harris Amu „

ment Co. has announced the folio!

ing promotions and changes in

managerial ranks for theaters in t'

Pittsburgh territory:
'

Morty Henderson, former manag'
of the William Penn Theater, Noil

Side, has been appointed manager
]

the new Perry Theater, North Eij

replacing J. A. Hoole" who will :

liieve the various theater managsj
during the vacation period; Har^
Segal, of the Family Theater, Eill

Liberty, replaces Henderson as mal
ager of the William Penn; Hen

J
Miller, of the Beachview Theat^
replaces Segal at the Family ThH
ter; John P. Harris has been trai

ferred from the Palace Newsr*!
Theater downtown to the BeachviQ
and Robert Keller, formerly of t

Alvin staff, has been made manag
of the Palace.

Rejects Booth Measure
Hornell, N. Y.—Two operators ji

a booth ordinance, requested by 111

local operators union, has been dl|

approved by the Common Coir
which doubted constitutionalit;

the proposed measure.

Stanwyck for "John Doe"
,

li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAl\^

Hollywood — Barbara StanwB
will play the feminine lead in

Capra-Riskin film "The Life of Ji

Doe."

WEDDING BELL^

Detroit—Two weddings are on I

docket at United Detroit Theate
Eugene Welling, auditor, was gu(

at a bachelor dinner given by t'j

staff. Cassius Smith, manager
the Norwest, is to be married to ^
lene Peebles, formerly of the Cle\j'

land Group Theater. '

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIi

Hollywood — Marriage of Benj

Rubin and Beatrice Dollinger tak

place today.
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"Brother Orchid"
Edward G. Robinson, Ann Sothern,

Humphrey Bogart, Ralph Bellamy

ers 91 Mins.

lUSING COMEDY HAS NOVEL
Y AU AN ABLE CAST OF ENGAG-
PLA^'' ^

diences should be well amused by this

re, and it affords Robinson a part

ji fits him like a glove. There are

5 names for the marquee and the

re's novel story readily lends itself

tiploltation. Robinson is excellent as

langster who becomes a Monk through

ijmstances." Miss Sothern, as his

and dumb girl friend, contributes a

p the picture. Humphrey Bogart ably

jthe role of a gangster. Ralph Bellamy

II cast as a hick rancher, and a strong

ijrting cast including Donald Crisp, Al-

Jenkins, Cecil Kellaway, Granville

and Morgan Conway contribute ex-

characterizations. Lloyd Bacon di-

d from a screenplay by Earl Baldwin,

picture might have been helped by a

iup in the pace at its beginning,

son quits his gang to go to Europe

see the world as a sportsman and

Ijty habitue, also leaving Miss Sothern

^d. Five years later and very broke,

i;turns to take over his old leadership

^|
to find that Bogart and his hench-

want no part of him. Organizing a

gang, Robinson is rapidly muscling in

'lis old territory when Miss Sothern

jkenly gets him taken for a ride. Rob-

l
is badly wounded, but manages to

I to a Monastery. Here his whole

ijeption of things is changed. How-

I

he sees in an old paper where Miss

pfrn is engaged to marry Bellamy and

discovers that the Monastery is in a

plight because they can't market their

Krs
due to Bogart's protective associa-

Robinson decamps, breaks up the

ing and with the assistance of Bel-

l
and his cowhands breaks up the pro-

e association. However, he decides

ill enjoy life more in the Monastery

leaves Miss Sothern to Bellamy, also

ed that his brothers will have no trou-

arketing their flowers from then on.

iST: Edward G. Robinson, Ann Sothern,

^phrey Bogart, Ralph Bellamy, Donald

p, Allen Jenkins, Charles D. Brown,

V Kellaway, Morgan Conway, Richard

H , Paul Guilfoyle, John Ridgely, Tommy
filr, Joseph Crehan, Wilfred Lucas, Tom
'•'Ir, Dick Wessell, Granville Bates, Paul

ips, Don Rowan, Nanette Vallon, Joe

i;3s, Tim Ryan, Pat Gleason.

UeDITS: In charge of production. Jack

-Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.

is; Associate Producer, Mark Hellinger;

ctor, Lloyd Bacon; Screenplay, Earl

win; Story, Richard Connell; Camera-
' Tony Gaudio; Editor, William Holmes.

RECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
i.

I

"I"
Will Again Sell

lyay from Saenger

I

(Continued from Page 1)

F r. A. McCarthy, southern district

n liager.

,1 cully said Wednesday that Uni-
Yj'sal product would be available to

a jindependents in the territory.

"Rocky Mountain
Rangers"

with Robert Livingston, Raymond Hatton,

Duncan Renaldo

Republic 58 Mins.

ACTIONFUL WESTERN IS ONE OF
BEST TO DATE IN "MESQUITEER" SER-
IES.

Starting off with a bang, there is no

letup in this actionful western. It should

meet with the hearty approval of the

action fans. The story is better than the

usual routine western formula, the outdoor

settings are first rate and the cast fills all

requirements. Robert Livingston, Raymond
Hatton and Duncan Renaldo ride again as

the Three Mesquiteers, shooting and mess-

ing up the villains in slambang style. Leroy

Mason is the principal villain in the piece,

and Sammy McKim does nicely in a small

supporting role. George Sherman directed.

Livingston and his pals, members of the

Rocky Mountain Rangers, ride into Texas at

the behest of the Rangers there to join

forces with them to try and police the ter-

ritory and wipe out Mason and his gang of

killers. Mason is immune from the law in

the "panhandle," which has not been an-

nexed by any state, thereby preventing the

Rangers from going in after him. After

hearing what is happening to the honest

citizens in the territory Livingston and his

pals ride in to see what can be done.

There is action every minute which leads

up to a wild and wooly climax that sees

the end of Mason and his gang.

CAST: Robert Livingston, Raymond Hat-

ton, Duncan Renaldo, Rosella Towne, Sammy
McKim, LeRoy Mason, Pat O'Malley, Dennis

Moore, John St. Polis, Robert Blair, Burr

Carruth, Jack Kirk.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry

Grey; Director, George Sherman; Screen-

play, Barry Shipman and Earle Snell; Orig-

inal Story, J. Benton Cheney; Cameraman,
Jack Marta; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SERIAL ^

"Adventures Of Red Ryder"
Republic 20 min. per ep.

Rousing Western Serial Is Surefire
Audience Getter

With Donald Barry portraying the
role of Red Ryder, nationally known
newspaper strip hero, this Republic
serial is a rousing and actionful
thriller that is a surefire crowd
pleaser. Exhibs. have plenty of ex-
ploitation material and the serial

should prove a strong attraction.

Barry is okay as the screen personi-
fication of Ryder, able with his guns
and vigorous to an extreme degree
with his fists in rough and tumble
fighting. Tommy Cook portrays the
Indian boy, Little Beaver. Chief
villain with whom Barry has to con-
tend is Noah Beery, and Beery has
a good assortment of bad men to
back him up in the picture. William
Farnum, Bob Kortman, Maude Pierce
Allen, Vivian Coe, Hal Taliaferro
and Harry Worth are also prom-
inently cast.

* SHORTS *

"Playmates of the Wild"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

.Paramount 10 mins.
Unique Animal Subject

The amusing antics of a group
of half a dozen trained otters, put
through their paces by Trainer Emil
Liers, make viewing this film a
worth-while 10 minutes. Liers has
trained the mammals so that no mat-
ter how frolicsome they feel they
always return to him at a blast from
his whistle. Reel shows their first

contact with salt water at Daytona
Beach and they manage to have a
lot of fun there as well as in other
scenes taken in fresh water.

"Modern New Orleans"
Metro 8 mins.

Well Done Travelogue
Latest in the James A. FitzPatrick

travel series in Technicolor released
by Metro, this one depicts the New
Orleans of today. Commentary is

interesting and the scenes depicted
in the reel are well chosen. Short
shows the amazing amount of sea
commerce handled by the compara-
tively inland city. Reel also shows
civic buildings, the new airport,

bridges and other improvements that
have made the city one of the south's

greatest commercial centers.

"Officer Duck"
RKO 8 mins.

Many a Laugh Here
Donald portrays an officer of the

law in charge of a radio patrol car
in this reel. Assigned to go out and
get Tiny Tim, dead or alive, Donald
rushes to the address expecting to

see somebody smaller than himself.
Imagine his consternation when he
discovers the wanted man is the size

of Gargantua. However, the re-

sourceful Donald solves this problem
by some skullduggery and lands his

man with many a laugh forthcoming
in the process. Short is a Walt Dis-
ney production in Technicolor.

"Spots Before Your Eyes"
Metro 10 mins.

Amusing and Insitructive

This Pete Smith short has both
laughs and very helpful information
regarding the removal of stains.

Short has a good comedy angle, but
at the same time there are things
done in it by a cleaning expert which
will amaze housewives. Audiences
will see simple methods of cleaning
up broken glass, ink spots, grease
spots and scorch marks.

"Sanctuary of the Seals"

(Adventures of a Newsreel
Cameraman)

20th Century-Fox 9 mins.
Interesting Seal Subject

The annual migration of seal herds
to Pribilof, an Alaskan Isle, is told

in this interesting reel. The U. S.

Coast Guard and the Bureau of Fish-
eries co-operated in the making of

the picture which shows the annual
gathering of the herd, battles be-

tween jealous bulls, and the raising
of baby seals. Pribilof, by interna-
tional treaty, is under protection of

the Coast Guard and Paul Doug-
las, narrator, comments that the seal

herd in two decades has paid back
to the U. S. more than twice the
purchase price of Alaska.

"Catnip Capers"
(Terry-Toon)

20th Century-Fox 7 mins.
Cartoon Nightmare

Kitty becomes a nuisance to the

mice raiding cheese in the kitchen so

they overturn a box of catnip and
let her go on a binge. Transported
to dream land via a pink elephant,

the cat runs the gamut of night-

mares from Oriental splendors to

the usual chase by a green-eyed
train. Done in Technicolor the reel

should amuse cartoon fans.

"Swiss Ski Yodelers"
(Terry-Toon)

20th Century-Fox 7 mins.
Fair Cartoon

The adventures of a pig learning
to ski highlight this just fair reel.

Surrounded by experts on the snow,
the pig blunders along to an even-

tual fall into a bear's cave. His
rescuers find he is safe, having man-
aged to beat the bear in a poker
game.

"All About Hash"
Metro 11 mins.

Fair "Our Gang"
"Our Gang" solves the domestic

problems of one of its members in

this short. One of the gang's small-

est members has a father and mother
that fight every Monday because
hash is always served. Next Sun-
day, the entire gang is invited to

dinner and they solve the hash prob-
lem by eating everything. The boys'

parents are invited out on Monday
night by the parents of another
member of the gang and they get
hash, but the gang solves this by
appearing on a i-adio show and ex-

plaining everything as the parents
listen.

"Mr. Duck Steps Out"
RKO 8 mins.

Hilarious Short
Donald Duck goes jitterbug in this

short with hilarious results. He goes
to pay a call on Daisy Duck after

tricking his three small nephews
into staying at home. However,
when he arrives he discovers the

nephews have gotten there first and
his troubles start. A general riot

ensues with a piece of business deal-

ing with an ear of popping corn
screamingly funny. Reel is a Walt
Disney production in Technicolor.

Lyric, Chicago, Darkens

Chicago — Kissler interests have
closed the Lyric for the summer.
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Warns Neely Bill

Spells Confusion

(C"«"(iii"(</ from Pane 1)

mittee as hearinjis on the Neely bill

continued.
With exhibitors and others op-

nosed to the measure impatient to

be heard, the House committee not
only held an afternoon session Wed-
nesday, but scheduled another for

yesterday, disrejjardinfj' the usual

observance of Memorial Day. It is

doubtful, however, if the hearings
will be concluded this week, with
every prospect that witnesses will

continue to be heard for at least part
of a fourth, starting- Monday.

Sees Only Damage from Bill

Declaring' that the fundamental
question is whether the proposed
legislation is good or bad for the

industry, Kuykendall asserted that

the MPTOA is unalterably opposed
to compulsory block-booking and
blind-selling, "but we are just as
.strongly opposed to the Neely bill

because we cannot see anything' but
damage to our business in it."

MPTOA advocates as an ef-

fective and practical solution to

the problems of the industry,

a universal use of the selective

form of exhibition contract,

Kuykendall stated. He also fav-
ored a liberal cancellation privi-

lege, commenting, "The Neely
bill offers no such option to can-
cel after the picture is licensed."

The MPTOA prexy charged the
Neely bill would completely destroy
the advantage of wholesale buying
and "option to cancel, which my or-

ganization has fought for years to

get, will go right out the window."
He pointed out the distributors will

not have to accept the exhibitor's

offer" if they felt enough pictures
were not ordered, and charged the
proponents want "retail selection at
wholesale prices."

Kuykendall termed the synopsis
section "fantastic" and stated it

would lead to private censorship.
Set up of conciliation boards, pro-

posed by MPTOA, in each exchange
district would clarify many issues

that the Neely bill does not deal

with, he declared.
Asserts Higher Rentals Sure

Kuykendall told the committee the
measure will increase film rentals
which exhibitors cannot afford. In
conclusion, he declared: "It will

completely revolutionize the busi-

ness methods of an industry that
has grown into one of the largest

industries in America today through
these methods of operation which
the proponents of this bill would
now destroy."
Thomas McGuire, public relations

director of Co-operative Theaters of

Michigan, Inc., offered the booking
circuits seven-point program in

place of the Neely bill. He pro-

posed:
(1) A mandatory provision that

all disputes on contracts, overbuy-
ing', clearance and kindred indus-
try problems be submitted to a fair

arbitration board to be set up local-

ly; (2) A mandatory 20 to 25 per

Yl'lieit i.v a Paehaye ISot a PncUagc? Columhia
Will Provide the /tnstcer ut Chicftgo Parley

When is a "package" not a package?

When it's a "Package Convention"—and Columbia's sales personnel has its own
private mystery on hand for an "amazing Mr. Williams" or an Ellery Queen to solve.

The reason for the mystery is the gift box containing an engraved card, packed in cotton
vi/ool, inviting the recipient to attend the "First Package Convention of Columbia
Pictures Corporation."

Mystery, according to local Sherlocks, will be solved next Tuesday at the opening
session cf Columbia's four-day sales meeting in Chicago.

Goldwyn's Anti-Duals
Stand Backed by ITOA

(Cuiitiiiiicil from Pcuic 1)

ing on Wednesday. Goidwyn in re-

cent statements had declared that
duals were responsible for the fall-

ing off of theater grosses.
Harry Brandt, president, and the

entire slate of officers except the
secretary, were nominated for re-

election. Same directors plus five

others were nominated. Elections
will be held at the next meetin.g',

scheduled within the next two weeks.
J. J. Goldberg- and Frances Breg-
man were nominated for secretary
to replace Maurice Brown.
A committee was appointed to

contact Local 306 on matters of mu-
tual interest involving operators'
salaries.

Nominees for the augmented board
include Irving Renner, Sam Straus-
berg, Frank Moscato, Sam Bleiweiss
and J. J. Goldberg. Present direc-

tors, who were nominated, were Ber-
nard Pear, Rudolph Sanders, Hyman
Rachmil, Jack Hattem, Otto Ced-
erer, Abraham Shenk, Bernard Barr,
J. Charnow, Arthur Mayer, Bernard
Brooks, F. Bregman and Ray Rhon-
heimer.

Officers nominated for re-election

were Harry Brandt, David Wein-
stock, Stanley Lawton and Leon
Rosenblatt.

Guests at the meeting were for-

mer Mayor James J. Walker and
Robert Poole of the ITO of Southern
California.

Music Clubs Federation
Plans Own Film Awards

cent cancellation clause; (3) Pro-
hibition of forcing- shorts, newsreels,
trailers and re-issues; (4) Prohibi-

tion against "forced" selected

playing time on percentage pic-

tures; (5) Prohibition against dis-

tributors charging "score charges";

(6) Provision providing identifica-

tion of pictures contracted for, to

eliminate, reasonably, "blind-buy-

ing," and (1) A provision that an
exhibitor's cancellation percentage
shall not be reduced because of fail-

ure of producers to complete the

total number of pictures promised
"or through other subterfuge.
"Passage of the Neely bill, how-

ever, will not aid" McGuire told

the attentive committee.

Exhib. Leaders Heard
Other opponents to appear were

William Gripley, ITO of Washing-
ton, Northern Idaho, and Alaska;
Rotus Harvey, ITO of Northern
California and Nevada; Bob White,
ITO of Oregon; Lyle N. Wilson,
ITO of North and South Carolina;
Mrs. William Wood, indie exhibitor,

Washington, Ga., Mrs. Benjamin
Loeb and Mrs. Charles T. Owens,
M.P. Forum of Philadelphia.

(Continued from Faijc 1)

presentations at the Biennial Con-
vention in Los Angeles in June,
1941.

Artistic values of musical pictures
and music in pictures are to be
judged by state previewing commit-
tees now being formed throughout
the country. A super-committee,
with Mrs. Grace Widney Mabee, Los
Angeles, as chairman, and Mrs. Ed-
gar Stillman-Kelley, New York, as

Eastern preview chairman, will su-

pervise.

Awards will be given for the best
original musical score of a dramatic
picture; best score, part-original and
part arrangements; best adaptation
or arrangement of a stage musical;
best musical comedy score; best fea-

ture cartoon score; best short sub-
ject musical score; best female vo-

cal performance; best male vocal
performance; and best original song.

Expect 500 to Attend
Charter Presentation

Oklahoma City — Approximately
500 theater men are expected to at-

tend the charter presentation cere-

monies of the Oklahoma City Vari-
ety Club, Tent 22, in the Silver Glade
Room of the Skrivin Hotel Annex
the night of June 3. The local club

is the newest tent in the country to

join the national organization.

James Burge, manager of the
Plaza Theater; Morris Loewenstein,
Majestic; and Brownie Akers, Grif-

fith Amusement Co. division mana-
ger, are members of the arrange-
ments committee with Akers, as
chairman. L. C. Griffith, president
of the Griffith Amusement Co., is

chief barker of the Oklahoma City
Club.

National Barker John Harris,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and National Dough
Guy James Balmer, both from Pitts-

burgh, Pa., will be welcomed in an
address by William Quinn, city man-
ager of Oklahoma City who will

present them at that time with gold
distinguished visitor cards. Nation-
al Barker Harris will make the pres-

entation of the charter to L. C. Grif-

fith, chief barker, and National
Dough Guy Balmer will induct mem-
bers of Tent 22 into the National
Variety organizations.

Foreign Pix in Cleveland

Cleveland—Penn Square Theater,
closed for several months, reopened
yesterday under the management of

Domenic Grillo with a foreign film

policy.

Foreign Revenue Ld

Estimated at 66 2/3'

(Continued from Payc 1)

markets can be expected to op
this year without effect from
war on bui'densome restrict

remainder can be classi^'*^'" as

or seriously affected Ix^^^'ne

monetary restrictions througl
the world, on top of lost mail
and affected business, will brinj.

total of exportable dollars dow i

about one-third of what was real;

in this country last year.

On this basis, it was said, a en

pany normally doing a $21,0011,1

annual foreign business could exi

to be able to export about $11,0!

000 to the U. S. However, ti

losses and restrictions will cut t

11,000,000 down to about $3,7

000 that is actually realizable in i

country as money which can
banked on for operations and f

duction costs.

Therefore, an adjustment of

erating costs must be made to iri

this loss, it was pointed out. Co,

tries which can be figured as "de'

regarding currency expoits, althoi

some business is still being done
some instances are roughly as

lows: Italy, Germany, Noi
Czechslovakia, Poland, Denm;
Holland and Belgium.

Restrictions on money pie^

throughout the British Empire, \m

no I'elief in sight. France anc

number of other countries restii

the film business. Currency shf

ments from a number of other 11

ropean countries are either mic

scopically small or precarious,

to existing conditions, leaving

tral and South America as the

territories where there is a compi
tive freedom of operation and opp

tunity to transfer money.

Photographic-Projection
|

Exports Down $408,000

Washington Bureau of THE FILM D.-llj!

Washington — Exports of phoi

graphic and projection goods drq!

ped from $1,795,000 in April, 1&

to $1,387,000 in April of this ye^l

the Commerce Department repor:

This is a decrease of $408,000.

The four-month period ending

April also shows a decline for \''

compared to last year. The loi

month period for this year was ft,

ured at $5,677,000 compared to $(

508,000 for the same period of 193

representing a drop of $831,000. .

Interstate Advocates
"Fifth Column" Shorts I

Dallas—The Interstate Circuit

urging the production of a series

motion picture shorts to make tl

territory Fifth Column conscioi

The Hoblitzelle office thinks th'

such a series should be pi'oduced i

Hollywood and it is anxious thj

Rep." Martin Dies of Texas appej

in the picture.
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urnamenl Prizes

^ting New High

at on your smoked glasses, boys,

n you first gaze at the trophy

'e up at Glen Oaks on Tuesday.
'> 11 the day of the forthcoming
Film. Daily Golf Tournament.

glaijry |11 be terrific—for never in

two ' .ore years of this great
- industry event has such an ar-

of marvelous cups and prizes

H assembled!
itest additions to the treasure-

'e were announced yesterday by

•ney Manager Don Mersereau.

jT include Bridge Table and

'irs, posted by American Seat-

Co.; a real, honest-to-goodness

!. putter for the winner of the

ing contest, placed in competi-

by Consolidated Film Indus-

'5; a trio of Bobby Jones woods,

^,h comprise the A. J. Powers

rd; sensational foursome run-

up prizes established by Na-

al Screen Service; Alexander

k Co.'s special prize; the War-
'Bros. trophy; and a whole case

jmagnificent champagne which

'ally sparkles under the spon-

hip of Toots Schor!

bn't delay. Send your entry for

tournament in NOW.
\ S.: Prexy Leon Bamberger
fes all Ampa-ites who play golf

(phone him pronto so that the

^a team can be formed and func-

Ing as soon as possible.

»nogram Sets Starting

ites for 19 Features

{Continued from Page 1)

,, Johnston declaring that Mono-
n had complete faith that "de-

fe losses in foreign exchanges,

\a conditions in the U. S. will

!g to the industry a new peak

prosperity."
[even features are set to roll in

ik including George Weeks' first

iihe "Range Busters" series. First

iisial attraction on the 1940-41

i):!jTam is to be a film version of
" Broadway stage play, "The

our Monogram features are now
ig edited and a Tex Ritter west-

"The Golden Trail," is in pro-

tion. Shooting schedule is de-

d through September.

femsburg House Opens July 4

llbensburg. Pa.—New Rivoli The-
•'; opens here on July 4. House is

of the Allison Chain.

Vivien Leigh Named
''B'tvay First Lady^'
Vivien Leigh has been named "Broad-

Ivay's First- Lady" for 1940 by the

ipecial awards committee of the Broad-

|«ay Association, in recognition of Miss

lueigh's personal and screen appearance

[limultaneously in five Broadway the-

Jters. In addition to "Waterloo Bridge"

jt the Capitol and "Romeo and Juliet"

it the 51st Street Theater, Miss Leigh

biso is being seen along the main stem

|n "Gone With the Wind," "21 Days

fogether" and "Sidewalks of London."

k

Exchange Union to Picnic

Pittsburgh—Film Exchange Em-
ployes Union hold its picnic on Sat-
urday, August 31, at Triple Oaks,
North Park, Pa. The picnic com-
mittee consists of Alfred Kuhn,
chairman; Sara Kells, vice-chairman,
Jim McGuinness and Jack Weltner.

Plan Canadian Outing

Detroit—Film Bowling League will

hold its annual stag outing on
Thursday, June 20, at the Lakewood
Golf Club, over in Canada. Event
is being planned by Jack L. Saxe,
new president.

GWTW In De'roit Suburb
Detroit—GWTW, which broke all

first-run records for Detroit with

211/2 weeks, opens its first engage-

ment in a "second-run" on June 7

at the RKO Uptown in Highland
Park, a suburb.

New Time for Lexington?

Lexington, Ky.—Mayor T. Ward
Havely announced after a meeting
of the Board of Commissioners that
a daylight saving ordinance will be
given its first reading at today's
board meeting.

Drop Admission Tax

Exemption to 30d
(Continued from Page 1)

in a revenue estimated at $25,000,-

000.

Previously, industry groups had
been working on a plan which would
raise the exemption to 50 cents but

indications are, in view of the nec-

essity of the defense program, that

there will be little or no opposition

to the proposed new level.

If Business Interferes With Golf^

GIVE UP BUSINESS!!
. ... at least for TUESDAY, JUNE 11th

For that is the date of the twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
and the town will be deserted. Everybody who is

anybody will be at the beautiful

GLEN OAKS CLUB, GREAT NECK, L I.

SIGN UP NOW and join the gang at the indus-

try's oldest annual get-together!

WARNING
Entrants will be limited and

on first come, first served

basis. Better fill in the

coupon and mail it, with

your check for $10.00,

TODAY. If you wait until

the day of the tournament,

you will pay $12.00.

TENN IS
PLAYERS
Special prizes will be

awarded for tennis.

And, a special tennis

committee is now
rounding up candi-

dates.

'"t'i^y^f

^iii

eighth

u ' • C.

'' ^'^1' :rr ^:;{ $10.00
,<,. ,,

THE
"' 1940.

roadwa

f/LM

not

i3me '°urna

Add.

LAST

fess

THREE
SCORES

c?a"
CLUB

CLUB-
handicAP

COMMITTEE FOR 1940
Q

Jack Alicoate, Chairman; Don M
Manager; Billy Brandt, Louis

Mersereau, Tournament

Nizer, Leon Bamberger.
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Grand Jurors Will

See Ascap Records

(Coiiliiiiicd from /'«</<• 1)

in his application to quash the grand
jury subpoena contended that the
National Association of Broadcast-
ers was behind the Government move
and that the threatened prosecution
of Ascap for alleged violation of

anti-trust laws was being brought
1 force Ascap to sign a consent de-

cree in a pending civil anti-trust
suit.

The Ascap attorney charged An-
drew W. Bennett, copyright attorney
for NAB, with having used con-
fidential information given to the
Government in a number of private
suits scattered throughout the coun-
try. Frohlich declared that Ben-
nett was formerly Special Assistant
Attorney General in charge of an
anti-trust suit which was dropped
in 1935 and that he had obtained
Ascap records at that time in his

capacity as a Government official.

The b of J had asked for 25 dif-

ferent sets of records which Judge
Goddard cut down, eliminating a
number of records on the ground
that their compilation would be too
burdensome.
During argument. Special Assis-

tant Attorney General Victor Waters
stated that the records were required
for presentation in the future to a
grand jury but that no jury was at
present considering the case. He
made it clear that the D of J will

not disclose the records to any pri-

vate group.

Repeal of Anti-Ascap Law
in Louisiana Anticipated
New Orleans—Favorable action

is expected in the legislature on the
Senate Bill 702, introduced by Sen.
Nicholas Carbajol, which seeks to

repeal the anti-Ascap law passed in

1934. This law requires Ascap to

pay a $5,000 fee in each parish in

order to collect license fees or do
business in any part of the state.

Belief that the new measure will

be passed is based on the decision
in the State Court of Louisiana, 24th
judicial district in Jefferson parish,
where Judge L. Robert Rivarde, sus-
tained the demurrer of J. Studebaker
Lucas who had been indicted for
violating the state's anti-Ascap sta-

tute. „ Lucas, local Ascap attorney,
and representative, averred that the
law was unconstitutional and was
upheld by the court.

Odium Off C-W Board
Floyd B. Odium, president of At-

las Corp., is resigning from the board
of Curtiss-Wright Corp. and will be
replaced by E. S. Cramer, secretary
of Curtiss-Wright, according to a
proxy statement issued for a spe-
cial meeting of the aviation com-
pany in Wilmington, Del., on July 2.

Opening in Logansport

Logansport, Ind.—The new State
Theater here will open June 13.

REVIEWS OF ncuj fiims

^ FORCIGf) ^

"The Women Around
Larsson"

(Swedish dialogue, no English titles)

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 86 Mins.

NEW YORK TIMES: Aided by
an excellent cast, Persson manages
to get lots of laughs out of the audi-
ence despite a thin and well worn
scenario.

DAILY NEWS: Seasons Swedish
releases wind up on a jovial note at
the 48th St. Theater as Edward Pers-
son leaves them laughing.

CREDITS: Europa Film Production; Di-

rector, S. Bauman. PLAYERS: Edward
Persson, Gideon Wahlberg, Birgit Rosengren.

"The Phantom
Wagon"

(French dialogue, English titles)

Columbia 91 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Picture is a fantasy
of death, masterfully done, hut de-
pressing.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Film is a
strange mixture of allegory and real-
ism which is strangely engrossing,
even though it does not entirely come
off.

NEW YORK TIMES: Picture must
he reported as a confused and night-
marish excursion into a far corner of
the lower depths.

CREDITS: Produced by Transcontinental

Films; Director, Juiien Duvivier. PLAYERS:
Pierre Fresnay, Marie Bell, Louis Jouvet.

"At Your Orders,
Madame"

(Italian dialogue, no English titles)

Esperia Films 73 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Light comedy, full

of gab and little action.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Simple, un-
pretentious comedy with an excellent
cast and a none-too-good story.

NEW YORK TIMES: Film is of
slight amusement importance.

CREDITS: Aurora Film production; Direc-

tor, Mario Mattoli. PLAYERS: Vittorio de

Sica, Elsa Merlini, Enrico Viarisio.

Friedl Will Operate
Two Steffes Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

tween the Paramount affiliate and
Al W. Steflfes, president of World
Theaters Corporation.

Friedl stated that the new operat-
ing setup would be effective for per-

iod of three years. No change is

contemplated in the present policy

or operating staff of World Theater.
All operating problems, booking,

buying and advertising for the

World will be handled by Minnesota
Amusement executive offices in as-

* SHORTS *

"Swing Social"

Metro 8 mins.
Fair Cartoon

On a certain Sunday mornin'' in

the deep South, the deacon sees one
of his flock fishing while he is on
the way to church. He stops and tells

the man why he won't catch any
bass that day. Explanation shows the
audience that the bass are having
a swing social which takes up their
entire time.

"Granite Hotel"
(Stone Age Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Dull Cartoon

The goings on around Granite Ho-
tel, where the telephone operator
claims "nothing ever happens" is

the basis for this rather episodic
subject. Guests are shown being
showered with ice water, covered
the bear skins, and bounced to their

respective floors. Finallv the dinou-
saur fire department dismantles the
place while the operator still chants
that "nothing ever happens."

"Servant Of Mankind"
Metro 9 mins.

Good Educational Reel
Produced apparently as a trailer

advertisement of Metro's production,
"Edison, The Man." This short de-

picts some of the amazing achieve-
ments of the late great inventor. It

shows his home and laboratories and
then depicts how industrial life and
home life today depend largely on
his amazing inventions, including
dynamos, electric lights, the phono-
graph and many other things. Reel
is highly interesting and educational.

"Suva, Pride Of Fiji"

Metro 9 mins.
Interesting Travelogue

Taken in the Fiji Islands by James
A. FitzPatrick during one of his

world tours, this short is colorful

and interesting. Reel presents the
different types of natives inhabiting
the islands and also shows native
villages that have been unchanged
in architecture for centuries. The
natives are also seen in ceremonial
dances. Commentary describes the
rule of the islands under the British
government.

Schines Closing Two
Zanesville, O.—Schine Circuit is

closing the Grand and Quimby The-
aters for the summer tonight.

The Liberty and Imperial will remain
open.

sociation with the Steffes organiza-
tion.

Operating plans for Alvin theater
have not been completed at this

time, according to Friedl. An an-

nouncement covering this house will

be made shortly.

FDR's Hands Off

In Equity Suit

I C'oiitiiiiicd from I'aijv 1)

sition may result in breakdown!
subsequent attempts to conipron|
the equity case—and most obser\1

think it has already had^f^jch a-

feet—it is considered
(j^^t /hly

probable that Presidem koose
would intervene, and that the N
York suit is headed for a decisior

Would Cause Open Breach

Government officials involved
the matter are, of course, reluct

to discuss it but certain points hi

been raised against the presumpt
that the Chief Executive would ti

1 hand, despite the national sit

tion resulting from World War
First, it would involve an oj

breach between the President t

Arnold. While Arnold would pr
ably yield to the demands of

"boss," there is the effect of sucl

move upon the D of J's broad po]

to be considered.

Secondly, interference in sudi

matter is very unusual. While
President does take a hand in

running of the various departiiie

it usually involves some into -

partmental difficulty. It is true
that the President does somei
make policy decisions in various «

partments, but rarely in direct

buff to a policy announced by a (

partment chief. The anti-trust di

sion policy has been not only i

fined but reiterated repeatedly.

Roosevelt Too Involved

It is further felt here that Pri

ident Roosevelt is too involved 1

foreign affairs and domestic afTa:j

of national importance to take tiiil

to study and decide on a matter ij

volving a single industry.
j

Attorney General Jackson h'

shown no indication of disagreeing

with Arnold's actions and it is

tain that the President would
act on this matter without con.-u

ing his close friend and adviser, t

Attorney General. If interfei-n

with Arnold's policy does occur

is expected to originate with Jac

son, and not Roosevelt. In >u

event Roosevelt's interest would n

be needed if Jackson disagrees v-i

the Arnold policy. He has the pow,

over Arnold to reverse the Depatjj

mental policy without higher-up su

port.

D of J Plans No Further
Exams, of Majors' Execs.

The D of J sources revealed <l

Wednesday that no further exarninif

tions of major company executiy*

in connection with the equity actio

will be held prior to trial, schedule'

for Monday. It was intimated thsl

further examination may be rj!

quested during recesses called by tJ

Court.

Stoia Forms New Firm
Detroit—Circle and Midway Thi

aters Co. has been formed by Josen

Stoia, circuit owner, to operate w
Circle and the Midway of Dearborni
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tELYJILL HEARINGS^ TO CLOSEJtY WED.
quity Action's Arguments May Span Week

V Uiams, for Gov't, and
icher, for Majors, Will

> id Off as Trial Starts

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

le Government today opens its

ty suit against the major film
:C: panies in a move launched pri-

liily to drive a wedge between
'. uction and producer-owner the-

3. Unless both sides agree on
ttlement, a possibility which ap-
s remote at this time, the film

is expected to last from 18
! ths to two years. Some ob-
ers predict that it will be the
est on record.
ith Judge Henry W. Goddard on

iContinued on Page 3)

i|urnainent Prizes

Eiablish Record

litra!, Extra!!—the array of
iVhies and prizes for which the
-?;estants in The Film Daily Golf
nament will shoot at Glen Oaks
uesday, June 11, is the most stu-
lous in the long annals of this
id and glorious event! So, stop,
and listen, Ye Divot Diggers and
juet Busters (Oh, yes, there'll

)lenty of tennis, too), for here
e lineup of booty:
ophies comprise those posted by

(Continued on Page 7)

:hester Council Okays
•k Stage Plays on %
jchester—Rochester City Coun-
»as embarked the city on a pro-
n of supporting stage plays in

{Continued on Page 6)

"rtplcs. With V/ine

j

Glasses^ Too, in Chi.
Chicago—As if tliree features

—"The
Ian from Daltota," "Isle of Destiny"
/id "Castle on the Hudson"—were not
lough, the Karlov, of the Charles Stern
ring, tossed In two stem wine glasses
r good measure.
Checkup shows 18 houses tripling, 16
iing giveaways, with one exhib. using

I

new book giveaway—24 volume Educa-
jonal Library series.

ZOth'Fox Extends Sol WurtzeVs Contract
for Three Additional Years to July 1, 194S

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Contract of Sol Wurtzel, 20th Century-Fox, executive producer, which

has three years to run has been extended for three additional years, bringing it up to

July 1, 1946. He started with old Fox company 26 years ago and when the organiza-
tion became 20th Century-Fox he continued with it.

U. S. to Extend Tax

On Admisli to 1945!

lV"'''iugton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Treasury tax ex-

perts now expect to raise an addi-
tional three and one-half million
dollars during the next fiscal year
by lowering of the admissions tax
exemption to 30 cents.

Present plans not only call for
lower exemption but would extend
the admission tax itself to 1945. In
this connection Treasury officials

emphasize that the tax bill is only
in its preliminary stage and that
such proposals should be considered

{Continued on Page 7)

Admission Tax Bill

In Louisiana House

Baton Rouge, La.—Graduated tax
on all amusement admissions, except-
ing those on race tracks, municipally-
operated bath houses, bathing places
and athletic contests charging less

than 50 cents, rested in the hopper
of Louisiana's house here at the
week-end.

Introduced by Rep. W. T. McCain,
{Continued on Page 3)

20tli-Fox Economies

Meeting Conditions

Returning Friday from studio con-
ferences, Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fox
prexy, stated that the company was
effectuating all economies necessary
to meet current conditions. Salary
cuts if and when made, will not effect

employes making under $100 per
week, Kent added. He reported that
the studio was well ahead in its pro-
duction schedule and that, to date,
no changes in budgets have been
discussed. ^

Kent had no comment to make on
the possibility one way or another
of a consent decree, and expressed
the opinion that the sooner the trial

was disposed of, the better it would
be. Mrs. Kent accompanied him.

Goetz Quits England;
Report Pix Plans Off

Ben Goetz, M-G-M production head
in England, and Mrs. Goetz are re-
turning to the U. S. on the President
Roosevelt which is bringing back a
large number of American refugees

{Continued on Page 3)

'Wind'Policyior WB'sATAHT
Plan $300,000 Ad Campaign; First Dates Set

Jack Cohn to Welcome
Col. Parley Delegates

Chicago—More than 125 home of-
fice executives and members of 16
branch office sales staffs will partici-
pate in the four-day sales meeting of
Columbia Pictures which gets under
way tomorrow in the local Black-
stone Hotel. Jack Cohn, company's
vice-president, will welcome dele-

{Continued on Page 6)

Adoption of GWTW's policy for
Warners' "All This and Heaven,
Too" throughout the Summer was
announced over the week-end by
Grad Sears, sales chief. At the same
time. Sears stated that Warners
would spend approximately $250,000,
in addition to $50,000 already al-

loted to f 'vance magazine advertis-
ing, to herald the screen version of
the Rachel Field novel.
That Warners contemplated road-

(Continued on Page 6)

Keough, Schaefer and
Harmon to Testify This
Week on Neely Bill

IVashiuyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With the final fade-

out on the Neely Bill hearings sched-
uled for tomorrow or Wednesday, op-
ponents of the measure will conclude
their case early in the fourth week
with Austin C. Keough, Paramount
vice-president, George J. Schaefer,
RKO prexy and Francis Harmon of
the Production Code Administration
expected to testify. Allied and civic
groups will have final few hours in
rebuttal of opposition testimony.
At Friday's session, parade of ex-

hibitors and civic spokesmen opposed
(Continued on Page 6)

lATSE May Decide

On Moves in Tele

Louisville—When the lATSE opens
its 35th convention today in the Jef-
ferson County Armory, the 1,000-
odd delegates will have on their
agenda for action during the week-
long huddle: election of a president
and other officers; decision on the I

A

moves in the television and 16 mm.
fields; decision on plan of action in

{Continued on Page 3)

Benchley to Make Para.
Shorts at Astoria Studio

Robert Benehley's six short sub-
jects for Paramount's new season
program will be made at Eastern
Service Studio. Staff will be headed
by Leslie Roush, director, and Justin

{Continued on Page 6)

^etv Haven's C of C
Opposes Neely Bill

New Haven—As a result of a Neely
Bill discussion, called by the legislative

committee of the New Haven Chamber
of Commerce, headed by Prof. Ray Wes-
terfield, the Chamber decided to voice

its opposition In Washington. Exchange
managers here, Lou Schaefer of the
Paramount, and John Hesse of the Roger
Sherman were present at the meeting.
Oscar Monrad represents the Chamber in

Washington.

tfdfl
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FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY. MAY 31)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
71/4 7 71/4 + 1/4Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

15

6

128

15

6
127

15 + '/4

6

128

8V2 8 1/4 81/4 — Va
23 221/2 23 + 1

47/8 45/8 43/4 — Vg
69 69 69+1
71/8

7"
l" — "Va

3/4 11-16 3/4

5% 51/2 5'/2 — %
141/2 141/2 141/2 — 1/4

23/8 21/8 23/8 + 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100 — V4
Loew's deb. 3 1/2 s46. 101 1/2 1011/2 101 1/2 + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 79 79 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp.

Technicolor IOI/4 95/8 10 + 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

Crawford for Broadway
On Leave from Studios

Joan Crawford plans a Broadway
appearance next season during her

seven months' leave from Metro,

starting in October. She may ap-

pear in the Edith Garber-Tony

Sagalyn meller, "Limbo" for the

Theater Guild and Herman Shumlin.

H The Broadway Parade B
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life lU. S. Film Service-Lorentz)— 13th week Belmont

Waterloo Bridge ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—3rd week Capitol

Torrid Zone (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand

Lillian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy

Typhoon (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Pararnount

Twenty-One Days Together (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

The Saint Takes Over (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Rialto

My Favorite Wife (RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall

Women in War (Republic Pictures) Criterion

Confessions of a Nazi Spy (Warner Bros. Pictures) (d) _^'°''^

Hidden Gold (Paramount Pictures) (a) • Centra

Covered Wagon Days (Republic Pictures) (a) Central

It All Came True (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) n<^
Tear Cas Squad (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY Rl/iVS
Cone With the Wind (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—25th week Astor

FOREIGIS LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—14th week World

La Charrette Fantome (Phantom Wagon) (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week
55th St. Playhouse

La Donna Bianca ( Esperia Films) Cinecitta

Nuestra Terra de Paz (Spanish feature) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEJVIiVGS
Edison, the Man (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—June 6 Capitol

Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 7 Strand

The Way of All Flesh (Paramount Pictures)—June 5 Paramount

Florian (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—June 6 Criterion

Four Sons (Twentieth Century-Fox)—June 7 ...Roxy

Our Town (United Artists-Sol Lesser) (c) Music Hall

La Conga Nights (Universal Pictures) (c) „'?"°
Irene (RKO Radio Pictures)—June 6 (a-b) ••

„ ,

^

Earthbound (Twentieth Century-Fox)—June 6 (a) .Palace

Perra di Nessuno (Esperia Films)—June 6 • • • • . . Cmecitta

Rumba al Cairo (Cifesa)—June 7 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Re-Issue.

Moscato-Pinsker Lease

New Great Neck Theater

Frank Moscato and Irving Pinsker

of the Island Theater Circuit have

leased the theater to be erected at

the corner of Grace Ave. and Middle
Neck Road, Great Neck, L. I. Ground
has been broken for the new house

which will have 600 seats and be

completely air conditioned. Opening
is scheduled for Sept. 15.

New theater will be directly op-

posite to Skouras' Great Neck Play-

house two blocks away.

Newsreel Business

In Canada Stepped Up

Following the intensification of the

European war, newsreel companies
last week reported that the volume
of newsreel business in Canada has

been considerably stepped up. Al-

though the reels are subject to cen-

sorship they are delivered to thea-

ters with no delay that is appreci-

able.

"U" Retains Otterson
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Otterson, super-

vising art director, has had his

contract picked up for another year

by Universal. He starts on his fourth
year with that organization.

Lorre to RKO for Two
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Peter Lorre has been

signed by RKO on a two picture

deal, the first of which will be
"Stranger On the Third Floor," in

which he will play the title role.

Corwin Staying with CBS;
RKO Radio Deal Called Off

Negotiations inaugurated by RKO
Radio for the services of Norman
Corwin of CBS as a writer-director

have been dropped, Corwin finding

proposed conditions of the deal not
to his satisfaction. Talks progressed
over a period of two months.
Corwin accordingly will remain

with CBS for which he did the "Pur-
suit of Happiness" program. At pres-

ent, he is developing several new
program ideas, but expects to take

a vacation before taking on a new
assignment.

Television Engineering Co.
Chartered in Delaware

Wilmington, Del.— Television En-
gineering Co., Inc., has been granted
a corporate charter by the State De-
partment at Dover to deal in tele-

vision; capital, 200 shares, no par
value; principal office. Capital Trust
Co. of Delaware, Dover; incorpo-

rators, Frank T. Francis, Levering
H. Gilpin and Solomon H. Feldman,
Washington.

First "Bcrines" Start on 15th

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pyramid Pictures have

set June 15 as the starting date for

their initial "Scattergood Baines"
picture. RKO-Radio will distribute

the series based on "Scattergood
Baines" stories.

Goldstein Heads AAA
Associated Agents of America has

inducted Hymie Goldstein as presi-

dent.

COminC and Goinc

DAVID O. SELZNICK will leave for the Ci
this week for a two weeks' stay before reti

ing to New York to spend two months of

Summer.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK has returned to

Coast.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, accompanied by k
GOLDWYN, flew to Hollywood Saturday
TWA Sky Chief. oc

DAVE EPSTEIN is here from Californ^. ^

BOB BENJAMIN, of Phillips & Nizer, has
j

turned from the Coast.
j

SOL LESSER is back in Hollywood after t

eral weeks in the East.

JOHN L. DAY, JR., Paramount's general iP!

ager for South America, arrives in New V
June 8 to join other Latin American mana'
for home office conferences.

j

AL ALLEBORN, unit manager for Wan
leaves the studio the end of this month fc

four-week trip by car across the country.

EARL CARROLL returned to Hollywood i

the week-end.

MADELEINE CARROLL and NOEL COWi,
plan to go to Europe this week on the Clip:

BEN and MRS. GOETZ are scheduled to
j

turn here on the Roosevelt. ROBERT T. Kii

is also expected to return on the boat, i

ROBERT MONTGOMERY has arrived in tl

to serve as an ambulance driver.

EDGAR SELWYN returns to Hollywood I

week.
I

B. G. DeSYLVA leaves for the Coast the 111

part of this week.

MORGAN CONWAY leaves Hollywood Wi
nesday for a New York vacation.

VICTORIA CUSANELLI, Warner excbii

booker. New Haven, and MARION SALWITi
the office staff, left for Miami Beach Sa

day.

Alabama Will Have
Second Drive-In House

Montgomery, Ala.—A drive-in t

ater, the second in Alabama, '

be constructed here opposite

Municipal Airport by Auto Mo\i|

Amusement Co., Inc. According!

L. C. Worthington, president, d
in the city to complete plans for

'

enterprise, the theater will be retj

for operation June 15. Its capaci?

will be 230 cars.
|

Alabama's first drive-in theajlj

was opened at Bessemer over a yi'j

ago, by Auto Movies, which has i^i

exclusive agency for this state.

New Orleans—This city's first ..

only di'ive-in theater has been opeiji;

by Modern Theaters, Inc. Admi-^s i

25 cents. Biz is good.

From

THE FlUj
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ITSE May Decide

In Moves in Tele

(Continued from Page 1)

nickel-in-slot movie field, and
ermination of sundry jurisdic-

lal policies.

!e-election of George E. Browne
Chicago as prexy is indicated. No
iitsition is in sight and Browne
7Qp all probability, step into of-

^ l^ain. He will be the first lA
?ftain to be elected for a four-
I term, new tenure of office re-

tly being adopted. Officers have
II elected for two year terms.
Liiiong other problems that are
ected to come up for discussion
probably be the effect on the

of the Altec "all-inclusive" ser-

ng plan.

L formal resolution condemning'
Neely Bill is also expected to be
sed. The lA has already in-

icted its entire membership and
officers of Locals to exercise ev-
means within their power to pro-
against passage of the measure.
lA sees the Neely measure a se-

_ IS menace to employment.

Ilmission Tax Bill

I Louisiana House
(Continued from Page 1)

measure—House Bill 246—would
vide revenue for the "public
Dol transportation fund."
: defines as amusements, theaters,
ce halls, night clubs, parks, stadia,

ure halls, skating rinks, bathing
es and all businesses providing
isements for which charge is

le. Tax rate is: admissions of 11
L8 cents, 1 cent; 19 to 28 cents,
nts; 29 to 38 cents, 3 cents; from
cents through 99 cents, 3 cents,
; and extra cent tax for each dime
ve 38 cents. Dollar admissions
taxed 10 cents; above a dollar,

:ents, plus a cent for each added
I
rter.

laces serving food and drink with
)ifessional entertainment are taxed
I'l )er cent of the cover charge or of

' total bill, whichever is larger.
arns must be made monthly to
enue collector.

ew Orleans at present has a spe-
arnusement tax of a penny up

iO cents, and graduated up from

l|0 Lounge Room Open
KO's World's Fair lounge room
he RKO Bldg. again is open to
ting exhibitors. Official greeter

• [. M. Richey, director of exhibitor
" tions, with Frances Smith as
1 ;ess. Hundreds of out-of-town

' iter men made the lounge room
r meeting place last year.

'er Night/ 'Mercy Plane' Open
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

iollywood — "Over Night," with
jert Donat, and "Mercy Plane,"
1 James Dunne and Frances Gif-

i, were given their West Coast
jniere at the Admiral Theater,
norial Day. Coast Pictures, Inc.
:rols Pacific Coast rights to both
llures.

ALONG THE

wiTti PlilL /H. DALTi
T T T

• • • ZIEGFELD had his iascinating Follies but today the

sensation of the entertainment world appears to be Robert Tay-

lor's fascinating Follicles which have blossomed on his upper lip

in M-G-M's "Waterloo Bridge" Now if you don't think that

Mister Taylor's military mustache isn't a momentous matter we
respectfully refer you to the institutional editorial poge of last

Friday's local Daily News and specifically to the center colyum:

"The Inquiring Fotographer" wherein limmy Jemail discloses the

answers to the query: "Motion picture critics have raved obout

Robert Taylor's new mustache Do you like him in his military

mustache?" Score a direct hit for Ben Serkowich, Capitol Theater

publicity director who hatched this happy hunk of promotion for

"Waterloo Bridge" during the picture's run at the theater

T T T
• • • NOW a quartette o' gals were among the six

folks who answered Jimmy Jemail's question anent the

Taylor herhiage and boy, oh, boy, how they love the lip

decoration! Squarely beside The Inquiring Fotographer colyum

is a poignant editorial 'bout our national defense After read-

ing both you can come to only one set of conclusions

namely, that if properly undertaken we can effectively build

a national defense —but there is no defense against the

military mite mustache with which Mister Taylor has blitz-

krieged American maids It's comforting to know that if any

hostile maedchen in uniforms are ever parachuted o'er our

cities we have Mister Taylor on our side

Chaperau Forms New Co.
To Produce Pix in East

Albert N. Chaperau, in collabora-
tion with former French associates,
has formed a new organization for
the production of pictures in New
York. In addition, he plans the for-

mation of a television stock com-
pany which would produce pictures
for use in television.

Chaperau, who assisted in the fi-

nancing and production of the French
pix, "Mayerling," has taken tem-
porary quarters at 1475 Broadway.
Negotiations start shortly for an
Eastern studio where, in association
with French film men who are now
in the U. S., he expects to make sev-
eral pictures.

The new company, Chaperau Pro-
ductions, Inc., includes a radio and
television department which will be
headed by Seymour Mann. This
branch of the company plans a
group of stock players who will ap-
pear in a musical film series exclu-
sively for television and made avail-

able for television stations as a 39-

week show. Activities are slated to

start in two weeks.
Chaperau has renewed his contract

with Pax Films for the distribution
of "Courier of Lyons."

E. R. Hutchinson Dead
Burlington, Vt.—Edward R. Hutch-

inson, pioneer exhibitor, and manager
of the Strong Theater, is dead.

Goetz Quits England;
Report Pix Plans Off

(Continued from Page 1)

from Europe. It is reported that
Robert Kane, production chief for
20th Century-Fox, also is a passen-
ger on the same ship.

Return of the men indicates that
both companies have abandoned plans
for the production of pictures in

England at least for the duration of

the war.

British Theater Business
Good Despite War Crisis

London (By Cable)—With virtual

martial law now in effect throughout
Great Britain and special emergency
rules in effect in all theaters, a check-
up last week showed that British
theaters are still doing surprisingly
good business. Several American
distributing companies reported in

the past two weeks that their busi-

ness was comparable to that done
a year ago during the same period.

Further depletion of personnel
here and in France, however, has
brought production practically to a

standstill.

"U" Sets Shorts Reissues

Universal's six one-reel color car-

toons to be reissued next season are

set as "Jolly Little Elves," "Toyland
Premiere," "Candyland," "Spring-
time Serenade," "'Three Lazy Mice"
and "Fox and the Rabbit."

Equity Arguments

May Span Weeic

(Continued from Page 1)

the bench, Paul Williams, special as-
sistant Attorney General, probably
will be the sole speaker for the Gov-
ernment today. Judge Thomas D.
Thacher, chief trial counsel for the
defendants, is slated to make the
opening defense address. Inasmuch
as Williams is expected to hold the
floor for four to seven hours. Judge
Thacher may not take over until
tomorrow.

Williams will carry the brunt of
the Government's opening argument.
He will define and explain a large
number of trade terms and will de-
scribe practices and usages in the
industry. At least a week will be
required to conclude opening argu-
ments of all counsel.

Defendants will be represented by
some of the ablest and best known
trial attorneys in the country. Seat-
ed at the counsel table, among others,
will be John W. Davis and J. Robert
Rubin for Loew's; Judge Joseph
Proskauer and R. W. Perkins for
Warner Bros.; Judge Thacher and
Louis Phillips for Paramount; Ralph
Harris and John F. Caskey for 20th
Century-Fox; Col. William J. Dono-
van for RKO; Edward C. Raftery
and Benjamin Pepper for United Art-
ists; Raftery and Charles Prutzman
for Universal, and Louis Frohlich
and Herman Finkelstein for Colum-
bia.

Defense attorneys have leased a
suite of offices at 346 Broadway
where they will headquarter for the
duration of the trial.

Attorney General Robert Jackson
will not be in court today and at the
week-end it was uncertain whether
Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney
General, and chief of the Anti-lrust
Division, would come on from Wash-
ington. There was a possibility,

however, that Arnold's first assistant,

Wendell Berge, would be present.

Ona Munson as Texas Guinan?
l-Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Roaring Forties," a

forthcoming book by John J. Stein
and Grace Hayward on the life of

Texas Guinan, will be filmed by
Republic. Ona Munson is under con-
sideration for the Guinan role.

STORKS!
Chicago—A son was born to Mrs.

Cecil Davidson, at the Lying-in Hos-
pital. Davidson is the leader of the
State Lake orchestra.

Chicago—Bill Holden, director of
B & K claim department, is the father
of a baby boy, born at the Presby-
terian Hospital.

Pittsburgh—A 6% pound daughter
was born to Mrs. Milton Brauman,
wife of the main line salesman for
M-G-M here, in Mercy Hospital, on
Thursday.

i
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Neely Bill Hearings

To Close This Week

(Coii/iiMif(i ftom Page 1)

to film measure continued. In a very

brief statement Paul Scharrenberg,
representing the A F of L, reaffirmed

the labor organization's opposition to

the bill. Production will be cut in

half if it becomes law, he said, with

its consequent effect on 282,000 work-

ers. Result will be a loss of con-

tinuity of employment now enjoyed,

he added.
George P. Aarons, secretary,

UMPTO, Eastern Pennsylvania,

Southern New Jersey and Delaware
and counsel for MPTOA, charged

the bill is an attempt to regulate

prices. The measure will prohibit

wholesale buying and deny exhibitors

the right to buy in blocks voluntarily

which is necessary, he stated. Pic-

tures will be put on the auction block

under the bill's terms with the high-

est bidder squeezing out the small

independent, he said.

Brylawski's Testimony

Stating that theaters in Washing-
ton were offered $1,000,000 to put

ads on the screens for one year,

which offer was rejected, A. Julian

Brylawski, real estate manager for

Warners, told the committee that the

country's screens are open without

charge to the Government and civic

and charitable groups. The Govern-

ment will find increasing use for the

American screen in coming years

and the industry will be glad to co-

operate, he said. He urged that Con-

gress do nothing that would close

down even one screen or disrupt the

industry when it is most needed.
Representatives William P. Cole,

Jr. (D., Md.) and Oscar Youngdahl,

(R., Minn.) stated they were very

much impressed by work of the Bet-

ter Films Committee of Atlanta, Ga.,

as described by Mrs. Elonza Richard-

son, who outlined the way in which

the committee works for better pic-

tures with 100 per cent co-operation

of exhibitors and distributors in that

territory. The moral issue was fur-

ther laid in its grave by Rep. James
P. McGranery (D., Pa.) who has

been critical of opponents, when he

stated that the hearings had clearly

demonstrated that there was no
moral issue.

Other Witnesses

Other witnesses Friday were:

James Olson, Allied Theaters of

Michigan; Mrs. Pierce Chestley, Bet-

ter Films Committee, Macon, Ga.;

Morris Loewenstein, president. The-

ater Owners of Oklahoma; J. Luke
Gring, Philadelphia; Mrs. Richard
McClure, Better Films Council of

Chicago; H. R. Berry, president. The-
ater Owners North and South Caro-

lina; Harry Zeitz, New Bedford,

Mass.; Trew Green, Woonsocket,
R. I.; Roy McMinn, Superior, Wis.,

and Mrs. George Rowles of the Ne-
braska Federation of Women's Clubs.

Hearings continue this morning.
Others opposing the measure be-

fore the House committee as the

week waned were:
Ralph Block, SWG, who assailed

the synopsis provision as an "off-

iVfusical Opposition
Chicago—Warm weather opposition to

films stepped up another round here
Saturday with the opening concert of the
Chicago Park district series, backed by
the Chicago Federation of Musicians.
Concerts are scheduled nightly.

Jack Cohn to Welcome
Col. Parley Delegates

{Continued from Page 1)

gates whose deliberations will be
presided over by A. Montague, gen-
eral sales manager.

Latter, together with Rube Jack-
ter, assistant sales chief; A. Schneid-
er, treasurer; Maurice A. Bergman,
director of advertising-publicity-ex-
ploitation; Joseph McConville, for-
eign sales solon; Lou Weinberg, Lou-
is Astor, Max Weisfeldt, Al Selig-
man and Maurice Grad, are slated to

deliver important talks.

In addition, home office contingent
will include H. C. Kaufman, G. Jo-
sephs, B. E. Zeeman, S. Raisler, V.
Borrelli, I. Sherman, J. Freiberg, W.
Brennan, and Al Sherman.
Company's 1940-41 lineup will be

announced at tomorrow's sessions.
Present from the field are the fol-

lowing Division Managers, Branch
Managers and Salesmen:
lHlLAGO—V\\\\ Dunas; C. W. Phillips,

T. tireeiivvood, F. Flaherty, I. Joseph, M. De-
lano. W. J. Kahl; MINNEAPOLIS—H. J.
Chapman; M. E. Mazur, I. Marks, D. H. Con-
ley, M. W. Sgutt, A. L Aved, W. Evidon;
OMAHA—}. H. Jacobs; E. Dunas, J. Zide,
F, Horn, R. Adler; MILWAUKEE—O. J.
Kuhy; T. J. MacEvoy, S. R. Chapman, D.
V. Chapman; DBS MOINES—M. H. Evidon;
A. B. Leake, M. Goodman, O. Miller, B. H.
Thomas; DETROIT — Carl Shalit; H. R.
Schilds. R. F. Cloud, G. L. McCoy, C. H.
Townsend. C. Baker; INDIANAPOLIS—V^

.

i;. Craig; H. Kaufman, C. Butler, A. J. Gel-
man, L. Shubnell; also

—

ST. LOUIS—'C. D. Hill; L. A. LaPlante,

J. Bradford, C. Ferris, R. Mortenson; KAN-
SAS C/ry—B. C. Marcus; T. Baldwin, W.
Bradfield, C. E. Reynolds, H. S. Stulz. Z.

Beiser, M. Shackelford; LOS ANGELES—].
Safron; VV. C. Ball; H. Weinberg, S. Fisher,
H. M. Lentz, N. Newman, Mike Newman;
SAN FRANCISCO—L. E. Tillman; C. Scott,

P. Weinstein, E. Roberts, M. Klein; DENVER
—R. C. Hill; B. M. Shocker, S. Dare, S.

Cramer, T. J. Robinson; also

—

SALT LAKE CITY—W. G. Seib; K. Lloyd,
L. E. Kennedy, H. Green, VV. Sterzer;
SEATTLE—Nea\ Walton; R. A. Ackles, W.
K. Beckwith, W. Kostenbader; PORTLAND—
J. R. Beale; C. E. Tillman, W. T. Withers,
L. . S. Metzelaar; CANADA—L. Rosenfeld;
L). H. Coplan; W. Elman, A. Cohen, Mon-
treal; H. Harnick, Calgary; H. Levant, Van-
couver; I. Levitt, J. C. Cohen, Winnipeg;
A. B. Cass, J. Allen, Toronto.

Lewis A. French Dies
irest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Body of Lewis A.

French, former production manager
at Hal Roach Studios, who died

Thursday, was sent to San Francis-
co for services and interment. He
was father of Director Lloyd A.
French.

spring of every out-moded blue law";
R. N. Smith, Allied Theater Owners
of Texas; Hugh W. Bruen, ITO of

Southern California and Arizona;
William F. Crockett, MPTO of Vir-

ginia; Nat Williams, Thomasville,
Ga.; 0. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.; Mack
Jackson, Alexandria City, Ala.;

Stanley Sumner, Cambridge, Mass.,
and Mrs. J. K. Berette, State Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs of Texas.

"Wind" Policy for

Warners' "ATAHT"
(Continued from I'agc 1)

showing ATAHT was exclusively
forecast by The Film Daily on
May 22; it was then stated that an
over-all $200,000 ad budget was in

prospect. Decision to raise the ad
ante was reached by Sears, Charles
Einfeld and other execs, late last

week.
First road-show engagement is

scheduled to begin June 13 at the
Carthay Circle Theater, Hollywood,
at $2.20 top. First two special en-
gagements will be at the Earle Thea-
ter, Philadelphia, opening June 14,

and at the Strand Theater, Hartford,
opening June 18. In all special en-
gagements the film will play a maxi-
mum of four performances a day
and a minimum ,of three, with ad-
mission prices from 55 cents to 75
cents for matinees and $1.10 at

night.
As developed by Sears, plan calls

for Warner reps, and exhibs. to con-
fer on lengths of runs, etc. Special
field force will work with exhibs. on
exploitation.
Although the Music Hall on Fri-

day announced that ATAHT would
play there, Warners said no deal
had been closed, and that both the
Center and the Hollywood were un-
der consideration for showings on a
GWTW basis.

Philadelphia — ATAHT has its

Eastern premiere at the Earle on
June 15. Morning and matinee per-

formances will be continuous, with
75 cents admish; night show will

be on reserved seat basis with $1.10

top. Seats are selling two weeks in

advance.

Rochester Council Okays
Park Stage Plays on %

(Continued from Page I)

city parks for the first time in the

city history. It means tougher op-
position for films this summer.

Plans of a local attorney to lease

a new concrete band stand in High-
land Park with a view to giving
stage plays there, was approved over
opposition of two Democratic coun-
cilmen. Under the arrangement, the

city will get five per cent of the

proceeds.
The new stock company, patterned

after the Mohawk Drama Festival,

will open a six weeks' season about
July 8, according to plans.

Benchley to Make Para.

Shorts at Astoria Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

Herman, adaptor. Benchley, now on
the Coast, is due in New York short-

ly for conferences with Russell Hol-
man, Paramount's Eastern produc-
tion head.

Fred F. Moe Retires

Kellogg, Ida.—Fred F. Moe, retir-

ing, has sold his holdings in the Moe-
Simons Amusement Co. to Mrs.
Wilma Simons of Missoula, Mont.

THE WEEr IN
REVIEW

Assaults on Dleely Bill

== B7 L. H. MITCHEU ^
DOMESTIC
NEELY BILL: Opponents ol

Neely block-booking bill had th

day last week, firing verbal ben
at its provisions. Herman Wft.'^J

(20-Fox) saw its passage iINi
prices; Harry Brandt (ITOAj>
serted not only would the bill

kill any of the industry's ills 1

would be ruinous to indies; Rob.'

H. Poole (PCC of ITO) also warr
that bill would ruin the indies;

Frank Freeman (Para.) stated
company would retrench if tht

becomes law; Ed Kuykei
(MPTOA) told the House Commit
hearing that the bill would .-]

confusion; representatives of i

Coast guilds rapped the measur
* *

RKO RADIO: RKO convention! I

were told the company would (

its 1940-41 product to 53 pix, I

with 26 percentage pix in the lii

up. Ned E. Depinet, v. -p., announc
that Andy W. Smith, Jr., had be

appointed sales manager for the co

pany . . . SEC asked for slash in

lowances growing out of RKO re

suggesting a top of $600,000
100,000 shares of stock to Atlas .

Prexy Geo. J. Schaefer, in a rou-i

address at sales parley, sound'

much-needed note of achiever:

progress and confidence. He also a'

nounced RKO had obtained the se;!

vices of Dr. Gallup to conduct po^

exclusively for RKO on public tas
j

aiding studio in selection of storit

casts and titles.
* * *

GRAB-BAG: Exhibs. have n(

worries as bowling craze hits t

Mid-West and political parties se'

screen's aid in presenting their claii

to office . . . Republic announc'
four de luxe pictures in its fort

coming lineup of 26; company al;

has acquired the Gluckman e'

changes in N. Y. and Philly, brin"

ing list of its own branches to ni;

. . . Lyric Pictures, Inc., announci

production of operatic two-reelers

start in near future, with a fuJ

length opera, "Martha," stami
Lily Pons and Doug Fairbanks, f'!'

late summer cranking . . . WB ga'i

its 26 week net at $1,518,497 .

^

Status of Samuel Goldwyn in U
is set to come up this week at ie

ter's board meeting . . . PCC of TTl

asserted its Coast conciliation pis

is a success . . . Technicians in tl

M. P. Academy are set to tacki

econcmles in production of pix . .

Probability loomed that admish tf

exemption would be dropped from .'

to 30 cents . . . Ascap was give

30 days by Federal Judge Heniy V

Goddard (New York City) to pr<

sent its records for presentation
1

a grand jury.

FOREIGN
"TAKE" DROP: Foreign head >

a major U. S. distributing comparj

estimated drop in revenue from fo

eign countries this year at 66 2'

per cent.
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lurnamenl Prizes

lablish Record

Keystone Opens Chicago ' Newsreels Cover Canada's
And Kansas City Offices

(Continued from Page 1)

iety; Mitchell May, Jr.; DuPont
1 Manufacturing; RKO; Colum-
Pictures; Quigley Publications;

ted Artists; Screen Broadcast;
t Service Corp.; Alexander Film
ll'^arner Bros.; and Philadelphia
ptor.

pecial Prizes:

iree Bobby Jones woods from A.
owers;

^ set of bridge chairs and table

-a American Seating Co.;

gold putter from Consolidated
1 Industries;

sports wrist watch from City
raving;

bt point urn from General Elec-
; Mazda Lamp Division;

special prize from Electrical Re-
:eh Products;

I I rug from Alexander Smith Car-
iiCo.;

dressing robe from Nat Lewis;
I candid camera from Eastman
|ak;

dozen golf balls from Monogram
.ures

;

pecial prize from Box Office;

case of champagne, to be split

imong team winners, from Toots
r's new restaurant rendezvous de

'*;

Chicago — The Keystone State
Amusement Circuits has opened a
Chicago office in the Steuben build-

ing, under the management of H.
B. Schlosberg, assisted by Lynn
Blocher. Company specializes in

16 mm. theater circuit supplies and
will cover the central states terri-
tory from the Chicago offices. An-
other office has been opened in Kan-
sas City under Larry Brady's man-
agement.

'Fifth Column" Roundup

Montreal—Sudden roundup of the

Fifth Columnists in Canada did not

catch the newsreels napping. Crews
deployed from Montreal, Toronto
and Vancouver and were able to

obtain pictorial records of the nation-
wide activity of police, military and
veterans organizations uniting to

combat the menace. Associated
Screen News laboratories quickly
prepared this topical material for

inclusion in the current newsreels.

U. S. to Extend Tax

On Admish te 1945!

(Continued from Page 1)

as "current suggestions." Informed
opinion, however, hold that both will

be embodied in coinpleted legislation.

Experts estimate that admission
taxes will raise $23,000,000 for the

fiscal year of 1941. This would com-
pare with last reported admissions
tax figure for 1939 fiscal year,

amounting to $19,470,801.

hen each foursome winner will

i,!ive a J. E. Brulatour prize,

—

estic Portable Radio;
each foursome runner-up, a Na-

|al Screen Service bag;
:o wet the whistles of thirsty
rers, there will be two kegs of
: furnished by George Kelly and
rles Adler of the Yacht Club
|s, who now operate the famous
jern;

.nd to enable you to keep your
« -es conveniently (if not with in-

ity and precision!), World Pic-
;s are giving special pencils.

-dditionally, The Film Daily
'ohy will be there for you to win a

!tj on (or a temporary toe-hold);

I'he Albee Memorial Trophy to go
61 ;he winning team

;

',oss Federal Service Gladstone
]s, one to each member of the
jning team;
"our leather bags, one to each

:.! Tiber of the runner-up team from
^! Weil of American Pictures, and,

^ another runner-up team prize,

;or Pictures is posting six golf
Is, tees, and book of instructions.
k. dozen bubble bath tablets from

Ij'lon Products Co. to each member
c'one of the runner-up teams;
Important Announcement: Team
(Stains will meet with The Film
5 [LY Golf Tournament Committee
a ithe Hotel Astor tomorrow at 1

?e Wise! Get Your Entry in NOW!

C to Pay 25 Cents

ilontreal — Directors of Famous
lyers Canadian have declared the
rularly quarterly dividend of 25
jits per share, payable June 29 to
i|ireholders of record June 19.

/f Business Interferes With Golf,

GIVE UP BUSINESS !

!

. • . - at least for TUESDAY, JUNE 11 th

For that is the dote of the twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
and the town will be deserted. Everybody who is

anybody will be at the beautiful

GLEN OAKS CLUB, GREAT NECK, L i.

SIGN UP NOW and join the gang at the indus-

try's oldest annual get-together!

WARNING
Entrants will be limited and

on a first come, first served

basis. Better fill in the

coupon and mail it, with

your check for $10.00,

TODAY. If you wait until

the day of the tournament,

you will pay $12.00.

TENNIS
PLAYERS
Special prizes will be

awarded for tennis.

And, a special tennis

committee is now
rounding up candi-

dates.

^''dress

o's-s'

eighth

;
country

Club

Golf T,

"^'y fee i

COMMITTEE FOR 1940

CLUB

CLUB:
Handicap [^

Jacl( Alicoate, Chairman; Don M. Mersereau, Tournament

Manager; Billy Brandt, Louis NIzer, Leon Bamberger.

il
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ONOPOUSTIC WASTECHARGED BYARNOLD
ynopsis Section Blackmail Instrument—Keough
ra. Vice-Prexy Assails

el7 Bill; Rebuttal by
rers for Allied Today

By MILTON F. LUNCH
'tington Btireau of THE FILM DAILY
''ashington—Concluding the case
the opponents of the Neely
Austin C. Keough, vice-presi-

; and general counsel for Para-
:nt, appeared before the House
rstate and Foreign Commerce
imittee yesterday as the hear-
1 entered the final few days,
raising the hearing as the full-

and fairest ever held on a
k-booking bill, Keough charged
; proponents have used allega-

s in the Government's New York
ty suit as facts and declared

{Continued on Page 15)

urney Captains

Luncheon Huddle

TIeam captains and managers of

i'land foursomes competing for
' glittering cups and trophies in

bracket of The Film Daily
: Tournament, which stirring

it will be held on the links of

Glen Oaks Club, Great Neck, L.
'-

1 ust one week hence, will attend
iliuncheon today in the Hunting
m of the Hotel Astor to discuss
n play.

residing at the luncheon will be
(Continued on Page 14)

tiools to Try Subbing
der "A" Pix for "B's"

'ation-wide experiment to de-
aine the possibility of substitut-
older "A" pix for current "B's"
of using recommended older

s for a planned series of stu-
(Continucd on Page 2)

^'Man Arhitration

I
Setup is Advanced

I

Chicago—Allied Theaters of Illinois

lavors a five-man arbitration setup to
|diust trade difficulties, Prexy Jack
prsch declared here yesterday.

Board, as conceived by the local Allied
nit, would comprise two distribs., two
ndies and one neutral.

MONTAGUE ASKS

EXHIBS. CO-OP
Sees Production-Distribution

Problem as Really Theirs

Chicago—"Exhibitors in the U. S.

must be made to realize that the
problem of production and distribu-
tion really is

an exhibitor's

p r o b 1 em,''
Abe Mon-
tague, Co-
lumbia's gen-
eral sales
manager, will

tell the com-
pany's sales
c o n v e ntion
which opens
at the Hotel
Black stone
here today.
Sessions con-
tinue through
Friday.
According to Montague, Columbia

(.Continued on Page 4)

ABE MONTAGUE

Green Praises Loyalty
Of lATSE at Convention

Louisville—More than 1,000 dele-

gates to the lATSE biennial con-
vention opening here yesterday
heard William Green, AFL presi-

dent, priase the lA for its loyalty
to the Federation.
The union has steadfastly sup-

ported AFL in the face of "propa-
(Continued on Page 2)

Equity Trial Opens with D of J Anti-Trust Chief
And Paul Williams Outlining Gov't Case; Judge
Thacher Resumes for the Defense This Morning

Trial of the Department of Justice equity action against the
eight majors and 167 associated companies and individual de-
fendants started yesterday before Federal Judge Henry W.

Goddard with the opening statements
of Assistant Attorney General Thur-
man W. Arnold and Special Assistant
Attorney General Paul Williams.
Judge Thomas D. Thacher of Para-
mount counsel briefly addressed the
Court at the close of the Government
argument before an adjournment
for the day was called.

Arnold explained that he would
confine himself to an exposition of
the general policy of his department
and to why the Government had filed

suit against the defendants. The
suit had not been brought, he said,

(Continued on Page 16)

Columbia Offices

In Europe inlad

Columbia's offices and exchanges
in Continental Europe are intact, al-

though no word has been received
from the branch in Brussels, it was
disclosed yesterday by Jack Segal,
company's foreign exchange opera-
tions manager, who recently return-
ed from a six-month visit to France,
Spain, Belgium, England and Italy.

Segal said that business in Cen-
tral and Southeastern European
countries had been the best in years
for his organization, which has been
able to get revenues out of all the

Balkans with the exception of Yugo-
( Continued on Page 4)

La. Bill Would Repeal
N. O. Amuse. Tax Right

Baton Rouge, La. —Beating the
deadline after which bills cannot be
introduced to the Legislature was
house bill 576 which would repeal
the right the city of New Orleans
has to impose an amusement tax.

This leaves the Legislature with two
bills against the industry— chain
theater and state amusement taxes

—

and one for it.

Charges > Says Schenck
IIConfident Full Vindication Will Result''

Four Studios to Start

Six Features This Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six pictures are sched-

uled to go into work this week:
At RKO Radio: "Stranger on the

Third Floor," with Margaret Talli-

chet, John McGuire and Peter Lorre.
At 20th Century-Fox: "The Great

(^Continued on Page 14)

Charges of income tax evasion

were denied yesterday by Joseph M;
Schenck in a statement from Holly-
wood, following his indictment by a
Federal Grand Jury in New York on
24 counts. Two indictments were
returned against the 20th Century-
Fox board chairman, one alleging
fraud, conspiracy, perjury and mak-
ing false statements to a Govern-

(Continued on Page 14)

Vogel Holds War

Slump Temporary

Memphis, Tenn.— Slump in film
biz receipts is only temporary in-

the opinion of Joseph R. Vogel, vice-

president of Loew's, Inc., here at the
week-end to attend the opening of

Loew's Palace Theater.
"People have been glued to their

(Continued on Page 15)

Hugh Owen Named UA
Southern District Mgr.

Harry L. Gold, vice-president and
Eastern sales manager for United
Artists, yesterday announced that
Hugh Owen has been appointed dis-

(Continucd on Page 16)

Judge's Wife Owns
Theater in Virginia

As the New York equity suit trial

started in Federal Court here yesterday,

both the Government and defendants
waived any right to question the quali-

fications of Judge Henry W. Goddard
after it was revealed that his wife was
the owner of the Trenton Theater,

Lynchburg, Va. On Judge Goddard's
instructions a statement was read into

the record that J. B. Trent, a former

Lessee of the Trenton, was a com-
plainant in the suit.

m^
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Granite 6607. LONDON—Ernest W. Fred
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,

W. I. PARIS—P. A. Harle, La Cinematog-
raphie Francaise. 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).

MEXICO CITY — Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Av. Coyoacan No. lOOB. Mexico, D. F
BUENOS AIRES—Chas. de Cruz, Heraldo Del
Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

FINANCIAL
(Monday, June 3)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am, Seat 71/4 71/4 71/4

Col. PIcts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . iWi 6 6
East. Kodak 1275/8 1271/2 1271/2 — 1/2

do pfd 160 160 160
Gen. Th. Eq 8I/2 81/2 81/2 + 1/4

Loew's, Inc 221/4 22 22
do pfd
Paramount 45/8 45/8 45/5 — i/s

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 7 63/4 7

RKO 5/3 5/8 S/g

20th Century-Fox . 5% 5V4 5V4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 14 14 14 — I/4

Univ. PIct. pfd
Warner Bros 21/4 21/3 21/3 — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3 1/3S46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 79 79 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... % % %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 10 10 10
Trans-Lux 1 % % — Vs
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Office B!dg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 67
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 61 1/2 64

ATTENTION EXHIBITORS!

Young man with four years experience as

assistant manager, manager and promotional

work desires new connection in similar

capacity. Interview and references upon

request. Write Box 1900, The Film Daily,

1501 Broadway, New York City.

Green Praises Loyalty
Of lATSE at Convention

H iiiitiniicrl from I'acjc 1)

ganda of rebels" and attacks by
'persons holding' to a philosophy of
life opposite to that advocated by
the AFL union movement," Green
.said at the Armory here.

His remarks were interpreted as
an indirect reference to the efforts

of John L. Lewis of CIO to •woo
lA membership and to Westbrook
Pegler's repeated charges the lA is

1 "gang-controlled racket union."
The convention opened with a wel-

coming address by Mayor Joseph D.
Scholtz and a representative of Gov.
Keen Johnson. James J. Brennan,
lA vice-president, said no opposition
to re-electing George E. Browne as
president is apparent—"not even a
murmur."
Advance slate, expected to be

elected is: Browne president; Har-
land Holmden, 1st v.p.; William
Covert, 2nd v.-p.; Richard Walsh,
3rd v.-p.; Floyd Billingsley, 4th
v.-p.; James J. Brennan, 5th v.-p.;

Roger Kennedy, 6th v.-p.; Felix
Snow, 7th v.-p.; Louis Krouse, gen-
eral secretary-treasurer.

Schools to Try Subbing
Older "A" Pix for "B's"

ATAHT for Music Hall-

Hear Talk of $1.10 Top

Warners' ATAHT definitely goes
into the Radio City Music Hall,

rather than the Center, probably
opening either June 27 or July 4,

it was reported yesterday.
At the same time, Film Row heard

talk that the Music Hall might de-

part from its established price pol-

icy and adopt the $1.10 top which
prevailed for GWTW at the New
York Capitol. At the Music Hall
yesterday, there was no confirma-
tion.

Meanwhile, Grad Sears, Warner
sales chief, said yesterday that

wires from exhibs. over the week-
end endorsed the roadshow sales pol-

icy for ATAHT. Comerford houses
in Wilkes-Barre, Scranton and
Providence will roadshow as will

Vince McFall's Buffalo house. Other
deals are in work.

Lorentz Going to Coast;
Any Deal on a "If" Basis

Leaving yesterday for Hollywood
to work on the Coast premiere of

"The Fight for Life" and a tentative
radio broadcast this Sunday night
of the film. Pare Lorentz, producer
of the picture and other Government
films, said he might negotiate to pro-
duce on the Coast if he could make
the "right kind of a deal." Lorentz
amplified this statement by saying
that if he produced for a major or

independent company, he wanted to

keep his own organization intact on
a unit basis. He expects to return
here the latter part of the month.

Brenton Herman Dead
Detroit—Brenton G. Herman, cash-

ier of M-G-M for many years, died

after a long illness. His widow and
two children survive. Interment was
at Glennie.

(Continued from Payc 1)

dents' matinees, around which cur-

riculum units in photoplay discrimi-

nation will be built, will be tried

during the 1940-41 academic year
under auspices of the motion-picture
committee of the N. E. A. Depart-
ment of Secondary Teachers.

School authorities, co-operating
with exhibs. will select 10 photo-

plays from a list of 76 to be shown
during the school year on one af-

ternoon or one Saturday morning
monthly. Roster of 76 comprises
product or 15 major and indie dis-

tribs, RKO topping the list with
15, followed by Metro with 11, 20th-

Fox, 10; Para., 9; UA, 8; Warners,
6; Gutlohn, 3; "U", 2; Common-
wealth, 2; Nu-Art, 2; Select, French
Cinema Center, Standard, GN and
World, one each.

Pix thus revived will serve as the

basis of a new course in "Types of

the Photoplay." Experiment is un-
der the supervision of Dr. William
Lewin, of Weequahic High School,

Newark, chairman of a committee
of 500 educators, in co-operation

with Josephine Allenworth of Mem-
phis, chairman of the Departmental
Committee on school-and-theater

co-op.

Where arrangements cannot be

made with a theater, it is planned
to show 16 mm versions of some
of the pix in classrooms and school

auditoriums.

$2,450,000 Bond Issue

Registered by Saenger

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Saenger Theaters

Corp. of New Orleans, La., filed a

registration statement with SEC
here, covering $2,450,000 of AYi per
cent first mortgage collateral trust

sinking fund bonds of 1952. Pro-
ceeds of issue are to be used to dis-

charge indebtedness of company and
subsidiaries. Public offering price

of the bonds will be filed by amend-
ment to the statement.

Transfer "Duke" Clarke-

Promote George Elmo

Cleveland—M. R. "Duke" Clark,

Paramount branch manager here for

the last two years, has been trans-

ferred to Los Angeles where he will

manage the exchange. The Los An-
geles post was left vacant by the

recent death of Carroll Peacock who
had been with Paramount 20 years.

George Elmo, Cleveland salesman,
moves up to the manager's chair to

succeed Clark, his promotion taking
effect June 15.

FOR SALE!!
125 Ton Carrier Air Conditioning System.

Capacity sufficient for 2.000-3,000 seat the-

atre. Excellent condition. Will install

complete. M. J. Goldberg, 755 Seventh

Ave., New York City. CO. 5-3834.

COminC and GOIIN

A. L. HANCOCK, manager of the Capi
1

Springfield, Tenn., left Sunday for a two w(tl
vacation in Florida.

HAROLD RUDNICK and FRANK REYNOll
of the Bijou, New Haven staff, leave on vii'

tion Thursday.

GEORGE HARVEY, manager of Warners' P
ace. South Norwalk, takes to the open n
the first two weeks in June.

tne open H

of FreVXkiiANDRE HEYMANN, president of tte\ .\in
ma Center, is due back from France on Jun*

JULES FRANKENBERG, research director
Globe-Mills, returned yesterday to Chicago.

COLE PORTER has returned to Hollywood.

RITA JOHNSON arrives in Hollywood \»
from New York.

PAT O'BRIEN left Chicago yesterday en 101

to Hollywood.

CERALDINE FITZGERALD arrived on
Coast yesterday from New York.

BUDD ROGERS is back from a tour of M
Western Alliance franchise holders.

JOHN JUSTIN, who came over from Englj

tor final scenes in Korda's "Thief of Bagdi
returns to England June 15.

WALTER BRENNAN returns to Hollywi
today after visiting his home town of Swas
scott, Mass.

G. L. CARRINGTON, vice-president and |i

era! manager of Altec, has returned to

home office after a trip to the Midwest.

NAT WACHSBERGER, president of Film
liance of the U. S., returns today from
Coast.

PARE LORENTZ left for Hollywood last ni(

F. J. A. McCarthy. Eastern division m.

ager for Universal, returns today from BufftI

JOHN JUSTIN leaves the Coast June 15

England where he will join the RAF

Second Rep. Regional
Conclave In Memphis

Memphis—Republic's second re

ional sales meeting opens here t

day and concludes tomorrow rag

in the Peabody Hotel. James
Grainger will preside. Dave ^Vh

len, Republic's publicity-advertisii

director, arrived here yesterda

Grainger is scheduled to arrive th

morning.

On Thursday and Friday anothi'

regional will be held in Chicago
the Blackstone Hotel.

Final regional goes into session

New York's Park Central Hotel <

June 11-12.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

Tostal
Telegraph

\

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAII$|

'PHONED IN APPEAR OM YOUl I

TELEPHONE BILL.
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It is important to note that,

with full exhibitor approbation,

Warner Bros, will release

"nu, liliaililO lli:!lVi:N I'OO"

for special engagements only

in selected situations,

lETTE DAVIS and CHARLES BOYER u'ALL THIS, AND HEAVEN TOO'
If RACHEL FIELD with JEFFREY LYNN • BARBARA O'NEIL • Virginia Weidler • Henry Daniell • Walter Hampden • George Goulo«ris

i An ANATOLE LITVAK Production • Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Music by Max Steiaer • A Warner Bros. -First National Picture
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Montague Calls

For Exhib. Co-op

{.L'oiitiiiiicd fnim Faiif 1)

will throw its entire resources into
the 1940-41 product in an effort to off-

set the loss in volume resulting from
the war. Without naming a budget
figure, Montague will tell the sales
force that the program planned calls
for a "substantial" increase over the
current season.

Discussing exhibitor responsibility,
Montague will emphasize that an ex-
tra volume of domestic business is

vital to offset losses abroad, and say
pointedly:
"Without the co-operation of the

exhibitors in the U. S., today repre-
senting 65 per cent of the available
distribution world, the battle for
this needed increase in revenue would
be a losing cause, regardless of the
resources and efforts of the producer
and distributor."

Robert Sherwood Prod.
To Release Through Col.
ll'i-st Const Bin can of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Sherwood Pro-

ductions, Inc., has been organized by
the stage and radio writer, producer
and narrator to produce "Legacy"
for Columbia release. Novel, by
Charles Bonner, will be published
next month. Gregory Ratoff will
direct the pix, with Warner Baxter
starring.

Neb. Attorney General
Opens Lottery Drive

Lincoln, Neb.—Last 8 days with
Nebraska's attorney general, Wal-
ter Johnson, have been very busy,
and concerned mostly with show
business. Order went out to all

the county attorneys in Nebraska
from his office, demanding quick
prosecution of any theater operator
using any extra device to lure pat-
ronage which hinged on lottery. He
then made a ruling booting "screeno-
quiz" as a lottery violation, and on
similar grounds started to break
up the Prosperity Clubs being used
in Omaha.

Harvey Orr Seriously 111

Indianapolis— Harvey Orr, local

exhibitor, is confined to the Metho-
dist Hospital here and is reported
in a serious condition. He has had
several blood transfusions.

DAILY to

JUNE 4

Rosalind Russell

Jack Arnold
Marvin Kirsch

Richard Tucker
Lane Chandler

WITH l^lilL M. OALTi
Y T T

• • • ABOUT three weeks from now Directoi John Cromwell

will give the signal for cameras to start a-grinding on the

David Loew-AUbert Lewin production of Erich Maria Remarque's

"Flotsam" for which Talbot lennings authored the screenplay

Margaret SuUavan has been signed to co-star in the opus with

Fredric March Patently the promise of this picture is great

what vrilh material, casting of real name players, and the Loew-Lewin

ilare for the fashioning of entertainment UA, which'U release

"Flotsam" has in this property a potential powerhouse for

1940-41

T T T

• • • ANOTHER prominent June production event

out Hollywood way will occur on the nth oj the month
when shooting starts on Paramount's "Interlochen" the story

of Michigan's famed summer school of music A powerful

cast is in the process of being culled by Andrew L. Stone

who, 'tis said, is going to set cinematic circles aflame via two
youthful music students One is a girl harpist The other

a phenom hoy violinist Both are expected to catapult to high

rungs on the ladder of celluloid fame They are 18-year-old

Nancy McLaine and 17-year-old Oliver Prevort

• • • DR. J. B. FISHMAN of Fishman Theaters circuit has

been re-appointed honorary research fellow in the Department

of Physiological Chemistry at Yale Medical School according to

nooze received by this comer yes'day Speaking of medical hap-

penings word coincidentally bobbed in that Loretta Young

has just been chosen as the "ideal doctor's wife" by The Violet

Scalpel an org. of N. Y. U. medical students whose poll is

an annual one The future medicos base their diagnosis of the

doctor's-wife-ideal on a complication which consists of beauty, sym-

pathy and non-jealousy Latter factor is viewed as transcending

import due to the vital nature of a doctor's bedside manner

which, in some cases, might be misunderstood So there!

T T

• • • SHORT short story: Hollywood's E. H. Griffith

while recently in the East spotting location scenes for

"Virginia" (his first producer-director chore for Paramount)

came across an 'orse which he purchased E. H. took

some 16 mm. shots of the two-year-old stallion and found

that the steed had such an impressive personality that he

decided to give the magnificent sorrel a role in the feature

filum Griffith bought the high-stepper for his own use

in Richmond, Va

T T T

• • • OBVIOUSLY there is no blackout on pix spending

Witness the four-dollar telegram which Lynne Overman is alleged

to have sent to Shirley Temple demanding payment of a five-cent

bet Rumor has it that Lyime made his screen debut six years ago

in "Little Miss Marker" Shirley, then unknown, had a lead role

Lynne bet La Temple a nickel that he'd last in pix longer than

she would At the ripe ole age of 11 Shirley has retired

(temporarily, at least) while Lynne will soon cavort on the screen

with Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and Madeleine Carroll in Paramount's

"Safari" By the way Mister Overman is now in N. Y. on

vacation. . . • To-night, Madeleine Carroll takes the guest artist spot

on Bob Hope's air show

Columbia Offices

In Europe Intad

Q

{Continued from Page 1)

slavia. Film commerce has also bi

satisfactory in the instances of P
tugal, Sweden and Turkey,—

w

Syria supplying sensational respor
due to the fact that films
brisk demand because of the
tration in that country of
soldiers.

Distribution, he asserted, is a

progressing well in Spain, where,
the first time since the Spanish C
War, Columbia has bought a feati

for Latin-American distributi
Film is a comedy with music, ant
titled "Don Floripondio." Setup
Spain is such that acquisition of i

Spanish picture permits the imp
tation into that country of 10 U.
films as a major provision of "cc

pensation deals." No immedi
possibility exists that any agr
ment will be reached between Sp
and the U. S. on currency rest;

tions.

Joseph Friedman is overseeing
European marts, assisted by N
Perry, who is now in Madrid, i

Alex Stein, headquartering in Pa
Segal disclosed that within a fc

night a print of "Untel Pere
Fils," directed by Julian Duvivi
and which was co-operatively p
duced by Columbia in France, '

arrive in the U. S.

France, Segal said, appears a

ious to make a satisfactory agii

ment with the U. S. on problems
tending film commerce and currer
but the critical aspect of the wai
holding up action. Anent this

proposal was recently made t

American companies could take
30 per cent of revenue, but the F

posal was turned down.
While in France, Segal said t

he had assisted Columbia set up 1

exchanges, one in Bordeaux and
other in Lyon.

Kuykendall Will Speak
At Carolina TOA Parley

Myrtle Beach, S. C—Ed Kuyfc
dall, MPTOA prexy, will be the cl:

speaker at the summer meet of

TOA of North and South Caiol

here opening Sunday, it is

nounced by Mrs. Walter Grif*

secretary.

Ocean Forest hotel will be

place of meeting and president

R. Berry of Hartsville, S. C, '

preside.

About 300 are expected to atte

Lion's Roar Is IVo. 1 !

M-C-M's institutional columnar ad-,

vertisement, known as The Lion's Roari

and appearing in 15 magazine, has beet

rated No. 1 in national reader interest

according to a survey conducted b'

Daniel Starch for Cosmopolitan Mag,

azine. Combined circulation of the V-

monthly magazines is reported to be 25.

934,482. Column was created by Howard

Dietz, Metro's ad-publicity chief.
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HOW TO STAY
IN FRONT OF
THE 8- BALL!
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"Nice work

Leo! We
depend on

you to keep

the nation

entertained!"

.^-^J



Here's

CHEERFUL news!

Your show-shop is

SECURE, Mr. Exhibitor,

Against all

Competition

RIGHT NOW
And

ALL SUMMER LONG!

Because M-G-M has

HITS! HITS! HITS!

And your public wants

AMUSEMENT
More than ever!

That's why we

SPENT A FORTUNE
For your

PREPAREDNESS!

)

n:

{continue

please!)

A V r



''Milllions

for

preparedness^'

says Leo!

10 MILLION
DOLLARS IN

9BIGM
SHOWS

M
right novs^

and all Summer!



NINE LIFE-SAVERS
(current releases)

SPENCER TRACY
EDISON, THE MAN

"

•

VIVIEN LEIGH
ROBERT TAYLOR

"WATERLOO BRIDGE"

(in coming weeks)

JOAN CRAWFORD
FREDRIC MARCH
"SUSAN AND GOD '"

•

MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART

Robert Young • Frank Morgan

"THE MORTAL STORM

"

•

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
"NEW MOON"

ti

II

ANDY HARDY MEETS DEBUTANTE
Mickey Rooney • Lewis Stone • Judy Garland

•

GREER GARSON
LAURENCE OLIVIER

"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
•

CLARK GABLE
SPENCER TRACY
HEDY LAMARR

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
"BOOM TOWN"

•

NORMA SHEARER
ROBERT TAYLOR

"ESCAPE

II

II



LIFE SAVERS!
Brief Facts About 9 Great M-G-M Pictures!

Spencer Tracy has received the finest critical notices of the ^
year and his box-office stature rises to even greater heights

as "Edison, The Man" engagements enthrall the public with

this truly magnificent entertainment.

"Waterloo Bridge" one of the year's best films presents

Vivien Leigh in another memorable role and brings to the

public a new Robert Taylor. Box-office and public agree that

it's his most appealing job. Three weeks at Capitol, N. Y.

Joan Crawford and Fredric March make a swell box-office

combination in "Susan and God." Joan does a job that will

delight all who loved her sensational role in "The Women."

The famed stage comedy hit has been brilliantly produced

in the M-G-M manner. A sensation at its Preview!

"The Mortal Storm" is excitement on the screen! M-G-M

did such a swell job of the best seller that the author wrote:

"I'm delighted." And what a cast: Margaret Sullavan, James

Stewart are the sweethearts. Robert Young, Frank Morgan

do great work. It's terrific!

Of all the operettas in which Jeanette MacDonald and

Nelson Eddy have appeared "New Moon" is musically and

romantically the best! The public is ready for this type of

scintillating attraction and M-G-M has made a great

musical show for them. Previewed! And it's Perfect!
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How marvelous that at this time when the public wants to

forget troubles, M-G-M delivers the most uproarious of the

entire Hardy series. "Andy Hardy Meets Debutante" has,

in addition to Lewis Stone and Mickey Rooney, Judy

Garland. It's finished and it's a sure HIT!

Just previewed before an audience that never stopped laugh-

ing in Riverside, Cal. "Pride and Prejudice" is without

question a glorious audience attraction. Greer Garson (Mrs.

Chips) will be famous all over again. Laurence Olivier

co-stars. Fun and romance in a grand movie.

Clark Gable! Spencer Tracy! Hedy Lamarr! Claudette

Colbert ! Yes, they're all in one picture "Boom Town" and

it's a powerful yarn of oil millionaires and their lives. Only

M'G'M packs such a star-studded box-office wallop, and

what a show it is

!

Norma Shearer gets the prize role of the year, the fascina-

ting Countess in the best-selling novel "Escape." Robert

Taylor co-stars and the cast is hand-picked to assure that

this will be one of the greatest of box-office attractions.

Something to watch for!

HE TRUSTS TO LUCK!
This exhibitor faces coming months with no
assurance of attractions big enough to cope

with the competition of the season and the

times.

THE WISE OWL SaiS:
M-G-M exhibitors know from past experi-

ence that M-G-M plans its production so

that its customers are equipped with big pic-

tures when things are toughest!
(over)
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WE'RE NOT
MAGICIANS!

There is no trick about M-G-M operations, which now assure you

preparedness at the box-office. M-G-M is geared to be the leader of this

industry by virtue of its experience, its resources and its personnel Pre-

paredness now and for the difficult Summer period meant careful plan-

ning months ago. Plus the willingness to invest 10 million dollars in

entertainment to safeguard the theatre investments of our customers. No
wonder that year after year exhibitors place their faith in the capable

hands of THE FRIENDLY COMPANY.
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A

"Safari"
VI I Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Madeleine

Carroll

f imount 80 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

IGHT MELODRAMA WITH COMEDY
AND DRAMA SHOULD PLEASE

CES OF ALL AGES.

of a pretentious film, but a light little

n }drama, simple in plot, and without the

c ssal scenes we have come to expect in

p ures of this kind, "Safari" is one of

H best vehicles Doug Fairbanks, Jr., has

h in a long time. Entertaining, authen-

ti with the proper proportions of com-

e action and drama, it should please

I ences of all ages. Edward H. Grif-

fi s direction is smooth. Scenes depicting

li in an African trading post are as au-

itic as newsreel shots. Producer An-
ly Veiller, and his writers, Deimar

C ss on the screenplay, and Paul Hervey

F on the original story, together with his

f{ editors, have done an unusual and

ii lligent piece of work in scripting and

C ing the picture. An amazing feature

)he film is the disclosure of the here-

ti re undiscovered, or possibly overlooked

a ty of Lynne Overman who has been

3 ind the Paramount lot for a long time,

verman plays a Scotch trader. His dialect

3 make-up help in putting over one of

t finest characterizations of the year.

7 1 film brings back to the screen Tullio

Cj ninati, who has been away too long,

k leleine Carroll never looked lovelier and

d; a fine job as the feminine interest.

T eternal triangle is the theme. Trans-

p ted to Africa, the triangle proves quite

a effective in botching peoples' lives.

F banks, a white hunter, is engaged to

c luct a Safari for Tullio Carminati and

K leleine Carroll, who are after big game,

e takes them into the interior and be-

es the foil of Madeleine, who is using

to arouse jealousy in the heart of her

Ithy fiance. Discovering her chicanery,

banks takes a dislike to them both,

after the death of one of his native

through Carminati's carelessness, and

irious wound to himself caused by Car-

njati's deliberate wounding of a lion, he

l< es them to return to their home base

3 e and flies back alone for medical at-

t ;ion. On the way home, Madeleine

the true nature of her fiance,

feelings for the poor hunter,

a goes to him. With such a simple,

uilaborated tale, it might seem impossible

^produce an exciting drama, but clever

ilk on the part of all concerned make
film one of Paramount's best releases

I'he year.

iAST: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Madeleine

roll, Tullio Carminati, Lynne Overman,

Hel Angelus, Billy Gilbert, Thomas Lou-
', Clinton Rosemond, Jack V. Carr, Ben

,ter, Fred Godoy, Fredrik Vogeding, Hans

i Morhart, Darby Jones, Henry Row-

f,
George Melford, James Davis, Al Du-

John B. Washington, Hassan Said, Ma-
Sam Harris, Jeffe Graves, Ernest Wilson,

i dame Sue-TeWan.

JREDITS: Producer, Anthony Veiller; Di-

i^or, Edward H. Griffith; Author, Paul

I rvey Fox; Screenplay, Deimar Daves;
I neraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Art Directors,

lis Dreier and Ernest Fegte; Editor, Eda

«l 'overs

' izes her

"Susan and God"
with Joan Crawford and Fredric March

Metro 115 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT IN EVERY

RESPECT SHOULD CLICK STRONGLY AT
BOX-OFFICES.

Rachel Crother's famous Broadway play

has been effectively picturized, with the

production being marked by quality in every

department. George Cukor has given ex-

pert directorial guidance, gaining splendid

performances from his cast. Hunt Strom-
berg, who has a record for transferring

more plays to the screen than any other

Hollywood producer, has done nobly by his

latest effort.

Joan Crawford makes her first appear-

ance as a comedienne and gives probably

the best performance of her career. Fred-

ric March returns to the screen with a

moving portrayal. Ruth Hussey, John Car-

roll, Rita Hayworth, Nigel Bruce and Bruce

Cabot, feature principals, furnish splendid

support, while Rita Quigley, who makes her

screen debut, is likeable and convincing

as the lonely daughter of March and Joan

Crawford. Rose Hobart, Constance Collier,

Marjorie Main, Norma Mitchell, Gloria De
Haven, Alfred Bowker and Richard 0.

Crane are others in the cast worthy of

mention. Anita Loos has fashioned an

entertaining screenplay, replete with clever

lines and interesting situations. Robert

Planck's photography is high-class.

Joan, who is separated from March, re-

turns home bubbling over with enthusiasm

for a movement dealing with truth and

God. She sets out to work on her friends,

neglecting to give any love and affection

to daughter, Rita. March, anxious to make
a home for daughter, makes Joan agree

that the three should spend the summer
together, he, to give Joan a divorce if he

goes on a spree again. Constance Collier,

Joan's mentor in the movement, arrives

and Joan agrees to speak in Newport on

the day of Rita's birthday, although Rita

had planned a party for her young friends.

Enraged at Joan's selfishness, March goes

on a drunken auto ride with Ruth Hussey

who tries to sober him up. He proposes

marriage to Ruth, but when Ruth learns

from Joan, who gives up the Newport trip,

that she is still in love with March, she

leaves the two together.

CAST: Joan Crawford, Fredric March,

Ruth Hussey, John Carroll, Rita Hayworth,

Nigel Bruce, Bruce Cabot, Rose Hobart,

Constance Collier, Rita Quigley, Gloria De
Haven, Richard 0. Crane, Norma Mitchell,

Marjorie Main, Aldrich Bowker.

CREDITS: Producer, Hunt Stromberg;

Director, George Cukor; Based on the play

by Rachel Crothers and produced by John

Golden; Screenplay, Anita Loos; Musical

score by Herbert Stothart; Cameraman,
Robert Planck, ASC; Art Director, Cedric

Gibbons; Associate, Randall Duell; Editor,

William H. Terhune.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

Warren; Original Music, Frederick Hol-

lander; Process Photography, Farciot

Edouart.

DIRECTION, Smooth. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Tour Sons'
with Don Ameche, Eugenie Leontovich,

Mary Beth Hughes
20th-Fox 89 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
STORY OF NAZI GERMANY AND

CZECHOSLOVAKIA IS BITTER INDICT-
MENT OF WAR.

Here is a bitter indictment of war, show-
ing how the Nazis brought sorrow and

tragedy to a helpless Czechoslovakian fam-

ily. The story concentrates on this family,

which consists of a mother and four sons,

three of whom go to their death before

the picture ends.

The picture has been given excellent

production, direction and acting. Archie

Mayo has turned in a superb job of direct-

ing, injecting many fine, human touches.

To Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown goes

credit for important production values. One
of the highlights is the acting of Eugenie

Leontovich as the mother, whose work
should be given serious consideration when
Academy Awards are handed out.

Don Ameche is convincing and appealing

as the son, loyal to Czechoslovakia. Alan

Curtis does good work, who boasts he has

German blood, and works hand in hand with

the Nazi plotters. George Ernest and Rob-

ert Lowery do well as the other brothers,

while Mary Beth Hughes is good as Curtis'

wife. The supporting roles have been well

cast, with Lionel Royce, Ludwig Stossel,

Sig Rumann, Michael Visaroff, Greta Meyer
and Christian Rub among the principals.

The writing is especially good, with John

Howard Lawson doing the screenplay and

Milton Sperling additional dialogue. Curtis

is a staunch member of a "social club,"

which is really an organization of Nazi plot-

ters seeking to make the Czechs pro- Nazi.

His brother, Ameche, and their mother, are

opposed to the Nazis, with Ameche very

bitter in his opposition. When Ameche and

his fellow townsmen, of military age, march

off to oppose the Nazis, Curtis dons a uni-

form and pretends to join them. In reality,

he goes off to join fellow Nazi plotters.

Czechoslovakia cedes Sudetenland to the

Germans, and Ameche and his townsmen
return home. Many of his townsmen were

marked for death by the Nazis, and Ameche
trying to save a friend, fires on the German
soldiers. He escapes to a swamp, with Cur-

tis one of his pursuers. He fires upon a

figure in semi-darkness and his target turns

out to be Curtis. Curtis dies of his wound,

and his wife, Mary Beth Hughes, names

Ameche his slayer. The Germans find and

kill Ameche.
Ernest, another brother, a draftee, is

killed in action in Poland. Eugenie con-

vinces her daughter-in-law that the United

States is the safest and best place for them

and Mary's little son and they start the

journey for New York, where Lowery, the

last of the four sons works as a newspaper

artist.

CAST: Don Ameche, Eugenie Leontovich,

Mary Beth Hughes, Alan Curtis, George

Ernest, Robert Lowery, Lionel Royce, Sig

Rumann, Ludwig Stossel, Christian Rub,

Torben Meyer, Egon Brecher, Eleanor Wes-
selhoeft, Michael Visaroff, Greta Meyer,

Ernest Hausman, Robert 0. Davis, Hans

Schumm, Fredrik Vogeding, William Von
Brincken, Ragnar Qvale, Robert Conway.

CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;

Associate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Di-

"On The Spot"
with Frankie Darro, Mantan Moreland,

Mary Kornman
Monogram 62 Mins.

ENTERTAINING PROGRAM OFFERING
WILL FILL IN NICELY AS SECOND AT-

TRACTION.

Well paced and ably performed by the

players, this offering will serve nicely as

a second attraction on dual shows in the

nabe houses. A low budget film, it still

has all the necessary entertainment ele-

ments. Howard Bretherton directed from

a screenplay by Joseph West and Dorothy
Reid.

Frankie Darro ably fills the role of the

small town soda jerker, and he gets good
comedy relief from Mantan Moreland, an

able Negro actor. Mary Kornman, John St.

Polis, Robert Warwick and Maxine Leslie

give helpful support. Darro and the little

town of Midvale become nationally known
overnight when a big city's number one

public enemy dies in the drug store after

being shot. Another murder follows under

similarly strange circumstances. Darro and

Moreland, only witnesses when both men
died, are besieged by more gangsters, re-

porters and the sheriff to reveal what their

last words were as the men headed a bank
holdup crew that got away with $300,000.

Darro finally nails the murderer in a hectic

climax.

CAST: Frankie Darro, Mantan Moreland,

John St. Polis, Lillian Elliott, Robert War-
wick, Mary Kornman, Maxine Leslie.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Grant

Withers; Director, Howard Bretherton;

Screenplay, Joseph West and Dorothy Reid;

Original Story, Joseph West; Cameraman,
Harry Neumann; Editor, Russell Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Heymann Gets Rights
To 10 French Films

Andre Heymann, president of

French Cinema Center, Inc., has ob-

tained the American distribution

rig-hts to 10 French productions, in-

cluding those of Marcel Pagnol.
Heymann is returning to the U. S.

on the Manhattan after spending
more than a month in France.

Andrew Kaizas Dead
Chicago—Andrew Karzas, 58, the-

ater builder and managing director

of the Trianon and Aragon ball-

rooms, is dead after a brief illness.

He was partner of Nicholas Nomi-
kos in the building field. Wife and
two sons, Byron and William, sur-

vive. Interment was in Evergreen
Cemetery.

rector, Archie Mayo; Suggested from the

story by I. A. R. Wylie; Original screen-

play, John Howard Lawson; Additional Di-

alog, Milton Sperling; Cameraman, Leon

Shamroy; Art Directors, Richard Day and

Albert Hogsett; Editor, Francis D. Lyon;

Musical Director, David Buttolph.

DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.
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indictment Unfair,

Deciares S(iien(l(

(.Continued from Page 1)

ment investigator; the other was
concerned only with tax evasion. In
the latter indictment, Joseph Mos-
kowitz was named as an aide to

Schenck.

Statement issued by Schenck read:
"Income tax problems are always

complex and subject to dispute. The
charges made against me are gross-
ly unfair.

Told He Overpaid Taxes

"Two of the best auditing finns
in New York, Boyce, Hughes and
Farrell, and Webster, Home and
Blanchard, after a recent audit, have
advised me that for the years in

question I have overpaid rather than
underpaid my taxes. Mr. Hughes is

the former president of the Amer-
ican Society of Certified Public As-
countants and Mr. Webster is the
chairman of the board of examiners
of the New York State Certified
Public Accountants.

"The claim that I made a false
statement to a Government agent
about another person's tax is not
true. I am confident that when all

the facts are finally determined full

vindication will result."

Indictment followed three months
of inquiry conducted by the office

of John T. Cahill, U. S. attorney. It

charged Schenck with defrauding
the Government of $400,000 in taxes
for the years 1935-37. Tax fraud
charges were based on the Govern-
ment's contention that the producer
fraudulently deducted from his gross
income losses set up from the pur-
ported sale of stock to Hollywood
friends; and fraudulently deducted
from his expenses against salary
numerous so-called business expendi-
tures which, in fact, were of a per-
sonal nature.

Biofif Probe Tied In

Perjury indictment and that of

making false statements related to

SOTICE!!!
Sole ownership and world distribution

rights to the feature picture

—

"A SCREAM IN THE DARK"
Featuring

Lon Chaney, Jr. and Sheila Terry

also titled

"SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT" and "MUR-
DER IN MOROCCO" is the property of

FIDELITY SECURITIES CORPORATION of

Hollywood. Distribution by parties other

than those authorized by the above will

be held accountable for infringement

on same.

FIDELITY SECURITIES CORP.
5823 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Harry Lewis, Atty., 1501 B'way, N. Y. C.

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my enfry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES ^LUB HANDICAPO CLUB:

Globe-Mills Projectors
To be Shown in 30 Days

Globe-Mills coin operated movie
machines will be ready for press pre-
views within 30 days, according to
Jules Frankenberg, research direc-
tor for the company, who was in
New York yesterday. Using six
bands, Globe-Mills has been in pro-
duction for the last six weeks on
the Coast, Frankenberg said.

Definite plan of distribution of
the machines and films has not been
devised but a formula is expected to

be completed by the time the pre-
views are held. Frankenberg said
offers from dealers for machines
had exceeded al expectations and
that at this time the supply could
not keep up with the demand.
While the Globe-Mills will not

show features or scenes from fea-
tures, the films will present people
who are known to picture fans.
Frankenberg predicted that such
treatment should help theaters rath-
er than tend to hurt them.

Schenck's answers to questions re-
portedly asked by James Ronayne,
special agent of the intelligence unit
of the Internal Revenue Bureau in

May, 1938, when the latter was in-

vestigating the income of Willie
Bioff, who allegedly received $150,-
000 in cash and stock from Arthur
Stebbins, Schenck's nephew, after an
lATSE strike.

The Government points out that
Schenck reported a gross income of
$460,307 in 1935 and paid an income
tax of $52,509; the Government as-
serts his income was $754,206 and
he should have paid a tax of $242,-

005.

In 1936, Schenck paid a tax of

$257,636 on a reported gross income
of $547,299. Government claims he
should have paid $321,834 on $563,-

417.

Schenck, in 1937, paid a tax of

$202,621 on a reported gross income
of $594,225, whereas the Govern-
ment contends his gross income for
that year was $697,967 and that his

tax should have been $360,974.

Four Studios to Start

Six Features This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

Profile," with John Barrymore,

Mary Beth Hughes, Gregory Ratoff,

John Payne and Anne Baxter.

At Universal: "Margie" and "Ari-

zona Cyclone," with Johnny Mack
Brown, Bob Baker and Fuzzy Knight.
At Republic: "Sing, Dance, Plenty

Hot," with Ruth Terry and Johnnie
Downs; "The Ranger and the Lady,"
with Roy Rogers and George "Gab-
by" Hayes.

Tourney Caplains

In Luncheon Huddle

(Continued from Page 1)

Tourney Manager Don Merserei
and among the bib tuck-oners v
be Bill German and Dick Brady,
Eastman Kodak; Tom Gerety ai

Bill Ferguson, M-G-M; Barr€|fl^'

Cormick and Lou Gaudreau, . j,j

Charley Einfeld, Mort Blumenst(
and Bob Williams, Warners; I

Scully, Universal; A. Schneider, (

lumbia; Leon Bamberger, Amj
Walter Green, National Thea
Supply; Herb Fecke, representii

the film trade press; Lynn Farr
UA; Rodney Bush, 20th-Fox; a

Billy Brandt, representing the v.

hibitors' team.

Competition among the fourson
of the trade at this year's BatI

of the Bunkers is expected to be 1

keenest in the long and brillit

history of the tourney. This is (

to two standout factors,—tra;

tional rivalry built up in predeci

sor struggles, and the imports

item of there being more valua:

prizes and loot to shoot at thi

there has ever been before.

All golfers and tennis players i

hereby reminded that they shon

GET THEIR ENTRY BLANi
SIGNED, SEALED, AND DELI'
ERED TO The Film Daily NOi
and, of course, to send along the '

quired entry fee of ten smacker

A MP A
takes extreme pleasure in having as guest of honor and

principal speaker at this week's luncheon meeting

—

SPYROS SKOURAS
whose message to the advertising and publicity men

and women will be food for thought and thought for

action!

H- Asurprise ortwo +
You're cordially invited but please come on time—we

start serving at 12:45 sharp!

Thursday, luite 6th al

lack Dempsey^s Restaurant
50th Street and 8th Avenue

Members $1 .00—Non-Members $1.25— Includes Tip

.__ J
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lees Blackmail Aid

!n Synopsis Section

(Continued from Payc 1)

te Government will have to prove
s allegations before they can be
Exepted as fact.

u "I do not challenge the sincerity
\i: those bringing the suit, but I do
I'-^^on those using it at the hear-
WOP he said. Keough expressed
rs doubt of the Government prov-

g its charges as "they are not
iue."

Hopes Trial Ends Gossip

Informing the committee that the
jiit's trial commenced yesterday in

|ew York, he said:

f "I hope it will be the end of gos-

p and that the facts will come out.

itnesses will testify under oath
lid not make speeches."
I Asserting "the proponents are
jilling to pass this bill at all haz-
'•ds, hoping it will work," Keough
viewed the testimony of propon-

rits, pointing out claimed inconsis-

j-ncies and statements he declared
I'sre not true.

[Turning to the bill itself, the Para-
ount counsel said it would be vir-

ally impossible to give an accurate
-nopsis before production and
ated he would advise Paramount

I

make and sell pictures singly if it

|lsses.

On the synopsis section, he re-

frred to the testimony of Henry R.
ikinson who had stated that if

^erences did arise because of the
"nopsis not conforming to the pic-

re, the exhibitor and distributor

)uld make adjustments.

"Instrument for Blackmail"

"What an instrument for polite

ickmail," Keough exclaimed.
,'The witness told the Committee
j
would not know how to advise

iramount's sales manager as re-

xds setting prices on pictures,

hatever method is used, some ex-
aitors are likely to charge they
\Te coerced into buying more pie-

ces than they wanted if some of
pse purchased are not successful
the box-office, he said. He termed
i section dealing with knowingly
iinsporting films in violation of the
c a "witch-burning section" and
fd it would place the common car-
rs in an impossible position.

['There are disturbances in our
^ylsiness, but this bill is not the

I'.y.
Whatever the solution, this

1 is bad and will do more harm
in good," Keough added.

Production Code Data In

Francis S. Harmon, Eastern man-
er of the Production Code Admin-
ration inserted in the record data
(demonstrate how the Production
^e operates, with examples of ac-

f\
working on certain pictures.

Veral committee members had re-

^sted information on the opera-
n of the organization regarding
rality.

ther witnesses yesterday were
s. Lewis P. Addoms, Motion Pic-
e Council for Brooklyn; Mrs. Ed-
nd M. Barsham, Wilmington, Bet-

. I!

s:

Antidote to War's
Worries Discovered

Dresden, Tenn.—Charles Parham, oper-
ator of the Uptown Theater, has a Rhode
Island Red hen that catches bread crumbs
or other small morsels of food tossed
to her. Parham says that it keeps his

mind off the war and bad theater biz to
sit on his back porch and toss crumbs to
the hen, which is appropriately named
"Mickey," for Detroit's Mickey Cochran.

Vogel Holds War

Slump Temporary

(Continued from Page 1)

radios for the latest war bulletins,"
Vogel summed up, "but they will
come back to the theaters. The slump
is already beginning to pass, as
America readjusts its outlook to
changing conditions abroad. Past
experience has taught us that the
public mind readjusts itself to these
disturbances and turns quickly again
to the movies for relaxation.

"As a matter of fact, even abroad
where the fighting is taking place,
the countries on both sides are mak-
ing every effort to keep the theaters
operating. In England in cities that
are blacked out, arrangements have
been made to keep the shows going;
they have a system of staggering
the starting time and the closing
hours so that the crowds on the
streets can be kept to a minimum
instead of coming from all the
houses at the same time."

Vogel, who is making a survey of
the circuit's Southern houses prior
to returning to his New York office,

was met here by Ernest Emerling
of Oscar A. Doob's staff; W. A. Fin-
ney, Southern division manager, At-
lanta; Col. Cecil E. Vogel, manager
of Loew's State, and Robert Kilgore,
who will manage the Palace.

The Palace control recently re-

verted to Loew's at the termination
of a five-year Lightman lease.

Morrell Killed in Crash
Detroit—William G. (Bill) Mor-

rell, production manager of Business
Film Products Co., was killed at
Cleveland in an auto accident. His
home was in Detroit. His widow
and one child survive.

Gorrel Funeral Today
Cleveland—The mother of S. P.

Gorrel, manager of Republic's Cleve-
land office, died suddenly in Los An-
eeles, while visiting her daughter.
Funeral services will be held here
today.

ter Films Council; Mrs. Fred Steph-
enson, Springfield Motion Picture
Council; and Mrs. Samuel A. Ells-

worth, Worcester Board of Motion
Picture and Theater Review.

Proponents are expected to con-
clude today with a rebuttal state-

ment by Abram F. Myers, general
counsel, for Allied and a representa-
tive of the civic groups supporting
the bill.

EXPLOSIVE
THUNDERBOLT

OF THRILLS!
DRAMA AS AMAZING
AS THE GRAF SPEE

DISASTER ^
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^Notorious Waste^ Thru Pix Monopoly—Arnolc
Equity Suit Trial Starts

With Anti-Trust Chief and
Williams Outlining Case

[^Continut'd from Pai/c 1)

on a whim, but was part of the reg-
ular D of J policy to enforce the
Sherman Anti-Trust laws and "to

free the channels of all industry."
Arnold then launched into what he
termed was the theory behind the
law. He declared that political free-

dom could not exist where industrial

democracy had been lost.

Charges "Notorious Waste"
Stating that the domination of

any industry meant the deprivation
of individual freedom, and that only

in a free competi-
tive market could
there be equal
opportunity and
freedom for all,

Arnold charged
the defendants
with laying a
heavy hand upon
independents i n
the film industry.
Arnold claimed
that a monopoly
exercised by the
majors had
caused "notorious
waste" and that thurman ARNOLD

it had hampered individuals in bring-
ing in new ideas. No combination
could be justified on the grounds
that it rehabilitated the industry or

even preserved its solvency, he said.

Any combination was the private
seizure of industrial power and could
not be allowed in this country,
Arnold declared.

He attempted to use the example
of Germany as an illustration of

his point that existence of monopoly
meant a loss of democracy, but
Judge Goddard sustained an objec-

tion made by Judge Thacher, a form-
er solicitor general. The defendants'
attorney stated that the case would
take 10 years and not one to try if

the question of Gennany was taken
up.

Williams Traces History
Williams took up the cudgel where

WEDDING BELLS

Indianapolis—Luanna Baker, War-
ners exchange steno, and James Ap-
plewhite were married.

Indianapolis—Pete DeFazio, until

recently with Warners here, and
now with the New Haven, Conn.,
exchange, was married May 31 to
Rosa Civitelli.

Cleveland—Donald Myers, assis-

tant manager at Warners' tjptown,
and Miss Sophie Yurkovic of this

citv will be married June 15.

Paris (By Cable)—Marriage of
Eleanor Boardman and Harry D'Ar-
rast, director, took place Saturday.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

TIM WHELAN. Born in Cannellon, Ind., in 1893. Educated in Denver, Colo.

Started stage career there. Became actor, writer and producer. In 1922,
came to Hollywood as writer of feature pictures for Hal Roach company. Later,

writer-associate of Frank Capra and Tay Garnett. Contract writer at M-G-M
1926-27. Went to England as director for British International Films in 1928.

Pictures include "When Knights Were Bold." Returned to Hollywood as con-
tract-writer at RKO to study sound pictures, going back to England to resume
direction in 1932. In 1935, again returned to Hollywood, wrote and directed

"The Murder Man," Spencer Tracy's first picture at M-G-M in which James
Stewart played his first screen role. Went back
to England in 1936 as director. From 1936 to ^ ,

1939, his pictures won three continental awards.

Virtually all of his pictures were released in

America and are given credit for much of the

prestige of English films. Developed stars

such as Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier, Geraldine

Fitzgerald, Flora Robson, Wendy Barrie, Valerie

Hobson, and others. Brought back to America
by Paramount to direct Basil Rathbone, Ellen

Drew and John Howard in "A Date with Destiny"

after Paramount had seen "Sidewalks of London."

Has estate near London and winter home in

Cannes, France. Married to Miriam Seegar,

former film star. Has two boys, Michael, age

4, and Timothy, age 6.

Arnold left off. He described the

history of the film industry from its

very beginning in 1890 when Edison
invented the Kinescope. Williams
touched upon the gradual growth of

mechanical perfection and the rise

of such practices as the use of ex-

changes and issuing of licenses for
pictures. He then turned his atten-
tion to Adolph Zukor and told how
Zukor had introduced the feature
picture in 1912. He then stated
that it was the same executive who
first started the practice of pur-
chasing theaters in 1918.

Williams claimed that the entry
of a production company into the
exhibition field had started the prac-
tice of vertical integration by the
majors of production, exhibition and
distribution, which, Williams said,

was the cause of all of the industry's
present ecenomic troubles.

When Famous Players Lasky
bought theaters because of that com-
pany's fear of competition from ex-
hibitor associations, other producing
companies followed suit to protect
their market, Williams said. In re-

turn, he continued, theater companies
acquired production facilities to meet
the threat that their supply of films
would be curtailed. After tracing
the history of Famous Players Lasky,
Williams then described the origin
and rise of the four other producer-
exhibitor majors.

Buying Power as Monopoly?
Circuits of theaters, he stated, or-

iginated in a desire by exhibitors
to force the price down on product.
The D of J is presently testing in

suits against circuits whether or not
the concentration of buying power
was monopoly.

At a number of points in his state-

ment, William.s took pains to describe
the growth of theater acquisitions
by the majors. He stated that ter-

ritorial division of theaters by the
majors arose because of the fact
that they purchased chains of the-
aters and not individual houses.
Therefore, Williams stated, when a
company had purchased a large cir-

cuit in one section it was natural
for the other companies to look to

other sections for their theater ac-
quisitions.

It did not matter, Williams con-
tinued, whether territorial division

was part of a conscious design or
not, since the result was always the
same. It meant, he added, that in-

dependent exhibitors were frozen
out or had to be subordinate to the
affiliated houses. A practical re-

sult of territorial division, Williams
said, was the fact that affiliated

houses obtained first-run of all major
product for their particular house
since there was no competition be-
tween the majors. It therefore makes
no difference to an affiliated house
which company makes a good pic-

ture because the house is always se-

cure in its clearance.

Stresses First-Run Importance

While independents must accept

block-booking, affiliated theaters are

allowed to make selective contracts,

Williams asserted. He attributed

this alleged discrimination "to the

economic power wielded by the de-

fendants." Forcing of short sub-

jects and newsreels is also a result

of that economic power, he said. In

discussing clearance, Williams con-
tended that first-run was by far the
most important to an exhibitor and
producer. "Novelty and freshness
seem to be the most desirable quali-

ties of a film" and these, he said,

were assured to first-run exhibitors.

The major companies "almost
automatically" grant first-run rights
to each other in the 36 key cities,

Williams asserted. He explained the

Court Blocks Gov't Effort

To Cite German Situation

Thacher to Resume Todc

Government's reason for bringing
as defendants the non-theater o\v

ing majors:

"These companies joined f^
the others by making proatli
available to the others before
distributing it to independents.
We say that they may be re-

luctant participants, but they
indulged in the practices and
that is why they are defend-
ants."

Williams concluded by declari

that it was necessary to get r

tional relief on a national scale a
to reach the foundations of the trc

ble by attacking the basis of t

system.
Judge Thacher to Continue

Judge Thacher opened argurm
for the defendants by declaring tl

he agreed with the Government
saying that the suit was a welco
one. He maintained though tl

clearance and block-booking resuli

directly from competition and i

from monopoly. The brilliant .

complishment of the film indust

which even the Government ci

cedes, Thacher said, could not ht

resulted from monopoly, but on

from the sharpest competiti:

Thacher will continue his argume;i
today.

Hugh Owen Named UA
Southern District Mgr.

{Continued from Page 1)

trict manager for the Southern d

trict, succeeding Dave Prince,

signed.
Owen has been in charge of

Dallas branch of United Artists. 1

headquarters for the Southern c

trict will be Atlanta, his home tow

Film Alliance to Add
12 Westerns to Lineup

Announcement was made yest

day by Film Alliance of the U.

that in addition to its already

nounced program of 26 pictures

release during 1940-41, 12 weste

'

will be added to bring the total

to 38 feature releases. "Fifth O
umn Squad" and "Murder Inc.", ;;•

two of the first releases schedule

STORKS!
Alfred E. McNeill, manager of

Bronxville Theater, became 1

father of a seven pound daugh
last week. His wife and their n

daughter are at the Lawrence H|

pital, Bronxville. i

•'1

Richmond, Va.—A daughter, Sh

non Ann, has been born to Mi

Walter Broadwell, wife of the pos

artist for Neighborhood Theateili

:i

V'L
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ItTACKS EQUITY SUIT AS ^CLASS ACTION^

16 of Columbia's 44 Features to Get Top Budgets
wo New Series Included;
'rogram Calls for 16

VestemS/ Four Serials

Chicago—At least 16 of the 44
iatures which Columbia plans for
)40-41 will be top budget produc-
ons, the company's sales conven-
on, now in session at the Black-
one Hotel here with Abe Montague,
lies chief, presiding, was informed
ssterday.

The 44 features will be augmented
V 16 Westerns, comprising two ser-

s of eight each starring Charles
tarrett and Bill Elliott, respective-

; four serials
—"White Eagle,"

{Continued on Page 5)

nlerest in Golf

lourney Whife-Hot

Virtually every important film or-

anization will be represented by a
mrsome team in The Film Daily
olf Tournament, which colossal

/ent will be held next Tuesday at

•len Oaks, near Great Neck, L. I.

[j White-hot interest in this year's
lurney was reflected yesterday when
ome 20 team ofiicials gathered in the
lOtel Astor's Hunting Room for

{Continued on Page 7)

I'ara. Latin-Amer. Reps.
4eet Hicks Individually

Paramount's Latin-American rep-
Bsentatives are holding individual

I'leetings with Vice-President John
['. Hicks rather than a convention,
5 announced. Alvaro Reyes, man-
ner in Colombia, sails for home to-

ay after having attended the na-
I

{Continued on Page 6)

^^Greenmantle" to Be
Korda British Film?
London (By Cable)—Alexander Korda's

next British production is expected to

be a modernized version of John
Buchan's "Greenmantle," a sequel to
"39 Steps," with Ralph Richardson star-

ring.

Korda, now here, says "The Thief of
Bagdad" will open both here and in the
U. S. in early September.

MYERS' PLEA ENDS NEEIY HEARING
House Committee Expected to Take Several Weeks Before

Submitting Its Recommendation

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— After three weeks

and two days of testimony, hear-
ings on the Neely bill before the
House Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee came to an end
yesterday. The Committee is ex-
pected to take several weeks before
making its report and recommenda-
tion on the bill.

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied wound up the proponents
case. The only matter agreed to by
both proponents and opponents was

that the hearing was the fairest,

fullest and most intelligent ever
conducted on the block-booking legis-

lation.

Mary T. Bannerman and Kather-
ine Lyford for the public groups
preceded Myers, with the latter un-
dergoing severe questioning by com-
mittee members.

Cancellation "Matter of Grace"

Myers' statement was in the form
of refutation of assertions made by
opponents. He declared that "all

cancellation privileges are a matter
(Continued on Page 4)

Nine Plays Bring

$1,050,000 Total

With the 1939-40 Broadway play
season officially closed, a survey
yesterday showed that nine plays of

the current crop of 99 were pur-
chased by film producers, and a to-

tal of 33 plays altogether were pur-
(Continued on Page 6)

Musicians, lATSE WUl
Weigh New Agreement

Draft of a new agreement between
the A F of M and the lATSE will

be submitted to the respective or-
(Continued on Page 6)

Northwest Allied

Talks Buying Unit

Minneapolis—^Resolving that they
would not consider the percentage
deals asked by the distributors and
demanding a reduction in film rent-

als from 25 to 33 1/3 per cent, ap-
proximately 75 Allied exhibitors rep-

(Continued on Page 6)

Browne Sees 5th Column
Activities in lA Ranks

Louisville—Fifth Column activities

within the ranks of the lATSE were
admitted yesterday by George

{Continued on Page 7)

Schaeier Rips Neeiy Measure
Creates ''Little Fuehrers'', RKO Prexy Holds

Photometric Sues WB,
Radtke and Leonard Day

Warner Bros. Pictures, Radtke
Patents Corp., Leonard Day and Al-
bert A. Radtke were named defen-
dants yesterday in a suit for an in-

{Continued on Page 6)

The Neely bill to abolish block-

booking and blind-selling was casti-

gated as "untimely," "unnecessary,"

"unworkable" and "un-American"
by George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy,

in a 34-page memorandum filed with
the House Interstate Commerce Com-

CContinued an Page 6)

Brought in Interests of

Competing Theaters, Says
Tudge Thacher, for Para.

Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
counsel for Paramount and first

defense attorney to speak as
trial of the D of J suit entered its

second day, yesterday charged the

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—For "the umpty-umpth

time," the \D of J yesterday denied
recurring reports that a consent decree
would terminate the New York equity
suit trial. D of J spokesman termed
the reports "wishful-thinking."

Government with bringing the equity
action against the majors in the in-

terests of competing theaters and
without regard to "public interest."

The Government is only concerned
(Continued on Page 8)

Cuban Plx Will Be

Distributed by UA
Deal whereby United Artists will

distribute the product of Latin-
America Productions, newly formed
company, in Spanish-speaking coun-
tries was announced yesterday. Com-
pany is headed by Geza Polaty, Eu-
ropean producer, who will make his

(Continued on Page 4)

Cell Off For Britain

Following Mono. Confabs

William Gell, Monogram's distrib-

utor in London, sailed yesterday for

England after several weeks in New
(Continued on Page 6)

Coming Through
CWith) The Rye

To stimulate both competition and
competitors, the famous house o' Hiram
Walker has notified THE FILM DAILY
Coif Tournament Committee that it is

posting a case of Signet Rye Whiskey,
whose contents will be awarded as

prizes. What better "proof" can be
furnished of the exhilarating quality of

this year's tourney. Get your entry in

NOW!
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts.vtc. (21/2%) 37/8 3% 37/8

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 127 1263/4 127 +1
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq SV* SVg SV^ + 'A
Loew's, Inc 223/4 221/8 223/4 + 3/4

do pfd
Paramount 4% 4% 45^
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 7 7 7+14
Pathe Film 71/3 7 7
RKO 11-16 11-16 11-16 +1-16
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 2'/4 2i/8 21/4 + Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46.

.
101 1/4 101 101 — 'A

Para. B'Way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47
RKO 6s4I
Warner Bros." dbs. 6s48 79 79 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 13^ 15/g 13^+ Vs
Technicolor 9% 93/4 9?4 — V4
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vfc. S'/s 31/8 3'/^

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 66
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 611/2 64

La. Anti-Ascap Law
Repealer Defeated

Baton Rouge, La.—Senate bill 72,

introduced by Nicholas Carbajal of
Orleans Parish, which would have
repealed the anti-Ascap law, was de-
feated yesterday by indefinite post-

ponement.

Equipment Exhibit Will
Be Allied Meet Feature

Chicago — Equipment companies
which have been "dotted lined" to
date for exhibits at the Allied na-
tional convention here, opening June
19, include Adier Sign, American
Seating, American Ticket, American
Vending, Arcus Ticket, Brenkert
Light & Projector, Burch Manufac-
turing, Confection Cabinet Corp.,
Consolidated Book Publishers, Cre-
tor's Popcorn Machine, De Vry Corp.,
Holmes Projectors, Heywood-Wake-
field, Ideal Seating, International
Seat, Kroehler Manufacturing, Mo-
tiograph Projectors, National Car-
bon, National Progz-am & Printing,
National Screen Service Corp., and
its two subsidiaries. National Screen
Accessories, Inc., and Advertising
Accessories, Inc., National Theater
Supply, RCA Manufacturing and
Universal Theater Premiums.

Beresin and O'Reilly

Become Loft Executives

Jacob Beresin, head of Berlo
Vending Co., becomes president of
Loft Candy Corp. with the sale of
control of the company to a group
headed by Albert M. Greenfield and
Beresin by Phoenix Securities Corp.

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
Sanitary Automatic Candy Corp.
and Beresin's associate in many
ventures, becomes vice-president and
a director of the company.

Greenfield, president of a real
estate company operating in New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New-
ark and Atlantic City, is chairman
of the new Loft board.

Report M-G-M to Handle
6 French Documentaries

Paris (By Cable)—It is stated
here that M-G-M will distribute in

the U. S. six of the documentary
short films made by French produc-
ers for showing at the New York
World's Fair.
The six shorts are: "Mission de

France," "La Cite Universataire,"
"Profil de la France," "Arteres de la

France," "Neiges de France" and
"Chartres."

Rivoli Theater Closing
Saturday for Two Months

The Rivoli Theater will close Sat-
urday for an indefinite length of

time, it was learned yesterday. House
will probably be shuttered for two
months.

B & E Completes Refunding
Chicago—B & K, paying out $1,-

300,000, has completed the refunding
of its 7 per cent preferred stock.

Hubert Rites on Coast
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Rites for Elbert Hu-
bert, 62, widely known set designer,
were held yesterday.

Movietrola Would Use
Scenes from Features

Movietrola, coin-in-slot film de-

vice, plans to use complete three-

minute sequences from current fea-

tures and identify the pictures from
which the sequences are taken. This
was revealed yesterday by Emile
Hollander, president of Movietrola,

who sought to answer charges made
by independent exhibitors that the

new machines would compete with
theaters.

Hollander said the showing of se-

quences would operate as a sort of

institutional trailer and "will stim-

ulate persons who see the short se-

quence to see the picture in its en-

tirety."

Movietrola, Hollander contended,
will be aimed at the same audience
which now hears mechanically op-

erated phonographs and will not be

competitive with picture houses.

RKO Sales Chieftains

Get Poised For Action

Andy Smith, newly appointed sales

manager of RKO, has moved into

his new headquarters on the 14th
floor of the RKO BIdg. Robert
Mochrie, recently promoted from
Southern district manager to East-
ern sales manager, takes over his

new post at the home office on Mon-
day. Charles Boasberg, promoted
from Buffalo to Eastern central dis-

tict manager, and Elmer Lux, ap-
pointed to succeed Boasberg, are
here for conferences with Ned Depi-
net before taking their new assign-
ments. Boasberg will headquarter
in Cleveland.

N. T. Allied to Receive
Neely Hearings Report

New Jersey Allied will receive a
report on the Neely bill hearings be-
fore the House Interstate Commerce
Committee, which closed yesterday
in Washington, at an all-day meet-
ing to be held tomorrow in New
Brunswick. Business session is

called for 3 p.m. with dinner to fol-

low at 7 o'clock.

Cokell to Headquarter
Again at Para. H. O.

Walter B. Cokell, treasurer of
Paramount, will headquarter shortly
in New York after having spent the
last two and a half years at the
studios. He is to be assigned new
duties in New York in addition to

his regular work. Cokell's studio
activities will be split between A. C.
Martin and Charles Boren.

Cine Lux Corp. Indicted

Cine Lux Corp., operator of the
Cine Roma, and Pietro Garfola,
president, were indicted yesterday
by a Federal grand jury for alleged
failure to pay amusement taxes ex-
ceeding $16,000. The defendants will

be arraigned on June 10 for pleading.

COfflinC and GOinC

°^i>

SHIRLEY CERELL of the New Haven
exchange staff leaves on vacation June 16.

HARRY COHEN, Western district manager
RKO, leaves today for the Coast.

T. P. LOACH, vice-president of Monog
returned yesterday from Hollywood.

WILLIAM J. CELL, Monogram distributo
London, sailed yesterday for Europe.

A. A. SCHUBART, manager of exchange
ations for RKO, has left New York to visit

Boston exchange, returning here tomorrow

NAT GERSON and HERB OCHS,
Pictures, Cleveland, are here for a

JAMES R. GRAINGER leaves Memphis ton
for Chicago.

LYNNE OVERMAN, MURIEL ANGELUS
J. CARROL NAISH arrive in Providence, R.

tomorrow to attend the world premiere t

of Paramount's "Safari."

PATSY KELLY leaves for the Coast in al

two weeks.

EDDIE BRACKEN has left for Hollywooi!
appear in a role in "Too Many Girls" for R

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE li

Pittsburgh today for Louisville, Ky.

CHARLES BOASBERG and ELMER LUX
town for RKO home office parleys.

ALVARO REYES. Paramount's manager in

lombia, leaves for home today.

JOHN DAY, JR., Paramounfs South Amer
general manager, arrives in New York Satur

20-Fox Wins $1,000,000

"Glory" Plagiarism Suit

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Washington—A $1,000,000 ph

iarism suit brought against 21

Century-Fox by Robert H. She
of the California Soldiers' Home w
claimed authorship of the filmi, "1

Road to Glory," was thrown out
District court here yesterday i

Justice Morris who had heard s<

eral weeks of testimony and view
a special showing of the pictui

His lengthy memorandum opini

concluded that the soldier was i

the author of the film.

"Maryland" on July 10

July 10 has been set by 20th-F
as the date for the world premie
of its Technicolor production, "Mai
land," at the New and Centre tli

aters in Baltimore. Governor O'CO
nor of Maryland and a number
other state and civic officials are e

pected to take part in a celebratii

of the premiere. National releal

date is July 19.

From

THE FILM
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REASONS WHY!
(By telegraph from Preview at Pomona, CaL of M-G-M's

SUSAN AND GOD" starring JOAN CRAWFORD and FREDRIC MARCHII

• • A new magnificent Joan Crawford. Never heard so many spontaneous bursts of applause,

—Jimmy Starr, L A. Herald-Express

^* Don't miss Joan Crawford in "Susan and God."

—

Harry Mines, L A. News

J. Crawford proves she is one of the screen's greatest actresses.

—

Jimmie Fidler, Nationwide Columnist

4. Evoked bursts of spontaneous preview-night applause.

—

Motion Picture Daily

5. Quality entertainment in every respect, should click strongly at box-offices.

—

Film Daily

O. Superlative performances are just what it boasts. Particularly brilliant is Joan Crawford's dazzling

portrayal of the scatterbrained Susan. —Hollywood Reporter

* • Marks another step forward for Miss Crawford.

—

James Crow, Hollywood Citizen-News

O. Crawford gives a magnificent performance.

—

Ed Sullivan, Nationwide Columnist

*• Miss Crawford reaches acting stature far beyond anything she has heretofore attempted.

—

Daily Variety

lU. Everyone should see this enjoyable picture.

—

Hedda Hopper, Nationwide Columnist

with Ruth Hussey • John Carroll • Rita Hayworth • Nigel Bruce

Bruce Cabot - Rita Quigley • Rose Hobart • Screen Play by Anita
Loos • Based on the Celebrated Play by Rachel Crothers and
Produced by John Golden • Directed by George Cukor • Produced
by Hunt Stromberg • An M-G-M Picture.
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Myers' Plea Ends

Neely Bill Hearing

^Continued from Page 1)

of grace and not of right" and
stated cancellations are always
brought forth to meet crises such as
the industry being faced with liti-

gation or legislation. Myers added
that cancellation privileges "have
been hedged about by so many con-
ditions and limitations as to make
them of doubtful value." He denied
opponent assertions that compul-
sory block-booking does not exist.

On the statement by opponents
that they will sell singly if the bill

passes, Myers said:

"The association I represent has
not hesitated to brand this a hollow
threat designed to frighten indepen-
dent exhibitors into opposing the

bill."

He expressed confidence that a
synopsis can be given. The Allied

spokesman said his mind was open
concerning the precise language of

that part of section 4 dealing with
questionable subject matter and
stated exhibitors would be satisfied

with a general outline of the story

and description of the principal

characters.
Says It's Public's Bill

"They would not, however, off'er

that view in opposition to the pub-
lic groups whose bill it mainly is,"

Myers stated.

When Miss Lyford stated passage
of bill will eliminate off-color pic-

tures, Rep. Clarence J. Brown, (R.,

Ohio^ stated:

"I'd like to believe that. I don't

know whether I can believe it or

not."

Brown then read a review of "Tor-
rid Zone" from an independent ex-

hibitors' magazine which stated the
picture was of a very questionable

nature but good box-office and ex-

pressed doubt that exhibitors would
forego that kind of a picture.

Rep. Youngdahl, (R., Minn.), took
up local co-operation between ex-

hibitors and civic groups and asked,

"Isn't that the answer to the prob-
lem?" Youngdahl said his reading
of contracts convinced him they are

elastic enough for exhibitors to

show the kind of pictures his public

wants.
Claim Neely Bill Needed

When asked by Brown if they
would be satisfied if the provision

allowing exhibitors to cancel for

moral, religious, or racial grounds
were put into law, both Miss Lyford
and Myers said it was not broad
enough and stated they need the

Neely bill. Rep. Hinshaw, (R.,

Calif.), pressed Myers to give him
instances of an exhibitor being re-

fused cancellation on this ground
during the last six years, but Myers
stated that not many pictures since

1934 were subject to it.

Try Vaude in Wisconsin
Chicago—Leo Salkin of the Wil-

liam Morris office is experimenting
with vaudeville for Fox houses in

the Wisconsin territory.

WITM PniL M. DALYi

• • • EVERY year at just about this time the Spring sun

gets good 'n balmy and so do some alleged showmen These

gents ^vill tell you that when the warm months come it just ain't

gonna rain big pix no more Once upon a time this comer

wept in concert with Mister Exhib o'er the Summertime product

supply plight —but we've learned in recent years to save our

teors ior a more genuine occasion

T
• • • WHAT has dried up our emotional well-springs almost

entirely anent the plight of poor Mister Exhih having

to face the warm months without proper product is the

announcement this week of Leo the Lion who comes right out

flat-pawed and roars: "Millions for Preparedness" What
Leo means is that M-G-M has prepared {and lavishly!) for

Mister Exhih. to make potent profits all through the present Spring

and all through the Summer, too How? Well, via

nine pix two of which namely, Spencer Tracy in "Edi-

son, the Man," and Vivien Leigh and Robert Taylor in "Waterloo

Bridge" are current releases

T T
• • • THE stalwart seven to come comprise: loan Crawford

and Fredric March in "Susan and God" Margaret Sullavan and

James Stewart in "The Mortal Storm" Jeanette MacDonald and Nel-

son Eddy in "New Moon" Mickey Rooney, Lewris Stone and Tudy

Garland in "Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante" Greer Garson and

Laurence Olivier in "Pride and Prejudice" Clark Gable, Spencer

Tracy, Hedy Lamair and Claudette Colbert in "Boom Town" and

Norma Shearer and Robert Taylor in "Escape" We mention the

above in such detail because when we say that the stalwart seven

to come from Metro are star-packed —you, dear reader, can

examine the evidence These seven, plus "Edison, the Man" and

"Waterloo Bridge" represent a Metro cash Investment of $10,000,-

000 in NINE RELEASES all of which are ticketed ior Spring and

Stimmer They're ear-marked to take— care OF Mister

Exhib

T T
• • • FROM Dallas comes a flash that restoration work
has been completed by Charles Muskavitch conservator of

that city's Museum of Fine Arts on what is regarded as per-

haps the most remarkable of all the paintings in the renowned col-

lection loaned to the Museum by Karl Hoblitzelle This

particular painting was originally called "The Siege of Troy"

and depicts a sudden descent of an armed force on an enemy
camp Thus it is apparent that blitzkrieg is pretty old

stuff

T T
• • • OF especial interest is the article authored by Richard

E. Bishop in the Spring issue of Bell & Howell's "Filmo Topics"

wherein Bishop reveals how movies have unfolded many amazing oddi-

ties in flight of wild birds Mister Bishop's etchings of wildfowl are

world-famous. . . • There's gonna be a lot femme talent adrift

on the cdr waves this afternoon when at 1:45 o'clock o'er WEAF
Stella "Your Hollywood Newsgirl" Unger interviews Cecilia

"M. P. Editor of P. M." Ager. . . • The James Kaplans (he the prexy of

State Film Delivery, Inc., at 630 Ninth Ave.) are having a summer

home built in Rumson, N. J Architect is William Muschenheim (son

of Fred A. Muschenheim, head of the Hotel Astor)

Cuban Pix Will Be

Distributed by UA

{Continued from Page 1)

pictures in Havana, Cuba. Prodi

tion is scheduled to start in t'

weeks.

Each picture is to be budgeted

$100,000, a high figure for the t(

ritory. European director^^^

been acquired, it was said.^i

O'Brien represented United Artis

in the deal and Burt Mayers act

for the producers.

First story will be selected frc

a list which includes "Simon Bo
var," "Love Affair of Goya,"
Conga," "Black Magic" and a Vic

Baum novel, "Men Never Know."

More Time Granted
In Majestic Radio Reorg.

« « « » » V>

Chicago — Federal Judge John
Barnes has extended time limit
Monday for final acceptance of t

Majestic Radio reorganization pi

by creditors. Davega Stores Cor
holding 30 per cent of the outstar
ing stock, has not agreed to the pl£

Hearing on the company's insolvea
will also be held on Monday. If t

company is ruled insolvent, s

ceptance by stockholders will be u
necessary, then reorganization pU
will be completed.

Detroit Council Votes
Restrictions on Signs

Detroit—Detroit's new sign c

dinance, designated to prevent ca

fusion of commercial lighted sig

with traffic lights, has been formal
adopted by the Council. As final

adopted, the ordinance will preve
all flashing and red signs with

22 feet in height above the sidewa
level. The flashing signs now
must be removed within two yeai

and the red signs within thr

years.

Detroit Council Would
Extend Carnival Ban

Detroit—Nathaniel H. Goldsti-

assistant corporation counsel, hi

presented an ordinance to the Gil

Council, at request of councilme

providing for a complete ban
carnivals inside the City. Prese:

ordinances ban games and conce

sions. The new law also will pr

hibit rides, which have played ind

pendently on small lots for the pa

four seasons.

Weidler in Hepburn Pix
j

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAIl

Hollywood—Virginia Weidler wl

have the role of Dinah Lord in tl

film version of Katharine HepburE
"The Philadelphia Story,'; with Rui

Hussey under consideration for tl

Liz Imbrie part.
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Top Budget Pix

Columbia's 44

e

u

(Continued from Page 1)

.ring Buck Jones; "The Iron

W," "The Return of the Spider"
I "The Adventures of Daniel
ne"—and 130 shorts, embracing
series of two-reelers and 11 ser-

'of single reel films.
J

MM^t Impressive Program
(11 B^roposed program was de-

'be„*to the assembled sales staff

ir: ! the company's most impressive
r, and attention vi^as called to the
ducer-director and director man-
ner available, with Wesley Rug-
's, George Stevens, John Stahl,

txander Hall and Charles Vidor
d.

t was also pointed out that the

. up, from the angle of story
ingth, was topped by James Hil-

's "And Now Goodbye," A. J.

nin's "The Valorous Years" and
rtis Bromfield's "A Story of Old
y Orleans."

Two New Series Added
tfot only is Columbia continuing
'"Blondie" series, but two other
.es are set, it was stated. They
' "Tillie, the Toiler," from the car-
Ji strip, and "Ellery Queen,"
taming from the radio-magazine-
!k field. There will be two of the

[ner, four of the latter,

[ontague, addressing the co.nven-

^\ yesterday, defined showmanship
•'the presentation of facts." En-
morning session, following Jack

in's welcoming talk to the 125
?gates and the introduction of

^e Jackter to the assembly, was
pted to Montague's analysis of
i program. Telegrams were re-

; 'ed from Prexy Harry Cohn, Abe
." neider, Nate Spingold, Charles
Rogers, George Stevens, Alex-
er Hall and Charles Vidor. Dele-
es last night were the company's
sts at a beefsteak dinner. Ses-

is continue today, tomorrow and
lay.

I

rogram, as announced yesterday,
mits this assignment breakdown:
ESLEY RUGGLES : "The Valorous

* s," by A. J. Cronin, with screenplay
1' Claude Binyon; one untitled production.

)HN M. STAHL: "The First Woman
I

or," adapted by Lloyd C. Douglas and
:

' ing Loretta Young as Elizabeth Black-
V M.D.
GORGE STEVENS: "A Story of Old

'': Orleans," by Louis Bromfield, starring
Arthur.
3BERT SHERWOOD PROD.: "Leg-
' by Charles Bonner, starring Warner
er; Gregory Ratoff directing.

ARY GRANT: "Royal Mail," "There
• Go Again."
DSALIND RUSSELL: "There They
Again."
iENE DUNNE: "Jane Addams of Hull

t se," earlier announced as a Charles R.
k| :rs production.
iAN ARTHUR: "Our Wife," play by

I Montague Explains
Chicago— Columbia's self-propounded

question, "When is a package not a

package.'" was answered here yesterday

py Abe Montague, sales chief, who ex-
plained that each Columbia production
I'or 1940-41 represented a "b.o. package"
ror the exhib.

"LET US STICK

TO OUR JOBS"
Jack Cohn Sounds Call for San-

ity at Columbia Sales Meet

Chicago — A call to "stick to our
jobs" was sounded here yesterday by
Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-prexy,
addressing the company's sales con-
vention.

Said Cohn:

"We read the papers, we question
the world's events. We fret and
worry because events on the other

s i d e of t h e
Atlantic loom
so important
on our hori-
zon. But we
here must
work, must
keep our
heads, must
maintain our
standards be
cause in so
doing we
maintain our
American

JACK COHN way of life.

"What good does it do to listen
to talk of war? We must devote our
time, instead, to those sane, simple
things that are most important in
life—we must devote ourselves to
sanity when the rest of the world
has gone insane. Let us stick to
our jobs—and our jobs will keep us
sane."

Lillian Day-Lyon Mearson, adapted by Sid-
ney Buchman; "A Story of Old New Or-
leans."

LORETTA YOUNG: "The First Woman
Doctor," "This Thing Called Love."
MELVYN DOUGLAS: "Our Wife";

"Bedtime Story," Alexander Hall directing.
WILLIAM HOLDEN: "The Vigilantes."
VIRGINIA BRUCE: "The Vigilantes,"

"Three Girls About Town."
RITA HAYWORTH: "The Vigilantes."
WARREN WILLIAM: "The Vigilantes."
BRIAN AHERNE: James HUton's "And

Now Goodbye," and "We Dare Not Love,"
Charles Vidor directing both.
JOAN BENNETT: "Three Girls About

Town," "We Dare Not Love."
CONSTANCE BENNETT: "Three Girls

About Town," "Bedtime Story."
BORIS KARLOFF: "The Devil Said No,"

one other.

JACK HOLT: Two action stories, un-
titled.

Stories With Players Unassigned
"Senate Page Boys," by Lewis R. Foster,

presumably to be produced by Charles R.
Rogers; "I Joined the Bund," "Chain Gang,"
"The New Frontier," "Women Under 21,"
"Ocean Gold."

Western Series
STARRETT GROUP: "West to Ore-

gon," "Tombstone Trail," "Montana Pion-
eers," "Over the Great Divide,' "The Cimar-
ron Trail," "Carson City Bandit," "West-
ward Ho for Idaho," "Outlaws of the Pan-
handle." Sons of the Pioneers will appear
in the eight.

ELLIOTT GROUP: "Bad Man from
Bisbee," "Beyond the Sacramento," "Wild
Bill Hits the Trail," "Frontier Trouble-
shooter," "North from the Lone Star," "The
Tucson Wildcat," "Prairie Schooners,"
"Across the Sierras."

Shorts Schedule
Eight "Three Stooges" comedies; 18 All-

Star Comedies, with Charley Chase, Andy
Clyde, Buster Keaton, et al; 16 Color Rhap-
sodies, 8 Columbia Phantasies cartoons; 8
Columbia Fables cartoons; 12 Screen Snap-
shots; 6 "How's Your I.Q.?", new series;

REVIEWS Of neuj fiims
"Manhattan
Heartbeat"

with Robert Sterling, Virginia Gilmore,

Joan Davis

20th-Fox 72 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
NEW VERSION OF "BAD GIRL" IDEAL

VEHICLE FOR TWO SCREEN NEW-
COMERS.

This considerably changed version of Vina
Delmar's "Bad Girl" is an ideal vehicle for

the talents of two screen newcomers, Rob-
ert Sterling and Virginia Gilmore. Young
Sterling gives a winning, appealing per-
formance, while Virginia is also very good
in her role. Joan Davis, of course, does
outstanding work, garnering a heavy quota
of laughs with her songs, antics and comedy.
Edmund MacDonald, Don Beddoe, Paul Har-
vey, Irving Bacon and Mary Carr round out
a very satisfactory cast.

David Burton has supplied expert, sympa-
thetic direction, blending the comedy, ro-

mantic and dramatic elements effectively.

To Sol M. Wurtzel goes important credit as

executive producer. Honors for a splendid

screenplay are shared by Harold Buchman,
Clark Andrews, Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., and
Edith Skouras.

Sterling and Virginia meet on a train

bound for New York from Camp Mohawk,
where they with numerous other low-paid

New Yorkers have been vacationing. Sterling,

an airplane mechanic, deeply interested in

his work, pretends to be a woman-hater.
He falls in love with her and they are mar-
ried. He tries to raise enough money to

buy a small airplane plant, but is unsuccess-

ful. When Virginia learns she is to be-
come a mother she is afraid she will not

survive childbirth.

To raise funds, Sterling puts a bomber
plane through a test flight, but finds he has

far from enough money to engage Paul

Harvey, noted obstetrician. He makes a

frantic, winning appeal to Harvey and the

latter not only brings the Sterling-Gilmore

baby into the world, but gives the infant

$50 as a present.

CAST: Robert Sterling, Virginia Gilmore,

Joan Davis, Edmund MacDonald, Don Bed-

doe, Paul Harvey, Irving Bacon, Mary Carr.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Wurtzel; Director, David Burton; From a

play by Vina Delmar and Brian Marlow;
Based on a novel by Vina Delmar; Screen-

play, Harold Buchman, Clark Andrews, Jack

Jungmeyer, Jr., Edith Skouras; Cameraman,
Virgil Miller; Art Directors, Richard Day

and George Dudley; Editor, Alexander Trof-

fey; Musical Direction, Cyril J. Mockridge.

DIRECTION, Sympathetic. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

6 The Washington Parade; 22 World of

Sports; 6 The New York Parade; 10 Colum-
bia Tours, made by Andre de La Varre

;

10 Cinescopes, 10 Community Sings. Ad-
ditionally, Columbia Happy Hour Entertain-

ments, juve film program service, will be
continued.

Columbia's Talent Roster
Players in addition to those mentioned who

will appear in Columbia pix next season in-

clude:
Peter Lorre, Joan Blondell, Randolph Scott,

Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms,
Danny Mummert, Edith Fellows, Rochelle

Hudson, Iris Meredith, Don Beddoe, Bruce
Bennett, Stanley Brown, Richard Fiske, Glenn
Ford, Eddie Laughton, Evelyn Young, John
Tyrrell, Evelyn Keyes.

"Half A Sinner"
with Heather Angel, John King, Constance

Collier

Universal 59 Mins.

ROMANTIC COMEDY HAS AN AMUS-
ING STORY AND AMIABLE CAST FOR
NABE TRADE CONSUMPTION.

Unpretentious insofar as elaborate pro-

duction standards and big names go, this

Universal release, however, will nicely fill

the bill as a second attraction for dual pro-

grams in nabe houses. The plot of the
story is not very substantial, but an amiable
cast of players makes the most of the situa-

tions offered with pleasing results. Al
Christie directed from a script provided by
Frederick Jackson.

Heather Angel attractively and ably fills

the lead role. John King is okay opposite

Miss Angel, and Constance Collier, Walter
Catlett, Tom Dugan and Robert Elliot en-
liven the proceedings. Miss Angel, a

school teacher and companion to a crotchety

grandmother, goes out on a whirl to take
her mind off things. She takes a parked
car with a dead gangster in the back seat

and the action gets off to a fast start.

King, owner of the car, subsequently

stolen by gangsters and then taken by Miss
Angel, is picked up by her. With the as-

sistance of Constance Collier and King,

Miss Angel manages to get out of her

difficulties eventually and fall in love at

the same time for a happy ending.

CAST: Heather Angel, John King, Con-
stance Collier, Walter Catlett, Tom Dugan,
Robert Elliot, Clem Bevans, Emma Dunn,
Henry Brandon, William B. Davidson Fern

Emmett, Sonny Bupp, Wilbur Mack, Joe

Devlin.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Direc-

tor, Al Christie; Screenplay, Frederick

Jackson; Original Story, Dalton Trumbo;
Cameraman, Charles Van Enger.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Heather Thatcher Comes
On Fund-Raising Task

Montreal—Heather Thatcher has
arrived in Canada on the way to
New York where she expects to pro-
duce a play. She will also do some
film work in Hollywood. Miss Thatch-
er's mission is to raise funds among
British players in the U. S., to help
support British theatrical workers
unemployed as a result of the war.

"Men and Dust" Booked Here
"Men and Dust," Lee Dick, Inc.,

production dealing with the "streets
of walking death" (silicosis) area of
Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri, has
been booked for its first-run at the
New York Theater, opening tomor-
row. Garrison distributes.

O'Brien ShiAs Allegiance
West Coast Bitieau of THE FILM iDAILY
Hollywood—George O'Brien, star-

red in a RKO western series this

season, will appear under a differ-

ent banner next year. Dario Faralla
will produce six with O'Brien as the
Jack London character. Smoke Bal-
leu. Major release is being set.
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Kine Plays Bring

$1,050,000 Total

(Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

chased for film production during
the past year and a half. Two ad-

ditional musicals of a few years
back were reported to have been
purchased.

Estimates place the aggregate in-

vestment in rights to the nine plays
at approximately $1,050,000. For
the total of 31 purchased no accu-

rate estimate is possible, but total

is believed to run between $1,500,-

000 and $1,750,000.

Nine plays reported purchased
this season and producers who pur-
chased them are as follows: "The
Weak Link," Warners; "Too Many
Girls," RKO; "Two On An Island,"

RKO; "Night Music," David Loew;
"The Male Animal," Warners;
"Jupiter Laughs," a London play,
Warners; "The World We Make,"
Metro; "Family Portrait," Para-
mount; and "Margin For Error,"
Ernst Lubitsch.
Among the other plays reported

purchased by film companies during
the last year and a half were
"Shanghai Gesture," Columbia;
"Five O'clock Girl," Metro; "Ladies
And Gentlemen," R. Hakim; "They
Knew What They Wanted," RKO;
"Little Nelly Kelly," Metro; "The
Little Foxes," Samuel Goldwyn;
"The Philadelphia Story," Metro;
"Cyrano De Bergerac," Metro; "A
Cup Of Coffee," Paramount; "Sha-
dow And Substance," Universal;
"Thieves Fall Out," Warners; "Sky-
lark," Paramount; "Our Town," Sol

Lesser; "Primrose Path," RKO; "No
Time For Comedy," Warners; "Kiss
The Boys Goodbye," Paramount;
"The Boys From Syracuse," Univer-
sal; "And Now Goodbye," Lester
Cowan; "Remember The Day," Wil-
liam B. Dover; "Both Your Houses,"
Columbia; and three other musicals.

Musicians, lATSE WiU
Weigh New Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

ganizations for suggestions and ap-
proval following the former's na-
tional convention which opens in

Indianapolis next Monday, it was
learned last night.

Musicians at their last convention
passed a resolution calling for the

modification of the existing pact,

and George E. Browne, lA prexy,
has agreed to the proposal at a con-

ference with Joseph N. Weber, A F
of M prexy.

"Baker's Wife" Dates Set

First-runs for "The Baker's Wife,"
French film handled in this country
by World Pictures, have been set in

San Francisco, Baltimore, Chicago
and Pittsburgh. Picture's premiere
in these cities is being sponsored by
Anne Morgan's French Ambulance
Unit. Film is cuiTently in its fifth

month in New York at the World
Theater and is starting its second
month at the Esquire in Hollywood.

Schae£er Rips Neely Measure
Creates ''Little Fuehrers'', RKO Prexy Holds

{Continued

mittee at Washington, and made
public here last night.

In a comprehensive analysis of
the measure which, he said, "would
remake the trade practices of the
motion picture industry," Schaefer
declared:

"It is untimely because it would
add vastly to the burdens of an in-

dustry gravely affected by the war
and reeling from terrific blows re-
ceived in the loss of important for-
eign markets.

Would Not Affect Public Interest

"It is unnecessary because the
public interest would not be affected
by this bill. Whatever trade griev-
ances are still to be settled in the
industry—and there is much to be
done—the record proves that from
the standpoint of public interest,
more and more good pictures, fine

pictures and even great pictures, are
being produced and exhibited year
after year, and that the moral tone
of the screen has never been higher.

"It is unworkable in the sense
that various sections of this bill

would bring about chaos in the in-

dustry and substitute litigation for
any possible arbitration or concilia-

tion in the trade relation between
buyer and seller.

"Finally, it is un-American in

principle, for it is clear that it would
bring about pressure group censor-
ship against the screen and give un-
fair advantage to the buyer as
against the seller of film entertain-
ment."

Cites War's 111 Effects on Fix

Point by point, Schaefer then dis-

cussed the evils he found in the bill.

He stressed the menacing situation

resulting from World War II. saying
"Today the industry is in the midst
of an economic revolution fighting
desperately to adjust itself to the
new conditions created by the pres-
ent war," and added, "Tomorrow the
situation may be even worse."
As to the lack of need for the bill,

the RKO top exec, declared "it does
not add an iota to the system of self-

from Page 1)

government by which the industry
now insures its social obligation to

the public not only with regard to
what goes on the screen but with re-

gard to the way in which pictures
are advertised to the public."

Schaefer continued with the charge
that "the blitzkrieg which this bill

would unloose upon the industry
would bring in its train many un-
workable provisions," and criticized

Sections 3, 4 and 5.

Would Cause "Vicious" Censorship

Turning to his charge that the bill

is un-American, the exec, said that
"at best," the measure "would lead
to a vicious and irresponsible form
of local censorship—irresponsible be-
cause it would have no legal basis,"

and added:
"In these days of Fifth Columns

and Sixth Columns not all (such)
groups might be as honest or dis-

interested as I am willing to grant
are some of those who have testified

in favor of this bill. Honest but mis-
led."

On the same issue, Schaefer said:

"Instead what would it create?
Little fuehrers in every community
in the U. S. to tell the public what
it could or could not see on the screen
through exercising pressure upon the
local theater manager. If that's

democracy, so is Hitler's Germany."
Quotes from Film Year Book
Schaefer in his memorandum drew

extensively upon The Film Daily
Year Book of 1940 for industry sta-

tistics and organizational data.

In the latter part of the memor-
andum, RKO's prexy dealt extensive-
ly with the testimony given before
the House committee by Sidney Sam-
uelson, of Philadelphia, Allied exec.

Among other things, Schaefer said:

"Notwithstanding all that has been
charged against this so-called 'Big

Eight,' it will interest your commit-
tee to know that they had neither
the ability nor the power to secure
a fair film rental for the product sold

to Samuelson in Nevsrton, where, as

he states, he had no competition."

Wilby-Kincy to BuUd
New Bessemer Theater

Bessemer, Ala.—Plans are nearing

completion for erection of a 1,000-

seat, $50,000 theater here by Ala-

bama Theaters Corp., Inc., a sub-

sidiary of Wilby-Kincy Theaters,

Inc., of Atlanta, Ga.

A washed-air conditioning system
will be installed by U. S. Air Condi-
tioning Co., Atlanta. Building arch-
itect, Wm. J. Okel.

MUlond Replaces McCrea
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Joel McCrea has with-
drawn from the cast of Para.'s
"Arise, My Love," and Ray Milland
will appear in his place opposite
Claudette Colbert.

M. A. Rosenberg Launches
Candy Vending Company

Pittsburgh — M. A. Rosenberg,
president of the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania and operator of the
Rialto Theater here, has inaugurated
a new candy vending company, to be
known as the Rossman Candy Ser-

vice. Firm will handle standard can-

dies of well-known manufacturers
and cater mostly to motion picture

theaters. Associated with Rosen-
berg in this new venture is Nate E.

Landy, an employe of 20th Century-
Fox.

New Pittsburgh Theater

Pittsburgh—Construction will be-

gin immediately on a new 600 seat

theater in the Greenfield section of

this city by H. L. Perer. Harry
Ginsberg is the architect.

Norlhwesl Allied

Talks Buying Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

resenting more than 100 theaters
the Northwest territory are adv
eating a buying organization
achieve their objectives.

At a meeting held here Mondt
night, the assembled exhibito
pledged their support to natioa^AI
lied and revealed that their m.t&J
bring every independent exhibrtcr
the territory into the Northwe
unit probably would be realized th

season.
Northwest Allied board meets ne;:

Tuesday to act on the exhibitor
resolutions and to make final re^

ommendations for a successor
President Al Steffes who has bet

given a six-month leave of absenc

Photometric Sues WB,
Radtke and Leonard Day

{Continued from Page 1)

junction to restrain an alleged pa
ent infringement and an accountini
filed by Photometric Product Coni
in the Federal Court. The plainti

contends that Radtke, in 1920, w£|
employed by the American Develoj,

ment & Operating Co. and devisej

a patent, "methods for and means c:

optically recording sound," for ths

company. Plaintiff, successor ti

American, charges the defendant
with depriving it of the patent right!

and with fraudulently assigninii

these rights to Radtke Patent Corjl

Para. Latin-Amer. Reps.
Meet Hicks Individually

{Continued front Page 1) '

tional sales conference in Los Aii

geles.

John Day, Jr., general manage
for South America, arrives Satuii

day, while Jack Rapoport, manage
for Cuba, came in on Friday. Mrs
Tula Andrews, in charge of the Gua
temala office, returns shortly afte

a few weeks here. A. L. Pratchett

Central American general managei
arrived yesterday from the Coast.

Cell Off for Britain

Following Mono. Confabs

{Continued from Page 1)

York and Hollywood. Conference!

were held in regard to Monogram'.'

next season program and the probi

lem of exporting money from Engi

land in view of restrictions.

Lebby, Lynch in New Field

Pittsburgh — Two veteran filn

salesmen of this city are retiring

from the motion picture industry!

Ed Lebby, who just recently celei

brated his 25th anniversary in tht

film business, has resigned from

RKO, and Robert Lynch, who has

been a film salesman for 24 yearsi

has resigned from Vitagraph. Lebbj

and Lynch are entering a new busi-

ness field together in Erie, Pa.
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dmils 5lh Column

.dive in lA Rania

{Continued from Page 1)

owne, president, in his report to
• 35th biennial convention,

j'lt conies as a detestable admis-
n on my part," Browne said, "to

T that fifth column activity not
'y exists within the country but
~.hin the ranks of the organization
' well. Despite unceasing efforts

I I li & *^® Alliance undefiled by
I (s\ fccal element, they have def-
'^lely filtered in."

Browne Defends Biofif

Browne vigorously defended Wil-
\va Bioff who, he contended, was

victim of "certain newspaper
lUmnists" who brought about his
nmitment.

ATSE membership has been al-

?st doubled since 1934, Browne
d, pointing out that the organiza-
a now has 43,437 members in 831
als.

•tfatthew WoU, AFL vice-president,
:ed delegates to consider a plan
ixtend Union Labor Life Insurance
1 benefits to lA members and urged

iit|.Jm to work together "for higher
I
als and broader objectives" before
ning to an attack on CIO leader-

'P-

jorge M. Breslin, lA general
Fnsel on the West Coast, reported
^litigation, echoing Browne's praise

'• pBioff's work.

Breslin Sees CIO Plot

[I regret to say these people who
aid destroy your organization are
((ported by certain executives who
known to be counselling, advis-
and furnishing funds for this

pose, as are certain actors, other
anizations, the press and politi-

,is, and of course the CIO is in

1
entire background," Breslin

ti.

iitro Buys "30.000 Horses"

•letro has acquired rights to
lirty Thousand Horses," an orig-
' story for the screen by Robert
son and Bartlett Cormack.

ÊDDING BELLS

Innouncement of the impending
Triage of George Brandt, son of
iliam Brandt, and Vivienne Man-
Oaum was made this week. Mar-
e is scheduled to take place the
of this month. Brandt is mana-
of the Flatbush Theater.

(|orth Worth—Miss Eddie Jared,
ier at the Hollywood Theater,
Clifton Brignac, representative
the International Iron Workers

lon, were married here.

srome A. Siegel, son of Henry
el of the Little Carnegie Play-

|se, was married yesterday to

me Y. Siegel, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Benjamin Siegel. Newly-

Is will honeymoon in Mexico.

Cause and Effect?
Syracuse, N. Y.— It was left for the

Happy Hour Theater here to offer this

on the marquee:
"Ma! He's Making Eyes at Me"

"Granny Get Your Gun."

interest in Golf

Tourney Wtiite-Hot

{Continued from Page 1)

luncheon and a discussion of regu-
lations which will govern play.

Tournament Manager Don Merse-
reau presided at yesterday's meeting
during which it was decided that
Tom Gerety is to serve as chairman
of the team captains. They will

meet Monday, the eve of the tourna-
ment, to verify handicaps,—and the
verification proceedings will prob-
ably go through the night and into

the next day 'till noon!

So numerous, valuable and varied
are the prizes offered at this forth-
coming tournament, that team cap-
tains slyly figured yesterday that
every member of a foursome is in

line to annex multiple trophies and
awards,—in fact far beyond the pos-
sibilities afforded in any prior tour-
nament.

Among those who attended yes-
terday's luncheon session were Wal-
ter Green, who, aided by Jack Serv-
ies, will captain National Theater
Supply Co.'s team; Bob Williams,
Warner team captain; Joe Gould,
leader of the United Artists' aggre-
gation; Tom Gerety and Bill Fer-
guson of Metro; Herb Fecke, who
will pilot the Trade Press team; and
Richard ("Dick") Brady, captain of

the Eastman team.

Also prominently present yester-
day were Leon Bamberger, Ampa
prexy, who will lead his organiza-
tion's outfit into action; H. M.
Richey, Lou Gaudreau and Lou Mil-
ler, all from RKO; Lou Pollock, rep-

resenting Captain Bill Scully, the
Universal team captain; Dave 0'-

Malley, captain of Columbia's team
which A. Schneider is managing;
and John McDermott, sparkplug
leader of Paramount's team.

Billy Brandt, captain of the Ex-
hibitors team, wired to the commit-
tee yesterday the names of a group
of contestants and alternates for the

big effort of the theatermen to an-

nex for the next year the famous Al-

bee Memorial Trophy.

Today at 1 p.m. in the Hunting
Room of the Hotel Astor, the Ten-
nis Committee will meet to polish-

up plans for the tennis tourney end
of the festivities next Tuesday.
Huddling today, at the appointed
hour and place, wall be Ole Colonel
Alicoate; Tournament Manager Don
Mersereau; Jack Levin, tennis chair-

man; Howard Dietz, Si Seadler, and
Louis Nizer.

Irene Bentley Dead
Allenhurst, N. J.—Irene Bentley,

70, singer and actress, is dead here.

ATTENTION!!
GOLFERS

TENNIS PLAYERS

Event
FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT

Pla ce
GLEN OAKS COUNTRY CLUB

Great Neck, L. I.

Date
TUESDAY, JUNE llth

Price —
$10.00 NOW. $12.00 If Paid at Club.

Two Bucks Buys Three Golf Balls (Wholesale)

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oalcs Country Club,

Great Neck, L. I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES ^LUB HANDICAP

rri CLUB:
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Para. Counsel Calls Equity Suit ^Xlass Action
$72,000,000 Invested by
Company in Film Houses,
Judge Thacher Declares

(Continued from Page 1)

with representing a class or group,
Thacher maintained and has for-
gotten that the anti-trust laws were
passed to protect the public. He
made that statement after pointing
out in detail the defendants' claim
that the over 80,000,000 weekly pat-
rons are receiving millions of dol-
lars worth of entertainment at nom-
inal admission prices.

Ties Growth to Competition
Judge Thacher contended that the

Government's entire theory is based
on a conception that the motion pic-

ture industry is a business similar
to others and has forgotten that it

is not concerned with the sale of a
product but is a strictly entertain-
ment proposition. Time after time,
counsel insisted that the trade could
not have grown to its tremendous
proportions without the "most vig-
orous competition of every com-
pany."
The speaker pointed out the diffi-

culties of the business and the large
costs involved. He enlarged upon
the cost of prints, stating that the
average print cost of a picture
ranged from $30,000 to $40,000. For
this reason, counsel said, producers
could not issue an unlimited number
of prints and a system of clear-

ance had to be set up.
First-run showings are essential

to stimulate sales and a distributor

must do everything in his power to

protect this and subsequent-runs in

order to insure a profit. Judge
Thacher asserted. Many implica-
tions by the Government that clear-

ance was unfair failed to take into

consideration "dynamic and eco-

nomic reasons for adequate clear-

ance," he declared and continued
that proofs will be presented to show
that there has been no agreement
made between distributors or ex-

hibitors, but that the system had to

evolve and could not have been work-
ed out in any other fashion.
"Big Eight," Over- Simplification
It is easy, Judge Thacher dra-

matically said, to call the defendants
the "Big Eight" and to lump them
together as defendants but it re-

sulted in an over-simplification of

the situation by the Government.
There are many producers indepen-
dent of the majors who produce
good pictures and there are many
independent stars, studios and
equipment available to independents
with sufficient capital to finance bet-

ter pictures, counsel contended. If

a picture is good it can always be
distributed through the defendants'
facilities, he asserted. As an exam-
ple, the speaker referred to GWTW
and "Rebecca" as two of the most
successful pictures ever produced.
"The Government will claim that

these are not independently made
because they were distributed

through two of the defendants, but

Philly's Exchange Managers to Be Early
Governntent Witnesses in Equity Action

Philadelphia exchange managers of the eight major defendants in the D of J equity
suit have been subpoenaed for early appearance, as witnesses, the D of J revealed
yesterday. The names of the managers are as follows: Frank L. McNamee, RKO; W. C.
Mansell, Vitagraph; Earl W. Sweigert, Paramount; George E. Schwartz, Universal; Robert
Lynch, Loew's; Harry G. Bodkin, UA; Ted Schlanger and Lester Krieger, Warners; and
Edgar Moss, Al Davis and Sam Cross, 20th-Fox.

we will show that they were inde-
pendently produced," Judge Thacher
added.

Counsel also went into the par-
ticular situation of Paramount and
discussed the intricate mechanics of
production, distribution and exhibi-
tion. As an argument to prove com-
petition, he cited the high prices
paid for stories and stars. He con-
tended that this is the opposite to

monopoly which has a tendency to

lower the levels of material and la-

bor. The speaker argued that Par-
amount has always attempted to deal
fairly with its customers, but in

view of the difficulties of distribu-

tion, occasional complaints are made.

$72,000,000 In Theaters

As far as theaters are concerned,
Paramount has an investment of

$72,000,000, he said, and a more
than 50 per cent interest in only

400 of the 1,200 theaters with which
it is associated. He asserted that
the purpose of the suit was to try
the five theater-owning defendants
and their theaters "because they are
the finest and best managed houses
in the country and therefore com-
mand the exhibition of the best pic-

tures."

Judge Thacher took several hours
to naiTate the history of Paramount
and to give the reasons why Adolph
Zukor purchased theater companies.
He declared that Zukor had twice
prevented the growth of monopolies
in the industry through his individ-

ual efforts. 'The first time, counsel
said, Zukor broke up the control of

the Motion Picture Patents Co. by
developing feature-length films and
by forcing that company to license

them because of their great superior-
ity over the one-reelers of that day.

Friends Fete loe Engel
As He Leaves Albany

Albany—Joe Engel, Universal dis-

trict manager here until a few weeks
ago, left Albany for his new job

as special representative out of the
Cleveland district, on the heels of

a good-bye party and presentation
at the Hotel DeWitt Clinton. More
than 60 film row men and exhibs.
were on hand.
Moe Silver, Warner zone man-

ager, Lou Goldine of Fabian The-
aters, and George Tucker, RKO sales-

man, were the spielers while Barney
Kranze, RKO branch manager, was
toastmaster and presented a 21-

jewel watch to Engel, succeeded here
by Jeri'y Spandau, formerly Des
Moines branch manager.
On hand were: M. A. Grassgreen, Ben Dare,

Fred Sliter and Daniel M. Houlihan, 20th
Century-Fox; B. G. Kranze, Abe Van Deusen,
Leon Herman and George Tucker, RKO; Clay-
ton Eastman and Weldon Waters, Paramount;
Paul S. Kruraenacker and F. Ray Powers,
Vitagraph-Warner; .Terry Spandau. Irving
Shiffrin and Jerry Wild, Universal; Ralph
Pielowe, Arthur Horn. Sidney Stockton, Gene
Vogel and Jack Walsh. M-G-M; Joseph J.

Miller. Jack Armm and Ed Hochstim, Colum-
bia; Arthur Newman and Fred Duffy. Repub-
lic: Nathan Sodikman. Monogram; Joe Shure,
Lou Golding. Larry Cowan and Irving Liner,
Fabian Theaters; Charlie Smakwitz, district

manager. Moe Silver, zone manager and Joe
Weinstein, short subject booker, Warner The-
aters.

Kearney in B. C. Post

London (By Cable) — M. Neville

Kearney, former general secretary

of the British Film Producers Asso-

ciation, has been named director of

the British Council, which handles

distribution abroad of films depict-

ing British life and action.

120 Inducted Into New
Oklahoma Variety Club

Oklahoma City — Newest tent of

the National Variety Clubs is in op-

eration here following presentation

and induction ceremonies Monday
night. A class of 120 men became
members of Tent 22 as James G.

Balmer, National Dough Guy, pre-

sided.

John Harris, National Chief Bark-

er, presented the charter to L. C.

Griffith, Chief Barker of the Okla-

homa City Tent. Approximately 450

guests, including exhibitors, press

representatives, radio men, civic and
charitable workers attended the af-

fair. Among the guests was Bob
O'Donnell, Chief Barker of the Dal-
las Tent, who explained the work
accomplished by his organization. A
film showing charity work of Vari-
ety Clubs all over the country was
presented.

Gracie Fields, Chevalier
in "Mile. d'Armentieres"

Paris (By Cable) — The English
Music Hall and film star, Gracie
Fields, and one of France's leading
comedians, Maurice Chevalier, will

be co-starred in a Franco-British
production of "Mademoiselle d'Ar-
mentieres." Monty Banks -will di-

rect.

Arnold Accused of Tryii

To Impose His Economi
Views Upon Industry

The second occasion, he contin
was in 1918 when Zukor stoj

the efforts of First National to
trol the market by purchasing
aters for his company.

This very act of integration c

plained of so bitterly by th^^' "t'

ment. Judge Thacher said.^l.c
put a final halt to attempts by
company to control the market,
declared that Zukor at that time
no choice since the threat of I

National meant that Param^
either went out of business or ^

into the theater business.

"Suit an Arnold Short-Cut'
Counsel declared that the suit

a short cut for Thurman W. Ar
to impose his economic views or
dustry and concluded by saying
the disintegration of production
exhibition would mean the rest
tion of conditions leading to mo
oly; the decree would not be in
public interest but in the intt

of competing theater groups.

John W. Davis, attorney
Loew's, Inc. will make his ope
statement today, followed by Ji

Joseph W. Proskauer, Warner c

sel.

Alc^e, PhUly, Closing
Philadelphia — The Aldine closes

for the summer Sunday.

Here's a Duration Target
For Equity Trial to Beat

Boston— The Government's '.

York equity suit will have to
if it is to be the longest film
on record as some observers pre
The Morse & Rothenberg anti-t
case, which just went to the ma
here, was heard through 1938, 1

and 1940. Actual days of hear
before Philip Hendrick, Fed
Court master, totalled 212.

Testimony covered about Ic

typewritten pages. This did no-

elude 4,500 pages of deposit
taken mainly prior to the heari
Summation alone for the plaini

kept George S. Ryan, Boston ai

ney who is handling a numbe:
other anti-trust litigations, on
stand without pause for five

secutive weeks.

And, with no indications of p«

ble settlement in sight, the cas
still far from being finished.

Gov't Questioning Philly
Exhibitors on Testimony

Philadelphia — Seymour Kri
and Seymour Simon, special a

tants to the Attorney General, 1

been here for the past week qu

'

questioning exhibs. subpoenaed
Government witnesses in the
York equity suit, it was repo
yesterday. Some of the interv

have been lengthy, it was said.

Government is believed seekinj

get a line on the relative imp
ance of exhibitor testimony
significantly, the willingness of

nesses to testify.
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4eely Bill Dead; Sub-Corn, to Draft Substitute
ab-Committee is Given
Authority to Report Back
° Brand New Measure

m I

)p r

ti

By MILTON F. LUNCH
ishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'Washington—Original Neely
11 is definitely dead in the
buse. It was learned last night
^)in an unimpeachable source that
,2 House Interstate and Foreign
inmerce Committee at its closed
ecutive meeting yesterday besides
thoi'izing a sub-committee to study
3 Neely hearing testimony voted
io authorization for this sub-com-
ittee to report back to the full

(Continued on Page 6)

htries Pour In

pt Thai Tourney

JRoster of entries for The Film
Pi
)ULY Golf Tournament, to be held
pet Tuesday at Glen Oaks, Great
ipck, L. I., began to take shape yes-
fday as the committee unsheathed
per cutters and set about opening
ods of letters from eager con-
stants.

Up to a late hour last night, the
(Continued on Page 7)

earl River Theater Sues
ight Majors and Skouras

Anti-trust suit against the eight
ajors and Skouras Theater Corp.
^s filed yesterday in the Federal
lurt by River Theater Corp. The
aintiff, operator of the Central The-
er, Pearl River, Rockland County,
Y., claimed unreasonable clear-

ice of Skouras's Nyack Theater
er his. Suit seeks a reduction of

;arance from between 52 to 72
ys to 7 days.

New La. Bill Would
Restrict Chain Theas.
Baton Rouge, La.—Discovered among

the batch of bills intended to affect
amusements in Louisiana yesterday was

I
Senate bill 311 introduced by Senator
Dudley Leblanc. It would prevent
chains from operating more than one
picture show in towns of less than
20,000 persons.

Raftery Sees Ntyers
As Foe of Industry

Abram F. Myers, Allied board chairman
and general counsel, was charged with
being "the active enemy of the best in-

terests of the industry" by Edward C.

Raftery, counsel for UA and "U," in

Federal Court here yesterday during trial

of the equity suit. The claim was made
that Myers and Allied had fomented
litigation and restrictive legislation.

Raftery asserted that his clients were
near the breaking point and that the loss

of foreign revenue had hurt them tre-

mendously.
"I don't know how long we are go-

ing to exist if we have to continue
meeting lawsuits," Raftery declared.

Arbilralion Seen

As Goal of Allied

Chicago—Plan for a five-man ar-

bitration board will be presented to

the national Allied convention for
approval when the delegates as-

semble here June 18-21. It is under-
stood that a campaign for the set-

ting up of regional boards will be
the keynote of this year's conven-
tion.

Tentative program for the annual
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Applies for New
Stock Registration

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—RKO has filed ap-

plication with the SEC for registra-

tion on the New York Stock Ex-
(Continued on Page 6)

Gov't Concedes Producers' Right to Distribute And
Acquire Theaters to Exhibit Own Product, But Sees
Monopoly If Outside Films Are Secured for Houses

Legality of a producer to distribute his own pictures and
acquire theaters to exhibit his own pictures was conceded yes-
terday by Special Assistant Attorney General Paul Williams

in the third day of the Government

Femme Pix Tastes

Uncovered by Poll

A nation-wide survey as to the
tastes of women in regard to motion
pictures has been completed by Ag-
nes Mengel Grew Associates. Ag-
nes Mengel, director of the project,
based her poll of women on the
premise that "if those who make the
country's films would inaugurate a
more definite, far-visioned program
for gathering specific data on what
women like and want in motion pic-

tures and enlisting women's active
co-operation, much of the guesswork
and consequently much of the gam-

(Continued on Page 6)

"Helen Trent" Air Show
Purchased for Screen

"Romance of Helen Trent," radio
serial which has been on the air

for more than six years over CBS,
has been purchased for the screen.

Buyer and prospective producer have
not been disclosed but it is under-
stoor that the "Trent" feature will

(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia. StandsbyOwn Code
Will Continue to Sell It to Exhibs.»Montague

RKO By-Laws Amended
At Stockholders' Meeting

Wilmington, Del. — By-laws of
RKO were amended at a stockhold-
ers' meeting in Dover yesterday.
Company officers and directors will

be indemnified for any expenses by
reason of becoming parties in any
lawsuit involving their duties unless

(Continued on Page 4)

Chicago—Although the proposed
industry Trade Practice Code was
"shelved" last year, due to D of J
objections, Columbia proposes to

continue to operate under its own
"code of fair practice," A. Mon-
tague, general sales manager, told

the company's sales convention yes-

terday at the Hotel Blackstone.
Said Montague:
"Columbia, at its convention last

(Continued on Page 6)

equity suit trial.

In response to a question by Fed-
eral Judge Henry W. Goddard, Wil-
liams admitted the legality of the
two activities, but argued that the
producer could not seek outside prod-
uct for his theaters. He said that
it is the Government's view that
"the minute he (the producer) goes
out to get other pictures, he cre-

ates a monopoly."

"Inequality of Opportunity"

Williams enlarged on his theory,

a marked departure from the gen-
erally accepted concept of the D of

(Continued on Page 5)

Charges Arnold Seeks

To Destroy Labor

By HUGH MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville — Joseph A. Padway,
general counsel for the A F of L
and lA, speaking before the lATSE
convention here yesterday charged
Thurman Arnold, Assistant U. S.

(Continued on Page 4)

Prince Named to RKO
South-Eastern Post

David Prince, formerly Southern
division manager for United Artists,

yesterday was named South-Eastern
district manager of RKO by Ned

(Continued on Page 4)

Industry Offers
Its Co-Operation

Officials of the motion picture Indus-

try met yesterday at the Union League
Club with officials of the War Depart-

ment and pledged complete co-operation

with the President's defense program.

iL
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Allied Delegates Get
Freedom of City in Chi.

Chicago — Mayor Edward Kelly
gave Jack Kirsch, Allied prexy, the
freedom of the city for Allied conven-
tioneers at special City Hall meet-
ing yesterday.

Hunter With Ann Sothem
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Ian Hunter will be op-
posite Ann Sothern in Metro's
"Dulcy" re-make.

Jules Lapidus Will Be
Feted In Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Farewell dinner,
sponsored by the Variety Club, ex-
hibitors' association and exchange-
men, will be given Jules Lapidus, in
honoi- of his recent promotion from
branch manager of the local Uni-
versal exchange to Eastern district
manager for that company, on June
24, in the Urban Room of the Wil-
liam Penn Hotel.
Committee in charge includes

Harry M. Kalmine and John H. Har-
ris, chairmen; Burt Bishop, Dave
Kimelman, Ira H. Cohn, James
Alexander, Mark Goldman, Harry
See, Abe Weiner, Art Levy, Herb
Greenblatt and Lew Lefton; M. A.
Rosenberg, president of the AMPTO
of Western Pennsylvania; with Mike
Shapiro, of the Hazelwood Theater,
as treasurer.

Canadian D.O.E. Joins
Drive on Double Bills

St. John, N. B.—The Imperial Or-
der, Daughters of the Empire, in na-
tional convention here, announced it

is "discouraging the double bill in
film theaters, and urges as the ideal
bill, one feature with accompanying
shorts and newsreels."

It was hoped that the modification
of the ban on children in theaters 'n

Quebec, with the appointment of a
special censor bureau for children's
films, would result in improved con-
ditions elsewhere "where no restric-

tions exist and children flock to see
movies which are utterly unsuitable."

Lightman Sees Republic
With Rare Opportunity

Memphis—M. A. Lightman, presi-
dent of Malco Theaters, in address-
ing the Republic regional sales meet-
ing here yesterday, said: "Republic
in facing the new season holds a
prime position which offers an un-
precedented opportunity in the movie
industry for the progress of an in-

dependent company."

Son of Board of Trade
Prexy Dies In Battle

London (By Cable) — Death of
George Rae Duncan, son of Sir An-
drew Duncan, president of the Board
of Trade, was reported this week.
Duncan, a lieutenant in the Oxford
and Buckinghamshire Infantry, was
killed in action in France.

Goddard Replaces Colbert
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Femme lead in Cecil
B. DeMille's next, "Reap the Wild
Wind," will go to Paulette Goddard
rather than Claudette Colbert, first

choice.

Sherman Talks Dix Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Sherman is

talking a deal with Richard Dix for
"Cherokee."

Union College Student
Reviews Via Short Wave

Schenectady—Myron Mills, son of

Bernard Mills, former Republic
franchise holder in Albany and now
associated with Jack Berkson in

Screencraft Pictures in New York,
is also selling pictures—but by ra-
dio to foreign countries.

Mills, a junior at Union College,
has a regular Monday broadcasting
spot from 5:15 to 5:30 D. S. T., with
GE's short wave stations WGEO
and WGEA, turning their beams on
England, France, Ireland and Scot-
land. Young Mills reviews a picture
each week and gives motion picture
notes and exploitation ideas for pix
people over there.

Hundreds of letters have poured
in to young Mills at the station, par-
ticularly from England, telling him
that his program lightens the bur-
den when everything else they hear
about is war.

Kuykendall Opposes
Hiking Admissions

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
does not believe that the time is

suitable for the raising of admission
prices, a move recently suggested
by Samuel Goldwyn, David 0. Selz-

nick and others. Kuykendall, speak-
ing in New York yesterday, said
increased price scales might be ac-
ceptable in the case of so-called big
pictures, but a general raising of
admission all along the line could
not improve business.
No plans for an MPTOA conven-

tion will be set until the Neely Bill

is disposed of and the Government
case trial is further advanced, Kuy-
kendall said.

Ascap Suit Prosecution
Hinges on Jury's Probe

Prosecution of the long pending
anti-trust suit against Ascap here
rests upon the present Federal Grand
Jury's inquiry into the Society's ac-

tivities, it was indicated both here
and in Washington yesterday.

In Washington, an oflScial of the
D of J confirmed that preliminary
steps towards a new anti-trust in-

vestigation had been taken. Recent-
ly, the Grand Jury here issued sub-
poenas for Ascap records and books.

"Safari" In Providence Bow
Providence, R. I. — Paramount's

"Safari" will have its world pre-

miere here today when the
event also will inaugurate the 25th
anniversary oif the Strand Theater
and the 25th year of the adminis-
tration of its managing director,

Edward L. Reed. Personal appear-
ances of Lynn Overman, Muriel An-
gelus and J. Carrol Naish. Cele-

bration will last two days.

HeUeman, RCA Counsel
Joseph V. Heffernan, formerly

with the law firm of Wright, Gor-
don, Zachry & Parlin, has joined the

law department of RCA as assistant

general counsel.

COminG and GOIRG

ARTHUR HORNBLOW and his wife, MYl
LOY, return to the Coast Saturday night
TWA after a brief vacation here.

JACK COHN returns today from Chicago.

JOSEPH N. WEBER, president of the >s

and FRED BIRNBACH, secretary, have left

Indianapolis to huddle with other executives
fore the annual convention opens Monday.

CHARLES ROBERTS, Columbia's ho- ^'
supervisor for Latin America, return! J:

day from Mexico. Ml^
HAL LeROY leaves today for the Coast

ED KUYKENDALL, president of the MP1
is in New York, returning to his home in

lumbus, Miss., on Saturday.

FRED ALLEN leaves for Hollywood toda

BOB HOPE arrives in Detroit today af^
p. a. in New York.

HAROLD HURLEY Is at the Sherry Netherl

MORRIE RYSKIND is en route to the C

JOE SHEA left last night for Fort W.
Tex., to augment the UA promotional fi

working on the world premiere of "The \V
erner."

Baltimore May Hold
New Time Referendum

Baltimore—A move for a refei

dum on daylight saving in Baltim
has been launched in the City Co
cil. A resolution backed by
Junior Association of Commerce
been introduced and hearings hi

been planned by a Council comr!
tee. If the resolution is passed i

approved, the subject will be pla
on the ballot in November. DJ
light saving was rejected by
voters by a large margin 10 yej

ago.

Shots of Premiere King
Deleted from Newsreels

Toronto—A result of the polit

feud between Premier Mackei
King and Premiere Mitchell H
burn, some Ontario exhibs. are el

inating the former's pictures fi

newsreels, due to audience reacbi

Applebaum to Produce
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAt.

Hollywood — Irving Applebs
Prods, will make "Music Camp,
feature using an all-children c

Applebaum will direct. He recei
produced "Choir Boy," a short gj

ject using St. Brendan's choir.

CLOSE THAT DEAL ^

TOMORROW BY

TELEGRAPHING TODAY VIA

Tostal^
Tehgraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BIL
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WHAT THE
PUBLIC WANTS!

*• ^WJ LEIGH • TAYLOR
VIVIEN

in M-G-M's

lUl*^ WATERLOO BRIDGE

with Lucile Watson,Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya, C. Aubrey Smith • A
Mervyn LeRoy Production • Screen Play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau and

George Froeschel • Based on the Play "Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Sidney Franklin • An M-G-M Picture
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(playing two
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(^playing two
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NEW YORK
WASHINGTON
ATLANTA
PITTSBURGH

BRIDGEPORT
HARTFORD
NEW HAVEN
MILWAUKEE
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
theatres, day and date]

BOSTON
theatres, day and date)

PORTLAND
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Arbitration Seen

As Goal of Allied

(Coiitiiiiifil from Page 1)

affair was announced yesterday by
Jack Kirsch, president of the Illi-

nois unit. All sessions will be held
at the Hotel Morrison. Directors
are slated to meet each morning' and
open meetings are to be held in the
afternoons. A full program of en-

tertainment has been devised for the
ladies. Affairs at which everybody
will attend include a party at the
Old Colony Club and another at the
famous Chez Paree, in addition to

the windup banquet at the Terrace
Room of the Morrison.

Among- the film executives in-

vited to the convention are W. F.
Rodg-ers, Jack Schlaifer, William
Gehring-, James R. Grainger and
others.

RKO By-Laws Amended
At Stockholders' Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

dereliction on their part is estab-
lished. Price, Waterhouse & Co.,

was continued as auditors for 1940.
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president,

presided at the session at which more
than 2,000,000 out of 2,650,000 shares
were represented. Directors ap-
proved last year by the U. S. Dis-
trict Court for the Southern District
of New York in 77B reorganization
proceedings have another year to
serve.

Loew's London Deal Off

London, Ont. — Loew's London
Theaters, Ltd., reports in a letter to
shareholders "continuous difficulties

beyond their control" faced directors
in negotiating with a group outside
the company's present connection
for new bookings and management
connection. However, due to nego-
tiations entered into by the board
with Loew's, Inc., a saving in film
rental dating back to September,
1939, as well as other savings, has
been effected, the letter concludes.

FPC Redeems More Bonds
Montreal—Famous Players Cana-

dian Corp. is redeeming as at June
1, $350,000 of serial bonds due on
June 1, 1941. This is in addition to

the $350,000 of serial bonds due on
June 1, 1940, which were redeemed
as of that date.
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• • • IT was right sporting and generous, too, of Stanton

Griffis to have purchased 2,000 World's Fair Treasure Keys

for insertion in Paramount employes' envelopes Certainly the good

deed was not long in producing results for some of the Para, per-

sonnel To wit: Bob McKeown, of the h.o. mailing room

and his younger brother, Vincent who's a page boy in the Para-

mount Theater are now co-owners of a new 1940 Model Ford auto

Bob let Vincent take his key last Friday night and the latter

unlocked one of the treasure chests obtained a Golden Key

which fit the lock of the car being given away thot evenin'

T T T

• • • THAT'S not the only javorahle outcome oj the

Golden Key gain's on :for just three nights ajter the McKeown
windfall Edward Lichtenstein Paramount Theater usher

obtained a key at the Fair Grounds and won Monday
night's car —a 1940 Chevrolet

• • • A very big turnout of Ampa members and their guests

is certain for today's luncheon meeting o'er at Dempsey's

The ace attraction on the bill will, of course, be Mister

Spyros Skouras Additionally, Charles Cobum, guiding genius of

the Mohawk drama festival will be on hand As you'll recall

Mister Cobum has appeared in both M-G-M and RKO productions

His latest is Metro's "Edison, the Man" and, he'll be the

guest of honor of the "General Electric Night" Committee ot the

Schenectady premiere of that opus at Proctor's Theater next Satur-

day night Many G-E officials will attend the up-State ceremonies

aforementioned

T T T

• • • APROPOS of the times Loew's announces that it

has decided to name its newest theater "Loew's Amer-
ican" This 2,000-seafer, currently under construction, will

open about Oct. 1 'tis located in the East Bronx near Tremont
and Westchester Aves in the new Parkchester development

of the Metropolitan Life Co. . . • Yesterday afternoon Jean

Hersholt was a principal speaker at the World's Fair Denmark
Day He told his audience about the 400-acre tract in Aal-

borg, Denmark known as Rebild National Park (Jean is

prexy) donated by Danish-Americans to the Danish Govern-

ment 30 years ago "It's the only place in the world of its

kind," declared Jean, "where, on foreign soil the Fourth of

July services were held annually"

• • • HENRIETTE Harrison, radio director for the YMCA as-

serts that Pat O'Brien, star of WB's "The Life of Knute Rockne"

will be honored by the YMCA during the Third National Hi-Y Congress

to be held the week of June 17 Pat will speak on a coast-

to-coast CBS program on behalf of Hl-Y to the youth of the na-

tion. . . • Regardless of vrhether skies are smiling or otherwise

RKO Employes' Eighth Annual Boat Ride up the Hudson will take

place next Monday, June 10 and on the succeeding Monday, June

17 Half the org. will go on the first occasion and the remaind-

er on the second Up at Bear Mountain the RKOlians from

office boys to high execs will have an opportunity to show their

athletic prowess

Charges Arnold Seek

To Destroy Labor

(Continued from Page 1)

Attorney General, "came on i.

scene in 1939, a college profess
who never had tried an anti-tru
suit in his life, to try and destr(

organized labor."

Padway said Arnold holds juri

dictional strikes illegal, addi' 'h

"the ignorance of the anti-tiQjj . c

vision is colossal."

"If Arnold is right then electri

ians and carpenters could inva.

your jurisdiction until doomsda
but you couldn't strike," Padw;
declared.

He cited various U. S. Distri

Court decisions in favor of organize

labor, calling attention to the rece

Apex case, in which the Suprer
Court decision "tore the hide c

Mr. Arnold, by holding strikes i

not constitute restraint of inte

state commerce."
President George E. Browne w

awarded an honorary life membe
ship in Theatrical Mutual Associ
tion by Grand Lodge Preside
James Dwyer of New York. It

the first such award in TMA's 7

year history.

Judge Matthew Levy, New Yoi
urged delegates to make a concert

drive against subversive elemen
within the organization.

Prince Named to RKO
South-Eastern Post

(Continued from Page 1)

Depinet. He will be in charge
the Atlanta, Charlotte, and New
leans branches and will headquart
in Atlanta. A pioneer in the bu;

ness. Prince was with the old Ge
eral Film Co., Famous Playei

Paramount and other companies.

WEDDING BELLS'

Denver—Announcement is made
the engagement of Miriam Brig£

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
(Buzz) Briggs of Denver, and Wi
liam H. Ostenberg, III, son of W
and Mrs. William Ostenberg
Scottsbluff, Neb. Both are studer'

at the University of Colorado. Gi*"

father is manager of the State Th;

ater here and the boy's father ow
several theaters in and arou:i

Scottsbluff.

« « « » » 1^

Engagement of Barbara O'Ni

and Joshua L. Logan was ma'
known this week. Logan, in additi

to directing a number of Broadw:
plays, has served in Hollywood asi

director. Marriage will take pla^

June 18 at the O'Neil home in Gree:

wich.

Beloit, Wis.—Raymond C. Portt

projectionist for the Wisconsin Tit

ater Enterprise, was married ;

Sarah L. Nelson, cashier at t;i

State Theater here.
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Gov't Oliays Affiliated Houses for Own Pix
S. Sees Monopoly, How

rer. If Outside Films
re Bought for Exhibition

(Continued from Page 1)

divorcement stand, by stating
it two producers owning theaters,
vgo^ in systematic exchanges of

nr lij the exclusions of indepen-
its* dhd create a preferential sys-

II.

I say that it spells inequality of

oortunity, which is in itself a vio-

ion of the Sherman anti-trust
." Williams concluded.
Reaction of film attorneys at

he trial to Williams' statement
o Judge Goddard was uniform.
Attorneys pointed out that the
Government has never before
•onceded the privilege to pro-

lucers to distribute their own
jictures much less to exhibit

hem. These attorneys added
or the most part that it would
)e useless for a producer to own
lis own theaters if he were con-

ined to exhibiting only his own
ilms.

Trace Loew, 20th-Fox Growth
ohn W. Davis, counsel for Loew's,
. and Ralph Harris, 20th-Fox at-

ney, related the histories of their

iipanies as evidence that the film

. ustry is not subject to monop-
c but has been open to sharp com-
! ition. Davis told Federal Judge
Ward that Loew's has operated
a "wholly independent and

oily self-contained unit."

larris related the struggle which
lliam Fox engaged in with other
Iipanies to secure theaters regard-

l lerson Yorke Suing

Emerson Yorke, independent film

1 iducer, through counsel, Friend,
Jjlbrook, Reiskind and Hart, has
li tituted suit against Loucks and
rling Studios, New York, for mon-
allegedly due him in contract for

share of the third dimensional
md motion picture now being ex-

ited by Chrysler Corp. at the New
rk World's Fair.

broltor Closes Three
Denver — Three houses in the
ing operated by Gibraltar Enter-

ifses have been closed. They in-

I de the Burro Alley, Santa Fe, N.
the Oto, Scottsbluff, Neb., and
Riviera, Gering, Neb.

and, Lebanon, to Laws
^ebanon, O.—Ray Laws has taken
r the Grand from J. C. Patterson.

.
Signs o' the Times

In addition to opening the show each
morning with "The Star-Spangled Ban-

j'ner," Loew's Theaters are making ar-

Ijrangements to close the last night with

I
"The Stars and Stripes Forever" as an
exit march.

Government Attemptinff to Seize Industrial
Potver Thru Equity Suit, Says Warner Counsel
Opening address by Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney General, in the New York

equity suit here Monday was vigorously attacked yesterday by Judge Joseph Proskauer,
Warner counsel, as he started his opening address to the Court. Judge Proskauer,
who continues today, told Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard that "the ultimate endeavor
in this case is an attempt at Government seizure of industrial power."

Counsel asserted that he would demonstrate that there was no combination, but
that the savings of the companies had been passed on to the public in the form
of lower admission prices.

less of the competitors in any par-

ticular territory.

Certainly, Harris stated, integra-

tion on the part of Fox Film did

not materialize as the result of any
combination or conspiracy. "At the
very time of its organization in

1915, Fox Film Corp. was what the
Government has chosen to call an in-

tegrated company, a company en-
gaged in the production, distribution
and exhibition of motion pictures,"
Harris declared.

Davis told the Court the average
cost of a Loew film has increased
from $146,000 in 1924 to $865,000 in

1939, with a corresponding profit of

$9,000,000 a year for the last four
years.

In discussing the applicable
laws and decisions which will

govern the case, Davis main-
tained that a conspiracy "must
be the very crux of the Govern-
ment case." Integration, he said,

is not sufficient under any court
decision unless conspiracy is

proven, and he challenged the
Government to produce one de-
cision conflicting with his stand.
Proof of conspiracy must be ir-

resistible, Davis continued, and
Loew's cannot be bound by evidence

unless there is direct proof that the
company participated in some fash-
ion. Loew's will not take the re-

sponsibility of actions of any other
company, Davis said, at the same
time maintaining that he saw no il-

legality in other companies' actions.

Davis termed the 36 key cities as

"synthetic" but added that Loew's
operated in only 16 of them and that
in every instance there was at least

one major company competing.
Harris declared that the defen-

dants would match film rental favors
to affiliates "several times over," by
instances of similar favors extended
to independents.

"We confidently believe that
the evidence will demonstrate
that from the standpoint of the

independent exhibitor the indus-

try as presently operated af-

fords the maximum of service,

convenience and opportunity,"
Harris continued. A nation-

wide operation cannot be con-

demned because of a few spor-

adic complaints, he concluded.
Col. William J. Donovan, RKO

attorney, who waived his right to an
opening statement, was followed by
Jerome Strumpf, counsel for K-A-0,
who contented himself with press-
ing the point that K-A-0 was an or-

Davis, Loew Counsel, Says
Conspiracy Must be Crux
Of Government's Case

ganization independent of RKO and
had filed a separate answer.

Columbia Released 90 Indies

Louis Frohlich, counsel for Colum-
bia, contended that the meteoric rise

of Jack Cohn, Harry Cohn and Joe
Brandt was refutation to charges of
monopoly. He pointed out that Co-
lumbia has distributed over 90 pic-

tures in the past 10 years for in-

dependent producers.

Frohlich cited "fierce and ruinous
competition" between the defendants
for stories and stars and said Co-
lumbia has always sold away from
affiliated theaters. This in itself is

proof that there is no monopoly, he
added.

Frohlich also expressed fears that
if block-booking is eliminated Co-
lumbia, United Artists and Universal
would be forced out of business be-
cause, he said, the other five compa-
nies would have less difficulty in

selling their pictures.

UA's $500,000 Minimum
Edward C. Raftery spoke in be-

half of Universal and United Ar-
tists. Universal, he said, has more
selective contracts with independents
than with majors. Raftery told the
Court that UA now distributes for

13 indie producers and that there is

no limitation on other producers
using its facilities except a minimum
of $500,000 must be spent per pic-

ture and UA must have the right

of approval of stars and directors.

Md. Censor Re-Appointed
Baltimore—Marie W. Presstman,

who has served many years as a
member of the Maryland State
Board of Motion Picture Censors,
has been reappointed for another
three-year term by Gov. Herbert R.
O'Conor. She is secretary of the
Board.

New Morgantown Theater

Morgantown, W. Va.—George H.
Nelson, pioneer West Virginia exhib.,

and Samuel Phillips, of the Phillips
Music Co., will build a 1,000-seater
here to open on Labor Day.

Push Americanization Pix

Chicago—The Indiana-Illinois The-
ater circuit is pushing Americaniza-
tion film programs in the steel mill
and manufacturing districts of
northern Indiana and Illinois.

RKO Signs Fay Wray
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO has signed Fay

Wray; first assignment is "Wildcat
Bus."

Open House for Allied

Chicago — Filmack Trailer will

hold open house for national Allied's

convention delegates.

Caesar Warns on Music Rights

Taking cognizance of reports that

radio interests are seeking to buy

publishers' catalogues, with the in-

tention of withdrawing performing

rights from Ascap, Prexy Irving

Caesar of the Song Writers Protec-

tive Association warned yesterday

that the perfoi'ming rights are
placed with Ascap by the writers and
cannot be withdrawn by the pub-
lishers.

"Lost Battalion" for WB
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will film

Norman Reilly Raine's Woi'ld War
story, "The Lost Battalion," this

Summer.

H. E. Newell Retires

Chicago—H. E. Newell, veteran
theater manager, has retired. For
20 years he was a partner of Lester
Retchin.

Rep. Title Change for Chi.

Chicago — Republic is changing
"Gangs of Chicago" to "Gangs of

Cities" for the Chicago showing. The
censor also made several cuts.

Wolf Shifts WB Managers
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner

zone manager, has named the fol-

lowing personnel changes in the ter-

ritory: Don Reilly from assistant

manager at the Hippodrome, Cleve-

land, to manager of the State, Lima,

succeeding Clarence Sletz, now man-
ager of the Ohio, Sidney, where he
succeeds Bunny Somers, resigned.

Guy Ellis moves from the Variety
to become assistant manager at the
Hippodrome, while Tony Laurie be-

comes assistant manager at the Va-
riety.

Maj. Warner Adds Realty

Miami Beach, Fla.—Maj. Albert
Warner has added to his Miami
Beach property holdings by purchas-
ing a long strip with 200-foot fron-

tage on Collins Ave from M. L.

Annenberg, Philadelphia publisher,

for $240,000 cash.

Honor Eastntan Prexy
Canton, N. Y.—Frank W. Lovejoy,

president of Eastman Kodak Co., was
awarded an honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws by St. Lawrence University for

his achievements as a physicist.
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Neely Bill Dead;

To Draft Substitute

(Coiitiiitii'J from Page 1)

committee a brand new bill as a
substitute for the Neely measure
which a majority of the committee
considered "unworkable."

Alternative to Unfavorable Report

The committee took the action in-

stead of adopting one member's pro-
posal to dispose of the Neely bill

"finally and for all time today" by
reporting it unfavorably.

One committee member infonned
The Film Daily that it was "the
unanimous opinion and sense of the
whole committee that the Neely bill

did not have any moral value."
It was further said that not one

member of the committee defended
"the bill's 'moral value' " at yester-
day's executive session. Also it was
further learned on excellent author-
ity no committee member defended
the synopsis proposal.

May Name Sub-Com. Today
Chairman Lea is expected to name

his sub-committee to start drafting
new legislation or "to salvage some-
thing out of the Neely bill" probably
today.
Congressman Wolverton, (R., N.

J.) ranking minority member, is

co-operating with Chairman Lea in

selecting the sub-committee member-
ship. It is expected to total either

five or seven members, with the

former given the preference with
three to two Democratic and Repub-
lican ratio.

At yesterday's session, it was
learned, the need for a sub-commit-
tee to delve into the testimony and
report fully to the general commit-
tee on legal aspects and industry
policies of the block-booking meas-
ure was emphasized.

New Haven C of C Neely
Stand Rapped by Allied

New Haven—Objecting to the de-

cision of the local Chamber of Com-
merce to oppose the Neely bill after

what they term a "One-sided meet-
ing" on the issue, members of Al-
lied Theater Owners of Connecticut
instructed their executive secretary,

Lawrence C. Caplan to address a
letter of protest to Prof. Ray B.

Westerfield, chairman of the Cham-
ber legislative committee.
The letter states that although

there are approximately 25 theaters
in New Haven and vicinity, no inde-

pendent exhibitor was notified of or

invited to the meeting which was
attended by exchange managers,
John Hesse, manager of Warner's
Roger Sherman, and Lou Schaefer,
manager of M & P Paramount, last

week.
"The Chamber of Commerce usual-

ly reflects the views, and acts to

promote the best interests of local

businessmen and taxpayers, yet the

only persons invited to the meeting
were managers of out of state chain
corporations, who have no direct lo-

cal interest, either personal or on

If Md, Censors Want to Escape Fire Hazards
They Must Cut Expenses to Pay Higher Rent

Baltimore—Although the Baltimore Association of Fire Underwriters has recom-
mended that the headquarters of the State Board of Motion Picture Censors be moved
to avoid certain fire hazards created by the storage and showing of films, the State
Law Department has handed down a ruling holding that the Censor Board cannot use
excess fees from the inspection of films to pay an increased rental. The opinion
holds that the Board must keep its expenditures within its budget allotment but if

these expenditures could be curtailed the money saved would be used to pay the
higher rent necessary at a new location.

Columbia StandsbyOwn Code
will Continue to Sell It to Exhlbs.»Montague

(Continued

year, promised that it would live up
to every 'word, comma, and period
of the Code of Fair Practice.' The
Code has, if I may use the word,
been 'shelved.' But we in Colum-
bia believed in the Code and we be-
lieve that if all companies continue
to conduct themselves under such a

Code it would help alleviate the ag-
gravated conditions that have been
brought about by producer, distrib-

utor and exhibitor.

Columbia Stands by Code
"Columbia has not 'shelved' the

fair practices of that Code. Before
that earlier Code was proposed, we
believed in conducting our own
business under a code of fair prac-
tice, only we called it the 'Columbia
Code.'

"We intend—and I speak to each
and every man sitting before me

—

to continue selling that code of fair

practice to Columbia exhibitors—not
the printed code which has been
'shelved'—but a code that will go
even further in principle than that
which was printed."

Convention yesterday heard talks

by Vice-Prexy Jack Cohn, Louis
Weinberg, and Louis Astor, circuit

sales supervisors; Max Weisfeldt,
sales exec; George Josephs and
Maurice Grad, sales promotion man-
agers. Pix specifically discussed
were "21 Days Together," "Mad
Men of Europe" and "I Married Ad-
venture."

from Page 1)

Commends Kaufman, Zeeman
Montague commended Hank Kauf-

man, manager of exchange opera-
tions, and Bernie Zeeman, for their

convention arrangements, and intro-

duced from the floor h.o. execs. Seth
Raisler, Vine Borelli, Al Sherman,
Joe Freiberg, Irv Sherman, Al Se-
ligman and Bill Brennan.
Delegates saw several reels from

Frank Lloyd's "The Howards of Vir-
ginia" and Wesley Ruggles' "Ari-
zona."

Division and branch managers
held individual parleys in the after-

noon.
Rube Jackter, assistant sales

manager, announced the promotion
of Sam Cramer, from accessories
manager of the Denver Exchange,
to salesman in that branch, and Or-
ville Miller, from booker and oflfice

manager in Des Moines to salesman
there. Jackter further announced
several new additions to sales per-

sonnel in William Kahl in Chicago,
Jack Shackelford, Kansas City,

Fred Horn, Jack Tigue, Omaha and
Norman Newman, Los Angeles.

Osa Johnson Picture
Previewed for Delegates

Chicago—Columbia previewed the
Osa Johnson picture, "I Married Ad-
venture," for the delegates attend-
ing its convention here. Pix was
shown at the B & K Garrick The-
ater last night.

RKO Applies for New
Stock Registration

(Continued from Page 1)

change of 2,753,053 shares of $1
par value common stock, issued; 3,-

585,030 shares of $1 par value com-
mon stock, to be registered upon
notice of issuance, and 128,170

shares of $100 par value 6 per cent
preferred stock, cumulative from
Feb. 1, 1940, issued. On the New
York Curb Exchange RKO asks
registration of 2,559,573 option war-
rants to purchase common stock,

issued.

behalf of the corporations which
they represent. . . ," the letter

states, and goes on to ask, "Wouldn't
it have been fairer to have heard
the views of local theater owners,
many of whom are strongly in fa-

vor of the bill?"

"Helen Trent" Air Show
Purchased for Screen

(Continued from Page 1)

be distributed by a major company
with a big "name" cast.

With a Crosley rating, higher
than the average median for a quar-
ter-hour daytime show heard five

times weekly, the program repre-
sents an investment of almost $4,-

000,000 by the sponsors.
It is planned to make four fea-

tures with the "Trent" character.

Zeldman Picture to Select

Contracts were signed yesterday
between Zeldman International, Inc.,

and Select Attractions, Inc., for the
U. S. release, of "Leopard Men of

Africa." The picture will be road-
showed. Each unit will carry trav-

eling ballyhoo equipment and ex-

ploiteers. Key runs are now being
set.

Femme Pix Tastes

Uncovered by Poll

(Continued from Page 1)

ble could be eliminated from pr
duction."

Using the material and inform
tion obtained in the survey, Mi
Mengel is at work building pla)

for a project which she expec*~ w
have far-reaching effects in( i

fluence on the future of pictSR^'s

this country.

Survey Wholly Independent

In announcing her survey yeste

day, Miss Mengel stressed the fa
that the poll was conducted ind

pendently of the industry and w
not financed or supervised by ai

company or group of companic
While data and statistics are beij

withheld. Miss Mengel insists thi

the results are startling.

In explaining her move. Miss Me
gel said: "Exhibitors, distribute

and producers say that too litl

money is coming in; producers blar

exhibitors; exhibitors blame the pu
lie. Exhibitors give the public p:

tures in double doses and abo
everything imaginable to attra

people to the theaters, and still t

money doesn't reach the volume ea
group assures the other is potei

tially available. Minority groui;

put their heads together and coe*

to the conclusion that 'this' or 'th;i

is the cause of the lost revenue. T'j

Government investigates and c

cides the root of the evil is som
thing entirely different—all pulliii

one another's hair and all at crc'

purposes."

Having been connected with t

industry for 20 years. Miss Meng
says she has always been inti

ested by certain facts concerning i

lationship of the public and thc:

who make the pictures for it. 0'

of these, she contends, was the a|

parent inability of the producei

to gauge in advance the probal
reaction of an audience to a giv:

production, and this is especially tr

in considering the viewpoint of w;

men.

Form 65 Per cent of Film Audierti

According to Miss Mengel, worn:

of America with their children coi

pose 65 per cent of the motion p
ture audience, own 70 per cent

the nation's private wealth, buy
per cent of all merchandise sc

through retail outlets, have 65 p

cent of all saving bank deposi'^

possess titles to 48 per cent of

homes and comprise 49 per cent

15 million stockholders.
It was these facts, she says, th

influenced her to launch her surv£

set up a working organization ai

to use a selected list of names whi

she had carefully built up thrcuj!

the years. All answers were anal

zed under the direction of Dr. Ii

ing Lorge, executive director of t

Institute of Educational Resear(

Teachers College, and collaborat

in the U. S. Department of Agrici

ture.
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EC Reveals Added

oldings of Execs.

.\skington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Austin C. Keough,

•ra. vice-prexy, reports acquisition

* 500 shares of Paramount's com-

in stock to bring his total to 559

ir-^^ in the current issue of the

,,1(5" ?mi-monthly summary of se-

rity transactions and holdings. He
,;o acquired 200 shares of 6 per
\t convertible 2nd preferred to

'ing his total to 423 shares in this

<[ ,ss.

!
Columbia's report states Jack Cohn

;' quired 31,321 shares of common
i| par value in an exphange to bring
'; total in this class to 31,876
ares. He disposed of 81,321 com-
m voting trust certificates in the

I :hange, now holding no certifi-

. ;es. Abe Schneider reports acqui-
ion of 100 shares of common no
L- value, representing his full hold-

i fs in this class. He also reports
Mding 504 common voting trust

tificates and 7,500 option warrants
• common after acquiring that

jimber in September, 1939.

ILoew's, Inc. reports Joseph R.
'I gel has acquired 200 shares of

i; nmon and now holds 300 shares.
Twentieth Century - Fox report
tes Joseph M. Schenck holds 110,-

> shares of common and 14,784

.j
ires of $1.50 cumulative preferred

J ;er disposing of 500 shares.
jiVarner Brothers report states

Stnuel Carlisle has acquired 300

;] ires of common, bringing his total

(\ nmon holding to 1,000 shares.
Acquisition of 300 of Universal

<lrp.'s common voting trust certi-

1: ites by Preston Davie is reported.
'[is makes his total holding in this

fi'ss, 2,000 certificates and 26,500
tificates through Standard Cap-
1 Co. He also holds 111,283 com-
n voting trust certificate warrants
ough Standard Capital.

32 Feature Via Tele

S'BC's tele program for next week
Is for a single feature film,

ell's House," produced in 1932
;h Bette Davis and Pat O'Brien
Ithe cast, and then distributed by
pitol. Pix is set for Wednesday
:ht at 9.

m Garfield in Chaps
'

!t Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

lollywood — John Garfield dons
'ips for a cowboy role with Pat
t irien in "Flowing Gold."

UA Acquires
Chilean Picture

I

United Artists has acquired the Latin-
American rights to "Escandalo," produced
in Chile and reported to be the best pic-
jture to be made in that country. Deal
is said to mark the first time a major
American company has distributed a

Chilean picture. Another deal calling
'for the distribution of four pictures to
jbe made in either Cuba or Argentina also

iwas announced by Arthur Kelly, foreign
isales head.

Five More Roadshotv
Dates Set for ATAHT
Five more special roadshow dates for

Warners' ATAHT have been set, it was
learned yesterday. Pix will start four-
a-day at the Majestic, Providence, June
20; Orpheum, Kansas City, and Orpheum,
Des Moines, 26th, and Brandeis, Omaha,
and Orpheum, New Orleans, 27th.

Entries Pour In

For Thai Tourney

{Continued from Page 1)

long, long table in committee head-
quarters continued piled high with
entries and accompanying ten-buck
checks, but here are partial returns
of the golfing gents and racquet
wielders who'll participate on Tues-
day in the great battle royal:
Irving W. Goodfield David A. O'Malley
Jack Level Al Steen
Louis J. Brecker Arthur H. Pelterson

C. V. T. Burgess Dr. M. L. Reiffel

Harry Buxbaum Sam Stern
Leonard Satr Joe A. Castellano
Harvey Day Howard Reiffel

Monroe Eisenberg Henderson M. Richey
Jack Servies Charles L. Casanave
Charles A. Alicoate Harold Rinzler
Jack Alicoate T. Newman Lawler
Max Cohen Charles Stuart
Sydney S. Braunberg "Chick" Lewis
John A. Farmer Robert Mintz
Walter W. Seaton Jack H. Levin
Max A. Cohen Leon J. Bamberger
William R. Ferguson Gordon W. Hedwig
F. B. Foster, Jr. L. H. Mitchell
James Frank, Jr. George H. Morris
William V. Frankel Oscar Neu
Paul Carst Richard Brady
Jack Goetz Norman C. Nicholson
Winfield Andrus Mitchell May, Jr.

Thomas J. Connors Louis Nizer
Chester B. Bahn Jerry Melnicker
Jack Cunliffe Charles M. Mersereau
William Brandt Don M. Mersereau
William K. Jacobs, Jr. Lou H. Miller
Marvin Kirsch Sam Rinzler
Adolph Haas Saul E. Rogers
'Hap' Hadley William Sussman
Stanley W. Hand Paul Terry
Hollis Kennahan Sydney B. Weill
Joseph Springer William Weiss
Wally Howes Morris Sanders
Bernard Kleid Cordon White
Martin E. Kornbluth C. E. Winters
Dr. L. S. Kushner John R. Shays, Jr.

M'ax Stuart Jimmy Sileo

To polish plans for the Tennis
Tourney, — which will share the
sportslight with golf on Tuesday,

—

the Committee met at luncheon yes-
terday in the Hotel Astor's Hunting
Room, with Tournament Manager
Don Mersereau presiding.

It was unanimously decided that
all details of competition in the "net"
warfare will be under the direct jur-
isdiction of Tennis Chairman Jack
Levin and Committeeman Si Seadler.
The latter announced that the bat-

tle-cry or slogan of the Tennis
Tournament will be: "Life Is Futile,

So Keep a Loose Lower Lip . . .—
And Let's Play Tennis!"

RKO Signs Richard Carlson
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—RKO has signed Rich-
ard Carlson to a termer; first chore
is male lead in "Too Many Girls."

It's The Baker's Wife, Inc.

"The Baker's Wife," French pix,

is being distributed in the U. S. by
The Baker's Wife, Inc., not World
Pictures, as published.

ORE PRIZES
A Truck Load—Fully Insured

1000 LAUGHS
Forget Business For A Day

SCREENO NIGHT
Champagne—Dishes—You Can't Miss

Mickey Mouse Preview
Tennis For The Sissies

Bingo — Raffle — Pictures

A Three-Ring Golf Circus

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY,

1501 Broadway. N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address
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PACEMAKERS

ENDOWED with special abilities in their

special fields, and governed by supercrit-

ical manufacturing controls, Eastman

negative films set the pace for raw-film

quality. They share with cameraman and

processing laboratory the credit for the

unprecedented photographic excellence

of today's motion pictures. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

r

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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Universat's Second Quarter Net t^^^MUlion

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought

{See Columns 2-3 Below)
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KOURAS^URGES INDmRY 'MORALMERGER'

'ells CourtWB Had to Acquire Houses ^or Else^

i »eded to Exploit Sound/
i iserts Judge Proskauer;
I :st Testimony Today

Varner Brothers had to enter
theater business to exploit sound
lures or else had to retire to a
lordinate position in the film in-

try, Judge Joseph Proskauer said

5 terday during his opening address
' Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard

the trial of the government's
- lity action,

udge Proskauer told the Court
t t Warners had led the field in the
elopment of sound pictures, and
ded theaters for the installation

' sound equipment to exhibit its

{Continued on Page 7)

f Major Col. Pix

ii Summer Period

'hicago—In line with its exhib.
op policy, Columbia will make
major productions available be-

en June 15-Sept. 15, it was an-

mced here yesterday by A. Mon-
ue, Columbia general sales man-
r, as the company's sales conven-
1 entered its final stages.
Mx thus set are "Arizona," "How-

(Continued on Page 7)

endle Would Return
I Detroit Film Field

suit was filed yesterday in the
tfleral Court by George W. Tren-

against Paramount Pictures,
., and John H. King, formerly
)wn as John Kunsky, in which the
intiff seeks the nullification of

(Continued on Page 3)

jiVatite Com, to Draft
;
Suh Neely Bill Today

^Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
I Washington—Names of members of
jnewly authorized Interstate Foreign
Commerce Sub-committee to draft a

^substitute for the Neely block-booking
jbill will be announced at committee
offices today, the clerk stated last

night.

Fight Fifth Column —Warner
Company Doesn't Want Bundsmen, Fascists or

Communists on Its Payroll, Says H. M.

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Speaking at the stu-
dio before 6,500 people, chiefly War-
ner Bros, employes and wives, Harry
M. Warner
urged his
hearers to
wage a war
against "fifth

column" ac-
tivities and
to report any
subversive
elements to
the local of-

fice of FBI.
Warner em-

phasized the
mistake the —
ci vilized
world had
made in making no effort to pro-

_!_-«

H. M. WARNER

tect a minority and had permitted
Germany to persecute a minority

faith. He urged his listeners not
to allow anyone to say anything
against anyone's faith.

Warner told of finding in his own
car, in his own studios, subversive
literature and pointed out the U. S.

Government needed help to cope
with "fifth column" activities.

He declared his company made
"Juarez" because of Nazi-ism and
Communism were taking a strong

hold in Mexico and Warners wanted
to show Mexicans that their country
had had a patriot who believed in

liberal institutions.

Warner said his company loses

from $25,000 to $30,000 on each of
its patriotic shorts, but it is the

cheapest investment its investors

(Continued on Page 3)

100% Unionization

Here, lATSE Goal

By HUGH MORBIS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville—The lATSE conven-
tion here yesterday unanimously
adopted a resolution empowering
the Executive Board to "effect com-

( Continued on Page 4)

Gien Oal(S Linlcs

Olcay, But Waif-

Great Neck (By Carrier Pigeon)—
The Film Daily Golf Tourna-

ment Committee swooped down on
the nearby Glen Oaks Club yester-

day for a thorough inspection of

the famous links which is due for

(Continued on Page 3)

$920r370 ^^CP^ Quarter Net
Profits of $1,381,002 for First Half of Year

Warner Men Departing
For Pittsburgh Sales Parley

Warner h. o. execs., district and
branch managers, salesmen from the
East and Canada, foreign depart-
ment reps., theater zone managers

{Continued on Page 7)

Universal earned a net profit of

$920,370 in the second quarter of

its current fiscal year, ended April

27, before Federal income taxes and
special amortization reserve. This
compares with a net profit, similarly

computed, of $581,587 in the corre-

sponding quarter of last year and a
(.Continued on Page 4)

Calls for All-Trade Group
To Meet Monthly to Co-or-

dinate Protective Steps

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Addressing Ampa's luncheon
meeting yesterday, Spyros
Skouras, head of National The-

a t er s, d e-

clared:

(1) that a
"moral mer-
ger" of all

wings and
factions o f

the industry
is an impera-
tive need if

the business
is to survive
the present
economic cri-

sis springing
from the war
and interna-

tional unrest;
(2) that a committee, representa-

( Continued on Page 4)

SPYROS SKOURAS

Mexican Exiiibitors'

Quota Kicks Fuliie

Mexican quota law requiring ex-

hibitors to show one national picture
a month in some theaters and two
monthly in others is being enforced
despite objections of exhibitors, ac-

cording to Charles Roberts, Colum-
bia's home office supervisor for La-
tin-American countries. Roberts ar-

(Continued on Page 3)

Hays Will Be GOP
Conclave Delegate

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, will be
a delegate to the Republican national

convention in Philly late this month.
Hays, who returned to New York this

week from Indiana, where his alma
mater, Wabash College, conferred an
honorary LL.D. on him, will represent

the 7th Indiana District at the GOP
conclave.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1243^ 1221/4 1243/4 -f 13/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 83/3 81/4 &Va — Vs
Loew's, Inc 2^^^ 21 7/3 21 % + %
do pfd
Paramount 4% 4% 4%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 63^ 6^/4 6% — l/g

Pathe Film
RKO 5/8 S/g 5/8

20th Century-Fox . . 53/8 5Vb SVs — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 141/2 14'/2 HVi
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 21/3 21/3 21/3

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46. 101 i/s 101 Vs 101 i/g + Vs
Para. B'way 3s55... 42 42 42
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 76 76 76 — 1/4

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros." dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 91/2 91/2 91/2 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 1 1 1 4- Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. 31/4 ^Va 31/4 + 1/4

Universal Picts

Schenck and Moskowitz
Arraignment Wednesday

Joseph M. Schenck will appear
before Federal Judge William Bondy
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. to plead
to governmental charges against
him, it was learned yesterday. Jos-
eph Moskowitz, who the D of J al-

leges aided Schenck, will be ar-
raigned at the same time. Schenck
has issued a statement denying all

Government charges.

The Twenty-eighth
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Loew Theater Managers
In Exploitation Drive

Loew theater managers are launch-
ing a united pre-release advertising
and exploitation drive for the warm
weather months in view of what
they believe is the strongest M-G-M
summer lineup in the company's his-

tory.

In explaining the campaign, Os-
car A. Doob, Loew publicity man-
ager, said the theaters plan a spe-
cial sales effort concentrated on in-

dividual pictures rather than the
full season's group of films.

First of the summer films will be
"Susan and God," on which extensive
co-operative merchandising ads and
tie-ups are being arranged. Others
which will be given advance promo-
tion include "New Moon," "Pride and
Prejudice," "The Mortal Storm,"
"Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante,"
"Boom Town," "Escape," "I Do,"
"Gold Rush Maisie" and "I Love
You Again."

War Relief Blitzkriegs

Michigan Theater Biz

Detroit— Michigan theater busi-
ness has been seriously blitzkrieged
by the war relief. Show business
generally has suffered from the tense
war atmosphere, but the local trade
is affected even more directly.

Move is already under way to de-
vote one day's earnings a week to
war relief, for the country of origin
or descent for Michigan's large for-
eign-born communities.

. Typical effect is around the Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo sector, where bus-
iness is affected by the thousands
whose ancestors came from Holland.
Hundreds of thousands of Polish
descent are also affected, especially
in the industrial cities like Detroit
and Flint.

Congress to Quit lune 22?
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Administration, it is

understood, is aiming for a June 22
adjournment of Congress.

Warner, RKO Men Talk
Campaigns for ATAHT

Warner field exploitation men and
RKO theater execs, conferred with
Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumen-
stock at the WB home office yester-

day on campaigns for the special

and roadshow engagements of

ATAHT. At the parley were:
RKO: Harry Mandel, advertising

director for theaters in New York;
Mort Singer, of the Singer Circuit,

Chicago; Tom Gorman, division man-
ager in Chicago; and Dick Meyer,
Southern division manager with
headquarters in New Orleans.
Warner field men are John Gold-

smith, Atlanta; Monroe Rubinger,
Kansas City; Bill Lewis, Dallas;
Charles Curran, Des Moines; and
Ben Cohen of the home office, who
will handle the Omaha engagement.
The field men left last night for

their respective territories.

Metro Suspends British

Production Activities

M-G-M yesterday officially an-
nounced the suspension of produc-
tion activities in England. Ben
Goetz, the company's production
head in London, arrives on the
President Roosevelt due in New York
on Sunday. Mrs. Goetz and Mrs.
Robert Montgomery are accompany-
ing him.
"Busman's Honeymoon," starring

Robert Montgomery, has been com-
pleted and will be released here dur-
ing the summer.

Samoff Made Officer

Of Legion of Honor

David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
yesterday was elevated from the
rank of Chevalier to Officer of the
Legion of Honor by the President
of France. Decoration was made
by the French Consul General in

New York for Sarnoff's services in

the advancement of science and in-

dustry and radio.

COminC and Goinc

A. MONTAGUE, Columbia sales chieft^ir

turns today on the Century from Chicago,

the company held a divisional sales mccti

AL SHERMAN, Columbia home office <

JEROME SAFRON, division manager with I

quarters in Los Angeles, and CARL SHi

Detroit district manager; also left Chicag

terday for their respective posts.

MAX GOMEZ, RKO manager in Mex'-r;

returned to Mexico City after home office

dies.

J. J. NOLAN and PERRY LIEBER left [

on the Century for the Coast.

MAX WEISFELDT, IRVING SHERMAN,
SEPH FRIEBERG, BILL BRENNAN and AL SE

MAN, Columbia home office execs., leave

cago today on the Commodore Vanderbilt.

DWICHT DEERE WIMAN returns to Ber

shortly.

RUBE JACKTER, LOU WEINBERG, L
ASTOR, VINCENT BORELLI, SETH RAII

MAURICE GRAD and GEORGE JOSEPHS, Cc

bia execs, leave Chicago today for Hew
via United.

BUDDY DeSYLVA has returned to Hollyv

BEN GOETZ, ROBERT T. KANE and
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, arrive here Sunda

the Roosevelt.

JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, managing directo

England for Columbia, and A. M. NOYE,
zilian manager, arrive In New York over

week-end.

MILDRED LAW left for Hollywood yester-

EUGENIE LEONTOVICH returns to New
next week.

CHARLES COBURN left for Schenectady)

night to make a p.a.

FRED GULBRANSEN, Panama manager'

RKO, leaves today for Panama City.

NEDDA HARRIGAN arrives here next

from Hollywood.

PAUL WHITEMAN leaves the Coast as

as he completes a role in a new pictur

take a long Vacation on New Jersey fam

JAN KIEPURA and his wife, MARTA ECCEI

sail for South America next week.

EDGAR SELWYN has returned to the C

JOHNY MERCER leaves for Hollywood sl|

ly. 1

BERNARD SHORE, publicity director of F^

Cinema Center, is in Cleveland.

CHARLES ROBERTS, Columbia's Latin Ai

lean supervisor. Is in New York from Me
City.

Florence Roberts Dies
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM iI?Xj

Hollywood—Florence Roberts,

actress, died here yesterday of he

disease.

"Our Town" Next Thursday
"Our Town" starts at the Mi

Hall next Thursday.

7

Harry Cribbon
George W. Goman

JUNE 9

THE FIL*<
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Jacob Wllk

Nancy E. Rotha

JUNE 8

Ernest B. Schoo
Meyer P. Bee

Ben Griefer

Julius Jacques He
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Jen Oaks Links

(ay, Bui Wait-

{Continued from Page 1)

plete demolition next Tuesday
Im a locust swarm of pix industry
I'ers commence what is normally
Svn as divot-digging, but which
mean more literally that whole
ms and fairways will have to be
aced when the shooting is over,

vij^mpanying the committee were
|%)to, Charlie Chan, The Saint,

!,TrVance, Dick Tracy and Super-
i,—the latter to advise how the

"mile course can be made in an
ast par.

Qcrophones will be installed on
•y hole to pick up the alibis on
sday, but the committee refused
orroborate the report that water
be drawn out of the link's ponds
champagne substituted,

ais latter rumor caused another
,anche of entries to inundate Film
\ijY Tourney Headquarters yes-

ay. Among those intrigued

the possibility of dunking their

fes, mid-shots and approaches in

yintage of 1927 were Donald E.

idman, Paul D. Ries, Rodney
\, R. G. Johnson, George Skou-
^E. J. Warner, Charles M. Eck-

John Borst, Bernard Sholtz,

ttes B. Gardner, Edgar Hollander,

jsn Goldstein, Senator Walters,
4 Canavan, Harry Pimstein, Dick
ey, Henry Eysmann, L. B. Alter-

1 Irving Dashkin, J. J. Alterman,
in M. Hirsch and Bert Kulick.

ikican

^inst

Exhibs/ Kicks

Quota Futile

(Continued from Page 1)

from Mexico City Mondav for
[jc-week stay in the U. S.

berts said that the poor qual-
i)f most of the Mexican-made
«,res meant that theaters usually
red a loss during their run.

I'oximately 24 pictures produced
exico, he added, have never been
n on any screen. However,

'i
with merit find an outlet

ghout the Spanish-speaking na-

oduction there is virtually at

ndstill, although banking inter-

jhave offered to fiance the pro-

Jon of approved stories,

fboom in theater construction is

Ing exhibitors who have let

houses run down to renovate
odernize their theaters to meet

[ompetition of the new theaters,

B said.

adney Biography
f<H Acquired hy Metro

[:st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
tlollywood

—
"Blossoms in the Dust,"

[original story by Ralph Wheelwright,
h> been purchased by Metro as a star-

<jg vehicle for Greer Garson. Story is

fed on the life of Mrs. Edna Gladney
Fort Worth, who, as head of the

Hcas Children's Home and Aid Society,
ppted more than 2,000 children. Irving

|ier will produce.

wiTii PlilL Ai. DALTi

• • • CHARLES COBURN stood before the Ampa luncheon

meetin' yesterday and gave both a humorous and serious talk

The amusing aspect was the recounting by him of his first job

in pictures which event occurred many years ago He was

asked, like a bolt from the proverbial blue, how he'd like to make

five bucks Answering promptly and affirmatively he was
summarily sent down to the ole Biograph Studio where in company

with an actor side-kick he essayed the role of a tramp The

picture, judged from today's standards was in length a mere

cutting from o trailer It recounted how the tramps got in a scuffle

with a third party and were driven off while a snowstorm

(consisting of falling salt and paper) raged Mister Coburn, who has

since risen to very lofty cinematic heights wasn't even billed when
the production was released but the director of the opus was

The latter became known to the world as David Work Griffith

T T
• • • BESIDES his personal histrionic contributions to film-

land currently Mister Coburn is taking progressively im-

portant steps to see to it that Hollywood can continue to

draw upon a supply of trained actors despite the threat of a

famine attending the growing eclipse of the legit drama

Mister Coburn has founded as is well known the

Mohawk Drama Festival to train young thespians for

which grand service he has already been awarded an honorary

degree of Doctor of Letters by Union College Soon an-

other step in the Coburn program will be initiated when the

University of California commences imparting the fine art of

acting to young hopefuls many of whose names will

flash from film theater marquees in the future

T T T
• • • TO MISTER Coburn this corner presents its coveted

decoration for first-line service to the industry the Order of Applause

(with two palms) 'cause he's abandoning some $30,000 of personal

screen revenue this Summer to oversee the fashioning of young

talent for tomorrow's screen!

T T
• • • WORD reached this desk yes'day that Franklyn

Waltman director of publicity for the Republican National

Committee has appointed Allyn Butterfield to the post

of representative for newsreel activities Between now and

the Convention Allyn will divide his time 'twixt Washington,

Philly and N.Y and then accompany the selected candidate

'round the U.S. ... • Columbia Pictures will hold its arinual out-

ing the week-end of June 21 at Pine Brook Lodge, Nichols,

Conn Jack Cohn, Columbia's v.p. will be guest of honor

A highlight o' the outing will be a gala stage revue

penned by Alan Dinehart, Jr

T T
• • • ARTHUR SACHSON of Warners chairman of the

Arrangements Committee for the Cinema Lodge of the B'nai B'rith

announced yesterday that details are now complete for the First Annual

Banquet and Ball of this chapter Function will be held in the

Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania on Saturday evening,

Oct. 26 Arrangement Committee includes Arthur Israel, Jr., H. C.

Kaufman, Saul Immerman, Victor Blau Joe Lee, Adolph Schimel,

Harold Rodner, W. M. Horn, A. P. Waxman Jesse Block, Abe Lyman,

and Ted Lewis

Figlit '5lli Column/

Says H. M. Warner

(Continued from Page 1)

can make because if Americanism is

overthrown all would be lost.

"We do not want anyone working
for us who belongs to any bund or is

a Communist or a Fascist," he said.

Refuting the charge employment
at his studio is irregular, Warner
stated that of 3,411 permanent em-
ployes there, 1,144 had been em-
ployed three to five years; 1,205
from six to 10, and 433 11 to 15
years.

Robert Schless, Warner's Euro-
pean manager, who is returning to
Europe immediately, commented on
"fifth column" activities in France
and urged that America be awake.
Jack L. Warner presided at the

unique "family" assembly.

Trendle Would Return
To Detroit Film Field

€< « « » » >^

(Continued from Page 1)

restrictive clauses in a contract made
with Paramount in 1929.
The complaint states that Kunsky

and Trendle sold their Detroit the-
ater interests to Paramount with
an agreement not to operate for 50
years within a 150 mile radius of
Detroit.

Trendle now claims that he wishes
to operate theaters in Detroit which
do not compete with Paramuont
houses, and that the latter refuses
to modify the restrictions. Con-
tending that the restriction is un-
reasonable, Trendle demands either
a nullification or a Court decree
fixing non-competitive territory.
Kunsky, Trendle's former partner,
is named as defendant as a party
to the agreement.
The suit attracted interest be-

cause of the wide use of restrictive

clauses in contracts on theater sales
which are tested by this action.

Harold Hurley Talking
Indie Production Deal

Harold Hurley, former producer
for Paramount, is here negotiating
with several major companies on an
independent production deal. Plan
is to form an independent unit which
would distribute through a major. A
possible deal is beig talked with
Paramount among others.

WEDDING BELLS

Detroit— Eugene D. F. Welling,
auditor for United Detroit Theaters,
was married at the Church of the
Immaculate Conception, Windsor,
Ont., to Flora McLeod; they are
honeymooning in the South.

Chicago—Florence Eddy, of the
20th-Fox exchange, was married to
Rex Tucker.
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100% Unionization \Skouras Asks ^Moral Merger''

Here, lATSE Goal

{Continued from Page 1)

plete unionization of theaters in

New York City."

The resolution was one of eight

to receive 100 per cent support from
the delegates, who also unanimously
re-elected Prexy George Browne of

Chicago and all incumbent interna-

tional officers, with one exception.

Felix Snow, of Kansas City, was
named a vice-prexy to replace John
Nick of St. Louis, resigned.

Others elected were: board of trus-

tees, William C. Scanlan, Lynn,
Mass.; R. E. Morris, Mobile, and
George W. Brayfield, Denver; AFL
delegates: Thomas V. Green, New-
ark; E. J. Brock, Cleveland. Jack
Wright, Saskatoon, Canadian trade

delegate.

Resolutions Adopted
Resolutions adopted unanimously

included:

Reaffirming belief in honesty and
integrity of William Bioff.

Authorizing head office to take ac-

tion to see that all pictures made
under IA jurisdiction be projected

only by lA members.

To assess members to create a
retirement fund.

To strive to defeat Neely bill.

Providing penalties ranging from
fines to suspension for members
guilty of spreading subversive pro-

paganda.

Condemning use by D of J of

Sherman anti-trust law against la-

bor unions and urging pending
prosecutions be dropped.

Authorization of officers to exert
nation-wide effort to enforce em-
ployment of lA members in 16 mm.
field.

Six Resolutions Referred
Six resolutions were referred to

incoming general executive board:
lA support for sound men in their

struggle for basic agreements in-

volving wages, hours, working con-

ditions.

Clarify section 10, paragraph B
of by-laws to eliminate "confusion"
in Southern California.

For locals to insist lATSE em-
blems be displayed on all equi)

ment, props, miniatures, film, etc.

Amend constitution to clarify

jurisdictional classification of sound
technicians.

Constitutional provisions to char-

ter locals of cameramen; to issue

full charter to costumers, grips, af-

filiated craftsmen, studio set tech-

nicians, laborers, make-iip artists,

hair-stylists.

To put full lA strength behind
Canadian members to fight further
inroads by dual organizations.

Defer "Great Commandment"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—With the re-make of

"The Great Commandment" tempor-
ary postponed, Tyrone Power's next
for 20th-Fox will be "The Califomi-
an."

50c Minimum Admish. In Keys Also Proposed

(Continued f

tive of all sections of the trade, be
formed and meet at least once a
month to co-ordinate protective
measures for the industry's preser-
vation; and

(3) that admission prices be hiked
in all the principal key houses to a
minimum of 50 cents in order that
the industry in the U. S. remain
liquid, and assure continuation of

monies for proper production, dis-

tribution and exhibitor prosperity.

Crisis "Most Formidable"

Skouras asserted that a close-knit

and practical program of co-operation
is urgently needed because the in-

dustry is facing the most formidable
crisis in its history. His plea for
concert also springs, he said, from
the fact that major and indie pro-
ducer, distributor and exhibitor ex-
ecutives are currently "battered and
punch-drunk with worry," and the
time has come when vigorous sup-
port of the trade's rank and file is

essential in fighting the "economic
enemy," which has already deprived
the industry of some 60 to 75 per
cent of its normal foreign revenues.
He also advocated that a commit-

tee representing the promotional
forces of the industry be instituted

to drive segments of the trade out
of current lethargy, and added that
the time has come when there is no
such thing as an individual attrac-

tion belonging to one producer-dis-
tributor company.

Inter - company conferences
should be held, Skouras sug-
gested, so that each feature at-

traction can be broadly analyzed
and the maximum potential rev-
enue gained from it. Frequent
recourse should be taken by pro-
ducer-distributors, he contended,
to gain the advice of circuits

and theatermen generally on the
matter of product suitability and
promotion. Each film should, he
observed, be studied carefully,

objectively and impartially, for

"we are no longer fighting each
other, nor is there any longer
such a thing as competition.

ram Page 1)

but a question of establishing

solidarity or perishing."
Skouras asked the advertising and

publicity forces of the industry to

keep urging their front offices to

continue the practice of staging im-
portant world premieres and spe-

cial pre-releases in logical locales in

the U. S. He cited the upswing of

public interest which attended pre-

mieres of "Dodge City," "Young Mr.
Lincoln," "Union Pacific" and
GWTW—to name a few,—but
strenuously advocated that only pic-

tures of importance be thus spot-

lighted so that the public would
S;ain the best impression of the in-

dustry through its best pictures, and,

as a result, turn in greater num-
bers to the box-office.

Cites Trade Press Mission

Praising the trade press, Skouras
said that the services these publica-

tions have rendered to filmland has
been incalculably great, but that

more than ever before it should
take the lead in building confidence

and inspiring the industry.
Deference and understanding, he

declared, should be shown toward
film critics because these appraisers

of screen entertainment generally
function with honesty and sincerity,

and have, despite exceptions, been
of great assistance in building pub-
lic interest in movies.
He characterized the publicity,

advertising and exploitation forces

of the industry as "those most re-

sponsible for filmland's success," and
added that, withal, motion picture

promotion "is a job without grati-

tude."
"I abhor double programs,"

Skouras stated, "as well as give-

aways,—but what can you do
about it when the exhibitor must
make his expenses?"
He said, with reference to the crit-

ical days in Europe, that, despite

the seriousness of the situation, he
is optimistic of the future. "I hope
to God I will not be disappointed,

and that the forces fighting against
aggression will come out victorious."

Andy Smith Toastmaster
At Boasberg-Lux Dinner

Andy Smith, RKO sales manager,

will be toastmaster at a testimonial

dinner for Charles Boasberg and El-

mer Lux in Buffalo on June 24.

Boarberg recently was advanced

from Buffalo branch manager to

Eastern Central district manager,
while Lux was promoted from sales-

man to succeed Boasberg as branch
manager.

WB to Test Duchin Again
Warners will again screen test

Eddy Duchin for a contemplated
George Gershwin picture when he
goes to the Coast in July to fill a
Cocoanut Grove engagement.

Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

To Handle PRC Lineup

William J. Gell, managing direc-

tor of Pathe Pictures, Ltd., who re-

turned to England this week, closed

a deal, prior to his sailing, with

Producers Releasing Corp. for the

distribution of the latter's product

in the United Kingdom. Contract

covers the entire program of 20

features to be produced on the 1940-

41 program, beginning with the de-

livery of "Hold That Woman." Pact
extends for a period of years.
Harry Rather, president PRC, re-

turns shortly from studio confer-
ences with Sig Neufeld, production
chief.

"U" Earns $920,37(

For Second Quarter

(Continued from Page 1)

net loss of $199,487 in the sec

quarter two years ago.

For the first half of the cur
fiscal year, net earnings on the s

basis amounted to $1,381,002, a
]

of $641,424 or 86.73 per cent
the preceding year. Two years
the net loss for the same perio'^

$588,285.
(

With reference to the spi

amortization reserve of $5,000 a v

which was announced when the
quarter results were published
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of

board, said in a letter to stock!

ers yesterday:

Weekly Reserve Increased

"Since then developments in

world markets have further cor

cated and restricted our for

business and have added to the

certainties of the business for

immediate future. As a result

management has deemed it pni
to increase the amount of this

serve to $8,000 a week retroa'

to the start of the fiscal year,
ther changes in these reserves

be made from time to time as

necessity appears."
After provision for this res'

of $8,000 a week, amounting foi

twenty-six weeks to $208,000,
earnings for the first six mo
before Federal income taxes
$1,173,002.

Operating with lowered rate

exchange, the dollar volume of

versal's foreign business during

first six months of the current 1

year was slightly ahead of the

responding period a year ago,

din said, adding that in terir

foreign currencies the increase

much more substantial.

9,700 Contracts in 1939-40

"It is equally important to

the strides which the companyi
made in the domestic field,"

din continued. "Through the i

and aggressive policy of the

organization together with contii

improvement in the guality of

versal's product, the company,
been able to close over 9,700

tracts in the domestic market f<

1939-1940 product as compared:
8,400 contracts secured for the

1939 product."
Some 18 months ago, Cowdin ii

the management undertook t(|

arrange its affairs and operatic:

enable the company to cope

conditions that might result fr"

general conflict. As a resul

said, "we now have every exp:

tion that starting September
this year, the company will re:

sufficient income from its don i

operations to continue to impro'

position in the industry."
The company's financial poi:

continued to improve during the

iod, there having been a net rr

tion of $1,381,745 in its bank '

and an increase of $1,163,257 i'

net working capital.
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^"YUJSBOTTOME

THE NOVE'

PHYLUSBOm

MORTAL STORM
BEST SELLER!

BEST PICTURE!

//

//!•

I'm delighted, says Phyllis Bottome, the author. M-G-M has done a splendid job in

the picturization of my book, 'THE MORTAL STORM/ It was an exciting

experience to see it on the screen.

starrins

/
MARGARET

ROBERT

SULLAVAN
YOUNG -FRANK

•JAMESSTEWART
MORGAN

* Robert STACK • Bonita GRANVILLE • Irene RICH • Maria OUSPENSKAYA
William T. ORR • Gene REYNOLDS • A FRANK BORZAGE Production

Screen Play by Claudine West, Andersen Ellis and George Froeschel • Based on the Book by Phyllis Bottome

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE • A Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture
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5 Major Col. Pix

In Summer Period

(Continued from Page 1)

lids of Virginia," "He Stayed for

breakfast," "It Happened in Paris"

temp, title) and "Before I Die,"

atter to be directed and produced

IV Ben Hecht with Doug. Fairbanks,

r., starring and doubling as asso-

Ke producer,

ontague 15th Anniversary Cam-

laign award winners were announc-

d yesterday by Rube Jackter.

5ranch managers participating on a

iquidation basis were:

Central Division: C. D. Hill, St.

.ouis; Midwest Division: Phil Du-

las, Chicago; and Western Division:

V. C. Ball, Los Angeles.

Final awards to branch managers, salesmen,
nice managers and bookers for general per-

ormance in sales and liquidation:

2nd Place: Omaha, J. H. Jacobs, E. Dunas,
Horn, J. Zide, R. Adler. 3rd: Los An-

eles, W. C. Ball, H. Wineberg, S. Fisher,

i. M. Lentz, N. Newman, J. De Costa, L.

ieckner. 8th: Des Moines, M. H. Evidon,
I Goodman, A. B. Leak, O. Miller. 9th:

licago, P. Dunas, F. J. Flaherty, T. Green-
od, I. S. Joseph, C. Phillips, M. Delano, H.

juston. 10th: Minneapolis, H. J. Chapman,
U. L. Aved, D. H. Conley, I. Marks, M. E.

llazur, M. W. Sgutt, W. Evidon, B. Landy.
"2th: St. Louis, C. D. Hill, J. Bradford, C.

>. Ferris, L. A. LaPlante, R. Mortenson,
i. J. Buschmann.

Winning Awards on shorts and serials liqui-

lation as well as personal awards to bookers:
3rd Place: St. Louis, Russell Mortenson,

ierbert Buschmann; 4th: Omaha, Robert Ad-
er; 6th: Des Moines, Orville Miller.

Final awards on the accessory sales cam-
laigns

:

2nd Place: James Dailey, San Francisco;
th: William Kassel, Chicago; 5th: Leroy
'urdy, St. Louis; 8th: Jack Earley, Detroit;
1th: Earl Gingrey, Indianapolis.

1 Awards for the Eastern, Midwest, and
jjouthern Division will be announced at the

econd Columbia sales meeting to be held at

he Hotel Ritz-Carlton, Atlantic City for four
ays, starting Monday.

Mlusicians May Tackle
fheater Ork Measure

I

With the American Federation of
^lusicians convening Monday in In-

lianapolis, sources close to the par-

ent body yesterday expected the
Convention to consider anew a meas-
ire to increase employment of mu-
iicians in theaters.
I There is also a possibility that
i*resident Joseph N. Weber, because
)f ill health, may retire after hold-
ng the post for 40 years. Weber is

lot expected to make a decision until

lie has a final report from his

loctors this week-end. In the event
ae does not run, James Petrillo,

Chicago musicians' head and long a
eader in the national organization,
jnay succeed to the post although C.

ii. Bagley, Los Angeles leader, is

also a potential candidate in the
2vent of Weber's withdrawal.

It is expected that Weber will ad-
vocate a biennial convention instead
of an annual conclave. A procedure
thange will require that all resolu-
ions be presented on the first day
»f the convention instead of over a
hree-day period as in the past.

Louisiana State Senator Would Prohibit
Charges for Phone Service in Theaters

Baton Rouge, La.—Rep. Flowers of LaSalle Parish (county) may want to tax
chain theaters but leave it to Sen. Nicholas Carbajal of Orleans to do the right thing
by the public. The Senator has introduced a bill which would "prohibit charges
for telephone service in hotels, boarding houses, hospitals and theaters." If passed,
all the lovesick swain will now have to do will be to pay his quarter to see Hedy
Lamarr, and then give his best girl a call on the free phone—if he can get to it.

^WB Forced Inio Theater Biz^
Says Alternative Was Subordinate Position

(^Continued from Page 1)

product. He declared, therefore, that
the purchase of theaters, especially
the Stanley circuit in 1928, was
"born in trade warfare," and in the
face of opposition by other compa-
nies.

In discussing production, Warner
counsel challenged the Government
"to produce a single word of tes-

timony" that distribution facilities

had been denied to independent pro-
ducers with pictures carrying box-
ofiice appeal. He added, "All that
anyone has to do to compete with
us is to find a Thalberg, a Mayer or

a Jack Warner."

Scoffs at Monopoly Charges

The speaker scoffed at Government
intimations of monopoly in the ex-
change of talent or equipment. War-
ners in the past four years has only
borrowed talent four times, he said.

Concerning independent producers'
requests, Judge Proskauer claimed,
that Warners had loaned 13 major
players to independents in the past
four years while only borrowing one
from independents.

As far as equipment was con-
cerned, the Government has made a
great deal over very little. Judge
Proskauer added, and gave a num-
ber of examples. Warners borrowed
a pair of pants for $3.95 rental, a
corset for $6, while at the same time
it loaned a silk handkerchief for

$1, and a battleship for $350, he
stated.

Judge Proskauer was followed by
Bertram Shipman, representing the
Chase Bank, who denied participa-

tion in any conspiracy.

Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Paul Williams then announced
to the Court that the Government
would proceed with evidence showing
industry operations this morning.

It was later learned that Elmer
Pearson, former Pathe officer, will

be the Government's first witness,
with I. E. Chadwick, producer,
probably following.

Dismissal Motions Filed

After Williams' announcement,
Louis Frohlich, attorney for Colum-
bia, moved for dismissal against

that company on the ground that
the Government should have brought
the issues of the present trial to

consideration of the Court during its

prosecution of the Interstate Circuit

case. Frohlich argued that the

Government could not "split up a

conspiracy" and that the issues could
have been decided at that time.

Williams, countering, contended
that the Interstate case referred to

a local situation and that broad
charges could not have been heard.
Judge Goddard instructed Frohlich
to file formal papers before a con-
sideration of the application.

Both Judge Proskauer and Ed-
ward C. Raftery, UA attorney, ap-
plied for a dismissal of the suit as
against individual officers of their

companies. The motions are similar

to one already made by 20th-Fox,
now under advisement by the Court.

Judge Proskauer privately told re-

porters that he did not believe that
there would ever be a consent de-

cree.

Reveals WB Film Expenditures

Warner counsel stated that figures
definitely prove that there was no
relationship between the amount of

product sold by one producer to an-
ofther producer-exhibitor, and the
amount purchased by the former
from the latter. To back up this

statement he read the following fig-

ures: in 1930 Warners paid its own
production department $5,000,000;
in 1939 $4,000,000. In 1930 they
paid Paramount $3,000,000 and in

1939, $2,000,000. In 1930 Warners
paid Loew's $1,750,000 and in 1939
$3,500,000. In 1939, he continued,
Loew's paid Warners but 2.2 per
cent of its total film expenditures,
while Warners paid Loew's 21.3

per cent.

"Disgruntled elements" behind
the Government suit were attacked
by Proskauer. He said that, de-

spite all the complaints by indepen-
dents, they had increased the num-
ber of their theaters by 34 per cent
in the past five years. He predicted
that they would be the chief suf-

ferers if the Government won its

suit.

Stewart in Metro Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM iDAILY

Hollywood — It's definite that

James Stewart will play Macauley
Connor in Metro's "The Philadelphia
Story." Studio is also talking a deal
with Fredric March for the role of
Dexter.

Myers Joins A. J. Balaban
Chicago — Sam Myers has been

named general manager of the A. J.

Balaban Theater circuit. Myers will

continue to direct his own houses,

but is giving up the lease on the

Villard Theater at Villa Park, Sept. 1.

Warner Men Depart

For Sales Conclave

(Continued from Page 1)

and advertising . men, headed by
Grad L. Sears, general sales mana-
ger, leave over the week-end for
Pittsburgh, where the company's
first sales convention embracing the
East and Canada opens Monday at
the William Penn Hotel.

Execs, who will attend, in addi-
tion to Sears, includes Major Albert
Warner, Joseph Bernhard, Charles
Einfeld, Carl Leserman, Joseph
S. Hummel, Robert Schless, Mort
Blumenstock, Roy T. Haines, Ben
Kalmenson, Norman H. Moray, Ar-
thur Sachson, Al Schwalberg, Stan-
ley Hatch, Mitchell Rawson, Gil
Golden, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Sid Re-
chetnik, Lee Blumberg, I. F. Dolid,
Charlie Kemke, Charlie Baily, Karl
MacDonald and G. R. Keyser.
The sales force attending, will include New

York: Ed Schnitzer, Eastern district head,
and: Albany: Paul S. Krumenacker, George
Goldberg, R. Struwe; Boston: Norman J.
Ayres, B. Abrams, Carl Coe, William Horan,
R. S. Smith, F. R. Meadow; Buffalo: L.
Astrachan, H. G. Minsky, J. Zurich; New Ha-
ven: J. R. Mahan and Peter De Fazio; New
York-Metropolitan : Sam Lefkowitz, L. Jacobi,
I, Rothenberg, H. P. Decker, G. Solomon,
J. C. Vergesslich, Phil Engel, also

—

Washington: Robert Smeltzer, Central Dis-
tiict manager and his contingent; Cincinnati:
R. Kinsler, R. Burns, J. P. Elfert, J. Part-
low, R. Salyer; Cleveland: Charles Rich, W.
J. Brandt, Edward Catlin, Joe Minsky; De-
troit: Fred E. North, S. D. Chapman, W. B.
Collins, S. L. Gilbert; Philadelphia: William
G. Mansell, Charles Beilan, D. M. Cooper,
H. Bachman; Pittsburgh: Harry Seed, Charles
Dortic, R. H. Dunbar, R. M. Lynch, F. D.
Moore; Washington: F. W. Beiersdorf, G. F.
Contee, Gerald F. Price, Sterling Wilson, Dick
Hyland; also^

Toronto: Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district

manager; Calgary: S. Pearlman, Harry Kohn;
Montreal: P. Sherman, I. Sourkes; Toronto:
Joe Plottel, L. Law, R. W. Smith; St. John:
L. McKenzie; Vancouver: I. Coval; Winnipeg:
Lou Geller, Frank Davis.

Theater Zone Managers who will attend in-

clude: Nat Wolfe, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman,
New Haven; Dan Jacocks, Newark; Moe Sil-

ver, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia;
Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh; J. J. Payette,
Washington; Herb Copelan, Atlantic City.

Du Pont Film Mfg. Corp.
Re-elects 7 Directors

Wilmington—T. C. Davis, A. B.
Echols, H. C. Haskell, J. J. Moos-
mann, G. A. Scanlan, N. I. Steers
and Robert R. Young were re-elected

directors of Du Pont Film Mfg.
Corp. at the annual stockholders
meeting here yesterday.

A majority of the stock of the
Corporation is owned by E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co. A substan-
tial minority interest is owned by
Pathe Film. Corp.

The charter of du Pont Film
provides for cumulative voting in

the election of directors. By virtue

of this provision E. I. du Pont
elected Echols, Haskell, Moosmann,
Steers and Scanlan and Pathe Film
named Davis and Young.

Judy Garland's Dual Role
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Judy Garland will

have a mother-daughter dual role in

"Little Nelly Kelly" for Metro.
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GE Introduces

Special Outlets

Bridgeport—Latest innovations in

wiring devices applicable to film

theaters are the two new moderately-
priced special electric outlets recent-
ly introduced by the appliance and
merchandising department of Gen-
eral Electric Co. here. One outlet is

designed for use with electric wall
clocks, and the other for outdoor
use in all weather.
New clock hangar outlet (GE3317)

provides both mechanical support
and electrical connection for clocks,

eliminating the untidy appearance of

an extension cord to the clock loca-

tion from an existing outlet in the
theater auditorium.
The weatherproof outlet (GE3318)

is designed for use as an outdoor
lighting or appliance outlet, or for

use in damp locations.

Both of the new outlets are rated
10 amperes, 250 volts; and 15 am-
peres, 125 volts.

Crestwood Carpets Ordered

Chicago—Three houses have re-

cently ordered Crestwood carpet,

manufactured by Alexander Smith.
Houses are the Imperial and Ark,
local stands, and the Cozy in St.

Joseph, Mich. Joe Goldberg, Inc.,

supplied the carpet.

C. ROSS
for

MOTION PICTURE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
RENTALS:

A full line of modern equipment to-

gether with a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small any time,

anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights

and floodlights, for premieres and gen-
eral lighting activities.

SALES:
Everything in the line of equipment

for motion picture and photographic
studios.

SERVICE:
We are prepared to offer the finest

service, equipment and technical advice

obtainable in the East. Your require-

ments taken care of to the last minute
detail.

At Sola Eastern Dislributori, u!«

carry the full and complete line

of equipment manufactured by:^^

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimatet Cheerfully Given

Let Vm Enlighten You On Your
Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
244-50 WEST 49th ST., N. Y. C.

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-1-2

Photophone Issues
Projectionist Guide

principles of motion picture sound
and sound equipment are explained in

detail in simplified language in a 68-
page handbook for projectionists pre-
pared by RCA Photophone, it is disclosed

by E. C. Cahill, Photophone division

manager. Handbook is being distributed

by RCA's national service organization
under the title, "Photophone Systems
and Technical Data for Projectionists."

Harry Paul Announces
Wil-Kin Installations

Atlanta — Hari-y M. Paul, sales
manager of Wil-Kin Theater Sup-
ply, Inc., announces the following
partial list of completed jobs re-
cently effected.

International seats for the Boca-
nita Theater, Scottsboro, Ala., and
the Paramount, Montgomery, Ala.;
De Vry sound and projectors for the
Y.M.C.A., Bessemer Ala.; Wil-Kin
stage and house drapes plus other
equipment for the Elbert and Miller
Theaters in Elberton and Augusta,
Ga., respectively; and Automaticket
machines for Southern Fair Ass'n,
Atlanta.
Wil-Kin draperies have been sup-

plied to the Lake, Lake Worth; Col-

only, Winter Park; Florida, Holly-
wood; Arcade, Fort Myers; and the
Dunnellon, in Duimellon,—all Florida
stands.
Company has made installation of

Motiograph projection equipment in

the Riverside, Jacksonville; U. S.

AirCo cooling equipment in the
Scenic, Lake Wales, and in the
State, Dania. Latter house also

got Crestwood carpet. These are
also Florida houses.

U. S. Rubber Mats Go In
Detroit—U. S. Rubber Co. is in-

stalling perforated corrugated mats
in the following Michigan houses:
Bijou, Battle Creek; Strand, Hol-
land; and a new theater at Traverse
City for the Butterfield Circuit.

Long Fills Williams' Order
Detroit—Long Sign Co. is erect-

ing new marquee and front for Jeff

Williams' Roseville Theater, Rose-
ville, Mich., and for Harry Hobolth's

new house in Davison.

DaLite Screens for Fovir

Chicago—Joe Goldberg, Inc., ex-

clusive dealers for RCA sound in the

local tex-ritory, has installed new
DaLite screens in the local Imperial,

Ark and Loomis Theaters, as well as

in the Community, Elk Rapids, Mich.

rTmtJM^.uj.imi.VM
250 West 57tb Street Neiv York City

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Scott Ballantyne

Completes Orders

Omaha— Equipment installations
recently completed by Scott Ballan-
tyne Co. of this city include com-
plete booth equipment, new Duo
Soundmaster sound system and new
screen for the New Theater, Homer,
Neb.; Carrier air conditioning plant
for the Grenada, Norfolk, Neb.; and
air conditioning plants of the same
manufacture for the local Berkeley,
Circle and Fepco Theater Adver-
tisers, and the Empress in Fremont,
Neb.
Ray Brown's Cozy Theater in Har-

lan, la., which is a new house, has
been supplied with new Duo Sound-
master sound system. General
chairs, screen, carpet, lobby and
foyer furnishings, and miscellaneous
auditorium fixtures.

Scott Ballantyne has also com-
pleted installation of a Magic Weath-
air conditioning system for Eugene
Hopkins, Whiting, la., and supplied
booth equipment, seats, carpet and
other items for Clark & Hampton's
New Theater, Macedonia, la.

Midwest Theater Supply
Busy With Installations

Cincinnati—Midwest Theater Sup-
ply Co. reports Brenkert Enarc lamps
and Benwood Linze rectifiers have
been installed in C. Aaron's Sunset,
Charleston, W. Va.; Brenkert Enarcs
in M. M. Weinig's Western Plaza, lo-

cal house; Mohawk Carpet in P. Sit-

tke's Eastland, Portsmouth, 0.; re-

built chairs, DaLite screen, CTR
sound, in R. Moran's Olivet, Mt. Oli-

vet, Ky.; rebuilt chaii's in Willard
Floyd's Floyd, New Madison, 0.; and
Motiograph projectors in A. Hyman's
Keith Albee, Huntington, W. Va.

Eirchener Readies Belvil

Belleville, Mich.—W. P. Kiichener
\\i\\ open his new Belvil Theater
here on June 25. He has ordered
from National Theater Supply Co.'s

branch in Detroit the following
equipment: Type "E" Simplex Four
Star sound; Super Simplex projec-

tion and lamps; Hertner transverter;
Irwin Crusader chairs; Crestwood
carpets; and Walker screen.

B & E Order to International

Chicago — International Seating
Co. is currently building 4,000 seats

for B & K's Chicago Theater from
special specifications.

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

kr;iiL>Jki;i

"GET IT FROM NATIONAL"

Equipmeni Fi
By GEOP

Equipjuent Edit

Since the sky is the roof of a
^

"drive-in" theater recently ope^.
in Phoenix, Ariz., and the onlj
above-ground construction necessary
was a booth, projection screen, anc
a fence around the big parking area
G-E engineers had to build down
not up, in installing more than a
mile of two-conductor cable under-
ground on this job to bring voice
and sound to patrons seated in their

cars.
* * *

Llewellyn Williams, vice-president
in charge of engineering for York Ice

Machinery Corp., announced last week
the appointment of John G. Bergdoll
as corporation's chief engineer.

GoldE ilfg. Co. officials in Chi-
cago declare that the company's new
Ticket Dispenser is meeting with
such wide acceptance by pix houses
and other places of amusement that
production has been stepped up al-

most 100 per cent to keep pace with
demand.

* * *

R. N. Marshall and W. R. Harry,
important cogs in transmission instru-

ments engineering, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, state the case clearly

when they say that the trend to di-

rectional microphones has gathered
momentum in recent months as sound
pix engineers have experimented
with the new commercial types. Both
had a prominent hand in the devel-

opment of the new Six-Way Cardioid
Directional Microphone which has

been so well received in Hollywood
studios.

Theater supply dealers in the mid-
West report that air conditioning!

NTS Denver Branch's
Sales Are Improving

Denver — Sales at the National

Theater Supply Co. Denver branch

are improving, according to J. J.

(Jap) Morgan, and as evidenced by

some of their recent sales. A Sim-

plex Four-Star sound equipment

went to the Egyptian, Delta, Colo.;

the Aladdin, Denver, bought Four-

Star sound heads and Super projec-i

tors; Denver, Denver, E-7 projectors,;

high intensitj' lamps and 28x401

screen; Paramount, Denver, E-7 pro-i

jectors, Magnarc lamps and recti-

1

fiers; Mayan, Denver, lamp houses;!

Ogden, Denver, lamp houses; Fox,|

Sidney, Neb., screen. All the fore-

going are Fox houses, and together!

with the Broadway, Denver, all went

for the late B & L F-2 lenses.
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in all price brackets ai'e selling

this month.

In the Oklaho7na territory alone, 11

the new streamlined Brenkert pro-
ctors have been sold by the Okla-
:ima Theater Supply Co. in the past

w months.
* * *

Tomorrow, Wisper & Wetsman's
!wly acquired Frontenac, which has
pen renamed the Ace, is being
)ened in Detroit, following com-

j

ete remodeling. National Theater
lapply's local branch has furnished
{iw booth equipment and screen,
imerican Seating chairs are in-
1 'ailed, and Gordon Heating has put
the air conditioning.

* * *

Circuit and indie operators, as well
film theater architects, are visiting

increasing numbers the Glass Cen-
' at the New York World's Fair,

lich proves the interest extant in

iss as a desirable structural mate-
d jor motion picture houses of the
idem type.

* * *

Plans are going forward for the
Duilding of the Waller Theater in

urel, Del.
* * *

^ A. Tanney, president of S.O.S.
lema Supply, New York, announces
it his company has just issued four
w bulletins. They are: Bulletin FA
photographic film and slide pro-
tors; Bulletin Gold Seal on Super
Id Seal Automatic All-Electric
ket Registers; Bulletin EB on the
perial 16 mm. Sound-on-Film Pro-
tor; and Bulletin Eagle-IQ on Su-
ior Eagle 35 mm. Projector. Addi-
nally, organization has just issued
940-41 Air Conditioning catalog.

oiection Standards
[tin-American Problem

.V. S. Tower, Jr., Erpi special rep-
entative, who recently returned
m a six months' tour of duty in
i! offices in Argentina and Brazil,
lorts that "bringing foreign stand-
Is of projection up to the level of
lerican practice is the equipment
iler's main problem in Latin
ierica."

e asserts that while first-run the-
[rs in big cities generally have
d projection, typical of smaller

•es in the interior is an exhibitor
0, on finding that his new WE
rrophonic sound installation

|ild pass film only at the standard
ed of 90 ft. per minute, wanted
have his old system re-installed
that he could continue his prac-

} of running shows at 120 ft. per
mte.

kH

Equipment Demand

In Defroil Brisk

Detroit — Brisk activity in this

area is reported by the National
Theater Supply Co.'s local branch,
which has installed Crestwood car-
pet in the Irving Theater; Super
Simplex projectors in the Annex, op-
erated by UA; and Super Simplex
projectors and Hertner transverters
in E. T. Schneider's Stratford,—all

Detroit houses.
In the post-fire remodeled Lincoln

in Sebewaing, NTS installed Simplex
Four Star Sound Type "A", Simplex
E-7 projection. Simplex High lamps,
Hertner transverter. Walker screen,
and Irwin seats.

Type "E" Simplex Four Star
Sound was installed by NTS in the
new Keego Theater, Keego Harbor,
which recently opened. Company
also supplied to this house Super
Simplex projection. Simplex High
lamps. National rectifiers, and Crest-
wood carpet.

Heywood-Wakefield
Seat Orders Filled

Oklahoma City—Oklahoma Thea-
ter Supply Co.- reports sales of Hey-
wood-Wakefield seats to Metcalf's
Ritz, Morrilton, Ark.; Dr. W. 0.
Young's Young, Thomas, Okla.; J.

F. Spangler's Beaver, Beaver, Okla.;

and to Don Abernathy for his new
house in Fairview, Okla., which is

scheduled to open in mid-June there,

giving this exhibitor two theaters
in this situation. Current house is

the Royal.

Macotta Front Installed

Detroit — Wolverine Enamel Co.

has installed triangular marquee of

enamel steel and new front of ma-
cotta as major elements in recent
remodeling of Schram & Goldberg's
Echo Theater here. Louis Goldberg
personally supervised much of the
•reconstruction, wtith Bennett &
Straight as architects, and Morris
Pelavin as general contractor.

BERfili
FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Molc'Richardson
Lamps in Dentand

Spurt of production plans in Eastern
studios is continuing to step up demand
for lighting equipment, particularly the
arc and spot lamps of Mole-Rlchardson,
Inc., for which line Charles Ross, Inc.,

is exclusive representative in this sec-
tion of the U. S. Several interesting

advances and important refinements have
been effected by the manufacturers to

the current line of studio light sources.

Toe Goldberg Installs

Brenkert Equipment

Chicago—Brenkert projectors and

lamps have recently gone into the

Imperial and Ark Theaters here,

and also into the Community, Elk

Rapids, Mich. Same make projector

has also been installed in B & K's

Chicago Theater. Local Alamo has

ordered Brenkert lamps, as have the

City, Benton Harbor, Mich., and
Alcyon, in Highland Park, 111. B & L
Rectifiers were purchased by the
Community, Elk Rapids, Mich.; Ark,
Chicago; City, Benton Harbor, Mich.;

and the Alcyon, Highland Park. Joe
Goldberg, Inc., supplied all of the

above equipment.

Automatic Devices

Fiils Fair Orders

For the second year of the New
York World's Fair, Automatic De-
vices Co., Allentown, Pa., has been
called upon again to supply its steel

curtain tracks and automatic curtain
machines to discriminating exhibi-
tors.

A total of 18 units are installed
in various buildings including the
Eastman Kodak Co., RCA, Ford Mo-
tor Co., Dominion of Canada, World
of Fashion, etc. These are in addi-
tion to the 48 units purchased last
year for various industrial and Gov-
ernment exhibits and amusement
concessions at the Fair.
The company also reports a stead-

ily increasing demand for its new
Besteel medium duty curtain track
which has been found to be the ideal

economical solution to the curtain
operating problems in a majority
of theaters.

W-E Sound for Dalton

Pulaski, Va.—Dalton Theater here
has just installed W-E sound. Dave
Peterson and Nat Mower, Altec en-
gineers, supervised installation.

"TURNABOUT"
Rich, colorful Alexander Smith

Carpet will help give your

theatre a complete change in

personality . . . one reason why
you'll find this famous carpet

in most of the country's suc-

cessful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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itOVE FOR SETTLEMENT OF EQUITY ACTION

48 Features and 2 Specials on Warner Program

I

Editorial

Settle Suit
. . . and make pictures

=ii^ By CHESTER B. BAHN ^^^^

^T the instigation of the Department of

Justice, acting through trial counsel,

ew discussions and conference looking

) a settlement of the so-called New York
quity suit against the eight majors dur-

ig a trial recess are in progress.

For the good of the industry, yes, and

)r the good of the country, they should

e pressed until an acceptable consent de-

ree is evolved.

These are no times for industry—any in-

ustry—and the Government to lock horns,

he Government, confronted with as grave

foreign problem as the United States has

ver faced, patently needs industry's full-

st support. And scarcely in less degree

oes industry require Government's under-

handing and co-operation.

THAT is especially true of film business.

' The Government certainly must know
he extent film revenue from overseas has

een affected. It must know, too, the

mpact of such losses upon the industry's

{conomic structure. Additionally, the Gov-
rnment must realize that millions spent

Dr legal counsel means the subtraction of

leir equivalent in taxable income.

Further still, as the Government turns to

,he formidable task of finding funds for its

Irgent, vital preparedness program, it well

jiay ask itself if the cost of a year-long trial

the minimum duration forecast for the

lew York suit) might not be better in-

ested in defensive armament.
ri It is significant that the overtures for

: he recess taken Friday and for the dis-

cussions ensuing came from the Department
f Justice. Significant because it has been
be Department of Justice which, in the

ast, has nullified moves to effect trade

eforms by code and to solve the issues

aised in the equity suit by out-of-court

ettlement through the good offices of

he Department of Commerce.

THE discussions thus far are reported as

} bringing an agreement in principle, with

terms to be worked out, provided Thurman
\rnold and presumably his chief, Robert
ackson, attorney general, are agreeable.

t is understood that the majors are in-

istent upon the elimination of the Govern-
ment's demand for theater divorcement.
jVith the Department of justice's admission

'jhat it is legal for a producer-distributor
(Continued on Page 2)

Players Assigned to 21 of

40 Titles Set; Action to

Be Lineup Keynote Again

Pittsburgh—Warners, for 1940-41,
will have 48 features, plus two spe-
cials, "The Life of John Doe" and
"The Man
Who Came to

Dinner,''
drawing upon
17 novels
and biogra-

p h i e s , 12
stage plays
and 11 orig-
in a 1 stories

for 40 an-
nounced
titles, it was
disclosed by
G r a d L.

Sears, sales

chief, as the
company opened the first of two sales

iContimtcd on Pane 5)

MPTOA Convention
Awaits Settlement

If the Government and the distribu-

tors agree on a settlement of the equity
suit shortly, MPTOA will lay plans for

an early convention of the organiza-
tion, Ed Kuykendall, president, said on
Friday.

A convention, Kuykendall asserted,

will be necessary in order to discuss the
changes which are likely to occur as the

result of the settlement. He indicated
that San Francisco may be selected as

the convention city.

GRAD L. SEARS

Skouras Plea Gels

Sears' Endorsemenl

Grad Sears, general sales man-
ager of Warner Bros., Friday en-
dorsed Spyros Skouras' remarks on

(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia Execs. Off Today
For Atlantic City Parley

Columbia's home office executives
and foreign reps, leave this after-

noon for Atlantic City, where the
second of two sales meetings will be

(Continued on Page 5)

Name 7 lo Draft

Neely Revisions

IVashinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A seven-man sub-

committee, headed by Chairman
Clarence F. Lea, (D.', Calif.), to

fui-ther study and recommend
changes in the Neely bill was an-
nounced Friday by the House Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee.

Other members of the committee
are: Lyle H. Boren, (D., Okla.);
Martin J. Kennedy, (D., N. Y.);
James P. McGranery, (D., Pa.);
Charles A. Wolverton, (R., N. J.);

(Continued on Page 4)

Myers Dubious Over
Equity Settlement

Abram F. Myers, Allied's general
counsel, declined to make extensive
comment on the reported equity suit

settlement move until he was in-

formed of the nature of the "alleged"
agreement.

"I say alleged," Myers stated in a
(Continued on Page 5)

lA Rejects ^^Home Rule^^ Plea
Convention Deals Stinging Rebuff to Coast

La. House Passes Bill

Taxing Theater Chains

Baton Rouge, La.—The House on

Friday passed 60 to 7 the bill tax-

ing theater chains according to the
number of houses owned by the cir-

(Continued on Page S)

By HUGH MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Louisville—The lATSE convention,
which speeded up its machinery to

permit adjournment 24 hours ahead
of schedule, dealt a stinging rebuff

to a Hollywood delegation, defeat-

ing two of the Coast-proposed reso-
(Continued en Page 4)\

Gov't Makes Overtures;
Agreement in Principle

Referred to Washington

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Settlement of the New York
equity action, brought by the
Government against the ma-
jors, loomed as a decided probability
when conferences held toward the
week-end between D of J representa-
tives and defense counsel resulted in

what was described by both parties
in the suit as an agreement in prin-
ciple.

Sources close to the Government
admitted on Friday that a consent
decree would be entered into by the
defendants within the near future,
provided that the Government, upon
examination of the suggested settle-

ment, approved of terms.
The way was cleared for perusal

(Continued on Page 6)

'On to Glen Oaks',

Tomorrow's Slogan

Tomorrow's the BIG DAY!
Along local Film Row, and for

miles around, the battle-cry will be:

"On to Glen Oaks!" (Great Neck,
L. I.), for at that famed country
club will be held the grandest of

all pix industry annual events . . .

(Continued on Page 7)

"Family of Nations" Set

For Canada Only by UA
"Family of Nations," British pic-

ture recently acquired by United Ar-
tists, is to be distributed only in

Canada, at least in the initial runs.
British National production, "Con-

(Continued on Page 4)

It's Jf. J. for Emcee
At Allied Chi Meet

James J. Walker, former mayor of
New York City, will be toastmaster at
national Allied's convention banquet in

Chicago on June 21. Walker is reported
to have accepted the invitation to m.c.
the affair over the week-end.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
7'/8 7'/8 71/8 + VaAm. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak .1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..
Paramount 2nd pfd.. .

RKO 11

20th Century-Fox
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

15 15 15

61/4 6 61/4 + 3/8

25 1241/2 125 + 1/4

SVi 8% 81/2 + 1/8

241/4 231/2 24 + 21/8

43/4 45/8 43/4 + 3/g

68 1/2 68 1/2 681/2 + 21/2

16 11-16 11-16 +1-16

68 62 ' 68
+'$'

21/4 21/8 21/8

31 31 31 + 1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B, F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46. 101 1/4 101 1/4 101 1/4 + i/g

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 13^
Technicolor 9i/i

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 4

13/4 134 _|_3.i6
9'/2 91/2

31/2 31/2

Application Denied to Oust
Davidson from Educational

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger,
in an opinion filed in Federal Court
Friday, denied an application to
vacate the appointment of James A.
Davidson as trustee of Educational
Pictures, Inc. The decision ruled
that Davidson is "impartial and dis-
interested" and that his previous
connection with the company did not
disqualify him from office. Appoint-
ment of Davidson by Referee John
E. Joyce had been attacked by a
group of Educational creditors.

D The Broadivay Parade m
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Lorentz)—14th week Belmont
My Favorite Wife (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall
Edison, the Man (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol
The Way of All Flesh (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Four Sons (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
Florian (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion
The Crooked Road (Republic Pictures) Rialto

Island of Doomed Men (Columbia Pictures) Globe
Bad Man from Red Butte (Universal Pictures) (a) Central
Frontier Crusader (Producers Distributing Co.) (a). Central
Irene (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcox) (a-b) Palace
Earthbound (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Palace
The Birth of a Nation (d) 55th St. Playhouse

TWO-A-DAY RIJ1%S
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—26th week Astor

FOREIGiy LAIVGVAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—15th week World
Rumba al Cairo (Cifesa) 48th St. Theater
Una Moglie in Pericolo (Esperia Films) • . . • Cinecitta
Frenesia ( Italian feature) Cine Roma

FVTJURE OPEJMNGS
Gangs of Chicago (Republic Pictures)—June 13 Criterion

Our Town (United Artists-Lesser)—June 13 • • Music Hall

Fifth Column Squad (Film Alliance)—June 18 Rialto

The Lone Wolf Meets a Lady (Columbia Pictures)—June 15 Globe
The Man Who Talked Too Much (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 28 Strand
The Mortal Storm (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
The Doctor Takes a Wife (Columbia Pictures) (c Roxy
Lillian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox)—June 13 (a-b) Palace
The Girl in 313 (Twentieth Century-Fox)—June 13 (a) Palace

Partire (Esperia Films)—June 13 Cinecitta

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

Settle
. . . and tnahe pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

to own and operate theaters for the ex-

hibition of its own pictures, a real first

step has been taken towards the erasure

of the divorcement issue. The Department
promptly should go the entire distance.

If the Department does so, it is virtually

a certainty that, within 30 days, the equity

suit will be a thing of the past, that a

consent decree will have instituted the

needed program of trade reforms, and that

this industry, no longer harassed, will be

enabled to settle down and do the job the

people of these United States expect it to

do.

The same being the production, distribu-

tion and exhibition of the finest possible

motion picture entertainment.

RCA Tube Opens Tele
Field to Amateurs

Harrison, N. J.—Development of

an inexpensive television camera

"eye" tube which opens the field of

electronic television to radio ama-
teurs was announced over the week-

end by RCA Laboi-atories. Devel-

oped and perfected by RCA, the

tubes will be sold for less than $25,
making it possible for an amateur to
build a complete electronic tele-

vision transmitting and receiving
system at a total cost of $300 or
less.

RCA collaborated with the Amer-
ican Radio Relay League, which has
been seeking for several years to
make it possible for the amateur
radio fans to enter the television
field.

8 Advtg. Consultants
Will Plug Para. Pix

To intensify the merchandising of
the increased number of top-bracket
pictures which the company will re-

lease during the 1940-41 season as a

result of the elimination of all "B"
production, Paramount will place a

special force of eight resident ad-
vertising consultants in the field on
or about July 1, R. M. Gillham.
The field men will make their re-

spective headquarters in the eight
district sales managers' offices and
will co-operate with exhibitors, lo-

cal advertising men and the com-
pany sales executives working under
the district managers' supervision
to obtain the maximum results in

advertising, publicizing and exploit-
ing the outstanding Paramount re-

leases during the coming year.

Their activities will be co-ordinated
by Alex Boss, h.o. ad manager.
The field men and the cities to

which they have been assigned are:
Don Chambers, Boston; William
Brooker, Philadelphia; J. Maxwell
Joice, Cleveland; Clinton Bolton, At-
lanta; Bill Landsburg, Kansas City;
Carl Kreuger, Chicago; Jack Daily,
Dallas and Ralph Ravenscroft, Los
Angeles.

COminG and Goinc

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-
tribution for 20th-Fox, left for the Coast Fri-

day night on a business trip. He returns here
in about three weeks.

ED THORCERSEN of Fox Movietone, flew tc
New York Friday from California.

MADELEINE CARROLL was scheduled to leave
yesterday for Europe on the Clipper.

RAY BELL, Loew publicity director in /
ington, was in town over the week-end. y^

DAVE CHATKIN has gone to the Coast'to
take up permanent residence.

ED KUYKENDALL is in Myrtle Beach. Va.

LYNNE OVERMAN and J. CARROL NAISH
leave for the Coast this week.

JOHN JUSTIN arrived here Saturday from
the Coast, en route to England to join the
RAF.

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE were
due to return to the Coast over the week-end
after a tour of the country.

BEN MIGGINS, European director for 20th-
Fox, and MRS. MIGGINS, are in Madrid.

NED S. SECKLER sailed Saturday on the S. S.

Quirrigua for his new RKO post at San Juar,
Puerto Rico.

Pal to Make Doll Shorts
Series on Coast for Para.

Paramount has closed a deal with

Geoi-ge Pal, Hungarian producer, for

a series of six short subjects in

which dolls or puppets perform

against actual background sets. The

dolls are not controlled by strings,

movement being achieved by the

stop-motion system similar to that

used in animated cartoons. Shorts
are to be made in Hollywood andj
will be in Technicolor.

The series is to be known asi

Merry Models and are to be distrib-J

uted on Paramount's 1940-41 shortsi

program. An illusion of third di-

mension is said to be evident.
Pal first made his doll shorts ini

Holland for the commercial and non-i

theatrical market but improvements'
and developments have made themi
now suitable for the entertainment|
field.

I

tiGIVE ME

Pick up your phone

and express the

preference of dis-

criminating advertis-

ers who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK
Telephone COIumbuj 5-6741
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Lines from the trade press...

to start lines at the ticket wincfowJ
"One of Paramount's
best releases of the

year, ^tertaining, au-

thentic, with the proper

proportions of comedy,

action and drama, it

should please audi-

ences of all ages!"

—Film Daily

"An exciting and entertaining

piece of melodrama, convinc-

ingly projected with knowing

showmanship to meet the par-

ticular mass box office de-

mands of these parlous times.

Romantic adventure, thrills,

genuine suspense and a sub-

stantial love SioryV—Daily Variety

'Colorful entertainment

that should be appreciated

by audiences. Fairbanks

gives a sterling account

. . . Miss Carroll is her

exquisite self . -. . Muriel

Angeius is seen to her

best screen advantage to

date!" r—Ho/lywood Reporter
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lATSE Rejects

Home Rule Plea

(.Continued from Page 1)

lutions and directing a third to the
General Executive Committee in-

stead of taking direct action on it.

The first was intended to give local

unions power to terminate "emerg-
ency" powers granted President
George E. Browne. Proponents
argued it embodied the principles of

"democratic labor unionism," but op-
ponents maintained members of a
local in an "emergency" are incom-
petent to exercise "home rule."

Sought Assessment Referendum

The other defeated resolution
would have made a referendum neces-
sary before any special assessment
be made on membership. The West
Coast delegation could muster no
support for this constitutional
change.

The third, referred to the execu-
tive committee, would have instruct-
ed lA officers to take steps to help
film technicians' Local 683 negotiate
a new contract.
The convention voted unanimously

to expunge from its record a resolu-
tion through which New York dele-
gates urged that the Federal Govern-
ment try to "keep us clear of war
involvements," and to prevent any
loans to warring nations.

"A" Status for Exchange Locals

Other resolutions approved or re-
ferred to the general office were:

To have officers formulate new
rules governing production contracts
insuring union conditions to lA mem-
bers.

No change be made in yellow card
by any road crew or producer with-
out consulting representative of
local.

Granting all film exchange em-
ployes' local an "A" status.

Procuring a thirty-hour week in

all agreements.
Reduction of per capita tax to lA

of 25 per cent.

Asks Tax Redetermination
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Joseph M. Schenck

Friday asked the Board of Tax Ap-
peals for a redetermination of al-

leged 1935 and 1936 income tax de-
ficiencies of $283,082.

Judy Garland
Virginia Valli

Mitchell Leichter
Dorothy Farnum
Leopold Friedman
Eugene Mullin

ALCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
—PITTSBURGH

• • • THE Warnerites have landed and, like the U. S.

Marines have the situation well in hand assuring that the

first of the company's two sales conventions will open at the Wil-

liam Penn Hotel this morning with plenty of OOMPH As

this comes from the typewriter the night before Grad Sears bangs

the gavel formally opening the three-day conclave there's

something akin to an Old Home Week atmosphere to the

William Penn For the Warner execs, and sales force are

staging an unending series of reunions and passing among

other things the time o' day And don't think that Old Home

Week line is just a columnar gag for Roy Haines, Eastern sales

manager is a native of these diggings and Ben Kalmenson,

Southern and Western sales chief used to be theater zone manager

•^"^
T T

• • • GENTS who make their convention hows as WB
branch managers are J. Roger Mahan of New Haven
who was upped from Philly salesman Sam Lefkowitz

recently promoted from office manager to branch head of the

New York-Metropolitan office Phil Sherman of Montreal

who was formerly a Toronto salesman and Sam Pearlman

formerly booker and office manager in Calgary and

now branch chief. . . .

T T T
• • • THE argument of the evening has just been provided

by Cincy's Ralph Kinsler and Brooklyn Dodger fan Harry Decker

It's to be resumed at the luncheon table this noon. . . • Lou

Geller, Winnipeg delegate found himself right at home here

he smokes long, black stogies. . . • Norman Ayers, Boston, and Fred

Beiersdorf, Washington are still carrying on that golf feud

which started a few years back in Florida but this time verbal

divots are being dug from the confines of a lobby easy chair. . . • You

should hear Ed Schnitzer boasting to ex-hoof Harry Seed about his

son, lerald, who produced Dartmouth's last Winter Carnival. . .

• There go Charlie Einfeld, and Mort Blumenstock for another

mysterious huddle Hist, Watson, we're trailing 'em

T T T
—NEW YORK

• • • "DON'T Be a Fifth Columnist!" Under that

dramatic heading L. S. Stein of James E. Coston's staff

in the Warner Chicago Theaters Exploitation Bulletin draws

an excellent analogy between what is transpiring in Europe

and what can happen to theater biz here For as Stein

points out it's possible for showmen to have a Fifth Column
and never suspect its inroads a blitzkrieg hits the b.o.

T T
• • • "SLOVENLINESS on the part of your help may be your

Fifth Column" "Sluggishness in the service you render may be

your Fifth Column" "An attitude of defeatism toward the b.o. pos-

sibilities of your attractions may be your Fifth Column"

So writes Stein and because ol' Phil M. considers L. S. said a

couple of mouthfuls he's putting it into general circulation

T T
« # # FOR the same reason you might want to know

and remember these words by Sidney R. Kent

found on the cover of 20th-Fox's current Dynamo "For us to

keep the right spirit and not lose faith that the right

thing will prevail in the end is as important as anything we
can do as a matter of fact more important than anything

We must, under no circumstances become panicky We
must not, for any reason get a fear complex either on

behalf of the world our country or our company"

Name 7 io Draft ..

Neely Revisions
||

(Continued from Page 1)

P. G. Holmes, (R., Mass.), a

Carl Hinshaw, (R., Calif.).

The complexion of the sub-co
mittee confirms belief that dras
changes will be recommended, p;

ticularly in the synopsis provi

'

Of the four Democrats and thre\^

publicans, dissatisfaction with *!

synopsis provision was express
during the hearing by four memb(
—Boren, Kennedy, McGranery, a

Hinshaw.
McGranery is expected to pn

for striking out the present synop
provision and providing for only
"true synopsis."
Lea is counted with the major:

favoring amendments while Wolvi
ton stated during the hearings
was not convinced a synopsis coi

not be written, although not i

pressed with the moral argumen
Holmes was not active in the he;

ings.

It is expected the sub-committ
will take several weeks before i

porting back to the full committ

"Family of Nations" Set
For Canada Only by UA

(Continued from Page 1)

traband," which was purchased
Samuel Goldwyn and David 0. Se
nick for a reported $158,000, pre

ably will be sold as a special attrj

tion apart from the regular UA pi

gram. Picture is expected to under
a title change and some editing.

Urges Showing National
Defense Plans on Screen

An appeal to the exhibitors
the country not to exclude seen

from newsreels showing the Govei
ment's plans for national defeii

was made Friday by Ed Kuyke
dall, MPTOA president, in lette

to 9,000 theaters.
So that industry can do its pa^

in keeping the public informed
Governmental plans and activitic

Kuykendall urged that "every newl

reel containing such information
given a full and complete showiij

at each performance, with the vie'i

point of showing our determinat:
that we be kept out of the territ

conflict that is now going on."

WB Signs Jean Parker
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAIl\

Hollywood — Warners has sign'

Jean Parker for one picture.

=1

STORKS!
Sidney Levine of the Warner e:!

change. New Haven, is daddy of

!

7 pound, 4 ounce boy, born -

Grace Hospital. This makes Ni

Furst of Boston, Monogram divisi(

manager, a grandpa.
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olumbia Execs,

ff for A. C. Parley

i^Continued fiom Page 1)

Id, starting tomorrow at the Ritz

rlton. Two special Columbia cars

11 be attached to the regular train

riving in Atlantic City at 6 P.M.
In the group are Jack Cohn, A.

ill "^gue, R. Jackter, A. Schneider,
mVQ Spingold, J. McConville, L.

^for, L. Weinberg, M. Weisfeldt,

A. Bergman, L. Jaffe, M. Grad,
Wormser, G. Josephs, W. Bren-

n, V. Borrelli, J. Freiberg, S.

isler, T. McCue, I. Sherman, L.

darned, A. Seligman, F. McGrann,
Sherman, J. Segal, C. Roberts, A.

oijjker, and foreign representatives

ieph Freidman, managing director

England; A. M. Noye, Brazil, and
Prosdocimi, Panama.

i;; jDelegates from the 16 branches
•lich will be represented at the

ivention also arrive in Atlantic

11! );y today.

pliant Officers Raiding
jew York Film Houses

Morning raiding program of lo-

i6l f film theaters has been launched

ni \ the Bureau of Attendance of the
ard of Education to trap kids who
'fer pix to text books.
r'lans for the program were agreed
m recently by the bureau of at-

idance and Sixth Deputy Police

mmissioner John H. Morris, in

irge of the Juvenile Aid Bureau
the Police Department.
When a raid is conducted the

hts are flashed on in the theater
1 the attendance officers, assisted

patrolmen, walk the aisles

rching the rows for youthful
es. The young and the young-
learing are called from their seats

^,^ sent to the office of the man-
];r of the theater for questioning.

»p. Closes Chi. Meet
|ith Party for Exhibs.

Chicago—Republic closed a two-

f
sales convention here Friday of

inagers, salesmen and bookers of
Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,
nneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha,
I

Louis and Kansas City branches.

\ cocktail party was given Thurs-
night for exhibitors and circuit

icutives. Among those attending
Ire John Balaban, Jules Rubens and
I Silverm^an.

ATAHT Coast Dehut
Sellout at $2.20

Pittsburgh—World premiere of War-
ners' ATAHT at the Carthay Circle,

Hollywood, Thursday is a complete sell-

iout at a $2.20 top, it was announced
lover the week-end by Crad Sears, sales
manager, who is here for the sales hud-

i<ile, opening today. It was learned
^that additional special engagements for
the picture have been set in Phllacfel-

Iphia, Hartford, New Orleans, Omaha,
Des Moines, Providence and Kansas City.

Warners to Have SO tor Year
Two Specials Included, Sears Tells Meet

(Continued f,

conventions in Pittsburgh today.

Of the 40 titles listed, 21 have
players assigned, largely for the
stellar roles. While probable cast-
ings have been previously reported
in the instances of many of the
other 19 properties, definite assign-
ments wait on vital studio plans now
taking shape, it is understood.

Action Again Keynote
As has been the case for several

past seasons, the program lined up
for 1940-41 by Jack L. Warner, vice-
prexy in charge of production, is

keyed to action. While some 11
biographical and historical stories
are among the 40 titles—an unusual-
ly high percentage—it is significant
that these, too, largely fall into the
action category.

Among the 11 are: "The Story
of Knute Rockne," "The Story of
John Paul Jones," "The Amazing
Story of Sergeant Yorke," "The Lost
Battalion," "Sante Fe Trial," "Ca-
lamity Jane," "The Man from
Fleet Street," "They Died with Their
Boots On," "Montana," "The Fron-
tier Doctor" and "Sam Colt, Trig-
ger Man."

It is of more than passing interest
that among the 11 are two stories
with a World War background and
six with a Western locale. The stu-
dio penchant for "The Story" phrase-
ology in titles is instanced by its

use not only for the three just men-
tioned but for a fourth, "The Story of
John Doe."

Chicago Parley to Follow

The local meeting, which will last
through Wednesday, is being held
at the William Penn Hotel. It is be-
ing attended by sales and theater
men from the Eastern and Canadian
territories. Via transcontinental
phone, the convention will hear ad-
dresses from the Coast by Prexy
Harry Warner, Vice-Prexy Jack
Warner and Hal B. Wallis, executive
producer. A Western and South-
ern meeting will be held at the
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, June 17-

19.

Program, as outlined to the con-
vention today, permits this assign-
ment breakdown:
GARY COOPER The Frank Capra-Robert

Riskin "The Life of John Doe."
BARBARA STANWYCK: "The Life of

John Doe."
PAT O'BRIEN; "The Story of Knute

Rockne," script by Robert Buckner, Lloyd
Bacon directing.

JAMES CAGNEY: Abem Kandel's "City for
Conquest," Anatole Litvak directing; Clements
Ripley's "The Story of John Paul Jones";
Thomas Ripley's "They Died with Their Boots
On."
ANN SHERIDAN: "City for Conquest."
JAMES STEWART: S. N. Behrman's "No

Time for Comedy," William Keighley direct-

ROSALIND RUSSELL: "No Time for

Comedy."
CHARLES RUGGLES: "No Time for

Comedy."
ERROL FLYNN: C. S. Forester's "Captain

Horatio Hornblower"; "Sante Fe Trail";
Margaret Kennetiy's "The Constant Nymph";
A. J. Cronin's "Jupiter Laughs"; Somerset
Maugham's "Shanghai."
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND: The Allan

Scott-George Haight "Honeymoon for Three";
"The Constant Nymph."

rom Page 1)

BETTE DAVIS: "Elizabeth's Mr. Skeffing-
ton"; "Calamity Jane."

PAUL MUNI: W. R. Burnett's "High
Sierra"; Urling C. Coe's "The Frontier Doc-
tor."

PRISCILLA LANE: "Four Mothers,"
"Honeymoon for Three."

GEORGE BRENT: "Honeymoon for Three."

ROSEMARY LANE: "Four Mothers."
LOLA LANE: "Four Mothers."
GALE PAGE: "Four Mothers."
JEFFREY LYNN: "Four Mothers."
CLAUDE RAINS: "Four Mothers."
FRANK McHUGH: "Four Mothers."
MAY ROBSON: "Four Mothers."
EDWARD G. ROBINSON: "The Man from

Fleet Street," William Dieterle directing.
JOHN GARFIELD: Charles Kaufman's

"Fiesta in Manhattan."
MARJORIE RAMBEAU: Norman Reilly

Raine's "Tugboat Annie Sails Again."
ALAN HALE: "Tugboat Annie Sails

Again."
GEORGE RAFT: Ketti Fring's "The Deal-

er's Name Was George."

Titles With Players Unassigned
"The Man Who Came to Dinner," Kauf-

man-Hart Broadway hit; "The Amazing Story
of Sergeant Yorke," original; "The Lost
Battalion," book by Thomas M. Jackson-
Fletcher Pratt; "King's Row," Henry Bella-
mann's novel; "The Fabulous Thirties," Mark
Hellinger original; "Danger Signal," Phyllis
Bottome's novel; "The House on the Hill,"
Somerset Maugham's novel; "The Male An-
imal," Nugent-Thurber Broadway hit; "Janu-
ary Heights," Polan Banks' novel; "Quietly
My Captain Waits," Evelyn Eaton's novel;
"Montana," C. B. Glasscock's story; "Stuff
of Heroes," Harold Titus' story; "The Full
Life," Katalin Gero's Hungarian novel; "The
Woman Brown," Dorothy Gumming McNab's
play; "Footsteps in the Dark," London play
ijy Jeffrey Dell-Bernard Merivale, adapted
from the Hungarian of Ladislaud Fodor; "The
Weak Link," Allen Wood's Broadway play;
"Thieves Fall Out," Alice MacKenzie-John
Hayden stage play; "Happiness," Mildred
Cram's story; "Sam Colt, Trigger Man,"
Michael Simmons original.

Wallis to Be Exec. Producer
For Bulk of Warner Pictures
Pittsburgh—Hal B. Wallis will act

as executive producer for the bulk
of the pictures on Warners' 1940-41
program, the company's sales con-
vention will be advised today by
Jack L. Warner, via a wire received
last night from the Burbank studio.

Associate producers who will work
on the new product are Bryan Foy,
Henry Blanke, William Cagney, Rob-
ert Fellows, Edmund Grainger, Mark
Hellinger, David Lewis, Robert Lord,
Wolfgang Reinhardt and Harlan
Thompson.
The sales force will be advised

that the company's own stellar sta-
ble of 23 players will be bolstered
by at least seven stars engaged
for special productions. Septet in-

cludes Jean Arthur, Gary Cooper,
Cary Grant, Fred MacMurray, Rosa-
lind Russell, Barbara Stanwyck and
James Stewart. Additionally, the
company now has 38 in the featured
player category.

Directors for 1940-41 include
Lloyd Bacon, Kurt Bernhardt, Hugh
Cummings, Michael Curtiz, William
Dieterle, Ray Enright, Robert Foulk,
Edmund Goulding, Joe Graham, Wil-
liam K. Howard, William Keighley,
Anatole Litvak, Hugh MacMullen,
William McGann, Terry Morse, Irv-

ing Rapper, Lewis Seller, Vincent
Sherman, Raoul Walsh and William
Wyler.

Myers Dubious of

Suit Settiemenl

(Continued from Page 1)

telegram to The Film Daily, "be-
cause under statute only the Attor-
ney General can agree even in prin-
ciple. Let us hope the defendants
have seen the light and will make
proposals which will meet the neces-
sities of the case. Sooner or later

exhibitors are going to get the relief

Allied has struggled so hard to ob-
tain."

As to the issue of theater divorce-
ment, Myers said exhibitors may
have no choice in the matter.
The report that a settlement had

been agreed upon in principle is a
meaningless phrase, Myers said, be-
cause the details are more important
than the principles.

Myers said he did not believe the
move towards a consent decree or-

iginated in Washington. Counsels
for the Government and the distrib-

utors were believed to have told

Judge Goddard that they had a plan,

and the court instructed the attor-

neys to attempt to work it out be-

fore continuing the trial.

La. House Passes Bill

Taxing Theater Chains

(Continued from Page 1)

cuit. The bill now goes to the Sen-
ate.

State Senator Dudley J. LeBlanc,
who had ambitions to be Governor
of Louisiana but who dropped out

before qualification day, and who
sponsored the measure against chain
operations, was once an exhibitor

himself.
Originally LeBlanc ran a house at

Kaplan, which he relinquished to

the Joy Houck circuit. He also ran
a show at Lake Fremiere.

Warner Studio at Work
On Bumper Crop of 10

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—With 10 pictures now
in work, Warner Bros. Burbank
plant is in one of the most intensive

production drives in the company's
history. Pictures before the cam-
eras are "The Man From Fleet
Street," "River's End," "No Time
For Comedy," "The Man Who
Talked Too Much," "City For Con-
quest," "The Letter," "Money And
The Woman," "Flowing Gold,"

"Tugboat Annie Sails Again" and
"The Bridegroom Misbehaves."

Bette Davis' Life

as Radio ''SeriaV
Dramatization of Bette Davis' life

will be started this week over Hedda
Hopper's CBS Coast to Coast hookup.
Story will run over a three-week period

with plug for "ATAHT" motivating
broadcasts. Shows will be aired Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays, starting

tonight and winding up June 28. It's

said to be the first time a star's life

has been "serialized" by radio.
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Move for Settlement

Of Equity Action

(Continued from Fage 1)

and discussicn of the terms by the

attorney general's office when on

Friday morning- Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard granted a recess

of the trial until today.
Application for the delay in the

start of presentation of testimony

by the Government was made by
Special Assistant Attorney General
John S. Clagett who said merely that

the prosecution required additional

time before introducing evidence. No
defense attorneys were present.

Consent Decree "in the Wind"
Judge Goddard asserted smilingly

from the bench that the postpone-

ment was for the purpose of counsel

preparing stipulations "and other

matters." The latter phrase was
immediately interpreted by those

who have been following develop-

ments in the case closely to mean
that a consent decree was "in the

wind."
Corroboration of this followed

shortly when D of J channels told

The Film Daily that the confabs

between major company counsel and
Special Assistant Attorney General

Paul Williams, together with the

latter's aides, had brought about ten-

tative agreement on every important
point of issue. The tentative agree-

ment was described as the culmina-

tion of all the conferences which had
been held between the Government
and the defendants in recent weeks
on the issue of a mutually satis-

factory settlement.
Williams asserted: "I hope some-

thing constructive will come of all

this."

Divorcement May Be Hurdled
While there was reluctance on the

part of both the D of J and the

majors to discuss the agreement in

principle because of its preliminary
nature, plus the fact that official ap-

proval must come from Washington
on the basic terms, and the angle

that revision of these to some extent

is expected, nevertheless it was
learned that the vital question of

theater divorcement will in all likeli-

hood be successfully hurdled by the
majors, with latter retaining their

circuits under certain stipulations.

Modifications are looked for in the
matters of block-booking and blind-

selling, it was hinted, probably along
the lines suggested by the Depart-
ment of Commerce in its consent de-

cree draft.

Perhaps the most encouraging
note in the petitioner-defendant hud-
dle was the spirit shown on the part
of all conferees to iron out difficul-

ties which might interfere with a
settlement satisfactory to everyone
concerned in the action. Fui'ther, it

is noteworthy that optimism prevails

on the score of eventually arriving
at a workable trade practice code,

which, it is expected, will doubtless
emerge after the settlement has been
effected.

Might Kill Other Trust Suits
Another advantage to the industry

in the plans for settlement will be

THE WEEr IN REVIEW
Equity Trial Under Way—Neely Bill Substitute

By L. H. MITCHELL

DOMESTIC
EQUITY SUIT: Trial of the

Gov't's equity suit against the ma-
jors got under way Monday, with
Paul Williams making opening
statement for the Gov't and Judge
Thomas D. Thacher for the defense
. . . Thurman Arnold charged the

"Big Eight" with monopolistic waste
. . . Thacher asserted suit was a

"class action" brought in the inter-

est of competing theaters . . . Paul
Williams admitted it was okay for

distribs. to show their own pix in

affiliated theaters but not those of

other distribs . . . Judge Joseph
Proskauer, Warner counsel, told the

court Warner Bros, had to acquire
theaters for installation of sound
equipment "or else."

* .* *

NEELY BILL: As week neared
end, word came from Washington
that the Neely anti-block-booking
bill was dead, and that, to avoid an
unfavorable report, a sub-commit-
tee was appointed to draft a substi-

tute bill and perhaps salvage some-
thing from Neely's measure. House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committeemen were reported as
having found nothing of "moral
value" in the bill . . . Austin C.

Keough (Para.), in attacking the
bill, called it a blackmail instru-

ment, while George J. Schaefer
(RKO) asserted it would create a

flock of "little fuehrers" . . .Abram
F. Myers' plea in behalf of the bill

ended the hearing.
* * *

COLUMBIA: At Columbia's Chi-
cago sales meeting it was disclosed

that 16 of the company's 44 pix for

the new season would get top bud-
gets . . . Abe Montague, sales chief,

asserted Columbia had its own code
and would stand by it, continue to

sell it to exhibs. He also appealed
for exhib. co-operation with prod-
ucer-distribs.

LESSER HIGHLIGHTS: Possibil-

ity that Gov't would extend admish

tax to 1946 seen as almost certain

. . . WB will use GWTW policy with
ATAHT, planning a $300,000 cam-
paign for the film . . . Joseph M.
Schenck, indicted on a charge of

income tax evasion, asserted charges
were unfair, that his accountants as-

sured him that, if anything, he had
overpaid . . . lATSE at St. Louis
meeting charged Thurman Arnold
with seeking to destroy organized
labor; goal of the organization was
seen as 100 per cent unionization
here. Also intimation was given
that lA might decide on union move
in the television field . . . Univer-
sal's second quarter net neared the

million mark—$920,370, with profits

for the first half year at $1,381,002.

. . . Harry M. Warner, addressing
Coast employes, urged industry to

fight the "Fifth Column." He as-

serted there was no place in his or-

ganization for Bundsman, Fascist or

Communists . . . Nine plays bought
for the screen cost producers $1,-

050,000. . . Spyros Skouras, ad-

dressing Ampa, urged a "moral
merger" of the film industry.

PRODUCTION: Four studios
started six pix during the week. At
RKO, "Stranger on the Third
Floor"; at 20th-Fox, "The Great
Profile" with John Barrymore; "U"
put two into work "Margie" and
"Arizona Cyclone"; Republic also

started two, "Sing, Dance, Plenty
Hot" and "The Ranger and the

Lady" . . . Paulette Goddard gets

leading femme role in Cecil B. De-
Mille's next, "Reap the Wild Wind"
. . . Ann Sothern and Ian Hunter
head M-G-M cast for "Dulcy" re-

make. . . Irving Applebaum Prods.
will make "Music Camp" . . . RKO
signs Fay Wray for "Wildcat Bus."
Richard Carlson gets male lead in

RKO's "Too Many Girls" . . . 20th-

Fox assigns Tyrone Power to "The
Californian" . . . Metro casts James
Stewart with Katharine Hepburn in

"Philadelphia Story," and may as-

sign Fredric March to the cast.

that it will be enabled to rid itself

of other D of J anti-trust actions

currently confronted in various sec-

tions of the U. S.

Today's equity action hearing in

Federal Court here will be further
deferred to Wednesday, and subse-
quently further deferments will be
taken, depending upon the length of
time it takes D of J officials in

Washington to come to a decision
on the suggested terms of settle-

ment.

Authoritative circles asserted at
the week-end that initiative was ac-
tually taken by the Government in

a spirit of helpful conciliation to

forestall the case going to trial, when
an agreement, before testimony be-
gan, was possible. This obviously
was with an eye upon the much dis-

I cussed Section 5 of the Clayton Act.

Gov't Subpoenaes Two
More Equity Witnesses

The Government Friday subpoe-
naed two more witnesses despite

the proposed discussions for a con-

sent decree in the equity suit.

George Wharton Pepper, former U.
S. Senator from Pennsylvania, and
John J. Gain were subpoenaed to

testify if the trial resumes.
Pepper was ordered to produce

books, contracts and clearance sched-
ules received by him from Colum-
bus Stamper, a Government witness
from Philadelphia, relative to the
latter's eight theaters. Gain is to

produce lists and records which iden-
tify persons owning bonds secured
by the Cai-men in Philadelphia.
By agreement, Samuel Goldwyn

will not be asked to testify until

next Fall.

SIcouras Plea Gets

Sears' Endorsement

(Continued from Page 1)

industry matters at the Ampa I

cheon Thursday, calling them
"most constructive pronouncem
made in years by any leader in

amusement field."

Agreeing with Skouras' ai/^
of the admission price siti
Sears asserted that there must
reasonably higher prices to prol

-he producer, distributor and
hibitor in the present critical sit

tion.

"If the highest quality in prod
ion is to be kept up, there must
sufficient revenue to pay the b

and insure a fair profit," Sears s;

"There is no doubt in my mind t

the public wants high-grade en
tainment and is going to insist

it. Nor do I doubt for a mom
that the public is willing to pa
fair price for it."

Sears said that was why Warr
planned a roadshow and special
gagement policy for ATAHT.
"We are all in the same bo

Sears said, in agreeing with St
ras' contention that a close-knit
practical program of co-opera
was urgently needed. "It is a n
ter of bread and butter for us
solve the problems that conft
us," he added.

Skouras' assertion that there •

no longer such a thing as comp
tion did not meet with Sears'
liefs.

There is and must be competi'
but it should be intelligent, :

sighted and generous competit
Sears said. "We can and should
to set the pace for each other in

things that build up the industr
good pictures, effective distribut
attractive presentation, etc. Buf
a family, there are matters on wi
we should stand firmly togethei
the interests of all concerned.

"I believe these facts are be

realized throughout all branches
the trade and that we are going
solve our problems in the sp

which found expression in Mr. S\i

ras' address. Let's all hang
gether, as Benjamin Franklin s
or else—."

Threat of Veto Wins
Sign Ordinance Hearing

Detroit—Detroit theaters go.

reprieve on the oi'dinance banni

red or flashing signs within 22 :

of a sidewalk, when Mayor Edw:
J. Jeffries threatened to veto I

bill unless the Council granteo
public hearing. Move was madei
United Detroit Theaters, Allied Tjl

aters, and Co-operative Theati

jointly.
'

Some 200 houses would have
pay an average of $2,000 each, ci

total of $400,000 to change si|;

and fronts under the new law, |l

cording to estimates of owners.'
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(Continued from Page 1)

ij B Film Daily Golf Tournament.

J.
lere's how to reach the scene of

I
jnage:
^ BY MOTOR: Queensborough

«'.5§th St.), Tri-Boro or White-
<ijQ^ bridges to Grand Central
.,^way. East to the club house

"'"'Vhich is right on the right of
' !he Parwkay a few feet beyond
' Jttle Neck Parkway.

BY TRAIN: Trains leave
'ennsylvania Station, Long Is-

P iand Division, at 7:23, 7:50, 8:39,
I :05, 10:05, 10:35, 11:05, 11:35,

nd 12:05, Daylight Saving
'ime. Take a taxi from Great

< lieck to the club house.
;ome out early and enjoy a full

f the weather is doubtful, come
just the same,—for we always

)ver the week-end a whole truck-
d of prizes (the greatest array
the tourney's long and brilliant

tory) was shipped out to Glen
cs. The committee went along
the truck to see that the beer is

perly iced for three days before
ving. Frequent samples were
ped en route.
immy Sileo, the industry's cam-
man de luxe, will officially pho-
raph the tournament. Pictures
show the biggest laughfest of

:i!0.
" I'ep, tomorrow's the BIG DAY.

jfe is futile ... so let's play

'ay Me" Conviction
i >peal Is Planned

ewark, N. J.—Philip M. Berger,
lager of the Treat, found guilty
Common Pleas Judge Daniel J.

nnan of violating the gaming
ute, in operation at the theater

I game called "Pay Me," will ap-
1.

he theater management had de-

d the game in an effort to avoid
ation of the lottery law by not
:iring an admission fee, or con-
ration, from the player. In fact,

;tators in the theater lobby could
;icipate. The court held the lot-

statute was not involved, but
the game was a violation of the
nclusive gaming statute.

in, Mullin Circuits
«. ite as Floyd Theaters

arl Floyd and L. A. Stein, form-
'i' a partnership known as Floyd
f aters, Inc., have taken over the

ation of 14 theaters in southern
rgia and Florida. New company
es the houses of the Stein and

II lin circuits.

J^lro, Cantor to Settle?

,
Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

oilywood— Eddie Cantor's pact

j
L Metro may be settled, it is re-

lied.

I

The Twenty-eighth

FILM DAILY GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, June 11, 1940, Glen Oaks Country Club,

Great Neck, L I.

THE FILM DAILY.

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Here is my entry and $10.00 for the 1940 Golf Tournament. (Entry fee

will be $12.00 if not paid before June 11.)

Name

Address

LAST THREE SCORES
CLUB HANDICAPO n CLUB:

Censorship Bills, Pro
And Anti, in Louisiana

New Orleans—Two bills, apparent-

ly intended to revive the dormant
film censorship act in Louisiana and
one to repeal it were reported here

at the week-end to have been intro-

duced to the Legislature at Baton
Rouge.

One bill, details of which were not

available was said to change cen-

sorship rates, while another—House
bill 796—amends the old act—No. 16

of the third extra session, 1935—to

place censoring under State Superin-

tendent of Education.

It provides for a three-men cen-

sor board, with a secretary, the board

to be paid $5 each for each censor

meeting plus 25 cents each for every

reel reviewed.
Board, to serve 6 year terms, will

be domiciled in Baton Rouge while all

exchanges are in New Orleans and
censorship costs will be $4 a reel of
thousand feet and $4 for each addi-
tional thousand feet or fraction. Rev-
enues, after defraying costs of board
will go to education department "for
the purchase of visual aids to be
used in the schools and colleges of
the state."

The bill to repeal censorship

—

House bill 577—is said to be only
a paragraph in length.

John S. Cohen Dead
Atlanta, Ga.—John S. Cohen, for-

mer motion picture critic of the Sun,
died here at the week-end after a
long illness. He is survived by his

wife, a son, his mother and a sister.

Flexible Policy Scrambles
Detroit Opening Dates

Detroit—Detroit theater opening
dates are scrambled as the result of
adoption of flexible booking policy
by the Fox, to accommodate stage
shows, which may be booked in for
four days, six days, or other odd
numbers. Current show opened
Wednesday, and so will this week's,
to run six days. Possible Monday
opening is envisaged for the house
by David M. Idzal, managing direc-

tor.

Adams Theater, playing similar
product under a pooling agreement,
also switched to Wednesday open-
ing because of the Fox policy. The
short "weeks" will give the Fox a

chance to work off second rate film

product with the major stage show
bills, reserving better screen fare
for the straight film weeks at the

house, which alternates stage shows
and straight pictures.

"Nobody's Children," Air
Show, Bought by Columbia

/

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Columbia has acquired
film rights to "Nobody's Children,"
radio serial sponsored by the Na-
tional Children's Home Society, as
a vehicle for Edith Fellowes.

E. E. Clive Stricken
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Edward E. Clive,

British character player, is dead of

a heart ailment. Mr. Clive had a
long career on English and Ameri-
can stages before starting film work
in 1931.

Compulsory Group Insurance Plan Rejected
hy lATSE Despite Adtninistration^s Baching

Louisville—A proposal to insSitute compulsory group life insurance for members
of the lATSE, proposed by Matthew Woll, AFL vice-president and president of Union
Labor Life Insurance Co., met defeat at the lA's biennial convention closed here.

Backed by a specially appointed committee and regarded as an administration-
approved measure, the insurance plan would have enrolled the entire lA membership
at $500 for 65 cents a week.

TO INDEPENDENT EXCHANGEMEN EVERYWHERE

MOHAWK FILM
CORPORATION

offers

A CROUP OF NINETEEN
GRAND NATIONAL *

- FEATURES

^<;<.^^^

SOLD ON A PROFIT GUARANTEED BASIS!
PRINTS ON ALL SUBJECTS NOW AVAILABLE!

Write or Wire J. S. BERKSON
723 7th Avenue, N. Y. C. Tel. BRyant 9-7412
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Happy things are happen-

ing in Pittsburgh. Because

today the Warner men meet

there! Today they hear the

marvelous news that takes

the question-mark out of

your product problem for

'40 -'41. Soon you'll know.

Soon you too will be wear-

ing the Warner Bros, smile!
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SETTLEMENT ACTION MAY BE DECIDED TODAY

Further Film Loss Seen By Italy's War Entry
Pix Shipments to Balkan
Nations Will Now Be
Sent by Way of Bagdad

Entrance of Italy into the war
yesterday further disrupted sched-

i
lies for shipments of films and
lihreatened a further loss of busi-

less to the American companies,
vith foreign department heads ex-
iressing the belief that war in the
aajor portions of the Mediterranean
jirea was not far off. However,
lassce, Barnett & Co., film forward-
|:rs, stated that shipments to the

( Continued on Page 4)

tfarners Open First

^f 2 Sales Parleys

{!
Pittsburgh—Wtih more than 200

lelegates present, Warner Bros, yes-
;rday opened the first of two sales

mventions at the William Penn
!j!otel. Pittsburgh became a War-
ijBr city where every theater played

jl

Warner picture and newspapers
!i[led their columns with Warner
3WS.

Reiterating the stand taken by
(Continued on Page S)

jlew Rule on Canadians
I'o Hurt Detroit Houses

Detroit—Detroit theaters stand to
v/lse heavily by the Government rul-

g against Canadian citizens com-
g into this country without the
rmality of a passport. Thousands

' Canadians have made a habit of
ming over to Detroit theaters on
indays, when Canadian houses are
5sed, and this trade will be prac-
•ally blacked out by the new rul-

(Continued on Page S)

&

]\athanson Elected
CBC Vice-Chairman

Montreal—N. L. Nathanson, president
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.. has
been named vice-chairman of the Can-
adian Broadcasting Corp. He replaces
Major-General Victor W. Odium, of
Vancouver, who is in command of the
second division of the Canadian Active

I

Force.

There Will Be Many Vacant Exec. Chairs
Along Film, Rotv Today . . . GoWs Got 'Etn!

Should you phone exec, offices around local Film Row today, and be advised
by an evasive, cryptic-sounding secretary that her boss isn't in, it's only because
he's a lover of the great outdoors, green pastures, cold beer (and plenty of it), and
the kind o' birdies that sing around the fairways of a verdant country club. In short,

don't be jealous of your business quarry, because he's out at Glen Oaks playing
the great and ancient Scottish game, or a spot of tennis. For today THE FILM DAILY
Golf Tourney is on!

New Admission Tax

Looms in Louisiana

Baton Rouge, La.—Film theaters
and all other places of amusements
not only face a state admission tax
but will also apparently be com-
pelled to post bond to insure collec-

tion of the tax if House bill 246 is

passed by the Louisiana legislature.

This was the opinion here after

a comparatively quiet week-end
which found a plethora of general
legislation and at least six meas-

(Continued on Page 8)

Eight Studios Start

13 Films This Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY

Hollywood-—Thirteen pictures are

scheduled to go into production this

week.
At Columbia: "Clay Pigeon" star-

ring Joe E. Brown and Frances Rob-
inson.

At RKO-Radio: The Charles
Laughton-Carole Lombard picture.

"They Knew What They Wanted"
(Continued on Page 5)

Rep. Takes Brandies

In Omaha, Des Moines

Republic's ' offices in Des Moines
and Omaha, both of which have been
under franchise pacts, were taken
over by the company effective a week
ago.

Additionally, it was disclosed that
Republic has renewed its franchise
agreement with J. H. Sheffield, head-
quartering in Seattle, for the terri-

tories whose keys represent Port-
(CoHtinued on Page 6)

To Appeal Neb. Ascap
Decision Within 2 Weeks

Lincoln, Neb. — Walter Johnson,
attorney general for Nebraska, defi-

nitely stated last week that Neb-
raska's Ascap law, batted down in

a three-judge decision in federal

court, will be appealed to the U. S.

Supreme Court and within a couple

of weeks. It will have to be done
before July 1, because the 90-day

privilege following the judgment
(Continued on Page 5)

Says Execs, MuUed Chance
Distribs. Failed to Clean House—Myers

Ask Ohio Supreme Court
To Pass on Bank Night

Troy, O. — The Ohio Supreme
Court has been asked to decide

whether Bank Night, as perfected
by the moving picture houses, is a
lottery and in violation of state

laws.
The Troy Amusement Co. here ap-

pealed to the Supreme Court to re-
(Continued on Page 5)

The industry has muffed the op-

portunities to clean house on a ba-

sis that would be permanent and
enduring, Abram F. Myers, Allied

general counsel, declared yesterday

in a special bulletin in which he de-

nounced alleged "mud throwing" at

Allied and its leaders during the

Neely hearings and in the opening
statements in the Government suit.

These outbursts Myers said are

particularly ill-timed in view of the
(Continued on Page 8)

Situation Said to Have
Been Discussed by
Counsels for Both Sides

Whether the equity trial will be
continued tomorrow may be de-
termined today when counsel for
the majors and the Government con-
vene to compare notes as to what
progress has been made towards
reaching a settlement of the case.
Attorneys for the companies were

said to have discussed the situation
with top executives, and Paul Wil-
liams is reported to have talked with
Thurman Arnold and Robert Jack-
son. Fruits of these individual dis-

cussions probably will be laid on the
table today.

Urges Settlement

A further adjournment yesterday
of the Government's equity action
until tomorrow lent credence to re-

(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Sales Policy

Flexible, Says Agnew
Paramount's policy of selling is a

flexible one, Neil Agnew, general
sales manager, said yesterday in

denying printed reports on the Coast
to the effect that the company would
sell the new program, with one ex-
ception, only on percentage.
Agnew said that fully one-third

(Continued on Page 4)

Over Hundred Expected
At Col/s A.C. Meeting

Atlantic City—More than 100 dele-
gates are expected at the second of
Columbia's sales meetings which
opens here today at the Hotel Ritz

(Continued on Page 8)

JVBC to Televise
Naval Launching

Television will flash its first graphic
record of the launching of a man o' war
on Thursday, when the new 35,000-
ton battleship North Carolina slides down
the ways at the New York Navy Yard,
Brooklyn. Launching, first to be tele-

cast anywhere in the world, will be seen
by televiewers over NBC's Station
W2XBS, starting at 3:30 p.m. Program
also will include films of U. S. naval
activities.

^ V T A MI'
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am Scat. . 7 6% 6%
Col. Picts. vtc. I2l2% 3% 37/8 37/8

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1221/4 117 119
do pfd 155 155 155
Cen. Th. Eq S'A S's S'/a •

Loews. Inc 22'/2 2158 UVi
' do pfd.

Paramount 45/8 ^'s ^^i
Paramount 1st pfd.. $5 65 65
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 6*4 6^4 6',4

Pafhc Film 6I/2 6'/8 6'/8

RKO S/g 5/g 5/8

20th Century-Fox 5!4 5'/4 5'/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ Pict. pfd. 72 72 72
Warner Bros. 2' a 2 2

do pfd.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. rcf. 6s46
Loews dob. Shs'ie 1011/4 1011/4 1011/4

Para. Bway 3sS5
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41
Warner' Bros.' dbs 6s48 79 79 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotonc Corp
Technicolor 9% 91/4 9yg
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vfc... 31/2 31/4 31/4

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITI
Bid

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thca. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loews Thca. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 63
Roxy Thca. Bldg. 4s Ist '57 60

Net
Chg.

- '/4

61/2

3 1/2

^8

II2

- 3
1/2

-5/8

-'Va

+ 'l"
- 1/8

ES

Asked

1st MORTGAGE "

MONEY AVAILABLE
FOR THEATRE PROPERTIES

PRINCIPALS ONLY

T. L KAYE
11 W 42nd St.. NYC LO 5-4666

(irund Rapids, Mich.—Gene Buck
as president of the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors &
Publishers, the Southern Music Co.

and Santly-Joy-Select, Inc., have
been awarded damages totaling $500
against Marie Brown of this city,

doing business as the Stocking The-
ater.

Judgment granted on default was
based on infringement of copyrights
on the musical compositions "The
Man With The Mandolin" and "It

Makes No Difference Now," which
the plaintiff alleged were played in

a public performance at the Stock-
ing Theater without consent of the
copyright holder.

Baltimore Exhibitors

Oppose Daylight Vote

Baltimore, Md. — Motion picture
interests in Baltimore are opposing
an ordinance introduced in the City
Council at the request of the Junior
Association of Commerce providing
for a popular vote on daylight sav-
ing at the election in November.
Farm, labor and numerous other
representatives also appeared before
the committee in opposition to the
measure. Among those in the mo-
tion picture industry who appeared
to speak against the ordinance were
Arthur B. Price and Thomas D.
Goldberg, of the Motion Picture The-
ater Owners of Maryland and Nich-
olas J. Ropka, of the Motion Picture
Operators' Union.

Premium Suing Price

On Infringement Claim

Suit has been filed in Brooklyn
against Price Theater Premium Corp.
by Premium Promotion Syndicate,
which charges Price with infringe-
ment in the merchandising of en-
cyclopedias.
Premium Promotion contends that

it has operated Encyclopedia Nights
in theaters for more than a year,
using a copyrighted card, coupon and
trailei'. It is charged that Price,
which also has an encyclopedia deal,
used the same copy on its cards and
coupons and took scenes from Pre-
mium Promotion's trailer in selling
its own service. Advertising also
was duplicated, it is charged, and
Price allegedly used the name. Ency-
clopedia Night, a title reported to be
owned by the plaintiffs.

TMAT Elects

Election of officers of the TMAT
was held last night. Results will be
announced today. Saul Abraham,
president, and all other incumbent
officers are running for re-election
unopposed. Elimination of the Mo-
tion Picture Division of the organi-
zation, with the possibility that the
Division would become a separate
entity or affiliate itself with some
other union, was also slated for ac-
tion.

West Coast Durcau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger, pres-

ident of the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences, today

announced a demonstration of

Stereophonic Sound Recordings, to

be held under Academy sponsorship

in co-operation with Electrical Re-

search Products, Inc. and the Bell

Telephone Laboratories, at the Pant-

ages Theater on Thursday evening,

June 20.

In addition to extremely faithful

stereophonic or third dimension ef-

fect in sound presentation, the new
technique permits the recording and
reproduction of a range of sound

far beyond that possible under pres-

ent practices. This range, it is

claimed, extends from the lowest

sound discernible to the human ear

up to the loudest sound the ear can

tolerate—and this without distor-

tion of the sound quality.

RKO hicorporates
Near East Company

Wilmington, Del.—RKO Radio Pic-

tures Near East, Inc., has been
granted a corporate charter by the

State Department at Dover to deal

in still and motion pictures. Capi-

talization is $10,000, par $100, and
the "principal office" at Prentice-

Hall, Inc., Dover.
The incorporators listed are Rob-

ert H. Dann, Scarsdale, N. Y.;

George Mucknic, Long Island, and
Gordon E. Youngman, New York.

Britain Requires Prior

Import License on Film

IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Commerce De-

partment has announced that The
British Board of Trade will here-
after require prior import licenses

for all products not hitherto sub-
ject to that requirement. Among
the products being brought under
the licensing system, but for which
open general licenses have been is-

sued allowing importation from any
country without individual permit
are: cinematograph film (standard
width), unexposed and film base;
cinematograph film, exposed. In-

dividual licenses will be required
hereafter for celluloid other than
film base". The order was effective
June 8.

Richard Leah'7 Dies
Detroit—Richard P. Leahy, 67,

owner of the Washington Theater
(formerly the Opera House) at Bay
City, Mich., for thirty years, died
suddenly from a heart attack. He
formerly owned the Wenonah The-
ater, also. Two brothers survive.

Horve'y Orr Dies
Indianapolis — Harvey D. Orr,

owner and operator of the Daisy and
Speedway theaters, died here Satur-
day at the age of 75. He is survived
by his widow, one son and a grand-
son. Interment took place in the
Rose Hill Cemetery, Chicago.

cominc and come

HOWARD DIETZ flew to the Coast
night for studio huddles.

HERBERT J. YATES returns from the C

next week.

BEN COETZ flies to Hollywood tonight.

JAMES R. GRAINGER has returned to

home office from Chicago.

c

'-I

:i1

JOHN MILES, publicity director

Lloyd, is here from the Coast.

B. K. BLAKE EMERSON YORKE and FL

WEBER left New York last night for Atl

City to attend the Columbia sales huddle tl{

CONRAD VEIDT left New York yesterda

the Coast.

BORIS JESENOF. recently Columbia b

manager in Brussels, and SIDNEY BRUCK
traveling auditor, arrived yesterday from Elm
on the Manhattan.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, LEONARD SCHLESIN t
HARRY GOLDBERG, CLAYTON BOND, il

HINCHEY and SAMUEL SCHNEIDER, W «
home office execs., return today from F •
burgh where they attended the Warner m
meeting.

NAT WOLFE, DON JACOCKS, I. J. H
MAN, MOE SILVER, TED SCHLANGER,
PAYETTE and HERB COPELAN, Warner th

zone managers, also left Pittsburgh last

to return to their respective posts.

NOEL COWARD left for Europe Sunda

the Clipper. MADELEINE CARROLL was
a passenger.

Chi. Censor Says Numbi
Of Off-Color Pix Rising

Chicago — The Chicago Cei

Board reports 130 films with a f

age of 599,000 feet were exami

by the board in April, with 38 c

two rejections and one film pin'

For May, 114 films were chec

with 618,000 feet, 44 cuts were m
two rejected and eight pinked.

Lieut. Harry Costello, police

sor, says the tendency to off "

films submitted to the local 1:

is increasing and the May pi

list is the largest in several y:

Floyd Circuit Adds
To Florida Holdings

Avon Park, Fla.—The Park
ater has changed hands and i?

a part of the circuit owned an.

erated by the Floyd interests

was formerly a unit in the M
chain. New sound equipment
be installed and a number of

improvements are contempi

Carl Floyd and L. A. Stein of '

sonville have i-ecently added
houses to their Florida chain.
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Para. Sales Policy

Flexible, Says Agnew

f Paramount's accounts were sold
on a flat rental basis and that the
company preferred it that way. Each
deal is completed to fit local situa-
tions, he added, stressing the fact
that there was no set rule as to per-

centajre contracts, except those with
the laitrer clicuits.

"Prosperity Club" Ruled
Not a Lottery in Omaha
Omaha -"Prosperity Club,' $500

weekly triveaway sponsored by city's

23 theaters, has been driven the go
ahead signal by Municipal Judge
Palmer.

Plan is now in its fourth week,
aiul requires people to register in

theater lobby but not pay admission
to register or win the award. Thej
must sign card on day of drawinj^
to be in line for the award, how-
ever.

Palmer dismissed a lottery charge
against Manager Allen of the Omaha
Theater and said "signing of a card
does not constitute consideration by
any stretch of the imagination."
Allen had been arrested as a test
case.

Denis Film in Rochester

Rochester — "Asia-Africa-Adven-
lure," will be shown by Armand
Denis and Leila Roosevelt at the
Eastman Theater here, today, un-
der sponsorship of the Civic Mu-
sic Association. Denis was asso-
ciated with the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany for many years.

WEDDING BELLS

Lincoln, Neb.—When the Stuart
Theater's cashier, Alice Trumble,
was married to Don Costello, one
time usher, all her sister "how many"
girls were attendants.

Indianapolis—Marguerite Barton,
Columbia cashier, and Charles Stew-
art were married Saturday in the
parsonage of Roberts Park Metho-
dist Church here.

Cincinnati—Miss Helen Lederer,
UA, is to be married June 29.

Cincinnati—Marion Ray, RKO, has
announced her engagement and ap-
proaching marriage to Al Neitus,
lawyer.

Chicago trade is extending con-
gratulations to Max Factor, form-
erly a Great States booker on his
recent marriage. He is now asso-
ciated with the Pioneer Theater cir-

cuit.

Albany—G. Schuyler Beattie of
Watervliet, Paramount head booker,
was married June 7 to the former
Miss Rosamund Keenan of Troy.

wiTti PHIL M. DALTi
T T

• • • WHEN Spyros Skouras spoke at last Thursday's Ampa
meeting and made a plea oi the closest possible co-operation

twist all wings of the industry in the face of the current economic

crisis growing out of the international maelstrom he struck

sympathetic "tuning forks" in various key spots throughout film-

land This comer has found reaction to the Skouras suggestions

lo be prompt and poignant which proves the industry is quick as

ever to light against adverse forces emanating from without

as well as from within

m % % ONE of the first voices raised in stipport of the Skouras

rallying cry was that of Grad Sears who gave Kis en-

dorsement pronto Now we have before us a copy of "An Open
Letter To Spyros Skouras" from B. S. Moss and its con-

tent is of clear interest —so here it is:

T T T
• • • "DEAR Mr. Skouras May I congratulate you upon your

plain statement of facts at Thursday's Ampa luncheon May I also

wholeheartedly second your plan lor a 'moral merger' and the

formation of a representative committee The Town Hall Meetings

of the Air have proved that Americans like to hear both sides of

a question and like to ask questions about subjects in which they

are interested Why not put this committee monthly upon the stage

of one of our empty theaters and invite members of the industry

perhaps the public also to come and participate? Let

them discuss block-booking and other worries Maybe this would

knock them out of their 'current lethargy' as you so aptly put it

T T T
• • • "WHY not then put up prizes for the best original

ideas from the rank and file of the industry —make
them feel a vital part of it, able to make a definite contribution?

On your third point. . . .-. .concerning admission prices

I u;oH!d like to make this comment Prices should not be hiked
sinless absolutely necei,sary because the public is being sold

today on the air and through published articles on the

idea that large organizations can through increased efficiency

give better value for less money For 25 per cent less

than we paid 25 years ago we get today a much better auto-
mobile Mazda lights once sold for $1.00 apiece; today an
improved bulb sells for 15 cents Why should the same theory
not work for the movies?

T T T
• • • "DOUBLE features we both agree are bad
Why not eliminate them, economize in this fashion and give the

exhibitors fascinating and informative short subjects instead? I

commend your effort to wake up the industry ond snap it out of

its doldrums and fatigue Good luck to you Sincerely

(signed) B. S. Moss" TV
• • • WELL, setting aside biz controversy for awhile
we turn to a recreational controversy —THE FILM DAILY
Golf Tourney which is being fiercely contested (even as
you read these words) up on the gay greensward of the Glen
Oaks Club near Great Neck This controversy proves
something else namely, that this industry will only be as
strong as the health, serenity and sense of humor of its

executives It will be a sorry day indeed when (Heaven
forbid!) we have a blackout on wholesome diversion and good
fellowship That's why today's Golf Tournament is much,
much more than just a golf tournament!

Further Film Loss

In Italy's War Entry

{Cuntinucd from Page 1)

Balkan countries would go throu
Bagdad instead of through
Mediterranean, with a longer ti

for shipments the principal d
culty at this time.
The film forwarding companv sj

that shipments to Sweden anA
land were now being handled tW
Petsamo, Finland, or through C
stanta, Roumanian port on the Bl
Sea.

Although no business is bei

done now in Italy by the majors
was believed that the Italian m^
would cause blackouts and sub
quent theater shutdowns in m
southern French cities where b
ness had been good due to the
flux of population from other pa
of the country.

"Too Many Girls" Is in

Rehearsal at RKO Radio

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM >DAl

Hollywood — George Abbott
started rehearsals at RKO for
film version of "Too Many Girl

Pix cast in addition to Desi Ari"
will have the following from
Broadway production: Hal Le R
Eddie Bracken, Mildred Law, ^^

liam Blees, Janet Lavis, Anna W
Tesslo, Libby Bennett, Amari
Morris and James Benton. All

the players will return to the ci

w-hen "Too Many Girls" goes
tour in the Fall. It will open in C
cago on Labor Day.

Jerry Whyte, who was stage mt
ager for Abbott in New York, con
out to assist him. Hugh Martin 1

been released from his duties

"Louisiana Purchase" to arrange 1

Rodgers and Hart score here,

will play a part in the film and tt

return to "Louisiana Purchase."

Win Merit Drive Prizes

Second drawing for prizes in

Merit Pictures Corp. playdate d.

was held last week with A. Eps:
St. Marks Theater, N. Y. City, ^v

ner of the first prize. Adolph Wei

.

Plaza, So. Jamaica, won second p; i

,

and third prize went to R. Ste

kretz, Square, Brooklyn.

Films Escape in 111.

Springfield, 111.—The Illinois L. •

islature adjourned its special sess. i

without enacting any film legis •

tion during the session.

STORKS
Beckley, W. Va.—C. D. Crawfo

Beckley Theater, recently became t

father of a baby boy.

Cincinnati — Irving Sochin, I

representative, is father of a ba

girl, Stephanie, born June 6.
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Warners Open First

Of 2 Sales Parleys

{Continued from Page 1)

3arry Warner, Major Albert War-
ier, vice-president, told the dele-

gates that there was no place in

;he organization or any other
\merican business for Nazis, Fas-
:ists. Communists or any other fol-

f^^ig of such groups. "Loyalty to

\'^*icanism and the American flag

onies first," he said.

Ed Schnitzer, Eastern district

nanager, was announced as the third

irize winner in the Sears drive and
hecks were presented to Schnitzer
ind the managers in his district,

vho include J. Roger Mahan, New
laven; Norman Ayers, Boston;
yharles Rich, Buffalo; Sam Lefko-
vitz. New York, and Paul Krumen-
icker, Albany.
Screening of "The Sea Hawk" was

leld yesterday and "All This and
leaven Too" is scheduled for today,
'harles Einfeld and Mort Blumen-
tock are to outline advertising and
lublicity plans today, while Norman
/loray will speak on short subjects.

)thers to talk yesterday were Joseph
ijernhard, Albert Warner, Joseph
'lummel and Leonard Schlesinger.

Varner Theaters Named
n Suit by Patron

' Racine, Wis. — Suit has been
jntered in municipal court here by
'rank LaBoda alleging that Warner
Iros. Theaters of Wisconsin, Inc.,

efused to pay him $900 as agreed
1 connection with a "Treasure
|ihest" award at the circuit's Vene-
lan Theater here.

I

LaBoda contends he was declared
''inner of the award on May 18 and
James Ely Arkin, manager of the
'enetian, and Jack Keegan, Mil-
'aukee, district manager of the cir-

juit, in his action.

!!harles Rich Named
VB Cleveland Mgr.

!

' Cleveland—Charles Rich has been
amed local Warner Bros, branch
lanager to succeed Ted Mendels-
ohn. Rich has been Vitagraph
ranch manager in Buffalo until his

j'ansfer to Cleveland.

I /ill Packard Dies

I

Frazeyburg, O.—William F. Pack-
Ij-d, 84, for many years operator of

' film theater here, died June 2, in

t. Francis hospital, Columbus,
ihree sons and two daughters sur-
ve.

Deny Any Breah
of 4A Menther Unions
Blanket denial of any break between

AAAA member unions and the Theater
Authority, Inc., was isued yesterday by
the organization. Denial came in answer
to reports of a rift.

Brazilian Beceipts From "JVazi Spt|" Will
Go to Bed Cross if Country Allotvs Showing

Pittsburgh—Joseph Hummel, foreign sales executive of Warner Bros., told company
conventionites here yesterday that Harry Warner had cabled the Brazilian Government
an offer to turn over the entire Brazilian receipts of "Confessions of a Nazi Spy"
to the Red Cross if Brazil would show the picture. Censorship has held up its

showing for several months.

Eight Studios Start

13 Films This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

is the working title; "Wildcat Bus"
with Fay Wray.
At M-G-M: "Golden Fleecing"

with Lew Ayres, Rita Johnson, Vir-
ginia Grey and Nat Pendleton.
At 20th Century-Fox: "For Beau-

ty's Sake" with Marjorie Weaver,
Ted North, Ned Sparks and Joan
Davis.
At Warners: "Flowing Gold" with

John Garfield, Pat O'Brien and Fran-
ces Farmer; "Tugboat Annie Sails

Again" starring Marjorie Rambeau
and Alan Hale; "Ladies Must Live"
starring Rosemary Lane.
At Republic: "Tulsa Kid," a Don

Barry western; "Everybody's Hap-
py," a Higgins Family sequel.

At Monogram: "Kid Reporters"
with Marcia Mae Jones and Jackie
Moran; next Boris Karloff feature in

the James Lee Wong series.

At Edward Small's: "The Son of

Monte Cristo" with Louis Hayward,
Joan Bennett and George Sanders
heading the cast.

Albany Exchange People
Feted by Frank Weiting

Cobleskill, N. Y. — Albany ex-
change salesmen, bookers and branch
managers were entertained from
golf to steak here Saturday by
Frank Weiting, who owns the Park
Theater. A score of Albanians
played golf at the Cobleskill Coun-
try Club and remained for a steak
dinner, with Weiting footing the
check for the whole works.

Attending were: Dan Houlihan,
20th Century-Fox; George Tucker,
Leon Herman and Bernard Kranze,
RKO; Clayton Eastman and Dick
Hayes, Paramount; Jim Moore, Vita-
graph; Bill Gaddoni, Ralph Ripps,
Bill Williams, Sid Stockton and
Ralph Pielow, Metro; Harry Bern-
stein, The Rail, Albany; Lou Gold-
ing, Fabian district manager, and
Gene Lowe, former Monogram sales-

man.

15 Chicago Theaters to Cut
Out Triples on June 16

Chicago—Proxy Jack Kirsch yes-
terday announced that the following
Chicago theaters would cut out tri-

ples June 16 and run only doubles
in the future, as all 10-cent days are
out: Revenue, Bugg, Lincoln, Com-
modore, Portage, Rosewood, Rivoli,

Dlrake, Irving, Milfol'd, Admiral,
Northcenter, Davis, Metro, Bertha.
All are Allied members except the
Rosewood.
B & K has not taken any action

yet.

Ask Ohio Supreme Court
To Pass on Bank Night

(Continued from Page 1)

view the decision of the Miami
County Common Pleas court, which
refused the company's plea that
Newberry township officials be en-
joined from interfering with Bank
Night.
The lower court held Bank Night

to be a lottery in violation of the
law and that the theater was not
entitled to protection from law en-
forcement officials.

New Rule on Canadians
To Hurt Detroit Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

ing, exhibitors believe. Ruling is

effective July 1, and is most serious
here, where the only large popula-
tion center right on the Canadian
border is located, with tens of thou-
sands of daily commuters.

To Appeal Neb. Ascap
Decision Within 2 Weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

that the anti-Ascap law was uncon-
stitutional, expires at that time.

Johnson's hope is that, even if the
high court rules against it as the
lower court did, that there will be
some illumination in the decision
which will be the basis on which
other music trust legislation can be
enacted.

Gus Schaefer to Cuba
To Wind Up Biz Deals

Gus Schaefer, who has been draft-
ed by Ned E. Depinet, vice-president
in charge of distribution for RKO,
from the foreign department to the
domestic department, planed for
Miami yesterday from where he will
board a boat for Havana for a week's
stay. There he will wind up his
office affairs preparatory to entering
the domestic ranks.

Warners Set Four Pix
For Release During July

Warner Bros, will release follow-
ing four features during July:

July 6—"The Man Who Talked
Too Much"; July 13—"My Love
Came Back"; July 20—"The Bride-
groom Misbehaves"; July 27—"They
Drive by Night."

Lou Harris Aide to Lewis
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—-Lou Harris has been

named advertising aide to Cliff Lewis
at Paramount.

20111-Fox, M-G-M

Abandon Bril. Prod.

Direct production in England by
20th-Fox and Metro has been tem-
porarily abandoned due to the pre-
cariousness of conditions there, it

was learned yesterday following the
arrival in this country of Robert T.
Kane and Ben Goetz, English pro-
duction chieftains for the two com-
panies, respectively. General theater
business, however, was reported to
be good in most parts of the coun-
try.

Theaters have been shut down on
the East Coast due to bombings, it

was said, but it was stated that the
people who have been evacuated have
swelled attendance elsewhere. Pro-
duction was said to be at a stand-
still, with only a couple of British
pictures in work and little possibility
that production on any scale can be
started again under present condi-
tions.

Goetz leaves for California tonight
accompanied by his wife. Kane's
plans are indefinite at the present
time. All production by American
companies has been abandoned, ac-
cording to information provided by
the two execs.
Joseph Friedman Columbia's Eng-

lish head, also arrived from abroad
and left immediately for the com-
pany's convention in Atlantic City.

D. E. Griffiths Sales Mgr.
for Para. Film Service, Ltd.

The appointment of D. E. Grif-
fiths to the post of general sales
manager for Paramount Film Ser-
vice, Ltd., replacing C. G. Dickinson,
who recently resigned, was officially

confirmed yesterday by John W.
Hicks, Jr., Paramount vice-president
and head of foreign distribution.

Phillips 6c Nizer Expands
Law Firm's Title

Law firm of Phillips & Nizer, well
known in the film industry, hereafter
will be known as Phillips, Nizer, Ben-
jamin and Krim.

Robert Benjamin was an employe
of the New York Flm Board of Trade
while attending college 16 years ago.
He has been a member of the law
firm for the last five years. Arthur
Krim's first job after leaving law
school was with Phillips & Nizer.
He became a partner three years ago.

Here's Why Exhihs.
Suffer Headaches

Harrisburg, Pa.—You've heard of the
guy asking the theater cashier if the

same picture is being shown in the bal-

cony as downstairs, but Johnny Rogers,

manager of the State Theater, reports

a new type of wise guy. On a recent

warm day, Johnny reports, a prospective

patron wandered up to the boxoffice and
demanded to know if the house was air-

conditioned in the balcony as well as

downstairs.
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May Decide Today on

Settlement Action
(C i"r(i>iiifj fium I'tigif 1)

ports that trial of the suit \vill be
postponed from week to week until

a settlement has been agreed upon
oi- negotiations break down.
Strentrthenintj these reports, Fed-
eral Judge Henry W. Goddard, on
granting the postponement, told

Spicial Assistant Attorney General
Stephen Doyle that every effort

should be made for a settlement in

face of dirticulties which may arise.

Judge Goddard stated that "it may
not be possible to agree on a decree,"
preceding the remark by saying that
he had already indicated his atti-

tude on settlement at informal con-
ferences with both parties.

It was reliably learned that Judge
Goiidard will not allow any unneces-
sary delay and will insist that dis-

cussions be conducted with the great-
est vigor. In the event that an in-

soluble deadlock is reached in dis-

cussions, it is said, the Court will

direct the trial to proceed forthwith.

Hope for Code
Sources close to the Government

indicated that the Government's aim
is to work out a code of fair practice
which would eliminate so-called in-

dustry evils and at the same time
preserve theater ownership by maj-
or companies. With this in mind, it

will be suggested that the code
I)rovide for competitive local bid-
ding on pictures. It was explained
that this would mean that all theaters
in a locality would have the right to

bid competitively for units of films
or separate pictures regardless of
affiliations and with the right to ap-
peal to arbitrators in the event of
discrimination.

It was said that under local com-
petitive bidding a producer would
still retain the right to show his
films in his own theater without first

submitting it to "auction" but that
the effect otherwise would be to
avoid the concentrated buying power
of circuits over individual inde-
pendents.

To Regulate Practices
The code would also seek to regu-

late score charges, minimum admis-
sion prices, forcing of shorts and
newsreels and other practices now
criticized by the Government. A
comprehensive system of arbitra-
tors appointed by the court could be
set up, it is contended. In the event
that the code does not remedy the
situation, it was said, a provision in

the decree might provide for reopen-
ing of the case after a probationary
period or a new suit might be filed.

The fact is stressed in D of J cir-

cles that the proposals suggested
by the Government may be modified
or changed before the signing of a
decree by counter offers of the maj-
ors providing the Government feels
that they are constructive and afford
a reasonable chance of eliminating
discrimination.

To Test Code
The Government feels that a de-

cree within 30 days providing for
this code would be advantageous to

indies because trial may last two

REVIEUJS OF neiU films Rep. TakesBranches

In Omaha, Des Molne
"The Way Of All

Flesh"
with Akim Tamiroff, Gladys George, William

Henry, Muriel Angelus

Paramount 86 Mins.

SLOWLY PACED AND UNENTERTAIN-
ING IN CONTENT, FILM IS POOR OF-

FERING.

Uncnterfaining as far as the story con-

tent is concerned, and slowly paced on top

of that, this remake of "The Way Of All

Flesh" falls short in a number of respects.

Certainly, there is a considerable amount

of drama in the story, but it is not enter-

taining drama and is particularly ill-timed

at the present. Exhibitors have a couple

of names to play with on their marquees,

but none strong enough to carry the pic-

ture to the extent of being box-office mag-

nets. Akim Tamiroff is effective in the

early sequences of the picture, but his char-

acterization slides downhill as the film

goes on. Miss George does well as his

wife and the remainder of the cast, in-

cluding Muriel Angelus, William Henry and

Berton Churchill, adequately fill their roles.

Louis King directed the film. A tightening

of the script might have helped consider-

ably in speeding up the slowness of some

sequences. Tamiroff, cashier of a small

town bank and happy husband of Miss

George and father of four children, is en-

trusted with a mission in New York by the

bank's president. He is marked down by a

confidence gang and Miss Muriel Angelus,

accomplice of the gang, finishes him off.

Waking up in the morning he discovers he

has been robbed of his precious securities.

When he confronts the gang he is hit on

the head and taken out to be left on a

railroad track. However, he comes to and

struggles with one of the crooks and the

man dies under the train wheels. Tami-
roff's watch is found and he is believed

dead. He travels through the rest of his

life watching the fortunes of his family

from a distance as an obscure old bum.

CAST: Akim Tamiroff, Gladys George,

William Henry, Muriel Angelus, Berton

Churchill, Roger Imhof, James Seay, Norma
Nelson, Douglas Kennedy, Tommy Bupp,

June Heden, Darryl Hickman, James West,
John Harmon, James Burke, Marity Knowl-

den, John Hartley, Betty McLaughlin.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eugene

Zukor; Director, Louis King; Screenplay,

Lenore Coffee; Based on a story by Lajos

Biro and Jules Furthman; Cameraman,
Theodor Sparkuhl; Editor, Stuart Gilmore.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRA-
PHY. Good.

years, another year may follow be-
fore Judge Goddard's decision in view
of the vast amount of conflicting
testimony, and another year for an
appeal. On the other hand the code
could be tested within a few months
and if effective would give immediate
relief to complainants, it is argued.
If not, the suit would be renewed
on the issue of divorcement of the-
ater ownership.

Major companies were reported
unofficially yesterday to look with
favor on the competitive bidding
proposal, believing that it would im-
prove theater operation and give a
better break for their product.

"The Mortal Storm"
with Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart,

Robert Young, Frank Morgdn

M-G-M 100 Mins.

STANDOUT FILM WHOSE STORY, DI-

RECTION AND ACTING LABEL IT FOR

B. O. TRIUMPHS EVERYWHERE.

Every vital period in human affairs since

the screen attained maturity has witnessed

the emergence of at least one great pic-

ture to reflect and interpret it. "The

Mortal Storm," based on the best-seller

novel by Phyllis Bottome, is the towering

document dealing with the rise of the Nazi

party to power, and the projection of its

pseudo-scientific philosophy and tenets into

(>erman life, thus setting relatives against

relatives, and friends against friends.

Because of its virulent exposition of

Nazi methods, this film must be seen by

every American. Its theme is but one of

the reasons why it is "must" for circuits,

indie bouses, and the public. Of parallel

importance is the fact that it is superb

entertainment; decidedly one of the re-

sounding pictures of this or any other year.

Magnificently directed by Frank Borzage,

pulsating with dramatic power, and played

up to the hilt by a transcendingly skillful

cast, it will electrify audiences wherever

it is shown. Margaret Sullavan, James
Stewart, Robert Young and Frank Morgan
interpret their lead roles brilliantly. To
the supporting players go commensurate
laurels, for Mcria Ouspenskaya delivers one

of the memorabie performances as the non-

Aryan peasant woman who stands hard by

her convictions, as does her son, that there

shall be no bowing beneath the Nazi yoke.

Irene Rich, Bonita Granville and William T.

Orr are others who ably portray their roles.

The screenplay, finely fashioned by Ciau-

dine West, Andersen Ellis and George
Froeschel, relates the happiness prevailing

in the family of a 60-year-old professor

serving on the faculty of a German uni-

versity near the border of Austria. Con-
spicuous is the harmony 'twixt the family

and their friends.

But then Hitler rises to power as head
of the Third Reich. Frightful consequences
ensue, since the professor is a non-Aryan,

according to the vicious tenets of the Nazi
regime. His daughter, Margaret Sullavan,

looking forward to a happy marriage with

her fiance, finds the latter upholding with

fanatical zeal the Nazi "principles," and,

hence, they become estranged. Even the

professor's sons follow the Swastika with

flaming enthusiasm, and a breach, never

to be healed, opens 'twixt them and their

parents. There is no pulling of punches
in the picture. Beatings meted out by
Nazi bullies are depicted, with James
Stewart as the peasant youth, and a school

teacher, the respective victims.

It is Stewart and Miss Sullavan who
provide the touchingly beautiful romance
woven generously through the footage. The
finale is a powerful affair, culminating in

hair-raising happenings which include the

death of the university professor in a con-
centration camp, and the attempted escape
of the lovers into Austria as they are pur-

sued by a Nazi patrol. Technically the

j

film is top-flight. William Daniels' pho-

I

tography is very impressive. "The Mortal
Storm" appears destined to take its place

! among the immortal functional photoplays.

iCuntinued from Page 1)

land, Seattle, Butte, Denver and Sal

Lake City.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
Hollywood—Republic is plannin

no further acquisition of franchis
situations, other than those "sf

have been announced to date, \ >

learned here. From this point on,

was asserted yesterday, the organi
zation's distribution structure is con:

plete, with all franchise deals closec

in addition to the exchanges take
over heretofore by the company.

Republic's two-day regional cor

clave at the Park Central, which i

the final sales convention in th

series of four regionals, three c

which have already been held in Sa
Francisco, Memphis and Chicago n
spectively, opens today.

Tonight, Republic will entertai

delegates and home office represer
tatives with a cocktail and beefstea
dinner at the New York Athleti

Club.
Those attending the Eastern regional sal

meeting are M. E. Morey, of Boston; Sa
Seletsky, of New Haven; Herman Glue
man and Morris Epstein, of New York; M;
Clillis, of Philadelphia; Sam and Jake Fla
of Washington; James H. Alexander, Ge
Collins and Sam Fineburg, of Pittsburg!

Geo. H. Kirby, of Cincinnati; Sam Gorre
of Cleveland; Nat Lefton, Ohio franchi
holder; Sam Seplowin, of Detroit; Jack Be;

man, of Buffalo, and Arthur Newman, of

bany.

The Home Office attendants are James 1

Grainger, president; Walter Vincent, chairmi

of the Board; Morris Goodman, vice-preside

in charge of foreign sales; G. C. Schaefe
vice-president and general manager; John
O'Connell, treasurer; Si Borus, contract d

partment head, and David B. Whalen, direct-

of advertising and publicity.

Deny Bvirke's Application

New York Supreme Court Justic

Samuel L. Rosenman yesterda

denied an application of James 1

Burke, stockholder, to inspect tfc

records of Columbia Pictures for th

purpose of obtaining a list of stocl

holders. Burke claimed that

represented eight stockholders hole

ing 3,350 shares who wish to gai

the support of other stockholder

for a move to dissolve Columbii

Among reasons for dissolution. Burl

had pointed to the anti-trust su

and loss of foreign markets.

CAST: Margaret Sullavan, James Ste»

art, Robert Young, Frank Morgan, Robe

Stack, Bonita Granville, Irene Rich, Willia

T. Orr, Maria Ouspenskaya, Gene Reynold

Russell Hicks, William Edmunds, Esth'

Dale, Dan Dailey, Jr., Granville Bate

Thomas Ross, Ward Bond, Sue Moore, Har

Depp, Julius Tannen, Gus Glassmire.

CREDITS: Director, Frank Borzage; Ai

thor, Phyllis Bottome; Screenplay, Claudii

West, Andersen Ellis, George Froesche

Music Score, Edward Kane; Director I

Photography. William Daniels; Recordir

Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directc^

Cedric Gibbons; Associate Art Directc,

Wade B. Rubottom; Editor, Elmo Vernor

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGR>

PHY, Fine.
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New Admission Tax

Looms In Louisiana

( I. imti»mf4 frem Paft I

»

ures directed at amusements, be-

fore the leeislature.

The amusement bills are:
Two bills to change or resurrect

the dead censorship measure passed
by the late Huey P. Lonp.
One bill to repeal the Long: censor-

ship lav.

A state amusement tax.

A bill to repeal the power the
city of New Orleans has to levy an
amusement tax.

A bill to tax chain thtaters pro-

pressively which passed the House by
an overwhelming majority and now
faces the Senate.
A bill by Senator Dudley J. Le-

Blanc which would prevent circuits

from operating more than one the-

ater in towns of less than 20,000
population.
Not only does the admission tax

apparently require theaters and
other places of amusements (race
tracks are one of the things not
considered an amusement under the
term of the bill), to post bond to in-

sure their performing the duties re-

quired under the act. but the act
gives the Collector of Revenue, who
is in charge of its functioning, the
following rights:
To promulgate rules and prescribe

forms under which the act shall op-

erate.

To examine either personally, or
'-.' :rh his agents, all records of a
; --;: ess: to examine witnesses un-
der oath.

To compel, if he believes it neces-
sary or if the place of amtisement
is not bonded, the use of adhesive
stamps or oflBcially stamped admis-
sion tickets which the collector may
have printed and sell to the amuse-
ment operator for "the tax value
of such tickets plus the costs of pre-

:---''.z and delivering to the said

The taxes are to be paid monthly
and the penalty for failure to make
such payment is 10 per cent of the
tax due plus one per cent a month
interest. All places must get a per-
mit from the collector.

The censorship measures are:

-A. joint Senate bill (Xo. 207)
•Ahich would "amend and re-enact
Sections 1 and 4 of Act 16 of the
Third Extraordinary Session of
1935" (Long's law) by creating a
state censor board of three mem-
bers to serve three years each, each
;

;-.- -jbject to removal at the
of the governor." Pay-

.:.. ...; be $10 (instead of S5
as under the present law) plus ex-
panses, but there shall be no addi-
tional fee paid the censors according
to the number of film feet they look
at. Censor costs to distributors
will be $4 a thousand feet and $4
for each additional thousand feet or
fraction thereof. The bill does not
provide for a board secretary and
does not specify where the board
»hall meet. Funds after expenses

.

Ftshtng Trip Planned for Early Arrivals
.If yiPTO of Virginia Summer Convention

Old Pemf Comfort. Va.—Sidney Cares chairman for the Mid-Summer convention
el the MPTO of Virginia has announced that a beat has been chartered by the committee
tor an all-day fishmg trip on Sunday June 23. day before the regular meeting at Hie

Hotel Chamberlin here Al; members are urged to notify Leonard Gordon. Palace
Theater Neopcit News, whether or not they can go on this fishing trip, as only a

linited nymber can be taken care of. Gordon is skipper of the boat, assisted by Harl
Wolever first mate.

"Ghost Breakers" Clicking Over Hundre(i Expected
Strong in Detroit At Col.'c A.C. Meeting

Detroit—Following the outstand-
ing business of Friday, Manager R.
P. Corbin of the Michigan Theater
reported that the three-day receipts
on "The Ghost Breakers" were the
most outstanding in the history of

the theater's stage show policy.

Based on its three-day showing, Cor-
bin reported that the first week's re-

ceipts should better $50,000.
The opening was heralded by a

wacky but eflFective stunt. To prove
himself a real "ghost breaker," Bob
Hope, the film's star, entered an
abandoned farm house which had
been pronounced haunted by a psy-
chic, a committee of magicians and
a psychologist. Hope was laid on
the famous "liaunted mattress" of
Wichita, Kansas, while Bill Good-
win, his program announcer, gave
\N \VJ listeners a creak by creak pic-

ture of what went on.

Kuykendall Addresses
No. <& So. Car. TOA Meet

-Myrtle Beach. S. C—A brief talk
by Ed Kuykendall, MPTO.A. prexy,
featured yesterday's session of the
semi-annual convention of the North
and South Carolina TO.A. here. The
convention, which opened Sunday,
will close today.

Exhibs. yesterday held technical
discussions led by Ray Rowe of Bur-
taw. N. C. Harrv Buchanan of
Hendersonville, X. C, Lyle M. Wil-
son of Roanoke Rapids, X. C, Wil-
liam Conn of Gastonia, N. C, George
Pharr of Lancaster, S. C, Fuller
Sams of Statesville, X. C., Henry
Berry of HartsviUe, S. C, prexy of
the organization.

WB Cleared in Suit

San Francisco—The Federal Cir-
cuit Court of .Appeals decided that
Warner Bros. "Sh: The Octopus" did
not infringe the dialogue of "The
Xightmare," a play written by Ralph
Murphy and Donald Gallaher. The
authors had sued Warner Brothers
for $150,000.

are deducted go to the general State
fund.
A House biU (Xo. 796) which

amends the present law (Act 16.

1935) so that the Department of
Public Exlucation shall have charge
of of the censor board.
The third censor act (House bill

Xo. 577) is the briefest of the lot.

Slightly more than 200 words long
it calls for repeal of the original
censor bill and was introduced by
request. Film interests are said to
be behind it.

(Cvntinvcd from Page 1)

Carlton and will remain in session
until Friday inclusive.

Home office contingent, headed by Jack Cohn,
vice-president, and A. Montage, sales chief,
arrived here yesterday aboard the special Co-
lumbia train. Among h.o. executives attend-
ire are R. Jackter, A. Schneider, X. B. Spin-
K( Id. .T. McConville. L. Aster, L. Weinberg,

! M. Weisfeldt, M. A. Bergman. L. Jafie. H.
C. Kaufman. M. Grad. M. Wormser. G. Jo-

j

.'iephs. W. Brennan. B. Zeeman, V. Borrelli.
j.I. Freiberg. S. Raisler. T. McCue, I. Sher-
,
man. L. Malamed, A. Seligman, F. McGrann.

i A. Sherman, J. Segal. C. Roberts, A. Picker,
;
and foreign representatives Joseph Friedman,
managing director of England, A, M. Noye

i

of Brazil and H, Prosdocimi of Panama.
Present from the various Southern, Mid-

eastern and Eastern offices are the following
division managers, branch managers and sales-
men:

.Vnr Yori: District Manager Xat Cohn;
managers S, Trainer and I. Wormser; sales-
men. J. Sokoloff, S. Schnssel, J. Weinsch.
M. Fraum, E. Helouis. S, Feinhloom; .Vftr
Hazrr: Branch Mgr. T. F. OToole. sales-
men. B. J. Lourie. S. Swirsky: Boston: Branch
Mgr. I, H. Rogovin; salesmen. E. Cohen, S.
Simons, C. Myshrall, H. Olshan, J. Wolf. A.
Barry; Albany: Branch Mgr. J. Miller; sales-
men, E, Hochrtim, J. Armm, M. Cohn, S.
Goldberg; also

Buffalo: Branch Mgr, P. Fox; salesmen,
G, H. Ferguson, J, BuUwinkel, X. Marcus,
C, Harter: Philadelphia: Branch Mgr. H, E.
Weiner; salesmen. J. Schaeffer, D, Korson,
T. Engel, M. Goldstein, L. H. Wurtele; Wash-
in alon: Mid-East Division Mgr. S. A. Galantv;
salesmen, O. D. Weems, J. B. Walsh, C, A.
Wingfield. B. Caplon. J. Kushner; Pittsburgh:
Branch Mgr, A, H. Levy; salesmen. S, Sueer-
raan, J. Gins, S, Goldberg, G, Tice, J, Kohler:
Cincinnati: Branch Mgr, A, S. Moritz; sales-
men. C. R. Palmer, H, W, Rullman. L, E,
Davis, P, Xiland. J A. Curran; Cleveland:
Branch Mgr, L, Zucker; salesmen, M. Click,
T, Sh.are. O, Bloom. G, S. Vojae; also

Atlanta: Southern Division Mgr, S, Moscow:
Branch Mgr, W, W, Anderson; salesmen, B.
A. Wallace. U. T. Koch, E. B. Foster, J, S.
Laird; Memphis: Branch Mgr, T, T. Rogers;
salesmen. H, Kohn, T, B,^Haynes, H. A.
Chrisman; .\'ru- Orleans: Branch Mgr. H,
Duvall; salesmen, T. \\"inberry, L T. Fabacher,
R, A. Kelly; Dallas: Branch Mgr. J. B. Under-
wood; Salesmen, H. Craver. W, L," Penn, J. L
McKinney, A M, WTiitcher, L, Wilkes; Okla-
homa City: Branch Mgr, C, A. Gibbs: sales-
men. J, A. Smith. S. Gibbs, L P. Hudgen>:
Charlotte: Branch Mgr, R. J, Ingram; sales-
men, G. Roscoe. R. D. Williamson, C, Patter-
son.

Examine Randforce Execs.

Xotice was filed yesterday in the
Federal Court by Folley Amusement
Holding Corp. that on June 14 it will
examine Louis Frisch and Samuel
Rinzler. ofllcers of Randforce Amuse-
ment Corp.. before trial. Plaintiff
is suing Randforce. the eight majors.
Monogram and Republic for S75(),000
treble damages, claiming that it was
forced to close the Folley Theater.
Brooklyn, because it was allegedly
deprived of produdct.

Joe Lefko III

Cleveland—Joe Lefko. RKO sales-
man, is at St. Vincent's Charity Hos-
pital where he is reported to be
seriously ill with a spinal infection.

Pix Execs. Muffed

Opportunity—Myers

(Cotitinued from Page I)

menacing situation that confron

the industn.- and the obvious ne-

for team work between all factio;

I

of the business. More timely and

better taste was Spyros Sk|

proposal for a "moral merger
the face of impending dangei

Myers declared.

Continuing, Myers said:

"For many years before Alii

embarked on its aggressive campaij

the major companies had progressi

relentless and unhindered towards

completely monopolized industry.

"Xo one in his right mind su

poses that this could have gone
indefinitely. The longer the proce
continued, the more serious the rec
oning. It was a blessing that '1

Government called a halt when
did and in the manner it did.

Opportunity MufiFed

"For two years the industry h
had the opportunity to clean hou
on a basis that would be not on

equitable and just, but permane
and enduring. That opportuni
has twice been muffed by attemp
to cut across lots instead of turnii

square comers.
"It remains to be seen whe"

the vision exists to seize the p:

ent opportunity to put the affair?

the industry- on a legal, and ec
able basis and to bind ud the wou
of internecine strife. This will

for the best efforts of the really
men in the industr>^; it can no:

left to minor employes and sec

string lawj-ers whose approach :

solution has not risen above pers'

attacks on Allied leaders.

"Xo one claims, not even the r.

rabid of Allied's critics, that
business is not honeycombed
abuses that demand a rem
MPTOA members who apper

;

against the Xeely bill invari:

prefaced their remarks with a sta'

ment that the industry was b,

-

with ills more important than c

pulsory block-booking which the

would not cure.

Can Thank Allied

"For years exhibitors have sou-
relief by adopting resolutions

protest and by negotiations—aK
no avail. Such gestures as ha

been made by the majors have ^

incided in point of time with cr;?

that were largely the result of .^

lied's efforts, '^'hen the day of rec

oning comes, and monopolistic p-'"

tices are finally expelled from *

industry, as they will be. the exhj_

tors will have Allied to thank :'

their new found freedom.
"X'o amount of mud slinging c:

leprive Allied of the credit for brir.

ing about the reforms which so n:a;

have talked about and about whi

onlv Allied has taken effective 2

tion."
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aOPE GROWS FOR U. S. SUIT SETTLEMENT

Expects British Gov't to Ease Quota Obligations
[ane SaysUK Appreciative
)f Existing Difficulties

'acing American Distribs.

Quota obligations of American
Dmpanies doing business in Eng-
ind in all probability will be eased
y the Eng-
lish govern-
iient in view
' f existing
ifR c u 1 ties

a c i n g the
me r i c a n
impanies, m
le opinion of

obert T.

ane, British
r d u ction

e a d for
Ith-Fox who
'turned here
unday on ROBERT T. kane

1 e Roose-
It. Kane said the English Gov-

(Ovntinucd on Page 2)

>enny Will Lead

arl-Mutuel Quiz

Albany—Investigation of the pari-

utuel betting system and its effect

I biz, etc., will be carried on by

7 {Continued on Page 2)

flbany Offices Deliver

tints Despite Strike

(Albany — Film exchanges here

lite that all film shipments have
]

(Continued on Page 2)

li Col. British Cable
Breathes Optimism

Atlantic City—Max Thorpe, Columbia's
British general sales manager, supplied

J a note of optimism to the company's
}/ sales conclave here yesterday via a cable

In which he declared that pictures will

continue to be sold and the English
office will carry on despite the serious
war conditions. Thorpe in his cable,
read by A. Montague to the delegates
here, said that "with conditions in this

country as yet unaffected," the British

unit was "determined to accept part of
your added responsibilities."

KENT OVERSEAS DRIVE CANCELLED
Countries Llna§ected by War to Conduct Own 20th-Fox Sales

Campaigns Later in Year

Kent Overseas Drive, yearly sales

campaign of the 20th-Fox foreign
forces, has been eliminated for 1940,

it was learned yesterday. It was
pointed out that unprecedented con-

ditions prevail throughout most of

the world and it was impossible to

establish reasonable competitive quo-
tas for the drive.

However, countries unaffected by

the war will conduct their own sales

drives later this year, it was said.

The Kent Drive was scheduled to

start the first week in September
and continue through Dec. 15. Les-
lie P. Whelan, foreign publicity

manager, had already been appoint-
ed manager of the drive by Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
distribution.

iTOA Bids Indies

To Trade Confab

Independent exhibitors in the New
York area, regardless of organiza-
tion affiliation, are being asked to at-

tend a meeting, sponsored by the

ITOA, at the Hotel Astor next Wed-
(Co)itinued on Page 8)

Warner Parley to Close
With Party for Sears

Pittsburgh—With a cocktail party
tonight in honor of Sales Chief Grad
L. Sears at which Hari-y Kalmine,
local WB theater zone manager,
will play host, the first of two War-

(Continued on Page 8)

Contempt Report

Hearing on lionday

Chicago—Hearing on the excep-

tions filed by counsel for B & K and
Paramount to the report of Special

Master Edgar Eldredge in the Gov-
ernment's contempt action has been
set for next Monday.

Report, made public early last

(Continued on Page 8)

Midwest vs. Mich. Co-op
Trial Set for July 18

Detroit—Suit of Midwest Theaters,
et al, against Co-operative Theaters
of Michigan, alleging conspiracy,
etc., growing out of alleged film

(Continued on Page 8)

U. 5. Distribs, to Bordeaux
Move Offices from Paris; May Go to Lisbon

Nick, Weston Indicted

Under Two Federal Laws

St. Louis—John P. Nick, former
international vice - president of

lATSE, and Clyde A. Weston, ousted
business agent of Local 143 of the
projectionist union, were indicted

yesterday under the Federal anti-

racketeering act and conspiracy to

violate the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

iConttnued on Page 8)

Lisbon (By Cable)—American dis-

tributors with Paris offices have
moved their equipment, staffs and
other properties to Bordeaux, with
the possibility looming that they
will move here shortly.

The Clipper service remains as the

only quick and comparatively de-

pendable avenue for shipment of

newsreel prints, with newsreel com-
panies also said to have left Paris
to establish headquarters elsewhere
in France.

D of J Willing to Have
Discussions Continued;
Plan Further Adjournment

Hope for a settlement of the New
York equity suit against the majors
through the medium of an accept-
able consent decree embodying trade
practice reforms was materially
strengthened yesterday when it was
learned that the Department of Jus-
tice at Washington had indicated
its willingness to have the discus-

sions inaugurated late last week
continued.
As a result, sources close to the

(Continued on Page 8)

26 Frendi Pidures

Produced Since Jan. 1

French producers have turned out
26 pictures since Jan. 1 despite the
war, according to Andre Heymann,
president of French Cinema Center,
who returned from Europe Monday
on the Manhattan. Heymann went
to France more than a month ago to

(Continued on Page 8)

40,000 Phonovision Sets

Leased, Asserts Orsatti

Distribution contracts for Phono-
vision sets have been signed with
representatives in every state in the
union and some 40,000 sets have al-

ready been leased, Frank Orsatti,

partner of Sam Saxe in the company,
(Continued on Page 8)

London Film Execs,
On Local Defense

Film workers and executives in Lon-
don have joined the local defense

volunteers and are on regular patrol

day and night in three-hour shifts.

Their specific assignment is to be on
the lookout for German parachute troops

who may attempt a landing In England.

Teddy Carr and George Archibald, co-
managing directors of United Artists,

and Louis Lewis, secretary, are among
those on patrol, according to informa-
tion received by Arthur Kelly, UA for-

eign chief, here.
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legislative committee created ye.s-

tfi-day by Speaker Oswald D. Heck
and Senator Joe R. Hanley, Repub-
lican legislative leaders.

Certain to be chairman is As-
.semblyman Norman F. Penny, of

Nassau, with Senator Walter J.

Mahoney of Buffalo, vice-chairman.

Other members include Assembly-
men Dick Sherman, Saratoga ; Pat
Brovenzano, Rochester; Mike Gil-

len, Brooklyn, and Dan Fitzpatrick,

Queens; Senators Bill Condon, Yonk-
ers, Henry Griffith, Wayne, and Jere-

miah Twomey, Brooklyn.
Penny was co-sponsor with Demo-

cratic minority leader Dunnigan
of the pari-mutuel constitutional

amendment.
Group will meet here, probably

Friday, to organize and formulate
plans for conducting the investiga-

tion.

riNANCIAL
;( Tuesday, June 11)

NEW YORK STOCK

High
All. Scat 71/8

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con, Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak 12012 1

do pfd
Ccn Th. Eq
Lccws, Inc 24

do pfd.

Paramount . . 4%
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film

RKO .
. Vfl

20th Century-Fox 5'4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 70
Warner Bros 2Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND
Keith B. F. rcf 6s46 lOO's 1

Loews deb. 3' 2*46

Para. Bway 3s55 40

Para. Picts SsSS
Warner Bros.' dbs 6s48 78

NEW YORK CURB
Monogram Picts.

Sonotonc Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Ccrp. vtc

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg.

6V2 71/8 + Va

19 120 1/2 + IVi

23 24 -I- l'/2

43/8 '41/2 -i^';'/2

5/8 5/8

5 'A 51/4

70
2

— 2

MARKET
00 lOO'/e -I-

40 40

IV2
95/8

1

31/g

78 78—1
MARKET

U2 IV2— "vi
95/^ 95/8 — 1/4

1 1

3
'/a 3V8 — 1/8

Jos. N. Weber Retires

As Prexy of A F of M
Indianapolis—At the opening of

the 4.5th annual convention of Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians here,

Joseph N. Weber, president of the

organization for the past 40 years,

announced his retirement from that

post with the union.

The convention adopted a resolu-

tion introduced by James Byrne of

Pueblo, Col., asking Congress to

enact legislation making it unlaw-

ful for parties with subversive in-

clinations "to be voted for or recog-

nized at the polls or otherwise."

Goetz and Gordon Off

For Coast on Friday

Harry Goetz and Max Gordon
leave for the Coast Friday, Gordon
by train and Goetz by plane, to

study the possibilities of putting
"The American Way" into produc-
tion this Summer. Producers be-
lieve the theme is timely and ef-

forts will be made to put it into

work as soon as possible after a de-

cision is made.
If "American Way" is side-

tracked, another picture will be pre-

pared by Gordon and Goetz for RKO
release.

"The Fight for Life"

Pre-released in Keys

Atlantic City — While the U. S.

Film Service's "The Fight for Life"
has been set for Columbia's 1940-41
program, the feature will be pre-re-
leased in a number of keys, the Co-
lumbia sales convention at the Ritz-
Carlton was advised yesterday by A.
Montague, sales chief.

AT&T Earnings Soar

A net income of $47,146,845 for
the first four months of 1940 was re-

ported vesterday by A T & T. Fig-
ure compares with $40,377,031 for
the same period in 1939.

B&K Gets Retchin's Howard
Chicago—B & K has taken over

the 1,600-seat Howard Theater from
the Newell Retchin independent cir-

cuit. Lester Retchin remains as
managing director.

Expect U. K. to Ease

Quota Obligations

(Ciintiiiiird from Page 1)

ernment was keenly aware of the

situation, and has indicated it will

help the picture business in every

way possible.

He expressed the belief that the

English Government would make
every effort to facilitate the ship-

ment of American-made films into

England as the production lag

there leaves American product the

only certainty exhibitors there can

bank on.

Kane said that the company's stu-

dio at Shepherds Bush was still pro-

ducing, and had a program, but

what will happen today or tomor-

row was impossible to predict. He
leaves for the Coast the latter part

of this week to confer with studio

executives.

Defer Ascap vs. Pequot Suit

New Haven—Hearing on the Ascap
vs. Pequot Theater copyright in-

fringement suit in the Federal Court
here, which was scheduled for this
week, has been postponed until the
Fall.

Albany Offices Deliver

Prints Despite Strike

(Continued from Page I)

been made despite the strike of

truck drivers which was called at

the week-end and threatened to tie

up deliveiies from Poughkeepsie to

the Canadian border. Bookers and
salesmen used their own cars in get-

ting prints to the trains and many
exhibitors picked up the films ship-

ped to them. In a few instances

salesmen drove 200 miles each way
to deliver prints direct to exhibs.

The truck strike was still unset-

tled last night. Negotiations with
the drivers are being handled by An-
drew C. Doyle, supervising media-
tor of the State Labor Department.

Name Harris Lewis Aide
At Paramount's Studio

H'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lou Harris has been

named assistant to Cliff Lewis, stu-

dio director of publicity and adver-
tising at Paramount. In addition
to supervising advertising, Harris
will continue in charge of the stu-
dio's trailer department, a post he
has held for the last year.
Don King, department editor, has

been assigned to the writing of spe-
cial features and the handling of
Dublicity on certain major pictures.
Bert Halloway, Lewis' assistant on
publicity, replaces King as depart-
ment editor but will continue his
other duties.

Societe Pathe Cinema
Suit vs. Auten Settled

COminC and Goinc

Suit of Societe Pathe Cinema, S.

A., against Harold Auten has been
settled on a cash basis. Pathe sought
an injunction against Auten and an
accounting in connection with his
distribution of a number of French
pictures. Rights to the pictures
were assigned back to Pathe Cinema.
Bert Mayers represented the plain-
tiffs. Saul Hammer was counsel for
Auten,

W. C. GEHRINC, Central division manas
for 20th-Fox, arrives in Detroit this morni;

to open negotiations with the Co-operative chE

on a new product deal.

CHARLES KURTZMAN, Loew's Northeastt

division manager, is in New York for home cffi

confabs.

EDGAR J. DOOB, manager of Loew's Wilmin
ton, is in New York for a few days.

R. M. SPONG, movie editor of the Harr

burg News, is vacationing in New York.

RAY BELL, Washington publicity h^„
,.

Loew's, Is here to confer with home^
execs.

ROBERT T. KANE leaves for the Coast t

week-end.

A. H. BLANK is in New York for a short stt

ROBERT BENJAMIN, partner in the Phllll

Nizer, Benjamin & Krim law firm, is in Chicai

ANDRE HEYMANN, president of the Frei

Cinema Center, has returned from Europe.

HARRY GOETZ and MAX GORDON leave

the Coast Friday.

HARRY RICE leaves today to exploit "Leop
Men of Africa" in Boston.

The JOSEPH SHULMANS of the Rivoli j

Webster, Hartford, are spending the Summer
West Cranby, Conn.

JEANNE WARSHOW, assistant to Sam We
operator of the Stamford and Avon, has

turned from a month on the Coast, where
visited the studios.

ADOLPH JOHNSON, of the Strand, Hamd
leaves for Ohio State, where he will attend

graduation exercises of his son, Robert.

Cartoon Films to Make
26 "War Graphs" Shorts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI\

Hollywood—Cartoon Films, Lt
will make "War Graphs," a seri

of 26 one-reel subjects dealing wi

current war events. First carte

subject deals with the invasion

Norway. Others will cover Polan'

Finland, Holland, Flanders ai

Czechoslovakia. Lawson Harris
producer, Paul Fennell direct

Thomas Freebairn-Smith narrator;

Williams Quits Monograii

To Make 4 Spanish Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAl\

Hollywood—T. R. Williams h'

completed his producing contract

Monogram and will make four Spa
ish language features for release '•

United Artists. He and T. H. Ricj

mond head Panam Productions

South America, Inc.

IVIEAN MONEY- \

TELEGRAPH VIA

Tostan
Tehgvapli
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED II

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL
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PREPAREDNESS!

On every Film Row of the

Nation everybody's saying:

M-G-M to the rescue again!

Ten million dollars in 9 Big

M-G-M attractions right nov/

and all summer long! Look!

SPENCER TRACY
"EDISON, THE MAN"

JOAN CRAWFORD
FREDRIC MARCH
"SUSAN AND GOD"

MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART

Robert Young • Frank Morgan

"THE MORTAL STORM"

CLARK GABLE
SPENCER TRACY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
HEDY LAMARR
"BOOM TOWN"

VIVIEN LEIGH
ROBERT TAYLOR

"WATERLOO BRIDGE"

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
"NEW MOON"

*

"ANDY HARDY MEETS DEBUTANTE
Lewis Stone • Mickey Rooney • Judy Garland

GREER GARSON
LAURENCE OLIVIER

"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE"

•

NORMA SHEARER
ROBERT TAYLOR

"ESCAPE"

When they talk about next year

ask them what about right now!
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M-G-M Team Again Champs In Golf Tourney
Cinema Clans Turned
Out in Force Despite
Threatening Weather

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Undauiittii by uvi iiasi skies early

in the day, but which saw ideal con-

ditions set in by afternoon, close to

200 industry golf and tennis en-

thusiasts invaded the Glen Oaks
Club yesterday for the 28th FILM
Daily Golf Tournament. That at-

tendance was so gi'eat, in the face

of threatening weather, was a re-

sounding tribute to the popularity

of this annual event which symbol-

izes the good fellowship of the cine-

ma clans.

More than 40 foursomes teed-off

for the Battle of the Bunkers, which
found the legions of Leo the Lion

roaring o'er fainvay and green to

retain the team championship, orig-

inally annexed by the aggregation

a year ago. The tennis fracas wit-

nessed a new high in attendance, re-

flecting the growing favor of this

athletic activity 'mong local film

folk.

RKO Radio's golf team annexed
the runner-up spot, with the Uni-

versal forces next in line.

Banquet the Big Climax
Climaxing the eventful day was

the gala banquet, at which the par-

ticipating athletes were augmented
by a delegation of "men who came
for dinner" to be on hand for the

prize awarding festivities which were
presided over by Ole Colonel Jack
Alicoate. On the dais with the
Colonel were the various golf team
captains and tennis committee sol-
ons, comprising Ted Curtis, Leon
Bamberger, Herb Fecke, Billy
Brandt, Tom Gerety, H. M. Richey,
Bill Scully, Bob William, Jack Levin,
Lou Nizer, and Samuel R. Gerstein,
president of the Glen Oaks Club.
There was bedlam in the giant

dining hall when Jack Alicoate an-
nounced a temporary truce in the
feast to permit the holding of
Screeno, and the abandoning of the
original plan to give away a set of
encyclopedias and dishes in favor
of bottles of champagne, rye and
other scintillating trinkets.

Winners of Screeno Prizes

Among the many winners of the
shower of Screeno prizes were
Charlie Goetz, Bernard Sholtz, Vin-
cent Trotta, Harold Rodner, Jimmy
Cunningham, Lou Pollock, Doc
Brown and Bill German. The prizes
were so numerous that a system was
installed whereby the first man who
got to his feet and repeated a desig-
nated phrase was given a share in

the booty.
Charles Eckmann won the golf

TEAM PLAY
Winning Team—Albee Memorial Cup; Ross Federal Service Co, bags).

M G M Thomas Gerety, Jack Bowen, J. F. Murphy, Sydney Braunberg.

First Runner Up— 'Anneri.;an Pictures, bags)

RKO RADIO Jack Level, Lou Miller, Harry Pimstein, John Farmer.

Second Runner Up— (Astor Pictures, golf balls and instruction book).

UNIVERSAL Bill Scully, Lou Pollock. Max Cohen, W. J. Heineman.

INDIVIDUAL PLAY

Low Net— (Leg on Film Daily Cup, Variety Trophy) WALTER SEATON
Low Net, Runner Up—(RKO Radio Pictures Trophy) DR. M. L. REIFFEL

Low Net, Second Runner Up— (DuPont Film Manufacturing Corp Trophy)

T. NEWMAN LAWLER
Low Net, Third Runner Up— (Boxoffice Trophy) LOU MILLER
Low Gross— (Quigley Publications Trophy; American Seating Co., Bridge

Chairs and Table) MITCHELL MAY, JR.

Low Gross, Runner Up— (Columbia Pictures Trophy) .. .WOODROW H. SHERIN
Low Gross, Second Runner Up— (Mitchell May, Jr. Co. Trophy)

JOE A. CASTELLANO
Low Gross, Third Runner Up— (Alexander Film Co., Desk Set). . .JACK BOWEN
Low Gross, Fourth Runner Up— (Monogram Pictures, Golf Balls)

R. MONTGELAS
Low Net, Exhibitor— (United Artists Trophy) WILLIAM BRANDT
Low Net, Exhibitor, Runner Up— (Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co

6 X 9 Rug) HAROLD RINZLER
Low Gross, Exhibitor— (Screen Broadcast Corp. Trophy) MAX A. COHEN
Low Gross, Exhibitor, Runner Up— (General Electric Co., Mazda Lamp

Division, Hot Point Urn) IRVING DASHKIN
Putting Contest, Winner— (Consolidated Film Industries, Gold Putter)

HARRY PIMSTEIN
Putting Contest, First Runner Up— (Radio Corporation of America, Radio)

S. SCHECTOR
Putting Contest, Second Runner Up— (Eastman Kodak Co., Camera)

I PAUL GREENHALGH
Driving Contest, Winner— (National Theater Supply Co. Trophy)

GORDON W. HEDWIG
Driving Contest, First Runner Up— (A J. Powers, Set of Bobby Jones

V/oods) T. NEWMAN LAWLER
Driving Contest, Second Runner Up— (Electrical Research Products, Suitcase)

RAY KEENAN
Birdies, Winner— (V^arner Bros., Watch) TOM GERETY
Birdies, Runner Up— (National Carbon Co, Desk Set) WILLIAM FRANKEL
Best Dressed Golfer— (Nat Lewis, Robe) CHARLES CASANAVE

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Singles, Winner— (City Photo Engraving, Watch) LOUIS NIZER
Singles, Runner Up— ("21," two Crystal Decanters of Ballantyne's Scotch

and Hines Brandy) JACK LEVIN
Doubles, Winners—(Gem Electric Shavers) ORTON HICKS, LOUIS NIZER
Doubles, Runners Up— (National Screen Service, Bags)

BINGO BRANDT, GORDON W. HEDWIG

FOURSOME PLAY

Winners received the J. E. Brulatour, Inc. Majestic Radios.

Runners Up received the National Screen Service Co. Bags.

bag raffle, Paul Teri-y the woods,
and Lou Nizer the irons. Bob
Figueroa annexed the ice chest, W.
Sherin a swell ash tray, and Billy

Frankel a bar service.

One of the evening's highlights

was the international premiere of
Walt Disney's newest Technicolor
short, "Mr. Duck Steps Out," star-
ring the great Donald Duck. The
picture was given a rousing ovation.

Most Enthusiastic of the Tourneys

Prior to the general awarding of
cups and trophies. Jack Alicoate
characterized this year's tournament
as the most enthusiastic in the his-
tory of the event. He expressed ap-
preciation of the hospitality extended
by Sam Gerston of the Glen Oaks
Club, and paid tribute to Paul Terry,
who this year is celebrating his 25th
anniversary in filmland. Billy Brandt,
Jack Levin and Tournament Man-

ager Don Mersereau also spoke as
part of the evening's program.

"Absentee Foursome"
The latter announced receipt of a

wire from Pittsburgh asserting that
Charlie Einfeld, Grad Sears, Paul
Lazarus, Jr., and Roy T. Haines had
played an "absentee foursome" in
the Smoky City, with Einfeld card-
ing a 77, and Sears an 84.

According to custom, a prize was
awarded to the golfer turning in the
highest score. This was bestowed
upon Lennie Satz, who accepted the
gift with true blue sportsmanship
and with the realization that the
award wss all in fun.

The tennis singles trophy, a gor-
geous watch, posted by City Photo
Engraving, was won by Louis Nizer.
To runner up. Jack Levin, went "21"
crystal decanters of Ballantyne's
Scotch. The doubles winner grabbed

Film Executives' Desks
Deserted At Call of

Glen Oaks Tourney

Among those attending yesterday';

golf tournament were:
Al Adams, Charles A. Alicoate, Jack Alicoate

J. J. Alterman, L. B. Alterman, Winfield An
drus, Bernie Arons.

Leon J. Bamberger, Edward Barison, FrairrQf
Begg, Herb Berg, George A. Blair, John \,.,i

Jack Bowen, Richard Brady, Bingo Brandt, Loui

Brandt, William Brandt, Sydney S. Braunberg

Louis J. Brecker, Henry Brown, G. V. T. Burgesi

Rodney Bush, Harry Buxbaum.

Dave Canavan, Charles L. Casanave, Joe /!

Castellano, Pearce Chauncey, Iriving Chidnoft

Max Cohen, Max A. Cohen, Lincoln Connei
Thomas J. Connors, Jack Cunllffe, James
Cunningham, Edward P. Curtis.

Irving Dashkin, Harvey Day, Charles M. Eck

man, Monroe Eisenberg, Henry Eysmann.

John A. Farmer, Herb Fecke, J. J. Feldei

William R. Ferguson, R. M. Figueroa, Arthu

Fisher, F. B. Foster, Jr., James Frank, Jr., Danie

Frankel, William V. Frankel.

Ray Gallagher, Charles B. Gardner, Paul Carst

Lou Caudreau, Thomas Gerety, Eddie Ginsburg
Jack Goetz, Joseph Gould, Milton Goldstein
Irving W. Goodfield, Paul J. Greenhalgh. Charle
J. Gribbon.

Adolph Haas, "Hap" Hadley, Stanley W. Hand
Ralph N. Harder, Gordon W. Hedwig, W.
Heineman, Orton Hicks, Melvin M. Hirsh, Nathai
Hirsh, J. H. Hoffberg, Edgar Hollander, Wall
Howes, Donald E. Hyndman.

M. H. Jacks, William K. Jacobs, Jr., R.

Johnson, Horace Jones, W. W. Jones, Leo
Justin.

Arthur Kane, Jack Kaufman, Julian Kaye, Ra'

Keenan, Bernard Kleid, Martin E. Kornbluth
A. Kronenberg, Bert Kulick, Dr. L. S. Kushnei

Harold Larman, T. Newman Lawler, Howard
LeSieur, Elmer Letterman, Jack Level, Jack I

Levin, Bruce Levine, "Chick" Lewis, Robert ,

Litzberg.

J. E. McDermott, Joe Rice Malcolm, Mitchel
May, Jr., Archie Mayers, Jerry Melnicker, Doi

M. Mersereau, Lou H. Miller, Maury Millel

J. J. Milstein, Robert Mintz, R. Montgela
George H. Morris, James Mulvey, J. F. Murphy

James J. Neary, Sr., Oscar Neu, Frank
Neubert, Norman C. Nicholson, Louis Nizer.

Bob O'Donnell, Seth Oliphant, David A
O'Malley, E. K. O'Shea.

Joseph E. Passantino, Arthur H. Pelterson

S. E. Pierpoint, Harry Pimstein, Lou Pollock

A. J. Powers, A. L. Prachett.

Arthur J. Rademacher, Henry Rappe, Dr. M. L

Reiffel, Howard Reiffel, Henderson W. Richey

Paul D, Ries, Harold Rinzler, Sam Rinzler

Harold Rodner, Charles A. Rogers, Saul E

Rogers, Sam Rubenstein.

Morris Sanders, Bert Sanford, Jr., Leonard Satz

August Schallack, L. J. Schlaiter, Murray Schon
Bill Scully, Walter W. Seaton, Al Semels, Loui

Semels, Jack Servies, Sam Shain, John R. Shays

Jr., Dr. Sam Shector, Woodrow H. Sherin, Bernjr<

Sholtz, Dan Smolen, Dr. A. L. Smolen, Moir

Smolen, H. B. Snook, Meyer Solomon, Jose:

Springer, Edwin C. Stein, Sam Stern, Richart

Stoney, N. Strom, Dave Strumpf, Charles Stuart

David Stuart, Max Stuart, William Sussman.

Paul Terry, C. J. Tplvin, Vincent Trotta.

Senator Walters, Sydney B. Weill, Williair

Weiss, R. Weitman, Nat Weltz, Gordon White

Bob William, Ray Williams, Earl WIngart, C. E

Winters.

a de luxe Gem electric razor, and the

runner up a National Screen Service

bag.

With adjournment announced un-

til 1941, when the tournament will

be held "somewhere in Westchester,'

the golfers and racketeers proclaimec

this year's event the top chapter tc

date.
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Putts& Takes

By DON MERSEREAU
)LD Sol hibernated during the

a.m., but made up for it in the
ternoon when he emerged to pro-

le ideal golf conditions.
* * *

According to tradition, Joe La-
lux, accordionist de luxe, was on
*nd in his colorful costume and en-

ed the athletes in the club

\r
Jack (RKO) Level was the first

:nt to enter the tournament this

ar. Hence he grabbed off the No.
jpot on the event's official list. By
istrange coincidence he was the
[)th golfer to arrive for the fray
elf. One must be his lucky num-

:}: :ii i[t

The tournament set a new mark
sporting ideals. In the morning,
irsomes were sent ofif in hazy
ather, and the fairways and
eens were good . . . and wet. But
!re was no squawking. Everyone
i>k it in stride, despite the fact
ijit some foursomes in the p.m. had
1) better fortune to be playing over
;7 ground, and under much clearer
es. No FILM DAILY Tourna-
iint has ever been as smooth,—and
j
smoothness they are famous.

Monroe Greenthal sent greetings
'm the Coast, declaring that he
i played Hollywood's Hillcrest
'Her in the day so that he could
d his score in, but decided not to

Iso. * *

iV couple of team members were
iible to attend. Their substitutes,

"Ift^ifecripted for the occasion, wit-
sed their names on the foursome

i^ds ringed by the officials' crgy-
From that moment the subs

re dubbed "ringers."
* * *

'rem Pittsburgh, Charlie Einfeld
it a message which read: "Sorry
not participate in The Film
XY Tournament. Know Warner
'S. team will do their best. Root-
for you up front.'"

ersatility appears to be offspring
inspiration. The tennis ginks de-
jid to try their hands at golf
ing the a.m., because the golf
ty was so alluring. In the after-
n, the golfing guys, impressed by
tennis prizes, retaliated by tak-
a shot at the court game.

•ecause so many pix execs, are
nbers of Glen Oaks, the Club has
iplete, ultra-modern projection
ipment for sound films.

He Got The Break
Al Adams of RKO Radio executed the

lost unique shot of the day on the lucky
?) Seventh, with a No. 2 iron. He took

! swipe at the ole apple, and then stood
i'ith only the handle of his club in his

jOssession. The rest of the club soared
iver the fairway, actually outdistancing

J
fie ball. The sad part of it was that the
lattered weapon was borrowed.

ALCNG THE

\vnti PlilL M. DALYi

• • • SUBURBAN Great Neck's Glen Oaks Club was cer-

tainly the center of the film world yesterday The cares of produc-

tion, distribution and exliibition were wholly set aside in

favor of sport as the legions of local pixland golfers

racketeers and kibitzers turned out in capacity numbers for

the 28lh FILM DAILY Tournament which, by the way, was the

20fh successive year this grand and glorious event has been

staged and it was a fitting climax to two solid decades of athletic

competition which has ever been unique for the reason that

every participant whether he be expert or duffer goes home

a winner in the really important matter of good fellowship

and good-will

T T
• • • FOR the Tournament Committee the fray started

on the eve of play via sorting out the trophies and prizes

which were dazzling in quantity and quality the daddies

of them all being the E. F. Alhee Memorial Trophy and that

posted by this li'l ole trade paper the latter having more
"legs" on it than a centipede But just try to retire it!

A newcomer to the array of booty was the magnificent

Screen Broadcast's Cup which required most of the night

to asseinble Any portion of it would have been a prize

in itself

T y
• • • AMONG the early arrivals at the scene of action

was E. P. "Ted" Curtis captain of the Eastman team who
flew down from Rochester carrying more clubs than Yankee

Joe McCarthy's Murderers' Row ... • The Paramount team had

an international flavor its personnel including two prominent gents

from the foreign field the Messrs. A. L. Pratchett and S. E. Pier-

point Half domestic and half from overseas the Para, boys

formed a 50-50 combo in keeping with the company's modest

selling policy

V
• • • FIRST arrival at the Club was Dave O'Malley

accompanied by Charlie Gardner ... • Earl Wingart soon

followed arrayed'in protective coating of Grenfell cloth

to keep the sky emulsion off him • A study in highly per-

fected camouflage was the outfit of Murray Schoen
designed to match the mists o' morning 9 In a snappy

Cadillac J. H. (Senator) Walters drove up to the

Colonial portals of the club house and declared emphatically

that the firmament was putting on a filibuster ... 9 It just

proves what service and attention the boys get at the FILM
DAILY tourneys Dr. Reiffel wailed "This is a helluva

tournament nobody to park your car!"

T T
• • • DICK BRADY took a chance on the raffle of the golf

clubs and bag on the theory that lightning can strike twice in the

same place At a recent FILM DAILY tourney Ole Colonel

Alicoate send to Dick "Pick a number from one to ten"

Facetiously the latter said: "Okay,—13" and 13 won . . .

• Sydney B. Weill arrived apparently light-laden his athletic

equipment consisting of a small aligator bag which contained

poker chips just in case the weather locked down . . .

• Prof. McDermott of Paramount deliberated a long lime

before selecting his number for the golf bag and clubs raffle

and finally said: "Gimme 77 that's what I always shoot"

which brought a razzing roar from his golfing mates

Birdies

By CHARLES ALICOATE
T-TIGH point of racketeering saw

Orton Hicks, Lou Nizer, Jack
Levin, Joe Gould, Gordon Hedwig,
J. H. Hoffberg, Bingo Brandt, Har-
old Rinzler and Ted Curtis in action,
virtually simultaneously.

Joe Malcolm's putting is getting
woefully weak. He doesn't seem to

be able to sink them at a distance of
more than 70 feet. We tried one,

—

in the putting contest,—which was
a mere 75 feet, and the ball kept
spinning around the rim of the cup.
Well, a guy does get out of practice!

* * *

On the eve of the tournament,
Tom Gerety's check arrived for his
entry. Explained Tom in an ac-
companying note: "It's a rain check,
—if it rains, it bounces!"

* * *

Irving Chidnoff, portrait-taker ex-
traordinary, who has photographed
more pix execs, than anybody in the
land, was on hand to cast a profes-
sional eye on the proceedings. When
he saw some of the strange "action
pictures" on the links, he declared
of posed pictures: "I love 'em still."

* * *

It seemed as though at least 1,000
guys were at the tournament. Every-
time you looked up, everyone was
wearing a new and different outfit.

Styles varied from trench coats to

shorts.

Harry A. Gerson, Glen Oaks maes-
tro in charge of arrangements, did
a splendid job of taking care of all

the tourney guests, while the culinary
art of Max Renter, Glen Oaks' chef,
magnificently sustained the golfers'
strength, and added length to the
contestants' games.

* * *

Decidedly a big and welcome fea-
ture of the day was . . . the beer.
Many a parched larynx leaped with
joy at being caressingly cooled by
the courtesy of Ye Olde Braumeisters
George Kelly and Charles Adler of
La Hiffs Tavern.

Heard on the 17th fairway: "It's

funny how far that ball won't go!"
* * *

Grandstand play was frequent dur-
ing the battle. There were bleacher-
ites, too, who appointed themselves
a cheering section. They comprised
the gang that finished their rounds
early, and then parked above the
final green to tell the other boys
just how the game should be played.

Pellets From Heaven
Billy Brandt, tourney committeeman

and a member of Glen Oaks Club, nearly

swooned with surprise when he dropped a

quarter in the golf ball machine located
outside the pro's house. He hit the jack-

pot, causing a flood of 20 brand (or

should we say Brandt) new pellets to

emerge.
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Picture Record of Yesterday's 28th Film Dai

A Praying Colonel: Jack Alicoale emerges from the
Glen Oaks portal at an early morning hour to find

King Jupiter Pluvious in a threatening mood.
"Pluvious stay way from our door," admonished
the Colonel. Though sullen. Monarch of the Rains

acquiesced.

Quartette In Harmony: Woody Sherin, Abe Kronen-
berg, Ted Curtis and Tom Gerety set off for a
friendly set-to. This foursome turned in some oi the

crackerjack golf of the day, bagging a few rare

birdies en route with their well-directed ammunition.

The Advisory Staff: (Front Row) Capt. Dugan,
nard Scholtz, Adolph Haas, H. B. Snook, Ml

Kornbluth, (Back) Dave Strumpi, Al Adams,
Gaudreau and Paul Ries park on the terrace

the 18th green to tell the incoming foursomes
how to play the game.

Golfing Birds In The Bush: This covey of game en-
thusiasts register calm and confidence in their

prowess. Set for the initial wallop on the first tee
are the Messrs. Herb Fecke, Ray Keenan, Jack

Bowen and Frank Begg.

Come And Get It: When the luncheon bell rang,
the savage golfers laid down their clubs and hied
to the club's grille to sustain their strength for the

physical demands of the afternoon round just in the

offing.

Without A Fourth: While this is usually a bi
]

dilemma, it sometimes happens in the aiul

pastime of golf. But Pearce Chauncey, John MujJ
and Ted Pierpoint take the situation philosophic

The course was new to Ted, but he's usefl

foreign fields.

Shoulder Arms: This well drilled squad consists of

Jack Level, Jim Frank, Morris Smolen and Bill Heine-
man. They gained more than 3.7 miles during their

18-hole offensive. The course is exactly that dis-

tance.—the "more than" being an allowance for a
spot of wandering

What The Shooting Was All About: A glimpse of
the gold and silverware which lured the boys into
competition. This year's booty represented the larg-
est and most costly array in the tourney's long an-
nals, and was moved to Glen Oaks in a guarded

truck.

Seasoned Timber: Veterans of many a FILM Di

Golf Tournament is the above foursome w|
members are, from left to right as usual, T\\

O'Malley, Herb ("Birdie") Berg, Dick Brady
Billy Brandt. Their cards were among the <?'

classics.

Photos By: Filmland's Master of
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blf Tournament at Glen Oaks, Great Neck, L. I.

r onal Convention: Tournament Manager Don
iereau and Bill Scully, captain of the Universal

t in quest of the film championship, convene on
first tee, just prior to Bill's leading his "U"

products out on the long, long links.

Facing the Fray: . . . and with a smile. M. E. Tacks,

Lou Pollock, lack Kaufman and Ampa Prexy Leon
Bamberger are caught by the camera, oblivious of

all the traps and hazards which await them,—not

where the blue begins, but where the green ends.

It's The Net That Counts: But grossly serious is the

trio of tennis committeemen just before the brawl in

and about the alleys. You see herevnth Jack Levin,

Lou Nizer and, at the far right, Joe Gould, conferring

with Jack Alicoate (wrotta fancy regalia!) on tourney

rule.

Under Wraps: Sweaters and jackets prevailed
ihe early afternoon because of the nip in the

R. G. Johnson, H. M. Richey, Harry Pimslein
•garding the nip), and Paul Greenhalgh para-
doxically check in before checking out.

A Good Bet: But not for Arthur Kane who is sur-

rendering a casual coin to both A. J. Powers and
Oscar Neu. The latter gents sank their putts in a
par two in the putting contest, but Arthur didn't

think they could. Charley Alicoate is witnessing

the pay-off.

They Stoop To Conquer: Joe Castellano, H. Rinzler,

Lou Miller and Max Cohen assume a reverend pose
while going into battle. They proved that they have
more than a prayer on the ball, for each carded a
creditable score 'which led in two instances to prizes.

icing Of Film Sales . . . remember that a golf
ilso sails. This contingent is adept at effect-

oth. There's Bob William, Bill Scully, A. L.

[letf and Monroe Eisenberg, set to strut their

during team play in yes'doy's battle royal.

Jimmy Sileo, of Cosmo-Sileo Co.

What Makes The Wheels Go 'Round: Tournament
Manager Don Mersereau, in hat and trench coat,

calls a meeting of his aides before the big doin's

commence. Flanking him, left to right, are Bernie

Aron, Winfield Andrus, George Morris, Herb Berg
and Bob Litzberg.

Little Drops Of Water . . . are welcomed as ihe heat
of the conflict grows. Sam Stern (center) interviews

the links' fountain while Louis Brecker and Jack
Goetz wait with feigned patience to give their

parched throats a refreshing shower.
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26 French Pictures

Produced Since Jan. 1

( C ,.l!.':<illi 1/ from /'lie/.' I I

acquire French product for U. S.

distribution.

Quoting official fi|j:uies, Heymann
said that four pictures weie com-
pleted in January, four in February,
eight in March, foui- in April and
six in May. Approximately 35 pic-

tures have been made in France
since the outbreak of the war in Sep-
tember. Studio activities at Mar-
seilles were expected to move to

Southwestern France near the Span-
ish border in the event Italy entered
the war, Heymann said, an event
which already has taken place.

Up to last week, Heymann con-
tinued, picture production was ac-
tive to a limited degree and the
French goveinment was encouraging
the industry to keep operating in

spite of the invasion.

American pictures were being
pationized more than French films
in Paris, Heymann said, presumably
because their themes permitted the
people to get their minds off the war,
temporarily at least. Theaters were
remaining open until 8:30 P.M. but
business was not good, he declared.
Newsreel theaters were ordered to

show features in addition to the news
shots as a move towards easing the
tension.
While many of the pictures re-

cently completed and now in work
have war themes, others are of a
lighter nature with no hint of the
conflict in them, by order of the
Government, Heymann said. One
of the pictures just completed was
"La Fille du Puisatier," which Hey-
mann expects to release over here.

In addition, Heymann acquired 10
French pictures, all of which were
produced before the outbreak of the
war and dating back to 1935. Among-
others, they include "Cesar,"
"L'Homme du Nijer," "Jafroi,"
"Marius," "Topaze," and "Le Cha-
lund Qui Passe."
By special permission, Heymann

spent five days close to the front
and witnessed the exodus of the
refugpop from the war-torn areas.

Astaire Stars in "Second Chorus"
li,:<f Cnasf Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Astaire will play

the starring role in "Second Chorus"
to be made by Boris Morros-Robert
Stillman for Paramount release.

HCLLrWOCI) SPEAKING'
By RALPH WILK

From

THE FILM
DAILY to

Priscilla Lane

Ann Rork

William Austin

HOLLYWOOD Hollywood fable—Once upon a time

r;ORDON S. GRIFFITH has been i

'i star picked all his own stories and
^JJ . , , .. J, they were all swush hits.

signed as production manager of "

"Legacy," which Robert E. Sherwood
Prod, will make under a one-picture
deal for Columbia. Picture is sched-
uled to go into production about Aug.
30 ( n the Columbia lot under the di-

rection of Gregory Ratoff, with War-
ner Baxter in the lead.

Pressed for large quarters, the Al-

lied Division of The British War Re-
lief Association, headed by Benita
Cclman and Pat Paterson, has moved
to 8636 Sunset Blvd.

Our Passing Show: — Charles R.
' Rogers. Sol Lesser, Sam Briskin,

Hitch your wagon to a star. More Harry Rapf, Joe Schnitzer, George
than one studio press agent uses this Raft, Irving Cummings, Gene Pallette,
method to hold his job. Richard Flournoy watching the

Hollywood and Portland baseball

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ward (Yola clwbs in action; D. A. Doran and
D'Avril) are tossing a garden party i

Oscar Serlin chatting on Gower
for the benefit of Belgian civilians. Street; Harry Joe Brown has been

Mickey Rooney will be chairman of down with the 'flu, but is back on
the entertainment committee. the job.

Nick, Weston Indicted
Under Two Federal Laws

(Continued from Page 1)

Eleven counts of the indictment
charge violation of the anti-racket-
eering law and one count charges
violation of the anti-trust law.
Federal Judge Charles B. Davis

fixed bond at $15,000 for each de-
fendant. They were expected to sur-
render last night.

This is the first time the Federal
Government has invoked the anti-
i-acketeering act here. Conviction
carries punishment of from one to 10
years imprisonment or a fine of $10,-
000 or both imprisonment and fine.

The anti-trust law punishment is

imprisonment up to one vear or a
fine up to $5,000 or both.

'

Warner Parley to Close
With Party for Sears

(Continued from Page 1)

ner sales conventions will close for-
mally, although district managers
will hold individual meetings with
their respective forces tomorrow on
new product and sales policies.

Approximately 300 exhibitors in

this territory will attend the party
for Sears as will local dignitaries
and civic leaders, together with the
assembled sales reps.

Sales force yesterday heard tele-

crams from Sam E. Morris, Spyros
Skouras and Frisch & Rinzler
read by Sears, then saw ATAHT
and later were advised of the com-
pany's sales policy on the pix.

Sales reps, return to their respec-
tive headquarters tomorrow.

Midwest vs. Mich. Co-op
Trial Set for July 18

(Continued from Page 1)

booking difficulties, has been set for
trial July 18 by Federal Judge Ern-
est A. O'Brien.

Importance of suit and effect it is

likely to have in delaying picture
buying in the complicated Woodward
Avenue booking situation at the start
of selling season were reasons given
for seeking an early trial.

ITOA Invites Indies

To Trade Conference

(Continued from Page 1)

nesday, June 19. Luncheon at 1

o'clock will precede the meeting.

Purpose of the meeting is to dis-

cuss sales policies, trade practices

and other topics of interest to ex-

hibition. Jack Bowen has accepted

the invitation on behalf of the

New York Film Board of Trade.

Harry Brandt will preside.

Chi. Contempt Report
Hearing Next Monday

(Ciinliiiucd from Page 1)

month, found B & K and Paramount
guilty of violating the 1932 con-
sent decree, but cleared the other
majors who had been named as de-
fendants in the Government's ac-
tion.

Latter, however, are expected to
be represented by counsel at next
Monday's hearing, a preliminary to

disposition of the action pending be-
fore Federal Judge Woodward.

Future of MP Division
Up to TMAT's Governors

Saul Abraham, president of the
TMAT, and all other officers were
re-elected, and two constitutional
amendments were approved at the
union's meeting this week. An
amendment empowering the Board
of Governors of the parent body to
eliminate the motion picture divi-
sion, incorporate it or allow it to
remain as an autonomous group was
passed.

Malvern to Do 6 for Mono.
li'c-st Const Bureau of THE FILM D.4ILY

Hollywood—Paul Malvern will pro-
duce four "Mister Wong" features
and two Jack London stories for
Monogram.

Hope Grows for U. S,

Suit Settlement

(Continued from Pane 1)

conferences under way here indicat

last night that Federal Judge Hen
W. Goddard would be asked tod

to grant a further adjournment uri

Monday.

Originally, it is understood, cou

sel planned to ask merely an/' '

tional 24 hours, but with th¥*,^

partment of Justice, presumal
through Thurman Arnold, Assists
Attorney General, flashing the gre
light, the decision to ask for t

longer postponement was reachec
Neither Government attorneys n

counsel for the majors yesterd
would comment upon the scope
the day's discussions, but the fa

that Arnold, known to be fully a

prised of the proposals advanc<
was agreeable to their continuan
was regarded as significant.

Meanwhile, major attorneys a

continuing to work on the case, pi
paratory to resuming the trial,

the event negotiations break dowr

40,000 Phonovision Sets

Leased, Asserts Orsatti

(Continued from Page 1)

told The Film Daily yesterday. I

also disclosed that they had leas

the Edison studio here for produ
tion.

Saxe is now contacting all t

"name" bands in the area, Orsal
said. First public showing of t

machine will be held next Mond;
or Tuesday at Dempsey's restaurai
it was learned.

Orsatti said that he and Sa
were conferring every day with t!

48 distributors who have contract
for state rights throughout the cou
try. State-right franchise holde
are empowered to enfranchise age
cies throughout their territory.

Shuberts Seek Pix 'Name
For "Rebecca" on Boards

The Shuberts, having acquired
S. rights to Daphne du Maurier
dramatization of her own "R
becca," are dickering for fil

"names" to appear in an early AuJ
ust Broadway production.

Shuberts, it is understood, wou
like to use several of the playe:

who appeared in the Selznick fil

version, cast of which was topped 1:

Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontain,

with George Sanders, Judith Ande'

son and Nigel Bruce also prominei

STORKS!
Daughter was born to Moe lushi

vitz, press representative for Loc!

306, and Mrs. lushevitz at Beth IsraJ

Hospital yesterday.
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iRnold joining in settlement parleys

Columbia Plans ^Idea Pictures' For Small Towns
Vill Draw on Headlines
'or Group Which Will
Itress Action, Suspense

Atlantic City—Columbia will aim
5 group of "idea pictures" based on
'eadline angles at small-town audi-

iices next season, A. Montague,
leneral sales manager, disclosed at

16 company's second sales conven-
on now in session at the Ritz Carl-

in here.

The "idea pictures," supplement-
iig Columbia's major productions,
ill be made with an eye to fast ac-

|on and suspense—qualities which
,. {Continued on Page 6)

)lajors Bid For 3

Iritish GN Films

Deal whereby three British pic-

ires made by Grand National will

5 distributed by one or more Amer-
an companies is expected to be
osed this week, according to Jef-

^'ey Bernard, managing director of

jie English company, who arrived
ii New York Sunday on the Presi-

3nt Roosevelt.

\ The three pictures involved are:
, Pastor Hall," "You Will Remem-
1 {Continued on Page ?,)

farticulars Bill Sought
jy Majors in N. J. Suit

I
Newark—Acting for the eight ma-

ir distributors, Arthur T. Vander-
^llt has served notice he will ask
;onday for a bill of particulars

arifying charges of monopoly made
jainst distributors in the suit for

J {Continued on Page 6)

Para. Attachs 17. ;§>.

Capital StocU Tax
Suit to recover a total of $36,500, paid

to the Government as capital stock
j taxes, under Section 215 of National In-

dustrial Recovery Act, was filed yester-

day in Federal Court by Paramount Pic-
tures, Inc. Taxes covering the year
ending June 30, 1933 consist of $18,-
000 paid by Paramount Pictures Dis-
tributing Corp.; $16,000 by Paramount
Pictures and $2,500 by Parager Corp. The
suit attacks the act under which the
tax was paid on seven grounds as un-
constitutional and Illegal.

Expect Rapid Senate Action on Tax Bill

Which Sets 30c Exemption^ Extends Levy
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Senate passage of the $1,004,000,000 tax bill, which, among other
things, provides for a 10 per cent tax on all theater admissions in excess of 31 cents
after July 1 and extension of the admissions tax until 1945, was urged yesterday by
Treasury Secretary Morgenthau, appearing before the Senate Finance Committee. Tax
measure passed the House, 396 to 6. Senate action is expected to be rapid. Morgenthau
told the committee that the time was opportune to revise the country's entire tax

structure if Congress was willing to remain in session. There is growing sentiment
for such a course.

Cliapiin Sues, Wins

injunction vs. Life

Suit for $1,000,000 damages and
an injunction to restrain the publi-

cation of a photograph of Charles
Chaplin, from the picture "The Dic-

tator," was filed yesterday in Fed-
eral Court by Chaplin and Charles

Chaplin Film Corp. against Time,
Inc., publisher of Life; Henrv R.

Luce, Roy E. Larsen, John Shaw
Billings, and Charles D. Jackson.

Simultaneously, Federal Judge
John C. Knox issued a temporary
injunction which restricts the cir-

(Continued on Page 4)

Record Exhib. Attendance
As Kalmine Fetes Sears

Pittsburgh—An all-time high for

exhib. guest attendance at a major
company convention social event was
claimed by Warners last night as up-
wards of 300 showmen from the ter-

ritory attended a cocktail party
tendered Grad L. Sears, WB sales

chief, by Harry Kalmine, theater
(Continued on Page 8)

Sub-Corn. Taciiies

Neely Revamping

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— First step in re-

vamping the Neely bill will be taken
today when the sub-committee of

the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce committee meets in ex-

ecutive session to consider the film

measure.
It was learned last night that the

sub-committee will lay particular

emphasis on the synopsis provision.

It is almost certain that the provis-
(Continued on Page 6)

AUied's Reservation
List Hits New High

Advance reservations for the Al-

lied convention in Chicago next week
are reported to be the largest in

the history of the organization.

Eclipse of the Neely Bill and the

move toward the settlement of the
Government suit at first were be-

lieved to be factors that would limit

the attendance; instead, it is re-
{Continued on Page 8)

MayAttack Schenck True Bill

Exec, and Aide Plead Not Guilty; Light Bail

Pascal Will Produce
Next Pix in Hollywood

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production here by

Gabriel Pascal of "The Captain of

Koepenick" is expected to get under
way after the producer arrives here
from England in about a month.

Pascal's plans to produce here in-
iContinued on Page 8)

Joseph M. Schenck. 20th-Fox
board chairman, yesterday pleaded
not euilty to charges of conspiracy
to defraud the Government of in-

come taxes, perjury, and the filing of

false returns, before Federal Judge
William Bondy. Joseph H. Mosco-
witz, Schenck's assistant, also

pleaded not guilty to a charge of

aiding Schenck in alleged evasions

{Continued on Page 4)

UA, 'U' Reserving Freedom
Of Action; Columbia Said
Co-operative in Moves

Conferences, attended by
counsel for defendant compa-
nies in the New York equity-
action brought by the Government
against the majors, and D of J offi-

cials, headed by Thurman Arnold,
Assistant Attorney General, con-
tinued yesterday with the aim of
satisfactorily settling the suit.

Following yesterday's session,
sources close to the current confabs
intimated that, because the "agree-

{Contintied on Page 6)

Abandon Effort to Gel

Ori(s in Pix Theaters

Indianapolis — American Federa-
tion of Musicians, in annual con-
vention here, failed to adopt the
resolution demanding the employ-
ment of musicians in motion picture
theaters. Attitude of the convention
was that such action might be re-
garded as in restraint of trade, and
also that the organization had tried
for years to get its members in film
theaters without success. Retiring

{Continued on Page 8)

New Brunswick Exhibs.
Rap New Tax Ticket

St. John, N. B.—Objections have
been registered by film exhibitors
against a new combination amuse-
ment and tax ticket which has been
forced on them by the Provincial
Censor Board, through a special or-

{Continued on Page 6)

Eastman Issues Lead
As Amusetnents Rise
Led by Eastman, amusement stocks

bounced back on the Big Board yester-

day for gains up to S'/s, scored by
Eastman common which closed at 125%-
Eastman preferred was up 5 to 160. Both
Paramount and Universal Pictures pre-
ferred scored two-point gains.

It was the first day in five that
amusement issue quotations in all mark-
ets did not reflect declines due to the
World War 11 situation.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

7'/4 71/4 71/4 + 1/8Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.. .

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

126 121 1255/8 + 5'/8

160 160 160 + 5

91/8 83/4 9'/8 + 1

25 243/8 243/4 + 3/^

'43/4 '45/8 '43/4 -f'"i/4

67 67 67 -f- 2
7 7 7 -f 'A
71/4 61/2 6 'A + %

3/4 11-16 11-16 -f-1-16

61/4 51/2 6 + 3/4

72 72
21/4 2

72 -f- 2
21/8 -f- Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3!/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55. .40 40 40
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 1/4S47

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.

Sonotone Corp 13^
Technicolor lOVi
Trans-Lux 1

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

13/4 13/4 4- 1/4

95/8 101/4 4- s/s

1 1

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 60 63

Mcnnoulian to Direct Power
West Coast Bineau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rouben Mamoulian

has been signed by 20th Century-
Fox to direct "The Californian"
starring Tyrone Power.

End or Reduce Duals,
Wehrenberg Proposes

St. Louis—Confirming that houses
embraced in the Wehrenberg circuit
will play "Rebecca" on a single fea-
ture basis, Fred Wehrenberg, chain's
head and prexy of the MPTO of
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, expressed the be-
lief that if the first-run theaters in

St. Louis could get together on a
plan to eliminate, or at least greatly
reduce, duals, the subsequents would
follow suit.

Perhaps a start in this direction
would be to play outstanding fea-
tures on single progi-ams in the
first-runs, Wehrenberg suggested.
As MPTO prexy, the circuit op-

erator has been showered with let-

ters from organizations affiliated

with the Better Films Council of
Greater St. Louis protesting against
the triple feature programs that still

prevail in some of the local theaters.
None of his houses are showing
triple bills.

Louisville New Time
Decision Off for Year

Louisville—The Board of Alder-
men, split 6 to 6 on the question of
daylight saving time for Louisville,

then voted to defer further action on
the proposal until next Summer. Col.

Henry W. Stites, counsel for the
Fourth Amusement Co., argued
against the proposal.

Lexington, Ky.—The Board of City
Commissioners, by a vote of 3 to 2,

defeated an ordinance to give this

city daylight saving time. Petitions
signed by 5,193 persons favoring the
measure were presented.

One Big Union Report
Goes to Equity Com.

Report made by an accountant
on the feasibility of one big union
for the AAAA member organiza-
tions has been received by Equity
and handed to its efficiency and
economy committee. Committee is

scheduled to report on its findings

at the next Council session, June 25.

Equity also passed a resolution

this week urging the ouster of rack-
eteers from the ranks of labor, and
the resolution also welcomed the

return of the ILGWU into the A F
of L ranks.

Cleveland V. C. to Stage
Dinner for Duke Clark

Cleveland — Variety Club will

stage a farewell stag dinner on June
17 in honor of "Duke" Clark who
leaves his post as local Paramount
branch manager to take over the
helm of the Paramount office in Los
Angeles. Nat Lefton chief barker,
has named Nat Wolf, Warner zone
manager and Bert Stearn, UA dis-

trict manager, as a committee on
arrangements. Harry H. Goldstein,

Paramount district manager, will

be toastmaster. Howard Roth of

Paramount and Charles Albert of

Warners, are in charge of tickets.

Ladies will be welcome at nine P.M.

Montreal Mayor Snubs
Fields Tour as "Stunt"

Montreal—On the ground that the

current tour of Canada by Gracie
Fields, English film star, and her
film producer husband, Monty Banks,
is a publicity stunt. Mayor Camilien
Houde of this city has refused to

receive the actress, or permit her to

sign the municipality's Golden Book,
opened by Britain's monarchs a year
ago when they visited America.

Miss Fields and Monty Banks,
whose tour of the Dominion is under
the auspices of the Navy League of
Canada to raise funds for war chari-

ties, arrived in Halifax last Monday.
Lieut. Governor Mayor General Sir

Eugene Fisey gave a reception at

his official residence, Spencerwood,
Quebec, for the film couple.

On Tuesday night, Miss Fields en-

tertained the Canadian troops at

Valcater Camp.

"U's" Canadian Biz Keeps
Pace With That in U. S.

Universal's Canadian business,

handled by Empire Universal Films,
Ltd., has kept pace with the sales

iiTiprovement established by the U.
S. staff, it was revealed on the eve
of the annual Empire sales conven-
tion which opens in Toronto tomor-
row. A selling force of more than
20 men represents Universal prod-
uct in Canada.

William A. Scully, Universal sales

manager, and F. J. A. McCarthy,
Eastern sales head, left yesterday
afternoon for Toronto to attend the

sessions.

Brandt and Wachsberger
Form Ariane Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Nat Wachsberger,
Harry Brandt and Andre Devan have
formed Ariane Productions, Inc. In-
corporation papers were filed in

Sacramento through Atty. Herbert
T. Silverberg. The company will

make "Ariane Pretends," starring
Charles Boyer.

Conn. MPTO to Discuss

Film Contracts Monday

New Haven— Connecticut MPTO
will meet at Ceriani's Cafe Mellone
Monday, with Arthur H. Lockwood
presiding. Members will discuss the
1940-41 film contracts. Executive
Secretary Herman M. Levy will re-

port on the annual Film Golf Tour-
nament, to be held in August.

N. M. Theater Revenue Dips

Santa Fe, N. M.—New Mexico's
theaters' income in March totaled

$197,818 as against $204,410 in Feb-
ruary, according to the State Bu-
reau of Revenue.

COminG and GOIRQ

S. CHARLES EINFELD, MORT BLUMENST(
MITCHELL RAWSON, PAUL LAZARUS, ST:
LEY HATCH, I. F. DOLID, CHARLIE KEMKt
CHARLIE BAILEY, of Warners, return to

York this morning from the company's P
burgh sales huddle.

W. A. SCULLY and F. J. A. McCARTHY
yesterday for Toronto.

REGINALD ARMOUR, RKO Europear
leaves Saturday by Clipper for Lisbon,

JACK KIRSCH, Illinois Allied prexX i;

Washington for the Allied directors' mectin

LEE BLUMBERG and A, W. SCHWALBERG
in Chicago arranging next week's Warner
vention program.

LOUISE ROUSSEAU, Pathe short dircctoi

here from the Coast for two weeks to cc

at the home office on a new series of si

she is making about Hollywood.

WILLIAM J. LEWIS, motion picture e<

of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, has rctu

there after a six-week vacation in the Soul

S. S. HOREN, manager for 20th-Fox in Ar
tina, arrives here June 26 by plane from Bu
Aires.

HAPPY MEININGER, manager of the B

Berwyn in Chicago, has returned there afte

extended motor trip around the country.

D. B. LEDERMAN, manager for 20th-Fo
the Philippines, arrives here around June 27

is now on the Coast, having arrived there

cently from Manila.

LIEUTENANT HARRY COSTELLO, head of

Chicago censor board, goes to Florida this w
end for a month's vacation.

MR. and MRS. HAROLD ARMISTEAD
Theater, Easly, S. C, and MISS EMMA SCHR'
exhibitor of Saginaw, Mich., were visitor

the RKO exhibitor's lounge yesterday.

Roach Ups 'Capt. Cauti(|

Budget to $1,050,000

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM D/t'f

Hollywood—Budget on Hal Roa*

"Captain Caution" has been up
to $1,050,000 and production t

extended. It was necessary to b

five complete sailing vessels w?
counterpart could not be found
the Pacific Coast.

Van Schmus on Rockefel

Center Board of Directo

Election of W. G. Van Schn
managing director of Radio
Music Hall, to the directora;

Rockefeller Center, Inc., wa^
nounced yesterday.

CLOSE THAT DEAL <

> TOMORROW BY

TELEGRAPHING TODAY VIA, I

TostaV
Tekgvapt
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BIL



pBOOM TOWN BOOMING!
We
this

ber,

jand

rush into print to tell you, because our undercover scouts tell us, that

great entertainment now in production at the M-G-M Studios is shap-

into the most sensational box-office attraction of the year. And remem-
"Boom Town" is just one of the life-saving line-up from M-G-M now
all Summer.

CLARK GABLE
SPENCER TRACY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT^
HEDY LAMARR
n

in the bit of the year

BOOM TOWN

"In a preceding issue of this publi-
cation M'G-M ran an advertisement
which incorrectly placed the name
of Miss Claudette Colbert. We wish
to emphasize that the former adver-
tisement was a miisprint and that
the correct billing on 'Boom Town'
,is as you see it here."

//

I

Screen Play by John Lee Mahin
Based on a Story by James Edward Grant

DIRECTED BY JACK CONWAY
Produced by Sam Zimbalist

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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May Attack True

Bill Against Sdienck

{Continued from Page 1)

of taxes. Both defendants were re-

leased on $1,500 bail after Judge
Bondy ordered their appearance on
July 29 to set date of trial.

Max D. Steuer, attorney for

Schenck, obtained permission to

either withdraw the plea or to file

demurrers to the indictments within
30 days. He was told that the Court
would allow the filing of a motion
even after that period. It w^as learned
that Steuer reserved the right to

change the plea as a preliminary step
in disputing the sufficiency of the
indictments if a study shows that
they did not state a crime.

Steuer asked that bail be set at

$1,000 while Chief Assistant U. S.

Attorney Mathias Correa asked for

$2,500. 'Judge Bondy remarked that
there was little danger of the defen-
dants defaulting in appearance at

trial and that high bail was unneces-
sary.

Schenck was informed that he
would be at liberty to return to the
Coast after he had secured judicial

consent.
John Burns represented Moscowitz

in the case.

Ereisler Gives Exhibs.

Chance at Prize Money

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Exhibitors Apprecia-
tion Award campaign has been in-

stigated here by Manager B. Ber-
nard Kreisler of the Universal ex-

change, with prizes for exhibitors
and bookers. Prizes will be awarded
on a dating point basis for all fea-

tures and other subjects played by
exhibitors and booked by exchange
workers between June 1—Sept. 1.

Kreisler is using part of the branch's
second place prize money in the re-

cent Scully Drive for the awards.

ET to Pay SVa on Pfd.

Montreal— Directors of Eastern
Theaters, Ltd., have declared a divi-

dend of ZVz per cent on the preferred,

payable July 31 to shareholders of

record June 29.

Tay Garnett

Basil Rathbone

Ian Hunter

David J. Chatkin

ALCNG THE

WITti PtilL M. DALTi
T T T

• • • HOLLYWOOD is pulsating with activity as prepared-

ness measures for the forthcoming season continue at a

high pitch with production channels completely conscious of the

fact that each 1940-41 feature will have to be stepped up

to the fullest strength so as to step out with maximum

appeal to both theotermen and their patrons The Coast

knows that it can't "coast" now So it's full steam ahead

with signal flags proclaiming: "Hollywood Expects Every Picture

To Do Its Duty" and that duty is the exacting of lop revenue

from the domestic field and what is left oi marts abroad.

T T T
• • • HARRY Sherman announced on the Coast yesterday

that his Hopalong Cassidy series for 1940-41 will be

made as 70-minute shows instead of the 60-minute length

which has prevailed heretofore He asserted that the change

is not a personal move but one which springs from
exhibitors' requests with latter pointing out that in many
situations where the Hopalongs are played these pic-

tures are single billed This corner's reaction is that

the stretching of each Hoppy by some thousand feet is

important but even more so because the step is indica-

tive of the growing collaboration 'twixt producers and
exhibs to achieve maximum results Spyros Skouras,

on the basis of his recent Ampa speech should be the first

to compliment and congratulate Harry Sherman

T T T
• • • THIS week on the Paramount lot plans are complete

for "There's Magic In Music" to go before the cameras on Monday
Grace Bradley has been signed for this opus as have Rich-

ard Bonelli and Irra Petina of the Metropolitan Opera. . . • That

studio also grabbed H. Bruce Humberstone to direct "Touchdown"

a gridiron classic due for shooting commencing July 1. . .

• Boris Morros and Robert Stillman solons of Notional Pictures

are studding their new musical "Second Chorus"

with big b.o. names having signed Fred Astaire to star and

Artie Show, plus a number of other gross-grabbing personalities

to make the production sure-iire bait for the public

T T T
• • • METRO has contracted for Robert Young who
gives a thundering performance in "The Mortal Storm"

to play the American war correspondent in the new version

of "Clear All Wires". . . • Irving Cummings is intensively en-

gaged in study and research before taking over direction of

the 20th-Fox feature "Down Argentine Way" ... • Rapid prog-

ress is reported on "Hired Wife" the William Seiter direc-

torial effort for "U"

T T
• • • WAYNE Morris has been assigned the male lead

opposite Rosemary Lane in Warners' tentatively titled "Ladies

Must Live" which Noel Smith is directing. . . • A wire from

the WB lot advises that "My Love Came Back" is the new title

for "Men On Her Mind" scheduled for release July 20. . . • Pit-

chers on the Hollywood baseball club are going without their kisses

Every time Hollywood wins, Gail Patrick, with permission of

her hubby. Bob Cobb prexy of the club bestows o kiss on

the winning pitcher But, olas and alack, Hollywood has lost

seven straight games

T T T

Chaplin Sues, Wins

Injunction vs. Life

(Continued from Page 1)

culation of Life to 1,600,000 copii

now in the hands of dealers. T:
Court, after a short hearing, order;
the defendants to remove the (

fending picture from 1,200,00»- -

ies of Life still in possession C

fendants.

During argument for the tempc|
ary injunction, Judge Knox was i

formed that the defendants claim
to have purchased the pictures frc

a man of unknown identity, and th{

Chaplin was informed of the pt
chase on June 6.

Chaplin, in his complaint, clair

that defendants, some time befc|

June 6, "surreptitiously" secured c«

tain photographic stills from t

Chaplin studio without knowled
or consent of Chaplin and has pi

posed to reproduce them in the Ju,
17 issue of Life. Inspection of

copy of the magazine revealed tb

the full page picture shows Cha
lin dressed in the uniform of a d

tator.

Chaplin claims that he stands
make over $5,000,000 profit from t

picture and that the defendan
have damaged "irrevocably" t

possibilities by their actions. T
complaint Insists that it is e;-'

tial for the plaintiff to employ
own chosen mediums for expl .

I
tion of the film and that Cha;
has been deprived of valuable ri-:

to the sale of first publication ri.:

of the story. Complaint also cha: -

a violation of the New York '

Rights law.

Gillespie Toining UA
James F. Gillespie, recently vh

RKO in the Washington-Baltimc]
territory, on Monday joins the pui

licity - exploitation department
United Artists, making his hea
quarters at Atlanta, Ga. His ter

tory will embrace the region frc

Charlotte, N. C. to New Orleans.

WEDDING BELLS

Josephine Natalie Day, daught
of John L. Day, Jr., Paramoun
manager in South America, will

married Saturday in Montclair,

J., to Lieut. Charles David HooV'

U. S. N.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI

Hollywood—Application for a mi

riage license has been filed by Jo

David Wertheimer, producer a

Mrs. Marjorie Reid Sampson w
plan to be married June 23 at t

home of Lynn Carver, sister of t

bride.

Albuquerque, N. M. — Madon
Priestoff, cashier at the Kimo The

ter here, and Don Moye will be mi

ried today.
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i^ -if REVIEUIS OF THE REUI flLfllS ^ ^
"The Ghost Breakers"
with Bob Hope, Paulette Goddard, Richard

Carlson

'Paramount 82 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
t CORKING COMEDY HAS LAUGHS AND
THRILLS APLENTY; SHOULD DO BIG

GENERALLY.

^n

Mowing the formula of the previous

^ope-Goddard starrer, "The Cat And The

"anary," "The Ghost Breakers," if any-

hing, tops the former production. Using

ill the thrills they could pack into a

taunted castle in Cuba, and ail the laugh

lituations and gag lines they could pile on

Hope, Director George Marshall, and

icreen-playwright Walter De Leon have

Viade this picture 82 minutes full of solid

ntertainment. Hope, as Lawerence Law-

rence Lawerence, a radio tattler, seems to

mprove noticeably with each screen ef-

fort. He is funnier than ever in this one.

' Paramount has found his niche, and if they

'ceep him doing this sort of thing, Hope

should prove a real money-maker. Miss

3oddard is attractive and more than com-

'jetent as the owner of the haunted castle.

Willie Best, colored, playing Hope's "old

•amily detainer," can take a bow for doing

'i good job in a very fat part. Richard

farlson, Paul Lukas, Anthony Quinn, and

ifhe entire supporting cast are as menacing

}r as charming as the script demands.

I

The film should prove no stumbling block

ijn the career of Producer Arthur Hornblow,

r. Hope, as New York's "Winchell of

trime," receives a command from an ex-

posed gangster to visit him at his hotel

he night before he is to start on a four-

iveek fishing trip. He becomes involved

^n a shooting in a hallway of the hotel,

^nd believing he has killed a man, hides

|n the trunk of Miss Goddard, a guest of

|he hotel, who is leaving that night to take

Possession of a castle she has inherited in

^uba. He finds himself forthwith aboard

) steamer bound for that hot little island,

iiccompanied by Alex, Willie Best, his

iaiet.

' From then on it is love and horror

—

'vith plenty of laughs thrown in for good

'neasure. Hope and Miss Goddard find the

jreasure of the castle, and at the tag,

f course decide to get married. There

ire twists to the haunted house sequences

hat have never been used before. Hans

breier and Robert Usher, who built the sets

lid an excellent job—they are really weird,

'atrons who bought tickets to the other

Hope-Goddard scarer will never be sorry

f they make an investment in this one.

m'ch
3uinn, Willie Best, Pedro de Cordoba, Vir-

;inia Brissac, Noble Johnson, Tom Dugan,

'aul Fix, Lloyd Corrigan.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.;

Director, George Marshall; Based on the

3lay by Paul Dickey and Charles Goddard;

Screenplay, Walter DeLeon; Cameraman,

Zharles Lang; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,

i,

CAST: Bob Hope, Paulette Goddard,

^yiichard Carlson, Paul Lukas, Anthony

lU
ood.

Calvin Anderson Dead
Oklahoma City—Calvin Price An-

iderson, 65, salesman for the Okla-
jihome Theater Supply Co., died at his

home here.

"Private Affairs"
with Hugh Herbert, Nancy Kelly, Roland

Young
Universal 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FIRST-RATE COMEDY WITH PLENTY
OF LAUGHS SHOULD GO OVER NICELY.

With a pair of sure-fire laugh-getters

like Hugh Herbert and Rola'iid Young, plus

able direction and production, thiS picture

should go over nicely. Burt Kelly, and his

associate, Glenn Tryon, have a real clever

little offering. The smooth, sensioie direc-

tion of Albert Rogell ties what might have

proved a rather complicated plot together

neatly, making the somewhat hard to be-

lieve circumstances entirely believable in

the telling. Roland Young, disowned son

of a prominent Boston family, is the most

aristocratic board-boy in a Wall Street

brokerage house, for fifteen years out ot

contact with his father, Montagu Love,

and his motherless daughter, Nancy Kelly.

Suddenly he is confronted with a family

problem when his daughter comes to him

for advice as to whether or not she should

jilt her Back-Bay fiance, G. P. Huntley, Jr.,

for a penniless law clerk, Robert Cum-
mings, in her grandfather's office. Hugh
Herbert becomes involved in the affair

because of Young's inability to pay a dol-

lar and forty cents fare in Herbert's cab.

And as the story progresses, so does the

affair, until Herbert and Young become

partners because of the debt. The villain

of the piece, Jonathan Hale, a broker of a

shady reputation, because of Young's fam-

ily connections, employs him as manager

of a newly opened Boston office, and

Young goes home to what he hopes will

be success, but which turns out to be an-

other failure, until the resourcefulness of

his son-in-law to be, Cummings, through

some quite far - fetched machinations,

saves the day, jails the villain, marries the

girl, and reconciles Young to his long es-

tranged father. Art direction by Jack Ot-

terson, camera-work by Milton Krasner,

and screenplay by Charles Grayson, Leonard

Spiegelgass and Peter Milne are all good.

CAST: Nancy Kelly, Hugh Herbert, Ro-

land Young, Robert Cummings, Montagu

Love, Jonathan Hale, Florence Shirley, G.

P. Huntley, Jr., Dick Purcell, Leonard Carey,

Mary Forbes, Douglas Wood, Granville Bates,

Tim Ryan.

CREDITS: Producer, Burt Kelly; Asso-

ciate Producer, Glenn Tyron; Director, Al-

bert S. Rogell; Based on a story by Walter

Green; Screenplay, Charles Grayson, Leon-

ard Spiegelgass and Peter Milne; Camera-

man, Milton Krasner; Editor, Philip Cahn.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Lindsey Interests Will
Build Miami Theater

Miami, Fla.—Plans for a new the-

ater building have been drawn by
Charles Nieder, Miami architect, for

the Allapattah Center, Inc. 0. G.

Lindsey is president of the company.
The theater is planned to seat 1,0(30

persons and work is to be started

in June. Witters Construction Co.

of this city has been been awarded
the building contract.

"Island Of Doomed
Men"

with Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Wilcox
Columbia 67 Mins.

CRIMINAL THRILLER HAS GOOD AC-
TION AND AN ABLE CAST TO MAKE
IT ENTERTAINING.

An interesting story provides plenty of

excitement and action in this new Colum-
bia release. In addition, the story has a

good locale on a tropical island. Exhibi-

tors should find this one easy to sell as it

IS a first-class criminal thriller, and the

people who like this type of film will go

tor it in a big way. Peter Lorre is fine as

a cold-blooded killer, who enslaves paroled

convicts to work his diamond mine and

tortures his wife while not busy at other

tasks. Robert Wilcox does a nice job as

an FBI agent. A good supporting cast in-

cludes, Rochelle Hudson, Don Beddoe,

vjeorge E. Stone and Charles Middleton.

Charles Barton directs the picture with

a good pace and sense of timing in get-

ting the most amount of action and thrills

possible. Wilcox is assigned to break

Lorre's racket, that of taking paroled con-

victs in custody and enslaving them on his

island. He meets another FBI man to get

further details, and the other man is

murdered. On his own, he has to go to

jail for the crime as he can't prove his

innocence. Lorre gets him paroled some

time later and takes him to the island.

From there on there is plenty of action and

thrills winding up to a good climax when
Lorre is killed. Wilcox frees the men and

Miss Hudson to wind up his job.

CAST: Peter Lorre, Robert Wilcox, Ro-

chelle Hudson, George E. Stone, Don Bed-

doe, Kenneth MacDonald, Charles Middle-

ton, Stanley Brown, Earl Gunn.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc-

tor, Charles Barton; Original Screenplay,

Robert D. Andrews; Cameraman, Benjamin

Kline; Editor, James Sweeney.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Carolina TOA Hears Neely
Report, Takes No Action

Myrtle Beach, S. C—The TOA of

North and South Carolina conven-
tion, which has just closed here, re-

ceived a report on the recent Neely
bill hearings in Washington from
Lyle M. Wilson, of Roanoke Rapids,
N. C, a director, but took no formal
action.

Co-operation of theater owners
with the Federal Government during
the present emergency was pledged
by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,

in his convention talk.

Chico Marx Hospitalized

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A streptococcus infec-

tion has sent Chico Marx to the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital for ob-

servation. He was stricken while
on a fishing trip with one of his

brothers.

"Earthbound"
with Warner Baxter, Andrea Leeds,

Lynn Bari

20th-Fox 67 Mins.

SUPERNATURAL YARN MISSES THE
MARK DESPITE SINCERE ACTING BY AN
ABLE CAST.

Always a difficult theme to film effective-

ly, that of a spirit image moving through
a story, this film misses the mark despite

the efforts of an able cast. However, ex-

hibitors have some names to play with on

marquees and they can also exploit the pic-

ture effectively. Warner Baxter, Andrea
Leeds, Lynn Bari and Henry Wilcoxon head
the cast, all of them performing capably.

Charles Grapewin, Russell Hicks, Elizabeth

Patterson and Christian Rub are prominent
in the supporting cast. The direction was
handled by Irving Pichel with the screen-

play credited to John Howard Lawson and
Samuel G. Engel. Baxter and Miss Leeds,

happily married for five years, are spending

a holiday in the Alps when he is summoned
back to Paris by a telegram purportedly

from Wilcoxon, a scientist friend. Baxter

arrives only to find that he has actually

been summoned by Lynn Bari, Wilcoxon's
wife and an old flame. She accidentally

kills him and Wilcoxon takes the blame.

Baxter's spirit hovers around the scene and
he tries to get a message through to his

wife, but the only person with whom he

can make contact is Charley Grapewin.
However, after Wilcoxon is convicted Bax-
ter finally gets a message through to Miss

Leeds which leads her to the hiding place

of the gun. Miss Bari confesses, Wilcoxon
is exonerated and Baxter's spirit is at rest.

CAST: Warner Baxter, Henry Wilcoxon,
Andrea Leeds, Lynn Bari, Charles Grapewin,

Elizabeth Patterson, Russel Hicks, Christian

Rub, Ian Wolfe, Lester Scharff, Reginald

Sheffield, Pedro De Cordoba.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Wurtzel; Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay,

J. H. Lawson and S. G. Engel; Based on a

story by Basil King; Cameraman, Lucien

Andriot; Editor, Louis Loeffler.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

RKO Offering Big Pix
In Met. Dual Houses

A summer season of big attrac-
tions on double feature programs is

being launched by the RKO circuit

in Greater New York and Westches-
ter under the supervision of John
J. O'Connor.

In an announcement yesterday, it

was said that instead of holding
outstanding pictures from the major
companies until after Labor Day,
RKO houses will present them as
fast as they are available.

Floste Buys in Dade City

Dade City, Fla. — The Crescent
Theater has been purchased by the
Floste Corp., operating now in six

other Florida towns and in ten spots
in Georgia from F. 0. Mullen and
A. W. Sprigg. Sprigg will retain
his position as manager.
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"Idea Pix" for Small

Towns, Col. Plan

(Conlinufd from Page 1)

have found favor with small-town
exhibs. and their patrons, Montague
explained.

Presentation to Jackter
Surprise feature of yesterday's

program was the presentation of a

baby grand piano to Rube Jackter,

assistant general sales manager, on

behalf of the company's entire U. S.

and Canadian sales force by Lou
Weinberg, circuit sales supervisor.

Convention yesterday heard talks

by Jack Cohn, Joseph McConville,

Joseph Friedman, Louis Astor,

George Josephs, and Maurice Grad.

Jackter announced the addition of

five new men to Columbia's sales

personnel. The men, who were
introduced from the floor are: Carl

Mishrow, Boston; Nat Marcus, Buf-

falo; M. Wilkes, Dallas; Sid Gold-

berg, Pittsburgh, and Joe Engel,

Philadelphia.
Yesterday's session culminated in

a beefsteak dinner attended by all

the sales delegates and a group of

home office executives who arrived

in the afternoon to attend the ban-

quet. Among those who came in

from New York to attend the dinner

were

:

Leo Blancke, Hal Hode, John
Kane, Jack Mvers, Max Seligman,

Floyd Weber, C. Sharpe, R. Philpott,

Max Cohn, Irving Moross, Leonard
Picker, Harry Foster, H. Golden, B.

Birnbaum, M. Brunet, Ben Morris,

Harold Sachs, J. Agell, Larry
Schneider, Nat Goldblatt, M. Mel-

man, Herb Smith, Al Schwartz, Joe

Levy.
In addition, Ben K. Blake. Andre

De La Varre and Emerson Yorke
also attended the banquet.

5 French Pix for Leo Films
Announcement was made yester-

day by Leo Films, Inc., of the ac-

quisition of five French films for

distribution in this country. Deals

were closed by Sylvia Sanders, who
returned from Europe recently.

Titles of the pictures are as fol-

lows: "From Mayerling To Sara-

jevo," "Serenade," "Musiciens du

Ciel," "Les Jumeaux des Brighton,"

and "L'Ordination."

Acquire Little. Baltimore
Baltimore — A. M. Tolkins and

Louis Miller of Washington have

taken over the Little theater here

from H. A. Blum. Maxwell Wein-
berg continues to manage.

Smuggled Snahe Adds
To Exhib.'s Woes

New Albany, Ind.—Add woes of an

exhib. Local femme has filed sut

against a Louisville theater operator for

$5,000 damages, claiming that she suf-

fered a back injury and nervous shock
when a snake crawled over her arm and
shoulder while in a local theater con-
trolled by the Kentucky firm. Snake,

it seems, was smuggled into the house

by a youngster imbued with the spirit

of All Fool's Day.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

CHEPARD TRAUBE. Bon
^ sylvania and New York University

Maiden, Mass. Attended University of Penn-

Started his theatrical career as an actor.

Later estabhshed a publicity office. Produced
plays on Broadway for nine years. His initial

play, "Precedent," which he co-produced, ran for

eight months. It starred Jane Cowl. Among
other plays he produced, starring Miss Cowl was
"A Thousand Summers," in which Franchot Tone
made his debut as an actor. Went into radio

and helped form Air Features, Inc. Came to

Hollywood in May, 1937 as an assistant to M. J.

Siegel, at Republic. Wrote a book, "So You
Want To Go Into The Theater," published by
Little, Brown. Wrote a novel, "Glory Road."
Directed and wrote for Majestic Pictures. Wrote
Goose itep. ' Co-direcied "Ramparts We
Watch," a feature, for March Of Time. Now
directing for 20th Century-Fox. Hobby, athletics.

New Brunswick Exhibs.

Rap New Tax Ticket

(Continued from Page 1)

der-in-council passed by the Provin-
cial Government at the instance of

C. H. Bennett, chairman of the
Board.

Exhibitors believe great confusion
will be caused by the lack of indi-

vidualism—the tickets issued by the

Board are all alike except in the
serial number. Bennett contends the

serial numbers will eliminate con-

fusion, but the exhibitors vote con-

tra. They maintain it will be pos-

sible for one to buy a ticket in one
place of amusement, theater, fair,

carnival, circus, dance hall, rink,

etc., and use it in another.
In a rush, it will be impossible

for a theater doorman to check ac-

curately on a serial number, theater

men contend.
Enforcement of use of the new

ticket is delegated to the Censor
Board. A fine can be imposed for

refusal to abandon the individual

theater ticket in favor of the new
one supplied by the Board.

Pittsburgh to Have First

Stock Opposition in Years

Pittsburgh—For the first time in

many years, local exhibs. face dra-

matic stock opposition this summer.
Company opens a 10 weeks' season
June 25 at the Fox Chapel Play-
house. Policy, unique, calls for con-

certs Monday nights, plays Tuesday
through Saturday.

Given Naval Appointment
Clarence Hill Jr., son of Clarence

Hill, assistant to Bill Sussman of

20th-Fox, has received an appoint-
ment to Annapolis. He expects to

enter the Naval Academy shortly.

B. C. Enlarges Simimer Camp
Pittsburgh — Camp O'Connell,

which is one of the chief charities
of the local Variety Club, is being
enlarged in size to accommodate ap-
proximately 20 more children per
week this Summer.

Sub-Committee Tackles
Revamping Neely Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

ion will be redrafted if not stricken
from the bill altogether.

Off-the-record sentiment of sub-
committee members is that the bill

is highly impractical and unwork-
able.

At the meeting today, it is be-
lieved, each of the seven members
will offer several changes to clarify
the measure, which may result in

an entirely new bill.

Particulars Bill Sought
By Majors in N. J. Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

$150,000 damages brought by Bat-
ten Amusement Co. of Elizabeth.
Suit accuses the majors of conspir-
ing to furnish Cocalis Amusement
Co. with first-run films, shutting
out competition and creating monop-
oly.

Defendants in the suit are Para-
mount Pictures, Vitagraph, Loew-'s,
Inc., Columbia Pictures, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, RKO Radio, United Ar-
tists and Big "U" Film Exchange,
Inc.

SAG Class B Members
Lose Fight for Vote

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Court fight by 6,700

class B members of the SAG to

have equal voting privileges with
the 1,200 class A members ended
yesterday in defeat. Superior Judge
Charles D. Ballard rendered the de-
cision, ruling that the B members
had joined the organization willing-
ly under the terms stipulated and
that in his opinion they have not
been deprived of any constitutional
right.

Arnold Joining in

Setliement Parieys

Herb Chotkin Joins Filmack
Chicago—Herb Chatkin has just

been appointed manager of the pro-
motion department of Filmack Trail-
er Co. 1

"verv

jctlbil

(Continued from Page 1)

nient in principle" arrived at the
latter part of last week as the resul-
of meetings defendant counsel and
D of J representatives is still "verv
nebulous," both United Artists

"^

Universal are reserving their ri|„,
to act as they see fit with respect
a consent decree settlement.
The stand of both these companies

since the suit's inception has been
that their position in the action is

particularly unique, inasmuch as they
operate no theater circuits, and,
therefore, are not linked with the
questions arising out of theater di-
vorcement, which issue is not only
one of the cornerstones of the Gov-
ernment's alleged case, but one which
patently will play a large role in anv
settlement of the case.

Columbia's Stand Co-operative

Columbia, it is reported, while
sharing the position of uniqueness
with UA and Universal, appears to
be assuming a more co-operative
stand than heretofore in the matter
of aiding,—or at least not hindering,—the so-called consolidated defend-
ants in reaching an agreement with

'

the Government.
i

Up until a few days ago, counsel

'

representing UA, Universal and Co-

'

lumbia had not been "invited" to

,

attend settlement conferences, but
this tack was shifted by the con-
solidated defendants with the result
that representatives of all three
companies have been attending hud-
dles.

Trial of the equity action was post-
poned yesterday until Monday after
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
was told that the parties concerned
are conferring "with a view to the
possibility of adjusting the case
through a consent decree." Judge
Goddard asked that Special Assistant
Attorney General Paul Williams, or
his first assistant, James F. Hayes,
advise him immediately upon the sit-

uation after the conference.

Gov't Against Stipulation

The Court was evidently anxious
to turn its attention to other trial

work if there is a likelihood that dis-

cussions will be prolonged.

Sources close to the Government
last night revealed that the D of J ,

is desirous that any settlement be

put in the form of a consent decree
and not through stipulations or in-

formal agreements. Latter coui"se is

said to be urged by the three compa-
nies without theater interests.

W. Va. Exhih. Plans
Recreational Center
Buckhannon, W. Va.—Garland West,

operator of the Colonial Theater here,

is developing a recreational center which,

in addition to a $35,000 swimming
pool, just opened, will include tennis

courts, dance hall and golf links.

n
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^ ^ SHORT SUBJECT RCVI€IUS ik ^
"Social Security"

(Washington Parade No. 4)
Columbia 10 mins.

Interesting Subject

The subject, dealing with the en-
lactment and operation of the Social

^Security Plan will be of great inter-

to all audiences. Opening with
ts of Congress, the President

signing the bill and delivering a
short speech on its benefits, the reel

* ithen goes into the intricate method
lof operation of the Plan. Especially
i^vorth while are the views of the
automatic machinery which records
ipayments, draws and signs checks,
puts them in envelopes and seals the
ienvelopes—all in double-quick time,

*'"*
"Mechanix Illustrated"

;Warners 10 mins.
Interesting and Educational

Four interesting items are con-
tained in this short subject. First,

,. |the reel depicts the behind-the-scenes
.of LaGuardia Field, most modern
^airport in the U. S. Second sequence
shows the latest developments in

Vltra scientific designing, followed

J.
^by a sequence devoted to tests mde

J":
>o protect consumers. Reel winds

*
!jUp with a demonstration of how a
"new fire extinguisher smothers any
kind of a blaze.

m
"Hurdle Hoppers"

JRKO Pathe News 9 mins.* Interesting Equine Reel

: Taken at the Army Cavalry School

^t Fort Riley, Kan., this reel has
iconsiderable interest. It shows the

lArmy officers schooling their mounts
[for all sorts of work, and a couple
of remarkably well trained horses
give performances that are eye-

openers. An exhibition is also given
of group riding and jumping that
carries a lot of punch. Reel winds
up with a fast cross-country ride

participated in by a large picked
group of officers and mounts.

"The Fouled Ball Player"

Paramount 7 mins.
Fairly Amusing

Latest of the Max Fleischer Stone
Age series, this cartoon has some
flaughs. It depicts a baseball game
(between the Granite Giants and the
iMarble Midgets. The game opens
with the Giants piling up a big lead,

|but the girl friend of one of the
Midgets discovers that the Giants'
[pitcher gets hay fever from flowers.

Result, the game is a sneezing vic-

itory for the Midgets in short order.

"Gun Dog's Life"

(Color Parade)
(jWarners 10 mins.

Wide Audience Interest

Here's a handsomely photographed
liand assembled reel whose content
jlfrom beginning to end will interest

jail types of filmgoers, particularly

joutdoor enthusiasts and dog lovers,

,
Jfor it presents Springer Spaniels at

Ijtheir skillful chores a-field, aiding
the hunter in spotting game birds

and flushing them. There are some
engaging scenes of Spaniel pups,
but the action is provided by the
mature dogs who put on a grand
show of retrieving, as do the Labra-
dor Retrievers who are depicted
swimming out in marsh-fringed
ponds to bring back the ducks which
the hunter has bagged on the wing.
The script is nicely put together by
Del Frazier, who authored and di-

rected this short. Narration is fine-

ly delivered by John Deering.

"Excursions in Science and

Engineering"
(No. 6)

Al O. Bondy-G-E 10 mins.
Well-Made Industrial

This is a very interesting and
well-made industrial reel which deals
with the fabrication of the highly
delicate quartz springs, whose appli-

cation in the field of science is in

connection with the super-sensitive
weighing of materials in laboratories
of manufacturing plants. These
springs are of glass, and are invalu-
able aids to research engineers be-
cause, in contrast to most substances
used in weighing-springs, they are
unaffected by most chemicals. In-

ertness of the quartz glass also lends

advantage in the matter of tempera-
ture changes. The second portion
of this reel discloses two unusual
alloys which are becoming very
useful to electrical engmeers. These
alloys, Alnico and Curie metal, have
peculiar magnetic properties which
r.re demonstrated by means of heat
applied to a wheel, in whose design
the alloys are incorporated. Climax-
ing this G-E subject are fascinating

views of the manufacture of sod-

ium lamps for highway illumina-

tion. Not alone is this reel for

the scientific minded. The general
public will find it intriguing and in-

structive. John Gilmour directed

the short, and narration is by John
Sheehan, both of which departmenLs
are expertly handled.

"Tom Thumb in Trouble"
Warners 7 mins.

Entertaining Cartoon
Tiny Tom Thumb and his father,

a woodchopper, live on the edge of a

huge forest. Tom accidentally falls

into a pan of water and is drowning
when a bird smashes through the

window and rescues him. His father

returns and tries to catch the bird,

believing it had injured Tom. How-
ever, Tom is rescued by the bird

again and everything is all right.

Children should be particularly

pleased with this subject.

"Silent Wings"
RKO Pathe News 9 mins.

Should Interest the Air-Minded
Filmed at the annual Elmira glider

meet, this reel is interesting in ev-

ery respect. It not only shows that
gliding is a sport which is becoming
more popular every day, but it also

proves that gliding is one of the best

basic backgrounds a plane pilot can

have. The photography is fine and
and the reel should help stimulate
interest in the sport.

"Onion Pacific"

Paramount 7 mins.
Spinach Scores Again

The redoubtable Popeye once again
demonstrates the efficacy of his spin-
ach. Popeye and Bluto, engineers
on two rival engines racing for a
franchise, get off to a fast start.

Olive gets on board accidentally.
Bluto's dirty work fails to keep the
determined Popeye from winning.

"Sport of Kings"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Background of Racing

The many horse racing fans will

be glad to see these shots of activi-

ties behind the scenes of the game.
Included are views of early morning
workouts in the training of horses,
an explanation of how the judging
camera works, and some slow-motion
shots of the new Puett starting gate.

"Cinderella's Feller"

Warners 19 mins.
Entertaining Fairy Story

Done in Technicolor, this subject
is entertaining, and it should appeal
enormously to children. Using an
all-child cast, with the exception of

the king, the well known story of

Cinderella has been colorfully

brought to the screen. Juanita Quig-
ley and Scotty Beckett head the
juvenile cast, with young Miss Quig-
ley portraying Cinderella and Beck-
ett cast as the young prince.

"Blue Barron And His Orchestra"
Paramount 10 mins.

Good Musical Number
Against a night club setting. Blue

Barron and his orchestra play sev-

eral snappy numbers, with solos by
its individual members. Anita Boy-
er, radio singer, does a guest-star.

Reel winds up with "Tiny" Wolf, a
rotund 200-pounder, in a song and
dance specialty.

"Boobs in the Woods"
Columbia 16 mins.

Poor Slapstick
A series of time-worn gags strung

on an old story formula (the inter-

fering brother-in-law) make up this

latest Andy Clyde comedy. Shemp
Howard, brother of one of the Three
Stooges, is the annoying relative

who gets Andy fired and then takes
him on a harrowing vacation trip.

Del Lord directed.

"Stray Lamb"
RKO Paithe News S'/z mins.

Unusual Short
A distinct departure from Pathe's

usual short production, this reel is

different and has a lot of laughs.
The dialogue is exceptionally good,
and there is a lot of high grade
trick photography and animal work,
which is always difficult. Reel tells

the story of the adventure of a lamb
that strays away. It is caught by

an eagle and finally rescued by its

St. Bernard friend. Audiences gen-
erally should get a big kick out of it.

"You're Next"
Columbia 17 mins.

Fair Mystery Comedy
Walter Catlett and Monte Collins

as a couple of dumb detectives stum-
ble through this fair slapstick mys-
tery comedy about a screwball scien-
tist trying to turn kidnapped men
into monkeys.

"Information Please No. 11"

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.
One of Best in Series

There are plenty of laughs in this
edition of the Information Please
series, with short one of the best
to date. Christopher Morley is the
guest star augmenting the regular
board of experts, Oscar Levant, John
Kieran and Franklin P. Adams. The
experts muff two questions, but their
barbershop rendition of "Old Black
Joe" compensates for everything.

"Wimmen Is A Mystery"
Paramount 7 mins.

So-So Cartoon
Popeye has woman trouble in this

reel. He proposes to Olive and she
tells him to return the next morning
for an answer. During the night,
Olive dreams that she and Popeye
are married and have four little Pop
Eyes. After what the children do
to her, when Popeye comes around
for an answer the next morning, he
gets a very flat "no" for his answer.

"Information Please No. 10"

RKO Pathe News 11 mins.
Interesting and Entertaining

The three regular experts on the
Information Please show are aug-
mented by Deems Taylor in this re-
lease. The boys go through their
paces with a lot of zip and turn in

an almost perfect score. The ques-
tions are exceptionally good and a
lot of laughs ensue from numerous
wisecracks.

"South of the Boudoir"
Columbia 18 Vz mins.

Typical Charley Chase
The usual Charley Chase routine

—situation piled on situation. This
time Charley has to bring the boss
home to dinner, against wifey's
wishes. She walks out—Charley
gets a waitress to pose as his wife

—

the boss picks up the real wife and
brings her to dinner as his guest

—

etc. They even have a dish-breaking
contest and hit Charley in the face
with a cake.

"Ozzie Nelson & Orchestra"
Warners 10 mins.

Pleasing Musical Number
Ozzie Nelson and his ork go

through their paces with a bandstand
setting used as a background in this

shoi't. Nelson also sings a number,
which is acted out at the same time,

to show the trials and tribulations

of an ork leader. Roy Mack directed.
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300 Exhibs. Attend

Party for Sears

{Continued from Page 1)

zone manager, at the William Penn

Hotel.
At the party, Sears was presented

with his appointment as an honorary

police lieutenant by Judge M. A.

Musmano. . ,

The party was the convention s

swan-song,'. Charles Einfeld, with

Mort Blumenstock, Mitchell Raw-

son, Paul Lazarus, Stanley Hatch,

i. E. Dolid, Charlie Kemke and Char-

lie Baily of the home office, return

to New York this morning. Other

h.o. execs., including Sears, Carl

Leserman, Roy Haines, Ben Kal-

menson, Norman H. Moray, Arthur

Sachson and A. W. Schwalberg,

leave today for Chicago where the

second convention opens at the

Blackstone Monday.
Eastern and Canadian delegates

also entrain today for their respec-

tive territories where district and

branch managers will hold local

post-convention meetings.

Among exhib. guests registered at

the Sears cocktail party were:

A Joseph, J. Gellman. L. Schmidt, Silbur

Hepp, Sam Gould, J. Richman, Jack White,

I Browarski, N. Felishman and Son. M.

Samuels, Wm. Finke!, E. Michels, M. Fmkel.

Alex Moore, A. Fineman, R. V. McCalmont.

M. Rosenberg, H. Hendel, I. Roth, Mike

Shapiro. Tack Littestone, Dave Fineman.

Clark Poke, N. Huhn, C. Philbrook. Tom
Lund, Morris Roth, Andy Askounez, Claude

Hodder, Russ Wehrle. Frank Panopolos, Vince

Choate, A. Glazer, M. Aksalrad, Cooke An-

derson, Scaader O. Kihchel, Beedle Bros.,

Dr C. Herman. Anthony Vincent. R. Coyle.

T McC.illick, Gilbert Gellman, P. Antonpolus,

Geo. Corcoran, A. Slessinger, M. Wmograd,
Henry Schultz, Wm. Walker, J. Jaffurs

;

also

—

Harry Walker, A. McCormack, Wm. Scr-

rao A. Antonopolis. F. E. Hasley, J. Sper-

ra, S. Newman, J. P. Benedik, J. Burin. S.

Rodenok, J. B. Kane, Harry Meyers, Wm.
Wheat, H. R. Wood, H. Rachiele, Melvin

Helfant, H. J. Rankin. G. Geinzer, A. Mun
gello. M. Goldman. F. King. P. Caleffe, S.

Yakish. Mrs. L. Muir, M. Battiston, J- W-
Wick. Thomas Scheets. J. Jennings, G. Olgi-

etti, T. Castell. Guy Ida, J. Huszaiz, S. H.

Griffith, E. Datolla, F. McBride, J. Moritz,

A. Rottenstein, Ray Wheeler, T. Melroy, M.
Steinberg. J. Slotz, A. A. Weiland, R. Na-

varri. I. Kolivosky, J. Marinoe, T. J. Hickes,

H E. Hammond, M. Gelanis, F. A. Fair-

graves, B. J. Newyland, Jos. Seyboldt, Leo

Guerrein, C. Lampros, J. B. Kosco ; also

—

Phil Brozier, John Perry, M. Faenza, C.

W Dickinson, W. L. Zedaker, Werner Lund,

L. Demichelis, J. M. Booth, L. Cuperaggi.

Tos Bell, P. Profili, L. Lowstutter, J. Cos-

tclio, T. Mikalowski, Mrs. Geo. Craig, M.
Karoloik. A. S. Mapel, Alex Silay, A. Latella,

lohn Sheppard, I. L. Butler, Geo. Otte, T.

J Laskey, C. G. Velas, I. Slavik, Geo. Capps.

R Marks, John Urse, M. E. Sperling, N.

G Anas, J. L. Bush, John Panolplos, Frank

Tuccio, N. W. Evans, H. C. Coffman, Gar-

land West, Chas. Griffith. J. Reese, A. C.

Morris, Glen Floyd, C. W. Marx, C. W.
Marsh, O. H. Gainer, J. E. Heaton, D.

Robinson, Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Church, Mrs.

Edythe Mclntyre. M. Currey, Wm. Demos,

A Koontz, Miss E. McGaffney, Miss C. Pom-

eroy E. E. Ours, J. Koozak, James Work,

Frank Raspa, Alex Iller, Miss L. M. Monroe.

S. A. Peters, C. L. Sutton, J. W. Mercer.

Dick Palmer, B. P. Drey, C. A. Jocobi, Mrs.

J. Hauer, Wm. Zeny, Dave Victor; also—

A J. Masters, John Gable, H. Stahl, M.
Marks. M. Shea. T. Gibson, C. Truran, A.

P Way, A. Biordi. D. Houton, C. S. Brown.

C. E. Gable, J. G. Langese, I. Valenti, L.

Rottenstein. M. Proctor, T. Birooco, C. F.

Filkinger, Miss S. Blatt, A. E. Andrews, J.

T. Birocco. A. Rotenstein, M. Kirkpatrick.

E C. Flesher. P. Natarianna, H. Hayes, L.

Peretta. J. A. Blatt. W. E. Anderson. J. A,

Blatt, J J. McFadden, M. Serventi, C. W.

I\BC Television Programs ISext Weeh to Lean
Strongly on FUtns; Four Features Announced

NBC's tele program for next week will lean strongly towards films, calling for no

less than four features, a serial, a M of T subject, cartoons, travelogues and assorted

commercials and industrials.
,, <.

W2XBS will go double feature Tuesday when it will have "Sunset Range in the

afternoon and "Crooked Circle" in the evening as the day's only tele offerings. "White

Heat," a third feature, is set for Friday afternoon and "Murder on the Campus," a

fourth, on Saturday afternoon.

Allied Reservation

List at New High

(Coitlliiucd from Page 1)

ported, the effect has been the op-

posite and indications are that in-

dependents from all parts of the

country plan to swoop down on Chi-

cago.
While the reservation list is not

yet complete, it is said that the

Pittsburgh unit has chartered two
Pullmans to take its delegation to

the convention. The Philadelphia

contingent will include approximate-

ly 20 exhibitors and New Jersey Al-

lied has pledged at least 10 dele-

gates. Michigan and the Northwest
units are slated to send large parties.

W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general

sales manager, said yesterday he ex-

pected to attend. Several other in-

dustry executives have been invited

and probably will be on hand.
Convention opens next Wednesday

at the Hotel Morrison in Chicago

and is scheduled to end Friday with

the usual windup banquet.

Abandon Effort to Get

Orks in Pix Theaters

Set Northwest Allied

Convention for July 10-11

Minneapolis—Annual convention of

Northwest Allied has been set for

July 10-11 at the Nicollet Hotel

here. Strong sentiment in this ter-

ritory for a buying organization

probably will result in the plan

materializing at the sessions, ac-

cording to reliable sources. Appoint-

ment of a successor to Al Steffes,

unit head, also is on the docket.

Steffes has been given a leave of

absence because of recent illness.

Convention, which is to be open

to all independent exhibitors, will

discuss the issues to be brought up
at the national conclave next week
in Chicago. Annual Variety Club

golf tournament is to be held the

day after the close of the Northwest
meetings. Gilbert Nathanson, local

Republic head, is chairman of the

golf tourney.

(Continued from Page 1)

President Joseph N. Weber, follow-

ing discussion of the resolution on

the floor, stated that there were too

many small pix houses which could

not afford to hire musicians.
Resolution to support the Neely

anti-block-booking bill met with but

a cool reception, it being asserted

that the bill would not help the em-
ployment of musicians. Weber point-

ed out that there was not any one

measure that would cure the ills

afflicting the A F of M.
Resolution to stop members of the

organization from making electrical

transcription was killed, executive

board pointing out that it had done

everything in its power to correct

this ill and had found that it was one

of the things that cannot be stopped.

Pascal Will Produce
Next Pix in Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)

dicate he has given up production

in England for the time being. He
was scheduled to shoot G. B. Shaw's
"Major Barbara" in England, and

picture was in production at last

reports, but apparently this film

has been abandoned temporarily.

Cummins Sues Claiming
Film Contract Breach

"Our Land Of Peace"
(Spanish dialogue, no English titles)

E. F. A. 75 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: An absorbing his-

torical document.

NEW YORK TIMES: Considey^q
technical limitations, production f i

good job. ^--^

CREDITS: Producer, Henri Martinet; Di-

rector, Arturo S. Mom. PLAYERS: Pedro

Tocci, Elsa Martinez, Emperatriz Carvajal.

"The Lady In White'
(Italian dialogue, no English titles)

Esperia Films 80 Mins.

HERALD TRIBUNE: Film is a tor-

pid and ineffectual vomedy.

NEW YORK TIMES: Although

story is old it is still good for laughs.

CREDITS: Fono-Roma production; Di-

rector, Mario Mattoli. PLAYERS: Elsa

Merlini, Nino Besozzi, Enrico Viarisio.

"A Wife In Peril"
(Italian dialogue, English titles)

Esperia Films 90 minw

DAILY NEWS: Film misses to^

brackets because of slow start.

NEW YORK TIMES: The audi-

ence is laughing most of the time

HERALD TRIBUNE: An arresti^fij

little bit of nonsense.

CREDITS: Astra Film production; Direc-

tor, Massimo Neufeld. PLAYERS: Marie

Glory, Antonio Centa, Laura Solari.

Majors Bid for Three
British GN Pictures

Breach of contract suit for $12,-

.500 was filed yesterday in the New
York Supreme Court by Cummins
Pictures, Inc., against Benjamin
Brodie and Premier Trading Corp.

Suit claims that Brodie induced Pre-

mier to breach a contract made in

Dec, 1938, under which the plain-

tiff was to co-operate in the distri-

bution of a Polish motion picture.

Perine, H. H. Baldenpserger, J. A. Nodquist,

G. Schaeffer, W. K. Smith, J. B. Christy,

H. L. Fry, Jr., E. P. Brown, J. Silverman,

L L. Chamberlain, A. Parkas. A. Peterson,

R. J. Redfoot, J. Sullivan, J. Bi.xler, Miss R.

Leibowitz, Josep Delizi, Thos. Bello, H.
Cromwell. C. Szewczyk, Wm. Nideth ;

also

—

C. L. Hall, S. Bianco. W. E. Yealey. H.
Rachielle, M. Single, J. K. Stiickey, J. Wise-

man, K. Dawson, L. Baczansky, R. Civi.

C. J\I. Sherkel, T. Dimauro, P. Semyan. W.
M. Lodge, O. Heckler, Drew Kolb, J. C.

Shapiro. W. J. Blatt. Mrs. L. Interrante, A. L.

Hodgson, J. Younderidge, J. A. Angros, Jos.

Grav, J. Sabella. M. Dimauro. R. D. Grass-

mey'er, Wm. Lipsie, John Lipsie. B. Bucheit, M.
Manos, B. H. Potts, F. Weitzel, Chas. Ander-
son, Walter Urling, C. R. Blatt, J. Blatt,

Wm. Blatt, John H. Harris, Frank Harris,

Tames Balmer, J. McGreevey, Geo. Tyson,

v. F. Scott, Ray AUis, L. Allison.

"Leopard Men" in Hub Bow
B. F. Zeldman's "Leopard Men of

Africa," featuring Dr. Paul L. Hoef-

ler, will have its premiere at the

RKO Boston Theater, Boston.,

June 20.

"Melody Maker" to Hoffberg
"The Melody Maker," musical fea-

ture with six new song numbers, in

addition to several other musical

numbers, has been acquired by J. H.

Hoffberg for release.

Menard Acquires a Second
Amitv, Ark. — The New Theater

has been bought by E. C. Menard,

owner of the Menlo, Glenwood.

(Continued from Page 1)

ber" and "Room for Two." Bernan
brought over an uncut negative O)

"Pastor Hall," which will be editco

over here.
Bernard said yesterday that threi

companies had made offers for th*

pictures and negotiations were oil

with two others. "Pastor Hall" H

said to be a timely picture, based or

the activities of Pastor Niemoeller*

the German pastor who waged s

long battle against the Nazi regime
Wilford Lawson plays the title rolj'

and others in the cast include SiJ

Seymour Hicks, Nova Pilbeam, Marii

us Goring, Hay Petrie, Eliot Makei

ham, Edmund Willard and Peter

Cotes.
"Room for Two" co-stars Francej

Day and Vic Oliver in an adaptatioJ

of a successful stage play. "Yoti

Will Remember" is based on the lif:

of Leslie Stuart, composer of som|

of England's most popular songs.

Three other pictures are in worl

for British Grand National release

They are "Under Your Hat," wit.|

Jack Hulbert and Cicely Court!

neidge; "The Man Who Lost Himij

self," starring Leslie Howard, am

"Alibi," with Michael Redgi-ave anf

Maragaret Lockwood.
Bernard plans to remain in th

U. S. about four weeks.
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^TTLEMENT TALKS TO CONTINUE MONDAY

y4etro Plans toWithdrawGWTW at End of July
/ill Bring It Back in Jan-

ary Following Policy

"est Runs in November

M-G-M is withdrawing "Gone
ith the Wind" from the nation's

reens at the end of July and will

ing it back for bookings in Janu-
'y.

lit is reported that GWTW will be
Jven a few test runs in November

, determine a policy for future
Rowings as it is not likely that the

me 70 per cent selling terms will

I

(Continued on Page 5)

xped New Code Offer

It Allied Meeting

fishington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
IWashington—Jack Kirsch of Chi-
(go, chairman of the committee on
jrangements for national Allied's

Invention in Chicago June 19, 20,

i, flew home late yesterday after

nferring in Washington with Ab-
Jm F. Myers, Allied general coun-
il, and President H. A Cole on final

rangements for next week's con-
ive.

!
Latest report, Kirsch told The

. (Continued on Page 7)

,000 Bank Night Subs
or Denver Car Giveaway

1 Denver — Nine Fox houses here
4ve dropped their Ford giveaway,
hich they have used for years, and
"e substituting Bank Night, start-

g with $1,000 and increasing $250
ch week.
The Broadway, which for the most

(Continued on Page 5)

j

i

ATAHT Said to Open
at Center June 27

"All This and Heaven Too" is re-

ported booked to open at the Center
Theater, New York, on June 27 on a

two-a-day basis. Admission policy is

said to be $2.20 top, scaling down to

75 cents minimum. Pix first had been
reported set for the Center, but later

was announced for Radio City Music
Hall. Center is now understood the
definite choice.

Schaefer Aids M. P.
Dutch Relief Drive

Designation of George J. Schaefer, RKO
prexy, as chairman of the Motion Pic-
ture Division of the Greater New York
Men's Commit- -

tee for thej
Queen Wilhel-|
mina Fund, Inc.f
was announced!
yesterdayl
by Lewis E.l

Pierson, chair-l
man of thel
Men's Commit-
tee and hon-
orary board]
chairman of J

Irving Trust.

The F u n d ls|

waging a $3,-
000,000 nation-
wide drive fori
relief of Dutch'
refugees. Men's
Committee quo-
ta is $500,000,
with contributions to be sought from
business men, companies, corporations

and employe groups. Hendrik Willem
van Loon is national Fund chairman,
Leon Fraser, chairman of the Fund's
national executive committee.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER

Sliding Tax Scale

For Amusements!

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Proposal for a slid-

ing scale of amusement taxes, start-

ing at 10 cents, was presented to

the Senate Finance Committee yes-

terday by Sen. Pat Harrison, its

chairman.
Tax measure, as passed by the

House and sent to the Senate, calls

for dropping the tax exemption on
(Continued on Page 7)

Parleys Said Developing No Serious Impasse;
Concessions on Both Sides Held Necessary,
But There's a Limit for Majors, Counsel Say

Discussions between attorneys for the Government and for

the major companies looking to a possible settlement of the
equity action brought by the D of J will continue on Monday, it

was announced yesterday. It was
learned that thus far the discus-

sions have encountered no serious

impasse and that a large number of

different subjects and possibilities

are being discussed at length.

It was agreed among major at-

torneys that both the Government
and the distributors would have to

concede certain issues, but there ap-
(Continued on Page 4)

Knopf's Goldwyn Pact

Cancelled Mutually

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn and

Edwin Knopf, his production ex-

ecutive, yesterday agreed to the mu-
tual cancellation of their agreement,
thus giving credence to the report
that Goldwyn would not resume pro-

duction until his suit against United
Artists was decided. It is under-
stood here that Goldwyn will press
his case to the limit.

Sam Wood, who also received a

release from his Goldwyn contract,

is expected to make a producer-dis-
tributor deal with Paramount.

Craven Forecasts Full

Tele Commercialization

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—^FCC Commissioner

T. A. M. Craven, in a letter to Sen.
Ernest Lundeen (F. L., Minn.) has
expressed confidence that the Com-
mission will authorize full coinmer-
cialization of television as soon as

(Continued on Page 7)

WB Lists 20 Percentage Pix
Four at 40 Per Cent, 8 at 35 and 8 at 30

Folsom, Kodak Treasurer
On Nat'l Defense Board

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Marion B. Folsom,

treasurer of Eastman Kodak Co.,

was yesterday appointed to the Na-
tional Defense Advisory Council. He
will be a senior assistant to Edward
R. Stettinius, Jr., chairman of the

Defense Board.

In the wake of Warners' sales

convention in Pittsburgh,—which
was the first of two scheduled reg-

ionals, the second of which will be

held in the Blackstone Hotel, Chi-

cago, on June 17-19,—it was learned

yesterday that 20 percentage pic-

tures are included in the company's
1940-41 program.
A breakdown of the schedule re-

veals the following minimum base:
(Continued on Page 4)

66% Against Duals

In Women's Poll

Partial breakdown of the survey
of women's tastes in pictures, as

polled by the Agnes Mengel Grew
(Continued on Page 7)

Sub-Com. Meeting
On Neely Bill Delayed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Meeting scheduled

yesterday for the House Interstate
(Continued on Page 5)

Hail Warners' ATAHT
as Smash Box Office

West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"All This and Heaven

Too" received a tremendous sendoff

last night from a glittering premiere

audience as the new Warner film opened
an extended roadshow run at the Carthay
Circle. The picture is smash box office

in every respect. A magnificent cast

does full justice to the powerful Rachel

Field novel, and with Boyer and Davis

topping, exhibitors and Warners should

profit handsomely. Over 200 police were
necessary to handle a crowd of over

15,000 that turned out to watch Hol-

lywood's elite, practically all of whom
were on hand, arrive and leave the the-

ater. Brilliant direction of Anatole
Litvak, production brains of Jack L.

Warner, Hal B. Wallis and David Lewis,

corking screenplay of Casey Robinson,

and generally high standard technical

work are all contributing factors to the

picture's excellence. —WILK.
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Circuit Founder, Dead

riNANCIAL
(Thursday, June 13)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 73/8 7'/4 71/4

Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%) 4 4 4 + '/8

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... % % %
East. Kodak 128 IZSVi IZSVi — Vs
do pfd 160 158'/2 160
Cen. Th. Eq 9V& 9 SVs
Loew's, Inc 247/8 24 241^ — Vi
do pfd 973/8 973/8 973/8 -f 3/8

Paramount 434 41/2 45/8 — Va
Paramount 1 st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 7 7 7 + V4
Pathe Film eVs 6% 6% + Vs
RKO s/8 5/8 S/g _1.16
20th Century-Fox . . 6 55/8 5% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70—2
Warner Bros 21/8 2Vs ZVa
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 1003/8 100 100 — l/s

Loew's deb. 3V2S46. 101 'A 101 Vi 101'/2 + 'A
Para. B'way 3s55.. 42 42 42 -f 2
Para. Picts. 6555
Para. Picts. cv. 3 'As47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros." dbs. 6s48 79 79 79 -f 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor lO'/s 93/8 9y8 — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 33/8 33/8 33/8 + 14
Universal Picts

East Brady, Pa.—Mrs. Catherine
Blatt, founder of the Blatt Theater
Circuit, died from a heart ailment
at St. Francis Hospital, Lincoln,
Nebr., on Wednesday, at the age of
76, while returning from an automo-
bile trip to Wyoming with her
daughter, Peggy Blatt. The body is

being brought back to East Brady
for burial, where funeral services
will be held at 9 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

Besides her daughter Peggy, Mrs.
Blatt is survived by a married
daughter living in New York, and
three sons; Charles, J. A., and Wil-
liam, all of whom are associated in
the operation of the 18 theaters in

the Blatt Circuit.

Known to her family and friends
as "The Governor," Mrs. Blatt was
one of the pioneers in the motion
picture exhibition business. Having
been left a widow with five children
rather early in life, she opened the
State Theater here, which she man-
aged until her death, assisted by
her daughter Peggy, in addition to

taking an active part in the opera-
tion of the other houses in the chain
of theaters which were acquired.

Justice Schmuck Dismisses
"Snow White" Voice Suit

New York Supreme Court Jus-
tice Peter Schmuck yesterday dis-

missed the $200,000 damage suit of
Adriana Caselotti against Walt Dis-
ney Productions, Ltd., and RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Suit had claimed that the defen-
dants had unauthorizedly used a
recording of the plaintiff's voice
which was dubbed-in to the part of

Snow White in "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs."
The Court ruled that the plaintiff

had signed a number of talent
vouchers which acknowledged salary
payments and gave Disney the right
to reproduce her voice in any man-
ner.

RKO Golf Tournament
Is Set for June 27

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 60 63

Protest Chicago's Ban
On "The Fight for Life'

Chicago — Action of the police
censor in banning the U. S. Film
Sei-vice's "The Fight for Life" here
has been protested to Police Com-
missioner James P. Allman by the
Chicago Civil Liberties Committee.

RKO's annual golf tournament
has been set for June 27 at the
W^estchester Country Club, Rye, N.
Y. One of the largest turnouts in
history is expected. Nine holes will

be played in the morning as a quali-
fying round to determine handicaps.

General tournament committee is

headed by President George Schae-
fer and includes Ned Depinet, Phil
Reisman, L. E. Thompson, J. J.

O'Connor, R. C. Patterson, W. J.

Merrill, Malcolm Kingsberg and J.

Henry Walters.
Other committees include S. Bar-

ret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson,
Jack Level, Harry Mandel, Maurice
Harris and Ben Grimm, publicity;
Cresson Smith, Harry Michalson,
R. S. Gavin, David Canavan, A. Kir-
wan and L. E. Gaudreau, prizes;
J. Henry Walters, J. A. Farmer, R.
S. Gavin, W. Dahler. Charles Mc-
Donald, Lou Miller, Tom O'Connor
and L. E. Gaudreau, prize award.

Court Grants Schenck
Departure Privileges

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday signed an order granting the
privilege to Joseph M. Schenck and
Joseph H. Moskowitz of absenting
themselves "from time to time as
their respective businesses require."
The order was granted with the con-
sent of U. S. Attorney John T. Ca-
hill. Sole obligation under the or-

der is for Schenck and Moskowitz
to report when they leave the local

jurisdiction and to return within a
reasonable time after Cahill ad-
dresses a request to defense counsel
for their presence.

DeSylva Off for Coast
To Talk "DuBarry" Deal

B. G. DeSylva, who left for Holly-
wood yesterday, will talk a deal
there for the film rights to "Du-
Barry Was a Lady." Deal may pro-
vide for his services as producer.

Also while on the Coast DeSylva
will discuss a contract with Mae
West, who may join "DuBarry" for
its road tour, and will meet with
Cole Porter and Herbert Fields in
Santa Barbara to plot a new mus-
ical.

COminG and GOIRG

"Wife" Gets Full Week
Over RKO's Mel. Circuit

Geo. Fitzmaurice, Veteran
Film Director, is Dead

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— George Fitzmaurice,

veteran film director who first

gained prominence in the early days
of silent films, is dead here follow-
ing a long illness. His last assign-
ment was on "Adventure in Dia-
monds" for Paramount.

Donohue Back in Chicago
Chicago— James Donohue, Para-

mount Exchange manager, has re-
turned from the West Coast where
he was called by the serious illness
of his mother in San Francisco.

"My Favorite Wife" has been
booked over the RKO metropolitan
theater circuit for a full week. Only
in rare instances in the history of
the RKO circuit has a full week
been allotted to a feature in mid-
summer. "My Favorite Wife" opens
in the RKO New York City theaters
on July 4 and follows in the Brook-
lyn territory a week later.

Shriners Start Lloyd
Towards Highest Office

Memphis—Harold Lloyd is headed
for the Shrine's highest office. Pro-
ducer-comedian at the Shrine con-
vention here was elected Imperial
Outer Guard, lowest Imperial Coun-
cil post, and the first round of the
Shrine ladder leading to election as
Imperial Potentate. Shrine elec-
tions by tradition are via the pro-
gression route.

NED E. DEPINET and ANDY SMITH return
to the home office yesterday from Boston wht
they were conferring with RKO field men. Smi
left last night for Chicago.

JACK BERKSON has returned to New Yo
after a trip to the Midwest in behalf of M.
hawk Pictures.

HENRY KING left Hollywood yesterday
his own plane for a 10,000 mile trip a'T
the country in connection with the rele

"Maryland/' which he directed for 20ti

DONALD MEEK and his wife leave Hollywoi
next month for a vacation in the South Si

Islands.

CEDRIC GIBBONS has refurned to Hollywoc
after a month's stay in Honolulu.

JOHN O'CONNOR, RKO theater chieftain,
on the Coast for a two-week stay.

REGINALD ARMOUR, RKO's general Europes
manager, is scheduled to take the Clipper ti

morrow for Lisbon.

BEN GOETZ has arrived on the Coast.

MIRIAM HOPKINS arrived here yesterd;
from the Coast.

KATHARINE CORNELL leaves today for h<

Martha's Vineyard summer home, returning 1

New York in September.

B. G. DeSYLVA left for the Coast yesterda

HERBERT FIELDS entrains for Santa Barbai
today.

BILL BISHOP, M-G-M exploiteer, and MR
BISHOP have returned to Chicago from a 10-d;
motor trip to Oklahoma City.

Board of Tax Appeals
Rules Against D. L. Loew

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL.

Washington—The U. S. Board o
Tax Appeals has ruled that the Com
missioner of Internal Revenue wa.
correct in finding a deficiency o

$7,200 for 1936 income of Davif
L. Loew. Loew contended the In

ternal Revenue Bureau was in er

ror in not allowing six exclusion!

of $5,000 each in addition to the

three exclusions of $5,000 each whicl
were allowed. The dispute arose

over Loew's transfer of property ir

1936 to nine separate trusts which
were ruled to be subject to gifl

taxes.

Immerman on Jury Duty
Chicago—Walter Immerman, gen-i

eral manager of the Balaban & Kafal

circuit, is spending a couple of

weeks on grand jury duty.
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.
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PREVIEW!
"Orchids to 'Mortal Storm'."

—WALTER WINCHELL,
Nationwide Columnist

I

"STANDOUT FILM WHOSE
STORY, DIRECTION AND
ACTING LABEL IT FOR B.C.

TRIUMPHS EVERYWHERE . .

.

This film must be seen by every

American ... It is 'must' for cir-

cuits, indie houses, and the public

It is superb entertainment, de-

edly one of the resounding pic-

tures of this or any other year.

Magnificently directed by Frank
Sorzage, pulsating with dramatic

power, and played up to the hilt

oy a transcendingly skillful cast,

jr.t will electrify audiences wher-

ever it is shown . . . Appears
destined to take its place among
ihe immortal photoplays."

-FILM DAILY

'A fine picture."

-ED SULLIVAN,
, Nationwide Columnist

'Vivid and strong. Filled with

potential audience impact."

i

-MOTION PICTURE DAILY

j'A film bomb . . . Will be enthusi-

istically received ... A script of

fare craftsmanship . . . Frank

3orzage has created one of his

)est directorial jobs . . . He has

;urned out a film that demands
'miversal screening in American
heatres." —VARIETY

['Powerful drama, skillfully pre-

ented. Margaret SuUavan and
tiames Stewart should go straight

your heart and tear-ducts."

—HARRIET O. PARSONS,
Los Angeles Examiner

'One of the strongest dramatic

pictures issued during the year . . .

i i)f engrossing interest...The per-

ormances one and all rise to an

xceptional level."

—EDWIN SCHALLERT,
Los Angeles Times

Frank Borzage has carefully and
lithfuUy transferred Phyllis Bot-

3me's timely novel into a vivid,

Duching drama . . . Brilliant work

y all the players ... It is a beau-

iful thrilling production.
4-G-M's Leo the Lion can well

oar with pride."

-JIMMY STARR,
Los Angeles Herald Express

;Gripping! Beautifully made mo-
on picture, and one that merits

'ide success . . . The perform-

Inces are inspired. Am6ng Frank
|orzage's distinguished credits can
,e found no finer work."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

ONE AFTER
ANOTHER THE
GREAT NOVELS
come^to the screen, and here^s

the new sensation!

MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEV\^ART

ROBERT YOUNG
FRANK MORGAN

THE MORTAL STORM
with Robert Stack • Bonita Granville • Irene Rich • William T. Orr • Maria Ouspenskaya

Gene Reynolds • A Frank Borzage Production • Screen Play by Claudine West, Andersen Ellis

and George Froeschel • Based on the Book by Phyllis Bottome • Directed by Frank Borzage

A Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

111
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Settlement Tallcs

To Continue Monday
(Coiitiiuntl from Page 1)

peared a determination among in-

dustry attorneys that they would
not give up so much that they
"would be giving up their business,"
as one of the counsel described it.

If the Government demands more
than the companies feel they can
logically give, there can be no hope
for a consent decree, it was said.

Trial to be Further Adjourned
Meanwhile, trial of the suit will

be postponed on Monday for a short
period of time and will continue to

be postponed while the conferences
proceed
The Government has been repre-

sented at these conferences by Paul
Williams, James Hayes, Robert L.

Wright and Robert Sher, all spe-
cial assistants to the Attorney Gen-
eral. The last named recently ar-

rived from Washington to partici-

pate in the discussions. Thurman
W. Arnold, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral and head of the Anti-Trust Di-
vision of the D of J, who took part
in Wednesday's conference, has re-

turned to Washington.
Among those representing the ma-

jors are John W. Davis, Judge Jos-
eph Proskauer, Col. William J. Don-
ovan, Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
and John S. Caskey.

Sources close to the defendants
said yesterday that any Federal ad-
ministration of a fair trade practice

code,
,
as and when the latter is

evolved, will not be a probationary
matter, since that description im-
plies that the film industry is guilty

of Government charges, which, it is

contended, is not the case.

Outline Govt's Position
The Government's position would

be, it is explained, that of an ob-
server wishing to determine whether
trade practice formulae are working
out in a practical and satisfactory
manner.

Indications are that if a settle-

ment is reached in the equity action
it will be forthcoming within the
present month, or the first week in

July at the latest.

Betty Grable Replaces Alice Faye
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Betty Grable has been

assigned by 20th Century-Fox to

play the role originally set for Alice
Faye in "Down Argentine Way."

25th Anniversary
of First Pix House

Pittsburgh — Theaters of the Harris
Amusement Companies, starting Sunday,
will celebrate the 25th anniversary of
the world's first film house, opened here
on June 19, 1905 by the late Sen. John
P. Harris and his associate and brother-
in-law, Harry Davis. Name for that
first theater, the Nickelodeon, was
coined by Eugene LeMoyne Connelly.
First house had 96 seats, but its 12 to

20 minute film program and 8 a.m. to

midnight operating period permitted the

amazing average daily attendance of 7,000
patrons. Admission was a straight five

cents.

,^ •

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
• TODAY is Flag Day and it Wjpgi.^^

is edifying to contemplate that Old Glory Vra^^^

will be flying over many a film studio, ex- ll^^^^
change and theater Nevertheless, we pass

'^

along a suggestion to every producing and distributing company

head as 'well as to circuit chiefs and owners of individual houses

that they issue an order today that the flags are to STAY
UP so that our national colors may remain before the eyes

of the American public EVERY DAY from sunrise to sunset

in these critical times when our way of life is threotened

by sinister and subversive forces

• • • TODAY is Flag Day one day in a year of days

devoted specifically to the paying of homage to the

Stars and Stripes It is not enough In fact it wouldn't

be enough if the custom were reversed and all hut one

day devoted to honoring the flag With the world aflame as it

currently is and with democracy's destruction the

avowed objective of relentless and powerful foes it is little

enough for this industry which owes to the America we
know its traditional past its fortunate present and

its yet more glorious future to fly the flag daily from

all of its ramparts from coast to coast and border to border.

• • • TODAY is Flag Day Tomorrow many of the ban-

ners will have been put awcry by those who feel that the purpose

of Flag Day has been fulfilled II others in this land

lack the initiative and the fervor to fly their flags then

let the motion picture industry set the example It would be fitting

that it should do so for patriotism cannot be permitted to remain

latent It must be made acute and remain acute To ac-

complish this requires a special weapon which no other industry

in the land has ever wielded with skill as greet as thot of

filmland The weapon is SHOWMANSfflP Let us use it!

^ 1^ ^
• • • TODAY is Flag Day But, alas, look at the record!

You'll not find it listed among the so-called "chief legal

or public holidays" observed in the U.S.A Rather is it

a sort of "also ran" That should not he It isn't so in two

of our States Missouri and Pennsylvania There, Flag

Day is accorded honor commensurate with that shown to

other great days of the year Pennsylvania has a special rea-

son for its full obeisance for it is pretty well established

that Francis Hopkinson who was born in Philadelphia

and was a signer of the Declaration of Independence designed

the Stars and Stripes Further, he designed the first Great

Seal of the United States and was the first native American
composer of a secular song,—"My Days Have Been So Wondrous
Free"

• • • TODAY is Flag Day and flags will be flying in

every State and in American possessions over the seas

and on her merchant and war vessels on all seas At her embas-

sies, legations, and consulates in many foreign lands it will also

fly Let us of the motion picture industry resolve that Flag

Day shall be every day and set the pre-

l^ffik^^ cedent for it by the issuance of immediate (^3^2^
l^S.^^ orders that the flags that are up today l^S.^^

Warners List 20

Percentage Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

four features to be sold at 40 p
cent; eight at 35 per cent; ai

eight at 30 per cent. Each of the

groups is subject to an "or betU
percentage at the company's w
cretion. H
The balance of the program is

be delivered on a flat rental basis,

is said.

Sales policy does not include tv

specials, "The Man Who Came
Dinner" and "The Life of John Doe
both of which are to be sold se

arately.

Radio Coin Said to Aid
Neb. Anti-Ascap Appeal

Lincoln, Neb.—Contributors in t!

war chest to see the anti-Ascs
Nebraska law given a chance
survive before the U. S. Supren
Court so far have made it a poi:

to stay in the background, but cor

ing out in the open this week w;
the Nebraska Broadcasters Associ
tion.

President-elect W. I. LeBarron,
KGNF, North Platte, said the NR
had voted to help the war chest wii

funds from the association.
Filing will be made late th

month, appealing from a ruling
unconstitutionality made by Federi

Court here not long ago.

House Considering Bill

Repealing Fight Pix Ban

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAli

Washington — The House Rulil

Committee yesterday sent to ti

floor of the House, a Senate bij

sponsored by Sen. W. Warren Bai

hour, (R., N. J.), repealing the exisi

ing law banning shipment of pi'i;

fight films in interstate commerc
The bill leaves the films subject i

the laws of any state into whic

they may be taken.

A F of M Tackles Radio Issues

Indianapolis—Attention yesterdf

of the A F of M, in annual convei

tion here, was concentrated on rad?

problems.

Louis Levin Expires

Chicago—Louis Levin, 55, forme

owner of the Public Theater, is dead

Free Dance to Mark
Theater Anniversary
Port St. Joe, Fla.—Roy E. Williams,

manager of the Port Theater, is bringing

Frank Lodwick and his 12-piece orchestra

to the theater Sunday to help celebrate

the second anniversary of the theater.

Following tonight's performance a free

Anniversary Dance for patrons of the

theater will be held in the Centennial

Building. Music will be furnished by

Clen Brown and his orchestra, direct

from the Belmont Club, Miami Beach.
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Prosperity Club Ban

{ought in Nebraska

Lincoln, Neb.—On heels of an un-
luccessful attempt to curb the use

it; l)f Prosperity Club games to lure

()atronag'e in Omaha's 25 theaters

i'sing- it by way of the Omaha Mu-
--4pal court, City Attorney W. W.
"^^nstrand appeared before the Ne-
raska Supreme Court here this week
sking the court to cite the Omaha
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
ion, demanding they show cause
(rhy they should not be held in

ontempt of court.

Wenstrand contends Prosperity
Hub has all the ingredients asso-

iated with lottery in Nebraska, con-

ideration, drawing, and prize,

udge Palmer in Omaha couldn't see

lonsideration, since a winner could

^e eligible without buying a ticket,

T being present at the theater.

Wenstrand cited the Bank Night
uling of several years ago in which

t was claimed the mere fact that

ime was taken out to sign a regis-

ration card, or hang around the

Tieater awaiting the drawing with-

jut buying a ticket, constituted con-

lideration.

i Wenstrand wants the operation of

ijhe clubs permanently enjoined,

rvhich would cover other points in

'jie State now using the idea, but

fot included in his original case

phich involved only Omaha.
Wenstrand's action was original-

y instituted by the arrest of Omaha
nanager Don Allen, after Atty. Gen.
Valter Johnson had ordered all

hance games, which appeared to run
ifjfoul of the Nebraska lottery law,
mmediately prosecuted and closed

ip.

k

m
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?a. Taprooms Can't Sell

3ank Night "Protection"

Harrisburg, Pa.—A "Protective
A.ward" ticket sold in business es-

tablishments for Bank Nights in

lotion picture theaters was ruled

Ijut by the Pennsylvania Liquor Con-
rol Board insofar as taprooms are
Koncerned.

L T. Sweeney, representative of

I'jrie McKeesport (Pa.) Business Pro-
hotion Service, had sought the

I

board's approval for the sale of

ickets. J. Harkey Reiter, for the
-.iquor Control Board, informed
Sweeney that Bank Night is a con-
roversial subject, and therefore
hould be avoided by taprooms. He
aid they may be legal at the mo-
ment (although Bank Nights in some

' ounties of the state have been ruled
ut) but they may later become il-

egal, and then the taproom pro-
rietor is "out on a limb."

Davis and Boyer to Play
!.eads in "The Gambler"

['Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

I

Hollywood — Bette Davis and
1'harles Boyer will co-star in War-
ner's "The Gambler," with William
)ieterle directing.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

JACK GALLAGHER. Born in Wilmington, Del. Attended Quaker school, Phila-

^ delphia, but got his real education in the motion picture industry. Started

motion picture work in 1922 at the Cosmopolitan studio. New York City, as a

member of the First National production staff. Worked for James A. FitzPatrick

on his "Music Masters" shorts produced in

New York. Wrote radio skits. Wrote vaude-
ville acts. Technical advisor on "The Quar-
terback," made at Paramount Long Island stu-

dio, with Richard Dix as the star. Played lead

in a series of song shorts, for an independent
producer, while "doubling in brass" in the pro-

duction department. Came to Hollywood in

1926 and entered independent production. Made
survey of the theaters of Latin America for the

Mexican government. In 1937 organized Cinema
Sales, Inc., producing commercial pictures for

..jlional advertisers and using the same produc-

1j crews on them as on his regular theatrical

ter,rures. Formed James Gallagher Productions

to .Tiake a series of features starring Irene Dare,

the young ice star.

First Scarab Honor Medal
Goes to Pereira, Architect

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Honor medal of Scarab

Architectural Fraternity, "for sig-
nal professional achievement among
architects under 35," has been re-

ceived by William L. Pereira, archi-
tect-designer of Paramount's con-
templated new $15,000,000 studio.
He is the first recipient of the award
which will become an annual affair.

Presentation of the medal was
made at a meeting of the Southern
California chapter of the American
Institute of Architects by R. Van
Buren Livingston, national president,
on the basis of balloting by men of

the profession throughout the coun-
try.

Pereira, now 30, a graduate of
the University of Illinois, class of
1930, has gained wide attention as
the designer of some 75 theaters, in-

cluding the Esquire, Chicago, whose
interiors, facilities and facade are
illustrated in the Encyclopedia Brit-
tannica.

$1,000 Bank Night Subs
For Denver Car Giveaway

(^Continued from Page 1)

part runs carryovers from the Or-
pheum, an RKO house, is not in on
the deal.

Fox has closed the Hiawatha,
nabe, for the summer.

Sax Signs Abe Lyman
For Phonovision Short

First short Phonovision will pro-
duce at the Edison studios will star
Abe Lyman, it was announced yes-
terday. Additional contracts with
"name" bands are now being nego-
tiated by Sam Sax, partner with
Frank Orsatti in the venture. First
public showing of the nickel-in-the-
slot talking movie machine is slated
for Jack Dempsey's restaurant Mon-
day or Tuesday.

Sub-Corn. Meeting
On Neely Bill Delayed

(Continued from Page 1)

and Foreign Commerce sub-commit-

tee studying the Neely bill has been

postponed, it was learned. No ex-

planation was given for the post-

ponement, but it is believed pressing-

defense legislation occasioned the
delay. The meeting is expected to

go over until early next week.

Metro Will Withdraw

GWTW at End of July

(Continued from Page 1)

prevail. It is understood, however,

that increased admission prices will

be required but not at the scale at

which the picture is showing today.

Under a tentative plan, picture will

be spotted in various types of houses

in different localities and on differ-

ent policies so that M-G-M ex-
ecutives can reach a decision as to

the most favorable method of pres-
entation.

By the end of July, M-G-M be-

lieves the picture will have been
shown in 5,000 theaters. Repeat en-
gagements plus anticipated bookings
in 6,000 additional houses are ex-

pected to bring in approximately 9,-

000 more contracts.
It is estimated that 28,000,000

persons have seen the picture to

date. It is probable that GWTW
will bow out of the Astor Theater,
Broadway, where it has been on a
two-a-day basis since January, be-
fore the end of July, although busi-

ness is still near-capacity.

Abe Weiner's Father Dead
Pittsburgh — Abe Weiner, local

branch manager for United Artists,

was called to his former home in

Boston on Wednesday due to the
death of his father there.

TEACHER'S
COURSENED

W A Y B U R N
LAST CALL FOR

17th ANNUAL 2 WEEK NORMAL COURSE FOR
ESTABLISHED DANCING TEACHERS AND
THOSE WHO CAN QUALIFY TO TEACH

MONDAY, JUNE 17th, 1940
12 DAYS (EXCEPT SUNDAY) 9:30 A. M. TO 5:30 P. M.

TUITION $100.00
Teaching Certificate, signed by NED WAYBURN, awarded

to those who satisfactorily complete this course

There are now over 3,000 Teachers using

THE NED WAYBURN METHOD
SUCCESSFULLY

Call, Write or Phone for FREE Information

NED WAYBURN
STAGE, SCREEN, RADIO AND TELEVISION
PRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTION STUDIOS

5 West 46th Street
(Near Fifth Avenue)

New York City
Phone: BRyant 9-1133
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i^ tV REVIEWS OF THE REUJ fILinS ^ ^
"On Their Own"

with Spring Byington, Ken Howell,

George Ernest, June Carlson

20th-Fox 63 Mins.

LATEST IN THE "JONES FAMILY" SE-

RIES OKAY FOR FAMILY AND NABE
TRADE.

Although several regulars are missing in

this release, the nabe customers will find

the Jones Family carrying on. Picture will

serve all right as a second attraction on

nabe bills. Jed Prouty, erstwhile father

of the family, is supposedly laid up and

never appears except by reference. Otto

Brower directed. Hard luck strikes the

family from all directions. Spring Byington

has to take over the family helm when pa

gets sick. She sells the house and they all

move to California. There, they invest in

a bungalow court as a means of making a

living. They discover that most of the ten-

ants were in-laws of the former owner and

they have only a few paying guests left

after the sale is completed. However, after

further difficulties they hit upon an idea

that solves their problems. In addition to

Miss Byington, the family is composed of

Ken Howell, June Carlson, the late Florence

Roberts, George Ernest and Billy Mahan.

Supporting them are a number of seasoned

performers, including Chick Chandler, For-

rester Harvey and John Qualen.

CAST: Spring Byington, Ken Howell, Flor-

ence Roberts, June Carlson, George Ernest,

Billy Mahan, Marguerite Chapman, John

Qualen, Charles Judels, Chick Chandler,

Forrester Harvey, Isobel Randolph, Walter

Soderling, Inez Palange, Charles Lane.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Max Gol-

den; Director, Otto Brower; Screenplay,

Harold Buchman and Val Burton; Original

Story, Val Burton, Jack Jungmeyer and

Edith Skouras; Cameraman, Arthur Miller;

Editor, Nick de Maggio.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Frontier Crusader"
with Tim McCoy, Dorothy Short,

Carl Hackett

Producers Releasing Corp. 62 Mins.

ACTIONFUL WESTERN HAS TIM Mc-
COY RIDING HERD ON THE VILLAINS.

Colonel Tim McCoy, candidate for Sena-

tor in the state of Wyoming, gives a con-

vincing display of his fighting prowess in

this release. Picture has plenty of action,

good outdoor locations and a cast that is

adequate. The western fans should be well

satisfied with the result. Peter Stewart

directed. McCoy is called in by his old

friend. Sheriff Hal Price, to help him clean

up the bad men terrorizing the town and

district. McCoy arrives in time to chal-

lenge an imported gun-thrower to a duel

at the same time a dancer, Dorothy Short,

arrives in town for an appearance. McCoy
wipes out the gunfighter and two friends

at the appointed meeting, but his troubles

are still just little ones. Carl Hackett, one

of the best bad men in the business^ and

his gang blow up a mine, steal payrolls and

kidnap a few people. McCoy overcomes

these little contretempts in his own flourish-

ing style.

CAST: Tim McCoy, Dorothy Short, Carl

Hackett, Ted Adams, Hal Price, John Mer-
ton, Forrest Taylor, Frank LaRue, Ken Dun-

can, George Chesebro.

CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;

Director, Peter Stewart.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Babies For Sale"
with Rochelle Hudson, Glenn Ford,

Miles Mander
Columbia 64 Mins.

EXPOSE OF "BABY FARM" RACKET IS

OKAY AS PROGRAM OFFERING.

As a program offering this release will

serve okay. The story is fairly interesting

and the cast is competent in fulfilling its

assignments. Rochelle Hudson, Miles Man-
der and Glenn Ford head the cast, with

Isabel Jewell, Selmer Jackson and John
Qualen in supporting roles. Ford, a young
reporter, is investigating the sale of babies

by fake nursing homes. He gets a large

amount of information from Joseph Stefani,

a slum doctor. When his story is printed

the paper is assailed by a number of wo-
men's organizations and other people, in-

cluding Miles Mander, head of a "home."
A retraction demand brings about Ford's

resignation when he can't produce the evi-

dence. He sets out to get this information

and watches the place run by Mander. Miss

Hudson shows up at the place after her hus-

band has been killed, but she refuses to

sign an adoption release for her baby, with

Mander telling her later that it died at

birth. Ford finally uncovers evidence that

proves the baby is alive and Mander is un-

covered.

CAST: Rochelle Hudson, Glenn Ford,

Miles Mander, Joseph Stefani, Georgia

Caine, Isabel Jewell, Eva Hyde, Selmer

Jackson, Mary Currier, Edwin Stanley, John

Qualen, Helen Brown.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn; Direc-

tor, Charles Barton; Screenplay, R. D. An-
drew; Story, Robert Chapin; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline; Editor, Charles Nelson.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Bad Man from
Red Butte"

with Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight,

Bob Baker

Universal 58 Mins.

WELL PACED WESTERN DRAMA WILL
PLEASE THE COWBOY CLIENTELE.

Plentiful action and a fast pace make this

western entertaining screenfare for the

cowboy fans. The story has nothing novel,

but it provides the cast with an opportunity

to keep things moving throughout the film.

Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight and Bob

Baker head the cast. Several songs are in-

troduced at opportune times. Ray Taylor

directed. Brown, playing a dual role, is

one of a gang of killers creating turmoil in

a town. Brown as the other brother, not

aware of what his twin is doing, rides to-

ward this town. He meets his brother dy-

ing in a shack and vows to avenge his kill-

ing legally. Brown rides into town only

to be accused of a murder by the gang,

with the people believing him to be his out-

law brother. However, after some fast

action with a good punch climax, everything

is straightened out and the bad men get

their just desserts.

CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight,

Bob Baker, Anne Gwynne, Lloyd Ingraham,

Lafe McKee, Bill Cody, Jr., Buck Moulton,

Roy Barcroft, Norman Willis, Earle Hodgins,

James Morton, Texas Jim Lewis and his

band.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Direc-

tor, Ray Taylor; Original Screenplay, Sam
Robins; Cameraman, William Sickner.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"The Man from
Tumbleweeds"

with Bill Elliott, Iris Meredith, Dub Taylor

Columbia 59 Mins.

SLAMBANG WESTERN IS SURE TO
PLEASE SIX-GUN FANS.

Latest in the series Columbia is making

with Bill Elliott, this western is as replete

with hard-hitting action as the most ardent

action fan could wish. Picture starts off

with a killing and works up to some fine

and fancy free-for-all fighting both with

guns and fists. Bill Elliott looks and acts

the part of a gun-fighter. Iris Meredith

attractively fills the female lead. Dub Tay-

lor will get some laughs as a stooge for

Elliott, and Raphael Bennett fills the bill

as a bad man. Elliott is summoned to the

town of Gunsight after Miss Meredith has

seen her father murdered by Bennett, head

of a gang terrorizing the district. Elliott

gets permission from the governor to take

a gang ot gunmen out of jail to work with

him, with the men to be pardoned if they

faithfully perform their duties as rangers.

Elliott goes to work immediately and there

is continuous action until he disposes of

Bennett.

CAST: Bill Elliott, Dub Taylor, Iris Mere-

dith, Raphael Bennett, Francis Walker, Ernie

Adams, Al Hill, Stanley Brown, Richard

Fiske, E. LeSaint, Don Beddoe.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc-

tor, Joseph H. Lewis; Original Screenplay,

Charles F. Royal; Cameraman, George Mee-

han; Editor, Charles Nelson.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"The Refugee"
with John Wayne, Sigrid Gurie, Charles

Coburn

Republic 79 Mins.

INTERESTING DRAMATIC STORY IS

TIMELY AND ABLY PUT OVER BY A
GOOD CAST.

Exhibitors will find that this picture will

fit nicely on any bill as a second attrac-

tion, and by itself is strong enough as a

single attraction for nabe houses that don't

dual. The story is okay, it is timely, and

a good cast makes the most of the parts

offered. Bernard Vorhaus gets credit for

the direction. John Wayne, Sigrid Gurie

and Charles Coburn head the cast. Coburn

is particularly good as a refugee doctor who

is brought to a small North Dakota town.

Miss Gurie is attractive and capable as his

daughter. Wayne looks and acts the part

of a farmer. Spencer Charters and Rus-

sell Simpson help out with good perform-

ances in supporting roles.

Coburn and his daughter go to Ash-

ville Forks, N. D., after they have ap-

peared on a radio program dealing with

refugee doctors. They arrive in the middle

of a dust storm and are ready to leave

the next day, but Coburn stays because

he is peeded. The whole area becomes

untenable for existence, and the farmers

as a group start a migration to Oregon

under Wayne's leadership.

Miss Gurie's romance with Wayne is

held in semi-suspension due to the ar-

rival of a supposedly dead fiance who had

helped them escape, and trouble ensues

on the Oregon trek with dissenters, but

everything is smoothly ironed out in time.

CAST: John Wayne, Charles Coburn,

Sigrid Gurie, Spencer Charters, Russell

Simpson, Helen MacKellar, Sonny Bupp,

* SHORTS *

i
"Norway"

("War Graphs")
Cartoon Films, Ltd. 9 mil

"War Graphs" is a decided noveltj
in the cartoon field. By the use c
cartoons, graphs and drawings th(

invasion and destruction of Norwaj
are vividly depicted. The subject is

a cross between "The March ol

Time" and a news weekly and gives

a factual account of what occurrec
in the peace-loving country of Nor-
way when the Nazi hordes, with
their modern warfare and equip-
ment, went into action. It is an edu-
cational and instructive subject. Tht
background music is effective. Law-
son Haris the producer, Paul FenneL
the director and Thomas Freebairn-
Smith the narrator.

"Our Constitution"
Academic Film Co. 20 mins.

Excellent Two-Reeler
This is the first of a series ol

eight patriotic shorts being current-
ly produced by Max and Arthur
Alexander. "Our Constitution," first

of the group, emerges at a time
when it will carry the maximum ap-
peal to the trade and the public
alike. It is fashioned expertly, being
possessed of a script charged with
inspirational values, smooth acting
by a well-chosen cast, and technical)

merit. Its director, G. A. Durlam,
penned the screenplay. The result

is that the footage is close-knit and
moves with rapid tempo. The pho-
tography by Elmer Dyer is top-

flight. How our nation's Constitu-
tion sprang into being, emerging as

an immortal document from thei

wisdom and ideals of its framers, isi

interestingly told. That emergence,
as the film shows, was not without
attending vicissitudes. Daniel Cur-
tiss interprets the role of George
Washington; John Elliott that of

Benjamin Franklin; Marc Loebell,

James Madison; Alan Connor, Alex-
ander Hamilton; while Alex Callan,

Michael Vallon and Phil Dunham es-

say the parts of Governeur Morris,
William Randolph, and a clerk, re-

spectively. The picture's dialogue is

made up of excerpts from authentic
historical documents. Milton J. Salz-

burg and Harold Baumstone are the

associate producers, and Charles
Hendel the editor. Effects are by

C. Graber. Film outlets everywhere
should enthusiastically welcome this

two-reeler and its seven sequels, not

only from the standpoint of show-
manship, but as a profound public

service.

Wade Boteler, Trevor Bardette, Charles

Waldron, Wendell Niles.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C.

Siegel; Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Original

Screenplay, F. H. Herbert, Joseph Moncure

March and Samuel Ornitz; Cameraman,

John Alton; Editor, William Morgan.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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Expert New Code Offer

At Allied Meeting

oveit t

{Continued from Page 1)

Film Daily, is that distributor

iieads of the Big Eight, who have

"jeen invited to attend the conven-

••ipn, will outline a new code pro-

1 to exhibitors following the

ustry conferences with Govern-

(,5ji«nent attorneys in the New York

>s jl
.equity suit.

'on5j J
Kirsch said that the Big Eight dis-

jeut
;ributors' attendance would depend

cl)
J

,ipon whether their presence was

gjji
j'equired at the New Yoi'k suit. The

euro Jhicagoan said he expects arbitra-

[ N); Jjon to loom large on the convention

, Hi jiorizon. The exhibitor-members

eqiiij
jVill come primed to hear the latest

neil'.
joncerning the reported consent de-

:t. li free in the New York suit. Kirsch,

, Las ryho visited Capitol Hill during his

'enjf several days' stay in Washington,
;kin laid the gathering would be dis-

inctly interested in the latest de-

iberation regarding a revised Neely
ill.

Describing the forthcoming chief

peaker for the Chicago convention

s a "dark horse," Kirsch said ad-

ance meeting schedules called for

total attendance of some 650 ex-

ibitors, of which 500 would com-

\ tiElrise out-of-Chicago exhibitor rep-

[^sentation from over the nation.

I

Aside from Myers and Cole, who
ill follow Kirsch to Chicago, speak-
rs are not definite aside from other

i^embers of the Allied high com-
jiand. Kirsch had no information as

tola! I) a possible Representative or Sen-

rest ior as convention speaker.

:ies

irrer

Aitkt

leptftep. Holds Conferences

Business sessions of Republic's

cal two-day regional sales meet-

|g having concluded on Wednesday
Ight, yesterday was devoted to con-

irences between James R. Grain-
r, company's president, and indi-

dual franchise holders and branch
]anagers, each of whom brought to

ainger their problems for discus-

faikie in RKO Short

[with Wendell L. Willkie, potential

DP nominee, on the question firing

le along with the regulars, the
nformation Please" production set

,

I

the Fox Movietone Studio yester-

f^
iy brought out leading Metropoli-
f|n columnists, syndicate writers
id newsmen as well as a score of

meramen.

3ust a Jones Custom
Chicago—As the young manager of

the White City Amusement Park here 35
years ago, Aaron Jones, Sr., now prexy

II of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit,

If
engaged Sophie Tucker for the opening
bill. Since then, Jones has made it a

point, whenever possible, to engage the
singer for the opening bill of any new
house. So with the Oriental reverting

to a vaude policy, Miss Tucker headlines.

'^'^Work Together So That Our American
Institutions May Survive""—Jack Cohn

Atlantic City—Asserting "a
is needed today more than ever
the company's sales convention
from the forthcoming "Arizona"
fast."

Cohn continued:
"We all must get out and

the world that we—and espec
country is the one ray of democ

"I see a hard road ahead of
an earnest appeal to everyone

—

together so that our American

reaffirmation of faith in America and its institutions

before," Vice-Prexy Jack Cohn of Columbia, addressing
here, found a text for the country today in this line

: "We have got to work twice as hard and twice as

work 'twice as hard and twice as fast' to prove to
ally the showmen of this country—believe that this

ratic salvation in a world torn by strife,

us but we must not falter in these trying days. I make
producer and distributor, exhibitor and public—to work
institutions may survive."

11Toreign MartNo Lost Cause"'
Overseas Offices to Carry On — McConville

Atlantic City — Those who pro-
claim "all is lost" when surveying
the overseas scene were decried be-
fore the Columbia sales convention
at the Ritz-Carlton here by Joe Mc-
Conville, company's foreign sales

chief.

Said McConville:
"We must not consider the foreign

market a lost cause at this point
despite the fact that Blitzkrieg seems
to be the order of the day.
"The foreign offices will carry on

66 Per Cent Against Duals
In Poll of Women

(Continued from Page 1)

Associates, (Film Daily, June 6)

reveals that 59.1 per cent of the
women contacted preferred the av-
erage length feature and 38.9 per
cent favored the long picture of the

"Gone With the Wind" type. Those
who expressed no opinion represent-
ed two per cent of the total.

Poll was made shortly after the

release of GWTW and it was noted
with some surprise that such pro-

grams were looked upon with favor
by so large a percentage.
On the question of double fea-

tures, the poll showed that 66.8 per
cent of the women interviewed in

the nation-wide survey were against
duals, while 26.9 per cent were in

favor of them. Neutral or indif-

ferent answers were expressed by
6.-3 per cent of the women.

Preferences for short subjects on
single bill programs, the poll re-

vealed, placed travelogues in the

top position, with newsreels and the
Walt Disney type of cartoons strong
runners-up.

Survey by Agnes Mengel Grew
Associates is reported to be the most
extensive attempted in industry his-

tory.

"Cavalcade" on Coast
As Relief Fund Benefit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Noel Coward's "Cav-

alcade" will be produced as a Brit-

ish War Relief Fund benefit at Pasa-
dena with a cast recruited from the

English colony and Frank Lloyd di-

recting. Arrangement with Coward
was completed by Basil Rathbone,
it is reported. Lloyd directed the

20th-Fox film version of the Lon-
don stage hit in 1933.

in spite of the seeming insurmount-

able difficulties of today. True, con-

ditions are extremely trying and
changing events have made matters

even worse for our representatives

in various European countries with

each passing hour.

"Our problem—and the problem of

all of us who look to the foreign

market—is in guessing the future.
No one knows what will happen to
tomorrow's business, but Columbia
is looking ahead adjusting its for-
eign field activities to the ever-
changing conditions of a war-tossed
market."

Joseph Friedman, managing direc-
tor of England, who recently re-
turned from London, also discussed
events abroad.

Sliding Tax Scale

For Amusements!

(Continued from Page 1)

admissions from 40 to 30 cents. Har-

rison estimated the sliding scale

would bring in $60,000,000 addition-

al revenue. Average admission

price in the U. S. film houses is 23
cents.

A second new proposal of inter-

est to exhibs. yesterday originated
with Democratic Leader Barkley.
It calls for a cent a bottle levy on
soft drinks. Thousands of theaters,
particulai'ly during the hot weather
period, sell soft drinks at lobby
stands.
Barkley told the Committee that

the soft drink tax would raise $70,-

000,000 annually.

Craven Forecasts Full

Tele Commercialization

(Continued from Page 1)

engineering standards are agreed
upon.
Craven told Lundeen he would pre-

fer to see the FCC follow a more
liberal policy in handling television

but concurred with the Commission
in its latest report to attain "its

broader objectives" and felt the dif-

ferences were not sufficient to jus-

tify a dissenting vote.

NOTICE ! !

!

Anyone wishing to buy an extra

one of those portable radios

that made such a hit as Four-

some Prizes at—Film Daily

Golf Tournament can do so at

ClUoit-AleiAJ.

Ilk Courtlandt Street worth 2-0106

Specially Priced at $12.50



PACEMAKERS

ENDOWED with special abilities in their

special fields, and governed by supercrit-

ical manufacturing controls, Eastman

negative films set the pace for raw-film

quality. They share with cameraman and

processing laboratory the credit for the

unprecedented photographic excellence

of today's motion pictures. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLIJS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use for all difficult shots

BACKGROrND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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SETTLEMENT TALKS^VER EI6HTP0INTS

Sweeping Revision of Admish Tax Is Advanced
Penny Levy on 10-25c Tick-

3ts, 2 Cents on 26-49c Duc-
ats; Then 10%, is Proposed

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sweeping revision of

;he admission tax scale was proposed
;o the Senate Finance Committee
^'riday by three representatives of

Ihe industry. Charles C. Pettijohn,

MPPDA, general counsel, was the
sole industry witness as the commit-
;ee considered the tax bill passed by

{Continued on Page 14)

foil of La. Chain

rax Bill Uncertain

New Orleans—What Louisiana's
:hain theater tax bill if enacted into

aw, will cost the film industry an-
lually is still a matter of question
narks.
I The bill, which passed the House
SQ to 7 and now awaits Senate ac-

tion, provides a graduated tax for
ihains, based on the number of their
ouses and ranging from $50 a year
or chains of two houses to $200

(Continued on Page 14)

i'wo Theater Games Face
lourt Test Cases in Mass.

North Adams, Mass.—Francis J.

aille, manager of the Paramount
heater, pleaded not guilty in the

P
district Court here to setting up
nd promoting a lottery.

Faille's appearance in court fol-

owed a raid by state and local police
in which a number of implements

{Continued on Page 14)

Little Curly Heads
Willi a Dead'Head

Detroit—Local exhibs. near the Drive-
in Theaters are squawking over what
they claim is an unfair patron practice
which is ruining their juve trade. Drive-
ins, it seem, charge only for adults

—

kids are free. So wise motorists canvass
their home neighborhoods, rustle up a

cargo of kids who pay a dime each,
and patronize the Drive-ins. The kids'

contributions occasionally more than
cover the admission for the adult car
owner.

]%atton-wide "Ctrcutit" of Bowling Alleys
Reported Envisioned by William C. Durant

Detroit—Growth of bowling alleys, regarded by exhibs as a serious threat to the
b.o., will be materially stimulated by the entrance into the field of William C. Durant,
founder and twice head of General Motors, who is staking a major financial comeback
upon the alleys. He has erected the first of what is planned to be a series of elaborate,

thoroughly modern alleys in Flint, his home town. The Durant project, which apparently
has huge capital resources back of it, is expected to become nation-wide.

Divorcement Action

Waits, Says Neely

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senator Mathew

Neely told The Film Daily Friday
that hearings on his Federal divorce-
ment bill would be delayed until the
pressing defense legislation was
cleared up. Neely said his time had
been exclusively occupied with na-
tional problems and that he had been
unable to devote any time to film

matters.
Neely's statement was interpreted

as an indication that the hearings
(Continued on Page 14)

League of N. Y. Theaters
Objects to DG Agreement

Board of governors of the League
of New York Theaters will meet
Wednesday to discuss some 27 ob-

jections to the League's basic agree-
ment with the Dramatists' Guild.

Chief objection is thought to be to

the present 40-60 division between
producers and authors on the sale

(Continued on Page 14)

Newsreels to Trim

War Shots in Prints

At a meeting of newsreel heads
late last week, it was decided unani-

mously to cut down on the amount
of war news in prints, with horror
stuff wholly taboo.

Action, it was said, followed a ris-

ing tide of protests, principally by
mothers and a theater survey which
showed that in many cases, business

{Continued on Page 16)

Majors Using Re-issues

In Drive for Revenue

Drive by all majors to grab ex-

tra playing time with old pictures

and re-issues is now well under way.
As an example, 20th-Fox is offering

between 40 and 60 features dating

back as long ago as five and six

years. To date the company has
had a big demand for "Submarine
Patrol," "Alexander's Ragtime
Band," "Jesse James" and "Tess Of
The Storm Country."
Four further re-issues are about

(Continued on Page 3)

Sears Hails Co^op By Exhibs,
Tells Warner Convention of '^Fine Spirit^^

Columbia Campaign Prize

Winners Are Announced

Atlantic City—Columbia wound up
its final sales convention of the year
here Friday with interest of the dele-

gates centered on two announcements.
First was that the company planned
to "streamline" its two series of
Westerns for 1940-41, while the sec-

ond concerned final awards won dur-
(Continued on Page 14)

Chicago — "The American exhib.,

fully conscious of the foreign situa-

tion, already has shown his desire to

help the film industry absorb the

foreign losses in the domestic mar-
ket," Grad L. Sears, Warner's sales

chief, declared here today as the
company's second and final sales con-

vention opened at the Blackstone.

Asserted Sears:

"The exhibitors in the U.
{Continued on Page 4)

S. have

D-J Will Consider Recom-
mendations to be Drafted
By Film Co. Presidents

Discussions are under way
between company heads, coun-
sel and sales managers on a
list of subjects proposed by James
B. Hayes, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General, as a basis for a
new consent decree, with recommen-
dations by the company heads to be
forwarded to Washington immed-
iately when received by trial coun-
sel for the Government, it was re-

ported over the week-end. It is ex-

pected that the recommendations
will be returned by all majors not
later than the end of this week.
Hayes it was learned, proposed

{Continued on Page 16)

Musicians Reject

Anti-Warner Move
By HOWARD RUDEAUX

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Indianapolis—The American Fed-
eration of Musicians convention here
Friday turned down the demand
made by Local 77, Philadelphia, that

Warner Bros, be placed on the Fed-
eration's unfair list.

Local 77's resolution, which was
(Continued on Page 3)

25 Hours of Telecasts

From GOP Convention

NBC, via its New York tele sta-

tion, will televise approximately 25

hours of programs from the GOP
national convention in Philadelphia,

according to Alfred H. Morton, NBC
vice-prexy. Plans are for two or

(Continued on Page 4)

O. C. Theater Tests
"JVo War*' Film Show
Oklahoma City—Midwest Theater, one

of the string of houses operated by

J. H. Cooper's Standard Theater Corp.

in affiliation with Warners, is experi-

menting with a "no war" program. Bill

is topped by "Susan and God." "No
war" slant is being used in advertising

the show.
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Cinematografista, Corrientes 1309.

riNANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, JUNE 14)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 6% 6Vi 67/8 — i/g

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 41/4 41/4 41/4+ 1/4

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 128 12434 128 +21/2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 91/8 9 91/3

Loews, Inc 241/2 233/8 241/4

do pfd 97 97 97 — %
Paramount 4% 4% 45/8

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film SVs 6% 6% + 14
RKO % 3/4 7/8+1/4
20th Century-Fox ... 6 53/4 53/^ + i/g

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70
Warner Bros 21/4 21/8 21/4 + Va
do pfd 30 30 30 — 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46. lOls/g IOII/2 lOls/s + Vs
Para. B'way 3s55 .... 44 44 44 -f- 2
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts.- cv. 31/4547 76'/2 761/2 761/2 + I/2

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros." dbs. 6s48 79 79 79
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. . . Vi Vi Vi + Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 91/2 91/2 91/2 — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 3% 3% ^Vs + V4
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 60 63

Young man desires

position in advertising or motion picture

firm. Experienced with commercial adver-

tising. Can furnish excellent references.

Salary secondary. Write Box 1905, The
Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

m The Broadivay Parade M
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Fight for Life (U. S. Film Service-Lorentzl—15th week Belmont
Edison, the Man IMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—2nd week Capitol
Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
The Way of All Flesh (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Our Town (United Artists-Lesser) Music Hall

Gangs of Chicago (Republic Pictures) Criterion
The Doctor Takes a Wife (Columbia Pictures) Roxy
The Lone Wolf Meets a Lady (Columbia Pictures) • . . Globe
The Man from Tumbleweed (Columbia Pictures) (a) Central

The Thrill Hunter (Producers Releasing Corp.) (a) Central
Lillian Russell (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

The Girl in 313 (Twentieth Century-Fox) (3) Palace

Passport to Alcatraz (Columbia Pictures) Rialto

Birth of a Nation—2nd week (d) 55th St. Playhouse

TWO-A-DAY RU1\S
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—27th week Astor

FOREIGIS LA]\GVAGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—16th week World
Partire (Esperia Films) Cinecitta

Carmen de la Triana 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEJVIiVGS
The Mortal Storm (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—June 18 Capitol

Safari (Paramount Pictures)—July 19 Paramount
Hot Steel (Universal Pictures)—June 21 Rialto

Phantom Raiders (Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—June 20 Criterion

Lucky Cisco Kid (Twentieth Century-Fox)—June 22 Globe

Land of the Six Guns (Monogram Pictures)—June 19 (a) Central

Prairie Law (RKO Radio Pictures)—June 19 (a) -....Central

The Man Who Talked Too Much (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 28 Strand

Tom Brown's School Days (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Music Hall

Saturday's Children (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 20 (a-b) Palace

Dark Command (Republic Pictures)—June 20 (a-b) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Revival.

Sheriff Joining Korda
As Writer on the Coast

Robert C. Sheriff, screen writer,

who arrived in Montreal from Eng-

land last week, has joined Alexander

Korda's Hollywood organization as

a writer. Sheriff's alleged state-

ments to Canadian newspaper men
regarding the shifting of British
production to Canada were not taken
seriously by American film ex-

ecutives. United Artists head men
discounted Sheriff's remarks to the
effect that Korda would produce in

Canada.

Play Scouts to Catch
Three New Attractions

Home office play scouts face three
assignments this week in the straw-
hat field. They are "Some Call It

Madness" by Edith Ellis, at Great
Neck, L. I.; "A Lady Passed This
Way," by James Hagen, at Pawling,
N. Y., and "Roller Shades," by Bess
Breene at Abingdon, Va. The first

two open tonight and the third on
Thursday.

United Artists to Open
Korda Week on June 27

Week of June 27 is to be known
as Korda Week when United Artists
will inaugurate a drive as a tribute
to the London Films producer. Many
of Alexander Korda's successes, in-

cluding "Henry the Eighth," "Cath-
erine the Great," "Scarlet Pimper-
nel," "Storm in a Teacup" and
others will be reissued with new
prints.

Conn. MPTO to Mull War's
Effect on Film Contracts

New Haven — Connecticut MPTO
will meet at 12:30 p.m. today at

Ceriani's Cafe Mellone, with Arthur
H. Lockwood presiding. Discussion
will be had on the 1940-41 film con-
tracts, as well as industry events.
The membership is being urged to

take cognizance of the fact that the
war situation makes the coming
buying season an unusual one and
that exhibitors must be on the alert.

Allied Theater Owners of Con-
necticut will meet at 12:30 p.m. to-

morrow at the Hofbrau Haus res-

taurant, with A. M. Schuman presid-

ing, for the regular bi-monthly
luncheon-meeting.

Goldwyn's 'The Westerner'
Will be Released Sept. 20

Samuel Goldwyn's "The West-
erner" will be released nationally
on Sept. 20, United Artists an-

nounced over the week-end. World
premiere will be held in Fort Worth,
Tex., where the showing will climax
a three-day civic celebration spon-
sored by the Ft. Worth Chamber of

Commerce and the state of Texas.

COminC and GOinG

A. MONTAGUE, RUBE JACKTER and
Columbia execs, returned to New York
the week-end at the conclusion of the Atla
City sale huddles.

ROBERT T. KANE is scheduled to leave
the Coast tonight to confer with 20th
studio heads.

EUGENIE
Motherland.

LEONTOVICH is the Sh

BASIL BLECK is here from the Coast.

OSCAR SERLIN returns here the latter
of the month from Hollywood.

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD was in Milton, M.
Friday to deliver the commencement add
at Milton Academy, from which school he

a graduate.

HAROLD CLURMAN, director of the Ci
Theater, returned here over the week-end f

the Coast.

ART SCHMIDT, M-G-M publicity mana
has returned to his desk after attending grac
tion of his stepson, John Brittain, from Phil

Academy, Andover, Mass.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic presid
left New York Saturday night for Toronto
attend the current convention there of Em
Universal Films, Ltd., and will return to

home office Wednesday.

GENE TOWNE flew In from the Coast
day and planned to return to Hollywood

;

terday.

T. P. LOACH is back from Monogram h

lywood parleys.

PEDRO SAENZ, RKO manager in Hav;
returned to Cuba Saturday after attending
company's sales convention in New York.

GERALD JAMES and FRANK COPP, empio
of the Walt Disney studio on the Coast,
en route to England to join the Allies army.

JEAN HERSHOLT returned to Hollywood
day.

CRACIE FIELDS and MONTY BANKS
Montreal for Hollywood on Saturday; they '

return to Canada Aug. 16.

Goldwyn Loans 3 More
Members of His Staff

H'csi Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn b

completed a deal for the loan of Wj
ter Brennan to appear in "The Li

of John Doe," Frank Capra produ
tion. He will also loan cinemato
rapher, Gregg Toland, to RKO, ai

Rudolph Mate to Universal for
least one picture.

//GIVE ME

Pick up your phone

and express the

preference of dis-

criminating advertis-

ers who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK

Telephone COIumbu. 5-6741
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lij
2jl;pported by its plea that it was

gaged in "a life or death" strug-

!j witl^Bfarner theaters in Philly,

IS re^^id unfavorably by the

mmittee.

This brought the charge by the

(lilly delegates that the Executive

mmittee had become the victim of

itimidation," and there was a hot

bate until President Joseph N.

eber pointed out that a general

;ike might affect 6,000 musicians
,'"*? the studios and scores of others

many cities. Convention then
.opted the Committee's report.

Favors Neely Bill

The Neely bill also came in for
rther convention consideration,
r.d Local 77's resolution placing
'2 A F of M on record in its favor
is adopted, following an amend-
'jnt. The Committee made a favor-
le report.

iWhile existing stand-by laws in

ference to theater engagements
,^ not producing more employment
issibilities it was decided that
•jiere traveling orchestras are em-
*)yed on the theater stage and the
pe of show or presentation does
:t call for a pit orchestra or bands,
'j stand-by charges shall prevail,

is resolution brought bitter criti-

,m from the delegates. That this

Solution would be opening up a
w and productive field for the em-
>yment of musicians was denied.
It was pointed out by many dele-
tes that one of the largest motion
iture producers had ignored union
rnands and refused to meet with
nion officials. It was also pointed
it that the passing of this meas-
le would only result in a saving to

ihibitors. After strong opposition

I

the measure, President Weber
^gested a thorough investigation of
a charges and existing conditions

\ be reported at the next annual
vention. The measure was unani-
lusly defeated.

Petrillo Elected Prexy
he convention Friday named

'mes C. Petrillo, of Chicago, to the
esidency, Weber retiring because
ill health after 40 years of ser-

;e. Petrillo heretofore has served
the Executive Board; he has domi-
ted the Chicago musicians scene
1' many years.
Other officers elected were: C. L.
gley Los Angeles vice-president;
ed W. Birnbach, Newark, N. J.,

iretary, and H. E. Brenton, Bos-
1, financial secretary-treasurer.

Philadelphia—Marriage of Charles
gall and Nan Sinco took place on
iday.

WITH PHIL /H. OALYi
T T

—CHICAGO
• • • LAST night the Warners' army of occupation appro-

priately blew into this Windy City and pitched camp at the local

Blackstone for the company's final sales pow-wo\v before the

1940-41 campaign gets under way Eavesdropping in the. lobby. . . .

and key-hole-peeping on the hostelry's various levels disclose many

interesting convention sidelights which have little, if anything, to

do with production, distribution or exhibition

T T

• • • HYPOCHRONDRICALLY inclined Bob (Milwaukee)

Smith unpacking a medicine kit brimful of panaceas,

specifics and cure-alls Bob spends quite a bit of time

reviewing his tongue in the mirror ... • Tom Gilliam inviting

the gang for an inspection tour of the Chi exchange

with assistant manager Bill Bromberg snapping away.... with

his candid camera ... • "Yarn-Spinner" Homer Hisey from good

ole Memphis finding a perfect audience in Jolly Bill Shartin

whose loud guffaws could be heard clear back to Seattle

from whence he hails ... • Denver's Earl Bell lookin'

about for a new collar for "-Miss Smith" The damsel is his

cocker-spaniel

T T T
• • • LUKE Connor still trying to sell the boys on holding a

convention in his town of New Orleans and promising big doin's

"when and if" ... • Sam Clark, L. A. field exploiteer, being welcomed

back to Chi v^here he used to make his headquarters Every-

body' glad to see Sam up and around after his recent illness . . .

• Johnny Bachman, of Charlotte, flashing amazing card tricks

which ruins his welcome to the poker sessions Doak (Dallas) Roberts

and Grad Sears telling each other what good skeet shooters they

are without fear of contradiction ... • Ollie Williamson, Sr.,

salesman from Dallas and Ollie, Jr., Kansas City branch chief

holding a reunion in the lobby ... 9 Fred Greenberg, Indianapolis,

who is an omateur chef of some renown swapping recipes with

the experts in the Blackstone's kitchen

T T T
—PITTSBURGH

9 • • IT'S under way and will last all this week
We mean the celebration which Harris Amusement Companies

are staging in their houses to mark the 35th Anniver-

sary of the World's First Motion Picture Theater According

to that most competent authority, Eugene L. Connelly it was
on June 19, 1905, that the world's first all-moving picture theater

was opened here in the building at 433-435 Smithfield

St second door from Diamond St. and now part of the Frank

and Seder Store block This was the parent of all the movies

of today absolutely the first bringing together of films

in a separate building for show purposes in a theater In

which there was no other kind of entertainment

• • • IT wos the idea of the late State Senator John P. Harris

who was then associated with his brother-in-law, Harry Davis in

a variety of amusement enterprises. . . . . .Harris and Davis had jointly

shown "Lumiere's cinematograph" at the Avenue Theater in con-

nection with a vaude and stock company in April, 1897 but that

was only as a novelty Eight years later Harris hatched the

first movie house!

DATE BOOK

To<fay: Warner sales convention, Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago.

June 18: Paramount stockholders' meeting.

June 19: Warner Club "mystery cruise" and
outing.

June 19-21: Allied States convention, Morison
Hotel, Chicago.

June 21: Baltimore Variety Club golt tourney,

Woodhome Country Club.

June 24: MPTO of Virginia mid-summer con-
vention, Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Com-
fort.

June 24: Julius Lapidus farewell dinner, Wil-
liam Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,
clubrooms.

June 23-25: Southeastern Theater Owners Asso-
ciation convention, Jacksonville, Fla.

June 25-27: Allied Theater Owners of Indiana
mid-Summer convention, Spring Mill Inn,

Mitchell, Ind.

June 27: RKO golf tournament, Westchester
Country Club, Rye.

Aug. 6; Conn. MPTO Golf Tournament, Rico
Brook Country Club.

Sept. 12-14: Biological Photographic Association
convention. Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.

Sept. 25-27: New Jersey Allied convention,
Atlantic City.

Oct. 26: Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, banquet.
Hotel Pennsylvania.

Nov. 11: A F of L convention opens, New
Orleans.

Nov. 21 : Motion Picture Associates ball. Hotel
Astor.

Majors Using Re-issues
In Drive for Revenue

(Continued fiom Page 1)

to be offered by 20th-Fox. Pictures
are "Show Them No Mercy," "Bot-
toms Up," "Now I'll Tell" and "Ma-
rie Galante." Other companies are
reported following the same policy,

with about the same number of old

pictures available, either as straight
details or replacements in some
cases where adjustments are asked.

"ATAHT" Sets Advance
Sales Records in L. A.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—With the exception

of "Gone With the Wind," "ATAHT"
has had the heaviest advance sales

of any picture to play the Carthay
Circle. It set a record for opening
night's receipts.

George Moyen Dead In ChL
Chicago—Funeral rites for George

Moyen, veteran Essaness circuit

manager, were held Fi'iday. His
widow and two children survive.

Louise Fazenda
Evalyn Knapp
Joan Benny

William W. Hawkins
Francine Kaufman
Ralph Bellamy
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Exhib. Co-op In Revenue Crisis Praised By Sears
Cites Response to Warner
Sales Plan for ATAHT as
Illustrating "Fine Spirit"

(.Continued from Paijc \)

displayed a fine spirit of co-opera-

tion in the matter of extended play-

ing time for worthwhile attractions,

in an endeavor to make this industry

self-supporting and to continue the

flow of high grade motion pictures."

As a case in point, Sears called at-

tention to Warners' own experience

with exhib. response to ATAHT's
merchandising plan which closely

parallels that for GWTW. The War-
ner exec, said:

200 ATAHT Special Already Set

"Despite the fact that we had al-

ready closed over 11,000 contracts

for its showing, more than 200 ex-

hibitors have already agreed to play

the picture via special and roadshow

engagements at advanced prices.

Among them are such important ac-

counts as Vince McFall, Buffalo;
Comerford Theaters in Providence,
Wilkes Barre and Scranton; the RKO
Circuit, Bob O'Donnell (Interstate

Circuit); Warner Circuit; Ike Libson,
Cincinnati; and many others.

"These showmen fully realize that

it is only through their aid that this

industry can continue to produce
films of like quality and continue to

make a profit despite the almost total

loss of revenue from across the

ocean. In this way, the exhibitors,

producers, distributors and the mo-
tion picture public itself (which, in

the final analysis, supports all

branches of this great industry) are

all the gainers.

Says Films Are Pre-Sold

"As for our contribution to this

attempt to get the motion picture

industry out of its present "nickel-

cdeon" stage, this company has gone
to great lengths to secure the most
important story properties available

as the basis for our production line-

up for the forthcoming season. This
was all planned on the very practical

theory that the home market must
make up the difference in the losses

effected by the situation abroad. In

the main, our films for next season

are pre-sold, audience-tested best-

selling books and plays and designed

"Porfcitig TicUets"
Banned in Detroit

Detroit—Publicity gag of giving "park-

ing tickets" to cars in a neighborhood,

which turn out to be plugs for a thea-

ter ran afoul of the law here when it

was tried by the Drive-In Theater. One
car owner took the sign seriously, with-

out reading it further, and appeared at

police headquarters to pay his fine thus

bringing the matter to official attention.

The corporation counsel is issuing a

warning against such publicity stunts in

the future, on the ground that if "simu-
lates an official document."

Wartiers to MaUe "Service with the Colors**
To Stitnulate V. S. Army*s Recruiting Drive

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Working in direct coordination with Maj. William A. Wright, chief of

recruiting tor the U. S. Army, the second in Warners' new series of national defense
featurettes will be "Service with the Colors," just scenarized by Owen Crump. Subject
will be under the production wing of Cordon Hollingshead and will roll next week on
location at the Army Presidio in San Francisco.

Now shooting is "Young America Flies" at Palo Alto, with Jean Parker, Donald
Woods and William Lundigan. S. Reeves Eason is directing.

Charles Ross to Provide
i

Metro Issues Special
GOP Lighting Equipment ' Mat Service on Product

Arrangements were completed here

on the week-end whereby Charles

Ross, Inc., motion picture lighting

expert and exclusive representative

in the East for Mole-Richardson

equipment, will handle the lighting

for newsreel, still, and television

coverage of the Republican Conven-
tion to be held in Convention Hall,

Philadelphia June 24.

Announcement of the awarding
to Charles Ross, Inc., of the light-

ing contract was announced by Al-
lyn Butterfield in behalf of the Na-
tional Republican Committee.
The equipment which Charles Ross

will transport from New York to

Philadelphia in two large trucks in-

cludes 14 Solarspot Lamps of 5,000
watts; 7,500 feet of cable and ap-
pi'oximately 50 additional pieces of

equipment which require individual
operators.

It is estimated that the amount
of electricity which will be consumed
during the Convention would pro-
vide service for a town of 30,000
people.

Full-page proofs in standard news-

paper size of M-G-M's special sum-
mer announcement is being distrib-

uted to 1,250 newspapers and the-

aters in the U. S. and Canada as
part of the company's free mat ser-

vice. Page is highlighted by a story
dealing with summer product and
also includes a cartoon by Wiley
Padan and space for ad copy.
M-G-M's summer releases include

"The Mortal Storm," "Susan and
God," "New Moon," "Andy Hardy
Meets a Debutante," "Pride and Prej-
udice," "We Who Are Young," "I

Love You Again," "One Came
Home," "Gold Rush Maisie," "Boom
Town" and "Escape," which prob-
ably will be the first release of the
1940-41 season.

Forde on "Charter PUot"
H-'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eugene Forde will di-

rect "Charter Pilot," for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox. Lynn Bari has been set

for the feminine lead. Stanley Rauh
is writing the script from an original
by Lester Ziffron.

to obtain the greatest possible domes-
tic gross for a given season."

Chicago Sales Conclave
Calls Warner Executives
Chicago—Warner execs, here today

for the opening of the company's
second sales conclave at the Black-
stone Hotel include:

Gradwell L. Sears, general sales

manager; Charles Einfeld, director

of advertising and publicity; Carl
Leserman, assistant general sales

manager; Ben Kalmenson, Southern
and Western sales manager; Roy T.

Haines, Eastern and Canadian sales

manager; Norman H. Moray, short
subjects sales manager; Arthur
Sachson, distribution executive; Al
Schwalberg, supervisor of exchanges.
Also from the home office are:

Mitchell Rawson, Sid Rechetnik, Gil

Golden and Lee Blumberg, of the
publicity department; and Joe Kelly
of the playdate department.
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of

Warner advertising and publicity in

the East, who was scheduled to ap-
pear at the convention, cancelled to

remain in New York to direct the
campaign for the ATAHT opening
at the Center Theater June 27.

Sales force attending, includes: Fred M.
Jack, Southern district manager with head-

quarters in Dallas, and his contingent: At-

lanta: R. L. McCoy, J. H. Black, H. R.
Kistler, F. H. Rudolph, B. O. Weil, and Jack
Goldsmith; Charlotte: J. A. Bachman, Dean
S. TT^se, H. H. Jordon, H. Keeter; Dallas:

Doak Roberts, Byron Adams, Paul M. Backus,
Heny G. Krumm, Hiram Parks, W. O. Wil-
liamson, Sr. and Wm. Lewis; New Orleans:
L. Conner, J. D. Jernigan, P. L. Spindler;
Oklahoma: J. O. Rohde, W. C. Blackstone and
J. W. Loewe.

Rud Lohrenz, Midwest district manager,
with headquarters in Chicago, and his conting-
ent: Chicago: T. R. Gilliam, B. Allen, R. C.
Herman, George Weinberg, B. Goldman, Max
Koth, and F. Barto; Indianapolis: Fred Green-
berg, C. W. McKean and R. S. Schrader

;

Milwaukee: R. T. Smith, N. S. Bieringer
and S. G. Honeck; Minneapolis: C. K. Olson.
Myron B. Adcock, Wm. Grant, Ernie Hill,

Chas. Jackson, E. D. Perkins and Leon Dizon.

James Winn, Prairie district manager with
headquarters in Kansas City, and his conting-
ent: Des Moines: A. W. Anderson, J. M.
Beatty, L. L. Wells and Paul Walsh; Kansas
City: W. O. Williamson, Jr., E. M. Block,
Russell Borg, W. Don Woods, Harry GafFney
and M. Rubinger; Memphis: Homer Hisey,

J. A. Carruth and A. W. Moore; Omaha:
Sid Rose, F. J. Hannon and Leon Mendelson;
St Louis: Hall Walsh. Lester N. Bona, W.
K. Gleason, James Hill and D. J. Edele.

Henry Herbel, West Coast district manager
with headquarters in Los Angeles, and his

contingent: Denver: E. A. Bell, W. A. Hae-
fliger and R. P. Jamison; Los Angeles: W. E.

Callaway, J. D. Burden, J. N. Howland, C. T.
Charack, Sam Clark and M. Weiser; Portland:
V. Stewart, M. F. Keller and T. M. Mc-
Dougald; Salt Lake City: Wm. F. Gordon, M.
H. Gustaveson, Keith K. Pack and Charles
Saphro; San Franeisco: Al Shmitken, S. E.
MacDonald, W. C. Wheeler and Al Oxtoby;
Seattle: Wm. Shartin, Art GoUogon and C.

W. Young.

25 Hours of Tele

Programs for GOP

(Continued from Page i)

three telecasts daily during the five

days the convention is expected t(

be in session.

With technical experts already in

Philly, NBC's mobile tele station

will be moved to the Quaker City

tomorrow, to be followed on Thurs-
day by NBC's new streamlined
transportable apparatus.

Televised activities on the floor

will be interspersed with political

commentaries from a special tele-

vision studio, and informal inter-

views in or near the lobby of the

building. NBC's convention com-
mentators, among them H. V. Kal-

tenborn, Earle Godwin and Baukagc
will probably appear one or more
times before the television cameras.
A technical and programming

staff of 20 are assigned to the con-

vention. The program crew will be

headed by Thomas H. Hutchinson,
NBC's manager of television pro-

grams; Burke Crotty, director of

outside telecasts, and Roy Meredith.
Ray Forrest, television announcer,
will make frequent appearances dur-

ing the week. Technical staff is

under the supervision of Harold P.

See, tele field supervisor.
NBC will relay programs from

Convention Hall over more than 90

miles of wire circuits for broadcast
over Station W2XBS here. It is

estimated that the television audi-

ence will approach 50,000 persons.

Both in extent of air time and dis-

tance of relay, program outlined by

Morton will make NBC's convention
telecasts the largest undertaking of

television anywhere in the world.

Weisman Bond Slashed
Federal Judge John C. Knox on

Thursday granted the application of

Milton C. Weisman to reduce his

bond as receiver of Fox Theaters
Corp. from $100,000 to $7,500. Weis-
man obtained the reduction because
he had transferred the major part

of Fox Theaters assets to Kenneth
P. Steinreich and himself as trustees

in the plan of liquidation.

Little German Band
In Script Blackout

(Vest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Current feeling is being

closely watched by the film industry and

its pulse is having curious effects. In

"The New Yorkers," which Paul Jones is

producing for Paramount, the script called

for a band of German street musicians,

typical of old-time New York, to ser-

enade the stars, Dick Powell and Ellen

Drew.
The scene was completely changed

around on Jones' orders, and a band of

very American musicians being used in-

stead, playing very American music.
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ijecause of the genuine good that

the offerings here presented are certain

to bring to the motion picture as

an institution and an investment

MNERS>
are gratified to be their sponsor

"^Action

^Showmanship

The material here presented is an indication of the motion pictures which, allow-

ing for the exigencies of production, we contemplate for the season 1940-41.
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1^ REVIEWS OF THE REUI flLfllS ik ik
(All This And Heaven

Too"
pth Bette Davis, Charles Boyer, Barbara

/^eil, Jeffrey Lynn

arners 0\/ 1^3 Mins.

fDRAMATICALLY POWERFUL, BEAUTI-

JLLY MOUNTED AND SUPERBLY CAST;

I'.M SHOULD BE ONE OF YEAR'S

RRONGEST BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIONS.

Hachei Field's great novel has been
lliught to the screen with fidelity and

pagination by Warners. Nothing was
nted in the way of production, direction,

It and technical effects, with the result

fit it is a truly splendid screen offering on

[;ry count. The picture should be one of

strongest offerings of the year, and

|4uld prove a potent box-office magnet
the public generally. Exhibitors have

of the biggest stars in the business

which to capitalize in Davis and Boyer,

|tl there are numerous other angles that

exploitable. Under the skilful direct-

hand of Anatole Litvak, the lengthy

unfolds in a fashion that will keep an

Jlience intent on the screen from its

leption to climax, with every scene deli-

Ijely shaded and the entire cast playing

|ir roles for all they are worth through-

ack L. Warner, Ha! B. Wallis and

ciate producer David Lewis get bows
the fine production value; and Casey

inson deserves a big hand for his splen-

screenplay, a difficult job expertly done.

;s Davis adds to her list of brilliant

Iformances with her characterization in

HT, playing the part with a sympathe-

feeling that leaves nothing to be de-

d. Boyer is equally brilliant opposite

gs Davis. An excellent contribution is

ided by Barbara O'Neil in a strong

porting role. Remainder of the cast is

«idded with expert performers, including

en Westley, Virginia Weidler, Walter
npden, Henry Daniell, Harry Davenport,

ntagu Love, Janet Beecher, Fritz Leiber,

Keith and Victor Killian. Young Miss

idler, Ann Todd, June Lockhart and

lard Nichols are fine as the four chil-

n, with the little Nichols boy certain to

tivate any audience. The many emo-
lal scenes in the film are also certain

tug on the heart strings of the audi-

es, but they will leave theaters with

feeling that they have been thoroughly

srtained by a great film. Miss Davis,

overness, meets Lynn en route to France,

native country, after working for a

ily in England. She applies for a posi-

with Boyer and his wife. Miss O'Neil,

eurotic and jealous woman,

he is accepted and the four children ar-

under her care, but her presence makes
tinual friction, as Boyer, who cares noth-

for his wife, is accused by her of nu-

ous wrongs. This situation continues

1 prevail as Miss Davis and Boyer fall in

|| >, and it leads to Miss Davis' dismissal

f||lly to avoid a scandal. Later Boyer

^ s out that his wife has never written
'> letter of reference promised to Miss

£ is, and shortly afterward Miss O'Neil is

id murdered. Boyer takes poison, and

g, implies his own guilt, with Miss

is, once again befriended by Lynn, find-

'Girl In 313'

with Florence Rice, Kent Taylor, Lionel

Atwill, Katherine Aldridge

20th-Fox 56 Mins.

SOLID POP MYSTERY DRAMA WHOSE
SUSPENSEFUL STORY WILL PLEASE ALL

TYPES OF FANS.

What makes "Girl In 313" solid pop en-

tertainment is a dual factor,—the smooth
and skillful manner in which the story is

hand^led, and the contributions made by the

girl who has the title role, Florence Rice,

and the acting in parallel good form of

Kent Taylor. The story has to do with

the smashing of a clever gang of jewel

thieves, whose ring leader is Lionel Atwill,

assisted by the adept Mr. Taylor.

The latter runs amok of 'Florence Rice, de-

tective, who ingratiates herself with the arch

thieves in what can best be described as

a personal "fifth column" move to bring

them to justice. In the process of doing

so, Taylor falls in love with her, and there

is copious evidence that her struggle is

'twixt duty and her affection for her quarry.

There are exciting scenes throughout, and
a strong climax depicts the fatal wounding
of Taylor who dies in Miss Rice's arms.

While this ending may not be according to

formula it is effective and realistic. Kath-
erine Aldridge is an attractive and capable

link in the jewel ring. Ricardo Cortez

has done a good job of directing, and the

technical ends of the photoplay are firmly

fashioned. The suspense and dramatic

situations are a credit to Barry Trivers

and Clay Adams who wrought the screen-

play. Edward Cronjager's photography is

tip-top.

CAST: Florence Rice, Kent Taylor, Lionel

Atwill, Katherine Aldridge, Mary Treen,

Jack Carson, Elyse Knox, Joan Valerie, Dor-

othy Dearing, Dorothy Moore, Jacqueline

Wells, Charles C. Wilson, William David-

son.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Wurtzel; Director, Ricardo Cortez; Author,

Hilda Stone; Screenplay, Barry Trivers, Clay

Adams; Photography, Edward Cronjager;

Art Direction, Richard Day, Lewis Creber;

Set Decorations, Thomas Little; Editor,

Louis Loeffler; Costumes, Herschel; Sound,

Eugene Grossman, William H. Anderson;
Musical Direction, Emil Newman.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tip-Top.

ing a position in an American school where
the story opens and closes.

CAST: Bette Davis, Charles Boyer, Bar-

bara O'Neil, Virginia Weidler, Helen West-
ley, Walter Hampden, Henry Daniell, Harry

Davenport, George Coulouris, Montagu
Love, Janet Beecher, June Lockhart, Ann
Todd, Richard Nichols, Fritz Leiber, Ian

Keith, Sibyl Harris, Edward Fielding, Mary
Anderson, Ann Gillis, Peggy Stewart, Victor

Killian, Mrs. Gardner Crane.

CREDITS: In charge of production. Jack

L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wal-
lis; Associate Producer, David Lewis; Di-

rector, Anatole Litvak; Screenplay, Casey
Robinson; From a novel by Rachel Field;

Cameraman, Ernie Haller; Editor, Warren
Low.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

"The Doctor Takes A
Wife"

with Loretta Young, Ray Milland, Reginald

Gardiner, Gail Patrick

Columbia 89 Mins.

HILARIOUS COMEDY WILL AMUSE
ANY AUDIENCE; SHOULD DO VERY WELL
AT THE B. 0.

One of the most amusing comedies seen

in a long time, this new Columbia release

is a good box-office tonic for exhibitors,

particularly at the present time. It is

chock full of amusing situations, funny

gags and dialogue, with the cast making
the most of every situation and line. Alex-

ander Hall deftly guides the players through

their parts with a snappy pace, making the

most at all times of the material at hand.

The story itself depends upon a situa-

tion for its body, but bright dialogue and
interlocking material worked into the orig-

inal situation keep it from ever falling

apart or slowing down. Loretta Young
gives an excellent account of herself as a

comedienne, and Ray Milland is certain to

increase his already large following with a

swell performance. Reginald Gardiner, Gail

Patrick, Edmund Gwenn, Frank Sully, Gor-

don Jones and Chester Clute enliven the

proceedings considerably. Milland, a doc-

tor, is leaving a mountain lodge for New
York. Miss Young, author of a book on

how women can live alone and like it, is

stranded, and promotes a ride to New York

with Milland.

Through some amazing coincidences a

story breaks that they are married caus-

ing confusion generally and consternation

to Gardiner, her publisher. Plenty of fire-

works ensue, and they keep up the pre-

tense so she can write a book on marriage,

and he agrees to it because he says he

thinks it the gentlemanly thing to do, not

telling her that he was given a profes-

sorship because of his marriage. Milland

also has trouble with an irate fiancee in the

person of Gail Patrick, who doesn't know
that Milland is keeping up appearances

even to the extent of living with Miss

Young. Milland's command of the house-

hold is rudely shattered when his father,

Gwenn, spills the beans about how he got

the professorship. Numerous complications

ensue, with plenty of laughs, before Mil-

land finally wakes up to the fact that he

loves Miss Young and vice versa, with

everything ending happily for everybody

but Miss Patrick and Gardiner, who had

designs on his writer.

CAST: Ray Milland, Loretta Young, Reg-

inald Gardiner, Gail Patrick, Edmund Gwenn,

Frank Sully, Gordon Jones, Georges Metaxa,

Charles Halton, Joseph Eggenton, Paul Mc-
Allister, Chester Clute, Hal K. Dawson,

Edward Van Sloan.

CREDITS: Producer, William Perlberg;

Director, Alexander Hall; Screenplay by

George Seaton and Ken Englund; Story,

Aleen Leslie; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Edf-

tor, Viola Lawrence.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Zala Back at Eighth St.

Michael Zala, after a two years'
absence, is again managing the
Eighth St. Playhouse for Rugoff &
Becker.

* SHORTS ^

"The U. S. Navy—1940"
(The March of Time)

RKO 9 Mins.
Vital Issue

This issue of the March of Time is,

as usual, timely. But more than
that, it is vital to film audiences, for

it shows how the monies just ap-

propriated for national defense will

enlarge and improve the U. S. Navy.
Initial sequences disclose the effects

which the 1922 Washington confer-

ences, limiting armaments, had upon
our naval strength, and how, since
1931, when the invasion of China by
Japan commenced, we have been re-
building the sea arm. But what the
general procedure is to be now with
respect to the training of personnel
and the strengthening of the fleet
itself, plus land establishments in-
cluding the Panam Canal defenses, is

graphically shown. In addition to
augmenting the Navy proper, the
new appropriations provide for im-
provements to the Marine Corps and
Coast Guard, both of which are co-
operative units with the Navy in time
of hostilities. Clearly stressed is

the great task lying before the na-
tion to re-arm speedily. It will take
a number of years to effect this in

the case of the Navy, which, al-

though in pressing need of enlarge-
ment, is even at this monent the
strongest sea force in the world.
This M of T issue deserves a place
on all screens of the nation.

"Cradle Of Champions"

Paramount 10 mins.

Interesting Sport Reel

Narrated by Ted Husing, this
sport reel is interesting for Amer-
ica-at-large. It shows how young-
sters get their training in many
different branches of sport. Boy
Scouts mounted on a troop of caval-
ry horses; a school where all the
kids don football togs; instruction
of kids by Southern California's
famed track coach, Dean Cromwell;
Navy kids getting instruction from
Spike Webb; kids being shown how
to ski by Dartmouth coaches; and
other sports are presented in the
reel. Slow motion makes it unusu-
ally interesting.

"The Chewin Bruin"

Warners 7 mins.
Amusing Cartoon

Porky Pig is the interested list-

ener to an old fur trapper's recol-

lections of his days in the woods.
Porky is told the story of the Chewin
Bruin, the bear that chewed tobacco.

The expericences of the trapper and
his dog with this unusual critter will

get laughs. Short was produced by
Leon Schlesinger.
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Revision of Admish

Tax is Advanced

(Continued from Paiic 1)

the House, which lowers the admis-
sion tax exemption to 31 cents, but
read a statement for Carter Barron,
Loew's Eastern Division Manager,
and Spyros Skouras.

Pettijohn asked the committee to

consider that the industry has lost

77 per cent of its 40 per cent world-
wide gross and is already facing
serious problems. He declared the

industry expects to do its fair share
in raising- the Government's income
but asked that the committee keep
the industry from repetition of con-

ditions in 1934 when the admission
scale was dropped to 41 cents, with
the resulting drop in admissions
throughout the country. The House
proposal that admission taxes be-

gin at 31 cents will encourage fur-

ther admission cuts which will ruin

the industry, he testified.

Distribs. Alternative Proposal

As an alternative proposal, which
greatly interested the Committee.
The industry representatives de-

clared the Government could raise

$60,000,000 per year instead of the

$25,000,000 estimated in the House
bill and at the same time aid the

industry. Their proposed scale is:

Up to 9 cents, no tax; 10 cents

to 25 cents, 1 cent on each admis-
sion; 26 cents to 49 cents, 2 cents

on each admission, and 50 cents and
up, 10 per cent as is currently in

effect.

The $60,000,000 estimate is based
on 80 to 85 million movie admis-
sions per week, on a conservative
estimate of IVe cent tax per admis-
sion.

When the present 40 cent tax
level was made law, there were
more than 2500 theaters charging
40 cents or more, Barron and Skou-
ras declared in their statement,
adding "because of that law there
are today only 150 theaters charg-
ing 40 cents or more."
A reduction of the level to 31

cents will unquestionably revive the

wave of price-cutting they declared.

It was predicted that theaters charg-
ing over 31 cents will drop to 30

cents, and to meet the competition,
other theaters will drop lower.

Prices at Lowest Possible Level

"This means still less revenue for
the Government, and portends seri-

ous setbacks for the industry.

Prices now in effect are at their

lowest possible level; they cannot,
must not be reduced. The industry
must be shielded from further in-

roads," the committee was told.

Reductions in admissions will call

for fewer and less expensive pictures,

it was stated. This will mean cur-

tailment of personnel and poorer
quality pictures as well as less reve-
nue for Uncle Sam. The industry's
own plan offers the government
$30,000,000 more each year and is

a plan that will maintain and per-
haps improve the present economic

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • I >if roil IIring Interesting Personalities • • •

IRVING APPLEBAUM. b. Nov. 24, 1905, in Lenberg, Poland, which is also

' the birth-place of Paul Muni. Came to the United States in 1914. Attended
Georgetown and Brooklyn Law schools. Worked as an usher in Washington
D. C. Later managed two theaters in New
York City for Universal. Worked in Universal's

home office in advertising accessory department.

Came to Hollywood in 1930. Worked as an as-

sistant cutter in Universal. In 1933, went to

England and worked as film editor for the Paul

L. Stein unit which released through Columbia.

Established A. & P. in England producing fea-

tures for distribution by Associated British Film

Distributing Company. Returned in 1934 and

rejoined Universal as an editor and co-director

on serials. In 1938 joined Dario Faralla Pro-

ductions as production manager. In 1939 su-

pervised Spanish version of "Gulliver's Travels"

for Paramount. Has organized Irving Applebaum
Productions and has completed "Choir Boy" and

"The Modern William Tell," short subjects, and

will make a feature "Music Camp." Hobby,

collecting phonograph records.

Two Theater Games Face
Court Test Cases in Mass.

(Continued from Page 1)

used in "Ten-0-Win" were seized in

the theater.
Similar raid was also made on the

Mohawk where a game called "Lucky
Strike" was seized. Complaints
charging lottery promotion have also

been made out against Bernard
Payne, manager of the Mohawk.

Cases against the local theaters are
the first of their kind in the state,

according to Assistant District At-
torney Harold R. Goewey of Pitts-

field.

By agreement, case against Faille

was continued to June 21 for hear-
ing.

Divorcement Action Waits
Says Senator Neely

(Continued from Page 1)

would not be continued this session,

as Congress is expected to devote
itself almost exclusively to defense
legislation.

No comment was made on hear-
ings on his block-booking bill nor the

equity suit, because, Neely said, "I

haven't been able to read one word
about either of these matters."

position of the industry, it was
stated.

Concluding their plea, Barron and
Skouras stated the House plan will

be most harmful to the small ex-

hibitor because, unlike the large the-

aters, he cannot hope to offset the
lo.ss of revenue through larger seat-

ing capacity.
"Force the larger theaters to re-

duce prices and you force the smal-
ler operator to meet this competi-
tion, this is economic suicide," the
execs.' statement said.

Columbia Campaign Prize

Winners are Announced

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the Montague 15th Anniversary

Campaign in the Eastern, Mideast

and Southern Divisions.

For the July 1, 1939-May 10 period,

Sam Moscow's Southern division

placed first, and Nat Cohn's New
York division, second. Final awards
to branch managers of the leading

branch in each division for best per-

formances in liquidation during the
12-week campaign period went to,

Eastern: T. F. O'Toole, New Haven;
Midwest: S. A. Galanty, Washing-
ton; Southern: W. W. Anderson, At-
lanta.

Final awards to branch managers, sales-

men, office managers and bookers for general
performance in sales and liquidation were an-
nounced as: 1st Place: Atlanta, W. W. Ander-
son, E. B. Foster, U. T. Koch, B. A. Wallace.
J. S. Laird, W. C. Sampler; 4th: New York,
M. Fraum, S. Schussel, J. Sokoloff, S. Trau-
iier, J. Wenisch, I. Wormser, E. Helouis, S.

Feinblum, W. Katz, I. Michaels, G. Fillet,

J. Safer; 5th: New Orleans, H. Duvall, J. J.
Fabacher, J. Winberry, R. Kelly, C. Randolf;
6th: Philadelphia, H. E. Weiner, W. Bethell,
M. L. Goldstein, D. Korson, G. Schaeffer,
L. Wurtele, J. H. Flynn, W. Donahue, B.
Rosenthal; 7th: Charlotte, R. J. Ingram, G.
Roscoe, R. D. Williamson, C. Patterson; 11th:
New Haven, T. F. O'Toole, B. J. Lourie, S.

Swirsky.
Personal awards to bookers and shorts and

serials liquidation went to the following
branches: 1st Place: New Orleans, Robert
Kelly, Cecile Randolph; 2: Atlanta, Sidney
I.aird. Clyde Sampler; 5th: New Haven, Sidney
Swirsky.

Final awards on the accessory sales cam-
paign were won by: 1st Place: New York,
Harry Goldberg; 3rd: New Haven, Al Parizer;
6th: Charlotte, Don Hassler; 7th: New Or-
leans. Alton Dureau; 9th: Atlanta, Thornton
La Hatte; 10th: Washington, Joe Goldsmith;
12th: Cleveland, Kenneth Johnson.

"Brother Orchid" Gets a Third
New York Strand is holding

"Brother Orchid" and Jimmy Dorsey
and his band for a third week.

Goddard Out of "2nd Chorus"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paulette Goddard has

withdrawn from "Second Chorus"
to be made by National Pictures. It

is understood that Charles Chaplin
objected to her making an outside
picture until "The Dictator" is re-

leased.

Toll of La. Chain

Tax Bill Uncerlain

(Continued from Page 1)

"for each such addition moving pic

ture show, theater or similar plac
of amusement" in excess of 5i

houses. Apparently t^^pi' sue!

wording, the first five MBfes of <

chain would pay a $50 tax each bj

the year, and then the next woul(

face the extra taxes.

Court Ruling Might Be Needed
While the act is directed against

places "under the same genera
management, supervision or con-

trol," it is possible that court in-

terpretation might be needed ti

clarify this.

The largest booking operation ir

Louisiana, which apparently would
not be considered under the act

since it only buys and books and

technically the operation of the the-

aters remain in the hands of the

owners, is Theater Service Corp.,

which handles a total of 92 theaters

in 69 Gulf States cities. In Louis-

iana, Theater Service books and

buys for 74 houses in 57 towns.
Apparently the greatest tax pay-

er of the lot would be the Para-
mount-Richards circuit with total

of from 52 to 63 theaters in f

territory and adjacent territori

and which at present operates lor

theaters in 5 Louisiana towns. H
Loophole Is Possible

However, observers point out that

the various partnerships under the

Paramount-Richards standard could

easily resume operations of their own ,

houses if necessary.
:

Among the other circuits operat-

ing in the state are: Loew, one the-

ater in New Orleans; Mort H. Sin-'

ger, two in New Orleans; Southern
I

Amusement Co. of Lake Charles,,

operating 23 theaters in 17 Louis-

iana towns; Dixie Theaters, operat-

ing 16 theaters in 12 towns, or 12'

theaters in Louisiana; Joy Theaters
(Joy Houck), total of seven the-

aters, six of which are in Louisiana!

and operating, presumably, three

more in association with Levere

Montgomery; J. W Hard, six the-

aters in five Louisiana towns; Rex
Amusement Co (Willis Houck), 19

theaters in 17 territory towns, 18 of'

which houses are in Louisiana;

United Theaters of New Orleans, ^

17 houses; Bijou Amusement Co. (Ne-

gro operation) 9 theaters in fiyf

Louisiana towns as part of a circuit

credited with 19 houses in the south, i

League of N. Y. Theaters

Objects to DG Agreement
(Continued from Page 1)

of film rights to plays. The League
;

is expected to hold out for the for- I

mer 50-50 splitup.
|

Objections to the present pact,
|

expiring next February, were said
j

to have been forwarded to the gov- '

ernors by James F. Reilly, executive i

secretai'y. Elmer Rice, president of

the DG, heads a committee working
j

on the next pact for the Guild. I
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THE WECr IN REVIEW
Equity Settlement Impends: U. K. to Ease Quota?

DOMESTIC
EQUITY SUIT: Govt's equity

ait remained matter of chief in-

';rest during past week, with pros-
ects o^" ^settlement being- reached
till ;i^^red as good, though
lajors' "counsel hinted at a limit of
mcessions on part of the defendants-
'/'ith Thurman Arnold taking part
I discussions, no serious impasse to

»Ji ettlement was seen . . . Further ad-
purnment of the trial while confer-

en; noes continue was granted . . .

mited Artists and Universal re-

irved freedom of action in case
consent decree was agreed to by

le other majors.
* * *

I;

if:

' WARNER BROS.: At first of two>
arner sales convention company
ogram for new season was an-
)unced at 48 features and two spe-
als, the latter being "The Man Who
^me to Dinner" and "The Life of

)hn Doe." It was stated that War-
^3rs would have 20 percentage pix
1 its new list—four at 40 per cent
id eight each at 35 and 30 per cent.
I * * *
J

JCHAPLINSUES: Charles Chaplin
>id Charles Chaplin Film Corp.,

Ijed Time, Inc., publishers of Life
'agazine, and its officers for $1,-

J
0,000 damages for inclusion of a
otograph of the comedian in his

w film, "The Dictator," in the June

I
issue of Life. He asked, and was
anted, an injunction against pub
ation of his portrait in the 1,200,-

lO copies of the publication which
^ ltd not been distributed. Publishers
fid already distributed 1,600,000
Ijpies of the offending issue which
l-jey were unable to recall.

f] * * *

ON VARIED FRONTS: Allied ex-
acts distribs. to offer new Code
oposals at its annual convention in

licago, June 17-19 . . . House For-
^n and Interstate Commerce com-
ijttee named seven to a sub-commit-

tee to study revamping Neely's anti-
block-booking bill. Committee met
and adjourned due, it was believed,
to defense legislation needs . . .

Samuel Goldwyn and his production
exec. Edwin Knof, cancelled latter's
contract by mutual consent. Action
was believed to forecast Goldwyn's
abstention from further production
until his suit against UA is settled
. . . Metro plans to withdraw
"GWTW" from distribution about the
end of July, and to bring it back
under a different sales policy in Jan-
uary . . . Warners "ATAHT" will
likely play the Center Theater after
all, opening June 27. It is reported
a smash b.o. hit in Los Angeles . . .

Columbia reported planning "idea
pix," based on events of the day, for
small town theaters . . . Sliding tax
scale on admissions, from 10 cents,
indicated by such a proposal to the
Senate Finance Committee . . . New
admish tax looms in Louisiana . . .

A F of M, at Indianapolis convention,
gave up effort to get orchestras into
film theaters. Jos. N. Weber retires
from presidency of organization
after 40 years . . . Poll of women
showed 66 per cent opposed to duals.
. . . Para.'s sales policy to be flexible,

Neil Agnew announced . . . ITOA bids
indies to a trade confab on Wednes-
day at the Astor Hotel.

FOREIGN
EUROPE: Robert T. Kane, back

from England, stated that the Brit-
ish Gov't is expected to ease quota
obligations . . . Kent Overseas Drive
cancelled because of the war . . .

Andre Heymann, returning from
France, said that country had pro-
duced 26 pix since Jan. 1. . . . U. S.

distribs. in Paris moved their offices

to Bordeaux due to imminence of
Nazi capture of Paris, an event re-

alized at the week-end . . . Further
loss of film revenue from Europe
foreseen as a result of Italy's entry
into the conflict.

mold, Gleason Signed
or Capra's "John Doe"

•:sf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Capra has

?ned Edward Arnold and James
eason for roles in "The Life of

hn Doe" which starts shooting

ly 8.

elson and McCoy Bands
or Slot Machine Reels

Bands of Ozzie Nelson and Clyde

cCoy in addition to Abe Lyman
,ve agreed to make picture record-

gs for Phonovision, Frank Orsatti

nounced Friday. The slot machine
'2tures are to be made at the Edi-

In studio in The Bronx.

Paramount to Release
Gene Markey Production?

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gene Markey is re-

ported setting a deal to produce in-

dependently, with Paramount as the
distributor. Plan calls for Markey
to make one with Bonnie Baker and
Orrin Tucker.

Irvine Interment Rites
D&troit—William I. Irvine, sales

manager for Wilding Picture produc-
tions, industrial film producers, was
buried in White Chapel Memorial
Cemetery. His widow and two chil-

dren survive.

CBS in Philly Variety Show
Philadelphia—CBS will have head-

quarters in the Variety Club rooms
in the Bellevue here during the GOP
convention.

DAILY *
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HE FOLLOWED ADVENTURE
..SHE FOLLOWED HER MAN..
She faced the untold dangers of the most lawless days

America has ever known, to be at the side of the man

she loved.
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Eight-Point Discussions Look to Consent Deerei

Major Execs, to Draft Rec-
ommendations for D of J;

to Further Adjourn Trial

(.Continued f>om Payc 1)

the following- subjects for recom-

mendation: 1. Arbitration. 2. Selling.

3. Trade showings before selling. 4.

Should clearance be subject to ar-

bitration? 5. Overbuying. 6. Ac-
quisition of theaters. 7. Full-line
forcing. 8. Cancellations.

Reach Common Understanding

All the subjects listed follow close-
ly the contents of the consent de-
cree which was proposed by the De-
partment of Commerce. However,
objections have been raised by both
the majors and Government counsel
on a number of points now under
discussion, with flat rejections by
both sides on some of them. These
rejections, though, are not consid-
ered to be in any way detrimental
to the "agreement in principle,"
with attorneys stating that such
disagreements brought clarification

in most cases where common under-
standing of both points of view had
been previously lacking.

Mechanics of the proposed ma-
chinery has been thoroughly over-
hauled since the new discussions
started with the statement made by
a major attorney that an entirely
new conception of the question has
resulted. On the question of whether
clearance should be subject to arbi-
tration, the principal discussion has
revolved around what machinery
should be set up to handle it. Ac-
quisition of theaters still presents
a problem to which no equitable so-

lution agreeable to both sides has
been found as yet, but it is believed
that a solution will be woi'ked out
during these discussions.

All company heads are expected
to keep working with their lawyers
this week until their recommenda-
tions are completed for submittal to

the Government. It is expected that
the new consent decree will be draft-
ed within a week after the recom-
mendations have been sent to Wash-
ington.

Meanwhile, adjournments of the
equity trial, are expected to con-
tinue until the new decree is worked
out and its fate determined. A fur-
ther postponement of the trial will

be asked of Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard today.

CFI Earns $179,299 in Quarter

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,

and subsidiaries for the quarter end-
ed March 31, 1940, report net profit

of $179,299 after usual deductions,
but before surtax on undistributed
profits, equal to 45 cents a share on
400,000 shares of $2 preferred stock.

This compares with $217,733 or
three cents a share on 524,973 shares
of common in March quarter of 1939,
after dividend requirements on pre-
feiTed stock.

Lancaster, Pa., Cafe Using 16 mm. Films,
With 5'Cent l^latinees. But Evenings Free

Lancaster, Pa.— It's getting difficult here these days to tell whether a cafe Is In

the grog field or film biz.

Local bar spot has been using one-sheets to advertise a 16 mm. film show, with a
nickel "B.O." charge for matinees, but night shows free to adults. Kids are not
admitted.

Mebbe it's a cafe answer to that situation in Syracuse, N. Y., where a theater
uses beer, wine and liquor giveaways.

Sears, Roebuck Coupon
Plan Clicks in Philly

Philadelphia—On the basis of the

first two weeks of operation in six

local theaters, the Sears, Roebuck

& Co. profit-sharing coupon plan is

reported clicking satisfactorily, with

marked gains in the second week.

Additional agreements with theaters

are being held up until S-R is bet-

ter equipped to handle the many de-

tails involved.

Details of the plan are simple

—

S-R, through its local representative,

contracts with the theater which

purchases, at face value, Sears cou-
pons in the denominations of one
cent, two cents, and five cents.

Men, women and children patroniz-
ing the theater receive the coupons.
This is contrary to the usual practice
of giving premiums to women only.

Under the plan, however, children
usually receive a coupon of a lower
denomination, although this is left to

the management of the theater.

The coupons are redeemable at

any Sears, Roebuck store, both mail-
order and retail. They can be used
as payment or part-payment on a

charge account, as payment or part
payment of a COD upon the delivery

of merchandise, in making store pur-
chases, or in ordering by mail. The
regular advertised Sears prices will

be charged on all merchandise.

Full range of advertising acces-

sories is being made available to

exhibs. using the plan by S-R with-
out charge.

Conceding that the plan has na-
tional possibilities, S-R points out
that such a policy would entail

months of work.

DuPont Signs "Prof. Quiz'
For 30-Minute Adv. Short

"Professor Quiz," is sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co. for Teel den-
trifrice on CBS, has been signed to

do a commercial film for E. I. Du-
Pont de Nemours Co. for its new
product, Verex anti-freeze. Film,
which runs 30 minutes, will simu-
late the CBS program using as con-

testants professional artists repre-

senting typical consumer and dis-

tributor types. It is to be pro-

duced at Astoria by Audio Produc-
tions and scenario is written by
Sherman Rogers. Bob Trout will

handle the "announcing assignment."

Newsreels Will Trim
War Shots in Their Prints

(Continued fiom Payc 1)

had been hurt to some extent by
flood of war footage.

Duce Provides Newsreels
With "Hell of a Problem"
Press dispatches from various

parts of the nation, recounting anti-

Fascist demonstrations on the part

of audiences when newsreel shots
of Mussolini were thrown on screens,

at the week-end re-created for news-
reel companies a problem which they
had faced during and subsequent to

the launching of the European war
when audiences were incited by
shots of Adolph Hitler.

Sources close to the newsreel com-
panies declared Friday that they
are conscious of the fact that pic-

tures of Mussolini since Italy's step

to active belligerency against the
Allies, are exciting to the vast ma-
jority of patrons, but have been in-

cluded in issues only to tell a news
story, just as is the practice of news-
papers.

II Duce's pictures on the screen,

it is pointed out, are there only be-
cause he is making news by what
he does. Even so, there has been
reluctance on the part of the reels

to include scenes of him, but to

exclude such scenes would be to

abandon the functions of sincere

and honest journalism.

One newsreel source declared yes-
terday that "it is a hell of a prob-
lem." The companies declaim that
they do not want to cause exhibi-

tors any trouble, nor do anything
which might estrange patrons. The
bulwark against this happening is

the fact that theaters everywhere
can exercise their right to delete

sequences of U Duce, or any other
sequences they choose to exclude.

Painstakingly, the Mussolini foot-

age was toned down so that it would
be coldly factual, it was said.

"Deadwood Dick" Shooting
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Larry Darmour puts

"Deadwood Dick," into production
today; it's his fourth serial so far
this year for Columbia. Serial will

be directed by James Home. Cast
includes Don Douglas, Lorna Gray,
Lane Chandler, Marian Sais, Robert
Fiske, Harry Harvey, Ed Cassidy,
Edward Cobb, Edward Peil, Sr., Jack
Ingram, Carl Hackett, Lee Shumway,
Bud Osborne, Tommy Ward, Charles
King and Franklin Farnham.

STC Polls on War

Shots In Newsreels

Oklahoma City — Standard The
ters Corp., operating gr^Bk|i of tht
ters affiliated with ParaBount a

Warners, respectively, is polli

patrons as to whether they want
view war scenes in newsreels a
preparedness footage. Poll w
ordered by Walter B. Shutte, ge
eral manager of the circuit.

The questions being asked of p
trons are: "1. Do you want to s

war scenes in newsreels?" and '

Do you want to see special she
subjects pertaining to Fifth Colur
activities, preparedness. Army, Na
and Air Corps activities ?

First Vote Favors War Footage

Totals are being kept by the p'

takers on men and women separate'
The flrst day, men voted 144 for a:

32 against the showing of war seen
in newsreels. The women voted 2

for to 164 against the showing
war scenes in newsreels. On the se

ond question pertaining to war su
jects in shorts, 134 men voted f'

them and 33 men against, about t;

same ratio as on the first questic
The women voted 269 for and
against the showing of special shor
with war themes. Ratio of woni'

to men attending theaters here
more than 2 to 1 as revealed by t)

poll.

In addition to the lobby poll, 1,0(

self-addressed 1-cent postcards, w
be distributed to persons passing i

the street and in business places
be mailed back to the theater cor

pany, giving patrons an opportuni
to fill out the questionnaire after r

flection.

Cinecolor Will Process
Five Pix Now Shooting

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl
Hollywood—Four film compani;

are shooting five pictures in tl

U. S., Canada and Central Ameri(|^

for processing by Cinecolor, Inc., J

L. McCormick, president, announctj

Friday. They will be processed cj

single-coated stock at Cinecolor,

Burbank plant, which is now at i'

all-time production high.
Vancouver Motion Picture Co.

shooting a two-reeler for the Can.

dian Government. The cameram*i
is Ray Fernstrom. Another of Vai

couver's crew has arrived in Centr,

America to make a color subjev

which will be returned to Burbanj

for processing. j

Classical Film Corp. has start?

production on its first Shakespearea
subject with S. K. Winston, as dire'

tor, Paul Ivanhoe as camerama-.|

Donald Curtis, Judith Mellis and Ed;

mund Glover head the cast. ThJ

picture also to be done by Cinecoloy

Cinecolor is making release printi:

this month for Paramount's Populai

Science and Unusual Occupationjij

short subjects. r
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SENATE COM. WANTS SLIDING SCALE TAX

Heely Bill Sub-Com. May Be Semi-Permanent
Proposal Will Delay Action
^his Session Pending Sur-

/ey of Exhibition Field

Vashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

I
Washington—Possibility that the

.louse sub-committee now studying
*,he Neely bill may become a semi-
permanent body to make a complete
jurvey of the industry's problems
ivas revealed here yesterday by one
j)f the members. At a sub-commit-
ee meeting it has been proposed
hat action be delayed for this ses-

(Continued on Page 7)

Neely Bill Not Dead

^y Long Shot—Cole
Hi ij Chicago—"The Neely bill is not
ort^ead by a long shot," Col. H. A.

vole, Allied president, declared here
^esterday, adding that abolition of

plock-booking would be one of the

taain topics for discussion at the

.Rational Allied convention which
pens here tomorrow at the Hotel
orrison.

Ousting of block-booking and
chieving theater divorcement are

Time aims of Allied, Col. Cole said.
(Continued on Page 7)

fPAG "Recognition" Move
^nderAmpa Consideration

Ampa is polling its membership
n a resolution, approved by the
Board of Directors, which would ex-

;end "recognition and encourage-
ent" to the Screen Publicists and

(^.dvertisers Guild. Result is ex-

bected to be announced at Thurs-
f (Continued on Page 8)
1,

II

Carnival Opposition
Wisconsin Headache
Milwaukee, Wis.—June has been a

headache for Wisconsin exhibitors from
the standpoint of competition from car-

nivals. The tent shows appear to be
particularly active in the state this sea-
son, theater men report, with many of

them running for a week in the larger

cities in the state. Cities in which car-

nivals have been holding forth this month
include Milwaukee, Sheboygan, Racine,

Oshkosh, Eau Claire, Madison, Antigo
and Kenosha.

F.D.R. Loohs to Allied's Convention for
"Wise Counsels'" and ^'^Constractive Action*'

Chicago—Expressing the hope that the eleventh annual national Allied convention

will be fruitful of action of such a constructive nature as to bring into closer harmony
the interests of exhibitors and theater patrons alike, President Roosevelt has communi-
cated a message to Jack Kirsch, president of Illinois Allied and national convention

chairman, extending his personal greetings to all in attendance at the three-day con-

clave, which opens tomorrow. Written from the White House under date of June 13,

the letter said:

"My hearty greetings and best wishes to all who attend the eleventh annual national

convention of the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors in Chicago.

I trust that the convention will be a successful one, fruitful of wise counsels and con-

structive action to promote alike the closely allied interests of the exhibitors and the

patrons." ' >

Seltlement Talks

Said "Progressing

Discussions looking to a settle-

ment of the New York equity suit,

so-called, will be continued by Gov-
ernment counsel and attorneys for

the majors at 10 o'clock this morn-
ing in the Bar Association building.

Conferees, at the close of yester-

day afternoon's parley, continued
their policy of "no comment" on

(Continued on Page 6)

Essaness Circuit Will

Eliminate Premiums

Chicago—With 16 indies dropping
triples in a determined effort to

eliminate the practice, next move
in the Chicago field to get back to

film biz alone may be aimed at pre-

miums.
Emil Stern of Essaness states

that upon expiration of current pre-
(Continued on Page 8)

Co-op of Industry

Urged by EInfeld

Chicago — Charles Einfeld, War-
ners ad and publicity chief, address-

ing the opening session of the com-
pany's second and final sales conven-
tion at the Blackstone here yester-

day, called for "the abandoning of

selfish interests so far as is possible"
(Continued on Page 6)

Wehrenberg, Kaimann
Circuits Merged

St. Louis — Merger of circuits

headed by Fred Wehrenberg and
Clarence Kaimann has been per-

fected. Wehrenberg has 12 neigh-

borhood and suburban units, mostly
in South St. Louis, while Kaimann
Brothers operate 13 units in North
St. Louis and St. Louis County.

Wehrenberg and Kaimann will

each be interested in all 25 theaters
(Continued on Page 8)

$SOOrOOO Tied Up in France
Shipments of Prints Held in Abeyance

Sandquist Wants More
Theater Tax Revenue

Chicago—^ Rep. Elmer Sandquist
will ask the Legislative Council,

which meets here next month to pre-

pare bills for submission to the
State Legislature, at its 1941 meet-
ing, to investigate additional sources
of tax revenue from theaters.

Meanwhile, Prexy Eddie Zorn is

(Continued on Page 8)

Following the move yesterday by
the French Government for a peace

with Germany, a survey of foreign

departments disclosed that American
distributors operating in France
probably have around $500,000 tied

up in banks in that country.

No estimate was placed on phy-
sical properties owned in the coun-

try by the distribs., and it was point-

ed out that there was no reason at

(Continued on Page 4)

Bill Aims for 77 Millions
From Amusements; Levy to

Start With Cent on Dime

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Admission taxes, via

a straight sliding scale, starting
with dime tickets, are called for in

the new tax bill as approved by the
Senate Finance Committee.
The Senate measure's provisions

differ markedly from the amusement
tax theory developed by the House
and embodied in its tax bill and go
beyond the proposals made last week
by industry spokesmen and pub-
'ished in The Film Daily yester-
day.

Whereas under the recommenda-
( Continued on Page 4)

Crafts May Huddle

On Ork Employment

Indianapolis— American Federa-
tion of Musicians' convention, prior
to adjournment, adopted a substi-

tute resolution authorizing the presi-

dent and Executive Board to "con-
sider the feasibility of engaging in

meetings with allied crafts of the

theater industry for the purpose of
(Continued on Page 6)

Balkan Theater Biz Slump
About 30%~T. Skouras

Dislocation of the film business

from the European war has been
less noticeable in the Balkans and
Asia Minor territories in physical

aspect than it has been in the greater
(Continued on Page 8)

Cincinnati Bingo
"Take" at New High

Cincinnati—While exhibs. gritted their

teeth, Chief of Police Weatherly an-

nounced Bingo receipts in Cincinnati

proper for May exceeded any previous

month. Attendance increased 9.1 per

cent. Lowest net cost per person was

55.3 cents.

Total games were 263. Attendance,

294,778; gross receipts, $214,994.97;

money returned to players 552.026.14; net

profits retained by sponsors, $162,968.83.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 634 63/8 ^Vi — Vi
Col. PictS.vtC. (21/2%) 45/8 41/2 45/8 -f 3/8

Columbia Picts. pfd. . 161/4 I6I/4 16'/4 + 1

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 131 1/2 128 131 1/2 + ^Vz
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 91/2 9 91/2 + Vs
Loew's, Inc 251/2 227/8 2434 + Vs
do pfd 981/8 981/8 981/8

Paramount 53/8 45/8 5V8 + 3/8

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 71/4 7 714 + Vi
Pathe Film 71/8 6I/2 7 + 1/4

RKO
20th Century-Fox ... 7 554 65/8 + 3/^

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70
Warner Bros 21/2 21/8 23/, -|- i/s

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s4610O'/8 100 100 — Vs
Loew's deb. 3V2s46
Para. B'way 3s55.... 44 44 44
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 79 79 79

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 15/8 1 1/2 ^Vs — Vs
Technicolor 93/4 93/8 934 — 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 7 7 7 +1
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 59 62

Warners' Danish Manager
Dead from Heart Attack

Information of the death of George
Westergaard, manager for Warners
in Copenhagen, Denmark, was re-

ceived yesterday at the Warner
home office. Westergaard died sud-
denly of a heart attack. He had
been with the company over 10 years.

Paramount's Directors

Slated for Re-election

All directois of Paramount are
slated to be re-elected today when
the company's stockholders hold their

annual meeting at noon. Expected
to be re-elected are Barney Bala-
ban, Neil Agnew, Y. Frank Free-
man, Stephen Callaghan, Harvey
Gibson, A. Conger Goodyear, Stan-
ton Griffis, Duncan Harris, John
Hertz, John W. Hicks, Austin
Keough, Earl McClintock, Maurice
Newton, E. V. Richards, Edwin
Weisl and Adolph Zukor.

Cohen to Raze Wallack,
Erect New Film House

Sale of the Wallack Theater prop-
erty on 42nd Street, New York,
to the Anfin Enterprises, Inc., head-
ed by Max A. Cohen, was announced
yesterday by Berk & Krumgold, the-

ater real estate brokers.
Cohen plans to raze the building

and replace it with a new structure

to house a 600-seat theater and
stores. Plans have been prepared
by Thomas W. Lamb, architect.

Cohen, who operated the Wallack,
also has the New Amsterdam and
Harris on the same block.

The new Wallack is expected to

be completed by October of this year.

The Wallack was built by Lester
Wallack and was opened on Jan. 4,

1882, as one of New York's finest

drama houses. Last dramatic per-
formance was given on May 4, 1915,

and theater has been a picture house
under various managements since
that time.

Amusement Tax Charges
Bring Innocent Pleas

Cinelux, Inc., operator of the Cine
Roma theater, and Pietro Garofolo,
president of Cinelux, were released
on $1,000 bail yesterday by Federal
Judge William Bondy after the de-
fendants had pleaded not guilty to

charges of failing to pay in excess
of $16,000 in amusement taxes. Jes-
sie Moss, U. S. attorney in charge
of the case, stated that trial could
not be reached until the Fall. Moss
added, that he and a staff of nine
department of internal revenue men
were conducting a drive in New
York, Connecticut and New Jersey
to enforce Federal amusement tax
laws.

Truck Strike Settled

Via State Mediation

Albany—The local truck strike,

which caused exchanges to express
all distance prints, has been settled

after mediation work by the State
Department of Labor.
Smith-Howell Film Service was

back picking up over the week-end.
Exchange men claim to have had no
missouts during the week-long
strike, called by the teamsters'
union.

Ala. High Court to Hear
"Discrimination" Charges

Mobile Ala. — Judge J. Blocker
Thornton in Mobile Equity Court
granted a motion to strike from the

record complaint of Ricardo Montiel,

manager of Saenger Theater, in

which he sought to avoid prosecu-
tion on a lottery charge. Indict-

ment was returned against Montiel

for Bank Night operations in the

Saenger, Mobile's largest downtown
theater.

Motion to strike was brought by
Solicitor Bart Chamberlain and
Sheriff William Holcombe, respon-

dents in Montiel's complaint. Mon-
tiel's attorneys immediately ap-

pealed to the State Supreme Court.

Trial on the lottery charges is sched-

uled June 27, but this date will un-
doubtedly be passed over until the

Supreme Court decision, it was an-

nounced.
Montiel charges discrimination, in

that while he was indicted for Bank
Night operations, scores of Bingo
games, sponsored by church and fra-

ternal organizations, were allowed
to run uninterrupted.

Local 306 Votes on New
Skouras, Randforce Pacts

Meeting of the membership of

Local 306, projectionists union, was
held early this morning to vote on
acceptance into the union of projec-

tionists now working in the Cocalis

houses which are to be sold to RKO.
Membership also voted on new wage
agreements with the Skouras and
Randforce circuits.

Wage increases in the new pacts

call for a total increase of 15 per

cent over a six year period, five per

cent being added every two years.

Agreements make the first increase

retroactive to September 1, 1939.

Charles Skouras Here
For NT Conferences

Charles Skouras, Fox West Coast
head, is here for conferences with

Spyros Skouras and other National
Theaters execs, following a tour of

the company's houses. He expects

to be here the remainder of the

week. His checkup tour wound up
in Milwaukee, from where he pro-

ceeded to New York.

Master Defers Hearing
On Contempt Exceptions

Chicago—Edgar Eldredge, special

master, yesterday indefinitely post-

poned the hearing on exceptions to

his recent findings in the Govern-
ment's criminal contempt action

against B & K and the majors. Coun-
sel, it was explained, were other-

wise engaged. Eldredge's report had
found B & K and Paramount guilty.

Art Weinberg Dead
Chicago—Art Weinberg, in charge

of the electrical department at the

west side Paradise theater is dead.

COminG and GOIHG

CRAD L. SEARS planed to Chicago last ni;

THANOS SKOURAS, theater operator .

distributor in Greece, is here on a business ti

He Ifies back to Europe July 11 on the Clipp

CHARLES SKOURAS, Fox West Coast he

is here on a business trip. He. .returns to

Coast this v^eek-end.

'f:heaul(

ROBERT T. KANE leaves for^W,.Joast Thu
day night, postponing his scheduled depart
last night.

VERREE TEASDALE here from the Coast
a week, is stopping at the Waldorf -Asforii

MRS. DAVID E. ROSE, recently arrived i

England, has left the Sherry Netherland]
the Coast.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK and GILBERT GOLDI
left last night for the Warner sales convcnti

in Chicago.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY has reached Lisb

from his ambulance driving in France and »
return here by Clipper.

GEORGE RAFT, here from the Coast, b
guest at the Sherry Netherland.

OTTO L. PREMINGER left Sunday for Holl

wood to confer with Lynn Starling and Howa
Green, authors of a new play, "Land 0' Cotton

which he expects to produce here next seaso

JOHN C. WILSON has gone to Dennis, Ma»

to direct Noel Coward's "Private Lives"

the Cape Playhouse.

JACK CONWAY has left the Coast for

health check-up at Johns Hopkins Hospiti

Baltimore.

GEORGE HAYES is East-bound by auto f

several weeks' vacation.

MATTY FOX left the Coast at the week-ei

for New York for a three or four months' st»

HENRY KING planed at the week-end fro

Hollywood to Troy, 0., to take delivery of k

new Waco. He plans to do his Eastern vacatii

travelling by air.

HUGO BUTLER and MRS. BUTLER (Jean Roi

verol) have returned to Hollywood from a thiM

week vacation.

Jay Emanuel Tournament
Prize to A. L. Pratchett

The Jay Emanuel prize for tb

most "birdies" in the Film DaiL"

golf tournament was awarded yes

terday to A. L. Pratchett, Para-

mount's manager for Latin-America

Through an oversight, the commit

tee inadvertently neglected to pre

sent the winner with the prize—ai

order for a $10 Stetson hat—afte^

the tournament last Tuesday nightl

GWTW Out After 21 Weeks
Chicago—GWTW finally closes ii

the Essaness Loop Woods theater to

morrow after a run of 21 weeks.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS

•PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR^

TELEPHONE BILL.
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Take it from Paramount you can

IN 1940-41

bi(| PARAMOUNT

feature pictures...

'25,000.000HOPPYS ... A total of

to be spent on Super -Entertainment. An

averaqe of ^^W^^PPfj ^^^^ per picture

Thats the Paramount program for the new

season . Thots our contribution to BIGGER

and BETTER BUSINESS!

ALL ABOUT IT IN OUR PRODUCT

ANNOUNCEMENT IN June 24th Issue •^0>;.£<:
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Senate Com. Wants

Sliding Tax Scale

(.Continued from Pcuic 1)

lions of the industry a possible $60,-

000,000 return was seen annually,

the proponents of the Senate for-

mula predict the new amusement
levy will bring in $77,000,000.

The Senate Finance Committee-
aiii)roved scale follows:

Nine cents or less no tax; 10

to 19 cents, one cent tax; 20

cents, a two cent tax; 21 to 30

cents a three cent tax; with the

rate continuing to go up 1 cent

for each 10 cents or less.

The Senate schedule is expected
to produce $102,500,000 as compared
with $25,000,000 under the House
bill which merely applied a flat 10

per cent tax, starting at 31 cents.

Under present law there is only

the 10 per cent tax, starting at 41

cents.

The additional $77,000,000 thus
obtained from amusements off'sets

the revenue lost by deleting the

House increases on cigarettes cigars

and other forms of tobacco.

The Senate recessed still debating
the tax bill. No vote action on the
measure is expected until today, and
probably not until later in the week.

Twin Courses to be Used
For RKO's Golf Tourney

General committee for RKO's an-
nual golf tournament for employes
and their guests, scheduled for the
Westchester Country Club June 27,

has announced that play will be over
the Club's two courses. A booklet
will map an entire set-up for the

competition has been prepared by
Al Adams of RKO Radio Pictures'

advertising department.
Al has told the boys that winter

rules will apply, but not for tiger

land. He also has tipped off the
boys to the Little Marvel Mask
Company, where duffers who expect
to turn in scores in the 80's and 90's

may get masks aiding them in keep-
ing the necessary straight face. An-
other novelty the mashie maestros
may apply for is a "pro pencil"

which on the score makes a nine
loom up as a six.

5^^̂ ^0^1mo
From

THE FILM
DAILY to

Ivan B. Lebedeff

Bruce Gallup

H. Pergament

Jeanette MacDonald

ALONG THE

WITH PHIL M. OALTi

• • • POSTMARED Hollywood "I am about ready to start

photographing one of my Specials ior this year 'Cherokee

Strip' based on a story by Bernard McConville" Source of the

missive is Harry Sherman who goes on to tell of the assembling

of a cast whose principals comprise Richard Dix, Florence Rice,

Victor lory, Andy Clyde Georgie Stone, Addison Richards, Charles

Trowbridge William Henry, Douglas Fowley and Tom Tyler

It is noteworthy that Richard Dix and Georgie Stone are ocling

together for the first time since "Cimarron"

• • • NOW by any yardstick that is a rousing collection

of talent and we have Mister Sherman's word jor it

that he is dedicated inflexibly to the proposition that the sup-

porting players must be of commensurately strong timber

This corner openly envies the entire roster of thespians whom
Harry has hired for they'll be working in natural settings

of transcending magnificence viz.—the wonderlands in

and about California's Convict Lake some 100 miles from

Reno That's the same locale wherein the same producer

made his recently released "Knights of the Range"

whose scenic backgrounds made audiences gasp and subse-

quently rush for travel literature

• • • VIA the Sherman missive comes additional news

that Bill (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd is recovering rapidly from the

leg injury he suffered a short time ago and will soon be literal-

ly in the saddle again as star of "The Round-Up" which gets

under way immediately in the wake of "Cherokee Strip"

T T T
• • • POSTMARKED Toronto: Word comes from Syd
Tauhe of the program being currently carried on by the

Canadian Picture Pioneers which is, as you may readily

guess our Good Neighbor's wing of the org. founded by Jack

Cohn, Columbia's v.-p who is honorary big-wig of the

Dominion chapter Now north of the border Clair Hague,

chairman, Ray Lewis, secretary-treasurer J. J. Fitzgibbons,

of Famous Players Canadian, and Tom Daly, of the Imperial

Theater, Toronto plus Syd Taube, who also has a prominent

hand in the Pioneers' pie, but is so modest that you'd never know
it have as Exhibit "A" on their program aid for the

Red Cross and as Exhibit "B" the promotion of tourist

trade this Summer in behalf of Canada

• • • A vast amount of credit must be given to the Canadion

Picture Pioneers for the constructive work they are doing

Their membership stretches across the Dominion and they have

made arrangements for the operation of a travel bureau which will

serve American tourists in a host of ways even to the book-

ing in advance of hotel reservations anywhere from the Maritime

Provinces to British Columbia They are anxious to serve their coun-

try as well as all who visit it Their assistance to the Red

Cross has been and is outstanding Jack Cohn certainly started

something constructive when he started the Motion Picture Pioneers.

« « « » » »

$500,000 Reported

Tied Up in France

(Caiitinucd from Page 1)

this time to believe these propc

ties were lost for the future, wi

the exception of losses in i

stricken areas. ^t
Shipment of prints wasTSclng he

in abeyance until the situation h;

been clarified.

Reason for the comparative!

small bank balance of distribute)

operating in the country was state

to be due to the fact that monej
earned in France had been used
the most part for expenses of dul
bing, and costs of transportatioi
for shipment of prints from Franc
to other European countries.
As an instance, it was pointe

out that practically all picture
shown in Greece up to a recent dat

had been dubbed in French and shij

ped to Greece from France whet
the prints were made up. Majorit
of companies also drew out all aval
able money from French bank
shortly after the war started.

Milwaukee Will End
Dual Bills on Sept. 2

Milwaukee—Duals which have hel

out at local houses for the past fiv

years despite sporadic attempts t

drop them, are slated for oblivion
starting Sept. 2, according to Harr;
Perlewitz, business manager of th

IPTA of Wisconsin and Upper Michi
igan.

Perlewitz reports he has the aS'

surance of independents and circur

officials alike that they will co-opi

erate in a single feature policy ill

Milwaukee county.
If exhibitors can agree on th»

elimination of dual features, therej

is said to be a strong possibilitjij

that other evils, such as early bircil

admissions and giveaways, may bfl

also weeded out at a later date. i

Goldwyn to Stop Producing
For Year Pending Suit

H'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL)

Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn will

stop producing for a year, awaiting;

outcome of his suit against United
Artists, it was revealed here last!

night. That he expects the courti

battle to last for quite some time wasj

indicated by the skeletonizing of his:

production staff during recent weeks..

Free Phone Service
Measure Withdrawn
Baton Rouge, La.—Even if you go to

the movies it will still cost you five

cents to telephone. State Senator Nicholas

Carbajal withdrew his bill which would
have prohibited charges for "telephone
service in hotels, boarding houses, hos-

pitals and theaters."
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"New Moon"
th Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy

pro|)}(etro 105 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

"1 4lDEAL MacDONALD - EDDY VEHICLE
I0ULD4,-"^CK EASILY AND HEAVILY

mg

iratiti )

at ii 6,

id sit

wk
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11 an

^ i^ REVIEWS OF THE REU) FlimS i^ <i

FTHE"

I
[With the picturization of "New Moon,"

.over Come Back To Me," "Wanting You,"

)ne Kiss" and "Stout Hearted Men" are

ain heard to advantage. "New Moon"
}an ideal vehicle for Jeanette MacDonald

|d Nelson Eddy, and the stars, furnishing

los and duets, have never sung better,

any bows are due Robert Z. Leonard,

10 guided the picture as producer and

•ector.

Mary Boland, George Zucco, H. B. Warner,

'aniey Fields and Grant Mitchell are among

e principals. Jacques Deval and Robert

thur fashioned the screenplay, based on

'e operetta. Herbert Stothart handled the

usical direction very effectively. Eddy

a French nobleman, who rebels against

°e methods used by the Government in

aling with the masses. Using another

me, he comes to New Orleans as one

a number of Frenchmen who are to

i auctioned off as slaves. On board, Jean-

!te, a spoiled French aristocrat, meets Eddy

id does not realize he is in trouble.

In New Orleans, where Jeanette is to

ake her home, one of her representatives

lys Eddy and he becomes her valet. Eddy

lid his fellow Frenchmen overpower the

Jew of a boat, which had been sent in

arch of Eddy. To her surprise, Jeanette,

rj\o had planned a short and quick return

aris, finds herself on the boat com-

Ijanded by Eddy. The boat encounters a

Jlil
^vere storm, gets off the course and lands

i human cargo on an uncharted island.

Jere, Jeanette is forced to drop her

(iistocratic manners and work hard along

i|th her fellow passengers. She tries to

eep from falling in love with Eddy

—

[it this is very difficult. Of course, the

jcture ends happily, with Eddy and Jean-

(|j
he in each other's arms.

;B (CAST: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy,

yl; Jary Boland, George Zucco, H. B. Warner,

rant Mitchell, Stanley Fields, Richard Pur-

ell, John Mijjan, Ivan Simpson, William

iannen, Bunty Cutler, Claude King, Cecil

?|-unningham, Joe Yule, George Irving, Ed-

'[in Maxwell, Paul E. Burns, Rafael Storm,

Vinifred Harris, Robert Warwick.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Robert Z.

sonard; Based on operetta "New Moon";
ook and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II,

rank Mandel and Laurence Schwab; Music,

igmund Romberg; Screenplay, Jacques Deval

id Robert Arthur; Cameraman, William

aniels; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Asso-

iate, Eddie Imazu; Musical Director, Her-

ert Stothart, Dances, Val Raset; Editor,

arold F. Kress.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ery Good.

|4rs. L. Jacqueline Dead
Brownsville, Pa.—Mrs. L. Jacque-

ine, mother of Mrs. George Moody,
yho is a partner oin the ownership
}{ the Plaza, Bison and Strand The-
Jters, died after a lingering illness,

uneral services were held in Char-
2roi.

"Pop Always Pays"
with Leon Errol, Dennis O'Keefe,

Adele Pearce

RKO Radio 66 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FAST-MOVING COMEDY WINS LAUGHS
IN ABUNDANCE. ERROL WAS NEVER

FUNNIER.

This offering is built solely for laughs

—

and wins them in abundance. Director

Leslie Goodwins has turned in an expert

job, keeping the comedy moving fast and

getting full value from all the situations.

To Bert Gilroy goes important credit as pro-

ducer. Leon Errol has never been funnier

and provokes merriment, ranging from tit-

ters to belly laughs. Two other veteran

comedians, Walter Catlett and Tom Ken-

nedy, also score with their antics and capers.

Dennis O'Keefe is excellent in a breezy

role, while Adele Pearce is decorative and

capable as the love interest opposite him.

Marjorie Gateson gives a fine performance

as Errol's wife, knowing and tolerating his

tendencies to boast and get into jams.

Robert Middlemass, Effie Anderson and

Erskine Sanford round out a splendid cast.

Charles E. Roberts concocted a very amus-

ing screenplay, based on an original story

by Arthur J. Beckhard.

In a boastful, reckless moment, Errol

promises his prospective son-in-law,

O'Keefe, that the moment O'Keefe saves

$1,000, he will give him an equal sum.

Then Errol's troubles start. O'Keefe man-

ages, by various methods, to save the spe-

cified sum, but Errol finds that his own
bank account is much less than $1,000.

He issues a "rubber" check, but his wife,

Marjorie, manages to retrieve it, and with

some maneuvering causes everything to end

happily.

CAST: Leon Errol, Dennis O'Keefe, Adele

Pearce. Walter Catlett, Marjorie Gateson,

Tom Kennedy, Robert Middlemass, Effie

Anderson, Erskine Sanford.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Lee Mar-
cus; Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director, Leslie

Goodwins; Author, Arthur J. Beckhard;

Screenplay, Charles E. Roberts; Camera-
man, Jack Mackenzie; Art Director, Van
Nest Polglase; Associate, Albert D'Agostino;

Editor, Desmond Marquette; Musical Direc-

tor, Paul Sawtell.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

V. C. Fetes "Duke" Clark
Cleveland—Variey Club sponsored

a farewell testimonial dinner last

night in honor of H. R. "Duke"
Clark who leaves the local Para-
mount managerial post the end of

the month to take over the Para-
mount exchange in Los Angeles.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager and
Bert Stearn, UA district manager
were in charge of arrangements.

DuBose Heyward Dead
Tryon, N. C. — DuBose Heyward,

54, author of "Porgy," died of a
heart attack.

Funeral services will be held to-

day.

"Passport To Alcatraz"
with Jack Holt, Noah Beery, Jr.,

Cecilia Callejo

Columbia 60 Mins.

SABOTEURS AND PASSPORT FAKERS PRO-
VIDE ACTION AND SUSPENSE IN TIME-
LY RELEASE.

With the country conscious of spies, sabo-

teurs and passport fakers due to numerous
headlines on the subjects, this new Colum-
bia release should get a good audience re-

ception. Picture has quite a bit of sus-

pense and moves along at a brisk pace.

Jack Holt ably portrays a crack police in-

vestigator. He is abetted by a good cast

which includes, Noah Beery, Jr., Cecilia

Callejo, Maxie Rosenbloom, C. Henry Gor-

don and Guy Usher. Lewis D. Collins di-

rected from an original screenplay by Al-

bert DeMond. Holt is assigned to track

down a ring faking passports to bring in

undesirable aliens. He works his way into

the ring, can't find out who the higher

assigned to a job, with Gordon, one of

the heads, believing him to be an agent

recently arrived in this country.

Holt, however, despite his success with

the ring, can't find out who the higher

up is that gives orders to Gordon. With
the aid of Beery and Miss Callejo, one

of Gordons' workers who agrees to assist

the Government, Holt learns of a sabotage

plot. He and his men clean out the gang
and at the same time uncover the identity

of the ring's mastermind in a fast-moving

climax.

CAST: Jack Holt, Noah Beery, Jr., Cecilia

Callejo, C. Henry Gordon, Guy Usher, Clay

Clement, Ivan Lebedeff, Ben Welden, Rob-

ert Fiske, Harry Cording.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Di-

rector, L. D. Collins; Original Screenplay, Al-

bert DeMond; Cameraman, James S. Brown;

Editor, Dwight Caldwell.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"The Lone Wolf Meets
A Lady"

with Warren William, Jean Muir,

Eric Blore

Columbia 7] Mins.

MYSTERY MELLER HAS ABLE CAST
AND BRISK ACTION WITH PLENTY OF
SUSPENSE.

Better than the average run of mystery

mellers, this release should please audi-

ences generally. It has a good plot, well

worked out continuity and plenty of sus-

pense up to the ultimate disclosure of the

murderer and thief who causes all the

trouble. Naturally, the plausibilities of the

story must be overlooked to some extent,

but audiences will surely do this as the

picture will hold their interest.

Warren William suavely and effciently

portrays the "retired" Lone Wolf, and

Eric Blore gives a good account of him-

self as William's butler, chauffeur, con-

fidant and handy man. Jean Muir, Roger

Pryor, Warren Hull, Victor Jory and Thur-

ston Hall supplement the principals con-

vincingly. Sidney Salkow does a nice di-

rectorial job. Miss Muir, a working girl

engaged to millionaire Warren Hull, is

robbed of a necklace she is to wear to a

party by her husband, Roger Pryor, whom

"Wild Horse Range"
with Jack Randall, Frank Yaconelli,

Tom London
Monogram 58 Mins.

ROUTINE WESTERN HAS SUFFICIENT
ACTION TO MAKE IT OKAY WITH COW-
BOY FANS.

There is a sufficient amount of action,
riding and gun play in this release to make
it okay with the western fans. The story
revolves around the racket of selling stolen
horses. Jack Randall and his sidekick,
Frank Yaconelli, head the cast. A goodly
crew of bad men are in the film, headed by
Tom London. Female roles are handled
by Phyllis Ruth and Marion Sais.

Randall and Yaconelli are consistently

being undersold by another horse trader,

London. Randall suspects the horses are
stolen, but can't prove it. During his in-

vestigations he comes to a ranch owned
by Miss Sais, who has her young niece,

Pnyllis Ruth, living with her. Randall offers

to investigate a wild stallion that is sup-
posedly stealing the horses and eventually

uncovers the whole ring of rustlers, with
the rustlers headed for jail and Randall
headed for matrimony as the picture winds

UP-

CAST: Jack Randall, Frank Yaconelli,

Phyllis Ruth, Marion Sais, Ralph Hoopes,
Forrest Taylor, Charles King, Tom London,
George Chesebro, Carl Mathews, Steve
Clark.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry S. Webb; Di-

rector, Raymond K. Johnson; Screenplay,

Carl Krusada; Cameramen, E. A. Kull and
William Hyer; Editor, Robert Golden.

DIRECTION, OK. PHOTOGRAPHY, O.K.

James, Syracuse, Gives
Schines Another Nabe

Syracuse, N. Y.—Schine circuit
now has its second nabe house here,
acquiring the James, Eastwood, from
James Constantino. House is now
closed for the summer. For the last
year or so, Schine has had the Pal-
ace, also serving Eastwood. Under-
stood neither of the nabes is in-

volved in the Schine-RKO pool here,

she believed dead. However, Pryor is mur-
dered in her apartment and she runs out
in the street not knowing what to do.

William almost knocks her down in his car

and takes up the cudgel for her. A care-

fully rehearsed explanation of the crime
goes astray and William has to track down
the killer himself, which he does, with con-
siderable excitement ensuing until the killer

is caught.

CAST: Warren William, Eric Blore, Jean
Muir, Warren Hull, Thurston Hall, Victor

Jory, Roger Pryor, Fred A. Kelsey, Robert
Emmet Keane, Georgia Caine, William For-

rest, Maria Shelton, Bruce Bennett.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn; Direc-

tor, Sidney Salkow; Screenplay, John Lar-

kin; Based upon a novel by Louis Joseph
Vance; Cameraman, Henry Freulich; Edi-

tor, Al Clark.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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SetllemenI Talks

Said "Progressing"

{Continued from Page 1)

the deliberations, but obviously took
the position that continuance of
the discussions was in itself suf-
ficient to indicate some progress
had been made.

Further adjournment of trial to

Wednesday, June 26, was granted
yesterday by Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard upon the application of
Special Assistant Attorney General
J. Stephen Doyle. Doyle told Judge
Goddard that conversations between
the Government and majors were
continuing, and, in view of this sit-

uation, it was necessary to post-
pone trial. Goddard called Doyle
to the bench for advice on what has
happened to date, but all comment
was private.

Paul Williams, Special Assistant
to the Attorney General, other mem-
bers of the Government staff, and
company attorneys attended yester-
day's huddle.

Interstate Deletes War^s Horrors front ]\ews
For Five DtiUas Theaters; Shotvs 'Em in Two

Dallas— Interstate Theaters will "censor" newsreels to eliminate horrendous footage
for five local theaters—the Majestic, Palace, Rialto, Melba and Mirro—but will exhibit
the newsreels "as is" at the Capitol and Tower.
"We definitely have ascertained that most of our patrons, especially women, want

complete escape from the war when they attend the theater," says Raymond Willie,

assistant general manager in charge of Dallas and large city theaters of the circuit.

Einield Asks industry Co^op
Drop Selfish Interests, Ad Chief Urges

Kincey Promotes Managers
In Realignment of Staff

Charlotte—President H. F. Kincey
announces important promotions and
personnel changes in the staff of
North Carolina Theaters, Inc., as
follows, effective June 23:
Roy L. Smart, Charlotte district

manager, succeeds Harry Hardy as
booker and buyer of pictures for the
chain, and Hardy becomes district

manager. Emil Bernstecker, city

supervisor and manager of the Caro-
lina, becomes district manager of
theaters East of Raleigh and will be
succeeded by Neill McGill, manager
of the Imperial.

Sanford Jordan, Broadway man-
ager, becomes city manager in Lex-
ington, and will be succeeded by
Clyde Wooten, transferred from Dan-
ville, Va. Dewanner Stallings, city

manager at Lenoir, succeeds McGill
at the Imperial.
Bernstecker and Hardy will have

offices in Charlotte headquarters. M.
S. Hill and Warren Irvin will remain
district supervisors in Greensboro,
N. C, and Columbia, S. C, respec-
tively.

Buckley to RebuUd Hall

Albany—Harmanus Bleecker Hall,

burned to the ground a month ago,
will be rebuilt by Chris Buckley, Ben-
nington, Vt. exhib. who owned the
structure. Buckley's 21 year lease

with Fabian Theaters will thereby
remain in effect at an annual rental
of $50,000.

The Bright Side
Lorain, 0.—George Schenker, owner of

the Lorain Theater, is an optimist. While
most exhibitors are crying bitterly over
lack of business, Schenker points out that
June has five Sundays, so it might be
worse.

CHARLEY EINFELD

(Continued

and the suDstitution instead of "a
concerted co-operative effort."

Asks Exhibs. Visit Burbank

It is only through the latter, repre-
senting contributions by producers,
distribs. and exhibs. alike, Einfeld
told the attentive sales force, that

the industry
"can best
overcome the
contingencies
that appear
on the hori-
zon for the
i m m e d iate

future."
Einfeld

s u g g e s ted
that the sales

force encour-
age exhibs. to

spend their
vacations i n
H iO 11 y wood

and visit the Burbank studios.

Defining advertising as "the abil-

ity to sell something to a greater
number of people than would or-

dinarily purchase it," Einfeld out-

lined campaigns for "The Sea Hawk,"
"City for Conquest," "Montana,"
"The Life of Knute Rockne" and
"Santa Fe Trail," which, he said,

the company would "pre-sell."

With Grad L. Sears, sales head,

detained in New York for confabs
in connection with the projected set-

tlement of the equity suit, Carl Les-

erman, assistant general sales man-
ager, presided yesterday. He read
wires from Harry and Jack Warner,
Hal B. Wallis and Sears. Roll call

was taken by Ben Kalmenson. Les-
erman presented checks to the Sears

Drive winners in attendance.

Sears Drive Winners

Leserman also announced
that the company's Southern and
West Coast districts, under the lead-

ership of Ben Kalmenson, Western
and Southern sales manager, won
first and second places respectively

in the recently concluded Sears
Drive.

Checks were presented by Leser-
man to Kalmenson, Fred Jack,

Southern district manager, Henry
Herbel, West Coast district manager
and the following branch managers
in the two territories, in the order

of their finish: From the South:
Ralph McCoy, Atlanta; Doak Rob-
erts, Dallas; J. 0. Rohde, Oklahoma
City; John A. Bachman, Charlotte;
and L. Conner, New Orleans. From
the West Coast: William F. Gordon,
Salt Lake; W. E. Callaway, Los An-

from Page 1)

geles; William Shartin, Seattle; Vete
Stewart, Portland; Al Shmitken, San
Francisco; and Earl Bell, Denver.

Third place in the Drive was won
by the Eastern district sales force,

who received their checks at the

company's sales convention held in

Pittsburgh last week.
Sears arrived by plane last night

to preside at today's sessions.

Delegates saw ATAHT at the
Playhouse theater.

Warners 86 Shorts Will
Get Feature Treatment

Chicago — Warners' shorts for
1940-1, embracing 18 two-reelers and
68 single reelers, with more than
half in color, will be filmed wholly
at the Burbank studio under the per-
sonal supervision of Jack L. Warner,
Norman H. Moray, short subjects
sales manager, told the convention
here yesterday.
Moray asserted that all of the

shorts will receive "feature picture
production treatment," with in-

creased use of star names, leading
directors, writers and technicians.
The 18 two-reelers will include six

Technicolor Specials, the latter com-
prising three American Cavalcades—"Songs of America," "The Fall of
the Alamo" and "The Unknown
Soldier"—and three musical comedy
featurettes, "Under Western Stars,"
"The Mississippi Showboat" and
"Here Come the Girls."

The black-and-white two-reelers
will embrace three Elsa Maxwell
Blue Ribbon comedies—"The Lady
and the Lug," "Riding into Society"
and "Throwing a Party"—and nine
Broadway (Diversified) Brevities

—

"Ed Sullivan's Hollywood Review,"
"Kiddie Revue," "Ice Follies," "Sock-
eroo," "Those Minstrel Days," "The
Dog in the Orchard," "Service with
the Colors," "In Old Mexico" and a
Damon Runyon comedy.

Lineup includes these 68 single reel subjects:

SIX HOLLYWOOD NOVELTIES: "Shark
Hunting," featuring Howard Hill, archer;
"History Repeats Itself," with the Radio
Rogues; "Mexican Jumping Beans"; "Trouble
in Store," featuring Arthur Bryan; "The Boar
Hunt," another Howard Hill subject; and
"Miracle Makers," featuring the Cyclatron.

All are finished.

TEN MELODY MASTER BANDS: A
new style in band films featuring top "name"
orks and Hollywood personalities as M.C.'s.
Latter include Dick Foran and his Buckaroos,
Jane Wyman and her Swing Debs, and Dennis
Morgan and his Collegians. Band names in-

clude Phil Harris, Skinnay Ennis and Matty
Malneck. There will be four others.

TEN SPORTS PARADES IN NATURAL
COLOR: A new series based on thrilling

sports action.

TWENTY-SIX MERRY MELODIES in

Technicolor: To be produced by Leon Schles-

SIXTEEN LOONEY TUNES: Also pro-

duced by Schlesinger.

Crafts May Huddle

On Ork Employment

(Continued from Page 1)

increasing employment" of music
ians in theaters.

While the resolution in general ii

its wording, those who j^* "ess t'

be in the know read lATSBb; : .r "al

lied crafts of the theater industry.'

Additional significance arises fron
the fact that the A F of M and Ii*

are preparing to modify their work
ing agreement.
The convention in its closing

hours: 1, rejected a resolution strike

ing at Ascap after retiring Presi-

dent Joseph N. Weber advocated thai

friendly relations existing wit?
Ascap continue; 2, assailed the D oi

J's prosecution of unions on anti<

trust charges; 3, adopted a resolu-

tion making it mandatory for locals

to purge their memberships of all

subversive elements; 4, heard a re-

port on the present status of tele-

vision; 5, refused to adopt a resolu-

tion which would have empowered
locals to insist that in theaters pre-
senting occasional stage shows, the
minimum number of musicians es-

tablished for such theaters shall be
employed.
A discussion of the Social Secur-

ity Act by Samuel T. Ansell, coun-
sel; reports of committees and in-

stallation of President James Pe-
trillo and his staff brought the con-

vention to a close.

Harris Circuit Frames
Own Anniversary Quiz

Pittsburgh—Adapting radio's quiz^

craze, houses of the Harris circuit,

now marking the 35th anniversary
of the opening of the world's first

film theater, last night staged an
Anniversary Quiz program, with

[

cash prizes for patrons who an-

swered questions concerned with mo-
tion picture history.

New RKO Stock Listed

Tomorrow the Stock Exchange wil!

admit to the list and to dealings the

new RKO Corp. of Delaware, com-
mon stock, $1 par value, and the six

per cent preferred. Coincidentally.

the old common of RKO Corp.,

Maryland, will be struck from the

list, as well as the 10-year six per

cent debentures, due Dec. 1, 1940,

stamped and unstamped, and part

paid certificates of the 65 per cent

paid for 10-year six per cent de-

bentures.

Turtle Derby Aug. 3
Dallas—Dallas Variety Club will hold

a turtle derby on Aug. 3 with the pro-

ceeds going to charity. About a thousand
terrapins will be entered In the race.

R. J. O'Donnell chief barker of the Dallas

tent, said the proceeds from the National

Turtle Races, as the event will be known,
will go to Sullivan Park swimming pool.

Freeman Memorial Clinic, Hope Cottage

and the boys' camp maintained by the

Variety Club near Belton.
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'Neely Bill Not Dead By a Long Shot^—Col. Cole
^d of Block-Booking and
fheater Divorcement Will

^e Main Convention Topics

{Continued from Page 1)
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<ooKinfe'- oill will report some kind
if a measure," he stated.

To Discuss Suit Settlement
I'fforH Higher film rentals and the pend-

ng settlement talks on the equity
uit are among other issues to be
'hreshed out at the convention.

f •'roblem of triple features, currently
Prevalent in Chicago, also will be
onsidered.
Opposition to the proposed the-

iter tax amendment for the de-
'ense budget is expected at the Al-
ied sessions. Jack Kirsch, conven-
ion chairman and president of II-

inois Allied, in commenting on the
^ax bill, said: "We are as patriotic

iS anybody and are willing to play
long with the Government on the

-iriginally proposed tax which would
mpose a 10 per cent tax on all

jickets from 31 cents up, but we are
'.gainst the amendment which places

I levy on lower price scales be-

cause it discriminates in favor of

'heaters with higher admissions."

First Biz Session Tomorrow
First business session is sched-

uled for 2 P.M. tomorrow, preceded
>y a dix'ectors' meeting at 11 A.M.
fleeting will continue through Fri-

lay, climaxed by a dinner dance at

he Terrace Casino of the Morrison.
Forty equipment and other in-

Justry companies have reserved

iJii^
|ooths for exhibits.

,. First day's program calls for
registration at 10 o'clock, directors'
Meeting, business session and a

(—jhumba party at the Colony Club.
Registration continues Thursday
iiorning with the same business pro-

coin

nd ii
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i'i^iVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Miss Helen Brylaw-

ki, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ful-
on Brylawski, was married to Sid-

ty Lansburgh, Jr., of Baltimore.
ride's father is counsel for several
Im companies in the Capital. Bride
lust graduated from Vassar College.

J Suffolk, Va.—Harry Roth, asso-

ciate in the Pitts-Roth Theaters here,

Vas married on Friday to Miss Syl-

Ha Kamsky at the Jeiferson Hotel,
Richmond. They are now honey-
mooning in Florida. The bride is

the sister of David Kamsky, adver-
ising chief for Neighborhood The-
,ters of Richmond.

New Haven—Jack O'Connell, as-

l^istant manager of the Roger Sher-
an Theater, has announced his en-
agement to Mary Dunlevy of New
laven.

MONOPOLY OKAY "IF"-COL. COLE
F'r Instance, There's the Cole Brothers'

Theater Situation in Bonhani, Tex.

Chicago—Col. H. A. Cole, national
Allied president, said here yesterday
that he was not opposed to monopoly
in every respect. He brought out the
interesting fact that his brother,
with whom he is partner in the oper-
ation of the only three theaters in

Bonham, Tex., is opposed to the
Neely Bill because he wants to main-
tain the monopoly in that town.

"I, too, am in favor of monopoly
when it is maintained through ser-

vice to the public and not through
artificial restraint."

Col. Cole explained that he meant

that if an exhibitor ran the finest

theaters, gave the public the best
shows and otherwise served the pa-
trons well that he felt competition
would never attempt to come in. If

it did. Col. Cole proposed not to keep
competition out through buying all

the product and obtaining long
clearance, but by superior service.

In explaining Allied's attitude
toward legislation. Col. Cole said:

"We didn't want to call the cops, but
after five years of fruitless negotia-
tions, we have been compelled to do
so."

MacDonald Will Erect

$125,000 Film Theater

Columbus, 0.—C. A. MacDonald
started work yesterday on a new
$125,000 film theater, the Boulevard,
in Grandview, local suburb. House
will have 1,000 seats on one floor and
will be ready by Nov. 1.

Pari-Mutuel Committee
Names Penny Chairman

cedure for morning and afternoon,

with a cabaret party at the Chez
Paree slated for the evening's en-

tertainment.
Following the third and final busi-

ness session on Friday, the program
calls for a cocktail party in the
Monte Carlo lounge of the Morrison,
followed by the eleventh annual
birthday dinner-dance.

Sightseeing trips and other
amusements have been arranged for
the ladies.

Booth Reservations

Booth space has been reserved by
the following companies:
American Seating Co., Hyland Electrical

Supply Co., De Fi Mfg. Co., Cross Machine
Shop, FILM DAILY, Motion Picture Herald,
International Enterprises, Showmen's Trade
Review, The Benwood Linze Co., The Slater

Co., Joe Goldberg, Ideal Seating Co., Bren-
kert Light Projection Co., American Ticket
Corp., National Carbon Co., Holmes Projec-
tor Co., RCA Manufacturing Co., Box Office,

Marcus Ruben. Inc., Sprincin Movie Time
Clock & Admission Sign Mfg. Co., Advance
Mfg. Co.; also

—

Heywood-Wakefield, Vilter Mfg. Co., C.
Cretors & Co., Confection Cabinet Corp.,
International Seat Corp., Thomas E. Mad-
dock Co., Kroehler Mfg. Co., De Vry Corp.,
Burch Mfg. Co., Consolidated Book Publish-
ers, Motiograph, Inc., Universal Theater Pre-
miums, Inc., Arcus Ticket Co., Alexander
Smith Carpet Co., National Program Print-
ing Co.. National Screen Service, National
Theater Supply Co., Adler Sign Letter Co.,

American Vending Corp., and Harrison Re-
ports.

Walker Cancels Emcee
Date at Allied Dinner
Due to other commitments, James

J. Walker, former mayor of New
York, has had to cancel his sched-
uled appearance at the Allied con-
vention banquet in Chicago Friday
night. Walker previously was re-

ported to have accepted the invita-

tion to be toastmaster at the affair.

Albany—As predicted by Film
Daily (June 12), members of the
joint legislative committee to inves-

tigate the operation of pari-mutuel
horse race betting in its first year
of New York state operation, elected

Assemblyman Norman F. Penny of

Nassau County chairman. Sen. Wil-
liam T. Condon of Yonkers was
elected vice-chairman and Assembly-
man Mike Gillen of Brooklyn, secre-

tary.

Goldberg Promotes Rubin
Cincinnati — Bernie Rubin, head

booker of the Cleveland branch,
PDC, has been appointed branch
manager, according to announce-
ment of Lee Goldberg, local prexy.
Maurice Kinzler, former manager,
is now sales representative, out of

Cleveland. Joe Goldberg has been
transferred to Cincinnati, as repre-

sentative.

Ellisburg Forms New Firm

Chicago—Herbert Ellisburg, for
several years district manager for

the Essaness circuit has resigned
and organized the Studio Theater Co.,

with offices at 62 E. Van Buren St.

The new company will take over the
Sonotone theater in the Loop and
rename it the Studio theater. Al-
fred Magnusson and Belle T. Simon
are associated with Ellisburg.

Four New Exhibition Firms

Albany — Crawood Corp., Utopia
Amusement Corp., New York, and
Marest Theater Corp., and Kent The-
ater, Ltd., Brooklyn, have been
chartered to exhibit films.

Maurice Kinzler With PDC
Cleveland—Maurice Kinzler, for-

mer Universal representative in Bel-

gium has been added to the local

PDC sales force by Lee Goldberg.
Kinzler succeeds Carl Scheuch, re-

signed.

Neely Bill Sub-Corn.

Semi-Permanent--!

(Continued from Page 1)

sion and the members go into the
field this summer to get first-hand
knowledge of the problems, particu-
larly of the small exhibitors.

There is also some sentiment to
draft a comprehensive bill for in-

troduction next session striking a
practical solution of the industry's
problems, and written in view of de-
velopments in the New York equity
suit and other developments.
The sub-committee will not hear

further testimony, it was learned.
The final proofs on the hearings
have been checked and sent to the
printer. The sub-committee is not
expected, it was stated, to proceed
further until the printed record is

received and can be consulted as
they proceed. This will require sev-
eral more weeks. Main concern of
the sub-committee is to work out
some sort of practical substitute for
the synopsis provision, it was added.

NBC Reducing Size

Of Its Tele Department

NBC is reducing the size of its

television department for the sum-
mer at least, it was learned yester-
day. More films and less of the
more expensive dramatic shows will
be televised and, in connection with
this change, engineers are being
shifted to other departments. It is

also understood that a few members
of the tele staff may be dropped.

Thalhimer Drive On
Richmond, Va. — Sam Bendheim,

Jr., general manager of Neighbor-
hood Theaters, Inc., has announced
that the circuit is . dedicating the
three month period, June 16 to Sept.
14, as the "Morton G. Thalhimer
Appreciation Drive" in honor of the
company's president. Cash prizes
will be given to the two winning
theaters.

Three New Distribution Co.'s

Albany—Academic Film Co., Aca-
demic Productions, and Trio Films,
all of New York City, have been
incorporated here to distribute fims.

STORKS!
Richmond, Va.—A nine and a half

pound baby boy, George Marvin was
born to Mrs. George Hester, wife
of the State doorman.

Cincinnati — Howard Hummel,
representative for the Midwest The-
ater Supply Co., is the father of a

new baby girl.
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Three Studios

Starling Eiglit

II est Coast Bio can of TUB FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eight new pictures

are scheduled to go into pioduction
this week.
At Columbia: The Ben Hecht pic-

ture, "Before I Die" starring Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr.

At Paramount: "There's Magic In

Music" with Allan Jones, Margaret
Lindsay and Susanna Foster; Harry
Sherman's special, "Cherokee Strip"

starring Richard Dix with Victor

Jory, William Henry, Charles Trow-
bridge, Andy Clyde, George E. Stone
and Morris Ankrum.
At Universal: "Argentine Nights"

with the Ritz Brothers and the An-
drews Sisters; "A Little Bit of Hea-
ven" with Gloria Jean and C. Aubrey
Smith; "Hired Wife" with Rosalind
Russell, Brian Aherne and Virginia

Bruce.

Sandquist Wants More
Theater Tax Revenue

{Continued from Page 1)

warning any attempt by the Illinois

legislators to add a state theater

tax, at the next session will be vig-

orously opposed by the United The-
ater Owners.

"ATAHT" Set to Open at

Music Hall July 4 or 11

"All This and Heaven Too" will

open at the Music Hall on July 4

or 11 instead of at the Center The-
ater on June 27 as was previously
reported.

Start "Bittersweet" Soon
llcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro expects to start

filming "Bittersweet," by Noel Cow-
ard, within three weeks. Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy will be
starred. W. S. VanDyke has been
tentatively set to direct. Lester
Samuels scripted. "Bittersweet" was
filmed once before.

Irving Bacon for "John Doe"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Irving Bacon and

Elizabeth Risdon have been signed
for Frank Capra's "Life of John
Doe" at the Warner studios.

"Fight for Life" Ends
"The Fight for Life" closed its run

at the Belmont Theater on Sunday
after a 15-week run. The Belmont
has closed for the summer.

Conrad Veidt for "Escape"
II est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Conrad Veidt has re-

placed Paul Lukas in Metro's "Es-
cape."

Korda, Phonovision File

Albany—Alexander Korda Film
Prod., Ltd., of England and Phono-
vision Corp. of America, of Los An-
geles, have filed to do business in

N. Y. state.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Infroduciiig Interesting Personalities • • •

/^ EORGE W. WEEKS. Born in Ann Arbor, Mich. Attended high school and

^^ University of Michigan. Became associated with Arthur Caille and John

Kunsky, who operated the first motion picture theater in Detroit. Exchange

manager of General Film Company in Detroit.

With this partners held Universal and Metro fran-

chises for Michigan. Later became St. Louis branch

manager for Paramount. Made general manager for

Paramount in Canada. Brought to New York to

become general manager of distribution for Para-

mount and remained with Paramount for 20
years. Came to Coast and produced several

pictures for Paramount release. Made one of

the first talkies, "The Rainbow Man," starring

Eddie Dowling. Made more than 100 pictures

on the Coast. Made general manager of distri-

bution in America for Gaumont British. Vice-

president, in charge of sales, for Monogram.
Producing eight outdoor pictures featuring Ray

Corrigan, John King and Max Terhune to be

released through Monogram exchanges.

Chidnoff

Baiican Tlieater Biz Essaness Circuit

Slump 30 Per Cent To Drop Premiums

(Continued from Page 1)

part of the rest of Europe, although

theater business has slumped about

30 per cent, Thanos Skouras, theater

operator and distributor in Greece,

reported yesterday. Skouras is here

on a business trip.

He stated that plenty of product

is available in Greece for theater

operators, and that further ship-

ments can be made through Persia

in the event that no other avenue

is open. He said that first-run

houses, all of which close for the

summer with one exception in Ath-

ens, commanded first-run on all

product by law, with open air the-

aters operating in the summer play-
ing product which has already had
first-runs.

Skouras reported that new tax
measures have hiked the admission
tax to 35 per cent and further costs

have mounted for the film industry
in increased import duties and
freight charges due to war condi-
tions. Of the 225 or more pictures
that will be released in the coun-
try this year it is expected by Skou-
ras that about 80 per cent will be
American due to a complete shut-
down of European production in

many instances. French and Ger-
man films formerly held about 50
per cent of the market, he said. He
stated that more English versions
of pictures have been distributed
than ever before. Some 60 per cent
of the imports in the country last
year were American, he said.

Skouras expects to leave for
Greece by Clipper via Lisbon on July
11. He operates eight first-run

houses in Greece, four of which are
in Athens, where about 55 per cent
of the total business in the country
is done.

{Continued from Page 1)

mium contracts, there will be no re-

newals on the part of the circuit.

Eighteen theaters featured pre-
miums over the week-end while 20
advertised triples. B & K in four of

its houses on the Northwest side,

advertised triples; the Crystal, the
Terminal and the Biltmore played
"I Take This Woman," "Light of

the Western Stars" and "Son of the
Navy," while the B & K Belmont
featured, "House Across the Bay,"
"Rebecca" and "Viva Cisco Kid."
The Essaness circuit gave patrons

at the North Center theater, three
features, some shorts and threw in

a premium to boot.

The Gollos circuit has opened the
renovated Sun theater on the south
side with a triple feature program,
while the Schoenstadt circuit tried

out a single feature "Jezebel," at a
15 cent admission at the Hyde Park
theater.

The South Side has had very few
triple features and premium offers,

due mainly to the fact that the
Warner circuit and B & K houses
have not gone in for this type of

show.

Wehrenberg, Kaimann
Circuits Merged

(Continued from Page 1)

but for the time being, will indi-

vidually concentrate their personal
activity in their old houses.

Principal benefit of the merger is

in booking for the larger number
of houses.

Efforts are being made to bring
35 other independently-owned houses
into a booking deal.

"Whispering Cup" to Metro
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mabel Seeley's "The

Whispering Cup" has been acquired
by Metro for Rosalind Russell.

H€LLy>V€eC)

By RALPH WILK

—HOLLYWC

BING CROSBY, Bob Hope, Mi.'-ihe Men]
Richard Arlen, Frank Craven/^

g the

^,, ilph Sci

Humphrey Bogart, Henry O'Neiwp.,' Vver Ha
and Cuy Kibbee will be among the participa
in the Southern California amateur golf touri

ment.
• •

THE timeliness of Gene Markey's new
scrivening piece, "They Flew to Die,'

started hot bidding among the studios. Ba;

on the achievements of Great Britain's prcsi

crop of war birds, the Markey yarn is to be pi

lished in a national magazine shortly.

HOLLYWOOD heartbeat: A few years

and a few days before Christmas a

player was turned down for an assignment,
jected, he was leaving the lot. He passed
star without greeting him. The star turn

and overtook him. The star took the bit pis

er to his dressing room and gave him a ti

sum of money. A few days later the pis.

found himself a member of the studio's ste

company—all through the good offices of t

star. The star's good deeds were motivad
by the fact that the player and his wife f.

him during his lean days. Readers who III

to guess may be interested in knowing tl

initials of our hero are "C. C."
• •

ROBERT CUMMINCS, one of the most talenli

young actors in Hollywood, is playing <

important role in "Spring Parade," at Univw
al.

'I
JOSEPH H. MENCHEN, the play broker,

|

vented the tracer bullet and has two
inventions, one dealing with hand grenadei

that it is believed will interest the Governmer
• •

OUR Passing Show: Pat O'Brien, Jack V*

tion. Bob Sisk, Wilson Heller, Al Kingsfoi

Cliff Reid, Howard Benedict, Joe E. Browr

Peverell Marley, Milt Howe watching the HoUif

wood Stars in action.

• •

SMILEY BURNETTE has been named mayors

Studio City. A celebration will mark Hii

inauguration of the Republic comedian.
• •

LOUIS KING will start the direction of Para

mounts "Moon Over Burma" on June 24tli

The cast is headed by Dorothy Lamour, Robe'

Preston and Preston Foster.

e •

THREE studios, 20th Century-Fox, RKO an

Paramount—have asked Metro for Georgi

Murphy's services in forthcoming productions

The former want Murphy to co-star with Bett

Crable in Irving Berlin's "Say It With Music'

The latter seek Murphy for a role in "Kiss Tin

Boys Goodbye."

SPAG "Recognition" Move
UnderAmpa Consideratior

{Continued from Page 1)

day's closed session which precedes

the summer recess period.

Resolution defines the province c

both Ampa and SPAG. reserving so

cial and welfare activities and pro;

fessional affairs to the former am
recognizing that the latter provides

industry employes "with an opportU'

nity to protect and advance theii

economic well-being."

Lapidus Farewell Luncheon
Pittsburgh—The local Universa

exchange will give a farewell lun-

cheon at the Roosevelt Hotel on Fri-

day, for Jules Lapidus, who was re-

cently promoted from branch man-

ager of its office here to Eastern dis-

trict manager.

rt:
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iTLASJLOCKED ON DIVORCEMENTJVR RKO
talaban's Stockholders' Report Optimistic
op in Foreign Revenue
bduced; Second Quarter
jrnings Over '39 Net

)espite advei'se conditions abroad
1 a number of domestic obstacles,

ney Bala-
1, Para-
unt presi-

n t, was
e to pre-

t an opti-

;tic report
the stock-
1 d e r s at

ir annual
eting yes-
day.

,1 m o n g
fer things,
I 1 a b a n
Jained that

—

,1
A. Paramount's decline in for-

M (Continued on Page 6)

BARNEY BALABAN

itllemeni Talks

titude "Helpful

lyA. very helpful and fair attitude

ai'ooth sides" has marked the initial

ussions by major company at-

leys and Government counsel
• nng to a settlement of the D of

equity suit, Barney Balaban,
amount prexy, told the company's

{Continued on Page 8)

l!»w Ascap Contracts

4^ Distributed
T
opies of the new Ascap contract
both networks and stations were
: out last night to all owners and

(Continued on Page 6)

"^ara.'s First Pfd.

j

At 70 for 41/2 Gain

I

Barney Balaban's optimistic note in

is report to ttie Paramount stoclcholders
jesterday brought Wall St. reverba-
lions. Company's first preferred ad-
'anced 41/2 points to 70.
* The tone of the stocl« marl<et yester-
ay insofar as amusement issues were
oncerned was better, with only three
tocks dipping. Gains were largely frac-
'onal, however.

PREDICTS FILM

READJUSTMENT
Mary Pickford Calls Crisis

Gravest, Sees More Indies

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Stajf Writer

Leaving yesterday to spend the
Summer on the West Coast, Mary
Pickford told The Film Daily that,

in her opinion, the picture industry
is in the midst of its gravest crisis;

that more independent production is

probable; that there will have to be
a readjustment of the whole busi-

ness; and that probably a lot of

people who are not essential to the
business will be eliminated before the
readjustment period is over.

Regarding her own production
plans, Miss Pickford stated that she

(Continued on Page 4)

Strive to Strike

Crescent Cliarges

Nashville, Tenn.—Defense attor-

neys for Crescent Amusement Co.,

its affiliates, and producers and dis-

tributors, have demanded and ob-
tained a hearing on June 29, in U.
S. District Court, on a motion seek-

ing to strike out 13 items in the Gov-
ernment's bill of particulars.

The plaintiff, in the motion filed by
McConnico, Armstead, Waller &

(Continued on Page 4)

Odium Tells Judge Bondy Other Interests Opposed
Inclusion in Reorg. Plan; Sees General Industry
Acceptance of Idea Necessary for Its Success

Floyd B. Odium, president of Atlas Corp., proponent of the
RKO reorg. plan, in defending Atlas' application for an allow-
ance, told Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday that Atlas

had attempted to effectuate a di-

vorcement of the exhibition and pro-
duction activities of RKO during the
period of reorganization.
The attempt was made, he said, in

formulating RKO's second plan but
was dropped in face of the opposi-
tion of other parties interested in

RKO.
Atlas felt. Odium said, that by

creating two separate companies
which would handle exhibition and
production individually, RKO would
have benefited.

Says His Stand Unchanged
Odium, after the hearing, told re-

porters that he had not changed his
(Continued on Page 7)

FCC Opening New

Channels for Tele

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — FCC yesterday

issued new rules and regulations
governing television which provides
for opening channels to an increased
number of stations on an experi-
mental basis. The Commission an-
nounces tentative approval of 23
applications for television stations
and announces it will consider 19
remaining applications and outstand-
ing licenses in the immediate future.
Of the 19 cases held in abeyance, 16
are new applications and four are

(Continued on Page 7)

Warner Bros. Lineup
Stresses Americana

Chicago — Realizing the almost
complete loss of the foreign market,
Warner feature product for the com-
ing season is based almost entirely

on themes of Americana, General
Sales Manager Gradwell L. Sears
informed the company's Southern
and Western delegates at the sales

(Continued on Page 8)

Allied Sees Unit Selling Bid
Kirsch Predicts Counter Offer By DIstribs.

Feel Need for Workable
Plan to End Trade Ills

Effect of the war, the Government
suit and other legislation on prod-
uct is causing serious concern among
exhibitors of the country and a need
for a workable plan to solve the

economic problems of the industry
(Continued on Page 7)

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staif Writer

Chicago—Described as the "most
timely meeting in the history of the
movies," national Allied today opens
its eleventh annual convention at the
Hotel Morrison.

Believing independent exhibitors to

be in a grave position due to a com-
bination of domestic and foreign cir-

(Continiied on Page 8)

Debate RKO's Ability

To Pay Allowances

Thomas K. Simletter, special at-

torney for RKO, yesterday asked
Federal Judge William Bondy to re-

strict total RKO reorganization al-

lowances to the $600,000 figure sug-
gested by Marlind Gale, attorney for

the FCC, at the previous allowance
(Continued on Page 7)

Belmont Theater Suit

Ends With 306 Defeat

In a decision awaited with un-
usual interest by the trade. Supreme
Court Justice Carroll G. Walter dis-

(Continued on Page 8)

Warner Nines TaUe
To Mules for Game

A donkey baseball game, played by
two picked nines astride mules, will

provide a bit of comic relief at today's

fiuting of the Warner Club. Approxi-
mately 1,200 Warnerites sail for an un-
disclosed destination on the "mystery

7 cruise" this morning. Ralph W. Budd
is chairman of the arrangements.
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NEW YORK STOCK

High

Am. Seat 7
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%) 43A
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 132'/2 L
do pfd 160 1(

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 25
do pfd
Paramount 5%
Paramount 1st pfd.. 70
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 7'/t
Pathe Film 1%
RKO 15-16
20th Century-Fox . . 7

20th Century-Fox pfd. . . .

Univ. Pict. pfd 71

Warner Bros 21/2

do pfd

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg.

7 7+3/8
43/8 43/8 — 1/4

129 - 21/2

160

231/4 231/2 — 11/4

51/4 53/8 + 1/4

70 70 + 41/2

71/4 71/4

7 73/8 + 3/8

7/8 15-16 + 1/4

65/8 7 + 3/8

71

23/8

71 + 1

23/8 ....

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 100 100 100
Loew's deb. 31/2s46. 101 3^ 1013^ 1013^ + l/g

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 773^ 77 773/44-11/4
RKO 6s41

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor lOVs 10 lOVs -+- Vs
Trans-Lux 1 1 1

Universal Corp. vtc

Warners Want Maurice Evans
li'csf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros., is re-

ported negotiating with Maurice
Evans, due here today, to play the
title role in "Captain Horatio Horn-
blower," Role was first assigned to
Errol Flynn and later to Laurence
Olivier.

New Theater at Athens
Athens, Tenn.—Manning & Wink

will construct another theater here
with a seating capacity of 400.

Metro-Warner Row
Over "Calamity Jane'

West Const Buicau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro's announcement

yesterday that it would star Ann
Sothern in a screen version of a story
about Calamity Jane, to follow
"Dulcy" in which Miss Sothern
stars, has started a story conflict

with Warner Bros, who some months
ago announced it would star Ann
Sheridan in "Calamity Jane," later
substituting Bette Davis for Miss
Sheridan.
Warners state its scenario is ready

and has been registered with the
producers' association and that it

will put the picture in work in the
Fall.

Harry Revel Indicted;

Faces Passport Charge

Federal Judge William Bondy
yesterday unsealed an indictment
charging Harry Revel, song wrriter,

of the team of Gordon and Revel,
with obtaining a passport through
false declaration. Revel's brother,
William, is charged in another in-

dictment with the same offense. Ac-
cording to the indictment handed up
in June, 1939, and first revealed
now, Revel allegedly obtained a pass-
port in 1936 stating that he was
born in the U. S. when actually he
was born in England. Judge Bondy
ordered issuance of bench warrants
for both defendants.

Scully and Lightman Will
Talk Malco Circuit Deal

Memphis—William A. Scully, Uni-
versal's general sales manager, and
F. J. A. McCarthy, company's East-
ern sales head, arrive here today to

confer with M. A. Lightman of

Malco on a circuit product deal, it

was learned yesterday. They will

remain several days. Scully goes
to Chicago from Memphis, but Mc-
Carthy will return to New York.

"Mortal Storm" Held Over
As Trade Seeks Tip-off

Metro's "The Mortal Storm," is

is being held over in Boston, St.

Louis and Washington, it was learn-
ed yesterday.
Because of its anti-Nazi theme,

trade interest in the public's reac-
tion to the picture has been un-
usually keen, with those in produc-
tion no less than those engaged in

distribution and exhibition on the
anxious seat. Success of the Metro
pix, according to report, will affect

Coast studios' plans.
Checkup in the three cities where

the picture holds showed that houses
were doing above average biz, ad-
mittedly no small feat considering
the war's effect upon the b. o.

Reopening in Spirit Lake
Spirit Lake, la.—The new Royal

Theater has been re-opened after
extensive remodelling.

Legality of Bank Night
Again Before N. M. Court

Sante Fe, N. M.—For the second
time in three, years, legality of Bank
Night is before the New Mexico
Supreme Court. The case at issue

was appealed from a Chaves county
district court decision overruling the
state in an action against J. E. (Ted)
Jones and Wayne Patterson, opera-
tors of the Yucca Theater in Ros-
well.

In the earlier case, brought by the
city of Roswell against Jones and
Fred Morley, the Supreme Court
held in a split opinion, handed down
April 12, 1937, that "Bank Nights"
were not lotteries.

Since then, Justice Hudspeth, who
sided with Justices Zinn and Bick-
ley in the majority opinion, has been
succeeded on the bench by Justice
Mabry. In the earlier case, Justice

Sadler dissented and Justice Brice
did not participate.

GWTW Completes First

Six Months at Astor

GWTW completes the first six

months of its pace-setting engage-
ment at the Astor Theater today.
During this period approximately
500,000 people have seen it there.

Only four other pix have had runs
of more than six months at the As-
tor Theater during the past 15 years.

They are "The Big Parade," "Ben
Hur," "The Broadway Melody of

1929," and "Goodbye, Mr. Chips."
GWTW stays at the Astor indefi-

nitely.

Empire, Brooklyn, Fights

Move to Revoke License

Quinral, Inc., operator of the Em-
pire Theater, Brooklyn, filed suit

yesterday in the New York Su-
preme Court against Paul Moss,
commissioner of licenses, in which
the plaintiff asks for an injunction
restraining Moss from revoking its

license. Suit stated that charges
have been preferred against Quin-
ral for allegedly allowing children
into the theater unescorted and per-
mitting them to sit in the balcony
Plaintiff denies these charges.

Maurice Moscovich Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maurice Moscovich,

68, character actor of stage and
screen, died here yesterday, follow-
ing an operation. He had been on
the stage since 1885. He was play-
ing in RKO's "Dance, Girl, Dance,"
the role of a music teacher which he
left unfinished.

Rebuilding In Huntington

Huntington, Tenn.—Contract has
been awarded for rebuilding the
Court Theater to F. N. Travis of

Paris according to Manager W. L.

Banniza. Seating capacity vdll be
increased from 400 to 600. Rockwood
Amusement Co., headed by Tony
Sudekum recently purchased the the-

ater from Mrs. Linnie M. Carter.

COminC and Goinc

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount studio chi

tain, is here from the Coast for home ofi

confabs.

BORIS MORROS is here for a few days
business.

A. L. PRATCHETT, Paramount's Latin Arr

ica manager, leaves for Cuba shortly.

MARY PICKFORD left for tM^-^^^t yestcrd
stopping off in Memphis for 3.^^, to visit

husband. Buddy Rogers.

CRAD SEARS. CHARLES EINFELD, CARL L

ERMAN, ROY HAINES. BEN KALMENSON. NC
MAN H. MORAY and MORT BLUMENSTO
return tomorrow from Warners' sales meet
Chicago.

AL STEEN of THE FILM DAILY staff, I

yesterday for Chicago to attend the Allied cc

vention,

MAURICE EVANS arrived on the Coast
terday.

HARRY GOETZ and MAX CORDON have
rived in Hollywood.

ROBERT BENCHLEY arrives on the Coast I

morrow from New York,

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales chi

and F. J. A. MCCARTHY left for Memphis l<

night; Scully goes to Chicago from the

McCarthy returning here.

500 Get Pay Increases
Under New 306 Contracts

Membership of Local 306, proje

tionists union, voted ratification i

new wage contracts with the Ram
force & Skouras circuits at tl

meeting early yesterday. Pacts ca

for a 15 per cent increase over a pei

iod of six years, with about 500 me
affected by the contracts.

The union, however, referred baC

to the Executive Committee for fui

ther action and study a proposal t

accept into the union operator

working in Cocalis houses which ar

proposed to be taken over by RK(
RKO-Cocalis deal is said to hav

been delayed for the time being.

Remodel In Winchester
Winchester, Tenn. — Architect

have been employed by the Cumbei
land Amusement Co., for remodelin
the Rivoli; estimated cost is $20,00(

Capacity will be increased from 50

to 700 seats by construction of tw

balconies.

Downing to RKO Boston Office

Home office representative Joh:

A. Downing of RKO has been ap

pointed office manager of the Bos

ton exchange of which Ross Croppe

is manager.

From

THE FILM

DAILY to

Jimmie Carrier

Bea Saxon

Mildred Webber



from the Pulitzer Prize Play by Thornton Wilder
starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN-^ MARTHA SCOTT
FAY BAINTER • BEULAH BONDI • THOMAS MITCHELL
GUY KIBBEE • STUART ERWIN • FRANK CRAVEN

Directed by SAM WOOD ("Goodbye Mr. Chipa")

Released thru United Artists
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Strive to Striice

Crescent Cliarges

(Continued from Page 1)

Davis, seeks to have the following
items eliminated as "impertinent
and irrelevant";
"(A) Palace Theater, Rogers-

ville. Defendant exhibitor built new
theater, cut admission prices, show-
ed double features and caused inde-

pendent exhibitor difficulty in get-

ting' good pictures, forcing him out

of business. (B) Owner unknown,
Lake City. (Same distress method
charged as in A). (C) Name and
owner unknown, Oneida. Defendant
exhibitor leased theater from under
independent exhibitor and ran him
out of business. (D) Roxy Theater,
Union City. (Same as A). (E) Roxy
Theater, Earlington, Ky. (Same as

A). (F) Empress Theater, Central
City, Ky. (Same as A). (G) Ken-
tucky Theater, Hopkinsville, Ky.
(Same as A). (H) Cherokee The-
ater, Copper Hill. (Same as A).

"(I) Hendren and Parrott Amuse-
ment Co. Chain of 12 theaters in

Tennessee cities. Independent ex-

hibitors forced to sell for 50 per cent
when defendant exhibitors threatened
to build competing theaters in each
city. (J) Lyric Theater, Guthrie, Ky.
(Same as A). (K) Princess, Law-
renceburg. Independent exhibitor
sold 50 per cent interest under threat
of competing theater. (L) McKen-
zie Theater. (Same as A). (M) Bama
Theater, Athens, Ala. (Same as A)."

State, Horrisburg, to Go Dark
Harrisburg, Pa.—The State The-

ater, one of Wilmer & Vincent's three
downtown picture houses, closes after
last show on June 26. John R. Rodg-
ers, manager, blames scarcity of good
product.

Buchanan to be the Belle

Detroit—The Buchanan Theater,
operated by the Robinson Circuit, is

to be renamed the Belle. House will

be remodelled, including new front
and marquee.

WEDDING BELLS

Des Moines, la.—Jack C. Carr, as-
sistant manager of the Paramount
Theater, will be married to Jeanine
Robinson Aug. 17.

Detroit — William Robinson, of

Film Truck Service, and son of Har-
old C. Robinson, Chief Barker of
Variety Club, was married at Gesu
Church to Betty Ann Lang.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Announcement
has just been made of the marriage
of John Griswold Osborne, son of J.

R. Osborne, general manager of the
five theaters in this town operated
by the W. Va. Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., to Ann Louise Laupp, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hogo E. Laupp.

ALCNe THE

wiTti PlilL /H. DALTi

• • • YESTERDAY'S annual meeting of Paramount stockholders

was no mere company afiair but an event oi industry-wide

importance ior at it were disclosures which carved in bolder

relief than the granite letters on the facade oi the local Post Office

a message to all filmland that storms loose in the world

today are NOT going to stay the production couriers of Paramount

from the swift completion of their appointed rounds namely,

to supply the best product possible to their customers in the nation

during the 1940-41 season

T T T
• • • BACK oj that decision is more than the will to

perjorm There is the ability And there are the resources

Additionally , there is apparent a flaming enthusiasm

which is a certain harbinger that the objective will be achieved

That Paramount is ready for the new season's product ob-

ligations is found in President Barney Balahan's report to

the shareholders With a calm which belies the vital nature

of the pronouncements he memorializes them that since the

reorganization in 1935 over $17,000,000 of debt reduction has

been effected that interest has been reduced by about $1,-

800,000 annually that all dividends on the First and Second

Preferred Stock have been paid to date and that a Common
Stock dividend of 15c a share has recently been declared

and is payable July 1 of this year These are factual state-

ments of a company strongly on the march

T T T
• • • IF money folks (and who can say nay) then the most

convincing voice is that of Cash Within the last five years

the company has invested over $10,000,000 in improvements and additions

to its property and those of its subsidiaries besides

paying out dividends in excess of $8,000,000 Withal, the company

and its subsidiaries have now on hand approximately $11,500,000

in cash and, in addition, non-consolidated companies in most oi

which Paramount has ot least 50 per cent interest have about $8,-

500,000 in cash which means a total oi some $20,000,000 —
a tremendous symbol oi the Balaban regime's business acumen, yes, but

also it is symbolic oi iinancial iibre available for the iashioning

oi screen entertainment

T T T
• • • POINTED paragraphs in the Balaban report: "a

small improvement in our business in the U. S. could offset any

major additional declines in foreign revenue" "The manage-
ment recognizes its responsibility to so manage its production and

distribution departments as to make the results of its opera-

tions less dependent upon foreign revenues than in the past"

"The program planned for the coming season is upon a continu-

ously increased level of entertainment value" "While sub-

stantial economies have been effected at the Studio they have

not been brought about at the expense of quality but rather,

increased efficiency has brought greater entertainment value

to the product on the screen"

T T T
• • • BALABAN'S tribute to the capabilities of Y. Frank Freeman

and the latter's associates at the Studio rang with warmth

and deep sincerity It was a tribute richly deserved for the

Coast end has "gone to town" handsomely in the past and this

corner knows with what zest eyes and minds ore fixed there

on things to come

« « « » » »

Mary Pickford Sees

Film Readjustment

(Continued from Page 1)

has been offered substantial finan
for production, but that she thou.c

herself "fortunate" at this time
having no commitments. She s;

she would spend the Sui^^^er woi
ing on stories she has^i^''t'-iind

'

production, with the poS'oility i

might start work in the Fall on
picture.

Plenty of UA Product

United Artists will effect eve
economy necessary to meet presc
conditions without impairing in a
way the company's efficiency, s

said. She expressed the opinion tl"

UA will have plenty of product ava
able throughout this year, with pr<

pects for next year very good. TJ
UA board at yesterday's meeti
held a general discussion of compa
problems in regard to world coni

tions.

Miss Pickford expressed the op:

ion that the slump which has hit t\

aters will be taken up, in part,

the Government's vast employme
program, and that people who a

now listening to radios and sper
ing the rest of their time pouring o\

war news in papers are going to tu

to the theaters shortly to take th«

minds off world affairs.

Amplifying her statement that a

believed a lot of people will be elii

inated in the film industry's rea

justment period. Miss Pickford sta

ed that the really talented and e

perienced people who have "mad
the industry will be able to carry
very efficiently, with producers a;

writers forced to use more imagin
tion than ever before as they w!

have less money to spend.
Miss Pickford will visit her hui

band, Buddy Rogers, in Memphis ti

fore she goes on to the Coast.

Andy Kelly in New Post
Andy Kelly, for many years mowj

editor of the Washington Herallj

Times, has accepted a place on til

staff of the Washington Star. Bet':

Hynes is movie director of the Ha
aid-Times now.

Local 488 Picnic July 21
Harrisburg, Pa.—Date for the aj

nual picnic of Local 488, lATSE, W;

been set for July 21. Affair will I

held at the summer cottage of Hoi

ace Gladfelter, State Theater prf

jectionist, near Harrisburg.
I

STORKS!
Detroit—Jack Hurford, manag*

of the Fox Theater, is the fathe

of a six pound boy, Jackson Shield:

Jr., born at Grace Hospital, Detroi'

Detroit — Sam Jack Kaufmal
master of ceremonies at the Fox Thfi

ater for six years, is the father d

a girl, Carol, born at Women's Hojj

pital, Washington, where he is cui

rently playing at the Capitol Th«

ater.
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Anne Of Windy
Poplars"

i/ith Anne Shirley, James Ellison, Henry
Travers, Patric Knowles

;K0 88 Mins.

, f SENTIMENTAL STORY IS ABLY POR-
;f.TRAYED^=- SCREEN; GOOD ENTERTAIN-

MENT I,-FAMILY TRADE.

The well known novel by L. M. Mont-
ornery, pleasantly sentimental and refresh-

ig as it recreates an age gone by, has

een faithfully brought to the screen by

i.KO. The story provides tears, drama, love

End intrigue, but it is above everything else,

in!
: story that is understandable for the mil-

ons of inhabitants of small communities who
3ave a "ruling" family. The cast is able,

he direction good and the production value
vitlipi nore than adequate. Anne Shirley is youth-

ul, sincere and able in the lead role. James
raeet|i||ison, Patric Knowles, Henry Travers, Slim

ummerville, Eliazbeth Patterson, Louise

cofiLampbell turn in good supporting charac-

erizations, and the remainder of the cast

]> fine. Jack Hively directed, with Cliff

tleid handling the production reins.

Anne, newly appointed vice principal, ar-

rives in Pringleton to take over a post in

he school. The whole town is dominated

3y the Pringle family, headed by grim old

Cilester Pringle, Ethel Griffies. Anne has

tot Jifficulty finding a room in a house where
tl Ihe can stay, her duties in the school are

luadrupled from what she had expected

hem to be, and numerous other obstacles

lire placed in her path because the Pringle

:hatriarch wanted the vice-principal's job

or an adopted member of the family, Louise

Campbell. Anne is taken in at Windy
>.'oplars by a family who have little regard

ior the Pringles, with Henry Travers the

irincipal Pringle hater. However, Anne
inakes friends with some members of the

'lamily, and finally an untimely end disposes

»f the chief cause of trouble and Pringleton

becomes a pleasant place in which to live.

CAST: Anne Shirley, James Ellison, Henry

[ravers, Patric Knowles, Slim Summervilie,

flizabeth Patterson, Louise Campbell, Joan

Carroll, Katherine Alexander, Minnie Du-

iDree, Alma Kruger, Marcia Mae Jones, Ethel

rSriffies, Clara Blandick, Gilbert Emery,

Wright Kramer, Jackie Moran.

\ CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,

Efack Hively; Screenplay, Michael Kanin and

jerry Cady; From a novel by L. M. Mont-
gomery; Cameraman, Frank Redman; Editor,

'aeorge Hively.

*, DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
od.

irs i

^'ullen's Mother Dead
New Haven — Sympathy of the

trade went to Frank Mullen, Metro
iffice manager, and Jack Mullen

^ garner shipping manager, on the
Jeath of their mother, Mrs. Mary
Mullen.

IlKO Books "Exile Express"

]
Because of its timeliness and re-

lation to fifth column activities,

(tlKO has booked "Exile Express"
iver the entire New York circuit,

icture is being distributed by Fine
rts and stars Anna Sten.

ack Takes "War Angels"
)' Screencraft's "War Angels" will

e distributed in 11 Southern states

y Sack Amusement Co.

"The Carson City Kid"
with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes,

Bob Steele

Republic 57 Mins.

EXCELLENT WESTERN WITH UNFLAG-
GING ACTION. WILL CLICK ROUNDLY
WITH OUTDOOR FANS.

Joseph Kane has really gone to town in

his triple capacity of associate producer,

author and director of this action-packed

western, which roars along from start to

finish with heroics, gunplay, fisticuffs, and
solid romance. Roy Rogers plays the role

of the famous outlaw whose skill with the

shooting irons is as strong as his desire

to avenge himself upon the muiderer of

his brother. It is a combination of elements

which make this feature convincing and
exciting, one of which is the screenplay

by Robert Yost and Gerry Geraghty, based

upon the pulsating original story from the

pen of Kane himself.

It isnt often that an author gets the

opportunity to direct and produce his own
opus, and maybe less fortunate writers are

correct in their contention that such a situ-

ation would preserve fidelity. In Kane's

instance the results are exceptional. In

addition to the fine job done by Rogers,

the opus has the advantage of Bob Steele, a

western star in his own right, cast as the

heavy. Pauline Moore is an attractive and

capable heroine, and the other players tip-

top. Rogers, in his quest for his gambler

quarry, goes into the latter's employ in-

cognito. A young prospector from Arizona

is fleeced by Steele in a crooked card game.

The boy, to make up his losses, impersonates

"The Carson City Kid," who, in reality, is

Rogers. The latter, not wishing the youth

to be hanged, saves him by holding up the

trial, shooting Steele, and escaping. But

he returns, still unidentified, to take the

girl he loves away with him. This is one

of the best westerns of the current season.

CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Bob Steele, Noah Beery, Jr., Pauline

Moore, Francis MacDonald, Hal Taliaferro,

Arthur Loft, George Rosner, Chester Gan.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Director

and Author, Joseph Kane; Screenplay, Rob-

ert Yost, Gerry Geraghty; Production Man-
ager, A! Wilson; Director of Photography,

William Nobles; Editor, Helene Turner;

Musical Director, Cy Feuer; Songs, by Peter

Tinturin.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
SkillfuL

WB Stanley, Pittsburgh,

Dropping Stage Bills

Pittsburgh—Stage shows will be
discontinued for the summer at the
Stanley Theater here, a Warner
Bros, house, following the engage-
ment of the Orrin Tucker orchestra
which is playing there this week.

"Primrose Path" to be
Shown Later in Ontario

Toronto — While "The Primrose
Path" has been temporarily with-
drawn from exhibition in the prov-
ince of Ontario, 0. L. Silverthorne,

chairman of the Ontario Board of

Censors, said the picture will likely

be released later.

AL STEEN

is in Chicago

covering the

ALLIED

CONVENTION

for readers of

IHE NEVKSPAPER

OF riLMDOlH^ isyuG?(^ w^^^^4LL THE NEWS
'4K^ ^^ ALLTUETIME

iSSlFDAILYa^™

1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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Balaban's Stockholder

Report Optimistic

(Coiitintit'd from Page 1)

eign revenue has been reduced
so that now it is only 20 per
cent off from the corresponding
period a year ago;

B. Improvements resulting

from the change in studio
management have i-eflected sub-
stantial gains in net revenue;

C. Company assets total more
than $30,000,000;

D. Results so far in the sec-

ond quarter indicate that earn-

ings will approach the $1,600,-

000 reported for the first quar-
ter and will be in excess of

those for the second quarter
last year.

16 Directors Re-elected

Sixteen directors were re-elected

by the stockholders yesterday. It

was proposed by one of the stock-

holders at the meeting that the board
next year be reduced numerically.
More than 73 per cent of the total

eligible votes were cast.

Balaban explained that since the
start of the war last September,
there was a drop of about 35 per
cent in the company's gross foreign
levenue during the five months fol-

lowing the outbreak, but that there-
after and to date, the decline has
been cut down so that present reve-

nue is only 20 per cent below that
of a year ago.

The Paramount president said
that all of Europe except England
had been dropped out of the re-

ports of the consolidated operations.

Pointing out that Great Britain
is the most important customer for
Paramount product, Balaban ex-
plained that it had provided for than
50 per cent of the company's for-

eign business. Having foreseen the
political situation in England, Bala-
ban said that between 600,000 and
700,000 pounds had been borrowed
there before the war, but that ex-

cess cash which can not be brought
to the U. S. can be used to reduce
or retire these obligations.

"A temporary suspension of
British operations or of the flow
of cash from England to the
company in the U. S. will not
materially affect us," Balaban
said. "This is the present situ-

ation. Of course, nobody can
predict the future of our Brit-

ish market."

Although more than 30 per cent
of Paramount's entire world gross

"Oiice an Actor"'"
A thespian of the old school and a

veteran of Paramount stockholders'
meetings again enlivened the proceed-
ings yesterday when he recited one of

his own compositions while ballots were
being collected on the re-election of

directors. The former actor, whose name
could not be recalled by Paramount ex-
ecutives, finished up his performance by
singing an original song. Maybe It was
a plug for "The Way of All Flesh."

Regulate or Prohibit Slot NIachine Movies
in Detroit, Detnands Mich. €o-Op Theaters

Detroit—The City Council was asked to regulate or, preferably, entirely prohibit,

the new coin-controlled projectors in Detroit, by Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan.
The Council has just completely banned all pin games, and is considering the fate

of automatic phonographs. A public hearing is to be set to consider the projectors

and phonographs together.

Strict censorship and the elimination of monopoly in distribution must be estab-
lished, Co-Operative said.

New Ascap Contracts
Are Distributed

(Continued from Page 1)

operators in the industry as well as

to all important advertising agencies.

Two types of contracts were enclosed

one noted as Single Station License

and the other Chain Broadcast Li-

cense.

No great deviation has been made
from the originally announced gen-

eral plan, although numerous clauses

apparently require considerable study

by the stations as to obtain the

exact interpretation.

Approximately 350 stations will

get a 50 per cent reduction in 1941,

compared to 1939 and 1940. Approx-
imately 200 more stations will get
a 33 1/3 per cent reduction. And
with very few exceptions, not a sin-

gle individual station in the whole
United States will be asked to pay
Ascap a larger pei'centage than they
paid in the past.

Metro To Do "Lily Mars"
II est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has assigned

Marguex'ite Roberts to prepare the
script of Booth Tarkington's novel,
"Presenting Lily Mars," rights to

which it has owned for several years.

20lh-Fox Buys Play
ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has purchased for a reported
price of $50,000 Emlyn Williams'
London stage hit, "The Light of

Heart."

Pratchett, Block-Booking
Emissary to Cuba

Following a meeting yesterday at

the Hays office of the majors' for-

eign managers for discussions of the

Cuban anti-block-booking bill, it was
reported that A. L. Pratchett, Para-

mount's Latin American manager,

would shortly leave for Cuba as an

unofficial representative of the body
to investigate the matter.
Measure was passed recently by

presidential proclamation. Only re-

course for a change is to have a
presidential proclamation alter the
measure.

Strikers Are Picketing

Central Casting Corp.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Central Casting Corp.

offices are being picketed following
a strike of employes of Central who
are members of Local 20798 of Amer-
ican Federation of Office Workers.
Union members walked out when the
producers refused to negotiate with
them.

Producers insist that the union
must be first certified by the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board before
any negotiations can be started.

Century Pacts Claire Trevor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Century Pictures

Corp. has signed Claire Trevor for
"The Silver Queen" which will be
produced by Frank Melford for

Paramount release. T. R. Williams
has been named treasurer.

film rentals has come from the for-
eign market, Balaban said, the com-
pany has charged only 15 per cent
of negative cost against the foreign
market, a charge regarded as con-

servative. In 1939, he continued,
Paramount's film revenue from out-

side the U. S. and Canada was ap-
proximately only 10 per cent of the
entire gross income from film and
theater operations of the company.

Therefore, Balaban said, it

can be seen that a small im-
provement in business in the U.
S. could offset any major addi-

tional declines in foreign reve-

nue.
"Domestic theater business is

slightly in excess of that of the

same period last year," he further
advised the stockholders. "No de-
cline is expected. In fact, indica-

tions point to the contrary."

As to expansion possibilities, Bal-
aban said, "New properties are added
whenever the protection of our busi-

ness or its normal and natural de-

velopments warrant."

Continuing Debt Reduction

He declared that Para, is "con-
tinuing its program of simplifying
and reducing its debt structure."

Balaban praised Y. Frank Free-
man and his associates at the stu-

dio on the gains they have accom-
plished under most trying condi-
tions.

Balaban then sketched briefly the
status of the Government suit and
the Neely Bill.

The re-elected directors who will

meet July 1 to re-name officers are:

Neil F. Agnew, Barney Balaban,
Stephen Callaghan, Y. Frank Free-
man, Harvey D. Gibson, A. Conger
Goodyear, Stanton Griffis, Duncan G-
Harris, John D. Hertz, John W.
Hicks, Jr., Austin C. Keough, Earl
I. McClintock, Maurice Newton, E.

V. Richards, Edwin L. Weisl, Adolph
Zukor.
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I

EATHER bound copies of th" scripts o

*- Metro's "Young Tom Edisrilfc-"! id "Edi

son, The Man," have been prelfented the

University of Washington drama class b)

Bradbury Foote, scenarist on both produc-

tions. The presentation was made through

Dr. Alfred Goldman.

• •
CRANK TOURS, RKO Radio musical com-
' poser and scorer, journeyed to San Fran-

cisco last week to conduct the opening

of "HMS Pinafore," the Gilbert-Sullivan

opera starring John Charles Thomas. Tours
was formerly with the Los Angeles Phil-

harmonic Orchestra in a similar capacity.

He is currently scoring Towne and Baker's

"Tom Brown's School Days."

• •
^^ILLIAM SEITER, director of Univers
'"

al's "Hired Wife," has completed ar-

rangements with Charlie Ruggles for the

use of his See-Are Kennels in San Fernando
Valley as a location site for the film.

Seiter will spend three days shooting at the

kennels.

• •
A NNA NEAGLE after a whirlwind tour

'* of 16 key cities with "Irene" in all

parts of the U. S. comes up with some kind

of laurels as the champion feminine trouper

of Hollywood.

Stars galore have of course made p.

a

tours, but few, if any, have done so on
i

such an extensive scale. Miss Neagle, whoi/

was accompanied by Producer Herbert Wil-

.

cox, was literally a "one-man" show ini[

each of 16 large cities. The RKO Radloi;

star averaged four shows a day, three:|

broadcasts in each city visited, a luncheon
|

with the press, and a meeting with thei,

mayor. But Miss Neagle's p.a. was more:,

than a bow. She put on an eight-minute|

show. I

\A/ALTER WANGER'S new Alfred Hitch-
i]"' cock production, "Foreign Corres->|

pondent," has been completed. It is esti-
j

mated that it will take four weeks to editl;

the 240,000 feet of film down to feature-

length size.

• •
\A/ENDY BARRIE, RKO Radio player, isjl

' ' being paged by New York producer*

Richard Aldrich for a top role in "English i

Accent," scheduled for Broadway stage'

debut early next Fall. In addition to hern

present role opposite Richard Dix in "Men'

Against the Sky," Miss Barrie has two moreij

films to do for RKO Radio under her present
|

contract, and her possible acceptance of'

the Aldrich offer, which would mark herj

first appearance on the American stage, Ij

depends upon whether she will be able tolj

arrange these film commitments. "

• •
kiORE than 75 grandsons of Sioux war-

'"'
riors who participated in the Custer

Massacre, will be among the Indians hired I

to simulate that battle for "Bad Man ofj

Wyoming," which Richard Thorpe is now I

directing for Metro, on location In the Jack-

son Hole country of Wyoming.
• •

ii

DON COSTELLO planed in from New I

York to assume one of the top roles

'

in "One Crowded Night" at RKO Radio.
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Atlas Blocked on RKO Divorcement--Odium
'roposal Dropped from 2d
ieorg. Plan When Others
n Company Disagreed

(Continued from Page 1)

tand to_date, and that he still feels,

jhat diTT°ment would be better for

he indi"" -V as a whole. He pointed
out that At-
las had taken
its stand be-
fore the in-

stitution o f

the Govern-
ment equity
action. How-
ever, he add-
ed, divorce-
m e n t could
not be car-

ried out by
one company
but to prove

FLOYD B. ODLUM p r f i table,

would have

J)
be adopted by the industry as a

f/hole.

He was of the opinion that com-
panies would find it more profitable,
ince, he said, exhibition and pro-
juction are two distinct branches of
jhe industry, with separate prob-
fems of management. As it is now,
e stated, one branch is always domi-
ating the other.

"Sell Pictures on Merit"

j
Pictures, Odium declared, should

»|e sold entirely on their merits, re-
' »ardless of affiliations, and the prob-

'* ifem of a producer is to sell them on
'•J'le best terms available, while that
"" if a theater company is to select the
' est pictures on the most reasonable

' 3rms. He concluded his interview
y asking, "Why should anyone buy

' picture except on its merits?"
Among members of the trade pres-

nt at the RKO hearing. Odium's
f« xpressed sentiments created a stir.
s .tlas Corp., it was pointed out, is

nancially interested in Paramount
i s well as RKO.

Ml

rai

i

(1

Toy|

luorescent Chair Arms
Is Patron Aisle Guides

Oklahoma City—Penn theater, 500-
eater, has opened with James Boyle

l^d Nelson Clabaugh operating.
'labaugh is active manager. House
; seated at 10-20.

The theater claims to have the
irst reverse seating floor plan in
[he southwest. Chairs are Heywood-
jVakefield with fluorescent arms on
I he aisle seats to guide patrons.
fluorescent carpet is another inno-
ation. The house has a pair of
lotiograph projectors and Mirro-
jhonic Western Electric sound.

rnveil Ettelson Memorial

I

Stone will be unveiled this Sunday
It 3:30 p.m. at Temple Emanuel,
'assaic Lodge, Rochelle Park, N. J.,

n memory of the late Richard Ettel-
on, who was president of Consoli-
ated Theaters, N. J. Ettelson was

i

brother-in-law of Si Fabian.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •
DAOUL WALSH. Born 1889, New York. Educated, St Francis Xavier College,
'^ Seton Hall, N. Y. About 1918 joined D. W. Griffith. Played important
part of John Wilkes Booth in "Birth of a Nation." Director for Fox, Yankee
Prod., First National, Goldwyn, "The Thief of

Bagdad," Famous, Fox. Director of "What Price

Glory?" which was selected one of the ten best

pictures of 1927. United Artists in 1928. Selected

one of the ten best directors of 1927-28 and
1928-29 in THE FILM DAILY Annual Poll. His

"Sadie Thompson," for United Artists, was se-

lected one of the ten best pictures of 1928, in

Annual FILM DAILY Poll. Was under M-G-M
contract and with Walter Wanger Productions.

Directed in England. Was with Paramount.

Member Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.

Joined Warner Bros. Went over to Republic

and directed "Dark Command." Returned to

Warners, where he is under contract.

Debate RKO Allowances
Three-Week Postponement is Ordered

{Continued

hearing. Simletter maintained that
RKO could not afford to pay any
more, stating that the company
would only have $77,000 in available
cash after paying $600,000. In view
of the foreign situation, he said, this

was an inadequate cash reserve and
would create a danger of RKO
requiring a new reorganization.

Judge Bondy took issue with that
statement, telling Simletter that he
did not believe there was a likeli-

hood of RKO being forced in new
bankruptcy proceedings.

Court Says Suit Real Problem

The Court stated that in his opin-
ion the greatest problem to RKO
was the Government anti-trust suit.

Simletter disagreed, and contended
that the "disruption of the foreign
market" was RKO's chief problem.
Later, Judge Bondy stated that RKO
could borrow money if it had in-

sufficient funds to meet payments
ordered by the court. Simletter also

told the Court that RKO had drop-
ped $600,000 to $700,000 in its con-

solidated cash position in 1938 and
1939 and that this year would find

its cash holdings even less.

Simletter discussed each applica-

tion separately, although confining
most of his remarks to request of

Atlas Corp. for 100,000 shares of

common stock and $875,000 for dis-

bursements and expenses. The RKO
attorney contended that Atlas, with
a tremendous investment in RKO,
had taken an active interest in re-

organization as a means towards
protection of its investments and
that its disbursements thereofore

should be borne by Atlas and not by
RKO.

Offers to Take All Stock

Floyd Odium, Atlas Corp. prexy,

in answering Simletter, told Judge
Bondy that Atlas had only asked for

from Page 1)

repayment of those expenses which
were actually incident to the work
of Atlas as proponent of the plan.

All other expenses. Odium said, were
absorbed by Atlas and RKO is not
asked to repay them. Odium of-

fered to accept common stock of the
company instead of cash for its ex-
penses as well as for its fee. In this

way, he added, RKO's cash position
would not be affected. Judge Bondy
was of the opinion that payment of

Atlas disbursements in stock would
be a change in the plan, requiring
consent of all creditors.

Odium scoffed at the statement
that RKO would be unable to meet
allowance payments, declai'ing that
the company is a "solvent, going
concern without any debt and cannot
be placed in bankruptcy." He de-

clared that the figure of $77,000
mentioned by Simletter as the re-

maining cash reserve after allow-
ance payments had been computed,
as the reserve after deductions for

payment of dividends of over $1,-

000,000 for the coming year.

A number of attorneys, including
Hamilton C. Rickaby, Nathan Rosen-
berg, and Carlos Israels, spoke in

support of their applications for al-

lowances and contended that the ap-
plications had been kept to a small
amount in view of the financial sit-

uation of the company.

Gale, of the SEC, contended that
his statement of the financial posi-

tion of RKO was, if anything, on the
optimistic side, because no one could
predict the effect of the war and
other factors which may arise in the
future. Judge Bondy reserved deci-

sion after allowing attorneys to file

briefs in 10 days.

A formal three-week postponement
was ordered to allow Simletter to

apply for an allowance for represent-
ing RKO at the hearings.

FCC Opening New

Channels for Tele

(Continued from Page 1)

existing licenses under the old rules
and regulations.

With the completion of these sta-
tions the U. S. will have far more
tele broadcast stations than any
other nation in the world, said an
FCC spokesman.

Most of the stations, the FCC stat-
ed, will be permitted to furnish tele-
vision programs to the public, and
when the industry has developed uni-
form transmission standards offer-
ing a satisfactory level of perform-
ance these standards will be adopted
by FCC as a basis for regular com-
mercial tele operation.

Every tele station licensee will be
expected to carry on research and
experimentation on the different en-
gineering problems and to assist in
developing tele for widespread pub-
lic service.

Feel Need for Workable
Plan to End Trade Ills

(Continued from Page 1)

is making itself more obvious every
week.

This view is based on observations
made by traveling film men who do
not wish to be quoted and by out-
of-town exhibitors visiting in New
York.

Feeling Is Country-wide

There appears to be a feeling
throughout the country that litiga-

tion and legislation are hampering
the possibilities for quality product,
and exhibitors admittedly are wor-
ried. Add to these factors the cur-
tailment of revenue caused by the
war and the outlook becomes darker.
For these reasons, observers say
that a move to bring about a better
understanding between distributors

and exhibitors is gathering momen-
tum without an official driving force.

Conclusions drawn appear to be in-

dividual and yet representative of
the entire country.

It is reported that national Allied

at its convention opening today in

Chicago will launch a campaign for
arbitration, even though the organi-
zation kicked over the proposed code
at its conclave last year in Minneap-
olis.

Would Renew Parleys

It has been reported reliably that
many independents who were op-

posed to the adoption of the Code are
now ready to renew negotiations,

even though the outcome of the

equity suit and the Neely Bill may
change the order of the industry.

A first step in this direction may
come out of the Allied convention
or from pressure brought by inde-

pendents, organized or otherwise.
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Allied Expects Distribs. to Offer Unit Sellinc
Kirsch. Convention Chair-

man, Calls on Exhibs. to

Unite. Back Own Program

JACK KIRSCH

(Continued from Page 1)

ciimstances, Allied leaders look to

the current convention as a hopeful

key with which to open the way to-

ward solvinji- the more serious prob-

lems.
In a late pre-parley letter to in-

dependent exhibitors. Jack Kirsch,

president of Illinois Allied and chair-

man of the convention, sounding the

keynote, wrote:
"This year you will have an op-

portunity and one only to hear these

g-rave matters discussed from the

standpoint of the
independent e x -

hibitors by men
who have given
them serious
study. You will

have one oppor-
tunity and one
only to debate
these issues in an
open forum and
to exchange views
openly and in

private with other
exhibitors and ex-

hibitor 1 e a d e rs.

You will have one
opportunity and one only to assist

in drafting of an exhibitor program
which can be successfully carried

out."

Problem of Fewer Pictures

The theory that there will be

fewer pictures next season, for

which higher film rentals will be

asked, is one of the serious prob-

lems facing exhibitors, Kirsch points

out in his letter, declaring that "if

you think you can shoulder this

added burden on the strength of

your present earnings, you had bet-

ter find out whether those earnings

will continue."
Continuing, Kirsch wrote: "The

Allies have announced that they will

increase their purchases of muni-

tions in this country but that, in

order to keep their trade in balance,

they will reduce their purchases of

other commodities. As a result, we
may have a temporary war boom in

some sections, a terrible depression

in others."
(Since Kirsch sent out the letter,

the surrender of France leaves only

England as a prospective buyer of

American goods and munitions.)

"Meantime," Kirsch added, "the

Loetc Girl Wins
Opposition Contest

Here's one for the book! The Maico
Theater staged a beauty contest in

Memphis to pick "Miss Memphis" for

the Shrine convention. Mrs. Mary Sue

Peacock won. When the M. C. on the

Maico stage asked Mrs. Peacock about

herself she revealed: "I am cashier at

Loew's Palace."

The Palace is the Malco's newest and

hottest competition!

Pittsburgh Patriotic Groups Would Have
Pa. Censors Ban Foreign Propaganda Pix

Pittsburgh—Public protests against the showing of foreign propaganda films have
created a stir here and it is reported that certain patriotic organizations have petitioned
the Pennsylvania Board of Censors not to issue approval seals tor pictures of this type.

Recently attempts to show what were described as Nazi films at the Moose Temple
here were blocked when war veteran groups complained such exhibitions were inimical

to American interests. A group had arranged to lease the Moose Temple auditorium
for ten meetings, at which German films were to be exhibited, but after a groat
many protests were received by the management, the leasing group was persuaded to

cancel the lease and the showings in question.

Warner Bros. Lineup
Stresses Americana

(Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

convention at the Hotel Blackstone

yesterday.

More then 90 per cent of next

year's features will be based on var-

ied but typical American back-

ground material. Sears said. High-

lighting this type of story material

will be six, top-budgeted productions

with Western locale. These will be
"Santa Fe Trail," starring Errol
Flynn, to be made on the same scale

as "Virginia City"; "High Sierra,"

starring Paul Muni; Thomas Rip-
ley's "They Died With Their Boots
On,"; "Montana" by C. B. Glascock;
"Calamity Jane," starring Bette Da-
vis" and "Sam Colt, Trigger Man."

Following screening of "The Sea
Hawk," Sears discussed the mer-
chandising policy on the feature.

The afternoon session was devoted
to discussion of the new season's
product.
Major Albert Warner and Mort

Blumenstock arrived yesterday for

the sessions.

The meeting closes tonight with
a cocktail party given by James Cos-
ton, Warner Theater zone manager
for Sears, with Allied's exhibitor

delegates also invited. The Warner
men return to their respective ter-

ritories tomorrow

Department of Commerce has work-
ed out a distribution formula in-

volving the sale of completed pic-

tures in blocks of five, following
trade showing. This has been
shelved temporarily, but it is pre-

dicted that the distributors will

shortly urge a similar plan upon the

Government in settlement of the

anti-trust suit."

Foresees Fundamental Changes

Predicting that fundamental
changes may be made in the struc-

ture and practices of the motion
picture industry within the next few
months, Kirsch warns that "unless

the exhibitors can unite upon and
support a program of their own,
they will be left holding the bag."

Preparation for those anticipated
changes plus the formulating of a

definite trade practice program are
expected to highlight the convention
which closes Friday night.
A record attendance is predicted.

Observers here believe it will be the
most serious conclave on record.

Belmont Theater Suit

Ends With 306 Defeat

(Continued front Page 1)

missed the complaint and denied the
permanent injunction sought in the

suit of Local 306, Operators, against
Paradise Pictures Corp. which, in

1937, operated the Belmont theater.

In its bi-ief Local 306 had said that
if it lost the suit it would "cause
a breakdown of the collective bar-
gaining machinery in the industry
and would cause utter chaos."
The Union sought an injunction

restraining the Belmont from em-
ploying non-union help, which at that
time consisted of two operators at

a total weekly salary of $63. It

claimed that the Belmont was bound
by the 10-year labor contract made
with the ITOA, of which they
claimed Belmont was a member, and
therefore obligated to pay a wage
scale of $275 for four operators.
A hearing upon the application

for a preliminary injunction resulted
in an injunction issued by Justice
Rosenman in 1937, restraining the
theater from employing any others
except members of Local 306, and
commanding them to pay the $275
wage scale, which has since been
raised 10 per cent to $302.50.

Trial of the case took place two
weeks ago. Justice Walter's opin-
ion means the injunction granted by
Judge Rosenman is dissolved and
the Belmont Theater will not be sub-
ject - to the wage scale or to the
terms of the ITOA contract.

Paradise was represented by the
firm of Dushkind & Ellis, with Emil
K. Ellis trial counsel. Benjamin Man-
delker of the Matthew M. Levy of-

fice represented the union.

Phonovision In New Offices
Announcement was made yester-

day by Phonovision that the com-
pany has established new headquar-
ters at 1 East 54th St. First pub-
lic demonstration of the machine has
been set for tonight at Jack Demp-
sey's Broadway restaurant at nine
o'clock.

Gill Replacing Pooler
Detroit^—Frank P. Gill has been

appointed new film critic of the De-
troit Free Press, replacing James
G. Pooler, who goes to the city room.
Gill and Pooler are, in effect, switch-
ing jobs.

Greene Closes in Milton
Milton, Fla.—M. F. Greene, owner

of the Palace Theater, is closing the
house for an indefinite period.

Settlement Talks

Attitude "Helpful

(Continned from PogA, \
stockholders at their ^jj|r''!ul me*
ing yesterday. ^•i'

Balaban's comment upon the co

ferences, another of which will

held this morning, was the first c

ficial "quote" by a company t«

exec, since the parleys began. Para
pi-exy added that "It, of course,

impossible to predict their outcome
and then said pointedly:

"At this, of all times, this indu

try should be free of the great e

pense and distraction involved in tl

litigation I have described to yo

but the fundamental rights and pra

tical necessities cannot be sacrificed

Issues to be threshed out if

consent decree acceptable to bo'

majors and the D of J is to 1

evolved again held the conferees' a

tention yesterday. Present plan,

is understood, is to hold mornir
sessions until the ground is CO'

ered.

Meanwhile, it was learned tb
D of J agents are still in Philade

phia interviewing Government
^^i

nesses in the action.

McEvoy Joins Select

As General Sales Head

Edward L. McEvoy, until recentl

Eastern and Canadian sales mai

ager for RKO, yesterday joined S«

lect Attractions, Inc., as genen

sales manager and vice-presidea

McEvoy set the Select deal afte

considering several other offers,

was stated.

Under the new Select setui

Charles Kranz will handle genera

sales, and George S. Jeffrey m
function as special rep. and assistar

to McEvoy. Second special rep. m
be Al 0. Bondy, covering the West

ern territory.

Select, for which Joseph Plunketi

is in charge of productiou, will opej

its own exchanges in from 12 to 1

principal U. S. cities within the nej^

60 days, it was asserted.

Zeldman production, "Leopari

Men of Africa," which Select ^^^l

distribute, will have its world pre

miere in the RKO Boston theater

Boston. Zeidman will also make tw

other exploitation pix for Select dMi

ing 1940-41. Lineup also calls foi

"Cavalcade of Youth," which Seleci

may make itself on the Coast, an*

six others, including two musicals.

Ball Park Becomes
Drivc'ln Theater

Detroit—New style drive-in theater,

known as the Markos Open Air, is being

opened at Romulus, southeastern Michi-

gan town, at the ball park. This is the

first independent drive-in in the terri-

tory—the two larger houses are oper-

ated by Philip Smith of Boston.

n
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ILLIEDTOR 'RESISTANCE WALL' ONRENTALS

Mlied Leaders Charge Dearth of Good Pictures
laim Distribs. Failing

o Back Up Product With
ight Kind of Advertising

ind Femmes Prefer

Ims fo Air Shows

Chicago—Dearth of good pictures
s been particularly noticeable in

p last three months, Allied leaders
assembled here
for their national

convention indi-

cated yesterday.

Not only is

there a lack of

good product but
the distributors

are not backing
up their pictures

with the right
kind of publicity
and advertising,
it was said.

L. HARRY A. COLE The producers
,nage to co-operate with their own

{Continued on Page 7)

aiven a choice between seeing a
ture she greatly wanted to see
d her favorite radio program—the
ture to be shown only at the time

(Continued on Page 3)

let Show Cause Order
Eolorama Reorg.

[rvington, N. J.—Vice Chancellor
in has directed creditors of Kolo-

(Contintied on Page 9)

"V

40 Theaters in Met.
Territory Shuttered

With some 30 houses in the Metro-
politan area already closed for the Sum-
mer, 10 more were added to the list

yesterday, with two of the 10 to remain
open week-ends. Houses closing this

week or already shuttered are: Bijou,

Clinton and Palace, Bell Circuit; Ascot,
Consolidated; Playhouse, Casey and
Wheeler; and the Strand, North Tarry-
town, St. Marks, Belmont, Royal and
Cine Roma, New York. The Royal and
Cine Roma will be open week-ends.
Shuttering for the Casey and Wheeler
Playhouse in Rye marks the first time
the theater has ever been closed for the
Summer.

U. S. OFFERS NEW CLEARANCE PLAN
Differences of Opinion on Definition and Scope

Reported as Discussions Continue

With conferences between the Gov-
ernment and counsel for the majors
continuing with a view to settlement
of the Equity suit through a consent
decree, it was learned yesterday that
clearance proposals entirely differ-

ent from those outlined in the D of

C's proposed decree have been pre-
sented to majors' counsel for study

by James B. Hayes, Special Assist-
ant Attorney General.

Discussions on arbitration, leasing
agreements, clearance and over-buy-
ing are reported to have clarified

many of the points in doubt, but no
definite, final agreement has been
reached on these subjects, it was

{Continued on Page 4)

Canada War Revenue

Drive Gets U. S. Pix

Canada's drive for war revenue
yesterday enlisted the support of

the U. S. film industry.
At the request of N. L. Nathan-

son, president of Famous Players
Canadian and chairman of the Can-
adian film industry committee co-

operating with the Dominion Gov-
( Continued on Page 9)

Detroit Theater Starts

R. C. Ambulance Drive

Detroit—Drive for theaters of the

country to supply ambulances for

Red Cross war relief was started
here last night by Lincoln Park The-
ater of Lincoln Park, suburb. Max
Allen is owner and William Rich-

mond manager.
City Council approved the idea

{Continued on Page 3)

Local 306 Weighs

ITOA Relief Plea

Local 306's Executive Boai'd will

appoint a committee to consider a

request made by the ITOA for con-

cessions by the operators' union dur-
ing the summer, Prexy Harry Brandt
of the exhib. unit stated at yester-

day's meeting at the Astor. Meet-
ing drew approximately 90, with
members of the Film Board of Trade,

{Continued on Page 4)

ATAHT Policy Assured
Of Success—Jack Warner

Chicago — Warner's sales policy

for ATAHT, which closely parallels

that devised by Metro for GWTW,
was seen as an assured national suc-

cess by Jack L. Warner, in a tele-

gram read to the Warner sales con-

{Continued on Page 7)

Sees Industry ^^at Crossroads
Freeman Asks Productive Aid by Exhibs.

Ohio High Court Grants
Bank Night Case Review

Columbus, O.—The Ohio Supreme
Court yesterday admitted right of

review in the case of Andrew At-
tenweiler vs. the Troy Amusement
Co., operator of the Mayflower The-
ater in Troy, 0., where Bank Night
is a weekly affair. Review will

(Continued on Page 9)

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Asserting that international cond-
tions have caused a crisis for the
domestic film business at large, and,

as a consequence, the industry is "at
the crossroads," Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount's vice-president in charge
of studio operations, told trade press
representatives at a luncheon in the
Hotel Astor yesterday that the ex-

(Continued on Page 10)

Expect Allied to Pro-

pose Arbitration Plan
At Convention Today

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Chicago—Groundwork for a
"wall of resistance" against
the distributors' drive for high-
er film rentals and extended play-
ing time was laid yesterday at the
opening of Allied's annual conven-
tion at the Hotel Morrison. A plan
of operation is being devised and
will be presented to the delegates
before the convention closes tomor-
row night.
The consensus was that exhibitors

(Continued on Page 7)

Senate's Tax Plan

Draws Allied Fire

Chicago—Resentment against al-

leged Hays organization efforts be-

fore the Senate Finance Committee
to obtain special consideration for
the high-admission circuit theaters
was expressed in a resolution passed
unanimously yesterday at the open-
ing session of the annual Allied con-
vention.
Senate action in revising the

(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Expects $25,000

Loss for Calendar Year

0. R. McMahon, controller, and
Garrett Van Wagner, in a joint af-

fidavit, filed in Federal Court yes-
terday, predicted that RKO would
lose $25,000 in its cash holdings for
the 1940 calendar year. The afii-

(Continued on Page 8)

Music Hall Starts

ATAHT Run July 4
Radio City Music Hall has definitely

set ATAHT to start on July 4, it was
learned yesterday.
Warner feature will play under the

regular Music Hall policy, it was said.

Reports had been current that the Hall

would advance its prices for the engage-
ment.
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High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 6% 67/8 6% — Vs
Col. Picts, vtc. (2'/2% )

Con. Fm. Ind % s/g %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 128 127 1271/2 — 11/2

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24 233^ 23^/8 + %
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount 5V4 5 5'A — '/s

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. . TVs TVg ly^ — i/g

Pathe Film 7% 7 7 — 3/8

RKO New 25/8 25/8 25/8

RKO 6s pfd 35 34 34
20th Century-Fox 7 67/8 7
20th Century-Fox pfd. 16 16 16 + ^Vs
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 23/^ 23/8 23/8

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 IOOV2 100 100'/2 + Vi
Loew's deb. 3y2s46 102 102 102 + 'A
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 5/g 1 5/g 1 5/g

Technicolor 10 10 10 —
'/s

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

John Stone Resigns
From 20th Century-Fox

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Producer John Stone

has resigned from 20th Century-Fox
and will take a vacation before mak-
ing new plans. He produced the
"Charlie Chan" series for seven
years and Jane Withers pictures for
five years. He owns the screen rights
to "The Wedding Guest Sat On A
Stone" and "It Happened to Marge."

Preliminary tests to study the

field strength of televised signals in

the New York area are to be launched

immediately by engineers erecting

the new Allen B. DuMont television

station, W2XWV, at 515 Madison
Ave., it was disclosed yesterday. A
temporary 50-watt transmitter on

the 42nd floor of the Madison Ave.

building will be used in the tests and
will begin flashing signals this week.

When W2XWV officially goes on

the" air in the Autumn, it will be op-

erated on 1 kw., with an effective

receptive range of more than 30

miles, it is estimated. The station

has been assigned channel No. 4 in

the 78-84 mc. band by the FCC.
DuMont also has a mobile trans-

mitter license with call letters
WIOXKT, which is to be operated
in conjunction with the New York
station for remote pickups of news,
sports and other outside features.

Kelly Names Seidelman
U. A. Foreign Sales Rep.

Arthur W. Kelly, UA's vice-prexy
in charge of foreign distribution,

yesterday announced the appoint-
ment of Sam Seidelman as special

Home Office sales representative.
Seidelman is a veteran of UA's

foreign sales force, who has repre-
sented the company in Mexico and
Central America for the past eight
years. He is already en route to

Argentina, his first stop, and will

make his headquarters for the next
few weeks in Buenos Aires.

Photo Employes Union,
Vitaprint in Agreement

Agreement has been reached be-
tween the Photo Employes Union,
Local 21314, and the Vitaprint Co.,

New York. Union expects to nego-
tiate additional contracts in the near
future.
Announcement by the union of the

new contract also pointed out that
the still work done by the compa-
nies it has signed pacts with in no
way interferes with the jurisdiction

of Local 230, sign painters union,
which has jurisdiction in the large
blow-up field.

Pa. Exhib. Will Appeal
Bank Night Conviction

Beaver, Pa.—Convicted of conduct-
ing a lottery in connection with op-
eration of Bank Night at two thea-
ters here, J. C. Lund, of nearby Ali-
quippa, has been sentenced to pay
the costs and a fine of $500.
The case was decided by Judge

Frank E. Reader, to whom evidence
was submitted. Attorneys for Lund
indicated they would appeal to the
Supreme Court.

Blame Radio War News
For St. Louis Closings

St. Loui.s—The wai-, brought to

this city by the radio, is blitzkrieg-

ing St. Louis theaters, with the re-

sult that a new high will be set for

summer closings, it was said yes-

terday by Fred Wehrenberg, prexy

of the MPPTO of St. Louis, Eastern

Missouri and Southern Illinois.

Wehrenberg, who holds radio's

continuous reporting of war news
responsible, says that business in

some houses has dropped 50 per cent
in this territory.

The Dakota theater here and the
Normandy at Normandy will close

late next week. A dozen more are
considering the same step, accord-
ing to Wehrenberg.

Audience reaction to Hitler and
Mussolini footage in the newsreels
is presenting local exhibs. with a
problem. One local house finally

withdrew a Hitler-Mussolini clip

following an audience argument re-

sulting from the fact that one pat-
ron considered another did not hiss

the dictators with sufficient vigor.

Court Denies Injunction

To Premium Promotion

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Pe-
ter Schmuck yesterday denied an
application of Premium Promotion
Syndicate, Inc., for a temporary in-

junction to restrain Price Theater
Premiums Corp. from allegedly in-

fringing upon the plaintiff's scheme
of selling encyclopedias to theaters,
to be given patrons. The Court
ruled that the two systems were not
similar and that nothing other than
a business rivalry appeared from
the papers.

Murray, Missing in War
Area 10 Weeks, Located

A sigh of relief went up around
the Fox Movietone News offices yes-
terday when the State Dept. advised
that Bill Murray is safe in Amster-
dam. Murray, ace cameraman as-
signed to war coverage, had been
missing for about 10 weeks. Last
heard from in the Hague, it was
feared that he might have been one
of a group of correspondents and
photographers reported trapped and
killed during the invasion of Hol-
land.

United Jewish Appeal
Receives $22,000 More

Total of $22,000 for the United
Jewish Appeal was pledged at yes-
terday's meeting of the ITOA at
the Hotel Astor.

"Honeymoon for 3" Cast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros, has cast

Ann Sheridan, George Brent and Jef-
frey Lynn for the leading roles in
"Honeymoon for Three." Lloyd
Bacon starts directing on July 8.

Olivia de Havilland and James Stew-
art were originally cast for the film.

COminC and Goinc

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, Universal's Wesfe
sales manager, flies from New York to Chica
today to attend Allied's convention.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western sales mana^
for RKO Radio Pictures, will plane for Minn
apolis Sunday.

WALTER BRANSON, Midwestern district ma
ager for RKO Radio, is at the ^iflL office f

conferences with Ned E. Depi^** jnd An
Smith. -,;,

JAMES R. GRAINGER has returned to Nc
York from Chicago.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN leaves for Hollywo,
tonight after conferring with execs, at tl

Paramount home office.

MORRIS MECHANIC, managing director

the New Theater, Baltimore, has returned the

after a short New York stay.

EDDIE SOLOMON, of the 20th-Fox public!

staff, has left for Baltimore to work on pla

for the premiere July 10 at the New Theat
of "Maryland."

ROBERT MONTGOMERY is expected tod.

on the Clipper.

PHIL STEVENSON, of the Playwrights Cc
has left for a two months' stay in Williamsbu
and Charlottesville, Va.

OTTO PREMINCER returns shortly from tl

Coast.

EZRA STONE returns here tomorrow froi

Hollywood.

RAMON NOVARRO has arrived on the Coas
He recently returned here from Italy.

ALEXANDER KORDA has left London for Li

bon and will arrive in Hollywood next week.

NORMAN CORWIN, CBS writer - directc

leaves today for Hollywood to help prepa

the screen version of Elmer Rice's play, "Tv«

on an Island," for RKO.

Anti-Totalitarian Films
Draw Well in New Orlean;

New Orleans—The vogue for film

preaching against autarchies an
Nazism seems well established hert

with two of the first to play th'

city getting good attendance. Th
Saenger did better than average

with "Four Sons" (20th-Fox) whil,

reports from Loew's State, wher'

Metro's "The Mortal Storm" i|

playing, show that the latter pic

ture is ahead of average runs i

many respects.

Town is in a very anti-Nazi ani

fifth column mood due in part to re!

marks attributed to German Consuj

General Baron Edgar von Spiege

in a newspaper interview. Von Spie

gel, world war submarine comman'
der, later denied he had been quote*

correctly and said he had been talk

ing informally.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

festal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

^kv TELEPHONE BILL.

ri
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^ find Femmes Prefer

^ films to Air Siiows

si
.

—
(Continued from Page 1)

Df the program—the average woman
would choose the picture, it is re-

litii: „\realed in a survey conducted by Ag-
les Me',~ \ Grew Associates.

Womc-^m all walks of life were

•nterviewed by the all-women or-

ganization headed by Miss Mengel,

Who undertook the survey with a
jonviction that the industry is not
;aking' full advantage of the poten-

™';|*;ial service that could be rendered
t by the women of the country. Of

pibslche women queried, 96.8 per cent
*J 7oted in favor of the picture.

Asked "Do you think that radio

^ 'urnishes better entertainment from
^:he woman's viewpoint than motion
pictures?", better than 87 per cent
iroted "No," with most of them am-
jlifying their answers. A large pro-
jortion preferred films because they
mgage both sight and heai-ing, leave

tess to the imagination, and are
nore relaxing. Absence of inter-

jitijji'uptions was another reason for

fhoosing films.

I Commenting on the results of the
t»sEturvey, Miss Mengel observed, "It

confirmed a pet theory of mine in

I'egard to women, which is that if

jhey are approached in an honest
jieart to heart sort of way, they are

lot only perfectly willing, but ac-

ually eager, to help in any construc-

Ici Jive effort directed toward making
notion pictures a little nearer to

jheir heart's desire."
ji Other questions asked the cross-

liection of American women were,
[What kind of motion pictures do

"'M'ou prefer?", "How often do you

JJJ3
;^o to the movies?", "Is the story

^'|r the star more important in choos-

Jng your film entertainment?", "If

ihere are children in your family,

lo you object to their seeing films

ifontaining any of the following situ-

t^tions: Murder? Kidnapping? Rob-
ttery? Underworld racket exposes?
I'requent war scenes?", and "Do you
'ike to hear your favorite motion
icture star on the radio?"

or

!S 1

Iside, Chicago, Closing

y\
Chicago — The Hillside Theater,

linder M. Goldberg management, will

|:lose for the Summer.

From
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• • • ON this humid day let's go "Coasting" William

Cameron Menzies has been signed by Dave Loew and Albert

Lewin as the production designer of their forthcomin' opus

"Flotsam" which'll go before cameras on Aug. 1 with

Fredric March and Margaret Sullavan in the leads. . . • Frank

Lloyd, producer-director oi Columbia's "Howards of Virginia"

has the ihespians in Santa Cruz, Cal., for their second important loca-

tion trip T'other was to Williamsburg, Va Alan Marshall,

having completed his role in the picture was signed by Harry

Cohn & Co. to remain on the lot for "He Stayed for Breakfast"

T T T
• • • REPORTS to this corner are to the effect that

Paramount's "Rhythm on the River" is a slick property

Bing Crosby and Mary Martin are in this one while Basil

Rathhone has a comedy role! Oscar Levant is also very prom-
inent in the proceedings The plot has some surprising twists

and turns Judging from the fine time the cast is having

making the film it should be a comedy "natural" for

John Q. and Missus Public

T y T
• • • PARAMOUNT appears to have another sure b.o. winner

in the Dick Powell-Joan Blondell vehicle "I Want a Di-

vorce" Our scouts aver that you'll be surprised at the un-

usual job Frank Fay does therein. . . • M-G-M has prevailed

upon Massa Octavus Roy Cohen to climb into the ring to try

his trusty right-in' on an original story re the pugilistic realm. . .

• Gene Markey is heading East to confer in Washington not with

Senators or Representatives but Bonnie Baker and Orrin Tucker

on that projected Paramount starrer. . . • Several studios are

reading Charles Ray's unpublished novel, "Seven Faces West". . .

• Michael Curtiz, no less, will direct Errol Flynn in Warners' "Sante Fe".

T T
« # # BACK to our own coast let's take a quick dip

in the Fabian "pool" o'er in Brooklyn The pool's

top man there, as you well know is Joe Lee who is a

hound jor pay-off promotional ideas Hence it is understand-

able that when Paramount's "The Biscuit Eater" was

turned loose on the Fox —Joe got inspired Like a good

"hunter" he held the point oj getting maximum mobs

into the house to be the vital job ..for there is no gain

saying that the dog film is one of the most moving of moving

pictures

T T T
• • • NOW a publicity hound must have more than his

scent for moking nooze if a picture is to get mass attendance

It's helpful lo have a few cents from the boss to advertise the at-

traction Mister Fabian provided a reasonable wherewithal

and unleashed Joe to do his stuff The latter flew into the most

unusual spaces namely, the Dogs and Pets classified colyums of all

the dailies To find a place in the Sun for "The Biscuit Eater"

engagement General Lee placed an ad prominently beside "The

Dog in the Home" department of that powerful evening paper and

appealed loudly to canine lovers The campaign in point of ex-

penditure was small but the b.o. results big So, a blue rib-

bon to the "retriever" of Fabian's kinema kennels

«C « « » » »

Del. Theater Starts

Ambuiance Drive

(Continued from Pacje 1)

which is being made a community
project, with the Council donating
and local merchants and residents
contributing. The theater will con-
tribute 50 per cent of last night's
receipts. Goal is $1,500 to $2,000,
the cost of equipping one ambulance
which will bear the name of com-
munity or theater upon its side. This
method will definitely identify con-
tributions made locally and show
contributors where the money goes
instead of into unidentified general
fund as is usual in the case with
cannister donations.
The idea is considered likely to

spread nationally through chains
and is already being seriously dis-

cussed by other showmen here.

Lesser's Courage, Skill

Bring Wilder Tribute

New Haven — Thornton Wilder,
guest of honor at a cocktail party at
the Hotel Taft prior to the opening
of "Our Town" at the Roger Sher-
man yesterday, praised the courage
and skill of Sol Lesser in filming the
play which "so many studios had
rejected as unsuitable for the
screen."
Hosts of the party were Lou

Wechsler, UA branch manager;
George Scher, UA exploitation man-
ager for the territory, and John
Hesse, manager of the Roger Sher-
man Theater.

Para. Casts Madeleine Carroll

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount yesterday

announced that "Gay Be Our Laugh-
ter," suggested by Madeleine Car-
roll's experiences while marooned in

the French war zone, will be a stellar

vehicle for Miss Carroll and Robert
Preston. Allen Lamay and Jesse
Lasky, Jr., will write the screenplay.
Henry Hathaway will probably di-

rect.

Filming Gloria Jean Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Filming starts today at

Universal studios on the new Gloria

Jean picture, "A Little Bit of Heav-
en," with Andrew Marton directing.

Stuart Erwin and Eugene Pallette

have been added to the cast.

Burlesque for Mendon Theater

Mendon, Mass. — Burlesque has
been introduced here in the Men-
don Theater by Charlie Brent, op-

erator of the house. Theater started

policy a short time ago after using

a straight pix policy for some time.

STORKS!
St. Louis—Joe Keating, manager

of the Grand-Florissant, has a new
daughter. Mother was formerly in

the F & M account dept.
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Senate's Tax Plan

Draws Allied Fire

(Continued from Page 1)

House formula for reducing- the tax
exemi)tion to 30 cents was blamed
by Allied leaders on Charles C. Pet-
tijohn and Spyros Skouras who re-

Ijortedly influenced the Senate Com-
mittee to recommend a tax starting
at 10 cents.

Urge Original House Plan

Pledging Allied's full co-operation
to the Government in solving the
tax problem to meet the existing
emergency, the resolution advocated
the original House plan. In part,

the resolution read:

"In revising the federal admissions
tax, we feel that Congress should
not depart from the general policy
of placing the burden on those best
able to pay; that the House formula
for admission taxes contained in the
defense tax bill exemplified that
principle and was equitable and just
to all classes of theaters; that we
resent the efforts of the Hays As-
sociation before the Senate Finance
Committee to secure special consid-
eration for the high-admission chain
theaters, which already enjoy spe-
cial favors in the distribution of
film, and to cause an undue burden
on the low-admission independent
theaters which are the low-income
group, and whose patrons are in the
low-income group; that the amend-
ments adopted by the Senate fol-

lowing, this effort by the Hays As-
sociation violates the basic principle
of placing the burden on those best
able to support it; that this is dem-
onstrated by the fact that the aver-
age admission in independent the-
aters is slightly over 20 cents, which
will carry a tax in excess of 10 per
cent whereas the higher admissions
usually break at the decimal j)oint

and will carry the flat 10 per cent;
that the Senate amendment casts a
serious burden on neighborhood, ru-
ral and small town theaters and
taxes all child movie-goers."

The resolution then petitions the
Senate and House to restore the
House formula.

Tax Absorption Impossible,

Assert Conn. Exhibitors
New Haven— Exhibitor members

of both Connecticut MPTO and Al-
lied Theater Owners of Connecticut
discussed the proposed new Federal
amusement tax at meetings this
week. In view of the present box-
office slump, operators agreed that
it would be impossible to absorb the
tax.

Allied members expressed the
opinion that, although the tax was
conceded necessary at this time, it

should not be levied on lower bracket
admissions, where it would affect
those who could afford it least and
make entertainment relief more dif-

ficult of attainment in times of
stress.

Allied members also spoke of sin-

U. S. OFFERS NEW CLEARANCE PLAN
Differences of Opinion on Definition and Scope

Reported as Discussions Continue

(Continued from Page 1)

said. Stumbling block to the settle-
ment of the arbitration question ap-
parently lies in differences of opin-
ion on definition and scope of clear-
ance, and the form of machinery to
be set up.

10-Man Panels In 34 Keys
Latest proposal for the three-man

administration board which would
regulate the entire arbitration setup
includes a representative of the un-
affiliated exhibitors in addition to the
representative of the distribs. and
D of C who would sit on the board.
General agreement has been reached
that 34 panels of not less than 10
men to a panel be set up to cover
the 34 key exchange districts. The
appeal board of five men would be
appointed by the Federal Court, with
the chairman to be selected by the
Court, and three men to constitute
a quorum.

Hayes' proposals for recommenda-
tions embody the principles set forth
in the D of C's consent decree re-
garding clearance, but differ in work-
ing and definition. Stress was laid

by Hayes on overbuying and what
means could be used to avoid it, but

New Features Added
To RKO Golf Tourney

RKO's golf tournament scheduled
for the Westchester Country Club,
Rye, New York, on June 27, will

include tennis, John Farmer of the
general committee said yesterday.
A putting contest of nine holes also

has been added to the competition.
Entertainment will be provided by

the Rodeo Ramblers. Jack Red-
mond, famous trick-shot golfer, will

put on an exhibition in the evening.
The Club's bathing beach facilities

will be open to the RKO employes
and guests.

the majors consistently have con-
tended that alleged overbuying by
exhibitors is fallacious in the face
of the double billing system practiced
by most exhibitors, and that such
practices, if true, are not the fault
of the distributors in any way.

Overbuying Still at Issue

General agreement has also been
reached, it was reported, that ex-
hibitors should release all product
as soon as possible in order not to

hold pix back from subsequent runs.
On the overbuying question, it is

said that proposals offered by the
majors to regulate it, where in-

stances might be disclosed of such
practice, were not rejected by the
Government, although it did not in-

dicate it would accept them in toto.

Although all majors are either sit-

ting in on the huddles or following
them closely, it is indicated that
majors without theater holdings are
holding back any commitment on
their position as to whether or not
they would accept a decree, if one is

formulated, until talks have been
concluded.
Meetings will be continued today.

Research Council Bulletin

For Exhibitor Distribution

Perfume Suit Dismissed

Complaint of Caron Corp. to re-

strain the exhibition of "Primrose
Path" by RKO was dismissed yes-
terday for legal insufficiency by N.
Y. Supreme Court Justice Lloyd
Church. Plaintiff had claimed that
the film had disparaged one of the
perfumes manufactured by it.

6th Week for "Favorite Wife"
Seattle—"My Favorite Wife" is

in its sixth week here, longest run
of an RKO film in Seattle since
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs."
It played two weeks at the Fifth
Avenue and then was moved to the
Blue Mouse where it is now in its

fourth week.

gle features as a solution to decreas-
ing receipts.

Allied will hold its next luncheon-
meeting July 2. Connecticut MPTO !

will meet July 23 and hold its annual
film golf tournament Aug. 6.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Research Coun-

cil of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has issued a Bul-
letin on the Council's Theater Sound
Standardization activities, prepared
by John K. Hilliard, Chairman of

the Theater Standardization Com-
mittee. It describes the services
and facilities of the Academy Re-
search Council available to exhibi-
tors.

In a letter sent to the President
of each of the 57 exhibitor organi-
zations throughout the U. S., Darryl
F. Zanuck, Council Chairman, point-
ing out the practical value to ex-
hibitors of the information included
in the Bulletin, offers a sufficient

number of copies of the paper for
transmission to the complete ex-
hibitor membership of each of the
organizations. Distribution through
the exhibitor organizations vdll start

this week.

"Baker's Wife" in Frisco Bow
"The Baker's Wife," currently in

its fifth month at the World Thea-
ter here, will have its Frisco premi-
ere at the Clay Theater tomorrow
under the sponsorship of the Friends
of France, with Elsa Maxwell and
Charles Boyer heading the arrange-
ments committee.

"Gangs" Stays in Chi.

Chicago — Republics "Gangs of
Chicago," which is current here
under the title "Gangs of the City,"
moves into its second week at
Loew's Criterion.

Local 306 Weighs

ITOA Relief Plea

(Continued from Page 1)

branch managers and non-membi
indie exhibs. as invited guests.

Brandt, who said that the Boar
appeared "receptive" tojf reque.

for special relief, whicl^ I'e ITO
feels is needed to avoid many suit

mer closings, said that if any coi

cessions were made, they probabl

would be on the basis of individui

houses rather than via a blanks
commitment. Total of closings thu
far was high, Brandt stated, aa
relief vital.

Critical of Senate Plan
The ITOA leader was critical o

the Senate plan for theater admit
sion taxes. No exhibitor, he coir
mented, would object to a tax meas
ure to raise funds for national de
fense, but he declared that the Hous
plan was highly preferable to tha
okayed by the Senate.
The Senate plan, calling for tb

tax imposition to start at the dim
level, was, Brandt asserted, mor
onerous than the taxation which con
fronted the industry during th'

World War. He added that the ITO;
had asked to be heard at the Cap!
tol.

Brandt reported that the Neelj
bill, in its present House form, va.
"licked," and said that the ITO/!
had volunteered to aid Chairmai
Lea of the House Interstate Com
merce Committee in preparing anj

substitute.

Brandt also reported on a confer
ence with the License Departmeni
resulting from the present New Yorl
City drive to enforce regulations
governing juvenile attendance. Mem-
bers were advised that merely send-

ing youngsters to the balcony was

not sufficient.

Local 54 Turned Down
Local 54, Building Service Em-

ployes, has requested that the ITOA
open negotiations for a new wage
scale after Sept. 1, Brandt disclosed'

The ITOA has declined, on the

ground that it is not in accord with

the existing contract.
Brandt said that the ITOA would

hold similar meetings, with members
of the Film Board of Trade as in-

vited guests, at three-month inter-

vals. Organization, he explainer
aimed at a spirit of good fellowship:

between exhibs. and sales managers,'

plus the desire "to keep our busi-

ness to ourselves and away from the

stranglehold of outsiders." He criti-

cized the tendency of film people to

run to the Government and courts:

to correct trade abuses.
Among those who attended andl

were introduced were: Nat Cohn,

Joe Felder, Max Cohen, Sol Trauner,

Moe Streimer, Dave Levy, Harry.

Buxbaum, Robert Wolf, Myron Satt-'

ler, Henry Randel, Ben Abner, Clar-i

ence Eiseman, Bill Moses, Joe Lee;

and Jack Bowen.

r^
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MUSICAL VS THE M-C-M MAXXER!
We set out to make the finest musical enter-

tainment that money and talent and inspiration

could put on your screen. We are happy to tell

you that our dream has come true. The public is

hungry for this dream and never was an attrac-

tion so welcome to the showmen of America

!

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
"NEW MOON
with Mary BOLAND • George ZUCCO
H. B. WARNER • Grant MITCHELL
the Musical "operetla IN 111 W M (J U JN

Book and Lyrics bv

OSCAR HAMMERSfEIN 2nd,
FRANK MANDEL and
LAURENCE SCHWAB

Music by SIGMUND ROMBERG
Screen Play by

Jacques DEVAL and RobertARTHUR
Produced and Directed by

ROBERT Z. LEONARD
An M-G-M Picture

CcftrrlrM MCMXXVIII by HARMS IDC.. N Y.

/nUrmmtltnmt Cop^rig-kt S^emrtd
ALL BIOITS BISIBVID laclatlic pibUc firforHMCt for froftt

Word* by

OSCAR HAMMBRSTKIN Ilnd

ONE KISS
(M*rianne and Girb)

Allegret^ grazioso

SIGMUND ROMBERG

Piano
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4Allied to Outline Arbitration Formula Today
3ol. Cole Denies Allied

njIPlans to Form a Film
Buying Combine

(^Continued fiom Page 1)

vere paying as much for film as
hey cov"' \fford in most cases and
hat extv^Hled playing time was im-
possible ujnder the block-booking
ystem.
Tentative plan is to compile sta-

i sties and information on company
lolicies throughout the country and
make this information available
independent exhibitors as an aid
film buying. Several of the in-

ividual units now conduct such a
ervice for their local situations, but
t is planned to put it on a national
cale.

Plan Propaganda Campaign
In addition, it is understood that

Ulied plans a propaganda campaign
offset distributors' contentions

hat higher rentals are necessary.
ihis plan also is in an embryonic
Itage but is expected to be developed
lefore the sessions end.
The meeting yesterday was closed

lo everybody but theater owners
Ind managers, but it was leai'ned

lat policies of several of the com-
ianies were attacked. It was as-

lerted that Paramount was asking
|s much for fewer pictures on the

lew program as for the larger block
ist year—a charge also directed at

;K0. This policy was reported to

lave been criticized from the floor.

Reports that Allied planned to

lorm a buying combine were denied

)y Col. H. A. Cole, president, who
leclared that the organization's
Principal aim was to arrive at a

lasis for fair film rentals.

Arbitration to Come Up
' The question of arbitration did not
ome up at the first day's session,

)ut it was reported reliably that a

I j)Ian will be presented for approval.

II
Authentic sources declared that the

tt jest points of a number of proposals

ii'or arbitration will be combined
'nto one formula and will be out-

ined to the convention. It is under-
tood that Abram F. Myers' propo-
als in a Code draft last year, the

Department of Commerce's propo-
als and the distributors' arbitration

)rovisions in the defunct Code will

njje salvaged and re-written into a
l>|vorkable plan.

ill( While attendance is not up to ex-

'^jectations, approximately 200 ex-

libitors are registered.

illied May Renew
or Alexander Ad Films
Chicago — Allied and Alexander

Film Corp. are negotiating to re-

lew their contract under which Al-
ied houses exhibit Alexander ad
ilms and the organization's treas-
ury receives financial benefits. Plan
|vas operative for several years but

' vvas terminated and not renewed a
>'ear ago.

;

J. Don Alexander is here for par-

leys with Allied leaders who are

AUied Side Glances
By AL STEEN

.

—CHICAGO
]y[. A. "DOC" ROSENBERG, of

Pittsburgh, showed up weighing
45 pounds less than he did at the
last convention. "Doc" is spending
more time getting his clothes cut
down to fit him than he is in running
his business.

* * *

The famous Martin Smith-Pete
Wood combination is absent. Pete
had to stay in Columbus to battle
Governor Bricker's newest tax pro-
posal, and Martin in carrying on
alone.

The Pittsburgh Allied unit is re-
presented by 26 members. They
chartered two special pullmans for
the trip.

* :t: *

George C. Granstram of Minne-
apolis spent lasit week-end with Al
Steflfes at the latter's camp in North-
ern Minnesota. George Reports
Stefifes looks and feels better during
his recovery from the recent illness.

* * *

Dave Palfreyman of the Hays
Office has a new cognomen. It's

Pancake Palfreyman, just because
his lunch yesterday consisted of ap-
plesauce, rolled up in a pancake 15
inches in diameter.

Mrs. Martha Guthrie of Grove
City, Pa., sold her theaters five years
ago, but she never misses an Allied
convention and is here as usual.

* * *

Mrs. Aaron Saperstein, widow of
the beloved Allied leader who died
two years ago, is working on the
convention committee and is renew-
ing old acquaintances.

^ ^ ^

George Dembow is earning his ex-
penses by taking dollars away from
Chick Lewis in a new pinball game.

* * *

United Artists has a teletype in

the exhibit hall, bringing latest news
of the world. It's a stunt for "For-
eign Correspondent."

Jack Kirsch and his convention
committee did a great job in decorat-
ing the convention room. Clusters of
flags are draped around shields which
welcome each of the Allied units.

First convention session opened in
a novel manner. A young girl sang
"God Bless America" and put plenty
of zest in the rendition.

* * *

Mayor Kelly of Chicago welcomed
the conventionites and told them the
town was theirs. It is.

Rook Building Circuit

Addition In Alabama
Montgomery, Ala. — A $50,000

building to house a film theater is

being erected here by Charles T.
Rook, veteran theater man of Okla-
homa City. Opening is scheduled
for Oct. 1. Expenditures for build-
ing, properties and furnishings ex-
pected to reach $200,000. Rook,
owner of a chain of 21 theaters in

the West, will make his home here.

Wash. V. C. Club Gives $200
H'aslmigtOH Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Variety Club

has presented a check for $200 to

the Washington Council of Church
Women to send underprivileged
children to camp this summer. Ru-
dolph Berger, welfare chairman of

the Variety Club presented the check
to Mrs. Frank A. Linzel, president
of the Council.

said to be divided on the matter of
making a new deal.

Scully and Heineman Will
Drop In on Allied's Meet

Chicago—William A. Scully, Uni-
versal's general sales manager, is

expected here today from Memphis
to attend Allied's national conven-
tion.

William J. Heineman, Universal's
Western sales manager, arrives by
plane from New York today to also

drop in on the conclave.

Metro Will Occupy New
Portland Exchange Bldg.

Portland, Ore.—Under the terms

of a 10-year lease with Metro, Louis

R. Centro, owner of tract on N. W.
Kearney between 19th and 20th Ave-

nues, will start this week on building

a new $50,000 film exchange on plans

designed by Whitehouse & Church,
architects.

The structure will provide a large
general office, manager's office, and
salesmen's department. Rooms in

the rear will include poster rooms,
shipping room with five film vaults
and an inspection room. Reimers &
Jolivette have the general building
contract.

Gets Delaware Charter

Wilmington, Del.—Mickey's Thea-
ter Corp. has been granted a charter
by the State Department at Dover
to own and manage theaters. Incor-
porators are Anastasios D. Marti-
cos, Nellie R. Marticos, and Achilles
Catsonis of Washington.

Vincent Hart on AAA Panel

Announcement is made by the
American Arbitration Ass'n of the
appointment of Vincent G. Hart on
the National Panel of Arbitrators.
Hart, a former assistant attorney
general of New York State, is a
member of the law firm of Friend,
Holbrook, Reiskind & Hart.

Dearth of Good Pix

Charged by Allied

{Continued from Page 1)

theaters in putting over their prod-
uct, but the independent exhibitors
are ignored, delegates to the annual
convention here charged.

Col. H. A. Cole, Allied president,
said the 8,000 or 9,000 independent
theaters deserve the same kind of co-
operative advertising and campaign
material that are made available to
the circuit theaters.
Without this co-operation, distribu-

tors can't expect to get the kind of
returns they are looking for it was
said.

ATAHT Policy Assured
Of Success—Jack Warner

(Continued from Page 1)

vention at the Blackstone Hotel here
yesterday.
Warner said he based his conclu-

sion on the showing made by the
picture in its special engagement
at the Carthay Circle, Hollywood,
where seats are selling for weeks
ahead, and by the heavy advance
sales reported for roadshow dates
in Des Moines, Philadelphia, Hart-
ford, New Orleans, Kansas City,
Providence, and other situations.

Sears, as the convention entered
its final stages yesterday, called at-
tention to the fact that the com-
pany had scheduled 11 important
pictures for summer release, and
that they would be bolstered by in-

creased ad budgets. He cited, in
addition to ATAHT, these:
"The Man Who Talked Too Much,"

"My Love Came Back," "Ladies
Must Live," "They Drive By Night,"
"The Sea Hawk," "The Life of Knute
Rockne," "No Time for Comedy,"
"The Man from Fleet Street," "The
Letter" and "City for Conquest."
More than 300 Allied exhibs. at-

tended the cocktail party for Sears
given last night by James Coston,
Warner zone manager. It was the
final event on the convention pro-
gram.

Delegates today are en route to

their respective territories for indi-

vidual meetings on the 1940-41
product.

Tom Mix in Ohio P.A.'s

Canton, O.—Tom Mix, with his
horse Tony and a band of cowboy
entertainers, is making p.a.'s in dis-

trict movie theaters. Unit is sched-
uled to play the Knickerbocker, Co-
lumbus, June 22 and 23.

Bob Hamilton Recovering
Norwich, Conn.—Robert Hamilton,

manager of the Warner Palace The-
ater, is recuperating from an appen-
dectomy in the hospital, with J. Mik-
los of the Broadway relieving.
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Griffith, Majors

in Blanket Denial

Oklahoma City—Attorneys lor the
Grirtitli Aimisement Co. and the ma-
jor distributors have filed answers
to Government pleadings with a
blanket denial of conspiracy allega-

tions in the Government's anti-trust
suit against the theater circuit and
film companies.

Baseball Schools, Camps,
Luring Juves in Chicago

Chicago—It's just one thing after
another, complain local exhibs. fight-

ing for Summer patronage. Newest
worry is in the guise of baseball
schools and camps for kids, luring
away juve patronage. Babe Ruth
heads one school; the Chicago Cubs
have launched a summer training-

camp for boys.

Showalter Heads Local 38

Detroit—New officers elected by
Local 38, lATSE, are: President, Ray
Showalter; first vice - president,
George Daly; second vice-president,
James O'Dea; recording secretary,
Ernest Holloway; financial secretary-
treasurer, Lester Hamilton; busi-

ness representative, Edward L. King;
delegates to Wayne County Federa-
tion of Labor, E. Clyde Adler and
James O'Dea; sergeant-at-arms, Wil-
liam S. Foster.

**Something for IVothing^* Always Gets 'Em
Pittsburgh—An enterprising young film salesman, working for one of the major

companies in this territory, recently called on an account to sell him the 1940-41
product. The exhibitor complained that he had lost money on his current contract with
that exchange, stating that he got a terrible headache every time he played one of its

pictures because business was so bad.
"Oh," answered the e.y.f.s., "we have arranged to take care of that—next season

we are going to send the exhibitor a bottle of aromatic spirits of ammonia with every

picture he plays."

Believe it or not, he secured the contract!

UDT Leases New House
In Birmingham, Mich.

Detroit—Bloomfield Theater Corp.

has been formed by Carl G. Krueger

of Jam Handy Picture Service and

Elbridge G. Newhall, Jr., of Bir-

mingham to erect a new 1,000-seat

house at Birmingham. The theater

will be operated under 15-year lease

by United Detroit Theater, Para-

mount affiliate, for which Krueger

was formerly theater manager.

"Maryland" Debut Plans Set

Plans are now nearing completion
for the premiere 20th-Fox will give

"Mai-yland" at the New Theater,
Baltimore, following a visit of Mor-
ris Mechanic, managing director of

the house, to the company's home
office to confer with Charles E. Mc-
Carthy, ad. and pub., director. Me-
chanic has returned to Baltimore.
Eddie Solomon, 20th-Fox publicist,

has also left for Baltimore to work
on the premiere.

•/

For Complete

Coverage

7/)e ?\\m Daily all the day

RKO Expects $25,000

Loss for Calendar Year

(Continued from Payc 1)

davit, submitted to Judge William
Bondy, in an effort to drastically

cut final allowances to be paid by
RKO in reorg. proceedings, set forth

estimates of expenses and income of

the parent company for 1940.

The new RKO company on Jan.

26, last had a total of $2,092,645 in

cash of which $1,392,682 was re-

ceived for sale of new common stock

and the balance was acquired from
the old company, McMahon said.

Estimated expenses of reorganiza-
tion, aside from fees, will be $150,-

000 and the current expenses for

the year for rent, salaries, taxes,

defense of the anti-trust suit, and
other items, will total $250,000, the

petition stated. As against this, it

continued, estimated receipts for

the parent company for 1940 will be

$375,000, leaving a net loss of $25,-

000.

The affidavit further pointed out

that the parent company does not

"reasonably anticipate" any net cash

receipts from the producing com-
pany and that a number of subsid-

iaries, because of provisions in their

charters, do not pay dividends to

the parent organization. Finally,

it stated, a total liability of $769,-

020 will accumulate for the payment
of six per cent to preferred stock-

holders for the year. On the other

hand, the affidavit concluded, K-A-O
and Pathe News are expected to

earn more this year and to pay
larger dividends.

Lockwood Moving to Hub
New Haven—Arthur H. Lockwood,

Connecticut MPTO president, has
sold his Middletown home and will

move to Boston. Lockwood has the-

ater holdings in Massachusetts and
Connecticut.

Lions Honor "Heck" EvereH

Charlotte, N. C—H. H. "Heck"
Everett, president of Everett Enter-
prises, Inc., is elected governor of

district 31-A of the North Carolina
Lions clubs.

Mohaws Moves Tomorrow
Mohawk Pictures moves into new

New York offices at 723 Seventh
Ave., tomorrow. Company has
taken the entire eighth floor in the

building.

"War Angels" to Eendis

Screenc'raft Pictures, Inc., has
closed a deal with George Kendis to

distribute "War Angels" in the

Cleveland territory.

«REVI6UJS>
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"The Naughty Nineties"

Universal

Entertaining Ni
Using a bar-restauranl settir

now seldom seen, a number of ac
are introduced. A comedy skett
of the old type with a villain of tl

twirling mustache era leads off.

dancing group do a number of Ga
Nineties numbers. The Lady Kil
ers Quartette render some old bj

room faverities; Jan Duggan, sinj

ing comedian; Dowling and Davi
eccentric dancers; Baron Emerso.
comedy juggler; The Reddington
acrobatic specialists, and The Thrc
Castles, dancers, comprise the rest t

the entertainment offered. It's er

tertaining.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

Universal 9 min

Interesting Short ,

Presenting five different subject
this reel should prove interesting fc

audiences. Short opens with a stree

car conductor that has finger nail

two inches long. Then, an amazin
lawn mower with a wheel chair fc

the driver is shown. Reel winds u
with a dog that catches eithe

grounders or flies like a major leagu
outfielder; an unusual display of wai
miniatures and a place in Floridi

completely covered with bottle caps

inside and out.
"

"Stranger Than Fiction"

Universal 9 mins
Interesting. Oddities

Reel opens vdth a physical educat

tion student who shaves while doini

an arm stand. Amazing wood carv>

ings, with whole scenes cut from cm
piece of wood comprise the second se

quence in the short. Then we ar
shown an intricate model railroat

built by an airline pilot. An artis^

who draws expertly while blind-fold-

ed; a family who decorate sea shell;

and make knick knacks from them
and a collection of miniature wagon:;,

that is probably the most complet<|

in the country conclude the reel, i

"Parlor Buckaroos"
Universal 9 2/3 min»j

Good Outdoor Reel

Filmed in the Northwest in the.

heart of the cattle and dude ranch
country, this subject should intriguej

anybody with a love of nature anci

the great outdoors. Reel depicts the

activities on a dude ranch, showing'
the "parlor buckaroos" riding moun-
tain trails, rounding up cattle andii

dancing the Virginia Reel. Snow
fights on the high mountain slopesi

and swimming on horseback in thei|

valley lakes are just a couple of the|

many novelties offered in this coun-jj

try in the summer. Graham Mc-j|

Namee handles the narration. I'
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anada War Revenue

rive Gets U. S. Pix
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(Continued from Page 1)

^iment, the MPPDA board ag-ieed

make available, free, American
tures for special showings, ad-

(Ssion to. which will be Canadian
ir savi" ' stamps.
Nathaix^.i, who personally ap-

ff^Jared before the Hays board at a

Bsion which finally concluded its

'arterly meeting, explained Can-
a's campaign to raise a war chest
rough the medium of War Sav-

iZ't :?s Certificates and Stamps.
' Nathanson Voices Gratitude
MPPDA Board's prompt action

'jught an expression of apprecia-

jn and gratitude from Nathanson.
>ns for the special showings in

^nada will be worked out by the

,'C exec, and his committee.
Hays directorate yesterday also

ard the appeal for the lifting of

3 ban on the title "Shanghai Ges-
re," Arthur Friend making the

gument on behalf of Milton Shu-
rt. Production deal by Shubert
lits on the ban's raising. "Shang-
i Gesture," as a stage play, was
(^roadway hit some years back.

fBoai-d's session, a long one, also

^cussed the general industry situa-

tn in the light of the fast-chang-

% war scene, it was understood.
Present at the meeting were: Will
/Hays, Earle W. Hammons, E. B.

jitrick, W. C. Michel, Murray Sil-

'rstone, George J. Schaefer, Bar-

^ Balaban, Jack Cohn, David Bern-
^in, Joseph H. Hazen and Charles
'utzman.

to Promotes Silverman

fPittsburgh — Dave Silverman,
oker and office manager, has been
[pointed sales rep. for RKO here

1 replace Ed Lebby, who recently

signed to go into another line of

siness. Silverman's successor has
t yet been named.

iller on Zenith Board
Chicago — Frank A. Miller has
en named a director of the Zenith

idio Corp., succeeding the late

J. Hermann, prominent theater

an, who was recently killed in an
ito accident.

issafume Joins Filmack
Chicago— Charles J. Passafume,

,Lrmerly advertising and publicity
' ^/anager for the Gregory Circuit

Kokomo, Ind., has joined the pub-
;ity staff of Filmack Trailer.

|[ck Graham Resigns

Pittsburgh — Jack Graham, who
IS been a film salesman in this

rritory for many yeras, is resign-

g as a RKO rep. here and will

•turn to New York.

ipen Two In Carolinas
; Clinton, N. C—The Clinton has
j)ened here under the management

f
R. P. Rosser. At Gibsonville, W.

I Joyner has opened the Gay.

Quebec Government Too Busy to MotHfy Ban
On Juvenile Attentlanee at Film Theaters

Montreal—Juveniles under 16 will not be admitted to motion picture theaters in

the Province of Quebec this Summer except on rare occasions. The Provincial Govern-
ment, which had promised to remove the ban imposed after the tragic fire in the
Laurier Palace Theater several years ago, now professes to have no time to consider
an amendment. It's a blow to the hopes of exhibs. who anticipated a marked gain at

the b.o. from juve attendance.

Get Show Cause Order
In Kolorama Reorg.

(Continued from Page 1)

rama Laboratories, Inc., to show
cause Tuesday why plans for re-

organizing the television firm should
not be approved. Kolorama is spe-
cializing in color television experi-
ments.
Herbert J. Hannoch, receiver, re-

ported this week there was $3,921.03
preferred claims and general claims
of $178,188.50. At the receiver's

sale June 3, there were bids of $4,-

028 for all equipment and 29 pat-

ents. Television broadcasting ap-
paratus described as virtually new
and costing $25,000 brought a bid of

$130. Approval of the sale was
withheld.
Donald Jacobs, president, this

week told the court that since the

receiver was named Jan. 11 all stock

of the company had been purchased
by his associates, George P. Skou-
ras, Frank Damis, Anna M. Damis,
Emil A. Kern, Bruna M. Kern and
Stewart L. Clothier. They agreed
to cancel their claims for $176,-

993.50, he said, and subscribe to ad-
ditional shares and to pay the re-

maining claims amounting to less

than $5,000. They also agreed to

pay all costs of receivership, the

Court was told.

Reopen Traer Theater
Traer, la.—Revamped Traer The-

ater has opened here under the own-
ership and management of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene McLaughlin who former-
ly operated a theater at Gladbrook.

New House for McAllen
McAllen, Tex. — A modern, air-

conditioned 850-seat theater, to cost

$18,000, is to be erected on the site

of the old Queen Theater here, ac-

cording to L. J. Mason, manager of

the three Texas Consolidated thea-

ters here.

Navaway, Houston, Sold

Houston—The Navaway Theater
has been sold to Ben C. McKinney
and B. C. Gibson. Opened last No-
vember, the theater was erected by
W. V. Ratcliff.

Interstate Acquires Site

Dallas—Interstate Theaters, Inc.,

has purchased a large tract of land
near the intersection of Northwest
Highway and Preston Road in North
Dallas.

Chelsea Bans Beano
Chelsea, Mass.—Beano games have

been banned in Chelsea by order of

Mayor Edward J. Voke. A dozen
games are affected.

Ohio High Court Grants
Bank Night Case Review

(Continued from Page 1)

come up at the Fall session of the
Court which starts on Sept. 15. Ac-
tion indicates an error in previous
proceedings and points to a reversal
on the part of Ohio's highest court.

Hearing on application for a re-

view was an outgrowth of a civil

action against the Troy Amusement
Co. by Andrew Attenweiler, a citi-

zen of Troy, to collect $10.40 in

weekly admissions for the past year,
together with $100 exemplary dam-
ages. Attenweiler lost his case.

Ben H. Schwartz, Cleveland
counsel for the amusement concern,
told the court that Bank Night, in-

augurated several years ago was
being operated in 400 theaters of

the state, with a daily patronage of

500,000 people. He pointed out that
the element of lottery involved
chance, prize and a consideration,

and that the element of a considera-
tion did not enter the case because
no extra admission was charged on
Bank Night.

At the same time, Michael E. Nor-
ris, Troy attoi-ney for Attenweiler,
cited a Supreme Court decision hold-

ing that courts of equity could not
enjoin peace officers from enforce-

ment of state laws.

Although the original petition for
injunction made no reference to a
lottery, the Second District Court
of Appeals in ruling on the case, held
that Bank Night constituted a lot-

tery, and in its brief filed with the
Supreme Court, Norris asserted that
the case also involves a construction
of the lottery laws of the state.

$150,000 Lasker Project

Chicago—Jacob Lasker Sons' the-

ater circuit is going ahead with plans
for a 1,400-seater in Berwyn, West
Side suburb. J. J. Novy, architect,

has designed the theater which will

be at 3438 S. Harlem Ave.
Ben Lasker asserts the house will

be named the Zephyr. Building and
equipment will cost an approximate

Italian House for Detroit

Detroit—A new theater to be de-

voted solely to Italian pictures is to

be erected on Gratiot Ave., for open-
ing early this Fall, by Paris Bucci,

who has been presenting Italian films

at the Park Theater for several sea-

Two More for Lichtman
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A. Lichtman is plan-

ning two new houses, one here and
the other in Portsmouth.

• • • • •
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR INDEPENDENT STATE
RIGHT TERRITORIES

Two-Reel Short

Entitled

LI

OUR CONSTITUTION"
• • • *

Read What THE FILM DAILY
Had to Say About It:

"Our Constitution"

Academic Film Co. 20 mins.
Excellent Two-Reeler

This is the first of a series of

eight patriotic shorts being current-
ly produced by Max and Arthur
Alexander. "Our Constitution," first

of the group, emerges at a time
when it will carry the maximum ap-
peal to the trade and the public

alike. It is fashioned expertly, being
possessed of a script charged with
inspirational value, smooth acting
by a well-chosen cast, and technical

merit. Its director, G. A. Durlam,
penned the screenplay. The result

is that the footage is close-knit and
moves with rapid tempo. The pho-
tography by Elmer Dyer is top-

flight. How our nation's Constitu-

tion sprang into being, emerging as

an immortal document from the

wisdom and ideals of its framers, is

interestingly told. That emergence,
as the film shows, was not without
attending vicissitudes. Daniel Cur-
tiss interprets the role of George
Washington; John Elliott that of

Benjamin Franklin; Marc Loebell,

James Madison; Alan Connor, Alex-
ander Hamilton; while Alex Callan,

Michael Vallon and Phil Dunham
essay the parts of Governeur Morris,

William Randolph, and a clerk, re-

spectively. The picture's dialogue is

made up of excerpts from authentic
historical documents. Milton J. Salz-

burg and Harold Baumstone are the

associate producers, and Charles
Hendel the editor. Effects are by
C. Graber. Film . outlets every-

where should enthusiastically

welcome this two-reeler and its

seven sequels, not only from
the standpoint of showman-
ship, but as a profound public,

service.

• * • *
What more can we say about it!

Write, Wire or Phone

ACADEMIC FILM CO., Inc.
1650 Broadway New York

TeL Circle 5-7090

_JJ
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Freeman Urges Exhibs. to Build Up Attendant
Flesh Deals Talked

In Chi. Territory

Greater Domestic Revenue
Needed to Keep Production
Machinery Functioning

(Continued from Page 1)

hibitors of the nation have it in

their power to save the situation.

He declared that members of the
exhibition field could do this by "go-
ing out and exerting more effort to

build attendance," because the crea-

tion of larger audiences is the key
to keeping the film industry machin-
ery functioning in the face of ex-

ceedingly trying circumstances. Pro-
ducers can no longer, he said, afford

expenditures to put big campaigns
back of product as heretofore.

Speaking broadly of the aid exhib-

itors could give. Freeman cited that

much of the strain would be relaxed

if showmen everywhere would swing
into action, and, were they to get be-

hind their supplied product with cam-
paigns,—or even one productive idea

per picture,—it is readily conceivable

that 50 additional dollars per outlet

could be realized. He envisioned how
far more per booking would aid in

the making of product at this time.

Every $5 More Helps
Freeman said that statistics fur-

nished to him indicate that annual
bookings in the U. S. total some 15,-

000,000 and that these are individual

and separate bookings. If these were
increased by five dollars each, he
said, the accruing $75,000,000 would
go far toward alleviating the Holly-

wood strain.

Freeman stated that it is imprac-
tical to expect any boost in revenue
to come from the foreign field, but
that it is practical to hold that the

domestic maris can furnish it if ex-

hibitor co-operation is extended. In

addition to the building of attend-

ance, admission jumps can be em-
ployed, although if sufficient patron-

age were created it would in a large

degree suffice.

Interposed by Barney Balaban,
Paramount's president, was the view
that a slight advance in scales would
be advisable. A factor in considera-

tion of this, he said, is the wider
employment currently in the nation,

together with strengthening of in-

dividuals' purchasing power, result-

ing from the demands by industry

for manpower as the result of the

program already initiated for na-

tional defense. Many exhibitors, he
feels, in face of the imposition of

new Government taxes on tickets,

would find it possible, particularly

under the proposed Senate scale, to

Rochester Exhibs.
Battle Opposition

Rochester— Nothing but opposition

here this Summer, is the exhibs' cry. Two
Summer stocks, the Legitimate Stock Co.

and the Rochester Summer Theater, have

opened for the season, while Summer
"Pop" concerts are sclieduled to open
Sunday at Manitou Beach. Then, too,

there's the matter of International

League baseball.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

^ ORDON DOUGLAS. Bom in New York—on upper Broadway. Made his

^^ entrance in motion pictures at Paramount's Long Island Studios, but in

his school days he set out to acquire letters on baseball, football, boxing and

track, rather than histrionics. Worked as an extra in "Glorifying the American

Girl," and a series of shorts. Made trip to Califor-

nia on board a freighter—not as a passenger but

as one of the crew. Was an extra in "Journey's

End." He did a trick fall in that picture and was
promoted to a bit player. Joined Hal Roach as a

staff player in the "Boy Friend" series, playing the

role of the "heavy." Was put on the writing staff

at Hal Roach Studios and in 1936 became a direc-

tor of "Our Gang" comedies. Later was promoted
to direct feature-length pictures and more recently

directed Laurel and Hardy in "Saps at Sea," their

last feature for Roach. He also added new se-

quences to extend the length of "A Chump at

Oxford" to feature proportions. His current assign-

ment, "Road Show," will feature Carole Landis and
John Hubbard.

advance their prices. Even this jack-
ing up of film entertainment cost
would take some of the load off pro-
ducers, and, at the same time, aid
the exhibitor.

"A" Fix With Marquee "Names"
Discussing the Hollywood end of

the problem, Freeman, whose re-

sponsibility it will be to turn out the
38 Paramount features for the 1940-
41 season, expressed the hope that in

abandoning the so-called "B" picture
entirely, that the studio is effecting
"a step in the right direction." This
new policy calls for 38 attractions,
whose titles and star names can con-
fidently be placed by exhibitors on
their theater marquees. Star names,
the bigger the better, is. Freeman
said, the main plank in the "plat-

form."

Decision to abandon the "B" prod-
uct was reached in the face of world
conditions. One element was the re-

alization that the taxes imposed on
films sent into what remains of the
foreign marts would be as great for
a fair feature as for a big one, but
the main motive behind the step
was to enable the company and its

customers to get the most out of

every production,—more bookings
and playing time for the former,
and more b.o. power for the latter.

Duals Cause Extravagance

Freeman said that duals cause
Hollywood extravagance. With "B"
pictures eliminated, an inducement
was held out to theatermen to get
away from double bills. He pointed
out that even during the current sea-
son the practice of strengthening
casts and hiring top directorial tal-

ent, despite the fact that costs were
increased in so doing, brought the
anticipated better results.

Some costs in Hollywood can't

come down, he asserted. Among
these are salaries of the important
stars, directors and writers. Execu-
tive salaries can be reduced, however,
he contended.

Fi'eeman declared that "you can't

have a b.o. picture without strong
story, screenplay, casting and direc-

tion," and that to invest in them is

to take out insurance.

Pre-Sold Stories Vital
Pre-sold story properties he held

vital, and such would be used by
Paramount whenever possible. The
new Jack Benny-Fred Allen feature,
he pointed out, could not be made
with extant material. Accordingly,
the studio has put a considerable sum
into the writing of special gags and
situations to "fit" the principals.
Freeman said that on the present

admission structure, $2,700,000 is the
top a picture can get, excepting very
unusual instances, such as GWTW
and "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," and that the average rev-
enue accruing to an average top at-

traction is from $1,000,000 to $1,-

700,000. Hollywood must get 50
per cent minimum over production
cost in order to break even, because
the cost of distribution, promotion
and other items aggregate about
that percentage.
Turning to the subject of color,

Freeman said that "Virginia" will be
made in the medium and expressed
the view that this element is indis-

putably valuable to some types of

pictures, adding that it is incon-
ceivable that such a picture as
"Northwest Mounted Police" would
be made in black-and-white, for the
reason that it is a property which
lends itself especially to color.

Paramount's practice is, he said,

to figure some 18% per cent of an
average feature to take care of Tech-
nicolor. The company sometimes
uses over 300 prints on a picture,

but generally about 220.

Freeman to Parley With SAG
Freeman, who is president of the

Producers' Association, told The
Film Daily that he will leave New
York for the Coast tonight, and,

upon his arrival there, will partici-

pate in conferences between that
body and SAG with respect to a
basic agreement.

Negotiations 'twixt Paramount and
William Seiter, whereby the latter

will direct "Kiss the Boys Goodbye"
for the company, have been continu-

Chicago — Deals iQ^ng to

marked increase in the|^\ of fle

in film houses in this it.-iitory a

reported being discussed by the 1

cal William Morris office.

Experiment with acts by four F
Wisconsin houses is described
"fairly successful," with further u
of flesh expected.
"Name" acts and bands are

demand for the larger Chicago th

aters with Jones, Linick & Scha
fer scheduling Lou Bardo Lar
Clinton and Sammy Kaye, in tut

for the Oriental. Charley Hoga
who books the Warner Theater ci

cuit here, is placing acts with Wa
ners' Stratford theater in Chicaj

and the Parthenon theater in Har
mond, Ind.

The Indiana-Illinois circuit is tes

ing "name" bands at its Elco th

ater, Elkhart, while the Great Stat
circuit is trying out "unusual" ac

and bands in various key spots, i:I

eluding Peoria and Joliet. '

Extended Playing Time
Prevalent In Sydney

Extended playing time for "A
product features is fast becomin]

the general policy in Sydney Austnj
lia, according to word received hei

from Paramount's Sydney branc'

"French Without Tears" is the lates

production to get extended tim;

having just completed a seven week '

run at the Prince Edward.

Set GN Allowance Hearing
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 9AI!
Hollywood — Application of Ra

ston, Kearney & Duquet, counsel fc

Loyd Wright, Grand National trut

tee, for fees and disbursement
amounting to $319.76 will be hear,

at 10 o'clock Tuesday in Room 83

of the H. W. Hellman Bldg., befor'

Special Master Reuben G. Hunt.

Torzen to Call Again
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL

Hollywood — Metro will contirui

the Tarzen series, with Mauree:

O'Sullivan and Johnny Weissmullej

again teamed.

ing, but no contract has yet beei

signed.
Present at yesterday's luncheor

trade press confab, in addition t«

Freeman and Balaban, were Neii

Agnew, Bob Gillham, Al Wilkie, Her!

Berg, Oscar Morgan, Joe Unger am
Charles Reagan.

Flying Projectionist
in St. Louis Drive-in
St. Louis— It's a hard life. Or isn't

it? Basil Bickel, projectionist at the

new Drive-in Theater, Des Peres, flies

to work in his own plane.

«.TmW«J
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U,LIEDWARS ON "k" PIX WITH MULTIPLES

^Still a Long Way to Go^^ In Settlement Parleys
Imall Chance Seen for:Any
bncrete Action for Con-
ijnt Decree by Wednesday

While the continuing conferences
bking to a settlement by consent
jcree of the equity suit against the
;ajors are making some progress
id encountering no serious "bugs,"
e conferees "still have a long way
go," it was said yesterday.

'It was indicated that there was
ight chance that anything in the
ay of concrete action would trans-
're by next Wednesday, when the
[se again comes up before Federal

{Continued on Page 3)
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ol. 9 Months Net

ises to $341,348

I
Columbia's net profit for the nine
lonths ended March 30, was $341,-

[8.81 after the deduction of a spe-
kl reserve of $300,000 for pos-
^le adjustments incident to war
inditions. This compares with net
ss of $80,158.80 for the corre-
yonding 1939 nine months' period,
resident Harry Cohn announced
st night.

.Columbia continues in a strong
{Continued on Page 3)

jL275,000 in Universal
pnds Are Retired

Retirement of 12,750 shares of

|niversal 8 per cent preferred stock,

ith purchases made out of surplus,
as disclosed this week in an SEC
port. Retirement of the stock,

ich has a $100 par value, auto-
{Continued on Page 3)

Omaha Gets a Slant
on Hitler's Deniands
Omaha—Editorial and headline treat-

ment given by the News-World to the
local premiere of Warners ATAHT at the
Brandeis Theater, it appears, convinced
some fast-reading Omahans yesterday
that the title, "All This and Heaven
Too," described Hitler's demands upon
France. At least, that's the story that
the United Press sent out under a local

date line last night.

Philadelphia Bids for 1941 Allied Meet;
Convention Expected to Tahe Action Today

Chicago—Philadelphia delegation is seeking next year's Allied convention and there
is a strong possibility that that city will be selected. In the past, the convention
city has been decided at the January Board meeting in Washington, but the procedure
has been changed so that the unit getting the conclave can have an entire year to

prepare. Decision is expected today.

RKO Reports 13-Weel( Exped House Will

Profit of $535,088

Net profit of $535,088.10, after
provision for income taxes, accrued
dividends and depreciation, is shown
by Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., the
new Delaware corporation, which
succeeded the old company for the
13 weeks ended March 30.

Profit before depreciation and in-

come taxes was $1,148,402.43, with
$364,329.08 deducted for deprecia-
tion, $174,535 provided for income
taxes and $74,450.25 provided for
accrued preferred stock dividends
of a subsidiary company.
Figures are in part estimated and

subject to audit and adjustment at

the end of the calendar year.

Monogram Raises Six

Pix to Peak Budgets

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Monogram will give

six additional features top budgets,
raising the total in that category to

10, it was announced here yesterday
by Prexy W. Ray Johnston. Three

{Continued on Page 8)

Accept Senate Tax

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— House and Senate

conferees will meet this morning at

9:30 o'clock to iron out differences

between the two tax bills, including
the Senate's chances in the admis-
sion tax scale. Following passage
of the tax bill, the Senate appointed
as conferees Senators Harrison,
King, George, LaFollette, and Cap-
per. House conferees will be Reps.
Doughton, Collen, McCormack, Coo-
per, Crowther, Treadway, and Knut-
son.

This morning's meeting will be an
(Continued on Pane 7)

"New Moon" Will Solo
In Loew Dual Cities

After a preview of "New Moon,"
Nelson Eddy-Jeanette MacDonald
co-starrer, Loew and M-G-M execs,

have decided to book the picture as

a single feature in practically all

the double bill policy cities through-
out the circuit.

Eight first-run dates have been
{Continued on Page 3)

Extend Fabian Brooklyn Pool
5 More Years For Para.-Fox-Strand Tieup

"American Way" Filming
To be Put Up to Public

Production of "The American
Way" by Gordon & Goetz for RKO
release hinges on the result of a

public survey to be made by the

newly incorporated The American
Way Publicity Associates, Inc., un-

{Continued on Page 7)

Five-year extension of the Brook-
lyn pooling agreement under which
Fabian Theaters, headed by Si Fab-
ian, operates the Paramount, Fox
and Warners' Strand there has been
okayed, it was authoritatively learn-

ed last night. Efforts to confirm
that the deal had been signed yes-

terday, however, failed, principals

being unavailable.
Negotiations for the extension

{Continued on Page 3)

Pledges Organization's
Support to Gov't on
Defense Preparedness

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Chicago— Allied apparently
is determined to wage a cam-
paign against the booking of
"A" features on double or triple fea-
ture programs. It is reported that
Allied today will petition the distrib-
utors to adopt a policy which will
prohibit top-bracketed features on
dual or triple bills. The petition is

expected to be made in the form of
a resolution, presented to the
eleventh annual convention of the as-
sociation, which will advocate the
total abolition of "A" pictures from
programs presenting more than one
feature on a bill.

Reported resolution follows testi-
< Continued on Page 8)

rr rr

Flood of Suits

Tall(ed by Allied

Chicago—If the distributors think
they have been deluged with law
suits, they will see that the flood

hasn't started yet unless reforms
are instituted, either by the Govern-
ment or the distributors themselves.

This belief appears to be prevail-
(Continued on Page 7)

Report Peasley Groomed
To Head Northwest Allied

Chicago—Reports in circulation at

the national Allied convention here
indicate that Ernest Peasley will be
elected president of Northwest Al-

{Continued on Page 3)

Jinitny Walher to he
Allied Toastmaster

Chicago—Allied's 11th annual birth-

day dinner-dance in the Morrison Hotel's

Terrace Casino tonight will have former
Mayor Jimmy Walker of New York as

toastmaster after all. Walker arrives

today to fill the engagement. Dinner-
dance at 8 o'clock will be preceded by
the traditional President's cocktail party

at 6 p.m.
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% 5/8 %

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 126 1241/4 1241/4 — 31/4

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 233/4 231/4 231/4 — %
do pfd
Paramount 51/4 Sl/s Sl/g — Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. VS'g 7^8 1}M + V^
Pathe Film TVs
RKO New 3

RKO $6 pfd 361/4

20th Century-Fox . . . 63-4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 75
Warner Bros 2^/^

do pfd

71/8

2'/2

351/4

6%
75"
21/4

71/8 + Vs
27/8 + 'A

353/8 -f 13/8

634 _ 1/4

75" -^'4'

21/4 — 1/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100i'4 IOO1/4 IOOI4 —
Loew's deb. 3V2s46 102 102 102

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547 78 78 78 +
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor lOl/g 93^ 93^
Trans-Lux

"Mortal Storm" Opens
Strong at N. Y. Capitol

"The Mortal Storm" opened very

strong at the Capitol Theater yes-

terday, M-G-M reported. Mid-after-

noon figures showed the James
Stewart-Margaret Sullavan film run-

ning ahead of the "Edison, the Man"
opening and equalling "Test Pilot"

premiere figures.

Sterling in "Charter Pilot"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Robert Sterling will

have the lead role in "Charter Pi-

lot."

Outing Calls Columbia
Personnel to Pine Brook

Columbia Pictures will hold its

annual outing today at Pine Brook
Lodge, Nichols, Conn. Entire per-

sonnel of the New York offices will

atted, including Jack Cohn, vice-

president; A. Schneider, treasurer;

L. J. Barbano, assistant treasurer;

M. Worniser, comptroller; A. Mon-
tague, general sales manager; Mau-
rice Bergman, advertising director;
N. Spingold and Louis Weinberg.

Invited guests include Mitchell
May, Jr., and Charles Schwartz, of
the law firm of Schwartz & Frohlich,
Columbia counsel.

It's the third consecutive summer
that the Columbia get-together has
been held at Pine Brook.

This is the first time in the history
of the company that h.o. employes
have been given a full day off for
an outing of the Club. The local
exchange staff will "hold the fort"
on Film Row, doing business as
usual.

Between 250 and 300 Club mem-
bers and their wives and families
will attend the event, which will in-
clude a golf tourney with many
prizes, softball, handball, field sports,
tennis and swimming. All Columbia
executives who are currently in New
York will be at the outing.

Place "Land of Liberty'

At Disposal of Schools

"Land of Liberty," feature picture
assembled by the MPPDA as the
film industry's contribution to the
New York World's Fair last year
and which again is being shown in

the exposition's Federal Building,
will be placed at the disposal of
American schools without charge at
the close of this year's Fair in Oc-
tober.

Picture, it was said yesterday by
Theodore T. Hayes, executive U. S.

Commissioner to the Fair, would be
used to supplement school history
courses in particular.

Arthur Lee Concludes
Deals for English Pix

Films produced in England by As-
sociated British, Grand National
Pictui'es, Ltd., General Film Distrib-
utors and Associated Talking Pic-
tures will be distributed in the U. S.

by Arthur A. Lee as the result of
deals .I'ust set, it was learned yes-
terday. Print of "Convoy," Lee's
latest English acquisition, is en
route here.
Because the handling of American

rights to the British imports will

require his entire time, Lee is de-
ferring his plans regarding tele-

vision.

It's "The Man I Married"
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Permanent title for

"I Married a Nazi" is "The Man I

Married."

RKO Execs. Will Attend
Boasberg and Lux Dinner

An RKO Radio Pictures' delega-
tion headed by Ned E. Depinet and
Andy Smith will plane to Buffalo
Monday for the Variety Club testi-

monial dinner that night honoring
Charles Boasberg, recently promoted
from the post of Buffalo branch man-
ager to that of east central district

manager, and Elmer Lux, promoted
from salesman to manager at Buf-
falo. Smith will be toastmaster.
Accompanying the sales execs, will

be Bob Mochrie, Eastern sales man-
ager; Harry Michalson, short sub-
ject sales manager; M. C. Poller,

head of the playdate department,
and Bob Wolff, New York exchange
manager.
Among those at the speaker's

table in addition to Boasberg, Lux
and Smith will be Vincent McFaul,
Charles Hayman, Bill Mahoney, Bob
Murphy, Bert M. Stearn, George
Roberts, Judge Joseph Kelly, Syd
Lehman, Syd Samson. John Nolan,
J. Meyer Schine, George Lynch, Herb
Maclntyre, Nick Dipson, Nick Basil,

Moe Silver and Assemblyman Har-
old Ehrlich.

Warner Execs. Return
Today from Chi. Meet

Warner executives return to the
home office today from the second of

the company's two regional sales
meetings held this week at the Black-
stone in Chicago.
Those returning are: Gradwell L.

Sears, general sales manager;
Charles Einfeld, director of adver-
tising and publicity; Carl Leserman,
assistant general sales manager;
Roy Haines, Eastern and Canadian
sales manager; Ben Kalmenson,
Western and Southern sales man-
ager; and Gil Golden and Sid Rechet-
nik of the advertising and publicity
department.
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of

advertising and publicity in the
East, returned to his desk yesterday.

Levy, Castle on Board
Of Health Foundation

The Associated Health Founda-
tion, Inc., the only non-profit medi-
cal service group licensed in Greater
New York, announces the election
of Jules D. Levy, Warner Bros, ex-
ecutive, and Eugene Castle, president
of Castle Film Co., and Dr. Shirley
W. Wynne, former health commis-
sioner of New York City, to its

board of trustees.

1560
Broadway

COmmC and GOinG

ALEXANDER KORDA is due here over I

week-end on the Clipper.

HARRY L. COLD, vice-president and East.l

sales manager for United Artists, left yestert
for Dallas. He returns to New York Mond,|

EDWARD PESKAY, Eastern representative
Edward Small, returned here 'erday fr

the Coast.

JOHN HOWARD LAWSON, l^t'er, has
rived here from the Coast for a short stay.

HARRY TUGEND, scenarist, is here from Hi
lywood.

GEORGE MARSHALL, director, and Al
THORSEN, personal manager cf Horace Heii
are here from the Coast to confer with t

band leader on his "Pot-o-Gold" film whi
gers under way in Hollywood in a few weeks.

MORGAN CONWAY leaves for the Coast t

day on the Commodore Vanderbilt.

JAMES ROOSEVELT arrives here early ne
week from the Coast.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western sales manag
for RKO, flies to Minneapolis Sunday night.

WALTER BRANSON, Midwest district ma
ager for RKO, is here for home office cental

MILDRED SMITH, Montgomery, Ala., Adve
tiser, is in town to see the shows and
Fair; stepping at the Wellington.

Montgomery Back, Korda
In Tomorrow by Clipper

Robert Montgomery returned ye

terday from Europe, via the Atlai

tic Clipper. The Metro star, who fc

several weeks drove an America
ambulance in France, will lea\

shortly for the West Coast studic
to take up discussion about a re
role. He recently complete
"Busman's Honeymoon" in Englam
Alexander Korda, UA produce

is scheduled to arrive at La Guai
dia field tomorrow morning aboar
the Yankee Clipper from Lisboi

loan Valerie for 'Trofile"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL^

Hollywood—Joan Valerie has beej

added by 20th Century-Fox to thi

cast of John Barrymore's "Th
Great Profile."

GIVE ME

Pick up your phone

and express the

preference of dis-

criminating advertis-

ers who appreciate

fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK
Telephone COIumbus 5-6741

r^
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xtended 5 Years

(Continued from Pa(ic 1)
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r.ve been in pi-ogress for some
eks. Present agreement became

iFective /^U. 18, 1936. Understood
at ne('7, Contract continues the

isting pact virtually unchanged.

olumbia's Nine-Months
et Rises to $341,348

(Continued fiom Page 1)

t quick asset position. Current
sets as of March 30 last were ap-

oximately $12,477,000 and current

ibilities of $1,611,000 making a

t working capital of $10,866,000.

Columbia is endeavoring to main-
,!in such control over its produc-

m activities as is possible with

lie object of being able to adjust

i..me to changes which may be
icessitated by the present disturbed

>rld-wide economic conditions, the

mpany statement said

,or(

f
,275,000 in Universal
pnds Are Retired

(Continued from Page 1)

llatically reduces the capitalization

the company by $1,275,000.

,jlt was also disclosed that the com-
iny has extended its revolving

!edit agreement with the Irving

^ust Co. and Commercial National
imk & Trust Co. for one year. Ex-
jnsion is to Oct. 13, 1941. Under
»e extension agreement, the com-

rodi Uny's credit is also increased from
ii,500,000 to $3,500,000, with latter

'^ure the maximum.

eport Peasley Groomed
o Head Northwest Allied

asl (Continued from Page 1)

^d to succeed Al Steffes when that

nit holds its convention next month
Minneapolis.
Ben Ash, attorney and theater
|vner, is said to be slated for busi-

6ss manager and operating head of

ie unit.

ALCNG THE

H^ITH PHIL M. DALri
T T T

—CHICAGO

• • • CERTAINLY one of the most important aspects of the

Allied national conclave here .... which convention adjourns tonight

is the intense reciprocal interest manifest by the exhibs

in film theater equipment and by the manufacturers of the equip-

ment in the welfare of the theatermen and the houses they operate

This mutual solicitude is too fervent and sincere to be spec-

tacular but its presence is patently a highlight of the meeting

T T T
• • • MAKE no mistake about it —and what we are

about to say is not the product of simple sentimentalism,—
there are at this convention a helluva lot of showmen whose
top hobby is their theaters By the same token there

are a helluva lot of manufactures of theater equipment at the con-

clave whose hobby is their profession and the real ac-

complishments which spring therefrom There is a common
denominator for both the theatermen and the theater supply forces

By inspection it's the word "theater" It spells profit for

both and accounts for these "allies" moving along in concert

at the Allied National Convention

T
VISITING the equipment exposition in the Hotel Morrison

scene of the convention proceedings one finds RCA Mfg. Co.

represented by A. E. Klein, Ed Auger and H. B. Snook Adler Signs

by Ben Adler and Virginia Richmond DeVry Corp. by M. D. Olsen.

P. B. Stinson and E. S. Schweig Universal Theater Premium by Ed

Sayre National Theater Supply by Bill Dassow and National

Screen-Advertising Accessories by Morton Van Praag, Charley Casanave

and George Dembow

T T T
• • • THERE'S A. M. Siegel, Ansell-Simplex Tickets; John

Goshorn, Irwin Seating; Dave Dewey, International Seating; Irv-

ing Goldman and Florence O'Loughlin, Confection Cabinet Corp.

Al Sims, Heywood-Wakefield; W. L. Nahin, J. H. Heinzelman

and Hugh O'Dower, Velter Mfg. Co.; Al Lockwood, Holmes Pro-

jector Corp.; Jack King, Marcus Ruben Uniforms; Mrs. Robert

Hartman, Internatior^al Enterprises Bill Slater, Slater Co.;

Joe Goldberg, Joe Goldberg, Inc.; Max Roos and Ed Fuld, American

Ticket Corp.; Alex Ackley, Bill Kunzman and Al Munson, National

Carbon; Lewis Bower, National Program & Printing Co.; H. B.

Myers, F. D. Dunakin, G. A. Hepfinger, American Seating; and G.

M. Hanrakan and Irene Rey, U. S. Rubber CoTV
• • • LIKEWISE Roy Boomer, Thor Matthews, Les Abbott, Vic

Maylon and Fred Matthews, Motiograph; President Wagner, Wagner

Signs; Jess Joseph, Lewis Strocker, L. A. McDonald, Hyland Electric

Supply; B. T. Perkins, Bally Beverage Vender M. L. Lyons, Burch

Mfg.; B. B. Burns, Barney Hoyt, Consolidated Book Publishers; C. H.

Blasdell, J. A. Neumann, Bob Schoenecker, Argus Ticket; R. E. De

Prates, De Fi Mfg.; W. E. Cross, Cross Machine Shop; C. J. Cretors, Frank

Lyons, Cretors & Co.; Albert Sprincin, Sprincin Movie Time Clock Co.-

Admission Sign Mfg. Co.; B. B. Buchanan, Kroehler Push-Back Chairs;

and Violet Hutton, Advance Mfg. Co

T
m m 9 BY all the close contacts which are being made at the

Allied conclave 'twixt the aforementioned and the exhibs

the trade will be enriched So will the public in whose

interest, after all, theater improvements are effected

"Long Way to Go"

In Selllement Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge Henry W. Goddard. Another
week's adjournment at that time is

regarded as virtually certain.

With reports persisting that Al-

lied at its current Chicago national
convention will reiterate its demand
for divorcement. Government coun-
sel here yesterday displayed a live-

ly interest but refused comment.
Although it is understood that the

D of J is prepared to withdraw its

divorcement demand in favor of

other regulatory means, to be em-
bodied in the prospective consent de-

cree publicity there has been no
statement of such an attitude by
Thurman Arnold, chief of the D of

J's Anti-Trust Division and Assis-

tant Attorney General.

"New Moon" Will Solo
In Loew Dual Cities

(Continued from Page 1)

announced so far, four of them for

June 27, and four for June 28. The
June 27 dates are: Loew's, Roches-
ter; Ohio, Columbus; Midland, K.
C; State, Syracuse. The June 28
dates are: Loew's, Louisville;

Loew's, Indianapolis; Loew's, Akron;
State, Providence. All these cities

normally play double features.

UA to Rush Chilean Film
Into Latin-American Keys

United Artists is rushing plans
for immediate opening of "Escan-
dalo," Spanish talkie produced in

Chile, in all Latin-American keys as

a result of the b.o. showing scored
by the film in its quadruple pre-

miere Tuesday in Santiago, Chile.

Pix broke opening day records for

both receipts and attendance at the

four houses—Central, Santa Lucia,
Continental and Cervantes, accord-
ing to cable to Arthur W. Kelly,

UA vice-prexy.

Suggest More Changes
To Basic Agreement

Further recommendations for re-

vision of the basic agreement be-

tween the League of New York The-
aters and the Dramatists Guild were
received at the League's session this

week, it was learned yesterday. They
augment the 27 exceptions already
taken by James F. Reilly, League
secretary, and like the latter, are
understood to bear upon the sale of

film rights to stage plays.

WEDDING BELLS

Minneapolis — Max Factor, head
booker for Harold Field's Pioneer
Circuit, marries tomorrow.
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Brighter Colors

Feature Scienlite

Chicago— Introduction of a new
powder fluorescent tubing under the
trade name, Scienlite, which brings
out brighter colors and has no fab-
rication problems, is under way by
General Scientific Corp. Ten color

combinations are now ready for the
trade.
Company is also introducing Sun-

Glo units, the perfected powder
fluorescent tubing for interior illum-
ination.

NTS Detroit Branch
Fills Theater Orders

Detroit — Further orders, which
have been placed with National The-
ater Supply Co.'s branch here by
film theaters in this territory, in-

clude Simplex Type "E" Four-Star
sound. Simplex High lamps and Na-
tional rectifiers for Howard Paul's
Yale Theater, Yale, Mich.; Simplex
Type "E" Four-Star sound for the
Southlawn, Grand Rapids; Simplex
E-7 projector, Simplex High lamps
and National rectifiers for the Ma-
jestic, Monroe, Mich.; and Simplex
High lamps and National rectifiers

for the Center Theater, Marlette,
Mich.

C. ROSS
lor

MOTION PICTURE
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
RENTALS:

A full line of modern equipment to-

gether with a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small any time,
anywhere. Generator trucks, searchlights

and floodlights, for premieres and gen-
eral lighting activities.

SALES:
Everything in the line of equipment

for motion picture and photographic
studios.

SERVICE:
We are prepared to offer the finest

service, equipment and technical advice
obtainable in the East. Your require-

ments taken care of to the last minute
detail.

As Sole Eastern Distributors^ tc«

carry the full and complete line

of equipment manufactured by:—^

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

tncoTTxparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let Us Enlighten You On Your
Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
244-SO WEST 49th ST., N. Y. C.

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-1-2

Wail of a Service
fit I%etv Calif. House

Sacramento — Local cinema - loving

mothers don't have to worry about the
wails of their infants disturbing movie
audiences at the new Colonial Theater
here. Charles Holtz, operator of the
house, has Installed a sound-proof "cry-
ing room" on the mezzanine from whence
the program can be viewed. Further, if

the film is a weepy one, mother herself

can freely emote without being heard.

Work Underway on New
Schine House in Laurel

John and Drew Eberson, film the-
ater architects, report that work on
the Laurel, Del., Theater has begun;
house was designed for the Schine
Circuit.

Work is going ahead on the
Strand, Cumberland, Md., which is

being completely remodeled from
Eberson's plans, which include air

conditioning for the house.
On Wednesday night, the new

1,500-seat Astor, erected in Philadel-
phia by the Warners from designs
by John and Drew Eberson, opened
in that city with many civic digni-

taries and notables attending.

Beacon Theater, Omaha,
Remodeled By Creal

Omaha—Walter Creal is effecting

complete remodeling to his Beacon
Theater here, including Carrier air

conditioning. General chairs, new
fluorescent carpet, and murals in

fluorescent paint for walls.

George Monroe's Ford Theater in

Kearney, Neb., is being rebuilt after
fire.

Both houses are being equipped by
Scott Ballantyne.

Simplex lor the Preview
W. B. Gullette, head of the Pre-

view Theater, 1600 Broadway, has
just installed a new Simplex Four-
Star Sound System purchased
through the New York branch of
National Theater Supply Co. The
Preview Theater is among the most
modern commercial screening rooms
in the film industry.

Londons Plan Three

Theaters for Detroll

Detroit—I. J. London, circuit own-
er, and his son, Burton W. London,
announce an expansion program call-

ing for nearly $500,000 in new the-
ater construction here next year.
Three houses are planned.
The Londons have bought a 120-

ft. lot across from the Lincoln The-
ater which they now operate, and
will construct a 1,200-seater on the
site. This will be operated, it is

understood, on a "de luxe gi'ind"

policy, 10 a.m. to 2 a.m., with 15-

cent admission prevailing.
Option on an undisclosed lot about

a half a mile west has been taken
by the Londons for a new 1,450-

seater to go up in 1941.
Third and largest unit in the ex-

pansion program involves the Rex,
formerly operated by J. B. Mitchell.
The Londons take this stand over on
June 30, and plan to demolish the
house, erecting in its place a new
1,400-seater, a bowling alley and
market, at a cost of some $250,000.

American Refrigerating

Plants in 8 Houses

Detroit— American Refrigerating
Co. is completing installations in

eight Detroit and suburban houses,
totalling around $100,000 for the
group. Houses are: Wayne, at
Wayne and Shafer, in Garden City,

for the Shafer Circuit; Harper and
Ace, Detroit, and Calvin, Dearborn,
for Wisper & Wetsman; Atlas, De-
troit, for Stanley Oleskowicz; Van
Dyke, Detroit, for Moss Bros.; and
Dawn, Detroit, for Kilbride Circuit.

Sheas Improving Two
Zanesville, 0. — The Grand and

Quimby Theaters cf the Shea Thea-
ter Corp. are dark for improvements.
Grand will get new sound, plus
screen and interior decorations. The
Quimby will receive new projection
equipment, new seats, and general
renovation.

Two Nebraska Reopenings
Omaha—J. W. Weiss, of Montana,

has purchased, remodeled and re-

opened the Valley, Valley, under the

name Gem Theater. Fomier owner
was C. E. Byars.
With George 0. Monroe's $25,000

rebuilt Empress about completed, he
plans to open it by July 1. Earlier
house was destroyed by fire.

Install Rock Wool
Talladega, Ala.—Rock wool insu-

lation has been installed throughout
the local Ritz Theater. Air condi-

tioning has also been put in the

house as a major item of the im-
provements schedule.

£/it/ed—/Jcl PluUal-Cofiied.

Master Photographers, Inc.

SAMUEL STERN. Pres.

443-445 West 41st St., New York City

BRyant 9-0690

MMTIilMMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

ki:iiL'Jk[:i

-GET IT FROM NATIONAL"

By Ci

Equipment

In Detroit, Mutual Theaters, b

ing combine, has moved headq
ters to the fifth floor of the
Theater Building.

* * *

Early next week, Morris Had
will close the 500-seat Shelton.
ton, Conn., for remodeling or
struction. Decision on the lesi

modeling job will mean a five
weeks' closing.

* *

W. S. Butterfield Theaters has
dered a new vertical sign for
Keith's Theater in Grand Rat
Mich.

* * *

Carl Floyd, owner of Fk

'

Floyd Circuit, has purchased tht

ida Theater in Haines City. Im,.

ments will he made immediateii
the house. Gene Stone will cont:

as manager. Floyd is planning to n
Haines City his home and is mo''

his family thence.

* * *

The Celotex Corp. has put on
market an absorptive liner tha
designed to make concrete surfi

harder, smoother, and longer-li

Product is a cane fiber board sim
to the Celotex building insula

board, and will interest the the:

builder.
* * * 1

RemodeZingf job on the MadJ
Theater, Grand Rapids, Mich., is i

tually completed. House has
front, lohhy decorations, and a
sign giving ample space for bilUn

dual attractions. Owners are G

Remodel Turlock Theater

Turlock, Cal.—The Turlock T!

ter is being remodeled here at a •

of $15,000. Job will take nine W6

and will include interior decora tij

new air conditioning system, :

modern box-office and marquee,

new seats on the lower floor.
'

Nunan is manager.

New Rugs by Mohawk
South Bend—Streamlining of

B & K Colfax is completed. He
was redecorated by Hans Teichi

The Mohawk Carpet Mills suppu

a new type of rug carpets for

lobbies, from special designs dev

oped by the circuit's purchasing j

partment.
i

Westinghouse Installation

Manchester, N. H.— The Str

Theater here has installed a W''

inghouse air-conditioning systii

The installation was made by P

Automatic Heating & Cooling Co
Manchester.

^fl
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ler and H. B. Boshoven who also

h /ate the Liberty and Franklin
aters in that city. Their partner-
» is unique. In 20 years of exhihi-

, they have never had an argu-
jit . . . among themselves.

xhibition field will find of un-
al interest the recent edition of
Bulletin, publication of the Re-
ch Council of the Academy of
ion Picture Arts and Sciences,
fCaining the paper presented by
•n K. Hilliard before the Pacific

:st Conference of Independent
later Owners and titled "The The-

Standardization Activities of
/Academy Research Council."

^ ^ ^

ierod Jimerson has been named
Mant manager of the Rex, Little

ik. Ark.
* * *

'he South Bend Lathe Works,
th Bend, Ind., announces the new
nch Swing 1-inch Collet Capacity
-ies "S" Tool Room Bench Lathe,
mted on an extremely sturdy
[jded steel bench, this lathe has
, rigidity and stability of a floor

e lathe, combined with the speed,
jVenience and space-saving advan-
|fes of a bench lathe, its manufac-
?rs point out.

* * *

[(rank Kornig, prexy of the M. P.
\ater Operators of Maryland for

Ifiy years, is installing new RCA
Otophone sound in his 600-seat

fn, Baltimore, which house he has
[rated for 25 years.

1 West Springfield House
^est Springfield, Mass.—The Ma-
|;ic, closed for remodeling, will
m in early July. Air conditioning
Int is being installed. A 45-ton
|ipressor will furnish filtered cool
in Summer and heat for Winter.

Bair ducts with fans are being in-

lled, and the theater front will
completed in Colonial style.

^uild Gordon Theater

Erordon, Neb.—Black Hills Amuse-
mt Co., of Deadwood, S. D., owner
ithe Pace Theater which was de-
loyed by fire some time ago, is

ijuilding and will reopen the house
or about July 1. Theater will re-

its former name. It will seat

m Artkrait Catalog Ready
Liima, O.—A complete theater cat-

g, profusely illustrated with mar-
pes, porcelain fronts and poster
jmes, is now available to theater

(prators, architects, builders and
(lifer channels, through the Artkraft
cn Co. here.

Keeping Screens

While ImporlanI

Wilmington, Del.— Importance of
keeping screens white was stressed
here by William Buchart, at Loew's
Scenic Studio, New York, wi^.o re-

coated the screen of local Loew's
Theater.
The Loew organization, Buchart

pointed out, takes the view that, with
large sums spent to obtain the best
in projection equipment, it is best
to prevent screens from becoming
yellowed with consequent reduction
in the clarity of screen images.
Twice each year, the screen in each
of the 114 Loew's theaters is re-

coated by Buchart, who uses a spe-
cial paint preparation which is ap-
plied with a spray-gun.

Sharpness of the picture is great-
ly increased following the applica-
tion, and contrast in the appearance
of the screen before and after the
operation is surprising. Few thea-
ters, it is believed, equal those of

the Loew circuit in attention to
keeping screen as white as possible.

Gyro-Spray Units

In Lively Demand

Oklahoma City— Gyro-Spray air

conditioning units, manufactured by
U. S. Air Conditioning Co., have been
sold by the Oklahoma Theater Sup-
ply Co. to the following theaters in

this State during the past few
weeks:

Villa, Oklahoma City; Liberty,
Quinton; Ritz, Duncan; S. P. Seller's

house, Westville; Rainbow, Nowata;
Rugue, Topton; and Star, Sand
Springs.

Units were also sold to Arkansas
houses, among which were the Rial-

to, Siloam Springs; Ritz, Morrilton;
Strand, Paris; and Palace, Boone-
ville. •

Basils Renew with Altec

Basil Bros. Theaters has renewed
Altec service agreements for Basil
house in Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

A. J. Raemacher negotiated for Al-
tec.

BERl
FLAG AND VALANCE CO.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Lei Angeles, Calif.

Glencoe Will Have
Sam Meyers House

Glencoe, III. — Filmgoers will have
something for which to be thankful, in

addition to the usual reasons, when
Thanksgiving Day rolls around this year.
On that date, the new Glenwin Theater
will be opened here at the northeast
corner of Scott and Linden Aves. by
Sam C. Meyers and associates. Ground
for the project has already been broken.
House will be an 1,100-seater.

New G-E Exposure Meter
Proves Worth on Coast

Schenectady — Modern exposure
meter has enabled Hollywood cine-
matographers to photograph entire
productions so correctly exposed that
they print up with one, or at the
most, two printing lights in the labo-

ratory. Glen C. Anderson, commer-
cial representative of G-E's exposure
meter department declares.

These excellent results have been
obtained to a great extent by using
the incident light method of meas-
uring exposure, he said, and revealed
the features and use of the new G-E
DW-48 exposure meter just placed
on the market. Additionally, he dis-

cussed the extended light measuring
range of the new meter,—.05 to

1,700 candles per sq. ft.

NTS Biz In Cincy

Sliows 30% Jump

Cincinnati—National Theater Sup-
ply Co. is remodeling their offices

here. Streamlined cases, new offices

and a decorative scheme in blue are
features of the improvement pro-
gram.
Herman Hunt, manager, says that

business in past six months shows a
30 per cent boost over preceding
span. This is due, he asserts, to
building of more film houses in the
Mid-East, and also to the fact that
there have been no strikes in the coal
mining fields.

General Seating Chairs
For Beacon At Omaha

General Seating Co. chairs have
been installed in the Beacon Theater,
Omaha, by Scott Ballantyne Co.,

supply dealers of that city.

Chairs of the same manufacture
have been purchased by the Rialto,
Boaz, Ala., and the Rio, Meeker,
Colo. The Capital City Supply Co.
of Atlanta, Ga., made the former
installation and supplied the seats.

"GRAPES OF WRATH"

Don't risk "box office wrath." Keep

your patrons constantly satisfied by

installing rich, colorful, luxurious

Alexander Smith Carpet . . . the

carpet you'll find in most of the

country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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THEATER CHANGES
I'lieater Closings-Openings-^ew Houscs-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey oi Theater Condition* Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by ^' 1

I'lioatcr Closings

ILLINOIS

Mt. Carroll — Majestic, 5-7-40;

Owner: Floyd Albert.

ivussissippi

Cleveland—Wesco, 4-15-40; Strand
Enterprises, Inc.; dismantled.

Indianola—Regent, 4-8-40; Owner:
P. E. Morris; poor business, losing

money.
Shelby—Shelby, 4-30-40; Owner:

W. C. Jepson; in process of changing
hands.

NORTH CAROLINA
Windsor—Palace, (6-2-40) Owner:

Roy Thompson; Renovation.

OHIO
Dayton—Little Playhouse, 6-8-40;

Owner: W. A. Keyes; will be dis-

mantled.

PENNSYLVANIA
Susequehanna—Opera House, 1-8-

40; Owner: J. J. Ryan; renovations.
Harrisburg—State, (6-27-40) Own-

er: Wiimer & Vincent Corp.; tJnable

to get enough pictures.

TEXAS
Crockett — Auditorium, 4-8-40;

Owner: R & R; destroyed by fire, to-

tal loss.

UTAH
Salt Lake City—Paramount, month

of April; Owner: Intermountain
Theaters, Inc.; closed for Summer
months.

WISCONSIN
Menominee Falls—Falls, (6-5-40)

Owner: Ray Zahn. Burned down.

Theater Openings
ARKANSAS

McCrory—New, (6-7-40) Owner:
C. N. Jenkins; House Manager; C.

N. Jenkins.

ILLINOIS
Homer—Pastime, 275 seats, 3-30-

40; Owner: C. B. Burkhart; House
Manager: Herbert Locke; previously

closed in January.

Bob Hope's P. A. Heading
For Cleveland Record

Cleveland—Nat Holt, RKO Great

Lakes division manager, reports that

Bob Hope and his Radio Show broke

all opening records at the RKO Pal-

ace this week and is heading for an

all-time weekly record.

OKLAHOMA
Enid—Chief, 750 seats, 5-16-40;

Owner: Griffith; House Manager:
George Limerick; previously closed
9-1-39.

PENNSYLVANIA
Susquehanna—Town (formerly Op-

era House), 490 seats, 5-11-40; Own-
er: R. J. Lannon; House Manager:
J. J. Ryan; previously closed 1-8-40.

]\ew Theater
Openings
ARKANSAS

Plainview—New, 350 seats, (6-1-

40) House Manager: J. T. Brown.
Little Rock—New, 600 seats, (6,-

14-40) 114 Main St.; Builder: Robb
& Rowley; Architect, Corgan &
Moore; House Manager: Hi Sanders.

CALIFORNIA
Ventura—Mayfair, 850 seats, (6,-

18-40) Cor. Ash and Santa Clara;
Builder: Geo MacLeod; Architect:
S. C. Lee; Cost: $80,000; House
Manager: Mrs. Dodge.

IDAHO
Osborn-Roxy, 500 seats, 5-22-40;

East entrance of town; Builder: 0.
C. Paisley; Cost: $10,000; House
Manager: 0. C. Paisley.

ILLINOIS
Mt. Carroll—Carroll, 396 seats, 5-

9-40; former garage; Builder: Mar-
chesi Bros.; Cost: $20,000 (includes

$12,000 for building); House Mana-
ger: Anthony Potocnik.

MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi—Meyer, 600 seats, 5-17-40;

Lameuse and Division Sts.; Builder:
0. Meyers; Architect: Jack Fayard;
House Managers: C. C. Meyers and
H. T. Fayard.
Sherman—Sherman, 200 seats (6-

1-40) House Manager: W. T. Rice.

TEXAS
Ft. Worth-White; Hemphill St.

Kenovalions
Planned
LOUISIANA

Colfax — Pink Elephant; Work

Planned: Cooling equipment; Own-
er: H. G. Faraldo.

MISSISSIPPI
Pascagoula—Nelson; Work Plan-

ned: General repairs, painting in-

terior and exterior and change of

plan of entrance; Owner: E. F.
Grant and J. 0. Cole; to be com-
pleted in near future.

MONTANA
Missoula — Rio; Work Planned:

New seats, new carpets, interior dec-
orated; Owner: Stewart North.

NORTH CAROLINA
Windsor—Palace; Work Planned:

Enlargement and remodeling; Own-
er: Roy Thompson; to be completed
around 7-15-40.

NEW YORK
Rome — Sti'and; Work Planned:

Complete remodeling; Owner: Kal-
let Theaters, Inc.; to be completed
8-15-40.

PENNSYLVANIA
Bethlehem—Lehigh; Work Plan-

ned: Some new seats, changed en-
trance and office, etc.; Owner: Ross-
heim; to be completed very soon.

Change in
Ownership

KANSAS
Pittsburg—Cozy, transferred to T.

M. Steele (Fox Circuit) by J. A.
Lenski; House Manager: James
Doyle.

MISSISSIPPI

Crenshaw — Ritz, transferred to

F. B. Howell by W. C. Jepson.

MONTANA
Missoula — Rio, transferred to

Stewart North by Thos. C. Gundley;
House Manager: J. Morris.

NEW JERSEY
Newton— Newton, transferred to

St. Cloud Amusement Corp. by New-
ton Amusement Co.; House Mana-
ger: David Samuelson.
Toms River— Community, trans-

ferred to F. Hirshbond by Walt<
Reed; House Manager: Guy Helvi

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham — State, transferred t

The Elco Corp. by Mrs. Marie ^\

Johnson; House Manager: R. D. Cra
ver, Jr.

OHIO
Washington—Roxy, transferred t'

James Chackeres by L. B. Solthei

House Manager: James Chackeres.

PENNSYLVANIA
Susquehanna—Town (formerly Op

era House), transferred to R.

Lannon by J. J. Ryan; House Mana
ger: J. J. Ryan.

UTAH
Fairview—Laural, transferred t

Huish Circuit by J. W. Christensen
House Manager: M. L. Burr.

WISCONSIN
Manawa—Manawa, transferred ti

Robert Fox by Ray Goggins.
Milwaukee—Ogden, transferred tJ

Saxe Amusement Management b;

Fox-Wis Amusement Corp.
Waupun—Classic, transferred t,

G. E. Porter by J. E. Draginia
House Manager: G. E. Porter.

Theaters Under
Construction

OKLAHOMA
Fairview—Rex, 204 seats; Builder

j

Don Abernathy; Operator: Don A
Abernathy; to be completed -1-40 I

TEXAS
Crockett—Auditorium; to be coniij

pleted 7-15-40. '|

Theaters Planned
ARKANSAS

Batesville—New, 500 seats, Mai;

St.; Cost: $17,000.

PENNSYLVANIA
Hellertown—New, about 600 seatsi,

Main St.; Cost: around $35,000; Op|:

erator: John Kofler.

Burnett Adapting Novel
H'cst Coast Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — W. R. Burnett has

been engaged by Warners to adapt
his novel, "High Sierra," for the

screen.

Warners Promote Mervis

Steubenville, O.—Nat Mervis, as-

sistant at Warners' Capitol, has been
upped to the managership.

B <Sc K Shifts Ass't Managers
Chicago—B & K's shift of assis-

tant managers sends Will Bader

from the SouthTown theater to the

Chicago theater. He is succeeded at

the SouthTown by Bill Studdert of

the Tivoli. John Niese has been
transferred from the Marbro to the

Tivoli. Hugh McGinnis is promoted
from the State to the Marbro.

Three Features Assigned
Sperling at 20th-Fox i

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIlI
Hollywood—Milton Sperling hal

three assignments in his new posj

as associate producer at 20th Cenj

tury-Fox. The first one is a satirJ

on American politics. The secomji

will be a Mack Sennett comedy, anq|

"Falling Star" will be the third. "
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House Will

Accept Senate Tax

{Continued froyn Page 1)

xecutive session and the conferees
all not hear further testimony. It

i believed that the House will ac-

ept th'—admissions tax change
dthout '7/ I'ction.

i Reports from Washington last

ight indicated that the conferees
/ere likely to eliminate the excess
rofits and war profits provisions

oted by the Senate as amendments
J the House measure. Both would
ffect industry corporations.

10 Pix Patrons Hurt
\,s Plaster Falls

Thirty persons were injured, six

i,eriously enough to need hospital

ebrtjfeatment, when sections of the
laster on the ceiling of the West
;nd Theater, 362 West 125th St.

fill 75 feet upon the audience at
o'clock yesterday afternoon. Acci-

Msjient caused a near panic among the

00 present at the time. Manager
leymour Londoner, standing outside,

leard the crash and through the
|)udspeaker emplored patrons to be
ialm.

Bellevue emergency unit, including

,2 doctors, 20 nurses and three am-
ulances and two police emergency
Iquads responded to the call. The-
(ter, the police stated, is 30 years
ild. Chief Inspector John O'Connor
f the Building Dept., said house
Irould be closed pending investiga-

ion of the accident.

gflu Film being shown at the time was
The Shriek in the Night."

"! Baltimore Legit. House

L

purchased for Films

Baltimore, Md.—Auditorium The-
(ter, 1,000 seats, legitimate theater,

kas been acquired by the Hampden
Amusement Co. and will be exten-

ively remodeled as a film house,
pening in mid-October. The Hamp-
en company, headed by C. W. Hicks,
iperates a chain of motion picture

ouses in Baltimore, and plans to

ipen another one in the Westport
.Mjection in about two weeks. The

"''' Jompany also has a house at Littles-
" lown, Pa.

tiverview House Bows In

Riverview, Ala.—The new River-

riew Theater, built at a cost of $23,-

Is8 ^00, has opened.

Sen, Tax Provisions

Sil

Free Roof Dancing
At Loew*s Apollo

Innovation in Summer theater enter-

tainment has been inaugurated by Loew's

Apollo Theater Roof Garden on the lower

East Side, with the presentation of free

dancing every night, except Wednesday,
from 7 to 9 p.m. Buddy Crover and his

Apollo Swing Band furnish the rhythms
that accompany the breezes from the

East River. Downstairs in the Apollo

Theater proper, business goes on as usual.

To end confusion, apparently existing in certain industry quarters us to the
admission tax provisions of the Senate-approved revenue measure, THE FILM
DAILY herewith prints the complete text:

Section 1700 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code is amended to read
as follows, effective July 1, 1940:

"(a) SINGLE OR SEASON
TICKET; SUBSCRIPTION.—

"(1) RATE.—A tax on the amount
paid for admission to any place, in-

cluding admission by season ticket

or subscription, at the following-

rates :

"(A) For the period after June
30, 1940, and before July 1, 1945—
"Where the amount paid is 9 cents

or less, there shall be no tax;
"1 cent where the amount paid is

10 cents or more and less than 20
cents

;

"1 cent for each 10 cents or frac-

tion thereof where the amount paid
is 20 cents or more;

"1 cent for each 10 cents or frac-

tion thereof of the amount paid for

admission by season ticket or sub-

scription, if the amount which would
be charged to the holder or sub-
scriber for a single admission is 10

cents or more.
"(B) For the period after June

30, 1945—
"Where the amount paid is $3 or

less, there shall be no tax;
"1 cent for each 10 cents or frac-

tion thereof where the amount paid
is more than $3;

"1 cent for each 10 cents or frac-

tion thereof of the amount paid for

admission by season ticket or sub-
scription, if the amount which would
be charged to the holder or sub-

scriber for a single admission is more
than $3.

(2) Exceptions.

—

"(A) In the case of persons (ex-
cept bona fide employes, municipal
officers on official business, and chil-

dren under twelve years of age) ad-
mitted free or at reduced rates to

any place at a time when and under
circumstances under which an ad-
mission charge is made to other per-
sons, an equivalent tax shall be col-

lected based on the price so charged
to such other persons for the same
or similar accommodations, to be
paid by the person so admitted.

"(B) No tax shall be imposed in

the case of persons admitted free to

any spoken play (not a mechanical
reproduction), whether or not set

to music or with musical parts or

accompaniments, which is a con-
secutive narrative interpreted by a

single set of characters, all neces-
sary to the development of the plot,

in two or more acts, the perform-
ance consuming more than one hour
and forty-minutes of time. In the

case of tickets or cards of admis-
sion to any such spoken play sold

at the ticket office of theaters at

reduced rates the tax shall be based
upon the price for which sold.

"(3) B WHOM PAID.—The tax
imposed under paragraph (1) shall

be paid by the person paying for

such admission."

Ampa Will Co-operate
With Nat'l Book Week

Ampa met yesterday at Demp-
sey's Eighth Ave. restaurant in a

closed membership session and de-

cided that when meetings are re-

sumed after Labor Day they will

continue to be held on alternate

Thursdays. Preference for that day
was expressed by a poll of members.

It was also decided that Ampa
will co-operate with National Book
Week next November. Joe Gould
is now working on plans to determine
the form and extent of the partici-

pation, one element of which will be
concerned with the awarding of a

plaque, or other form of symbol em-
blematic of the best film to be

made from a book during the pres-

ent year.

Approval was given to a resolu-

tion, already adopted by the Board,
extending "recognition and encour-

agement" to the Screen Publicists

and Advertisers Guild.

An Ampa board meeting is sched-

uled for mid-July, at which time
the directorate will discuss what form
of aid can be extended by the or-

ganization with respect to the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund in concert

with Motion Picture Associates and
the Motion Picture Pioneers.

Lynne Overman Signed
To New Para. Contract

West Coast Buican of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Para, has handed a

new commitment to Lynne Overman,
who is winding up his present con-

tract with "There's Magic in Mu-
sic." First assignment under his

new contract will be the portrayal of

a mountaineer in "Shepherd of the

Hills," Paramount's Technicolor pic-

turization of Harold Bell Wright's
famous story which Henry Hatha-
way will place in production next
month.

Young With Hepburn
irest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has assigned

Roland Young to replace Frank
Morgan as Uncle Willie in "The
Philadelphia Story," Katharine Hep-
burn vehicle. Studio has added Rob-
ert Middlemass and Emory Parnell

to the "Dulcy" cast, and Jack Mul-
hall, James Flynn, William Demarest
and Cyril Ring to "Bittersweet."

rr rr

Flood of Suits

Talked by Allied

(Conliiiticd from Fage 1)

ing at the national Allied conven-
tion here. In one territory alone, it

was learned, approximately 30 suits

are being prepared for filing, pend-
ing the outcome of distributor Gov-
ernment negotiations or any peace
plan that may be offered by or to

the industry.

"American Way" Filming
To Be Put Up to Public

(Continued from Page 1)

der direction of Manny Strauss.
Survey is to be conducted via news-
papers, magazines and radio.

Survey will use a series of ques-
tions, including: "If you saw 'The
American Way' when it was playing
at the Center Theater in New York
do you feel that if produced as a

picture it would be helpful in pro-
moting American ideas and ideals

and also whether it seemed to be
sufficiently entertaining to create a
desire to see the picture?"

M. P. Film Editors

Guild Elects Officers

"Broken Dishes" Re-make
iresf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warner Bros, will re-

make "Broken Dishes," first produced;

in ,1930 and again in 1936 under an-

1

other title. •
-
'

-
'

At a special meeting of the Mo-
tion Picture Film Editors Guild at

the Hotel New Yorker, the follow-

ing officers were elected: President,

John Michon of Hearst Metrotone
News; Vice-president, Ben Loweree
of Fox Movietone News; Secretary,

.Joseph Castilone of Hearst Metro-
tone News; Treasurer, Jack Brad-
ford of The March of Time.
Membership and public relations

committees also were chosen.

Wellman to Direct

St. John Pix for Para.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—William Wellman has
been assigned by Paramount to di-

rect Adela Rogers St. John's

"Pioneer Woman." Mrs. St. John
is preparing the script. Barbara
Stanwyck is being sought for the

lead.

Rep. Shelves Indian Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Republic has shelved

"Storm Over India" for the reason

that story deals with the unrest in

India over British rule. Execs, feel

that such a story is not timely.

"Barnyard Follies" has been selected

to replace it on the schedule.

iVeilson, IVEA's Only
Press Agent Member
The only press agent holding member-

ship in the National Editorial Associa-

tion, Rutgers Neilson, RKO's publicity

manager, has been attending its sessions

here this week. Neilson joined up some
, two decades ago.
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Sales Information Bureau Authorized by Alllec
Bitter Attack Made
On Distrib. System of

"Honorary" Sales Drives

(Coutiiiiicd from Page 1)

niony of exhibitors who described the

multiple program status in various

situations.

Six Pix for a Nickel

Most of the session yesterday was
devoted to double and triple bills.

Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied president,

explained to the assemblage that

through his unit's efforts 17 inde-

pendents abandoned triple features,

but that B & K refused to co-oper-
ate. He told how the B & K Bel-
mont Theater in Chicago recently
showed on one bill "Rebecca," "House
Across the Bay" and "Viva Cisco
Kid," each of which, he said, were
percentage pictures to the average
independent exhibitor.
Alex Schreiber, Detroit circuit ex-

hibitor, said there were theaters in
his area showing four features on
week days and six features on Sun-
day, for which approximately 50,000
passes were given out, subject to a
5-cent service charge. This means,
he said, that the theaters were show-
ing four and six pictures for 5 cents.

Sales Information Bureau
Allied's board of directors yester-

day was authorized to appoint a
standing committee on information
to keep abreast of all sales policies
and practices and to disseminate
legal information for the benefit of
its members.
At the second day's session of Al-

lied's annual convention, delegates
agreed to furnish the central bureau
with all information on sales policies
in localized areas as a guard against
discrimination in the selling of prod-
uct.

It is understood that the informa-
tion plan at first did not get the full

endorsement of the directors and
units which they represent, inasmuch
as many theater owners did not want
to reveal their own deals. However,
under the plan the identification of
persons supplying information will
not be disclosed. There vdll be no
assessment nor fees for the service,
it was pointed out. When it was
learned that these conditions would
prevail, those who were holding out
agreed to approve the proposal.

Pledges Preparedness Support

In a formal resolution. Allied
pledged it~ fullest co-operation and
support to the United States Gov-
ernment in its preparedness cam-
paign. Personal sei'vices of the
screen in carrying out the defense
progi'am and in disseminating au-
thorized information to the public
were pledged Allied headquarters
in Washington was designated as the
agency for receiving from the Gov-
ernment expressions of its wishes
from time to time and for conveying
them to the nation's independent ex-
hibitors. The resolution was sent to

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

JACK WILLIAM VOTION. Born Antwerp, Belgium, Oct. 11, 1900. At an
^ early age, an ardent movie fan with a keen desire to emulate Maurice Cos-
tello. Always intended to come to the U. S. sooner or later. When 14, the
war engulfed him. Joined up and saw service in front line trenches for the
duration. Was youngest soldier of all armies to go right through the war. Badly
wounded and severely gassed twice, was finally disabled out of service, a

physical wreck. Came to the U. S. after hav-
ing graduated from the University of Brussels,

receiving the equal to a B.A. and first honors in

Consular and Diplomatic Science. Arrived in Holly-

wood to be an actor. The best he could do was
to become a laborer, prop man, assistant director,

assistant casting director and casting director for

major studios. Went with Myron Selznick organi-

zation and was with it seven years, two of which
were spent in London, where he did a brilliant

job. Paramount signed him and he became head
of the talent department and also associate pro-

ducer on several pictures. Always had a yen to

make a series of Lum and Abners. Getting no one

to agree with him, he formed a partnership with

Sam Coslow and made them himself. The first

one is just completed for RKO release, it looks

as if he were in the producing business to stay.

President Roosevelt and all depart-
ments of the Government.

To Fight Honorary Sales Drives

Bitter resentment of company
sales drives in honor of executives
was expressed in a resolution. De-
scribing these drives as "rackets,"
the convention resolved that exhibi-
tors should do all in their power to
resist these drives and stamp out
the practice.

Reports that the current conven-
tion would perfect a plan for indus-
try ethics has not materialized as
yet. Arbitration has not been men-
tioned. It is understood that if any
fireworks or sensational develop-
ments are to come out of the conven-
tion, they must come today, other-
wise, the conclave will go down on
the records as a routine affair despite
the serious problems confronting the
industry. On the other hand, it is

said that the status of the Govern-
ment suit and the indefinite outcome
of the Neely bill are factors holding
back official action by Allied, due to

the swift changes in conditions.

Casanave on Accessories

Charley Casanave spoke to the
delegates yesterday on behalf of Ad-
vertising Accessories, Inc., telling

them the centralization of standard
accessories was inevitable. He got a
great hand from the audience.

This is the first convention since
the founding of Allied at which Al
Steffes did not attend, because of his

recent illness. However, the con-
vention passed a resolution extend-
ing everybody's best wishes and
thanking him for his past activities.

Allied boys who appeared before
Congressional activities were thanked
in the form of a special resolution.

Included in the resolution was a blast
at those who allegedly attempted
to "smear" Allied leaders for their

efforts in the organization's behalf.

William F. Rodgers, Metro gen-
eral sales manager, arrived yester-

Monogram Raises Six

Pix to Peak Budgets

iContiitued from Page 1)

of the 10 will be made in natural
color, it was stated.

Johnston said that the decision
was made possible by the fact that
Mono.'s income has been and is de-
rived chiefly from the U. S. market.

Now in the special class, as a re-

sult of the shift, are:

"The Ape," from the stage play
by Adam Hull Shirk; "Under North-
ern Lights" with music by Charles
Wakefield Cadman; "Freckles Comes
Home" by Gene Stratton-Por-
ter; "Hoosier Schooldays"; "Gypsy
Cavalier" in color; "Sign of the
Wolf" and "Trail of the Yukon"
by Jack London; "Her Father's
Daughter" by Gene Stratton-Porter;
"Black Stallion" and Leona Dalrym-
ple's "College Sweetheart," both in

color.

"Rip Van Winkle," previously an-
nounced as a special, vnW be made
in September for Christmas release,
Johnston asserted. No cast has, as
yet, been signed.

Building In Andalusia
Andalusia, Ala.—A $50,000 1,200-

seat theater is under construction
here to take the place of the Para-
mount, destroyed by fire in early
spring. R. E. Martin and Mrs. E.
D. Studstill, owners.

day morning but did not make an ap-
pearance at the convention. He is

slated to talk today.
Deep appreciation for Jack Kirsch's

work in putting over the convention
was expressed in a resolution yes-
terday.

Last night's festivities included a
party at the Chez Paree.

HCLLTWeCD

'^^^ By RALPH Wlk^'- -.-^^

—HOLLYWOO'
THROUGH with a featured role in- Wai

ner's "No Time For Comedy," Charii

Ruggles is now discussing a new deal wit

Paramount studios for a series of comediei
in which he is to be starred, or co-starrec

depending on decisions.

• •
/^ENE RAYMOND, who composed tw
^^ songs while away from picture wor
in the last year, expects to hear this mort
from his music publishers as to their po
tentialities as song hits. Their titles ar

"I Would Slumber" and "Release."

Raymond is now at the RKO Radio studi

at work on "Cross Country Romance" i

which he is co-starred with Wendy Barrie

• •
CLMO K. LINCOLN, the screen's firs

^ Tarzan, has been given a good part i:

Warner Bros.' "Flowing Gold." Now 5C

Lincoln has enrolled in the Maurice Koslof

school of drama, and is studying diction.

• •
CDDIE ALBERT has taken up the study »
^ Spanish, preparatory to making extendet

trips into the interior of. Mexico and Cen
tral America in furtherance of his studie.

of ancient Americana. Albert has long been

interested in the culture of early inhabitant;

of this hemisphere.
^

• •
"QUIETLY My Captain Waits," epio

^+^ length novel by Evelyn Eaton pur

chased from galley proofs by Warner Brosi

several months ago, is being put on th«

stands by Harper Bros, next week.

• •
pRNEST TRUEX, currently appearing

^ RKO Radio's "Dance, Girl, Dance," th

week received notice from George Harri

New York producer, that Truex is wanti

for the lead opposite Helen Broderick

the new Moss Hart-George Kaufman pi

going into the Music Box. Truex, who hi

starred and played leads on Broadway fl

the past thirty years, accepted the offer an

will leave as soon as he finishes his filni

assignment.

• •
/^NE of the most unusual gifts sent anj

^^ actor is one George Murphy just re^

ceived from a fan in Brazil. It is a pair a%

jade cuff links and shirt studs, each shapedj

into a miniature dancing pump. The fan,]

Enrico Marthies, wrote that Murphy wasj

his favorite dancing actor.

• •

I

OUISE CAMPBELL, who plays one of the(

'" supporting roles in RKO Radio's "Annei

of Windy Poplars," which co-stars Annej

Shirley and James Ellison, plans to spend

the summer at Skowhegan, Me., where she

will co-star with Vincent Price in stock withj

the Lakewood Players.

En route Miss Campbell will make a

guest appearance in her home town, Ivory-i

ton. Conn.

• •
^HARLES TEDFORD is writing "The

^^ World Master," an original screen play,

for Warners.
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i Illied asks distrib. aid to end duals

lure I

^ssoc^itish StudyWCanadian Production
ancouver Studios May be
I'tilized if John Maxwell

Jiosfiietermines on the Move

By RALPH WILK
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Associated British
ictures, headed by John Maxwell,
, seriously considering production
ijtivities in Canada, it was disclosed
ifere Friday.
Upon cabled instructions from As-

ijiciated British, Fred Brisson, agent,
eKta ) making a survey of technicians
ndCpid directors of British nationality

{Continued on Page 3)SSll

s,

enlral Casting

frike End Near!
leiS

on

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No answer was forth-
j>ming Friday from union represen
itives to the counter proposal made
7 the producers in an effort to set-

le the strike of Central Casting
' orp. employes, but producers were

cpecting a favorable answer very
)0n.

I One report was that the union
9)ught recognition of two new
Biions, one to represent casting di-

pctors and other office employes of
central Casting. Producers refused

^ divulge details of their counter
roposal.

"'I toldwyn Heads Film
[)ivision in Red Cross Drive

"est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Red Cross announces
lat Samuel Goldwyn has been ap-
ointed chairman of the Red Cross
3r the motion picture industry to

D - ordinate Hollywood's efforts
{Continued on Page 26)

Australian Quota
Legislation Flops

Sydney (By Cable)—Commonwealth's
Chief Censor, in his annual report, de-
clares that the quota legislation in the
States of New South Wales and Victoria
which was designed to encourage domes-
tic film produdction had signally failed

to effect its purpose since export appli-
cations for only two Australian-made
feature films were received during the
calendar year 1939.

Philadelphia Gets
Next Allied Meet

Chicago—Philadelphia was voted the
convention city for Allied meeting next
year.

Allied Would Stamp

Out 16 mm. Menace

Chicago—A move to halt the prac-
tice of producers in making their

subjects available to 16 mm. opera-
tors was launched at the closing
session of the Allied convention here.

President Col. H. A. Cole was in-

structed to appoint a committee to
confer with the producers and dis-

tributors immediately for the pur-
pose of stamping out the evil.

It was said that the situation had
become so alarming that immediate
and positive action was necessary,
inasmuch as 16 mm. pictures had be-
come a menace to the security of
legitimate exhibitors.

La. House Passes Bill

Amending N. O. Amus. Tax

Baton Rouge, La.—House Bill 609
which amends enabling act allowing
New Orleans to tax amusements for
Public welfare so that funds are paid
directly to the Orleans Parish wel-
fare director was passed Friday 86
to 1 and will go to the Senate.
Another bill which would repeal

the city's amusement tax right has
not yet been acted upon.

If Convention Took Any Action on Arbitration

Or Divorcement, it was Not Disclosed; Rodgers
Present But Did Not Participate in Proceedings

By AL STEEN. FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Chicago—Allied voted at the closing session of its convention
Friday to seek the co-operation of the distributors in eliminating
the practice of double and multiple feature programs. A pre-

vious proposal to ask the distribu-

tors not to book "A" pictures on
double bills was set aside in favor
of blanket discontinuance of the
policy.

In a resolution. Allied set forth
that multiple feature policies were
economically unsound in that they
served to encourage producers to

make features of mediocre and poor
quality and to flood the market with
inferior product. Further, it was
said that duals created a shortage
of pictures, resulting in a seller's

market rather than maintaining an
(Continued on Page 26)

Agreeon10%Admish

Tax Starting at 21 Cts.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — House and Senate

conferees on the amusement admis-
sions tax compromised on a straight
10 per cent tax starting at 21 cents.
House had suggested that the tax
begin at the 40-cent admission rate
while the Senate wanted the tax to
start at the 10-cent price.

Conferences got under way by
9:30 Friday morning and again at
3:30 in the afternoon, decision hav-
ing been reached at a late hour that
evening.

16 "U" 1940-41 Pix to be
In Branches by Sept. 1

By Sept. 1 Universal will have 16
features on next season's program
in the company's branch offices, Mat-
thew Fox, vice-president and assis-

tant to Proxy Nate J. Blumberg,
said yesterday. Fox, who recently
returned from the studios, stated
that the company's plans for next
season will not be altered because

(Continued on Page 26)

Deier Action on Neely's BUI
Sub-Committee Awaits Decision on Recess

John Gatelee, Industry
Labor Executive, Dead

Springfield, Mass.—John F. Gate-
lee, 55, New England representative
for the lATSE for the past five

years, and a labor leader for the

past 30 years, died Friday while on
a fishing trip in Maine. Gatelee
was prominent in labor circles both
in this state and throughout the
country. He spent some time on the
Coast last year during the internal

{Continued on Page 23)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—House sub-committee

studying the Neely bill has voted to
await developments on the matter
of Congress recessing until August
or September before taking action
on the film measure. At an execu-
tive session the sub-committee de-
cided to defer action until the deci-

sion on recess is made.
If Congress does recess for the

Summer, it is expected the sub-com-
mittee will vote to consider the bill

during the recess, holding action
until Congress meets again.

Name Four to Allied

Product Survey Com.

Chicago — Committee to handle
national Allied's product survey and
information bureau will go into ac-

tion in about two weeks. Named to

the Committee at the convention
here Friday were Sidney Samuelson,
Philadelphia; Pete J. Wood, Colum-
bus; Don Rossiter, Indianapolis and

(Continued on Page 3)

Allied Stands By Guns
On Admissions Tax

Chicago — The Allied convention
Friday rejected Spyros Skouras'
telegraphed explanation of his re-

ported participation in the Senate's

action in revising the admission tax
bill. In a resolution passed at the

(^Continued on Page 23)

Farrow to Control
Canadian Naval Info,
Montreal—Lt. John Farrow, Hollywood

director and husband of Maureen O'Sul-

livan, has succeeded Com. Eustace Brock
as controller of naval Information at
naval headquarters. Com. Brock goes
to the Admiralty in London as liaison

officer with members of the Royal Cana-
dian Naval Volunteer Reserve now serving

with units of the Royal Navy.
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FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, JUNE 21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat S'/s 63A 634 — Vs
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/20^)

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind s/s Vs %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 125 1241/4 125 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc ZiVz 231/2 23V2 + V4
do pfd 100 100 100 +17/8
Paramount S'/g 5 5 — Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

RKO New 27/8 23/4 27/8

RKO $6 pfd 36 36 36 + %
20th Century-Fox .6 6 6 — 3^
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 21/4 21/4 21/4 . .

.

do pfd

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100 —
Loew's deb. 31/2546

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6548 791/4 791/4 791/4 -f 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 93/4 95/8 ^Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 31/2 31/2 31/2— Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office BIdg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 58 61

Einfeld Off for Coast
After Four Weeks East

Charles Einfeld, director of adver-

tising and publicity for Warners,
leaves for Hollywood today after a

four weeks' visit East.

U The Broadivay Parade B
Picture and Distributor Theater

Brother Orchid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand
Our Town (United Artists-Lesser)—2nd week Music Hall
The Doctor Takes a Wife (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week Roxy
Gangs of Chicago (Republic Pictures)—2nd week Criterion
The Mortal Storm (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol
Safari (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Hot Steel (Universal Pictures) Rialto
Lucky Cisco Kid (Twentieth Century-Fox) Globe
Prairie Law (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Central
Land of the Six Guns (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central
Saturday's Children (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
The Dark Command (Republic Pictures) (a-b> ....Palace

TWO'A-DAY Rl/IVS
Cone With the Wind (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—28th week Astor

FOREIG/V LAiVGl/AGE FEATURES
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)—17th week World
Harriet (French Cinema Center) 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPEIVflVGS
The Ghost Breakers (Paramount Pictures)—July 3 Paramount
The Man Who Talked Too Much (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 28 Strand
Tom Brown's School Days (RKO Radio Pictures)—June 27 Music Hall
Susan and (Jod (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
Sailors' Lady (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Phantom Raiders (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—June 27 Criterion
Lost Horizon (Columbia Pictures)—June 29 (d) Globe
Torrid Zone (Warner Bros. Pictures)—June 27 (a-b) Palace
Sandy is a Lady (Universal Pictures)—June 27 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (dl Revival.

Associates at RKO Bid
Farewell to J. F. Lebor

Farewell luncheon was tendered

John F. Lebor, Friday at the Abbey
Hotel by his associates of RKO prior

to his departure to accept a position

as assistant to the executive vice-

president of the York Ice Machinery

Corp., in York, Pa.

Among those present besides

Thomas F. O'Connor, who is assum-

ing Leber's duties, were Malcolm
Kingsberg, W. J. Merrill, Leon
Goldberg, L. E. Thompson, 0. R.

McMahon, Max Fellerman, Harry
Mandel, David P. Canavan, W. B.

England, C. B. McDonald, Sol
Schwartz, Louis Goldberg, H. R.
Emde, A. E. Reoch, Al Dawson, Mil-
ton L. Maier, Harry Pimstein, Wil-
liam Zimmerman, Louis Jaffe, Gar-
rett Van Wagner, William F. White-
man, John E. Redmond, Emanuel
Waxburg, Kenneth B. Umbreit, A.
S. Calvin, John A. Farmer, Charles
A. Fretz, H. E. Newcomb, Henry H.
Horton, Jacob S. Yerensian, Arthur
J. Kirwan, Charles M. Whitney and
W. G. Graham and Charles F. Horst-
man.

Hemingway Would Block
"Fifth Column" in Title

Reilly Suing Moredall
On Infringement Charge

Frank C. Reilly, Ltd., filed a
patent infringement suit on Fri-
day in Federal Court against More-
dall Realty Corp., owner of the Cap-
itol theater, in which an injunction,
damages and accounting is asked.
Plaintiff claims that the defendant
is manufacturing, selling and using
a "pattern sheet controlled mechan-
ism for illuminable signs" which
infringes upon a device owned by
the plaintiffs.

Seeking an injunction to restrain

the use of words "fifth column" in

a motion picture title, Ernest Hem-
ingway, Benjamin F. Glazer and The-

ater Guild, Inc., filed suit Friday in

N. Y. Supreme Court against Film
Alliance of the U. S., Inc. and the

Midtown Theater Corp., operator of

the Rialto.

The complaint stated that the

value of the motion picture rights

to Hemingway's play, "The Fifth

Column" is between $100,000 and
$150,000. Pending negotiations for

its sale, the suit states, are jeopard-
ized by the use of the title "Fifth
Column Squad" by the defendants
for an English-made picture, orig-
inally titled "Spies of the Air."
The latter picture, the plaintiffs

claim, which is now being distrib-
uted throughout the country and
shown at the Rialto, has illegally
appropriated the words "fifth col-
umn" and is unfairly competing with
the Hemingway play.

Bingo For Charity Must
Pay New Kentucky Levy

Frankfort, Ky.—Charity institu-
tions operating Bingo games must
pay the new 15 per cent State tax on
all prize awards, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Jesse K. Lewis said in an opinion.
New law, providing the tax on Bank
Night awards and other prizes of-
fered at any amusement, became ef-

fective June 15.

Lewis referred to a previous opin-
ion that Bingo games are in viola-
tion of the Constitution's prohibi-
tion against "any lottery or gift en-
terprises."

COminC and Goinc

NATHAN LAMPERT, owner of Moodus, E,

Hampton, and Colchester Theaters, Conn., )

returned to Miami Beach after spending t

weeks in Colchester.

JOE SAMARTANO, manager of the Loe
Palace, Meridan, leaves for a two weeks' vac
tion in Atlantic City today.

ELLIOTT KRONISH, assistant to Harry
Shaw, Loew-Poli, New Haven, is off for a •

tion in Chicago and points West. '00

PHILIP ZIMMERMAN of the Warner ThVj^
real estate department, New Haven, retm
to his desk today.

EDWARD C. CAHILL. RCA Photophone di'

sion manager, and MAX C. BATSEL, ch;

Photophone engineer, are in Hollywood on bu;

ness. They expect to return to their Camd
headquarters in about a week.

EUGEN SHARIN, vice-prexy of Fortrade, h
returned from the Coast.

CHARLES EINFELD trains to the Coast toda

S. BARRET Mccormick, RKO ad and pu
director, leaves for the Coast tomorrow.

WILLIAM C. CEHRING, Central division ma
ager for 20th-Fox, leaves today for Chicago ai

Detroit.

SONJA HENIE is at the Waldorf for a thre
week stay.

JACK BENNY and his wife, MARY LIVINi
STONE, are en route to Hawaii for a vacation.

MORGAN CONWAY arrives on the Coast t

day from New York.

PAT CASEY is due to return to HoIIyvirood tl

week.

HERBERT MOULTON, of Paramount, is ha
from the Coast.

HERBERT WILCOX is here for a few days.

ROWLAND STEBBINS has left New York II

a vacation at his home in Quebec.

EZRA STONE arrived here Saturday fra

the Coast.

ABEN KANDEL and wife are back in HolK
wood from a Mexican vacation.

HERB MORGAN, head of Metro's short pri

duction, has returned from product confa;

at the Coast.

DORE SCHARY has gone to Washington to sul

mit script of Metro's "Bolivar," to the ail

bassadors from the Latin-American countrll

for their approval.

GEORGE BORTHWICK of the Hays organizi

tion is motoring back from the Coast whei

he attended the graduation of his son

Pomona.

FRANK CONROY has arrived at the Coast aft<

17 months in "Little Foxes" with Tallula

Bankhead.

EDWARD PESKAY returned at the week-en
from Hollywood.

CHARLES COHEN, of Metro's publicity depart'

ment, and MRS. COHEN are vacationing a

Woodbourne, N. Y.

Anna Neagle on Air
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\
Hollywood — Anna Neagle wiJ

come East this week to appear
the radio
Please."

show, "Informaticr

From
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^^
irthur Howard, Boston. Headquar-
fSrs of the committee will be in

'hiladelphia.

Product survey cards, to be filled

by exhibitors in all territories,

seek information as to percent-
and flat rental deals, whether

'xhibitors are paying- more or less

loney this year than last and
'whether companies are selling fast
r slowly in each area.
Purpose of the plan is to guide

nd advise exhibitors in their prod-
ct deals and to eliminate discrimi-
ation by the distributors.
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^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At the week-end, 20th-

'ox had 33 productions for next sea-

son in various stages of preparation,
dth eight features in the cutting
ooms. Six more pictures will be
tarted this month. It was also
earned that Darryl Zanuck has
bandoned plans to make "Man
Eunt" this season.
Herman Wobber, sales head, who

Vas here last year conferring with
(anuck, stated that the company's
announced program of 52 pictures
Vill be adhered to for 1940-41. Wob-
9er stated that the negatives of four
!ritish-made films have already
een received in New York.

o\. Signs Heavyweight
fest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has signed

'tie heavyweight fighter, Jack Roper,
Jo a mobster role in "Before I Die."

lati:

Marriage of Jewel Hart, daughter
if Mr. and Mrs. I. Schwartz, to

oseph Henry Cohn, son of Jack
Oohn, Columbia vice-prexy, and Mrs.
|ohn, was solemnized yesterday af-
ternoon, at the home of the bride,
yith Supreme Court Justice Ferdi-
iand Pecora officiating. Bride is

^Vell known on the stage, groom is

ssociated with the law firm of
ichwartz & Frohlich.
Miss Hart was attended by her

ister, Shirley, as maid of honor,
nd by Mrs. Ralph Cohn as matron
if honor. Latter is the wife of the
room's brother, Ralph Cohn, Co-
mbia associate producer who came
New York for the ceremony. Best
an was another brother, Robert
ohn.

Newlyweds have left for a wed-
ing trip to Havana.

Richmond. Va. — Robert Taylor,
iJast End Theater staff man, was

I ISnarried Saturday to Geraldine Van-
I'lergrift.

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
T T

• • • RESOURCEFULNESS is a pretty long word to put on a

business crest but it definitely belongs on the WB shield

which iamiliarly flashes on screens as part and parcel of Warner

productions The suggested word would describe myriad

deeds of the Warners from their company's inception to date

Currently, WB resourcefulness comes vividly to the fore in the

instance of "All This And Heaven, Too"

T T
• • • CAPABILITY of rising to an occasion which

defines resourcefulness, was exemplified hy Jack L. Warner,

vice-president in charge of production, and Hal B. Wallis, execu-

tive producer. . . .during every stage of the picture's making

It turned out possessed of a stature enjoyed by few films

of this or any other season Despite the super-special quality

of "ATAHT" it was sold to outlets via regular deals

Then the resourcefulness of Grad Sears manifested itself

through an idea which would vastly aid circuits and exhibs. at

large to get the most benefit out of the picture

T T
• • • THE idea in point was and is a great one

because of its wholly unselfish nature Outlets were urged to give

"ATAHT" roadshow treatment on a policy and practice essentially

the same as that followed by houses in the case of "GWTW"
including the sharp boosting of scales The urging required was
only mild for showmen in key situations were thoroughly

attuned to the move as the result of superb promotion "breaks"

obtained nationally by Charley Einfeld and publicity resuhs

achieved hereabouts by Mort Blumenstock

T T T
• • • YES, unselfish is the word for the Warner move

to get roadshow results for circuits and indie exhibs

Remember that when the idea was hatched more than

11,000 contracts had been sewed up with customers The

first situations to jump into action on the roadshow policy

were standout stands in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, New Orleans,

Hartford, Providence Kansas City, Boston, Cincinnati, Omaha,
Des Moines, San Francisco and Dallas A checkup discloses

that all these situations cashed-in handsomely and other

selected spots are ditto-ing and "ATAHT" is now right up
where it belongs! Over 100 dates have been set for the

roadshow pattern

T V T
• • • THERE are some vital conclusions to be drawn anent

what has resulted from, outlets extending roadshow status to "ATAHT"
It indicates clearly that scale jumps on big pix can be absorbed

by the public It indicates a willingness on the part of that public

to shell-out generously when convinced by strong promotion of

an anticipated story property that they are going to get their

money's worth in entertainment It indicates that warm months

need not be feared when product is truly rugged It indicates

that recent expressions of leading industry minds will prove

correct namely, that it is feasible for theaters to "up" admissions

and allocate a portion of the additional revenue to paying

a slight advance in film rentals so that Hollywood can continue

to turn out big pictures which will keep the public coming to

theaters and the industry prosperous in the face of economic

stroin

• • • IT indicates, too, what we said at the outset:

Resourcefulness belongs on the WB shield

Maxwell Studying

Canadian Production

(Continued from Pai/e 1)

now working here who would be
available to do production work in
the Dominion should Associated de-
cide to produce there.

It is understood that Associated
British has representatives in Van-
couver to survey production condi-
tions there. Upon their report and
that to be forwarded by Brisson,
Maxwell's final decision rests.
The Maxwell transfer of activities

to the Dominion, if it transpires,
will give Canadian production its

greatest lift. Ortus Films, Ltd.,
headed by John Sutro, is preparing
to make a feature there, and there
have been reports that others—Alex-
ander Koi-da and Monty Banks have
been mentioned—were considering
Canadian production. The latter re-
ports, however, have found no con-
firmation thus far.

Movietrola Will Produce
Own Reels, Use New Talent

Movietrola Corp. of America will
produce its own reels for its slot
machine projectors rather than turn
that end of the business over to
others, it was said at the week-end
by Emile Hollander, company's
prexy.

Movietrola considers talent the
least of its worries, according to
Hollander, and will largely depend
upon new players and bands for its

artists. He sees the new "nickel
movies" as a testing ground for
talent, with the result that it will
"feed" Hollywood.
While the company already has

lined up some new talent, Hollander
said it was at present concentrating
on getting its machine into produc-
tion.

Tacme Film Service
Receives ICC's Okay

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The ICC today

granted the application of Tacme
Film Service, Inc., to operate as a
contract carrier of motion picture
film, and motion picture theater ac-
cessories and advertising display
material, between New York City
and Butler, Clifton, East Ruther-
ford, Franklin, Garfield, Hawthorne,
Little Falls, Lyndhurst, Passaic,
Paterson, Pompton Lakes, Ridge-
wood, Secaucus and Sussex, N. J.

Wildhack Rites on Coast
li'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Last rites for Robert

Wildhack, 58, screen, radio and
stage actor, who died of a pulmonary
ailment at Montrose, were held at
the week-end. He leaves a widow,
a daughter, Mrs. Margery Forman
of Connecticut; a sister, Mrs. Edna
Morgan, and his father, William A.
Wildhack of Los Angeles.
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GOP Coverage Gives

Tele Greatest Taste

REVIEUJS OF nClU FILmSStereoptiontc Sound

Philadelphia—Television coverage
of the Republican convention, which
starts today, is "far and away the
most intricate and extensive task yet
undertaken in television history,"
according- to NBC's television staff.

The event—the first of its kind

—

will be covered by NBC, in co-opera-
tion by Bell Telephone Laboratories
and by the Philco Corp. in co-opera-
tion with MBS.
NBC will use two experimental

wire circuits and a 98-mile stretch
of coaxial cable from Philadelphia
to New York's Empire State build-
ing where the images will be trans-
mitted by W2XBS. Philco, in col-

laboration with Mutual, will trans-
mit its images over W3XE, Phila-
delphia. Philco-Mutual television
controls will be located in the Mu-
tual control room, overlooking the
stage of convention activities.

Tests have been conducted for sev-
eral weeks to insure full tele cover-
age of the convention. In addition
to the elaborate network for cam-
era pick-up and relay of programs,
the engineers have supervised in-

stallation of numerous cue channel
circuits for NBC program men and
engineers, telegraph channels and
talk circuits to parallel the lines of
the pick-up network. The combined
length of these channels will prob-
ably be between two and three times
as long as the pick-up network.

Father of Lanny Ross
Is Stricken in London

London (By Cable)—Douglas Wal-
ter Ross, 62, actor, stage director
and father of Lanny Ross, died here.

D. W. Ross appeared on the New
York stage, and was drama coach at
Carnegie Institute of Technology and
later at Yale.

In addition to Lanny, he leaves
another son, Winston, also an actor
and radio singer; two brothers, Pat-
rick W. T. Ross, of New York, a
teacher of Greek and Elizabethan
stage literature, and Lancelot C.
Ross, of Jackson Heights, Queens,
and a sister. Miss Evelyn Ross of
New York, an actress.

War No Damper on Stocks,

Although Pix Hurt

The war, which exhibs. complain
has kept patrons at the side of their
radios to the detriment of the box-
office, has failed to put a damper on
strawhat theaters, according to Ac-
tors Equity, which reports 69 sum-
mer houses have already registered.
Fifty-nine are listed as Class A, six

as Class B and four as Class B with
modifications.

Equity this season is keeping a
record of the salaries earned by all

its members on the rural circuits,

object being to determine the eco-

nomic importance of the industry
which has grown so rapidly.

"Tom Brown's School
Days"

with Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Freddie
Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon, Josephine

Hutchinson, Billy Halop
RKO Radio 86 Mins.

STANDOUT ATTRACTION WHOSE
POWER AND APPEAL MEAN CERTAIN
ACCLAIM BY ALL PIX FANS.

It was Winston Churchill who recently
used the phrase,

—
"in God's own good time."

That describes a pleasant eventuality which
has finally come to pass, namely, the screen
version of Thomas Hughes' novel, in which
predecessor generations reveled.

If 'Tom Brown's School Days " was tardy
in arriving on screens, no matter. It has
arrived in rugged condition, which is the
sole interest of exhibs. and their public.

So rugged is it that it must be set down
promptly as a b.o. natural. If the picture
has been strongly reinforced, over and above
the book, nobody should quibble, because
it's very much for the best.

The adaptation and screenplay were
effected by Walter Ferris and Frank Cavett,
with whom the producers. Gene Towne and
Graham Baker, collaborated, and drew-in the
director, Robert Stevenson, to furnish the
additional dialogue.

This attraction, in briefest and clearest

description, is the second fine picture to

grace screens in relatively recent months
with its story recounting school life in Eng-
land. The first was the thunderingly suc-
cessful "Good-Bye, Mr. Chips," which was
made in Britain. The current RKO Radio
opus was made right in Hollywood, with a

splendid cast and equally splendid care.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke gives a brilliant

performance as the private tutor who is

chosen headmaster of the famous prepara-
tory institution, Rugby, because of his abil-

ity to mould the characters of young
students. Jimmy Lydon has the title role,

but of equal importance is that allotted to

Freddie Bartholomew, his room-mate. Essen-
tially around the former move the stirring

happenings which form the saga of how the

son of a Rugby trustee is sent to that

school, which is rampant with lack of juve-

nile morality, and long on bullying and lack

of discipline.

Young Jimmy Lydon stands up to the

machinations and abuse of the rowdy ele-

ment, led by Billy Halop, and succeeds,
through his manly example and good human
qualities, in converting the school to high

standards of student behavior. But the

way is hard, and to audiences it will be
exciting, surcharged as the footage is with
hazing, outrages, fisticuffs, and even tor-

ture.

Josephine Hutchinson is excellent as the

headmaster's wife, as are the performances
of all her fellow principals. Supporting
players, too, contribute greatly to the solid-

ity of the film. These are Polly Moran,
Hughie Green, Ernest Cossart, Alec Craig

and Gale Storm. In summation, this feature

is immensely valuable to all outlets, for it is

finely made, roundly acted and certain to

score wherever it is shown. It's a credit

to the producers, to Director Robert Stev-

enson, and all who had a hand in its fash-

ioning.

CAST: Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Freddie

Bartholomew, Jimmy Lydon, Josephine

Hutchinson, Billy Halop, Polly Moran, Hughie
Green, Ernest Cossart, Alec Craig, Gale

Storm, Barlowe Borland, Forrester Harvey,

"Wagons Westward"
with Chester Morris, Anita Louise,

Buck Jones, Ona Munson
Republic 70 Mins.
GRADE "A" WESTERN MELLER HAS

PLENTY OF ACTION, A FINE CAST AND
GOOD AUDIENCE APPEAL.

Audiences generally should be well
pleased with this film. Using a considerable
amount of imagination, a plausible story has
been concocted with plenty of action and
punch, and an extremely able cast has been
gathered together to put the picture over.

Director Lew Landers keeps the film mov-
ing rapidly at ail times and keeps his story

and players well in hand. The action in the
picture is plentiful and spectacular, with a

rousing climax.

Chester Morris does a nice job in a dual
role, Ona Munson and Anita Louise ably

fill two strong female roles, and Buck Jones
heads a redoubtable gang of film bad men,
including Douglas Fowley and Guinn Wil-
liams. George "Gabby" Hayes ably assists

Morris through his paces.

Morris plays the part of twin brothers,

one bad and the other law abiding. Their
father is killed while they are young, and
Tom, the predestined bad man of the fam-
ily, goes West under the care of Hayes, who
has promised his father to try and make
something of him. However, Hayes' efforts

are to no avail, and he turns into a killer.

Morris as the other brother, David, joins

the Government law forces and helps to

trap his brother, hoping to trap two other

gang leaders in the area where his brother

had been operating.

Morris returns with Hayes coaching him,

masquerading as his brother. Morris gets

involved with Miss Munson, whom he cares

for, as well as Miss Louise, whom he is

supposed to care for, and in addition raises

the suspicions of Jones, his right hand
man. Finally he has to marry Miss Louise,

even though Miss Munson knows his true

identity, but when a trap he plans is un-
covered, Jones and the others catch him
redhanded.

Meanwhile, Tom has escaped from jail

and returned to his old headquarters, mur-
dering Miss Louise for unfaithfulness. Mor-
ris is rescued by Indians and he and Hayes
not only break up the gangs with the help

of Government soldiers and the Indians, but
Morris also polishes off his brother with

Hayes firing the fatal shot.

CAST: Chester Morris, Anita Louise, Ona
Munson, Buck Jones, George "Gabby" Flayes,

Guinn Williams, Douglas Fowley, John Gai-

laudet, Virginia Brissac, Trevor Bardette,

Selmer Jackson, Charles Stevens, Wayne
Hull, Warren Hull.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, Lew Landers; Original

Screenplay, Joseph Moncure March and
Harrison Jacobs; Cameraman, Ernest Miller;

Editor, Murray Seldeen.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

For 1940-41 Films!

ll'rsl Luasl Bureau of THE FILM DAILl
Hollywood—Stereophonic sound re

cording will get a try in 1940-4.
product, it was indicated at thi

week-end following the demonstra
tion held under Academy sponpor
ship in co-op with Erpi and(oOD
Telephone Labs. Walter Wak^4.

.

Academy prexy, presided. Demon-
stration paralleled one held in New
York more than a month ago.

Producers, directors and technic-
ians, who were included in the loca!

audience, generally appraised stereo-
phonic as a potent tool for expan-
sion, via films, and plans alreadj
are under way to utilize the device.

British Pix Gain at U. S.

Expense in Australia

li'ushiiigton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— American distribu-

tors lost ground slightly in the Aus-
tralian market during 1939 while
the British motion picture industry
improved its position. Consul Wilson
C. Flake at Sydney reported through
the Commerce Department Satur-
day.

The U. S. supplied 80.3 per cent
of all feature films imported in Aus-
tralia in 1939 against 86.3 per cent'
in 1938. The share of the United
Kingdom was 15.3 per cent in 1939
compared wdth 13 per cent in 1938,
while the share of "other countries"
increased to 4.4 per cent in 1939
against 0.7 per cent in the precedingj
year.

Charley Chase Rites

At Coast Saturday

Leonard Willey, Ian Fulton, Charles Smith,

Dick Chandler, Paul Matthews, John Collum,

Harry Duff.

CREDITS: Producers, Gene Towne,
Graham Baker; Director, Robert Stevenson;

Adaptation and Screenplay, Walter Ferris,

Frank Cavett, Gene Towne, Graham Baker;

Author, Thomas Hughes; Additional Di-

alogue, Robert Stevenson; Musical Score,

Anthony Collins; Associate Producer, Don-

ald J. Ehlers; Director of Photography,

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY'

Hollywood—Funeral services for

Charley Chase were held Saturday
morning at Wee Kirk of the Heather.
Christian Science services were read.
Masters and Shriners attended the
burial at Forest Lawn.

Chase, in pictures since 1914, diedi

of a heart attack, following several
months of failing health. A native!'

of Baltimore, he made his screen de-

but in Mack Sennett's old Keystone p

Kop series. He later was signed to
;

work in Hal Roach productions and,
remain under contract for seventeen
years.

i

He leaves a widow, known profes- :

sionally as Bebe Eltinge, and two
daughters, Mrs. James Preshaw and
Mrs. Donald Hargis, both of Holly-
wood.

Nicholas Musuraca; Special Effects, Vernon

L. Walker; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase;

Associate, L. P. Williams; Costumes, Ed-

ward Stevenson; Set Decorations, Darrell

Silvera; Recording Directors, Richard Van

Hessen, James G. Stewart; Editor, William

Hamilton; Assistant Director, Sam Ruman;
I

Technical Director, Ian Fulton.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
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F„vor«eBa«le» Of .he Airwaves

(or the First Time in I
Great Screen laugh Battle!

jftCK BEHMY «. FREB MIE«

"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR
'*' (TENTATIVE TlRSl »

S.orv by Zion Myers
ana^rnestPa^onc^^

produced and Directed by MARK SAN

r/,e B,cadw„„ /„„5h W, t, rt, „„,^„^ ^, ..^^ ^^^^^^
Wirt „,„ Kl %mst lor Kary Marlm !

MARY MARTIN
RAY MILLAND
.1* Lillian Cornell Virginio Dale
Str.,„ p|„, bv Hcry Tus.nd • Boi.d on th. P|„, b,
CloreBoolh,

.
Prod„„d by WIILIAM 1, BARON

The "Boys Town" of musicals!

,^ m mmic
JONES FOSTER MORISON

H J'-^J "'•'">'>""'">""•" '»'"=.d=ndDi,„,.db;ANDREW STONE

Starring the "Oh, Johnny" Band and Bonnie!

his BAND .lu, BONNIE (B^y voice) BAKER
who made "Oh, Johnny" a national anlhem!





Hrnf's Di'recfor Henry Hathaway with

another "Livms of a Bongal Lancer"

Edwin Justus Mayer's grand drama of

that immortal American frontiersman,

Davey Crockett. Imagine an Indian with

a Harvard accent, a gentleman swindler,

a lady with an amazing past ... a retired

pirate and Davey. . . imagine that strange

quintet struggling across the wilderness to

join the heroes who defended the Alamo

against Santa Anna's invading hordes.

. Screen Play by Frank Butler • Based on the Play by Edwin Justus Mayer • Produced by ANTHONY VEILLER- Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY

//

Heart-searing drama of the tealcwood forests

with the emotional power of "Red Dust"!

MOON OVER
BURMA

.:^E^
??* ^ W;^ . ti

Screen Play by Frank Wead • Based on the Story by Wilson Collison • Directed by LOUIS KING

America's modern heroes of the air! RAY MILLAND

Producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr. scoops the field for Paramount with the first big

action picture dramatizing the most interesting, most exciting, most nationally

=- important subject in America's hearts and minds today . . . the training and

building of America's great Air Defense Corps . . . the flying sons of the U. S. A.

//

Screen Play by Beirne Lay, Jr. and Michael Fessier • Based on a Book by Beirne Lay, Jr. • Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr.

Original Story and Screen Play by William R. Lipman and Horace McCoy * Directed by JAMES HOGAN



A WILLIAM A. WELLMAN PRODUCTION

JIft'eiretS/6
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

'eeps
The best seller "f. O. B. Detroit" has been used

by Producer - Director Wellman as the basis

for this great human interest screen play!

r^KH^ic*

^7^^

^
A heart-stirring drama of love and adventure!

BIRTH OFAHERO
with WILLIAM HOLDEN • MARIA OUSPENSKAYA • ALBERT DEKKER

Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder • Based on

a Story by Brian Marlow and Thomas Monroe • Produced

by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr. • Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN

/i

//

V

The Amazing Drama of O. Henry's Life!

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

.

A Borros Morros-Robert Stillman National Pictures Corporation Production

A

//

One of the great westerns of all time

A special presentation of the famous play with an

all-star cast including DON WILSON as Sheriff Slim



Gambling lady

of the Old West!
CLAIRE TREVOR

rffig

Story by Wanda Tuchock and Frank Melford

Directed by ALLAN DWAN

Paramount's 1940 football picture!

/

V
with Wayne Morris • Virginia Dale • Lillian Cornell • Frank Fay

Original Screen Play by Robert Pirosh • Produced by ANTHONY VEILLER

J.

r
HARRY ''POP'' SHERMAN Rides Again . . . with Two Big-Time Westerns!

an

(giiiiii^(DiK]iii
^99

(TENTATIVE TITLE)

The famous chapter in Western history. . . when

the Oklahoma Territory was opened to the

land-hungry, hard -fighting sons of the Old

West. Bernard McConville wrote the yarn.

V.

Peter B, Kyne's

PARSON OF THE
PANAMINT

Aces among the writers of two-fisted Westerns,

Peter B. Kyne never turned out a faster-moving

adventure story of the Old West than this

drama of the two-gun "Parson of the Panamint."
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SHE LOVES TO BE
T//R/IISP BY Paramount

A DATE WITH DESTINY
string BASIL RATHBONE • ELLEN DREW • JOHN HOWARD

with Barbara Allen (Vera Vague)* Ralph Morgan

Screen Play by Howard J. Green • Produced by

GEORGE ARTHUR • Directed by TIM WHELAN

Thriller of fhe sea . . .

MYSTERY SEA RAIDER
CAROLE LANDIS • HENRY WILCOXON • ONSLOW STEVENS

Screen Play by E. E. Paramore, Jr. • Based on a Story by Robert Grant

Produced by EUGENE ZUKOR • Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK

p^w^-m



^Mi^ ifir

6 MOPALOHO f^Mil^YS

"TIMBER WOLVES'THREE MEN FROM TEXAS
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

"DOOMED CARAVAN" THE BUCKAROO'

PIRATES ON HORSEBACK" "BORDER VIGILANTES'

Starring that great box office western star BILL BOYD with such

Hoppy favorites as Russell Hayden in their doing and dying for

that master producer of socko westerns, HARRY "POP" SHERMAN

Andy Clyde will be featured in the above pictures.



PRESENTS THE SATURDAY EVENI

Millions of Saturday Evening Post readers from coast to coast cl

Eighteen Forties, and saying it has the making of a glorious motic

them. The Thelma Strabel story is ours for Mr. DeMille to give it \

A.:

^

^V
v^
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-/f'

wreckers . . . and sailor bra

w'\ as screen mate
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\
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B^^

7,103,211 readers of The Saturday

Evening Post are reading this sensa-

tional serial . . . appearing currently!



T

ig this adventure romance of Charleston and Key West in the roaring

e...And Paramount's great showman, Cecil B, DeMille, agrees with

4 c box office touch . . . And when we say it has sea wrecks and

nd all the color of a chapter of American history never before used

)lus a deeply human love story . . . well^ gel ready to reap plenty!

latest TRADE NEWS of TMs or Any Day!

IB demille productions in^years

In addition to "Reap the Wild Wind'" Mr. DeMille has promised to

deliver for Paramount fwo other equally important pictures between

now and the close of the '41 -'42 Season.

f
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SHORT SUBJECTS

PARAMOUNT^ ^y^^
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Wherever the news is . . . whenever the news breaks . .

.

you'll find a Paramount News cameraman . . . Scoop

after scoop has proven Paramount News "First in war

...first in peace ... first in the hearts of the exhibitors I"
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Allied Stands By

Its Admish Guns

(Coittiiiued from Page 1)

losing session of the convention
Hied branded Skouras' comment on

;he tax move as "lacking sufficient

ogic and fact to merit any reversal
f- our previous action."

summary, Skouras' telegram
fed that lowering the exemption

ito 30 cents would tend to bring price

levels down all along the line.
'. Allied members in a closed session

Foted to advise Skouras that the or-

anization would stand pat on its

ttitude and still maintained that

[the Senate plan would be a burden
to the smaller house.

War Dept. Seeks Sound
Recording Technicians

The United States Civil Service

Commission has announced an exam-
ination to fill sound recording techni-

cian positions in the Signal Service

at Large, War Department. The
salary is $2,600 a year, less a retire-

. ment deduction of 3% per cent.
^ 1 Applications must be filed with the

Commission's Washington office not

'((llitlater than July 22 if received from
jStates East of Colorado, and not later

jthan July 25, if received from Colo-

i^irado and states Westward.
\h \ Applicants must have had five

' Ifvears of experience with variable-

rea sound-film recording which
ust have included experience in ac-

jtual recording and re-recording, and
in design, installation, maintenance,
or testing of the equipment used for

Jsuch recording.

[
Full information as to the require-

rfeients for the examination, and the

'appropriate application forms, may
be obtained from the Secretary of

the Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex-
aminers, at any first- or second-class

|post office, or from the U. S. Civil

Service Commission, Washington,
D. C.

[Nine Productions Chosen
iFor National Korda Week

UA will make total of nine Korda
productions available for National
Korda Week, starting June 27, plans

for which was exclusively disclosed

in The Film Daily June 17. Special

exploitation campaign will be put

behind the idea which calls for show-
ings in more than 25 keys.

Nine Korda pix selected are: "The
Private Life of Henry VIII," "Cath-
erine the Great," "'The Scarlet Pim-
pernel," "Sanders of the River,"

"The Ghost Goes West," "Storm in

a Teacup," "Elephant Boy," "The
Divorce of Lady X" and "Drums."

THE >VCCI\ IN KCVIEW
Allied Rentals War: Funds Tied up in France

By L. H. MITCHELL

Sam Wood on "Foyle"

Hollywood — RKO has assigned

Sam Wood to direct the film version

of Christopher Morley's novel, "Kitty

IjPoyle." He replaces Robert Steven-

son who withdrew to aid in directing

the war charity film, "Octave of

Jealousy."

DOMESTIC
ALLIED: Allied in convention in

Chi., declared for a "resistance wall"
against any increase in rentals,
charged dearth of good pix, pre-
dicted flood of suits if industry prob-
lems are not settled by an equity
suit consent decree, protested use
of "A" pix with dual or triple bills,

and took stand against multiple bills

in general. Expectation was voiced
that distribs. would offer a unit
selling system to exhibs.

* * *

EQUITY SUIT: Settlement talks,

continuing between Gov't and dis-

tribs., were charactei'ized as "prog-
ressing" and "helpful" but still with
a long way to go. U. S. offered a
new clearance plan said to differ

from that advanced by the D of C.

Parleys were said to cover eight
points as basis for a consent decree,

with recommendations by majors to

be forwarded to Washington for

consideration by Gov't.

NEELY BILL: Sub-committee
considering revamping the Neely bill

may become, it was intimated, a
semi-permanent body and conduct
a summer survey of exhib. field and
report back to full committee when
survey is completed. Col. H. A.
Cole opined that the Neely bill was
"not dead by a long shot," and Sen-

ator M. M. Neely said that action

on theater divorcement waited on
events.

* H< *

ADMISH TAX: Sweeping revision

of theater admission tax was ad-

vanced to the Senate Finance Com.,
with one cent levy on admissions

from 10 to 25 cents; two cents on

26 to 49-cent tickets, and straight

10 per cent above 49 cents. House
was expected to concur in Senate

Com.'s sliding scale. Proposal drew
fire from Allied.

* * *

RKO RADIO: Discussion of RKO's
ability to pay allowances asked in

reorg. continued, with company an-

nouncing a 13-week profit of $535,-

088, but with expectation of a loss

of $25,000 for the 1940 calendar

year . . . Atlas, in claim for allow-

ance, stated that it had been blocked

on theater divorcement for RKO
during reorg. proceedings.

* * *

PRODUCTION: Paulette Goddard
withdrew from National Pictures

"Second Chorus" at objection of

Charles Chaplin to her appearance

in outside film until "The Dictator"

is released . . . Larry Darmour

started production on "Deadwood
Dick," his fourth serial for Colum-
bia . . . Metro is set to film Noel
Coward's "Bittersweet" with Jean-
ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy;
replaced Paul Lukas with Conrad
Veidt for "Escape," and assigned Ro-
land Young to replace Frank Mor-
gan with Katharine Hepburn in

"Philadelphia Stoi-y" . . . Warner
Bros, set for remake of "Broken
Dishes"; cast Ann Sheridan, George
Brent and Jeffrey Lynn for "Honey-
moon for Three" . . . "U" started

filming new Gloria Jean pic, "A
Little Bit of Heaven," and added
Stuart Erwin and Eugene Pallette

to cast . . . 20th-Fox assigned Joan
Valerie to John Barrymore's "Great
Profile" . . . Republic shelved "Storm
Over India" as untimely . . . Wil-
liam Wellman will direct Adela Rog-
ers St. John's "Pioneer Woman" for

Para. That firm set Lynne Overman
for "Shepherd of the Hills," to be

filmed in Technicolor.

^ ^ ^

THIS AND THAT: A F of M re-

jected an anti-Warner move at its

Indianapolis convention, went on rec-

ord as favoring the Neely bill, and
forecast a huddling of crafts (lATSE
probably being in mind) on orches-

tras in pix theaters. James C.

Petrillo of Chicago succeeded Jos.

N. Weber as prexy . . . FCC decided

to open new tele channels, 23 appli-

cations having been tentatively ac-

cepted, with 15 more being consid-

ered . . . Newsreels decided to trim

war shots in their prints . . . Mary
Pickford predicted a readjustment in

film affairs as result of gravest

crisis in industry's history and

stated that more indie production

was likely . . . Barney Balaban's re-

port to Para, stockholders was opti-

mistic . . . Col. announced a 9-mos.

net of $341,348 . . . "U" announced

retirement of $1,275,000 in bonds

and obtaining additional $1,000,000

bank loan . . . Y. Frank Freeman
saw industry "at crossroads," and

urged productive help from exhibs.

Survey showed 96.8 per cent wo-

men replying prefer films to air

shows.

Leeds on 20-Fox Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Herbert I. Leeds will

direct "Yesterday's Heroes" for 20th

Century-Fox. Film goes into pro-

duction July 8.

FOREIGN
FRANCE: U. S. Distribs. reported

to have $500,000 tied up in France.

* * *

CANADA: Dominion's drive for

war revenue obtained support of U.

S. film industry, MPPDA agreeing

to furnish free pix for special

showings at which admish will be by
war savings stamps.

Leyden Funercd Held

Funeral services were held at the

week-end for William H. Leyden, 86,

retired actor, and for the last 17

years chaplain of BPOE No. 1. Ley-

den had played for 45 years.

May Admissions Tax

Tops 1939 Receipts

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Admissions tax col-

lections for May, 1940, amounted to

$1,791,095.76, the Internal Revenue
Bureau reports. The May, 1940, fig-

ure is $185,108.06 more than the
$1,605,987.70 collection for May,
1939, but $209,806.42 less than the
$2,000,902.18 collection for April,
1940.

Collections from the Broadway
area show similar increase over May,
1939, and decrease compared to

April, 1940. The May, 1940, figure
is $511,700.26 compared to $492,-
012.15 in May, 1939, for a gain of

$19,688.11. The May figure is $78,-
446.60 less than the $590,146.86
Broadway collection for April.

John Gatelee, Industry
Labor Executive, Dead

(Continued from Page 1)

troubles the lATSE studio unions
had.
He was one of the first motion

picture operators in this state, and
was business agent for the Spring-
field operators union for 28 years.
For five years, he headed the State
Federation of Labor, retiring in

1938. This Summer he entered the

exhib. field with an open air theater
near Albany, N. Y. He is survived

by his wife, a son and two daugh-
ters. Funeral will take place here

today.

Tributes to Gatelee were voiced here
by numerous industry labor repre-

sentatives as well as lATSE officials

and other union leaders. Pat Casey,

industry labor representative, and
Frank Phelps, Warner theaters labor

adviser, praised Gatelee highly, and
described his death as a loss to the

entire film industry as well as to

union circles.

Form Co. to Produce
Film for War Charities

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Entente Film Produc-
tion, Inc., has been organized with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke as chairman
and Albert Hitchcock, Victor Saville

and Herbert Wilcox as members of

the board of directors.

Company will make "Octave of

Jealousy" with the entire profits go-

ing to Allied war charities and some
American Charities.

Alma Reville and W. P. Lipscomb
will write the screenplay with A. J.

Cronin, James Hilton, Aldous Hux-
ley and John Van Druten contribut-

ing story ideas. Hitchcock, Wilcox,

Saville, Dalton, Alexander Korda,
Edmund Goulding and Frank Lloyd

will share the directorial work.

George E. Pratt Stricken
Washington, la.—George E. Pratt,

84, former theater operator, died

following a stroke. Two of the sons,

Ralph and Clyde, operate the State

and Fox theaters here.



The Film Daily's Calenda
A list of English-speaking features released since Jan. 22, 1940, by compai
dates: FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names are the princi

with FILM DAILY revieu

COLUlftBMA
My Son Is Guilty, 63 itiins 12-28-39

FD: 1-24-40. Bruce Cabot, Jacqueline

Weils

Bullets for Rustlers, 58 mins 3-5-40

FD: 2-9-40. Charles Starrett, Lorna Gray

Lone Wolf Strikes, The, 57 mins 1-26-40

FD: 2-9-40. Warren William, Joan Perry

Outside the Three-Mile Limit, 63 mins.

3-7-40

FD: 2-13-40. Jack Holt, Harry Carey

Pioneers of the Frontier, 58 mins. . .
.2-1-40

FD: 2-14-40. Bill Elliott, Linda Winters

Too Many Husbands, 84 mins 3-21-40

FD: 3-8-40. Fred MacMurray, Jean

Parker, Melvyn Douglas

Convicted Woman, 66 mins 1-31-40

FD: 3-8-40. Rochelle Hudson, Frieda In-

escourt

Blazing Six-Shooters, 61 mins 4-11-40

FD: 3-12-40. Charles Starrett, Iris Mere-
dith

Texas Stagecoach, 59 mins 3-20-40

FD: 4-3-40. Charles Starrett, Iris Mere-

dith

Blondie on a Budget, 73 mins 2-29-40

FD: 4-10-40. Penny Singleton, Arthur

Lake
Five Little Peppers At Home, 65 mins.2-8-40

FD: 4-10-40. Edith Fellows, Clarence

Kolb, Dorothy Peterson

Konga, the Wild Stallion, 65 mins. .8-30-39

FD: 4-10-40. Fred Stone, Rochelle Hudson

Man With Nine Lives, The, 73 mins.

4-18-40

FD: 5-3-40. Boris Karloff, Roger Pryor,

Jc Ann Sayers

Men Without Souls, 62 mins 3-14-40

FD: 5-20-40. John Litel, Barton McLane,
Rochelle Hudson

Twenty-one Days Together, 72 mins.

5-16-40

FD: 5-27-40. Vivien Leigh, Laurence

Olivier, Leslie Banks

Island of Doomed Men, 67 mins. . . .5-20-40

FD: 6-13-40. Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hud-
son, Robert Wilcox

Man from Tumbleweeds, The, 59 mins

5-20-40

FD: 6-14-40. Bill Elliott, Iris Meredith

Babies for Sale, 64 mins 5-16-40

FD: 6-14-40. Rochelle Hudson, Glenn

Ford, Miles Mander
Doctor Takes a Wife, The, 89 mins. .4-25-40

FD: 6-17-40. Loretta Young, Ray Milland,

Reginald Gardner, Gail Patrick

Passport to Alcatraz, 60 mins 6-6-40

FD: 6-18-40. Jack Holt, Noah Beery,

Jr., Cecilia Callejo

Lone Wolf Meets a Lady, The, 71 mins

FD: 6-18-40. Warren William, Jean Muir,

Eric Blore

Bad Little Angel, 72 mins 10-27-39

FD: 1-23-40. Virginia Weidler, Gene Rey-

nolds, Guy Kibbee

I Take This Woman, 97 mins 2-2-40

FD: 1-31-40. Spencer Tracy, Hedy La-

marr

Northwest Passage, 125 mins 2-23-40

FD: 2-12-40. Spencer Tracy, Robert

Young, Ruth Hussey

Young Tom Edison, 82 mins 3-15-40

FD: 2-13-40. Mickey Rooney, Fay Bainter,

George Bancroft

Broadway Melody of 1940, 102 mins. .2-9-40

FD: 2-14-40. Fred Astaire, Eleanor Powell

Henry Goes Arizona, 66 mins 12-8-39

FD: 2-20-40. Frank Morgan, Virginia

Weidler, Guy Kibbee

Man from Dakota, The, 75 mins. . .2-16-40
FD: 2-23-40. Wallace Beery, John How-

ard, Dolores Del Rio

Strange Cargo, 105 mins 4-1-40
FD: 3-5-40. Joan Crawford, Clark Gable

Florian, 91 mins 3-29-40
FD: 4-1-40. Robt. Young, Helen Gilbert,

Chas. Coburn

Dr. Kildare's Strange Case, 76 mins. 4-12-40
FD: 4-16-40. Lew Ayres, Lionel Barry-

more

And One Was Beautiful, 93 mins 4-5-40
FD: 4-17-40. Laraine Day, Robert Cum-

mings, Jean Muir

Forty Little Mothers, 90 mins 4-26-40
FD: 4-19-40. Eddie Cantor, Judith An-

derson, Ralph Morgan

Twenty-Mule Team, 84 mins 5-3-40
FD: 4-30-40. Wallace Beery, Leo Carrillo,

Marjorie Rambeau

Two Girls on Broadway, 71 mins. . . .4-19-40
FD: 4-30-40. Lana Turner, George Mur-

phy, Joan Blondell

Waterloo Bridge, 103 mins 5-17-40
FD: 5-16-40. Vivien Leigh, Robert Tay-

lor, Lucile Watson, Aubrey Smith
Edison, the Man, 107 mins 5-10-40

FD: 5-17-40. Spencer Tracy, Rita John-
son, Lynne Overman, Chas. Coburn

Phantom Raiders, 70 mins 5-31-40
FD: 5-28-40. Walter Pidgeon, Donald

Meek, Jos. Schildkraut

Susan and God, 115 mins 6-7-40
FD: 6-4-40. Joan Crawford, Fredric March

Mortal Storm, The, 100 mins 6-14-40
FD: 6-11-40. Margaret Sullavan, James

Stewart, Robert Young, Frank Morgan
New Moon, 105 mins 6-28-40

FD: 6-18-40. Jeanette MacDonald, Nel-
son Eddy, Mary Boland

MISCELLANEOtJS
Vengeance of the Deep (Astor Pictures),

70 mins.

FD: 2-28-40. Lloyd Hughes, Shirley Ann
Richards

Mystery in Swing (International Roadshow-
Dreifuss), 76 mins.

FD: 2-28-40. F. E. Miller, Monte Hawley
Face Behind the Scar, The, 71 mins.

FD: 3-13-40. Griffith Jones, Rosalyn

Boulter

Fight for Life, The (U. S. Film Service),

69 mins.

FD: 3-18-40. Myron McCormick, Storrs

Haynes
Broken Strings (Int. Roadshow-Borden), 60

mins.

FD: 3-18-40. Clarence Muse, Cyril Lewis

Outsider, The (Alliance Films), 90 mins.

FD: 3-21-40. George Sanders, Mary Ma-
guire

Monkey Into Man (World Pictures), 60
mins.

FD: 3-22-40. Depicts evolution of man.
Lights Out in Europe (Mayer & Burstyn),

66 mins.

FD: 4-3-40. Documentary film.

Killers of the Wild (Times), 57 mins.

FD: 4-3-40. Joan Valerie, James Bush
American Gang Busters, The (Times), 60

mins.

FD: 4-3-40. Documentary G-Man film.

Hidden Menace, The, 56 mins.

FD: 4-10-40. Otto Kruger, Gertrude
Michael

George Washington Carver, 69 mins.

FD: 4-16-40. Dr. Geo. W. Carver, Booker
T. Washington, 111

Secrets of a Model 60 mins.

FD: 4-18-40. Sharon Lee, Phyllis Barry

Mr. Washington Goes to Town (Dixie

National)

FD: 4-19-40. F. E. Miller, Mantan More-
land

Captain Moonlight (Atlas Film Exchange),

60 mins.

FD: 4-26-40. John Garrick, Winifred

Shotter

Men with Steel Faces (Times Pictures),

70 mins.

FD: 5-2-40. Gene Autry, Frankie Darro

Suicide Legion (Film Alliance), 54 mins.

FD: 5-9-40. Tullio Carmlnati, Lilli Pal-

mer, John Garrick

Song of the Road (Select Attractions), 71

mins.

FD: 5-13-40. Harry Lauder, Ruth Haven,

Ethel Glendinning

Mad Youth (Atlas Film Exchange), 61 mins.

FD: 5-20-40. Mary Ainslee, Betty Comp-
son, Betty Atkinson

mO^OGRANl
Pioneer Days, 51 mins 1-25-40

FD: 2-9-40. Jack Randall, June Wilkins

East Side Kids, 62 mins 2-10-40

FD: 2-19-40, Leon Ames, Dennis Moore,
Joyce Bryant

Westbound Stage, 57 mins 12-15-39

FD: 2-27-40. Tex Ritter, Muriel Evans

Human Monster, The, 73 mins 3-9-40

FD: 3-12-40. Bela Lugosi, Hugh Wil-
liams

Phantom Strikes, The, 58 mins 11-15-39

FD: 3-21-40. Wilfred Lawson, Sonnie

Hale

Midnight Limited, 61 mins 3-20-40
FD: 3-22-40. John King, Marjorie Rey-

nolds

Son of the Navy, 72 mins 3-30-40

FD: 4-10-40. James Dunn, Jean Parker

Tomboy, 70 mins 4-5-20

FD: 4-24-40. Jackie Moran, Marcia Mae
Jones, Grant Withers

Rhythm of the Rio Grande, 54 mins. ,3-2-40

FD: 4-26-40. Tex Ritter, Suzan Dale

Pals of the Silver Sage, 52 mins 4-20-40
FD: 5-2-40. Tex Ritter, Sugar Dawn

Mysterious Mr. Reeder, The, 61 mins.

4-30-40
FD: 5-9-40. Will Fyffe, Kay Walsh,
George Curzon, Chili Boucher

Covered Wagon Trails, 52 mins. . . .4-20-40

FD: 5-9-40. Jack Randall, Sally Cairns,

David Sharpe

Murder on the Yukon, 58 mins. .2-25-40

FD: 5-20-40. James Newill, Polly Ann
Young, Dave O'Brien

On the Spot, 62 mins 6-11-40
FD: 6-4-40. Frankie Darro, Mantan More-

land, Mary Kornman
Wild Horse Range, 58 mins.

FD: 6-18-40. Jack Randall, Frank Yaco-
nelli, Tom London

PARAMOUNT
Sidewalks of London, 84 mins. .. .2-23-40

FD: 1-31-40. Charles Laughton, Vivien

Leigh

Farmer's Daughter, The, 60 mins. .. .4-5-40

FD: 2-13-40. Martha Raye, Charlie Rug-
gles

All Women Have Secrets, 74 mins. 12-15-39

FD: 2-14-40. Joseph Allen, Jr., Virginia

Dale

Seventeen, 78 mins 3-1-40

FD: 2-20-40. Jackie Cooper, Betty Field

Women Without Names, 62 mins. .3-15-40

FD: 2-20-40. Ellen Drew, Robert Paige,

Judith Barrett

Road to Singapore, 84 mins 3-22-4

FD: 2-26-40. Bing Crosby, Dorothy La

mour. Bob Hope
Knights of the Range, 68 mins 3-29-4

FD: 2-26-40. Russell Hayden, Vi^
Jory, Jean Parker ^B

Showdown, The, 65 mins 2-^m
FD: 4-5-40. William Boyd, Russell Hay

den

Adventure in Diamonds, 76 mins. .. .4-5-4

FD: 4-5-40. Isa Miranda, Geo. Breni

John Loder

Dr. Cyclops, 75 mins 4-12-4<

FD: 3-8-40. Albert Dekker, Thos. Coo
ley, Janice Logan

Biscuit Eater, The, 81 mins 4-26-41

FD: 4-12-40. Billy Lee, Cordell Hickman
Richard Lane

Buck Benny Rides Again, 82 mins. .5-30-4:

FD: 4-16-40. Jack Benny, Ellen Drew
Andy Devine

Emergency Squad, 65 mins 1-5-41

FD: 4-18-40. William Henry, Louis.

Campbell
Light of Western Stars, The, 67 mins

5-24-41

FD: 4-22-40. Victor Jory, Jo Ann Sayers

Russell Hayden
Parole Fixer, 68 mins 2-2-41

FD: 4-26-40. Lyie Talbot, Robert Paige

Virginia Dale

Typhoon, 70 mins 5-17-4(1

FD: 4-30-40. Dorothy Lamour, Rober
Preston, Lynne Overman

French Without Tears, 67 mins. . . .4-19-40

FD: 5-7-40. Ray Milland, Ellen Drew
Opened by Mistake, 67 mins 5-10-4C

FD: 5-13-40. Charlie Ruggles, Janice Lo
gan, Robert Paige

Those Were the Days, 70 mins 6-2I-4(|

FD: 5-22-40. William Holden, Bonit)

Granville, Ezra Stone

Hidden Gold, 61 mins 6-7-40

FD: 5-24-40. William Boyd, Russell Hay-

den, Ruth Rogers

Safari, 80 mins 6-14-40

FD: 6-4-40. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Made
leine Carroll

Way of All Flesh, 86 mins 7-5-40

FD: 6-11-40. Akim Tamiroff, Gladys

George, Wm. Henry, Muriel Angelus
Ghost Breakers, The, 82 mins 6-21-40

FD: 6-13-40. Bob Hope, Paulette God
dard, Richard Carlson

PRODUCERS RELEASIl%(i
CORP.

Frontier Crusader, 62 mins.

FD: 6-14-40. Tim McCoy, Dorothy Shorfl

Carl Hackett

RKO RADIO
Sued for Libel, 66 mins 10-27-3S

FD: 1-23-40. Kent Taylor, Linda Hayesi

Lillian Bond
Pinocchio, 88 mins 2-23-M

FD: 1-30-40. Walt Disney cartoon fea-

ture.

Swiss Family Robinson, 93 mins. . . .2-16-4(

FD: 2-1-40. Thomas Mitchell, Edna BesI

Saint's Double Trouble, The, 68 mins.

1-26-4C

FD: 2-2-40. George Sanders, Jonathan

Hale j
Married and in Love, 59 mins 1-19-401

FD: 2-7-40. Alan Marshal, Barbara Read
>f

Vigil in the Night, 96 mins 2-9-4Q

FD: 2-23-40. Carole Lombard, Briai^i

Aherne '\

Millionaire Playboy, 64 mins 3-15-4(

FD: 2-27-40. Joe Penner, Linda Hayes

. ._n



a )f Current Feature Releases
"'"fi ranged according to date of review. Dates after titles are distributor release

:ers in the cast. Complete casts and production credits are included
'fiifi Mcates Technicolor production.

.1-5-40

Virginia

'22- igion of the Lawless, 59 mins

iFD: 2-27-40. George O'Brien,

Vale

J^'lle of Destiny, 95 mins 3-8-40

FD: 3-6-40. William Gargan, Wallace

^ord, June Lang
2i Ui«es Fly High, The, 68 mins. . . .12-2-40

iFD: 3-8-40. Richard Dix, Chester Mor-
ris, Lucille Ball

ttle Orvie, 65 mins 3-1-40

FD: 3-12-40. John Sheffield, Ernest Truex
imrose Path, 93 mins 3-22-40

FD: 3-18-40. Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea,

c Marjorie Rambeau
ourageous Dr. Christian, The, 67 mins.

4-5-40

FD: 3-25-40. Jean Hersholt, Tom Neal,

Dorothy Lovett

5il)liint Takes Over, The, 69 mins 6-7-40

DifsFD: 5-27-40. George Sanders, Wendy
Barrie, Jonathan Hale

•jp Always Pays, 66 mins.

Ltit'FD: 6-18-40. Leon Errol, Dennis O'Keefe,

Adele Pearce

nne of Windy Poplars, 88 mins. . .6-28-40

6-19-40. Anne Shirley, James Elli-

I son, Henry Travers

ill of Divorcement, A, 74 mins. .. .5-31-40

Wfl FD: 4-8-40. Maureen O'Hara, Adolphe

Menjou, Fay Bainter

urtain Call, 60 mins 4-26-40

-FD: 4-10-40. Barbara Read, Alan Mow-
\

bray, Martin Spellman

lillet Code, 58 mins 4-5-40

(FD: 4-10-40. George O'Brien, Virginia

\
Vale

<ene, 104 mins 5-3-40

iicel§!FD: 4-19-40. Anna Neagle, Ray Milland,

Roland Young, May Robson

ly Favorite Wife, 88 mins 5-17-40
li FD: 5-3-40. Irene Dunne, Cary Grant,

Gail Patrick, Randolph Scott

.61 bu Can't Fool Your Wife, 65 mins. 5-24-40

b JfD: 5-21-40. Lucille Ball, James Ellison

54

52t .FD:

\\i

REPUBLIC
'olf of New York, 69 mins 1-25-40

. FD: 1-23-40. Edmund Lowe, Rose Hobart

{eroes of the Saddle, 56 mins 1-12-40

FD: 1-23-40. Three Mesquiteers

jillage Barn Dance, 74 mins 1-30-40

FD: 2-8-40. Richard Cromwell, Doris Day
ioneers of the West, 56 mins 3-10-40

FD: 3-12-40. The Three Mesquiteers

,jncho Grande, 68 mins 3-22-40
' FD: 3-25-40. Gene Autry, Smiley Burn-

ette

jrgotten Girls, 68 mins 3°- 15-40

i FD: 3-27-40. Louise Piatt, Donald Woods
ihost Valley Raiders, 57 mins 3-26-40

IFD:
4-3-40. Donald Barry, Lona Andre

ark Command, 94 mins 4-15-40

FD: 4-5-40. Claire Trevor, John Wayne,
i Walter Pidgeon

li-Yo Silver, 69 mins 4-10-40

I FD: 4-16-40. Lee Powell, Chief Thunder
I Cloud

V''randpa Goes to Town, 66 mins. . . .4-19-40

FD: 4-24-40. James, Lucille and Russell

Gleason, Harry Davenport

Old Missouri, 67 mins 4-17-40

FD: 5-3-40. Weaver Bros, and Elviry

iovered Wagon Days, 56 mins. .. .4-22-40

FD: 5-9-40. Bob Livingston, Raymond
Hatton, Duncan Renaldo

rooked Road, The, 66 mins 5-10-40

FD: 5-15-40. Edmund Lowe, Henry Wil-
coxon, Irene Hervey

laucho Serenade, 66 mins 5-10-40

i FD: 5-15-40. Gene Autry, Smiley Burn-

ette, June Storey

Gangs of Chicago, 66 mins 5-17-40

FD: 5-21-40. Lloyd Nolan, Barton Mc-
Lane, Ray Middleton

Young Buffalo Bill, 59 mins 4-12-40

FD: 5-28-40. Roy Rogers, George Hayes,

Pauline Moore
Rocky Mountain Rangers, 58 mins. .5-24-40

FD: 5-31-40. Robert Livingston, Raymond
Hatton, Duncan Renaldo

Women in War, 71 mins 6-6-40

FD: 5-27-40. Elsie Janis, Wendy Barrie,

Patric Knowles
Refugee, The, 79 mins.

FD: 6-14-40. John Wayne, Sigrid Gurie,

Chas. Coburn
Carson City Kid, The, 57 mins.

FD: 6-19-40. Roy Rogers, George "Gab-

by" Hayes, Bob Steele

20th CEiVTl/RY-FOX
*Blue Bird, The, 88 mins 3-22-40

FD: 1-22-40. Shirley Temple, Eddie Col-

lins

Man Who Wouldn't Talk, The, 72 mins.

2-2-40

FD: 1-23-40. Lloyd Nolan, Jean Rogers

Grapes of Wrath, The, 129 mins.. . .3-15-40

FD: 1-24-40. Henry Fonda. John Carrj-

dine, Doris Bowdon
City of Chance, 57 mins 1-12-40

FD: 1-25-40. Lynn Bari, Donald Woods
Inspector Hornleigh on Holiday, 76 mins.

12-1-39

FD: 1-26-40. Gordon Harker, Alistair Sim

Heaven With a Barbed Wire Fence, 62 mins

11-3-39

FD: 1-26-40. Jean Rogers, Raymond Wal-
burn

Little Old New York, 100 mins 2-9-40

FD: 2-5-40. Richard Green, Fred Mac-
Murray, Alice Faye

Charlie Chan in Panama, 67 mins. . . .3-1-40

FD-2-27-40. Sidney Toler, Jean Rogers,

Lionel Atwill

Shooting High, 65 mins 4-26-40

FD: 3-8-40. Jane Withers, Gene Autry

They Came by Night, 73 mins 2-23-40

FD: 3-12-40. Will Fyffe, Phyllis Calvert

Young as You Feel, 59 mins. (Jones Fam-
ily) . .2-16-40

FD: 3-13-40. Jed Prouty, Spring Byington

Viva Cisco Kid, 70 mins 4-12-40
FD: 3-25-40. Cesar Romero, Jean Rogers

Johnny Apollo, 93 mins 4-19-40
FD: 4-16-40. Tyrone Power, Lloyd Nolan,

Dorothy Lamour
Free, Blonde and 21, 67 mins 3-29-40

FD: 4-19-40. Lynn Bari, Mary Beth

Hughes, Henry Wilcoxon
Star Dust, 85 mins 4-5-40

FD: 5-7-40. Linda Darnell, John Payne,

Roland Young
Charlie Chan's Murder Cruise, 75 mins.

6-21-40
FD: 5-7-40. Sidney Toler, Marjorie

Weaver, Lionel Atwill

Lillian Russell, 127 mins 5-24-40

FD: 5-16-40. Alice Faye, Don Ameche,
Henry Fonda

So This Is London, 84 mins 5-3-40

FD: 5-20-40. George Sanders, Robertson

Hare, Betron Churchill

I Was An Adventuress, 81 mins. . .5-10-40

FD: 5-24-40. Zorina, Richard Greene,

Erich von Stroheim

Four Sons, 89 mins 6-14-40

FD: 6-4-40. Don Ameche, Eugenie Leon-

tovich, Mary Beth Hughes
Manhattan Heartbeat, 72 mins. .. .7-12-40

FD: 6-5-40. Robert Sterling, Virginia Gil-

more, Joan Davis

Earthbound, 67 mins 6-7-40

FD: 6-13-40. Warner Baxter, Andrea
Leeds, Lynn Bari

On Their Own, 63 mins 5-17-40

FD: 6-14-40. Spring Byington, Ken How-
ell, Geo. Ernest

Girl in 313, 56 mins 5-31-40

FD: 6-17-40. Florence Rice, Kent Tay-

lor, Lionel Atwill

UNITED ARTISTS
Lion Has Wings, The (Korda), 76 mins.

1-19-40

FD: 1-24-40. Merle Oberon, Ralph Rich-

ardson

Chump at Oxford, A. (Hal Roach), 63 mins.

2-16-40

FD: 2-20-40. Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy

House Across the Bay, The (Wanger), 72
mins.. .3-1-40

FD: 3-1-40. George Raft, Joan Bennett

My Son, My Son (Small), 115 mins.. 3-22-40

FD: 3-6-40. Madeleine Carroll, Brian

Aherne
Rebecca (Selznick), 127 mins 4-12-40

FD: 3-26-40. Laurence Olivier, Joan Fon-

taine

One Million B.C. (Roach), 80 mins.. 4-5-40

FD: 4-16-40. Victor Mature, Carole Lan-

dis, Lon Chaney, Jr.

Saps at Sea (Roach), 57 mins 4-19-40

FD: 5-3-40. Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy,

Ben Turpin

Turnabout (Roach), 83 mins 5-17-40

FD: 5-7-40. Adolphe Menjou, Carole

Landis, John Hubbard

Our Town (Lesser), 90 mins 5-24-40

FD: 5-13-40. William Holden, Martha

Scott, Frank Craven, Thomas Mitchell

II^irERSAL
Green Hell, 87 mins 1-26-40

FD: 1-31-40. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Joan Bennett

My Little Chickadee, 83 mins 2-9-40

FD: 2-13-40. Mae West, W. C. Fields,

Jos. Calleia

Oh, Johnny, How You Can Love, 63 mins.

1-5-40

FD: 2-14-40. Tom Brown, Peggy Moran
Honeymoon Deferred, 59 mins. .. .2-16-40

FD: 2-19-40. Edmund Lowe, Margaret

Lindsay

Man from Montreal, 60 mins 12-8-39

FD: 3-4-40. Richard Arlen, Andy Devine

Double Alibi, 60 mins 3-1-40

FD: 3-12-40. Wayne Morris, Margaret

Lindsay

It's a Date, 103 mins 3-22-40

FD: 3-25-40. Deanna Durbin, Kay Fran-

cis, Walter Pidgeon

Zanzibar, 69 mins 3-8-40

FD: 4-3-40. Lola Lane, James Craig

Black Friday, 70 mins 4-12-40

FD: 4-5-40. Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi,

Anne Nagel

"Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me," 60 mins.

3-15-40

FD: 4-8-40. Tom Brown, Constance

Moore
Danger on Wheels, 61 mins 2-2-40

FD: 4-16-40. Richard Arlen, Andy Devine

House of the Seven Gables, The, 89 mins.

4-12-40

FD: 4-18-40. Vincent Price, Margaret

Lindsay, George Sanders

Enemy Agent, 61 mins 4-19-40

FD: 4-26-40. Richard Cromwell, Helen

Vinson, Robert Armstrong

If I Had My Way, 94 mins 5-3-40

FD: 4-30-40. Bing Crosby, Gloria Jean,

Chas. Winninger

West of Carson City, 57 mins 1-19-40

FD: 5-13-40. Johnny Mack Brown, Bob

Baker, Fuzzy Knight

La Conga Nights, 60 mins 5-31-40

FD: 5-2040. Hugh Herbert, Dennis

O'Keefe, Constance Moore
Alias the Deacon, 72 mins 5-17-40

FD: 5-20-40. Bob Burns, Mischa Auer,

Dennis O'Keefe

Riders of Pasco Basin, 56 mins 4-5-40

FD: 5-20-40. Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy

Knight, Bob Baker

Sandy is a Lady, 64 mins 6-14-40

FD: 5-21-40. Baby Sandy, Batch and

Buddy, Eugene Pallette, Nan Grey

I Can't Give You Anything but Love Baby,

61 mins.. 6-21-40

FD: 5-21-40. Broderick Crawford, Peggy

Moran, johnny Downs
Ski Patrol, 64 mins 5-10-40

FD: 5-22-40. Philip Dorn, Luli Deste,

Samuel S. Hinds

Framed, 61 mins 2-23-40

FD: 5-28-40. Frank Albertson, Constance
Moore, Jerome Cowan

Half a Sinner, 59 mins 4-5-40

FD: 6-5-40. Heather Angel, John King,

Constance Collier

Private Affairs, 75 mins 7-5-40

FD: 6-13-40. Hugh Herbert, Nancy Kelly,

Roland Young
Bad Man from Red Butte, 58 mins. .5-31-40

FD: 6-14-40. Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy
Knight. Bob Baker

WARNER BROS.
Three Cheers for the Irish, 100 mins.

3-16-40

FD: 3-8-40. Thomas Mitchell, Priscilla

Lane, Dennis Morgan
Castle on the Hudson, 77 mins 2-19-40

FD: 3-8-40. John Garfield, Ann Sheridan,

Pat O'Brien

Virginia City, 121 mins 3-23-40

FD: 3-18-40. Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins,

Randolph Scott

Granny Get Your Gun, 56 mins 2-10-40

FD: 3-19-40. May Robson, Harry Daven-

port

It All Came True, 97 mins 4-6-40

FD: 4-5-40. Ann Sheridan, Humphrey
Bogart, Jeffrey Lynn

Till We Meet Again, 99 mins 4-20-40

FD: 4-11-40. George Brent, Merle Oberon,

Pat O'Brien

Saturday's Children, 101 mins 5-11-40

FD: 4-17-40. John Garfield, Anne Shirley,

Claude Rains

King of the Lumberjacks, 58 mins. .4-13-40

FD: 4-18-40. John Payne, Gloria Dickson,

Stanley Fields

Torrid Zone, 88 mins 5-25-40

FD: 5-13-40. James Cagney, Ann Sheri-

dan, Pat O'Brien

Angel From Texas, An, 69 mins. .. .4-27-40

FD: 5-15-40. Eddie Albert, Rosemary

Lane, Wayne Morris

Tear Gas Squad, 55 mins 5-4-40

FD: 5-15-40. Dennis Morgan, John Payne,

Gloria Dickson

Flight Angels, 74 mins 5-18-40

FD: 5-29-40. Dennis Morgan, Wayne
Morris, Virginia Bruce

Brother Orchid, 91 mins 6-8-14

FD: 5-31-40. Edward G. Robinson, Ann
Sothern, Humphrey Bogart, Ralph

Bellamy

All This and Heaven Too, 143 mins.. 6-29-40

FD: 6-17-40. Bette Davis, Charles Boyer,

Barbara O'Neil, Jeffrey Lynn
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Allied Silent on Any Action on Arbitratior
Duals Create a Seller's

Market, Lowering Admish
Prices, Allied Holds

{Continued from Page 1)

equal balance between seller and
buyer and resulting- in the reduction
of admissions at the box office by
surfeiting the desire of the public
for motion picture entertainment.

If any action was taken on ai'bi-

tration or theater divorcement, the
delegates were keeping mum after
the last session. It is understood
that a workable plan is under con-
sideration but Allied feels that until

the Government suit is clarified it

would be useless to try to put an
arbitration system into operation.
Formulation of a trade practice pro-
gram, which had been predicted, was
set aside presumably for the same
reason. In fact, very little of what
had been promised for the conven-
tion materialized. If it did, it was
done behind closed doors.
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales

manager, who last year took an ac-
tive part at the Minneapolis conven-
tion, was here but took no part in the
sessions.
With Jimmy Walker as toastmast-

er, the convention closed with the
annual birthday banquet.

ITOA Asks Producers
To Lead Duals Drive

Producers should take the lead in

the crusade to eliminate double fea-

tures, according to the ITOA, which,
in a blast against what it terms the
1940 brand of b.o. poison, asserts

that duals is a greater evil confront-
ing the industry than even the loss

of the European market.
Harry Brandt's commentary is

keyed to Sam Goldwyn's recent re-

iterated pronouncement against dou-
ble features, and asserts "this is a
propitious time for producers to lead

this industry out of the wilderness."
ITOA sees theater execs, follow-

ing the producer lead, with "a new
era of prosperity" resulting. Case
against duals is outlined this wise:

"(1) With the elimination of dou-
ble feature programs, producers
could concentrate on artistic and
commercially successful pictures, in-

stead of turning out factory prod-
uct, run-of-the-mill films, put on an
assembly line and sent into the mar-
ket merely to keep up with the re-

quirements, self-imposed, of the dou-
ble feature evil.

"(2) Giveaways, running into the

hundreds of thousands and embrac-
ing everything from rent night to

money to books and insurance poli-

cies, will be eliminated because the-

ater owners will no longer have to

be afraid of the product they are of-

fering the public.

"(3) Exhibitors will have greater

selectivity in their choice of prod-
uct in playing one picture instead

of two and can eliminate the show-
ing of those pictures starring per-

sonalities who are no longer box-
office attractions.

"(4) A picture will fall or stand

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introdjicing Interesting Personalities • • •

jERROLD T. "JERRY" BRANDT. Bom in New York City June 15, 1913. Son

of the late Joe Brandt who, with Jack and Harry Cohn, formed C.B.C.

Company, which later became Columbia, with

Joe Brandt as president until his retirement.

Attended public and high school in New York.

Graduated from Wharton School, University of

Pennsylvania in 1935. Immediately thereafter

entered production field at Universal Studio.

Was later Columbia film editor and assistant

director. Left Columbia to organize own com-

pany, Pyramid Pictures Corp., and will produce

"Scattergood Baines" series, which will be re-

leased through RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc.

Sales

1

Pittsburgh RKO Branch
Promotions Announced

Pittsburgh—Manager Herb Green-

blatt, of the local RKO exchange,
has announced the following promo-
tions and changes in personnel: Dick
Lange, West Virginia salesman, re-

places Jack Graham, resigned, city

salesman; I. T. Sweeney, replaces
Lange as West Virginia salesman;
Dave Silverman, office manager and
head booker, replaces Ed Lebby, re-

signed, as salesman in the northern
district, and Carl Peppercorn, who
formerly worked in the home office

and several western branches, re-

places Silverman as office manager
and head booker.

on its own merits. Playing an A
and a B on one bill is serving pressed
duck and tripe on the same plate;

playing two B's is serving a double
portion of tripe and playing two A's
is giving your public movie indiges-

tion.

"(5) Programs are now so long,

there are fewer turnovers in our
theaters and the fans are so sur-

feited with films they don't return
for a long while."

Weigh Allied Influence
On a Consent Decree

Defense counsel in the Government
Equity suit weighed at the week-end
possible undisclosed action on the-

ater divorcement by Allied at its

Chicago convention as a probable
barrier to a consent decree. Other
aspects of the defense proceedings
which might have an effect on con-
ferences betvpeen D of J and defend-
ant representatives seeking grounds
for a settlement of the suit received
careful attention.

On Friday, talks continued on
trade practice matters with the hope
of setting down basic principles for
agreement. Sources conversant with
the settlement negotiations point out
that the natural inter-relationship of

one trade practice to another made
the talks necessarily involved.

Conferences continue today.

16 "U" 1940-41 Pix to be
In Branches by Sept. 1

(Continued fiom Page 1)

of current conditions. Company's
program is set as far as properties
go for next season, he said.

Fox was particularly enthused
with the next Deanna Durbin re-

lease, "Spring Parade," now in work,
predicting it would top past Durbin
hits.

Fox will remain here during the
Summer while Blumberg spends the
Summer at the studio.

Goldwyn Heads Film
Division in Red Cross Drive

{Continued from Page 1)

toward raising contributions. Dr.
A. H. Giannini was named chair-
man of the Citizens' Emergency
campaign committee, embracing all

industries, church groups and organi-
zations in Southern California.

Paulette Goddard Again
In "Second Chorus" Cast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles Chaplin has

withdrawn his objection to Paulette
Goddard appearing in National Pic-
tures' "Second Chorus," for Para-
mount release, and she has been re-

assigned to a leading role.

Chaplin's objection is reported to

have been withdravm when she was
offered a larger salary.

At Warner Bros. Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros, has as-

signed the child actor, Richard
Nichols, to "Four Mothers," and
John Alexander, Broadway actor, to

"Flowing Gold." Lewis Seller will

direct "The Poor Nut" with Eddie
Albert. Evelyn Eaton, novelist, has
been assigned to write the script of
"The Man from Fleet Street" which
has been retitled, "Dispatch from
Reuter's."

HCLLrWCCD

By RALPH WILK

rw"—HOLLYW?
"TWO unusual musical innovations will b

' adopted by Andrew L. Stone in "There
Magic In Music," which he will produc
and direct for Paramount. Stone, in add!

tion to a regular orchestra, will use on

musical aggregation composed entirely o

stringed instruments and another made u

completely of the "brasses." Both orches

tras will be chosen from members of th

student body of Interlochen, the famed sum
mer music school of Michigan, around whic
the story is written.

• •
CRANK BORZAGE will direct Robert Tay
' lor in his new vehicle, "Flight Com
mand." This film is scheduled to go int

production soon at Metro with J. Walte
Ruben as producer.

• •
JOHN GARFIELD has submitted his or

^ iginal screen story, "P. S. 45" to Warne
Bros. Story deals with the career of An
gelo Patri, famous New York City educatoi

who is principal of school in Bronx wher
the city's problem children are sent. Gar
field attended the school as a boy.

• •
r^AVID HOWARD is back on the RKC
^^ Radio lot after an illness of six week
and is preparing to direct "Triple Justice,

the last picture which George O'Brie

will do for the company under his presenrj

contract.

• •
"•LJUDSON'S BAY COMPANY," on whic

' ' 20th-Fox has had a half dozen writer

working for two years is announced definite'

ly for production this Summer.

• •
\A/ITH the action of the picture movin

^ "
in a steady line from New York Cit

to Salt Lake City, Utah, RKO Radio's "Crca

Country Romance" will set a record fo

change of scene, with sixty different localel

used as background for the story.

• •
JAMES CAGNEY has donated a full

^ equipped field ambulance to the Allie

cause. Cagney incidentally starts in "Joh;

Paul Jones" late in the Summer.

41
J_JUGH MARTIN, musical arranger ftf

' ' the New York production of "Toi

Many Girls," will serve in the same capacit'

during filming of the musical hit whic'

George Abbott is producing and directinj

for RKO Radio. Now on "Louisiana Pur

chase," Martin will secure a leave oi

absence to come to Hollywood.

CO that he might be able to leave o\

^ his Honolulu vacation as planned, Salt

Wood has been nightly cutting portions a

"Rangers of Fortune," which he is now dii

recting for Paramount. Wood winds u|

the direction of this picture within th'i

week, then leaves for a month on th^j

Islands.
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MILE TODAY ON PLAN FOR TAX COLLECTION
Deny Outside Influence in Settlement Talks

Only Consideration Said
To be Public Interest and
Betterment of Industry

oil

nt. d s
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O'lri
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Department of Justice officials in

the New York office yesterday took
cognizance of persistent reports that

settlement negotiations of the equity

action have been brought about by
financial interests closely tied up
with the motion picture industry.

These reports are a "pack of lies,"

it was emphatically stated, and no
outside influences, either financial or

otherwise, have been brought upon
Thurman Arnold or any other Gov-

(Continucd on Page 8)
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To the West Coast
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West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Commenting on the

question of whether Monogram's
home office headquarters would be

moved to the Coast, President W.
Ray Johnston said plans are being
worked out to that effect and that

the change will possibly be made
within the year. Company's foreign

department would remain in the East.

Johnston denied published reports
(Continued on Page 6)
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200 at Boasberg-Lux
Buffalo Testimonial

Bufifalo—Charles Boasberg, pro-

moted recently to be RKO-Radio's
Eastern Central district manager,
with headquarters in Cleveland, and

Elmer Lux, Boasberg's successor as

Buffalo branch manager, were given

a testimonial banquet in the Stat-
(Continued on Page 7)

Casting Corp. Strike

l^Iegotiations Continue
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Representatives of both

producers and laborers will meet again

today in an effort to settle the strike

of Central Casting Corp. employes. SAG
officials have notified extras that the

only strike recognized by it is that

at Central Casting, and that there is

no strike at any studio nor is any studio

on the unfair list.

ARBITRATION POST FOR WALKER?
Might be on Administrative Board or Its Executive

Secretary, Chicago Trade Believes

Chicago—In the wake of former
Mayor James J. Walker's appear-
ance as toastmaster at national Al-
lied's convention banquet, reports
were current here yesterday that
Walker is being supported for a
major role in the national arbitra-

tion setup under discussion in con-

nection with the proposed settlement
of the New York equity suit.

It was deemed significant that sev-

eral sales heads who spoke at the
dinner, as well as industry figures

on the other side of the fence, paid
tributes to Walker and called for his

return to industry activity.

Agreeable to Both Sides
In the trade here yesterday, it

was pointed out that Walker was
fast coming to the fore as a figure

at once agreeable to the independents
(Continued on Page 5)

Canadian War Levy

Of 2 Cents a Seat

Toronto—An initial assessment of

two cents a seat has been imposed
on every Dominion theater for the

war effort, and 99 per cent of this

city's theaters have already paid it,

it was reported.
Legal hindrances to the Canadian

film industry's drive to raise $1,-

000,000 to aid the Dominion's war
(Continued on Page 4)

Coast Studios Starting

10 New Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Ten pictures are

scheduled to go before the camera
this week, production here taking

a spurt. Set to go:

At Columbia: "The Wizard of
(Continued on Page 5)

Chi. Indies Aslcing

Union for Reiief

Chicago — Independent theater

owners have asked the Chicago Op-
erators Union for assistance in re-

ducing the overhead during the sum-
mer months. As yet, there is no in-

dication of the union's attitude.

Essaness circuits' West End the-

ater will drop matinees dui'ing the

Summer months. It is expected that

several other houses will adopt the

plan.

Korda Not Planning
To Produce in Canada

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—On his return to Hol-

lywood, Alexander Korda declared

he did not plan to do any produc-
(Continued on Page S)

Telecast oiGOP Meet Success
Clear Reception Along Eastern Seaboard

They Take Gangsters Very
Seriously in Harrisburg

Harrisburg, Pa. — What Orson

Welles did to the Nation with a ra-

dio microphone, John F. Rogers,

manager of the State Theater, did to

1,300 local business firms with a
(Continued on Page 6)

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Philadelphia—Television took an-

other important hurdle in its race

toward perfection when, at the hands

of RCA-NBC, the visual science

yesterday brought to receiving set

owners along a considerable stretch

(Continued on Page 8)

IRB Has a Plan to Cover
Changed and Unchanged
Admission Prices

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Commissioner

of Internal Revenue is expected to
rule today on the plan to be adopted
for the handling of changes in ad-
mission tax collection entailed by
the new tax measure which calls for
a 10 per cent levy on admissions of
more than 20 cents.

As a result of a series of confer-
ences and consultations here yester-
day, Capt. John Bliss, in charge of

the Internal Revenue Bureau's ad-
mission tax section, submitted a plan
to cover both those situations where

(Continued on Page 7)

Va. MPTO Wiii Add

Tax fo B.O. Prices

Old Point Comfort, Va.—First
exhib. unit to chart a course of ac-

tion as a result of the new admis-
sion taxes, the MPTO of Virginia,

meeting here yesterday, adopted a

resolution favoring the addition of

the Federal levy to prevailing prices,

(Continued on Page 4)

St. Louis Projectionists

Get Raise Via F & M Pact

St. Louis—New wage contracts

signed by Fanchon & Marco and St.

Louis Amusement Co. with the lo-

cal projectionists union will run for
(Continued on Page 7)

But Who Will Build
Front Arbeit Plans?

Mayor LaCuardia's campaign to bring

film production to New York has had at

least one result. Seizing on the Mayor's

idea, Arnold A. Arbeit has earned his

Master of Architecture degree at N.Y.U.

with plans for a metropolitan plant which

he calls a "technicolor-movie-flex sound

studio," designed to cover a plot four

blocks long, with a 600-ft. long, 425-ft.

wide and 90-ft. high stage, a 20-story

administration building and separate

quarters for technical staffs. Plans and

a model will be shown at the World's

Fair in the N. Y. City Building.
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Sherman, Dix Discuss
Four-Picture Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Sherman and

Richard Dix are discussing plans
whereby Dix would star in four
westerns over a two-year period,
with release by Paramount.

Young Lady, college graduate. Eight years

experience two major film companies

having successful charge of office as

secretary. Capable statistician. Wishes

position. Excellent references. Interview

requested. Write Film Daily, Box 1902,

1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

Fox, Detroit, Playing
Stage Shows Four Weeks

Detroit— Shifting to intensive vau-
deville bookings, the Fox theater has
set stage shows for four weeks in

a row—Glenn Miller currently, fol-

lowed by Sammy Kaye, Cab Callo-
way, and George White's Scandals.
No stage bookings have been set

as yet for the opposition Michigan
Theater.
Two-day experiment in single fea-

ture bookings at the Fox resulted
ill some of the lowest grosses in

years. Picture, however, opened un-
der the handicap of filling in two
leftover dates after the public had
a chance to see a stage show plus
features for the same price the two
preceding days. The single pro-
gram was strengthened by a total
of seven short subjects, but no sec-
ond feature.

New RCA-NT Agreement
Covers 300 Theaters

National Theaters has signed RCA
sound service agreements to include
the more than 300 theaters of the
various Fox divisions, according to
W. L. Jones, RCA National Service
Manager. The new contracts mark
the fifth year the houses have had
RCA service. Circuits involved are
the Fox Wisconsin Theaters, Inc.,

Fox Intermountain Theaters, Inc.,

Evergreen State Amusement Corp.,
and Fox West Coast Theaters Corp.

Pact was negotiated by Spyros
Skouras and Frank Irby of National
Theaters, and Edward C. Cahill,
Manager of the RCA Photophone
Division, and Jones.

New Time Referendum
Move in Balto. Fails

Baltimore—Measure calling for a
daylight saving referendum in the
November poll has been killed in the
City Council. The proposal, spon-
sored by the Junior Association of
Commerce, was held in committee
by a vote of 13 to four, after oppo-
sition by religious and labor groups,
housewives and farm organizations.
Legislative committee will not meet
again until after summer recess.

Nizer to Discuss Neely
Bill, Suit at Luncheon

Motion Picture Associates will
hold a special luncheon Friday at
the Astor at one o'clock. Louis
Nizer, of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
& Krim, will be the guest speaker.
Nizer will discuss the latest develop-
ments regarding the Neely Bill and
the Government suit.

Won't Organize Theater
Candy Counter Girls

Chicago—Officers of the Chicago
Operators Union deny the current
report that candy counter girls in

the theaters are to be organized by
the Clerks Union.

50 Foursomes to Tee Off

In RKO Tourney Thursday

At least 50 foursomes are expected
to tee off Thursday morning, on the
twin Westchester Country Club
courses in RKO's annual golf tourna-
ment.

Entries thus far include:
Ned E. Deiiinet, Cresson E. Smith, B. Lion,

Phil Reisman, A. A. Schubart, Wm. McShea,
H. N. Richey, Bob Cammack, Rutgers Neil-

son, Bob Mochrie, Bob Hawkinson, Ben Grimm,
Charles Levy, Frank Alford, Dan Nolan,
George Weiss, E. Waxberg, E. J. McGuire,
James Boyle.

Jack Level, Arthur Brilant, David Strumpf,
M. G. Poller, Harry Michalson, Leon Bamberg-
er, Rudy Montgeles, J. J. Felder, Max Feller-

man, Mitchell May, Jr., A. W. Smith, M.
Hirsh, B. Hulick, I. Singer, E. Gettinger,
Lou AUeman, T. G. Meehan, Carl Rigrod,
Walter Seaton, Garrett Van Wagner, John
Farmer.

S. Barret McCormick, Lou Gaudreau, R. S.

Gavin, Harry Gittleson, Leon Goldberg, A. W.
Dawson, L. Miller, Wm. Home, E. J. Smith,
H. R. Emde, M. Polony Fred Meyers, J. Henry
Walter, L. E. Thompson, H. Pimstein, J. J.

O'Connor, T. J. O'Connor, A Jutkovitz, M.
Goldstein, L. SarnotI, B. Sherman, H. Mosely.
Gus Eysell, L. Netter, Bob Wolff, H. New-

comb, Wm. England, Wm. Whitman, Bob
Dann, L. JofEe, G. E. Youngman, D. Canavan,
M. L. Maier, A. F. Reoch, C. F. Horstman,
W. A. Graham, J. Baker, R. J. Paucher,
H. J. Yates, A. Sindlinger, E. A. WilHford,

J. H. Woods, R. Ungerfelt, J. Lorenzo, J.
Hearns, J. Berne, M. Singer, L. S. Kushner,
W. Miller.

Labor Leaders Attend
John F. Gatelee Rites

Springfield, Mass.—Funeral yes-
terday of John F. Gatelee, New Eng-
land representative of lATSE, was
the largest attended here in years.
Services at Sampson Funeral Par-
lors, were followed by interment
in Hillcrest Park Cemetery. The
Rev. John V. Butler officiated.

Present at the rites, among others,

were Nicholas P. Morrissey, presi-

dent Massachusetts Federation of

Labor; Frank Fenton, national direc-

tor of organization, AFL; John Mur-
phy, personal representative of Wil-
liam Green; John Regan, president
of the Massachusetts association of

electrical workers.
Among active bearers were Louis

Krouse, secretary-treasurer and
Richard Walsh, vice-president,

lATSE; the honorary bearers, all of

the lATSE, were: Edward Tinney,
James Brennan, Thomas Green, Fred
Newcomb, Thomas Murtha, Glen
Humphrey, Herbert Slater.

Foreign Depts. Finding
Communication a Problem

Communication between foreign
departments and branches in Europe
is becoming increasingly difficult be-

cause of war developments. This is

particularly true of radio communi-
cation.

RCA's circuit between New York
and Oslo has been discontinued, and
Norwegian message now clears

through Berlin or Gothenburg, Swe-
den. Similarly, radiograms to

Czechoslovakia and Poland are

transmitted via Berlin. Radiotele-
graph communication between the

U. S. and Holland or Belgium has
been discontinued, as has such com-
munication between the U. S. and
German-occupied France.

COmillG and GOinC

York from Hollywood.

W. F. RODGERS, general sales manager i

Metro, returns to New York tomorrow after a

tending the Allied convention and visiting se

eral branches in the Midwest. He was in I

dianapolls yesterday.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales hea
and W. J. HEINEMAN, Eastern division managf
returned from Chicago over the week-end.

JACQUES MERSEREAU has arrived T^ Nt

(ww
FRANK PHELPS, Warner Theaters latfor a

viser, was in Springfield, Mass., yesterday
attend the funeral of John Gatelee, former
official.

ALEXANDER KORDA has arrived on the Coas

HERBERT WILCOX returned to Hollywood ov
the week-end after a short stay here.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of adve
tising and publicity for Warners in the East,

In South Bend, Ind., today. He returns tl

latter part of the week.

FRED SCHAEFER, head of RKO's pressbo(

department, and MRS. SCHAEFER, are vacatioi

ing in New England.

ANNA NEAGLE will make a p.a. in Bartle

ville, 0., Thursday in connection with the opei

ing there of "Irene."

IRENE CASTLE McLAUCHLIN is at the Wa
dorf.

AL STEEN of THE FILM DAILY and MR
STEEN were in Detroit yesterday.

PATRICIA MORRISON is here from the Coas

NORMAN LINZ, manager of RKO Palace, ai

ARTHUR PICCOLO, manager of RKO Famil

Cincy, are motoring to New York City on vac.

tlon.

CHARLOTTE McCUIGAN, secretary to Har
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager, will mot
to Harrisburg, Pittsburgh and Newcastle, P;

on her vacation beginning July 3.

JOHN SMITH, business agent of the Chicaf

Operators' Union, and NEAL BISHOP, vice-pres

dent, have returned from an extended Eastei

vacation trip.

LOUIS KROUSE, RICHARD WALSH, JAMI
J. BRENNAN, THOMAS MURTHA, and othi

lA officials, were in Springfield, Mass., yeste

day to attend the rites for the late John Cat(

lee, lA officer.

ONA MUNSON arrives from the Coast todo

via American Airlines.

LUISE SILLCOX, executive secretary of tH

Dramatists' Guild, leaves New York Friday n
a two-week vacation.

H. M. RICHEY of RKO returned yesterday fro

Allied's Chicago convention where he introduce

former Mayor James J. Walker, toastmastt

at Allied's closing banquet.

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram vice-prexy, r^

turned yesterday from Chicago where he spoli

at Allied's convention banquet.

NED E. DEPINET, ANDY SMITH, BO
MOCHRIE, HARRY MICHALSON, M. C. POLLB
and BOB WOLFF, of RKO, flew to Buffalo yes

terday to attend the Variety Club testimonl.

dinner tendered last night to Charles Boasbe*

and Elmer Lux.

^ -{

TO SPEED TELEGRAMS

AT LOW COST-PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE BILU
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You can't talk too much and
you can't yell too much about
a show that's packed with
action — and that's what this

gives 'em galore. Ready now!

GEORGE BRENT and VIRGINIA BRUCE
y|| THEMAN WHO TALKED TOOMUCH

wj[h

BRENDA MARSHALL •RICHARD BARTHELMESS«WM.LUNDiGAN
Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN

Screen Play by Walter De Leon and Earl Baldwin • From a Play by Frank J. Collins

A Warner Bros. -First National Picture

Act Now
and Act F«*»

to get »
*'*""
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Va. MPTO Will Add

Tax to B.O. Prices

{Coiiliiiitcd from Page 1)

following a general discussion.
Prexy Ed Kuykendall of the

MPTOA was the principal conven-
tion speaker. He predicted a severe
shortage of product during the next
five or six months and, additionally,
forecast dangerous opposition from
slot machines.
The convention heard a report by

Col. Eobert Barton, its counsel.
The board of directors voted to

hold a mid-winter convention in

Washington and elected Frank
O'Brien chairman of the convention
committee.

Guests yesterday at the conven-
tion, at which Prexy William F.
Crockett presided, included William
Sussman, Ted O'Shea, Jim Clarke,
Leo Beresin, Edgar Moss, Jack Cohen
and Clint Weyer.

Boiler Realty Corp. Plans
New House for Great Neck

Plans for a new 1,200 seat the-
ater and store structure on Middle
Neck Road, Great Neck, Long Is-

land, to be built for the Boiler Real-
ty Corp. are now in Albany for ap-
proval, it was learned yesterday.
House, if built, with announcement
of its construction stating it would
be ready for occupancy by Oct. 1,

would be directly opposite the Skou-
ras Playhouse. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., has been awarded the
contract to design, construct and
equip the theater.

To Appeal N. Y. Censor
Ban on "Merry Wives"

Steps to appeal the N. Y. Censor
Board's decision banning "Merry
Wives" are being taken by Edgar
E. Lloyd, distributor of the Czecho-
slovakian film. Picture, banned as
"indecent, immoral, and tending to

corrupt morals," won the 1938 Ven-
ice International Film Biennale first

prize.

UA's Bert Steorn 111

Cleveland — Bert Stearn, United
Artists district manager is confined
to his home with a "strep" throat in-
fection.

DAILY to

Sam Resnik
Dorothy Shea

George Abbott
John Quillan

William V. Mong
Al Selig

WITH PlilL At. DALTi
T T T

—PHILADELPHIA
• • • SHORTLY before noon yesterday the Republican Na-

tional Convention which the local Evening Public Ledger

appropriately billed in its Page One streamer as the "Big Show"

got under way —and a big show it was with all the

crowds, excitement and glamor inherent to conclaves of this type

Decidedly a feature of this 22nd pow-wow of the G.O.P is

the tremendous newsreel coverage with all five of the major reels

lavishly represented

T T
• • • UNDER the aegis of Allyn Butterfield veteran

newsreel exec and in charge of this activity at the Conven-

tion in hehalf of the Republican National Committee

yesterday, which was opening day, found perfect provisions

for camera and sound crews to strut their cinematic stuff

for platforms were placed for this purpose high on either

side of the Municipal Auditorium and commanding a swell

sweep of the entire scene of action —and action there was.

T T T
• • • FOR fully two hours before the rap of National Committee

Chairman John D. M. Hamilton's gavel calling the conclave to order

we stood on the starboard "flying" platform watching the

shirt-sleeved pix crews get ready to shoot undistracted ex-

cept by a platoon of messenger boys filing into the huge auditorium

their arms laden to capacity with red carnations for some of the

delegates or by the first notes of the band which hit up the

lively strains of— "Ma, He's Making Eyes At Me!" which is

an appropriate enough overture considering that Fate is slyly cost-

ing glances at a whole bevy of candidates

T T T
• • # STANDING on the platfor7n was Allyn Butterfield

together with Lou Hutt and George Westbrook cameraman

and sound man for Paramount News Roy Edwards, camera,

and George Graham, sound, for Universal Al Gold and Ben
Box, ditto, for Movietone Ted Rickman and James McKeon,

News of the Day and George Dorsey and Brandon Wentworth

of Pathe Contact representatives aboard were Gene

Boyd and J. C. Brown, News of the Day Tony Muto, Movie-

tone News William P. Montague, Paramount Jimmy
Lyons, Universal and Joe Walsh, Pathe and roundabout

were members of silent crews likewise set to grab from vari-

ous stations scenes of the day's big doin's

T T T
• • • WITH the quiet satisfaction of Jove who has just hurled his

thunderbolts Charley Ross stood in the wings beside the great

stage surveying the smooth workings of 4,000,000 cqndlepower

lighting equipment he installed for the occasion and by whose

light the newsreels' crews and those of the television cameramen will

take all their scenes All the lighting equipment was manufoctured

by Mole-Richardson for whom Charles Ross is exclusive Eastern

representative It's a grand illumination job

T T
m 9 FILMLAND'S most distinguished representative

at the Convention is Will H. Hays, delegate from Sullivan,

Ind., and former Postmaster General, whose name the official roster

sheet spells "Hayes" after the manner of Rutherford B. of

Cincinnati who was nominated and elected in 1876 All

in all it was an exciting political day for this corner We even

rode between New York and here on a Pullman car named
Susan B. Anthony champion of votes for women!

Canadian War Levy

Of 2 Cents a Seal

(Cviitiiiiied f.om Page 1)

effort via special shows in all the-

aters on Sunday night, July 14, will

be removed by various Provincial
Governments, it was learned yester-

The special shows willm^lize
films furnished without cost^>)y the

U. S. industry in keeping with the

MPPDA's promise to N. L. Nathan-
son, FPC prexy, made in New Yoik
last week. Admission will be by
war savings stamps.

Single criticism of the special

show plan has been voiced by the

Lord's Day Alliance, through Secre-

tary George Webber, who claims that

the plan is illegal in Ontario. How-
ever, Attorney General Conant has

indicated he would be reluctant to

grant permission to prosecute such
shows in Ontario in view of spirit

and object of the plan. Webber in

lieu of the special Sunday night

shows suggested exhibs. devote a

percentage of receipts from week
night shows.

J. J. Fitzgibbons, FPC vice-prexy,

and 0. R. Hanson, prexy of Empire-
Universal, are in Hollywood in ar

endeavor to line up players for p.a.'s

at the special shows. It is proposed

to have them fly to Canada.
Haskell Masters of United Artists,:

N. A. Taylor of the Independent
theater association and Leo Devaney
of RKO-Radio are touring the West
for the campaign, speaking in Van-

couver yesterday, Calgary today,

Regina tomorrow, and Winnipeg
Thursday. For Eastern Canada

Col. John A. Cooper and J. P.

O'Loghlin of Twentieth-Fox spokc-

in Montreal yesterday and today
j

appear in Saint John, while they go*

to Halifax tomorrow.
\

Louis B. Mayer has wired his

readiness to co-operate in the Can-

adian War campaign.

Congress is Expected

To Continue in Session

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY'

Washington— Congress, now re-

cessed over the Republican national

convention period, is expected to con-

tinue in session upon completion of

its pending schedule of business.

Effect of this attitude upon th<

chances of House action on the Neely

bill remains uncertain.

Warner's Address
Going to All Exhths

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Patriotic address by Har-

ry M. Warner, delivered at recent mass

meeting of studio employes, has been

printed in pamphlet form and will be

mailed to nation's exhibs., to Warner
employes all over the world who were

unable to attend the meeting and to

other interested groups. Pamphlet bears

the title, "United We Survive, Divided

We Fall!"
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Korda Not Planning

To Produce in Canada

(.Continued from Page 1)

ing in Canada. He will make "Wo-
|nan Hunt" and "Lady in the Dark"
\n Hollywood with Vivien Leigh in

"^he former picture and Merle Oberon
n the latter. He may direct one
)f "ts two pictures.
' X^ completion of these pictures
ioraa plans to resume prodduction in

'Sngland if conditions permit. At
Present he reports that Gabriel Pas-
;al is producing "Major Barbara"
md that other English producers
Arho are active are going "full steam
^head" and that technicians are at

«^ork in English studios.

National Korda Week, being ar-

rranged by United Artists and exhib-

itors, which begins on Thursday, will

i.iave as its first Korda picture to be
shown "The Life of Henry VHL"

Hear Windsor, Ontario,

May Have Film Production
Detroit — Rumors have started

Jiere that plans for establishment of

Sim production at Windsor, Ont.,

IjAcross the river from Detroit, will

be revived. A major deal that

would have centered Canadian pro-

duction there was under considera-

tion by important companies a few
years ago, but was blocked by the

ijdepression.

i Windsor production would have
rj;he advantage of close proximity

to the technical and staff resources

pi three large industrial film

;Studios—Jam Handy, Wilding, and
industrial Pictures. In addition, De-
troit is relatively close by air to

Hollywood, making the exchange of

talent feasible.

MBS Sets New Program
Series With Film "Names"

Mutual Broadcasting System board
if directors and stockholders at

eeting in Chicago voted to stage a

ew series of programs, to start

ither in July or August, to feature

strong list of Hollywood "names."
j Shows will originate in Chicago
through facilities of WGN. Possi-

bility that one name or so will be

used each time as a guest, but final

details not yet set.

WEDDING BELLS

Laconia, N. H.—Peter Merrill, a

brojetcionist at the Garden, married
jEvelyn M. Poirrer, assistant mana-
ger of the same theater in the West
Hempstead Methodist Church.

Cincinnati—United Artist's Helen
Lederer will be married June 29 to

John David, Jr.

Santa in June Visit

to Des Moines Exhihs.
Des Moines—There is a Santa Claus,

and in June, too.

That's how local cxhibs. see it, with
the City Council in the Santa role. Coun-
cil is preparing to slap a license tee on
outdoor bowling alleys, mushrooming here
as film theater opposition, comparable
to that levied on indoor alleys. That
means a municipal tariff of $25, plus

$5 for each alley, and is counted upon
to discourage outdoor bowling.

Jimmy Walker May Get
Arbitration Post

(Continued from Page 1)

and film companies. It was em-
phasized that Walker's indie sup-
port was not restricted to Allied,

New York's ITOA being especially
mentioned.

Just where Walker would fit in

the arbitration setup, as now out-
lined, was a subject of speculation.
It was suggested that he might be
the choice for executive secretary
of the three-man board proposed to

administer the arbitration machinery.

The possibility that he might be
designated to that board itself was
net excluded. The board is to be
composed of representatives of the
Department of Commerce, the ex-
hibitor group and the distributor
group. Conceivably, the D of C
could name Walker.

It was recalled here yesterday that
Walker, identified with both the
MPTOA and Theater Owners Cham-
ber of Commerce in New York in

their early years, had played an im-
portant part in devising the indus-
try's first arbitration setup.

Coast Studios Starting

10 New Productions

Indianapolis, Ind. — Donald Cox,

RKO Radio booker, and Helen El-

dredge were married Saturday in the

Advent Episcopal Church here.

(Continued from Page 1)

Death" featuring Boris Karloff;

"Blazing The Oklahoma Trail."

At Paramount: "Arise My Love"
co-starring Claudette Colbert and
Ray Milland; "Moon Over Burma"
with Dorothy Lamour, Robert Pres-
ton, Preston Foster, Doris Nolan and
Albert Basserman.

At RKO: "Too Many Girls" with
Richard Carlson, Lucille Ball, Ann
Miller, Eddie Bracken, Desi Arnez
and Frances Langford.
At 20th Century-Fox: "Down Ar-

gentine Way" with Don Ameche,
Betty Grable, Charlotte Greenwood,
Cesar Romero and Carmen Miranda.
At Universal: "Son of Roaring

Dan" with Johnny Mack Brown and
Fuzzy Knight.
At Republic: Gene Autry's next

starring vehicle, and "The Imposter."
At Monogram: "Rainbow Over the

Range," Tex Ritter starring picture

with Edward Finney producing.

Joe Lefko Dead
Cleveland—Joe Lefko, RKO sales-

man, who has been ill at Charity Hos-
pital for the past two weeks suffer-

ing with tuburculosis of the spine,

is dead. He is survived by his wife
and two brothers, neither of whom
are in the film business.

an was dangerous... life was gay...

life was reck|ess...in the furthest

outposts of a drive

•6-.gi»-,.sot«^
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^ i> REVIEWS OF THE HEUI FlimS t( i^
"Private Affairs"

with Nancy Kelly, Robert Cummings, Roland

Young, Hugh Herbert

Universal 75 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY WITH GOOD CAST
HAS PLENTY OF LAUGHS FOR GENERAL
AUDIENCES.

Audiences in general should be well

amused with this release. The story is

hokum, but the situation created has a

variety of funny aspects and the players do

all that is asked of them. Roland Young
and Hugh Herbert are amusing in their

parts, and exhibitors also have some names
to exploit on their marquees.

Director Albert S. Rogell has taken the

material at hand and made the utmost of

it, extracting every laugh in the script.

Nancy Kelly, Robert Cummings, Montagu
Love and G. P. Huntley, Jr., ably assist the

principals. Jonathan Hale, Granville Bates

and Dick Purcell are also effective in sup-

porting roles.

Young, black sheep of an ultra-ultra Bos-

ton family, has been a board boy in a New
York brokerage house for years, with his

daughter, Miss Kelly, being brought up in

Boston by his irascible father. Love. Young
discovers in a paper that his daughter is

engaged to be married, and after a celebra-

tion is saved from being held up by Herbert,

a taxi driver. Young's debt to Herbert

steadily mounts and he finally has to make
him a partner in his affairs.

Miss Kelly makes a descent on New York

to get Young's consent to marry Cummings,
the boy she really is in love with, instead

of Huntley, her grandfather's choice. Herb-

ert and YoUng suddenly find themselves in

the brokerage business in Boston, when
Hale, a promoter, sets him up as the Bos-

ton office head to capitalize on the fam-

ily name.

From there on, there is plenty of action

and laughs until Young finally gets Nancy
married to Cummings and prevents Hale

from selling out his Boston customers on a

shady deal.

CAST: Roland Young, Hugh Herbert,

Granville Bates, Nancy Kelly, Dick Purcell,

Robert Cummings, Montagu Love, G. P.

' Huntley Jr., Douglas Wood, Mary Forbes,

Jonathan Hale.

CREDITS: Produced by Universal; Direc-

tor, A. S. Rogell; Screenplay, Leonard Spigel-

gass and Charles Grayson; Cameraman, Mil-

ton Krasner; Editor, Phillip Cahn.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

S.O.S. Air Conditioning
Chartered at Albany

Incorporation papers have been
filed in Albany for the S.O.S. Air
Conditioning Corporation, with
headquarters here. It is understood
that the principals and the officers

of the new concern are the same as

those of the S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corp., with the addition of Alfred
W. Rinfret as vice-president.

Rinfret was formerly with U. S.

Air Conditioning Sales Corp., and
will be Director of Sales for the

new concei'n, while Maurice Rinfret
has been placed in charge of the

Engineering Department.

"The Leopard Men of

Africa"
Select Attractions 65 Mins.

ROUSING ADVENTURE SAGA, HIGHLY
EXPLOITABLE, AND SURE-FIRE FOR ALL
TYPES OF FANS.

Supplications of showmen for a genuine,
high-powered exploitation picture are re-

soundingly answered herewith via as grip-

ping and fascinating an adventure saga as

has come to the screen in many moons. Here
is a blanket audience picture for mature
and youthful fans alike, regardless of sophis-

tication or naivete. That it will make the
turnstiles click merrily is conclusive, be-
cause the attraction can be ballyhooed to

limits inexhaustible even by a modern
Barnum. Further, patrons will view its

content with spines a-tingle, and head home-
ward with copious excitement and satis-

faction.

Produced by Dr. Paul L. Hoefler, fashion-

er of the memorable "Africa Speaks," and
prepared for the screen by the expert Allyn

Butterfield, with all the latter's flare for

assembling footage for full dramatic force,

this feature relates the trek into mid-Africa

by an expedition whose objective is the

witnessing and photographing of the weird

and savage rites of the "Leopard Men,"

—

natives who hold torture and murder sacred

in their rituals. The inspiration of these

tribesmen is the ferocity inherent in the

leopard, and to mimic the beast they use

his head and hide as raiments during the

persuit of a human victim for the sacrifice.

Both the opening and climax scenes por-

tray the tribe of "Leopard Men," in both

instances engaged in worshipful torture.

By no means are these scenes the sole pro-

viders of thrills, for virtually equal to them
in ability to provoke awe and suspense are

the bulk of intermediate sequences show-
ing man-killing lions and myriad other

denizens of the veldt. There are locust

swarms which infest and devour the land-

scape; landslides; earthquakes; plagues in-

itiated by the dread Tsetse-fly;—in short.

Nature at her wildest and savages at theirs.

Herman Schopp handled the photography

splendidly, while the musical effects and
the music composed by James Dietrich

efficiently give full meaning to each dram-
atic moment. There's gold in Africa, yes,

and in "The Leopard Men" thereof. It's a

grand gross-grabber.

CREDITS: Producer, Dr. Paul L. Hoefler;

Prepared by Allyn Butterfield; Cameraman,
Herman Schopp; Special Effects, Howard
Anderson; Music, James Dietrich; Record-

ing Engineer, Peter Decker; Sound Editor,

E. H. Schroeder.

Monogram Will Move
Headquarters to Coast

{Continued from Paije 1)

that he planned to take charge of
Monogram's studio operations, point-
ing out that his duties in handling
sales and production policies are
sufficiently heavy. Scott R. Dunlap's
contract continues to March 1945 and
he will remain as top man at the
studio, also supervising the com-
pany's outside units. Dunlap will

also personally produce all of the
company's top-bracket pictures.

"The Last Alarm"
with J. Farrell MacDonald, Polly Ann Young,

Warren Hull

Monogram 61 Mins.

VERY HUMAN STORY OF A RETIRED
FIREMAN HAS PLENTY OF PUNCH AS
ENTERTAINMENT.

Handicapped by a lack of names that are

exploitable, this picture on its own merits

is an entertaining offering. The picture

tells a very human story, and in addition,

has a lot of punch and quite a considerable

amount of suspense. As a second attraction

on dual bills, the film should hold its own
nicely.

J. Farrell MacDonald, Polly Ann Young,
Warren Hull and Mary Gordon head the

cast, with William West responsible for

the direction. MacDonald is pensioned from

the fire department after spending his whole

active life in its service. Shortly after he

leaves the department a series of fires break

out in the town that are accredited to an

arsonist.

Hull, representative of an insurance com-
pany and prospective son-in-law of Mac-
Donald when he marries his daughter. Miss

Young, is on the carpet when his company
is hard hit. MacDonald decides to help out

when an old pal in the department is killed

in one of the fires. MacDonald breaks

the case, but not until a fast moving climax,

which sees the arsonist try to kill his wife

and daughter for interfering, is foiled.

CAST: J. Farrell MacDonald, Warren Hull,

Polly Ann Young, Mary Gordon, George

Pembroke, Joel Friedkin, Bruce MacFarlane,

Eddie Hart.

CREDITS: Producer, T. R. Williams; Di-

rector, William West; Original Screenplay,

Al Martin; Cameraman, Carl Zint; Editor,

Russell Schoengarth.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Ban on "Lucky Strike'

In Mass. is Appealed

North Adams, Mass. — "Lucky
Strike," a game which has been op-

erating at E. M. Loew's Mohawk
for more than a year, has been de-

clared a lottery and illegal in a de-

cision by Judge John E. Magenis
in District Court. Appeal from the

decision, which may affect many
Massachusetts houses, has been made
to Superior Court at Pittsfield.

Judge Magenis found Bernard
Payne, manager of the house, guilty

of promoting and conducting a lot-

tery on three counts but placed a
nominal fine of $100 for one offense

and $10 for the others.

Three similar cases against Fran-
cis J. Faille, manager of the Para-
mount, were continued to July 6.

Game at the Paramount was called

"Ten-0-Win."

Buy Spiegelgass Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has

bought Leonard Spiegelgass's story,

"Miss Wheelwright Discovers Amer-
ica," and has assigned Leonard Hoff-
man to prepare the script.

"I Take This Oath"
with Gordon Jones, Joyce Compton,

Craig Reynolds

Producers Releasing Corp. 67 Mins.

COPS - RACKETEER MELLER HAS
ENOUGH MYSTERY TO SERVE AS PRO-
GRAM FILLER. ^

This low-budget release has a con^'^-

able amount of mystery worked into the

story and it should serve o.k. in nabe houses.

The players work hard and the direction

of Sherman Scott is more than adequate.

The story itself, however, is somewhat un-

real and is strictly formula in content. Gor-

don Jones, Joyce Compton, Craig Reynolds,

J. Farrell MacDonald, Robert Homans and

Mary Gordon head the cast.

Homans, a deputy police inspector, sets

out to get the higher up that is protecting

a racketeer he has brought in several times,

but is freed on each occasion on legal

technicalities. His son, Jones, takes up the

cudgel when his father is murdered, just

as he has completed his case against the

people he is looking for and is ready to

present it. Jones enters the police school

and spends his nights looking for the peo-

ple who killed his father, breaking the

case open in a good climax.

CAST: Gordon Jones, Joyce Compton,
Craig Reynolds, J. Farrell MacDonald, Rob-

ert Homans, Guy Usher, Mary Gordon, Sam
Flint, Brooks Benedict, Veda Van Berg,

Eddie Piel, Sr., Bud Buster.

CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;

Director, Sherman Scott; Screenplay, George

Bricker; Original Story, William A. Ullman,

Jr.; Cameraman, Jack Greenhaigh; Editor,

Holbrook Todd.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, O.K.
':!

They Take Gangsters Very
Seriously in Harrisburg

{Continued from Page 1)

letter. Furthermore, Johnny got in

a nice plug for "Gangs of Chicago,"
which opens on Thursday at his

house.

The letter warning merchants that
gangs of Chicago "are planning to

invade" the city resulted in the po-

lice station being swamped with
telephone calls. Police began their

search for Johnny at 9 a.m. to find

out what it was all about, but failed

to contact him until he showed up
at the theater around noon—which
left ample time for rumors and ap-
prehension.
The letter, signed J. F. Rogers,

manager, on the State's stationery,

read

:

"We have inside information that

certain gangs of Chicago are plan-
ning to invade Harrisburg within the

next few days.

"If you are approached by any
walking delegate trying to sell you
any type of protection, or member-
ship in any organization with which
you are unfamiliar, protect your-
self by notifying the local police of

Chamber of Commerce immediately."
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Expect Rule Today on

Tax Colledion Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

no change in admission price is made
and others where the new levy,
effective July 1, will see prices re-
vised.
Both are designed to relieve the

th v^r operator of the burden of
st J^ng wholly new tickets to cope
wim the new tax, a point of consid-
erable exhibitor worry since the
measure, as amended by the House
and Senate conferees, was enacted.

The Set-up Explained
Still subject to approval by the

Commissioner, the set-up now calls

for exhibitors merely putting up no-
tices at the box offices of the in-

creased tax, where the admission
price remains the same. Under this
arrangement, the exhibitor collects

the additional tax without overprint-
ing or stamping his tickets.

However, where the admission
price is changed the tickets will have
to be overstamped. Captain Bliss
said. In this case, the Bureau has
no discretion because the law pro-
vides that the established admission
price must be on each ticket.

Captain Bliss pointed out that ex-
hibitors were permitted to use rub-
ber stamps for surcharging tickets

when the last change in the scale

was made. He declared that the bur-
eau had no complaints then.

The section chief also told The
Film Daily that the Bureau real-

ized that a vast number of tickets

were outstanding and it would do
everything not to disrupt the ex-
hibitors' operations.

Expect Signature This Week
The tax bill will receive President

Roosevelt's signature sometime this

week, it is expected. The new ad-
mission levy, effective July 1, is for

a five-year period.

Under the law, the patron, not
the theater, must pay the tax. Its

"absorption" by the theater, through
what actually would be a price cut

in admission, is possible—this is on
the assumption that an exhibitor

might not want to alter his scale

—

but it is generally believed that the

new levy will be passed along to the

patron.
An educational campaign by ex-

hibition interests to forestall any
possible adverse public reaction is

understood to be contemplated.

Preston with Goddord
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

^ Hollywood — Robert Preston has
I been assigned by Para, to appear
i opposite Paulette Goddard in Cecil

B. deMille's "Reap the Wild Wind."
]The two players were teamed in

I deMille's "Northwest Mounted
Police." Production starts in the

Fall.

STORKS!
Evansville, Ind.—Oscar Fine, head

of the Premier Theatrical Circuit, is

the father of a baby boy.

"Difficult to Knotv Where to Economize"
ill Film Business, Wall St. Journal Viett?

Film industry's readjustment problem stemming from the war "is a serious one that
will probably take considerable time to solve," the Wall St. Journal declared yesterday.

Newspaper said that in the film business "it is difficult to know where to econ-
omize," and added: "Cutting of salaries from the top down would be one expedient
but this is also difficult largely because of labor organizations that have saddled the
industry with high scales of wages, in nearly every branch. Star salaries depend to some
extent on the success of their films but this expense is also very hard to adjust."

Discussing Loew's earnings, the Journal said: "No estimates can be made from
the current 12-week period because of the necessity for setting up large and still un-
determined contingency reserves. It is probable that before these reserves profits will be
close to the same rate as in the first half year because of continued income from
'GWTW and well sustained foreign income."

200 at Boasberg-Lux
Buffalo Testimonial

(Continued from Page 1)

ler last night. The Variety Club
of Buffalo, of which both Boasberg
and Lux are directors, sponsored the
affair. More than 200 attended.
Andy Smith, RKO sales manager,

was toastmaster. Robert T. Murphy,
chief barker of Buffalo Variety, and
Syd Lehman, United Artists branch
manager here, were in general charge
of arrangements. A movie rib made
from recent RKO pictures was a
highlight of the program.
Ned E. Depinet, RKO distribu-

tion chief, at the dinner announced
the winners of the 1940 Ned Depi-
net Drive. The Buffalo branch,
which was headed throughout the

Drive by Boasberg as manager, fin-

ished first and the other capital prize
winners were Milwaukee, A. N.
Schmitz, manager, second; New Ha-
ven, B. Pitkin, manager, third; New
Orleans, P. M. Baker, manager,
fourth; and Portland, M. E. Cory,
manager, fifth. Awards ranged from
four weeks' extra salary to a half

week's salary.

The Buffalo branch has finished in

the capital prize classification in

major RKO Radio drives for four
successive years, in three of which
they won the top honors.

St. Louis Projectionists

Get Raise Via F & M Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

three years, extending to June 21,

1943.

The pacts provide an immediate
5 per cent wage increase, a 2% per
cent advance the second year and
another rise of 2% per cent the

third year.
Signing of the contracts, plus

agreement by F & M to the dismis-

sal of two injunction and damage
suits against the union, brought a

quick reopening of F & M and St.

Louis Amusement Co. houses, closed

by an operators' strike.

A number of independent houses
are threatening to close if projec-

tionists force the wage increases

upon them. Their contracts with
union do not expire until Sept. 1.

Corey with Dietrich
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal's deal with

Harry Carey to appear with Marlene
Dietrich in "Seven Sinners" is re-

ported near the signature stage. "U"
has added Reginald Denny and Ho-
bart Cavanaugh to "Hired Wife."

$200,000 In Theater
Building In Nebraska

Lincoln, Neb.—Summer, normally
a time when the film business folds

up to take it on the chin, is being
used this year in Nebraska for ap-
proximately $200,000 worth of re-

building, re-construction, re-model-
ling, and new building of theater
property.
Heading for July openings are two

theaters, the new Empress in Kear-
ney, being built by George 0. Mon-
roe, on the site of the old house
burned last winter, and the New
Empress in Fremont, a Central
States (Harry Warren) Theaters
stringer. These two houses alone
count for about $75,000 of the money
spent.

Ted Kempkes, who has the Bon-
ham, Fairbury, in partnership with
A. H. Blank's Tri-States group, is

spending $5,000 to repair damage
done the theater in a recent wind-
rain hurricane which yanked off part
of the roof and flooded the theater.

Place is continuing to operate mean-
time.
Howard Federer, general manager

of the L. L. Dent-Westland The-
aters, Inc. ally, Nebraska Theaters,
Inc., is now overseeing $70,000 worth
of remodelling on the Liberty, which
will expand seating from 900 to

1,100, and make it an A house. It

will open in late August, or early

September, according to the present
schedule.
Wally Johnson, whose Plaza in

Friend burned to the ground well

covered by insurance, has said he
may build as soon as the insurance
is completely adjusted. Meantime,
he's playing off Plaza film commit-
ments at nearby Exeter, another of

his towns.

WOR to Submit Tele
Plans Shortly to FCC

station WOR has been assigned
television channel No. 6 (96-to-102
megacycles) for its projected trans-

mitter, according to J. R. Poppele,
the station's chief engineer.
WOR has not yet selected a site

for its video outlet, but its plans
are to be completed shortly for

submission to the FCC.

Linda Hayes Cast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO has replaced Fay

Wray in "Stunt Man" with Linda
Hayes. Miss Wray will appear in

another film. Kent Taylor has also

been cast in "Stunt Man."

H€LLyW€€D

= By RALPH WILK ^^

—HOLLYWOOD
CEVERAL Hollywood celebrities are not
*^ only enthusiastic baseball fans but like

to play the game, too. T'other night, Bob
Cobb, prexy of the Hollywood club and
hubby of Gail Patrick, had the lights turned
on at Gilmore field and among the players
who participated in a nine-inning game were
Bing Crosby, Tim Durant, King Vidor, Dave
Butler, John Boles, Robert Taylor, Edward
F. Cline, George Raft, Vic Orsatti and Allen
Rivkin.

pOY ROGERS is the sponsor of a bowling
'^ team known as Roy Rogers Rangers and
recently they played a five labelled "Film
Heavies."

• •
/^UR Passing Show: llona Massey, Slan
^^ Curtiss, James A. FitzPatrick, Harold
Shumate, Edward F. Cline, Bill Bacher,
Lester Cowan, Ann Ronnell, Joe Mankiewicz,
George White, Rudy Feld, Ivan Lebedeff
and Nick Carter at the opening of "The
Merry Wives Swing It."

• •
rEVERAL years ago William C. DeMllle
^ was presiding at a meeting of the

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. He
made a few statements and Sid Grauman
agreed with everything he said. "Sid, you
can stop 'yessing' me," said the chairman.

"You've got the wrong DeMille."

• •
DADIO'S well-known vocal group—the
'^ Merry Men—may be featured in 'Too
Many Girls" at RKO, if present plans carry

through. The boys auditioned for Producer-

Director George Abbott and were declared

"tops."

• •
r\. A. DORAN has dropped tennis, but his^ story associate, Michael Kraike, is con-
tinuing as an ardent devotee of the game.

• •
LjUGH HERBERT is playing Gloria Jean's' father in "A Little Bit of Heaven,"
which Andrew Marton is directing at Uni-

versal. Joe Pasternak is the producer.

• •
n EPUBLIC has purchased an original story

•^ from RKO. entitled. "All Night Pro-

gram." It will be produced and directed

by Bernard Vorhaus, who recommended the

purchase of the story.

• •
^HARLES S. BELDEN is writing the
^^ screenplay of "The Swan," which will

be made by United Producers, for release

by RKO-Radio. It will star Ronald Colman.

• •
DELIEVING that picture fans want lighter

^ entertainment at this time, Republic has

pushed up the starting date on "Hit Par-

ade" to July 10. It will replace "The Lady

From New Orleans" and will be produced

by Sol S. Siegel.

• •
IRVING PICHEL has completed the direc-

' tion of "The Man I Married," at 20th

Century-Fox. It was originally titled "I

Married a Nazi." The cast is headed by

Joan Bennett, Francis Lederer, Lloyd Nolan

and Anna Sten.
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Tele Coverage of GOP Convention Historic
Longest Line Relay of

Program Yet Attempted
By Television Engineers

(Cutitinucd from I'aye 1)

of the Atlantic seaboard the open-
ing day sessions of the Republican
National Convention here.

The telecasts were trail-blazing in

several respects, chiefly because they
involved the longest line relay of
programs from field station to trans-
mitter in television history, from
this city to New York—and marked
the debut of the science into political

events.

Interior Shots Satisfactory

Despite adverse weather condi-
tions, check-up of the area from the
District of Columbia, North to up-
state New York and the Eastern sec-
tions of Massachusetts, disclosed
that the images picked up by the
cameras outside the Municipal Au-
ditorium, just prior to the initial

convention session at mid-morning,
were of good definition on the re-

ceiving end, and that the interior

shots of the conclave were satisfac-
tory, although the intensity of light-

ing in the auditorium generally had
the tendency to "wash out" faces of

those upon whom the tele cameras
were trained. Nevertheless, the
broadcasts were definitely successful
and herald a new and more impor-
tant phase of television within the
immediate future. General Electric's

tele station in Schenectady and the
Philco Mutual station here joined
W2XBS New York in transmission.

In another respect the telecasts

were history-making, namely that
they marked the first occasion on
which an event has been televised in

one city for broadcast in another on
a non-experimental basis.

Four Cameras Used

RCA-NBC used four television
cameras for the coverage, three of

which are of the Iconoscope type,
the fourth an Orthicon camera, the
latter containing an experimental
pick-up tube developed by the RCA
laboratories. Under normal condi-
tions, the Orthicon is seven or more
times as sensitive as the Inconoscope.

NBC's cameras are provided with
lens systems treated with magnes-
ium fluoride, giving them a further
gain of about 30 per cent in the
transmission of light to the pick-up
tube's light-sensitive plate. These
systems are the development of Dr.

Theater's Receipts
Aid Boniher Purchase

St. John, N. B.—First Canadian thea-
ter to donate gross receipts for one day
to war prosecution, St. John Amusement
Co.'s 900-seat Empire here contribute the
"take" to a fund being raised by the

Imperial Order, Daughters of the Em-
pire, to purchase and equip a bombing
plane. Nick Vassis manages the house.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
ROBERT

ton h

• hitroducing Interesting Personalities • • •

FELLOWS. Born in Wilmington, Cal., in 1903. Attended Wilming-
igh school and participated heavily in dramatic activities, graduating

in 1922. Was stage manager for Frank Egan
in the latter's Los Angeles theater, and went on

a Summer's tour of the Orpheum circuit with

Nazimova. After graduating from the University

of California at Los Angeles, joined Cecil B.

deMille, at old Pathe Studios, doing everything

from office boy work to acting as a junior writer

under the late Harry Carr. Later, became an

assistant director for deMille. Became assistant

to Tay Garnett, and journeyed with him in 1933

to Berlin, where Garnett produced "S.O.S. Ice-

berg," for Universal. Was assistant director and

unit manager at Warner Bros. Made associate

producer and has produced "Virginia City" and

"The Life of Knute Rockne."

Refugee Story Will Be
Produced by Metro

H'cst Cuast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro has purchased

"Come Live With Me," original
story by Virginia Van Upp and Pat-
terson McNutt, a story of a refugee
who marries an American to escape
deportation. Clarence Brown will

direct, and an early production start

is planned.

Questo Quiz, New Game
Introduced In Detroit

Detroit—Questo Quiz is being in-

troduced here, under distribution by

Sid Schoen of Cleveland. First two

houses to use the new Quiz tieup

with a cash giveaway are Asso-

ciated Theaters at Wyandotte, and

Ray Schreiber's Colonial in Detroit.

C. Holley Cartwright and minimize
unwanted reflection.

Equipment used by NBC at the
Convention consists of two mobile
television units, one of which is of

the new streamlined type, consisting
of small units capable of transporta-
tion in an ordinary station wagon.

An important factor in the suc-
cess of yesterday's telecasts was
the co-operation of the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories whose coaxial
cable provided the link 'twixt here
and New York.

NBC Personnel of 23

Alfred H. Morton, NBC's vice-

president in charge of television,

heads company's television staff dur-
ing the Republican National Con-
vention. Personnel consists of 23
program men and engineers. Promi-
nent in NBC ranks yesterday were
also Thomas Hutchinson, program
manager, and Lief Eid, television

department's publicist. Network
representative on hand included A.
A. Schechter, in charge of radio
broadcasting; William Kosta, in

charge of the press department;
Francis C. McCall, of NBC's New
York press staff; Ken Frey, asso-
ciated with company's news and spe-
cial events department of the Chi-
cago division; William McAndrews,
news contact in Washington; George
McElrath, chief operating engineer;
and George Milne, chief engineer of

Eastern Division operations.

In the audible radio field, all three
of the major networks collaborated

in placing microphones in each sec-

tion of delegates.

Not only will Station W2XBS in

midtown Manhattan transmit tele

programs during the Convention, but
Philco Mutual's Station W3XE here
will also present special features.
Mutual's staff, co-operating with
Philco in the Municipal Auditorium
includes Wythe Williams, Fulton
Lewis, Jr., Quinn Ryan, Dave Dris-

coll, Arthur Sears Henning, and
Miss Ruth De Young Kohler. Gab-
riel Heatter will also come here to

participate in Philco-Mutual pro-

grams during the conclave.

CBS Representatives on Hand

Columbia Broadcasting System's
representatives at the Convention
yesterday comprised Paul White, di-

rector; Elmer Davis, Bob Trout,
Albert Warner and John Charles
Daly, commentators; James Flem-
ing, announcer; Ann Gillia, assistant

to Paul White; Pat Lockridge and
Miss Helven Saunders, of the New
York office; Bill Slocum, from Wash-
ington; Louis Ruppel, publicity di-

rector; Henry Grossman, chief en-

gineer, and the latter's assistants,

Dave Davis and Sid Bergere.

One of the highlights of the Con-
vention's opening day was the pro-

vision by Station WCAU of a pub-
lic address system to carry the

broadcasts from the Municipal Audi-
torium to the crowds on South
Broad St. outside of the Bellevue-
Stratford, headquarters of the Re-
publican National Committee.

Outside Influence fi

Denied in Suit Tall(s

(Continued from Page 1)

ernment ofl!icial to force aW^.cle
ment, it was stated.

Qfficials pointed out that Arnold'
approach to settlement of the sui

closely followed the pattern whici
he has adopted for all anti-trus
suits. In each such action, it wa:
said, the same considerations apply
that of the public interest and thi

betterment of conditions in the in

dustry. If financial interests wen
to be allowed to play a part in set

tlement, it was said, then all anti

trust suits would have been affected
since there is no industry prosecutec
under the Sherman Act which is no
closely allied to banking firms.

It was additionally stated that Ar
nold had at no time employed pres
sure on his subordinates to accele
rate a settlement. Not only doe
this hold true for the past, official

said, but also for the present and th'

future.

It was learned that discussions ti

date have not considered the statu

of suits brought by the Governmen
against independent circuits. Th
future course of the conferences wil

determine whether these suits are t'

be dropped or prosecuted further
reliable sources indicate.

If a comprehensive system is se'

up affecting circuits so as to removi
what the Government considers ar-

trade abuses, the suits against thes>

defendants will be dropped since th.

purpose of these actions are to regui

late the future conduct of these cir

cuits. Government sources hav
denied that there has been any cons
cious retarding of the prosecutioi

of these actions to date.

The contempt proceedings againsi

Balaban & Katz may not be affectc

by the settlement, it was stated

since the proceedings have been inj

stituted to punish an alleged act oi

contempt already committed, am
not to regulate the future conduc
of that circuit.

New Role for Sterling

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL'.

Hollywood — Robert Sterling ha
been withdrawn from "Charter Pilot'

by 20th-Fox and assigned to mal'

lead in "Yesterday's Heroes," op'

posite Jean Rogers.

Broteti, Ohio Exhih.,

Named for Senate
Lorain, 0.—Maurice Brown, manager

fo the houses owned by Mrs. Nazera
Zegiob, has been nominated as state

senator for the 27-29 district.
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Majors to add tax to present scales

20th-Fox Dutch Business at 60^--Hutchinson
ins

.la*

ieciii

list

*J"o Reason Now to Believe

J. S. Distribs. Cannot
Operate in Occupied Areas

latJ

dpri

ions

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

\i Walter J. Hutchinson, dii'ector of

ipreign distribution for 20th-Fox
sold The Film Daily yesterday that
',e had received word from the com-
any's Holland office that business

1 that country was now about 60

!,er cent of what it was last year
it the same time, and there was no
eason now to believe that Ameri
j

(Continued on Page 6)

4ono. Dropping Plan

-or Canadian Setup!
ers!

"

jjij While Monogram recently has

5[,[
jiven some thought to the establish

jent of its own Canadian distribu

Ion setup, present indications are

lat the move is off, it was learned

jesterday.

However, Monogram Pictures of

lanada, Ltd., has been chartered

[ith an authorized capital of 50,000

Jo-par-value shares, should there be

feason for a change in decision.

Monogram now distributes through
legal Films in Canada. Regal also

.ndles Metro.

rop La. Bill to Limit

c Pix to Juves Under 15

, Baton Rouge—Children over 15

jiears can still go to the movies for
* nickel, that is, if they can find a

flovie at those prices. Anyway,
nere won't be a state law against

(; since a Senate bill to limit 5-cent

(Amissions to children under 15 was
-Jpithdrawn. Bill came from the fer-

(Continued on Page 8)

Kirscit Drafting
{ Blast on Triples

Chicago—Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied

prexy, is preparing an open letter to

the pix industry in which he will outline

his organization's stand against triples.

It Is stated that he will attack circuits

for their continued support of triples.

Equity Suit Trial to he Further Adjourned
to Permit Continuing Settlement Confahs

Trial of the Government equity action against the majors will be postponed
until July 1, it was announced yesterday. Conferences on terms of settlement will

continue today, it was said.

Special Assistant Attorney General James Hayes was designated to issue statements
to the press from time to time on general developments of settlement discussions.

The step was taken to prevent unfounded rumors of what progress the discussions

make from circulating through the trade.

St. Louis Indies Ask

$10 Operators Cut

St. Louis—Indie exhibs., including
the Wehrenberg - Kaimann combo,
have asked Local 143, Operators, to

approve a $10 a week per operator
wage reduction during the Summer
months.

Operators in the nabes receive

from $45 to $80 per week. The $10
cut would save $20 weekly for each
house.
The 65 indies employ 130 union

projectionists. There are four or

five unorganized small houses.
Some of the independent houses

(Continued on Page 3)

No Direct Industry Tax
In New Canadian Levy

Montreal—No direct tax is im-
posed on the film industry under the

budget taxation now effective. Film
and newsreel companies will, how-
ever, in common with all photograph-
ers, be affected by the tax of 10

per cent imposed on cameras.
Indirectly, but possibly severely,

theaters will suffer from the dimin-
ished spending power of wage earn-

(Continited on Page 8)

Tax May Cut Phiily

25(S(atoto20(

Philadelphia—Situation resulting

from the new admission tax levy

here was best described last night
as "confused."

There was some indication that

houses now getting 25 cents will re-

duce their price to 20 cents in order

to protect their normal trade. As
a complication, there is a local city

tax which, with the Federal tax,

would make the 25 cent theaters get

29 cents, while the run following

would still stick at 21 cents.

It is expected that meetings to
(Continued on Page 8)

S-W Drops Some Phiily

Duals; No General Shift

While some Stanley-Warner thea-

ters in Philadelphia are dropping
double features for single bills, the

move is not to be interpreted as in-

dicating the Warner circuit contem-
plates a general shift in policy, it

was learned at the Warner home
office yesterday.

"Local conditions," it was said,

(Continued on Page 8)

Begin 16 MM, ^Menace^ Talks
"U", Mono. Said Ready to Restrict Licenses

Metro's French Office

And Staff at Lisbon

Removal of the Metro French office

and entire staff to Lisbon from their

temporary headquarters in Bordeaux
was disclosed yesterday here. Staff

comprised the Paris office. Laudy
LawTence, European chieftain for

Metro, was said to still be in Paris.

Chicago—Parleys have started be-

tween Allied's 16 mm. committee
and distributors in regard to the

elimination of 16 mm. competition.

Roy Harrold, chairman of the Al-

lied committee, said that William A.

Scully, Universal general sales man-
ager, and Edward Golden, general

sales manager of Monogram, were
(Continued on Page 3)

Policy Expected to Extend
To Out-of-town Houses;
Brandt Plans Price lump

Major circuits in the metropolitan
area will tack the new Federal com-
mission tax to their present box
office tariffs rather than use the levy
as a peg on which also to hang a
price boost for patrons. )

This decision, it was reported, was

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
M'asJiington—The national defense

tax bill became a law yesterday, Presi-
dent Roosevelt affixing his signature
to the measure which, among other
things, proi'ides for a 10 per cent
tax on all theater admissions above 20
cents. Increased levies provided in the
law run for five years.

reached yesterday. Consideration of
the tax problem out-of-town was
understood to be continuing, but it

was learned that circuit execs, have
(Continued on Page 8)

Tliee-Point liclcet

Plan Drafted by IRB

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A three-point plan

embodying substantially the same
method as outlined to The Film
Daily by Capt. John Bliss of the
Internal Revenue Bureau's admis-
sion tax section was announced yes-
terday by Commissioner Guy Hel-

(Continued on Page 7)

Chicago Theaters to Pass
New Levy Along to Patrons

Chicago—The new Federal admis-
sion levy generally will be passed
along to patrons of theaters here,
checkup disclosed yesterday.
The B & K and Warner circuits,

Allied theaters and other leading
(Continued on Page 8)

20th-Fox Spanish
Post Given Krier

Appointment of R. A. Krier as gen-
eral manager in Spain for 20th-Fox was
announced yesterday. Krier had form-
erly been the company's manager in Ger-
many, and more recently was assistant

European manager under Ben Miggins.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Close Chg.

6%Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. . ,

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO New
RKO S6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low
6% 6%

171/2 161/2 161/2 + 1/4

634 63'8

271/2 126
6% + Vs

126 — 1

9% 9'/8

241/8 235/8

93/8 + 38
235/8 — Vl

51/8

71/4 7

27/8 23/4

361/4 36
6

1/2
6 1/4

71

23.
70
2I/4

7 — 1/8

2%
361/4 + 1/4

6I/2 + 3/8

70" —'5"
238

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i2s46 102 102 102
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s35
Para. Picts. cv. 3i4s47

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts Vi 1/2 V:

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 97
Trans-Lux 1

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

93-^

1

9% + Vs
1

"Jupiter Laughs" May
Have Toronto Opening

Toronto—Warners, which follows
a policy of backing stage produc-
tions with a view to value as film
material, has been in touch with the
Royal Alexander Theater here in re-

gard to having Dr. A. J. Cronin's
new play, "Jupiter Laughs," given
its North American premiere in this

city.

4-A's Said in Financial
Straits Due to lATSE Fight

The AAAA was reported last night
to be facing a financial crisis, as a
result of its last summer's fight with
the lATSE, with reorganization ex-
pected to be the outcome. The 4-A's
is reported as owing between $30,-
000 and $40,000 to its subsidiary
unions.

Equity and SAG were stated last
night to be considering a plan to

wipe out the parent body's debt in

the hope the 4-A's could weather the
financial situation through its regu-
lar per capita assessment on every
actor in the country.

Pressing for a decision one way
or another on a plan drawn up for
the AAAA unions which calls for
a consolidation of offices and other
operating economies, the four A's is-

sued instructions yesterday that all

member unions have their reports
ready in 23 days.
Reports indicate that there is op-

position in Equity to the plan in

its present form and the rumored
Equity dissension on the question
may indicate a general disapproval
of the plan in its present form al-

though no recommendations either

way have been made yet by any
AAAA union.
At the regular meeting yesterday

of the Equity Council, the commit-
tee studying the plan failed to turn
in its report. 'The report is now
scheduled to be handed down at the

next Council meeting in two weeks.
Laurence Beilenson Coast attorney
for the SAG, appeared at the Coun-
cil meeting with several recommen-
dations, but their nature was not dis-

closed.

Terry-Toon Studio Closes
July 3-15 for Vacations

Terry-Toon studios. New Rochelle,
will close July 3 for the vacation
period, resuming activity on July
15. Staff of more than 100 thus will

vacation simultaneously.
When the vacation period starts

Paul Terry's organization will have
three pictures, including two Tech-
nicolor subjects, completed for
Twentieth Century-Fox release in
the new season; five more cartoons
will be in various stages of produc-
tion.

SPAG Membership Raps
Labor Act Amendments

Resolutions condemning House ap-
proval of the so-called Smith amend-
ments to the National Labor Rela-
tions Act on the ground that they
"have the effect of emasculating la-

bor's Bill of Rights," have been au-
thorized by the Screen Publicists
and Advertisers Guild membership,
the Guild disclosed yesterday.

In the resolutions, the Guild "de-
mands" that the U. S. Senate re-
ject "all such anti-union legislation
now pending or in the future, and
that it conduct itself with an eye
to the interests of labor, and not to
labor's employers."

Sussman Using Triples

At Chicago's Adelphi

Chicago—While the 16 Northwest-
ern indies are holding to the duals
plan, eliminating triples, Ludwig
Sussman, Adelphi owner and Illi-

nois Allied director, is featuring trip-

les at his Northside house. B & K
is continuing triples at the Belmont.
The Rio Theater not only is using
triples, but is tossing in an encyclo-
pedia for good measure; admission
is 15 cents.

Only 15 houses offered premiums
during the past week, while the thea-
ters giving book sets narrowed down
to a half dozen houses.

Norman Corwin on Coast
To Write Rogers Script

West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Norman Corwin, au-

thor and director of radio programs,
has arrived to write the screenplay
of "Two On An Island" which Erich
Pommer will produce for RKO. It

will star Ginger Rogers. Corwin
started his writing career as ra-

dio editor of the Springfield Repub-
lican and has been associated with
various air programs including
"Rhymes and Cadence," "Poetic Li-

cense" and "Norman Corwin's Jour-
nal."

Mancuso Suit Dismissed;
"No Cause," Rules Court

Suit of William Mancuso for $250,-
000 against Charles Casanave, Na-
tional Screen Accessories, National
Screen Co., Inc., Exhibitors Poster
& Supply Co., Advertising Acces-
sories, Inc., American Display Corp.,

and others, was dismissed yesterday
by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Peter Schmuck for failure to state

a cause of action. Plaintiff charged
a conspiracy to monopolize trailer

services throughout New England.

Small Mich. Towns Use
More Shorts, Newsreels

Detroit—Reports from upstate in-

dicate a definite trend toward use
of more and more shorts and news-
reels by small town operators, con-
firming the trend toward newsreel
emphasis in larger Detroit houses.

Patriotic Shorts in All

WB Theaters on July 4

Warner circuit's 460-odd theaters
will play one of the company's pa-
triotic Technicolor two-reelers on
their July 4 programs, it was said
yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, War-
ner theater chief. Managers will

make selections from 12 available.

GTE To Pay 20 Cents

Directors of General Theaters
Equipment Corp. yesterday declared
a dividend of 20 cents per share on
the capital stock, payable July 15

to stockholders of record July 8.

COminG and Goinc

S. R. CLACGETT, manager of B & K Belmont
Theater. Chicago, is on a vacation motor trip

to Salt Lake City v^ith his family.

BEN MICGINS, continental European man-
ager for 20th-Fox, and MRS. MIGGINS, arrived
yesterday from Lisbon on the Clipper.

HOYT HADDOCK, executive secretary of
ACVA, goes to the Coast the latter part of

this v^eek.

LAURENCE BEILENSON, attorney foA ),

Screen Actors' Guild, is here from Hollyv.
'

WALTER COULD, United Artists foreign exec
flies to Mexico today on the first lap of ;

Central American, Caribbean and South Amer
ican trip that will take two to three months

OSCAR SERLIN returned yesterday from tht

Coast.

BRENDA JOYCE and RICHARD GREENE wii

attend the world premiere of 20th-Fox' "Mary-
.and" in Baltimore on July 10.

CHARLES EINFELD left Chicago last night

for the Coast; he addressed a theater opera-
tors' meeting in the Windy City yesterday.

Larry Darmour Signs
Ellery Queen Authors

irest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL)
Hollywood—Larry Darmour ha

signed a contract with Manfred B
Lee and Frederick Danny, authoi
of the Ellery Queen detective stor-

ies, and the weekly Transcontinen-
tal radio program, CBS. They will

come to Hollywood July 15 and work
on the first of the "Ellery Queen"
series to be produced by Darmour
for Columbia release. Production is

expected to start on the first late

in August.

Republic Little Rock
Franchise to Bromberg

Sources close to Republic's home
office confirmed yesterday that
Arthur C. Bromberg of Atlanta,,

prexy of Republic Pictures of the

Southeast, holder of Republic fran-

chise for the Memphis territory, has
acquired in addition the Republic
franchise for the Little Rock terri-

tory, formerly held by B. F. Busby.

GWTW to Continue Chi. Run
Chicago — Emil Stern, Essaness

circuit, prexy, says GWTW run will

continue at the Loop Woods Theater, i

instead closing this week, as demand
for seats has picked up tremendous-
ly-

From
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Begin 16 MM.

Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

in favor of stopping' the licensing
of theii' prodvict for 16 mm. opera-
tors, except when the pictures are
lUsed for schools, shut-ins and strict-

b' .non-competitive showings.
Vhibitors have been critical of

^^ersal, Monogram, RKO and
Paramount in the 16 mm. situation.

M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox do not
^license their product, it was said.

The Allied committee named to as-

sist in solving the problem is com-
posed of Harrold, of Indiana, Sid-
ney Samuelson, of Eastern Penn-
sylvania, and Ray Branch of Mich-
igan. They plan to set up the me-
chanics for the elimination of the
practice and then hold conferences
Jwith distributors.
i Harrold said there were 120 situ-

ations in Indiana showing 16 mm.
pictures for admissions, operating
in direct competition to regular the-

jaters. The menace, he said, was far
jgreater than the industry realized

st> jLocal 143 Receivership
"^*Costs Union $43,639

1

I
St. Louis — Receiverships come

high—even for labor unions. This
jlwas indicated by the receivers' final

(report for Local 143, Operators, ac-

Icepted by Circuit Judge Ernest F.
Oakley. Final report of the receiv-

lers showed that the Local's assets
decreased $27,133 during the 15

j

months of receivership. Cash on
[hand decreased from $50,658 to $12,-

025, while stock and bonds increased
from $49,500 to $61,000.

Legal fees paid to Robert A. Roes-
sel, attorney for a group of mem-
bers, Frank P. Aschemeyer, counsel
for receivers, and James A. Mc-
JKeown, one of the co-receivers,

amounted to $43,639—almost equal

to the entire amount of cash on hand
when the receivership was started.

William M. Brandt, secretary of the

Central Trades and Labor Union,
i and the other receiver, declined any
' fee. Roessel was awarded $41,639,

Aschemeyer, $12,000 and McKeown,
$5,000.

Cohen in Legit. Venture

First legit, play to be produced
by Boyar Associates, in which Max
Cohen is interested, will be "Bang-
tails," by Henry Misrock and Sol

Rosen, latter editor of Daily Racing
Guide.

Opera and Concerts
As Chi. Opposition

Chicago — The competitive pace is

quickening for exhibs. here. Opera sea-
son started in Ravlnia Park last night,

and during the next six weeks, will pull

North Shore theatergoers. The Grant
Park concerts, which annually attract

thousands, start Saturday. Latter are

backed by the Chicago District Park
Board and James Petrillo, new A F of M
prexy.

ALCNe TUti

WITH PHIL M. DALTi
T T

• • • SERVICE to Democracy on the part of filmland

has been great indeed Today, with powerful and dangerous

systems openly avowing their objectives to be the abolition

of liberal institutions from the face of the earth the service

which theatermen in particular can render in the preservation of

Freedom is inestimable To them is given a rare opportunity

to hold high the torch and thus shed more light on the value of

the American way among all in America

T T T
« • • HOW best can the theatermen of the nation serve

this nation? By showing on their screeyis as often as

they can the available supply —and an excellent sup-

ply it is— of patriotic shorts The time such shorts re-

quire for presentation on the film program is small

the results valuable beyond reckoning In propounding the

thesis that the theaterman is the key to achieving this end

it is well to reflect that it avails Jiothing for producers to

make patriotic shorts unless circuits and exhibitors at large

play them The producers certainly have done their part

fully It remains for the exhibition field to do its part

fully

T T
• • • NO group of shorts in motion picture history can

compare in production and emotional values with the tab reels

on patriotic themes To urge outlets to play them is only

urging them to play the best Every film program should contain

one as a continual practice and special emphasis should be

placed on such shorts in connection with the Fourth of July

T T
• • • RECIPROCITY as a good principle didn't die

with William Howard Taft Witness for example, this week's

generous interchange of services 'twixt filmland and the local

World's Fair Tonight at the Glass Center o'er on the

Flushing Meadows Miss Gloria Swanson and your scribe,

Phil M. Daly will act as two of the seven judges in

selecting the "New York World's Fair Cinderella" from the

even dozen of eligible gals whose pulchritude must be suf-

ficiently related to handsome form of foot to warrant her

wearing the glass slippers symbolic of victory The

Swanson-Daly combo will have plenty of expert re-enforcements

to enable them to arrive at a just decision for Alfred

Cheney Johnston, Dean Cornwall, McCelland Barclay, Arthur

Anderson and Harry Conover will also cast their appraising

orbs and ballots during the judging processes

V
• • • GENEROUS to a fault in the matter of reciprocity

the World's Fair despite the fact that it harbors the secret

suspicion that local pix palaces cut into its attendance (and

vice versa) immediately gave filmland a good AIphonse-Gaston

"break" or rather the Borden Exhibit did by making avail-

able to Producer Gene Towne for his new RKO Radio opus, "Little

Men" the World's Fair glamour girl, Elsie the bovine beauty

who'll play the role of "Buttercup" when the aforementioned fea-

ture goes before the cameras soon Ah, there's nothing like co-

operation 'tw^ixt filums and the Fair!

Sf. Louis Indies Asl(

$10 Operators Cut

(Continued from Pai/c 1)

have complained that they have been
losing from $100 to $200 a week be-
cause of the terrific slump in busi-
ness that has followed increased war
activity on the radio.

Robert Thomsen, business agent
for Local 143, denied that the union
had flatly rejected the proposed Sum-
mer wage cut. He said the union
had informed Fred Wehrenberg that
the operators were willing to take a
10 per cent Summer reduction if the
5-21/^-21/^ per cent increases provided
for in the new contract with the St.
Louis Amusement Co. were accepted
by the indies.

A parity clause was provided in
the new contracts between F & M
and St. Louis Amusement Co. to the
effect those corporations would get
the benefit of any wage cuts granted
by Local 143 to the indies and would
not have to grant increases if the
indies did not.

F <& M Policy Shift Seen
Answer to Indie Merger

St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco has
switched the policy for the St. Louis
and Missouri. The former replaces
the Missouri as the subsequent run
to follow the 5,000-seat Fox and the
Ambassador, the downtown deluxer.
Prices will be 20-25-35 at both,
furnishing stiff competition for the
second and subsequent run houses.

In the trade, the rearrangement
in schedules is regarded as the F & M
answer to the recent consolidation
of the houses operated by Fred
Wehrenberg and Clarence Kaimann.
The new Greater Independents Cir-

cuit has 25 units. Wehrenberg and
Kaimann are huddling with the own-
ers of some 35 other independent
houses in an effort to bring them into
their combination.

« « « » » »

Cumberland Amusement
Buys Three Properties

McMinnville, Tenn.—Cumberland
Amusement Co., by the purchase of
the Mecca and Palace Theaters in
Crossville from William Garrison
and the Dayton Theater, in Dayton,
from E. M. Williamson, has com-
pleted ownership of movie theaters
and buildings occupied by them in

Sparta, Crossville, Dayton, South
Pittsburgh, Winchester, Tullahoma,
Fayetteville, Pulaski, McMinnville,
and Franklin.

This Sour Bough Pix
Ain't About AlasUa

Paramount, via its new short, "Dang-
erous Dollars," produced by authority of
the U. S. Treasury Dept., Is out to see
that no "sour dough" goes over B'way
bo. counters. Company is holding spe-
cial screenings of the tab reel today
at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. In its projec-
tion room for pix cashiers of all Great
White Way stands. Reel exposes counter-
feiters and forgers, and reveals how to

detect cockeyed coin. Subject will be
released nationally next Friday.



UNITED ART

in co-operation with th

$'

proudly announces NATL

%^

A week devoted to the

exhibition of notable pictures

from the unbroken record of

Korda- produced film suc-

cesses. These showings will be

held in all key cities of the

United States in appreciative

recognition of Korda's extend-

ed production activities, which

now includeHollywood as well

as London. National Alexander

Korda week begins June 27th.

ORDA'S GREATEST TRIUMPH "TB

NOW REING COMPLETED IN H



ORPORATION

exhibitors of America:

•iO

ALEXANDER KORDA WEEK

National Alexander Korda week features this Blue

Ribbon list of screen achievements:

The Private Life of Henry VIII

Catherine the Great Elephant Boy

The Scarlet Pimpernel Storm in a Teacup

Sanders of the River Drums

The Ghost Goes West The Divorce of Lady X

With these Korda screen stars and discoveries:

i Charles Laughton • Merle Oberon • Vivien Leigh

Robert Donat • Elizabeth Bergner • Laurence Olivier

Wendy Barrie • Ralph Richardson • Binnie Barnes

Leslie Howard • Raymond Massey • Sabu • Paul Robeson

EF OF BAGDAD" i„ TECHNICOLOR

OOD for SEPTEMBER RELEASE
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20th-Fox's Dutch

Biz at 60 Per Cent

(.Continued fmm I'aiir 1)

can distribs. will not be able to op-
erate in occupied territories in Eu-
rope.

Hutchinson would not hazard a

forecast on the monetary question,
stating that nobody had sufficient

information at this time to formu-
late a definite opinion.

Hutchinson, Irving Maas and Les-
lie Whelan, met Ben Miggins, con-
tinental European manager for the
company, when he arrived yesterday
from Lisbon on the Clipper.

Miggins, who was accompanied by
his wife, stated that the company's
European policy for the future was
largely dependent on the course of
world events and home office confer-
ences with Hutchinson and other
20th-Fox execs. He expressed the
opinion that it was not likely the
majority of the distribs. would move
from their temporary headquarters
in Bordeaux unless it was feasible
to return to Paris, or it was neces-
sary to establish headquarters else-

where.
He would not express an opinion

on the future of the film business in

France, but concurred with Hutchin-
son in expressing the belief that
there was no reason now to think
that film companies would not be
able to continue operations in the
entire country. Miggins had no
coinment when asked about Italy.

How long he will stay here and
his future plans are entirely in-

definite, pending a clarification of

the European situation, Miggins
said.

Gulf States Exhibs. Keep
War Shots In Newsreels

New Orleans—Gulf States' the-
aters in all probability will continue
to serve their audiences as many
war shots in their newsreels as they
can get, a survey of exhib. opinion
here yesterday showed.

Both important theater circuit ex-
ecutives and indies declared that
they had received no audience kick-
back on either the horror or monot-
ony of war scenes but, on the con-
trary, found that audiences were
eager to see what was going on in

the war.
One exhib. pointed out that radio

listeners were keeping tuned with
radio stations and listening to news
programs which were generally re-

peats of what had been said hours
earlier, apparently not objecting to

the rehashes.
"It's pretty much the same with

films," he explained.

Pre-Release Dates for "Anne"
"Anne of Windy Poplars" has

been set for pre-release engagements
Friday, at the Oriental, Chicago, and
Palace, Cleveland.

^ REVIEWS Of THE REUI HimS v^
"The Captain is a

Lady"
wilh Charles Coburn, Beulah Bondi,

Virginia Grey
Metro 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-PLAYED FILM
BASED ON RACHEL CROTHERS' "OLD
LADY 31.

"

"The Captain Is a Lady," based on
Rachel Crothers' "Old Lady 31," directed
by Robert Sinclair under the supervision of

producer Frederick Stephani, looks to be
the first of a series of yarns about an old

sea-dog and his wife of thirty years, and
the folk of their little fishing village. Charles
Coburn and Beulah Bondi play the lead

characters, and do an excellent job.

The story deals with the efforts of Cap-
tain Abe Peabody (Charles Coburn), re-

tired captain of a fishing schooner to keep
the town money lender from taking his

home for non-payment of a mortgage. With
utter disregard for the law, he sells his

interest in his boat for the second time and
moves with his wife into a home for retired

ladies, where he is promptly labeled "Old
Lady 31."

In time his evil deed catches up with him.

Only a storm at sea, and his salvage of a

fishing vessel save him, and returns his

home. The cast is exceptionally good.

Helen Broderick, Billie Burke, Helen West-
ley and Marjorie Main all residents of the

ladies home, give good performances. Dan
Dailey, Jr., is a new face. He is very fresh

and has that naturalness which stamps the

good performer. Camera work by Leonard
Smith and art direction by Cedric Gibbons
are excellent.

CAST: Charles Coburn, Beulah Bondi,

Virginia Grey, Helen Broderick, Billie Burke,

Dan Dailey, Jr., Helen Westley, Marjorie

Main, Cecil Cunningham, Clem Bevans,

Francis Pierlot and Tom Fadden.

CREDITS: Producer, Frederick Stephani;

Director, Robert B. Sinclair; Based on play

"Old Lady 31" by Rachel Crothers and novel

by Louise Forsslund; Screenplay, Harry Clork;

Cameraman, Leonard Smith; Art Director,

Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Harry McAfee;
Editor, Frank Hill; Musical Score, Bronislau

Kaper.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

^ FOREIGn ^

'Carmen"
(Spanish dialogue, English titles)

Azteca Films 95 Mins.

DAILY NEWS: Far and away the
best picture the 48th St. Theater has
had from Spain.

NEW YORK TIMES: Imperio Ar-
gentina, outstanding actress of the
Spanish screen, is more captivating
than ever in this film.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Florian

Rey. PLAYERS: Imperio Argentina, Rafael

Rivelles, Manuel Luna.

'Mad Men of Europe" "Land of Six Guns"
with Edmund Gwenn, Mary Maguire,

Paul von Hernreid

Columbia 73 Mins.

STRONG INDICTMENT OF NAZISM
POSSESSES HIGHLY EFFECTIVE MELO-
DRAMATIC PUNCHES.

As timely as Page One of today's news-
paper, and a possibly unhappy forecast of

the shape of things to come, this English

offering is a strong indictment of Nazism.
From the exploitation standpoint, where
local sentiment is not anti-war, the picture

is a natural, permitting striking campaigns.
The players are able, and get the most

out of the tensely melodramatic story which
concerns an invasion of England by bombers
and parachute troops. Mary Maguire, Ed-

mund Gwenn, Paul von Hernreid, Richard

Ainley, Desmond Tester and Geoffrey Toone
are prominent in the cast. Albert De Cour-
ville directed.

Hernreid, a spy, establishes a radio sta-

tion in the attic of Miss Maguire's home
under the pretense of helping her brother.

Tester, build an amateur set. She falls

for him and is about to give up her fiance,

Toone, when her father, Gwenn, and her

older brother, Ainley take preventive

steps.

Shortly afterward, bombers sweep down
on England and chute troops capture the

house. Toone rescues Mary and Tester

later after her father has been killed and
their home blown up.

CAST: Edmund Gwenn, Mary Maguire,

Paul von Hernreid, Geoffrey Toone, Rich-

ard Ainley, Desmond Tester, Carl Jaffe,

Meinhart Maur, Mavis Villiers, Mark Les-

ter, Norah Howard, John Wood.

CREDITS: Producer, Neville E. Neville;

Director, Albert De Courville; Screenplay,

Ian Hay and Edward Knoblock; From a play

by Guy de Maurier; Cameramen, Mutz
Greenbaum and Henry Davis; Editor, Lister

Laurence.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"U" Releasing "Fugitive"

W. A. Scully, general sales man-
ager for Universal, announced yes-
terday the company is releasing
"The Fugitive," for national distri-

bution Friday. Picture, British-pro-
duced, stars Ralph Richardson and
Diana Wynyard, and is an adapta-
tion of the Frederick Laurence
Green novel, "On The Night Of The
Fire." Direction was by Brian Des-
mond Hurst and Josef Somlo pro-

duced.

Kutisker House Completed
Morris Kutisker's new Beacon

theater at 40th Ave. and 10th St.,

Long Island City, opens tomorrow,
one month ahead of schedule.

Amusement Supply Co., Inc., had
the construction contract, also sup-
plied all decorations, furnishings
and projection equipment.

James Hone Hospitalized

Portland, Ore.—James Hone, sec-

retary of the MPTO of the North-
west, has been remanded to the hos-
pital for observation.

with Jack Randall, Louise Stanley,

Glenn Strange
Monogram 54 Mins

ROUTINE WESTERN HAS SUFFICIENT
ACTION TO MAKE IT INTERESTING.

Latest of Monogram's series withA -k

Randall, this release has sufficient \9'-\^n
and speed to make it interesting for the
western fans. The story has nothing novel
or new in the way of plot, but it has been
kept moving at a lively pace by Director
Raymond K. Johnston. Jack Randall ..

supported by Louise Stanley, Glenn Strange
and Bud Osborne. George Chesebro and
Steve Clark are the principal villains in the

piece.

Randall buys a ranch near the Mexican
border, expecting to live a peaceful exist-

ence. However, he soon discovers that

cattle are being smuggled from Mexico into

this country across his ranch. Arrested by
the gang on false charges, he is locked up,

but Miss Stanley and his pal, Strange, re-

lease him. Randall makes short work of the

villains once he catches up with them, and
the sheriff arrives in time to arrest the

whole gang.

CAST: Jack Randall, Louise Stanley, Glenni
Strange, Bud Osborne, George Chesebro,.

Steve Clark, Frank LaRue, Kenneth Dun-
can.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Webb; Direc-

tor, Raymond K. Johnston; Screenplay, Tomt
Gibson; Cameramen, Edward A. Kull andl

William Hyer; Editor, Robert Golden.

DIRECTION. Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

"Hot Steel"
with Richard Arlen and Andy .Devine

Universal 61 Mins.

MILD PROGRAMMER WITH A STEEL
MILL BACKGROUND AND COMEDY RE-
LIEF BY ANDY DEVINE.

Against a background of assorted steelj

mill shots and boarding house comedy, Uni-
versal has concocted a drama that should!

please neighborhood audiences. Starting

slowly, the film later is enlivened with a'

couple of murders, some double-crossing'

and some pretty good comedy by Andy De-
vine.

Richard Arlen is cast as a metallurgist!

who discovers a new alloy process which is

stolen by the two-timing wife of his fore-

man and turned over to a competing steeB

firm. Arlen is accused of murder but, with!

Andy's help, is able to clear himself andj

recover the formula.

Best scenes are Andy Devine's horse-playi

comedy around his mother's .boarding house.

CAST: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Peggyj

Moran, Anne Nagel, Donald Briggs, Joe(

Besser, Robert Emmet O'Connor, Wadej
Boteler, Edward McWade, William Wayne.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;|

Director, Christy Cabanne; Author, Maurice)

Tombragel; Screenplay, Clarence Upson|

Young; Cameraman, William Sickner.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,|
Good.

Lyric, Bolivar. Damaged
Rochester—Fire of undetermined

origin caused $15,000 damage to the

interior of Samuel Gandel's Lyric
Theater, in nearby Bolivar.



AilOfi to Add Tax
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!x'"-\s. and
iv }s not
jo^ly, a

{Coiitiinicd from Page 1)

'irtually concluded to extend the
aetropolitan tax policy to the field,

i^inal action is anticipated today.
Indie Attitude Not Clear

Just what the tax attitude of indie

and unaffiliated circuits will

clearly defined yesterday,
special meeting of the

TOA directorate has been called for

I'.his morning, and will consider the
,')lan formulated by Prexy Harry
3randt for his own circuit.

I

Of the some 85 Brandt theaters,

^mly about four or five special situa-

tions will either add the tax to ex-

;ant price scales, or reduce prices in

jrder to absorb the tax. The 80 or

,!0 remaining houses, it is learned,

"^ill all boost present prices and then
,idd the Government levy.

Advance in Admish Urged
^ The latter course has strenuous
:)acking in some quarters for two
"'easons. First, it is urged that

scales should be advanced now in

)rder to effect industry prosperity,

ill the way from the processes of

Droduction down through the exhibi-

vion end of the business.

J Secondly, it is contended that if

scales are to be advanced at all, it

feMjinust be now, for to hold admission

j(. prices where they are and add the

tax would be to place the industry in

1 position where it could not equit-

,kbly go to the public later on and
'seek from it a boost in prices. If

this were done, it would mean that

ilm fans would have two successive

scale boosts imposed, and this might
T have a tendency to cut down attend-

ance. The better policy, it is con-

ended, is to effect a jump in scales

:oincident with the new Government
axes taking effect

MP Research Council Sees Neely's Measure
]\ecessary to Curb '^'Totalitarian''' Film Biz

Washington. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Indicating that the Motion Picture Research Council has by no means

abandoned its fight to put across the Neely bill, as passed by the Senate, Mary T. Ban-
nerman, its Congressional lobbyist, told the Housekeepers' Alliance here that control
of the film industry is now "practically totalitarian." The Neely bill, he said, was
designed to curb such control.

The MPRC spokesman charged that producers and their backers determine what
85,000,000 people weekly shall have simultaneously in their movie programs which, she
described as constituting "unified control from top to bottom."

Jules Lapidus Presented
Luggage at Farewell

Short "Educational" Campaign

! With the new 10 per cent levy on
all admissions above 20 cents due to

become effective on Monday, there

was plenty of activity in circuit head-
quarters here yesterday. While it

is generally believed that the public

will accept the national defense tax

without complaint, the short time
for an "educational" publicity and
advertising campaign complicates the

drcuit task.

Pittsburgh—Farewell dinner held
in the Ui-ban Room of the William
Penn Hotel in honor of Jules Lapi-
dus, who was recently promoted from
local branch manager for Universal
to Eastern district manager, was
attended by 254 exchangemen, ex-
hibitors and members of the Variety
Club, which sponsored this affair.

At the speakers' table were: F. J. A.
McCarthy, Eastern sales manager,
for Universal; Dave Miller, district

manager; Pete Dana, who succeeded
Lapidus here; C. J. Latta, chief bark-
er of the Pittsburgh Variety Club,

and Lawrence Lapidus, son of the
guest of honor. Rosy Roswell, radio
commentator, was toastmaster, and
John H. Harris and Harry M. Kal-
mine, co-chairmen of the banquet
committee.
M. A. Rosenberg, president of the

AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania,
Inc., presented Lapidus with a com-
plete set of luggage as a parting
gift in behalf of those present.
Among other out of town guests

who attended were Pete Rosian, Uni-
versal branch manager in Cincinnati,

J. R. Kauffman, Cleveland branch
manager, and Harry Young, Colum-
bus branch manager.

3-Point Ticket Plan
Drafted by Revenue Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

vering, to cover admission tax
changes as it affects changes in

tickets.

The official decision provides:

(1) In all instances where it is

practicable new tickets must be pro-

vided or tickets on hand overprinted
or overstamped; (2) in every case

where the established price of ad-

mission is changed, either new tick-

ets will have to be provided or tick-

ets on hand must be overstamped
or overprinted showing the new ad-

mission price and (3) where the es-

tablished iDrice is not changed, the

commissioner will permit, for a lim-

ited time, until properly printed

tickets can be obtained, the use of

tickets now on hand without show-
ing the new tax, provided the man-
ager or proprietor keeps conspicu-
ously posted at the outer entrance

or near the box-office one or more
signs accurately stating each of the

established prices of admission and
in the case of each such price the

tax due and the sum total.

This official plan will be in effect

as of July 1 and will continue until

new tickets are provided.

«REVI€UJS»
"Swingin' in the Barn"

Universal 19 mins.
Vaudeville Acts and Music

Reel presents a number of diversi-
fied acts. Texas Jim Lewis and his
band; The King Sisters; Fred Scott,
singing cowboy; Lucille Walker, a
singer and dancer; Maidie and Fay,
acrobatic dancers and rope twirlers;
Cousin Chester; Vernon and Draper,
a comedy acrobatic team; Forrest
and Towne, tap dancers; and the Hill
Billyettes, a mixed dancing ensemble,
provide the entertainment.

Labor and Producer Reps.
Continue CCC Strike Talks

letro Assigns Borzage
\^West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Metro has assigned
^'rank Borzage to direct "Flight

'Command" with Robert Taylor.

Rosalind Russell will likely play the

leading feminine role. Scenario has
^'been completed by the authors. Com-
mander Harvey Heaslip and John
Sutherland. Filming will start late

in July.

RKO Rewrites Role
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Role that the late

[Maurice Moscovich was to have
played in RKO's "Dance, Girl,

jDance," has been rewritten for a
woman player and Maria Ouspens-
kaya has been engaged to play it.

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Labor and producer

representatives are continuing nego-
tiations in an effort to settle Central
Casting Corp. employes' strike. In
the meantime Screen Actors' Guild
protested to Central Labor Council
that efforts had been made to per-
suade Guild members to picket studios

and this would jeopardize their hard-
won working conditions. The Coun-
cil in turn attacked the CIO charging
that that organization had been aid-

ing in organizing Screen Office Em-
ployes Guild.

AGVA Trims Personnel

Retrenchment move has been in-

stigated by AGVA to cut down
monthly operating expenses, it was
learned yesterday. Leo Curley, Chi-

cago executive secretary, and Paul
Sander, head of the outdoor division,

were dropped in the move. Ken Dolan
will head the Chicago office and Vito

Melfi will head the outdoor division

for the time being, it was said.

Signs Radio Producer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO has signed the

radio producer, Jules Dassin, to a

term contract as director.

McClintic Sues for 50%
Of Barnes-Sheldon Balm

Action has been started in the

New York Supreme Court by Louis
Nizer, of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin
& Krim, on behalf of Guthrie Mc-
Clintic against Margaret Ayer
Barnes and Edward Sheldon, plain-

tiffs who were awarded a judgment
of $167,531.81 in their plagiarism suit

against Metro over the film "Letty

Lynton."
McClintic, producer of the play

"Dishonored Lady," authored by the

defendants, had a 50 per cent movie
right in the play. Paramount,
through its association with Charles

Frohman, Inc., co-producer of the

play with McClintic, is also a plain-

tiff. Suit seeks 50 per cent of the

award to Barnes and Sheldon.

Halperins' Suit Settled

Suit of I. Hal Halperin and Max
Halperin against the Sanitary Au-
tomatic Candy Corp. was settled by
Louis Nizer, counsel for the Hal-

perins. Suit developed over a claim

for salaries under a written con-

tract the plaintiffs had with the de-

fendant. Settlement was effected

through a revision of contract after

conferences in Nizer's office.

"Curacao— Island of Destiny"
Universal 9 mins.

Fine Travelogue

The island of Curacao in the
Netherlands West Indies is little

known, but it has the seventh busiest
port in the world. Willemstad, the
capital, is a leading trans-shipment
center for the world's products, and
is also a picturesque and beautiful
city. Many old customs used in early
New York still prevail on the island

of Curacao, and the laws in use on
the island are almost as old as its

history. With Holland now under
Nazi rule, fate of this insular posses-
sion is of great importance to this

country.

Kate Smith to Use
More Movie News

Kate Smith will use more news
of film stars on her noonday broad-
casts, it was stated yesterday. Film
studios have been asked to furnish
exclusive releases about their con-

tract players for use on the daily

shows.
Move follows a recent award to

Miss Smith by Louella Parsons for

the radio star's work in developing
friendly relations between the two
industries.

Lorre's Columbia Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The Face Behind the

Mask" will be the first of Peter
Lorre's two pictures for Columbia.
Irmgard von Cube is the author.

Columbia has changed the title of

Jack Holt's next from "Tampered
Evidence" to "The Great Swindle."

Keighley Replaces Curtiz
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros, has as-

signed William Keighley to direct

"Four Mothers," replacing Michael
Curtiz who directed other pix in

the series. Curtiz is busy directing

"Santa Fe Trail."

Fishmans Acquire Site

New Haven—Fishman Theaters,

Inc., has contracted for the purchase

of a large plot of land on Post Road
in Fairfield as a site for a second

house there.
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Tax May Cut Philly

25( Scale to 20(

(Conliiiued from Page 1)

clarify the situation will be held
shortly. Philly Allied, however, is

not likely to act until Sidney Sani-
uclson returns.
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO prexy, was

up-state yesterday conferring on
the tax problem. Exhibs. there now
jietting- 40 cents may raise to 45
cents.

S^^ Louis Area Exhibs.
To Pass Tax Along

St. Louis—Exhibitors generally in

St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois plan to pass the
new Federal admission tax along to

the cash customers. In only a few
instances have theater owners in-

dicated they may absorb the tax.

Most exhibitors feel that with the
war slump the new tax is too stiff

for them to pay from regular gross
receipts.

Film Scouts Will Catch

6 New Plays This Week

Film scouts are scheduled to catch
six tryouts in summer theaters this

week. One is "Two Weeks With
Pay," by Ted Fetter and Richard
Lewine, which began a two-week
engagement at the Ridgeway The-
ater, White Plains on Monday. "Ma-
zeppa," a play by H. M. Milner
based on Lord Byron's poem, opened
at the County Theater, Suffern, also
for two weeks, "The Astonished
Ostrich," the Archie Menzies com-
edy, is being tried out at the Ivory-
ton (Conn.) Playhouse for a week.
Others are "Mum's the Word," a
one-man revue by and with Jimmy
Savo, at the Ogunquit (Me.) Play-
house, and "Poet's Corner," a comedy
by Vincent Price, who also appears
in it, at Skowhegan, Me., and "No,
No, a Thousand Times No," a play of

unannounced authorship, will be pre-
sented Thursday evening at the
Rochester Summer Theater.

Stewart Chaney and Arthur Han-
na, operators of the Red Barn The-
ater in Locust Valley, L. I., will be
visited by film scouts three times
this season. "Les Parents Terribles,"

by Jean Cocteau, is tentatively set

to open July 8; "Port Andrew," by
R. L. Duffus, book reviewer and au-
thor, is slated for the week of July
22, and "Hang on to Love," by Lynn
Riggs, which Arthur Hopkins will

stage, is set for Aug. 19.

Chicago Theaters to Pass
New Levy Along to Patrons

(.Continued from Page 1)

operators told The Film Daily that
they proposed to follow such a
course.

All ticket companies here are pre-
paring for day and night service to

the trade to supply new tickets.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • lulrodncing Intcresthig VersonaVit'ies • • •

J

AWSON HARIS. Born in Evansville, Ind.,

^ Evansville and Chicago. Attended Chicago
to be an architect. With the 445th Engineers,

serving in Europe for 18 months. Entered pic-

ture industry in 1920 in Australia. Under firm

name of Lawson Maris Productions, produced
features for four years for Austral Super Films.

Was among first companies in Australia to use

artificial light in the making of pictures. Joined

Colonel W. M. Selig, making shorts and fea-

tures. Went to England, where he made chiefly

commercial pictures. For past four and a half

years has been head of Cartoon Films, Ltd.

in addition to its various theatrical cartoon sub-

jects, Cartoon Films, Ltd., has produced 38
advertising color cartoons. Height, 6 ft.

1897. Attended school in

Technical College, studying

Cinecolor Filling Color
Reduction Print Orders

ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Walter 0. Gurlohn,

Inc., New York, has placed large
orders for 16 mm. color reduction
prints of 16 different cartoons with
Cinecolor, Inc. Several already have
been delivered.
The U. S. Motion Picture Co. has

completed seven playlets for the Dr.
Pepper Co. and has placed orders
with Cinecolor for 150 prints of each.
The prints are to be distributed be-
fore the end of June.
Ross Fisher, ASC, has photo-

graphed a short, to be processed by
Cinecolor, for Luis White of Mexico
City. The short is to be followed
by a series of feature length films,

also to be done by Cinecolor.
Howard Anderson, Hollywood pho-

tographer, has been in Manila four
weeks making plans for 12 short
subjects to be processed by Cine-
color. Equipment and film is now
en route to Anderson aboard the
President Taft.

No Direct Industry Tax
In New Canadian Levy

(Continued from Page 1)

ers owing to the heavily increased
income tax and its extension to
lower brackets, and also by the ex-
pected sharp increase in many clas-

ses of commodities as a result of
taxation.

"People who have to pay more
for their motorcars and radios, as
well as for their cigars and cigar-
ettes will have that much less money
to spend on the cinema and other
forms of amusement'' yesterday epi-

tomized the reaction of local the-
ater managers.

Drop La. Bill to Limit

5c Pix to Juves Under 15

(Continued from Page 1)

tile mind of Sen. Nicholas Carbajal,
who also thought that free phones
in theaters would be just ducky. He
later withdrew this thought.

All-RKO Radio Bill

On Music Hall Screen

All-RKO Radio screen bill has
been set for the Radio City Music
Hall, opening tomorrow. Feature
is the Towne-Baker "Tom Brown's
School Days," which has its world
premiere. Also on the bill are the
Walt Disney short, "Donald's Dog
Laundry," an "Information Please"
unit with Ruth Gordon as the guest
guesser, and Pathe News in part.

S-W Drops Some Philly

Duals; No General Shift

(Continued from Page 1)

were the governing factor in any
changes made effective in the S-W
chain.

Philadelphia reports described the
shifts there as a "Summer economy
move," business there feeling the ef-

fects of both the weather and the
unending war crises.

Million Reduction in Roxy
Theater Assessment Asked

Petition for a reduction of as-
sessments for 1940-41 was filed yes-
terday in N. Y. Supreme Court by
Roxy Theater, Inc. against the New-
York tax commission. The applica-
tion asks a reduction of from $4,-

100,000 to $3,025,000 on the grounds
that the valuation placed on the
theater is excessive. Justice Sam-
uel I. Rosenman ordered a hearing
for Sept. 23.

Bob Hope In St. Louis P.A.

St. Louis—Bob Hope will make a

p.a. at F & M's Fox Theater the week
of July 6.

Synod Keeps Theater Ban^ But May Okay
''High Order'' Pix for College Students

Grand Rapids. Mich.—The Synod of the Christian Reformed Church in session here

renewed its theater ban, but considered the possibility of providing an opportunity for

students of Calvin College, located here, to see films of a "high order."

H€LLy>VCCD

i^^ By RALPH WILK =
—HOLLYWCX)D

PARAMOUNT will send a company of

' 100, including cast and crew, to C -.-

lottesville, Va., to film a large parck;le

"Virginia" in Albermarle County. Pix will

star Madeleine Carroll, now in Europe, and

Fred MacMurray and will be photographed
in Technicolor by Producer-Director Edward
H. Griffith. It's a modern-day story

scripted by Virginia Van Upp. Troupe
leaves here July 10, arriving in Charlottes-

ville in time for shooting to start July 15.

• •
A CTUAL scenes of Gauchos rounding up
'^ cattle and throwing them through the

use of bolas instead of lassoes, are now be-
ing taken by a special sound and camera
crew on the Pampas of the Argentine for

"Down Argentine Way," which Irving Cum-
mings will direct for 20th Century-Fox.

• •
EDWARD G. ROBINSON'S latest Warner
^ picture will reach the screen under the

title, "Dispatch From Reuters." Picture

bore the working title, "The Man From
Fleet Street."

• •
THE entire pack of hunting dogs of the

Eastern Shore Hunt Club, famous
throughout the South, will be used by Ed-

ward H. Griffith in the hunt scenes of

"Virginia," which he will produce and di-

rect for Paramount studios.

• •
PRODUCER Edward Finney has completed
' casting on the next two Ritter musical

westerns, "Arizona Frontier" and "Rain-

bow Over the Range." Both of these pic-

tures will be made entirely on location in

Prescott, Ariz.

• •
rVELYN EATON, author of "Quietly My
^ Captain Waits," novel purchased some
months ago by Warner Bros, for $40,000,

will arrive here from New York Aug. 1

to work on the screenplay.

• •
A FTER many title changes, Republic's

"^ current top-budget film, starring John

Wayne, Sigrid Gurie and Charles Coburn,

will be released as "Three Faces West."
• •

POLLOWING a procedure he inducted long

' ago, whereby all screen casts under his

directorial wing are balanced with one or

two excellent stage players just brought into

the business, William Seiter has signed

Eugene Murphy for a role in "Hired Wife," '

which Seiter is currently megaphoning for

Universal. Seiter discovered Murphy while

the latter was playing with a road company
of "Tobacco Road."

• •

I

UCIA LaCERTE, New York commercial

'~ model recently signed by Warners to a

term contract, has been re-tagged Lucia

Carroll.

• •
MTHEY KNEW WHAT THEY WANTED,"

' original title of the late Sidney How-

ard's Pulitzer Prize play, has been selected

as the final title of RKO Radio's screen

version starring Carole Lombard and Charles

Laughton.
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Stanley-Warner to Add Tax, Won't Drop Prices
Editorial

'ALL

Good Pix—
. . . hotc about it?

By CHESTER B. BAHN -^^

LLIED Leaders Charge Dearth of Good

iiBack Up Product with Right Kind of Adver-

iltising." This industry "headline of the

iweek" appeared in THE FILM DAILY for

June 20. The story quoted Allied leaders

ias charging that the dearth of top quality

roduct had been particularly noticeable

^uring the last three months, with the fur-

gther accusation that while the producer-

jdistributors were quick to co-operate with

their own theaters in putting over product,

indie exhibs. were ignored and left to shift

!for themselves in selling product.

ip

— • —
JIF the situation thus summarized by Allied

I'
leaders exists—and thus far neither Holly-

(wood nor New York has made answer—this

jindustry presently is in for a helluva time

i

until remedial steps are determined and

made effective.

,
Certainly, now if ever, there is urgent de-

,mand for quality product, and the company
Iprepared to deliver it, tell exhibitors about

|it, and follow through with sales assistance

will CASH IN.

Much has been said of late about Holly-

wood's need for added dollars from the

domestic market, and about the exhibitor's

responsibility for providing those added dol-

lars. It has been stressed that theater

operators must revert to showmanship's first

principles and sell their programs to the

Nth degree. With all of that there can be

no quarrel. But

—

Before the exhibitor can tackle his job,

he must have something worth while to sell.

yWhich puts it up to Hollywood, as Allied

(leaders, by inference if not directly, did.

I
IT also puts it up to the producer-distribu-

' tor, for if the latter does not manifest

Insufficient
confidence in his product through

(persistent and consistent advertising to the

jtrade, the exhibitor is not apt to be en-

Jthused.

I
And, especially these days, it is vital that

Ithe small exhibitor as well as the large

.1 operator be inspired to do his bit in getting

'that greater domestic revenue. In other

words, there is crying need for extended

trade advertising campaigns, with the later

copy designed specifically for the little fel-

low. He, most certainly, needs the trade

{Continued on Page 2)

i

Some Circuit and Indie

Houses Expected to Up
Prices a Cent or Two

Stanley-Warner will make no cut
in admission prices to absorb the
new Federal admission tax in Phila-
delphia or anywhere else, but in-

stead will add the tax everywhere
to present admission scales.

Joseph Bernhard, general man-
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters, thus
officially defined the Warner posi-

tion yesterday. It was the first

on-the-record announcement of pol-

icy by a major circuit operator.

"I consider it a patriotic obliga-

(Contiiuted on Page 6)

M of T to Remain

In Feature Field

The March of Time will definitely

stay in the feature production field,

and in the future will produce two
features a year, it was learned yes-

terday. Executives are now working
on several story ideas for their next
production, with all pix to be based

(Continued on Page 4)

4A Calls Burlesque Actor

Strike to Aid Theater Crafts

Possibility of a strongly united

front in New York of all the thea-

trical crafts loomed yesterday when
the AAAA directed its member bur-

lesque actors' union to give every
possible assistance to the extent of

(Continued on Page 8)

''Defense Tax'" Okay
on 21-40C Tickets

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The IRB has approved

the words, "Defense Tax," for printing
on theater tickets covering admissions
in the 21-40 cent price range. It was
explained at the bureau that the defense
tax represented only this division and
that the regular U. S. tax started with
the 41 cent classification.

It is the defense tax that is supposed
to be impounded to be used to retire

the bonds for the liquidation of the

$4,000,000,000 treasury certificates issued

tor defense purposes.
Exhibs. had sought the use of the

"Defense Tax" phrase, it was said.

Fed. Tax Won't Hurl

Attendance—Rodgers

Theater attendance will not be
hurt by the new admission taxes as

the public fully appreciates the de-

fense situation, in the opinion of

William F. Rodgers, Metro sales

chieftain.

Reviewing the tax measure yes-

terday, Rodgers said that he expected
admissions would be advanced in

a number of cases to meet the in-

(Continued on Page 4)

Chaplin Would Impound
"The Dictator" Stills

Application will be made on July
2 by Charles Chaplin and Charles

Chaplin Film Corp. for a Federal

Court order impounding various stills

of the picture "The Dictator" now
(Continued on Page 8)

RepubiicBookings40%Ahead
Aiming Two Gene Autry Pix For "Pi" Stands

GWTW July Withdrawal
Decision Not Definite

Projected plan of Metro to with-

draw GWTW at the end of July with

a view to re-releasing the picture in

January resulted from numerous
conferences that showed the picture

is nearing the saturation point on

(Continued on Page 8)

Tempo of Republic's bookings for

the 1940-41 season was indicated

yesterday when it was learned that,

compared with the same number of

weeks devoted to new season sales

a year ago, sales this present sea-

son are running some 40 per cent

ahead.
In 1939, marketing of the program

began in April, whereas in 1940 it

(Continued on Page 8)

Certain Features Reported
As Being Adopted in Move
For Film Consent Decree

The Trade Practice Code formu-
lated by the industry but spurned
last August by the Department of

Justice to the accompaniment of a

warning that its adoption would
bring new Federal litigation is being
re-examined in connection with pres-

ent moves to settle the New York
equity action via consent decree.

Certain features of the Code, it

was reported yesterday, are being

adopted by the conferees as they

seek to evolve a formula acceptable

to both the Government and the ma-
jors. Disclosure that the scope of

the conversations had been broad-

ened beyond the Department of Com-
(Continned on Page 7)

M & P to Pass On

New Federal Levy

Boston—M & P theaters will pass

the new admission tax on to the pub-

lic and not attempt to absorb the

levy by hiking the admissions. There

had been some talk of a plan where-

by theaters now charging 35 cents

(Continued on Page 7)

Poole Urges Newsreels

To Explain Tax to Public

IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—R. H. Poole, executive

secretary of PCC of ITO has, writ-

ten the sales managers of all dis-

tributing companies suggesting that

the screen's news weeklies carry as

news the fact that the theater-going
(Continued on Page 6)

Feldman's Millbury
House Again Botnhed
Millbury, Mass.

—

The Paradise Theater

was bombed again Tuesday. Police Chief

Fred H. Vulter risked his life to snuff

out two bombs after two other bombs

had torn gaping holes in the rear and

side of the brick structure.

The $50,000 theater, which was bombed
last October at a loss of $15,000, is

owned by Morris Feldman, of Winchen-

don.
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Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd...

Pathe Film

RKO New
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Plot, pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

6
125

6
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6 — %
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5
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71/4
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7
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6 1/4
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21/4
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98 — 1 1/2

5
673/4 — 21/4

71/4 — 'A
71/8 + 1/8

27/8

36 — 1/4

61/4 — 1/4

15% — %
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 lOOVs 100 100 1/8 + Vs
Loew-s deb. 3!/2s46. . IO21/2 IO21/4 IO21/2 + 1/2

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4547

Warner Bros." dbs. 6s48 78 78 78—1
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 9% 91/2 91/2 — %
Trans-Lux 1 1 1

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 57 60

Parkin on Majestic Board

Chicago—Rex Parkin was appoint-

ed to Majestic Radio board yester-

day making seven named by Federal
Judge John Bai-nes. Parkin says the

new board must meet before August
9 as underwriting agreement expires

then. Paramount interests controls

four of the seven directors.

Good Pix—
. . . how about it?

(Continued from Pai/c 1)

press rather than the slick national maga-
zines.

"To sell 'em, tell 'em"—it was never bet-

ter or more timely phrased.

Is A Hied's hidictment to go un-
answered?

For Pix Aid War Charities
Must Get Goldwyn Okay
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—All war charity activi-

ties which, in future, want co-opera-
tion of the motion picture industry
in Hollywood, must have approval
of the Motion Picture Red Cross
Committee, headed by Samuel Gold-
wyn, Y. Frank Freeman, president
of the producers' association, an-
nounced.

"In this manner, we will be able
to co-ordinate all drives for contribu-
tions," said Freeman. "There is con-
fusion and disorder at present be-
cause of good-hearted, but disorgan-
ized, efforts of many individuals to
enlist the industry's aid. In his
capacity as chairman of Red Cross
committee and of war charities for
the industry, Mr. Goldwyn and his
committee will be required to ap-
prove all such requests before studio
co-operation is granted, in addition
to organizing the industry so that it

can do its part to the utmost."

Goldwyn declared that he is pre-
paring an industry-wide organization
embracing every guild, craft and
studio, for immediate action.

May Photo, Projection

Goods Exports Show Drop

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exports of photo-

graphic and projection goods de-
creased in May over the same month
of last year the Commerce
Department reported yesterday. The
May, 1940 figure is $1,294,000 against
$1,650,000 for May 1939, representing
a drop of $356,000.

Figures for five months of the
year ending in May show 1940 fig-

ures at $6,971,000 compared to $8,-

158,000 for 1939 for a drop of $1,-

187,000.

NBC Television Goes On
Summer Schedule Monday

NBC television goes on a Summer
schedule Monday with telecasts Mon-
days through Fridays, instead of the
present Tuesday through Saturday
set-up. Requests from week-ending
tele set owners caused the change.

SETOA Jacksonville Meet
Now Set for July 21-23

Jacksonville, Fla.—Annual conven-
tion of the SETOA here is now defi-

nitely set for July 21-23. Head-
quarters will be at the George Wash-
ington Hotel.

RKO Guests Golfing
Today in Westchester

RKO employes and guests, 200
strong, will tee off this morning at

the two Westchester Country Club
courses, Rye, in their annual tour-

nament. The program starts with
a qualifying round of nine holes for

handicapping purposes and in the

afternoon the battle of the fairways,
bunkers and tigerland gets under
way in earnest.

Late entries include:
George J. Schaefer, W. J. Merrill,

C. C. Doering, Frank Donovan, An-
dre Baruch, George Ronan, Walton
Ament, Lawrence Green, N. Peter
Rathbone, Fred Ehrman, T. P. Dur-
rell, George Parsons, General Har-
bord, Neil Agnew, Jack Alicoate,

Max A. Cohen, Colvin Brown,
Charles L. Casanave, Sam Dembow,
Si Fabian, E. Golden, Leonard Gold-
enson, James Grainger, William Orn-
stein, Abe Montague, Tom Connors,
Leon Netter, Martin Quigley, Ed
Saunders, Grad L. Sears, Murray
Silverstone, Charles P. Skouras,
George P. Skouras, Spyros Skou-
ras, Thanos Skouras, Joe Vogel,
Herman Wobber, H. J. Yates,
Spyros Skouras, Jr., Ken Hallam,
Vincent Trotta, Donald Velde, Mort
Heineman, Anson K. Knowles, Wal-
ter Peterson, P. D. Reis, Ed Dunphy.

Warners Promote Roth
To Buffalo Branch Head

Max Roth, formerly salesman in

Warners' Chicago exchange, has been
promoted to the post of branch man-
ager for the company's Buffalo of-

fice, Roy Haines, Eastern and Can-
adian sales manager, announced yes-
terday.

Roth takes the post vacated by
the promotion of Charles Rich from
Buffalo to Cleveland branch man-
ager two weeks ago.

Phonovision Planning
Early Shooting Start

Production on Phonovision's nic-

kle-in-the-slot movies will start here
within a few days, Frank Orsatti,

co-partner in the Phonovision ven-
ture with Sam Sax, reported yester-
day. He said that Sax was lining

up additional talent.

Orsatti stated that mass produc-
tion of the sets would start as soon
as negotiations with manufacturers
now bidding for the job had been
settled.

Helprin Here on 'Bagdad' Release
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Morris Helprin, pro-

duction assistant to Alexander Kor-
da, yesterday flew to New York to

confer with United Artists executives
on releasing plans for "The Thief
of Bagdad."

Not Extending Theater Script Plan

Chicago—M. D. Yarling of Sears,
Roebuck says the theater script plan
will not be extended for the present.

COminC and GOinG

DEL GOODMAN. Far Eastern manager for
20,h-Fox, has sailed from Tokio en route to
New York.

E. K. 'TED " O'SHEA, of Metro, is due back
at his headquarters in the New York exchange
today after a business trip to Washington and
Charlotte.

ROLAND REED, RKO director. Is at the Wal-
dorf.

JACK BERKSON, of Mohawk Films, lea|l( -

day for Buffalo to attend the wedding V ^ixi
oldest son, Robert S. Berkson.

NORMAN ALLEY is at the Warwick.

LUISE RAINER is stopping at the Ambassador.

rOCAR BERGEN leaves Hollywood Sunday for
a two-week vacation in New York.

W. JOHNSON, president cf Motion Picture
A vertising Service Co., left New York last

night for New Orleans.

JOSEPH MOSKOWITZ, of

for the Coast this week-end.

L. W. CONROW, Altec president, has rc-

furned to the New York headquarters office

after a trip to Chicago and Washington.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant sales

manager, leaves New York tonight for Detroit.

MORRIS HELPRIN arrived here by plane from
the Coast yesterday.

20th-Fox, leaves

Ochs Heads New Midwest
Indie Distrib. Company

Cleveland—Real Art Pictures, Inc.

has just been formed in Ohio with
Herbert Ochs president and general
manager; Nate Gerson, vice-presi-

dent and Richard Deutsch, secretary
and treasurer. The new company
will distribute film throughout the

midwest, at present confining efforts

to Ohio and Kentucky for which
states they have the franchise for

Film Alliance of United States.
Ochs until recently was Vitagraph

manager in Cleveland. Gerson has

been in the independent distribution

i

field in this territory for years,,

while Deutsch heads the Dick DeutschI

Printing Co.

AFC Films Available
To Supplement Broadcasts

Special 16 and 35 mm. films will

be made available to schools as sup-

plementary material to the CBSl
American School of the Air broad-
casts, it was announced by the

American Film Center. The Amer
ican Library Association will co-opet
ate by receiving requests for filmj

and passing them along to the Fill

Center.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

g^ TELEPHONE BILL.



M-G-M SWEEPS
GLOOM AWAY!

P
MORTAL STORM'' BIG!
Held Over 2nd Week Capitol, N. Y. Also

St. Louis, Boston (playing two theatres day

and date) Cleveland, Columbus, Hartford,

New Haven, Philadelphia,Washington, D.C.

and more every day!

and James Stewart

thrill the fans!

'^^^^'^

-5!-<S^

•*:/:

Cfieer l/p America!

"ANDY HARDY
MEETS DEBUTANTE!"
Thank vou Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,

Judy Garland and all the happy Hardy Family

for turning out the most sensational of all

this gold-mine series. It's the show that

they'll thank you for putting on your screen

!

Jeanette MacDonald
and ISlelson Eddy are

together againl

'"NEW MOON"
PREVIEW

GREAT!
It's everything you hoped

for. A magnificent musical

in the M-G^M manner
that's headed for hold'Over

business. Just what the

public wants right now!

jj

Mickey's in top form

and Judy Garland clinches

the box-office draw with

grand songs'.

Remember this!

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE"

IS A SURE-FIRE HIT!

Start now to tease it in lobby and program

and publicity. The Preview guarantees audi-

ence joy. They ate it up! Greer Garson

(Mrs. Chips) Laurence Olivier (Mr. Rebecca)

and a brilliant money cast ! A swell show.
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M of T io Remain

In Feature Field

a iilltillllfil from I'ittlf 1)

on the retelling of comparatively re-

cent news events.
Release of "The Ramparts We

Watch," company's first feature, is

being' rushed so that it can be put
into theaters by July 10 or 11.

Plans are being- discussed for a pos-
sible showing- of the film next week
in Washington, but nothing- definite

has been decided. Next regular is-

sue of M of T will be about the Dutch
East Indies, it was reported.

Westinghouse Unfilled

Orders Still Soaring

Pittsburgh — Unfilled orders of

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.

have continued to rise to new high
levels with incoming- business in

the current quarter maintaining
roughly the rate of gain which was
shown for the first three months this

year, it is asserted by A. W. Rob-
ertson, company chairman.
On March 31, last, Westinghouse

held $82,637,841 of unfilled orders,

and about a month ago the total had
risen to the record level of approxi-
mately $85,000,000, he said, and
added that the rising tide of busi-

ness, as shown in billings and book-
ings, has been accompanied by an
increase in profits. Earnings for

the first three months this year were
$4,041,429 or $1.51 a share. Earn-
ings peak for the company was es-

tablished in 1929, at $27,062,611.

Usher in Korda Week
In N. Y. With 4 Pix

National Alexander Korda week,
which United Artists is sponsoring,
will start in New York June 29 with
the 68th St. Playhouse showing four
Korda productions during the dates
between June 29 and July 2. "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," "The Ghost Goes
West," "The Private Life of Henry
VIII" and "Elephant Boy" will com-
prise the program. The Filmarte,

Los Angeles; Little Theater, New-
ark; Victory, Salt Lake City; Little

Theater, Washington; and Plaza,

Stamford, are among other houses

signed up for the drive.

' » \ ' -v" "-> f From

'%^1^/ THE FILM
DAILY to

V^^~«;?T^rS4'b>*-^"^7 Robert Ellis

/M^tr^^J Walter J. Lynch
Alberta Vaughan

/'^^ • / E. H. Calvert

"t^ J. Rubenstein
H. E. Wappaus

George Boravoy A. M. Manfred!
Agnes Nolan E. C. Palmer

WITH PHIL M. DALYi
T T T

• • • HOLLYWOOD mills grind fast yet exceeding fine

under the current urge of "Off -with the old (season) and on

with the new" On the Paramount lot viewing of rushes of

the Paul Jones production, "The New Yorkers" has the studio

solons in a dither of delight o'er the filum's prowess and poten-

tialities so much so that they're reported going after it promo-

ticnally with both barrels. . . • Report has it that

when Gene Markey gets back to the Hollywood scene from his

current Eastern trek several important musical comedy stars now
appearing on B'way will summarily coast Coastward to appear

in the yet untitled musical feature which Gene will produce for

Para

T T
• • • DAVE Selzjiick onghta feel right pleased over

the letter penned to a biz org. by Opie L. Shelton of the Atlanta

C. of C The biz org. had sent a questionnaire re tourist trade

to town councils, city governments, and C. of C. big-wigs to

determine how vacationists and new biz can be attracted to com-
munities Back came questionnaires and missives asserting

that when Hollywood smiles with its features on U. S. communi-
ties the result is visitor and trade influx Mister Shelton

said that since Mister Selznick made GWTW and premiered

it in Atlanta the city, o'er a span of 10 months, has seen

tourists' requests pour into the C. of C to the tune of an

increase in excess of 400 per cent The Shelton 'thusiasm for

Selznick and GWTW reached its crescendo in the following para-

graph of the letter: "We (meaning Atlanta) have a $5,000,000-

picture going the rounds advertising for us without any

of the 'you-alls' and the rest of that 'southern drawl'

which no Southerner ever heard outside of the movies

and we are reaping huge benefits"

T T
• • • TWO more Warner patriotic shorts will soon emerge

In work is "Young America Flies" and "Service With the Colors"

goes before the cameras this week. . . • Leon Schlesinger maker of

"Merrie Melody" cartoons has received a request from Uncle

Sam's Dept. of the Interior, National Park Division asking for the

privilege of using a series of mirthful scenes from the recently-produced

Schlesinger subject "Cross Country Detours" in which a bear

hits a tourist over the head with a sign reading: "Don't Feed The

Bears" Washington officials were obviously delighted with the

scenes which will be used as posters in National Parks

and featured in an educational campaign pointing out the dangers

of bear-feeding

T T
• • • NEXT month brings into production on the RKO
Radio lot the new Kay Kyser starring and Dave Butler pro-

duced-and-directed vehicle, "You'll Find Out" which is a

sequel to "That's Right, You're V7rong" Said sequel, in addi-

tion to Kay, will have all the members of his ork plus Peter

Lorre and the radio favorites, Ginny Simms, Harry Babbitt, Sully

Mason and Ish Kabibble. . . • "Mexican Spitfire Out West" has

been selected by RKO Radio as title of its next comedy starring

vehicle for Leon Errol and Lupe Velez Cliff Reid is the

producer with Leslie Goodwins directing This is also

a sequel —the predecessor pix being "Girl From Mexico"

and "Mexican Spitfire"

« « « » » »

Fed. Tax Won't Hurl

Attendance—Rodgers
(Continued ixjtn Page 1)

dividual needs of the theaters, but
he does not anticipate any blanket
increase policy to result.

Rodgers, who returned to the home
oflfice yesterday from a business trip
to the Midwest, said that no reduc-
tion in the number of pictures M.,'" i

will make for next season has vSn
discussed or even contemplated due
to current conditions.
The Metro exec, was optimistic

about a general upbeat in biz, point-
ing out that although the first shock
of the war had undoubtedly hurt
theater attendance, every indication
points to an improvement.

Philippine Army Officer
Schooled in Production

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lieut. Jacinto B.

Chong of the Signal Corps of the
Philippine Island Army has arrived
in Hollywood from Manila, P. L, to

take a short course in motion pic-

ture production under the auspices
of the Research Council of the Acad-
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

Lieut. Chong is one of several
Philippine Army officers sent to the
United States to study various
phases of the operation of the United
States Army, as part of the close

program of assistance given the'

Philippine Army by the U. S. War
Department.
At the conclusion of his course of

training, he will return to the Philip-
pines, where he will produce instruc-
tional films specifically for the

Philippine Army, as well as handle
the details of the use of U. S. Army
Signal Corps Training Films for the
instruction of the Philippine Army.

Wometco Will Build
New House In Miami

Miami, Fla.—The Wometco The-
aters, Inc. has taken a 99-year
lease on property at N. W. Seven-
teenth Ave., and will immediately
erect another unit.

WEDDING BELLS

Springfield, Mass. — Edward J.

Powers, assistant manager of the
Art Theater here, and Miss Zelma
A. Baker of this city will be mar-
ried in St. Michael Cathedral Satur-
day. They will go to New York on^

their wedding trip.

Fort Worth, Tex.—Harold Eppes,,
manager of the Varsity Theater,]
and Dorothy Stanley will be married:
July 27.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—Frank Ham-
ill, operator at the Grand Theatei,,
was married to Eulala Brown of|

Red Bank.
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REViEUJS Of neuj fiims
"Millionaires in

Prison"
! with Lee Tracy, Linda Hayes, Raymond

Walburn
RKO Radio 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
INTERESTING AND ENTERTAINING

ipBAMA OF LIFE BEHIND THE BARS WITH
jTRACY SCORING HEAVILY.

^ 1 nis should please Lee Tracy fans. Tracy,

who has been away from pictures for the

past couple of years, has one of the best

roles of his career in this modest-budget
RKO release. The story, no doubt was
taken from recent newspaper stories. The

' fertile pens of Martin Mooney, who wrote

''the original, and Lynn Root and Frank Fen-

ton, who wrote the screenplay, have turned

out an interesting and entertaining drama
of life behind prison bars. Ray McCarey
has done a swell job of direction.

Moments of comedy, heavy drama, and

suspense follow one upon the other in

[smooth-flowing rhythm. The moments of

, comedy in which the millionaire convicts

^try to adjust themselves to prison life are

exceptionally well acted and directed. The
story concerns five millionaires who are

sent to prison for various crimes. They are

not criminals, but citizens who have run

!j afoul of the law and have been sentenced

to terms with murderers and convicts of

all classes.

One of the wealthy prisoners is a young

'doctor who upon entering prison continues

his researches under the supervision of the

prison doctor. He is assisted by Lee Tracy,

5
playing the part of the prison big-shot.

Truman Bradley, as the doctor, despite his

^tendency to turn soft, does such good work

n incarceration that eventually he and

^ Tracy are paroled. The story also tells

lof the rise in the esteem of their fellow

^convicts of the unwelcome millionaires who,

1^ despised at first, are finally taken into the

^fold and are pleased to find themselves

^treated as equals by their fellow cons.

i Linda Hayes as Bradley's girl friend gives

\a good performance. Virginia Vale is ex-

jcellent as Tracy's moll. Also in the cast

;are such competent performers as Morgan

Conway, Thurston Hall, Raymond Walburn

and Paul Guilfoyle. The picture was ably

produced by Howard Benedict, under the

supervision of Executive Producer Lee Mar-

cus. Camera work by Harry Wild, with

i special effects by Vernon L. Walker, was

i
good.

CAST: Lee Tracy, Linda Hayes, Raymond
' Walburn, Morgan Conway, Truman Brad-

ley, Virginia Vale, Cliff Edwards, Paul Guil-

Jfoyle, Thurston Hall, Chester Clute, Shemp

Howard, Horace MacMahon, Thomas E.

Jackson, Elliott Sullivan, Selmer Jackson,

Jack Arnold.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Lee Mar-

cus; Producer, Howard Benedict; Director,

U
Ray McCarey; Author, Martin Mooney;

Screenplay, Lynn Root and Frank Fenton;

! Cameraman, Harry Wild; Special Effects,

^Vernon L. Walker; Art Director, Van Nest

Polglase; Associate, Carroll Clark; Editor,

Theron Warth; Musical Score, Roy Webb.

DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

H

"Prairie Law"
with George O'Brien, Virginia Vale,

Dick Hogan
RKO 59 Mins.

LATEST GEORGE O'BRIEN STARRER

FROM RKO HAS ABLE CAST AND GOOD
ACTION.

The western fans should be pleased with

this new George O'Brien release. It has an

able cast, a plausible story and plentiful

action. O'Brien is supported by a good cast

that includes Virginia Vale, Dick Hogan,

J. Farrell MacDonald, Slim Whitaker, Cyrus

W. Kendall and Paul Everton, latter two the

villains. David Howard directs the picture

with a good tempo.

O'Brien, although opposed to farmers

moving into the cattle country where his

ranch lies because he knows they will run

short on water, still assists them in any

way possible. He meets Miss Vale, daughter

of one of the farmers, Henry Hall. How-
ever, a land promotion scheme fostered

by Kendall and Everton is bringing more
farmers in all the time and they can't make
a living.

Hall is innocently aligned with the land

gang, not knowing what they actually are

promoting. O'Brien's cattle are rustled,

his friend the sheriff, MacDonald, is mur-
dered, but Kendall is acquitted of the

murder by a packed jury. However, O'Brien

figures out a plan to get them right, and

he does, with plenty of action ensuing

until everything is straightened out and

law and order is restored.

CAST: George O'Brien, Virginia Vale,

Dick Hogan, J. Farrell MacDonald, Slim

Whitaker, Cyrus W. Kendall, Paul Everton,

Henry Hall, M. Montague, Q. Ramsey.

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Direc-

tor, David Howard; Screenplay, Doris

Schroeder and A. V. Jones; Story, Bernard

McConville; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Ed-

itor, Frederic Knudtson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

I

lohnson Pix on July 24

,. , Columbia's "I Married Adventure,"
itffjthe life of Osa and Martin Johnson,

will be nationally released on July

24.

"Men and Dust"

Garrison Films, Inc. 16 '/2 Mins

Grim Documentary I

A powerful indictment of miners'
working and living conditions in the
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma junc-

tion, where, due to a lack of protec-
tive measures, large numbers of the
population suffer from silicosis and
tuberculosis. Based on the findings
of The Tri-State Survey Committee,
the film, through use of flash shots
and a four-voice commentary pleads
an effective argument for protective

mining equipment and a better liv-

ing standard for the miners and their

families. Too depressing for the run
of theaters, the subject will find a

field in the more informed audience
type, in addition to the special groups
now viewing the picture. Sheldon

^

Dick did the photography and com-
j

mentary and Lee Dick was director

of commentary. '

MORE fUN . . MORE AlUSIC!

The Weavers set a new high

for movie frolics with the

gayest, singingest, laughingest

of Republic's inimitable hill-

billy pictures.

WeAVER BROTHSftS anv SLVIRY

GRANDOLEOPRY

LOIS RANSON

ALLAN LANE

HENRY KOLKER

An<i Radio's Popular Artists

UNCIE DAVE MACON AND HIS SON DORRIS

ROY ACUFF and hii ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOYS

with RACHEL

GEORGE DEWEY HAY Ue Sokmn Ole Judge

FRANK McDOHAlO— DIREaOS

PICTURE
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S-W to Add Tax,

Won't Drop Prices

(Coiitiiiiicd flam Piitic 1)

lion to help make the people de-
fense-conscious," asserted Bernhard's
statement.

Meanwhile, it became apparent
that while the tendency throughout
the country generally, both on the

l)art of major circuits and indie op-

erators, was to pass along the new
levies to theater patrons, no hard-
and-fast rule was being laid down
by circuit operators.

Some Theaters May Up Prices
It was indicated that there prob-

ably would be many instances where
circuit houses as well as indie the-

aters would find it desirable to add
a cent or two to new prices for
profit purposes. Thus exhibs. now
getting 35 cents would, on Monday,
go to 36 cents plus four cents Fed-
eral tax.

In the instance of circuits, decis-

ion on such moves would be dis-

cretionary with zone or division and
district managers, it is anticipated.

While in New York City, circuit

houses, virtually without exception,

are expected merely to add the tax,

it was said yesterday that decision

as to the out-of-town situations in

the cases of one or possibly two
chains was yet to be determined.

Orders, however, are expected to go

to all out-of-town house managers
before night if not already dis-

patched.
Brandt Just to Add Tax

In the face of conflicting reports

following yesterday's meeting of the

ITOA board of directors, Prexy
Harry Brandt declared that its af-

filiated houses would simply add the

tax to present scales. Earlier, it

had been reported Brandt planned

to boost prices.

In indie operating quarters, how-
ever, it was forecast that there

would be some jockeying.

Philly Exhibs. Generally

to Adopt S-W Policy
Philadelphia — Stanley-Warner's

position on the admission tax im-

posed under the new Federal law
will be generally adopted by exhibi-

tors here. Meaning that there will

be no attempt to raise prices, only

the tax being added to present scales.

Pix Patrons of West Pa.

to Bear New Tax Burden
Pittsburgh — With possibly few

exceptions, theaters, both circuit and

indie, operating in Western Pennsyl-

vania will pass along the new Fed-

eral tax to their patrons.

The AMPTO of West Pennsyl-

vania, Allied's affiliate, is expected

to adopt such policy formally at a

special meeting Monday.

Gulf State Circuits

Favor Pass-Along Policy
New Orleans—Gulf States exhibi-

tors apparently will pass the Fed-

eral tax along to the public, judg-

ing from present exhibitor opinions.

iVftcliigfitt Amusement Parh Showing Feature
Film Free as Lure; 1,200, Average Crowd

Detroit—-Free movies have popped up in an amusement park 25 miles north of here,
near Pontiac, playing every Monday night to an average of 1,200 people. Show starts
at 9:15, runs over two hours with a single feature.

Palmer Park, managed by Ray Meyers and Mrs. Leo Lippa, is operated as one unit
in a circuit of seven spots; rest are understood to be commercially sponsored. Plans are
being made by the park management to duplicate the program another night because of
the biz attracted; an amateur show for another night is also planned.

Poole Urges Newsreels
To Explain Tax to Public

(Continued from Page 1)

public is being asked by the United
States Government to financially aid
the country's defense through the
medium of a tax on theater admis-
sions. He said exhibitors are con-
vinced it is not only a privilege but
an honor that their theaters are to

be the medium whereby this revenue
so greatly needed by the government
will flow to it through them.

Poole pointed out that to get the
fullest co-operation from patrons
without a detrimental reaction at
box offices, the screen should be used
to present the fact that the Govern-
ment desires this new revenue and
that this would create in the minds
of patrons a real desire to serve
their Government and automatically
attach no blame to the theaters.
The PCC exec, also suggests that

flrst issues of news weeklies could
carry a statement from the Presi-
dent when he signs the bill thank-
ing the public for the support they
will offer through their purchase of
theater tickets; the second issue
could portray a Congressman making
the statement that theaters are
urged or instructed to pass this tax
on to the public and not to try to

absorb it themselves, thus placing
responsibility for increased admis-
sions on Congress; the third issue
could show exhibitor leaders exam-
ing the new tickets and evidencing
a fine spirit of co-operation with the
Government in being a definite part
of the defense program; the fourth
issue could show lines of people buy-
ing tickets with box offices showing
admission prices, including tax, with
piles of pennies heaping up and then
this could dissolve into battleships,
armaments and soldiers which would
be purchased by these tax pennies.

Eighth Fort Worth House
For Interstate Circuit

Ft. Worth, Texas—Interstate Cir-

cuit, which now operates seven the-

aters here, has contracted for an-

other nabe theater in Arlington
Heights. Theater, The Bowie, will

be built by the Frank Zeloski Estate,

and leased by Interstate to be op-

erated along same policies as the

Parkway, Varsity, and Tivoli, the

other Interstate nabes here.

Theater will cost $35,000 and will

seat 900. Construction begins July

15, for completion in four months.

Benz Buy to End
Minneapolis Dispute?

Minneapolis—End of the five-year

dispute between the Benz interests

and Minnesota Amusement Co. is

seen in the reported deal of George
Benz & Sons to purchase the Or-
pheum Realty Co. interests in the

RKO Seventh St. theater. Benz is

said to be purchasing the site in

order to raze the building, their last

holding in the Loop exhibition field.

Minn. Amusement May
Close Twin City Situations

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. is reported closing one or

two of its downtown Twin City houses
to consolidate operations. Move fol-

lows similar closings in other situa-

tions considered overseated and is

said to be a temporary measure.

Carbondale's Varsity Opens
Carbondale, 111.—The Varsity, 900-

seater, latest addition to the Rodgers
Circuit, opened last night. George
Hayes manages.

Independents are thought willing to

follow circuits in this respect and
principal Gulf circuits indicate that

the pass-along policy will be adopted.
A Paramount-Richards executive

told The Film Daily, "we have
given the matter no discussion, but
unless there is some particular rea-
son, I don't see why we should de-

part from our usual policy of pass-
ing on the tax to the public upon
whom it is intended that it should
be placed."

Kentucky Fans to Pay
New Admission Levy

Louisville — Checkup indicates

that exhibs. in Kentucky will pass
along the new Federal admission
levies to their patrons. There is

no sentiment for absorption here.

Present State tax makes admis-
sions at all houses, including nabes,

run 10, 16, 22, 217, 33, 44 cents (in

odd pennies), which doesn't worry
either patrons or exhibs.

So. Calif. Houses Keep
Prices, Pass Tax on to Fans
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—According to pres-

ent strong indications all theaters
in this territory, circuit and inde-
pendent, will not alter their present
admission scale but will require pa-
trons to pay the tax. For instance
where the present admission is 25
cents fans will be required to pay 25
cents and an additional three cents
to cover the tax. Fox West Coast
will fix its policy later in the week
while Robert H. Poole of the ITO of

Southern California and Arizona, has
called a meeting of all independent
exhibitors for tomorrow to consider
the matter.

Sees Tax Wrecking

Availability Setups

Columbus — ITO of Ohio, Allied
affiliate, sees the new Federal ad-
mission levy causing "havoc and
consternation among all theaters in

the admissions rate group ranging
from 20 to 30 cents" and also as
wrecking "all existing availabil,it?f

setups in the cities where 25
4-lf

'

30 cent first- and subsequent-run V-"'

missions are the rule."

ITO, in a bulletin just issued by
Secretary Pete J. Wood, says:

"Houses now charging 25 cents
cannot afford to absorb a 12 per
cent tax and reduce their admissions
to 22 cents; nor, on account of com-
petition, can they risk adding 3 cents
to the 25 cents, because it will make
too much of a spread between them
and those houses that will escape the
tax at 20 cents.

"The adoption of this tax will

prove just as serious to the 20-cent
houses because, in our opinion, it

will force the present 25-cent houses
to reduce to 20 cents in order to

escape the tax."
Wood declares that on learning

of the Conference Committee action,

he tried vainly to reach industry
execs, to line up support for a move
"to have the recommendation
changed so that all admissions from
the very first penny would be taxed."

Ohio at the present time has a 3

per cent state admissions excise tax
paid on the established price.

The ITO is urging exhibs. avoid
possible complications by depositing
the Federal tax in a special bank
account. Wood warns that the IRB
will have access to the Ohio Tax Com-
mission records in order to check
state theater returns and adds point-

edly, "Don't do any fooling with
Uncle Sam in connection with any
part of this Federal tax."

Burke Resigns As DM
For Minnesota Amusement

Minneapolis—Barry Burke has re-

signed as Twin City district man-
ager for Minnesota Amusement Co.

to go into business for himself.

Charles B. Stiff moves over from
South Dakota to succeed Burke. The
company's interests are being di-

vided into two territories under the

temporary management of Al Anson
and Harry French.

Tucker Ork At N. Y. Paramount
Orrin Tucker and his ork and

Bonnie Baker will make their first

theater p. a. in New York next
Wednesday heading the stage show
at the New York Paramount. Screen
attraction will be "The Ghost
Bi-eakers."

Ft. Meade House to Floyd

Ft. Meade, Fla.—The Fox Thea-
ter has been sold to the Floyd chain.

J. A. Prentice has been retained as

manager.
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Re-examine Code in

Settlement Tailcs

{Continued from Page 1)

merce's consent decree proposals
aroused keen industry interest.

Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral J. Stephen Doyle told Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard yesterday
'''

^ "the subject matter in the De-
v^ J;ment of Commerce plan has been
discussed in detail" during settle-

ment conferences between the D of
' J representatives and counsel for

the defendants in the New York
equity action. The statement was

i made by Doyle in obtaining an ad-

i journment of the trial of the suit

until July 1, as forecast by The
- Film Daily yesterday.

Doyle's complete report to the

(Court was as follows:

3 "The petitioner, with the consent
of the defendants in the anti-trust

[i suit, hereby moves for an adjourn-
i ment of the trial until July 1. Con-
t versations between the litigants have
s continued each day at the Bar As-
c sociation Building and it is believed

that definite progress has been made.
"The subject matter in the plan of

^
the Department of Commerce has

5 been discussed in detail at these con-

i ferences and sub-committees have

fi been formed to consider specific sub-

1 jects and to draft proposals with

"j respect to these. Nothing has arisen
'

to indicate that a final accord can-

!] not be reached. The purpose of this

application is to afford additional

3 time to the litigants to continue their

i conversations."

\
Mills Projectors by Oct. 1;

Globe Starting Coin Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—According to officials of

Mills Company here conferring with

representatives of Globe, Mills auto-

matic projector machines will be in

actual operation October 1.

Globe starts the first of series

cf one-reel 16 mm. pictures the last

part of this week. The first subject

is a musical and each reel covers

eight subjects.

Vincent Dialoguing "Flotsam"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James Vincent, dia-

logue director for Katherine Cornell

for a number of years, has been en-

gaged by David Loew-Albert Lewin

Prods, to direct the dialogue for

"Flotsam." Producers are trying

out a number of refugee players from

Europe.

Fair's "Cinderella"
Miss Mary Jaeger, 19, of Phila-

delphia was selected by the Judges

at the World's Fair Cinderella con-

test at the Glass Center as the wm-
ner. She will be officially crowned

tonight.

Leonard to Direct "Third Finger"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Z. Leonard

will direct Metro's "Third Finger,

Left Hand."

Three Feature Pix
On Tele's Protfraiin

Three feature films will be telecast

next week by NBC's Station W2XBS.
"Songs and Saddles" is set for Wednes-
day afternoon, "Zamboanga" for the
night of July 4, and "West of Nevada"
for Friday matinee.

M & P Theaters to Pass
Tax Levy on to Patrons

(Continued from Faiie 1)

would raise their scales to 40 cents
and absorb the four cent tax, also

getting one cent extra on each ticket.

This has been discarded.

It is understood that M & P and
all other theaters and circuits be-

longing to the MPTOA unit here
have agreed to the same plan.

Independent exhibitors of New
England, Inc., local Allied unit, meets
today to decide on a similar course

of action.

Wanger Praises ITOA's
Anti-Dual Bill Policy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger has

commended Harry Brandt and Inde-

pendent Theater Owners of America
on their stand against double fea-

tures. He states a crisis in the dou-
ble feature evil has been reached and
believes all exhibitors agree that the

very existence of the business de-

pends upon immediate discontinuance
of the dual policy.

Wanger points out that in his own
case he abandonned a contemplated
program of fixed pictures last Janu-
ary to concentrate on two attractions,

John Ford's "The Long Voyage
Home" and Alfred Hitchcock's "For-
eign Correspondent."

NoWarNews With ATAHT,
Des Moines Exhib. Rules

Des Moines, la.—War news is

taboo during the roadshow engage-
ment of ATAHT which opened at

the Orpheum theater yesterday.

Manager Emil Franke said all war
footage is being deleted from the

newsreels as an experiment.

Colgate Baker Dies

Colgate Baker, 68, retired news-
paperman, critic and playwright, died

Tuesday at the Bronx Home for In-

curables following a lingering illness.

He was long on the staff of the New
York Review, a theatrical publica-

tion.

Archie Mayo Here

Archie Mayo, film director, and

Mrs. Mayo have arrived in New York
from the Coast for a stay of in-

definite length.

Join "Destiny' Cast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ellen Drew and John
Howard have been assigned by Para.

to the cast of "A Date with Destiny."

DAILY

R FATRIOTICrEATURETTES

What they are — Who has them — How good they are

REVIEWS
"The Flag Speaks"

(M-G-M Special)

M-G-M 20 Mins.

Superb Two-Reeler

Magnificent two-reeler, resplendent

in exquisite Technicolor, pulsating with

action, and inspiring to a degree rare-

ly attained in motion picture annals

. . . Because of its vast appeal and

ail-around excellence it is bound to be

received warmly into the affections

and theaters of all showmen, for it is

a subject which richly deserves not

only booking, but protracted booking in

every film house ... It recounts with

a vividness unattainable via any other

medium the birth, evolution ... of the

Stars and Stripes ... It is splendidly

directed by David Miller, and narrated

brilliantly by John Nesbitt . . . cast of

some 400.

Excerpts from FILM DAILY review 4/26/40

"Declaration of

Independence"
(hlistorical Technicolor)

Vitaphone 18 Mins.

Fine Timely Drama

A very dramatic and timely subject

dealing with historical incidents con-

nected with the session of the Con-
gress in Philadelphia that led to the

issuing of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence . . . Main historical facts are

followed . . . building fine patriotic

fervor . . . John Litel as Thomas Jef-

ferson does as fine a job as he did

in the role of Patrick Henry in a pre-

vious Historical Technicolor . . . rest

of historical characters are well por-

trayed, especially that of Benjamin

Franklin . . . Directed with fine dra-

matic tempo by Crane Wilbur . . . Here

is a timely short that carries a strong

patriotic message at this critical period

in world history.

Excerpts from FILM DAILY review 10/12/38

EXPLOITETTES
Contact your local post or posts of

the American Legion. Mailing pieces,

made up by M-G-M, and mailed by

the National Office of the American

Legion to all of their 11,260 posts,

have paved the way for co-operation of

the organization with exhibitors.

Newspaper mats on 'The Flag Speaks"

are available gratis at M-G-M ex-

changes. Over 40 radio stations have

already played a five-minute radio

transcription of an address by Raymond

J. Kelly, National Commander of the

American Legion, in which he urges

every patriotic American to see this

film. Arrange such a tie-up with your

local station. Contact U. S. Flag As-

sociation members for exploitation aid.

Patriotic groups and civic organiza-

tions should be contacted for active

aid, including endorsements. Although

school children are on vacation, an

effective appeal for attendance of the

younger generation, in addition to the

creation of adult interest, can be made

through the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.

Stage a parade or pageant, tied up with

the film. Ask your local newspapers

for editorials. Excellent use can be

made of available accessories which

include a special one-sheet, four 8 x

10 stills, and four 11 x 14 lobby cards.

To inaugurate the initial performance

of the short, arrange a flag-raising

ceremony at the theater.

PRODUCT SCHEDULE
COLUMBIA

"Patriotic Songs," "Inside the White House," "Inside the Capitol," "Washington, D. C."

M-G-M
"While America Sleeps," "Yankee Doodle Goes to Town," "The Story That Couldn't Be

Printed," "Peace on Earth," "The Flag Speaks."

WARNERS
"The Declaration of Independence," "Lincoln in the White House," "The Bill of

Rights," "Monroe Doctrine," "Give Me Liberty," "Sons of Liberty," "The Man Without

a Country," "Under Southern Stars," "The Song of a Nation," "Old Hickory," "Romance

of Louisiana," "Teddy, the Rough Rider," "Old Glory."

RKO RADIO
"Uncle Sam, the Good Neighbor," "Air Army," "America's Youth, 1940,"<' "U. S.

Navy, 1940."*

UNIVERSAL
'The March of Freedom.'

March of Time Issues.
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Republic Bookings

Said 40% Ahead

(Continued from Paije 1)

commenced in mid-April, almost co-

incident with the launching of the

company's first regional in San
Francisco.

Solid confidence is apparent in the

Republic camp as a result of the

organization's accelerated policy of

making extra-budget attractions.

Acceding to the request of exhibi-

tors, especially those in the top

stands, Republic, which announced
eight Gene Autry vehicles for 1940-

41, will make two of this group in

full-fledged form for the "A" houses.

Jack Moffitt, well-known to the

trade through his association with

the Kansas City Star, is scripting

both of the big Autry films, which
will be released under the respective

titles, "Melody Ranch" and "Down
Mexico Way." Both of these titles,

it is cited, have definite pre-sale

value,—the former holds public at-

tention because of the radio pro-

gram, and the latter because of its

lyrical identification with the com-
position "South of the Border."

Chaplin Would Impound
"The Dictator" Stills

(Coiitiuucd from Page 1)

allegedly in the possession of Life

Magazine.
The suit brought against Time,

Inc., publisher of Life; Henry Luce,

president; Roy E. Larsen, editor;

John Shaw Billings and Charles D.

Jackson, charges the defendants with
surreptitiously obtaining the stills

and having printed a picture of

Chaplin, uniformed as "'The Dicta-

tor."

Federal Judge John C. Knox has

issued a temporary injunction against

Life Magazine.

Springfield's Council
Blocks Park-in Move

Springfield, Mass.—Establishment
of an open-air park-in theater at

Loon Pond has been blocked by the

City Council. A change of zone from
Residence B to Business A, sought
by Archer W. Davis of Longmeadow,
owner of Joyland, was turned down.

French Film to Premiere

"Thunder Over Paris," French film

with English titles, starring Eric

von Stroheim, premieres at the Apol-
lo, 42nd St., today.

Use Singles in Four
Chi. ''^Arty^^ Houses

Chicago—Four "arty" theaters here are

now using single feature programs. They
are the Esquire of the H & E Balaban
circuit, the Essex Theater, recently mod-
ernized, the Cinema Theater of the

Stern circuit and the World Playhouse,

in the Loop, under Vicedomi manage-
ment.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

H
• • hifrodnciug hiferesfhtg Personalifies • • •

ARRY GREY. Born in Brooklyn, N. Y., on April 1, 1905. Attended Manual

Art High School and New York University. Worked for Irving Berlin and

others as a pianist in the music publishing busi-

ness for three years. Left the publishers to

accompany Maurice Chevalier, Harry Fox, and

other vaudeville headliners. When vaudeville

gave up the ghost went to work for the American
and Brunswick Recording Cos. Was active in

radio during this period. Left the position of

Managing Director for Brunswick to go with Re-

public Pictures as head of the Music Department
in 1935. Was appointed associate producer on

Gene Autry films in 1937. In 1938, took over

production of the "Three Mesquiteers" series.

Is now producing for Republic, handling various

assignments including many of their major re-

leases.

4A Calls Burlesque Actor Buffalo Summer Stock
Strike to Aid Theater Crafts Cutting Into Film Biz

(Couti)iued from Page 1)

a walkout to several crafts having
contract troubles with three bur-
lesque houses. The passing of the
resolution by the AAAA instructing
this move is the first instance where
the actors' organizations have gone
to bat for other crafts to the extent
of being willing to strike if neces-
sary. The three theaters are the Re-
public, the Eltinge and the Gaiety.
The mass huddle of all theatrical

crafts at the AAAA office yesterday
had top representatives from every
theatrical union in the field and all

unions directly connected with the
theatrical biz, including a strong
deputation from the lA. Presence
of the lA execs, was further evidence
that the crafts and actors' unions
have buried the hatchet and are
striving for the closest co-operation.

If terms aren't reached with the

three theaters by next Thursday a

walkout of the actors has been
ordered, which would be simultaneous
with similar action by the crafts

involved in the contract disputes.

GWTW July Withdrawal
Decision Not Definite

(Continued from Page 1)

the present price policy, W. F. Rodg-
ers, Metro sales head, said yester-

day. However, he stated, the de-

cision is not as yet final.

Rodgers declared no policy had
been considered for the picture's

second release, adding that tests un-
doubtedly would be made of several

policies to determine the best one.

Disney-Benchley Talk Deal
Hollywood—Walt Disney and Rob-

ert Benchley are discussing the pos-

sibility of Disney producing a com-
bination live action and animation
Technicolor feature with Benchley
starred and playing the role of a new
befuddled employe wandering
around Disney's new studio.

Hensley Faces Operation
Huntington, W. Va.—Gene Hens-

ley, Black Diamond Theater Circuit,

is entering the hospital for an op-

eration.

Buffalo—The Roadside Players, in

their second summer season at Athol
Springs, nine miles southwest, are
taking bites from city audiences,
about 500 of an evening. Concen-
trating on stage comedies—age no
consideration and broadness a de-

cided virtue—they have topped their

previous opening weeks.
In a couple of weeks, another

summer theater, Green Lakes Gar-
dens, fourteen miles away, in Or-
chard Park, will resume operations
for the eighth season. An open air

house, operated by the Studio School
of the Theater, it differs from the

Roadside, which w^orks on a commu-
nity basis. Incidentally the Road-
side has imported itself a Holly^vood
actor-director, Edward Woods, to

stage its shows.

"Buddy" Moran to Manage
Rep. Des Moines Exchange

Oklahoma City, Okla. — F. R.

"Buddy" Moran, for the past four
years office manager and booker for

the Oklahoma City exchange oper-

ated by Sol Davis, franchise holder
here, July 1 becomes manager of the

Des Moines branch of Republic
which recently changed from a fran-

chise situation to a company-oper-
ated exchange.
Moran is succeeded here at Repub-

lic by Fred Lawrence, for the past
seven years booker for Bader Busby,
Little Rock, Ark., franchise holder,

which franchise was recently taken
over by the Arthur Bromberg inter-

ests.

Named to Censor Board
Portland, Ore. — Appointment of

Mrs. Herbert Sichel, as a member
of the Portland Municipal Motion
Picture Censor Board, is announced
by Mayor Joseph K. Carson.

"Horizon" Back to Globe
"Lost Horizon," Columbia's Frank

Capra production will re-open Sat-

urday at the Globe, the Broadway
house at which it had its world pre-

miere.

ncLLrwecD

=^ By RALPH WILK -^

—HOLLYWOOD
^^OLUMBIA has purchased the screen

^^ rights to "Penny Serenade," a y -^
novel which will shortly appear in M(a;](
Magazine. Cary Grant will probably api/car

as the star, and George Stevens will act

as Producer-Director. The story, by Martha
Cheavens, is a romantic marital drama.

• •
nOBERT Z. LEONARD will direct "Third
'^ Finger, Left Hand," starring Myrna Loy,

which John H. Considine will produce for

Metro. An early start is expected.

• •
pAUL JONES, Paramount producer, now
' joins the ranks of Hollywood film folk

who own private airplanes. He has just

taken delivery on a new Stearman cabin

job, and made its initial flight to Seattle

where he carried a print of his latest pro-

duction, "Untamed," for preview there.

• •
\A/ARNER execs, have decided definitely

'"to roadshow "The Sea Hawk." Present

plans call for "The Sea Hawk," in which

Errol Flynn is starred, to follow ATAHT
into the Carthay Circle, probably late in

August. Pix also will have a two-a-day

New York engagement during August.

• •
CLARENCE BROWN will spend several

days in San Francisco spotting new
talent which he hopes to use in his next

directorial assignment at Metro, the film

as yet untitled. Some of the talent Brown

will be looking at are now performers at

the Frisco Fair.

• •

p ITA JOHNSON, now working in "The
'^ Golden Fleecing" opposite Lew Ayres,

has signed a new long-term contract with

Metro.

• •
^^SA MASSEN, Danish actress who ap-

^^ peared in "Honeymoon in Bali," has

been borrowed by Warners from Walter

Wanger for a leading role in "Honeymoon
For Three." Charlie Ruggles also has been

signed.

• •

ONE of America's larger soap and sham-

poo manufacturers is negotiating with

Charlie Ruggles for the use of his pet mon-

key, "Schlemiel," in a series of twelve

one-reelers, advertising a variety of prod-

ucts. "Schlemiel" will star in the films.

• •
GEORGE MURPHY is building a sun

house adjoining his Escondido ranch

home, which will be constructed entirely

of a new type glass brick that diffuses the

natural sunlight so that only the ultra-violet

rays penetrate. Even the floor of the un-

usual building will be composed of these

glass bricks.

• •
IlkyjlSS Wheelwright Dicovers America,"
'"' original screen story by Leonard

Spiegelgass, has been purchased by War-

ner Bros, and Leonard Hoffman and Jack
\

Lucas have been assigned to do a screen:

treatment.

• •
WILLIAM STUCKY has signed a contract

as a junior writer at Metro.
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IvtB. TAKES ASCAP^SE TO HIGHJOURT
Sees Foreign Competition With U. S. Pix Failing
"Continued Substantial

Sales Abroad Indicated/'

Standard Statistics View
I

' "Continued substantial sales of

American films abroad are indicated
:or the future" despite the war-time
'curtailment of foreign distribution,

'According to Standard Trade & Se-
jfeurities' Motion Pictures Basic Sur-
rey just completed.
The Survey makes that long-term

'forecast "because of the demon-
strated superiority of American
c'eature films and the clear evidence
that foreign audiences agree on this,

^xcept in those countries where both

J
{Continued on Page 8)

Majestic Slock

jDptions to DuMont

To obtain the participation of Al-

en B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. in

Ihe direction of its affairs, Majestic
Radio & Television Corp. "will grant

^o Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,

nc, an option to purchase 100,000

ihares of new common stock at $1

share, exercisable in whole or in

art, at any time or from time to

dme on or before four years from

J
(Continued on Page 7)

tirst New York Deliveries

Pf DuMont Big-Screen Tele

First deliveries of DuMont's flex-

ble 20-inch tube big-screen tele-

fcvision receivers are being made in

;he metropolitan area this week.

Said to provide the largest images
, Dn home receivers now available in

!';;he U. S., the tele-screens offer black
: (Continued on Page 8)

Newsreels Plugging
National Defense

Survey of the five new newsreel issues

yesterday showed that nine separate clips

on national defense were contained in

four of the reels, following the recent-

ly announced policy of co-operation

with the Government's defense program

and a reduction in war footage. War
news was largely confined to routine

shots of defense and visits of the Eng-

lish rulers.

NO CANADIAN PRODUCTION-MAXWELL
Associated British Pictures Head Dismisses Hollywood Stories

as "Utter Nonsense"

London (By Cable) —Associated
British Picture Corp. has no inten-

tion of transferring production ac-

tivities from Boreham Wood, Elstree,

to Canada.

John Maxwell, chairman of the

corporation, so declared here when
advised of Hollywood stories to the

effect that he had authorized a Do-

minion survey on production possi-

bilities and a Hollywood checkup
on available talent.

"Utter nonsense" was the way
Maxwell characterized the reports

which occasioned considerable stir

in the U. S. and something of a sen-

sation when reaching trade circles

on this side.

All Loew Theaters

To Add New Levies

Loew's out-of-town theaters will

follow the tax policy adopted for

the circuit's houses in Greater New
York, adding the new Federal levies

to the existing admission prices, it

was learned yesterday.

While in certain situations, it is

anticipated that some affiliated cir-

cuit theaters will depart from gen-

(Continued on Page 4)

Korda to Produce Story

Of Conquest of Mexico

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Alexander Korda's

first American production for United
Artists will be "The Conqueror,"
starring Merle Oberon, with shoot-

ing scheduled to start in the Fall.

(Continued on Page 8)

Will Pass Along

Tax In Cleveland

Cleveland—The Cleveland Motion

Picture Exhibitors Association at a

meeting yesterday involving the pol-

icy of subsequent-runs on the new
Federal admissions tax determined
to pass the levy on to the public.

Inasmuch as these houses for

years have absorbed the Ohio 3 per

cent excise tax on gross receipts,

there is a bare possibility that this,

(Continued on Page 7)

New Haven Exhibs. Reject

Price Boost in Adding Tax

New Haven—^Calling a special lun-

cheon-meeting at the Hofbrau Haus
Restaurant, exhibitors in the New
Haven district, including East Ha-
ven, Hamden, and West Haven, de-

cided that the new admission tax

(Continued on Page 5)

Nazis Pix in S,Am m

Buenos Aires Paper Also Charges 'Dumping'

Metro's Biggest 1940 Ad
Campaign Backing "Moon"

Metro is putting its biggest ad
campaign of the year behind "New
Moon," Nelson Eddy-Jeanette Mac-
Donald co-starrer, set for national

release today.
In the super-size nine feature ads

(Continued on Page 8)

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—Ar-
gentinisches Tageblatt, 51-year-old

Argentine paper owned by the des-

cendants of Swiss-born Juan Ale-

mann, has opened fire on the Insti-

tuto Cinematografico Argentine,

charging the latter with ignoring

the harm the "dumping" of Nazi
pix does to the native film industry.

(Continued on Page 8)

Radio Coin Backs Appeal
From Decision Holding
State Act Unconstitutional

Lincoln—Appeal notice was made
yesterday by Attorney General
Walter Johnson, taking Nebraska's
anti-Ascap case up to the U. S. Su-
preme Court. Order granting the
right was signed, and 40 days was
period given Ascap to show cause
why the lower court action should
not be reversed.

After a four-day hearing in No-
vember, in which Gene Buck, E. C.
Mills, and J. G. Paine, Ascap offi-

cials, testified, Nebraska's three
judges—Gardiner, Donohue, and
Munger—called the Nebraska law,

(Continued on Page 7)

ATAHT Road Shows

End in Mid-July

Warners' ATAHT goes into reg-
ular release on July 13, it was
learned yesterday.

This will terminate the roadshow
presentation of the picture which
has been successfully in progress
during the last weeks. That policy,

which paralleled Metro's current
(Continued from Page 1)

More Than 200 Attended
RKO's Golf Tournament

Rye, N. Y.—RKO Radio's annual
golf tournament at two Westchester
Country Club courses, here yester-
day drew an attendance of more
than 200 company execs., employes
and their friends. This was the big-

(Continued on Page 6)

^Veti? ting. Allied

To Pass Along Tax
Boston—New England Allied (Inde-

pendent Exhibitors, Inc.) yesterday voted

to pass the admission tax on to the

public.

Members, representing approximately
150 theaters, decided at a luncheon
meeting not to raise their admission

prices so as to absorb the tax.

Special trailers are being prepared to

inform the public as to the reason for

the tax levy.
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Albany—Establishment of a mini-
mum dollar harness race admission
to all races where pari-mutuel bet-
ting is conducted is hailed by
exhibs. as keeping to a minimum
summer competition with theater
box-office.

Previous to the organization meet-
ing of the three harness racing com-
missioners appointed by Governor
Herbert H. Lehman, it was gener-
ally believed a 50 cent minimum
would be established.
The moot question of night rac-

ing for harness horses is still up in

the air. Individual dates and hours
will be authorized by the harness
racing commission when licensing
the various local bodies. To date,
no licenses have been issued to the
track or fair organizations.

Three Days of Premieres
For Para/s "Untamed"

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vfc. (2'/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 5/g s/g 5/g

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 123 1221/2 122V2 + 1/2

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 241/2 233A 233^ -|- l/g

do pfd
Paramount 5 5 5
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 7 7 7 — %
Pathe Film 7 SVi 6 1/2 — %
RKO New 27/g 23^ 2%
RKO $6 pfd 36 36 36
20th Century-Fox . . 61/4 61/4 6'/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 23/g 21/4 21/4 — '/g

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 lOO'/g lOOVg lOO'/a
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46 .IO2V4 102 1021/4— 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 1/4S47

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 Ys 1 %
Technicolor
Trans-Lux 1 1 1

Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 65
Roxy Thea. BIdg. 4s 1st '57 57 60

Old RKO In N. Y. Fadeout
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday signed an order authorizing
the Irving Trust Co. as trustee of
RKO, to file a certificate surrender-
ing RKO's right to do business in
New York State. The order, which
applies to the old company, is an-
other step towards complete liqui-
dation of the company's business.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Independence Day

week-end premiere, to be held on
three consecutive days in three cities,

is the opening Paramount has sched-
uled for "Untamed," according to

Cliff Lewis, studio director of ad-
vertising and publicity.

Spots and dates set are the Para-
mount Theater, Portland, Ore., July
2; the Paramount Theater, Seattle,

Wash., July 3; and the Fox Theater,
Spokane, Wash., July 4. Patricia
Morrison, Ellen Drew, John Howard
and Susan Hayward will make p.a.'s.

Memphis Pix Critic May
Head Newspaper Guild

Memphis— American Newspaper
Guild's convention which opens here
July 8 may name Harry Martin,

film critic of the local Commercial
Appeal to the presidency. Martin
is now president pro tem of the

Newspaper Film Critics of Amer-
ica. Kenneth Crawford of New
York's PM is the Guild's present

prexy, but is not a candidate for

re-election.

Movie-of-the-Month Club
Plan Clicking in Omaha

Technicolor Will School
Cameramen in the East

Plan has been drafted by Techni-

color to train a number of camera-
men in the East in the use of color

cameras. Technicolor executives

have had a number of conferences

with officers of Local 644, camera-
men's union. Number of men to be
trained has not been determined, but
complete accord has reached between
the company and the union, it was
said.

George Hackathome Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Hackathome,

44, stage and screen actor, is dead
here, following a long illness. His
last screen appearance was in

GWTW. A half brother, Bodie K.
Coff'ey, of North Hollywood, sur-
vives.

Omaha—Tri-States Theaters are
using a Movie-of-the-Month Club
giveaway plan in their two first-run

houses here whereby patron gets a
free ticket to a certain movie when
he joins the club by buying a book-
let of $2 in regular admissions.

Idea conceived by E. R. Cummings,
Tri-States district manager here,

and has been protected by copy-
right. Trailers and newspaper ads
used to plug the scheme, which has
been doing "good" so far and is ex-

pected to be "great" next fall.

Patron buys $2 booklet containing

either five 40-cent (night) admissions

or eight 25-cent (matinee) tickets.

Free ticket in book is good for

admish to Movie-of-the-Month, which

is regular bill at one of the two
houses, but is designated by Tri-

States officials as the "Movie- of-the-

Month."

PM's Pix Editorial Method
Brings Film Alliance Kick

PM can have its first scrap with

a film distrib. if it is so inclined.

Film Alliance of the U. S., via Sid

Davidson, has addressed a squawk
to Cecelia Ager, new sheet's mp
editor and ex-Variety columnist,

against "the editorial method with
which you practically review a mo-
tion picture before anyone in your
office has seen the film involved."

Film Alliance's 'plaint was occa-

sioned by PM's treatment of its

"Fifth Column Squad," Rialto-bound,

in a story published Tuesday under
the headline, "English War Films
Flop in the U.S.A." Article, among
other things, asserted, "The Rialto
theater often has to take what it

can get, not what it hankers for."

P. S.: PM carries no advertising.

cominG and Gomc

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Tech
nicolor, arrives on the Coast tomorrow fror

New York.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING. Central division man
ager for 20th-Fox, was in Chicago yesterday.

GERALD F. RACKETT, vice-president of Tech
nicolor, left for Hollywood last night.

ED SAUNDERS, Metro sales exec, is in Chi

LOUIS SHURR leaves for the CoastV:k\fh
to spend the Summer. '

ARCHIE L. MAYO and MRS. MAYO are stop
ping at the Waldorf.

S. N. BEHRMAN has returned to New Yorl
after a short vacation in Montreal.

MOE J. SIEGEL is due here today from th>

Coast.

GENE MARKEY has returned to Hollywoot
after a New York stay.

PETE J. WOOD, secretary of the ITO of Ohio
is stopping at the Hotel Astor.

Defer Premiere Pending
Court's Title Decision

Mervis Bros. Taking Over
Pittsburgh Roosevelt

Pittsburgh—Effective July 1, Mer-
vis Bros., who operate a chain of

theaters in this city and nearby
towns, will take over ownership and
operation of the Roosevelt Theater
here, from Mark Browar, veteran
exhib, who is retiring.

Fortrade Setting Deal
For French Pix Remakes

Deal for the remake of several
French films held by Fortrade Corp.
of America will be closed shortly,
according to Eugen Sharin, com-
pany's vice-prexy.

New Orleans Sees "Ecstasy"
New Orleans— "Ecstasy," which

almost played here at the Strand
several years ago and didn't due to

reported Catholic and police opposi-
tion, is now playing Mort H. Singer's
Liberty. There have been no squawks
to date though the version is very
much the same as that the press
previewed at the time the Strand
contemplated showing it.

Midtown Theaters Corp., owner ol

the Rialto Theater, agreed yester-

day before New York Supreme Couil
Justice Felix C. Benvenga to post-

pone opening of the film "Fifth Col-

umn Squad" pending a decision oi

the Court on an application of Er-
nest Hemingway, Benjamin F. Gla-
zer and the Theater Guild for an in-

junction restraining the use of the

title. Suit has been filed against
Film Alliance of the U. S. and Mid-
town claiming that the title of the

film is an infringement on the title

of Hemingway's play "Fifth Col-
umn." Decision was reserved on the
application.

Theater Chain Tax Bill

In La. Appears Doomed
Baton Rouge, La.—House Bill 121,

which levies a progressive tax oni

chain theaters and passed the House
by an overwhelming majority was
reported unfavorably here yesterday
by the Senate Banks and Banking!
Committee. Bill is thought doomed
now unless the Senate goes against
the administration committee report.

Tom Maloy's Widow Dies
Chicago—Mrs. Effie Maloy, vrid

of late Tom Maloy, Chicago opera-
tors chief, died yesterday from al

heart attack. A son survives. Fun-
eral will be held today.

Machine Foldedl

IMMEDIATE SERVICE I
WRITE OR WIRE "

INTERNATIONAl^
TICKET COMPANY!
50 Grafton Avenue, Newark, N.



The openings in Denver and

Los Angeles are so sensa-

tional it is safe to predict that

M-G-M's"New Moon" will be

one of the biggest hits of the

entire year!

JEANETTE MocDONALD
NELSON EDDY in "NEW
MOON" with Mary Boland

George Zucco • H.B.Warner

Grant Mitchell • Based on

the Musicol Operetta "New
Moon"' Book and Lyrics by

Oscar Hammerstein 2nd,

Frank Mandel and Laurence

Schwab • Music by Sigmund

Romberg • Screen Play by

Jacques Deval ond Robert

Arthur • Produced and Di-

rected by Robert Z. Leonard

An M-G-M Picture
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Loew Theaters

To Add New Levies

(Coiilhiued from Page 1)

eial policy and add a penny or two
to present scales in addition to the
tax, Loew's. it is understood, will

adhere to a no-price-increase dictum
for the present.
Major circuits, checkup establish-

ed yesterday, have virtually dis-

carded any plans for a so-called
"educational" campaign, believing- it

unnecessary to stress to their pat-
rons that the new tax is a national
defense measure. So special trail-
ers, newspaper copy, etc., appear
to be out.

Disinclination in some quarters to
use the new levies as a peg on
which to hang- a price increase is

e\ndently based on the fear that the
cry of "profiteering-" might be
raised. There is a much better op-
portunity to make a price jump pal-
atable later, it is contended.

be

"Foolish to Absorb Tax,"
Says Mich. Allied Leader

Detroit — "Exhibitors would
foolish to seek to absorb the new
amusement tax," Edgar E. Kirchner,
manager of the Family Theater and
leader of Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan, said yesterday.
"We must expect to pay more for

pictures next season, and we cannot
in effect reduce the net admission
price by absorbing this cost," he
added.

Karloff, Lugosi, Lorre

Plus Kay Kyser?

ll'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio would like

to cast Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi
with Peter Lorre burlesquing their

horror pix roles with Kav Kyser in

"You'll Find Out." R. f. M. Scott
has been assigned to write the sce-

nario.

From
THE FILM
DAILY to

JUNE 28
Louis King
Lois Wilson

Fred W. Futter
Polly Moran

Laura D. Wilck
June Preisser

Elmer Lux
Barney Pitkin

JUNE 29

Nelson Eddy
Robert Frazer

Harry Lachman
Richard Batcheller

Sally Weinstein
E. A. Grady

G. A. Schroth
Ross Williams

H^iTfi PHIL M. DALTi

June 30

Leo Spitz George Chandler
Madge Bellamy B. Oliphant

T T T
• • • ONLY recently, Uniied Artists' bureau for pre-selling pix

swung into action under the direction of its pilot Monroe
Greenthal -whose headquarters are on the Coast Discernible

already are results -which prove the biz acumen of UA solons

in the establishment of this special promotional channel and it is

not at all strange that the set-up is attracting general industry at-

tention for this is an industry -which watches with uncommon in-

terest the growrth of any new idea particularly a practical

one

T T T
• • • OUR Coast chapter reports that the bureau is

workmg with silken smoothness with tear sheets and clip-

pings arriving in amazing volume and as a consequence

eliciting the hope from company producers that they can con-

tinue to get this valuable type of advance selling since it

makes their pictures seem doubly important in the minds of

both public and exhibitors This is a natural reaction

for the reason UA producers earnestly feel that their 1940-41

product will be their strongest en bloc of any year thus far

Therefore they want this product to be the best promoted
Their faith appears well founded what with "Foreign

Correspondent," "South of Pago Pago," "The Thief of Bagdad,"

"Captain Caution," "The Long Voyage Home," "The Westerner,"

"Kit Carson," et al

T T T
• • • STUFF: Deeply-impressed Mitzi Green exiting from

Capitol Theater declaring "Mortal Storm" best acted film she's ever seen

Big day yes'day for Sam Kaplan of Century Projector Corp. and

the Missus 'cause it was their 25th Wedding Anniversary You're

welcome, Joe Plunkelt Noted artists found in the Fairway Yacht

Club chatting 'bout portrait of Stephen Collins Foster fashioned by Ho-w-

ard Chandler Christy and scheduled for presentation July 4 to the Old

Kentucky Home, Bardsto-wn, Ky., by Governor Keen Johnson and Ken-

tucky Colonel Irene Dunne Exhibs. throughout the land are getting

by mail copies of "The Show Must Go On" address recently delivered

by President George J. Schaefer at the recent RKO Radio sales con-

vention Decidedly slick mailing piece UA has just sent through

the trade on Ed Small's forthcoming "Kit Carson" Bob Gillham and

the boys at Paramount are still taking bo-ws on that powerhouse insert

Charley Casanave, proclaimed the best-dressed gol'er at the re-

cent FILM DAILY tourney, logically explains how it came about: "If

wasn't the suit, but the accessories!" Leon Leonidofi senior

s'.age producer of Radio City Music Hall will be in charge of pro-

duction oi the new Sonja Henie-Arthur Wirtz sponsored ice ballet

and skating spectacle opening at the Center Theater in mid-Sep-

tember

T T
• • • ADD human interest yarns: On Wednesday night

as a prelude to her acting as a judge to select the

World's Fair Cinderella in behalf of the Glass Center Gloria

Swanson was dini^ig on the Petroleum Industries Roof At re-

past's end the film star was about to light a cigarette A
waiter saved her the trouble He said with awe in his voice:

"This is the second time. Miss Swanson, that I have lighted

your cigarette" and added "

—

the first time was in

Havana, Cuba!" The now awed Miss Swanson reflected for a

moment "Yes," said she, "it was the opening night of a restau-

rant-club" The waiter mentioned the name of the swank
rendezvous and La Swanson smilingly reminisced:

"That was my third year in pictures!"

DATE BOOK
July 21-23; Southeastern Theater Owners Asso-

ciation convention, Jacksonville, Fla.

July 24: Northwest Film Club golf tournament,
Inglewood, Seattle.

Aug. 6: Conn. MPTO Golf Tournament, Ract
Brook Country Club.

Aug. 26: Indianapolis Variety Club golf tourna-
ment. Broadmoor Country Club.

Sept. 12-14: Biological Photographic Assocl-tlon
convention, Hotel Schroeder, MilwauUk "-

Sept. 25-27: New Jersey Allied conJ^«Kn,
Atlantic City.

Oct. 26: Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, banquet,
Hotel Pennsylvania.

Nov. 11: A F of L convention opens, New
Orleans.

Nov. 21 : Motion Picture Associates ball, Hotel
Asfor.

SAG To Send Out
R. C. Benefit Roadshows
H-'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

I

Hollywood — OflScials of Screen
i

Actors' Guild are working on plans]
to send out two or more Red Cross
benefit roadshows using "name" play-
ers. It is planned to play one night
stands with players comprising
vaudeville units. Only transporta-
tion and living expenses will be paid
performers.

Guild officials believe more than
$500,000 can be raised by these units

which are expected to include Charles
Chaplin, Bette Davis, Eddie Cantor,
Joan Crawford, Edward G. Robinson,
Adolphe Menjou, Joan Bennett,
James Cagney and other stars.

Goldwyn, chairman of motion pic-

ture Red Cross drive, has named a

committee consisting of 34, including
Frank Capra, Harry Cohn, Sol Les-

ser, E. J. Mannix, Louis B. Mayer,

I

J. R. McDonough, Hal Roach,

I

Joseph M. Schenck, M. J. Siegel,

Charles Skouras, Walter Wanger,
Darryl F. Zanuck, Walt Disney, Y.

Frank Freeman, Sheridan, Gibnev,,

Will H. Hays, H. M. and J. L. War-
ner, Cliff Work, Alfred Wright, Ralph:

Morgan and Kenneth Thomson.
Goldwyn will also meet with a

publicity directors' committee to dis-

cuss ways and means for co-ordina-

tion of publicity activities for vari-

ous Red Cross projects to be launched
by the motion picture industry.

Conan Doyle's Widow Dies
London (By Cable)—Lady Conan

Doyle, wife of the famous creat .

of Sherlock Holmes, Sir Arth
Conan Doyle, died yesterday at hti

home in Crowborough in Sussex.

She had been in ill health for some
time. She survived her husband 10

years.

Joins "Spring Parade" Cast
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has added:

Reginald Denny to the cast of

"Spring Parade."

STORKS!
Philadelphia—Saul Krugman, UA

salesman and formerly with Grandi
National as branch manager, has a

' new son.
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"My Love Came Back"
with Olivia de Havilland, Jeffrey Lynn,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyman
Warners 81 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
BRILLIANTLY DIRECTED ROMANCE

SHOULD SCORE TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
THE BOX OFFICE.

once in a great while Hollywood turns

out a modest-budget, unpretentious film

that hits the nail so squarely on the head,

that despite its nominal cost and not-too-

different plot, is a tremendous success

—

artistically and at the box-office. The re-

lease of "My Love Came Back" should prove
that this is one of those rare films. It

marks the American debut of Kurt Bern-
hardt, former director of German-made
films. It will undoubtedly establish him
here.

The Warners will no doubt also cast a

laurel wreath about the neck of associate

producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Ivan Goff,

Robert Buckner and Earl Baldwin have done
a sterling job in adapting the screenplay

from the original by Walter Reisch. Two
others in the technical division also merit

praise for their efforts, which have con-
tributed in no small degree to the picture's

success. They are Rudi Fehr, the Film

Editor, and Ray Heindorf who made the or-

chestral arrangements which are heard
throughout the film in featured spots, and
are used as background in all scenes.

Olivia de Havilland is human and friendly

as the misunderstood student of music.

Jeffrey Lynn loosens up in this one, and
shows the results of a year in pictures, by
giving the best performance he has ever

given. Jane Wyman and Eddie Albert are a

natural comedy team. They draw howls

with their bickering as the used-to-each-

other lovers. Miss de Havilland as Amelia
Cornell, talented, scholarship student at the

Brissac Academy of Music in New York,

finds herself unable to continue her studies

at the Academy without outside assistance.

She is about to join a swing band but

the unexpected receipt of another and larger

scholarship from a stranger permits her to

continue. She meets the president of the

school, (Charles Winninger) and accepts

invitations to musical affairs from him.

Winninger, a manufacturer of musical equip-

ment is unable to keep an appointment with

her one evening and sends his factory man-
ager, (Jeffrey Lynn) to notify her. The
young couple fall in love, but Lynn believes

she is the paramour of his boss, and until

he finds she is not, he doesn^t reveal his

feelings.

During a meeting at a small cafe the

whole thing is straightened out—or so they

think. Complications set in when Win-
ninger's son, (William Orr) discovers that

Lynn has been mailing company checks to

Miss de Havilland, and not realizing that

they are being mailed at the request of his

father, who is the secret scholarship donor,

starts an investigation that throws them

all into a seemingly impossible mess. How-
ever, through the double-crossing tactics

of Joy Okeefe, (Jane Wyman) Olivia's

room-mate, and her boy friend Dusty

Rhodes, (Eddie Albert) they are all brought

together under Winninger's roof. Every-

thing is straightened out by Winninger's

wife, played ably by Spring Byington.

The boy and girl presumably live happily

ever after. Outstanding features of the

"Lucky Cisco Kid"
with Cesar Romero, Mary Beth Hughes,

Chris-Pin Martin
20th-Fox 68 Mins.

ONE OF BEST TO DATE IN CISCO
SERIES; FILM HAS PACE, PUNCH AND
ACTION.

Cesar Romero and his fairthful stooge,

Chris-Pin Martin, ride gallantly through a

series of new adventures in this release.

The story is okay, the cast is able, and the

action is well paced with a lot of punch
in the climactic scenes.

Romero neatly fills the bill as the gay

bandit who loves the ladies, and Martin
is amusing as his rotund follower. Mary
Beth Hughes and Evelyn Venable essay the

principal female roles, and John Sheffield

is effective as the young son of Miss Ven-
able. Joseph Sawyer and Willard Robert-

son take care of the villainy. Able as-

sistance is also rendered by Dana Andrews
as a soldier. H. Bruce hiumberstone di-

rected.

Romero and Martin get in hot water
early in the picture because of holding up
a stage so they can ride on it. However,
before they can be hung by an enranged
crowd young Sheffield informs the sheriff

that the Cisco Kid has raided his mother's

ranch. Romero is curious to find out who
is impersonating him, staying at Miss Ven-
able's ranch to help with the work.

Romero finally gets sufficient evidence

to believe that Sawyer is impersonating him,

and Robertson, the judge, is the head of

the gang. In a rousing climax Romero
uncovers the gang's leaders and makes
restitution to the ranchers who have been
robbed, and he also takes the reward for

capturing the Cisco Kid when he turns

Sawyer over to the authorities.

CAST: Cesar Romero, Mary Beth Hughes,

Dana Andrews, Evelyn Venable, Chris-Pin

Martin, Willard Robertson, Joseph Sawyer,

John Sheffield, William Royle, Francis Ford,

Otto Hoffman, Dick Rich.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, John Stone;

Director, H. Bruce Humberstone; Screen-

play, Robert Ellis and Helen Logan; Original

Story, Julian Johnson; Based on an O'Henry
character; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot;

Editor, Fred Allen.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

film are the photography by Charles Rosher,

and the musical background, which is heard

throughout the entire film. Time will tell,

but Warners should have a real money-
maker in "My Love Came Back."

CAST: Olivia de Havilland, Jeffrey Lynn,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyman, Charles Win-
ninger, Spring Byington, Grant Mitchell,

William Orr, Ann Gillis, S. Z. Sakall,

Charles Trowbridge, Mabel Taliaferro, Wil-

liam Davidson, Nanette Vallon, Sidney Bracy.

CREDITS: Jack L. Warner in Charge of

Production; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wal-
lis; Associate Producer, Wolfgang Reinhardt;

Director, Kurt Bernhardt; Author, Walter

Reisch; Screenplay, Ivan Goff, Robert Buck-

ner, Earl Baldwin; Cameraman, Charles

Rosher, ASC; Art Director, Max Parker; Ed-

itor, Rudi Fehr; Music by Heinz Roemheld;

Orchestral Arrangements by Ray Heindorf;

Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"Cross-Country
Romance"

with Gene Raymond, Wendy Barrie,

Hedda Hopper
RKO 68 Mins.

LIGHT COMEDY HAS LOTS OF LAUGHS,
AN AGREEABLE CAST AND GOOD PACE.

Audiences generally should be well en-
tertained by this release, and exhibitors

should be able to sell it easily. It is light,

airy, amusing and well paced. The story

is fabricated around one situation, but the
script and the players keep everything roll-

ing along nicely. Director Frank Woodruff
gets credit for an able job of megaphoning.
Gene Raymond is capable as a young doc-

tor. Miss Barrie, very attractive and per-
sonable, does nicely with a role of a spoiled

heiress who flees her own wedding. Re-
mainder of the cast is liberally sprinkled

with capable players, including Hedda Hop-
per, Billy Gilbert, G. P. Huntley, Berton
Churchill, Tom Dugan and Cliff Clark.

Screenplay credits go to Bert Granet and
Jerry Cady, who have made the most of a

light story.

Exhibitors have a good angle for selling

this picture at the present time as its

light and humorous aspects are good escapist

entertainment. Raymond, a young bacteriol-

ogist, is on his way to San Francisco to

go to China to work under a scientist.

He parks his car and trailer in front of

the apartment where Miss Barrie is about
to marry Huntley in order to give her

mother. Miss Hopper, a scroll from a hospital

making her an honorary trustee. He leaves,

only to discover later that he has a female

passenger. He refuses to believe who she

is, and accepts a phoney name and story

she concocts. From there on he tries to

get rid of her until they get married, with

considerable excitement and mixups ensu-

ing in the interim. His discovery of her

true identity complicates matters again,

but finally everything is straightened out.

CAST: Gene Raymond, Wendy Barrie,

Hedda Hopper, Billy Gilbert, George P.

Huntley, Berton Churchill, Tom Dugan, Edgar

Dearing, Frank Sully, Cliff Clark, Dorothea
Kent.

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,

Frank Woodruff; Screenplay, Jerry Cady
and Bert Granet; Based on a novel by
Eleanor Browne; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt;
Editor, Harry Marker.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

New Haven Exhibs. Reject
Price Boost in Adding Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

must be passed on to the public in

the exact amount as levied.

Consideration of raising of admis-
sions to include the tax and to the
next five cent place was discarded
for the present, although few box-
office machines are equipped to han-
dle pennies and much inconvenience
is anticipated. Of the approximate-
ly 25 theaters in this district, about
16 are subject to the tax.

Barney Calechman of the Howard
Theater called the meeting and pre-

sided.

* SHORTS ^

"The Valley"

(Color Parade)
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Alaskan Saga
Results of five years of labor by

the several hundred Americans who
left the dust bowl in 1925 to settle

in Matanuska Valley, Alaska, is

chronicled here. How the settlers

cleared forests for fields, removed
stumps, built a model community
and started a co-operative to mar-
ket products grown on their new
farms is interestingly told. The
Valley is hailed as a pioneering ex-
periment and the beginning of a
possible means for Alaska to feed
itself. Written and directed by Ira
Genet.

"Circus Today"
(Merrie Melody)

Vitaphone 7 mins.
Circus Cartoon

A funny burlesque of the various
acts familiar to a circus. About
everything the performers try back-
fires, but in a manner that will
amuse the average audience.

"Pony Express Days"
(Technicolor Production)

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone 19 mins.
Fine Historical Episode

An actionful dramatic featurette
telling the story of the colorful
Pony Express and how it saved
California for the Union at the time
of the Civil War. Opening with the
organization of the Pony Express,
the reel depicts how in an effort to
get a Government mail subsidy, it

planned to get the news of Lincoln's
election to California before the
state legislature had a chance to
secede from the Union. Success,
after an Indian fight financed by
Southern representatives, is achieved
by young Bill Cody who has been a
stock tender for the outfit. Cast
includes George Reeves, David
Bruce, Frank Wilcox, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Joseph King and Addison
Richards with direction by B.
Reeves Eason.

"Spills for Thrills"

(Broadway Brevities)
Vitaphone 19 mins.

Good Action Shots

A collection of thrill scenes done
by professional stunt men in Holly-
wood with a little background on
how they are arranged. A succes-
sion of auto crackups, plane crashes,
fights and dives from high places
make this an attraction for thrill-

minded audiences. As a break in

the action stuff, the reel introduces
a couple of the stunt men and wo-
men and shows how a crash scene
is planned to split-second execution.
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U. S.-Argenline Pad

Revival Predicted

iyashi>tglon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Impetus given of

late to the advisability of effecting

the closest trade bonds between the

U. S. and the Latin-American re-

publics in face of "ism" threats has
evoked the prediction in well-in-

formed circles here that trade agree-
ment negotiations may soon be re-

instituted between the State Depart-
ment and representatives of Argen-
tina, to the end that reciprocal sched-
ules of commercial products, includ-
ing films, would be exchanged.

Currently, the U. S. is not on
Argentina's favored nation list; this

situation is an outgrowth of the
breakdown of trade talks in 1939.

See U. S. Chance to Take
Over Europe's S.A. Trade
ll'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—If the United States

will act promptly they have an ex-

cellent opportunity of taking over
important European markets in

South America, according to Dr.
Emanuel A. Fresco, governor of the
province of Buenos Aires who visited

the Paramount studios.

If the United States will enter into

a reciprocal trade agreement with
the Argentine, permitting it to send
only 100,000 tons of meat into this

country annually it will open up
Argentina markets for U. S. manu-
factured goods said Dr. Fresco.

"Jane Eyre" for Selznick?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David 0. Selznick is

considering a film production of

Charlotte Bronte's most famous
novel, "Jane Eyre," when he returns
to production some months hence.

Joan Fontaine is reported under con-
sideration for the lead. "Joan of

Arc," with Ingrid Bergman, is also

on the Selznick schedule.

Carrillo with Berry
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro has added Leo

Carrillo to the Wallace Beery star-

rer, "Bad Man of Wyoming."

Sheriff on "Flight Command"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—R. C. Sheriff, British

author recently engaged by Metro,
has been assigned to prepare the
scenario for "Flight Command."

Discovered! ! !

Detroit—Harry Danzig, manager of the
Delray Theater for Julius Spill, trots

clear across the city every few nights
to manage the President for his friend,

Bernard Brooks. Here's why, 'tis re-

ported: Harry doesn't book 20th-Fox
pictures at the Delray, but he likes to

see them. So—he takes on a special

job of relieving Brooks and catches 'em
at the President.

Bingo for Charity Ruled Still Gambling
hy Broohlyn Iftagistrate; Four to be Tried

Charity Bingo, a thorn in exhibition's side in Brooklyn, went down for at least

the count of nine when Magistrate James A. Blanchfield ruled in Bridge Plaza Court that

members of the Chums Pleasure Club, Inc., must stand trial on a gambling charge.

The court denied motions by defense counsel to dismiss the complaints on grounds

that the Bingo game receipts were used for charity work by the Chums Pleasure Club.

The four defendants were paroled for trial in Special Sessions. Arrests were made last

May.

200 AiRKO Golf Tourney
All Records for Turnout Smashed

(Continued

gest turnout in the history of RKO
golf tourneys. The weather was
propitious and the festivities contin-
ued far into the night.
Forenoon was devoted to a quali-

fying round of nine holes for han-
dicapping purposes, the afternoon to
playing golf for the many handsome
prizes.

Senator Walters was temporary
toastmaster, following the dinner in
the evening, but he quickly withdrew
in favor of Ned E. Depinet, RKO
vice-president.

Registered at the tournament were:
A. L. Adams, Neil Agnew, Frank Alford,

Jack Alicoate, Lou Alleman II, M. A. Ayles-
worth.

J. E. Baker, Leon Bamberger, Barry Bar-
rison, A. Barlow, Andre Baruch, Ralph Beal,
Clayton Bond, James Boyle, Harry Brandt,
Arthur M. Brilant, Colvin Brown, Irving
Barret, S. H. Bornstein, Joe Becker.
D. P. Canavan, C. L. Casanave, Max A.

Cohen, Harry Cole, Tom Connors, W. Cot-
ter, Ed Crinnion, Bert Cassidy, O. Cristensen,
John Cassidy.
Bob Dann, Al Dawson, Sam Dembow, Sid

Deneau, Ned E. Depinet, Joe DiLorenzo,
John Doe (J. Henry Walters), Frank Don-
ovan, E. J. Dunphy, Harvey Day, D. E.
Doering.

Clarence Ellis, Jack Ellis, Russ Emde, W.
England, Gus Eysell, Jay Emanuel.

Si Fabian, John A. Farmer, Mel Farrington,
J. J. Felder, Max Fellerman, Nat Fellman,
Emanuel Frisch, Lou Frisch, P. N. Furber,
Dan Friendly, P. E. Furber.

R. Gavin, Ed Gaylor, G. K. Garvin, L.
Gersten, Ray Gallagher, Edw. Gettinger, Leon
Goldberg, Leonard Goldenson, Ed. Golden,
Milton Goldstein, Monroe Goldwater, James
Grainger, P. J. Greenhalgh, Ben Grimm,
Lou Gaudreau, M. E. Greenberger.
Ken Hallam, Hap Hadley, R. H. Haines,

John Hearns, Melvin Hirsh, Phil Hodes,
George Hornslein, Wally Howes.

E. C. Jackson, B. T. Josephson, Al Jut-
kovitz.

M. Kingsberg, Abe Kroninberg, Bert Kul-
ick, Dr. L. S. Kushner, L. I. Kutinsky.

E. J. Lauder, Jack Level, Charles Levy,
Geo. Lynch.
M. L. Maier, Harry Mandell, Mitchell May,

William Meehan, Harry Miehalson, Lou Mil-
ler, Wm. Miller, F. Meyers, F. Meyers, Jr.,
Bob Mochrie, Abe Montague, Rudy Mont-
gelas, Harry Mosley, W. Moses.
W. McCaffrey, J. J. McCoffrey, S. Bar-

ret McCormick, E. J. McGuire, Camden Mc-
Vey, Joe McConville, C. B. McDonald, O.
R. McMahon.
Leon Netter, H. E. Newcomb, Philip Niles,

Dan Nolan.
T. F. O'Connor, William Orstein, Edgar

H. Olsen, Chas. O'Reilly.
M. Pollan, Walter Peterson, Harry Pim-

stein, M. G. Poller, R. I. Poucher, Barney
Pitkin, R. S. Pirrepont, Jr., Jack Pegler.

Al Reid, D. P. Reis, Phil Reisman, A. E.
Reoch, H. Richey, Carl Rigrod, Harold
Rinzler, Sam Rinzler, Harold Rodner, Sam
Rosen, John Redmond.
M. Sanders, Lou Sarnoff, A. A. Schubart,

Grad L. Sears, Walter Seaton, John Shays,
Bob Sherman, Murray Silverstone, Isaac
Singer, C. P. Skouras, G. P. Skouras, Spyros
Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Jr., A. Schneider,
H. Scott, Saul Swartz, Thanos Skouras, A.
W. Smith, Cresson E. Smith, David Strumpf,
Ed Sniderman, Stanley Shuford, H. W. Smith.

L. E. Thompson, Vincent Trotta, Geo. P.
Turner.
Bob Ungerfeldt,
Garrett Van Wanger, Donald L. Velde,

Joe Vogel.

from Page 1)

Emanuel W a x b e r g, J. Wachsberger,
Herbert A. Walker, Clarence Wallen, Fred
Wallen, Joseph Walsh, Louis Weinberg, J.

Henry Walters, Sid Weill, Milton Weissman,
W. F. Whitman, E. A. Williford, Herman
Wobber, R. S. Wolff.

H. J. Yates, G. E. Youngman.
Harry Zeitels, Wm. Zimmerman.
Working Committee: Fred Lutkin, Saul

Berman, Art White, Chas. Fretz, Jas. Mul-
hall, H. Holms.

Committee: J. A. Farmer, L. E. Gaudreau,

R. Gavin.

On and Off the Record
as RKO Staged Tourney
Rye (a place, not a drink)—RKO-

ites got a break on the weather

when Old Sol peeped out strong

after four days of Noah's Ark stuff.

* * *

Father and son combinations were

Sam Rinzler and Harold (latter hit

an 80) and Lou Frisch and son, all

of the Randforce circuit.

* * *

President George J. Schaefer did

not tee off and had to take a lot of

listening as foursomes checked into

the locker room.
* * *

Rutgers Neilson took a taxi home
at 3 p.m. after a round on the put-

ting green and took care of various

festivities as "Tom Brown's School

Days" opened at the Music Hall.
* * *

Harry and Billy Brandt saw to it

that the goose hung high for the

Brandts. * * *

Cress Smith flew in from Min-
neapolis to make the tournament
giving him a perfect record of hav-
ing attended them all.

* * *

Ralph I. Poucher of Consolidated
and Frank Donovan of RKO Pathe
News counted 'em or didn't, just as

they felt. * * *

Bill Merrill, the ex-champ of the
West Coast, arrived out too late to

tee off. Bill had threatened to start

in a tournament for the first time.

S. Barret McCormick did as he
predicted, broke 200—in fact Barret
was down to 126.

* * iti

Charley Fretz, Henry Holmes and
Fred Lutkin following the putting
brigade around all day—a tough as-

signment, indeed.
* * *

John Farmer reached one 270 yard
hole in one smack.

* * *

Jack Alicoate didn't know what
to do with himself, what with no
toastmaster assignment and sundry
other duties.

6XPL0ITETTE5
Six-Day Radio Contest
For "Susan and God"
COMPREHENSIVE is the word for the

^^ "Susan and God" campaign put over

by Charles Taylor, advertising and publicity

director for Shea's Buffalo, for the M-G-M
film's showing in Buffalo.

One of the highlights was a six-day rad-.".

contest planted, with WGR, local CBS <^.y
let, with cash and ticket prizes awarS-l

'

to fans writing the best 100-word letters

on the subject: "Do you agree that Joan
Crawford is the best-dressed woman on the

screen?" The contest received an ex-

cellent response.

A tie-up with the local distributors of

the beverage Canada Dry also proved high-

ly effective. A "drink boat" was installed

on the theater's mezzanine, and ads, window
cards and an advance trailer informed

patrons that they were welcome to visit

the "boat bar" for free drinks of Canada
Dry. Three pretty girls served as waitresses.

One thousand post cards were mailed

direct to the patron list of the Studio The-
ater School, which recently staged the

Rachel Crothers play. The play itself, its

artistic angle and its long Broadway run

were stressed to attract this audience. In

addition, dramatic clubs throughout the city

carried bulletin board announcements for

one week in advance of playdate.

All leading book stores, including book
sections of department stores, co-operated

with window tie-ups on the printed version

of the play, with complete picture and the-

ater credits prominently displayed.

Sixteen trucks of the Richter Periodical

company, which covers the city and environs

thoroughly, carried 49 x 50 banners on each

side, announcing the picture and tieing it in

with leading fan magazines. Seventy-five

of the city's busiest taxicabs carried spe-

cial signs on frames on the backs of the

cabs and theater and film credits in frames

in the cabs' interiors. These were dis-

played for a week before and during play-

date.

The fleet of Greyhound busses operating

to suburban spots from midtown Buffalo

carried special large strips reading: "Take
this bus to Shea's Buffalo to see Joan Craw-
ford in, etc." The New York Central rail-

road distributed 5,000 special heralds to

stations in towns for 50 miles in all direc-

tions. Four thousand miniature telegraph

blanks were inserted in Postal Telegraph

envelopes, inviting receivers to use "the

best telegraph service and be sure to see

the best picture in town, etc."

Two of the leading five-and-dime stores

placarded their popular weight machines

with signs to the effect that certain num-

bers on the tabs showing weight entitled

bearer to guest tickets to "Susan and God."

Mayflower Doughnut shops located on the

city's busiest corners used window cards

as well as place cards at each table. Forty

newsstands along main street exhibited

14 x 17 tack cards, with photos of Craw-

ford and Fredric March as well as com-

plete theater copy. Several haberdashery

and men's luggage shops co-operated with

displays of stills of March from the picture.

Agree on Union Pact

Agreement has been reached be-

tween the Photo Employes Union
and Cosmo-Sileo, it was announced
yesterday.
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Neb. Takes Ascap

Case fo High Court

(Continued fiom Page 1)

passed in 1937, unconstitutional,

judgment was rendered Mar. 28.

Nebraska broadcasters associa-
tion, which pays about two-thirds of

the Ascap assessment of $68,000 an-
"""ally in Nebraska, is putting up

5t of the money by which this

acw approach to recognition of the
law is being made.

Johnson feels even though the
high court may rule against the con-
stitutionality and uphold the lower
court decision, it may result in some
opinion from the bench which will

give future legislatures something
to go on.

Nebraska's legal and legislative
contention is that only the monopoly
phase of Ascap's business is under
attack, but Ascap says the Nebraska
law also would steal away the copy-
right holders' rights.

Warners to End ATAHT
Roadshows in Mid-July

(Continued from Page 1)

handling of GWTW, not only mate-
rially boosted theater "takes" where
used, but the attention it attracted
to ATAHT is counted upon to send
grosses up in houses which will play
it after July 13.

In all probability, it is said, War-
ners will use the same setup for the
forthcoming "Sea Hawk." "Tentative
national release date of the latter
is Aug._ 24, but it is expected that
there will be a number of roadshow
engagements prior to national re-
lease.

Omaha—ATAHT opened a road-
show engagement at the Brandeis
theater here last night to SRO.
Premiere locally was a benefit for
the Fresh Air Fund, sponsored by
the World-Herald, which went to
town, giving the pix Page 1 breaks
for the last week. Paper's affiliated
radio station plugged it with 12 an-
nouncements daily. Theater itself
ran an 11-day ad campaign.

t

Cleveland Exhibs. Will
Pass Along New Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

too, will be passed on. Nothing
definite in this connection was de-
cided.

Downtown Loew and Warner first-

runs are going from the present 30,
35, and 42 cent scale to 33, 39, and
47, and holding to the present Sat-
urday and Sunday 55 cent admission.
Loew's two neighborhood houses,
Park and Granada, are passing the
tax on.

Nat Holt, RKO division manager,
goes to New York tomorrow for a
meeting on RKO policies, involving
the Palace and Allen locally.

British Pool Gets
Atnerican Carbons

London (By Mail)—The Carbon Pool,
in association with the CEA, has made
arrangements to import American car-
bons for film theaters as a measure to
insure an uninterrupted supply. Carbons
will be rationed to exhibitors at ruling
pool prices.

Majestic Stodi

Options to DuMont
(Continued from Page 1)

the date of the order confirming the
plan."

This is disclosed by Majestic in a
letter to its stockholders in which
the court-approved plan of reorgani-
zation is outlined.

"It is contemplated that options
on not to exceed 100,000 shares of
new common stock may be granted
to some or all of the key personnel
of the reorganized company, at such
times and upon such terms as the
board of directors shall then deter-
mine," the letter adds. New board
has seven members, with DuMont-
Paramount interests reported in con-
trol.

Under the plan okayed by Fed-
eral Judge John P. Barnes, stock-
holders of record as of June 25, (or
any person or persons to whom any
such stock may be transferred prior
to July 25) are offered the right to

subscribe on or before July 25, at 30
cents a unit to one unit of deben-
tures and new common stock. Each
unit consists of 30 cents face value
of 10 year 5 per cent sinking fund
debentures and one share of new
common stock, the letter adds.

Estimated unaudited statement of

the company's net current position

as of May 31, lists cash on hand and
in banks at $97,073 and inventories

at $143,875.

Samuel Zipkin Named
Local B-41 President

New Haven—Local B-41, exchange
employes, has elected Samuel Zip-

kin, Universal shipper, president.

Zipkin and other officers elected were
installed by retiring president James
Mullen, of Warner's. The new slate

includes: Fay Spidoni, Universal,

vice-president; James Mahan, Para-
mount, secretary; William Nutile,

Paramount, treasurer; Edward Ca-
nelli, Warner, sergeant-at-arms,
and Robert Hoffman, 20th-Fox, busi-

ness agent. The new executive board
is made up of officers, Henry Brue-
nig. United Artists, and Anna
Brownstein, Paramount.
Next business meeting is set for

Sept. 9. A midsummer social and
clam bake was scheduled for July
31, at Indian Grove, West Haven,
with Zipkin in charge.

Cincy RKO House Dark
Cincinnati — RKO Shubert has

closed for the Summer. Bud Som-
mers, manager, will substitute for
RKO theater managers vacationing.

For Intellisent

handling
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Foreign Competition

WitliU.S.Pix Failing

(Coiiliinu-ii from Pa/ic 1)

opinions and amusements are rigidly

controlled." It is added that "reve-
nues from these sales, however, will

continue to be affected by foreign
exchange fluctuations."

Elaborating upon its conclusions
that the world market for American
films is by no means lost, the Sur-
vey says:

"The producers of other countries

will require a prolonged period of

experience and much greater skill

than they command at present in

order to compete effectively on a

broad scale with the U. S. product.

Serious Competition Retarded

"Moreover, the war will effectively

postpone progress in this direction

and may retard the development of

serious competition for a consider-

able period.

"The domestic industry's un-
matched scientific skill in producing
a large number of features which
have universal appeal for audiences
throughout the world may be counted
upon to sustain foreign sales at high
levels, despite the adverse effect in

certain countries of political factors

which limit the showing of U. S.

films."

Discussing the effect of the war on
industry revenues, the Survey esti-

mates that foreign returns, meas-
ured in dollars, have been reduced
from 20 to 25 millions, after taking
into consideration losses of business

in Scandinavia, the Low Countries,

etc. It is added:

"While aggregate foreign cur-

rency receipts in Canada, Australia

and Latin-America increased as a

result of i-educed competition from
English, French and German films,

adverse foreign exchange trends off-

set the gain and net dollar revenues
from these countries remain about
unchanged."

Further British Restrictions?

As to the British market situa-

tion, the Survey declares:

"Further restriction of English
revenues is probable for the dura-
tion of the war, but this may be
offset in part by gains in domes-
tic and other foreign market reve-

nues. Moreover, the industry is now
rapidly adjusting production costs

to smaller dollar revenues from the
British Empire."

No Theater on Lyceum Site

Site of the old Imperial Lyceum,
Third Ave. and 55th St., will be
used for an apartment house rather
than a new theater, it was disclosed
yesterday.

Det. Exhibs. Tackle Tax Today
Detroit — Detroit exhibitors are

meeting here today to decide on han-
dling new "defense" amusement tax.
It will probably be added to the ad-
mission price generally.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

W
Junio

hitrodiiciug Interesting Personalities • • •

ILLIAM BERKE. Producer. B. Milwaukee, Oct. 3, 1903. Educated Los

Angeles Polytechnic High School and Junior College. First job as a

Civil Engineer City of Los Angeles. Student employe, Los Angeles

Evening Herald, Times and Examiner, during high

school years. Started as an office boy L.K.O. Cen-
tury Comedies (Stern Bros.). Became an assistant

cameraman, then cameraman with same company.

First official writer on lot. Returned to photog-

raphy. Photographed for numerous independents.

Cameraman at Fox, Pathe, Paramount and F.B.O.

Cataracts on eyes stopped photographic career

and he became assistant to C. C. Burr, produc-

ing "Torchy Series" comedies for Educational.

Free-lance writer. Produced and directed more

than 35 pictures independently. Produced five

features and 20 westerns at Republic Studios.

Now producing Gene Autry Westerns at Repub-

lic.

Nazis Said Subsidizing
Pix in South America

(Continued from Page 1)

Senator Sanchez Sorondo is presi-
dent of the Insttiuto.
The paper alleges that the Ger-

man-made product, including those
in which French actors are used, en-
joy special subsidies from local Nazi
quarters. The German Embassy is

also mentioned in this connection.
One method of subsidizing the

German films exhibited here is

claimed to be the purchase of a
fixed number of tickets daily.

The Tageblatt also is critical of
the Buenos Aires censorship com-
mission, and pointedly asks why
Warners' "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy" was banned while German pro-
paganda films are passed.

Metro's Biggest 1940 Ad
Campaign Backing "Moon"

{Continued from Page 1)

prepared for newspapers through-
out the first-run territories, the sal-

ient angles are large heads of the
two stars, a yellow crescent moon
carrying the name of the picture,

and emphasis on the Sigmund Rom-
berg score.

Opposition for Wilby
Montgomery, Ala.—Bids will be

received here July 1 for a $50,000

theater, the Charles, to be built by
Charles T. Rook of Oklahoma. The-
ater will be the only independently
owned house within the city limits,

the five now here belonging to the

Wilby chain. Architect is William
J. Okel.

Shore on "Merry Wives"
Bernard Shore has been appointed

by Edgar E. Lloyd to handle pub-
licity on "Merry Wives," Checho-
slovakian pix.

Hocker Leases to Jannsen
New Baden, 111.—J. F. Jannsen

who formerly operated the Okaw in
Findlay, has leased the local 350-
seater operated by Fred Hocker.

First New York Deliveries

Of DuMont Big-Screen Tele

{Continued from Page 1)

and white pix, 11% by 15 inches in

size.

The 20-inch cathode-ray tube op-

erates by electro-static deflection

and is placed horizontally in the re-

ceiver for direct viewing. Five
channels are marked for television

reception in addition to a high-fidel-

ity radio set that tunes both regular
and short wave programs. Provis-
ions are made for a phonograph at-

tachment, the sound for which will

emerge from a 12-inch dynamic
speaker.

The new set has 30 tubes and its

chassis is composed of six units;
power supply, television RF tun-
ing, video IF amplifier, television
audio IF and high fidelity audio am-
plifier, cathode-ray sweep and modu-
lation unit, and a boradcast and
short wave tuner.

Like all DuMont television sets
now in production, the Type 195X
is capable of receiving programs on
the RMA standards of 441 lines at
30 frames, as well as the proposed
DuMont standards which are flex-

ible and range from 441 lines at 30
frames to 875 lines at 15 frames.

Korda to Produce Story
Of Conquest of Mexico

{Continued from Page 1)

Korda will send a unit to Mexico to

shoot exteriors.

"The Conqueror" is described as a
story of Mexico's conquest by Her-
nando Cortez. Miss Oberon will be
seen as the Indian girl, Marina, who
served as Cortez's guide and inter-
preter. Frank Beecham, English
playwright, will do the script.

Second Alabama Drive-in

Montgomery, Ala.—The new Auto
Movies' drive-in theater, with a ca-
pacity of 230 cars has opened on
Wetumpka highway, six miles from
town. It is this state's second, the
first opening in Bessemer a year
ago.

HCLLy>VC€D

By RALPH WILK

—HOLLYWOOD
^EORGE S. KAUFMAN and Moss Hart
^^ will check in on the Warner lot n.pxt

week to begin preliminary work for|k "',

duction of their hit play, "The Man T/^'j

Came to Dinner, which they will make for

Warner release.

• •
MORMA SHEARER was notified yesterday

• ~ of her appointment as honorary colonel

in the 510th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regi-

ment in Philadelphia by Col. Jess Bryan
Bennett.

• •

P KO has signed ZaSu Pitts for a comedy
'^ role in Anna Neagle's re-make of "No,
No, Nanette," which Herbert Wilcox will

produce.

• •
JIMMY GARRISON, Johnny Indrissano,

^ Red Green, John Lester Johnson, Neil

Clisby, Tommy Herman, Joe Click, Joe

Grey, Abie Bain, Bill Phillips and Frankie

Grandetta, all well known boxers, have been
signed by Warners for boxing sequences
in "City for Conquest," starring James
Cagney and Ann Sheridan.

• •
A NN MILLER, George White's "Scandals"
'* beauty, is going to school to learn

Spanish for her role as Pepe In George
Abbott's picturization of his New York
stage hit, "Too Many Girls," which he is

producing and directing for RKO Radio.

Under an assumed name she attends Span-

ish classes at Hollywood High School.

• •
THEY removed particles of copper from

' the epidermis—skin to you—of Jon

Hall in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital yes-

terday. Star got too close to an exploding

bomb while on the "South of Pago Pago"

set

• •
lACK MACKENZIE has drawn top camera

'^ assignment on the Cliff Reid production,

"Wildcat Bus," which Director Frank Wood-
ruff placed in production at RKO Radio.

• •
DROADWAY can anticipate seeing Tyrone

^ Power before the footlights next season.

Stage return would be subsequent to his

trip East in October for the premiere of

"The Californian," shooting of which starts

July 20. J

jXATHARINE CORNELL, long a holdout

'^against Hollywood's golden lures, is re-

ported weakening. Gossip links her with

the role of Jane Addams in "Jane Addams
of Hull House," on Columbia's program via

Charles R. Rogers.

• •
A SERIES of poems written by Virginia

** Van Upp, ace film scenarist, has been

put into book form and will be published

by a Philadelphia concern. The book's

foreward was written by Madeleine Carroll,

who has starred in several Paramount pic-

tures scripted by Miss Van Upp.

• •
•ITHE LIFE OF JOHN DOE," Frank Capra-

' Robert Riskin production for Warner
release, will have a shooting schedule of 60

days. Pix starts July 8.














